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’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ

˘é¬…øÊ√» ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±À·±˝√√“±˝◊
·Àª¯∏fl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬ˇ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛

¸—øé¬5¸±1
˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤È¬± ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ˙±‡±º ˙sœˆ¬ªÀÚ
ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√+Ó¬ ¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ 1+¬Û1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ ˙s1 ·“±ÔøÚfl¡
ø√˙ ̧ •ÛÀfl¡« ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º ̂ ¡±¯∏±1 ø¡ı:±Ú¸ijÓ¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú ’±1n∏ ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì1
Œé¡SÓ¡ ˆ¡±¯∏±Ó¡ ¡ı…ª˝+Ó¡ ˙s1 ·±“ÔøÚfl¡ ø˙1 ¡Û˚«±À˘±‰¡Ú±˝◊ Ó¡±»¡Û˚« ¡ı˝Ú
fl¡À1º ’ªÀ˙… ¡Û‘øÔªœÓ¡ õ∂‰¡ø˘Ó¡ ̂ ¡± ∏̄±¸ ”̃̋ 1 ̇ s ·Í¡Ú ¡ÛXøÓ¡ ̋ ◊̃ ±Ú Œ¡ıÀ˘·
Œ˚ ø¡ıÀ˙¯∏ ¤fl¡ øÚ˚˛˜ ¡ı± ¡ÛXøÓ¡À1 ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡1±Ó¡ ’¸≈ø¡ıÒ± ˝˚˛º ˆ¡±¯∏±
ø¡ıÀ˙À ∏̄ ̃ ”̆  1+¡Û ¡ı± ̇ s1 ̆ ·Ó¡ ¡ıX 1+¡ÛÀ¡ı±1 Œfl¡øÓ¡ ˛̊±¡ı± ’±·Ó¡, Œfl¡øÓ¡ ˛̊±¡ı±
˜±ÊÓ¡, Œfl¡øÓ¡ ˛̊±¡ı± ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ Œ˚±· ̋ ˛̊º ’Ú…˝±ÀÓ¡ øfl¡Â≈̃ ±Ú ̂ ¡± ∏̄±Ó¡ ¬ıX1+¡ÛÀ¡ı±1
’¶Û©Ü ∆˝ Ôfl¡±1 ø¡ı¡Û1œÀÓ¡ øfl¡Â≈˜±Ú ˆ¡±¯∏±1 ¡ıX 1+¡ÛÀ¡ı±1 ˜”˘1+¡Û1 ∆¸ÀÓ¡
¤ÀÚÀ1 ¸—À˚±· ∆˝ Ô±Àfl¡ Œ˚ Ó¡±fl¡ ¸˝ÀÊ ø‰¡Ú±Mê fl¡1± fl¡øÍ¡Úº ¬Û‘øÔªœÓ¬
õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̂ ¬± ∏̄±¸ ”̃̋ √√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ È¬± ◊̋̃ ”̆ œ ˛̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±À·±á¬œ ’Ú…Ó¬˜º ’¸˜Ó¬
¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±À·±á¬œ1 ’ôL·«Ó¡ 6 È¡± Í¬±˘1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ È¬±˝◊√√ ’±À˝√√±˜
ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ¬ıU˘ˆ¬±Àª fl¡øÔÓ¬ 1+¬Û Œ¬Û±ª± Ú±˚±˚˛ ’±1n∏ È¬±˝◊√√ È≈¬1n∏— ˆ¬±¯∏±
ø‰¬—ÀÙ¬Ã ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸—ø˜|ÌÓ¬ ˜”˘ ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ 1+¬Û1 ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√
¤˝◊ ’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬ ’±˝◊Ó¡Ú, ‡±˜˚˛±—, ‡±˜øÓ¡ ’±1n∏ Ù¡±Àfl¡ ¤˝◊ ‰¡±ø1È¡± ˆ¡±¯±1
˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ¸•ÛÀfl¡« ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√√√º
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ı:±Ú, ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ, È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±, ˙s-·Í¬Úº
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0.0 ’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡±
¬È¬±˝◊ ¬ı≈ø˘À˘ ¤ø‰¬˚˛± ˜˝√√±À√˙1 ¬ı‘˝√√» ’=˘Ê√≈ø1 ø¬ıô¶¥Ó¬ ∆˝√√ Ôfl¡± ˜—À·±˘œ˚˛

õ∂Ê±øÓ¡1 Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¬ı≈Ê√± ˚±˚˛º õ∂¡ıËÊÚfl¡±1œ Ê√±øÓ¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ È¡±˝◊¸fl¡˘fl¡
ø¡ıøˆ¡iß Ô˘≈ª± Ú±À˜À1 ÊÚ± ˚±˚˛º ¡ıËp¡À˙Ó¡ Œ˚ÀÚÕfl¡ ˙…±˜ƒ, Ô±˝◊À˘GÓ¡ ŒÓ¡ÀÚÕfl¡
˙…±Úƒ Ú±À˜À1 ¡Ûø1ø‰¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº ̋ ◊Àµ±‰¡œÚÓ¡ ’±Àfl¡Ã ̆ ±› Ú±À˜À1À˝ ÊÚ± ̊ ±˚˛º     [¬ı1n∏ª±
24] È¡±˝◊¸fl¡˘ õ∂Ê±øÓ¡·Ó¡ ø˙1 ¡Û1± ˜—À·±˘œ˚˛ õ∂Ê±øÓ¡1 Œ˘±fl¡º ’ªÀ˙… ˆ¡±ø¯∏fl¡
‘ø©ÜÀfl¡±ÀÌÀ1 È¬±˝◊¸fl¡˘ Œfl¡±Ú ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 Œ˘±fl¡ Œ¸˝◊ ∆˘ ˜Ó¬ø¬ıÀ1±Ò ’±ÀÂ√º
¢∂œ˚˛±1‰¬Ú, ¸≈ÚœøÓ¬ fl≈¡˜±1 Œ‰¬È¬±Ê√«œ, Ó¬±1±À¬Û±ª±˘±, ÚÀ·Ú Í¬±fl≈¡1, ˆ¬œ˜fl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±
õ∂ˆ¬‘øÓ¬ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬Nø¬ı√¸fl¡À˘ È¬±˝◊¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¡Û‘øÔªœ1 ø¡ZÓ¡œ˚˛ ¸¡ı«¡ı‘˝» ˆ¡±¯∏± ¡Ûø1˚˛±˘
‰¡œÚ-øÓ¡¡ııÓ¡œ˚˛ ̂ ¡±¯∏± ¡Ûø1˚˛±˘Ó¬ ’ôLˆ«≈¬Mê fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ’±Ò≈øÚfl  ÛøGÓ¬¸fl¡À˘
È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ̂ ¬±¯∏±À·±á¬œfl¡ È¬±˝◊ fl¡±√±˝◊ [Tai-Kadai], Sê±-√±˝◊ [Kra-Dai], ’±1n∏ fl¡±√±˝◊
[Kadai] Ú±À˜À1 ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛±Õfl¡ Œ˙Ìœø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙… È¬±˝◊-fl¡±√±˝◊ Ú±˜ÀÈ¬±
¸¬ı«Ê√Ú ·‘˝√√œÓ¬ Ú˝√√˚˛º È¬±˝◊-fl¡±√±˝◊1 ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ¬« fl¡±√±˝◊ [Kadai] ’±1n∏ Sê±-√±˝◊ [Kra-

Dai] Ú±˜ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ˝√√í¬ı ˘±À· ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ıÀ√ ˜Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡À1º
È¬±˝◊-fl¡±√±˝◊ Ú±˜ÀÈ¬±  È¬±˝◊ ’±1n∏ fl¡±√±˝◊ñ ¤˝◊ ≈√È¬± ̂ ¬±¯∏±À·±áœ1¬Û1± ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º 1942

‰¬ÚÓ¬ Paul K. Benedict-Œ˚˛ fl¡±√±˝◊ ¬Ûø1ˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬± ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ŒÓ¬›“ fl¡±√±˝◊
Ú±˜ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±À·±á¬œÀÈ¬± ˙s ’±1n∏ ’±Ô« ’ôLˆ¬≈«Mê ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√ ¬ı≈ø˘ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√º
Benedict-Œ˚˛  Œ·˘±› (Gelao), ̆ ±fl≈¡’± (Laqua) ’±1n∏ ̆ ±ø‰¬ (Lachi) ¤˝◊ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬±
Sê± [kra] ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ˆ¬±¯∏±fl¡ Ø√√±˝◊ [hlai] ˆ¬±¯∏± Œ·±á¬œÀÈ¬±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡˘· fl¡ø1
fl¡±√±˝◊ ¬˙sÀÈ¬± ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º

Benedict ˜ÀÓ¬- Kra languages placed three  (Gelao, Laqua (Qabiao)

and Lachi) together with Hlai in a group that he called "Kadai", from ka

meaning "person" in Gelao and Laqua (Qabiao), and Dai a form of a Hlai

autonymº[Brummitt,852-858] ’Ô«±» fl¡±√±˝◊ = fl¡± + √±˝◊  , Œ·˘±› (Gelao),

˘±fl≈¡’± (Laqua) ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ fl¡±  ̃ ±ÀÚ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√ ’±1n È¬√√± ◊̋ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ √±˝◊ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ̧ ˜øá¬·Ó¬
¸˜±Ô«fl¡ ˙sº Benedict-Œ˚˛ ¬Û±Â√Õ˘ ¬ı—˙·Ó¬ ’Ú≈¸ø1 È¬±˝◊, fl¡±√±˝◊ ’±1n∏ ˜±˘±˚˛-’±ø√
¬Ûø1ÀÚøÂ√˚˛±Ú ˆ¬±¯∏±¸˜”˝√√fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±Ó¬ &1n∏Q õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º[Benedict 142]

fl¡±√±˝◊ Ú±˜ÀÈ¬± ’øÒfl¡ ¢∂˝√√ÌÀ˚±·… ¬ı≈ø˘ Edmonson, A Jerold, David B. Solnit

’±ø√ ¬ÛøGÓ¬¸fl¡À˘ ¸˜Ô«Ú fl¡À1º
’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ Weera Ostapirat-Œ˚˛ fl¡±√±˝◊ ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª±Ó¬Õfl¡ Sê±-√±˝◊ [kra-dai)

¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª±1À˝ ˚≈øMê √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬›“1 ¸˜Ô«Úfl¡±1œ ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ı√¸fl¡˘1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬
Norquest, Peter, Pittayawat, Peter James Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…º ≈√À˚˛±È¬± Î◊¬¬Û˙±‡±À1
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‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ‰¬ø1S ’±ÀÂ√º1 Œ˙˝√√Ó¬œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛fl¡ ·Àª¯∏Ì±Ó¬ ¤˝◊ Sê±-
√± ◊̋ [kra-dai] Ú±˜ÀÈ¬± ’øÒfl¡ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

ˆ¡±¯∏± ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 Œé¡SÓ¡ ÒıøÚÓ¡N, 1+¡ÛÓ¡N, ˙sÓ¡N, ¬ı±fl¡…Ó¬N ’±1n∏ ’Ô«Ó¡N
¤˝◊Àfl¡˝◊È¡± ø˙Ó¡ &1n∏Q õ∂±Ú fl¡1± ˝˚˛ ˚ø√› ¤˝◊ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ˙sÓ¡N1 ’ôL·«Ó¬
’¸˜1 È¡±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ˆ¡±¯∏±1 ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ¸•ÛÀfl¡«
ø¬ı‰¬±1-ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº

0.1 ·Àª¯∏Ì± fl¡˜«1 &1n∏Q ’±1n∏ Î◊¬ÀV˙…
˝◊Î¬◊ÀÚ¶®í1 ¸˜œé¡± ’Ú≈¸ø1 ¸•xøÓ ø¡ıù´±˚˛Ú ’±1n∏ Œ·±˘fl¡œfl¡1Ì1 ^n∏Ó¡ õ∂ˆ¡±ª1

Ù¬˘Ó¬ ø¬ı¬Ûißõ∂±˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’±˝◊Ó¡Ú,‡±˜øÓ¡, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ˆ¡±¯∏± ’ôLˆ≈«¡Mê
∆˝ÀÂº øÚÊ¶§ ø˘ø¡Û ’±1n∏ ø˘ø‡Ó¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ ‰¡˝fl¡œ ¤˝◊ ˆ¡±¯∏±Àfl¡˝◊È¡±  ¬ıÓ¬«˜±Ú
ÊÚÀ·±á¡œÀÈ¬±1 Œ˘±fl¡1 ˜±ÊÓ¡À˝√√ õ∂‰¬˘Ú ’±ÀÂ√º ¡¤fl¡ø¡ı—˙ ˙øÓ¡fl¡±Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ˆ¡±ø¯∏fl¡,
¸±˜±øÊfl¡, ∆˙øé¡fl¡ ’Ô¡ı± ¡ı‘øM·Ó¡ fl¡±1ÌÓ¡ Úªõ∂Êij1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ È¡±˝◊ ˆ¡±¯∏±1 ¡ı…ª˝±1
fl¡ø˜ ’±ø˝ÀÂº ’Ú…˝±ÀÓ¡ È¡±˝◊ˆ¡±¯∏œ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘ ø¡Zˆ¡±¯∏œ ’Ô¡ı± ¡ıUˆ¡±¯∏œ ∆˝ ø˝µœ,
˝◊—1±Êœ ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¡±¯∏± ¡ı…ª˝±1 fl¡1± ¡ı±À¡ı  ˆ¡±¯∏±Ó¡±øNfl¡ ∆¡ıø˙©Ü… Œ˘±¡Û ¡Û±˝◊ÀÂ
¡ı± ¡Ûø1ªøÓ«¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ È¡±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ¤˝◊ ˆ¡±¯∏±Àfl¡˝◊È¬± ¸—1é¡Ì, ¸—¡ıX«Ú ’±1n∏
¸•x¸±1Ì1 ˘·ÀÓ¬¬ qX ˆ¡±ø¯∏fl¡ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… 1é¬±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ø¡ı:±Ú¸ijÓ¡ ’±1n∏
õ∂Ì±˘œ¡ıXˆ¡±Àª ˙s1 ·“±ÔøÚfl¡ ø˙1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 &1n∏N ’±ÀÂ√º

’¸˜1 È¡±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¡±¯∏±1 ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ñ ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ ø¡ı¯∏˚˛ÀÈ¡± ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ’ôL1±˘Ó¡
øÚø˝Ó¡ ∆˝ Ôfl¡± Î¬◊ÀV˙…Àfl¡ ◊̋È¡± ˝í˘ñ

[fl¡] ’¸˜1 È¡±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ˆ¡±¯∏±1 ¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ
1+¬Û1 øˆ¬øM√√√Ó¬ ˙s1 ·“±ÔøÚfl¡ ø˙¸˜”˝ ø¡ı‰¡±1-ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡1±º

[‡√] ’¸˜1 È¡±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ˆ¡±¯∏±Ó¡ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
Œ˝√√±ª± ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s¸˜”À˝√√ Œfl¡ÀÚÕfl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±Àfl¡˝◊È¬±fl¡ ‰¬˝√√fl¡œ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ·“±ÔøÚfl¡ ø√˙Ó¬
øfl¡√À1 ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ Œ¸˝◊√ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± fl¡1± ¤˝◊ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ’Ú…Ó¡˜ Î¬◊ÀV˙…º

0.2 ·Àª¯∏Ì± fl¡˜«1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬
’¸˜1 È¡± ◊̃̋ ”̆ œ˚̨ ̂ ¡± ∏̄±1 ̇ sœ ¬̂ªÚ ñ ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ ø¡ı ∏̊̄ Ą̀È¡± ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Ó¬Ô… ̧ —¢∂̋ √√

fl¡À1“±ÀÓ¬ ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ̧ ±é¬±»fl¡±1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜˘ ̧ —¢∂̋ √√1 ’±ø̋ √√« ø̋ √√‰¬±À¬Û ̇ s¸ ”̋̃ √√ ø̆ ø¬Û¬ıXfl¡1Ì
’±1n∏ ¬ı±Ìœ¬ıXfl¡1Ì fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ’¸˜1 È¡± ◊̃̋ ”̆ œ˚̨ ’± ◊̋Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚̨±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ̂ ¡± ∏̄±
”̆̃  øÚÌ«̊ 1̨ Œé¬SÓ¬ ‹øÓ¬̋ √√±ø¸fl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ˙s1 ·“±ÔøÚfl¡ ø√̇ ¸ ”̋̃ √√ ¬Û «̊±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡À1“±ÀÓ¬

¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡, ø¬ıÀù≠̄ ∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’±1n∏ õ∂fl¡±1Ó¬±øNfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬1 ¸ √̋√±˚̨ Œ˘±ª± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º
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1.0 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ1 Ò±1Ì± ’±1n∏ ¸—:±
õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡±Ô«Ó¡ Œ˚±·±À˚±·1 ˜±Ò…˜ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ˆ¡±¯∏±˝◊ ˜±Ú≈˝1 ˆ¡±¡ı, ø‰¡ôL± [Thought],

’øˆ¡õ∂± ˛̊ [Intenson] ’±ø1 ¡ı±˝fl¡ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û fl¡±˜ fl¡À1º ̂ ¡± ∏̄±1 ¤È¡± &1n∏Q¡Û”Ì« Î¬◊¡Û±±Ú
∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˙sº ˆ¡±¯∏±Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚˆ¡±Àª ’Ô« õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± ¡ıÌ« ¡ı± ¡ıÌ« ¸˜ø©ÜÀ˚˛˝◊ ∆˝ÀÂ ˙sº
¡Û‘øÔªœÓ¡ õ∂‰¡ø˘Ó¡ ̂ ¡± ∏̄±¸ ”̃̋ 1 ̇ s1 ·±“ÔøÚfl¡ ø˙1 ¡Û «̊±À˘±‰¡Ú± ̂ ¡± ∏̄±ø¡ı:±Ú1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡
fl¡1± ˝˚˛º ¸±Ò±1Ì ’Ô«Ó¡ ˜±Ú≈˝1 ˆ¡±¯∏±1 ø¡ı¯∏À˚˛ ø¡ı:±Ú¸ijÓ¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú ¡ı± ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏ÀÌ˝◊
∆˝ÀÂ ̂ ¡± ∏̄±ø¡ı:±Úº ̇ sœˆ¬ªÚ ∆˝ÀÂ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ̂ ¡± ∏̄±ø¡ı:±Ú1 ¤È¡± ’Ú…Ó¡˜ ̇ ±‡±º ̋ ◊—1±Ê√œ
Lexicalization ˙s1 õ∂øÓ¬˙s ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ ˙sÀÈ¬± ¬ı…ª˝√√±1
fl¡1± ¬˝√√˚˛º ¸±Ò±1Ì ’Ô«Ó¬ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˙s1 ·Í¬Ú ¸•ÛÀfl¡« fl¡1± ¤fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±
¬ÛXøÓ¬º ̇ sœˆ¡ªÀÚ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄1 ̧ ˜fl¡±˘œÚ 1+¬Û1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øˆ¬øM√√√ fl¡ø1 ¤fl¡ ¬ı± ¤fl¡±øÒfl¡
ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̇ s1 Î◊¬»¬Û±√Ú ’±1n∏ ·Í¬Ú, ø¸˝√√“Ó¬1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ̧ •ÛÀfl¡« ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±
fl¡À1º ’Ô«±» ˙sœˆ¬ªÀÚ ˙s-¸±1 ¸•Û«Àfl¡ ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡ø1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s±ª˘œ1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’Ô«
’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊ ’Ô«¸˜”˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± ¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡« Œ˚ÀÚ- õ∂øÓ¬˙s ¬ı± ¸˜±Ô«fl¡
˙s, ø¬ı¬Û1œÓ¬±Ô«fl¡ ˙s, ˙s1 ¡Z…Ô«fl¡Ó¬±, ¸À˜±2‰¬±ø1Ó¬ ˙s ¸•ÛÀfl¡« ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±
’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˚˛º ˝◊˚˛±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1 ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ øÚ˚˛˜ ’Ú≈¸ø1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡
fl¡±1ÌÓ¬ ¤È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±˝◊ ’Ú… ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡À1º ˙sœˆ¡ªÀÚ ¤˝◊ Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó¬
˙s1 Î◊¬»¸ ˆ¬±¯∏± ’±1n∏ 1+¬Û-¸±ÒÚ õ∂øSê˚˛± ¬¸•ÛÀfl¡« ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± Ò±1-
fl¡1± ̇ s˝◊ Î◊¬»¸ ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 ̇ s1 ¬ı±Ú±Ú ¬ı± Î◊¬2‰¬±1Ì ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± ≈√À˚˛±È¬±Àfl¡
¤ø1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú 1+¬Û  Ò±1Ì fl¡À1º ¤˝◊ ’Ò…±˚˛Ó¬ ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±—
’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̇ sœˆ¡ªÚ1 Œ|Ìœ ’±1n∏ Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó¬ ̇ s1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’—˙¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ’±ˆ¬…ôL1œÌ
·Í¬Ú ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú ¸•ÛÀfl¡« ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±Úœ¸fl¡À˘ ̇ sœˆ¬ªÚ ’øˆ¬Ò±ÀÈ¬± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’Ô«Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˜ôL¬ı…¸˜”˝√√ ˝√√í˘ñ

fl¡] Blank 1 ˜ÀÓ¬ - ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ¤ÀÚ ¤fl¡ õ∂øSê˚˛± ˚±1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú
ˆ¬±¯∏±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡ Ò±1Ì±, ¸1˘ ¬ı± Ê√øÈ¬˘ ’Ô¬ı± ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ˙sˆ¬±G±1Õ˘ ’˝√√± ¤fl¡
ÚÓ≈¬Ú ø¬ı¯∏˚˛º ŒÓ¬›“ ’±Àfl¡Ã Î◊¬À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Œ˚ ˙sœˆ¬ªÀÚ ¸˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª ’Ô«·Ó¬
ø√˙ÀÈ¬±› ¸˘øÚ fl¡À1 º[Blank 1596]

‡] Hopper ’±1n∏ Traugott Œ˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Œ˚ - ˙sœˆ¬ªÀÚ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
˙s·Ó¬ Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú ’±“Àfl¡±ª±ø˘ ̆ ˚˛ ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊À¬ı±À1˝◊ ̇ sœˆ¬ªÚ º[Hopper at all 224]

·] Lipka ˝◊ ˜”˘ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛fl¡ ¸±„≈√√ø1 ˜ôL¬ı… fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Œ˚ - ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ’øˆ¬Ò±ÀÈ¬±1 ’Ô«
∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ øfl¡˚˛ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s ’±1n∏ Ê√øÈ¬˘ ˙s Î◊¬»¬Û±√Ú ˝√√˚˛ Œ¸˝◊ ¸•ÛÀfl¡« fl¡1±
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’±À˘±‰¬Ú± º õ∂Ô˜±ª¶ö±Ó¬ Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó¬ ˙s ¤È¬± Ê√øÈ¬˘ ∆˝√√ Ô±Àfl¡ ˚ø√› ¸˜˚˛ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú1
˘À· ˘À· ¬ıU ¸—‡…fl¡ ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡À1 º Ò±1 fl¡1± ˙sÀÈ¬± øfl¡√À1 ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú ∆˝√
’Ú… ¤È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ’øˆ¬Ò±ÚÓ¬ ’ôLˆ¬«≈Mê ∆˝√√ÀÂ√, ¤˝◊ ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ fl¡1± ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± õ∂øSê˚˛±ÀÈ¬±fl¡
˙sœˆ¬ªÚ Œ¬ı±˘± ˝√√ ˛̊º[Lipka 23]

’Ú…˝√√±ÀÓ¬ Bauer, Anttila, Matthewa ’±ø√ ¬ÛøGÓ¬¸fl¡À˘ Î◊¬À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Œ˚ -
˙s ¤Àfl¡±È¬± Œ˚øÓ¬˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏± ¤È¬±Ó¬ Œ¸±˜±˝◊ ¬ÛÀ1 õ∂Ô˜ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ˝√√›“ÀÓ¬ ø˚ ’Ô« ¬ı˝√√Ú
fl¡ø1øÂ√˘, Œ¸˝◊ ˙sÀÈ¬± ¬Û1ªøÓ¬« ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬á¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1 ’Ú… ¬ıU ’Ô«Àfl¡± õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ
fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1 º ¤˝◊ ˜ôL¬ı…1 ’±“Ó¬ Òø1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√+Ó¬ ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ˚≈Mê ˙s1
Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì ¤ÀÚ√À1 ø√¬ı ¬Û±ø1 - ̧ •xøÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ıU˘ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¤øÈ¬ ̇ s ∆˝√√ÀÂ√-
ë˜±˘í º ¤Àfl¡¸˜˚˛ÀÓ¬ ¤˝◊ ˙sÀÈ¬± Œ·˘±˜±˘, ˜±˘ [Ò≈Úœ˚˛± ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ], ˜±˘ [¸≈1±]
’±ø√ øˆ¬iß ’Ô«Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ’Ú…˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ëŒÊ√—í ˙sÀÈ¬± -Œ‡ø˘À˜ø˘Õfl¡
ŒÔ±ª± ¬ıd, ‡ø1, Ó≈¬2Â√±Ô«Ó¬ Œ¬ı˚˛± ¬ı…øMê ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏, ˜±Ú…±Ô«Ó¬ ¬ı…øMê ø¬ıÀ˙¯, ø¬ıU ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√
’Ô«fl¡ õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡À1º

¤˝◊ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬
Œ˝√√±ª± ̇ s1 Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú·Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜ø©Ü·Ó¬ ̇ ±øsfl¡ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙¸ ”̃̋ √√
ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº

2.0 ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ1 Œ|Ìœ ’±1n∏ ·Í¬Ú
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ıø˝√√«Ê√·Ó¬1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ˜”Ó¬« ¬ı± ’˜”Ó¬« ¬ıd ¬ı≈Ê√±¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤fl¡ ¬ı±

¤fl¡±øÒfl¡ ÒıøÚ ¸˜ø©ÜÀ1 ·øÍ¬Ó¬ ˚ÀÔ©Ü ˙s Ô±Àfl¡º ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√+Ó¬ ˙s±ª˘œ1 Œfl¡fœ˚˛
1+¬Û¸˜”Àfl¡˝◊ ̇ s-¸±1 [Lexeme] Œ¬ı±˘± ̋ √√˚˛º ̇ s-¸±1Ó¬ fl¡±1fl¡-ø¬ıˆ¬øMê ’±1n∏ øSê˚˛±-
ø¬ıˆ¬øMê ̆ · ̆ ±ø· ¬ı±fl¡…Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√±11 Î◊¬¬ÛÀ˚±·œ fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±À˘º ’¸˜1 È¬± ◊̋̃ ”̆ œ ˛̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±¸ ”̃̋ √√
¤fl¡ ’é¬1ø¬ıø˙©Ü ’±1n∏ ’1+¬Û±Rfl¡º Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ ̇ s1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ √̋√±˚̨fl¡±1œ ̇ s ̧ —À˚±·
fl¡ø1  È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¸—˚≈Mê ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ·Í¬Ú ˝√√˚˛º ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬,
‡±˜ ˛̊±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ¤ ◊̋ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Àfl¡ ◊̋È¬±Ó¬ ’±=ø˘fl¡ ¬Û±Ô«fl¡… ’±ÀÂ√ ̊ ø√› ̇ sœˆ¬ªÚ Œ˝√√±ª±
ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̇ sÀ¬ı±1 ’±È¬±˝◊Àfl¡˝◊È¬± ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ø˜˘ Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚˛º ̇ sœˆ¡ªÀÚ ø˚À˝√√Ó≈¬ ̂ ¬±¯∏±ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏1
¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ 1+¬Û1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øˆ¬øM√√√ fl¡ø1 ˙s-¸±1 ¸•Û«Àfl¡ ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡À1, Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ’¸˜1
È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œ|Ìœ ’Ú≈¸ø1 ˙s-¸±11 ·Í¬Ú ¸•ÛÀfl¡« Ó¬˘Ó¬
’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ˝√√í˘º

2.1 ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ≈√È¬± ˜≈Mê õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ ˘· ˘±ø·
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¸˜ø©Ü·Ó¬ ’Ô« ¬ı √̋√Ú fl¡À1 º ¶§Ó¬La ’Ô« Ôfl¡± Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú ≈√È¬±1 ¬ı…±fl¡1Ì·Ó¬ ’Ô« ’¬Ûø1ªøÓ¬«Ó¬
Ô±Àfl¡ º ¤ ◊̋ Œ|Ìœ ˙s1 Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì ˝√√í˘ñ

fl¡] øfl¡ [˜≈Mê] ‰¬±› [˜Ú] = ’±Úµ
‡] øÈ¬ [Í¬±˝◊] Ú„√√ [Œ˙±ª±] = ø¬ıÂ√Ú±
·] ‡±› [õ∂Àª˙] Œ˝√√± [fl¡±Ú] = ¸•Ûfl¡«

2.2 ’±˘—fl¡±ø1fl¡ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
’±˘—fl¡±ø1fl¡ ̇ sœˆ¡ªÚ1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ̇ s·Ó¬ Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú ≈√È¬±1 ’Ô« ̧ ˘øÚ fl¡ø1 ¤È¬± ̧ ≈fl¡œ˚̨±

¸˜ø©Ü·Ó¬ ’±˘—fl¡±ø1fl¡ ’Ô« õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡À1º ¤ ◊̋ Œ|Ìœ ˙s1 Î◊¬√± √̋√1Ì √̋√í˘ -
fl¡] ˜± [fl≈¡fl≈¡1] øÚÚ [¬Û‘øÔªœ] = ø˙˚˛±˘
‡] Ù¬±˝◊ [Ê√≈˝◊] Ù¬± [’±fl¡±˙] =  ¬ı<¬Û±Ó¬

2.3 ’-˜±Ú¸•Ûiß ¡ı…±fl¡1Ì·Ó¡ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
¤˝◊ Ò1Ì1 ˙sœˆ¬ªÚÓ¬ ˙s1 Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú ≈√È¬±1 ¶Û©Ü ’Ô« Ô±Àfl¡ ˚ø√› ¸˜ø©Ü¬ı±‰¬fl¡

˙sÀÈ¬± ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ¬ıMê±1 ’Ú≈ˆ”¬øÓ¬1 ø¬ı¬Û1œÓ¬ ˝√√˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ’Ô«1 ø¬ı¬Û1œÓ¬ ˝√√˚˛º
¤ ◊̋ Œ|Ìœ ˙s1 Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì ˝√√í˘ -

fl¡] ‰¬±Ú [Î◊¬√…˜] ‡ƒ [ø¬ıÚ©Ü] =  ‰¬ø1S˝√√œÚ
‡] ‰¬±Î◊¬ [˜Ú] ‡È¬ [Œ¬ıfl¡±] =  Î◊¬ÀM√√√Ê√Ú±

2.4 Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ fl¡˘±1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¤ÀÚfl≈¡ª± øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ̇ s ’±ÀÂ√ ø˚ø‡øÚÀ˚˛ È¬±˝◊ Ê√±øÓ¬1 Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1,

Œ¬ÛÃ1±øÌfl¡ fl¡Ô±, øfl¡—¬ı√øôL, ’±1n∏ ‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡ ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±ø¬ı˘±fl¡ õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡À1 º
Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ fl¡˘±1 ̇ sœˆ¡ªÚ1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ̧ —À˚±·œ Î◊¬¬Û±√±ÚÀfl¡˝◊È¬±˝◊ ̧ —˚≈Mê
’Ô« ¬ı˝√√Ú fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± &1n∏Q˝√√œÚ ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± ̧ —À˚±·œ ’—˙Àfl¡ ◊̋È¬± ◊̋
˙s ·Í¬Ú fl¡1± Œé¬SÓ¬ ¬ı…øMê·Ó¬ ’Ô« Œ˝√√1±˝◊ ˚±˚˛º ¤˝◊ Ò1Ì1 ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ’øˆ¬Ò±ÀÈ¬±fl¡
Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1·Ó¬ ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ Œ¬ı±˘± ˝√√˚˛º

Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì¶§1+À¬Ûñ ë‰¬±˝◊øÚÊ√ƒ√ ª±È¬±1í [Chinese Water] ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ≈√È¬± ¬ı…øMê·Ó¬
˙±øsfl¡ Î◊¬¬Û±√±Úº øfl¡c ¸—À˚±·œ ’Ô«ÀÈ¬± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ëÊ√±¬Û±øÚÊƒí√ [Japanese]º ’Ô«±»
È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ¸•x√±˚˛ø¬ı˘±fl¡Ó¬ ¤È¬± Ê√Ú|n∏øÓ¬˜”˘fl¡ ¸±Ò≈fl¡Ô± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√ Œ˚,
¤¸˜˚˛Ó¬ øfl¡Â≈√¸—‡…fl¡ ‰¬œÚ± Œ˘±Àfl¡ øÚÊ√1 ˜”‡«±ø˜1 ¬ı±À¬ı øÚÊ√¶§ ˜±Ó‘¬ˆ”¬ø˜ Ó¬…±· fl¡ø1
øÚÊ√«Ú ¡Zœ¬ÛÕ˘ ’Ú≈õ∂Àª˙ fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ , ø˚¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ëÊ√±¬Û±øÚÊƒ√í Œ¬ı±˘± ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º

·øÓ¬Àfl¡ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ Œ˚, ¸≈Ñ ¬Û˚«À¬ıé¬Ì ’ø¬ı˝√√ÀÚ È¬±˝◊ ¸•x√±˚˛¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬
Ôfl¡± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√Ú|n∏øÓ¬˜”˘fl¡ Œ·±¬ÛÚ Ó¬Ô…¸˜”˝√√ Î◊¬√ƒ‚±È¬Ú fl¡1± ¬ıUÀé¬SÓ¬ Ê√øÈ¬˘ ∆˝√√
¬ÛÀ1º  Ó¬˘Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋ Œ|Ìœ ˙s1 øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì Œ√‡≈›ª± ˝√√í˘ñ
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fl¡] flË¬± [¬ıø˝√√1±·Ó¬] Ù≈¬fl¡ [¬ı·±] =  ˝◊—1±Ê
Ê√Ú|n∏øÓ¬ ”̆̃ fl¡ ’±‡…±Ú [Legent]√ –  ëflË¬±í õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡‡Ú Í¬± ◊̋Ó¬ ’¸˜fl¡ øÚ•ß fl¡ø1 1‡± √̋√̊ º̨

‡] Œ˝√√±— [¸±˜¢∂œ] øfl¡Úƒ [Œ‡±ª±] Ú±˜ [¬Û±Úœ]= 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ [¬Û√±Ô« = Œ‡±ª± ¬Û±Úœ]
Œ¬ÛÃ1±øÌfl¡ fl¡Ô± [Myth]√ – ø˚Ê√ÀÚ ¬Û±Úœ˚˛ ^¬ı… ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡À1º

·] ˜± [Œ√˙] ŒÚ±˜ [øÚ˜‡] = ’¸˜
¬ı≈1?œ [History]√ –  ¤ÀÚ ¤‡Ú Œ√˙ ˚íÓ¬ øÚ˜‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º
2.5¡¸•Û”Ì« ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ

È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ¸˜ø©Ü·Ó¬ ˙s Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ø˚À¬ı±11 ˙±øsfl¡
Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú ≈√È¬±1 ˜≈‡… ’Ô« ¸•Û”Ì« Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± ¤ÀÚ ¸•Û”Ì« øˆ¬iß
’Ô«˚≈Mê ˙±øsfl¡ Î◊¬¬Û±Àfl¡˝◊È¬±1 ’Ô« ‡±¬Û ŒÚ±À‡±ª±Õfl¡ ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ’Ô«¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s ·Í¬Ú
Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ¸±øÒÓ¬ ˙s1 Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì ˝√√í˘ -

fl¡] ˚˛± [ø¬ıµ≈]  ‰¬ÃÚƒ [fl¡È¬±] = ø¡ZÒ±À¬ı±Ò
‡] ‰¬±Ú [Ò±fl¡] fl≈¡ [¸±˝√√¸] = ¸≈·øg [fl¡±Í¬1 Œé¬SÓ¬]

3.0 ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ Œ˙œ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıÀ√˙œ ˆ¡±¯∏±1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
’¸˜1 È¬± ◊̋̃ ”̆ œ ˛̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ̊ ÀÔ©Ü Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ ’±1n∏ Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ̇ s Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊º ’ªÀ˙…

’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ fl¡±1ÌÓ¬ ’Ú… ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ Œ˘±fl¡1 ˘·Ó¬
fl¡1± ¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡«1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±˜√±Úœfl‘¡Ó¬ ˙s Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú,
1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ’±1n∏ Ò±ø˜«fl¡ fl¡±1ÌÓ¬ ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ̂ ¬±¯∏±¸˜”À˝√√ ’Ú… ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 ̇ s ¢∂˝√√Ì
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊ Ò±1 fl¡1± ̇ sÀ¬ı±1 Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± Œ¬Û±Ú¬ÛÈ¬œ˚˛±ˆ¬±À¬ı È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1
∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± ¤fl¡ ’é¬1 ≈̊Mê È¬± ◊̋ ˙s1 ˘·Ó¬ Œ˚±· ∆˝√√ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s ·Í¬Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó¬ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ¤ÀÚ√À1 Œ√‡≈ª±¬ı ¬Û±ø1 -

3.1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬Û1± Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó¬ ˙s1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
3.1.1 ¸—¶‘®Ó¡ ’±1n∏ ¡Û±ø˘ ˙s

È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¸—¶¥®Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±ø˘ ˆ¬±¯∏± Œfl¡±ª± ’±1n∏ ø˘‡± ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º
õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ’±1n∏ ¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ fl¡±1Ì ¸—¶¥®Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±ø˘ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˙s ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
˚ø√› È¬±˝◊, Ô±˝◊, ¬ı±ø˜«Ê√ ’±1n∏ √øé¬Ì-¬Û”ª ¤øÂ√˚˛±1 ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘ÀÈ¬± ¸—¶¥®Ó¬ ’±1n∏
¬Û±ø˘ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡ Ú˝√√˚˛, Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û› Œ¬ıÃX ’±1n∏ ¬ıËp¡±Ì Ò˜«1 ¬ı±À¬ı È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬
¸—¶¥®Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±ø˘ ˆ¬±¯∏± ˙s Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º  ¤˝◊ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ˝√√í˘ñ

¸—¶¥®Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±ø˘ È¬±˝◊ ˙s
ˆ¬± ∏̄± Ù¬± ‰¬±
’øˆ¬Ò±Ú øÙ¬ Ô±Ú
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¬ı¸≈g1± ª± ‰≈¬ Ô± ’±
¸”˚«… ‰≈¬˝◊ ˚˛±

3.1.2 ˝◊—1±Êœ ˙s
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ˝◊—1±Ê√œ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬ıU ˙s ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√˙± ˚±˚˛º ’ªÀ˙…

˝◊—1±Ê√œ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˙sÀ¬ı±1 Î◊¬2‰¬±1Ì È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ Œ˘±Àfl¡ øÚÊ√1 Ò1ÀÌÀ1 fl¡1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º
¤ ◊̋ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ˝√√í˘ -

˝◊—1±Ê√œ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s
Christian ‡± ˝◊Óƒ¬ È¬±Úƒ
Muslim Œ˜± ‰¬± ˘±˜ƒ
Jesus Œ˚˛ Œ‰¬±
English ˝◊„ƒ√√ fl¡± ø˘È¬
School ˝◊‰¬ Œfl¡±˘ƒ
College fl¡± Œ˘ ‰¬±
Photo Ù¬± ŒÈ¬±

Û±ø1ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ̇ s – È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ ¬ı± ̧ ±˜¢∂œ ¬ı≈ÀÊ√±ª± ¬ıU ̇ s È¬±˝◊ ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬
[Ò±1fl¡ ˙s] ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1 ∆˘ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊ Œ|Ìœ ˙sfl¡ ¬Û±ø1ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ˙s ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı
¬Û±ø1º Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì¶§1+À¬Ûñ

 ˝◊—1±Ê√œ ˙s Û±ø1ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ˙s   ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˙s
ŒÙ¬Ú ø¬ı ˘≈˜ƒ ø¬ı [¬ı‰¬Úœ], ˘≈˜ƒ [¬ıÓ¬±˝√√]
‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘ Œ˘„ƒ√√ Œ˘› Œ˘„ƒ√√ [·±Î¬̌œ], Œ˘› [¤Ê√Úœ˚̨±]

È¬‰¬« ˘±˝◊È¬ Ô±Óƒ¬ Ù¬±˝◊ Ô±Óƒ¬ [Ò±Ó≈¬], Ù¬± ◊̋ [Ê√≈̋ ◊] ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√º
 3.1.3 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˙s

’¸˜Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡¸fl¡À˘
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡-∆˙øé¬fl¡ fl¡±1ÌÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬ıU ˙s ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
Ó¬˘Ó¬ Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì1 ¸˝√√±˚˛Ó¬ Œ‡≈›ª± ˝√√í˘ñ

’¸˜œ˚˛± ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s
fl¡±Õª fl¡± ∆ª
Œ˙ª±ø˘ Œ˝√√ ª±ø˘
Ù¬±“øfl¡ Ù¬± øfl¡
∆˜ ∆˜
˝◊fl¡1± ˝◊ fl¡í’±

˝◊˚˛±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1 ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ’±˚«˜”˘œ˚˛,
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’±˚«øˆ¬iß ’±1n∏ ø¬ıÀ√˙œ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬ıU ˙s õ∂À˚˛±· Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ¤˝◊ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ˝√√í˘ñ

fl¡] ’±˚«˜”˘œ˚˛ ˙s –
¬ı±—˘± ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s ø˝√√µœ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s
ŒÊ√À˘ø¬Û Œª˘ƒ ø¬Û ‡Ó¬˜ ‡í Ó¬˜ƒ
¬ı1øÙ¬ ¬ªí øÙ¬ ‰¬±‰¬± ‰¬± ‰¬±

ˆ¬± ◊̋̊ ˛± ˆ¬±˝◊ ˚˛±
‰¬±Ò± ‰¬± √±
‡±ø√ ‡± ø√

‡] ’±˚«øˆ¬iß ˙s –
¬ıÀÎ¬ˇ± ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s ‡±‰¬œ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s
˝√√±›Ù¬±› ˝√√±› Ù¬±› ŒÊ√— Œ˚˛„ƒ√√
Œfl¡±˘ ¬ı± ˜≈G± ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s ˜±˘˚˛ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s
ø‰¬fl¡1± ø‰¬ fl¡í’± &√±˜ Œ·± Î¬±˜ƒ
˘±Ó≈¬˜ ˘± Ó≈¬˜ƒ √˘— Î¬ ˘Ã„ƒ√√

·] ø¬ıÀ√˙œ ˙s –
’±1¬ıœ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s ¬ÛÓ¬«≈·œÊ√ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s
Î◊¬øfl¡˘ Î◊¬ øfl¡˘ øÙ¬È¬± øÙ¬ È¬±
fl¡˘˜ flƒ¡ ˘˜ ¬ı≈È¬±˜ ¬ı≈ È¬±˜ƒ
fl¡˚˛√œ fl¡˚˛ ø√ ¬ı±øåÈ¬ ¬ı±˘ƒ øÈ¬
Ù¬1±‰¬œ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s ›˘G±Ê√ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s
fl¡±øÓ¬«Ê√ fl¡± øÓ¬‰ƒ¬ ˘±˘¬Û±Ú ˘±˘ ¬Û±Ú
fl≈¡¬ÛÚ fl≈¡ ¬ÛíÚ √̋√Ó¬«Ú ˝√√í Ó¬Ú
‰¬±À¬ı±Ú ‰¬± Œ¬ı±Ú ◊̋¶®±¬ÛÚ ˝◊‰¬ fl¡± ¬ÛÚ

3.1.4 ¡ı±ø˜«Ê ˙s
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ Ê√±øÓ¬ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¬ı‘̋ √√» È¬± ◊̋ Ê√±øÓ¬1 Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 õ∂Ò±Ú ¬ı¸øÓ¬¶ö̆

∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ‰¬œÚ, ¬ıËp¡À√̇ , ̃ …±Ú˜±1 ’±1n∏ Ô± ◊̋À˘Gº ’¸˜Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± È¬± ◊̋ Í¬±˘1 ’± ◊̋Ó¬Ú,
‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡¸fl¡˘ ¬ıËp¡À√˙1 ¬Û1± õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ È¬±˝◊ Ê√±øÓ¬1
¬ı≈1?œÓ¬ Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ¬ıËp¡À√˙1 ¬ı±ø˜«Ê√ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ¸•Ûfl¡«¸”ÀS
È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ı±ø˜«Ê√ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˚ÀÔ©Ü ˙±øsfl¡ Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ¤˝◊ ˙sÀ¬ı±1
˝√√í˘ñ

¬ı±ø˜«Ê√ ˙s È¬±˝◊ ˙s ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’Ô«
¬Û…± È¬± ˝◊Ú ¬ÛÃÓ¬ ¬Ûí È¬±Ú ¬Ûƒfl¡ ø‡ø1øfl¡
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fl¡…„ fl¡…„ Œ¬ıÃX ø¬ı˝√√±1
¬Û… ¬Û… ’±Úµ
˝◊„ ˝◊„ ‚1
˜…± ˜…± ¬ıUÓ¬ ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√º

4.1 ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ ’±1n∏ ·Í¬Ú
’¸˜1 È¬± ◊̃̋ ”̆ œ˚̨ ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ È¬± ◊̋ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ’±1n∏ ’Ú… ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ˙s ¸—À˚±· ∆ √̋√·“±ÔøÚfl¡

ø√̇ Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú Œ √̋√±ª± Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚̨º Œ¸ ◊̋ Œ|Ìœ ̇ s ø¬ı ∏̄À˚̨ Ó¬˘Ó¬ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ̋ √√í˘ ñ

4.1.1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¸—˚≈Mê ¬ı±√√ ¸±øÒÓ¬ ˙s1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¤ÀÚfl≈¡ª± øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ¸—˚≈Mê ˙s Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ø˚À¬ı±1 È¬±˝◊

ˆ¬±¯∏± ’±1n∏ ’Ú… ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˙±øsfl¡ Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú ˘· ˘±ø· ·Í¬Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ√À1 ¸±øÒÓ¬
˙sÀ¬ı±1 ≈√È¬± ˆ¬±·Ó¬ ˆ¬±· fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1ñ

 fl¡] ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ˙s + Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó¬ ˙s
i) Ù¬± ‰¬± [¸—fl‘¡Óº  ¬Û±ø˘] ‡±˜ [È¬±˝◊] [ˆ¬±¯∏± - ¬ıM‘êÓ¬± = ˆ¬±¯∏±]
ii) ø¬ÛÚƒ [È¬±˝◊] Ù¬± ‰¬± [¸—fl‘¡Óº

 
¬Û±ø˘] [’Ú≈fl¡1Ì - ˆ¬±¯∏± = ’Ú≈¬ı±√]

iii) ‚í ø1 [’¸˜œ˚˛±] Œfl¡Ú  ª±Ú [È¬±˝◊][‚Î¬ˇœ - ¸”˚«… = Œ¬ıø˘ ‚Î¬ˇœ√]
‡] Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó¬ ˙s + Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó¬ ˙s
i) fl¡…±„√√ [¬ı±ø˜«Ê√] ‰¬í 1± [¸—fl‘¡Óº

 
¬Û±ø˘]  [’±|˜ - ø˙é¬fl¡ = ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1 ø˙é¬fl¡]

ii) 1± Ô± [¸—fl‘¡Óº
 
¬Û±ø˘] Òí 1±Ó¬ [¬ı±ø˜«Ê√] [¬ı±˝√√Ú - ∆¬ı≈√…øÓ¬fl¡ = Œ1˘·±Î¬ˇœ√]

4.1.2 ÚÓ≈¬Ú Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ˙s1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ıU ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s ¸—À˚±Ê√Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙sÀ¬ı±1

¬Û≈1øÌ È¬±˝◊ ˙sÀfl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ’Ô« ø√ Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ·Í¬Ú fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ˝√√í˘ -
fl¡] fl¡Ú Ù≈¬ ˝√√±Ú [¤Ê√Ú - ˜˝√√±Ú - Î◊¬»¸±˝√√ = ¬Û≈ø˘‰¬1 ˜≈1¬ııœ]
‡] ‡≈Ú ¬Û±Ú ‰≈¬Ú ˘ÃÚ [Î◊¬2‰¬ ¶ö±Ú1 ¬ı…øMê - ˙±¸fl¡ - ‰¬1fl¡±1 - Î¬±„√√1 = õ∂Ò±Ú˜Laœ]
·] fl≈¡˜ ˜±Ú [˜≈‡… - Œ√˙ = ¬¸ˆ¬±¬ÛøÓ¬]
‚] ‡≈Ú È¬±Ú ˜±Ú [ Î◊¬2‰¬ ¶ö±Ú1 ¬ı…øMê - ¸˘øÚ - Œ√˙ = ¬fl¡È¬fl¡œ]
„√√] fl≈¡¬Û ˝√√± [ õ∂Ó¬…˚˛ Ê√ij± - øÚ˚˛ø˜Ó¬ ’Ú≈¸g±Ú = ¬·Àª¯∏Ì±]

4.1.3 ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú˙œ˘ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ
È¬± ◊̋̃ ”̆ œ ˛̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 øfl¡Ó¬±¬ÛÓ¬ ¬ıUÓ¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̇ s ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ Ú±˜fl¡1Ì fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¶ö±Úœ ˛̊

˜±Ú≈˝√√1  [Native Speaker] ¬ı±À¬ı ¤˝◊ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̇ sÀ¬ı±11 ¬Ûø1À¬ı˙ÀÈ¬± ̧ •Û”Ì«1+À¬Û Ê√øÈ¬˘
∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú˙œ˘ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ1 Œé¬SÓ¬ È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬Û≈1øÌ ˙sÀ¬ı±1
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ˆ¬±À¬ı ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˝√√˚˛º ¤˝◊ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ˝√√í˘ñ
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¬È¬±˝◊√ ̇ s ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’Ô« È¬±˝◊ ¢∂Lö
fl¡] fl¡±˜ ‡±˜ ’fl¡˘˙1œ˚˛± - ˜±Ó¬º ¬ıM‘êÓ¬± Basic Tai Grammar

‡] Ô±› ‡±˜ ˙±1œ - ˜±Ó¬º ¬ıM‘êÓ¬± Basic Tai Grammar

·] ‡Ã ‡±˜ fl¡Ô± - ˜±Ó¬º ¬ıM‘êÓ¬± Tai English-Assamese Dictionary

‚] ‡±› ‡±˜ õ∂fl¡±˙ - ˜±Ó¬º ¬ıM‘êÓ¬± Basic Tai Grammar

5.1 ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ Œ˝√√±ª± ˙s¸˜”˝√√1 ’Ô«¬Û”Ì«Ó¬± ’±1n∏
˙±øsfl¡ ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛

˙sœˆ¬ªÚ1 ¤øÈ¬ ˘é¬…Ìœ˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¬… ø√˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¸—˚≈Mê Œ˝√√±ª± ÚÓ≈¬Ú
˙sÀ¬ı±1 øfl¡√À1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ∆˝√√ ˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬±1 1+¬Û·Ó¬ ø√˙Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú ’±øÚÀÂ√º ’¸˜1
È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˝◊øÓ¬˝√√±¸Ó¬ ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ Œ˝√√±ª± ˙sÀ¬ı±À1 ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¬Û1•Û1± ¸‘ø©Ü
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ ’±1n∏ Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ≈√˝◊ Ò1Ì1 ˙s Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ˚ø√›
’øÒfl¡¸—‡…fl¡ ˙s˝◊ Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ’Ô¬ı± ¬ıX õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ¸—À˚±·Ó¬ ·øÍ¬Ó¬º ’ªÀ˙… Œ˚Ãø·fl¡
˙sÀÈ¬±1 õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ’—˙À1 øÚÊ√¶§ ’Ô« Ô±Àfl¡º ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̇ s1 ̇ sœˆ¬ªÚ1 Œé¬SÓ¬ È¬± ◊̋̃ ”̆ œ ˛̊
ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ Œ˝√√±ª± ˙s¸˜”˝√√1 ≈√È¬± &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ø√˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ñ

fl¡] ’øÒfl¡¸—‡…fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ’Ô¬ı± ¬ıX õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬
‡] ’øÒfl¡¸—‡…fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú 1+¬Û ¬ıX õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬

5.1.1 ’øÒfl¡¸—‡…fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ’Ô¬ı± ¬ıX õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬
È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1± ’øÒfl¡¸—‡…fl¡ ˙s˝◊ Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ’Ô¬ı± ¬ıX

õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬˚≈Mêº ¤˝◊ Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ¸—ø˜ø|Ó¬ 1+¬ÛÓ¬, ¸·« ¸—À˚±·Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ¬Û≈Ú1n∏øMê1
¡Z±1± ·Í¬Ú Œ √̋√±ª± Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º¬’ªÀ˙… õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ̇ s±—˙1 ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ’Ô«Ó¬Õfl¡ ̧ ˜ø©Ü·Ó¬
Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ˙sÀÈ¬±1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ’Ô« ø√˚˛± ˝√√˚˛º Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û - º itº ¤È¬± ¬ıX õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬, ˚±1
’Ô« º to pressº ëŒ˝√√“ø‰¬ ø√˚˛±íº ¤ÀÚ Ò1Ì1 ’±1n∏ Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ˙s ’±ÀÂ√, Œ¸˝◊À¬ı±1 ˝√√í˘ -
ë˝◊È¬ ‡≈È¬í º it khutº [ø¬Ûø‰¬ ø√˚˛±], ë˝◊È¬ Ú±˜ ˜±Úíº it nam manº [¸ø1˚˛˝√√ ŒÓ¬˘]
˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó ëÈ≈¬ øõ∂∞È¬íº to printº [Â√¬Û± fl¡1±] ˙sÀÈ¬± õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±
˙s Ú±˝◊ ’±1n∏ ëøõ∂∞È¬íº printº [Â√¬Û± fl¡1±]˙sÀÈ¬± ’Ô«·Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ëÈ≈¬ Œõ∂Â√¬íº to pressº
[Â√¬Û±˙±˘]1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸•Ûfl¡« ’±ÀÂ√º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡, È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ º itº  ¸—À˚±· fl¡ø1
˝◊—1±Ê√œ ëøõ∂∞È¬íº printº [Â√¬Û± fl¡1±] ˙s1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ’Ô« ¬ı≈ÀÊ√±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Œ˚ÀÚ -

fl¡] º it pa pº [˝◊È¬ ¬Û± ¬Ûƒ]Â√¬Û±º printº - øfl¡Ó¬±¬Ûº bookº= õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ øfl¡Ó¬±¬Û
‡] º phu it akº [Ù≈¬ ˝◊È¬ ’fl¡] ¬ı…øMêº personº - Â√¬Û± fl¡1±º to printº - ¬ı±ø˝√√1º

to outº = õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡º
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5.1.2 ’øÒfl¡¸—‡…fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú 1+¬Û ¬ıX õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬
’À˚±·±Rfl¡ È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ·Í¬Ú Œ˝√√±ª± Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ̇ s¸˜”À˝√√ &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì«

ˆ”¬ø˜fl¡± ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡À1º õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡ÀÈ¬± ¸—À˚±·œ ’—˙ ’±1n∏ ˙s˜”˘1 øÚÊ√¶§ ’Ô« Ô±Àfl¡º
Œ¸ ◊̋fl¡±1ÀÌ, ̧ —À˚±·œ ̇ s ”̃̆ À¬ı±À1 Î◊¬ÀV˙…·Ó¬ ’Ô« ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡À1º øfl¡c È¬± ◊̋̃ ”̆ œ ˛̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬
Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± ¸˜¸…±› ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡À1º øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± øÚÊ√± ’Ô« Ôfl¡± ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ·øÍ¬Ó ˙s˜”˘À¬ı±1
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ [¶§fl‘¡øÓ¬õ∂±5] Ú˝√√˚˛º ¤˝◊ ˙sÀ¬ı±À1 ¬Û”¬ı«À1 ¬Û1± ’Ô« Ôfl¡±
˙s ”̃̆ 1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ̧ —À˚±·œ ’Ô« õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡À1º Œ¸ ◊̋fl¡±1ÀÌ, ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̇ s ”̃̆ À¬ı±1 ¬ıX, ø˚À¬ı±À1
˙s˜”˘1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¶Û©Ü ’Ô« õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡À1º ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1±
¬ıX õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì ˝√√í˘ -
   1+¬Û  ˜”˘ ’Ô« Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì    ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ¸—˚≈Mê ’Ô«  Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì
fl¡]fl¡…±„√√   Œ¬ıÃX Ò•ú«¬ÛLöœ1 fl¡…±„√√ Ù¬±˝◊ ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛ ˛fl¡…±„√√ ‰¬± [ø˙é¬fl¡]

’±|˜ [øˆ¬é≈¬-Ê√œªÚ]
‡] ø¬ÛÚ ¸˘øÚ ø¬ÛÚ ‡≈Ú ’Ú≈¬ı± ø¬ÛÚ ø˘fl¡ [’Ú≈¬ı±√ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…]

[¸˘øÚ- Œ¬Û±Â√±fl¡]

6.1 Î◊¬¬Û¸—˝√√±1
’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ¤˝◊ ·Àª¯∏Ì± fl¡˜«1 ø¸X±ôL¸˜”˝√√ ˝√√í˘ ñ
Ø ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±¸˜”˝√√ ¤fl¡±é¬1œ

’±1n∏ ’1+¬Û±Rfl¡º ’ªÀ˙… ¤fl¡ ’é¬1ø¬ıø˙©Ü È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ ̇ sÀ¬ı±11
˘·Ó ’±Ú ˜≈Mê 1+¬Û ˘· ∆˝√√ ¸˜ø©Ü·Ó¬ ’Ô« ¬ı˝√√Ú fl¡À1º È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬
˙sœˆ¬ªÚ1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œ|Ìœ¸˜”˝√√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ, ’±˘—fl¡±ø1fl¡
˙sœˆ¡ªÚ, ¡ı…±fl¡1Ì·Ó¡ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ, Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ fl¡˘±1 ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ,
¸•Û”Ì« ˙sœˆ¡ªÚº

Ø ’¸˜1 È¬± ◊̋̃ ”̆ œ ˛̊ ’± ◊̋Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜ ˛̊±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ¡Û±ø˘ ̇ s, ̋ ◊—1±Êœ
˙s, ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̇ s, ¡ı±ø «̃Ê ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̇ s ̇ sœˆ¡ªÚ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Ÿ¬Ìfl‘¡Ó ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬
˙sœˆ¬ªÚ Œ √̋√±ª± Œ√̇ œ-ø¬ıÀ√̇ œ ̇ sÀ¬ı±1 È¬± ◊̧̋ fl¡˘1 øÚÊ±√ ̂ ¬±ø¯fl¡ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ’Ú≈̧ ø1
·Í¬Ú fl¡ø1 ∆˘ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ¸—˚≈Mê ∆˝√√ ˙sœˆ¡ªÚ Œ˝√√±ª± ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ¸±øÒÓ¬,
Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ’±1n∏ Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú˙œ˘ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º

Ø ’¸˜1 È¬± ◊̋̃ ”̆ œ ˛̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ, ¬ı…±fl¡1Ì, ’øˆ¬Ò±Ú ’±1n∏ ̇ sÀfl¡± ∏̄, ¢∂Lö̧ ”̃̋ √√Ó¬
¬ıU ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ¸˜±Ê√-¬ı…ª¶ö±˝◊ √±ø¬ı fl¡ø1ÀÂ√
¬ı±À¬ı È¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ø˘‡fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ¤˝◊ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’øÓ¬ fl¡˜
¸—‡…fl¡ ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ Œ˚±·±À˚±·1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± ¤˝◊ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ¬ı‘˝√√» ¸—‡…fl¡
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ̃ ±Ò…˜Ó¬ ̃ ±Ú≈À˝√√ ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1À˘À˝√√ È¬±˝◊ ̂ ¬±¯∏±¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ ¬ıøÓ¬« Ô±øfl¡¬ıº ’Ú…Ô±
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ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ̇ sœˆ¬ªÚ Œ˝√√±ª± ̇ sÀ¬ı±1 Œfl¡ª˘ ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ̃ ±Ò…˜ÀÓ¬ ̧ œ˜±¬ıX ∆˝√√ Ô±øfl¡¬ıº
Ø ’¸˜1 È¬±˝◊˜”˘œ˚˛ ’±˝◊Ó¬Ú, ‡±˜øÓ¬, ‡±˜˚˛±— ’±1n∏ Ù¬±Àfl¡ ¤˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏±Àfl¡˝◊È¬±Ó¬

’±=ø˘fl¡ ¬Û±Ô«fl¡… ’±ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› ˙sœˆ¬ªÚ Œ˝√√±ª± ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ’±È¬±˝◊Àfl¡˝◊È¬±
ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ø˜˘ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º q

 õ∂¸—· ”̧S –
1 The replacement name Kra-Dai has been sugested, as kra and Dai are

two large and well established subgroups that     are on difference

sides of a major historical split- Ostapirat, weera (2000) ‘Proto-

Kra’. –http://sealing net/sala/archives/ pdf8/weera 2000 proto.pdf

¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö –
’¸˜œ˚˛± –
Œfl¡±“ª1, ’¡Û«Ì± ’±1n∏ ’Ú≈1±Ò± ̇ ˜«± [¸•Û±.]º ˆ¡±¯∏±ø¡ı:±Ú ¡Û±ø1ˆ¡±ø¯∏fl¡ Œfl¡±¯∏º øÎ¡¡ıËn∏·Î¡ˇ ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘˚˛

– ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, 2008º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
Œ·±˝√√“±˝◊√√, ’±˝◊√√˜…±À‡—, È¬±˝◊√√ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 õ∂Ôø˜fl¡ ¬Û±Í¬ ¬ı…fl¡1ÀÌÀ1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬º øÎ¡¡ıËn∏·Î¡ˇ ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘˚˛ – ’¸˜œ˚˛±

ø¬ıˆ¬±·, 1997º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
Œ·±¶§±˜œ, Œ·±À˘±fl¡‰¡f, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¡ı…±fl¡1Ì1 Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ ø¡ı‰¡±1º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ¡ıœÌ±  ˘±˝◊À¡ıË1œ, 2008º

˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¡ı1±, ˜À˝f, ·Àª¯∏Ì± õ∂Ì±˘œÓ¡N, øÎ¡¡ıËn∏·Î¡ˇ – ¡ıÚ˘Ó¡±, 2009º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¡ı1n∏ª±, ˆ¡œ˜fl¡±ôL, ’¸˜1 ˆ¡±¯∏±, øÎ¡¡ıËn∏·Î¡ˇ – ¡ıÚ˘Ó¡±, 2003º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º

˝◊—1±Êœ –
Benedict, Paul, K.  Thai kadai and Indonesian: A new Alignment in south-

eastern Asia, p. 142

Blank, A, Pathways of Lexicalization, Language Typology and Language

Universals, Vol.II, 1596-1608(Handbucher zur sprach - und

kommunikationwissenschaft, 20.2), Eds. Martin haspelmath,

Ekkehard konig, wult oesterreicher and wolfgang raible. Berlin

and New York. walter de Gruyter, 2001. Print.

Bloomfield, L., Language, Delhi, Motilal Banarasi, 1963. Print.

Brummitt, R. & Chater, A. (1974). A Reconsideration of Autonyms in the

International Code. Taxon, 23(5/6), 852-858. doi:10.2307/1218451

Gait, Edward. A history of Assam, Thacker, Spink & Company, 1906.

Print.

Goswami, S.N. Studies in Sino Tibettan Language, Guwahati, Mondira

Goswami (Publisher), 1988, Print.
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Monital Banersidas, 1967, Print.

Hooper,P.J. Grammaticalization.Cambridge University, Traugott: Elizabeth

Closs press,2003. Print.

Lipka, L. English Lexicology : Lexical Structure, Word Semantics and

Word- Formation, Tubingen : Max NiemeyerVerlag, 3rd revised

edn., Of An Outline of English Lexicology, 2002, Print.

Taraporewala, I.J.S., Elements of Science of Language, Calcutta, Calcutta

University, 1962, 3rd Edition, Print.
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˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1
√Ó“¬±˘ ˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√±Ó¬

õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ Ê√±øÓ¬ø‰¬ôL± – ¤fl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±

Œ˜Ã‰≈¬˜œ √M√√
·Àª¯∏fl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛

Email: dutta.mousumi8@gmail.com

¸—øé¬5¸±1
ı±ô¶¬ª Ê√œªÚ1 ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±1 ’±˘˜Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ¬ı±ô¶ª ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Úfl¡ ¬ÛÈ¬ ”̂¬ø˜ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û
∆˘ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸¸˜”˝√√1 ø¬ˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ë“√Ó¬±˘ ˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√±í
˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 ¤‡Ú ’ÚÚ… Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸º √øé¬Ì fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 ’±˜1„√√±
¸S ’±1n∏ ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ‰≈¬¬ı≈1œ˚˛± fl‘¡ø¯∏Ê√œøª ¢∂±˜… ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ”ø˜Ó¬ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1±
“√Ó¬±˘ ̋ √√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À ˛̊ Œ‡±ª± ̋ √√±›√± Ú±˜1 Î¬◊¬Û√√Ú…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 Ê√±øÓ¬ø‰¬ôL±
¶Û©Ü ∆ √̋√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º Ê√ij ”̧ÀS ̃ ±Ú≈À √̋√ ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡1± øÚÊ√1 Ê√±øÓ¬·Ó¬ ¬Ûø1‰¬À ˛̊ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1
Ê√œªÚ1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Œfl¡ÀÚfl≈¡ª± õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬Û˘±¬ı ¬Û±À1 Ó¬±1 ¤fl¡ ¸Ê√œª ø‰¬S
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜ ’±1n∏ ¤˝◊√√
Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ’gø¬ıù´±À¸ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 Ê√œªÚÀÈ¬± õ∂Ò±Ú∆fl¡
ø¬ıÒª± Ú±1œ1 ÊœªÚ ≈√ø¬ı«¸˝√√ fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±˘±1 ¤fl¡ ¶Û©Ü õ∂øÓ¬26√ø¬ı Ù≈¬øÈ¬ Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√º
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¬ıË±p¡ÀÌ ̇ ”̂  Œ˘±fl¡1 ̋ √√±ÀÓ¬À1 ŒÚ±À‡±ª± , ¬ıË±p¡Ì ø¬ıÒª± ≈√·±«, ø·ø1¬ı±˘± ◊̋√√ ø¬ıÒª±
ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1± øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ’˚≈øMê√fl¡1 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ˚SÌ±˜˚˛ ∆˝√√
¬Û1± ø¸˝“√√Ó¬1 ÊœªÚ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ ¬Ûø1¶£≈È¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º øÍ¬fl¡ ¤Àfl¡√À1 ‡Ëœ©Ü±Ú
Ò˜π ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı, Ê√±˜±˘Î¬◊øVÚ Ú±˜1 ·ø1˚˛± Œ˘±fl¡Ê√Ú1 ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ¬ıË±p¡Ì
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂ˆ¬±ª, ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 õ∂26√±˚˛±Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª± ‚È¬Ú± ̋ ◊√√Ó¬…±ø√À¬ı±À1› ¤Ù¬±À˘
Ò˜π ˛̊ ø¬ıÀˆ¬√1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡1±1 ø¬ı¬Û1œÀÓ¬ ̧ ˜¸±˜ø ˛̊fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 Â√ø¬ı √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º
¬ıUÀfl¡˝◊√ √È¬± ‰¬ø1S1 ˜≈‡Ó¬ õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡1± ¸—˘±À¬Û fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 ¸˜±Ê√
¸À‰¬Ó¬ÚÓ¬±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ Ê√±øÓ¬·Ó¬ Œˆ¬√̂ ¬±ª ”√1œfl¡1Ì Œ‰¬©Ü±Àfl¡± õ∂fl¡È¬ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Î¬◊2‰¬¬ıÌ«-øÚ•ß¬ıÌ«1 Œˆ¬√ˆ¬±ª, Î¬◊2‰¬Ê√±øÓ¬-øÚ•ßÊ√±øÓ¬ ¬ı≈ø˘ Ôfl¡±
¸—fl¡œÌ« ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±Àª ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ õ∂‰¬˘Ú Ôfl¡± Ê√±øÓ¬Àˆ¬√1 ¤fl¡
¸≈µ1 Î¬◊√±˝√√1Ì √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º
      ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¬õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ ë“√Ó¬±˘
¬˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ̋ √√±›√±íÓ¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 Ê√±øÓ¬ø‰¬ôL± ̧ •Û«Àfl¡
’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡1± ̋ √√í¬ıº ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ‰¬ø1S1 ’±˘˜Ó¬ Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ¤˝◊√√ ̧ —fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±
ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº ¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 Ê√±øÓ¬ø‰¬ôL± ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ fl¡1±
’±À˘±‰¬Ú±˝◊√√ ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬Û˘±¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ ’±˙± fl¡ø1¬ı
¬Û±ø1º ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡1±1 ¬Ûø1fl¡äÚ±
fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – Ê√±øÓ¬, ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡, ¬ıË±p¡Ì, Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜,’gø¬ıù´±¸, Ê√±øÓ¬ø‰¬ôL±º

1.0 õ∂ô¶±ªÚ± –
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ õ∂±˚˛Àfl¡˝◊√√‡Ú Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1 ‡…±øÓ¬

’Ê«√Ú fl¡1± ˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ :±Ú¬ÛœÍ¬ ¬ı“È¬± ø¬ıÊ√˚˛œ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛·1±fl¡œ ’¸˜œ˚˛±
fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±º ŒÓ¬›“1 õ∂± ˛̊Àfl¡ ◊̋√√‡Ú Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıÒª± Ú±1œ1 ̃ «̃c√ ·±Ô± ¬ı…ø?Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª±1
¸˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª ŒÓ¬›“1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ Ê√±øÓ¬ ø‰¬ôL±1 õ∂±Ò±Ú…› ˚±˚˛º  øÚÊ√ Ê√œªÚ1 ˘·ÀÓ¬
¬ı±ô¶ª ̧ ˜±Ê√1 Û1± Œ¬Û±ª± ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±fl¡ ŒÓ¬›“ ·ä, Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸1 ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ¬”ø˜ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ ∆˘øÂ√̆ º
ŒÓ¬›“1 ¬ı±ô¶øªfl¡ ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±1 ∆¬ıø‰¬S… ’±1n∏ ∆¬ıø¬ıÒ…˝◊√√ ̧ ±˜ø1 ∆˘øÂ√˘ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬1 ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡,
‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡, 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡, ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡, Ò˜œ«˚˛ ’±ø√ ø√˙À¬ı±1 , ø˚À¬ı±1 ŒÓ¬›“1
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊√√À¬ı±À1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛
¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±Àfl¡± ¶Û˙« fl¡ø1 ˚±˚˛º ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±Ó¬ Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ∆¬ı¯∏˜…,
Ò˜œ«˚˛ Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜ ŒÓ¬›“1 Úœ˘fl¡Fœ ¬ıËÊ√ ’±1n∏ “√Ó¬±˘ ˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√± Ú±˜1
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ ≈√‡ÚÓ¬ ¸˝√√ÀÊ√˝◊√√ ˘é¬Ìœ˚˛º ¤˝◊√√À¬ı±À1 ¤Ù¬±À˘ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√ ¸—˝√√øÓ¬ ’±1n∏
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’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ Î¬◊√„√√± ◊̋√√ Œ√‡≈ª± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√ ∆¬ı ∏̄̃ … ¬ı± ø¬ıÀˆ¬√º ∆¬ıø¬ıÒ…1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ̧ — √̋√øÓ¬ ∆ √̋√, ’ÕÚfl¡…1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ‹fl¡… ∆˝√√ ŒÓ¬›“1 ¤˝◊√√ Ê√±øÓ¬ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±˝◊√√ øÔ˚˛ ø√ÀÂ√ ¤fl¡ ˚≈· ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 õ∂Ó¬œfl¡
ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Ûº 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬Ó¬ ̧ ˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±Ó¬ ̧ ‘ø©Ü Œ √̋√±ª± Ò˜œ«̊ ˛ Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜,
Ê√±øÓ¬Àˆ¬√, ¬ıÌ« ∆¬ı¯∏˜…1 ¤fl¡ ¶Û©Ü Â√ø¬ı Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ±˚˛ ŒÓ¬›“1 1988 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬
“√Ó¬±˘ ˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√± Ú±˜1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬º ’±˜1„√√± ¸S1 ¤È¬± ¸Sœ˚˛±
1é¬Ì˙œ˘ ¬Ûø1˚̨±˘ Ó¬Ô± ̧ ˜±Ê√ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ̃ ”̆  Ê≈√̃ ≈øÍ¬º ’±˜1„√√± ̧ S1 ̂ ¬±¬ıœ ̧ S±øÒfl¡±1
˝◊√√fÚ±Ô ’±øÂ√˘ ¤Ê√Ú Î¬◊M√√1Ì˙œ˘ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 ’øÒfl¡±1œ, Î¬◊√±1˜Ú±, ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√œº ¤›“
¸Sœ ˛̊± ¬Û1•Û1±1 ̧ fl¡À˘± Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜1 õ∂±‰¬œ1 ̂ ¬±ø„√√ ›˘± ◊̋√√ ’±ø˝√√¬ı Œ‡±ÀÊ√ ̊ ø√› ̧ ˜±Ê√1
’±·Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“ Œ˝√√˚˛ ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º ∆¬ıÒª…1 ˚LaÌ± ¸ø˝√√ ¤›“1 Œ¬Û˝√√œÀ˚˛fl¡ ≈√·«±, ‡≈1œÀ˚˛fl¡ ¸1n∏
Œ·±¸“±Úœ, ˆ¬ÚœÀ˚˛fl¡ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±1 Ê√œªÚ ¬Ûø1Sê˜± ’øÓ¬ ≈√‡√±˚˛fl¡ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ø¬ıÒª±
Ú±1œ1 Œ¸ ◊̋√√‡Ú ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¶ö±Ú ’±1n∏ ̃ «̊±√±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ¬Û1•Û1±1 Œ·±Î¬̌±ø˜À1 ̂ ¬1± ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1
¤‡Ú ¸≈µ1 õ∂øÓ¬26√ø¬ı Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ¬Ûø1À˙¯∏Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ’ˆ¬≈…√˚˛
‚È¬± ëfl¡ø˜Î¬◊øÚ©Üí1 ˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬ ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô1 ˜‘Ó≈¬… ˝√√˚˛º ¤˝◊√√ fl¡±ø˝√√ÚœÀÈ¬±fl¡ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ ’øÓ¬
¸—˚Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ ø˝√√µ≈ ¬ıË±p¡Ì ¸˜±Ê√1
Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜, Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜, Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ø¬ı‰¬±1, ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± Œˆ¬√ˆ¬±ª
’øÓ¬ ¸À‰¬Ó¬Úˆ¬±Àª Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ , ˚íÓ¬ Ù≈¬øÈ¬ Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 Ê√±øÓ¬-Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±º
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ‚È¬Ú±¬ıU˘ fl¡±ø˝√√ÚœÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ‰¬ø1S ø‰¬SÌ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬±¯∏±1œøÓ¬1 ¸≈-õ∂À˚˛±·1¡Z±1±
˝◊√√ ¤‡Ú ’ÚÚ… Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ’±˜±1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬
õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 Ê√±øÓ¬ ø‰¬ôL± ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº

2.0 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬Ûø1¸1 ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙… –
Ê√ij¸”ÀS ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛Àfl¡ ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ Ê√±øÓ¬·Ó¬ ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ¬ı≈ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ëø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Úí ’±1n∏ ë¸—À˚±Ê√Úí ¤˝◊√√  ≈√È¬± õ∂øSê˚˛±˝◊√√
øSê˚˛± fl¡À1º Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± Ê√ÚÀ·±È¬ Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±È¬±› Ê√ÚÀ·±È¬Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬±øÊ√Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ̧ ˜˚˛Ó¬
¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± Ê√±øÓ¬1+À¬Û ˜”1 √±ø„√√ Î¬◊øÍ¬¬ı ¬Û±À1º ’±Àfl¡Ã ≈√È¬± ¬ı± Ó¬±ÀÓ¬±øÒfl¡ Ê√ÚÀ·±È¬1
ø˜˘Ú ∆˝√√› ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ÚÓ≈¬Ú Ê√±øÓ¬1 ·Í¬Ú ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û±À1º ¤ÀÚfl≈¡ª± ¬ıUÀÓ¬± Î¬◊√±˝√√1Ì Œ¬Û±ª±
˚±˚˛ ˚íÓ¬ ≈√È¬± ˜≈‡… õ∂Ê√±øÓ¬1 Œ˘±fl¡ ø˜ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ¸—ø˜ø|Ó¬ Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ˜≈‡… õ∂Ê√±øÓ¬À1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Î¬◊¬Ûø¬ıˆ¬±·1 ¸—À˚±Ê√Ú1 Ù¬˘Ó¬
ÚÓ≈¬Ú Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¤È¬± fl¡Ô± Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… Œ˚ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ±
¤È¬± Ê√±øÓ¬À˚˛˝◊√√ ¸•Û”Ì« ø¬ıqX Ê√±øÓ¬ ∆˝√√ Ôfl¡± Ú±˝◊√√º ˜±Úª ø¬ıªÓ«¬Ú õ∂øSê˚˛±Ó¬ ’±ø√˜
fl¡±˘À1 Û1± ¸—ø˜|ÀÌ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 Û1± øfl¡c ’¸˜œ˚˛±
Ê√±øÓ¬› ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ Ú √̋√̊ ˛º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± õ∂Ê√±Ó¬œ ˛̊ Œ˘±fl¡1 ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ̂ ¬”ø˜fl¡±
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Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ ˚Ô±ñ ’À©Ü™˘œ˚˛, fl¡Àfl¡‰¬œ˚˛ ’±1n∏ ˜—À·±˘œ˚˛º
Ú‘Ó¬N·Ó¬ fl¡Ô± ¬ı±√ ø√ ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ √˙«Ú˜ÀÓ¬ ˚ø√ ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡ø1 ‰¬±›“ ŒÓ¬ÀôL Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛

ø˝√√µ≈ Ò˜«1 ˜”˘ Ê√±øÓ¬ ‰¬±ø1È¬±ñ ¬ıË±p¡Ì, é¬øS˚˛, ∆¬ı˙… ’±1n∏ ˙”^º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› Ò˜«1
øˆ¬øM√√ÀÓ¬±¬ ˜±Ú≈˝√√fl¡ ø˝√√µ≈, ˜≈Â√˘˜±Ú, ‡Ëœ©Ü±Ú, ø˙‡ ’±ø√ ˆ¬±·Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬±øÊ√Ó¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ̧ ˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ Ê√±øÓ¬·Ó¬ fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ ¬Û≈1øÌ fl¡±˘À1 Û1± ¤fl¡ Î¬◊2‰¬ ¶ö±Ú √‡˘
fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ø˝√√µ≈ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬ ’±Àfl¡Ã ¬ıË±p¡Ì, fl¡±˚˛¶ö, Œfl“¡±‰¬ ’±ø√ Ú±Ú± ˆ¬±·
Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º ¤ ◊̋√√À¬ı±À1 ¤Ù¬±À˘ ’ÕÚfl¡…1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ‹fl¡… ∆ √̋√ ’Ô«±» Ê√±øÓ¬1 øˆ¬ißÓ¬±1 ̃ ±Ê√ÀÓ¬±
¤fl¡ ¬ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¸—˝√√øÓ¬1+À¬Û øÔ˚˛ ø√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ˜±Ú≈˝√√ø‡øÚ1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø¬ıÀˆ¬√À1± ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

Œ·±¶§±˜œÀ˚̨ ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±1 Œ·±Î¬̌±ø˜, Œˆ¬√̂ ¬±ª ¶§-‰¬é≈¬À1 Œ√‡± ¬Û± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º
Œ¸˝◊√√¬ı±À¬ı ŒÓ¬›“1 õ∂±˚˛ø¬ı˘±fl¡ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ÀÓ¬ ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±1 ¤ÀÚ fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ ¶ö±Ú Œ¬Û±ª± À√‡±
˚±˚˛º ŒÓ¬›“1 ¤ÀÚ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸¸˜”˝√√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ “√Ó¬±˘ ̋ √√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ̋ √√±›√± ’Ú…Ó¬˜º
˝◊√√˚˛±Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ õ∂‰¬˘Ú Ôfl¡± Ê√±øÓ¬Àˆ¬√
Ó¬Ô± ¬ıÌ« ∆¬ı ∏̄̃ …1 fl¡Ô±º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ ¤Ù¬±À˘ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ó¬Ô± Ê√±øÓ¬ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú± ◊̋√√
Ò1± ø√ÀÂ√ ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜1 ¶§1+¬ÛÀÈ¬±› Î¬◊√„√√±˝◊√√
Œ√‡≈ª± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º ̧ ±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ̧ ˜˚̨Ó¬ ’¸˜Ó¬ Ê√±øÓ¬¸Q± ø¬ı‰¬1±1 õ∂±fl¡é¬ÌÓ¬ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1
˜±Ò…˜Ó¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ˘±ª± ¤ÀÚ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 øÚ(˚˛ &1n∏Q ’±ÀÂ√ ¬ı≈ø˘ ’±˙± fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

3.0 ’Ò…˚˛Ú ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –
’±À˘±‰¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ¢∂ √̋√Ì fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ̋ ◊√√̊ ˛±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ̃ ≈‡…Õfl¡

˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 ë“√Ó¬±˘ ˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√±í Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Úfl¡ ’±Ò±1
ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û Œ˘±ª±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ¤˝◊√√ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ Ú±Ú± õ∂¬ıg, ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ’±1n∏ õ∂±¸øefl¡
¢∂LöÀ1± ¸˝√√±˚˛ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

4.0 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ˜”˘ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± –
˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ ¤·1±fl¡œ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√œ ¸˜±Ê√ ¸À‰¬Ó¬fl¡ ¬ı…øMê√º ŒÓ¬›“1

·ä, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±fl¡  ¬ı±√ ø√ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸1 Œé¬S‡ÚÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ Ò±1Ì± ¶Û©ÜÕfl¡ Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊º õ∂± ˛̊Àfl¡ ◊̋√√‡Ú
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“1 Ê√œªÚ ¸•Ûfl¡œ«˚˛ ¬ı±ô¶ª fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ ¶ö±Ú ¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 ¤ÀÚ
¤‡Ú Œ|á¬ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±À¸ ◊̋√√ ˝√√í˘ “√Ó¬±˘ ˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√±º ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√œ ’±√˙«1
’±˘˜ÀÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ¬ı±ô¶ª1 ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ¬”ø˜Ó¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√‡Ú Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 Ê√±øÓ¬ ø‰¬ôL±›
Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ 1947  ‡Ëœ©Ü±s1¬Û1± 1981‡Ëœ©Ü±sÕ˘ ¤˝◊√√ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬±
√̇ fl¡ Ê≈√ø1 ø¬ıô¶‘Ó¬ fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ ̂ ¬±·Ó¬ ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 õ∂‡…±Ó¬ √±À˜±√1œ ˛̊± ̧ S ’±˜1„√√±1
¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ ø¬ı¬ı‘Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ1 ·øÓ¬Ó¬ Ó¬Ô± ‰¬ø1S1 Z±1± fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡± ◊̋√√
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¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ õ∂‰¬˘Ú Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ø¬ı‰¬±1, Ò˜œ«˚˛ Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜, Œˆ¬√ˆ¬±ª
’±ø√ ’øÓ¬ ¸≈µ1Õfl¡ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º

¤¸˜˚˛1 é¬ø˚˛¯≈û ̧ ±˜ôL¬ı±√œ ’±1n∏ Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜À1 ¬Û”Ì« ¤‡Ú ̧ ˜±Ê√1 õ∂øÓ¬26√ø¬ı “√Ó¬±˘
˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√± Ú±˜1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ˜”˘ ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ¬”ø˜º ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ’±Àµ±˘Ú
’±1n∏ fl¡±øÚ øÚ¬ı±1Ìœ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 fl¡Ô±› Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¸Sœ˚˛±
¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ¸—1é¬Ì˙œ˘Ó¬±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¸‘ø©Ü Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ıÌ« ∆¬ı¯∏˜…1 ¤fl¡ ¸≈µ1 õ∂øÓ¬26√ø¬ı›
◊̋√√̊ ˛±Ó¬ Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊º ’±˜1„√√± ̧ S1  ̧ Sœ ˛̊± ¬Û1•Û1±, ̧ —1é¬Ì˙œ˘Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1

Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ ¸≈µ1Õfl¡ ¬Ûø1¶£¬≈È¬ Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 Ú±1œ ‰¬ø1S
ñ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±, ≈√·«±, ¸1n∏ Œ·±¸“±Úœ ’±ø√1 Ê√œªÚ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ò√ı—¸ ∆˝√√
·í˘º ̧ ˜¸±˜ø ˛̊fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ õ∂‰¬˘Ú Ôfl¡± ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜ ’±1n∏ ¬ıÌ« ∆¬ı ∏̄̃ … õ∂± ˛̊Àfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±
‰¬ø1S1 Œ˚±À·ø√À˚˛ Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô1 ˜±fl¡ Œ·±¸“±Úœ ¸•Û”Ì«1+À¬Û ¬ıË±p¡Ì1
Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜À1 ¬Û”Ì« ¤È¬± ‰¬ø1Sº 1˜±Úµ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 ¬ÛPœ ¸1n∏ Œ·±¸“±ÚœÀ˚˛ øÚÀÊ√˝◊√√ ˙1Ì
ø√˚˛±˝◊√√ ˜±øÈ¬-¬ı±1œ ‰¬y±ø˘ Ê√œªÚ øÚ¬ı«±˝√√ fl¡ø1 ’±øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ ¤˝◊√√ fl¡Ô±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô1 ˜±fl¡
Œ·±¸“±ÚœÀ˚˛ ˆ¬±˘ Œ¬Û±ª± Ú±øÂ√˘º ŒÓ¬›“1 ¤ÀÚfl≈¡ª± Ò±1Ì± Œ√ø‡ ¬Û≈ÀÓ¬fl¡ ˝◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ ∆fl¡
Î¬◊øÍ¬øÂ√˘ñ

ëë¸1n∏ ·À˝√√Úœ/ ¸1n∏ ·À˝√√Úœ fl¡ø1 Ô±fl¡± Œ˚ Ó¬˝√√“Ó¬ ̧ 1n∏ ·À˝√√Úœ1 √À1 ̋ √√í¬ı± Ú1±˝√√
øfl¡˚˛±∑ fl¡ø˜Î¬◊øÚ©Ü˝√√“±ÀÓ¬ ·GÀ·±˘ fl¡ø1 Ô±fl¡± ˜±øÈ¬-¬ı±1œ ˜‡±1 ¬ıÀµ±¬ıô¶
Ó¬˝√√“ÀÓ¬ Œ√À‡±Ú øÚÀÊ√˝◊√√ fl¡ø1¬ı± ¬Û±1±ºíí  [Œ·±¶§±˜œ, Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ ¸˜¢∂ 5]

ñ ˝◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ ¬ı±ô¶ª ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Õ˘ ˘é¬… fl¡ø1 Œfl¡±ª± ¤˝◊√√¯∏±1 fl¡Ô±1
Î¬◊M√√1Ó¬ Œ·±¸“±ÚœÀ˚˛ ’±Ó«¬Ú±√ fl¡ø1 Î¬◊øÍ¬øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ñ

ëë’±˝◊√√ øÂ√Àfl¡Ã/ ’±˝◊√√ øÂ√Àfl¡Ã/ øÓ¬øÚ ¸Sœ˚˛± ·À˝√√1 ·À˝√√ÚœÀ˚˛ ¬ı±˝√√1Ó¬ ∆·
1±„√√±˜±øÈ¬1 ˜±øÈ¬ 1±ø‡¬ı∑íí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 5]

Œ·±¸“±ÚœÀ˚˛ ˆ¬”ø˜ ‰≈¬˝◊√√  fl¡Ì« ¶Û˙« fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ¸1n∏À1 Û1± ¤‡Ú 1é¬Ì˙œ˘ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬
Î¬±„√√1-√œ‚˘ Œ˝√√±ª±1 fl¡±1ÀÌ Œ·“±¸±Úœ1 ¬ı±À¬ı ‚11 ¬ı±ø˝√√1 ›À˘±ª±ÀÈ¬±Àª˝◊√√ ’±(˚«fl¡1
fl¡Ô± ’±øÂ√˘º ŒÓ¬›“1 Ò…±Ú-Ò±1Ì±, ˚≈øMê√À˚˛ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¬±fl¡ ¶Û˙« fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±øÂ√˘º
˝◊√√fÚ±Ô øfl¡c øfl¡Â≈√ ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ˚≈øMê√¬ı±√œº ø¸ ¬Û≈Ú1 ˜±fl¡fl¡ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ Œ˚ ’±·1 ø√Ú ’±1n∏
Ú±˝◊√√º Ó¬±1 ’±¬ı≈À˚˛fl¡1 √À1 ¬ı±È¬‚1 ŒÚÀ√‡±Àfl¡ ˆ¬”Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª±1 ø√Ú ’±1n∏ Ú±˝◊√√º Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û›
øfl¡c ˜±Àfl¡ Ó¬±fl¡ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ñ

ëëø˚ ¸ij±ÀÚÀ1 Â√±˚˛Úœ Œ˜ÃÊ√±1 ’±˜1„√√œ˚˛± ¸S1 ·À˝√√Úœ ø·˘± ˜ø1øÂ√, Œ¸˝◊√√
¸ij±Ú ˆ¬”ÀÓ¬ Ú˝√√˚˛, Œ√ªÓ¬±˝◊√√À˝√√ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1ºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 5]

Œ·±¸“±Úœ1 ¸Sœ˚˛± ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ‚11 Œ¬ı±ª±1œ ¬ı≈ø˘ Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬…±øˆ¬˜±ÀÚ ŒÓ¬›“fl¡ ¤fl¡
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¶§fl¡œ˚˛ ˜˚«±√± ø√øÂ√˘º fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ ŒÓ¬›“1 ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ˘≈fl¡±˝◊√√ Ôfl¡± ¤ÀÚ ’˝√√—À¬ı±Ò
’±1n∏ Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜1 ¸≈µ1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√ÀÂ√ ¸—˘±¬Û1 ˜±Ò…À˜À1º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ≈√·«± Ú±˜1
‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬± ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜ Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ø·ø1À˚˛fl¡1 ˜‘Ó≈¬…1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ≈√·«± ø¬ÛÓ‘¬
·‘˝√√Õ˘ ‚”ø1 ’±ø˝√√øÂ√˘ ¤fl¡ ˚LaÌ±¬Û”Ì« Ê√œªÚ ∆˘º Ó¬±˝◊√√1 Ò…±Ú-Ò±1Ì± ¸fl¡À˘±ÀÓ¬ Œ¸±˜±˝◊√√
¬Ûø1øÂ√˘ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ’gø¬ıù´±¸ Ó¬Ô± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜º ø·ø1¬ı±˘± ø¬ıÒª± ∆˝√√ ‚1Õ˘
‚”ø1 ’˝√√±1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ≈√·«±˝◊√√ Ó¬±˝◊√√fl¡ ¬ıË±p¡Ì ø¬ıÒª±˝◊√√ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛± ÚœøÓ¬-øÚ˚˛˜À¬ı±1
ø˙fl¡± ◊̋√√øÂ√̆ º ø·ø1¬ı±˘± ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ·‘̋ √√Õ˘ ‚”ø1 ’ √̋√±1 ø√Ú± Ó¬± ◊̋√√ Œ˚ Œ˚øÓ¬ ˛̊± ¬Û±fl¡‚1Ó¬ Œ¸±˜±¬ı
‡≈øÊ√øÂ√˘ ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛± ≈√·«±˝◊√√ ø‰¬¤ûø1 Î¬◊øÍ¬øÂ√˘ñ

ëë˜Â≈√ª± ‰¬1n∏ ’±ÀÂ√, ¸˝√√±˝◊√√ ˚±¬ı± Ú1±˝√√ºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 15]

¤Àfl¡√À1 ø·ø1¬ı±˘±fl¡ ‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ ’˝√√± ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 øÓ¬À1±Ó¬± ¤Ê√ÚœÀ˚˛ Œ·±¸“±Úœfl¡ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ñ
ëëøfl¡Â≈√ø√Ú 1±ø‡ Ó≈¬ø˜ ø·ø1fl¡ ›ÀåI◊ ¬ÛøÍ¬˚˛±ø¬ı, ¶§±˜œ øˆ¬Í¬±˝◊√√ ¶§·«º ¶§±˜œ øˆ¬Í¬±Ó¬
˝√√±Î¬ˇ Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª± øÓ¬1œÀ˚˛ ¶§·« ¬Û±¬ı ¬Û±À1ºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 16]

Œ·±¸“±ÚœÀ˚˛ ¤˝◊√√ øÓ¬À1±Ó¬±¸fl¡˘fl¡ Œ˚øÓ¬˚˛± ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ Œ˚ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±1 Ú±˜Ó¬ √øé¬Ì
1±Ìœ Œ˜ÃÊ√±1 Ú1±·“±ª1 ˜±øÈ¬ø‡øÚ Œ˘ø‡ ø√¬ı, ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛± ¤›“À˘±Àfl¡ ’±Ó«¬Ú±√ fl¡ø1
Î¬◊øÍ¬øÂ√˘ñ

ëë’±˝◊√√ øÂ√Àfl¡Ã/ ’±˝◊√√ øÂ√Àfl¡Ã/ ¬ı±È¬‚1 ŒÚÀ√‡± ·À˝√√Úœ fl¡±Â√±1œÓ¬ ∆· Œ¸˝◊√√
Œ‰¬±1-‰¬±˜±1˝√√“Ó¬1 ˘·Ó¬ øÔ˚˛ ˝√√í¬ı Ú± ‹/íí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 16]

’±Àfl¡Ã ¬ı± ≈̃Ì1 ø¬ıÒª± ≈√·«± ◊̋√√ ’±À˜øÓ¬1 ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ̂ ¬ø1Ó¬ Ï¬fl≈¡ª± ø¬Ûøg øÚÓ¬…fl¡ «̃ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘
Œ˚±ª± ’±1n∏ ˜±øÈ¬Ó¬ ˆ¬ø1 øÚø√˚˛±Õfl¡ ‰¬±„√√Ó¬ ŒÔ±ª± qfl¡±˝◊√√ Œ˚±ª± Ù¬˘˜”˘ ‡±˝◊√√ øÓ¬øÚø√Ú
’øÓ¬¬ı±ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡1±1 fl¡Ô± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ≈√·«±1 ¶§±˜œ1 ˜‘Ó≈¬…1 ¬ı±À¬ı ˙UÀ1fl¡1
‚1‡ÀÚ Ó¬±˝◊√√1 Œfl¡±á¬œÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ¬Û±¬Û ¢∂˝√√1 fl¡Ô± ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡À1º ø¬ıÒª± Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ı±À¬ı˝◊√√ Ó¬±˝◊√√
Œ‡±ª± ø·˘±‰¬ ¤fl¡±¯∏1œ˚˛±Õfl¡ ŒÔ±ª± ˝√√˚˛º ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ø¬ıÒª±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ ¬ı±øg ø√˚˛±
¤ÀÚ ÚœøÓ¬-øÚ˚˛˜1 ¬ı±À¬ı˝◊√√ ≈√·«±1 Ê√œªÚ ¬Ûø1Sê˜± Ò√ı—¸ ∆˝√√ ·í˘º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ¸1n∏
Œ·±¸“±ÚœÀ˚˛› ’±À˜øÓ¬1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘1 Ï¬fl≈¡ª± ø¬Ûøg øÚÓ¬…fl¡˜« fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ˚±ª± ’±1n∏
‰¬±„√√1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ŒÔ±ª± fl¡˘˝√√1 ¬Û±Úœ ‡±˝◊√√ øÓ¬øÚø√Ú ’øÓ¬¬ı±ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡1± fl¡Ô±1 Z±1± Œ¸˝◊√√
¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬…±øˆ¬˜±Ú1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º

˚˙ ˆ¬±·ªÓ¬œ1 ˙±øôL Œ˝√√±ª± fl¡Ú…± ˝◊√√ø˘˜Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬ ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô1 ˜ÚÓ¬ Œ˚øÓ¬˚˛± Œõ∂˜1
¸‘ø©Ü ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ ø¬ı˚˛± fl¡À1±ª±1 ˝√√±ø¬ı˚˛±¸ Ê√±ø· Î¬◊øÍ¬øÂ√˘ ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛±› øfl¡c ŒÓ¬›“1
ø¬ıÀ¬ıfl¡fl¡ ¬ı±Ò± õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ¬ıË±p¡Ì ¬ı± Î¬◊2‰¬ Ê√±Ó¬1 Ò±1Ì±˝◊√√º

ëë¤˝◊√√ ¸S1 √±À˜±√1œ˚˛± Œ·“±¸±˝◊√√1 ˘í1±˝◊√√ ’±øÊ√Õ˘Àfl¡ ¬ı±˜≈Ì1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ø¬ı˚˛±
fl¡À1±ª± Ú±˝◊√√ºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 20]
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¤˝◊√√ fl¡Ô±ÀÈ¬±Àfl¡˝◊√√ ¬Û≈Ú1 Œ˚øÓ¬˚˛± ŒÓ¬›“1 Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬±fl¡ Œ·±¸“±˝◊√√À˚˛› ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ ŒÓ¬›“
øfl¡c Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 Œ¸˝◊√√ Œˆ¬√ˆ¬±ª Ó¬…±· fl¡ø1 ˝◊√√ø˘˜Úfl¡ ø¬ı˚˛± fl¡1±¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±øÂ√˘º ¸Sœ˚˛±
Œ·±¸“±˝◊√√ ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ¸ôL±ÀÚ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ø¬ı˚˛± fl¡À1±ª± √d1 õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ÚÔfl¡± Œ¸˝◊√√
¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ ˝◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±√œ1+À¬Û øÔ˚˛ ø√¬ı øfl¡c ŒÚ±ª±ø1À˘º ë¬ı1˘± Œ•°Â√í ˜±fl«¡
‰¬±˝√√±¬ı ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…±ø√ ’Ú≈¬ı±√1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±˜1„√√±Õ˘ ’±ø˝√√  ¬ÛÀfl¡È¬1 Û1± Œfl¡˝◊√√È¬±˜±Ú ˜≈^±
Œ·“±¸±Úœ1 ˆ¬ø11 ›‰¬1Ó¬ ∆Ô ˚Ô±1œøÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“ õ∂˜±Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô1 ‚1Ó¬ ˜±fl«¡
‰¬±˝√√±¬ıfl¡ ¬ıø˝√√¬ıÕ˘ fl¡±Í¬1 ‰¬fl¡œ‡Ú ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ ø√˚˛±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ø˚ÀÈ¬± ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ¸‘ø©Ü ˝√√í˘,
≈√·«± ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±1¡Z±1± fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ ’øÓ¬ ¸≈µ1ˆ¬±Àª Œ√‡≈ª±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡Ó¬±1
ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ñ

ëë‰¬øfl¡Ó¬ ¬ı˝√√± ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 Â“√±ÀÈ¬±Àª ‡≈“È¬± ¤È¬±1 ›‰¬1Ó¬ øÔ˚˛ ∆˝√√ Ôfl¡± ≈√·«±fl¡ ¶Û˙«
fl¡ø1À˘, ¸±¬Û ·‰¬øfl¡ ‰“¬fl¡ Œ‡±ª± ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 √À1 ≈√·«±˝◊√√ ˘ø1 ∆· ’±Àfl¡Ã ¤¬ı±1
Ú±√1 ¬Û±1Ó¬ Î¬◊¬Ûø¶öÓ¬ ̋ √√í˘º ·±-˜”1 øÓ¬˚˛±˝◊√√ ¤øÓ¬˚˛±˝◊√√ ŒÓ¬›“ ¤˝◊√√  ‡Ëœø©Ü˚˛±ÚøÈ¬1
Â“√± ¶Û˙«1 Û1± ˜≈øMê√ ¬Û±¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 36]

≈√·«±˝◊√√ ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±‰≈¬Ó¬œ˚˛±Õfl¡ ŒÔ±ª± Œ˜˘±ø˝√√ ˜≈‡1 ‰¬±˝√√1 ø·˘±‰¬ÀÈ¬±
fl“¡±˝√√œ‡Ú1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ˜±øÈ¬Ó¬ ŒÔ±ª± Œ√ø‡ ˜±Àfl«¡ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ñ

ëëŒ˜±1 fl“¡±˝√√œ-¬ı±øÈ¬À˚±1 ŒÏ¬fl¡œ ‚11 ¬Û±Â√Ù¬±À˘ Œ¬Û˘±˝◊√√ ∆ÔøÂ√˘ Ú˝√√˚˛ÀÚ∑ ˜˝◊√√
Œ•°Â√ Ê√±øÓ¬1 Ú˝√√˚˛ÀÚ∑íí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 39]

Œ¸˝◊√√ ¸Sœ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ ø˝√√µ≈ Ò˜«1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬fl¡ ¬ı±√ ø√› Ò˜«1
øˆ¬øM√√Ó¬ ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± Ê√±øÓ¬Àˆ¬√1 fl¡Ô± ̃ ±fl«¡ Ú±˜1 ‡Ëœ©Ü±Ú Œ˘±fl¡Ê√Ú1 ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±1
Z±1± fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ø·ø1¬ı±˘±fl¡ Œ˚øÓ¬˚˛± ̧ ±À¬Û ‡≈øÈ¬øÂ√˘ ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛±
¸1n∏ Œ·“±¸±ÚœÀ˚˛ ¬ı1 ø¬ı˝√√ Ôfl¡± ¸±¬Û Ú˝√√˚˛ ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ Œ·“±¸±ÚœÀ˚˛ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ñ

ëëŒ¸ ◊̋√√ø√Ú± ̊ ≈√ ŒÎ¬±˜1 ’±¬Û±fl¡ Œ√‡± Ú±øÂ√ø˘∑ ̧ ±À¬Û Œ‡“±È¬±1 ø¬ÛÂ√ÀÓ¬± øÓ¬øÚø√Ú
Ê√œ˚˛±˝◊√√ Ôfl¡± Ú±øÂ√˘Ú±∑íí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 43]

Œ·±¸“±Úœ1 ¤˝◊√√¯∏±1 fl¡Ô±1¡Z±1± Œ·±¸“±˝◊√√¸fl¡˘1 øÚ•ß Œ|Ìœ1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± Ò±1Ì± õ∂fl¡È¬
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ̃ ±fl«¡ ‰¬± √̋√±À¬ı Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±fl¡ ø‰¬øfl¡»¸± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±À √̋√“±ÀÓ¬› Œ·± “̧±ÚœÀ ˛̊
¬Û±˝√√1± Ú± ◊̋√√ Œ˚ ¸Ú…±¸œ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı ‡Ëœ©Ü±Ú, Œ•°Â√ ¬ı≈ø˘º ŒÓ¬›“ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ñ

ëëÚ≈‰≈¬ø¬ı Ú≈‰≈¬ø¬ı ˜fl¡∑ øfl¡ fl¡˝√√ fl¡¬ı± Œ‡±Ê√± Œ¸˝◊√√ø‡øÚ1 Œ¬ÛÀ1 fl¡ºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 44]

¤˝◊√√ fl¡Ô±ø‡øÚ1 Û1± Œ·±¶§±˜œÀ˚˛ ¶§-‰¬é≈¬À1 Œ√‡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 Œé¬S‡ÚÕ˘ ̧ —¶®±1
’±øÚ¬ıÕ˘ õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡1± Œ˚Ú Œ¬ı±Ò ˝√√ ˛̊º øÚÊ√ fl¡Ú…± ø·ø1¬ı±˘± Ú±„√√Í¬ ∆˝√√ ‡Ëœ©Ü±Ú Œ•°Â√ ˜±fl«¡
‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 Œfl¡±˘±Ó¬ ¬Ûø1 Ôfl¡± ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊√√ ̃ ±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 õ∂±˚˛ ≈√˝◊√√ Œ‡±Ê√ ”√Õ1Ó¬ Œ·±¸“±˝◊√√˝√√“Ó¬1
‡1˜ ŒÔ±ª± ¬Ûø˘ñ ¤ ◊̋√√À¬ı±1 ‘√̇ … Œ√ø‡ √±À˜±√1œ ˛̊± ’øÒfl¡±1ÌœÀ ˛̊ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±fl¡ ¬Û1±ø‰¬Ó¬
fl¡À1±ª±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ øÚÀÊ√› ¬Û1±ø‰¬Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª±1 fl¡Ô± ˆ¬±ø¬ıÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬›“1 ˜ÚÕ˘ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√ñ
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ëë˝√√œÚ Ê√±øÓ¬À ˛̊ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ‰≈¬ø˘Ó¬ Òø1À˘ ¬ı±1 ŒÒÚ≈ õ∂± ˛̊ø(M√√ ̋ √√í¬ı ̆ ±À·º ¬ıË±p¡Ì1
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ˚˛Ú fl¡±˘ Œ¯∏±~ ¬ıÂ√1 ¬Û±1 ˝√√íÀ˘ ‰¬±f±˚˛Ú, ‰¬G±˘ ’±ø√ ˝√√œÚ Ê√±øÓ¬À˚˛
¶Û˙« fl¡ø1À˘ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ̇ ífl¡ ‰¬±f±˚˛Ú õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√ fl¡1±¬ı ̆ ±À· , ŒÒ±¬ı±, ÚÈ¬, ¬ı±ÕÏ¬ˇ
˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√À˚˛ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ˘&Ì ø‰¬ø„√√À˘ 53 Œ¬Û±Ú fl¡øÎ¬ˇ ø√¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº.... ˝◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ
¬ıÈ¬1 Ó¬˘1 fl≈¡á¬À1±·œÀÈ¬±fl¡ ¶Û˙« fl¡1± ¬ı±À¬ı Œ·“±¸±ÚœÀ˚˛ øÚÀÊ√ ’±·Ó¬ Ô±øfl¡
Ó¬±fl¡ Â√˚˛ ŒÒÚ≈ ¬Û1±ø‰¬Ó¬ fl¡À1±ª± Ú±˝◊√√ÀÚ∑íí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 45]

¤ ◊̋√√ fl¡Ô±ø‡øÚ1 Z±1± ̧ ˜¸±˜ø ˛̊fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ õ∂‰¬˘Ú Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ̧ —fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±1
˘·ÀÓ¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 ¤˝◊√√À¬ı±11 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ¸—¶®±1¬Û”Ì« Ò±1Ì±1 ¶Û©Ü ’±ˆ¬±¸ Œ¬Û±ª±
˚±˚˛º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ’Ú…±Ú… ¶ö±ÚÀÓ¬± õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√1 ø¬ıÒ±Ú ¶Û©Ü 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛-
˝◊√√fÚ±Ô1 ˘·Ó¬ Œ˜ÃÊ√±√±1 ’±1n∏ Ú±Â«√ ¤·1±fl¡œ1 ’Õ¬ıÒ ¸•Ûfl«¡ ¸•Ûfl¡œ«˚˛ fl¡Ô± ¬Û±øÓ¬
’˝√√± ¬Û≈À1±ø˝√√Ó¬ ¬ı±¬Û≈Àª ˜≈‡1 øˆ¬Ó¬1ÀÓ¬ Œˆ¬±1Àˆ¬±1±˝◊√√øÂ√˘ñ

ëë¬ıË±p¡ÀÌ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ¶aœ ¬ıÒ fl¡ø~ ¬ı±1 ¬ıÂ√1fl¡ Œ·ø˘ õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√ ˝√√í¬ı, é¬øS˚˛±1
¶aœfl¡ ¬ıÒ fl¡ø~ Â√˚˛ ¬ıÂ√1fl¡ Œ·ø˘, Î¬◊M√√˜ ̇ ”^˝◊√√ ’Ò˜ ̇ ”^fl¡ ¬ıÒ fl¡ø~ ‰¬±ø1 ŒÒÚ≈,
é¬øS˚˛1 ¶aœfl¡ é¬øS˚˛˝◊√√ ¬ıÒ fl¡ø~ ÿÚ¸M√√1 ŒÒÚ≈...ºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 38]

’±Àfl¡Ã Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ ˜˝√√œÒ1 ˙˜«± ¬Û±Í¬fl¡ Ú±˜1 ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±1 ˜≈‡Ó¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√
õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ¸—˘±¬Û õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊√√√À1ñ

ëë˜≈Â√˘˜±ÀÚ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıÒª±Ó¬ ¬ÛøÓ¬Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ıø1˚˛±˝◊√√ fl¡µ˘ fl¡ø1 ˘&Ì øÂ√„√√±
¬ı±˜≈Ì1 ˜À˚˛ fl¡Ó¬¬ı±1 ≈√˝◊√√ ‰¬±µ±˚˛Ú õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√±ºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 48]

¸√… ø¬ıÒª± ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ¬Û1•Û1± ’Ú≈¸ø1À˚˛˝◊√√ Î¬◊2‰¬ ¬ıÌ«1 ø˝√√µ≈ ø¬ıÒª± Ú±1œÀ˚˛
¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± ‡±ªÚ-Œ˙±ªÚ, ø¬ÛgÚ, ‰¬±˘-‰¬˘Ú, fl¡Ô±-¬ı±Ó«¬± ’±ø√À¬ı±1Ó¬ Ôfl¡± fl¡ÀÍ¬±1
øÚ˚˛˜ ˜±øÚ¬ıÕ˘ ¬ı±Ò… ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ ˚ø√› Ó¬±˝◊√√ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¬ı±ÀÈ¬± ˜≈˝√√”Ó«¬Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ¬ıfl¡fl¡ õ∂|˚˛ ø√øÂ√˘º
fl¡fl¡±fl¡1 |±X1 ̃ ±—¸ ̂ ¬é¬Ì fl¡ø1 Ó¬± ◊̋√√ ëø¬ıÒª± Ú±1œÀ ˛̊ ̃ ±—¸ ‡±¬ı Ú±¬Û± ˛̊í Œ¬ı±˘± ÚœøÓ¬ÀÈ¬±1
ø¬ıÀ1±øÒÓ¬± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ˚ø√› Ó¬±˝◊√√ ¤˝◊√√ fl¡±˚« fl¡1± ¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û˝◊√√‰¬±, Ù≈¬˘, Ó≈¬˘¸œ, ·—·±Ê√˘,
’±Õ1 ‰¬±Î¬◊˘ ’±ø√À1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√ ̋ √√í¬ı˘·œ˚˛± ̋ √√í˘º ¤˝◊√√ õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√1 ’±“1Ó¬
˘≈fl¡±˝◊√√ ’±ÀÂ√ ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 Ò˜œ«˚˛ Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜, Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ¸—fl¡œÌ«Ó¬± ’±1n∏
øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ’gø¬ıù´±¸º ¤˝◊√√À¬ı±1 fl¡Ô± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 Œ˚±À·ø√ Î¬◊√„√√±˝◊√√ ø√ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√
˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ¸—¶®±1¬ı±√œ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú± ¤È¬±› ¬Û±Í¬fl¡1 ¬ı±À¬ı ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂ√º

¸˜±Ê√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬˘Ú Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 fl¡ÀÍ¬±1 øÚ˚˛˜fl¡ ›Ù¬1±˝◊√√ ¤ø√Ú ¤˝◊√√
ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ‡Ëœ©Ü±Ú ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 Œõ∂˜Ó¬ ¬Ûø1˘º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ¸1n∏ Œ·±¸“±ÚœÀ˚˛› ŒÓ¬›“1
˜±øÈ¬-¬ı±1œ Ó¬√±1fl¡ fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸—·œ fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª± ˜˝√√œÒÚ ˙˜«± ¬Û±Í¬fl¡ Ú±˜1 Œ˘±fl¡Ê√Ú1
˘·Ó¬ ̧ e ≈̧‡  ̆ ±ˆ¬1 ¬ı±>± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘, øfl¡c ŒÓ¬›“1 Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ¬ı±>±› ̧ Ù¬˘ Ú˝√√í˘ñ ̧ ˜±Ê√1
Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜ Ó¬Ô± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ¸—fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı˝◊√√º ˘±À˝√√ ˘±À˝√√ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ø¬ıÚ±ø¡ZÒ±˝◊√√
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˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 ˘·Ó¬ ‚”ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˆ¬±˘À¬Û±ª± ˝√√í˘º Ó¬±˝◊√√ ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ıfl¡ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ñ
ëë qÚ Œ·±1± ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı, ˜1 ¬ı≈fl≈¡Ó¬ Ó¬˝√√Ú±˝◊√√ Œ˚ ’˝√√1˝√√ ∆˘ Ù≈¬1±˝√√ ŒÓ¬Ú±˝◊√√ ¤È¬±
S≈êÂ√ ø‰¬˝ê ’—øfl¡Ó¬ ∆˝√√ Œ·øÂ√ºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 97]

ˆ¬±øÈ¬À‡±˘± ̋ √√±Ó¬œ Ê√·iß±ÀÔ ’±Sê˜Ì±Rfl¡ 1+¬Û Œ˘±ª±1 ̧ ˜˚˛Ó¬ Ó¬±˝◊√√ ̃ ±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ıfl¡
¸±ªøÈ¬ Òø1Õ˘› fl≈¡F±À¬ı±Ò Úfl¡ø1À˘º Ó¬±˝◊√√ ˆ¬±ø¬ıøÂ√˘ Ó¬±˝◊√√fl¡ Ê√·iß±ÀÔ ¤˝◊√√ Œ•°Â√ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1
¬ı±U ¬ıgÚÓ¬ ¬ıgÚÓ¬ Ô±Àfl¡±ÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ˚±ÀÓ¬ ˜±À1º ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ıfl¡ Ó¬±˝◊√√ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ Ó¬±˝◊√√ ˜‘Ó¬
¶§±˜œ1 ‡1˜Ó¬ Ù≈¬˘ Ó≈¬˘¸œ ø√¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬ı˚˛± ¬Û±˚˛, Ó¬±˝◊√√ ¬ ı±“1œ-ø¬ıÒª± ∆˝√√ ˜±—¸ ‡±˝◊√√ÀÂ√,
·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ’±Ú1 ˜ÚÓ¬ Ó¬±˝◊√√ ¬Û±¬Ûœ ˚ø√› Ó¬±˝◊√√1 øÚÊ√1 Œ¸˝◊√√ ¬Û±¬ÛÀ¬ı±Ò Ú˝√√˚˛º ¬ıÓ¬±˝√√-
¬ı1¯∏≈Ì1 ¤È¬± 1±øÓ¬Ó¬ øÚ–¸—Àfl¡±À‰¬ ø·ø1¬ı±˘± ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 Œfl¡±Í¬±Õ˘ ∆· Ú±1œ1 ¸¬ı«¶§
ø¬ı¸Ê«√Ú ø√˚˛±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸±Ê≈√ ˝√√í¬ıÕ˘› fl≈¡F±À¬ı±Ò fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√º Ó¬±˝◊√√ ¬¬ıË±p¡Ì ø¬ıÒª±1
¸±Ó¬˜¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏œ ˛̊± 1œøÓ¬ ̂ ¬—· fl¡ø1 ̃ ±fl«¡ ‰¬± √̋√±¬ı1 ’±·Ó¬ øÚÊ√Àfl¡ Î¬◊ij≈Mê√ fl¡ø1 ø√̊ ˛±1 ̧ ˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¬±
Ó¬±˝◊√√1 øfl¡c Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¬Û±¬ÛÀ¬ı±Ò Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±˝◊√√º øfl¡c :±Úø¬Û¬Û±¸≈, ¶Û˙«fl¡±Ó¬1 ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±À¬ı
Œ¸˝◊√√ fl¡˜« fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1À˘º ø·ø1¬ı±˘±fl¡ ‰≈¬˝◊√√ ‰¬±À˘ Œ˚Ú ŒÓ¬›“ ’¶Û‘˙… ∆˝√√ ˚±¬ı, ≈√À˚˛±
Œ˙¯∏ ∆˝√√ ˚±¬ı, ¤˚˛± ŒÓ¬›“1 Ò±1Ì± ’±øÂ√˘º øfl¡c ¤·1±fl¡œ ø¬ıÒª± Ú±1œ1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ˚LaÌ±
Ó¬Ô± ̇ ±1œø1fl¡ Ó¬±Î¬ˇÚ±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX fl¡1± ¤ÀÚ ¬Û√Àé¬¬ÀÛ øfl¡c
Ó¬±˝◊√√fl¡ õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±√œ1+À¬Û õ∂øÓ¬á¬± fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1À˘º ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 Œfl¡±Í¬±Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ ’ª¶ö±Ó¬
Ò1± ¬Ûø1 Ò˜« Ú©Ü ˝√√í˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ Ó¬±˝◊√√ õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√ fl¡1±1 ø¬ıÒ±Ú ø√˚˛± ˝√√í˘º ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ¶aœÀ˚˛
‰¬G±˘1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¤1±øÓ¬ ¸˝√√¬ı±¸ fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ÚÕ¬ı3 ÒÚ≈1 õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√1 ˜La ¬Û≈1n∏À¯∏±M√√˜
ˆ¬±·ªÓ¬œÀ˚˛ Î¬◊2‰¬±1Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Òø1À˘ ’±1n∏ ø·ø1¬ı±˘± ¬ıø˝√√ Ôfl¡± ‚1ÀÈ¬±1 ‰¬±ø˘‡ÚÓ¬ Ê≈√˝◊√√
˘·±˝◊√√ ø√¬ıÕ˘ ¬Û1±˜˙« ø√À˘º øfl¡c ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ Œ¸˝◊√√ Ê≈√˝◊√√1 ̃ ±Ê√1 ¬Û1± øÚÊÀfl¡ ¬ıÀÂ√±ª±1
¬ı±À¬ı Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¬¬ÛLö± ˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬ Ú˘íÀ˘ ’±1n∏ Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ¸—fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı˝◊√√ ¤˝◊√√·1±fl¡œ
¬ıË±p¡Ì ø¬ıÒª± ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ’±RÊ√±˝√√ ø√À˘º ø·ø1¬ı±˘± ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±1 Z±1± fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√
¬ıË±p¡Ì ¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ ø¬ıÒª± Ú±1œ1 ˚LaÌ±-≈√«√˙± Œ√‡≈›ª±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1
Ê√±Ó¬…±øˆ¬˜±Ú1 ¤fl¡ ¸≈µ1 ø‰¬S ’—fl¡Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 ’ôL1Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±1
õ∂øÓ¬ ˘≈fl¡±˝◊√√ Ôfl¡± Œé¬±ˆ¬ Î¬◊ƒ√·œ1Ì ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ø·ø1¬ı±˘± Ú±˜1 ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±1¡Z±1±˝◊√√º

Î¬◊2‰¬ ¬ıÌ«1 Œ˘±fl¡1 ˝√√±ÀÓ¬À1 ¤¸“±Ê√ ‡±¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª±ÀÈ¬±› Œ¸˝◊√√ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1
Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ¬ı±À¬ı Î¬±„√√1 ̋ ◊√√26√± ’±øÂ√˘º fl¡±Ìœ ˛̊± ¤È¬±1 ̃ ≈‡Ó¬ Œfl¡Ã˙À˘À1 fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡± ◊̋√√
¤˝◊√√ ¸—˘±¬Û õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ

¬ëë¬ı±¬Û±ííØØ qøÚÀÂ√± 1±g±-¬ı±Ï¬ˇ± ¬ı±˜≈ÀÌ fl¡ø1¬ıº ¬ı±˜≈Ì1 ˝√√±ÀÓ¬ 1±g± ‡±¬ı±1 ¬ı1
UÓ¬±˝√√ ’±˜±1ííº [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 23]

¤Àfl¡√À1 ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô˝“√√Ó¬1 Ó¬±‰¬ Œ‡˘±1 ’±D±ÀÓ¬± Ê√±øÓ¬ ø‰¬ôL±˝◊√√ ¶ö±Ú ¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º ¬ı±À˘±ª±
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∆fl¡øÂ√̆ ñ
ëë˙”ø√11 ¬˝√√±À˘±ª±˝◊√√ ¬ı±˝◊√√ ˝√√±˘-¬ı±˜≈Ì1 ˝√√±À˘±ª±1 fl¡Ô±˝◊√√À˝√√ ¸±1ííº [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 25]

ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬± Ê√±ÀÓ¬ ¤fl¡ ø¬ıø˙©Ü ’±¸Ú ’øÒfl¡±1 fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º ◊̋√√fÚ±ÀÔ ¸Sœ˚̨±
¬Û1•Û1± Œ˜± √̋√±ø1 ∆Ô ë·À √̋√ Ò≈›ª±í ¬ı± ≈̃Ì1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ̋ ◊√√ø˘˜Úfl¡ ø¬ı˚̨± fl¡1±¬ıÕ˘ ̧ é¬˜ Ú √̋√í˘º
øfl¡c ◊̋√√ø˘˜Ú1 ’±À˚̨Àfl¡ ◊̋√√fÚ±Ôfl¡ Ó¬± ◊̋√√1 ø¬ı˚̨± fl¡À1±ª±1 õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ∆fl¡øÂ√̆  Œ˚ Ê√·˘œ˚̨±1
√øé¬Ì¬Û±11 √±À˜±√1œ˚̨± Œ·±“̧ ±À˚̨ Î¬◊Ê√øÚ1 ¬ı± ≈̃Ì1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ø¬ı˚̨± fl¡1± ◊̋√√øÂ√̆ º ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ ’±Àfl¡Ã
Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚̨- ¬ı≈Ï¬̌± Œ·±¸±“À˚̨ fl¡±ÌÓ¬ Œ¸±Ì ø¬Ûg± ◊̋√√› Ó¬…±· fl¡1± ”̇ø√1œ˚̨± øÓ¬À1±Ó¬±1 fl¡Ô±º

Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ˝◊√√˜±Úø‡øÚ ¸—fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±1 ø¬ÛÂ√ÀÓ¬± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ ø˝√√µ≈-
≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú1 ¤Î¬±˘ ̧ •xœøÓ¬1 Œ1‡±º ̋ √√±›√± ¬Ûø1¶®±1 fl¡1±, ̋ √√±Ó¬œ Ò1±, ø˜¶aœ ’±ø√ fl¡±˜Ó¬

Î¬◊2‰¬ ¬ıÌ«1 ø˝√√µ≈Àª› ≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú Œ˘±fl¡fl¡ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ¤¬ı±1 ˝√√±Ó¬œ Òø1¬ıÕ˘ ∆·
Ê√±˜±˘Î¬ø◊VÚ Ú±˜1 Œ˘±fl¡Ê√Ú1 ̃ ‘Ó≈¬… ̋ √√˚˛º Ê√±˜±˘Î¬◊øVÚ1 ̃ ‘Ó¬À√˝√√ øÚ¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ̋ ◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ
Œ˚±-Ê√± fl¡1± Œ√ø‡ ˆ¬±·ªÓ¬œ-¬Û±1±1 ¬ı±˜≈ÀÌ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ñ

ëë¸1n∏ ·À˝√√ Ó≈¬ø˜ ¸±Ó¬ ˝√√±Ó¬˜±Ú ”√1ÀÓ¬ Ô±fl¡±, Ú˝√√íø˘ Ó≈¬ø˜ ‰¬±G±˚˛Ú õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√
˝√√í¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº fl¡±åI◊≈ fl¡±øÚ˚˛±› ’±ÀÂ√, Œˆ¬‡±˘1 ˘í1±˜‡±ª ’±ÀÂ√.......ø¸˝√√±“Ó¬
˙”^, ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ø¸˝√√±“ÀÓ¬ ˜≈Â√˘˜±Ú1 ˜1±˙ ¬ı±È¬‚1fl¡ Œ·ø˘ fl¡±gÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ øÚ˚˛±1
ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ŒÒÚ≈ õ∂±˚˛ø(M√√ ˝√√íø˘ ˝√√í¬ıºíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 102]

¤ ◊̋√√ fl¡Ô± ∏̄±1 Z±1± ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜, Ê√±Ó¬…±øˆ¬˜±Ú Ó¬Ô± Ê√±øÓ¬Àˆ¬À√ Œ˚ õ∂± ˛̊ø(M√√À1±
ø¬ıÒ±Ú Œ¬ıÀ˘· À¬ıÀ˘·, Œ¸˝◊√√ fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ õ∂øÓ¬¬Ûiß fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ¤Ù¬±À˘ Ê√±øÓ¬ Œˆ¬À√ ¶ö±Ú
¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√, øfl¡c fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ ˜‘Ó¬À√˝√√ ˝◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ ’fl¡À˘˝◊√√ øÚ¬ı Œ¬ı±˘± fl¡Ô±¯∏±11¡Z±1±
˜±ÚªÓ¬±1 ¤‡Ú ø‰¬S Î¬◊√„√√±˝◊√√ ø√ÀÂ√º ˝◊√√˚˛±Ó¬ Ê√±øÓ¬ ø‰¬ôL±˝◊√√ øˆ¬ißÓ¬±1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ‹fl¡…1+À¬Û
¶ö±Ú ¬Û± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º ’±Àfl¡Ã Œ·“±¸± ◊̋√√1 fl¡fl¡±fl¡ ’øÒfl¡±À1 ̃ ± ◊̋√√‰¬±Ó¬ ¬ı √̋√±1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ¤Ê√Ú ̇ ”ø√1œ ˛̊±fl¡
ø¬ı‰¬Úœ1 Ú±À˘À1 ˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬ Œfl¡±À¬ı±ª±1 fl¡Ô±, øfl¡Â≈√ø√Ú1 ’±·∆˘Àfl¡ ˜˝√√ôL¸fl¡˘ &øÎ¬ˇ ¬ıg±
Ï¬±ø1Ó¬À˝√√ ¬ıø˝√√¬ı ¬Û1± fl¡Ô±À¬ı±1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊º õ∂±‰¬œÚ ¤ ◊̋√√ ̧ Sœ ˛̊± ¬Û1•Û1±Ó¬
Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 õ∂±‰¬œ1‡Ú Œˆ¬√ fl¡ø1 ˝◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ øfl¡c Ó¬±‰¬1 ’±D±Ó¬ ˙”ø√1œ˚˛±1 ˘·Ó¬
¤Àfl¡˘À· ¬ıø˝√√ ‰¬±˝√√-Ó¬±À˜±˘ ‡± ◊̋√√øÂ√˘º

¶§±˜œ·‘˝√√ ¤ø1 ’˝√√± ø·ø1¬ı±˘± ø√ÀÚ ø√ÀÚ qfl¡±˝◊√√ ‡œÚ±˝◊√√ ·í˘ ˚ø√› ŒÓ¬›“ Î¬◊2‰¬
¬ıÌ«1 ø √̋√µ≈ Ú±1œÀ ˛̊ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± Œ‡±ª±-Œ¬ı±ª±,ø¬Ûg±-Î¬◊1±À1 Û1± ̧ fl¡À˘±À¬ı±1 ¬ı±Ò±-
øÚÀ¯∏Ò ø¬ıÚ±¬ı±fl¡…À1 ̃ ±øÚ ∆˘øÂ√˘º ̃ ‘Ó¬ ¶§±˜œ1 ‡1˜Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“ øÚÀÓ¬Ã ¬Û”Ê√± Œ¸ª± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘
’±1n∏ ŒÓ¬›“1 ’ª√ø˜Ó¬ Œ˚ÃÚ±fl¡±—é¬±› ¬Û”1Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ 1±øÓ¬ ‡1˜À˚±1 ¬ı≈fl≈¡Ó¬ ∆˘À˚˛º
¤˝◊√√Ê√Úœ ≈√·±«˝◊√√ ¤ø√Ú ø¸X±ôL fl¡ø1À˘ Ó¬±˝◊√√ Ó¬±˝◊√√1 Œ¸±Ì1 ’˘—fl¡±1 Œfl¡˝◊√√¬Û√ Œ¬ıøÂ√
˝√√íÀ˘› ¶§±˜œ1 ’ø¶ö ø√¬ıÕ˘ ’±1n∏ Ó¬œÔ« w˜ÌÕ˘ ˚±¬ıº ø¸˝“√√Ó¬1 ·±“ª1 øÓ¬À1±Ó¬fl¡ Ó¬œÔ«
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w˜Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı øÚ¬ıÕ˘ ’˝√√± ¬Û±G± øÓ¬øÚÈ¬±˝◊√√ ˚Ô±1œøÓ¬ ’Ú≈˚±˚˛œ Œ·±“¸±Úœ1 ¬Û√Ò”ø˘ ˜”1Ó¬
˘íÀ˘ ’±1n∏ fl¡Ô± õ∂¸eÓ¬ fl¡íÀ˘ Œ˚ - ≈√·±«fl¡ Ó¬œÔ«Õ˘ øÚ˚˛±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ≈√À˚«±·
˝√√íÀ˘ Ó¬±1 ¬ı…ª¶ö± ø¸˝“√√ÀÓ¬ fl¡ø1¬ıº ø¸˝“√√ÀÓ¬ ’±1n∏ fl¡íÀ˘-

ëë¤¬ı±1 fiÓ¬±˘1 ¬ı≈Ï¬̌œ Œ·““±¸±Úœfl¡ ’±ø˜ fl¡±gÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ ∆˘ ∆·øÂ√À˘±º fl¡±À1± ̋ √√±ÀÓ¬
ŒÚ‡± ◊̋√√øÂ√̆ , fl¡±Àfl¡± Ú≈‰≈¬ ◊̋√√øÂ√̆ ñ ‰¬¬ı Œ•°26√Ø ‰¬¬ı ’¶Û‘̇ …íí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 52]

¬Û±G±Àfl¡˝◊√√È¬±1 ¤˝◊√√ø‡øÚ fl¡Ô± ’±1n∏ ≈√·±«˝◊√√ ¶§±˜œ1 ’ø¶ö ·—·±Ó¬ ø√À˘ ¬Ûø¬ıS Œ˝√√±ª±1
¤˝◊√√ fl¡Ô±À¬ı±1Ó¬ Î¬◊2‰¬¬ıÌ« ø˝√√µ≈1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ’gø¬ıù´±¸ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ∆˝√√ Ôfl¡± Œ˚ÀÚ±
À¬ı±Ò ̋ √√˚˛º ̋ ◊√√fÚ±Ô1 fl¡fl¡±fl¡1 ¬ıÀÂ√À1fl¡œ˚˛± |±X1 ø√Ú± ≈√·±« ’±1n∏ ̃ ±Àfl¡ ¬ı±˜≈Ìfl¡ Œˆ¬±Ê√Ú
√øé¬Ì± ø¬ı˘±˝◊√√øÂ√˘º Œ¸˝◊√√ Œˆ¬±Ê√1 ¬ı±À¬ı ̃ ±øÈ¬1 √±ø˘ ’±1n∏ ‡±ø˝√√1 ̃ ±—¸ 1g± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ≈√˝◊√√
-øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± Œ˘±Àfl¡ ˜”1ÀÈ¬± ˜±øÈ¬1 ·±“Ó¬Ó¬ ¬Û≈øÓ¬ ˜±ø1øÂ√˘ Â√±·˘œÀÈ¬±º ’gø¬ıù´±¸ ’±1n∏ Î¬◊2‰¬
¬ıÌ«1 Œ˘±fl¡fl¡ ˜±Ê√1 Ôfl¡± ÚœøÓ¬-øÚ˚˛˜1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø¬ıÒª± ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ˜±—¸ Œ‡±ª±1 Œ˘±ˆ¬
Ó¬…±· fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1 ̆ ≈fl¡± ◊̋√√-‰≈¬1Õfl¡ ‡± ◊̋√√ Ò1± ¬Ûø1 õ∂± ˛̊ø(M√√ ̋ √√í¬ı ̆ ·± ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1
˜ÀÓ¬ñ

ëë˜˝√√±¬Û±¬ÛØ ˜˝√√±¬Û±¬ÛØØ √±À˜±√1œ˚˛± Œ·“±¸±˝◊√√1 ø¬ıÒª±˝◊√√ ˜±—¸1 Ô±ø˘Ó¬ ˝√√±Ó¬
ø√˚˛± ˜˝√√±¬Û±¬ÛØØíí [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 74]

Œ˜Ã ¬ı1Ìœ˚˛± ‰≈¬ø˘À1 ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√¬ı1 ˘·Ó¬ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ¬Û≈øÔ-¬Û±øÊ√ Œ·±ÀÈ¬±ª±1 fl¡±˜Ó¬
’¬ı±ÀÒ ˚±¬ıÕ˘ Òø1À˘º ’ªÀ˙… Ó¬±˝◊√√ ˚±˚˛ ∆Â√ø√˚˛± ·1n∏1 ·±Î¬ˇœÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ˜±fl«¡ ˚±˚˛
‰¬±˝◊√√Àfl¡À˘À1º ¤ø√Ú ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ̃ ±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ıfl¡ 1Ê√± ̋ √√±ÚÀˆ¬±·œ ̃ ˝√√±1±Ê√1 ·‘˝√√¶öœ1 Ò√ıÊ√±
¬ı˝√√Ì fl¡ø1 Ôfl¡± Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ≈√È¬±˜±Ú ‡≈“È¬± Ôfl¡± ¶ö±ÚÀÎ¬±‡1 Œ√‡≈ª±¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ·±Î¬ˇœ1 Û1±
Ú±ø˜ ·í˘º ·±ÀÎ¬ˇ±ª±ÀÚ Ó¬±Õ˘ Ú±˚±¬ıÕ˘ Ó¬±˝◊√√fl¡ ¬ı±Ò± ø√˚˛± ¸ÀQ› Ó¬±˝◊√√ ˜±fl«¡1 ˘·Ó¬
Ú±ø˜ Œ˚±ª± Œ√ø‡ ·±ÀÎ¬ˇ±ª±Ú ¶ú‘øÓ¬1 ·˝3√√1Õ˘ Œ¸±˜±˝◊√√ ¬Ûø1˘º ŒÓ¬›“1 ˜ÚÕ˘ ’±ø˝√√˘-
ŒÓ¬›“ Ê√±øÓ¬Ó¬ ˝√√œ1± Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ı±À¬ı˝◊√√ ¸1n∏ÀÓ¬ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±fl¡ ¤ø√Ú Œfl¡±˘±Ó¬ ˘›“ÀÓ¬ ˜±fl¡
Œ·“±¸±ÚœÀ˚˛ Ó¬±˝◊√√fl¡ fl¡±À¬Û±1-fl¡±øÚ ‡≈ø˘ Ú±√Ó¬ ·± Ò≈ª±˝◊√√øÂ√˘º ŒÓ¬›“1 ˜ÚÓ¬ ¤È¬± õ∂ùü˝◊√√
Í¬±˝◊√√ ̆ íÀ˘  Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ¤‡Ú ̧ —fl¡œÌ« Œ¬ı11 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ’±ªX Œ¸˝◊√‡Ú ‚11 Ê√œ˚˛1œ ø¬ıÒª±
ø·ø1¬ı±˘±˝◊√√ ’±øÊ√ ¤È¬± Œ•°26√1 Õ¸ÀÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡˘À·√ ’1Ì…Ó¬ Œ¸±˜±˘º ¤ÀÚÀ¬ı±1 ¸—fl¡œÌ«
fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ Ó¬Ô± ÚœøÓ¬-øÚ˚˛À˜ ø·ø1ø¬ı˘±fl¡ ’fl¡ÀÚ± ¸≈‡œ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±øÂ√˘º Ó¬±˝◊√√ ‡≈1œÀ˚˛fl¡
¸1n∏ Œ·±“¸±Úœ ’±1n∏ ≈√·±«1 √À1 ̧ fl¡À˘±À¬ı±1 fl¡Ô± ø¬ıÚ± õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±À√ ̃ ±øÚ ̆ í¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±øÂ√˘º
’±1n∏ Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ¬Ûø1À˙¯∏Ó¬ Ó¬±˝◊√√ ¬¤˝◊√√ õ∂Ô±À¬ı±11 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±√ fl¡1±1 Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙…˝◊√√
’±RÊ√±˝√√ ø√¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± ˝√√í˘º

¤Àfl¡√À1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ˜±Â√ Œ¬ı‰¬± Œ¬Û±˝√√±1œ1 fl¡Ô±, ¸˜±ÀÊ√ Ó¬…±·
fl¡1± fl≈¡á¬À1±·œÊ√Ú1 fl¡Ô± ’±1n∏ ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô1 ¬ıg≈ Œ√ª√M√√1 ˜≈‡Ó¬ ëŒÎ¬±˜1 ˘í1±1í fl¡Ô±º
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&ª±˝√√±È¬œÓ¬ ¬ÛøÏ¬ˇ Ô±Àfl¡±ÀÓ¬ ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô, Œ√ª√M√√ ’±ø√Àfl¡ Òø1 Î¬◊M√√1 ¬Û±11 Œ·±“¸±˝◊√√1
˘í1±Àfl¡˝◊√√È¬±˝◊√√ Œ¬ıÀ˘· 1±øg-¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ Œ‡±ª±1 fl¡Ô±› Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ¤ø√Ú ˙y≈
ŒÎ¬±˜1 ˘í1± ˆ¬^˝◊√√ fl¡±Õª ˜±Â√ ’±øÚ ø¸˝“√√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± ‚1ÀÈ¬±1 ø¬Û1±ø˘Ó¬ Ôí¬ı Œ‡±ÀÊ√±ÀÓ¬˝◊√√
¤È¬± fl¡±Õª ˜±Â√ Ó¬±1 ˜≈‡Ó¬ Œ¸±˜±˝◊√√ ∆·øÂ√˘º ø¸ ˚LaÌ±Ó¬ Â√È¬ƒÙ¬È¬±˝◊√√ Ôfl¡±1 ¸˜˚˛ÀÓ¬± øfl¡c
Œ√ª√M√√Àfl¡ ’±ø√ fl¡ø1 ’±Ú Œ·±“¸±˝◊√√1 ˘í1±Àfl¡˝◊√√È¬±˝◊√√ ˜±Â√ÀÈ¬± Ó¬±1 ˜≈‡1 Û1± Î¬◊ø˘›ª±1
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œ‰¬©Ü± Úfl¡ø1À˘º fl¡±1Ì ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡ Œ·±“̧ ± ◊̋√√1 ̧ ôL±ÚØ ŒÎ¬±˜1 ̆ í1±fl¡ ‰≈¬¬ı ̆ ±ø·À˘
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ‰≈¬ø˘ øÓ¬˚˛±˝◊√√ ·±-Ò≈¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº ¤ÀÚfl≈¡ª± ¸—¶®±À1À1 ¬Ûø1¬Û”Ì« ¤‡Ú ¸˜±Ê√1
˘í1± ∆˝√√À˚˛± øfl¡c ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô1 ˜±Úªœ˚˛Ó¬± Ê√±Ó¬ ¬Û±Ó¬1 ø¬ı‰¬±1Ó¬Õfl¡ Î¬◊¡X«Ó¬ ’±øÂ√˘º ø˚
Œ¸˝◊√√ ŒÎ¬±˜1 ˘í1± ˆ¬^1  ˜≈‡Ó¬ ˝√√±Ó¬ ¸≈˜≈ª±˝◊√√ ˜±Â√ÀÈ¬± Î¬◊ø˘˚˛±˝◊√√ ’±øÚÀ˘º Ó¬±1 ¤ÀÚ
fl¡±˚«1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œ·±“¸±˝◊√√1 ’±ÚÀ¬ı±1 ˘í1±˝◊√√ ø˜ø˘ Ó¬±fl¡ ¬ıËÑ¬Û≈SÓ¬ ¶ß±Ú fl¡À1±ª±À˘ ˚ø√›
◊̋√√fÚ±Ô1 ;1 ∆ √̋√ Ôfl¡±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ‰¬±f± ˛̊Ú õ∂± ˛̊ø(M√√1 Û1± ø¸ ̃ ≈øMê√ ¬Û±À˘º ¤ ◊̋√√Ê√Ú ̋ ◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ ◊̋√√

˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±1 ø˜˘±ø˜Â√±fl¡ ¬ı±Ò± ø√˚˛± Ú±øÂ√˘º ̃ ±1øˆ¬Í¬±Ó¬ ̃ ±øÈ¬1 ø˝√√‰¬±¬Û
˘í¬ıÕ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“1 ˜ÚÕ˘ ’±ø˝√√˘ ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı1 Ò˜«¢∂Lö1 fl¡Ô±, S≈êÂ√1 fl¡Ô±º øfl¡c
Œ·±¸±“˝◊√√1 ¸ôL±ÀÚ ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ø¬ı˚˛± fl¡À1±ª± √d1 ÚÔfl¡±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ŒÓ¬›“ ’±Àfl¡Ã
¸˜±Ê√ Ó¬Ô± ø¬ÛÓ‘¬1 ’¬ı±Ò… ∆˝√ ˙±øôL Œ˝√√±ª± ˝◊√ø˘˜Úfl¡ ø¬ı˚˛± fl¡1±¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±˝◊√√º ŒÓ¬›“1
‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¤Ù¬±À˘ ¸—¶®±1œ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª ˘≈fl¡±˝◊√√ ’±ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› ŒÓ¬›“fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√ˆ¬œ1n∏ Œ˚ÀÚ±
À√‡± ̊ ±˚˛º ŒÓ¬›“ ¤Ù¬±À˘ ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±√ fl¡À1 ̊ ø√› ̧ •Û”Ì«1+À¬Û ̧ Ù¬˘ ̋ √√í¬ı
ŒÚ±ª±ø1À˘º

Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ¬Ûø1À˙¯∏Ó¬ 1980 ‰¬Ú1 fl¡Ô± ’±ÀÂ√º Œ¸˝◊√√ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ ¸SÕ˘
ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œ ‰¬±øfl¡ ’±ø˝√√˘, ˘À· ˘À· ˜±Ú≈̋ √√À¬ı±À1± ¸—¶®±1œ ˝√√í˘º fl¡±øÚ ¬ı1ø¬ı˝√√1 ˘·ÀÓ¬
˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˘≈fl¡±˝◊√√ Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ¸—fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±1 õ∂±‰¬œ1‡Ú SêÀ˜ ŒÍ¬fl¡ ∆˝√√ ·í˘º
¤˝◊√√ ‡Ú Ê√·˘œ˚˛±1 ¬Û±11 ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ, Œ·±“¸±˝◊√√1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œÀ˚˛ øÚÊ√ ˝◊√√26√±À1 ˙”ø√11
˘·Ó¬ ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√¬Û±˙Ó¬ ’±¬ıX ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û1± ˝√√í˘º ¬ıË±p¡Ì ’±1n∏ ˙”ø√11 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± Ê√±øÓ¬·Ó¬
¸—fl¡œÌ«Ó¬± ŒÚ±À √̋√±ª± ∆ √̋√ ¬Ûø1˘º Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ø¬ı‰¬±1À¬ı±1 ̧ ˜ ˛̊1 ̆ À· ̆ À· Œ √̋√1± ◊̋√√ ̊ ±¬ıÕ˘
Òø1À˘º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Ê√ij¸”ÀS ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± Ê√±øÓ¬·Ó¬ ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛1 ¸—fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±˝◊√√ Œ˚
˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œˆ¬√1À˝√√ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡À1 Œ¸˝◊√√ fl¡Ô± fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ ¸≈µ1Õfl¡ √˙«±˝◊√√ ∆·ÀÂ√º
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Œ¸˝◊√√ ¸˜˚˛1 ’¸˜Ó¬ ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± ¸•x√±˚˛1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ Œ·±“¸±˝◊√√, ¬ıË±p¡Ì,
˙”^, ŒÎ¬±˜, q1œ, fl“¡˝√√±1, fl≈¡˜±1, ˝√√œ1±, Ú±ø¬ÛÓ¬, ¬ı±ÕÏ¬ˇ, ŒÒ±ª±, ‰¬±˜±1 ’±ø√1 fl¡Ô±›
Î¬◊À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º ¤Àfl¡√À1 Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˙±ø˘ÀÓ¬± Ôfl¡± Œ|Ìœ ∆¬ı¯∏˜…- ëë&‰¬
Œ˝√√Õ˘ &‰¬ ¬ı±¬Û≈ ’±1n∏ ˜±˝◊√√‰¬±Ú± ’±ø˝√√øÂ√º Ú≈‰≈¬ø¬ıØ Ú≈‰≈¬ø¬ıØØíí
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5.0 ø¸X±ôL –
“√Ó¬±˘ ̋ √√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À ˛̊ Œ‡±ª± ̋ √√±›√± ̃ ±˜øÌ 1 ˛̊Â√̃  Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 ¬ıø˘á¬ Œ˘‡øÚÀ1 ø¬ıÀÒÃÓ¬

¤‡Ú ¸±Ô«fl¡ Ó¬Ô± Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Ê√·˘œ˚˛±1 ¬Û±11 ’±˜1„√√±
¸S1 ’øÒfl¡1 ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ’±øˆ¬Ê√±Ó¬… ’±1n∏ Ê√±Ó¬…øˆ¬˜±ÀÚ Œfl¡ÀÚÕfl¡ øÚÊ√1 ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘ Ó¬Ô±
¸˜±Ê√Õ˘ fl¡øÏ¬ˇ˚˛±˝◊√√ ’±øÚøÂ√˘ ’ªé¬˚˛ Ó¬Ô± ˆ¬±À„√√±Ú Ó¬±1 ¤fl¡ ¸≈µ1 ø‰¬S õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ø·ø1¬ı±˘±, ≈√·±«, ¸1n∏ Œ·±“¸±Úœ ’±ø√ ¬ıË±p¡Ì ø¬ıÒª±˝◊√√ Î¬◊2‰¬ ¬ıÌ«1 ø˝√√µ≈ ø¬ıÒª±
øÓ¬À1±Ó¬±˝◊√√ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛± ∆¬ıÒ¬ı…1 õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± fl¡ÀÍ¬±1 ÚœøÓ¬-øÚ˚˛˜ ˜±øÚ Œfl¡ÀÚÕfl¡
øÚÊ√1 Ê√œªÚ1 ¸≈‡-’±Úµ ø¬ı¸Ê«√Ú ø√¬ı ˘·± ˝√√í˘ Œ¸˝◊√√ fl¡Ô± fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ ’øÓ¬
¸±ª˘œ˘ˆ¬±Àª ¬ıÌ«±˝◊√√ÀÂ√ º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 Œ·±Î¬ˇ±ø˜À1 ¬Û”Ì« ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ¸ôL±Ú ∆˝√√À˚˛±
ø·ø1¬ı±˘± ’±1n∏ ̋ ◊√√fÚ±ÀÔ øfl¡Â≈√ ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ó¬Ô± ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ̧ —¶®±11 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±√
fl¡1±› ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ̋ √√̊ ˛º Œ¸ ◊̋√√‡Ú ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Úœ‰¬ ¬ı± ̋ √√œÚ Ê√±øÓ¬1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± Ò±1Ì± ̧ ≈µ1ˆ¬±Àª
õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬º fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√  Ê√±Ó¬ Œˆ¬√1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1± ¤ÀÚ
¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬, ¬Ûø1Àª˙, ‰¬ø1S Ó¬Ô± ̧ —˘±À¬Û ̧ ˜¸±˜ø ˛̊fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ¤‡Ú õ∂øÓ¬26√ø¬ı ’±˜±1
¸ij≈‡Ó¬ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ øÚÊ√ Ê√œªÚ1 Û1± ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ’øˆ¬:Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ¬ı±ô¶ª
¸˜±Ê√1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1± ¤˝◊√√‡Ú Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ Ê√±øÓ¬Àˆ¬√1 fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ ¶ö±Ú ¬Û±˝◊√√ÀÂ√ ˚ø√›
¤˝◊√√·1±fl¡œ ˜±Úª√1√œ Ó¬Ô± ¸—¶®±1¬ı±√œ Ò±1Ì±À1 Î¬◊¡Z≈X fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ øfl¡c õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ÀÓ¬
¤˝◊√√À¬ı±11 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ̧ —fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±fl¡ ’±“Ó¬1±¬ıÀ˝√√ ‡≈øÊ√ÀÂ√º
˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± Œ|Ìœ ∆¬ı¯∏˜…1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ Ò˜π˚˛ Œˆ¬√ˆ¬±ª ’±“Ó¬1±˝◊√√ ¤fl¡ ˜±Úª ¸˜±Ê√
·Ï¬ˇ±1 õ∂À‰¬©Ü±À1 ¤›“ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ ø·ø1¬ı±˘±, ˜±fl«¡ ‰¬±˝√√±¬ı, Ê√±˜±˘±Î¬◊øVÚ, ˝◊√√fÚ±Ô
’±ø√1 √À1 ‰¬ø1Sº “√Ó¬±˘ ˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√± Ú±˜ÀÈ¬±› ŒÓ¬›“  ˝◊√√˚˛±Ó¬ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡œ
1+¬ÛÓ¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ø˚À˚˛ øÚÀ√˙« fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ‰¬ø˘ ’˝√√± ¸S±øÒfl¡±1
õ∂ˆ”¬1 ’ªÚøÓ¬ Ó¬Ô± ˙øMê√˝√√œÚ ’ª¶ö±1 fl¡Ô±º ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˚≈·¸øgÓ¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡, 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡
’±ø√1 ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú1 fl¡Ô± º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 Œ˙¯∏Ó¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ øÚÀÊ√˝◊√√ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√
Œ˚ fl¡ø˜Î¬◊øÚá¬¸fl¡˘1 Î¬◊O±Ú1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ̧ —fl¡œÌ«Ó¬±fl¡ ¬ı±√ ø√ Œ¸˝◊√√ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1
Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ˜±Ú≈˝√√ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¸—¶®±1œ ˝√√í˘º

6.0 Î¬◊¬Û¸—˝√√±1 –
Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ëŒ˘ø‡fl¡±1 ¤fl¡±¯∏±1íÓ¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±˝◊√√ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ Œ˚ ŒÓ¬›“ ¸1n∏ÀÓ¬

’øÓ¬¬ı±ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡1± √øé¬Ì fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 ’±˜1„√√± ¸S1 ¶ú‘øÓ¬1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú
1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ‰¬ø1S ̧ ‘ø©Ü1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“ øÚÊ√ Ê√œªÚ1 ’±È¬± ◊̋√√Ó¬Õfl¡ øõ∂ ˛̊ ‰¬ø1S øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Úfl¡
˝◊√√˚˛±Ó¬ ¶ö±Ú ø√ fl¡äÚ±1 1˝√√Ú ¸±øÚÀÂ√º fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 ¤ÀÚ fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ ¶Û©Ü ˝◊√√—ø·Ó¬ ø√À˚˛ Œ˚
¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ øÚø˜«Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√‡Ú Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸À1 Œ˚±À·ø√› ŒÓ¬›“ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±¬ı±√œ
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’±√˙«fl¡ õ∂øÓ¬ø¬ıø•§Ó¬ fl¡1±¬ı ‡≈øÊ√ÀÂ√ ˚±1 Z±1± Î¬◊ij≈Mê√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ŒÓ¬›“1 Ê√±øÓ¬ ø‰¬ôL±›º
¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıÚ…±¸1œøÓ¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1

‰¬ø1S¸˜”˝√√1 ø‰¬ôL±-fl¡˜«, ’±√˙«-’Ú≈ˆ¬ª, ’±‰¬±1 ÚœøÓ¬ ’±ø√À¬ı±À1 fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 øÚÊ√¶§
Ò…±Ú Ò±1Ì±Àfl¡ Î¬◊ij≈Mê√ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬Û±ù´« fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ,‚È¬Ú± Ó¬Ô± ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ‰¬ø1S ¸‘ø©Ü1
¡Z±1± ŒÓ¬›“ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 Œ¸Ãá¬ª ¬ı‘øX fl¡1±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º ¸—˘±¬Û õ∂À˚˛±·1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“ ˚ÀÔ©Ü
¸±ªÒ±ÚÓ¬± ’ª˘•§Ú fl¡1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ¸—˘±¬Û1 Ú±È¬fl¡œ˚˛Ó¬± ‰¬ø1S Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ Œ˝√√±ª±1
˘·ÀÓ¬ ¤˝◊√√À¬ı±À1 ‰¬ø1S¸˜”˝√√1 ‰¬±ø1øSfl¡ ø√˙ √±ø„√√ Ò1±Ó¬ ¸•Û”Ì«1+À¬Û ¸Ù¬˘ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
’¸˜œ˚˛± ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏± fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ1 ̧ ‚Ú õ∂À˚˛±·1 Z±1± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ̂ ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬± ø¬ıfl‘¡Ó¬
Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±˝◊√√ ¬ı1= ∆¬ıø‰¬S…¬Û”Ì«À˝√√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡1± fl¡äø‰¬S, Î¬◊¬Û˜±
’±ø√À¬ı±À1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ̂ ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ¤fl¡ ̧ ≈fl¡œ˚˛±… ̃ ˚«±√± ø√ÀÂ√º ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ¬Ûø1À˙¯∏Ó¬
fl¡í¬ı ¬Û±ø1 Œ˚ ‰¬ø1S øÚ˜±«Ì, Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ”¬ø˜, ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬, fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ’±ø√À¬ı±1Ó¬
¸•Û”Ì«ˆ¬±Àª ˘≈fl¡±˝◊√√ ’±ÀÂ√ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ê√±øÓ¬1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ó¬Ô± ˜±Úª1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡±
È¬±Ú ’±1n∏ ¸À‰¬Ó¬ÚÓ¬±ºq

¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ
’¸˜œ˚˛±–
˛Œ·±¶§±˜œ, ˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ ¸˜¢∂º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ©Ü≈ÀÎ¬∞I◊ƒ‰¬ ©Üí1‰ƒ¬ , 1998[õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙]º

õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
ŒÎ¬fl¡±, Úø˜Ó¬±º ëë˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ííº õ∂º ¤˙ ¬ıÂ√11 ’¸˜œ˚˛± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸º

¸•Û±, ÚÀ·Ú Í¬±fl≈¡1º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2000[õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙]º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
√±¸,ˆ”¬ªÚÀ˜±˝√√Úº ëë’¸˜œ˚˛± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬Ú õ∂øSê˚˛±íí º õ∂º ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ê√±øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬º ̧ •Û±,

¬Û1˜±Úµ 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œº  &ª± √̋√±È¬œ– õ∂±·ƒÀÊ√…±øÓ¬ ∏̄ ̃ √̋√±ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊,’¸˜œ ˛̊± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, 2003º
õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º

√±¸,ˆ”¬ªÚÀ˜±˝√√Úº ëëÊ√ÚÀ·±á¬œÓ¬ õ∂Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛ Î¬◊¬Û±√±Úííºõ∂º ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ê√±øÓ¬1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬¬ı‘M√√º ¸•Û±,
ø·ø1Ò1 ˙˜±«º øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬ˇ– ıÚ˘Ó¬±, 1996 Î¬1974ˇº õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º

˙˜±«, Œ·±ø¬ıµ õ∂¸±√º ëëÎ¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±-˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 “√Ó¬±˘ ̋ √√±Ó¬œ1
Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√±ííº õ∂º Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸ ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ˚˛± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ©Ü≈ÀÎ¬∞I◊ƒ‰¬
©Üí1‰ƒ¬ , 2009 Î¬1995ˇº õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º

˙˜±«, Œ·±ø¬ıµ õ∂¸±√º ëëÚ±1œˆ¬±ªÚ±Ó¬ Î¬◊ø¡Z¢ü– ˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œííº õ∂º Ú±1œ¬ı±√ ’±1n∏
’¸˜œ˚˛± Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ’¸˜  õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¬Ûø1¯∏√, 2007 [ õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙]º
õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º

ˆ¬A±‰¬±˚«, ¬ı¸ôL fl≈¡˜±1º ëë˜±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜ Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 “√Ó¬±˘ ˝√√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À˚˛ Œ‡±ª± ˝√√±›√±ííº õ∂º
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ’Ò…˚˛Úº Ú˘¬ı±1œ–  ’íø˘ ¬Û≈øÔ ‚1, 2005 [õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙]º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
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UÀÂ√˝◊√√Ú, øÚfl≈¡˜øÚº ̧ •Û±.º ̃ ±˜øÌ 1˚˛Â√˜1 ’±ˆ¬± ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¬ˆ¬±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ‰¬f õ∂fl¡±˙, 2008

[õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙]º ¬õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
’±À˘±‰¬Úœ –
‡±Î¬◊G, ̃ ˘ ˛̊±º ëë“√Ó¬±˘ ̋ √√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À ˛̊ Œ‡±ª± ̋ √√±›√±ííº õ∂º ·ø1 ˛̧̊ œº ̧ •Û±, ‰¬f ¬õ∂¸±√ ̇ ◊̋√√fl¡œ ˛̊±º

&ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… õ∂fl¡±˙, øÎ¬À‰¬•§1, 1998º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
ŒÎ¬fl¡±,fl¡Úfl¡À¸Úº ëë¤È¬± ̧ —¶®±1fl¡±˜œ ̃ Ú ∆˘ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ̃ ±˜øÌ 1 ˛̊Â√̃  Œ·±¶§±˜œÀ ˛̊ííº

õ∂º ̃ ±À √̋√fl¡œ ˛̊± ·äº ̧ •Û±,¬Û—fl¡Ê√Ú ˛̊Ú ̂ ¬A±‰¬± «̊º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ– ¬ı±¢¨œÓ¬± õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, Ê√±Ú≈ª±1œ,
2012º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º

√M√√, Œ˜Ã‰≈¬˜œº ëë“√Ó¬±˘ ̋ √√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À ˛̊ Œ‡±ª± ̋ √√±›√± ’±1n∏ Úœ˘fl¡_œ ¬ıËÊ√Ó¬ ø¬ıÒª± Ú±1œ1 õ∂øÓ¬26√ø¬ıííº
õ∂º ¶ú1øÌfl¡±,&ª± √̋√±È¬œ  ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊ ’±ôL– ̃ √̋√±ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊ ̊ ≈ª ̃ À √̋√±»¸ªº ̧ •Û±, ¡ZœÀ¬ÛÚ
¬ı1n∏ª±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛ ¶ß±Ó¬Àfl¡±M√√1 Â√±S ¸Lö±, 2010-2012º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º

¬ı1n∏ª±, fl≈¡ ≈̃√º ëë“√Ó¬±˘ ̋ √√±Ó¬œ1 Î¬◊“À ˛̊ Œ‡±ª± ̋ √√±›√±– ¤øÈ¬ ŒÈ¬±fl¡±ííº õ∂º ·1œ ˛̧̊ œº ̧ •Û±, ̆ é¬œÚµÚ
¬ı1±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… õ∂fl¡±˙, ŒÙ¬¬ıËn∏ª±1œ, 2012º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º

˝◊√√—1±Ê√œ –
Ghurye,G.S. Cast and Race in India. Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 2008

[1932, ’50, ’56, ’61, ’79, ’86, ’88, ’90, ’93, ’94, ’96, ’99, 2004, ’08]. Print.
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˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸1 Œ¸Ãµ˚«

Œ˜Ã‰≈¡˜œ ¡ı1n∏ª±
¸˝fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±ø¡Ûfl¡±, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¡ıˆ¡±·, Œª1±Ê 1˚˛ ˜˝±ø¡ı…±˘˚˛, Œ·±˘±‚±È¡

Email : mausumiboruah12@gmail.com

¸—øé¡5¸±1
  ’¸˜1 Ò˜œ«˚˛, ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡, Œ¡ıÃøXfl¡ Ê·Ó¡Ó¡ ¸¡ı±«øÒfl¡ ‰¡ø‰«¡Ó¡ ¡ı…øMê ·1±fl¡œ
˝í˘ ˙Ç1Àªº 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ’ø¶ö1Ó¡±, Ò˜œ«˚˛ ø¡ı˙‘—‡˘±, ¡ı±Ú¡Û±Úœ, Î¬◊“˝◊,
¡ıÚÊ≈̋ ◊1 À1 õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¡fl¡ ≈À˚±«À· Ê≈1n∏̆ ± fl¡1± ̧ ÀN› ̇ Ç1ÀÀª ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡… ̧ ±ÒÚ±
fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ¸±“ø‰¡¡Û±Ó¡Ó¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡… 1‰¡Ú± fl¡1± ˙Ç1Àª1 ¡ı±À¡ı õ∂À˚˛±ÊÚœ˚˛
¸±“ø‰¡¡Û±Ó¡1 Œ˚±·±1 ’±1n∏ Î¬◊¡Û ≈̊Mê Ò1ÀÌÀ1 ̧ —1é¡Ì ¤fl¡ ̧ ˜¸…± ∆˝ ¡Ûø1øÂ˘º
Œ¸˝◊À1˝◊ ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 øÚ1é¡1Ó¡±˝◊ ˙Ç1Àª1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…fl¡
¡Û±Í¡fl¡1 ¡Û1± ”Õ1Ó¡ ’ª¶ö±Ú fl¡1±˝◊øÂ˘º Œ¸˝◊¡ı±À¡ı˝◊ ˙Ç1ÀÀª ˙‘—‡ø˘Ó¡
¸˜±Ê ·øÏ¡ˇ¡ı1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¸±ø˝Ó¡…fl¡ ˜±Ò…˜ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ∆˘øÂ˘º ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 Êø1˚˛ÀÓ¡
Ò˜«1 ’±˙« õ∂‰¡±11 ˜˝» Î¬◊ÀV˙… ∆˘ ˙Ç1ÀÀª ¸˜±Êfl¡ ¸≈˙‘—‡ø˘Ó¡ fl¡1±1
õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ˙Ç1ÀÀª fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß 1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡ø1øÂ˘º 1¸
õ∂À˚˛±·1 ∆¡ıø¡ıÒ… ’±1n∏ ∆¡ıø‰¡S…˝◊ ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝ Œ¸Ãµ˚«˙±˘œ fl¡ø1
Ó≈¡ø˘øÂ˘º ̊ ±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ̧ ˝Ê ̧ 1˘ Œ|±Ó¡± ◊̋ fl¡±¡ı…¡Û±Í¡ fl¡ø1 ’±Úµ ̆ ±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1øÂ˘
’±1n∏ ˆ¡øMê1¸1 ˜±˝±R… Î¬◊¡Û˘øt fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ¸é¡˜ ∆˝øÂ˘º Î¬◊ÀV˙…Òø˜«Ó¡±
Ôfl¡± ¸ÀQ› ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝ 1À¸±MœÌ« ’±1n∏ fl¡±˘Ê˚˛œ ˝í¡ıÕ˘ ¸é¡˜
∆˝ÀÂº
¸”‰¡fl¡ ˙s – fl¡±¡ı…, 1¸, ˆ¡øMê, Œ¸Ãµ˚«º
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0.0.0  ’ªÓ¡1øÌfl¡± –
’¸˜1 Ò˜œ«̊ ˛, ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡, Œ¡ıÃøXfl¡ Ê·Ó¡Ó¡ ¸¡ı±«øÒfl¡ ‰¡ø‰«¡Ó¡ ¡ı…øMê ·1±fl¡œ ˝í˘

˙Ç1Àªº ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê±Ó¡œ˚̨ ÊœªÚfl¡ ÚÓ≈¡Ú ·øÓ¡ ’±1n∏ ̃ ±S± õ∂±Ú fl¡1±Ó¡ ¿ ỗL ̇ Ç1Àª
ø¡ıù´1 øˆ¡Ó¡1ÀÓ¡ ¡ı…øÓ¡Sê˜œ ¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏º :±Ú, ¡ı≈øX, Œ˜Ò± ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±1 ̧ —À˚±·Ó¡ ̇ Ç1Àª1
’±øÂ˘ ’Ó≈¡˘Úœ˚̨ ¡ı…øMêQº ¡ı…øMêQ1 ‰¡˜fl¡øÚÓ¡ ŒÓ¡›“ ¸¡ı«̧ ±Ò±1Ì1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¡Ûø1ÌÓ¡ ∆˝øÂ˘
¤ÊÚ ø¡ı¶ú˚̨fl¡1ˆ¡±Àª Ú˜¸… ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏Õ˘º ̇ Ç1Àª1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡ ’øˆ¡Úª ’±1n∏ ’ ”̂¡Ó¡¡Û”¡ı«
&Ì1 ¸˜±Àª˙ Œø‡ Î¬◊ø‰¡Ó¡ˆ¡±Àª ◊̋ ŒÓ¡›“fl¡ ¡ı≈ø˘¡ıÕ˘ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝øÂ˘ ˜˝±¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ºõ∂:± ’±1n∏
õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±À1 ¸ ≈̃8¡˘ ˙Ç1ÀÀª ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê±øÓ¡¸N±fl¡ ¤ÀÚÀ1 ·øÏ¡̌ Ó≈¡ø˘øÂ˘ Œ˚ Œ˚±ª±
õ∂±˚̨ ‰¡±À1 ¡Û±“‰¡˙ ¡ıÂ1 ˙Ç1Àª øÚÀø «̇Ó¡ ¡ÛÀÔÀ1 ◊̋ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ¸˜±Ê ’±1n∏ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¡À˚̨
·øÓ¡ fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝ÀÂº Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜˚̨1 ’ø¶ö1 ¸˜±Ê, 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡, Ò˜œ«̊  ̨ ¡ı±Ó¡±¡ı1ÀÌ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…
‰¡‰¡±«1 ¡ı±À¡ı ’Ú≈fl”¡˘ ¡Ûø1Àª˙ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡1± Ú±øÂ  ̆, øfl¡c ˙Ç1Àª1 ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄Q ¤ ◊̋ø‡øÚÀÓ¡ Œ˚
¸fl¡À˘± Ò1Ì1 õ∂øÓ¡fl”¡˘Ó¡±fl¡ õ∂øÓ¡˝Ó¡ fl¡ø1 ˙Ç1ÀÀª ¸±ø˝Ó¡… ‰¡‰¡±« fl¡ø1øÂ˘º 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡
’ø¶ö1Ó¡±, Ò˜œ«̊  ̨ø¡ı ‘̇—‡˘±, ¡ı±Ú¡Û±Úœ, Î¬◊“̋ ◊, ¡ıÚÊ≈̋ ◊1 À1 õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¡fl¡ ≈À˚±«À· Ê≈1n∏̆ ± fl¡1±
¸ÀN› ˙Ç1ÀÀª ¸±ø˝Ó¡… ¸±ÒÚ± fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ¸±“ø‰¡¡Û±Ó¡Ó¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡… 1‰¡Ú± fl¡1± ˙Ç1Àª1
¡ı±À¡ı õ∂À˚̨±ÊÚœ˚̨ ¸±“ø‰¡¡Û±Ó¡1 Œ˚±·±1 ’±1n∏ Î¬◊¡Û ≈̊Mê Ò1ÀÌÀ1 ¸—1é¡Ì ¤fl¡ ¸˜¸…± ∆˝
¡Ûø1øÂ˘º Œ¸ ◊̋À1 ◊̋ ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 øÚ1é¡1Ó¡± ◊̋ ̇ Ç1Àª1 ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…fl¡ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡1
¡Û1± ”Õ1Ó¡ ’ª¶ö±Ú fl¡1± ◊̋øÂ˘º Œ¸ ◊̋¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋ ˙Ç1ÀÀª ‘̇—‡ø˘Ó¡ ¸˜±Ê ·øÏ¡ˇ¡ı1 ¡ı±À¡ı
¸±ø˝Ó¡…fl¡ ˜±Ò…˜ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ∆˘øÂ˘º ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 Êø1˚̨ÀÓ¡ Ò «̃1 ’± «̇ õ∂‰¡±11 ˜˝» Î¬◊ÀV˙…
∆˘ ¸˜±Êfl¡ ≈̧̇ ‘—‡ø˘Ó¡ fl¡1±1 õ∂˚̨±¸ fl¡ø1øÂ˘ ˙Ç1ÀÀªº ŒÓ¡›“1 Ò «̃ ’±1n∏ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…
¡Û1¶Û1 ¡Ûø1¡Û”1fl¡À˝ ’±øÂ˘º ̇ Ç1Àª1 ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ Ò «̃ õ∂‰¡±11 Î¬◊ÀV˙… øÚø˝Ó¡ Ô±øfl¡À˘›
fl¡˘±&Ì ‡¡ı« Œ˝±ª± Ú± ◊̋º ’±Úøfl¡ ˙Ç1ÀÀª fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̋̃ 1 Êø1˚̨ÀÓ¡ ¸±Ò±1Ì ¡Û±Í¡fl¡fl¡ Ò «̃1
õ∂øÓ¡ ¸˝ÀÊ ’±¢∂˝œ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘¡ı ¡Û±ø1øÂ˘º ˙s õ∂À˚̨±·, ’Ô«1 Œ¸Ãµ «̊, Âµ1 Œ¸Ãµ «̊1
À1 ◊̋ 1¸1 õ∂À˚̨±· ’±1n∏ Œ¸Ãµ «̊1 ¡ı±À¡ı› fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̋̃  ¡Û±Í¡fl¡1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡ ÊÚøõ∂˚̨ ∆˝ ¡Ûø1øÂ˘º

0.1.0  ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¡Ûø1¸1 –
 ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±¡ÛSÓ¡ ˙Ç1Àª1 Â‡Ú fl¡±¡ı… SêÀ˜ ˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú, 1n∏ø%Ìœ˝1Ì,

’Ê±ø˜˘ Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú, ’ ‘̃Ó¡ ̃ ÔÚ, ¡ıø˘Â˘Ú ’±1n∏ fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡S fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸1 õ∂À ˛̊±· ̧ •ÛÀfl«¡
’±À˘±‰¡Ú± fl¡1± ˝í¡ıº

0.2.0  ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 Î¬◊ÀV˙… –
˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸1 õ∂À˚̨±· ’±1n∏ Œ¸Ãµ «̊ ø¡ı ∏̊̄ fl̨¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Î¬◊ÀV˙… Œfl¡ ◊̋È¡± ̋ í˘ -

[fl¡] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß 1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±·1 ø¡ı¯∏À˚˛ ’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡1±º
[‡] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß 1À¸ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1± Œ¸Ãµ˚«1 ø¡ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± fl¡1±º
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[·] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ˆ¡øMê1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±·, Œ¸Ãµ˚«1 ø¡ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± fl¡1±º
0.3.0   ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¡ÛXøÓ¡ –

   ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±· ’±1n∏ Œ¸Ãµ˚« ø¡ı¯∏˚˛øÈ¡ ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ¡ÛXøÓ¡À1
’±À˘±‰¡Ú± fl¡1± ˝í¡ıº

0.4.0  ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ˜”˘ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± –
 fl¡˘±1 ˘·Ó¡ Œ¸Ãµ˚«, ’±Úµ ’±1n∏ 1¸ ÊøÎ¡ˇÓ¡ ∆˝ ’±ÀÂº Œ¸À˚˛ ¶§±ˆ¡±øªfl¡ÀÓ¡

fl¡˘±1 ¤È¡± ˆ¡±· ø˝‰¡±À¡Û fl¡±¡ı…1 ˘·ÀÓ¡± 1¸1 ¸•Ûfl«¡ Ô±øfl¡¡ı ◊̋º fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±1 õ∂Ò±Ú fl¡±˜ 1¸
‘̧ø©Ü fl¡1±º ˚±fl¡ ’±¶§±Ú1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¸±ø˝Ó¡… ¡ı±À1 ¡ı±À1 ’Ò…˚̨Ú fl¡1± ˝˚̨ ø¸À˚̨ ◊̋ 1¸º 1¸

Î¬◊¡ÛÀˆ¡±·1 ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ¡Û≈Ú– ¡Û≈Ú– ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡1± ˝ ˛̊º 1¸1 Î¬◊¡Û˘øtÀ ˛̊ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡fl¡
’À˘Ãøfl¡fl¡ Ê·Ó¡Õ˘ ∆˘ ̊ ±˚̨, 1À¸ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡fl¡ ’¡Û±øÔ«¡ı ’±Úµ ’Ú≈̂ ”¡Ó¡ fl¡1±˚̨º Œ¸À˚̨ fl¡±¡ı…
¡Û±Í¡1 ÊøÎ¡̌˚̨ÀÓ¡ Œ¡Û±ª± ’±Úµfl¡ [fl¡±¡ı…±Úµ] ¡ıËp¡¶§± ̧ À˝±1 ¡ı≈ø˘› ¡ıUÀÓ¡ fl¡í¡ı Œ‡±ÀÊº
fl¡±¡ı…1 Êø1˚̨ÀÓ¡ 1¸ ’±¶§±Ú fl¡1± ’ª¶ö±Ó¡ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡ ’øÓ¡Ê±·øÓ¡fl¡ Ê·Ó¡Õ˘ &ø‰¡ ˚±˚̨º
1¸ ø¡ı‰¡±11 ’± «̋̇ ◊ ¡Û‘øÔªœ1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ¡ı≈1?œÓ¡ õ∂±‰¡œÚ ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚̨ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…fl¡ ¤fl¡ ø¡ıø˙©Ü…
’±¸Ú øÀÂº 1¸ fl¡±¡ı…1 ˘·Ó¡ ’ø¡ıÀ2Â… ˆ¡±Àª ¸— ≈̊Mêº 1¸ ˙s ◊̋ ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¡ Ê≈̆ œ˚̨±
¡Û±Ô«, ̂ ¡±˘ ̆ ·±, ̂ ¡±˘ Œ¡Û±ª± ¡ı± ’±Úµ ’ª¶ö±fl¡ ̧ ”‰¡±À˘› fl¡±¡ı…1 1¸ ̋ í˘ fl¡±¡ı… ’±¶§±Ú1
Êø1˚̨ÀÓ¡ ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡1± ’±Úµº fl¡±¡ı…1 ¤ ◊̋ ’±Úµ ’¸œ˜, ’ÚôLº Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Ò1Ì1 fl¡±ø˘fl¡ ¡ı±
Œˆ¡ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ¸œ˜±À1‡±À1 ◊̊̋ ±̨fl¡ ¡ı±øg¡ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º ◊̋ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¡ı…øMê ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄1 ’±Úµ Ú˝˚̨º
øÚø¡ı«À˙ ∏̄ ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋ fl¡±¡ı…Úµfl¡ ¡ıËp¡±Úµ1 ˘·Ó¡ Ó≈¡˘Ú± fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº  fl¡±¡ı…¡Û±Í¡1 ’±Úµ ◊̋
Œ˚øÓ¡˚̨± ̋ +˚̨ ¶Û «̇ fl¡À1, ŒÓ¡øÓ¡˚̨± Œ˙±fl¡, ≈‡, é≈¡Ò± ’±ø ̧ fl¡À˘± Ê±·øÓ¡fl¡ ’Ú≈̂ ”¡øÓ¡ ̆ ≈5
∆˝ ¡ÛÀ1º Ô±Àfl¡ ˜±ÀÔ± ¤fl¡ ¸œ˜±˝œÚ ’±Úµ1 ’Ú≈̂ ”¡øÓ¡º ‰¡1±‰¡1 ∆˝ ¡ÛÀ1 ’±Úµ˜˚̨º ¤ ◊̋
’±Úµ ¡Û±¡ı1 ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋ fl¡±¡ı…1ø¸fl¡ÊÀÚ ¡ı±1•§±1 fl¡±¡ı… ¡Û±Í¡ fl¡À1º ’±1n∏ Œ¸ ◊̋‡Ú fl¡±¡ı… ◊̋
¡Û±Í¡Àfl¡ ¡ı±À1 ¡ı±À1 ’Ò…˚̨Ú fl¡ø1¡ı ̊ íÓ¡ øfl¡¡ı± Ú˝˚̨ øfl¡¡ı± ¤È¡± ëŒ¸Ãµ «̊í ø¡ı‰¡±ø1 ¡Û±¡ıº ’Ô±«»
Œ¸Ãµ «̊1 ˘·Ó¡ ’±Úµ ’±1n∏ 1¸1 õ∂Ó¡…é¡ ¸•Ûfl«¡ ’±ÀÂº ’ªÀ˙… ¸˝+˚̨ÊÚ Ú˝íÕ˘
fl¡±¡ı…¡Û±Í¡1 ÊøÎ¡̌˚̨ÀÓ¡ ’±Úµ ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1¡ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º
0.4.1 ˆ¡1Ó¡1 1¸¸”S1 ¡ı…±‡…± –

 øªˆ¡±ª±Ú≈ˆ¡±ª ¡ı…øˆ¡‰¡±ø1 ¸—À˚±·± 1¸øÚ¶ÛøM – - Ú±È¡…˙±¶a1 ¯∏á¡ ’Ò…±˚˛1 ¤˝◊
¡ı±fl¡…øÈ¡Àfl¡ ˆ¡1Ó¡1 1¸¸”S Œ¡ı±˘± ˝˚˛º ’Ô±«» ø¡ıˆ¡±ª, ’Ú≈ˆ¡±ª ’±1n∏ ¡ı…øˆ¡‰¡±ø1 ˆ¡±ª1
¸˝À˚±·Ó¡ 1¸1 øÚ©ÛøM ˝˚˛º ˆ¡1ÀÓ¡ ¸”SÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ¡ı…ª˝±1 fl¡1± øÚ©ÛøM ˙sÀÈ¡± Œ¡ıÀ˘·
Œ¡ıÀ˘· ’±˘—fl¡±ø1Àfl¡ Œ¡ıÀ˘· ’Ô«Ó¡ ¡ı…ª˝±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂº Î¬◊»¡ÛøM, ’Ú≈ø˜øÓ¡, ˆ≈¡øMê ’±1n∏
’øˆ¡¡ı…øMê - ¤˝◊ ‰¡±ø1È¡± ¡ı…±‡…±1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡ Î¬◊»¡ÛøM¡ı±, ’Ú≈ø˜øÓ¡¡ı±, ˆ”¡øMê¡ı± ’±1n∏
’øˆ¡¡ı…øMê¡ı± Ú±˜1 ‰¡±ø1È¡± ˜Ó¡¡ı±1 ¸‘ø©Ü ∆˝ÀÂº
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0.4.2   1¸1 ¸—‡…± ’±1n∏ 1¸1 õ∂±Ò±Ú… –
1øÓ¡, ˝±¸, Œ˙±fl¡, ŒSê±Ò, Î¬◊»¸±˝, ˆ¡˚˛, Ê≈&o± ‚‘Ì± ’±1n∏ ø¡ı¶ú˚˛ Ú±˜1 ’±Í¡È¡±

¶ö±˚˛œ ˆ¡±ª1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡ ˙‘e±1, ˝±¸…, fl¡1n∏Ì, Œ1Ã^, ¡ıœ1, ˆ¡˚˛±Úfl¡ ¡ıœˆ¡»¸ ’±1n∏ ’æ≤Ó¡
1¸1 fl¡Ô± ˆ¡1Ó¡ ˜≈øÚÀ˚˛ Ú±È¡… ˙±¶aÀÓ¡ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1 ∆·ÀÂº Î¬◊æ≤È¡ ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¡Úª &5˝◊
˙˜ Ú±˜1 ¶ö±˚˛œˆ¡±ª1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡ ˙±ôL 1¸1 ¸—À˚±À·À1 1¸1 ¸—‡…± Ú ∆˘ ¡ı‘øX fl¡ø1À˘º
’ªÀ˙… ¡Û1ªÓ¡œ« ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¡ Œ¡ıÀ˘· Œ¡ıÀ˘· ’±˘—fl¡±ø1Àfl¡› øÚÊ1 Ò1ÀÌÀ1 1¸1 Î¬◊À~À‡À1
[ø¡ıù´Ú±Ô fl¡ø¡ı1±Ê - ¡ı±»¸˘…, 1n∏^È¡ - Œõ∂˚˛ ˝◊Ó¡…±ø] 1¸1 ¸—‡…± ¡ı‘øX fl¡1± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º

1¸1 õ∂fl¡±1Àˆ¡1 À1 1¸1 õ∂±Ò±Ú…1 Œé¡SÀÓ¡± ’±˘—fl¡±ø1fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡ ̃ Ó¡øˆ¡ißÓ¡±
Ôfl¡± Œ‡± ˚±˚̨º ’øˆ¡Úª&5 ◊̋ ˙±ôLfl¡ ”̆̃  1¸1 ˜˚±«± ø˚̨±1 À1 Œˆ¡±Ê1±ÀÊ ¸1¶§Ó¡œ
fl¡F±ˆ¡1Ì ’±1n∏ ‘̇e±1 õ∂fl¡±˙ Ú±˜1 ¢∂LöÓ¡ ‘̇e±1 1¸fl¡ ‚± ◊̋ 1¸ ¡ı≈ø˘ÀÂº ˆ¡ª ”̂¡øÓ¡1 ˜ÀÓ¡
fl¡1n∏Ì1 Œ¸ ◊̋ ¤fl¡˜±S 1¸ ’±1n∏ ø¡ıù´Ú±Ô fl¡ø¡ı1±Ê1 õ∂ø¡ÛÓ¡±˜˝ Ú±1±˚̨Ì ¡ÛøGÓ¡1 ˜ÀÓ¡
’æ≤Ó¡ 1¸À˝ õ∂Ò±Ú 1¸º ¤ÀÚÀ1 ’±˘—fl¡±ø1fl¡¸fl¡À˘ Úª ø¡ıÒ 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±1Àˆ¡ ¶§œfl¡±1
fl¡ø1› ¤È¡± øÚø«©Ü 1¸fl¡ õ∂±Ò±Ú… ø˚̨± ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ˝˚̨º

0.4.3   ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß 1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±·-À¸Ãµ˚« –
øÚÊ1 fl¡ø¡ı¸M±fl¡ ¸À‰¡Ó¡ÚÓ¡±À1 ¡ı˝Ú fl¡ø1 ∆˘ Ù≈¡1± fl¡ø¡ı ˙Ç1Àª fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸1

õ∂À˚̨±· ̧ •ÛÀfl«¡› ̧ À‰¡Ó¡Ú ’±øÂ˘º ìfl¡±¡ı…1¸ øfl¡Â≈ øÀÂ±î ¡ı≈ø˘ fl¡1± Î¬◊À~À‡ ◊̋ õ∂˜±Ì fl¡À1
fl¡ø¡ı ˙Ç1Àª fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸ õ∂À˚̨±· ¸•ÛÀfl«¡› ¸À‰¡Ó¡Ú ’±øÂ˘º ˘·ÀÓ¡ ˜±Òª fl¡µ˘œ1
Î¬◊M1 ”̧1œ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ˙Ç1Àª 1n∏ø‰¡¸ijÓ¡ Œ¡ıÃøXfl¡ ¡Ûø1À¡ı˙ª ¡Û±Í¡fl¡, ¸ˆ¡±¸ ¸±Ò≈ÊÚ1
1n∏ø‰¡¸LÛÀfl«¡› ’ª·Ó¡ ’±øÂ˘º Œ¸ ◊̋¡ı±À¡ı ŒÓ¡Àª±“ fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸1 ˚ÀÔ±ø‰¡Ó¡ õ∂À˚̨±À·À1 Œ¸ ◊̋
1n∏ø‰¡¸ijÓ¡ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡fl¡ ’±fl¡ ∏̄«Ì fl¡ø1¡ı ø¡ı‰¡±ø1øÂ˘º Ó¡≈¡Ûø1, ̇ Ç1Àª1 ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡… ’Ú…±Ú… ∆¡ı¯ûª
¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 À1 ◊̋  ”̆̃ Ó¡– ’Ú≈̧ ‘ø©Ü̃ ”̆ fl¡ Œ˝±ª± ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋ ”̆̃ 1 ¡Û1± ¤Àfl¡¡ı±À1 Ù¡±˘ø1 fl¡±øÈ¡
’±ø˝¡ı ¡Û1± Ú±øÂ˘º ̃ ”̆ Ó¡ ø˚À˝Ó≈¡ 1¸1 ›¡Û1Ó¡ &1n∏Q ø˚̨± ∆˝øÂÀ˘ ◊̋, ·øÓ¡Àfl¡ ¶§±ˆ¡±øªfl¡ÀÓ¡
˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…ÀÓ¡± 1À¸ õ∂±Ò±Ú… ¡Û± ◊̋øÂ˘º ̇ Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̋̃ Ó¡ ̧ fl¡À˘± 1À¸ ◊̋ ̧ ˜±ÀÚ
&1n∏Q ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡1± Ú± ◊̋º Ó¡Ô±ø¡Û› fl¡±ø˝Úœ1 õ∂À˚̨±ÊÚÓ¡ Œ˚øÓ¡˚̨± ◊̋ ø˚ 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂ
ŒÓ¡øÓ¡˚̨± ◊̋ ◊̋ ˚Ô±˚Ô ’±1n∏ ¸±Ô«fl¡ 1+¡ÛÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¡Û±ª± Œ‡± ˚±˚̨º ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸
õ∂À˚̨±·1 ∆¡ıø¡ıÒ… ’±1n∏ ∆¡ıø‰¡S… ¤ÀÚÀ1 ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ˝˚̨ -
0.4.3.1   ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ˙‘e±1 1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±·-Œ¸Ãµ˚« –

 Œˆ¡±Ê1±ÀÊ ̇ ‘e±1 õ∂fl¡±˙ Ú±˜1 ¢∂LöÓ¡ Úªø¡ıÒ 1¸1 øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ ̇ ‘e±1 1¸Àfl¡ ̧ ¡ı±«øÒfl¡
&1n∏Q ø ˜Ó¡±˜Ó¡ ’±·¡ıÏ¡ˇ±˝◊ÀÂº ¸fl¡À˘± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…ÀÓ¡ ˙‘e±1 1À¸ &1n∏Q Œ¡Û±ª± Œ‡±
˚±˚˛º ˜”˘Ó¡– ¿fl‘¡¯û ‰¡ø1S ’±Ò±ø1Ó¡ fl¡±¡ı… ˝íÀ˘› ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ˙‘—e±1 1¸1
õ∂À˚˛±·1 õ∂±‰≈¡˚« Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º ˙Ç1Àª1 1n∏ø%Ìœ˝1Ì fl¡±¡ı…, ’˜‘Ó¡ ˜LöÚ, ¡ıø˘Â˘Ú ’±1n∏
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fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡S fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ̇ ‘e±1 1¸1 ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄ õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡± Œ‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º ̇ Ç1Àª1 ̧ ¡ı±«øÒfl¡ ÊÚøõ∂ ˛̊
fl¡±¡ı… 1n∏ø%Ìœ˝1ÌÓ¡ 1n∏ø%Ìœ-fl‘¡¯û1 Œõ∂ø˜fl¡-Œõ∂ø˜fl¡±1 ¡Û1± ¡ÛøÓ¡-¡ÛPœÕ˘ Î¬◊M1Ì1 ¡ÛÔÓ¡
ø¡ıõ∂˘y ’±1n∏ ¸Ày±· ˙‘e±1 ≈À˚˛±È¡± 1¸À1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º

fl‘¡¯ûfl¡ ø‰¡ÀôL±À˝± ˜ø¤û ¡ı1 ¡˝±ø¡ı˚˛±¸
fl‘¡À¯û Œ˜±fl¡ ø¡ı˝± fl¡ø1¡ıôL ’øˆ¡˘±¯∏ºº [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì 86]

fl‘¡¯û1 õ∂øÓ¡ Ôfl¡± ˝±ø¡ı˚˛±¸, fl‘¡¯ûfl¡ ∆˘ Ôfl¡± ’øˆ¡˘±À¯∏À1 fl‘¡¯û1 õ∂øÓ¡ 1n∏ø%Ìœ1 Œõ∂˜1
õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚ÀÈ¡º ¤Àfl¡À1˝◊  Œ¡ıøÚøÒ1 ˜≈À‡À1 1n∏ø%Úœ1 ¡ıÓ¡1± ¡Û±˝◊  fl‘¡¯û˝◊› ∆fl¡ Î¬◊øÍ¡˘ -

∆˚¸∏±øÚ qøÚÀ˘± 1+¡Û-&Ì 1n∏ø%Ìœ1
Œ¸ø˝ øÚ ˝ÀôL Œ˜±1 ø‰¡Ó¡ Ú≈ø˝ øÔ1
Ú±ø˝ ¸≈‡ ˙±øôL Œ˜±1 Ú≈1n∏À˚˛ ˆ¡±Ó¡
Î¬◊&˘ Ô≈&˘ øÚ^± Ú±¸˚˛ ˙˚…±Ó¡ºº [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì 144]

¤ÀÚÀ1 fl‘¡¯û-1n∏ø%Ìœ1 ¡Û1•Û11 ’ «̇ÚÀÓ¡ ›¡ÛÊ± Œõ∂˜ [¡Û”¡ı«1±·, ø¡ıõ∂˘y
‘̇e±1] Ê1±¸g, ø˙q¡Û±˘, 1n∏%¡ıœ1 ’±ø ø¡ıøˆ¡iß õ∂øÓ¡fl¡¡ıgfl¡Ó¡±  ’øÓ¡Sê˜ fl¡ø1 Œ˙ ∏̄Ó¡

ŒÓ¡±˜±À1À¸ Êœ Ê˜±˝◊ ŒÓ¡±˜±À1À¸ ‚1î -∆ªfl¡œ, ŒÊ…á¡ÊÚ1 ’±˙œ¡ı±«ÀÀ1 ¡ÛøÓ¡-
¡ÛPœ1 ¸•Ûfl«¡Ó¡ ¡ı±g ‡±˝◊ ¸Ày±· ˙‘e±1¸1 Î¬◊»fl‘¡©Ü øÚ˙«Ú ∆˝ ¡ÛÀ1º ìfl¡±¡ı…‡Ú1
’eœ1¸ ̂ ¡øMê1 õ∂Ò±Ú Œ¡Û±¯∏fl¡ ̇ ‘e±À1 ¡Û≈¡ıı«1±·, ’Ú≈1±·, ø¡ıÀ2Â1 ’±˙—fl¡±, ¡Û≈Úø˜«˘Ú
’±1n∏ ¸Ày±·1 ¡Z±1± ¡Û”Ì±«eÓ¡± ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº ¡ıœ1, Œ1Ã^, ˆ¡˚˛±Úfl¡, fl¡1n∏Ì, ˝±¸… ’±ø
ø¡ıø¡ıÒ 1À¸› ˜”˘1¸ÀÈ¡±1 ¡Û≈ø©Ü ¸±ÒÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂº

¤Àfl¡À1 ’ ‘̃Ó¡-˜LöÚÓ¡ ø˙ª1 ø¡ı ≈̄û1 Œ˜±ø˝Úœ1+¡Û  «̇Ú ¡ıÌ«Ú±1 ’—˙Ó¡ ̇ ‘e±1
1¸1 ‰”¡Î¡ˇ±ôL õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º

¡Û±˙ ‰¡±¡Û± Œ› ‰≈¡˜±           øfl¡ fl¡ø1À¡ı ¡Û±Àª Î¬◊˜±
qÚ± õ∂±ÀÌù´1œ Œ˜±1 ¡ı±fl¡º

˜ÀÚ Ó¡±ø¡ÛÓ¡ ˜Ú             Ú±ø˝ øfl¡Â≈ |n∏øÓ¡ :±Ú
¡Û±¸ø1˘± fl¡±¯∏ÀÓ¡ Î¬◊˜±fl¡ºº             [’˜‘Ó¡ ˜ÔÚ 676]

ì‰¡é≈¡ fl¡˜˘1 ¡Û±ø‡À1î ’˘¡Û ˝±ø¸ ˜±ø1 fl¡F1 ¸±Ó¡¸ø1 ˘1±˝◊, fl¡±¯∏ ø¡ÛøÍ¡ 1˙±ôL
fl¡ø1 ˙1œ11 ˘±¸Àª˙ fl¡ø1 Ôfl¡± Œ˜±ø˝Úœfl¡ ìŒø‡ ˙y≈ ’øÓ¡ ∆ˆ¡˘± Œˆ¡±˘ºî
¤ÀÚÀ1 ˙1œ11 1+¡Û1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±À1 ˙‘e±1 1¸ Î¬◊À^fl¡ fl¡ø1 ø˙ª1 À1 ˜˝±À˚±·œÀ1±
Ò…±Ú ˆ¡e fl¡1±1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± ’±ÀÂ ’˜‘Ó¡-˜LöÚ fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡º ’˜‘Ó¡-˜LöÚ fl¡±¡ı…1 ø˙ª1
˜±ÀÊøÀ˚˛ ˙Ç1ÀÀª ˙‘e±11¸ ’±È¡±˝◊Ó¡Õfl¡ Œ¡ıøÂÕfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ -

õ∂±Ì ˚±˚˛ ˙Ç11 fl¡±˜ Î¬◊Ó¡¡Û±ÀÓ¡º
˜˝±À¡ıÀ· Œ‡±¡Û±Ó¡ Òø1˘± ¡ı±˜˝±ÀÓ¡ºº
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1˝ õ∂±ÀÌù´1œ ¡ı≈ø˘ fl¡ø1 ’±ø˘eÚº
˜˝± fl¡±˜ Œˆ¡±À˘ ø˘± ˜≈‡Ó¡ ‰≈¡•§Úºº [’˜‘Ó¡ ˜ÔÚ 685]

¸≈µ1œ 1˜Ìœ1 Œ˜±˝Ó¡ ¡Ûø1 øÚÊ ¡ÛPœ ¡Û±¡ıı«Ó¡œfl¡ ìŒÓ¡±˜±À1À¸ fl¡ø1 øÀ¡ı± Œ‰¡Î¡ˇœººî
¡ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¡ı ¡Û1±Õfl¡ ’˜‘Ó¡ ̃ LöÚÓ¡ ø˙ª1 ̃ ±ÀÊø ̇ ‘e±1 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº ìÎ¬◊˘eî
∆˝ Œ˜±ø˝Úœ1 ø¡ÛÀÂ ø¡ÛÀÂ ‚”ø1À˘›, ø˙ª1 ˜±ÀÊø ˙‘e±1 1¸1 Î¬◊»fl¡È¡ õ∂fl¡±˙
‚øÈ¡À˘› ’˜‘Ó¡ ˜LöÚ1 ø˙ª1 Œ˜±ø˝Úœ1 1+¡Û ˙«Ú1 ¡Û1ªÓ¡œ« ’—˙1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± øfl¡c
’ù≠œ˘Ó¡±1 Œ±¯∏Ó¡ Œ±¯∏¢∂ô¶ Ú˝˚˛º øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± 1‰¡fl¡1 Î¬◊ÀV˙…1 ›¡Û1Ó¡À˝ øÚˆ«¡1
fl¡À1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ’ù≠œ˘Ó¡±1 õ∂¸eº fl¡±¡ı…-fl¡±ø˝Úœ1 ˜”˘ Î¬◊ÀV˙…1 ‡±øÓ¡1Ó¡ ˚ø
’ù≠œ˘ Œ˚Ú ˘·± ¡ıÌ«Ú± fl¡ø1¡ı ˘·± ˝˚˛ ŒÓ¡øÓ¡˚˛± ø¸ ’ù≠œ˘ ¸±ø˝Ó¡… ˝í¡ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º
Œ¸˝◊ ’Ô«ÀÓ¡ ø¡ı¯≈û1 Œ˜±ø˝Úœ1+¡Û1 [’˜‘Ó¡ ˜ÔÚ1] ¤˝◊ øÚø«©Ü ’—˙ ì’ù≠œ˘Ó¡±1î
¡Û1± ¡ıU ”Õ1Ó¡ ’ª¶ö±Ú fl¡À1º

¤Àfl¡À1 ˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú, ¡ıø˘Â˘Ú, fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡S fl¡±¡ı… ’±øÓ¡ Œ¡Û±Ú¡ÛÈ¡œ˚˛±Õfl¡
˙±1œø1fl¡ ¡ıÌ«Ú±À1 ̇ ‘e±1 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡± Œ‡± Ú±˚±˚˛ ̊ ø› ̋ ø1(f ∆˙¡ı…±1 ±•ÛÓ¡…
ÊœªÚÓ¡ ¡Û1¶Û11 õ∂øÓ¡ Ôfl¡± ¸ij±Ú, ¡ı≈Ê±¡ı≈øÊ1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º ¡ÛPœfl¡ñ

˝ø1 ˝ø1 õ∂±ÀÌù´1œ                ’±¡Û1 ¸˝◊Ó¡ø1
Œ˜±À˝±1 fl¡F1 Œ˝˜˝±1º

Œfl¡±Ú¸ÀÓ¡ Œ˜±fl¡ ¤ø1          Ô±Àfl¡± ˜˝◊ õ∂±Ì ø1
˜≈‡… õ∂±Ì Ó¡˝◊ø¸ ’±˜±1ºº [˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú 278]

õ∂±ÀÌù´1œ, ¸˝◊Ó¡ø1, fl¡F1 Œ˝˜˝±1, øÚÊ1 õ∂±Ì ¡ı≈ø˘ ’øˆ¡ø˝Ó¡ fl¡ø1 ˚±1 ˜≈‡ Œø‡
Êœ˚˛±˝◊ Ô±Àfl¡± ¡ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ˝ø1(f1 ¤˝◊¯∏±1 Î¬◊øMêfl¡ ±•ÛÓ¡… Œõ∂˜1 ¸±Ô«fl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙
¡ı≈ø˘¡ı ¡Û±ø1º

¤Àfl¡À1 ¡ıø˘Â˘ÚÓ¡ ¡ıø˘ ¡ÛPœ ìø¡ıg…±ª˘œ1 ¡Z±1± ¡ı±˜Ú1 døÓ¡î ’—˙Ó¡ ¡ÛøÓ¡
¡ıø˘1 ≈«˙±1 ¸±˜±Ú…Ó¡˜ ˝íÀ˘› Î¬◊¡Û˙˜1 Œé¡SÓ¡ ¡ÛPœ ø¡ıg…±ª˘œ1 ˆ”¡ø˜fl¡±1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±À1
˙Ç1ÀÀª ±•ÛÓ¡… Œõ∂˜1 Î¬◊8˘ ¶§±é¡1 ±ø„ Ò1± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛ñ

ø¡ıg…±ª˘œ ˜˝±¸Ó¡œ            Œø‡ Œ˝Ú ø¡ı¸eøÓ¡
Œ˙±fl¡À˙À˘ ˝+˚˛ ø¡ı±À1º

¶§±˜œ1 Œø‡˚˛± ˙±øô¶        Œ˚Ú õ∂±Ì Ù≈¡ÀÈ¡ ’±øÓ¡
ŒÚS1 Œ˘±Ó¡fl¡ ¡ÛÀ1 Ò±À1ºº [¡ıø˘Â˘Ú 1209]

¶§±˜œ1 ˙±øô¶ Œø‡ õ∂±ÌÙ≈¡øÈ¡ Œ˚±ª±, ŒÚS1 Ò±À1À1 Œ˘±Ó¡fl¡ ¡Û1±, Œ˙±fl¡À˙˘Ó¡
˝+˚˛ ø¡ıœÌ« Œ˝±ª± ’±ø ¡ıÌ«Ú±1 ̃ ±ÀÊÀ1 ̇ ‘e±1 1À¸˝◊ ’ôL–¸ø˘˘± Ù¡â≈1 À1 õ∂ª˝˜±Ú
∆˝ ’±ÀÂº

fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡S fl¡±¡ı…1 Œé¡SÓ¡ Œ‡± ̊ ±˚˛ - Œ^Ã¡Ûœ1 Êø1˚˛ÀÓ¡ fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡SÓ¡ ̧ ˜À¡ıÓ¡
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Ú±1œ¸fl¡À˘ fl‘¡¯û ’±1n∏ ’©Ü˜ø˝¯∏œ1 ¸•Ûfl«¡1 ¡Û≈Ú– ¶ú1Ì1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 ˙‘e±1
1¸˚≈Mê Œõ∂˜1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±˝◊ Œ¡Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º

ÊÀij ÊÀij U ◊̋À¡ı± Ó¡±Ú ·‘̋  Œ¸ªøfl¡Úœ
¤ÀÓ¡Àfl¡ Œ¡ı±˘ÀôL ˚Ó¡ fl‘¡¯û1 ·‘ø˝Úœº
Î¬◊¡ÛøÊ˘ Œõ∂˜ Á¡À1 Œ˘±Ó¡fl¡ Ú˚˛ÀÚº
øÚ˙ª ∆ˆ¡˘ôL fl‘¡¯ûfl¡ Òø1 ˜ÀÚºº    [fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡S fl¡±¡ı… 336]

’ªÀ˙… ’Ê±ø˜˘ Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±ÚÓ¡ ̇ ‘e±1 1¸1 øfl¡Â≈¡ ¡ı…øÓ¡Sê˜œ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œø‡¡ıÕ˘ Œ¡Û±ª±
˚±˚˛º ’Ê±ø˜˘ Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú fl¡±¡ı…‡ÚÓ¡ ’¸≈µ1Ó¡±1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±À1 ¸≈µ11 ¸g±ÀÚ˝◊ fl¡ø¡ı1
Î¬◊ÀV˙…º Œ¸˝◊ ’Ô«ÀÓ¡˝◊ fl¡±¡ı…‡ÚÓ¡ ’Ê±ø˜˘1 Œ¡ı˙…± Ú±1œ1 ∆¸ÀÓ¡ ¸•Ûfl«¡1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±Ó¡
˙‘e±1 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ‡± ˚±˚˛ ¤ÀÚÀ1 -

‰¡±˝◊˘± ¡Û±ÀÂ ‰¡é≈¡ Œ˜ø˘        ¡Û≈1n∏À¯∏Àfl¡ fl¡À1 Œfl¡ø˘
Œ¡ı˙…± ¸˜øi§ÀÓ¡ ˜˝±1Àeº

˜…¡Û±ÀÚ U˚˛± ˜M                   ˙‘e±11 ˆ¡±1 ˚Ó¡
¸≈µ1œ 1À˙ ÒËn∏ª ˆ¡Àeºº [’Ê±ø˜˘ Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú 147]

¤ÀÚÀ1 ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ¡ÛøÓ¡-¡ÛPœ1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ [˝ø1(f-∆˙¡ı…±, ¡ıø˘-ø¡ıg…±ª˘œ,
fl‘¡¯û-’©Ü̃ ø˝ ∏̄œ], Œõ∂ø˜fl¡-Œõ∂ø˜fl¡±1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ [fl‘¡¯û-1n∏ø%Ìœ] ’±1n∏ ø¡ı¡ı±˝¡ıø˝ ”̂¡«Ó¡ ¸•Ûfl«¡
’Ê±ø˜˘-Œ¡ı˙…± ’±Àfl¡Ã Œfl¡øÓ¡˚̨±¡ı± ø˙ª-Œ˜±ø˝Úœ1 ̃ ±Ê1 ’·Ó¡±Ú≈·øÓ¡fl¡ ̧ •Ûfl«¡1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡

‘̇e±1 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡± Œ‡± ˚±˚̨º

0.4.3.2   ¡ıœ1 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙-À¸Ãµˇ˚« –
¡ıœ1 1¸1 ¶ö±˚˛œˆ¡±ª Î¬◊»¸±˝º ±Ú¡ıœ1, Ò˜«¡ıœ1, ˚≈X¡ıœ1 ’±1n∏ ˚˛±¡ıœ1 - ¡ıœ11¸1 ¤˝◊
‰¡±ø1È¡± õ∂Ò±Ú õ∂fl¡±1 ’±ÀÂ ¡ı≈ø˘ fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡N1 ‘ø©ÜÀ1 ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı… Ú±˜1 ¢∂LöÓ¡ Œfl¡˙±
˜˝ôL˝◊ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1 ∆ÔÀÂº ¤Àfl¡‡Ú ¢∂LöÀÓ¡ Î¬◊À~‡ ’±ÀÂ Œ˚ ¡ÛøGÓ¡1±Ê Ê·iß±ÀÔ
ŒÓ¡›“1 1¸ ·e±Ò1 Ú±˜1 ¢∂LöÓ¡ ›¡Û1Ó¡ Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¡ ‰¡±ø1 õ∂fl¡±11 ¡ıœ1 1¸1 Î¬◊¡Ûø1›
¸Ó¡…¡ıœ1, é¡˜±¡ıœ1, ¡Û±øGÓ¡…¡ıœ1 ’±ø Ú±Ú±ø¡ıÒ1 ¡ıœ1 1¸ ˝í¡ı ¡Û±À1 ¡ı≈ø˘ ˜Ó¡ õ∂fl¡±˙
fl¡ø1ÀÂº
˙Ç1Àª1 ÊœªÚ1 õ∂Ô˜‡Ú fl¡±¡ı… ˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±ÚÓ¡ ¡ıœ1 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ‡± ˚±˚˛
¤ÀÚÀ1ñ

ø¡ıù´±ø˜S ’±1n∏ ¡ıø˙á¡1 ¡ıfl¡-˙1±ø˘ 1+¡Ûœ ˚≈X1 ¡ıœ1Q ¡ıÌ«Ú± ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 -
fl¡±À˜±1± fl¡±˜≈ø1 fl¡Õ1 ŒÍ¡±“ÀÈ¡ ŒÍ¡±“ÀÈ¡ øˆ¡ø1º
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’±À?±1± ’±?≥ø1 ≈̋ ◊À1± ̃ ±—¸ ̊ ± ˛̊ øÂø1º [˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú, 588]

˙1œ11 ŒÓ¡Ê Úœ Œ˚Ú ¡ıø˝ ˚±˚˛º
Ó¡Ô±ø¡ÛÀÓ¡± ≈À˚˛±Àfl¡± ≈˝◊ ¤1±¤ø1 Ú±˝◊ºº

˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±ÚÓ¡ Ò˜«¡ıœ1 1¸1 ’øˆ¡¡ı…øMê ¤ÀÚfl≈¡ª± -
ø¡ıø‚Æfl¡ ˙Ç±À˚˛ Ú≈¡Û≈øÊÀ¡ı± ˝¯∏œÀfl¡˙
›fl¡øÚfl¡ ˆ¡À˚˛ Œfl¡±ÀÚ ˜≈øG ’±ÀÂ Œfl¡˙
ıø˙á¡ ∆˘˘ôL ’±ÀÚ± Ÿ¡ø¯∏Ó¡ ¸ijøÓ¡
·ÀÚ˙fl¡ ¤ø1 ¡Û≈øÊ˘ôL ˘Ñœ¡ÛøÓ¡ºº

¡ıø˙á¡1 øÚÀÀ˙« Î¬◊Vœø¡ÛÓ¡ fl¡1± ˝ø1(f1 ˆ¡øMêfl¡ ’±˘•§Ú fl¡ø1 ˝◊˚˛±Ó¡ Ò˜«1
õ∂¸eÓ¡ ·ÀÚ˙fl¡ ¤ø1 ˘Ñœ¡ÛøÓ¡fl¡ ¡Û”Ê± fl¡1±1 Œé¡SÓ¡ Ò˜«¡ıœ1 øÚ©Ûiß ∆˝ÀÂ ¡ı≈ø˘
Œfl¡˙± ˜˝ôL˝◊ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ º Œ¸˝◊À1 ˝ø1(f˝◊ õ∂±ÌÀfl¡± ì±Úî fl¡1±1 ø˚ Î¬◊»¸±˝
õ∂˙«Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ Ó¡±ÀÓ¡˝◊ ë±Ú¡ıœ1í 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº

±Ú¡ıœ1 1¸1 ¸”Ñ Î¬◊±˝1Ì ±ø„ Òø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1 ˝ø1‰¡f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú fl¡±¡ı…1
˝ø1(f˝◊ ø¡ıù´±ø˜Sfl¡ ’À˚±Ò…± Ú·1Àfl¡ ’±ø fl¡ø1 ¸¡ı«¶§ ±Ú fl¡1±1 õ∂¸eÓ¡ ¤ÊÚ
Ÿ¡ø¯∏fl¡ ì¸QÀ1 ¡ı≈ø˘À˚˛± Œ˜±Ó¡ øfl¡¡ı± ±Ú ˘±À·î ¡ı≈ø˘ ±Ú fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û1± ¸•ÛøM1 ø˚‡Ú
Ó¡±ø˘fl¡± ˝ø1(f˝◊ ±ø„ Òø1À˘, ø¸˜±Ú ø‡øÚ ±ÚÀ1 øÚÊ1 ¡ıœ1Q õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1 ±Ú¡ıœ1
1¸1 Î¬◊±˝1Ì ±ø„ Òø1øÂ˘ ¤ÀÚÀ1 -

’±ÀÂ ˜˝±˙±ôLœ ∆˙¡ı…± øõ∂˚˛ ¡ÛÀÈ¡ù´1œº
Œ1±ø˝Ó¡±ù´ ¡Û≈S Œ˜±1 õ∂±Ì ¤ÀÎ¡ˇ ¸ø1ºº
˚ø  Œ‡±Ê± Œ˜±Ó¡ Ó¡±Àfl¡± Œ¤û ±Úº
Ú≈ø˝ ŒÓ¡À¡ı Œ¡ı±˘± Œ¤û ’±¡Û≈Ú±1 õ∂±Ìºº  [˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú 89]

’˜‘Ó¡ ˜LöÚ fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ŒªÓ¡± ’±1n∏ ±Úª1 Œ‚±1Ó¡1 ˚≈X, ˙Ç1-Êy±¸≈11 ˚≈X,
qy-øÚqy1 ˘·Ó¡ ˆ¡^fl¡±˘œ1 ˚≈X, ˝◊f-¡ıø˘1 ˚≈X ’±ø1 ˚≈X1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±À1 ¡ıœ1 1¸1
õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º

¡ı±¸Àª Œ¡ı±˘ôL ’À1 ˘È¡fl¡ ’¸≈1º
é¡øÌÀÓ¡fl¡ 1˝ ŒÓ¡±1 ¡Û« fl¡À1± ‰”¡1ºº
¤ø˝ ¡ı≈ø˘ ’X«‰¡f ˝±øÚ ¸≈1¡ÛøÓ¡
˝±Ó¡ÀÓ¡ fl¡±øÈ¡˘± Ó¡±1 ±1n∏Ú ˙fl¡øÓ¡ºº [’˜‘Ó¡ ˜ÔÚ 489]

¡ıø˘ÂÚÓ¡ ¡ıø˘1 ¡ıœ1Q õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ˚≈X ’±1n∏ fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡SÓ¡ ’©Ü˜ø˝¯∏œ1 ¶ú‘øÓ¡
Œ1±˜LöÚ ’—˙Ó¡ Ê±•§ªôL-¿fl‘¡¯û1 ˚≈X1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±Ó¡ ¡ıœ1 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº

0.4.3.3   ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ Œ1Ã^ 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙-À¸Ãµ˚« –
∆¡ı1œ ’±øfl¡ ’±˘•§Ú fl¡ø1 ŒSê±Òˆ¡±ª ∆¡ıø1fl‘¡Ó¡ ’¡Ûfl¡±1 ’±ø1 ¡Z±1± Î¬◊Vœø¡ÛÓ¡,
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Ó¡Ê«Ú, ·Ê«Ú, fl¡•ÛÚ ’±ø1 ¡Z±1± ’Ú≈ˆ¡±øªÓ¡ ’±1n∏ ·¡ı«, ’˜¯∏« [’¸ø˝¯≈ûÓ¡±] ’±ø1
¡Z±1± ¸=±ø1Ó¡ ∆˝ ¸±˜±øÊfl¡1 ¡Z±1± ’±¶§±øÓ¡ ˝˚˛, Ó¡±Àfl¡ Œ1Ã^1¸ Œ¡ı±À˘º ¡ıœ1 1¸
’±1n∏ Œ1Ã^ 1¸ ’e±eœ ˆ¡±Àª Ô±Àfl¡º ˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±ÚÓ¡ ¡ıø˙á¡ ø¡ıù´±ø˜S1 ¡ıfl¡-
˙1±ø˘1+¡Ûœ ˚≈X1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¡ Œ1Ã^ 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂ ¤ÀÚÀ1-

qÚ ’À1 ø¡ıù´±ø˜S ’Ò˜ ≈7¡¡«¡Ú
Œ˜±1 ˚Ê˜±Úfl¡ fl¡ø1ø˘ Ó¡˝◊ Âiß
¡ı‘øMÀ2Â fl¡ø1ø˘ õ∂±ÌÓ¡ øø˘ ˝±Ó¡
Ô±fl¡ ¡ıËp¡ÀG fl¡À1± ŒÓ¡±1 fl¡Ê¡Û±Ó¡º  [˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú 531]

˝◊˚˛±1 ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ ø¡ıù´±ø˜S-¡ıø˙á¡1 G, fl¡˜G˘≈ ˝±ÀÓ¡ ˝±Ó¡, ¡ı·1± ¡ı·ø1 fl¡ø1
≈̊X fl¡ø1 øÚÊ1 ¡ıœ1Q õ∂ «̇ÀÚÀ1 Œ1Ã^1¸1 ’e±eœ1¸ ¡ıœ1 1¸1 õ∂ «̇Ú ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ˘º

1n∏ø%Ìœ˝1Ì fl¡±¡ı…ÀÓ¡± ì¡ıÚ¶ö˘œÓ¡ ¿fl‘¡¯û ’±1n∏ 1n∏%œ1 Œ¡ı±˘±-¡ı≈ø˘î ’—˙Ó¡
¿fl‘¡¯û˝◊ 1n∏%¡ıœ1fl¡ fl¡1± Ó¡Ê«Ú-·Ê«Ú1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 Œ1Ã^1À¸À1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº ’¸˜œ˚˛±
Œ˘±fl¡ fl¡Ô±1 ¡ı…ª˝±À1À1 fl‘¡¯û˝◊ 1n∏%¡ıœ1fl¡ fl¡1± ˆ¡»¸Ú±1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ Œ1Ã^1¸1 ¸≈õ∂À˚˛±À·
fl¡±¡ı…‡ÚÓ¡ ˜ÀÚ±˝±1œQ ’±øÚ øÀÂº ¿fl‘¡¯û˝◊ 1n∏%¡ıœ1fl¡ ∆fl¡ÀÂñ

ŒÓ¡±1 øÚµ± ¡ı±Ìœ            ’±˜±fl¡ Ú¡Û±Àª
qÚ ’Ú±‰¡±1 ¡ı±˜º

˚ÀÓ¡fl¡ fl≈¡fl≈¡À1                 fl¡±À˜±1 ˜±1˚˛
¸À¡ı› ’±_≈1 Ú±˜ºº [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì 519]

˙Ç1Àª1 ¡ı±fl¡œ fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̃̋ ÀÓ¡± ¡ıœ1 1¸1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¡ ’e±eœ 1¸ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û Œ1Ã^ 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙
‚È¡± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º

0.4.3.4 ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙-Œ¸Ãµ˚« –
ˆ¡ªˆ”¡øÓ¡À˚˛ Î¬◊M11±˜ ‰¡ø1Ó¡Ó¡ ë¤Àfl¡± 1¸ fl¡1n∏ÚÀ˜ªí ¡ı≈ø˘ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸1

&1n∏Q1 fl¡Ô± Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº ¤Àfl¡À1 ¡ı±Ìœfl¡±ôL fl¡±fl¡øÓ¡À˚˛› ì¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸î
˙œ¯∏«fl¡ õ∂¡ıgÓ¡ ˜±Ú≈˝1 ÊœªÚ fl¡±1n∏Ì…À1 Ú±˜±ôL1 ¡ı≈ø˘ ∆fl¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…˝◊ fl¡±1n∏Ì…À1 ˆ¡1±
ÊœªÚ1 ¡ıÓ¡1± øÀ˚̨ ¡ı≈ø˘ ¡ıUÓ¡ Î¬◊±˝1ÌÀ1 øÚÊ1 ̊ ≈øMê õ∂¡ı˘ˆ¡±Àª ±ø„ Òø1ÀÂº ̇ Ç1Àª1
¸±ø˝Ó¡…ÀÓ¡± ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̃̋ ÀÓ¡± fl¡±1n∏Ì…1 ¤øÈ¡ Œ¸±“Ó¡ ’ôL–¸ø˘˘± Ù¡â≈1 À1 õ∂ª±ø˝Ó¡
Œ˝±ª± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º ˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ¡ÛPœ-¡Û≈S ¡Ûø1Àªø©ÜÓ¡ ’À˚±Ò…±1±Ê
˝ø1(f1 fl¡¡Û«fl¡ qÚ… ∆˝ ˜‘Ó¡ ¸ôL±Úfl¡ ‡ø1 ø¡ıÕ˘ ’Ú± Œ1±ø˝Ó¡±ù´1 ˜±Ó‘¡ ∆˙¡ı…±fl¡
ø‰¡øÚ ¡Û±¡ı ŒÚ±ª1± ’ª¶ö±1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±˝◊ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡fl¡ fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸Ó¡ Î≈¡¡ı±˝◊ 1±À‡º 1n∏ø%Ìœ˝1ÌÀÓ¡±
fl¡fl¡±À˚˛fl¡ 1n∏%¡ıœ11 ø˙q¡Û±˘Õ˘ 1n∏ø%Ìœfl¡ ø¡ı˚˛± ø¡ıÕ˘ ̃ Ú Ôfl¡±1 ¡Ûø1ÌøÓ¡Ó¡ ̧ —‚øÈ¡Ó¡
˚≈X˝◊  1n∏ø%Ìœ1 À1˝◊ ’Ú… ¤‰¡±˜ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡Àfl¡± Œ˙±fl¡1 ¸±·1Ó¡ Î≈¡¡ı±˝◊ 1±À‡º 1n∏%¡ıœ11
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˜‘Ó≈¡… Œ˝±ª± ¡ı≈ø˘ ¡ı±Ó¡ø1 [ˆ≈¡˘ ¡ı±Ó¡ø1] Œ¡Û±ª±1 ¡Û±ÂÓ¡ ˙˙œõ∂ˆ¡±1 ø¡ı˘±¡Û fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸À1˝◊
õ∂fl¡±˙º

’ÚôLÀ1 ˜˝±˝◊             é¡ÀÌfl¡ Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú± ¡Û±˝◊
œ‚«1±Àª ’ÀÚfl¡ fl¡±øµ˘º ¡

¡Û≈S Œ˙±Àfl¡ À˝ ·±ª        ø˝˚˛± ˝±ÀÚ ˜≈øá¡ ‚±ª
˝± Œ˜±1 ˝±ø¡ı˚˛±¸ ¡Û≈Ó¡±˝◊º

fl‘¡¯û Ê˜±˝◊ ˚˜”Ó¡           U˚˛± ŒÓ¡±fl¡ øÚÀ˘ fl”¡Ó¡
Œ˜±fl¡ Œ˙±fl¡ ¸±·À1 Œ¡Û˘±˝◊ºº  [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì 610]

˜±fl¡1 ̃ ˜Ó¡±, ̧ ôL±Ú Œ˝1n∏›ª±1 ̊ LaÚ± õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ¤ ◊̋ Œfl¡ ◊̋Ù¡±øfl¡À ˛̊ fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸Àfl¡ ◊̋
õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂº

’ ‘̃Ó¡ ̃ LöÚ fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ∆Ó¡…1±Ê ¡ıø˘1 ̃ ‘Ó≈¡… Œ˝±ª±Ó¡ ø¡ÛÓ‘¡ ø¡ıÀ1±‰¡Ú ’±1n∏ ¡ÛPœ1
ø¡ı˘±Û1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± ˜˜«¶Û˙œ«º

ø¡ıÀ1±‰¡Ú1  ø¡ı˘±Û ’—˙1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1ñ
˝± ¡Û≈SÒÚ ¡ıø˘               Œ˜±fl¡ ¤ø1 ∆fl¡fl¡ ·ø˘

ŒÓ¡±1 Œ˙±fl¡±ÚÀ˘ ¸±À1 ¡Û≈ø1
˝1n∏ª±˝◊À˘± ¡Û≈S¡ı1          fl¡±fl¡ ∆˘˚˛± ˚±˝◊À¡ı± ‚1

Œ˜±À˝±1 ¸˜”ø˘ ∆·˘ ¡ı≈ø1º  [’˜‘Ó¡ ˜ÔÚ 558]
’˜‘Ó¡ ˜LöÚ fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ˜‘Ó≈¡…1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±À1 Œ˚ÀÚÀ1 fl¡ø¡ıÀ˚˛ fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸1 ¸≈µ1 õ∂fl¡±˙

‚È¡±˝◊ÀÂ, ŒÓ¡ÀÚÀ1 ¡ıø˘ Â˘ÚÓ¡ Œª˜±Ó¡± ’øøÓ¡1 ¸ôL±Ú1 õ∂øÓ¡ ˜1˜1 ˜±ÀÊø›
¡ı±»¸˘… 1¸Ó¡Õfl¡ fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸1À˝ ’øÒfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡±˝◊ÀÂº øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± ∆Ó¡…1 ¡Z±1± øÚ·‘˝œÓ¡
∆˝ ˝◊f, ˙‰¡œ ’±ø ŒªÓ¡±·Ú1 ø¡ı˘±˝◊  ø¡ı¡ÛøMÀ˚˛ ˜±Ó‘¡1 ˜ÚÓ¡ ≈–ø‰¡ôL±1 ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ˘,
’±Úøfl¡ ̧ ôL±Ú1 ≈‡1 Î¬◊¡Û˙˜  ‚È¡±1 Î¬◊¡Û±˚˛ ŒÚÀø‡ fl¡±˘fl”¡È¡ ø¡ı¯∏ ¡Û±Ú fl¡ø1 ̃ ø1 ̊ ±¡ıÕ˘
˜Ú Œ˚±ª±1 ø˚ ¡ıÌ«Ú± ˙Ç1 fl¡ø¡ıÀ˚˛ ±ø„ Òø1ÀÂ Ó¡±1 Êø1˚˛ÀÓ¡ ˜˜Ó¡±˜˚˛œ ˜±Ó‘¡1 ’ôL1
¸ôL±Ú1 ≈À˚±«·1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¡ øfl¡˜±Ú Œ˙±Àfl¡ ˆ¡1± ˝í¡ı ¡Û±À1 Ó¡±À1 ¸±é¡… ±ø„ Òø1ÀÂº

ŒÓ¡±˜±1 ¤ÀÓ¡fl¡ ≈‡ Œø‡ Œfl¡ÀÚ Êœ›
Œ˝Ú ˜ÀÚ fl¡À1 fl¡±˘fl”¡È¡ ø¡ı¯∏ ø¡Û›
¤ø˝ ¡ı≈ø˘ ’øøÓ¡ fl¡1ôL ˝+ø Œ‡
1±øS øÀÚ ŒÚS1 Œ˘±Ó¡fl¡ Ú±ø˝ ŒÂº [¡ıø˘ Â˘Ú 838]

’Ê±ø˜˘ Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±ÚÓ¡ ’Ú≈Ó¡5 ’Ê±ø˜˘1 Î¬◊øMê fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸ ø¸Mêº ’ªÀ˙…
’Ê±ø˜˘1 øÚÊ1 Œ±¯∏1 ¡ı±À¡ı ≈‡œ Œ˝±ª±1 fl¡±1n∏Ì… ˝ø1(f, ø¡ıÀ1±‰¡Ú, ’øøÓ¡ ’±ø1
Œ˙±fl¡1 ˘·Ó¡ ¤Àfl¡ Œ˚Ú Ú±˘±À·º ’Ê±ø˜˘1 fl¡±1n∏Ì…1 ¡ı±À¡ı ’Ê±ø˜˘ Œ¡Û±Ú¡ÛøÈ¡˚˛±
¡ı±À¡ı Ê·1œ˚˛± øfl¡c ¡ı±fl¡œÀfl¡˝◊‡Ú fl¡±¡ı…1 ‰¡ø1S1 fl¡±1n∏Ì…1 ¡ı±À¡ı fl¡1n∏Ì 1¸ õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡
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‰¡ø1SÀ¡ı±1 ±˚˛œ Ú˝˚˛º ‚È¡Ú±Sê˜1 ¡Ûø1ªÓ«¡ÀÚ ‰¡ø1S1 ÊœªÚÕ˘ fl¡±1n∏Ì…1 Ï¡˘ Ú˜±˝◊
’±øÚÀÂº fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡S fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ fl¡±1n∏Ì… ø˜˘Ú1 ’±Úµø˜ø|Ó¡º ¡ıU¡ıÂ11 ̃ ”1Ó¡ fl‘¡¯ûfl¡ ‚”1±˝◊
¡Û±˝◊ Úµ-˚À˙±±1 ’±Úµø˜ø|Ó¡ fl¡±1n∏Ì…º Œ˙¯∏Ó¡ ø¡ıÀ2Â1 ¸˜˚˛1 ‰¡fl≈¡À˘±Àª fl¡±1n∏Ì…
fl¡øÏ¡ˇ˚˛±˝◊ ’±øÚÀ˘› Œ¸˚˛± õ∂±ø51 ‰¡fl≈¡¡Û±ÚœÀ˝º øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± -

˜˝±À¶ßÀ˝ ¶⁄Àª ô¶Ú                    ˝ø1ø¯∏Ó¡ Ó¡Ú≈ ˜Ú
¤ø˝ Œ˜±1 õ∂±Ì¡Û≈S ¡ı≈ø˘

’±ÀÔÀ¡ıÀÔ Òø1 ·íÀ˘          øˆ¡Ê±˝◊˘ ŒÚS1 ÊÀ˘
¸±ªøÈ¡ Òø1˚˛± ¡ı≈Àfl¡ Ó≈¡ø˘ºº [fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡S fl¡±¡ı… 590]

ìøˆ¡Ê± ◊̋̆  ŒÚS1 ÊÀ˘î ̊ ø› fl¡±1n∏Ì…Àfl¡ ̧ ”‰¡± ◊̋  Ó¡Ô±ø¡Û› Œ¶ß̋ 1 õ∂±Ì¡Û≈Sfl¡ ’±ÀÔÀ¡ıÀÔ
¸±ªøÈ¡ Ò1±1 ’±Úµ› ¤Àfl¡˘À· ÊøÎ¡ˇÓ¡ ∆˝ ’±ÀÂº 1¸1 ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ø¡ı1˘ õ∂fl¡±À˙
fl¡±¡ı…‡Úfl¡ Œ¸Ãµ˚«˙±˘œ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘ÀÂº

0.4.3.5   ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ˝±¸…1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙-À¸Ãµ˚« –
 ˆ¡±·ªÓ¡-˝ø1¡ı—˙ ’±Ò±ø1Ó¡ ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝1 ø¡ı¯∏˚˛¡ıd1 ·ˆ¡œ1Ó¡± Ó¡Ô±
Î¬◊ÀV˙…Ò˜πÓ¡± ◊̋ ̋ ±¸…1¸1 õ∂¸e ’±“Ó¡1± ◊̋ 1±ø‡¡ı Œ˚Ú ̆ ±ø·À˘› ¡ı±ô¶ø¡ıfl¡ÀÓ¡ ̧ ˜fl¡±˘œÚ
¸˜±Ê Ó¡Ô± ¸±˜±øÊfl¡1 Œ˘±fl¡ ˜ÀÚ±1?Ú1 Î¬◊ÀV˙… øÚø˝Ó¡ Ôfl¡±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ˙Ç1Àª1
·ˆ¡œ1 ø¡ı ∏̊̄ 1̨ fl¡±¡ı… ¸ ”̋̃ 1 ˜±ÀÊø› ˝±¸…1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡± Œ‡± ˚±˚̨º 1¸ õ∂À˚̨±·1
¸À‰¡Ó¡ÚÓ¡±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋ ̇ Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ̋ ±¸…1¸1 ̧ ≈õ∂À˚̨±· ‚È¡± Œ‡± ̊ ±˚̨º 1±˜˜˘ Í¡±fl≈¡1œ˚̨±1
˜ÀÓ¡ ˙Ç1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ õ∂À˚̨±· fl¡1± ˝±¸…1¸fl¡ ≈È¡± ˆ¡±·Ó¡ ˆ¡·±¡ı ¡Û±ø1 - ’ª¶ö± ”̆̃ fl¡ ’±1n∏
‰¡ø1S ”̆̃ fl¡º ‰¡ø1S ◊̋ ’ª¶ö± ¡ı± ¡Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¡1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ¡Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¡À˚̨ ‰¡ø1S1 ·øÓ¡ Ó¡Ô±
”̂¡ø˜fl¡± øÚÌ«̊  ̨fl¡À1º ·øÓ¡Àfl¡ ‰¡ø1S ’±1n∏ ’ª¶ö± ¡ı± ¡Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¡ ¡Û1¶Û1 ̧ •Ûfl«¡ ≈̊Mêº Œ¸À˚̨

˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̋̃ Ó¡ ̋ ±¸…1¸1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü1 Œé¡SÓ¡ ¡Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¡ ’±1n∏ ‰¡ø1S1 ̧ ˜±ÀÚ ◊̋ ̧ øSê˚̨Ó¡±
¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ˝˚̨º Î¬◊±˝1Ì¶§1+À¡Û ˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ëøé¡Ì±±Úí ’—˙Ó¡ ¡ıË±p¡Ì1
’øÓ¡Àˆ¡±ÊÚ ’±1n∏ øé¡Ì± øÚ¡ı1 Œ¡ıø˘fl¡± ¡ıË±p¡Ì1 ’ª¶ö±1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± ◊̋ ˝±¸…1¸ Î¬◊À^fl¡ fl¡À1º

‚‘Ó¡ ˘±Î¡ˇ≈ ¡Û1˜±iß ˆ≈¡ø? ·GÀ·±˘
‚Ú é¡œ1 ‡±ÀôL Œ¡ÛÈ¡ Œ˚Ú ∆ˆ¡˘ ŒÏ¡±˘º
Ó¡Ô±ø¡ÛÀÓ¡± Œ¡ı±˘ôL Œ˜±fl¡ ’±À1± øfl¡‰≈¡ ˘±À·
Ú±˝± Úfl¡1ôL Œ¡ÛÈ¡ Œ¡Û˝˘±˝◊ Œ˚Ú ˘±À·º  [˝ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±Ú 35]

 ë˝1Ìí1 À1 ̊ ≈X-ø¡ı¢∂˝ ÊøÎ¡ˇÓ¡ 1n∏ø%Ìœ˝1Ì fl¡±¡ı…ÀÓ¡± ̋ ±¸…1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡± Œ‡± ̊ ±˚˛º
fl¡±¡ı…‡ÚÓ¡ õ∂Ô˜ÀÓ¡ Œ¡ıøÚøÒ ‰¡ø1S1 Êø1˚˛ÀÓ¡ ˝±¸…1¸1 ¸=±1 Œ˝±ª± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º
fl≈¡øGÚ Ú·11 ¡Û1± ¡Z±1fl¡±Õ˘ 1n∏ø%Ìœ1 fl‘¡¯û1 õ∂øÓ¡ ¸Àµ˙1 ¡ı±M«±¡ı±˝œ Œ¡ıøÚøÒ1 fl‘¡¯û1
∆¸ÀÓ¡ 1n∏ø%Ìœ1 ¸˚˛•§1Õ˘ ’±·˜Ú1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¡ Œ¡ıøÚøÒ1 ’ª¶ö±˝◊ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡fl¡ ˝±¸…1¸1
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Œ˚±·±Ú ÒÀ1º
’±À˘±˘… ¡ıË±p¡ÚÊ±øÓ¡ Œfl¡±˜˘ ˙1œ1
ø¡ı¯≈û1 1Ô1 Œ¡ıÀ· Œfl¡ÀÚ ∆˝À¡ı øÔ1
Úfl¡±ÀÏ¡ˇ Î¬◊˙±˝ ’À‰¡Ó¡Ú Œ¡ıøÚøÒ
Î¬◊¸ø˘˘ Œ¡ÛÈ¡ ¤Àfl¡± Ú±ø˝ ˝+ø ø¸øXº  [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì, 154]

Œ¡ÛÈ¡ Ù≈¡˘± Œ¸˝◊ ¡ıË±p¡ÌÊÀÚ Œ˚øÓ¡˚˛± fl¡˚˛ -
øÚø‰¡ÀÚ±À˝± ŒÓ¡±˜±fl¡ ŒÓ¡±˜1± Œfl¡±ÚÊÚº
∆fl¡1 ˝ÀôL ’±ø¸ ’±Â± Œfl¡±ÀÔ1 ¡ıË±p¡Úº [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì, 157]

 1Ô1 Œ¡ı·Ó¡ øÚÊfl¡ ¡Û±˝ø1 Œ˚±ª± ¡ıË±p¡Ì1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± ¶§±ˆ¡±øªfl¡ÀÓ¡ ˝±¸…1¸±Rfl¡º Œ¸˝◊À1
fl‘¡¯û1 Ú±˜Ó¡ ìŒ‡1 øÚø˚˛±î 1n∏%¡ıœÀ1 ˆ¡ÚœÀ˚˛fl¡fl¡ ˝1Ì fl¡ø1 øÚ˚˛± fl‘¡¯û1 ø¡ı1n∏ÀX ˚≈X
˚±S± fl¡ø1 ’ªÀ˙¯∏Ó¡ Œ˚øÓ¡˚˛± fl‘¡¯û˝◊ ìŒ˚Ú ±ôL ˆ¡·± ŒÏ¡±G± ¸±¡Ûî [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì,
586] 1 À1 Œ¡Û˘±˝◊ Ô˚˛ ŒÓ¡øÓ¡˚˛± 1n∏%¡ıœ1Õ˘ ̧ ˝±Ú≈ˆ”¡øÓ¡1 ¡Ûø1¡ıÀÓ«¡ ̋ ±“ø˝1À˝ Œ‡±1±fl¡
Œ˚±·±˚˛º

∆ˆ¡˘± 1n∏%œ fl≈¡˜1 fl≈¡˜≈G± Œ˚Ú ¡Û≈G±º
ø‰¡øÚ¡ı±fl¡ Ú¡Û±ø1 ø¡ıfl‘¡øÓ¡ ˜≈G± ˘G±ºº      [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì,583]

fl¡¡Û±˘ÀÓ¡± Œ1‡± ø˚˛± ø¡Ûg±˝◊˘ôL ŒÙ¡±È¡º
1n∏%œfl¡ Œø‡˚˛ Œ˚Ú U˘≈ ¡Ûq Œ·±È¡ºº   [1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì,584]

 ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ø¡ıfl‘¡Ó¡ 1+¡Û1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±À1 ˝±¸…1¸1 Œ˚±·±Ú Ò1± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º ë’˜‘Ó¡ ˜ÔÚíÓ¡
˘Ñœ1 1+¡Û Œø‡ ø¡ıÀ˜±ø˝Ó¡ Œ˝±ª± Œª±¸≈11 ¡ıÌ«Ú± ˝±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ - fl¡±˜ ¸±·1Ó¡
˜À1± Œ˝1± ‰¡1ÌÓ¡ ÒÀ1± ’±ø¸ Œ˜±fl¡ fl¡1± ¡Ûø1S±Ú ¡ı≈ø˘ ˘Ñœfl¡ fl¡1± ’±fl”¡øÓ¡À˚˛
‰¡ø1SÕ˘ ¸˝±Ú≈ˆ”¡øÓ¡Ó¡Õfl¡ ‰¡ø1S1 øSê˚˛±fl¡˘±¡ÛÓ¡ ˝±¸…1¸1À˝ ¸g±Ú ¡Û±˚˛º ’±Úøfl¡
˜˝±Àª Œ˝Ú Œ˚±·œ1 fl¡±˜±Ó≈¡1 1+¡Û1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± ’øÓ¡˙˚˛ ̋ ±¸…1À¸±Vœ¡Ûfl¡º ë1˝ õ∂±ÀÚù´1œí
¡ı≈ø˘ ë˜≈‡Ó¡ ‰≈¡•§Úí ø˚˛±1¡¡Û±ÂÀÓ¡± Œ˚øÓ¡˚˛± ì¡ı±U1 ˜±Ê1 ¡Û1± ¡Ûø1˘± U¸øfl¡ºî ˝◊˚˛±1
¡Û±ÂÓ¡ ˝1 ∆1 Ô±øfl¡¡ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1 ø˚ø‡øÚ fl¡ø1À˘ ¡ı≈ø˘ ˙Ç1ÀÀª ¡ıÌ«Ú± fl¡ø1À˘ Ó¡±1
˜±ÀÊø ˝±¸…1¸À1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂ -

≈Ú±˝◊ ˘ª1 ø˘± ø¡ı˜≈fl≈¡Ó¡ Œfl¡À˙
¡Û±ÂÓ¡ Œ‡ôL ˝À1 Î¬◊˘eÈ¡ Œ¡ıÀ˙º [’˜‘Ó¡ ˜ÔÚ, 686]

¤ÀÚÀ1 ˙Ç1ÀÀª ŒÓ¡›“1 fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝1 ˜±ÀÊø fl¡±¡ı…1 ˜”˘ Î¬◊ÀV˙… 1øé¡Ó¡ Œ˝±ª±Õfl¡
˝±¸…1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¡±˝◊ÀÂº ·ˆ¡œ1 ø¡ı¯∏˚˛1 fl¡±¡ı… ¸˜”˝Ó¡ ˝±¸…1¸1 ¸≈õ∂À˚˛±·1 ¡ı±À¡ı ø¸
¸±Ò±1Ì ¡Û±Í¡fl¡ Œ|±Ó¡±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¸˝ÊÀ¡ı±Ò…, ’±fl¡¯∏«Ìœ˚˛ ’±1n∏ Î¬◊¡ÛÀˆ¡±·… ∆˝ ¡Ûø1ÀÂº
0.5.0 ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ˆ¡øMê1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±· ’±1n∏ Œ¸Ãµ˚« –

ÚªÕ¡ı¯ûª Ò˜«1 ’±˙« õ∂‰¡±11 Î¬◊ÀV˙… ’±·Ó¡ 1±ø‡ fl¡±¡ı… ‰¡‰¡±« fl¡1± ˙Ç1Àª1
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fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß 1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±· Œ‡± ·íÀ˘› ̧ fl¡À˘± 1¸ ∆˘ Œ˙¯∏Ó¡ ̂ ¡øMê1¸Ó¡ øÚ˜ø7¡¡¡Ó¡
Œ˝±ª± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º ÚªÕ¡ı¯ûª Ò˜« ’±˙« ’Ú≈¸ø1À˚˛˝◊ fl‘¡¯û ¡ı± ø¡ı¯≈û1 Œ|á¡Q õ∂øÓ¡¡Ûiß
fl¡1± ‚È¡Ú±1 ¸˜ø©ÜÓ¡ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı… ¸˜”˝Ó¡ fl‘¡¯ûÀfl¡˝◊ ’±1±Ò… ŒªÓ¡± 1+À¡Û
Œ‡≈›ª± ∆˝ÀÂº ’±1±Ò… ŒªÓ¡± fl‘¡¯û1 ˜˝Q, Œ|á¡Q õ∂øÓ¡¡Ûiß fl¡1±˝◊ fl¡±¡ı…1 ‚±˝◊
Î¬◊ÀV˙… Œ˝±ª± ¡ı±À¡ı˝◊ fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝Ó¡ ø¸˜±ÚÀ¡ı±1 ‚È¡Ú± ¸—‚øÈ¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂ ¸fl¡À˘±À¡ı±1
fl‘¡¯ûÊøÎ¡ˇÓ¡º Œ¸˝◊¡ı±À¡ı˝◊ ¸fl¡À˘± ¡1À¸˝◊ ∆· fl‘¡¯ûˆ¡øMê ÊøÚÓ¡ ˆ¡øMê1¸Ó¡ ¸˜±ø˝Ó¡
∆˝ÀÂº ̋ ø1(f Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±ÚÓ¡ ̋ ø1(f1 ’‰¡˘± ̂ ¡øMê1 ¡ı±À¡ı˝◊ ̧ fl¡À˘± ø¡ı¡Û, ø¡ı¡Û˚«˚˛1
Œ˙¯∏Ó¡  ¶§·«·˜Ú ¸yª ∆˝ÀÂ, 1n∏ø%Ìœ˝1Ì fl‘¡¯û ¡Z±1fl¡±1 ¡Û1± fl≈¡øG˘ Ú·1Õ˘ ’˝±1
˜”˘ÀÓ¡ 1n∏ø%Ìœ1 fl‘¡¯û1 õ∂øÓ¡ Ôfl¡± ˆ¡øMê, ’Ê±ø˜˘ Î¬◊¡Û±‡…±ÚÓ¡ ’Ê±ø˜˘1 ˜≈‡1
¡Û1± øÚ–¸‘Ó¡ ëÚ±1±˚˛Ìí ̇ s˝◊ ̊ ˜”Ó¡-ø¡ı¯≈û”Ó¡1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡ ̊ ≈øMê-Ó¡fl«¡1 ̧ ‘ø©ÜÀ1 ’Ê±ø˜˘1
¶§·«·˜Ú, ’˜‘Ó¡-˜ÔÚÓ¡ ¸˜¢∂ ‚È¡Ú±˝◊ ˆ¡øMêÊøÚÓ¡, ¡ıø˘Â˘ÚÓ¡ ¡ıø˘fl¡ fl¡1± Â˘Ú±1
¡Û±ÂÀÓ¡± ¡ıø˘1 ’ø¡ı‰¡˘ ˆ¡øMê, fl≈¡1n∏Àé¡S fl¡±¡ı…1 ¸fl¡À˘± ¶ú1Ì ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±1 ˜”˘ ˝í˘
fl‘¡¯ûº ¤ÀÚÀ1 Œ‡± ˚±˚˛ ˙Ç1Àª1 ¸fl¡À˘± fl¡±¡ı…1 ‰¡±ø˘fl¡± ˙øMê fl‘¡¯ûº ·øÓ¡Àfl¡
fl‘¡¯û1 ˜˝±R…, ¡ıœ1Q, Œ·Ã1ª1 ø¡ıª1ÀÌÀ1 ˆ¡ø1 Ôfl¡± ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß
1¸1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡À˘› ¸fl¡À˘±À¡ı±1 1¸ ∆· ˆ¡øMê 1¸1À˝ õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ∆˝ÀÂÕ·º ’Ô±«»
fl‘¡¯û-1n∏%¡ıœ11 ̊ ≈XÓ¡ ̊ ø ¡ıœ1 1¸ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Û±˝◊ÀÂ ŒÓ¡ÀôL Œ¸˚˛±› fl‘¡¯û1 ’Ô±«» ̂ ¡·ª±Ú1
¡ıœ1Q õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡À˝º ˆ¡·ª±Úfl¡ [fl‘¡¯û1] ˆ¡ÊÚ± fl¡1±1 Î¬◊ÀV˙…˝◊ fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ˆ¡øMê 1¸1
¸—À˚±ÊÚ ‚È¡±˝◊øÂ˘º ø˚À˝Ó≈¡ ˆ¡Ê Ÿ¡ øMêÚƒ ‘ ˆ¡øMêº ˆ¡·ª±Ú ˆ¡ÊÚ± fl¡1±, ø‰¡ôL± fl¡1±,
Î¬◊¡Û±¸Ú± fl¡1±Àfl¡ ˆ¡øMê Œ¡ı±˘± ˝˚˛º

0.6.0ø¸X±ôL –
¸±ø˝øÓ¡…fl¡ ˙Ç1Àª1 ’Ó≈¡˘… fl¡ø¡ı õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±1 ¡Ûø1‰¡˚˛ ±ø„ Òø1ÀÂ ŒÓ¡›“1 fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”À˝º
¡Û≈1±Ì, ˆ¡±·ªÓ¡, ˝ø1¡ı—˙fl¡ ’±Ò±ø1Ó¡ fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝Ó¡ 1¸1 ¸≈õ∂À˚˛±·1 Ù¡˘Ó¡ ¸‘ø©Ü Œ˝±ª±
Œ¸Ãµ˚«Ó¡ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡ Œ˜±ø˝Ó¡ ˝˚˛, fl¡±¡ı…¡Û±Í¡1 ’±Úµ ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡À1º ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸1
Œ¸Ãµ˚« ¸•Ûfl«¡Ó¡ ¤˝◊Àfl¡˝◊È¡± ø¸X±ôLÓ¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚœÓ¡ ˝í¡ı ¡Û±ø1 -

[fl¡] ̇ Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̃̋ 1 Œ¸Ãµ «̊ ¡ı‘øX fl¡1±1 Œé¡SÓ¡ 1¸1 õ∂À ˛̊±·Àfl¡± ¤È¡± fl¡±1fl¡
¡ı≈ø˘¡ı ¡Û±ø1º

[‡] 1¸1 ¸≈¯∏˜ ’±1n∏ ¸≈õ∂À˚˛±·1 Ù¡˘Ó¡ fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝  1À¸±MœÌ« ∆˝ÀÂº
[·] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝ ˆ¡±·ªÓ¡ ¡Û≈1±Ì ˝ø1¡ı—˙ ’±Ò±ø1Ó¡º Œ¸À˚˛ ˜”˘1 ˜ÀÓ¡˝◊

˙Ç1ÀÀª ŒÓ¡›“1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ 1¸1 ¸—À˚±ÊÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂº
[‚] ˙Ç1ÀÀª  fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̃̋ Ó¡ ̃ ”̆ 1 1¸1 õ∂øÓ¡ ̆ é¡… 1±ø‡› ̧ ˜fl¡±˘œÚ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡ Œ|±Ó¡±1

˜ÀÚ±À˚±· ’±fl¡¯∏«Ì fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ¸é¡˜ ∆˝øÂ˘º
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[„] 1¸ ¸‘ø©Ü1 ¡ı±À¡ı˝◊  ˙Ç1ÀÀª fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˘±fl¡ÊœªÚ1 ø‰¡S, ¡ÛÈ¡ôL1,
Ù¡fl¡1±, ¡ÛÈ¡ôL1-õ∂¡ı‰¡Ú, fl¡ø¡ı-õ∂ø¸øX ’±ø1 õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡ø1øÂ˘º

[‰¡] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…1 ÚªÕ¡ı¯ûª Ò «̃1 ’± «̇ õ∂‰¡±11 Î¬◊ÀV˙… Òø «̃Ó¡±fl¡ ë1À¸í ¡ı…±˝Ó¡
˝í¡ıÕ˘ ø˚˛± Ú±˝◊º

[Â] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…1 ¡ıœ1, ˙‘e±1, ˝±¸…, fl¡1n∏Ì ’±ø 1¸ ∆· ˆ¡øMê1¸Ó¡ ¸˜±ø˝Ó¡
∆˝ÀÂº

0.7.0 ¸±˜1øÌ –
   ̇ Ç1ÀÀª ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ê±Ó¡œ˚˛ ÊœªÚfl¡ ̧ fl¡À˘± ø˙ÀÓ¡ Ÿ¡X fl¡ø1 ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂº ̇ Ç1Àª1
fl¡±¡ı…¸ ”̃À˝  Ò «̃ õ∂‰¡±11 Î¬◊ÀV˙… ¡ı…±˝Ó¡ ŒÚ±À˝±ª±Õfl¡ fl¡˘±&Ì 1é¡± fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıdÀª
±¡ıœ fl¡1±1 À1 ‰¡ø1S1 øSê˚˛±fl¡˘±Û1 ˘·Ó¡ ¸eøÓ¡ Ôfl¡±Õfl¡ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡-Œ|±Ó¡±fl¡ ’±Úµ
ø¡ı1 ¡ı±À¡ı˝◊ ˙Ç1ÀÀª fl¡±¡ı…¸˜”˝1 ˜±ÀÊø ø¡ıøˆ¡iß 1¸1 õ∂À˚˛±ÊÚœ˚˛ ˜±S±Ó¡ õ∂À˚˛±·
‚È¡±˝◊ÀÂº ’ªÀ˙…˝◊ ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…1 ¸fl¡À˘± 1¸ ˆ¡øMê 1¸Ó¡ øÚ˜ø7¡¡¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂÕ·º

ˆ¡øª¯∏…Ó¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¸y±ªÚœ˚˛Ó¡± – ’¸˜1 ø¡ı…±˚˛Ó¡øÚfl¡ Ê·Ó¡1 ¸¡ı±«øÒfl¡ ‰¡ø‰«¡Ó¡
˙Ç1Àª1 ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1, fl¡±¡ı…1 ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ø˙Ó¡ Œ¡ıÃøXfl¡ ø‰¡ôL±-‰¡‰¡±« ’¡ı…±˝Ó¡ ’±ÀÂº Ó¡Ô±ø¡Û›
¤˝◊Àfl¡˝◊È¡± ø¡ı¯∏˚˛Ó¡ ’øÒfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¸y±ªÚœ˚˛Ó¡± ’±ÀÂ ¡ı≈ø˘¡ı ¡Û±ø1º

[fl¡] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ õ∂À˚˛±·-À¸Ãµ˚«º
[‡] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ’˘—fl¡±11 Œ¸Ãµ˚«º
[·] ˙Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ Âµ1 õ∂À˚˛±· ’±1n∏ Œ¸Ãµ˚«º
[‚] ̂ ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ ’±˘—fl¡±ø1fl¡1 ‘ø©Üˆ¡—·œ1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡ ̇ Ç1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…1 ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±ºq

¢∂Lö¬Û?œ
’¸˜œ˚˛± –
Œ·±˝±“˝◊, ˝œÀ1Úº fl¡œM«Ú ¡Û≈øÔ1 1¸ø¡ı‰¡±1º &ª˝±È¡œ – ˘˚˛±Â« ¡ı≈fl¡ ©Ü˘, ‰¡Ó≈¡Ô« ¸—¶®1Ì, 1995º

≈̃ø^Ó¡º
Í¡±fl≈¡1œ ˛̊±, 1±˜˜˘º ̇ Ç1 ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1 1+¡ÛÀ1‡±º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ¡ıœÌ± ̆ ± ◊̋À¡ıË1œ, õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙, 2011º

≈̃ø^Ó¡º
¡ı1Õ˘, ¸ÀÓ¡…fº ˜˝±¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ¿¿ ˙—fl¡1Àª ø¡ı1ø‰¡Ó¡ 1n∏ø%Ìœ ˝1Ì fl¡±¡ı… ’±1n∏ Ú±È¡º ø¡ı˝¡Û≈1œ˚̨±

– ø¡ı˝¡Û≈1œ˚̨± ˜˝±ø¡ı…±˘˚̨ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú Œfl¡± ∏̄, õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙,2016º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
¡ı1±, øÓ¡˘fl¡º ¸•Û±.º fl¡±¡ı… ’±1n∏ fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡Nº øÎ¡¡ıËn∏·Î¡̌ – Œfl¡Ãdˆ¡ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙, 2012º

≈̃ø^Ó¡º
˜˝ôL, Œfl¡˙±º fl¡±¡ı…-Ó¡N1 ‘ø©ÜÀ1 ˙—fl¡1Àª1 fl¡±¡ı…º øÎ¡¡ıËn∏·Î¡ˇ – ¡ıÚ˘Ó¡±, õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙,

2000º  ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
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˜˝ôL , 1n∏¡ıœº ˙Ç1Àª1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ÚµÚ Ó¡±øNfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Úº ø˙ª¸±·1 – Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ˜1± ¸S, õ∂Ô˜
õ∂fl¡±˙, 1999º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º

˙˜±«Õ˘, ˝ø1Ú±Ôº ˙Ç1Àª1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…-õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡± º Ó‘¡Ó¡œ˚̨ ‡Gº Ú˘¡ı±1œ – Ê˚̨¿ øõ∂ø∞I◊— Œõ∂Â ,
¡Û~± Œ1±Î¡, ø¡ZÓ¡œ˚̨ õ∂fl¡±˙, 2013º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º

˙˜±«, ˜≈fl≈¡µ ˜±Òªº ¸•Û±.º ˆ¡1Ó¡1 Ú±È¡…˙±¶a º õ∂Ô˜ ‡Gº Ú·±“› – ’¸˜ Ú±È¡… ¸øij˘Ú,
ø¡ZÓ¡œ˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙, 2006º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º

˙˜±«, ˜≈fl≈¡µ ˜±Òªº ÒıøÚ ’±1n∏ 1¸Ó¡Nº &ª±˝±È¡œ – ¡ı±Ìœ õ∂fl¡±˙ õ∂±˝◊Àˆ¡È¡ ø˘ø˜ÀÈ¡Î¡,
Ó‘¡Ó¡œ˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙, 1991º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º

˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, ÚÀ·Úº ø¡ı¯∏˚˛ – ˙Ç1Àªº øÎ¡¡ıËn∏·Î¡ˇ – Œfl¡Ãdˆ¡ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, õ∂Ô˜ Œfl¡Ãdˆ¡ ¸—¶®1Ì,
2011º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º

˙˜±«,  ÚÀ1fÚ±Ôº ¡ÛøGÓ¡1±Ê Ê·iß±Ô ’±1n∏ ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ ÚµÚÓ¡Nº &ª±˝±È¡œ – ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ õ∂fl¡±˙,
õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙, 1988º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
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Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê-ÊœªÚ ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ˚̨±
Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡±

Î¬0 ’ø‰«¬Ó¬± ˆ¬A±‰¬± «̊

¸—øé¬5¸±1
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬-Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ø˜˘Úˆ¬”ø˜ ’¸˜1 ø‡˘?œ˚˛± ’øÒ¬ı±¸œ¸fl¡˘1

øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘ ’Ú…Ó¬˜º øÚÊ√± ˆ¬±¯∏±, Ò˜« ø¬ı¸Ê«√Ú ø√
’¸˜œ˚˛± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ ø¬ıø˙©Ü ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡1± Ó¬Ô± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√
¸—¶‘®øÓ¬Õ˘ õ∂ˆ¬”Ó¬ ¬ı1„√√øÌ ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇ±ª± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ̃ —À·±˘œ ˛̊
Ú‘À·±á¬œ1 øÓ¬¬ııÓ¬¬ı˜œ«˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ¬ı‘˝√√» ¬ıÀÎ¬ˇ± ˙±‡±1 ¤È¬± ’Ú…Ó¬˜
Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘º ’±À˝√√±˜ ˙±¸Ú1 ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ’¸˜1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ú√œ1 ¬Û1± Œ¸±Ì fl¡˜±˝◊√√ Ê√œøªfl¡±
’±˝√√1Ì fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı˝◊√√ Ê√±øÓ¬ÀÈ¬±1 Ú±˜ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ˝√√í˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸
fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ ˛º ’Ú… √̋√±ÀÓ¬ø√ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü1 ̃ ”̆  ̧ •Ûfl¡œ«̊ ˛ ¬ıUÀÓ¬±
Ê√Ú|n∏øÓ¬ ¬ı± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ› Ê√Ú¸˜±Ê√1 ˜≈À‡ ˜≈À‡ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º

Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤fl¡ Ê√Ú¸˜ø©ÜÀ˚̨ ̧ ≈̧ — √̋√Ó¬ ¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ ̧ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬±À1 ’±1n∏ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡
¸•§gÀ1 ¬ı±g ‡± ◊̋√√ Œ˚øÓ¬˚̨± ¤È¬± øÚø«√©Ü ’=˘Ó¬ ø˜ø˘Ê≈√ø˘ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡À1 ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚̨± ◊̋√√
¤‡Ú ≈̧̇ ‘—‡ø˘Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√ ·Ï¬̌ ∆˘ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬º ¸—·¬ıX ∆ √̋√ Ôfl¡±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋√√ ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú
¸˜±Ê√1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˙±1œø1fl¡, ˜±Úø¸fl¡, ’±Ò…±øRfl¡ ø‰¬ôL±-
ˆ¬±ªÚ±, ’± √̋√±1-ø¬ı √̋√±1, Ê√œªÚ-Ò±1Ì1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’±ø√1 ŒéSÓ¬ ˚ÀÔ©Ü ¸±‘√̇ …Ó¬±
¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ̋ √√̊ º̨ ¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ øÚˆ¬«1˙œ˘Ó¬±, ¤fl¡Ó¬±, øÚÒ«±ø1Ó¬ ÚœøÓ¬ øÚ˚̨˜ ¬Û±˘Ú
Ó¬Ô± ’Ú≈̇ ±¸Ú1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øˆ¬øM√√ fl¡ø1À˚̨ ◊̋√√ ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ¸˜±Ê√ ·Ï¬̌ ∆˘ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬ ’±1n∏
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Œ¸ ◊̋√√¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋√√ Í¬± ◊̋√√Àˆ¬À√ ¬ı± Ê√±øÓ¬Àˆ¬À√ ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 1+À¬Û± Œ¬ıÀ˘· Œ¬ıÀ˘·
Œ √̋√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º ’±Ú ’±Ú Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 √À1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘›
¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ ̧ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬±À1 ̧ ˜±Ê√ ¬Û±øÓ¬ ¬ı±¸ fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ øÚ˚̨˜ ̇ ‘—‡˘±1
õ∂øÓ¬› ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ |X±˙œ˘º

’±˜±1 õ∂ô¶±øªÓ¬ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛS‡øÚÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø˙À¬ı±11 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê√±øÓ¬-·Í¬ÚÓ¬
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±1 õ∂˚̨±¸ fl¡1± √̋√í¬ıº
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ, ’¸˜œ˚˛±, ¸˜±Ê Ê√œªÚ, Ê√±øÓ¬·Í¬Ú,
¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ ̧ ˝√√À˚±ø·Ó¬±º√

0.0 ’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –
’¸˜ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ø˜˘ÚÀéSº ◊̋√√øÓ¬ √̋√±À¸ Ï≈¬øfl¡ ŒÚ±À¬Û±ª± fl¡±˘1

¬Û1± ¤ ◊̋√√ ˆ¬”‡GÕ˘ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬ Ê√ÚÊ√±øÓ¬1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡
Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú1 ̧ —ø˜|ÌÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ·Ï¬̌ ∆˘ Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√ ¬ı‘̋ √√» ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ˜±Ê√º øˆ¬Ú øˆ¬Ú ̧ ˜˚̨Ó¬ ’¸˜Õ˘
’±ø √̋√ ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬Ú1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄±-¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬Õ˘À˚̨± Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… ¬ı1„√√øÌ
’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ◊̋√√ ’ √̋√± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√ÚÊ√±øÓ¬¸fl¡˘1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘ ’Ú…Ó¬˜º
˜—À·±˘œ˚̨ Ê√±øÓ¬1 øÓ¬¬ııÓ¬ ¬ı˜œ«̊  ̨ˆ¬± ∏̄±¬Ûø1˚̨±˘1 ¬ı‘̋ √√» ¬ıÀÎ¬̌± ˙±‡±1 ¤øÈ¬ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ Œ·±á¬œ
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘º ’±À √̋√±˜ ˙±¸Ú1 ¸˜˚̨ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘
’¸˜1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ú√œ1 ¬Û1± Œ¸±Ì fl¡˜± ◊̋√√ Ê√œøªfl¡± ¢∂̋ √√Ì fl¡1± ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋√√ Ê√±øÓ¬ÀÈ¬±1 Ú±˜ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
√̋√í˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨ øfl¡c ◊̋√√øÓ¬ √̋√±¸1 Œfl¡±Ú ¸˜˚̨1 ¬Û1± ¤ ◊̋√√ ‰¬±˜ fl¡Â√±1œfl¡ ’±À √̋√±˜

õ∂̇ ±¸ÀÚ Œ¸±Ì fl¡À˜±ª± ¬ı‘øM√√Ó¬ øÚÀ˚̨±øÊ√Ó¬ fl¡1± ◊̋√√øÂ√̆  Œ¸ ◊̋√√ÀÈ¬± ¬ı≈1?œ¸ ”̋̃ √√Ó¬ ¶Û©ÜÕfl¡ Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬
Œ √̋√±ª± Ú± ◊̋√√º ’ªÀ˙… ë˙ø√̊ ±̨1 ¬ı≈1?œíÓ¬ ¶§·«À√Î¬◊ 1±ÀÊ√ù´1 ø¸— √̋√ [1673-91 ̇ fl¡]1 ø√ÚÓ¬
fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ Œ¸±Ì fl¡À˜±ª± ¬ı‘øM√√Ó¬ ˘·± ◊̋√√øÂ√̆  ¬ı≈ø˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚̨º [¬ı≈Ï¬̌±À·± √̋√±ø¤û 22]

Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ˙sÀÈ¬± øÎ¬˜±Â√± fl¡Â√±1œ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¬Û1± ’˝√√±º ◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 ’Ô« ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Î¬◊8˘,
‹ù´ «̊̇ ±˘œ ’±1n∏ ÒÚ ¸•ÛøM√√¬ı±Úº [Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ 172] õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ˜Ó¬¬ı±√ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ¤‰≈¬„√√±
Œ¸±Ì ø√ ¤À˝√√Ê√±1 fl¡Â√±1œÀ ˛̊ ’±Î¬◊Úœ’±øÈ¬ ¸S1 ¬ıË±p¡Ì Œ·± “̧± ◊̋√√ Œfl¡˙ªÀ√ªÓ¬ ˝√√1Ì-
ˆ¬Ê√Ú ˘íÀ˘º Œ¸±Ì ø√ &1n∏fl¡ ˆ¬Ê√± fl¡±1ÀÌ ¤ ◊̋√√¸fl¡˘ fl¡Â√±1œ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ Ú±À˜
’±‡…± ¬Û± ˛̊º [ˆ¬A±‰¬± «̊ 54] Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ‘̧ø©Ü1 ”̃̆  ¸•Ûfl¡œ«̊ ˛ ¬ıUÀÓ¬±
Ê√Ú|n∏øÓ¬ ¬ı± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ› Ê√Ú¸˜±Ê√1 ≈̃À‡ ≈̃À‡ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º

’Ó¬œÊ√ÀÓ¬ ̇ ø√̊ ±̨1 ̋ √√±˘±˘œ 1±Ê√…Ó¬ 1±Ê√¬Û±È¬ Œ‡±ª± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ’¸˜1
¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S Î¬◊¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1 ≈√À˚̨±¬Û±À1 ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ Î¬◊Ê√øÚ ’¸˜1 øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬̌, øÓ¬øÚ‰≈¬fl¡œ˚̨±, ̆ é¬œ˜¬Û≈1,
ŒÒ˜±øÊ√, ø˙ª¸±·1, Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬, Œ·±˘±‚±È¬ øÊ√˘±Ó¬ ¬ı¸øÓ¬ ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÀÚ
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’¸˜1 ‰≈¬¬ı≈1œ ˛̊± 1±Ê√… ’1n∏Ì±‰¬˘ õ∂À√˙ ’±1n∏ Ú·±ˆ¬”ø˜ÀÓ¬± ¤›“À˘±Àfl¡ ¬ı¸øÓ¬ ¶ö±¬ÛÚ
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√ÚÊ√œªÚ ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬… ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬1 Î¬◊æ√ª, ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ’±1n∏
¬Ûø1¬ıÒ«ÚÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√¸fl¡˘ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ1 ’Ú¬ı√… ’ª√±Ú ’Ú¶§œfl¡± «̊º

0.1 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ˘é¬… ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙… –
’¸˜1 ø‡˘?œ ˛̊± ’øÒ¬ı±¸œ¸fl¡˘1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê√

Ê√œªÚ1 ø¬ıø¬ˆ¬iß ø√˙¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± Œfl¡ÀÚÒ1Ì1, Œ¸ ◊̋√√¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±1 õ∂ ˛̊±À¸ ◊̋√√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤ ◊̋√√
’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ”̃̆  ˘é¬… ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙…º

0.2 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –
ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¬± ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ ”̃̆ Ó¬– ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’Ú≈̧ 1Ì fl¡1±

∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√Ú ¸±À¬ÛÀé¬ ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬› ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛
¸µˆ¬«Ó¬ ¬Û≈—‡±Ú≈¬Û≈—‡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¢∂Lö, ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ ’±1n∏ ¸˜˘ ¬ı…øMê√fl¡
Ó¬Ô… ¸—¢∂˝√√1 Î¬◊»¸ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û øÚ¬ı±«ø‰¬Ó¬ fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
1.0 ”̃̆  ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± –

’¸˜Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± ’Ú…±Ú… Ê√±øÓ¬ Ê√ÚÊ√±øÓ¬1 √À1 ¸˜±Ê√ ¬Û±øÓ¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1±
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘ ¬ı1 ¸ √̋√Ê√ ¸1˘ ’±1n∏ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ øÚ˚̨˜ ‘̇—‡˘±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄
|X±˙œ˘º ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ õ∂±Ìœ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ ̧ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬± Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘
Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ±˚̨ ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜±Ê√1 õ∂øÓ¬ õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡ ¬ı…øMê√À˚̨ ¬Ûø1˚̨±˘1 √À1 ◊̋√√ ̧ √̋√±˚̨ ̧ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬± ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌±˚̨º

1±Ê√Uª± õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÀÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ̧ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬± ̇ ˘±ø·¬ı˘·œ˚̨±º
õ∂øÓ¬‚1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±À˘ 1±Ê√Uª± ’Ú≈á¬±Ú õ∂øÓ¬á¬±Úø¬ı˘±fl¡Ó¬ ¸˜±ÀÚ ˆ¬±· ˘˚̨ ’±1n∏ ’øÓ¬
øÚá¬±¸ √̋√fl¡±À1 1±Ê√Uª± √±ø˚̨Q ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡À1º ‚1n∏ª± ¬ı± ¬ı…øMê√·Ó¬ ’Ú≈á¬±Ú, ø¬ı¬Û√ ’±¬Û√ÀÓ¬±
·¤û± 1± ◊̋√√ÀÊ√ ̊ Ô±¸±Ò… ̧ √̋√±˚̨-¸ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬± ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌±˚̨º Œ¸À˚̨À √̋√ ’±øÔ«fl¡̂ ¬±Àª ≈√¬ı«̆  ¬Ûø1˚̨±À˘›
ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Ó¬– ̃ ‘Ó¬fl¡1 fl¡±Ê√-fl¡ «̃1 √À1 ¬ı…˚̨¬ıU˘ ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÀÓ¬± ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ’±øÔ«fl¡ ’ ≈̧ø¬ıÒ±1 ̧ ij≈‡œÚ
Ú √̋√̊ º̨ ÒÚœ ̋ √√›fl¡, ≈√‡œ˚̨± ̋ √√›fl¡, ·±“ªÓ¬ Œ √̋√±ª± √̋ √√±-fl¡±Ê√Ó¬ 1± ◊̋√√Ê√¬ı¬ıœ˚̨±Õfl¡ ‚À1 õ∂øÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡±È¬±
’ø1 √̋√Ì± ø√̊ ±̨ÀÈ¬± ¬ı±Ò…Ó¬± ”̆̃ fl¡º [Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ 169] ¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÀÚ ’ªÀ˙… ¤ÀÚ õ∂Ô± ¬ı±Ò…Ó¬± ”̆̃ fl¡
Ú √̋√̊  ̨˚ø√› 1± ◊̋√√ÀÊ√ ¸ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬±1 ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±˜ ¸˜±Ò± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚Ô±¸±Ò… Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡À1º
¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ¸± ”̃ø √̋√fl¡ ¸ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬±1 ◊̋√√ ¤fl¡ ≈̧µ1 øÚ√̇ «Úº
1.1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ1 ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ –

Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡̆ 1 ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ø¬ı ∏̄À˚̨ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ ’±ø˜
¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ø¬ıø ¬̂iß ø√̇ À¬ı±1fl¡ ≈̧fl¡œ˚̨± ô¶1Ó¬ ¬̂±· fl¡ø1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂̊ ±̨¸ fl¡1±
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ¸ ”̋̃ √√1 ø¬ı ∏̄À˚̨ Ó¬̆ Ó¬ ø¬ıô¶‘Ó¬̂ ¬±Àª ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬̌±ª± √̋√í˘ñ
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1.1.1 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ·“±Í¬øÚ –
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö± ¸≈˙‘—‡ø˘Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Î¬◊2‰¬ Úœ‰¬

¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œˆ¬√±Àˆ¬√ Ú±˝◊√√º ·±“› ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘Ú± fl¡ø1¬ı1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ·±“›¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±,
¬Û”Ê√±1œ, ’±˙œ¬ı«√œ˚˛±, Ú±˜‚1œ˚˛±, Œ˜øÒ, ¬Û±ÀÍ¬fl¡, ˆ¬“1±˘œ, ¬ı±ø1fl¡, ·œÓ¬‚±˝◊√√, ’±ø√
ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ı±¬ı ’±ÀÂ√º ·±“›¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ·±“ª1 ˙±øôL-¸•xœøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ‹fl¡… ˙‘—‡˘±1 õ∂Ò±Ú
&ø1 ÒÀ1“±Ó¬±º Ú±˜‚11 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚«±1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ú±˜‚1œ˚˛±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1 Ú±˜‚11 ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘Ú±, ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±Ú, øÓ¬øÔ ’±ø√ ¬Û±˘Ú, 1±Ê√Uª± ø˝√√‰¬±¬Û-øÚfl¡±‰¬1 ¸˜≈√±˚˛ Ê√˜± ‡1Â√1
ø˝√√‰¬±¬Û ¬ı±ø1fl¡1 ˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬ Ô±Àfl¡º ¸fl¡±˜ øÚfl¡±˜ Ó¬Ô± ¬Û±ø1¬ı±ø1fl¡ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ò1Ì1 Ò˜œ«˚˛
Ó¬Ô± ˜±—·ø˘fl¡ fl¡±˚«Ó¬ ¬Û±Í¬Àfl¡ ˙±¶a¬Û±Í¬ fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ’±˙œ¬ı«√œ˚˛±˝◊√√ U‰¬ø1 ¬ı± ˜±—·ø˘fl¡
ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±˚«Ó¬ ’±˙œ¬ı«±√ ø√À˚˛º Œ˜øÒÀ˚˛ ·œÓ¬ ¬Û√ ’±˙œ¬ı«±À√À1 ‚1n∏ª± ˜±—·ø˘fl¡
fl¡±˚« ¸˜±¬ÛÚ fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ‚1n∏ª± ’À˙Ã‰¬Ó¬ ˙±øôL¬Û±Úœ ∆Ó¬˚˛±1 fl¡ø1 ‚1‡Ú ’±1n∏
¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 Œ˘±fl¡fl¡ qø‰¬ fl¡À1º øÍ¬fl¡ ¤Àfl¡√À1 ˆ¬“1±˘œÀ˚˛ 1±Ê√Uª± ¸≈“øÊ√ ¸—¢∂˝√√ ’±1n∏
¸—1é¬Ì fl¡À1, ·œÓ¬‚±˝◊√√À˚˛ ø¬ıU1 ¬ıÓ¬1Ó¬ U“‰¬ø1 ¬ı± ø¬ıU1 õ∂Ò±Ú Ú±˜øÓ¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û fl¡±˚«
¸•Ûiß fl¡À1º ¤ÀÚ√À1 ·±“ª1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß fl¡±˚« ¸≈‰¬±1n∏1+À¬Û ¸•Ûiß fl¡ø1¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø˚¸˜”˝√√
¬Û√ ̂ ¬±· fl¡ø1 √±ø˚˛Q ø√˚˛± ̋ √√˚˛ õ∂ÀÓ¬…Àfl¡˝◊√√ Œ¸˝◊√√ √±ø˚˛Q ̧ ≈µ1ˆ¬±À¬ı ’±1n∏ √±ø˚˛Q¸˝√√fl¡±À1
¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º

1.1.2 Œ‡˘ ¬ı—˙ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ –
’Ó¬œÊ√À1 ¬Û1± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ‡˘, ¬ı—˙ ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1

≈̧̇ ‘—‡˘øÓ¬ 1+¬Û Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º

1.1.2.1 Œ‡˘ –
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤ÀÎ¬±‡1 Í¬± ◊̋√√Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¬ı≈Ê√±¬ıÕ˘ ’øÓ¬ õ∂±‰¬œÚ

fl¡±˘À1 ¬Û1± Œ‡˘ ̇ s1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 ∆ √̋√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ëŒ‡˘í ̇ s1 ’Ô« Í¬± ◊̋√√º Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡̆ 1
õ∂Ô˜ ’±1n∏ õ∂±‰¬œÚÓ¬˜ ·œøÓ¬ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… ë √̋√± ◊̋√√√±— ·œÓ¬1 ‰¬Ó≈¬Ô« ’Ò…±˚̨Ó¬ Œ‡˘1 Î¬◊À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√ñ

Î¬◊Ê√øÚ-fl≈¡‰¬œ˚˛± ‹ Ú±˜øÚfl≈¡‰¬œ˚˛±
’˜1±¬ı˜œ˚˛± ‹ øÓ¬¬Û˜œ˚˛±
Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±˘ ‹ ø‰¬ø1¬Û≈1œ˚˛±

¬ı±ø˘ø‡È¬±1œ ‹ ¬ı±ø˘ø‡È¬±1œ
·œÓ¬±—˙ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ‹øÓ¬ √̋√… õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1

˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’Ó¬œÊ√À1 ¬Û1± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Î¬◊Ê√øÚfl≈¡‰¬œ ˛̊±, Ú±˜øÚfl≈¡‰¬œ ˛̊±, ’˜1±¬ı˜œ ˛̊±, øÓ¬¬Û˜œ ˛̊±,
Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊±˘, ø‰¬ø1¬Û≈1œ ˛̊± ’±1n∏ ¬ı±ø˘ø‡È¬±1œ- ¤ ◊̋√√ ¸±Ó¬È¬± Œ‡˘1 fl¡Ô± Œfl¡±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
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1.1.2.2 ¬ı—˙ –
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ≈̧- ‘̇—‡ø˘Ó¬ ¬ı—˙ ¬Û1•Û1± Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª±

˚± ˛̊º ¬Û”¬ı«1 ˝√√±˘±˘œ 1±Ê√…1 1Ê√±, Î¬±-Î¬±„√√1œ ˛̊± ◊̋√√ Œ√˙1 õ∂øÓ¬ √±ø ˛̊Q ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1± ¤Àfl¡±
¤Àfl¡±Ê√Ú Ú±˚˛fl¡ ¬ı± ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±Ê√Ú ˜”˘ ¬ı…øMê√1 ¬Û1±˝◊√√ ¤˝◊√√ ¬ı—˙À¬ı±11 ¸‘ø©Ü ¬ı≈ø˘
¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ̃ ±øÚ ’ √̋√± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ø¬ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸±√ 1±ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ∆‰¬Ò…È¬±
¬ı—˙1 fl¡Ô± Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬›“ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ ëëÓ¬±Ó¬ ≈̃fl≈¡Ó¬±1Ê√±, ˜±øÌfl¡ 1Ê√± ’±ø√ fl¡ø1
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ∆‰¬Ò…È¬± ¬ı—˙1 ¬ıU 1Ê√± ◊̋√√ 1±Ê√Q fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ ºíí [√±¸ 1124] ’ªÀ˙… Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
fl¡Â√±1œ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œÀÈ¬±1 ”̃̆ ÀÓ¬ ¬ı—˙ ∆‰¬Ò…È¬± ˚ø√› ¸˜ ˛̊1 ø¬ıªÓ«¬ÚÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1
˘·Ó¬ Œ¬ıÀ˘· Œ¬ıÀ˘· Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¸ø˜˘ø˜˘1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¬ı—˙1
Ê√ij ∆˝√√ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú õ∂± ˛̊ øS˙È¬±Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

1.1.2.3 ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ ¬ı± “̧‰¬ –

Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ”̆  ∆‰¬Ò…È¬± ¬ı—˙1 õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬±À1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ‰¬±ø1È¬±Õfl¡ ̧ “‰¬ ¬ı±
¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘À¬ı±1 ¤Àfl¡È¬± ”̃̆  ¬ı—˙1 ¬Û1± ‘̧ø©Ü Œ˝√√±ª±1
¬ı±À¬ı ¤È¬± ¬ı—˙1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘À¬ı±1 1Mê√Ê√±Ó¬ ̧ •Ûfl«¡À1 ̧ •Ûøfl«¡Ó¬º Œ¸ ◊̋√√¬ı±À¬ı ¤Àfl¡È¬±
¬ı—˙1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ ‰¬±ø1È¬±1 ̧ øÓ¬ ̧ ôL±Ú1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ∆¬ı¬ı±ø˝√√fl¡ ̧ •§g ’øÓ¬ fl¡ÀÍ¬±1ˆ¬±Àª
’Ó¬œÊ√À1 ¬Û1± øÚø ∏̄X ∆˝√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ¬ı—˙1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¬ı± ¬ı…øMê√1 ˚ø√ ‘̃Ó≈¬… ˝√√ ˛̊ ŒÓ¬ÀôL
:±Ó¬ ’ª¶ö±Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ı—˙1 õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡Ê√Ú ¸√¸… ◊̋√√ øÚø«√©Ü ¸˜ ˛̊ Î¬◊¬Û¬ı±À¸ Ô±øfl¡¬ı ˘±À·º
¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÀÚ± ¤ ◊̋√√ 1œøÓ¬ ̧ ≈̇ ‘—‡ø˘Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1 ’˝√√± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤˙Ó¬Õfl¡› ’øÒfl¡ “̧‰¬ ¬ı± ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º

1.1.3 ’±Rœ ˛̊ fl≈¡È≈¬˜ –
Ê√ij ”̧ÀS ’±1n∏ ∆¬ı¬ı±ø √̋√fl¡ ̧ ”ÀS Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ̧ •§g ¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬

˝√√ ˛̊º ¤ ◊̋√√ ≈√ ◊̋√√ ̧ •§g1 ’±›“Ó¬±Ó¬ ¬Û1± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ◊̋√√ ’±Rœ ˛̊ fl≈¡È≈¬˜ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ ̋ √√ ˛̊º
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ¤ ◊̋√√ ̧ •§g1 ̧ ”SÎ¬±˘ ¬ı1 √œ‚˘œ˚̨±º ¤›“À˘±fl¡1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ √œ‚˘œ˚̨±
¬ı—˙ ¬Û1•Û1±Àfl¡± øÚfl¡È¬ ’±Rœ ˛̊ ¬ı≈ø˘ Ò1± ̋ √√̊ ˛º ¤Àfl¡ ¬ı—˙1 ¬ı± ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ∆¬ı¬ı±ø √̋√fl¡
¸•§g ø˚√À1 øÚø ∏̄X, ŒÓ¬ÀÚ√À1 ¤ ◊̋√√ ≈√ ◊̋√√ õ∂fl¡±11 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¸•§gÀ1 ¬ı±g Œ‡±ª±¸fl¡˘1
Î¬◊M√√1 ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± ø¬ı ˛̊±-¬ı±1n∏ øÚø ∏̄Xº

¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˙±U, ˙U1, ¬ı1Ê√Ú± ’±ø√1 ’±·Ó¬ Œ¬ı±ª±1œÀ˚̨Àfl¡ ¸ij±Ú Ê√Ú± ◊̋√√ øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú øÚ˚̨˜
¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚̨º ¤ÀÚ øÚ˚̨˜1 ø ¬̂Ó¬1Ó¬ ¬̂± ◊̋√√À¬ı±ª±1œÀ˚̨Àfl¡ ¬ı1Ê√Ú±fl¡1 ˘·Ó¬ fl¡Ô± ¬ı±M«√√±
Ú±¬Û±ÀÓ¬º õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Ú √̋√íÀ˘ ˘í1±-ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ1 √̋√Ó≈¬ª± ◊̋√√ fl¡Ô±-¬ı±Ó«¬± Œfl¡±ª±˚̨º ŒÊ√̇ ±U ¬ı± ¬ı1Ê√Ú±1
˘·Ó¬ ̧ ≈̃‡±-¸ ≈̃ø‡Õfl¡ ¬ı √̋√±1 øÚ˚̨˜ Ú± ◊̋√√º [Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ 156] ’ªÀ˙… ̧ ˜˚̨1 ¬Ûø1¬ıÓ«¬Ú1 ̆ À·
˘À· Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬ øfl¡Â≈√ ø˙øÔ˘ ∆ √̋√ ¬Û1± Œ√‡± ∆·ÀÂ√º
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1.1.4 ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö± –
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ1 ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö± ’Ó¬œÊ√À1 ¬Û1± ø¬ÛÓ‘¬õ∂Ò±Úº ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ŒÊ√…á¬

¬ı± õ∂Ò±Ú ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏Ê√ÀÚ ◊̋√√ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ÀÈ¬±1 ≈̃1¬ııœº Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ŒÊ√…á¬ ¬ı± õ∂Ò±Ú ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏Ê√Ú1 øÚÀ«√˙Ó¬
¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ¸fl¡À˘± fl¡±˜-fl¡±Ê√ ¬Ûø1‰¬±ø˘Ó¬ ˝√√ ˛̊º ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ’±ˆ¬…ôL1œÌ ¸fl¡À˘± fl¡±˜-
fl¡±Ê√1 &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ø¸X±ôL ¸ ”̃̋ √√ õ∂Ò±Ú ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏Ê√Ú1 ˜ÀÓ¬ ·‘̋ √√œÓ¬ ˝√√ ˛̊º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡
ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡ «̃ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“Àª ◊̋√√ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘fl¡ õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡À1º ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ¸fl¡À˘± ¸√¸… ◊̋√√
ŒÊ√…á¬ ¬ı± õ∂Ò±Ú ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏Ê√Úfl¡ ¸fl¡À˘±À¬ı±1 ø√˙Ó¬ ¸˝√√± ˛̊ ¸˝√√À˚±ø·Ó¬± ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ˛̊ ’±1n∏
ŒÓ¬›“1 øÚÀ«√˙fl¡ |X±¸˝√√fl¡±À1 ¬ı± ¸ij±ÀÚÀ1 ˜±øÚ ‰¬À˘º

ø¬ÛÓ‘¬ õ∂Ò±Ú ̧ ˜±Ê√ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ‚1n∏ª± ̧ ±-¸•ÛøM√√1 ’øÒfl¡±1œ
ø¬ÛÓ‘¬1 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬ ¬Û≈S ̧ ôL±Ú ̋ √√ ˛̊º ø¬ı¬ı±ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡Ú…± ̧ ôL±ÀÚ ∆¬ÛøSfl¡ ̧ •ÛøM√√1 ’øÒfl¡±1 Ú±¬Û± ˛̊
¬ı± ¸•ÛøM√√1 ’øÒfl¡±1 √±¬ıœ fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º ’øÒfl¡ ¬Û≈S ¸ôL±Ú Ô±øfl¡À˘ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸±-¸•ÛøM√√ ¸˜±ÀÚ ˆ¬·± ◊̋√√ ø√ ˛̊± ˝√√ ˛̊º

Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ’±ˆ¬…ôL1œÌ ø√̇ 1 ˜±˜˘± Œ˜±fl¡«√̃ ± ’±ø√Ó¬
fl¡È«¬-fl¡±Â√±1œ1 √̋√ô¶Àé¬¬Û Œ √̋√±ª±ÀÈ¬± fl¡±˜Ú± Úfl¡À1º Œ¸À˚̨À √̋√ Ú±˜‚1Ó¬ ·±“ª1 Œ˜˘ Œ˜±fl¡«√̃ ±
’±ø√1 ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡1± ̋ √√̊  ̨’±1n∏ Œ¸ ◊̋√√̃ ÀÓ¬ ̇ ±øô¶› õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ ’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ &1n∏Ó¬1 ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ±
’¬Û1±Ò1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤‚1œ˚̨± fl¡1± ¬ı± ‡≈øÈ¬˜1± õ∂Ô±› õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º

·ÌÓ¬±øLafl¡ ¬ı…ª¶ö± ’Ú≈¸ø1À˚˛˝◊√√ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√ ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘Ú±1 ¬ı±À¬ı
õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√Úœ ˛̊ ¬Û√1 ¬ı…øMê√¸fl¡˘fl¡ øÚ¬ı«±‰¬Ú fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª± ˝√√ ˛̊º õ∂øÓ¬¬ıÂ√11 ¬Ûø˝√√˘± ¬ı˝√√±·Ó¬
·±“ª1 Ú±˜‚1Ó¬ ·¤û± 1± ◊̋√√Ê√ ¤fl¡øSÓ¬ ∆˝√√ ¬ıÂ√1ÀÈ¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û√¬ıœÒ±1œ ¬ı…øMê√¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¬ı±Â√øÚ
fl¡ø1 ̆ ˚̨º ̧ ˆ¬±1 ø¸X±ôL ’Ú≈̧ ø1 √±ø˚̨Q Œ¬Û±ª±¸fl¡À˘ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ øÚÊ√1 ¬Û±˘Úœ˚̨ fl¡Ó«¬¬ı…¸ ”̋̃ √√

≈̧‰¬±1n∏1+À¬Û ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡À1º
1.1.5 ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ú±1œ1 ¶ö±Ú –

Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘ ≈̃‡…Ó¬– ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ õ∂Ò±Ú ˚ø√› Ú±1œ1 ¶ö±Ú ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˚ÀÔ©Ü
Î¬◊2‰¬º ‚1n∏ª± fl¡±˜-fl¡±Ê√1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ Ò˜œ«̊ ˛, ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡, 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡, ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ’±ø√ ̧ fl¡À˘±
ŒéSÀÓ¬ ̃ ø˝√√˘±¸fl¡À˘ ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 √À1 ◊̋√√ ’—˙ ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡À1º ‚1‡ÚÓ¬ ̃ ø˝√√˘±¸fl¡À˘ 1g±-¬ıÏ¬ˇ±
fl¡1±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ̧ ôL±Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬¬Û±˘Ú, Ó¬±“Ó¬À¬ı±ª±, ̋ √√±“̋ √√-¬Û±1, fl≈¡fl≈¡1± ·± √̋√ø1 ·1n∏ ’±ø√ Œ¬Û± √̋√±,
Ò±Ú ˜1±, ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ¸fl¡À˘±Àfl¡ Œ‰¬±ª±-ø‰¬Ó¬± fl¡1± ’±ø√ ‚11 øˆ¬Ó¬11 ¤˙ ¤¬ı≈ø1 fl¡±˜1
Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ‚11 ¬ı±ø˝√√1Ó¬ ˆ¬≈“̋ ◊√√ Œ1±ª±, Ò±Ú Œ√±ª±, ˜±Â√ Ò1± ’±ø√ fl¡± «̊À¬ı±1 ’øÓ¬ øÚ ˛̊±ø1Õfl¡
¸•Ûiß fl¡ø1 ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¸˝√√± ˛̊1 ˝√√±Ó¬ ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ˛̊º

’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø√˙ÀÓ¬± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ Ú±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± Ó¬±»¬Û «̊¬Û”Ì«º ·±“ª1
˜ø √̋√̆ ±¸fl¡À˘ ̋ √√±“̋ √√, ¬Û±1, Â√±·˘œ, ·± √̋√ø1 ’±ø√ ¬Û≈ø √̋√ Œ¸ ◊̋√√À¬ı±1 ø¬ıSêœ fl¡ø1 øÚÊ√1 õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√Úœ ˛̊
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¬ı˚̨ ¬ıd Sê˚̨ fl¡1±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ·‘̋ √√¶ö Ó¬Ô± ¬Ûø1˚̨±˘ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ˆ¬±Àª øfl¡Â≈√ ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ̋ √√íÀ˘›
¸fl¡± √̋√ ø√À˚̨º ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› Ó¬±“Ó¬ ”̧Ó¬ Œ¬ı±ª± fl¡È¬±Ó¬ ’øÓ¬ ¬Û±·«Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ˜ø √̋√̆ ±¸fl¡À˘
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œ‰¬À˘—, ·±À˜±‰¬±, ø1 √̋√±, Œ˜À‡˘±-‰¬±√1 ’±ø√ ≈̧µ1ˆ¬±À¬ı ‚1ÀÓ¬ ∆¬ı Œ¸ ◊̋√√̧ ”̃̋ √√
Ú·1±=˘Ó¬ ø¬ıSêœ fl¡ø1 ‚1‡Ú ¶§±ª˘•§œ Œ √̋√±ª±Ó¬ ̧ √̋√±˚̨ fl¡ø1 ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ¬ıÓ«¬̃ ±ÀÚ ¤ ◊̋√√ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1
˜ø √̋√̆ ±¸fl¡À˘ ø˙é¬± √œé¬±À1 ¬Ûø1¬Û≈©Ü ∆ √̋√ ‰¬±fl¡ø1Ê√œªœ› Œ √̋√±ª± Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚̨º Œ¸À˚̨À √̋√ ‰¬±fl¡ø11
Ê√ø1˚̨ÀÓ¬› ˜ø √̋√̆ ±¸fl¡À˘ ‚1‡Úfl¡ Î¬◊iß̊ Į̀1 ø√̇ Ó¬ ’ø1 √̋√Ì± Œ˚±·±¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º

Ò˜œ«˚˛ Ó¬Ô± ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ˜ø˝√√˘±¸fl¡˘1 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡±
’¬Ûø1¸œ˜º ¬ı± ◊̋√√Ôí ¬Û”Ê√±1 ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ˜ø˝√√˘±¸fl¡À˘ ¤fl¡ &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± ˘ ˛̊º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1
’±˝◊√√ ¸¬ı±˝√√, Œ·±ø¬ÛÚœ ¸¬ı±˝√√, ’À¬Ûù´1œ ¸¬ı±˝√√ ’±ø√ Ò˜œ«˚˛ ’Ú≈á¬±Ú ¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ Ú±1œ1
¤fl¡À‰¬Ó¬œ ˛̊± ’øÒfl¡±1 Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º ø¬ı ˛̊±-¬ı±1n∏, Œfl“¡‰≈¬ª±fl¡ õ∂Ô˜ ¬ı±ø˝√√1 Œ√‡≈ª±,
ŒÓ¬±˘øÚ ø¬ı ˛̊±, ¸fl¡±˜ ’±ø√Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ˜ø˝√√˘±¸fl¡À˘ √À˘ ¬ıÀ˘ ’—˙ ¢∂˝√√Ì
fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ˚Ô±¸±Ò… ¸˝√√À˚±ø·Ó¬± ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ˛̊º

˚ÀÔ©Ü ¬Ûø1|˜œ ’±1n∏ fl¡˜«¬ÛÈ≈¬ ¤˝◊√√¸fl¡˘ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ Ú±1œ1 ¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÀÚ
1±Ê√ÚœøÓ¬1 ŒéS‡ÚÀÓ¬± õ∂À¬ı˙ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º ̊ ø√› Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú ø¬ÛÓ‘¬Ó¬±øLafl¡
õ∂ ”̆̃ …1¡Z±1± øÚ˚̨øLaÓ¬, Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û› øfl¡Â≈√ ̧ —‡…fl¡ ̃ ø √̋√̆ ± ◊̋√√ Œ˜˘-ø˜øÈ¬—, ̃ ø √̋√̆ ± ̧ ø˜øÓ¬, ¬Û=±˚̨Ó¬
¬ı…ª¶ö± ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√Ó¬ ’—˙ ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ›˘± ◊̋√√ ’˝√√± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ≈̃Í¬1 ›¬Û1Ó¬
‚1n∏ª± Ó¬Ô± ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ŒéSÀÓ¬± ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ¤·1±fl¡œ ̧ øSê ˛̊ ̧ √̧ …± ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û Œ¸ª± ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ◊̋√√
’ √̋√± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ Ú±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 √À1 ◊̋√√ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Î¬◊2‰¬ ¶ö±Ú ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1 ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º

1.1.6 Ò˜œ«̊ ˛ ¬ı…ª¶ö± –
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 Ò˜œ«̊ ˛ ¬ı…ª¶ö± ∆¬ıø‰S…¬Û”Ì«¬º ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ’±Î¬◊øÚ’±È¬œ

¸S1 ø˙ ∏̄…1+À¬Û Ò «̃±‰¬1Ì fl¡1±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1 ’˝√√± øfl¡1±Ó¬
Ò «̃±Ú≈á¬±ÚÀfl¡± ̧ ˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ√À1 Ò˜œ«̊ ˛ ¬ı…ª¶ö±Ó¬ ∆¬ı¯ûª Ò «̃1
˘·ÀÓ¬ ˙±Mê√ Ò «̃1 ’±‰¬1Ìø¬ıøÒ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1 ’˝√√±ÀÈ¬± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸˜±Ê√1 ¤fl¡
˘é¬Ìœ ˛̊ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Qº ˙ø√ ˛̊±1 ‰¬±ø1˙±˘ Œ·±“̧ ±Úœ, √øé¬Ì1 ∆‰¬À‡±ª±, ‰¬˘±1 Œfl“¡‰¬± ◊̋√√‡±Ó¬œ
¬ı1 ¬ı±ÀÔÃ ˜øµ1, ·Ê√± ◊̋√√  ˙±˘ ¬ı± Ô±Ú ’±ø√À ˛̊̋ ◊√√ ◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 øÚ√ «̇Ú 1±ø‡ ∆ÔÀÂ√º Ó¬±À1±¬Ûø1
¶ö±Ú ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√ ø¬ıÀ˙À ∏̄ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ¸1·À√Î¬◊ [ ◊̋√√f¬Û”Ê√±] , ‚À1
‚À1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Û”Ê√±-¬Û±Ó¬˘, Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÓ¬ ¬ıø˘ ø¬ıÒ±ÀÚ± ’±ÀÂ√º [≈√ª1± 142] ¤ÀÚ√À1
Ó¬±øNfl¡ ø√̇ 1 ¬Û1± ∆¬ı¬Û1œÓ¬…¬Û”Ì« ≈√È¬± Ò «̃ SêÀ˜ ̇ ±Mê√ ’±1n∏ ∆¬ı¯ûª Ò «̃1 ’±‰¬1Ìø¬ıøÒ ¬Û±˘Ú1
Ê√ø1˚̨ÀÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ Ò˜œ«̊  ̨ Œˆ¬√±Àˆ¬√fl¡ ¸•Û”Ì«1+À¬Û Ú¸…±» fl¡ø1 Ò˜œ«̊ ˛
¤fl¡Ó¬±1 ¤fl¡ ø¬ı1˘ øÚ√̇ «Ú √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ̃ ”̆  ¬Û”Ê√±
¬Û±¬ı«Ì¸ ”̋̃ √√ ̋ √√í˘ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1ñ [1] ‡Ëœ— ‡Ëœ— ¬ı± ◊̋√√Ôí ¬Û”Ê√± [2] ¬ı±‚À√Î¬◊ ¬Û”Ê√± [3] ·±øÓ¬ø·ø1
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¬Û”Ê√± [4] ·Ê√± ◊̋√√ ¬Û”Ê√± [5] ¸1·À√Î¬◊ ¬Û”Ê√± [6] Ê√̆ ‡± ◊̋√√ ¬Û”Ê√± [7] fl¡˘±‰¬±˜Ú ¬Û”Ê√± [8]
1„√√±‰¬±˜Ú ¬Û”Ê√± [9] ¬ı1‰¬±˜Ú ¬Û”Ê√± [10] ‡Sœ˚̨ ¬Û”Ê√± [11] ø‡Úˆ¬„√√± ¬Û”Ê√± [13] √±Ó¬
ø‰¬ø˘‚ ¬Û”Ê√± [14] Œ·±fl¡±ø˘fl¡± ¬Û”Ê√± [15] ¬ı≈Ï¬̌±-¬ı≈Ï¬̌œ1 ¬Û”Ê√± [16] ¬ıø˘˚̨±¬ı±¬ı± ¬Û”Ê√± [17]
Œfl“¡‰¬± ◊̋√√‡±Ó¬œ ¬Û”Ê√± [18] fl¡ø˘’± ◊̋√√ Ô±Ú ¬Û”Ê√±º [¬ı1± 458]

’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ1 ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚÓ¬ ≈√Ê√Ú Ò˜œ«̊  ̨&1n∏1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª ’Ú¶§œfl¡± «̊º
¤ ◊̋√√ ≈√Ê√Ú ˝√√í˘ ·Ê√± ◊̋√√ &1n∏ ’±1n∏ Œfl¡˙ªÀ√ª Œ·“±¸± ◊̋√√º ¤ ◊̋√√ ≈√Ê√Ú ¬ı…øMê√ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ√ªÓ¬±1 √À1 ◊̋√√ ¬Û”Ê√… ’±1n∏ ¤1±¬ı ŒÚ±ª±1±Õfl¡ ¸•Û‘Mê√ ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º ·Ê√± ◊̋√√ &1n∏
Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œÀÈ¬±1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ø √̋√Ó¬±fl¡±∫œ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û Ê√Ú¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√Ú|n∏øÓ¬1 1+¬ÛÓ¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬
∆ √̋√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ë˙ø√̊ ˛±1 ¬ı≈1?œÀ ˛̊ ·Ê√± ◊̋√√ &1n∏1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ¤ÀÚ√À1 Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ ëë √̋√±Ê√±1
fl¡±Â√±1œ1 √̆ ÀÈ¬±1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ·Ê√± ◊̋√√ Ú±˜1 ¤ÊÚ &1n∏ ’±ø √̋√øÂ√̆ º ¤ ◊̋√√ &1n∏Ê√Ú1 ¬ı±fl¡… fl¡√±ø‰¬ÀÓ¬±
ø¬ıÙ¬˘ ÚÕ˝√√øÂ√˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ qøÚ¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º [¬ıÏ¬ˇ±À·±˝√√±“̋ ◊√√ 21]  ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ˙—fl¡1À√ª
õ∂¬ıøM«√√Ó¬ ¤fl¡˙1Ì ÚªÕ¬ı¯ûª Ò «̃fl¡ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ fl¡1± ◊̋√√ ø√̊ ˛±1
˘·ÀÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ Ò «̃Ó¬ √œøé¬Ó¬ fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 Ò˜œ«̊ ˛ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˜±S± õ∂√±Ú fl¡1±
¬ı…øMê√Ê√Ú ˝√√í˘ Œfl¡˙ªÀ√¬ı Œ·±“̧ ± ◊̋√√º

1.1.7 Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±Ú –
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ÿ¬Ó≈¬, ̃ ± √̋√, ø√Ú, fl¡±˘ ’±ø√1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ̧ ±˜?¸… 1±ø‡ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘

¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±Ú ’±ø√ ’ÚÚ… 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Î¬◊ƒ√˚±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º
¸˜±Ê√1 ¸fl¡À˘± Œ˘±Àfl¡˝◊√√ ¤fl¡øSÓ¬ ∆˝√√ ’±Úµ Î¬◊~±¸1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÓ¬
’—˙¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡À1º ∆√ÚøµÚ ¬ı…ô¶¬Û”Ì« fl¡ «̃Ê√œªÚ1 ¬Û1± é¬øÌfl¡ ̧ ˜ ˛̊ Î¬◊ø˘ ˛̊± ◊̋√√ Œ‡±ª±-Œ¬ı±ª±,
1—-Ó¬±˜±‰¬±, Ú‘Ó¬…-·œÓ¬, Œ‡˘-ŒÒ˜±ø˘ ’±ø√1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ̧ ˜±ÀÊ√ Î¬◊»¸ª
’Ú≈á¬±Ú¸˜”˝√√ ’±À˚˛±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±Ú¸˜”˝√√ õ∂±À˚˛ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬
¸•Ûøfl«¡Ó¬º Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ¬ıí˝√√±· ø¬ıU, ˜±‚ ø¬ıU, fl¡±øÓ¬ ø¬ıU, Œ·±Â√À˘±ª±,
˝√√±Î¬◊1œ Œ˘±ª±, ̆ ø‡˜œ ’Ú±, Ú±„√√˘ÀÓ¬±˘±, Ú-Œ‡±ª± ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Î¬◊»¸ª ¬ıÂ√11 øˆ¬Ú øˆ¬Ú
Ÿ¬Ó≈¬Ó¬ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡À1º ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ¬ı±˚̨Ôí ¬Û”Ê√±, ̧ 1·À√Î¬◊ ¬Û”Ê√±, ̆ ø‡˜œ ̧ ¬ı± √̋√, ’±˚̨≈ÀÓ¬±˘±
õ∂Ô±, ŒÓ¬±˘Úœ ø¬ı ˛̊± ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’Ú≈á¬±Ú ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬À1 ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡À1º
Î¬◊»¸ª-’Ú≈á¬±Ú1 ¸˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˝√√± ◊̋√√√±— Ú‘Ó¬…, ¬ıUª± Ú‘Ó¬…, ˝√√¢∂±
Ú‘Ó¬…, Ù≈¬˘Àfl“¡±ª1 ˜øÌÀfl¡±“ª11 ·œÓ¬ ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ú‘Ó¬…-·œÓ¬À1± ¬ÛÀ ˛̊±ˆ¬1 Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º
Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±Ú1 ˘·Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú‘Ó¬…-·œÓ¬-˜±Ó¬ ’±ø√À ˛̊ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ¸˜±Ê√fl¡ õ∂±ÌªôL fl¡ø1
1‡±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡ ˜ÚÀ1± Î¬◊̃ ±Ú ø√À ˛̊º

1.1.8 ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤Àfl¡ ¬ı—˙ ’±1n∏ ¤Àfl¡ ¬Ûø1˚̨±˘1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ∆¬ı¬ı±ø √̋√fl¡ ̧ •§g
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Œfl¡øÓ¬˚̨±› ¶ö±¬ÛÚ √̋√í¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º Œ¸À˚̨À √̋√ ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ √̋√íÀ˘ ¤ÀÚ ¸•§gÊ√±Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡fl¡
¸˜±Ê√1 ¬Û1± ¤‚1œ˚̨± fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ ∆¬ı¬ı±ø √̋√fl¡ ̧ •§g1 ŒéSÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ̧ ˜±Ê√ ¬ı1 fl¡È¬fl¡È¬œ˚̨±º
ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√ ̧ ±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√̧ fl¡˘ Œ˘±fl¡1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ Â√̊  ̨õ∂fl¡±À1 ̧ ±øÒÓ¬ ̋ √√̊ º̨ [1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ 142] ñ
[1] ŒÚ±ª± ◊̋√√ ŒÒ±ª± ◊̋√√ ø√̊ ±̨ ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√ ’Ô«±» ¬ı1 ø¬ı˚̨± [2] Œ √̋√±˜¬Û≈ø1 fl¡1± ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√ ’Ô«±» õ∂Ê√±¬ÛÓ¬…
ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√ [3] ·g¬ı« õ∂Ô±˜ÀÓ¬ Œ √̋√±ª± ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√ [4] ¬Û ≈̆ª± ◊̋√√ øÚ˚̨± ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√ [5] ’± ≈̧ø1fl¡ ø¬ı˚̨± ’±1n∏
[6] ’Ú≈©Ü≈¬Ûœ˚̨± ¬ı± 1ˆ¬± ¸1fl¡± ◊̋√√ ø√̊ ±̨ ø¬ı˚̨±º

’ªÀ˙… ̧ ˜ ˛̊1 ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú1 ̆ À· ̆ À· Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’Ú… ̧ •x√± ˛̊1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬
∆¬ı¬ı±ø˝√√fl¡ ¸•Ûfl«¡ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î¬◊Í¬± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º

1.1.9 ‡±√…±ˆ¬±¸ –
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ øÚ1±ø˜ ∏̄ ’± √̋√±1Ó¬Õfl¡ ’±ø˜ ∏̄ ’± √̋√±11 õ∂øÓ¬À √̋√ ’Ó¬…±øÒfl¡

’±¢∂˝√√ Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º ’ªÀ˙… ŒÓ¬˘ ˜Â√˘± ≈̊Mê√ ‡±√…1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ¤›“À˘±fl¡1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ fl¡˜º
˜±Â√1 ø¬ıø¬ıÒ ¬ı…?Ú ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ ¬ı±“̋ √√ ·±Ê√1 ¬Û1± ∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1œ ¬Ûfl¡± ‡ø1‰¬±, qfl¡±Ú ‡ø1‰¬± ’±ø√1
∆¸ÀÓ¬ 1g± ̃ ±Â√1 ¬ı…?Ú Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ’øÓ¬Àfl¡ øõ∂̊ º̨ qfl¡øÓ¬˜±Â√1 Ê√Úøõ∂̊ Ǫ́¬±›
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ̃ Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊±º ‡1±ø˘ ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ·±“ª1 1± ◊̋√√Ê√ ̆ · ∆ √̋√ ›‰¬11
∆Ú, ø¬ı˘, ’±ø√Ó¬ ¬Û˘˝√√ ¬ı± ◊̋√√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ˜±Â√ ÒÀ1º ◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1 Œ‰¬¬Û±, Œ‡±fl¡±, Ê≈√ ≈̆øfl¡ ¬ı± ◊̋√√
·± ◊̋√√&È¬œ ˛̊±ˆ¬±Àª› ˜±Â√ ÒÀ1º Œfl¡±À√± ŒÈ¬±¬Û, ’±˜1ø˘ ¬Û1n∏ª±1 ŒÈ¬±¬Û, ¬ı1˘1 ŒÈ¬±¬Û, ≈̃·±
Œ˘È¬±, Œfl¡Àfl¡±1±, fl≈¡‰¬œ ˛̊± ’±ø√ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ‡±√…±ˆ¬±¸1 ¤fl¡ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ’—·º Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
fl¡Â√±1œ1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı±1œ1 ø¬ıø¬ıÒ ̇ ±fl¡ ¬Û±‰¬ø˘1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ̃ ±øÚ ≈̃øÚ, Œ˜‰¬±øfl¡, Œ˜ÀÊ√„√√±, Œ‰¬—˜1±,
¬Û±Úœfl¡˘À˜Ã1 ’±·, ¸1n∏ Œ˜ÀÈ¬fl¡±1 Ù≈¬˘ ’±ø√ ø¬ıø¬ıÒø1 ¬ıÚ˙±fl¡1 õ∂‰¬˘Ú ’±ÀÂ√º

Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ̆ ±›¬Û±Úœ1 ¬ı…±¬Ûfl¡1+¬ÛÓ¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚̨º Ò˜œ«̊ ˛
’±1n∏ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√+Ó¬ ¬Û±Úœ˚̨fl¡ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ëŒÊ√Ãí ¬ı± ˘±›¬Û±Úœ Œ¬ı±À˘º ¤ ◊̋√√
ëŒÊ√Ãí ¬ı± ˘±›¬Û±Úœfl¡ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ’Ó¬…ôL ¬ÛøªS :±Ú fl¡À1º

1.2. ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± –
’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê√±øÓ¬ ˆ¬±1Ó¬¬ı ∏̄«1 ø¬ı˙±˘ ˆ¬”‡GÓ¬ ¶§fl¡œ˚̨ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…À1 ˜ø √̋√̃ ±˜øGÓ¬ ¤È¬±

Œõ∂±7¡¡¡˘ ÚéS1 √À1º ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ’Ú¬ı√… ’ª√±ÀÚÀ1 ¬Ûø1¬Û”Ì« ’¸˜1 ¬ıÌ«±Ï¬…
¸ˆ¬…Ó¬± ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬À˚̨ ̧ ˜¢∂ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬¬ı ∏̄«fl¡ ̊ ≈À· ̊ ≈À· ‹ù´ «̇̊ ±˘œ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º ’Ó¬œÊ√À1 ¬Û1± ◊̋√√
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ̃ ±Ú≈À √̋√ ’±ø √̋√ ’¸˜ˆ¬”ø˜Ó¬ ¬ı¸øÓ¬ ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜˚̨1 ̆ À· ̆ À·
¤ ◊̋√√ ̂ ¬”‡G1 ¬ı±˚̨≈-¬Û±Úœ1 ̆ ·Ó¬ øÚÊ√Àfl¡ ø¬ı˘œÚ fl¡ø1 ø√ ¬ı‘̋ √√» ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ ’ø1 √̋√Ì±
’±·¬ıÏ¬̌± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ√À1 øÚÊ√Àfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê√±øÓ¬-¸N± ̧ ‘ø©ÜÓ¬ ’ø1 √̋√Ì± Œ˚±À·±ª± Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1
øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ øÓ¬¬ııÓ¬ ¬ı˜œ«̊  ̨̂ ¬± ∏̄± ¬Ûø1˚̨±˘1 ̃ —À·±˘œ˚̨ ̃ ”̆ 1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘ ’Ú…Ó¬˜º

Î¬◊À~‡Úœ ˛̊ Œ˚ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬ ø˚À˝√√Ó≈¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤È¬± øÚø«√©Ü Ê√±øÓ¬ ¬ı± Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1
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Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú1 øˆ¬øM√√Ó¬ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î¬◊Í¬± Ú± ◊̋√√, Œ¸À ˛̊À˝√√ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÚÀÈ¬± Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú
fl¡±1 Œ¸ ◊̋√√ÀÈ¬± ¸øÍ¬fl¡ˆ¬±Àª øÚ1+¬ÛÌ fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ¬ı1 ¸˝√√Ê√¸±Ò… Ú˝√√ ˛̊º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘ ˜—À·±˘œ ˛̊ Œ·±á¬œ1 ¬ı‘̋ √√» ¬ıÀÎ¬ˇ± ˙±‡±1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ Œ˝√√±ª± Œ˝√√Ó≈¬Àfl¡
’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ ¬ıÀÎ¬ˇ± ”̃̆ œ ˛̊ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ”̃̆  ¬ıÀÎ¬ˇ± Œ·±á¬œÀÈ¬±1 ¬ıUÒ±
ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ ̂ ¬±·¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ̧ ±˜ø¢∂fl¡ ’ª√±ÚÀfl¡± ¤ ◊̋√√ ŒéSÓ¬ Ú≈̋ ◊√√ fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º øfl¡ ˛̊ÀÚ± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
Ê√±øÓ¬ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ø˜|ÀÌÀ1 ̧ —ø˜ø|Ó¬ ∆˝√√À˝√√ ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊± ’±1n∏ ¬ıøÌ«̆  Ê√±øÓ¬
ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬ÀÈ¬±Àª ¬Û”Ì«Ó¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ¬ı1Àˆ¬“øÈ¬ øÚ «̃±Ì fl¡ø1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬¸N± ·Í¬ÚÓ¬
’±Ú ’±Ú Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 √À1 ¸˜±ÀÚ ◊̋√√ ¬ı1„√√øÌ ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ◊̋√√ ’˝√√± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1
’ª√±Ú1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ’±ø˜ ø¬ı ˛̊±-¬ı±1n∏, ¸±Ê√-¬Û±1, ‡±√…±ˆ¬±¸, Ò «̃-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬, ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
ø√˙1 ’±˘˜Ó¬ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1“±º

ø¬ı ˛̊±-¬ı±1n∏1 ŒéSÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘ ø˚˜±Ú 1é¬Ì˙œ˘ ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ ø¸˜±Ú
Î¬◊√±À1±º øÚÊ√ ¬ı—˙ ¬ı± ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø¬ı ˛̊±-¬ı±1n∏ ¸•Û”Ì« øÚø ∏̄X, øfl¡c ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘
’¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ ̊ ≈ªfl¡- ≈̊ªÓ¬œÀfl¡± ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√1 ¬ı±Àg±ÀÚÀ1 ¬ı±g Œ‡±ª± ◊̋√√ ̧ ≈¶ö ̧ ˜±Ê√ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ’ø1 √̋√Ì± Œ˚±·± ◊̋√√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ø√ ’±À √̋√±˜¸fl¡À˘ ’¸˜Õ˘ ’±À √̋√±ÀÓ¬
˘·Ó¬ øÓ¬À1±Ó¬± ∆˘ ’˝√√± Ú±øÂ√˘º ¬ı≈1?œÓ¬ õ∂±5 Ó¬Ô… ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ëë¬Û”À¬ı« ’±À˝√√“±ÀÓ¬ øÓ¬À1±Ó¬±
’˝√√± Ú± ◊̋√√º ¤øÓ¬ ˛̊±À˝√√ øÓ¬À1±Ó¬± ˝√√í˘º [ˆ¬”¤û± 24]  ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ’±À˝√√±˜1 ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏̧ fl¡À˘
’¸˜1 ’øÒ¬ı±¸œ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡ø1 ’˝√√± ‰≈¬Ó¬œ ˛̊±, ¬ı1±˝√√œ, ˜È¬fl¡, fl¡Â√±1œ ’±ø√ øˆ¬Ú
øˆ¬Ú Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 fl¡Ú…±1 ˘·Ó¬ ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√ ¬Û±˙Ó¬ ’±¬ıX ∆˝√√ ≈̧‘√Ï¬ˇ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏
¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 Œˆ¬“øÈ¬ ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ’Ú…±Ú… Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 √À1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘
øÚÊ√ fl¡Ú…±fl¡ ’±À˝√√±˜ ¸fl¡˘Õ˘ ø¬ı ˛̊± ø√ øÚÊ√1 ˜˝√√±Ú≈̂ ¬ªÓ¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ø√ ˛̊±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ¬ı‘̋ √√»
’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÀÓ¬± Î¬◊√±1Ó¬±À1 ’ø1˝√√Ì± ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ◊̋√√øÂ√˘º

¸±Ê√-Œ¬Û±Â√±Àfl¡ ◊̋√√ ¸¬ı« ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊ Œõ∂é¬±¬ÛÈ¬Ó¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ˜ø˝√√˘±1 ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ¬Ûø1‰¬± ˛̊fl¡º
¤ ◊̋√√ ¸±Ê√-Œ¬Û±Â√±fl¡ √̋√í˘ ¬Û±È¬, ≈̃·±, ¤øÎ¬̌ fl¡¬Û± √̋√œ ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß  ”̧Ó¬±À1 ∆Ó¬˚̨±1œ Œ˜À‡˘±-
‰¬±√1, ø1 √̋√±, Œ‰¬À˘— ’±øº√ ¤ ◊̋√√ ̧ ±Ê√ Œ¬Û±Â√±fl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ˜±Ê√Õ˘ ̃ —À·±˘œ˚̨¸fl¡˘1 ’ª√±Úº
˜—À·±˘œ˚̨ Œ·±á¬œ1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ˜ø √̋√̆ ±¸fl¡˘ Œ¬ı±ª±-fl¡È¬±Ó¬ ’øÓ¬ ¬Û±Õfl¡Ó¬ ’±1n∏
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ̃ ø √̋√̆ ±¸fl¡À˘ ¬Û±È¬, ̃ ≈·±, ¤øÎ¬̌ ’±1n∏ fl¡¬Û± √̋√œ fl¡±À¬Û±11 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß 1„√√-ø¬ı1„√√œ Œ˜À‡˘±
‰¬±√1 ¬Ûø1Ò±Ú fl¡À1º ¬Û±È¬- ≈̃·±1 Œ˜À‡˘±-‰¬±√1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±11 ŒéSÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ̃ ø √̋√̆ ±
¸fl¡˘1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª ¬Û1± ¬ı≈ø˘ Ò±1Ì± fl¡1±1 fl¡±1ÌÀÈ¬± √̋√í˘ ”̆̃  ¬ıÀÎ¬̌± ∆Ù¬√1 ’Ú…±Ú… Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1
˜ø √̋√̆ ±¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø1 √̋√± Œ˜À‡˘± ‰¬±√1 ’±ø√1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡˜º

‡±√…±ˆ¬±¸1 ŒéSÀÓ¬± ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª Ôfl¡±
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¬ı≈ø˘ ˆ¬±øª¬ı1 Ô˘ ÚÔfl¡± Ú˝√√ ˛̊º Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ¸fl¡À˘ õ∂‰≈¬1 ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ˜±Â√ -˜±—¸ ¢∂˝√√Ì
fl¡À1º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ¬ı±“̋ √√·±Ê√1 ¬Û1± ∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 fl¡1± ¬Ûfl¡± ‡ø1‰¬±, qfl¡±Ú ‡ø1‰¬± ’±ø√1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ 1g±
˜±Â√1 ¬ı…?Ú ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ’Ó¬…ôL øõ∂ ˛̊º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± ̃ ±Â√-˜±—¸1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±11 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬
‡ø1Â√±À1 1g± ˜±Â√1 ˚ÀÔ©Ü ¸˜±√1 ’±ÀÂ√º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ˆ¬±1Ó¬¬ı ∏̄«1 ’Ú…±Ú… õ∂±ôLÓ¬ ¬ıË±p¡Ì
¸•x√± ˛̊1 Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ˜±Â√ ˜±—¸ ˆ¬é¬Ì1 ¬Û1± ø¬ı1Ó¬ Ôfl¡±1 ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ«¬ ’¸˜1 ¬ıË±p¡Ì
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˜±Â√-˜±—¸1 õ∂‰¬˘Ú ’±ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋√√ ŒéSÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œÀfl¡ Òø1 ’¸˜1
’Ú…±Ú… Ê√ÚÊ√±Ó¬œ˚̨ Œ˘±fl¡1 õ∂ˆ¬±ªfl¡ øÚ(˚̨ Ú≈̋ ◊√√ fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ŒÏ¬fl¡œ ˛̊±, ˜±øÚ ≈̃øÚ, Ú˘ÀÈ¬„√√±, fiÀÈ¬„√√±, ¬Û±Úœ fl¡˘À˜Ã1
’±·, ¸1n∏ Œ˜ÀÈ¬fl¡±1 Ù≈¬˘ ’±ø√ ø¬ıø¬ıÒ ¬ıÚ˙±fl¡1 õ∂‰¬˘Ú ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± ’±ÀÂ√º

Ò˜œ«̊  ̨ŒéSÓ¬ ¢∂ √̋√Ì ¬ıÊ«√Ú1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ø˚ Î¬◊√±1¬ÛLöœ ÚœøÓ¬
¢∂ √̋√Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  Ó¬±1 õ∂ˆ¬±Àª ¬ı‘̋ √√M√√1 ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬Ú1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¤fl¡ &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡±
¢∂̋ √√Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ∆¬ı¯ûª Ò «̃Ó¬ ’ôLˆ¬«≈Mê√ Œ √̋√±ª±1 ’±·Õ˘Àfl¡ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘ ∆˙ªÒ˜œ«
’±øÂ√̆ º 1616 ̇ fl¡Ó¬ ∆¬ı¯ûª ¬ÛLö±Õ˘ ’ √̋√±1 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡ ¤ √̋√±ÀÓ¬ Œ˚ÀÚÕfl¡ ̇ —fl¡1À√ª1
Ò «̃±√̇ «Ó¬ ’ôLˆ¬«”Mê√ ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ , ’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬ÀÚÕfl¡ ¬Û”¬ı« ¬Û1•Û1± ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ˙±Mê√ ¬ÛLö±À1 ∆˙ª
Ò «̃› ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ’±1n∏ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÀÚ› Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Î¬◊̂ ¬˚̨ õ∂Ô± ◊̋√√ Î¬◊√±1ˆ¬±Àª õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬
∆ √̋√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ√À1 Ò˜œ«̊  ̨ ø√̇ Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ∆˙ª ’±1n∏ ∆¬ı¯ûª Î¬◊̂ ¬˚̨
¬ÛLö±Àfl¡ ¢∂ √̋√Ì fl¡ø1 ø˚ Ò˜œ«̊  ̨¸ √̋√+√̊ Ǫ́¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ ø√ÀÂ√ Ó¬±1 õ∂ˆ¬±Àª ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê√±øÓ¬Àfl¡±
¤fl¡øSÓ¬ fl¡ø1 ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ≈̧¶ö Ò˜œ«̊  ̨¬ı±Ó¬±¬ı1Ì ‘̧ø©ÜÓ¬ ’ø1 √̋√Ì± Œ˚±·± ◊̋√√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º

¤ ◊̋√√̧ ”̋̃ √√ ø√̇ 1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 √̋√± ◊̋√√√±— ·œÓ¬, √̋√± ◊̋√√√±— Ú‘Ó¬…, ¬ıUª±
Ú‘Ó¬…, ̋ √√¢∂± Ú‘Ó¬…, ̧ ±Ò≈fl¡Ô± Ó¬Ô± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬¸ ”̋̃ √√ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… Ó¬Ô± Œ˘±fl¡ ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬1
¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ”̆̃ …¬ı±Ú ¸•Û√º ’¸˜œ˚̨± ø¬ıU·œÓ¬1 ”̆̃  ¶⁄©Ü± Œ˚ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘¸fl¡˘ Œ¸ ◊̋√√
ø¬ı ∏̄À˚̨ ø¬ı ≈̄û õ∂¸±√ 1±ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñ ëë’±Úøfl¡ Î¬◊Ê√øÚÀÓ¬± ˚íÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚̨±
ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ø¬ıqX õ∂‰¬˘Ú Ó¬±ÀÓ¬± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ fl¡í¬ı ëëÎ¬◊ø‰¬˜±Ú ¬Û˘˜ √̋√í˘ ’±À1±,
fl¡fl¡ ˚± ¤‡øÚ ’±ø¸˘—í ’±1n∏ ø¬ıU·œÓ¬1 &ø1˚̨±˘ÀÈ¬± ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ◊̋√√ºíí[√±¸ 1100]

’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ú±1œ1 ø˚ ¶ö±Ú Ó¬±Ó¬ øÓ¬¬ııÓ¬¬ı˜œ«̊  ̨Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ’ª√±Ú
’Ú¶§œfl¡± «̊º ’±ø˜ ¬Û”¬ı«ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ“√± Œ˚ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê√ ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏
õ∂Ò±Ú ˚ø√› ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ú±1œ1 ¶ö±ÀÚ± ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 ¸˜±ÀÚ ◊̋√√º 1±gÚœ ‚1Ó¬ 1g±-¬ıÏ¬̌± fl¡1±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1
Ò±Ú Œ√±ª±, Œ1±ª±, fl¡±À¬Û±1 Œ¬ı±ª±, ̃ ±Â√ ̃ 1± ’±ø√ ̧ fl¡À˘± fl¡±˜ÀÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ ̃ ø √̋√̆ ± ¬Û±·«Ó¬
’±1n∏ ˜ø √̋√̆ ±¸fl¡À˘ ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ŒéSÀÓ¬ ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏fl¡ ¸ √̋√±˚̨1 √̋√±Ó¬ ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌±˚̨º ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1›
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÀÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ Ú±1œÀ˚̨ ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 ¸˜±ÀÚ ◊̋√√ Î¬◊2‰¬ ’±¸Ú
˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1 ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ̂ ¬±1Ó¬¬ı ∏̄«1 ’Ú…±Ú… 1±Ê√…1 Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ú±1œÀ˚̨ ø˚ Î¬◊2‰¬
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¶ö±Ú ’±1n∏ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Ó¬±1 ”̆̃ ÀÓ¬ √̋√í˘ Œ¸˚̨± ’¸˜Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
fl¡Â√±1œ Ó¬Ô± ’Ú…±Ú… Ê√ÚÊ√±Ó¬œ˚̨ Œ˘±fl¡1 õ∂̂ ¬±¬ıº ¤ ◊̋√√̧ fl¡˘ ̧ √̋√Ê√-¸1˘ Ê√±ÚÊ√±Ó¬œ˚̨ Œ˘±fl¡1
õ∂ˆ¬±ªÀÓ¬ ’¸˜Ó¬ Œ˚ÃÓ≈¬fl¡ õ∂Ô± ◊̋√√ ·± fl¡ø1 Î¬◊øÍ¬¬ı ¬Û1± Ú± ◊̋√√º

2.0 ¬Ûø1¸˜±ø5
’¸˜Ó¬ 1±Ê√… ¬Û±øÓ¬ ˙±¸Ú fl¡1± ø‡˘?œ˚̨± ’øÒ¬ı±¸œ¸fl¡˘1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ √̋√í˘

Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘º ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê√±øÓ¬ ·Í¬ÚÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬1 Œ¸Ãá¬ª ¬ı‘øXÓ¬ Œ¸ÀÌ±ª±˘
fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ø˚ ’ª√±Ú ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌±˚̨ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√ Œ¸˚̨± ¬ıÌ«Ú±Ó¬œÓ¬º ̧ ˜±Ê√ ‹øÓ¬̋ √√…1 õ∂øÓ¬ |X±˙œ˘
’±1n∏ ÚÓ≈¬Úfl¡ ’±√ø1 ˘í¬ıÕ˘› ’±¢∂ √̋√œ ¤ ◊̋√√̧ fl¡˘ Œ˘±fl¡1 ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ ≈̧̇ ‘—‡ø˘Ó¬ ’±1n∏
¬ıÌ«̃ ˛̊º Ò˜œ«̊ ˛ 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬, ∆¬ı¬ı±ø √̋√fl¡ ¸•§g, Ú±1œ1 ˜ «̊±√± ’±ø√1 ŒéSÓ¬ Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘
fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ø˚ Î¬◊√±1Ó¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ ø√ÀÂ√, Œ¸˚̨± øÚ–¸ÀµÀ √̋√ ’Ú≈fl¡1Ìœ˚̨ ’±1n∏ õ∂˙—¸Úœ˚̨º

Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ’¸˜1 ̧ ˜±Ê√, ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…, ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬, Ò «̃ ’±ø√ ̧ fl¡À˘±À¬ı±1 ø√̇ ÀÓ¬  ¶§fl¡œ ˛̊Ó¬±1
¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ø√ ’˝√√± Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬1 ¸¬ı«±—·œÚ Î¬◊iß̊ ˛Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı
Ó¬Ô± ¤‡Ú ¬Û”Ì«±—· ’¸˜ ·Í¬Ú1 ŒéSÓ¬ ø˚ ’ª√±Ú ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ˛̊ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√, Œ¸ ˛̊± ’ˆ¬”Ó¬¬Û”¬ı«º
’¸˜1 ◊̋√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ¬ı≈fl≈¡Ó¬ ¤È¬± ‹øÓ¬˝√√…¸•Ûiß Ê√±øÓ¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ¸fl¡˘
ø‰¬1fl¡±˘ øÊ√ø˘øfl¡ Ô±øfl¡¬ıºq

õ∂¸—· ¬Û≈øÔ –
√±¸, Œ˚±À·˙ ’±1n∏ ¸À¬ı«ù´1 ¬ı1±, ¸•Û±.º ø¬ı¯≈ûõ∂¸±√ 1±ˆ¬± 1‰¬Ú± ¸y±1º ŒÓ¬Ê√¬Û≈1– 1±ˆ¬±

1‰¬Ú±ª˘œ õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ¸—‚, 2008º 1124º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
≈√ª1±, ÒÀ˜«ù´1º ’¸˜1 Ê√ÚÊ√±øÓ¬¸fl¡˘1 Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±Úº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¬ı±Ìœ ˜øµ1, 2006º

142º ̃ ≈ø^Ó¬º¬
¬ı1±, Œ√ªøÊ√», ¸•Û±.º Î¬◊M√√1 ¬Û”¬ı±«=˘1 Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ˚˛ Œ˘±fl¡ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¤˜. ’±1

¬Û±ø¬ıvÀfl¡˙…Ú, 2014º 458º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º¬
¬ı≈Ï¬̌±À·± √̋√±ø¤û, ̂ ¬¬ı±Úµº ̇ ø√̊ ±̨1 ¬ı≈1?œº ¬&ª± √̋√±È¬œ– ’¸˜ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¬Ûø1 ∏̄√, 1983º 221º ̃ ≈ø^Ó¬º¬
ˆ¬A±‰¬± «̊, õ∂À˜±√‰¬f, ̧ •Û±.º ’¸˜1 Ê√ÚÊ√±øÓ¬º ŒÒ˜±øÊ√– øfl¡1Ì õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2008º 54º ̃ ≈ø^Ó¬º¬
ˆ¬”¤û±, ̧ ”̊ «fl≈¡˜±1, ̧ •Û±.º ̧ ±Ó¬¸1œ ’¸˜ ¬ı≈1?œº &ª± √̋√±È¬œ– ̆ ˚̨±Â«√ ¬ı≈fl¡ ©Ü̆ , 1999º 24º ̃ ≈ø^Ó¬º
Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘, Œ˜± √̋√Ú ’±1n∏ &ÀÌù´1, Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘  ̧ •Û±.º Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ1 ̧ ˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬º

øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬̌ – Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘ fl¡Â√±1œ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¬Ûø1 ∏̄√, 2001º 171º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ, ¬Û1˜±Úµ, ¸•Û±.º ’¸˜1 Ê√±øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – õ∂±·ÀÊ√…±øÓ¬¯∏

˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛, 2003º 142º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
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¬ı±√̆  ̧ 1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ – ‰¬ ≈̃ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±

Î¬0 õ∂Ìª Ù≈¬fl¡Ú
¸¬˝√√fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, ¸1n∏¬ÛÔ±1 ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛

pronabdphukon@gmail.com

¸—øé¬5¸±1
Î¬◊M√√1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ˚≈·1 ¬ı±—˘± Ú±È¬…fl¡±1, ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡, ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬± ’±1n∏ Ú±È¬…-
¸—·Í¬fl¡ ¬ı±√˘ ¸1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√fl¡ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± Ò±1±Ó¬ Œ|Ìœø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1¬ı
¬Û±ø1º ¸1fl¡±11 õ∂Ô˜ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√ ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡, ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1
Ú±È¬fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò «̃œ ’±1n∏ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ º  Ó‘¬Ó¬œ ˛̊ ¬Û «̊± ˛̊Ó¬ ̧ 1fl¡±À1  ¤fl¡À|Ìœ
¸•Û”Ì«̂ ¬±À¬ı ÚÓ≈¬Ú Œfl¡ª˘ Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1Ó¬ ’øˆ¬Ú ˛̊1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º
¸1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ Ò±1± ’Ú≈̊ ± ˛̊œ ¬¬Û‘Ôfl¡º ̧ 1fl¡±11 õ∂Ô˜
¬Û˚«±˚˛1 Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ·Ó¬±Ú≈·øÓ¬fl¡º õ∂Ô˜ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡
Ú±È¬fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√Ó¬ ’±—ø·fl¡1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¬Û1œé¬±-øÚ1œé¬± Ú± ◊̋√√º Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú SêÀ˜
fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ, ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏ ¸—˘±¬Û1 ¸˜i§˚˛Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡Àfl¡˝◊√√‡Ú Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
¸1fl¡±À1 ̂ ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊ Ú±È¬… ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸Ó¬ Œ¬Û±Úõ∂Ô˜ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò «̃œ Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º
¸1fl¡±À1 ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò˜«œ Ú±È¬fl¡Àfl¡˝◊√√‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ∆˙˘œÀ1
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¸1fl¡±11 ¤˝◊√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ ¸≈·øÍ¬Ó¬ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ú±˝◊√√, ‰¬ø1S1 øÚø«√©Ü
Î¬◊ÀV˙… Ó¬Ô± ø¬ıfl¡±˙ Ú±˝◊√√ ’±1n∏ ¸—˘±¬Û ø¬ı¸—·øÓ¬¬Û”Ì« ’±1n∏ ’¸—˘¢üÓ¬±À1
ˆ¬1±º ’ªÀ˙… ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ ∆˙˘œÀ1 Ú±È¬fl¡ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1À˘› ¤ ◊̋√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬
Ê√œªÚ1 ’Ô«˝√√œÚÓ¬± ¬ı± Ê√œªÚ1 õ∂øÓ¬ ŒÚøÓ¬¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ‘√ø©Üˆ¬—·œ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√º
¸1fl¡±À1 Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ˚˛È¬±1 Ú±˜1 ¤fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡ä 1—·˜= Î¬◊æ√±ªÚ fl¡ø1 Ô±Î«¬
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øÔÀ˚˛È¬±1Ó¬ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛ fl¡ø1¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤fl¡ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º ¤˝◊√√ Œ|Ìœ
Ú±È¬fl¡1 ·Í¬Úˆ¬eœ, ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛-1œøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬±¬ı¬ıd1 ø√˙Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¬Û˚±«˚˛
∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 ̋ √√í˘º ¤ ◊̋√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ’øˆ¬Úªº ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√Ó¬
øÚø«√©Ü Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‚È¬Ú±1 Sêø˜fl¡ ’Ú≈¸1Ì Ú±˝◊√√º Œfl¡±ÀÚ± øÚø«√©Ü ‰¬ø1S› ¤˝◊√√
À|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ ’Ú≈¬Ûø¶öÓ¬ ˚±fl¡ ∆˘ Ú±È¬fl¡ ·Í¬Ú ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û±À1º

”̧‰¬fl¡ ̇ s – Ú±È¬fl¡, Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ, √̋√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡, ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò «̃œ, Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1

0.1 ’¬ıÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –¬
Î¬◊M√√1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ≈̊·1 ¬ı±—˘± Ú±È¬…fl¡±1, ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡, ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬± ’±1n∏ Ú±È¬…-¸—·Í¬fl¡

¬ı±√˘ ¸1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¸—‡…± ¸¬ı«̃ ≈Í¬ ÿÚ ∏̄±øÍ¬ [59] ‡Úº ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊ Ú±È¬… ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬
¸1fl¡±1 ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò˜œ« (Absurd) Ú±È¬fl¡ ̧ ”‰¬Ú±fl¡±1œ ’±1n∏ Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1 [Third Thea-

tre] Ú±È¬…1+¬Û1 Î¬◊æ√±ªfl¡º ¸1fl¡±À1  ÚÓ≈¬Ú  ’±—ø·Àfl¡À1 Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ˜ÀÚ±øÚÀª˙ fl¡ø1
’øˆ¬Ú ˛̊1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1 ˙œ «̄∏fl¡  ¤fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡ä 1—·˜=1 Î¬◊æ±ªÚ fl¡À1º ¸1fl¡±11
Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√fl¡ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± Ò±1±Ó¬ Œ|Ìœø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ¸1fl¡±11 õ∂Ô˜ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1
Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√ ̋ √√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡, ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1  Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò˜«œ ’±1n∏ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¬¬ı”ø˘
Œ|Ìœø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ¸1fl¡±À1 ¤˝◊√√ Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ¤fl¡À|Ìœ ¸•Û”Ì«ˆ¬±À¬ı
ÚÓ≈¬Ú Œfl¡ª˘ Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ˚˛È¬±1Ó¬ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º ̧ 1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√1
Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ Ò±1± ’√√Ú≈̊ ± ˛̊œ ¬¬Û‘Ôfl¡º ’±˜±1 ¤ ◊̋√√ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ”̃̆ fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ̧ 1fl¡±11
Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√1 ’±—ø·fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì1 õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº

0.2 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ˘é¬… ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙… –¡
 ¬ı±√˘ ̧ 1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡1  ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ”̃̆ fl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡ø1 ̧ 1fl¡±11  Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ

∆˙˘œ1 ’±—ø·fl¡1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙ Œ¬Û±˝√√1Õ˘ ’Ú± ¤ ◊̋√√ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ̆ é¬…º  ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ¤ ◊̋√√
’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı øÚÀ•ß±Mê√ ˘é¬… ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙…  øÚÒ±«1Ì fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ ñ

♦  ̧ 1fl¡±11   ̋ √√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1  Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ’Ò…˚̨Ú ’±1n∏ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±º
♦  ¸1fl¡±11  ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò «̃œ ’±1n∏ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1  Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1  ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊

’Ò… ˛̊Ú ’±1n∏ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±º
♦  ¸1fl¡±11 Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ˚˛È¬±11 ¬ı±À¬ı 1ø‰¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú ’±1n∏

’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±º

0.3  ’Ò… ˛̊Ú ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –
’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ·Àª¯∏Ì± ¸•Ûfl«¡œ˚˛ ø˚Àfl¡˝◊√√‡Ú ¢∂Lö ’±ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ Ó¬±Ó¬ ·Àª¯∏Ì±

¬ÛXøÓ¬ ̧ •ÛÀfl«¡ ø˚Àfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬± ¬ÛXøÓ¬ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ¬ÛXøÓ¬Àfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬± ¬Û1¶Û1 ̧ •Ûøfl«¡Ó¬º
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¬ÛXøÓ¬¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ ˝◊√√ÀÈ¬±1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø¸ÀÈ¬± ¬ÛXøÓ¬1 ˘é¬Ì ’±1n∏ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… øÚø˝√√Ó¬ Ô±Àfl¡º ¤ ◊̋√√
’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1  ø¬ıÀ °̇̄ ∏Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬À1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º

0.4 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1 –
’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı±√˘ ¸1fl¡±11  ¢∂Lö1+¬ÛÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√fl¡À˝√√ ¸±˜ø1 Œ˘±ª±

∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ¬ı±√˘ ¸±1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡ ¸˜¢∂ õ∂Ô˜ ‡G, Ú±È¬fl¡ ¸˜¢∂ ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ‡G, Ú±È¬fl¡ ¸˜¢∂
Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛ ‡G  ˙œ¯«∏fl¡ ¸—fl¡˘ÚÀfl¡˝◊√√È¬±1 Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√fl¡À˝√√ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1Õ˘ ’Ú± ˝√√ÀÂ√º

1. ¬ı±√˘ ¸1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ –
¸1fl¡±11 õ∂Ô˜ ¬Û «̊± ˛̊1 Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ·Ó¬±Ú≈·øÓ¬fl¡º ¬Û1ªÓ«¬œ ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬

Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¬Û1œé¬±-øÚ1œé¬± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ò±1±1 Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œÀ1 Ú±È¬fl¡
1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ó¬˘Ó¬ ¬ ̧ 1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡1 ’±—ø·fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±
’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±¬ıÕ˘ õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡1± ˝√√í˘ ñ

1.1 ¸1fl¡±11 ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ –
¸1fl¡±11 ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡Àfl¡ ◊̋√√‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ Õ˙˘œÓ¬ ’øˆ¬ÚªQ Ú± ◊̋√√ ’±1n∏

’±—ø·fl¡1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¬Û1œé¬±-øÚ1œé¬± Ú± ◊̋√√º Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú SêÀ˜ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ, ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏
¸—˘±¬Û1 ̧ ˜i§̊ Ǫ́¬ Ú±È¬fl¡Àfl¡ ◊̋√√‡Ú Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ̧ 1fl¡±À1 ̋ √√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡Àfl¡ ◊̋√√‡Ú¬
¬Ûø1¶öøÓ¬ øÚ˜±«Ì1 fl≈¡˙˘Ó¬±, Î¬◊»fl¡F±1 ‘̧ø©Ü, Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬fl¡¬Û”Ì« ¸—˘±¬Û1 ¸øÍ¬fl¡ õ∂À ˛̊±· ’±1n∏
¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ¸—˘±¬Û ‘̧ø©ÜÀ1 1¸±˘ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋√√  õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ø¬ı ≈̄û ¬ı ≈̧À ˛̊
∆fl¡√√ÀÂ√ ñ

 ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡ø‡øÚÀ˚̨ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ øÚ «̃±Ì1 øÚ¬Û≈Ì ‰¬±Ó≈¬̊ «  ’±1n∏ ̧ —˘±¬Û1 ’À˜±‚ õ∂À˚̨±·1
’øÚ¬ı± «̊Ó¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ‡ÀôLfl¡ÀÓ¬  Û±Í¬fl¡1 ˜Ú ’øÒfl¡±1 fl¡ø1 ˘˚̨º ¬ı±√̆  ¸1fl¡±À1
ø˙ä1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ‰¬Ó«¬ ¸—˚˜1 fl¡Ô± Œfl¡øÓ¬˚̨±› Ú±¬Û± √̋√À1º ¬Ûø1ø˜Ó¬ Œ¬ı±Ò1 ¡Z±1±
ŒÓ¬›“ ˆ¬G±ø˜fl¡ ¸— √̋√±1 fl¡À1º ≈̂̃ ±À√± ∏̄ ¬ı± ≈̃‡ø¬ı¬ı‘øÓ¬1 ¸y±ªÚ±fl¡ ≈̆5 fl¡À1º 1

¸1fl¡±À1 øÚÊ√1 ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√fl¡  ëø¸‰≈¬…À ˛̊̇ Ú±˘ fl¡À˜øÎ¬í [√̇ «Ú 21]

¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı Œ‡±ÀÊ√º ¸1fl¡±À1 ¤ ◊̋√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ ‚È¬Ú± ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 1¸±˘ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ê√œªÚ1 ·ˆ¬œ1 ø¬ı ∏̊̄ Ą̀fl¡± √̋√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ˜±ÀÊ√ø√ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏
√̋√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡Àfl¡ ◊̋√√‡Úfl¡ ̧ 1¸ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º ̧ 1fl¡±À1 ̋ √√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬Àfl¡ ◊̋√√‡Ú1 ’Ç

’±1n∏ ‘√̇ … ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú øÚÊ√± Ò1ÀÌÀ1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 ¬Û”Ì±«—· Ú±È¬fl¡ÀÓ¬± ’—fl¡ ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú
fl¡1± Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± Ú± ◊̋√√º ’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ ’—fl¡ ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1› Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‘√̇ … ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡1± Ú± ◊̋√√º
¸1fl¡±À1 ’—fl¡ ’±1n∏ ‘√̇ … ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Ò1±¬ıg± ÚœøÓ¬-øÚ˚̨˜ ˜±øÚ ‰¬˘± Ú± ◊̋√√º

¸1fl¡±11 õ∂Ô˜ ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡ ˝√√í˘ ¸ø˘Î¬◊̇ Ú ¤' º ‰¬±ø1È¬± ‘√˙…Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√
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¤fl¡±—fl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ ø¬ı:±Ú1 ·Àª ∏̄Ì±fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ¤È¬± 1¸±˘ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ øÚ˜±«Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
’±Úµ√± ˛̊fl¡ ’±1n∏ Î¬◊»fl¡F±ˆ¬1± ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1 ¸1fl¡±À1 ‰¬ø1S1 ≈̃‡Ó¬ Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬fl¡¬Û”Ì«
¸—˘±¬Û 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ’Ç1 ¬ıÀÎ¬ˇ± ø¬Û¸œ˜±
Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬fl¡Ê√Úfl¡º ¤‡Ú Ú±È¬fl¡1 ’øˆ¬Ú ˛̊1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±‡1± fl¡1±fl¡
Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ¬‰¬ø1S1 ≈̃‡Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 1¸±˘
Ó¬Ô± ¬ı…—·±Rfl¡ ̧ —˘±¬Û 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ‘√̇ … ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú √̋√œÚ ¬ı˛±˜ ̇ …±˜ ̊ ≈√  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú õ∂ô¶±ªÚ±
¸—‡…±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ’ÇÓ¬ ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ Õ˙˘œ, ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd1
ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊  Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œÀ ˛̊ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ Œ˚ Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú ¸±Ò±1Ì ̃ ±Ú1º [√ «̇Ú 19]  fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ, ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏
¸—˘±¬Û1 ·Ó¬±Ú≈·øÓ¬fl¡ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œÀ ˛̊ Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú ˝√√±¸…˜Ò≈1 fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º ’Ç ’±1n∏
‘√˙…  ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú˝√√œÚ ˙øÚ¬ı±¬ı˛  Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ ¸1fl¡±À1 øÚ•ß ˜Ò…ø¬ıM√√ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¸À¬Û±Ú ·Ï¬ˇ± ’±1n∏
ˆ¬„±√√1 ˜±ÀÊ√ø√ Ê√œªÚ1 1¸±˘ ◊̋√√øÓ¬¬ı‘M√√ ∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤øÈ¬ Î¬◊»fl¡F±À1 ˆ¬1± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ,
∆¬ıø˙©Ü…¸•Ûiß ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ’Ú≈̊ ± ˛̊œ  1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± fl¡±ø¬ı…fl¡ ¸—˘±¬Û1 ¸˜i§̊ ˛Ó¬
˙øÚ¬ı±¬ı˛  Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˝√√ Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√ ˜ÀÚ±1˜º ¬Û±“‰¬È¬± ‘√˙…Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ ¬ı~ˆ¬¬Û≈À¬ı˛¬ı˛
¬ı˛+¬Ûfl¡Ô±  Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ¸1fl¡±11 ’±Ú ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¬Û1± ¬¬Û‘Ôfl¡º
¤fl¡ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ Œfl¡Ã˙˘ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1 Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤fl¡ ¶§fl¡œ ˛̊ fl¡±äøÚfl¡
1+¬Ûfl¡Ô±1 ’±˘˜Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ Õ˙˘œ ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡º
‰¬±ø1È¬± ‘√˙…Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ fl¡ø¬ı fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ  Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ·Ó¬±Ú≈·øÓ¬fl¡º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1
fl¡±ø˝√√ÚœÓ¬ ˘‚≈ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ øÚ¬ıÚ≈ª± ¸˜¸…±, ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 øÚ˜±«Ì ’±ø√ ·˝√√œÚ
ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛Àfl¡± Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ‘√˙…1 ø¬ıø‰¬S±Ú≈á¬±Ú ¸1fl¡±11 ¤‡Ú ŒÒÀ˜ø˘ ˛̊±
Ú±È¬fl¡º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ› ¤fl¡ ¬Û‘Ôfl¡ Ò1Ì1º øfl¡ ˛̊ÀÚ± Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡ª˘
¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1¬ õ∂øÓ¬À˝√√ &1n∏Q ’±À1±¬Û fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ‰¬ø1S, ¸—˘±¬Û1 õ∂øÓ¬ &1n∏Q ø√ ˛̊± Ú± ◊̋√√
’±1n∏ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ¬ı≈ø˘¬ıÕ˘ ¤Àfl¡± Ú± ◊̋√√º ¤ ◊̋√√ õ∂¸—·Ó¬ Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œÀ ˛̊ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ ñ

 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ øÚ˜«±Ì fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√ , Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‰¬ø1S ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√, Œfl¡ª˘
’±Úµ fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı˝◊√√ øfl¡Â≈√ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ∆Ó¬˚˛±1 fl¡ø1, Œ¸˝◊√√√À1 ¸—˘±¬Û 1‰¬Ú±
fl¡ø1 ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ¸œ˜±¬ıXÓ¬± ’øÓ¬Sê˜ fl¡ø1 ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬±1 ˜≈øk˚˛±Ú±1
˜±ÀÊ√ø√ ’Ú±øª˘ ˝√√±¸…1¸ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1 Œ˚±ª±˝◊√√ ˝√√í˘  ...2

√̋√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡  ̊ ø√ ’±¬ı˛ ¤fl¡¬ı±¬ı˛  Ú±È¬fl 1¡ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ̋ √√í˘  ̧ —˘±¬Û1
Â√Àµ±¬ıX 1+¬Û, ’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙… ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú ≈̊Mê√ Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ, ‰¬ø1S1 ̆ ·Ó¬  ¬Û√…Ò˜œ«
¸—˘±¬Û 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’øÓ¬¬ı±ô¶ª ‰¬ø1S1 ̧ —À˚±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1 Ú±È¬fl¡1 ‰¬ø1S¸ ”̃̋ √√fl¡ ¤Àfl¡±È¬±Õfl¡
Œ¬ıÀ˘· Ê√œªÚ1 ’øÒfl¡±1œ fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±˘± Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd ̋ √√í˘ ̃ ”̆ Ó¬– Ê√œªÚ1 õ∂Ó¬…±˙±
’±1n∏ ’Ó‘¬ø5º
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1.2  ¸1fl¡±11 ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò˜œ« Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ Õ˙˘œ –
¸1fl¡±À1 √̋√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ¬Û1± ’±“Ó¬ø1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ’±—ø·Àfl¡À1

Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º ¸1fl¡±À1 ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚̨ Ú±È¬… ◊̋√√øÓ¬ √̋√±¸Ó¬ Œ¬Û±Úõ∂Ô˜ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò «̃œ Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú±
fl¡À1º ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ·Í¬Ú1œøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ø˙ä1œøÓ¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Ú±È¬…1œøÓ¬1 ¬Û1± ¬Û‘Ôfl¡º ¤ ◊̋√√
Ò1Ì1 Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± õ≠È¬ Ú± ◊̋√√º fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ1 Â√±“̊ ±̨ Ô±øfl¡À˘› õ≠È¬√√ Ú±Ô±Àfl¡º ‰¬ø1S ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û
Œfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±˜±Ú ¬Û±S-¬Û±Sœ Ô±øfl¡À˘› Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‰¬ø1S ◊̋√√  ¸•Û”Ì« ’±1n∏ ø¬ıfl¡±˙˙œ˘ Ú √̋√̊ º̨  ¤ ◊̋√√
Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ”̧‰¬Ú± Ú± ◊̋√√º ≈̃‡,  õ∂øÓ¬ ≈̃‡ √√’±1n∏ ¸˜±ø5› Ú± ◊̋√√º õ≠È¬1 ·Í¬Ú, Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ 1œøÓ¬,
‰¬ø1S, ̧ —˘±¬Û ̋ ◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ ̧ fl¡À˘±ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ Î¬◊æ√È¬Q õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˚̨º ¤È¬± ‰¬ø1S ◊̋√√ ø˘e ø¬ıÀ˙À ∏̄ ¤fl¡±øÒfl¡
‰¬ø1Sfl¡ õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡À1º ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ Ú±È¬…¡ZiZ  (Conflict) ’Ú≈¬Ûø¶öÓ¬º ’±ø√-˜Ò…-
’ôL ̧ ˜øi§Ó¬ fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ Ú± ◊̋√√º ̧ ≈·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 √À1 ¶ö±Ú-fl¡±˘-¬Û±S1 ̧ —‚±Ó¬, ‹fl¡…1 ̧ y±ªÚ±
Ú± ◊̋√√º ¸±Ò±1Ì Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ ‚È¬Ú±1 ·øÓ¬1 fl¡±1Ì ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1Ì±˜ Ô±Àfl¡º

¸1fl¡±11 ¤¬ı— ◊̋√√føÊ√»  Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬  Ú±È¬fl¡1 ˘é¬Ì ≈̊Mê√º
˜±øÈ«¬Ú ¤Â√ø˘ÀÚ ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡œ«̊ ˛ ¬Ò±1Ì±1 ¬Û1± ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡fl¡¡ ¬Û‘Ôfl¡
fl¡ø1 Œ√‡≈ª±¬ıÕ˘ ∆· ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ø˚ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…  √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√ Ó¬±1 õ∂± ˛̊ ¸fl¡À˘±À¬ı±À1 ◊̋√√
¤¬ı— ̋ ◊√føÊ√»  Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√º   Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ’Ç ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú ’±ÀÂ√ ̊ ø√› Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1
·Í¬Ú ¬ÛXøÓ¬ Î¬◊ÀV˙…˝√√œÚº  Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± õ≠È¬ Ú± ◊̋√√º ‚È¬Ú±1 ’±ªÓ«¬Ú-ø¬ı¬ıÓ«¬Ú Ú± ◊̋√√º

≈̧·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Œ¬∏CÀÊ√Îœ¬ ¬ı± fl¡À˜Î¬œ1 √À1 ‚È¬Ú±1 ø¬ıÚ…±¸ Ú± ◊̋√√º ‰¬ø1S ‘̧ø©Ü1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬±
¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 1œøÓ¬ ’ª˘•§Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√¬º Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‰¬ø1S ◊̋√√ ¤È¬± ̃ ±S ‰¬ø1S1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ’±¬ıX
∆˝√√ Ôfl¡± Ú±˝◊√√º ¤¬ı— ˝◊√√føÊ√» Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Ê√œªÚ-¬ˆ¬±¬ıÚ±Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ø¬ıø26√iß Ê√œªÚ-√˙«Ú
õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 √À1º õ∂˘±¬Û  Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ç ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú Ú± ◊̋√√, ø¬ıøé¬5 Œfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±˜±Ú ‘√˙…À˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ¸—˘±À¬Û±
ø¬ıøé¬5 ’±1n∏ ̧ —·øÓ¬ √̋√œÚº ̧ —˘±¬Û1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄± fl¡±ø¬ı…fl¡ &Ì¸ ‘̃X¬’±1n∏  ıU ̧ —˘±¬Û Î¬◊ÀV˙… √̋√œÚº

≈̧·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 √À1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ’Ú≈¬Ûø¶öÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‚È¬Ú±SêÀ˜± Ú± ◊̋√√º ‰¬ø1SÀ¬ı±1
õ∂Ó¬œfl¡œ øfl¡c Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ‚È¬± Ú± ◊̋√√º ¬Ûø1¸˜±ø5ø¬ı˝√√œÚ õ∂˘±¬Û 1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ
∆˙˘œ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ˘é¬ÀÌÀ1 ¬Û≈©Üº

 ̧ ≈·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 √À1 ’±1y, ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ Û±·˘± Œ‚±Î¬ˇ±Ó¬ Ú± ◊̋√√º ¤È¬± ̧ ≈-
¸—¬ıX Ò±1±¬ı±ø˝√√fl¡ ‚È¬Ú±fl¡ Ú±È¬…fl¡±À1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1+¬ÛÓ¬ ·Ï¬ˇ ø√ ˛̊± Ú± ◊̋√√º ’¬ı±ô¶ª ’±1n∏ ’˘œfl¡
‚È¬Ú± ¬ı± Î¬◊¬Ûfl¡1Ì1 ¸˜±Àª˙ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 ‰¬ø1SÀfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬± ≈̧·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ‰¬ø1S1
√À1 Ú √̋√̊ º̨  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1  ’¸—˘¢ü ’±1n∏ ̧ —·øÓ¬ √̋√œÚ ̧ —˘±¬Û1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√ø√ ¬ı˚̨¸ ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜˚̨:±Ú
ÚÔfl¡±ÀÈ¬±Àfl¡ ”̧‰¬± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ◊̋√√ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ˘é¬Ìº Û±·˘± Œ‚±Î¬ˇ±  Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ
∆˙˘œÓ¬ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬…1œøÓ¬1 ˘é¬Ì Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ’ÇÓ¬ ø¬ıˆ¬±øÊ√Ó¬ ¬ı±øfl¡ ◊̋√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸
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Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‘√˙… ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú Ú± ◊̋√√º ¸1fl¡±À1 ‰¬ø1S ø˘ø¬Û› ’·Ó¬±Ú≈·øÓ¬fl¡ ˆ¬±Àª
ø√ÀÂ√¬º õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏ fl¡øäÓ¬ ‰¬ø1S ¬ı≈ø˘ ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊±Õfl¡ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1
Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ1 Œfl¡Ã˙˘ øˆ¬ißº Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1  ‘̃Ó≈¬…-Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú± ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ˘é¬Ìº Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú
¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ˘é¬ÀÌÀ1 ¬Û≈©Üº

1.3  ¸1fl¡±11 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ –
¸1fl¡±À1 · √̋√œÚ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¬Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œÓ¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± õ∂Ò±Ú Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú

SêÀ˜ ‰¬ø1S, ¸—˘±¬Û ’±1n∏ fl¡±ø˝√√ÚœÓ¬ ¸˜ &1n∏Q õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√º ’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√√˙…
ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√ÚÀÓ¬± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ̧ ≈øÚø«√©Ü 1œøÓ¬ ̃ ±øÚ ‰¬˘± Ú± ◊̋√√º ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√ ¤fl¡ ¬Û1•Û1± ø¬ı ≈̃‡
Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ›‰¬1 ‰¬¬Û±º

¸1fl¡±11 ¸˜±¬ı‘M√√  Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ Î¬◊»fl¡F±, Œõ∂˜, ¬ı=Ú± ’±1n∏ ø˝√√—¸± Ù≈¬È¬± ◊̋√√ Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º
¸±Ó¬È¬± ‘√˙…1 Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… Ú± ◊̋√√º Ú±È¬fl¡1
Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú SêÀ˜ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ, ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏ ¸—˘±¬Û1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 fl¡Ô±¬ıd≈ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ
fl¡ø1ÀÂº Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ¸1˘ Ó¬Ô± ·Ó¬±Ú≈·øÓ¬fl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 √À1º ¸±¬ı˛±¬ı˛±øM√√¬ı ˛˛
Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ¬ı…?Ú±˜ ˛̊ ’±1n∏ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡Ò˜œ«º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 ‰¬ø1S øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± Ú±˜ø¬ı √̋√œÚ
’±1n∏  õ∂Ó¬œfl¡œº øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ‘√˙…Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Ú±È¬‡Ú1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ç ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú Ú± ◊̋√√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ú± ◊̋√√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ Œ¬Û±Ú¬ÛÈ¬œ ˛̊± Ó¬Ô± ¸1˘º ’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙…
ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú √̋√œÚ ¬ı±‚ Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ Õ˙˘œ ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊±º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ú± ◊̋√√º
≈√È¬± ‰¬ø1S1 fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚ1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 øfl¡Â≈√
¸—˘±¬Û ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¸—˘±¬Û1 √À1º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú¡¬·√… 1‰¬Ú±1 √À1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
¤ÀÚ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚±›ÀÓ¬  Ú±È¬fl¡œ ˛̊ &Ì1 ˝√√±øÚ Œ˝√√±ª± Ú± ◊̋√√º

øS—˙ ̇ Ó¬±sœ  Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ̧ 1˘ Ó¬Ô± ·√… 1‰¬Ú±1 √À1 ’±1n∏ Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ç ¬ı± ‘√̇ … ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú Ú± ◊̋√√º  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ √̇ «Ú Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œÀ ˛̊
∆fl¡ÀÂ√ ñ

¤˝◊√√ Ú±ÈflÓ¬¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ç ¬ı± ‘√˙…ˆ¬±· Ú±˝◊√√º  ø¬ı|±˜1 ’ª¸1 Ú±˝◊√√ fl¡íÀÓ¬±º
&1n∏·yœ1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıdÀ1 ¤˝◊√√ Ú±È¬fl¡ Ó¬N Ó¬Ô…À1 ˆ¬1¬Û”1º Œfl¡ª˘ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1
ø¬ıª1Ì Ú √̋√̊ ,̨ ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬ √̋√±¸1 Œ¸ ◊̋√√̧ fl¡À˘± ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√fl¡ ∆˘ ’±øÚ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ̧ ±é¬±»fl¡±1
ø˘ø¬Û¬ıX fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ó¬±1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸fl¡À˘± ‚È¬Ú±1 ’±1n∏ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ’Ú≈¬Û≈∫ ¬ı…±‡…±
’±1n∏ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì ’±ÀÂ√º3

 Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ̊ ±›“ÀÓ¬ ̇ 1» Ú±˜1 ¤È¬± ̧ ”SÒ±11+¬Ûœ ‰¬ø1S ’—fl¡Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ø˚ÀÈ¬± ‰¬ø1S ◊̋√√ ’±À˜ø1fl¡±1 ¡Z±1± Œ¬ı±˜± ¬ı ∏̄«Ì1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ‰¬ø1Sfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó
õ∂Àª˙ fl¡À1±ª± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ’±À˜ø1fl¡±1 ¬Ûø1fl¡äÚ± ’±1n∏ Œ¬ı±˜± ¬¬ı ∏̄«Ì1
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‚È¬Ú±1 ø¬ıª1Ì √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º  Ú±È¬… Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚÓ¬ Œfl¡ª˘ ¬ı≈1?œ1 ‚È¬Ú±Àfl¡ ◊̋√√ Òø1 1‡± Ú± ◊̋√√º
Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ‚È¬Ú±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ Ú±È¬…fl¡±À1 ¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ ˜±Úª Ê√±øÓ¬fl¡ ◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX ¸À‰¬Ó¬Ú fl¡ø1¬ı
‡≈øÊ√ÀÂ√º  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ Õ˙˘œ ¬ıgÚ ≈̃Mê√º ’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙…1 ¬ı±Àg±Ú1 ¬Û1± ≈̃Mê√
Œ˝√√±ª±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ ‰¬ø1S, fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ, ¸—˘±¬Û ’±ø√ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û±√±ÚÀ1± ¸˜i§̊ ˛
‚ÀÈ¬±ª± Ú± ◊̋√√º

ø¬ı¬ı¬ı˛ Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú ¸˜À1˙ ¬ı ≈̧1 ¤Àfl¡ Ú±˜1 Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸1 Ú±È¬…1+¬Ûº Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú ≈√È¬±
‘√̇ …Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√º  Ú±È¬fl¡œ ˛̊ Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú SêÀ˜ ‰¬ø1S, fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ ’±1n∏ ̧ —˘±¬Û1 ̧ ≈̧ ˜i§̊ ˛1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√ø√
Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œÓ¬ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸1 √À1 ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡
ˆ¬±ª ¤È¬± ∆1 ∆·ÀÂ√º fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ·±“ÔøÚ ‘√Ï¬ˇ Ó¬Ô± øÚÀÈ¬±˘ Ú˝√√ ˛̊º ’Ô±«» ‚È¬Ú± ø¬ıÚ…±¸

≈̧¬Ûø1fl¡øäÓ¬ Ú˝√√ ˛̊º ¸±fl¡±«̧   Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ¸1fl¡±11 Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±11 ¬ı±À¬ı
1ø‰¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¸±‘̇ … ’±ÀÂº  Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ ¸1fl¡±À1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‰¬ø1S- ”̧‰¬œ
¸—À˚±Ê√Ú fl¡1± Ú± ◊̋√√º ¤Àfl¡È¬± ’ÇÀÓ¬ Œ˙ ∏̄ fl¡1± Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚÓ¬ ‰¬±fl¡±«Â√1 Œõ∂é¬±¬ÛÈ¬
¬’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º   Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ú± ◊̋√√º ‰¬±fl¡±«Â√1 ¤Àfl¡±È¬±
¬Ûø1Àª˙ ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1 ‰¬ø1S1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ¤È¬± ÚÓ≈¬Ú ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Œ˙ ∏̄ ŒÚ ◊̋√√
1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 ¬Û”¬ı«1 Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¬Û1± ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜Ò˜œ« º ’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙… ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú
ŒÚ±À˝√√±ª±1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ú±È¬fl¡1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ fl¡íÀÓ¬± ø¬ı1±˜ Ú±˝◊√√º Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ
’±fl¡ ∏̄«Ìœ ˛̊º fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ √’±1n∏ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ≈̧øÚø«√©Ü ‚È¬Ú±Sê˜ ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√ ˛̊º ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏
¸—˘±¬ÛÀ1± ̧ ˜i§̊  ̨‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º øfl¡c ’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√̇ … ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú √̋√œÚÓ¬± ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ˚̨È¬±11
¬ı±À¬ı 1ø‰¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 fl¡± ∏̄Õ˘ ∆˘ ∆·ÀÂ√º ¸1fl¡±À1 Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ 1—·˜= ëÔ±Î«¬
øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1í1 fl¡Ô± ˜ÚÓ¬ 1±ø‡øÂ√˘ fl¡±1Ì ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 Ú±È¬fl¡1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú
¬Û¬ı« ’±1y ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

1.4 ¸1fl¡±11 Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±11 ¬ı±À¬ı 1ø‰¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ –
¸1fl¡±À1 Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1 Ú±˜1 ¤fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡ä 1—·˜= Î¬◊æ√±ªÚ fl¡ø1 Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1Ó¬

’øˆ¬Ú ˛̊ fl¡ø1¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤fl¡ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º ¤ ◊̋√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ·Í¬Úˆ¬eœ,
’øˆ¬Ú ˛̊-1œøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬±¬ı¬ıd1 ø√˙Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¬Û˚±«̊ ˛ ∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 ˝√√í˘º ¸1fl¡±À1 ŒÓ¬›“1
ø¬ıfl¡ä øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1fl¡ Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1  ¬ı≈ø˘ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√º[Sirkar2]   ¸1fl¡±À1 Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1
Ú±È¬…1œøÓ¬1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ¸±ÒÚ fl¡1±1 ’ôL1±˘Ó¬ øÚø˝√√Ó¬ Î¬◊ÀV˙… ˝√√í˘ ¤fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡ä1 ¸g±Úº
fl¡±1Ì ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 Ú·1-‰¬˝√√1Ó¬ ¬Ûø1Àªø˙Ó¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1fl¡ Ù¬±¶Ü« øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1  ¬ı± õ∂Ô˜ ’±‡…± ø√
Ú·11 øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1fl¡ ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1  ¬ı≈ø˘ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ øÚÊ√1 øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1fl¡ Ô±Î«¬  øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1
1+À¬Û ’øˆ¬ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º[Sirkar14]  ¸1fl¡±À1 õ∂ÀÂ√øÚ ˛̊±˜ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1 ’±1n∏ Œ˘±fl¡Ú±È¬…1
¬Ûø1øÒ ̂ ¬±ø„√√ Ú±È¬fl¡fl¡ ·±“ª1 |ø˜fl¡-fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡1 fl¡± ∏̄Õ˘ øÚ ˛̊±1 õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±11
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≈√øÈ¬ 1+¬Û õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ˆ¬±À¬ı Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊ - ’eÚ˜= ’±1n∏ ≈̃Mê√˜=º ’eÚ˜=Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ˜=1 ı…ª¶ö± Ú± ◊̋√√º ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬±-’øˆ¬ÀÚSœ ’±1n∏ √ «̇fl¡1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¬ı±Ò±
Ú± ◊̋√√º Î¬◊̂ ¬ ˛̊À1 ’øÒfl¡ ‚øÚá¬Ó¬± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊ ’±1n∏ ≈̃fl¡ø˘ ·‘̋ √√1 ‰¬±ø1›Ù¬±À˘ √ «̇fl¡ ¬ıÀ˝√√
’±1n∏ ’ÀÚfl¡ øÔ ˛̊ ∆˝√√› Ô±Àfl¡º ¤ÀÚ√À1 ◊̋√√ ’eÚ˜= ∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 ̋ √√ ˛̊º  õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ·Ó¬±Ú≈·øÓ¬fl¡
˜= ˆ¬±ø„√√, Œ¬Û±˝√√11 ≈̆fl¡±ˆ¬±fl≈¡ ¤ø1 ¤Àfl¡ ¸˜Ó¬˘Ó¬ ’eÚ˜=Ó¬ ¸fl¡À˘±Àª ’ª¶ö±Ú
fl¡À1º ˆ¬±ª1œ ˛̊± ’±1n∏ √ «̇fl¡1 ˜±Ê√1 ”√1Q ”√1 ˝√√ ˛̊º õ∂ÀÂ√øÚ ˛̊±˜1 ¬Ûø1øÒ ˆ¬±ø„√√ ¬ı±ø˝√√1Õ˘
Ú±È¬fl¡fl¡ Î¬◊ø˘ ˛̊± ◊̋√√ ’Ú±1 õ∂Ô˜ ¬Û√Àé¬¬Û ¤ ◊̋√√ ’eÚ˜=º  ≈̃Mê√˜= ˝√√í˘ ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 ≈̃Mê√º
≈̃Mê√ ’±fl¡±˙1 Ó¬˘Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ̃ = ¬ı± ̃ =¬ ı…ª¶ö±¬ÛÚ± ¬Ûø1Ó¬…±· fl¡ø1 Ú±È¬…±øˆ¬Ú ˛̊ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú

fl¡1±º ≈̃Mê√˜=Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ˜= Ú±Ô±Àfl¡ ’±1n∏ ˜= ¬ı…ª¶ö±¬ÛÚ± Ú± ◊̋√√º ‘√˙…¸7¡¡¡±, ¸±Ê-
√̧ 7¡¡¡±, Œ˜fl¡-’±¬Û ¤Àfl¡± Ú± ◊̋√√º  ’±ª √̋√ ̧ —·œÓ¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1À1± ̧ ≈¬ı…ª¶ö± Ú± ◊̋√√º √̇ «fl¡-’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬±1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸—À˚±·1 ¬ı±Ò±-¬ıgÚ1 ¬Û1± ≈̃Mê√ ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ¬Û1± ≈̃Mê√ ∆˝√√ ¤ ◊̋√√ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1fl¡ øÙË¬
øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1 ¬ı± ≈̃Mê√ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±1 Œ¬ı±˘± ˝√√ ˛̊º

Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±11 ¬ı±À¬ı 1ø‰¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ”̃̆  ˝√√í˘ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdº ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd1 ¶§Ó¬–¶£≈¬Ó«¬
õ∂fl¡±˙1 õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√ÚÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ’±—ø·fl¡ ̧ 1fl¡±À1 ¶§fl¡œ ˛̊Ó¬±À1 ∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋√√ Œ|Ìœ
Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ’øˆ¬Úªº ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√Ó¬ øÚø«√©Ü Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‚È¬Ú±1 Sêø˜fl¡
’Ú≈̧ 1Ì Ú± ◊̋√√º Œfl¡±ÀÚ± øÚø«√©Ü ‰¬ø1S› ¤ ◊̋√√ À|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ ’Ú≈¬Ûø¶öÓ¬ ˚±fl¡ ∆˘ Ú±È¬fl¡
·Í¬Ú ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û±À1º  Ô±Î«¬  øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±11 ˜=Ó¬ ’øˆ¬ÚœÓ¬ ¸1fl¡±11 õ∂Ô˜ Ú±È¬fl¡ ˝√√í˘ ¸±ø·Ú±
˜±˝√√±ÀÓ¬±º ≈√È¬± ‘√˙…Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Ú±È¬‡ÚÓ¬  ‰¬ø1S ø˘ø¬Û ¸øißøª©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏  fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1
‚È¬Ú±Sê˜ ≈̧øÚø«√©Üº  Ú±È¬fl¡œ ˛̊ Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú1 ¸˜i§̊ ˛Ó¬ ¤‡Ú ≈̧·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 √À1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’±¬ı≈ Œ˝√√±À¸Ú  Ú±È¬‡øÚ ¬ı±—˘± fl¡ø¬ı·±Ú1 ’±ø˝√√«Ó¬ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º   õ∂ùü ’±1n∏
Î¬◊M√√11 ’±ø √̋√«Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ı·±Ú1 √À1 ·±Ú1 ’±fl¡±1Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º  ̧ —˘±¬Û Â√Àµ±¬ıXº
fl¡ø¬ı·±Ú1 √À1 ◊̋√√  ̧ ≈¬Ûø1fl¡øäÓ¬ ¬Û «̊± ˛̊ ’±ÀÂ√º¬¬¶Û±È¬±«fl≈¡¸1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ̧ •Û”Ì« ¶§fl¡œ ˛̊
Ó¬Ô± Ê√øÈ¬˘º Ú±È¬‡ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ú± ◊̋√√º ‚È¬Ú±À1± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± øÚø«√©Ü ¬Û1•Û1± Ú± ◊̋√√º
¸—˘±À¬Û± ’±Àª·¬ıøÊ«√Ó¬ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ≈̧È¬Àfl¡¸ Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ ˛̊È¬±11 ¬ı±À¬ı 1ø‰¬Ó¬
˚ø√› Ú±È¬fl¡œ ˛̊ Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú1 ̧ ˜i§̊ ˛Ó¬ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ̧ ≈·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1
√À1º  ø˜øÂ√̆ Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ú± ◊̋√√º ø˜øÂ√˘ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ¬ıU ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛1 ¸˜±Àª˙ ‚È¬± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º
¸—˘±À¬Û± ≈̧·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¸—˘±¬Û1 √À1 Ú˝√√ ˛̊º ¬ıœÊ 1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡Ò˜œ«º
¬ı±øÂ√ Ôfl¡±1 fl¡Ô±ÀÈ¬±Àfl¡  ¬ıœÊ√Ó¬ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡œ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬¡ ¬ı…?Ú± ¬ı± ◊̋√√—ø·Ó¬
õ∂±Ò±Ú… Ú±È¬fl¡Àfl¡ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡œ Ú±È¬fl¡ ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ̋ √√ ˛̊º ¬ıd Ê√·Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ̃ ±Ú¬ı Ê√·Ó¬1 ‘√˙…˜±Ú
1+¬Û1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ¤fl¡ ’‘√˙… :±Ú ’±1n∏ ’Ú≈̂ ¬ª¢∂±˝√√… Ê√·Ó¬1 ¸Ó¬…fl¡ ’±fl¡±À1 ◊̋√√—ø·ÀÓ¬
õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± ◊̋√√ ˝√√í˘ ¬ı±ô¶ªø¬ıÀ1±Òœ ¸—Àfl¡øÓ¬fl¡ ¬ı± õ∂Ó¬œfl¡œ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ”̃̆  Î¬◊ÀV˙…º
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 ˘ÑœÂ√±Î¬ˇ±¬ı˛ ¬Û“±‰¬±˘œ1  Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ¬ı±—˘± fl¡ø¬ı·±Ú1 √À1º  ‰¬ø1S1 ≈̃‡Ó¬
¬ı…e±Rfl¡ ·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ·œøÓ¬Ò˜œ« ¸—˘±¬Û1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸˜¸…±1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  Ú±È¬…fl¡±À¬ı˛¬ı˛ ¸g±ÀÚ øÓ¬ÚøÈ¬ ‰¬ø¬ı˛SÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‰¬ø1S ø˘ø¬Û Ú± ◊̋√√ ’±1n∏ ’Ç ¬ı±
‘√̇ …ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú √̋√œÚ Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ¬̨ıd õ∂fl¡±À˙ ◊̋√√ ̃ ”̆  fl¡Ô±º  √ ̋ √√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡ ¬ı̨+¬Ûfl¡Ô±¬ı̨
Œfl¡À˘Ç±¬ı˛̨œ 1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ›  ¬ı±—˘± fl¡ø¬ı·±Ú1 ’±ø˝√√«1º  Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ç
’±1n∏ ‘√̇ …ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú Ú± ◊̋√√º fl¡±äøÚfl¡ 1+¬Ûfl¡Ô±1 fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ1 ¬ı±À¬ı ‰¬ø1S ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Œˆ¬±˜±Ó¬√
’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙…ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú Ú± ◊̋√√º  ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¸—˘±¬Û1 √À1 Œˆ¬±˜± Ó¬ ’¸—˘¢ü ’±1n∏
’±˜øÚ√± ˛̊fl¡ˆ¬±À¬ı ¤Àfl¡È¬± ̇ sÀ1 ¬ı±À1 ¬ı±À1 Î¬◊2‰¬±1Ì fl¡1± ̧ —˘±¬Û 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ̧ ≈‡¬Û±Í¬…
ˆ¬±¬ı˛ÀÓ¬¬ı˛ ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸  Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ Ê√øÈ¬˘º øfl¡ ˛̊ÀÚ± Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ
Ú± ◊̋√√º ‰¬ø1S ø˘ø¬ÛÓ¬ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ‰¬ø1SÀfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±› ˜±ÀÔ± Œfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±˜±Ú Ú±˜º Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ø¬ıfl¡±˙
¬ı± ¸øSê ˛̊Ó¬± Ú± ◊̋√√º  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 ¸—˘±À¬Û± ≈̧·øÍ¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¸—˘±¬Û1 √À1 Ú˝√√ ˛̊º

’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙…ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú˝√√œÚ ̋ A˜±˘±¬ı˛ ›¬Û±À¬ı˛1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ ̧ 1˘º Ú±È¬fl¡1
Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú SêÀ˜ fl¡±ø˝√ √Úœ, ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏ ¸—˘±¬Û1 ¸≈¸˜i§˚˛ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º ’Ç ’±1n∏
‘√˙…ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú˝√√œÚÎ¬◊À√…±·¬Û¬ı« Ó¬ ‰¬ø1S ø˘ø¬Û  ’±1yøÌÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ¸—À˚±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ˚ø√›
Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ¸—‡…±À1 ø‰¬ø˝êÓ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ’±1n∏
‚È¬Ú±Sê˜ Ú±˝◊√√º  ·Gœ  ¬ı±ÀÈ¬±«åI◊ Œ¬ıË‡ƒÈ¬1 √… fl¡Àfl¡ø˙˚˛±Ú ‰¬flƒ¡ ¸±fl«¡˘ƒ1 ¬ı±—˘± 1+¬Û±ôL1º
Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ Œ¬ıË‡ƒÈ¬1 ˜˝√√±fl¡±ø¬ı…fl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 [Epic Theater) ’±ø˝√√«1º  ¸1fl¡±À1
Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 ¬Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ Œ˚  ø˚¸fl¡À˘ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̂ ¬”ø˜fl¡±Ó¬
Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√, ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡˝◊√√  ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸”SÒ±11 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1±
Î¬◊ø‰¬Ó¬º Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œé¬SÀÓ¬˝◊√√ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬± ¬ı± ’øˆ¬ÀÚSœ ¸”SÒ±11 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡±Ó¬
øÚø«√©ÜÕfl¡ Ô±øfl¡¬ı Ú±˘±À·º øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± ¸”SÒ±1 Ú±È¬fl¡1 ’eœˆ¬”Ó¬, ŒÓ¬›“1 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± Œfl¡ª˘
ø¬ıø26√iß Œ‚± ∏̄fl¡1 Ú √̋√̊ ˛ º ̧ ”SÒ±11 õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± fl¡Ô±1 ’Ô« √̇ «Àfl¡ Œ¬ı±Ò·˜… fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1À˘
Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú ’¸•Û”Ì« ∆˝√√ Ô±øfl¡¬ıº Œ¸À˚˛ fl¡Ô±À¬ı±1 ¸≈1 ¬ı±øg Ï¬±øfl¡ 1‡± Ú±˝◊√√º Œfl¡±ÀÚ±
˜=¸7¡¡¡± ¬ı± Œ¬Û±Â√±fl¡ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√º[Ú±È¬ ¸˜¢∂, Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛ ‡G ˜≈‡¬ıgÚ 408]
’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙… ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú˝√√œÚ ‡±È¬˜±È¬øSê—Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ø¸“øÎ¬ˇ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ
Ú±˝◊√√º  ‰¬ø1S Ú±˝◊√√ ’±1n∏ ̧ —˘±¬Û ¬ıÌ«Ú±Ò˜œ«º  ̂ ¬≈˘ ¬ı˛±ô¶±   Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú øÚÀˆ¬«Ê√±˘ fl¡Ôfl¡Ó¬±1
Ï¬„√√Ó¬  1ø‰¬Ó¬º  Œ˘±fl¡-fl¡Ô±1 Ï¬„√√Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ ¤øÈ¬ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ¬ıøÌ«Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1
Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛  Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œÀ˚˛ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ Œ˚ 1+¬Ûfl¡Ô±1 ’±˘˜Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ ·äøÈ¬fl¡
¬Û±G¬ı±Ìœ1 Ï¬„√√Ó¬ ∆fl¡ ∆fl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡ ’±&ª±˝◊√√ ˚±˚˛º ¬Û±G¬ı±Ìœ1 [øÓ¬Ê√Ú ¬ı±˝◊√√] õ∂ˆ¬±ªfl¡
˝◊√√˚˛±Ó¬ fl¡±˜Ó¬ ˘·±˝◊√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊√√  fl¡Ô± ¸1fl¡±À1 øÚÀÊ√˝◊√√  ¶§œfl¡±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º[√˙«Ú
190] ¤fl¡øÈ¬ ̋ √√Ó¬…±¬ı˛ Ú±È¬…fl¡Ô±  ø¬ÛÈ¬±1 ̂ ¬±˝◊√√¸1 Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¬ı±—˘± 1+¬Û±ôL1º Ù¬1±Â√œ ø¬ıõ≠ª1
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’±Ò±1Ó¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬  Ú±È¬fl¡‡ÚÓ¬ ’ÀÚfl¡ ‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡ ‰¬ø1S ’±ÀÂ√º  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ,
‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏ ¸—˘±¬Û1 ¸˜i§˚˛Ó¬ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

2. Î¬◊¬Û¸—˝√√±1
’±˜±1 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1¬ ¬Û1± õ∂±5 ¬ı±√̆  ̧ 1fl¡±11 Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…¸ ”̃̋ √√

ø¸X±ôL ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û Ó¬˘Ó¬ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ˝√√í  ̆,√√
♦ ¸1fl¡±À1 Ú±È¬fl¡ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¶§fl¡œ˚˛ ∆˙˘œ õ∂øÓ¬á¬± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡

1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ fl¡À˜Î¬œ1 Ú±È¬… Œfl¡Ã˙˘ øÚÊ√±Õfl¡ øÚ˜«±Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤ø1©ÜíÈ¬˘, øÚfl¡˘
’±ø√À˚˛ fl¡À˜Î¬œ1 ø˚ ∆˙˘œ Ó¬Ô± 1œøÓ¬1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ̧ 1fl¡±11 ̋ √√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡
Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√fl¡ ’ø¬ıfl¡˘ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ Œ|Ìœ1 ’ôLˆ«¬≈Mê√ fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡
Ú±È¬fl¡¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬fl¡¬Û”Ì« ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ Î¬◊»fl¡F± Ó¬Ô±
Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬fl¡1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ˝√√±¸…1¸ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¸1fl¡±À1 ˝√√±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬
ø¬ıqX Ó¬Ô± øÚ˜«˘ ˝√√±¸…1¸ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1¬ı ø¬ı‰¬±ø1ÀÂ√º

♦ ¸1fl¡±À1 ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬Ò˜«œ Ú±È¬fl¡Àfl¡˝◊√√‡Ú1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ∆˙˘œÀ1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
¤˝◊√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ ¸≈·øÍ¬Ó¬ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ú±˝◊√√, ‰¬ø1S1 øÚø«√©Ü Î¬◊ÀV˙… Ó¬Ô± ø¬ıfl¡±˙ Ú±˝◊√√ º
¸—˘±¬Û ø¬ı¸—·øÓ¬¬Û”Ì« ’±1n∏ ’¸—˘¢üÓ¬±À1 ˆ¬1±º  ¸1fl¡±À1 ¤¬ıÂ√±Î«¬ ∆˙˘œÀ1 Ú±È¬fl¡
Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1À˘› ¤ ◊̋√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ Ê√œªÚ1 ’Ô«̋ √√œÚÓ¬± ¬ı± Ê√œªÚ1 õ∂øÓ¬ ŒÚøÓ¬¬ı±‰¬fl¡
‘√ø©Üˆ¬—·œ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√º

♦  ¸1fl¡±À1 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚÓ¬  Ú±È¬fl¡1 õ∂Ò±Ú Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú ‰¬ø1S, ¸—˘±¬Û ’±1n∏
fl¡±ø˝√√ÚœÓ¬ ¸˜ &1n∏Q õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√º ’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙… ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√ÚÀÓ¬± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¸≈øÚø«√©Ü
1œøÓ¬ ˜±øÚ ‰¬˘± Ú±˝◊√√º ’Ç ’±1n∏ ‘√˙… ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú˝√√œÚˆ¬±À¬ı Ú±È¬fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
¤ÀÚ√À1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ̧ 1fl¡±11 øS—˙ ̇ Ó¬±sœ  Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú õ∂ªg1 √À1 ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

♦ Ô±Î«¬ øÔÀ˚̨È¬±11 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤fl¡ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1 ¸•Û”Ì« øÚÊ√¶§ ∆˙˘œÀ1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  ¤ ◊̋√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡Ó¬ fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ, ‰¬ø1S ’±1n∏ ¸—˘±¬ÛÓ¬ &1n∏Q ’±À1±¬Û fl¡1± Ú± ◊̋√√º
ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ¬̨ıd õ∂fl¡±À˙ ◊̋√√ ̃ ”̆  fl¡Ô± ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¬Ú˚̨1 ø√̇ ÀÈ¬±À √̋√ ¤ ◊̋√√ Œ|Ìœ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ̃ ”̆  ø√̇ º q

√õ∂¸—· È¬œfl¡± –
1 ëë¤ Ú±È¬fl¡&ø˘ ¬Û±Í¬fl¡À√¬ı̨ Qø¬ı̨ÀÓ¬ ’øÒfl¡±¬ı̨ fl¡À¬ı̨ ŒÚ˚̨ ¬Ûø¬ı̨ø¶öøÓ¬ øÚ˜±«ÀÌ¬ı̨ øÚ¬Û≈Ì

‰¬±Ó≈¬ «̊ › ̧ —˘±À¬Û¬ı̨ ’À˜±‚ õ∂À˚̨±À·¬ı̨ ’øÚ¬ı± «̊Ó¬±˚̨º ø˙Àä¬ı̨ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ̇ Ó«¬ Œ˚ ̧ —˚˜
¤ fl¡Ô± ¬ı±√̆  ¸¬ı̨fl¡±¬ı̨ fl¡‡ÀÚ± Œˆ¬±À˘ Ú±º ¬Ûø¬ı̨ø˜Ó¬ Œ¬ı±Ò ø√À˚̨ ◊̋√√ øÓ¬øÚ ¸— √̋√±¬ı̨ fl¡À¬ı̨Ú
˚±¬ıÓ¬œ˚̨ ˆ¬±“Î¬̌±ø˜º ≈̂̃ ±À√± ∏̄ ¬ı± ≈̃‡ø¬ıfl‘¡øÓ¬¬ı̨ ¸y±¬ıÚ±Àfl¡ºíí ø¬ı ≈̄û ¬ı ≈̧, ì ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… –
Ú±È¬fl¡ – ¬ı±√̆  ¸¬ı̨fl¡±¬ı̨î,  ¸Ó¬… ˆ¬±≈√øÎ¬̌ [¸•Û±.] ¸…± ƒ̧ 28  ¬Û‘. 16

2 ì.... Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ øÚ˜±«Ì Ú ˛̊, Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ‰¬ø¬ı˛S ‘̧ø©Ü Ú ˛̊ qÒ≈ ˜Ê√± fl¡¬ı˛±¬ı˛ ÊÀ√Ú… ◊̋√√
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øfl¡Â≈√ ø¸‰≈¬…À˚˛˙Ú ∆Ó¬ø¬ı˛ fl¡¬ı˛±, Œ¸˝◊√√˜ÀÓ¬± ¸—˘±¬Û ¬ı˛‰¬Ú± fl¡¬ı˛± ¤¬ı— ¸—˘±¬Û ›
ø¸‰≈¬…À˚˛˙ÀÚ¬ı˛ ¸œ˜±¬ıXÓ¬± ’øÓ¬Sê˜ fl¡À¬ı˛ ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬±¬ı˛ ˜≈øk˚˛±Ú±¬ı˛ ˜ÀÒ… ø√À˚˛
’Ú±ø¬ı˘ ˝√√±¸…¬ı˛̧  ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡À¬ı˛ ˚±› ˛̊±...î Î¬◊¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬, ¬Û‘. 37

3 ì¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬Àfl¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ç ¬ı± ‘√˙…ˆ¬±· ŒÚ ◊̋√√º  ø¬ı|±À˜¬ı˛ ’¬ª¸¬ı˛ Ú± ◊̋√√ Œfl¡±Ô±›º
&è·yœ¬ı˛ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdÀÓ¬ Í¬±¸± ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡ Ó¬N Ó¬ÀÔ… ̂ ¬¬ı˛¬Û≈¬ı˛º qÒ≈ ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬ √̋√±À¸¬ı˛ ø¬ı¬ı¬ı˛Ì
Ú ˛̊, ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬ √̋√±À¸¬ı˛ Œ¸ ◊̋√√̧ ¬ı ̃ ±Ú≈̄ ∏Àfl¡ øÚÀ ˛̊ ¤À¸ Ó¬±À√¬ı˛  ̧ ±é¬±»fl¡±¬ı˛ ø˘ø¬Û¬ıX ̋ √√À ˛̊ÀÂ√º
Ó¬±¬ı˛ ̧ Àe¸¬ı ‚È¬Ú±¬ı˛ › ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊¬ı˛ ’Ú≈¬Û≈∫ ¬ı…±‡…± › ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ìºî Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬√, ¬Û‘.148

¢∂Lö ¬Û?œ –
fl¡] ”̃̆  ¢∂Lö –

¬ı±—˘± –
 ¸¬ı˛fl¡±¬ı˛, ¬ı±√˘º Ú±È¬fl¡ ¸˜¢∂, õ∂Ô˜ ‡Gº fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – ø˜S › Œ‚±¯∏ ¬Û±¬ıƒø˘˙±¸« õ∂±–

ø˘– , 10 ˙…±˜±‰¬¬ı˛Ì Œ√  ©ÜòœÈ¬, |±ªÌ,1416º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
ñññº Ú±È¬fl¡ ¸˜¢∂, ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ‡Gº fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – ø˜S › Œ‚±¯∏ ¬Û±¬ıƒø˘˙±¸« õ∂±– ø˘– ,

10 ˙…±˜±‰¬¬ı˛Ì Œ√  ©ÜòœÈ¬, |±ªÌ,1416º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
ñññº Ú±È¬fl¡ ¸˜¢∂, Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛ ‡G, fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – ø˜S › Œ‚±¯∏ ¬Û±¬ıƒø˘˙±¸« õ∂±– ø˘– ,

10 ˙…±˜±‰¬¬ı˛Ì Œ√  ©ÜòœÈ¬, ’±øù´Ú 1419º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¬‡] õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ ¢∂Lö
   ı±—˘± –
Œ‚± ∏̄, ’øÊ√Ó¬fl≈¡˜±¬ı˛º Ú±È¬fl¡ › Ú±È¬…fl¡±¬ı˛º fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – Œ√íÊ ¬Û±¬ıø˘ø˙—, 13 ¬ıøÇ˜

‰¬…±È¬±øÊ«√, øàòÈ¬, õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙ - 2000º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
ñññº Ú±È¬…Ó¬N › Ú±È¬…˜=º fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – Œ√íÊ ¬Û±¬ıø˘ø˙—, 13 ¬ıøÇ˜ ‰¬…±È¬±øÊ«√,

øàòÈ¬, ‰¬Ó≈¬Ô« ¸—¶®1Ì – ¤øõ∂˘ 2010º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
ñññº ı±—˘± Ú±È¬Àfl¡¬ı˛ ¬¬ı˛+¬Û ¬ı˛œøÓ¬ › ’±øefl¡º fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – Œ√íÊ ¬Û±¬ıø˘ø˙—, 13

¬ıøÇ˜ ‰¬…±È¬±øÊ«√, øàòÈ¬, ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ¸—¶®¬ı˛Ì – Œ˜,2010º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈¬¬ı˛œ, √˙«Úº Ú±È¬… ¬ı…øMê√Q ¬ı±√˘ ¸¬ı˛fl¡±¬ı˛º fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – ¸≈ø˜S± fl≈¡G≈, ˙…±˜‰¬¬ı˛Ì Œ√

©ÜòœÈ¬, fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± -700073 õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙, fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± ¬ı˝◊√√ Œ˜˘±, 2009

ø˜S, ø√˘œ¬Û fl≈¡˜±¬ıˇº ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ˆ¬±¬ı˛Ó¬œ˚˛ Ú±È¬fl¡, õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ – ¸≈Ò±—qÀ˙‡¬ı˛À√, Œ√íÊ
¬Û±¬ıø˘ø˙—, 13 ¬ıøÇ˜ ‰¬…±È¬±øÊ«√, øàòÈ¬, fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬±-700073, õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙ –
Ê√±Ú≈̊ ˛±ø¬ı˛, 2005
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˝◊√√—1±Ê√œ –
Badal Sirkar, The Third Theatre ,  Publisher : Badal Sirkar, 1st Edition -
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√̋√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏
Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± – ¤øÈ¬ ’Ò…˚̨Ú

Î¬◊»¬Û˘± √±¸
·Àª ∏̄fl¡, ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, fl‘¡¯ûfl¡±ôL ¸øµÕfl¡ 1±øÊ√…fl¡ ≈̃Mê√ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊

Email: utpaladas70@gmail.com

Î¬0 øÚˆ¬± 1±Ìœ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú
¸˝√√À˚±·œ ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡, ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, fl‘¡¯ûfl¡±ôL ¸øµÕfl¡ 1±øÊ√…fl¡ ≈̃Mê√ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊

Email: neevarani11@gmail.com

¸—øé¬5¸±1
’¸˜œ ˛̊± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ¬ıU ¬Û≈1øÌº ’ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ¬ı± À˜Ãø‡fl¡ ¬Û1•Û1±Ó¬
À˘±fl¡fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ◊̋√√ ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬ √̋√±À¸ Ï≈¬øfl¡ ÀÚ±À¬Û±ª± ̧ ˜˚̨À1 ¬Û1± õ∂ª±ø √̋√Ó¬ Õ √̋√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º
¤˝◊√√ À˘±fl¡fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±˝◊√√ ¸fl¡À˘± ¸˜˚˛ÀÓ¬ ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…fl¡ øÚÊ√± ¸˜À˘À1
¸˜‘X fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√ º ¤˝◊√√ Àé¬SÓ¬ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±› ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ Ú˝√√˚˛º
¸˜±Ê√1 ¬Ûø1ªøÓ«¬Ó¬ Àõ∂é¬±¬ÛÈ¬1 ¬ı±À¬ı À˘±fl¡¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ À˘±fl¡Ê√œªÀÚ¡
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ø¬ı¬Û1œÓ¬ À˜1n∏Ó¬ ’ª¶ö±Ú fl¡À1, ¬Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ¬ıUÀfl¡ ◊̋√√·1±fl¡œ
fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˚≈·¸”S  ¶ö±¬ÛÚ1 õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡ø1 ’˝√√± À√‡± Õ·ÀÂ√º
˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¸˜”À˝√√› ÀÓ¬ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ø¶öøÓ¬Àfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡À1º
Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬-À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ ˜˘À¬ı±1fl¡ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ’Ú≈̄ ∏—· ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û
Àfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± Î¬◊¬Û˜±, 1+¬Ûfl¡ ’±1n∏ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä1 ’±ø√1 1+¬ÛÓ  fl¡ø¬ıÀ ˛̊¬ Û≈Ú1Ú «̃±Ì
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fl¡À1 º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ À√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊ À˚ ¬ıU ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ̧ ˜˘À¬ı±À1 À °̇̄ ∏ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ̂ ¬±¬ı¬ıdfl¡ ’øÒfl¡ ·±Ï¬ˇÓ¬± õ∂√±ÚÓ¬ ̧ √̋√± ˛̊fl¡¡ ̋ √√̊ ˛º ¤ ◊̋√√ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±Ó¬
À˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¸˜‘øX˙±˘œ ’—· Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ À˘±fl¡ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸˜˘
˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ øfl¡√À1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ¤ÀÚ ¸˜À˘
’±—ø·fl¡Ó¬ Àfl¡ÀÚ Ò1Ì1 ÚÓ≈¬ÚQ1 ̧ =±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ À¸ ◊̋√√ ̧ fl¡À˘± ø√̇  ̧ ±˜ø1
ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì fl¡1± Õ˝√√ÀÂ√º

”̧‰¬fl¡ ˙s – ˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√, Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬, À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±, ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± º

0.0 ’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –
¸˜ô¶ ø¬ıù´¬ıËp¡±G ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú1 ’ÒœÚºÎ¬◊æª fl¡±˘À1 ¬Û1±√√ ¤˝◊√√ ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú1 Ò±1±

’ø¬ı1Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ‰¬ø˘ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ¤¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ̧ ˜¢∂ ̃ ±Úª ̧ ˜±ÀÊ√ À˘±fl¡¸˜±Ê√ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ¬Ûø1·øÌÓ¬
∆˝√√øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ fl¡±˘Sê˜Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ¸˜±ÀÊ√ ◊̋√√ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ Ú±·ø1fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ ˝√√ ˛̊º
¤Àfl¡√À1 ˜±Úª Ê√±øÓ¬ ¸fl¡À˘± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… fl¡˜«˝◊√√ õ∂Ô˜±ª¶ö±Ó¬ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Ôfl¡±
Œ˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ◊̋√√ ’±øÂ√˘º Œ˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ¤È¬± Ê√±øÓ¬1 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¸M√√±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ≈̆fl¡± ◊̋√√
Ô±Àfl¡º ¤‡Ú ¸˜±Ê√1  ¸fl¡À˘± ø‰¬ôL± ’±1n∏ ’±√ «̇1 õ∂±ÌÀfl¡f ◊̋√√  ˝√√í˘ À˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ’±1n∏
◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 ’±È¬± ◊̋√√Ó¬Õfl¡ ¸—À¬ı√Ú˙œ˘ ’—· ◊̋√√ Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±º

Œ˘±fl¡¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ¬ı≈fl≈¡1 ¬Û1± ◊̋√√ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… ◊̋√√ Sê˜ø¬ıªÓ«¬Ú1  ̃ ±ÀÊ√ø√ ’±ø √̋√ ’±øÊ√1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡1
¬Û1± Î¬◊M√√1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’ª¶ö±Ó¬ ’ªÓ¬1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º  ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ø˚ “̧±‰¬ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ Ú±Ô±fl¡fl¡ øfl¡ ˛̊, ◊̋√√
¸˜±Ê√1 ¬Û1± ¬Û‘Ôfl¡ ̋ √√í¬ı ÀÚ±ª±À1º ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… ◊̋√√ ̊ ø√ ¬Û”¬ı«ªÓ«¬œ ̊ ≈·1 ›‰¬1Ó¬ Ÿ¬Ìœ ̋ √√̊ ˛, ¤Àfl¡√À1
¬Û1ªÓ«¬œ ≈̊·1 ¿ øÚÌ«± ˛̊fl¡1 ”̂¬ø˜fl¡±› ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º

Œ1±˜±ø∞I◊fl¡ ˚≈·1 ¬Û1± ’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±˝◊√√ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¬±Õ˘ ·øÓ¬ fl¡1±1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬
Œ1±˜±ø∞I◊fl¡Ó¬±1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…À¬ı±1 Sê˜±» ¤ø1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡, 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ fl¡±1Ì¬ı˙Ó¬–  ÚÓ≈¬Ú
ø‰¬ôL±-√̇ «ÀÚÀ1 ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙1 ¬ı±È¬ ø¬ı‰¬1±1 õ∂¬ı˘ Î¬◊fl¡ ≈̃fl¡øÚ ’±1y √̋√̊  ̨º
õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 1+¬Û-˘±¬ıÌ… Ó¬Ô± fl¡äÚ±1 ’±øÒfl¡…1 ¬Û1± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ◊̋√√ Ú±·ø1fl¡ Ê√œªÚ1 ≈√‡-øÚ «̊±Ó¬Ú,
øÚ¸—·Ó¬±, ̇ ±¸Ú-À˙± ∏̄Ì ’±ø√1 fl¡—SêœÈ¬Ó¬ À¸±˜± ◊̋√√ ¬ÛÀ1º Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ◊̋√√
fl¡—SêœÈ¬1 ˆ¬±¬ı¬ıdfl¡ ¸±øÚ ø√À˚̨ ¤fl¡ ¢∂±˜… ≈̧¬ı±¸, ø˚À˚̨ ŒÓ¬›“fl¡ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘À˘ ¸˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡
’Ú… fl¡ø¬ı ’±1n∏ ÀÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬Õfl¡ ¬ıU ¬Û‘Ôfl¡º Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ À˘±fl¡ ¬̂± ∏̄±1 õ∂À˚̨±À·À1
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ·ø1˜±fl¡ Àfl¡ÀÚ√À1 1é¬Ì±À¬ıé¬Ì
ø√ÀÂ√ À¸ ◊̋√√ ø¬ı ∏̄À˚̨ ¤ ◊̋√√ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛSÓ¬ ø¬ıÀ °̄̇ ∏Ì fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º
0.1 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1 –

˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ À˘±fl¡ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 õ∂± ˛̊ ¸fl¡À˘±À¬ı±1 ¸˜˘À1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú
Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚̨ ̊ ø√› ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛS1 ̧ œ˜±ªXÓ¬±Õ˘ ̆ é¬… 1±ø‡ ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ÛSÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ı·1±fl¡œ1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬
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Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ ˜˘1±øÊ√ øfl¡√À1 1øé¬Ó¬ Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ Ó¬±Àfl¡ ø¬ıÀ °̇̄ ∏Ì fl¡1± ̋ √√í¬ıº
¤ ◊̋√√ ø¬ı‰¬±1 ø¬ıÀ °̇̄ ∏ÌÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ı·1±fl¡œ1 õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ øÓ¬øÚ›‡Ú fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¬Û≈øÔ [Œ¸±˜øÒø11 À¸±“ª1øÌ
’±1n∏ ’Ú…±Ú… fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, 1981 , ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√ ’Ú≈fl”¡À˘, 2000 ’±1n∏ ¬Û˘ ’Ú≈¬Û˘1 ̧ “±‰¬, 2007]1
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¸ ”̃̋ √√fl¡√ ¸±˜ø1 À˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ º
0.2 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ˘é¬… ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙… –

’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… 1é¬± fl¡ø1 øÚÊ√1 Ô ≈̆ª± ˆ¬±ª ’±1n∏ ˆ¬± ∏̄±À1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1
ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdfl¡ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1± ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1œøÓ¬Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ ̧ •Û”Ì« ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊± ̧ M√√±º
Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 õ∂À ˛̊±·1 ¡Z±1± ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±fl¡ ’Ô«õ∂±¬ı˘…Ó¬±À1

≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ·øÓ¬-∆¬ıø‰¬S… õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1√√ ¶§fl¡œ ˛̊Ó¬± ’Ò… ˛̊ÀÚ ◊̋√√√√ ¤ ◊̋√√ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛS1
”̃̆  ˘é¬… º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ÀÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ 1øé¬Ó¬ ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± À˘±fl¡-¸˜±Ê√1 ¬ıU

Ó¬Ô… À¬Û±˝√√1Õ˘ ’Ú±ÀÈ¬± ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 õ∂Ò±Ú Î¬◊ÀV˙…º
0.3 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –

ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ÀÈ¬± ’Ò…˚˛Ú Ó¬Ô± Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ô¶1Ó¬ õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Ú ’Ú≈¸ø1 ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ’±1n∏
ø¬ıÀ °̇̄ ∏Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’ª˘•§Ú fl¡1± Õ˝√√ÀÂ√º
0.4 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¸˜˘ –

·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛS‡Ú õ∂dÓ¬fl¡1ÌÓ¬ ”̃‡… ¸˜˘ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ¸˜¢∂
[2016] ¢∂Lö‡Ú1 ̧ √̋√± ˛̊ À˘±ª± Õ √̋√ÀÂ√º Œ·ÃÌ¸˜˘1 Àé¬SÓ¬ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬fl¡1 ¶§1ø‰¬Ó¬
¢∂Lö, ¸•Û±ø√Ó¬ ¢∂Lö1 ”̃̆ …¬ı±Ú õ∂¬ıg ’±1n∏ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ1 ¸˝√√± ˛̊ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
1.0 ˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± –

∏̄±øÍ¬1 √˙fl¡ÀÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ı ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± ˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô Ú±Ô √M√√ ◊̋√√ ¸˜±Ê√1
ø¬ıøˆ¬ißÊ√Ú1 ̆ ·Ó¬ õ∂Ó¬…é¬-¬ÛÀ1±é¬ ̧ •Ûfl«¡1 õ∂¸—·À1 fl¡±¬ı… Ê≈√̃ ≈øÒ õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡ø1 Î¬◊ø˘ ˛̊±¬ıÕ˘
õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡1± À√‡± ˚± ˛̊ º ¤ÀÚ ‘√ø©Ü1 ¬ı±À¬ı ÀÓ¬›“1 ¸ ≈̃‡Ó¬ Ê√œªÚ1 Ê√øÈ¬˘Ó¬±-¬ıSêÓ¬±
¸fl¡À˘± Ò1± ¬Ûø1øÂ√˘ º øfl¡c ¤È¬± fl¡Ô± ¶§œfl¡± «̊ À˚ À¸ ◊̋√√ ˛̊± fl¡ø¬ı·1±fl¡œ1 ”̃̆  ’øˆ¬©Ü
Ú˝√√ ˛̊, ¬ı1— ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ˜ÚÓ¬ ¬ıSêÓ¬±-fl≈¡øÈ¬˘Ó¬±1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± ≈̆fl¡± ◊̋√√ Ôfl¡± Ê√œªÚ1 fl¡À «̃±√…˜
’±1n∏ õ∂±Ì õ∂¬ı±˝√√ ”̃Ó«¬ fl¡ø1 ¬ı‘̋ √√M√√1 Ê√œªÚ1 ’—˙œ√±1 À˝√√±ª±1 ’±fl≈¡˘Ó¬± ◊̋√√ ÀÓ¬›“1 À˙ ∏̄1
¸˜ ˛̊1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±À¬ı±11 ̃ ”̆ … Î¬◊¬ÛÊ√œ¬ı… ’±øÂ√̆ º ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 Àˆ¬øÈ¬ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1
¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±1 Àˆ¬øÈ¬Ó¬ ·Ï¬ˇ Õ˘ Î¬◊Í¬± ˚ø√› fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¸ ”̃̋ √√Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê1√ ’Ó¬œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ fl¡±˘±Ó¬œÓ¬
Àfl¡Ó¬À¬ı±1 ¸Ó¬…› ≈̊·¬Û»ˆ¬±Àª Î¬◊O±ø¬ÛÓ¬ Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ◊̋√√À ˛̊ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±¸ ”̃̋ √√fl¡ ’øÚ¬ı«‰¬Úœ ˛̊
À¸Ãµ «̊ õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ º ’±1yøÚ1 ¬Û1± ◊̋√√ Àfl¡ª˘ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä õ∂ ˛̊±¸œ ¬ı± õ∂Ó¬œfl¡-¸g±Úœ ÚÕ˝√√
√̋√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√̋ ◊√√ 1+¬Ûfl¡ [À˜È¬±Ù¬í1]1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ̧ ‰¬1±‰¬1 Úˆ¬¬ı± ̧ ±‘√̇ …1 ’øˆ¬Úª ̧ —À˚±·1

˜±ÀÊ√ø√ ø‰¬Sfl¡ä ¬ı± ¬ıMê√¬ı…1 ’± ˛̊Ó¬Ú ¬ıÏ¬ˇ±¬ıÕ˘ õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º  [ŒÎ¬fl¡± 15]
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√̋√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ̃ ±ÚªQ ◊̋√√ ¬Û1¶Û11 ’Ú≈̄ ∏—· ø √̋√‰¬±À¬ÛÀ √̋√ fl¡± «̊
¸•Û±√Ú fl¡À1º  ŒÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ Ô±Àfl¡ ·“±ª1 õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙, ̧ ≈ø¬ı˙±˘ ̧ 1˘Ó¬±, ̧ √̋+√̊ Ǫ́¬±
’±1n∏ õ∂±Ì˜˚̨Ó¬±ñ¤ ◊̋√√À¬ı±À1 ŒÓ¬›“ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 Òœ ̇ øMê√Àfl¡ ◊̋√√ øÚ «̃±Ì fl¡1± Ú±øÂ√̆ , ŒÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1
ˆ¬±¯±ÀÈ¬±Àfl¡± ·Ï¬̌ ø√øÂ√̆ º Î¬◊√± √̋√1Ì¶§1+À¬Ûñ¬ı·˘œÀ˚̨ À¬ı·±-À¬ıø· fl¡ø1˚¬ıUÓ¬ ”√1Ó¬ ∆· ¬ı±È¬
À √̋√1n∏ª±Ó¬˚ø¸ “̋√√Ó¬Àfl¡ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 Œ˚øÓ¬˚̨±˚’±ø √̋√øÂ√̆  fl≈¡˜˘œ˚̨± ¸5˜œ1 ŒÊ√±Ú.......˚Î¬◊̧ ,  È≈¬¬Û1
fl¡± ∏̄ÀÓ¬ Õ1˚ÀÊ√±ÚÀÈ¬± À˚ ¤øÓ¬˚̨±›.....˚Œ¸±˜øÒø1 Ú√œ1 Ò˘Ó¬ ∑ [À¸±˜øÒø11 À “̧±ª1øÌ
94-95]º  Àõ∂̃ 1 ø‰¬S õ∂fl¡±˙Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚̨ fl¡Ô… ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ’±1n∏ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ’±|˚̨ Õ˘ÀÂ√ º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬
À¸±˜øÒø1 ÕÚ‡ÀÚ fl¡ø¬ı1 Ê√œªÚ À˚ÃªÚ1 ’±1n∏ Î¬◊¬Û˘øt1 Î¬◊O±Ú-¬ÛÓ¬Ú ’±ø√1 ̧ ±é¬œ Õ √̋√ÀÂ√º
˚ø√› fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬± ¤È¬± Àõ∂˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ◊̋√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ ¸‰¬1±‰¬1 Àõ∂˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ À√‡± À¬Û±ª±
ÕÊ√øªfl¡ ¬ı±Àg±Ú1 Àˆ¬ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ¬Ûø1¸œ˜± ’±1n∏ ¸˜ ˛̊1 ¬ı±Àg±ÚÀfl¡± ’øÓ¬Sê˜ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋+Ó¬ ¬ı·˘œ, ŒÊ√±Ú¬ı± ◊̋√√, Ú√œ ’±ø√À¬ı±À1 ˜±øÈ¬ ’±1n∏ ’±fl¡±˙1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤fl¡
¸—À˚±· ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√, øÍ¬fl¡ ¬Û±øÔ«ª Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ ’±Ò…±øRfl¡Ó¬±1 ¤Ú±Ê√1œÀ √̋√º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1
ø˜˘Ú±fl¡±—é¬±, ’øˆ¬˜±Ú ’±ø√ õ∂fl¡±˙ÀÓ¬± fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚̨ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ’±|˚̨ ∆˘ÀÂ√º

ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ¸5˜ √˙fl¡1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ À|á¬ fl¡ø¬ı ˝√√œÀ1Ú √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ’±=ø˘fl¡
Ê√Ú ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬1 Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú± ̂ ¬±˘√À1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ º ŒÓ¬›“1 fl¡±ø¬ı…fl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬1
·œøÓ¬˜ ˛̊Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ø‰¬SÒ «̃œÓ¬±1 ̂ ¬±˘ ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊º ’±=ø˘fl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ÀÓ¬›“1 1œøÓ¬1
˜Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± Õ¬ıø˙©Ü…º √M√√ ◊̋√√ Œfl¡±ª±˜ÀÓ¬ ÀÓ¬›“ ÀÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ’¸˜1 ˜±øÈ¬-¬Û±Úœ1
Œ·±g Ôfl¡±ÀÈ¬± ø¬ı‰¬±À1º [˙ «̃± 142] Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋√√ ÀÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏
À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± ◊̋√√ õ∂Ò±Ú ’—· ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º>>

2.0 ”̃̆  ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± –
Œ˘±fl¡-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ’±È¬±˝◊√ √Ó¬Õfl¡ ø¬ı˙±˘ ’±1n∏ ¸˜‘øX˙±˘œ ˙±‡±ÀÈ¬±Àª˝◊√√ ˝√√í˘

Œ˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¬ı± Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…º Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√1 ø‰¬ôL±-√ «̇Ú, “̋√√±ø˝√√-fl¡±Àµ±Ú, Œõ∂˜-
õ∂œøÓ¬, 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬, ’±‰¬±1-¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ’±ø√ ¸fl¡À˘±À¬ı±11 ¬ıø˝√√–õ∂fl¡±˙1 ˜±Ò…À˜ ◊̋√√ ˝√√í˘
À˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… º Œ˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… Œ˘±fl¡Ê√œªÚ1 Ê√œªôL √ø˘˘ º ̧ ±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¬ı≈ø˘À˘
Â√¬Û± øfl¡Ó¬±¬ÛÓ¬ ¬ÛøÏ¬ˇ¬ıÕ˘ À¬Û±ª± ·ä, fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±, Ú±È¬fl¡ ’±ø√Àfl¡ ¬ı≈ÀÊ√±º øfl¡c ¤ ◊̋√√ø¬ı˘±fl¡1
¬ı±À√› ·“±ª˘œ ˛̊± Ú± ◊̋√√¬ı± ‰¬˝√√1œ ˛̊± ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤fl¡ õ∂fl¡±11 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¤øÓ¬ ˛̊±› Ê√œ ˛̊± ◊̋√√
’±ÀÂ√ º ¤ ◊̋√√ø¬ı˘±fl¡ Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ ≈̃À‡ ≈̃À‡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ’±1n∏ ≈̃‡ ¬ı±·ø1 Ôfl¡± ¬Û≈1øÌ Ú±˜, ¬Û√,
˜±ø˘Ó¬±, Ù¬fl¡1±, ¬ı‰¬Ú, ̧ “±Ô1, ̧ ±Ò≈fl¡Ô± º [Œ·±¶§±˜œ, 1994]  ∆˙À˘Ú ̂ ¬1±˘œ1 ̃ ÀÓ¬ñ
ë’±ø√˜ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ·œÓ¬-˜±Ó¬, ·ä-·±Ô±, õ∂¬ı±√-õ∂¬ı‰¬Ú ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√fl¡ Œ˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ◊̋√√
¸±˜ø1 ̆ ˛̊í º À˘±fl¡ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…fl¡ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ‰¬±ø1È¬± ̂ ¬±·Ó¬ ̂ ¬±· fl¡1± Õ √̋√ÀÂ√ñfl¡] Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬,
‡] Œ˘±Àfl¡±øMê√, ·] ·√…Ò «̃œ Œ˘±fl¡fl¡Ô± ’±1n∏ ‚] Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± º [˙ «̃± 24]
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2.1 Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ –
’¸˜œ˚̨± ¸˜±Ê√1 ¶§1+¬Û ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ √̋√íÀ˘ Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬À¬ı±11 ’Ò…˚̨ÀÚ ◊̋√√ ˚ÀÔ©Ü

¬ı≈ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1 º ‰¬ √̋√± À˘±fl¡1 ’±À¬ı· õ∂¬ı± √̋√1 ¶§Ó¬–¶£≈¬«Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ¤ ◊̋√√ ·œÓ¬1±øÊ√À˚̨ Ê√ij1 ¬Û1±
‘̃Ó≈¬…Õ˘ ¸ ỗ¶ Ê√œªÚ ¬Ûø1Sê˜±fl¡ Â√µ·gœ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ¬ı…Mê√ fl¡ø1 ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñø˙q1

fl¡±1ÀÌ 1‰¬± Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬, À˚ÃªÚ1 ¸˜˚̨1 ·œÓ¬, ≈̊¢¨ Ê√œªÚ1 ’±1yøÚ1 ¸˜˚̨1 ·œÓ¬, ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
|˜√±Ú1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ¤fl¡À|Ìœ1 ·œÓ¬, 1— 1 √̋√̋ ◊√√‰¬1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ·œÓ¬, õ∂±Ô«Ú± õ∂Ò±Ú,
˜±ø˘Ó¬±, À√̋ √√ø¬ı‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ ’±Ò…±øRfl¡ ˆ¬±¬ı1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ’±ø√ ¬[¬ı1√Õ˘ – ’¸˜1
À˘±fl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±]º Ê√œªÚ1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸˜ ˛̊1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸—·øÓ¬ 1±ø‡ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ·œÓ¬1±øÊ√fl¡
¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ø¬ı√̧ fl¡À˘ Ó¬˘Ó¬ ø√̊ ±̨ Ò1ÀÌ  ˆ¬±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ À¬ı˘±Î¬ ¬ı± ˜±ø˘Ó¬± ¬ı± fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ ·œÓ¬,
Ò «̃œ˚̨ ·œÓ , õ∂Ì˚̨ ·œÓ¬,  fl¡ «̃ ·œÓ¬, Î¬◊»¸ª ’Ú≈¶ö±Ú1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ·œÓ¬,Ó¬Q¬Û”Ì« ·œÓ¬,
ø‰¬fl¡±1 ’±ø√ ¸± ≈̃ø √̋√fl¡ fl¡±˜1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ·œÓ¬ ’1n∏  øÚ‰≈¬fl¡øÚ ·œÓ¬º [˙ «̃± 24]

ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ◊̋√√ fl¡˜ ̧ —‡…fl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ø˘ø‡› ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ¬ı≈1?œÓ¬ øÚÊ√1 Ú±˜ ø˘ø¬Û¬ıX
fl¡1± √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ø√˙ ˝√√í˘ À˘±fl¡-¸±—¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡ ¸˜˘1 Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ º ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
˜±Ó¬-ˆ¬±¯∏±1 õ∂fl¡±ø˙fl¡± ˙øMê√1 ¸Ù¬˘ ¬Û1œé¬± ÀÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± º À˘±fl¡Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏
À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸±ø¬ı«fl¡ ≈̧µ1Ó¬±1 fl¡˘±Rfl¡ ’øˆ¬¬ı…øMê√√ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ Í“¬±‰¬Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1±ÀÈ¬±Àª ◊̋√√
’±øÂ√˘ fl¡ø¬ı ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ÀÓ¬›“1 ‰¬‰«¬±1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ’±1n∏ ◊̋√√ ˛̊±Àfl¡ Õ˘ ≈̧√œ‚« ¸—¢∂±˜ ’±1n∏ ¸±ÒÚ±Ó¬
õ∂¬ı‘Ó¬ Õ √̋√øÂ√̆  º [Ó≈¬˘¸œ 298] ¢∂±˜… ¸À‰¬Ó¬ÚÓ¬± ÀÓ¬›“1 õ∂± ˛̊À¬ı±1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÓ¬ ¸±1¬ıd Õ˝√√
’±ÀÂ√ º ¸—À¬ı√Ú˙œ˘ fl¡ø¬ı √M√√1 À¸ ◊̋√√ ¸À‰¬Ó¬ÚÓ¬±À1 ¬ıø˝√√–õ∂fl¡±˙ À˚ÀÚñ

’±˝◊√√Ó¬±, ÀÓ¬±˜±1 Õ¸ÀÓ¬ À˜±1 Œ˚±·¸”S
˘±À˝√√ ˘±À˝√√ È≈¬øÈ¬ ’˝√√±
¤È¬± øÚˆ¬±Ê√ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 øÚ‰≈¬fl¡øÌ ·œÓ¬ ∑
-----------------------
Œ¸˝◊√√‡Ú Â√ø¬ı1 Ú±˜ñ
¸±√1œ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’±˝◊√√Ó¬± [’±˝◊√√Ó¬±Õ˘ 140]

fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ ˛̊ ’¸˜1 ¤‡Ú ≈̧µ1 ¢∂±˜… ø‰¬S ’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋√√ Àé¬SÓ¬
√M√√1 ’±Ú ¤È¬± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 õ∂¸—·› Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1ñ

’Ú≈2‰¬ ¶§1Ó¬ Œ·±ª± qª˘± øÚ‰≈¬fl¡øÚ1 ·œÓ¬À1
øÚ^±˝◊√√ À˜±fl¡ ’±&ø1À˘ , [·1‡œ˚˛± ¸À¬Û±Ú 123]

’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚÓ¬ øÚ‰≈¬fl¡øÌ ·œÓ¬À¬ı±11 ̃ ”̆ … ’¬Ûø1¸œ˜º ø¬ı¶ú̊  ̨’±1n∏ Àfl¡ÃÓ≈¬̋ √√̆ À1
¬̂1± ø˙q1 ̃ ÚÓ¬ ·Â√-˘Ó¬±, ‰¬1± ◊̋√√-ø‰¬ø1fl¡øÓ¬, Ù¬̆ -Ù≈¬̆  ’±ø√1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ¬Û±Ô«fl¡… Ú±Ô±Àfl¡º

ø˙q1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 Ê√·Ó¬1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√œª-Ê√c Ê√·Ó¬1 ’fl¡ÀÌ± ¬Û±Ô«fl¡… Ú± ◊̋√√ º ë¬ı ≈̧ÕÒ¬ı
fl≈¡È≈¬•§fl¡ ƒ̃íº Î¬◊√± √̋√1Ì ¶§1+À¬Û À‰¬±Ó¬±˘Ó¬ ¬Û1± ̇ ±ø˘fl¡œ ’±ÀÂ√, ‚11 fl¡± ∏̄ÀÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ̆ Í¬1± Ù≈¬˘·Â√
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’±ÀÂ√, À˜‚1 ’±“1Ó¬ ≈̆fl¡± ◊̋√√ Ôfl¡± 1í√±ø˘ ’±ÀÂ√ñ¤ ◊̋√√ ’±È¬± ◊̋√√À¬ı±1 ø˙q Ê√·Ó¬1 Î¬◊̃ ˘±1
˘·1œº ë’í Ù≈¬˘, ’í Ù≈¬˘ Ú≈Ù≈¬˘ øfl¡˚̨í ¬ı≈ø˘ Ú≈Ù≈¬˘± Ù≈¬˘·Â√1 ˘·Ó¬ ˜ ◊̋√√Ú±fl¡ fl¡Ô± ¬ÛÓ¬± ◊̋√√
ø√À˘ ◊̋√√ ¬ı± · √̋√œÚ · √̋√œÚÕfl¡ À‡±Ê√ À˘±ª± ¬ı·˘œfl¡ À√‡≈ª± ◊̋√√ ë¬ı·˘œ ¤ ¸¬ı± √̋√Õ˘ Ú·ø˘ øfl¡˚̨í
¬ı≈ø˘ ˜ ◊̋√√Ú±fl¡ ≈̧øÒ¬ıÕ˘ ˘·± ◊̋√√ ø√À˘ ◊̋√√ Ú± ◊̋√√¬ı± ë1í√±ø˘ ¤ 1í√ À√í ¬ı≈ø˘ ˜ ◊̋√√Ú±fl¡ 1í√±ø˘fl¡
˜±øÓ¬¬ıÕ˘ ˘·± ◊̋√√ ø√À˘ ◊̋√√ À˚ ˜ ◊̋√√Ú±1 Î¬◊̆ ± √̋√œ fl¡äÚ± ◊̋√√, fl¡äÚ±1 À¬ı±˘ ˘±ø· ¸Ê√œª Õ √̋√ ¬ÛÀ1 º
[¬ı1√Õ˘ 26] ¤ ◊̋√√ À|Ìœ1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ø˙qÀª õ∂fl‘¬øÓ¬1 ̆ ·Ó¬ Î¬◊̃ ø˘-Ê√±˜ø˘ Î¬±„√√1 À √̋√±ª±1 Â√ø¬ı
¤‡Ú ̧ ≈µ1Õfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˚̨ º¸ √̋√Ê√-¸1˘ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ÊÚÊ√œªÚ1 ÀÓ¬ÀÚ Â√ø¬ı √M√√1 ¬ıUÓ¬ Àfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√ ñ

fl¡] ‚È¬Ú-’‚È¬Ú1 ˘Ó¬±-¬Û±fl¡1 Î¬◊ª±ø√˝√√ fl¡íÓ¬
Ó¬±1 ¬Û˜-À‡ø√ ’¬ı±È¬1 À˜1À¬Û“‰¬Ó¬ ¬ÛÀ1“±
fl¡±˚« ’±1n∏ fl¡±1Ì ’Ô±ø˘-¬ÛÔ±ø˘Õfl¡ 1˚˛...
’í Ù≈¬˘ ’í Ù≈¬˘ Ú≈Ù≈¬˘ øfl¡˚˛ ∑ [≈√ª±1À¬ı±1 266]

‡] ¤˝◊√√ ‡“1±-ø˙˚˛±˘1 ø¬ı˚˛±-ÀÒ˜±ø˘1 À¬ı˘±
Î¬◊ø1 À˚±ª± Ê√±fl¡-˙1±ø˘1 Ê≈√Ú≈fl¡±-¬ı±√Ú
øfl¡Úƒ øfl¡Úƒ À˝√√„≈√√˘1 ˜±ÀÊ√ø√ ’±ø˝√√
fl¡√˜Ù≈¬˘1 ¸≈¬ı±¸1 ¸íÀÓ¬ Õ¬ı ˚±˚˛ [¬ı¯«∏± ’±À˘‡… 55]

√1±‰¬˘ÀÓ¬ ë≈√ª±1À¬ı±1í ’±1n∏ ë¬ı «̄∏±-’±À˘‡…í ¤ ◊̋√√ ≈√À ˛̊±È¬± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÓ¬ Õ˙˙ªÀÓ¬ qÚ± ·œÀÓ¬
ÚÓ≈¬Ú 1+¬Û ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ º

’¸˜1 À˘±fl¡·œøÓ¬ ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ Ò˜ «øÚ1À¬Ûé¬ ·œÓ¬À¬ı±À1› ¤fl¡ &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ¶ö±Ú √‡˘
fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ≈̆̋ ◊√√Ó¬1 ¬Û±11 ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ¤fl¡ õ∂Ò±Ú Î¬◊»¸ ˝√√í˘ ø¬ıUº ’¸˜1 Ê√±Ó¬œ ˛̊
Î¬◊»¸ª ø¬ıU1 ˘·Ó¬ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ¸•Ûfl«¡ øÚø¬ıÎ¬ˇº õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ ’ø¬ı˝√√ÀÚ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¸±— ¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡ ø‰¬ôL±-
‰¬‰«¬±1 ¬Ûø1¸1 ̧ œø˜Ó¬º õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ̧ c©Ü fl¡1±1 ̃ ±ÚÀ¸À1 ‰¬˝√√± Ê√Ú¸±Ò±1ÀÌ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬
Ú Ú Î¬◊»¸ª-’Ú≈á¬±Ú fl¡À1º ø¬ıUÀÓ¬± À¸ ◊̋√√√À1 ¬ı±√… ¬ıÊ√± ◊̋√√ ·œÓ¬-Ú‘Ó¬…À1 Î¬◊¬ı«1± ˙øMê√
¬ı‘øX1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±Úµ Î¬◊»¸ª fl¡1± ˝√√ ˛̊º ø¬ıU-Ú‘Ó¬…-·œÓ¬1 ˘·Ó¬ ÀÏ¬±˘1 ¸•Ûfl«¡ øÚø¬ıÎ¬ˇº
ÀÏ¬±˘ ’ø¬ı˝√√ÀÚ ø¬ıU-·œÓ¬-Ú‘Ó¬…1 fl¡äÚ± fl¡ø1¬ı ÀÚ±ª±ø1º √M√√ ◊̋√√ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ÀÏ¬±˘1 õ∂¸—·
È¬±øÚ ’±øÚ Â√Àµ±¬ıX 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ¸Ê√± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√ ñ

ÀÏ¬±À˘ ÀÒ˜±ø˘¤ õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ’ôL1
ø˚√À1 øÚÀ˚˛ ¬Û≈1±Àfl¡ È¬±øÚ,

:±Ú ’±Àª·1 √œ‚˘ ˆ¬±¯∏ÀÌ
ø¸˜±Ú ø¬ıô¶‘øÓ¬ ÀÚ¬Û±˚˛ ø‰¬øÚ º [Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±-fl¡œÓ«¬Ú 186]

ø¬ıU Ú±‰¬, ø¬ıU ·œÓ¬1 ’¬Û”¬ı« ¸˜± √̋√±À1 ≈̃‡ø1Ó¬ fl¡À1 ø‰¬ø1 ≈̋̆ ◊√√Ó¬1 ¬ı √̋√̆  ¬ı≈fl≈¡, ’“± √̋√Ó¬1
Ó¬˘º ¤ ◊̋√√ ·œÓ¬-˜±Ó¬1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 ◊̋√√ ¶£≈¬1Ì ‚ÀÈ¬ ¢∂±˜… ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ ̧ 1˘ ’Ú≈̂ ”¬øÓ¬,
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Ê√œªÚ1 ’±fl”¡øÓ¬ º ¤ ◊̋√√ ø¬ıU√√·œÓ¬1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ◊̋√√ ’ôL–¸ø˘Ú± Ù¬â≈1 √À1 õ∂¬ı±ø √̋√Ó¬ √̋√̊  ̨’¸˜œ˚̨±
Ê√±Ó¬œ˚̨ Ê√œªÚº [Ó¬± ≈̆fl¡√±1 222] ’±øÊ√1 ¬Û1± Àfl¡ ◊̋√√¬ı± √̇ fl¡ ’±·ÀÓ¬ ’±“̋ √√Ó¬1 Ó¬˘Ó¬
ÀÏ¬±À˘ &˜&˜± ◊̋√√ ’±øÂ√̆  º ¸±Ó¬ø¬ıUÕ˘Àfl¡ ¸fl¡À˘± ’¸˜œ˚̨±1 ·± ’±ÚµÀ1 Î¬◊¬Ûø‰¬ Ô±Àfl¡º
Œ‰¬±Ó¬±˘Ó¬ ŒÎ¬fl¡±-’±√̋ √√œ˚̨± ̧ fl¡̆ 1 U‰¬ø11 ’±˙œ¬ı«±√1 Ò√ıøÚñ ë¬ı √̋√±·Ó¬ ’±˜±1 ’±·À‰¬±Ó¬±˘Ó¬
¸±Ó¬ ø¬ıU1 ø¬ıU¬ı± ◊̋√√̊ ø¬ıU U“‰¬ø1 ˜±ø1øÂ√̆ ˚[Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬±1 fl¡Ô± 87]º ¸˜˚̨1 Œ¸±“Ó¬Ó¬ ¸fl¡À˘±ÀÓ¬
¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú ’±ø √̋√̆ º ø¬ıU› Œ˚Ú ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ Ú √̋√̊ º̨ ¤ÀÚ ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬ÚÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚̨ ’±Àé¬À¬ÛÀ1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ

ëÓ¬±˝√√±øÚ1 ø√Ú1 ø¬ıU ’±1n∏ ¤øÓ¬˚˛±1 ø¬ıU
¬ıUÓ¬ À¬ıÀ˘· À¬ıÀ˘· ¬ı≈ø˘ À‡√ fl¡ø1
øfl¡ ˘±ˆ¬ ∑
ø¬ıUÓ¬˘œ1 ’±À˙-¬Û±À˙ Ôfl¡± ˝√√±ø¬ı
’±ø˜À˚˛˝◊√√ fl¡±øÈ¬ ¸±ô¶±— fl¡1± Ú±˝◊√√ Ê√±ÀÚ± ∑
ñññññññññññ
Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ˝√√˚˛ÀÓ¬± Ù¬±&Ú1 ¬ÛÀÂ√±ª±˝◊√√
¤øÓ¬˚˛±› ë1„√√±˘œ ø¬ıU1 ¬ıÓ¬1± ø¬ı˘±˝◊√√ ˚±˚˛í [¤øÓ¬˚˛± ø¬ıU 37]

¤ ◊̋√√ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 Î¬◊Mê√ ˙±1œÀfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıfl¡ Ú©Ü±˘øÊ√fl¡ Õ˝√√ ¬Û1± À˚Ú ˘±À·º Ú©Ü±˘øÊ√ ˛̊±
√M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ø¬ı˘±¬Û ∆˝√√ Ú¬ÛÀ1, fl¡±1Ì Î¬◊̋ ◊√√˘‰¬ÀÚ Œfl¡±ª±1 √À1ñ‘Nostalgia is

itself a rather passive emotion, yet it can lead us towards a more

active responsibility both for the past and for the future’. (Wilson

138-139) Ó¬˘1 ˙±1œÀ¬ı±À1› À˚Ú Ó¬±Àfl¡ ◊̋√√ fl¡í¬ı ø¬ı‰¬±ø1ÀÂ√ ñ’±˜±1 ·± ø¬ıU ø¬ıU
˘±À·˚Ú·À1 ‰¬ √̋√À1 ¤˜± √̋√Ê≈√ø1 ø¬ıU-Î¬◊»¸ª ‰¬À˘˚Œ√±fl¡±ÀÚ ¬ıÊ√±À1 ø‰¬1±-ø¬ÛÍ¬± ◊̋√√̊ À˜±fl¡ ‡±
À˜±fl¡ ‡± fl¡ø1 Ô±Àfl¡ [¤øÓ¬˚̨± ø¬ıU 37]º ø¬ıU·œÓ¬Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ñø¬ıU ˜±ø1 Ô±øfl¡¬ı1 ˚ ˜ÀÚ ‹
˘± √̋√ø1 ˚ø¬ıU ˜±ø1 Ô±øfl¡¬ı1 ˜Ú ,˚ø¬ıU ˜±ø1 Ô±Àfl¡±“ÀÓ¬ ˚Û ≈̆ª± ◊̋√√ øÚøÚ¬ı±˚ˆ¬ø1¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı ÒÚº
[˙ «̃± 250] øfl¡c ’±øÊ√fl¡±ø˘1 ø¬ıUªÓ¬œÀ˚̨ ¤ÀÚ fl¡± «̊fl¡ ˆ¬˚̨ Úfl¡À1 Œ˚Ú ’Ú≈̂ ¬¬ª √̋√̊ √̨ ñ

·±ª“1 ø¬ıUª± ÀÎ¬fl¡±-·±ˆ¬1n∏ ’±ø˝√√
‰¬˝√√1À¬ı±1 1Ê√ÚÊ√Ú±˝◊√√ Ô±Àfl¡ø˝√√,
ø¬ıU ˜±ø1 Ô±Àfl¡±“ÀÓ¬ ¬Û˘≈ª±˝◊√√ øÚ˚˛±1 ˆ¬˚˛
’±øÊ√fl¡±ø˘ ø¬ıUªÓ¬œ˝√√“Ó¬1 Ú±˝◊√√ ... [¤øÓ¬˚˛± ø¬ıU 37]

·±“ª1 Œ¸ ◊̋√√¬õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ¬ı≈fl≈¡1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıU ’±ø˝√√ øfl¡√À1 ‰¬˝√√1œ ˛̊± ∆˝√√ Sê˜±» ¸˘øÚ ˝√í˘ Œ¸ ◊̋√√
fl¡Ô±1 Î¬◊̃ ±Ú fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ˙±1œÀÓ¬ ¬Û±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ø¬ıU·œÓ¬1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ √M√√1 Àfl¡±ÀÚ±
Àfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ë¬ıÚ·œÓ¬í1 Á¬—fl¡±1 qÚ± ̊ ± ˛̊ñÀfl¡Õ˘ Ù≈¬ø˘ø˘˚1+¬Û˝√√œ ̃ √±1 ‹˚Àfl¡Õ˘
À¬Û˘±ø˘ fl¡ø˘˚&1n∏ÀÓ¬± Ú±˘±À·˚¬ˆ¬fl¡Ó¬ÀÓ¬± Ú±˘±À·˚Ô±fl¡ Ó¬À˘ ˆ¬ø1 ¸ø1 [˙ ◊̋√√fl¡œ ˛̊±
13]º √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ë¬ıÚÀ‚± ∏̄±í1 ’ªÓ¬±1Ì± Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñ
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Œfl¡Õ˘ Ù≈¬ø˘ø˘ 1+¬Û˝√√œ ˜√±1 ¬ı≈ø˘ Ú≈¸≈øÒÀ˘“±
fl¡±1Ì &1n∏-ˆ¬fl¡Ó¬ fl¡±Àfl¡± Ú˘·± ˜√±1 Ù≈¬˘
&1n∏-ˆ¬fl¡Ó¬ Ú˜Ú±À¬ı±11 fl¡ø˘Ê√±-Àfl“¡±˝√√ º [¬Û±Úœ-À˘‡Ú 211]

˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡ø1À˘ ’±Ú ¤È¬± ø√˙ ‰¬fl≈¡Ó¬ ¬ÛÀ1, Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ˛̊± ˝√√í˘
∆¬ı¯ûª ̊ ≈·1 ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 õ∂ˆ¬±ªº ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ ̇ —fl¡1À√ª-˜±ÒªÀ√ª1 fl¡œM√√«Ú-Ú±˜À‚± ∏̄±, ¬ı1·œÓ¬
’±ø√1 ̧ ≈1 ŒÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬± ¬ıU Í¬± ◊̋√√Ó¬ Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚̨º ŒÓ¬›“1 ë ≈̃fl≈¡øÓ¬ ̂ ¬±¬ıÚ±í Ú±˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬1
Œ˙ ∏̄1 ̇ ±1œÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ̃ ±ÒªÀ√ª1 Ú±˜À‚± ∏̄±1 ¤øÈ¬ õ∂±Ô«Ú±1 ’ªÓ¬±1Ì± fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñ
˜1œø‰¬fl¡± ◊̋√√ fl¡±˝√√±øÚ› Ó¬± “̋√√±Ó¬1 À˚±1± ˆ¬±ø„√√¬ı ÀÚ±ª±À1˚Œfl¡±Ú fl¡±1 ¬Û1± ¤1± ◊̋√√ ∆·˚øfl¡
≈̃øMê√ ˘øˆ¬¬ı ∑˚ ≈̃øMê√Ó¬ øÚ¶Û‘̋ √√Ê√ÀÚ± 1¸˜ ˛̊œ ˆ¬fl¡øÓ¬À1 ’±¬ı‘Ó¬ [ ≈̃fl≈¡øÓ¬ ˆ¬±¬ıÚ± 69]º

ø˚√À1 √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ̃ ±ÒªÀ√ª Ú±˜À‚± ∏̄±1 ¬Û≈Ú1øÚ «̃±Ì ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√, ¤Àfl¡√À1 1±Ê√ ”̧̊ ˛ fl¡±¬ı…1
Î¬◊ø~‡ÀÚ± ÀÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ñ

Œ˚Ú ¬ı±‚-¬Û1n∏ª± Òø1˚˛± À¬Û±fl¡± ˚Ó¬
 Ú˜±ø1 Ê√œ˚˛ÀôL øÚ˚˛± Ô¬ı˚˛ ¬ı±¸Ó¬
¬ı±‚-¬Û1n∏ª±fl¡ À¬Û±Àfl¡ ø‰¬ôL˚˛ ˆ¬˚˛Ó¬
Ê√œªÀôL Ó¬±1 1+¬Û ¬Û±ª˚˛ ¸˜ô¶ º [˜±øÈ¬-‰¬±øfl¡ 162]

’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ √M√√1 ë·øÓ¬¬ÛÔí Ú±˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ Ê√œªÚ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ø˚ fl¡Ô± ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ˛̊± ë&1n∏
‰¬ø1Ó¬ fl¡Ô±í 1 ¬Û1± À¬Û±ª± :±Ú1 Ù¬‰¬˘ ¬ı≈ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1 º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬1 ’±1yøÚÀÓ¬ ë˜À˝√√ù´1
ŒÚ›“·í1 ¡Z±1± ¸•Û±ø√Ó¬ &1n∏‰¬ø1Ó¬ fl¡Ô±1 Œfl¡ ◊̋√√¬ı±˙±1œ ¬ı±fl¡…1 Î¬◊X‘øÓ¬› ø√ ˛̊± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ º
◊̋√√ ˛̊±À1±¬Ûø1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬Ó¬ ˙—fl¡1À√ª1 Ê√œªÚ1 øfl¡Â≈√ fl¡Ô±› Àfl¡±ª± Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñ

ø˙À1±∏˜øÌ ¬Û≈1n∏À¯∏ é≈¬^ ¶§±Ô«1 Œ˜1¬Û±˙ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1
˜1± ø√ÚÕ˘Àfl¡ ’±Ú1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ’˜‘Ó¬ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 Ù≈¬À1
˜˝√√±-¬ı˘ªôL ˜M√√ ’¸≈1 ¸—fl¡È¬À¬ı±1 Œfl¡Ã˙À˘À1 ’øÓ¬Sêø˜
¸—¸±1 ’1Ì…1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ÀÓ¬›“ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ [·øÓ¬¬ÛÔ 202]±

√M√√1 ’±Ú ¤È¬± ’øÓ¬ ·˝√√œÚ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ̋ √√í˘ ë˙1œ1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±í º ̋ ◊√√ ˛̊±Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ ˛̊ fl¡±˜-¬ˆ¬±¬ı1
fl¡Ô± fl¡í¬ıÕ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ õ∂±‰¬œÚ ¬Û≈øÔ ¬Û±“øÊ√1 õ∂¸—· ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ

Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 ·˝√√Ì ˜Ú≈¸—ø˝√√Ó¬±1
----------------------------------
˝√√˚˛ÀÓ¬± Ó¬±˝√√±øÚÀÓ¬ ë˝√√1À˜±˝√√Úí ’Ò…±˚˛1
fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ Ó¬±Àfl¡ Ê√±øÚ ˝√√ø1-ˆ¬fl¡øÓ¬1 ≈√*
--------------------------------
¬¬Û≈1n∏¯∏ ¬ÛUÀÈ¬± ¬ıÒ±1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘
¬Û±Gª-ø¬ÛÓ‘¬À˚˛ ’øôL˜ fl¡±˘Ó¬ ¬Û±À˘ [˙1œ1 ˆ¬±¯∏± 262]
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¤Àfl¡√À1 ë’±fl¡±˙í Ú±˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1 fl¡Ô±› fl¡í¬ı ¬Û±ø1ñ
Œ¸˝◊√√ ≈√–¸±˝√√ø¸ ^n∏Ó¬·±˜œ¸fl¡˘1 ˘é¬… ˝√√í¬ı
Úˆ¬–¶ö˘1 ˙”Ú…Ó¬±Ó¬ ¸”˚«1 Œ‰¬Ã¬Û±À˙ ’ø¬ı1Ó¬ ‚”≈ø1 Ôfl¡±
’±˜±1 ’fl¡Ì˜±Ú ¢∂˝√√ÀÈ¬±
’Ó¬¤¬ı ≈√˘«ˆ¬ ˜±Úª Ê√œªÚ ˘øˆ¬ [’±fl¡±˙ 35]

’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ¬ı‘é¬ ’±1n∏ ‰¬ √̋√fl¡œ Î¬◊¬Û±√±ÚÀÈ¬±À˚̨ ◊̋√√ ̋ √√í˘ ̃ ±ø˘Ó¬±º
’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ¬ıUÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±11 ̃ ±ø˘Ó¬±1 õ∂‰¬˘Ú ’±ÀÂ√ º ¤ ◊̋√√À¬ı±11 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ 1±˜± ˛̊Ì,
˜˝√√±ˆ¬±1Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ë¬Û≈1±Ìí 1±øÊ√ ’±ø√ÀÓ¬ √œ‚« ¬Ûø1¸1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ˜±ø˘Ó¬±1 1+¬ÛÓ¬
õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’±øÂ√˘º ¬Û1ªÓ«¬œ fl¡±˘Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ˜±ø˘Ó¬±À¬ı±À1 ø˘ø‡Ó¬ 1+¬Û ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º [˙ «̃±
50] ˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬± ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ˜±ø˘Ó¬±1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª ’±ÀÂ√ º Œ˚ÀÚñ

¬Û±˙±1 ¬Û1±Ê√˚˛ÀÓ¬± ÀÓ¬±˜±1 Ò˜«-øÚá¬±1
ø¶ö1œfl‘¡Ó¬ ø¬ıÊ√˚˛ ¬ı±Ó«¬± ∑
øfl¡ ’±‰¬ø1Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ ˙±¶a-øÚÌ«œÓ¬ ¬Ûø1˝√√±¸,
˚±1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ ¬ı¶a˝√√1Ì ˘œ˘±-À‡˘±
¬Û±Gª1 ∆‰¬Ò… ¬ıÂ√1œ˚˛± ¬ıÚ¬ı±¸ [¸•Û1œé¬± 244]

√M√√1 ëÒ≈̃ ≈̋ √√±1 Â√µí Ú±˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ¬Û≈1±Ì Ó¬Ô± ˜˝√√±fl¡±ø¬ı…fl¡ ·±“Ô±À¬ı±À1 ¤fl¡ ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊±
1+¬ÛÓ¬ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñ

¤ø√Ú ’±‰¬ø•§ÀÓ¬ Ò≈˜≈˝√√±-·±Ê√øÚ1 ‰¬˜fl¡1 ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œÓ¬
Œ˜±1 ˜ÀÚ À¬Û±˝√√11 ^n∏Ó¬ ·øÓ¬À¬ı· ’øÓ¬Sêø˜
---------------------------------------
øfl¡—¬ı√øôL1 ‚”Ì«œÕ˘ ˝√√Ú≈˜ôL Ê“√±¬Û ˜±À1
˘·ÀÓ¬ À‡ø˘À˜ø˘ ‰¬fl¡±˜fl¡±Õfl¡ ‘√˙…¬ÛÈ¬ ¬ı√À˘ –
˚˜≈Ú±1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı±¸≈fl¡œ1 Ù¬Ì± ’±1n∏ ’˘¬Û ¬ı…ªÒ±ÚÓ¬
Î¬◊»‡±øÈ¬Ó¬ À·±¬ıÒ«Ú ˙”Ú…Ó¬ ›˘ø˜ 1˚˛,
---------------------------------
é¬Ìfl¡±À˘À1 Â√µ
Î¬◊ø1À˚˛ ø·À˚˛ Ù≈¬ø1À˚˛ À·˘í
Œ¸˝◊√√ Ó¬±1 ’±Úµ ºí [Ò≈˜≈˝√√±1 Â√µ 49-50]

¸˜¢∂ ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ÀÓ¬ ˜˝√√±ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ¤fl¡ ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ¶ö±Ú ’±ÀÂ√, ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬›
Ó¬±1 Ó¬√Ú≈1+¬Û ¬ı≈ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ̃ √̋√±ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ ̧ ±Ò≈ ¬ı± ·œÓ¬ ’±fl¡±À1
¬¬ıU˘ ˆ¬±Àª Ê√Ú¸˜±‘√Ó¬ À˝√√±ª± ¡À√‡± ˚± ˛̊º Œ¸À ˛̊ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¬ı1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÓ¬± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ Ú±Ú±Ú ’Ú≈̄ ∏—· ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¤ ◊̋√√ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ¬Û≈Ú1fl¡ÔÚ Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ º Œ˚ÀÚñ
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˜˝√√±ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ’Ó¬œÊ√Ó¬
’˜‘Ó¬ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 ·1n∏G ¬Ûé¬œ
≈√1 Úœø˘˜±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Î¬◊1± ˜±ø1øÂ√˘ º [˜±øÈ¬-‰¬±øfl¡ 163]

√1±‰¬˘ÀÓ¬ √M√√1 ë˜±øÈ¬-‰¬±øfl¡í fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ˆ¬ ˛̊fl¡¡ø¬ıÀ °̇̄ ∏Ì fl¡1± Õ˝√√ÀÂ√º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1 õ∂Ô˜
ˆ¬±·Ó¬ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ˆ¬ ˛̊ ’±1n∏ ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ˆ¬±·Ó¬ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ˆ¬ ˛̊1 fl¡±1Ì ¬ıÌ«Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˜±Ú≈À˝√√
¬ı…øMê√¶§±Ô«1ø √̋√Ó¬ ÕÚ¬ı«øMê√fl¡Ó¬±Õ˘ ·øÓ¬ fl¡ø1À˘ ̂ ¬ ˛̊1 fl¡±1ÌÀ¬ı±1 ÀÚ±À √̋√±ª± ̋ √√̊ ˛ º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±1
Ú±˜ ̂ ”¬ø˜fl¡±ÀÓ¬ ¤ÀÚ Ó¬¬Û«Ú1 ’±À¬ı√Ú1 ’±ˆ¬±¸ ¬Û±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬1 ’±1yøÚ1 ô¶ªfl¡øÈ¬Ó¬
Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬ ˜±ÒªÀ√ª1 ë1±Ê√ ”̧̊ ˛ fl¡±¬ı…í1 ˙±1œÀ ˛̊ fl¡ø¬ı1 ˆ¬øMê√ Ó¬¬Û«ÚÓ¬ ’øÒfl¡ ¶Û©ÜÓ¬±
’±øÚ ø√ÀÂ√º

2.2 Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± –
ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 Õ¸ÀÓ¬ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¸•Ûfl«¡ ’±Õ˙˙ª ¬ı±À¬ı ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÚ± øfl¡ Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ˜±Ú≈À˝√√

¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ Ú±ˆ¬±À¬ıº ... øfl¡c ’˘¬Û √Õfl¡ ·ø˜ ‰¬±À˘ ◊̋√√ À√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊ Œ˚ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¬ı±fl¡-é¬˜Ó¬±
’±1n∏ Œ‡±Ê√ fl¡Ï¬ˇ± ’±ø√ é¬˜Ó¬± ¬ı—˙±Ú≈Sêø˜fl¡, Àfl¡±ÀÚ› ø˙fl¡± ◊̋√√ øÚø√À˘› ø˙q ¤È¬± ◊̋√√
˚Ô± ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ À‡±Ê√ fl¡±øÏ¬ˇ¬ıÕ˘ ø˙øfl¡¬ı, øfl¡c fl¡Ô± Àfl¡±ª±1 é¬˜Ó¬±ÀÈ¬±À √̋√ ’±ø˜ ¬ı—˙±Ú≈Sêø˜fl¡
ˆ¬±Àª ¬Û±›“, ø˚ ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ’±ø˜ fl¡›“ Œ¸ ˛̊± ¬ı—˙±Ú≈Sêø˜fl¡ Ú˝√√ ˛̊, ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡ ¸1¬ı1±˝√√1
À˚±À·ø√ ¬Û±›“ ’Ô«±» ˆ¬± ∏̄± ’±ø˜ ø˙Àfl¡±“ ¬ı± ’±˜±fl¡ ø˙Àfl¡±ª± ˝√√ ˛̊ , ’±Ú≈̂ ”¬øÓ¬fl¡ˆ¬±Àª
◊̋√√ ˛̊±fl¡ ’±ø˜ ’± ˛̊Q Úfl¡À1±“º ˆ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ’Ò… ˛̊ÚÓ¬ ’±ø˜ ¬ı…øMê√ˆ¬± ∏̄±, ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ ˆ¬± ∏̄±,

’±=ø˘fl¡ ˆ¬± ∏̄±, Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±, ˜±Ú… ˆ¬± ∏̄±, fl¡øÔÓ¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄±, ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄±, ˜±Ó‘¬ ¬ˆ¬±¯±, ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊
ˆ¬± ∏̄±, 1±Ê√… ˆ¬± ∏̄±, 1±©Üò̂ ¬± ∏̄±, ’±ôL–1±©Üòœ ˛̊ ˆ¬± ∏̄±, Î¬◊Õ˜˝√√Ó¬œ ˛̊± ˆ¬± ∏̄±, ø˜| ˆ¬± ∏̄±, Œ·±¬ÛÚ
ˆ¬± ∏̄±, ¸—À˚±·œ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√ ¬ıUÀ¬ı±1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ Ê√±øÚ¬ı ¬Û±À1±“º ¤øÓ¬ ˛̊± õ∂ùü ˝√√ ˛̊
¤ ◊̋√√À¬ı±11 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¶ö±Ú Œfl¡±Úø‡øÚÓ¬∑ ¸Àµ˝√√±Ó¬œÓ¬ˆ¬±Àª Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± fl¡øÔÓ¬
ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ÀÓ¬ÀÚ ◊̋√√ ›‰¬1 ‰¬¬Û±º [¬Û±Í¬fl¡ 186-187]

ø˚ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± Àfl¡±ÀÚ±Ò1Ì1 ’±Ú≈á¬±øÚfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬À1 ø˙fl¡± Ú±˚±˚̨, ø˚ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ¬Ûø1˜±øÊ«√Ó¬ ’±1n∏
1œøÓ¬ªX Ú √̋√̊ ,̨ À¸ ◊̋√√ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ◊̋√√ À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±º ... Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± Ó≈¬˘Ú± ”̆̃ fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ¸±Ò≈ ¬ı± fl¡ø «̄∏Ó¬
ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬Õfl¡ ¬Û≈1øÌº ̧ ±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ¢∂±˜… ’=˘Ó¬ ¶§Ó¬Lâ ¬±Àª ¬ı±¸ fl¡1± ø˙é¬± ’±1n∏ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¬± ◊̋√√
¶Û «̇ Úfl¡1± À˘±fl¡1 ̂ ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ Õ¬ıø˙©Ü…1 ø¬ıÀ °̄̇ ∏Ì ’±1n∏ ¬ıÌ«Ú±ÀÓ¬ ̧ ±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ À˘±fl¡ ¬̂± ∏̄± ’Ò…˚̨Ú1
¸œ˜± ¬Ûø1¸œø˜Ó¬ [˙ «̃± 79]º √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 Àé¬SÓ¬ ÀÓ¬›“ øÚÀÊ√̋ ◊√√ ¤fl¡ ̧ ±é¬±»fl¡±1Ó¬
∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ ë˜ ◊̋√√ Œfl¡ª˘ ‡“±øÈ¬ ’¸˜œ˚̨±Ó¬ ˜Ú1 ˆ¬±¬ı ¤È¬± 1+¬Û±ôLø1Ó¬ fl¡ø1¬ı1 Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡À1±“º
øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú ‚1n∏ª± ˙s ’Ó¬…ôL õ∂fl¡±˙é¬˜ √̋√̊ ,̨ ¬ı…?Ú± Ô±Àfl¡º ¸√±˚̨ Ú±Ô±øfl¡¬ı› ¬Û±À1º ¬ıU
¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ̇ sÀ¬ı±1 ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 À˜±1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ÕÓ¬˚̨±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√±√º ̃ ◊̋√√ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1± ’¸˜œ˚̨±
ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± Õ √̋√ÀÂ√ ø˚ÀÈ¬± ’=˘Ó¬ ̃ ◊̋√√ Õ˙˙ªÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ¶≈®̆ Ó¬ ¬ÛÏ¬̌± ̧ ˜˚̨ø‡øÚ ’øÓ¬¬ı±ø √̋√Ó¬ fl¡ø1øÂ√À˘±“
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Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ’=˘1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±º Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ø˚À √̋√Ó≈¬ À˜±1 ÀÓ¬Ê√Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ À¸À˚̨À √̋√ ˜ ◊̋√√ ø˚ Ò1ÀÌ ◊̋√√
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± Ú¬ÛÀÏ¬̌“± ̆ ±À·, Œ√̇ œ ¬ı± ø¬ıÀ√̇ œ, Œ˚øÓ¬˚̨± ̃ ◊̋√√ øÚÊ√1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√±“ ÀÓ¬øÓ¬˚̨±
¸1n∏ÀÓ¬ Àfl¡±ª± À¸ ◊̋√√ ̂ ¬± ∏̄…Ó¬À √̋√ øÚÀÊ√ Ó‘¬5 À √̋√±ª±Õfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1±“íº [√M√√ 221-222]

˝√√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ‚1n∏ª± ˙s, Ê√Ó≈¬ª± Í“¬±‰¬ ’±ø√1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ¬ıU ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¸±Ò±1Ì Ê√Ú1 ≈̃‡1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı± À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı…ª˝√√±11 õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ÀÓ¬›“ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ
ë·±“ª1 ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ø˚ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄±, øÚ1é¬1 ¬ı± õ∂± ˛̊ øÚ1é¬1 ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ ø˚ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄± fl¡ ˛̊, À¸ ◊̋√√
ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ øÚø √̋√Ó¬ ø˚ÀÈ¬± fl¡±¬ı…&Ì À¸ ◊̋√√ÀÈ¬± ̃ ◊̋√√ À˜±1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Õ˘ ’±øÚ¬ıÕ˘ ‡≈¬ı ’±¢∂ √̋√±øi§Ó¬
’±øÂ√À˘±“º ̃ ◊̋√√ ̂ ¬±À¬ı±“ À˚ ¤øÓ¬ ˛̊± ·“±ª1 ø˚ÀÈ¬± ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬  ·“±ª1 ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ø˚ÀÈ¬± ̂ ¬± ∏̄± Œ¸ ◊̋√√ÀÈ¬±
ø˚˜±Ú ≈√1Õ˘Àfl¡ ¬Û±ø1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Õ˘ ’±øÚÀ˘ øÍ¬fl¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê√±øÓ¬1 ø˚ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Q,
’¸˜œ ˛̊± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ø˚ÀÈ¬± ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ &Ì À¸ ◊̋√√ÀÈ¬± ¸±˜±Ú…Õfl¡ ˝√√íÀ˘› ¸?œøªÓ¬ fl¡ø1 1±ø‡¬ı
¬Û±ø1˜ ¬ı≈ø˘ ˜ ◊̋√√ ˆ¬±À¬ı±“íº [√M√√ 221-222] À¸À ˛̊À˝√√ fl¡ø¬ıÀ ˛̊ ◊̋√√26±fl‘¡Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ◊̋√√ ÀÓ¬›“1
ˆ¬±¬ıÀ¬ı±1fl¡ Ô ≈̆ª± ’±ª1Ì ø¬Ûg± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√ñ

˙±›ÀÚ À·À„√√ø1 ˜±ø1
øˆ¬Ó¬1 ¸≈˜±À˘ ’±øÚ
øˆ¬Ó¬1Àfl¡± ›Àµ±˘±˝◊√√
---------------------
˘±øÚ ˘±øÚ &øÎ¬ˇ ¬Û1n∏ª±1 ,
¬ı±ø˝√√1Ó¬ ëÒ1ƒ Ò1ƒ ˜±1ƒ ˜±1ƒí fl¡ø1 [ø¸“˚˛±1 127]

¤Àfl¡√À1 M√√1 ë ”̂¬“̋ ◊√√fl¡¬Ûí Ú±˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±øÈ¬1 õ∂Ô˜ ô¶ªfl¡ÀÓ¬ ø˚ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 õ∂À ˛̊±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√, ø¸
fl¡ø¬ı1 Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬±¯∏±1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± √±˚˛¬ıXÓ¬±√ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ’øÒfl¡
˜ÀÚ±¢∂±˝√√œ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º Œ˚ÀÚ ñ

ˆ”¬“˝◊√√fl¡“¬Û ’±ø˝√√À˚˛˝◊√√ Ô±Àfl¡
Œ‡ÀÚ±ÀÈ¬± Òø1¬ı ¬Û±À1±“ Œ‡ÀÚ±ÀÈ¬±1 Î¬◊˜±Ú ÀÚ¬Û±›“
’±ø˜À¬ı±11 Àfl¡±ÀÚ±¬ı± ¤Ê√Ú1 ¸À¬Û±Ú ‚1
U1n∏¸ƒ fl¡À1 ‡ø˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1 [ˆ”¬“˝◊√√fl¡¬Û 46]

√M√√1 ë¬Û˘±˙ ÀÊ√…±øÓ¬í Ú±˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±› ˜Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊±ñ
Œ˘˘-Œ¬Û˘ ø¬ıÚøÚÀ1˝◊√√
Œ˜±1 Ê√œªÚÀÈ¬± ¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡ø1˜ÀÚ
’ÚôL ¸˜˚˛-õ∂¬ı±˝√√1 ·øÓ¬1 ’±·Ó¬
Œ˜±1 ø˘fl¡È¬± ø¬ıÚøÚ1 √±˜ øfl¡˜±Ú ∑ [¬Û˘±˙-ÀÊ√…±øÓ¬ 51]

¤Ê√Ú ¸—À¬ı√Ú˙œ˘ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± À˝√√±ª±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋√√ ˝√√ ˛̊ÀÓ¬± fl¡ø¬ıÀ ˛̊ øÚÊ√1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±fl¡
õ∂±Ìˆ¬ø1 ˆ¬±˘ ¬Û± ◊̋√√øÂ√˘º ŒÓ¬›“ ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ø˚ fl¡øÔÓ¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄± fl¡ ˛̊, Ó¬±Àfl¡ ◊̋√√ ŒÓ¬›“ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬
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¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± Œ˚Ú ˘±ø·À˘› ø¸ ¸•Û”Ì« qX› Ú˝√√˚˛º ÀÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ˆ¬±¯∏± øfl¡˚˛
Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 À¬ıøÂ√ ›‰¬1 ‰¬¬Û± Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ŒÓ¬›“ øÚÀÊ√ ◊̋√√ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ ñëø˘ø‡Ó¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ˝√√íÀ˘
fl¡Ô±À¬ı±1 ¤Àfl¡ Ï¬„√√1 [cliche] ̋ √√í¬ı ¬Û±À1 ’±1n∏ ¬ı1 À¬ıøÂ√Õfl¡ ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ ̋ √√íÀ˘
fl‘¡øS˜ À˚Ú ̆ ±À· º øfl¡c ¬Û≈1±Õfl¡ fl¡øÔÓ¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±› Ú √̋√̊ ˛, ≈√À ˛̊±È¬±À1 ̃ ◊̋√√ ̂ ¬±1¸±˜… ’±øÚ¬ıÕ˘
Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√±“ ’±1n∏ ‡≈¬ı ¸À‰¬Ó¬Úˆ¬±Àª À‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√±“ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ øÚÊ√1 ¤È¬± ¬ı‰¬Úˆ¬—·œ
[diction] ∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘º ’±Ú1 Õ˙˘œ ¤È¬±1 ¬Û1± Œ˜±1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ÕÓ¬ ˛̊±1 À˝√√±ª±ÀÈ¬±
˜ ◊̋√√ ◊̋√√26± Úfl¡À1±“º fl¡Ô…ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÓ¬± Àfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± ·ˆ¬œ1 ¬ı…?Ú± Ôfl¡± øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ¬ıd Ô±Àfl¡º
¤ÀÓ¬Àfl¡ fl¡ø¬ı ¤Ê√ÀÚ øÚÊ√1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ÕÓ¬ ˛̊±1 fl¡À1±“ÀÓ¬ fl¡Ô…ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¬Û1± ’±˝√√1Ì fl¡ø1 ø˘ø‡Ó¬
ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 Õ¸ÀÓ¬ ¤È¬± ¸—ø˜|Ì ÕÓ¬ ˛̊±1 fl¡ø1 ≈̧Ñ ¸˜i§̊ ˛1 Œ˚±À·ø√À ˛̊̋ ◊√√ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±
∆Ó¬ ˛̊±1 fl¡1±1 ¸±ÒÚ± fl¡À1 ¬ı≈ø˘ À˜±1 Ò±1Ì±º [√M√√ 222]  >

Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 Õ¬ıø˙©Ü…1 õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı√ 1À˜˙ ¬Û±Í¬Àfl¡ ŒÓ¬›“1 ë’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±í
Ú±˜1 õ∂ªgÓ¬ Õfl¡ÀÂ√ñëŒ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 õ∂Ò±Ú ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… √̋√í˘ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ Ê√·Ó¬1 Õ¸ÀÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1
øÚø¬ıÎ¬̌ ¸•§gº Œˆ¬ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙1 Ú√-Ú√œ, ¬Û± √̋√±1-¬Û¬ı«Ó¬, ‰¬1± ◊̋√√-ø‰¬ø1fl¡øÓ¬, Ê√œª-Ê√c
’±ø√1 ˘·Ó¬ ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 ’À26√… ¸•Ûfl«¡ ’Ú≈̂ ¬ª fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º Œ˘±fl¡-ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¬—·œÓ¬
Ôfl¡± ̃ ±øÈ¬-¬Û±Úœ1 À·±g ̧ ±Ò≈fl¡Ô±Ó¬ õ∂±À˚̨ ◊̋√√ ’Ú≈¬Ûø¶öÓ¬º ‰¬1± ◊̋√√-ø‰¬ø1fl¡øÓ¬1 Î¬◊¬Û˜±- Ûø1Àª˙1
¬Û1± ¤ÀÚ Î¬◊¬Û˜± ¸—¢∂ √̋√ À˘±fl¡¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ’±ôLÊ«√±øÓ¬fl¡ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…º [¬Û±Í¬fl¡ 188] √M√√ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1
õ∂øÓ¬ ¸fl¡À˘± ¸˜˚̨ÀÓ¬ ¸Ê√±· ’±øÂ√̆  ¬ı≈ø˘ ÀÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±À¬ı±11 ¬Û1± ◊̋√√ Ê√±øÚ¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ŒÓ¬›“
¤È¬± ’øÓ¬ ‰¬ø‰«¬Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ë¶§·Ó¬–íÓ¬ ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 ¬Û”Ì« õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º Œ˚ÀÚñ

˝√√±ø¬ıÓ¬˘œ˚˛± ·“±ª1 ¬Û≈1øÌ À¸±“ª1øÌ
˜±ÀÔ±Ú ’±¬ıø1-¬ı±¬ıø1
Ê√¬Û±Ó¬ ÔíÀ˘› ¬ı1fl¡±À¬Û±1
À¬Û±Àfl¡ fl≈¡ÀÈ¬, [¶§·Ó¬– 117-118]

¤Àfl¡√À1 √M√√1 ë ≈̊1œ˚̨± ¬ıfl≈¡˘í fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±› ·“±ª1 õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙1 ¬ıÌ«Ú± ¬Û±¬ı ¬Û±ø1ñ
Ú±˜‚11 ¸˜≈‡1 ˚≈1œ˚˛± ¬ıfl≈¡˘ ≈√ÀÊ√±¬Û±1 fl¡±À¯∏ø√
Ï¬˘¬Û≈ª±ÀÓ¬ À‡øÓ¬˚˛fl¡À¬ı±1 ¬ıí˝√√±·1 ¬Û±Úœ øÊ√ø˘øfl¡ Ôfl¡±
¬ÛÔ±1‡ÚÕ˘ ˚±˚˛ñ Œ¸˝◊√√ ø‰¬1fl¡˘œ˚˛± ¬ÛÔ±1
---------------------------------------
¬ıÚ√1ª1 ·Â√À¬ı±1, ›À1 1±øÓ¬ ÀÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ¬Û1n∏ª±˝◊√√ øˆ¬1 fl¡ø1 Ôfl¡±
fl¡‰≈-ÀÏ¬“fl¡œ˚˛±˝◊√√ Ï¬fl¡± ·Ï¬ˇ±À¬ı±1,
Œ¸±Ì¬Û1n∏ª± øÊ√ø˘øfl¡ ’±fl¡Ìø¬ıgœ ˘Ó¬±À¬ı±1, [˚≈1œ˚˛± ¬ıfl≈¡˘ 192]

›¬Û11 ≈√À ˛̊±È¬± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÓ¬ fl¡ø¬ıÀ ˛̊ ¤‡Ú ≈̧µ1 ·“±ª1 Â√ø¬ı ’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜
Õ˝√√ÀÂ√º Ô ≈̆ª± ˙sÀ¬ı±11 ¬ı…ª˝√√±À1 ¢∂±˜… ø‰¬Sfl¡ ’±1n∏ ’øÒfl¡ ¸Ê√œª Ó¬Ô± Ê√œ¬Û±˘ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√
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ŒÓ¬›“ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± øÚ «̃̆  ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1˙œø˘Ó¬ º ¤ ◊̋√√Àé¬SÓ¬ ˝√√À1fl‘¡¯û ÀÎ¬fl¡± ◊̋√√
∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ ë’±ø˜ À√ø‡ÀÂ√± ¤fl¡ ¬ı≈øX√œ5 ’±1n∏ ’Ú≈fl¡1Ìœ ˛̊ 1¸±˘ ˆ¬± ∏̄± fl¡ø¬ı1 ’Ú± ˛̊±¸
øÚ ˛̊LaÌÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ÀÓ¬›“1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±1 Ó¬±»¬Û «̊1 ’Ài§̄ ∏Ì ¸±‘√˙… ø¬ı‰¬±11
˜±ÀÊ√ø√ ’Ô«±˘—fl¡±11 ’øˆ¬Úª ¸—À˚±·Ó¬ õ∂±À ˛̊̋ ◊√√ ¸±øÒÓ¬ Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ ºí [ŒÎ¬fl¡± 25-26]

fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ¤Àfl¡±Ê√Ú fl¡ø¬ı1 ¶§Ó¬–¶£≈¬«Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙, ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚̨ Õfl¡ÀÂ√ À˚ ÀÓ¬›“ ˆ¬± ∏̄±fl¡
øÚ˚̨LaÌ fl¡ø1À˘› ˆ¬± ∏̄±fl¡ fl‘¡øS˜ √̋√í¬ıÕ˘ øÚø√À˚̨ º ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ’øˆ¬iß ’—· ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸˜À˚̨
¸˜À˚̨ øfl¡Â≈√ ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ̋ √√íÀ˘› ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú ̧ ±ÒÚ fl¡À1 º À¸À˚̨ fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚̨ Õfl¡ÀÂ√ñ ë¤øÓ¬˚̨± ’±ø˜
‰¬ √̋√1œ˚̨± Ê√œªÚÓ¬ ø˚ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄± fl¡›“ Ó¬±Ó¬Õfl¡ ·±›“ ’=˘1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ’±øÚ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ˜ ◊̋√√ À¬ıøÂ√
ˆ¬±˘Õfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1˜ º ̆ ÑœÚ±Ô À¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± ’±ø√À˚̨ À˚ÀÚÕfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±1
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Í“¬±‰¬ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±¢∂ √̋√ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ÀÓ¬ÀÚ ’±¢∂ √̋√1 ¬ı˙¬ıM√√«œ Õ √̋√ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±1
’±‰¬˘ fl¡±ø˘fl¡± ¬ı≈øÊ√¬ıÕ˘ ̋ √√íÀ˘ ·“±ª1 ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±1 ¬Û1±À √̋√ À¬ıøÂ√Õfl¡ ¬ı≈øÊ√¬ı ¬Û±ø1º Œ¸À˚̨À √̋√
À˜±1 ·“±ª1 ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ¤È¬± ’±fl¡ «̄∏Ì ’±ÀÂ√, À¸À˚̨ √̋√íÀ˘› ø¸ ’ªÀ˙… fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬
õ∂fl¡±˙1 Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ √̋√í¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº À¸ ◊̋√√ fl¡±1ÀÌ À˜±1 À¸ ◊̋√√ Ò1Ì1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ø˘À‡±“ÀÓ¬
’±ø √̋√ ¬ÛÀ1º øfl¡c À¸ ◊̋√√ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ¤øÓ¬˚̨±1 ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú ̇ ÀsÀ1 :±Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª
Ó¬±fl¡ ˆ¬±1±Sê±ôL fl¡1±ÀÈ¬±› øÚø¬ı‰¬±À1±í“ º [√M√√ 225]

3.0 ¸±˜1øÌ –
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ø˙é¬±ÚœøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±(±Ó¬… ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ’g ’Ú≈fl¡1ÀÌ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ˆ¬± ∏̄±-

¸—¶‘®øÓ¬Õ˘ ø˚ ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú ’±øÚÀÂ√ ø¸ ¤È¬± ˜Ò≈1 ¶§fl¡œ ˛̊ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ’±1n∏ ø¬ı˙±˘ ‹øÓ¬˝√√…˜ ˛̊
¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ¬ı±À¬ı qˆ¬ ˘é¬Ì ˝√√í¬ı ÀÚ±ª±À1º ¤ ◊̋√√ ¸øgé¬ÌÓ¬ Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬-À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± ’±ø1
‰¬‰«¬± ’øÓ¬ õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√Úœ ˛̊º fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ À˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±√ ◊̋√√
¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ¶§1+¬Û ¬ıÓ«¬± ◊̋√√ 1‡±Ó¬ øÚ( ˛̊ ¸˝√√± ˛̊fl¡ ˝√√í¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ¬ÛÈ¬ ”̂¬ø˜1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ı1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ◊̋√√ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ˆ¬±¬ı¬ıdÓ¬ ’øÒfl¡ ¶Û©Ü ’±1n∏
’±fl¡¯«∏Ìœ˚˛ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º ’¸˜1 Ê√Ú˜±Ú¸Ó¬ ¸—¬Û‘Mê√ Õ˝√√ Ôfl¡± Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏
Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄± ◊̋√√ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±À¬ı±1fl¡ ¬ıU ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ¸1˘ ’±1n∏ ¸1¸ fl¡1± ◊̋√√ Ú˝√√ ˛̊ Ê√±Ó¬œ ˛̊ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±
’¬ı…±˝√√Ó¬ 1‡±Ó¬ ¸˝√√± ˛̊fl¡ Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ º ¬ı≈øÊ√¬ıÕ˘ Ê√øÈ¬˘ À˚Ú ˘·± ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Àfl¡± fl¡ø¬ıÀ ˛̊
ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ◊̋√√ ¸1˘ ’±1n∏ ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ¬ı±À¬ı À¬ı±Ò·˜… fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1ÀÂ√ º Œfl¡ª˘ ¤ ˛̊± ◊̋√√ Ú˝√√ ˛̊
¸ˆ¬…Ó¬±1 ¤ ◊̋√√ ¸—fl¡È¬1 ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¬± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ ¸˜˘1±øÊ√À ˛̊ ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ’±‰¬±1-
’±‰¬1Ì, 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬ Ó¬Ô± Àfl¡±˜˘ ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ’øˆ¬Úªˆ¬±Àª Òø1 1±ø‡¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜ Õ˝√√ÀÂ√º
¤ ◊̋√√ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛSÓ¬√ ø¬ı¬Û≈̆  ̧ y±ªÚ±1 ’“±fl¡1 √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ̃ ±S ¤È¬± ’—˙fl¡À √̋√ Î¬◊¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ
fl¡1± ̋ √√í˘º ̧ ±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ Õ˝√√ ¬Û1± À˘±fl¡-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ¤ÀÚ ’Ò… ˛̊ÀÚ øÚ( ˛̊
’±1n∏ ¬ıU Ó¬Ô… Î¬◊X±11 ¬ı±È¬ ≈̃fl¡ø˘ fl¡ø1¬ıºq
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¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö –
˜≈‡… ¸˜˘ –
√M√√, ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ôº Œ¸±˜øÒø11 À¸±“ª1Ìœ ’±1n∏ ’Ú…±Ú… fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ – ¬ı±Ìœ õ∂fl¡±˙, 1981,

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
√M√√, ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ôº ̃ ±Ú≈˝√√ ’Ú≈fl”¡À˘ º õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ©Ü≈ÀÎ¬∞I◊Âƒ√ ©Üí1Âƒ√, 2000, ̃ ≈ø^Ó¬º
√M√√, ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ôº ¬Û˘ ’Ú≈¬Û˘1 ̧ “±‰¬ º õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ı±Ìœ ̃ øµ1, 2007, ̃ ≈ø^Ó¬º
√M√, ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ôº ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± ̧ ˜¢∂º õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ’±“fl¡-¬ı±fl¡, 2016,

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
Œ·ÃÌ ¸˜˘ –
’±˝√√À˜√, ¤˜. fl¡±˜±˘≈øVÚº ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ’øˆ¬¬ı…øMê√º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¬ı±gª, 2014, ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
À√ªÀ·±¶§±˜œ, 1ø?»fl≈¡˜±1º ̋ √√œÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1 fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± º ë’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… – Õ¬ıˆ¬ª ’±1n∏ Õ¬ıø‰¬Sí,
¸•Û±– fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± √M√√ º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ‰¬f õ∂fl¡±˙, 2016, ˜≈ø^Ó¬ º
Ú±Ô, ˆ¬øÚÓ¬± [¸•Û±–]º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡ø¬ı ’±1n∏ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±- 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1 ¬Û1± ¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡Õ˘ º
&ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¬Û”¬ı«±˚˛Ì õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2017, ˜≈ø^Ó¬ º
¬Û”Ê√±1œ, ’‰«¬Ú± [¸•Û±–]º ’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ø¬ı‰¬±1-ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ìº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ÀÊ√…±øÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú,
2006, ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
 ı1√Õ˘, øÚ˜«˘õ∂ˆ¬±º ’¸˜1 À˘±fl¡ fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¬ıœÌ± ˘±˝◊√√À¬ıË1œ, 1987, ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
 ı1n∏ª±, ø¬ıø1ø= fl≈¡˜±1º ’¸˜1 À˘±fl¡¸—¶‘®øÓ¬º ̧ 5˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º ¬&ª± √̋√±È¬œ– ¬ıœÌ± ̆ ± ◊̋√√À¬ıË1œ, 2002,
≈̃ø^Ó¬º

 ı1fl¡È¬fl¡œ, ’ø1µ˜º ’Ú≈˙œ˘Ú º ‰¬Ó≈¬Ô« õ∂fl¡±˙º Ú·“±›– Sê±øôLfl¡±˘ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2019, ˜≈ø^Ó¬ º
¬ı1±, 1±Ê√œªº ø¬ıªÓ«¬Ú ’Ú≈ªÓ«¬Ú º õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¬ıÚ˘Ó¬±, 2019, ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1n∏ª±, õ∂˝√√˘±√ fl≈¡˜±1 [¸•Û±–]º ’¸˜œ˚˛± À˘±fl¡¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… º ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙º øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬ˇ– ¸≈1øˆ¬
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… fl≈¡È¬œ1, 2001, ˜≈ø^Ó¬ º
˙˜«±, Ú¬ıœÚ ‰¬fº À˘±fl¡¸—¶‘®øÓ¬º õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ‰¬f õ∂fl¡±˙, 1997, ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
˙˜«±, Î¬◊À¬ÛfÚ±Ô [¸•Û±–]º ’¸˜1 À˘±fl¡-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ÚÈ¬¸”˚« Ù¬Ìœ ˙˜«± À¸±“ª1Ìœ
¸ø˜øÓ¬, 1999, ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
Wilson, E. Looking Backward-Nostalgia and the city. In: Imagining Cit-

ies: Scripts. Signs and Memories. Edited by Sallie Westwood and John

Williams. London and New York: Routledge, 2003, Print.
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’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¬ı‘ø©Ü -’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü
¸•Ûfl¡œ«˚˛ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸ ’±1n∏ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1

Î¬0 1PøÊ√Ó¬ ·Õ·
¸˝√√fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡

 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬¬±·, ˝◊√√©Ü±Ì« fl¡±1ø¬ı ’±—˘— ˜˝√√±ø¬ı…±˘˚˛
gogoiratnajit@gmail.com

¸—øé¬5¸±1
’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡ ¬Û1•Û1±Ó¬ ’À˘‡ Œ˘±fl¡ø¬ıù´±¸ ’±1n∏ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º

¤˝◊√√ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸ ’±1n∏ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 õ∂Ò±ÚÓ¬– fl‘¡ø¯Ê√œøª ¢∂±˜… ¸˜±Ê√1 ¸‘ø©Üº
¤ ◊̋√√ fl‘¡ø¯Ê√œøª Œ˘±fl¡ ̧ fl¡˘1 ̆ ·Ó¬ 1í√-¬ı1 ∏̄≈Ì, ‡1±—-¬ı±Ú¬Û±Úœ, ¬ıÓ¬± √̋√-Ò≈̃ ≈̋ √√±,
¬ıËÊ√¬Û±Ó¬ ’±ø√ õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ‚È¬Ú± õ∂ª±˝√√1 øÚø¬ıÎ¬ˇ ¸•Ûfl«¡ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1
¤ÀÚ 1+¬Û-Œ¸Ãµ˚« ¬ı± ˆ¬˚˛ Ó¬Ô± ø¬ı¶ú˚˛fl¡1 ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±À¬ı±À1 ˚≈À· ˚≈À· ˜±Ú≈˝√√1
˜ÚÓ¬ ˆ¬˚˛-ˆ¬øMê√, 1˝√√¸…1 Î¬◊À^· fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º Ó¬±À1˝◊√√ ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡
˜ÚÓ¬ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ Œ√ªÓ¬± ¬ı± øˆ¬iß øˆ¬iß ˙øMê√ 1+À¬Û fl¡äÚ± › Î¬◊¬Û±¸Ú± fl¡1±
¬Û1•Û1± ’±1y ˝√√˚˛º Œ˘±fl¡˜ÚÓ¬ ·Ï¬ˇÀ˘±ª± ˙øMê√Ò1 õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ¤˝◊√√ Œ√ªÓ¬±fl¡
Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 › Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î¬◊Í¬± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º ’¸˜1
Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú øˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬, Ò˜« ’±1n∏  ˆ¬±¯∏œ Œ˘±fl¡1 ¸—ø˜|ÌÓ¬ ·Ï¬ˇ Œ˘±ª±
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¤‡Ú ∆¬ıø‰¬S˜˚˛ ¸˜±Ê√º ¤ÀÚ ¬Ûø1Àõ∂øé¬Ó¬ÀÓ¬ ’Ú±ø√ fl¡±˘1 ¬Û1±˝◊√√ ’¸˜1
øˆ¬iß Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ˚˛ Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı‘ø©Ü ’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü ¸•Ûfl¡œ«˚˛ ∆¬ıø‰¬S…˜˚˛ Œ˘±fl¡
ø¬ıù´±¸ ’±1n∏ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’˝√√± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬
¬ı‘ø©Ü ’±Ú˚˛Ú ¬ı± ’øÓ¬ ¬ı‘ø©Ü, ’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü ”√1 fl¡ø1¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ˆ¬±Àª ¬ıU
’±‰¬±1-’Ú≈á¬±Ú ’=˘Àˆ¬À√ ¬Û‘ÔÀfl¡ ¬Û‘ÔÀfl¡ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º
¤˝◊√√ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸À¬ı±1 ’Ò…˚˛ÀÚ˝◊√√  ’±˜±1 ·Àª¯∏Ì±1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛º
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚˛±, fl¡˘¬ÛÈ≈¬ª±1 ø¬ı˚˛±, fl¡˘±¬ı≈Ï¬ˇœ º

’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –
Œ˘±fl¡ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√1 ’ø¬ıÀ26… ’—·º ø˚À¬ı±1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó… ¬ı± ·œÓ¬-

˜±Ó¬ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜≈À‡ ˜≈À‡ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Õ˝√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ¸˝◊√√À¬ı±À1˝◊√√ ˝í√√˘ Œ˘±fl¡ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…º ¤˝◊√√
Œ|Ìœ ¸±ø˝√√Ó…1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ¬ı…øM·Ó¬ ¬ı± Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛ Ê√œªÚ1 ’±Úµ-ø¬ı¯∏±√, ’±˙±-øÚ1±˙±,
Œõ∂˜-õ∂œøÓ¬, ’±À¬ı·- ’Ú≈ˆ≈¬øÓ¬ ’±ø√ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˝◊√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊√√ Œ˘±fl¡ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ˘·Ó¬
Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸1 ¸•Ûfl«¡ ’±ÀÂ√º Œ˘±fl¡ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡ ˜Ú1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ Œ¬Û±ª±
˚± ˛̊ºøÚÊ√1 ‰¬±ø1›Ù¬±À˘ Œ√‡± Ú±Ú± Ê√œª-Ê√c, ·Â√-·Â√øÚ, ’±fl¡±˙ -¬ıÓ¬±˝√√, ŒÚ¸ø·fl«¡
¬ı…±¬Û±1±ø√ ’±ø√̃  ̃ ±Úª1 ’ôL1Ó¬ ̂ ¬˚̨ ’±1n∏ Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬ √̋√̆ 1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬Ó¬
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ’±ôL1Ó¬ Œ¸ ◊̋√√À¬ı±1fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 Ú±Ú± õ∂ùü, ̧ Àµ √̋√, ̧ —Àfl¡±‰¬ ’±ø√ ’Ú≈̂ ”¬øÓ¬1
Î¬◊√˚˛ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ À¸˝◊√√ õ∂ùü, ¸Àµ˝√√ , ¸—Àfl¡±‰¬1 ˚Ô±À˚±·… ’±1n∏ ¸ÀôL±¯∏Ê√Úfl¡ Î¬◊M√√1
ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 Ú±¬Û± ˛̊ Œ¸ ◊̋√√À¬ı±1fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 Ú±Ú± ¬Û≈1±¬ı‘M√√  ¬ı± ¬Û≈1±Ìfl¡Ô± ¬ı± ’øÓ¬ fl¡Ô± [myths],
Ê√Ú|n∏øÓ¬ [legends], ̧ ±Ò≈fl¡Ô±[tales]’±ø√1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ¤ ◊̋√√√À1 ¬Û±1©Ûø1fl¡ ̂ ¬±Àª
¬Û‘øÔªœ1 ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸±ø√ ‰¬ø˘ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√ [˙˜«± 100]º ’¸˜Ó¬ ¬ı±¸ fl¡1±
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬-Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ¸•Ûfl¡œ˚˛ ¬ıU Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡
¬Û1•Û±1±Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ·œÓ¬-˜±Ó¬, ̧ ±Ô“1 ’±ø√1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ øÚø˝√√Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±À¸
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ˆ¬1±˘ ‰¬˝√√fl¡œ fl¡1± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º

’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1 ’±1n ∏Î¬◊ÀV˙… –
Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛Ó¬ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ̊ ≈&Ó¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±ø˜ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ Î¬◊Ê√øÚ ’¸˜1 ’=˘

ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ëŒˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚̨±í, ë›¬ˆ¬Ó¬± fl¡ «̃í, ë¬ı±fl¡ÀÒÚ≈ ¬ıÀÊ√±ª±í ’±ø√ ’±‰¬±1 ’Ú≈á¬±Úfl¡
¬Ûø1¸1Ó¬ ¸±˜ø1ÀÂ“√±º ˜ø1·±“› ’±1n∏ ˝◊√√˚˛±1 √±“øÓ¬ fl¡±¯∏1œ˚˛± ’=˘Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ëÎ¬◊1±˘
È¬Ú± Î¬◊»¸ªí ,ëfl¡˘¬ÛÈ≈¬¬ª±1 ø¬ı˚˛±í, Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚˛±í1 ›¬Ûø1› È¬±˝◊√√ Ó≈¬1n∏—, ‰¬±˝√√ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ˚˛
Œ˜±ø√ ̧ ˜±Ê√ ,fl¡±ø¬ı« ’±ø√ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¬ı‘ø©Ü -’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü ̧ •Ûfl¡œ«̊ ˛ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1
’±1n∏ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸1 ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ Î¬◊ø~‡Ú¸˝√√ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ̊ ≈&Ó¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ1 ø¬ı˚˛±Ó¬
Ê√±Ó¬ Ê√±Ó¬ Ú±À˜À1 ’±fl¡±˙1 ¬Û1± ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì Ú˜±˝◊√√ ’Ú±1 Œ˘±fl¡ ˜Ú1 ’fl‘¡øS˜ ’±1n∏
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¶§Ó¬–¶£”¬Ó«¬ õ∂˚˛±¸ ’±1n∏ õ∂ªÌÓ¬±1 ˘·Ó¬ ø¬ı‡…±Ó¬ ¸—·œÓ¬: Ó¬±ÚÀ¸Ú1 ëŒ˜‚˜~±í 1±·fl¡
õ∂¸—·SêÀ˜ Ó≈¬˘Ú±˜”˘fl¡ ˆ¬±Àª ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±Ó¬ Í¬±˝◊√√ ø√˚˛± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –
’±˜±1 ’Ò… ˛̊ÚÓ¬ Ó¬Ô… ̧ —¢∂ √̋√1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œé¬Søˆ¬øÓ¬fl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º  ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdfl¡

Ó≈¬˘Ú±˜”˘fl¡ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ˆ¬±Àª ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ øÚ˚˛± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1Ó¬
’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ¸≈ø¬ıÒ±ÀÔ« ·œÓ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏1 Î¬◊√±˝√√1ÀÌ± Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1±1 ˚P fl¡±1 ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

Œé¬S ’Ò…˚˛Ú –
Œ·±˘±‚±È¬ øÊ√̆ ±1 ‰≈¬„√√±Ê√±Ú, Ú±›Ê√±Ú, ̧ 1n∏¬ÛÔ±1, ¬ı1¬ÛÔ±1, Ê√± ≈̃&ø1º ·Î¬̌̃ ±ø1, Œ ¬̂À√±

’±È¬œ, ˜ø1·±“ª ’±1n∏ Œ˚±1 √̋√±È¬1 øÊ√̆ ±1 øÚ˜±Ó¬œ ’±1n∏ fl¡±ø¬ı« ’±—˘„√√1 ¬ı±ø ¬̆ÛÔ±1 ’±ø√º
’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ˜”˘ ¬’±À˘±‰¬Ú±¬ –

fl¡˜˘± fl≈¡“ª1œ Œ˜±À1 õ∂±ÀÌù´1œ
Ï¬±˘fl¡ ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ± Œ˜À‚ ¬Û±Úœ ˝√√ø1 ˝√√ø1

ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œ ˜±ø1ÀÂ√ ¬ıËÊ√¬Û±Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√
¬ı±ø1¯∏± ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ± Œ˜À‚ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ’±øÚÀÂ√º
                        [Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚˛±1 Ú±˜]

’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ìfl¡ ∆˘ ¬ıUÀÓ¬± Œ˘±fl¡ø¬ıù´±¸ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º Î¬◊Ê√øÚ
’¸˜1 ¬ıUÀÓ¬± Í¬±˝◊√√Ó¬ ·±“ª1 ŒÎ¬fl¡± ≈√˝◊√√-‰¬±ø1 ø˜ø˘ Œ·±¬ÛÀÚ ·¤û±1 ‚À1 ‚À1 ∆· 1±øÓ¬
Œ‰¬±Ó¬±˘Ó¬, fl¡±“øÔÓ¬ [¬ı±1±G±Ó¬] ¬ı± ̂ ¬“1±˘ ‚11 ̃ ”ÒÓ¬ ̋ √√±˘ Œ¬ı±ª±, Œfl¡±1 ̃ ±ø1 ̃ ±øÈ¬ ‡±øµ
ø√˚˛± õ∂Ô± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ›¬Ûø1› ŒÊ√›1±-Ê√¬ÛÚ±, Ú±„√√˘ ’±ø√ ›ˆ¬Ó¬±Õfl¡ 1±ô¶±Ó¬
Œ¬Û±Ó¬± ˝√√˚˛º ¬Û”¬ı« ˜”1Õfl¡ Ôfl¡± ŒÏ“¬fl¡œ ∆˘ ∆· ›ˆ¬Ó¬±˝◊√√ ¬Û≈øÓ¬À˘ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ’±À˝√√ ¬ı≈ø˘ Ê√Ú
ø¬ıù´±¸ ’±ÀÂ√º ¤øÓ¬˚±˛› Œ·±˘±‚±È¬ øÊ√˘±1 øˆ¬iß ’=˘Ó¬ ’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü ˝√√íÀ˘ ·±“ª˘œ˚˛±
ŒÎ¬fl¡±˝◊√√ ̆ · ∆˝√√ ‚À1 ‚À1 ¤ÀÚ fl¡±˚« fl¡ø1 ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì Ú˜±˝◊√√ ’Ú±1 Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡À1º Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸
˜ÀÓ¬ ë›ˆ¬Ó¬± fl¡˜«í fl¡ø1À˘ Œ˜‚ Œ√ªÓ¬±À˚˛± ë›ˆ¬Ó¬±í õ∂øÓ¬øSê˚˛± fl¡ø1¬ıº ’Ô±«» ‡1±„√√1
ø¬ı¬Û1œÀÓ¬ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ˝√√í¬ıº ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ¤ÀÚ fl¡˜«1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û±Â√ø√Ú± ·‘˝√√¶ö˝◊√√ Œ‰¬±1 ¬Ûé¬fl¡ ·±ø˘
¬ı¯∏Ì« fl¡1±1 fl¡±˜Ú± fl¡1± ̋ √√˚˛º ̋ ◊√√ qˆ¬ ̆ é¬Ìº ·‘˝√√¶ö1 ·±ø˘1 ¬Ûø1˜±Ì1 ›¬Û1ÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì1
õ∂±¬ı˘… øÚˆ¬«1 fl¡À1 ¬ı≈ø˘ Ê√Úø¬ıù´±¸ ’±ÀÂ√º Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋√√ ̃ ≈‡ Œ‰¬±fl¡± øÓ¬À1±Ó¬± ◊̋√√ 1±øÓ¬¬Û≈ª± ◊̋√√
‚11 ≈√ª±1 ‡≈ø˘ ’±·ø√Ú± Œ‰¬±À1 ‡±øµ Ó¬ø˝√√˘— fl¡ø1 ∆Ô Œ˚±ª± Œ‰¬±Ó¬±˘‡Ú Œ√ø‡ ø˚˜±ÀÚ
¬ı˘øfl¡¬ı [¬ıøfl¡¬ı], ø¸˜±ÀÚ ◊̋√√ fl¡ «̃ ø¸øX1 ’±˙± fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1º Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… Œ˚, Œ‰¬±1¬Ûé¬fl¡
˙±›¬Û±ÀÓ¬± ø√˚˛± ˝√√˚˛º ¤ÀÚ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1À¬ı±11 ˜”˘ ˚ø√› Œ¬ı√Ú± ø¸Mê√  ’Ô±«» ‡1±— ¬ı±
’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ fl‘¡¯fl¡-·¤û±˝◊√√ ’Ú±·Ó¬ ø√Ú1 ≈√–¶§õüÓ¬ fl¡±Ó¬1 ∆˝√√ Ô±Àfl¡, Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ˝◊√√˚˛±1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ¬ı√Ú±Ó¬Õfl¡ ’±Úµ1 ¶£≈¬1Ì Œ¬ıøÂ√º ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ÀÓ¬ 1±øÓ¬ fl¡1± ¤ÀÚ ø¬ı¸—·øÓ¬¬Û”Ì«
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fl¡±˜À¬ı±11 ˜±ÀÊ√ø√ ŒÎ¬fl¡±¸fl¡À˘ ’Ú±ø¬ı˘ ’±Úµ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1º ’±¬Û±Ó¬Ó¬– ’Ú±·Ó¬
≈√–¸˜˚˛1 ¬Û1± ’±“Ó¬ø1 ’±ø˝√√ é¬øÌfl¡ ’±ÚµÓ¬ 1Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª±1 õ∂ªÚÓ¬±› Ú≈˝◊√√ fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º

Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚˛± –
õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øÚˆ¬«1˙œ˘ fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡ ̧ ˜±ÀÊ√ ‡1±— ¬ıÓ¬1 ̋ √√íÀ˘ ëŒˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚̨±í ¬Û±øÓ¬À˘

¬ı1 ∏̄≈Ì ø√À˚̨ ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡À1º Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚̨± ¬Û±øÓ¬À˘ ¬ı1 ∏̄≈Ì ̋ √√̊  ̨¬ı≈ø˘ ̊ ≈·- ≈̊· Òø1 ’¸˜1
Œ˘±fl¡ ̧ ˜±ÀÊ√ ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡ø1 ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ¬ı±À¬ı ’±øÊ√› ’¸˜1 ¬ıU Í¬± ◊̋√√Ó¬ 1± ◊̋√√ÀÊ√ ¤ ◊̋√√
ø¬ı˚̨± ¬Û±øÓ¬ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 ¬ÛÀ˚̨±ˆ¬1 fl¡ø˜ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› øfl¡Â≈√ø√Ú1 ’±·Õ˘Àfl¡
Œ·±˘±‚±È¬, Œ˚±1 √̋√±È¬ øÊ√̆ ±1 ¬ıU Í¬± ◊̋√√Ó¬ ŒÏ¬±À˘-√·À1, ·1n∏·±Î¬̌œ- √̋√±Ó¬œ1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±À1À1 Ò≈̃
Ò±À˜À1 ¤ ◊̋√√ ’±‰¬±1-’Ú≈á¬±Ú ¬ÛÓ¬± Œ√‡± ∆·øÂ√̆ º Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œÀ˚̨ ŒÈ¬±1-ŒÈ¬±1Õfl¡ ̃ ±øÓ¬À˘ ¬ı1 ∏̄≈Ì
’±À √̋√ ¬ı≈ø˘ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸ ’±ÀÂ√º ’±ø˜ ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 ¸Ó¬…Ó¬± ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Ú±˚±›“º ’±˜±1
õ∂øÓ¬¬Û±√… ø¬ı ∏̊̄  ̨∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ¤ ◊̋√√ ø¬ı˚̨±1 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡1±º

¤ ◊̋√√ ø¬ı˚̨± ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ø¬ı˚̨± ’Ú≈á¬±Ú1 Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬ Œ¬ıøÂ√ ¬Û‘Ôfl¡ Ú √̋√̊ º̨ ¤‡Ú ’¸˜œ˚̨± ¬Û”Ì±«—·
ø¬ı˚̨±1 ¸fl¡À˘± ’±‰¬±1 ’Ú≈á¬±Ú ◊̋√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨ ¤Àfl¡ ·±“ªÀ1 ¬ı± ≈√‡Ú ·±“ªÓ¬ ≈√‚1
˜±Ú≈̋ √√ ¬ı± ≈√È¬± Œ‡À˘ √1± ’±1n∏ fl¡ ◊̋√√Ú± ‚1 ∆ √̋√ ¤‡Ú ø¬ı˚̨± ‰¬˘± ◊̋√√ øÚÀ˚̨º √1±-fl¡ ◊̋√√Ú± ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û
‰≈¬fl¡ Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ≈√È¬± Òø1 ‡±Õ˘Ó¬ ̂ ¬1± ◊̋√√ Œ˘±ª± ̋ √√̊ º̨ √1± Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œÀÈ¬±1 ‡±Õ˘Ó¬ ø¬ıøÒ ̧ ijÓ«¬ˆ¬±Àª
¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ”̧‰¬fl¡ ¸±Ê√ ’±1n∏ fl¡ ◊̋√√Ú± Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ1 ‡±Õ˘Ó¬ Œ˜À‡˘±, ø1 √̋√± ’±ø√1 Ù¬È¬± fl¡±À¬Û±11
È≈¬fl≈¡1± ø¬Ûg± ◊̋√√ ø√̊ ±̨ √̋√̊ º̨ ’ªÀ˙… ’±fl¡±1Ó¬ Î¬±„√√1 Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ √1± ’±1n∏ ¸1n∏ Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œfl¡ fl¡ ◊̋√√Ú±
ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û› ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ú Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª±, ŒÊ√±1Ì ø√̊ ±̨, ·±“øÍ¬˚̨Ú ‡≈µ± ’±ø√
¸fl¡À˘± 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ø¬ı˚̨±Ó¬ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨ ø¬ı˚̨±1 ø√Ú± Úfl¡˘ √1± fl¡ ◊̋√√Ú± ◊̋√√ ˆ¬±›
ø√À˚̨º ’Ô±«» √1±-fl¡ ◊̋√√Ú± ∆ √̋√ 1ˆ¬±Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¬ı± 1¸±˘ ŒÎ¬fl¡±-·±ˆ¬1n∏Àª Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œfl¡ õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ
fl¡À1º ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ √1‚1œ˚̨± ’±1n∏ ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ‚1œ˚̨± ¬ıË±p¡ÌÀ1± ¬ÛÀ˚̨±ˆ¬1 ̃ Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ̆ ±ø·¬ıº ¬ıË±p¡Ì1
fl¡ «̃-fl¡±G1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√ø√ ø¬ı¬Û≈̆  ̋ √√±¸…1¸ ¬Ûø1¶£≈¬È¬ ∆ √̋√ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬º ‡≈̋ ”√√È¬œ˚̨± Œ¬ı√¬ı±fl¡…À1 ’ø¢üfl¡ ̧ ±é¬œ
fl¡ø1 ¬ıË±p¡ÀÌ fl¡Ú…±√±Ú ¬Û¬ı« ’±1y fl¡À1ñ

fl¡]  fl¡±˙…¬Û˝◊√√ Ú˜– fl¡±˙…¬Û˝◊√√ Ú˜– √1± ŒÂ√±ª±˘œÀ˚˛ ‡≈√ ‰¬±Î¬◊˘ fl¡È¬± ø¬ı¶≈®È¬ Œ‰¬±ª±˝◊√√ÀÂ√ Ú˜–
[¸—– ¬ı±˚˛Ú ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇœ]

‡] ›˜ – Ê≈√˝◊√√ ¤‰¬˘≈ ¬Û±ÚœÓ¬ ø√˚˛±º [¸—– &ÀÚù´1œ ·Õ·]
◊̋√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ ̧ fl¡À˘± fl¡Ô± ¬ı± Œ¬ı√¬ı±fl¡… ø¬ı¸—·øÓ¬¬Û”Ì«, ›À˘±È¬±º ̧ ‰¬1±Ê√1 ¬ıË±p¡Ì1 ̃ La¬Û±Í¬1

¬Û1± ›À˘±È¬±Õfl¡ ¸fl¡À˘± fl¡Ô± ∆fl¡ 1¸ fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º
ø¬ı˚˛± Ú±˜1 Œé¬SÓ¬ √1± ’±√À1“±ÀÓ¬ Œ·±ª±, fl¡˝◊√√Ú± ̧ Ê√±›“ÀÓ¬ Œ·±ª±, Œ˚±1±˜±Ú

’±ø√ Ú±˜À¬ı±11 ˆ¬±· ø¸˜±Ú fl¡È¬fl¡È¬œ˚˛± Ú˝√√˚˛º ’=˘ ø¬ıÀ˙À¯∏ ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±11 ¸±˘-
¸˘øÚ ˜Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛±º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1 ‡“1± ¸≈11º Ó¬˘Ó¬ Œfl¡˝◊√√È¬±˜±Ú Ú±˜1 Ú˜≈Ú±
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ø√ ˛̊± ˝√√í˘ ñ
fl¡] ’±ø˝√√¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1 ”√1øÌ1 ¬ı±È¬

Òø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1 ˘±˝◊√√Ú1 ¬ı±Â√
Œˆ¬Àfl¡±˘±˝◊√√ øÚø√À˚˛ ŒÈ¬ø' Òø1
Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ1 ‰¬fl≈¡À˘± ¬ı˚˛ ŒÈ¬±¬Û-ŒÈ¬±¬Û fl¡ø1º [Œ·±˘±‚±È¬1 ‰≈¬„√√±Ê√±Ú ’=˘Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬
ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ¸Ê√±›“ÀÓ¬ Œ·±ª± ·œÓ¬¬]

‡] Œ˜À‚ fl¡À1 &˜±-&˜±
‰¬±À˘ fl¡±ÀÈ¬ ¬Û±Úœ
˝◊√√f 1Ê√±˝◊√√ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ø√À˚˛
õ∂Ê√±À˘±fl¡fl¡ ˜±øÓ¬º

·] ¸1n∏ ¸1n∏ ‰¬1±˝◊√√À¬ı±À1
Ù¬ø1— Òø1 ‡±˚˛º Ù¬ø1— Òø1 ‡±˚˛
Œfl¡±˜˘ fl¡Ú…± ø¬ı‰¬±À1“±ÀÓ¬
¬ı˚̨¸ ‰¬±ø1 ̊ ±˚̨º [Œ·±˘±‚±È¬ øÊ√̆ ±1 ‰≈¬„√√±Ê√±Ú, Ú±›Ê√±Ú, ̧ 1n∏¬ÛÔ±1 ’±ø√ ’=˘1 ¬Û1±

¸—¢∂ √̋√ fl¡1±º ¸—¬ı±√ √±Ó¬±– ¬ı±˚̨Ú ¬ı≈Ï¬̌œ [89], ˆ¬À^ù´1 Œ‰¬Ó¬œ˚̨± [78], ˙˙œõ∂ˆ¬± ¬ı1± [72]º
Ê√±Ó¬ Ê√±Ó¬ Ú±À˜À1 ’±fl¡±˙1 ¬Û1± ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì Ú˜±˝◊√√ ’Ú±1 ¤˝◊√√ õ∂ªÌÓ¬±1 ˘·Ó¬

ëÓ¬±ÚÀ¸Ú1í Œ˜‚˜~± 1±·1 fl¡Ô± Ó≈¬˘Ú± fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ’±fl¡¬ı11 1±Ê√ ¸ˆ¬±1 ¸—·œÓ¬:
Ó¬±ÚÀ¸ÀÚ Œ˜‚˜~± 1±·Ó¬ ·œÓ¬ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ì fl¡ø1 ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì Ú˜±˝◊√√ ’±øÚ¬ı ¬Û±ø1øÂ√˘ ¬ı≈ø˘
Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º Ó¬±ÚÀ¸Ú1 1±·1 √À1 ¶§ˆ¬±ª fl¡ø¬ı ¢∂±˜… øÓ¬À1±Ó¬±1 ’ø˜˚˛± fl¡F1 ¬Û1± øÚ·1±
·œÓ¬À¬ı±11 ’±À¬ı√Ú˜˚˛Ó¬± ¬ı1 õ∂±Ì¶Û˙œ« ñ

Ï¬±˘fl¡ Ï¬±˘fl¡ fl¡˘˝√√1 ¬Û±Úœ
¬ı≈1fl¡ ¬ı≈1fl¡ ¬ÛÔ±11 ’±ø˘

¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ± Œ˜‚ Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬± ¤ ¬Û±Úœ
1±˝◊√√Ê√‡Ú ˜ø1ÀÂ√ fl¡±øµº [¸—– &ÀÚù´1œ ·Õ·]

Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ’±˜±1 ø¬ı˚˛± ’Ú≈á¬±Ú1 √1± ’±√À1“±ÀÓ¬ ëfl¡˘±¬ı≈Ï¬ˇœí11 ø˚ ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± Œ¸˝◊√√
ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚˛±ÀÓ¬± ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º¬
        √1± ’±ø˝√√ fl¡˘Ó¬˘ ¬Û±À˘ø˝√√ fl ˘±¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ±˝◊√√ Œ‰¬¬Û± ¬Û±ÀÓ¬ ’±1n∏ fl¡˘±¬ı≈Ï¬ˇœÀ˚˛ ·±˚˛ ñ

‰¬±¬Ûø1 ¬ı±˝◊√√ ‹ Œ‰¬¬Û± øÚÀ˘ Œ‰¬±À1
Œfl¡ÀÚÕfl¡ÀÚ± ¬Û±øÓ¬øÂ√ø˘ ¬ı±À¬ÛÀ1 ¬Û≈ÀÓ¬À1
¬Û±øÓ¬øÂ√ÀÚ± ¬Û±øÓ¬øÂ√ÀÚ± ŒÊ√— Ê√±¬ı1 ø√
1±øÓ¬ Œ‰¬±À1 ∆˘ ·í˘ ˜˝◊√√ fl¡ø1˜ øfl¡∑º [øÚ˜±Ó¬œ ’=˘Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬]

ø¬ı˚̨±1 Œ˙ ∏̄Ó¬ √1±-fl¡ ◊̋√√Ú±fl¡ ∆Ú, ø¬ı˘ Ú± ◊̋√√¬ı± ¬Û≈‡≈1œ1 ¬Û±ÚœÓ¬ ø¬ı¸Ê«√Ú ø√ ø¬ı˚̨±1 ̧ ˜±ø5
Œ‚± ∏̄Ì± fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ ¤ ◊̋√√ ø¬ı˚̨±Ó¬ Œ˚ÃÓ≈¬fl¡Ó¬ ø√̊ ±̨ ¬ı˚̨-¬ıd1 ¬Û1± ’±1y fl¡ø1 Ê√±-Ê√̆ ¬Û±Ú ’±ø√
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¸fl¡À˘± Úfl¡˘º fl¡˘·Â√1 ø¬ıÂ√Ú±, ̃ ±øÈ¬1 ¬ı±‰¬Ú-¬ıÓ«¬Ú, ’±Úøfl¡ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ú ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ¤1±&øÈ¬
’±1n∏ Á¡±›¬ıÚ1 ¬Û±Ó¬ ’±ø√ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ ’±˘ √̋√œ-’øÓ¬øÔÀfl¡± Ò”ø˘, ̃ ±øÈ¬, Ù¬˘± Ó≈¬“̋ √√&ø11
Ê√̆ ¬Û±Ú ø√ ̋ √√±¸…fl¡1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±˘± ̋ √√̊ º̨ Œ¸ ◊̋√√¬ı±À¬ı Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚̨± ¢∂±˜… ̧ ˜±Ê√1
’±Úµ1 Î¬◊»¸ª ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û Ôfl¡± &1n∏Q ◊̋√√ ‡1±— ¬ıÓ¬11 ≈√‡-fl¡©Üfl¡ ¬Û± √̋√1± ◊̋√√ Œ¬Û˘±˚̨º ̃ ≈Í¬ÀÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√
ø¬ı˚̨±1 ›Ê√± Œ‡˘ ’±ø√À˚̨› √̋√±¸…fl¡1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡À1º
fl¡˘¬ÛÈ≈¬ª±1 ø¬ı˚˛± –

˜ø1·±“› øÊ√̆ ± ’±1n∏ ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 √±“øÓ¬fl¡± ∏̄1œ˚̨± ’=˘Ó¬ Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚̨±fl¡ fl¡˘¬ÛÈ≈¬ª±1 ø¬ı˚̨±
¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡˚̨º Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø¬ı˚̨± ¬ı± fl¡˘¬ÛÈ≈¬ª±1 ø¬ı˚̨±1 Ú±˜ Œfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±˜±Ú Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± √̋√í˘ ñ

fl¡] ŒÈ¬±1-ŒÈ¬±1 fl¡˘¬ÛÈ≈¬ª± ø¬ı˚˛±À˝√√
¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ¤Ê√±øfl¡ ø√˚˛±À˝√√º

‡] ‰¬À˘ Œ·±¬Ûœ ‰¬À˘
1±Ò± ¬Û±Úœ ŒÓ¬±À˘ fl¡±Ú±˝◊√√ fl¡√˜ Ó¬À˘
Ê√˘ ˆ¬ø1 ˚À˙±√± ‰¬À˘ Œ·±¬Ûœ ‰¬À˘
¬Û±‰¬Õ˘ Ú±‰¬±¬ı± ‰¬À˘ Œ·±¬Ûœ ‰¬À˘
¸±·À1± ’±ø˝√√¬ı ˆ¬±·œÀ˝√√ ‰¬À˘ Œ·±¬Ûœ ‰¬À˘

·] ¸±·À1± ’±ø˝√√¬ı Ê√·À1± ˘±ø·¬ı
’=À˘ ∆˘ ˚±¬ı Ï¬±øfl¡º
¸±·À1± qfl¡±¬ı ˜±øÌÀfl¡± ˘≈fl¡±¬ı
1±Ê√…Àfl¡± øÚ¬ıø˝√√ Òø1º [·Î¬ˇ˜±ø1, Œˆ¬À√± ’±È¬œ, ˜ø1·±“ªÓ¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º ¸— –

¬ı·œ˜±˝◊√√ ¬ı1√Õ˘ [50], ¬Û≈Ó¬˘œ ¬ı√1Õ˘ [50], ¸1n∏˜±˝◊√√ ŒÎ¬fl¡± [47]
Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ¬ı± ¬fl¡˘¬ÛÈ≈¬ª± ø¬ı˚˛±Ó¬ ø¬ı˚˛± ∆˝√√ Ô±Àfl“¡±ÀÓ¬ Ò±1±¸±1 ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ø√À˘› ’±˚˛Ó¬œ

¸fl¡À˘ ¬ı±Ò± Ú±˜±øÚ øÚ˚˛˜ ˜ÀÓ¬ ø¬ı˚˛±1 fl¡±˜ ‰¬˘±˝◊√√ Ô±Àfl¡º ¤˝◊√√ ø¬ı˚˛±1 √1±-fl¡Ú…±fl¡
Œ˚±1¬Û±øÓ¬ ø¬ı˚˛±1 Œ˙¯∏Ó¬ ·Â√1 Ó¬˘Ó¬ ¤ø1 ø√˚˛± ˝√√˚˛º

¬ı±fl¡ÀÒÚ≈ –
¬ı±fl¡ÀÒÚ≈ ¬ıÊ√±À˘ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ’±À˝√√ ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ Î¬◊Ê√øÚ ’¸˜1 Œ·±˘±‚±È¬, Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬

’±ø√ øÊ√˘±Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º ¬ı±ÒÀÒÚ≈1 &˜&˜øÚ ˙s˝◊√√ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ’±ÀÚ ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ ’¸˜œ˚˛±
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’±øÂ√˘º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ [¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ˜Ó‘¬õ∂±˚˛] fl¡±“˝√√1 fl¡±“˝√√œ ¤‡ÚÓ¬ ‡±˘œ
‰¬ø1˚˛±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ∆Ô Ó¬±Ó¬ ¬Û±Úœ Ï¬±ø˘ ∆˘ ˝◊√√fl¡1±1 ˜±ø1 ¤Î¬±˘ ¬Û±ÚœÓ¬ Òø1 ≈√˝◊√√˝√√±ÀÓ¬À1
‰≈¬“ø‰¬ fl≈¡-fl≈¡ ˙s Ó≈¬ø˘ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ’±øÚ¬ıÕ˘ Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡1± õ∂Ô± ’±øÂ√˘º ¤˝◊√√ fl¡±˜ 1±øÓ¬ ‚11
Œ‰¬±Ó¬±˘Ó¬ fl¡1± ̋ √√ ˛̊ [Ó¬Ô… √±Ó¬± – ¬ı± ˛̊Ú ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇœ, Œ·±˘±‚±È¬]º ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬Û1•Û1± ’¸˜Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸
fl¡1± ’±ø√¬ı±¸œ [‰¬± √̋√ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ]1 Œ˜±ø√ ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ̃ ±Ê√ÀÓ¬± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’±øÂ√̆  ¬ı≈ø˘ ëŒ¸±Ú±1±˜
Œ˜±ø√í2 Œ˚˛ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡À1º
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fl¡øÎ¬ˇ ø¸“‰¬± õ∂Ô± –
’¸˜1 ‰¬±˝ √√Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ ̧ ˜Ê√ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ Œ˜±ø√ ̧ •x√±˚˛1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ’±Ú˚˛Ú1

¬ı±À¬ı ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ fl“¡øÎ¬ˇ Œ‡ø˘ ¬ıÓ¬11 ˆ¬øª¯∏…Ó¬
øÚX±1Ì fl¡1± ̋ √√ ˛̊º ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ 4, 7, 9 ’±ø√ ’ ≈̊¢¨ ̧ —‡…±1 fl“¡øÎ¬ˇ ·‘̋ √√¶ö1 ‡≈̆ ‡±ø˘À ˛̊Àfl¡
˜±ø1 ˜—·˘ ‰¬±˝◊√√˛º fl“¡øÎ¬ˇ &øÈ¬ Œfl¡˝◊√√È¬± ›¬Û1˜≈ª±Õfl¡ ¬Ûø1À˘ ëø‰¬Óƒ¬í ’±1n∏ ¬ÛÔ±ø˘ ¬ı± Ó¬˘
˜≈ª±Õfl¡ ¬Ûø1À˘ ë¬ÛÈ¬í ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º &øÈ¬ Œfl¡˝◊√√È¬± ¸•Û”Ì« ¬ÛÈ¬ ˝√√íÀ˘ ¬ıÓ¬±˝√√-¬ı1¯∏≈Ì
’Ú≈fl”¡˘ ∆˝√√ ̇ ∏̄… ¬ı‘øXÓ¬ ̧ ˝√√± ˛̊fl¡ ̋ √√í¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡À1º Ó¬±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ¬ÛÔ±1Ó¬
fl¡øÍ¬˚˛± ø¸‰“¬1øÓ¬ ’±1y fl¡ø1 ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì-¬ıÓ¬±˝√√ ’±Ú±˚˛Ú1 ·œÓ¬ [˜La] ·±˚˛ñ

øÂ√ø„√√Ú Â√±ø„√√Ú ≈√ø˘Ú
øÂ√ø„√√Ú Â√±ø„√√Ú

˘±˘≈˜ Ó¬±Ó¬± ˝√√±Â≈√˜ÀÂ√
øÂ√ø„√√Ú Â√±ø„√√Ú º [¸—– Œ¸±Ú±1±˜ Œ˜±ø]

        [ˆ¬±ªÔ« – Œ˝√√ Œ˜±1 ¶⁄œ õ∂Ô˜ Ê√Úœ [’Ú≈fl”¡˘ ¬ıÓ«¬1] ’±1n∏ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ Ê√Úœ [˝√√øÓ¬Úœ,
õ∂øÓ¬fl”¡˘ ¬ıÓ¬1, ’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü] ŒÓ¬±˜±À˘±fl¡ ≈√À˚˛±ø˜ø˘ fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1 Œ˚±ª±º ˜˝◊√√ fl¡1± fl¡±˜Ó¬
¸˝√√±˚˛ fl¡1±º ¤˝◊√√ fl¡±˜1 Ù¬˘ ¶§1+¬Û Œ˜±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬±˜±À˘±fl¡1 Î¬◊¬Ûfl¡±1 ˝√√í¬ıº]

Î¬◊1˘ È¬Ú± Î¬◊»¸ª –
˜ø1·±“ª1 ·Î¬ˇ˜±ø1 Œˆ¬À√± ’±øÈ¬ ’=˘Ó¬ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÀÚ› Î¬◊1±˘ È¬Ú± Î¬◊»¸ª õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º

U‰“¬ø11 √À1 ‚À1 ‚À1 Î¬◊1±˘ ¤È¬± È¬±øÚ ̧ ˜Ê≈√ª±˝◊√√ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ’Ú±1 Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡À1º ‡1±— ¬ıÓ¬11
¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û±Úœ Â√øÈ¬˚˛±˝◊√√ Œ‰¬±Ó¬±˘ Œ¬ı±fl¡± fl¡ø1 Ó¬±Ó¬ ¬ˆ¬”“˝◊√√ Œ1±ª±, Ê√±˘-Ê√±Õfl¡, ‡±Õ˘ ∆˘ ˜±Â√
˜1± ’±ø√ fl¡˜« ¸•Û±√Ú fl¡À1º U“‰¬ø1 Œ·±ª±1 √À1 ·‘˝√√¶ö˝◊√√ ’ø1˝√√Ì± ø√À˚˛ ’±1n∏ Î¬◊1±˘
È¬Ú± 1±˝◊√√ÀÊ√ ’±˙œ¬ı±«√ õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± õ∂Ô± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ¤˝◊√√ Î¬◊»¸ªÓ¬ ¤È¬± øÈ¬— ¬Ù≈¬È¬±˝◊√√ Œ¸˝◊√√
Ù≈¬È¬±˝◊√√ø√ Œ˝√√±·˘ øÓ¬øÚÎ¬±˘ ¸≈˜≈ª±˝◊√√ ø√ øÈ¬„√√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ‰≈¬fl¡ Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ≈√È¬± ˆ¬1±˝◊√√ ø√ Ó¬±Ó¬
¬Û±Úœ Ï¬±ø˘ ø√À ˛̊º Œ √̋√±·˘ Œfl¡ ◊̋√√Î¬±˘ È¬±øÚÀ˘ Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ1 ̃ ±Ó¬1 √À1 ̃ ±Ó¬ ›˘± ˛̊º øÓ¬øÚø√Ú1
ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ¬¸˘±˝◊√√ ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ ø√À˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±“‰¬ø√Ú ¬Û˚«ôL ¤˝◊√√ Î¬◊»¸ª ‰¬À˘º
¤˝◊√√ Î¬◊»¸Àª ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì Ú˜±˝◊√√  ¬ı≈ø˘ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸º
                       ø‰¬Àfl¡Ã ø‰¬Àfl¡Ã ’±øÊ√ 1±øÓ¬ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ø√À¬ıÃ

˝√√±Ó¬œ1 fl¡±Ì ˜í˝√√1 fl¡±Ì
ø˙À˘ ¬ı1¯∏≈ÀÌ Ò≈˜≈˝√√± ’±Úº [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 29]

øÓ¬ª± ¸˜±Ê√ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Î¬◊1±˘ È¬Ú± ’Ú≈á¬±Ú ¤ø¬ıÒ ’Ú± ¬ı‘ø©Ü1 fl¡±˘Ó¬ ’Ú≈øá¬Ó¬ fl¡1±
’Ú≈á¬±Ú ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏º ¤˝◊√√  ’Ú≈á¬±Úfl¡ Í¬±˝◊√√ ’Ú≈¸ø1 Î¬◊1±˘ È¬Ú± ¬ı± Ú‡± ‰¬±„√√± ’Ú≈á¬±Ú ¬ı≈ø˘
Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º ¤ÀÚ fl¡ø1À˘ ˝◊√√f Œ√ªÓ¬± ¸c©Ü ˝√√˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ø√À˚˛ ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬
’±ÀÂ√º Î¬◊1±˘ È¬Ú± ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÓ¬ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú fl¡1±  ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1fl¡ Î¬◊1±˘ È¬Ú± ·œÓ¬ ¬ı± Ú‡± ‰¬±„√√±
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·œÓ¬ ¬ı± ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ˜Ó¬± ·œÓ¬ ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º ¤˝◊√√ ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1 õ∂Ò±ÚÓ¬–  ˝◊√√f Œ√ªÓ¬±fl¡ døÓ¬
fl¡ø1 Œ·±ª± ·œÓ¬ ˜±ÀÔ±Úº øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ·œÓ¬ Œfl¡ª˘ ’±Úµ-ø¬ıÀÚ±√Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı› Œ·±ª± Œ√‡±
˚±˚˛º ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1 øÓ¬ª± ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ≈√À˚˛±È¬± ̂ ¬±¯∏±ÀÓ¬ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú fl¡1± Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚˛ [¬Û±È¬1
49]º øÓ¬ª± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ Œ·±ª± ·œÓ¬1 Î¬◊√±˝√√1Ì Õ˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1ñ
              fl¡]   ‹ ‰¬1 Ú‡± ‹ Ú‡± ˜±ÀÚ ‡±
                     Ó¬±M√√˘ ‰¬±ø√ Ú‡± fl≈¡˚˛±Ú±
                    1±˝◊√√ÀÊ√ ŒÚ±À1±‡ ˚±º
               ‡]  ˘±˝◊√√ øÓ¬Ú± ¬Û˘øÈ¬      Œ˝√√±1±˝◊√√ Ú‡± ˘±¬ı√í
                              ŒÈ¬¬ÛÀÈ¬¬Ûœ˚˛± Ú‡± fl≈¡˝◊√√√í
                              ‰¬±Ó¬±ø˘ ø‰¬˜±˝◊√√ ·±1√º [¬Û±È¬1 49]

¬ıÓ¬1 Œfl¡fl≈¡1 ¬ı± ªí˘ Œfl¡ÀÓ¬1 –
˙¸… Î¬◊»¬Û±√Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’Ú≈fl”¡˘ ¬ıÓ¬1 ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±1n∏ fl‘¡ø¯∏ ˆ¬”ø˜1 Î¬◊¬ı«1Ó¬±

¬ı‘øX fl¡ø1¬ı1 ̃ ±ÚÀ¸À1 ¬ıÓ¬1 Œ√ªÓ¬±fl¡ ¬ıÂ√11 ’±1yøÌÀÓ¬ ’± 3̋√√±Ú Ê√Ú±¬ıÕ˘ fl¡±1ø¬ı Œ˘±fl¡
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ıÓ¬1 Œfl¡fl≈¡1 Î¬◊»¸ª ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡À1º ¬ıÓ¬1 Œfl¡fl≈¡1 ¬Û”Ê√± ˝◊√√—1±Ê√œ ¤øõ∂˘ [Ê√±—ø˜
˜±˝√√, fl¡±1ø¬ı Ú±˜] ’±1n∏ ’±1+ [Œ˜í] ˜±˝√√Ó¬ ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˜ÀÓ¬ ¬ıÂ√11
’±1yøÌ ˝√√ ˛̊ Ô±—Ô±— ˜±˝√√ ’Ô±«» ŒÙ¬¬ıËn∏ª±1œ ˜±˝√√Ó¬º ¸˜Ê≈√ª±Õfl¡ √±Ú ¬ı1„√√øÌ ¸—¢∂˝√√ fl¡ø1
¤˝◊√√ ’Ú≈á¬±Ú ’±À˚˛±Ê√Ú fl¡ø1 ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì1 fl¡±˜Ú± fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º ¬ıÓ¬1 Œ√ªÓ¬±fl¡ Î¬◊ÀVø˙ fl≈¡fl≈¡1±,
Â√±·˘œ ’±ø√ Î¬◊‰«¬·± fl¡1± ̋ √√˚˛º ̧ ˜˚˛Ó¬ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ̋ À˘› ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ø¬ıøÒ˜ÀÓ¬ ¬Û”Ê√±1 fl¡±˜
‰¬˘±˝◊√√ øÚ˚˛±ÀÈ¬± øÚ˚˛˜º ëë¬ıÓ¬1 Œfl¡fl≈¡1 ¬Û”Ê√±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ë˝√√±÷¬ ≈̃≈í ·œÓ¬ Œ·±ª±1 ˘À· ˘À·
Ò1±Õ˘ Ò±1±¸±À1 ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì Ú±ø˜ ’±À˝√√ ¬¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡±1ø¬ı¸fl¡À˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡À1 [1—ø¬Û 48]º

          ¤ ø‰¬ ø‰¬ ˜± ŒÚ— ŒÚÀ‰¬
          ø‰¬ ø‰¬ Ú±—˝√√±— ŒÊ√—
          ¬¬ı±— ¬ı11+Àª ˝√√±— ŒÊ√— º [1—ø¬Û 48]º

[ˆ¬±ª±Ô« – Œ √̋√í ¬ıÓ¬11 ¬ı±Ó¬±«¬ı± √̋√fl¡ øÊ√̆ œ √̋√“Ó¬º ŒÓ¬±˜±À˘±fl¡1 ·œÓ¬1 ̃ ”26√Ú«±À1 ¬ı1 ∏̄± Œ√ªœfl¡
[˝√√±÷√˜≈]fl¡ ¬Û‘øÔªœÕ˘ Ú˜±˝◊√√ ’Ú±º

’±Ú ¤È¬± ·œÓ¬Ó¬ Œˆ¬fl≈¡˘œ 1Ê√±fl¡√√ ¸À•§±ÒÚ fl¡ø1 ¤˝◊√√ √À1 ·±˚˛ ñ
flv¡í1Â√í ˜± flv¡í1Â√í,
flv¡í1Â√í ˘±— ˝√√±—Ê√í,
ª±— ¬ıÓ¬1 Â√±1¬Û,
ë1±˜Ú— ’±¬Û1 ˘íº
ø¬ÛøÚ 1±øÚ Ù¬í,
√±Ú ø√ ø¬ÛSÓ¬ ˘
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˘íøÓ¬ ’±—À√—Â√
ŒÂ√1 ˘±—ÀÔ Œ˜Â√ [øÂ√]
Ú±—ÀÂ√1 ˘±—ÀÔ ˜±Ú ˘í º [1—ø¬Û 49]º

[’Ô±«» Œ˝√√í Œˆ¬fl¡1±Ê√º ŒÓ¬±˜±À˘±fl¡1 ’ø¬ı1±˜ ·œÓ¬1 ̃ ≈26Ú±«À1 ¬ı1 ∏̄± Œ√ªœfl¡ ¬Û‘øÔªœÕ˘
Ú˜±˝◊√√ ’±Ú±º ¤˚˛± fl‘¡ø¯∏1 ¬ıÓ¬1º ’±øÊ√ ¬ÛøªS ø√ÚÓ¬ ̧ ˝√√¶⁄ Œ√ªÓ¬±1 ̧ ij≈‡Ó¬ ¬Û”Ê√±-’‰«¬Ú±
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√±º ¤˝◊√√ ˜˝√√±Ú Î¬◊»¸ª ¸±é¬œ ¶§1+À¬Û ·‘˝√√ õ∂Àª˙1 ’±·˜≈˝√√”Ó«¬Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ Œ¸±Ì1+¬Ûœ
[‰≈¬„√√±]1 ’±—·À26√√ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ›˘±˝◊√√ÀÂ√±º

˝√√±÷ ’±˘íÓ≈¬Ú [Œfl¡]
¬ı1Ì ˝√√±— ’±˘≈Ú,
¤ÀÔÀ˘ Ú±—˘≈Ú [Ó¬±]
1+¬Û ˜±˝√√Ú U¬Û≈√—º [1—ø¬Û 49]º

[’Ô±«» – ˝√√±÷1 ·œÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ Œ√ªœfl¡ ’±˝3√√±Ú Ê√ÀÚ±ª± ·œÓ¬º ¤˝◊√√ ·œÓ¬ ¤Ù¬±“øfl¡
·±À˘˝◊√√ ’±fl¡±˙1 ¬Û1± ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì, Œ˜À‚ ’±ªø1 ÒÀ1º ≈√Ù¬±“øfl¡ ·±À˘˝◊√√ ø¬ıÊ≈√˘œ-ŒÏ¬À1fl¡øÌ
˜±À1º øÓ¬øÚÙ¬±“øfl¡ ·±À˘˝◊√√ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì Ú±ø˜ ’±À˝√√º]

Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 ¬ı± ø¬ıù´±¸1 ›¬Ûø1› Î¬0 Ú¬ıœÚ ‰¬f ˙˜±«À√Àª ’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡
¬Û1•Û1±Ó¬ Ôfl¡± ¬ˆ¬±À˘Àfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬± ¬ı1 ∏̄≈Ì ̧ •Ûfl¡œ«̊ ˛ fl¡Ô± Î¬◊Ú≈øfl¡ ˛̊± ◊̋√√ ∆·ÀÂ√º ̃ ±‚1 Œ√±˜±˝√√œ1
ø√Ú± 1±øÓ¬Û≈ª± ˚ø√ Œ·±˝√√±ø˘Ó¬ ¬ı±øg Œ˚±ª± ·1n∏ø¬ı˘±fl¡ øÔ˚˛ ∆˝√√ Ô±Àfl¡ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ˝√√À˘ Œ¸˝◊√√
¬ıÂ√1Ó¬ õ∂ª˘ ¬ı±Ú¬Û±Úœ ˝√√˚˛º Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ‡1±— ¬ıÓ¬1Ó¬ ¬ı‘ø©Ü ’±Ú˚˛Ú ˚±≈√
¸•Û±√Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı ‚11 ‰¬±ø1›Ù¬±À˘ ¬Û±Úœ Â√øÈ¬˚˛±˝◊√√ ø√˚˛±1 1œøÓ¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Ôfl¡± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛
[˙˜±« 135]º Î¬◊ÀÍ¬ø˘ Î¬◊»¸ªÀ1± Î¬◊À√˙… ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì Ú±ø˜ ’±ø˝√√ ¬Û‘øÔªœ Î¬◊ª«1 fl¡1±º

¬ı‘ø©Ü1 √À1 ’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü fl¡±˜Ú± fl¡ø1› ¬ıU Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸ › Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 ¬·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î¬◊Í¬±
Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ’Ú±¬ı‘ø©Ü1 ¬Û1± ¬Ûø1S±Ì1 ¤˝◊√√ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±11 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ’øÓ¬¬ı‘ø©Ü ˝√√íÀ˘ ¬ı±
Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±ø√ÀÚ± 1í√ ŒÚÀ√ø‡À˘ 1í√1 ¬ı±À¬ı fl¡1± øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 ˜Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛±º
¬ı1¯∏≈Ì1 ¬ıÓ¬1Ó¬ ‚11 Œ‰¬±Ó¬±˘Ó¬ øÈ¬fl¡± ŒÍ¬Àfl¡‰¬± ‡±˝◊√√ ¬Ûø1À˘ ¬ÛÀ1±Ó±˝◊√√ ˚ø√ ’±fl¡±˙Õ˘
‰¬± ◊̋√√ ø√À ˛̊ ŒÓ¬ÀôL 1í√ ø√¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸ Œ·±˘±‚±È¬, Œ˚±1 √̋√±È¬ ’±ø√ ’=˘Ó¬
ø¬ı√…±˜±Úº ¤ÀÚ ¬ıÓ¬1Ó¬ 1í√ fl¡±˜Ú± fl¡ø1 Œ·±ª± ·œÓ¬ ˜Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛± ñ

1í√±ø˘ ¤ 1í√ Œ√ 1í√ Œ√
’±ø˘ fl¡±øÈ¬ Ê√±ø˘ ø√˜
‰¬±˜ ¬Ûœ1± ¬Û±ø1 ø√˜
Ó¬±˝√√ ¬ıø˝√√ ¬ıø˝√√ 1í√ Œ√º  [Î¬◊Ê√øÚ ’¸˜1 õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬]

¤Àfl¡√À1 1í√ ’±1n∏  ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ¤Àfl¡˘À· ˝√√íÀ˘ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬ ñ
1íÀ√± ø√ÀÂ√ ¬ı1¯∏≈ÀÌ± ø√ÀÂ√ ‡“1±
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ø˙˚˛±˘1 ø¬ı˚˛±
‚Úø‰¬ø1fl¡±˝◊√√ Ó¬±À˜±˘ fl¡±øÈ¬ÀÂ√
’±˜±Àfl¡± ¤‡Ú ø√˚˛±º [Î¬◊Ê√øÚ ’¸˜Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬]

È¬±˝◊√√ Ó≈¬1n∏— ’±1n∏ ’±˝◊√√È¬Ú ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø¬ı˚˛±- ¬ı±1n∏, ̧ ˆ¬± ’±ø√ ¬Û±øÓ¬À˘ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì øÚø√¬ıÕ˘
ëÂ√±— ›¬Û≈fl¡í2 Û≈øÔ ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±1 ¬Û1•Û1± ’±ÀÂ√º øÚø«√©Ü ø√Ú1 ¤fl¡¸5±˝√√1 ’±·1 ¬Û1± ø¬ı˝√√±11
õ∂Ò±Ú ¬ı± ¬Û±Í¬Àfl¡ ˙œ˘Ó¬ Ô±øfl¡ ¤˝◊√√ fl¡˜« ’±1y fl¡À1º ˙œ˘Ó¬ Ô±øfl¡  ¬Û≈ª±˝◊√√ ¬Û±Úœ ¬ı±
¬Û≈‡≈1œÓ¬ ∆· Œ¸ªfl¡œÀ˚˛ ëÓ¬±—Â√˜í3 fl¡ø1¬ıº ø¬ı˚˛± ¬ı± ̧ ˆ¬± Œ˙¯∏ ̋ √√íÀ˘ ¬Û≈Ú1 Î¬◊Mê√ ¶ö±ÚÕ˘ ∆·
ëÓ¬±—Â√˜í fl¡ø1 ¬ı±g ‡≈ø˘¬ı ’Ô±«» ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì øÚø√¬ıÕ˘ fl¡1± ’±˝3√√±Ú Ú±˝◊√√fl¡œ˚˛± fl¡ø1¬ıº ¤˝◊√√
fl¡±˜« 3 ¬ı± 8 Ê√Ú Â√±— ›¬Û≈fl¡1 ˜”øÓ«¬ ¬ı± ˜”øÓ«¬ Ú±Ô±øfl¡À˘ ¬Û±ÚœÓ¬ Œ¸ª± fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º [Ó¬Ô…
√±Ó¬± – ˜œÚ± ˙…±˜ - 69, ·ÀÚ˙ ø‰¬—ŒÙ¬Ã- 60, ¬ı±ø˘¬ÛÔ±1 ˙…±˜ ·±“›]

Î¬◊¬Û¸—˝√√±1 –
Œ˙¯∏Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1À¬ı±À1 ¬ı1¯∏≈Ì ¬ı± 1í√ ’±Úfl¡ ¬ı± Ú±Úfl¡, ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡

˜”˘… Î¬◊˘±˝◊√√ fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º ’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬Ó¬ 1í√ ¬ı1¯∏≈Ìfl¡ ∆˘ ·Ï¬ˇ Œ˘±ª± ¤˝◊√√
ø¬ıù´±¸ ’±1n∏ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±11 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ê√±øÓ¬1 ˝√√+√˚˛1 ¶ÛµÚ ˘≈fl¡±˝◊√√ ’±ÀÂ√ ¬ı≈ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1ºq

ŒÈ¬±fl¡± –
1] Œ·±˘±‚±È¬ øÊ√˘±1 ‰≈¬„√√±Ê√±Ú1 ¬ı±ø¸µ±, Œ¸±Ú±1±˜Œ˜±ø√ ¤·1±fl¡œ õ∂¬ıgfl¡±1º
2] Â√√±— ›¬Û≈fl¡ñ [fl¡] Œ¬ıÃX1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ’±Í¬·√1±fl¡œ ø˙¯∏… [‡]  Ò˜«¢∂Löº
3] Ó¬±—Â√˜ñ ˜˜, Ò”¬Û, Ù≈¬˘ ∆˘ fl¡1± Œ¸ª± ¬ı± ¬Û”Ê√±º
fl‘¡Ó¬:Ó¬± ¶§œfl¡±1 –

¬ı±˚˛Ú ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇœ, &ÀÚù´1œ ·Õ·, ˆ¬À^ù´1Œ‰¬Ó¬œ˚˛±, ˙ø˙õ∂ˆ¬± ¬ı1±, ı·œ˜±˝◊√√ ¬ı1√Õ˘, ¸1n∏˜±˝◊√√
ŒÎ¬fl¡±, Œ¸±Ú±1±˜ Œ˜±ø, ˜œÚ± ˙…±˜, ·ÀÚ˙ ø‰¬—ŒÙ¬Ã ’±1n∏ Œé¬S ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¸˜”˝√√ 1±˝◊√√Ê√º
õ∂¸e ¬Û≈øÔ –
˙˜±«, ¸ÀÓ¬…f Ú±Ôº ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¸˜œé¬√±Rfl¡ ˝◊√√øÓ¬¬ı‘M√√ º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – Œ¸Ã˜±1 õ∂fl¡±˙,

1889º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
˙˜±«,  Ú¬ıœÚ ‰¬fº ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Œ˘±fl¡ ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬1 ’±ˆ¬±¸º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ – ¬ı±Ìœõ∂fl¡±˙, 1989º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
¬ı1n∏ª±, ø¬ıø1ø= fl≈¡˜±1º ’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡ ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ıœÚ± ̆ ±˝◊À¬ıË1œ, 1987º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
1—ø¬Û, ø¬ı√…±øÂ√—º ˘±˜øÊ√fl¡ fl¡±—√±fl¡º  øÎ¬Ù≈¬ – fl¡±ø¬ı« ˘±˜À˜Ó¬ ’±À˜˝◊√√, 2003º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
’±À˘±‰¬Úœ –
Œ·±¶§±˜œ, ˆ¬‘M√√ Œ˜±˝√√Úº õ∂±øôLfl¡º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – 16 Œ‰¬À5•§1, 2006º 29º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
¬Û±È¬1,  Òœ1±Ê√º ¸•xœøÓ¬º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ– ¸•xœøÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú 1 ˜±‰«¬, 2020º 44º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
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1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N
[˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1

ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ Î◊¬ø~‡Ú¸˝√√]

˜Úœ¯∏± ¬ı1√Õ˘
·Àª¯∏fl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛

Email: manishabordoloi4209@gmail.com

¸—øé¬5¸±1
ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±·Ó¬ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1Ôœ ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬

’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Ê√ij ˝√√˚˛º Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬ Ê√ij ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ’¸˜œ˚˛±
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä˝◊ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1˝◊ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ 1+À¬ÛÀ1 ¸±øÊ√-fl¡±ø‰¬
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Õ˘ ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¬ı±Ó¬«± fl¡øÏ¬ˇ˚˛±˝◊ ’±ÀÚº ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ1 ¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ
¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ¬ı“±˝√√œ, ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ, ø˜˘Ú, ÿ ∏̄±, ’±ª±˝√√Ú, 1±˜ÀÒÚ ≈ ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√À ˛̊ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ˆ¬“1±˘ ‰¬˝√√fl¡œ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊ ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ ¸˜”˝√√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈
’±À˘±‰¬Úœ ’Ú…Ó¬˜º 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ̊ ≈·fl¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ¶§Ì« ̊ ≈· ¬ı≈ø˘ ’øˆ¬ø √̋√Ó¬
fl¡1± ̋ √√ ˛̊º 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ̊ ≈·1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ◊̋ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¬±¬ı±√œ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 Î◊¬8˘ ¶§±é¬1
¬ı˝√√Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ’±—ø·fl¡ ’±1n∏ fl¡˘±-Œfl¡Ã˙˘1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ’˝√√±
ÚÓ≈¬ÚQ1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·ÀÓ¬˝◊ ¸•Û1œé¬± ‰¬ø˘˘º ’±øefl¡1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬±
1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1 ·äÓ¬ ¬Û1œé¬± ”̃̆ fl¡ 1œøÓ¬ Œ√‡± ·í˘º ¬Û1œé¬± ”̃̆ fl¡ 1œøÓ¬À1 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈
˚≈·1 ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡À˘ ’±øefl¡Ó¬  ŒÙv¬‰¬À¬ıfl¡, Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±À¶⁄±Ó¬ ¬ÛXøÓ¬, õ∂Ó¬œfl¡,
ø‰¬Sfl¡ä ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√À1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœfl¡ ÚÓ≈¬ÚQ õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ‰¬ø1S1 ¸”Ñ
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˜ÀÚ±ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏ÀÌ ’øÒfl¡ fl¡˘±-¸ijÓ¬ 1+¬Û ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ¬Ûø1Àª˙-

¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Àˆ¬À√ ˜±Úø¸fl¡ øSê˚˛±-fl¡˘±À¬Û± øˆ¬iß 1+¬ÛÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˚˛ ¤˝◊ ˚≈·1
·äÓ¬º ’±Àfl¡Ã ¬ı˚˛¸ ’±1n∏ fl¡±˘1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øÚˆ¬«1 fl¡ø1› ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ø‰¬ôL±-ˆ¬±ªÚ±,
’±Àª· - ’Ú≈ˆ”¬øÓ¬1 ø¬ı˜”Ó¬« Ò±1Ì±À1± ¬ıø˝√√«õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚ÀÈ¬º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ¬Û±(±Ó¬…
√±˙«øÚfl¡ ÙË¬À˚˛Î¬, ˝◊˚˛≈—, ¤Î¬˘±1, fl¡±˘«˜±' ’±ø√1 √˙«ÀÚ› 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·1
·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘fl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±ª±øi§Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Î◊¬À~‡… Œ˚, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·äÓ¬ ̃ Úô¶±øNfl¡
¸—‚±Ó¬ ∆˘ ·ä 1‰¬Ú± ∆˝√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈Ó¬ ˝◊˚˛±1 ¬Ûø1˜±Ì Œ¬ıøÂ√º
ø˙qÀª ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1 õ∂±5¬ı˚˛¶® Œ˝√√±ª±Õ˘Àfl¡ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬
õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¬Û±ª± ¸˜¸…±1±øÊ√1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡À˘ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ·äÓ¬
¸±Ô«fl¡ˆ¬±Àª 1+¬Û±˚˛Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’±˜±1 ¤˝◊ ’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬  ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈
˚≈·1 ·äfl¡±1 ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ·äÓ¬
õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±1 õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈, ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä, ø˙q ˜Úô¶Nº

0.0 ’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ˚≈·1 Ù¬‰¬˘º ¬ıÓ¬«˜±Ú1 ¬ı…ô¶ Ê√œªÚ1 ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ”¬ø˜Ó¬ ‡≈¬ı fl¡˜ ¸˜˚˛1

øˆ¬Ó¬1ÀÓ¬, fl¡˜ ¬Ûø1¸1Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤È¬± fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ √±ø„√√ Òø1 ·äfl¡±À1 fl¡˘±-fl≈¡˙˘Ó¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨
√±ø„√√ ÒÀ1º ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 1¸ ’±¶§±√Ú1 ¶Û‘̋ √√± ¬Û”1ÌÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋ ‰≈¬øÈ¬ 1‰¬Ú±À¬ı±11 Ó≈¬˘Ú± Ú± ◊̋º ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä
¤fl¡ ̧ —øé¬5 ’±1n∏ ¬ıÌ«̃ ˚̨ fl¡˘±º [¬ı1n∏ª±, 11] ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ¬Ûø(˜œ˚̨± Œ√̇ Ó¬ ’Ô«±» ̋ ◊Î◊¬À1±¬ÛÓ¬
·Ï¬̌ ∆˘ Î◊¬øÍ¬øÂ√̆ º ¤ ◊̋ ˜ √̋√±À√̇ 1 Ù¬1±‰¬œ, ◊̋—1±Ê√œ ’±1n∏ 1n∏‰¬ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…ÀÓ¬ ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ◊̋  õ∂Ô˜
’ª¶ö±Ó¬ ̃ ”1 √±ø„√√ Î◊¬øÍ¬À˘º Œfl¡ª˘ ̋ ◊—À˘GÀÓ¬ Ú √̋√̊ ,̨ ’±À˜ø1fl¡± ̃ √̋√±À√̇ 1 ̋ ◊—1±Ê√œ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…›
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ø¬ıfl¡±˙Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ √±˚̨¬ıXº ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ’±1n∏ ø¬ı—˙ ˙Ó¬±sœ ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ¸•x¸±1Ì1 ≈̊·º
ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 õ∂Ô˜±X«Ó¬ ‚± ◊̋Õfl¡ ’±À˜ø1fl¡±Ó¬ õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬±Ô«Ó¬ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Ê√ij
∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ’±À˜ø1fl¡±Ú ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ›ª±ø‰¬—È¬Ú ’±1ƒøˆ¬—, ¤Î¬·±1 ¤À˘Ú Œ¬Û±, √̋√Ô«Ú ’±ø√1
˘·ÀÓ¬ 1n∏‰¬ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ··˘,  ’± ◊̂̋ ¬±Ú È≈¬À·«øÚˆ¬, Œ‰¬fl¡ ƒ̂¬ ’±1n∏ Ù¬1±‰¬œ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 Œ· √…±
Œ “̃±¬Û±Â√±1 ·ä õ∂Ô˜ª¶ö±1 ˜ √̋√» õ∂øÓ¬ˆ¬±º Œ “̃±¬Û±Â√± ’±1n∏ Œ‰¬fl¡À ƒ̂¬ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 Œ˙ ∏̄
ˆ¬±·Ó¬ fl¡˘±-Œfl¡Ã˙˘ ’ª˘•§Ú fl¡ø1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Œˆ¬“øÈ¬ ˜Ê√¬ı≈Ó¬ fl¡ø1 ·í˘º Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜˚̨ÀÓ¬
ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚̨ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 1¬ıœfÚ±Ô Í¬±fl≈¡1 ’±1n∏ ø √̋√µœ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 Œõ∂˜‰¬“±√1 ·ä ◊̋
ÚÓ≈¬ÚQ1 ̧ ”‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º ¤ ◊̧̋ fl¡˘1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ̆ ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ◊̋
ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 Œ˙ ∏̄Ó¬ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡À1º [1±Ê√À‡±ª±, 32]

’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ̃ Ú1 Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ ’±1n∏ ̧ ‘ø©Ü˙œ˘ Ê√±·1Ì ̧ yª ∆˝√√ Î◊¬ÀÍ¬ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ
’±À˘±‰¬Úœ1 Œ˚±À·ø√À˚˛˝◊º ÚÀ·Ú ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±À√ª1 ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ¤‡Ú Œfl¡ª˘
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’±À˘±‰¬Úœ Ú˝√√ ˛̊, ◊̋ ¤È¬± ≈̊·, ¤È¬± ’±Àµ±˘Ú, ¤È¬± ¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡ ¬ı…øMêQº [˙ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊±, 1]

ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ’±À˘±‰¬ÚœÀÓ¬˝◊ ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ëŒ¸Î◊¬Ó¬œí ·äøÈ¬ ‰¬Ó≈¬Ô« ¬ıÂ√11 ‰¬Ó≈¬Ô«
¸—‡…±Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˚˛º ¤˝◊ ·äøÈ¬1 Ê√√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 qˆ¬±1y ‚ÀÈ¬º ¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ
¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ¬ı±“˝√√œ, ÿ¯∏±, ø˜˘Ú ’±ª±˝√√Ú, 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ’±ø√ ’±À˘±‰¬ÚœÀ˚˛ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1
õ∂¸±11 Œé¬SÓ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ̂ ”¬ø˜fl¡± ̆ ˚˛º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Ò±1±ÀÈ¬± Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1
ø√ÚÀ1 ¬Û1± ◊̋ ̇ øMê˙±˘œº Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ¬Û1± ’±1y fl¡ø1 ̧ ±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ̧ ˜ ˛̊1 ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡À˘
’ÀÚfl¡ Î◊¬2‰¬ ˜±Ú1 ·ä 1‰¬Ú±À1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Ò±1±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ¸˜‘X fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˝◊˚˛±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıù´
¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ’ÀÚfl¡ Œ|á¬ ·ä1 ¸˜¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ·ä ¬ıÓ¬«˜±Ú ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1±
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º [¬ı1˜≈Õ√, 20] ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ˚≈·1 ¬Û‘á¬ˆ”¬ø˜ÀÓ¬˝◊ ¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ’±ª±˝√√Ú ˚≈·1
Œˆ¬“øÈ¬ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î◊¬ÀÍº 1929 ‰¬Ú1 ¬Û1± 1940 ‰¬ÚÕ˘Àfl¡ ’±ª±˝√√Ú ’±À˘±‰¬ÚœÀ ˛̊ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
‰≈¬øÈ¬·äfl¡ ¤fl¡ ˙øMê˙±˘œ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ’ª¶ö±Ú fl¡1±˚˛º ’±ª±˝√√Ú ˚≈·1 ø¬ÛÂ√ÀÓ¬˝◊ ˚≈ÀX±M√√√1 ¬ı±
1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈· [1940-1970] ¤fl¡ ’øÓ¬ Ó¬±»¬Û˚«¬Û”Ì« ˚≈·º Œ1±˜±ø∞È¬fl¡ ˆ¬±¬ı - ø¬ı˘±¸1
’ôL, ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ Ê√œªÚ1 ¸—˙˚˛ ’±1n∏ ≈√‡À¬ı±Ò, ÚÓ≈¬Ú Ê√œªÚ - øÊ√:±¸± ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ¬ı±Ó¬±¬ı1Ì
∆˘ 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ’±À˘±‰¬ÚœÀ˚˛ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡À1º Œ˝√√±À˜Ú ¬ı1À·±˝√√±ø¤û1 ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ - ëë¬Û=±Â√1
√̇ fl¡Ó¬ 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1 øÚø‰¬Ú± ¤‡Ú ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ ŒÚ±À˘±ª± ̋ √√íÀ˘ ’±1n∏ ¬ıœÀ1ffl≈¡˜±1 ̂ ¬A±‰¬± «̊1
√À1 ≈̊·˜±Ú¸ - ¸À‰¬Ó¬Ú ¤Ê√Ú Œ˘‡fl¡ Ó¬±1 ¸•Û±√fl¡ ŒÚ±À˝√√±ª± ˝√√íÀ˘ ’±À˘±‰¬ÚœÊ√œªœ
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¸‘ø©ÜÒ˜«œ ¬Û1œé¬± - øÚ1œé¬±1 ¸”‰¬Ú± ˝√√í˘À˝√√“ÀÓ¬Ú ŒÚ Ú±˝◊, Œ¸˝◊
ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ¸Àµ˝√√ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1±1 ’ªfl¡±˙ ’±ÀÂ√ºíí [Í¬±fl≈¡1, 17] 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈≈ ˚≈·1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä˝◊
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¬±¬ı±√œ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 Î◊¬8˘ ¶§±é¬1 ¬ı˝√√Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ’±øefl¡
’±1n∏ fl¡˘±-Œfl¡Ã˙˘1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ’ √̋√± ÚÓ≈¬ÚQ1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ̊ ≈·ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ̧ •Û1œé¬± ‰¬ø˘˘º
¬Û1œé¬±˜”˘fl¡ 1œøÓ¬À1 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·1 ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡À˘ ’±øefl¡Ó¬ ŒÙv¬‰¬À¬ıfl¡, Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±À¶⁄±Ó¬
¬ÛXøÓ¬, õ∂Ó¬œfl¡, ø‰¬Sfl¡ä ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√À1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœfl¡ ÚÓ≈¬ÚQ õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ‰¬ø1S1

”̧Ñ ̃ ÀÚ±ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄ÀÌ ’øÒfl¡ fl¡˘±¸ijÓ¬ 1+¬Û ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡1±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ¬Ûø1Àª˙ - ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Àˆ¬À√
˜±Úø¸fl¡ øSê˚˛±-fl¡˘±À¬Û± øˆ¬iß 1+¬ÛÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˚˛ ¤˝◊ ˚≈·1 ·äÓ¬º ’±Àfl¡Ã ¬ı˚˛¸ ’±1n∏
fl¡±˘1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øÚˆ¬«1 fl¡ø1› ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ø‰¬ôL±-ˆ¬±¬ıÚ±, ’±Àª·-’Ú≈ˆ”¬øÓ¬1 ø¬ı˜”Ó¬« Ò±1Ì±À1±
¬ıø˝√√«õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚ÀÈ¬º ø˙qÀª ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1 õ∂±5¬ı˚˛¶® Œ˝√√±ª±Õ˘Àfl¡ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1
˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¬Û±ª± ̧ ˜¸…±1±øÊ√fl¡ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ∆˘ ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡À˘ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1
·ä 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ¬Û±(±Ó¬… √±˙«øÚfl¡ ÙË¬À˚˛Î¬, ˝◊˚˛≈—, ¤Î¬˘±1, fl¡±˘«˜±' ’±ø√1
√ «̇ÀÚ› 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ̊ ≈·1 ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘fl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±ª±øi§Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·… Œ˚ ̃ Úô¶±øNfl¡
¸—‚±Ó¬ ∆˘ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ·ä1 ¸—‡…± 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·ÀÓ¬˝◊ Œ¬ıøÂ√º  ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤fl¡
õ∂Ò±Ú ‰¬ø‰¬«Ó¬ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ ø˙q˜Úô¶N˝◊ ¬ı…±¬Ûfl¡Ó¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Õ˘ ¸—Sêø˜Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
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ø˙q ˜Ú1 ¬Û˚«À¬ıé¬Ì ˆ¬±˘√À1 fl¡ø1À˘ Ê√œªÚ1 ’È¬˘ 1˝√√¸…À1± Ò±1Ì± fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º
1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¬Û±ª± ·ä1 ¸—‡…± fl¡˜º Œ¸À˚˛ ˝√√íÀ˘› 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈
˚≈·1 ·äfl¡±1 1±øÒfl¡±À˜±˝√√Ú Œ·±¶§±˜œ, fl¡˜ø˘Úœ ¬ı1¬ı1±, ˆ¬À¬ıfÚ±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, Œ˚±À·Ú
˙˜«±, fl‘¡¯∏û ˆ”¬¤û±, ø¬ı˜˘ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú, Œ1±ø˝√√Ìœ fl≈¡˜±1 fl¡±fl¡øÓ¬, ˘ÑœÚµÚ ¬ı1±, Úœø˘˜± ˙˜«±,
¬ÛΩ ¬ı1fl¡È¬fl¡œ, Œ˜ø√Úœ Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ, ø√¬Û±˘œ √M√√√, Œ¸Ã1ˆ¬ fl≈¡˜±1 ‰¬ø˘˝√√±, ̃ ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙
√±¸1 ·äÓ¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N1 õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¬Û±ª± Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ’±˜±1 ’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬
ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄̂ ¬±Àª 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ̊ ≈·1 ·äfl¡±1 ̃ ø √̋√̃  ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ̂ ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ̇ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊±1
·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚P fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

0.1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ˘é¬… ’±1n∏ Î◊¬ÀV˙… –
’¸˜œ˚̨± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä¸ ”̋̃ √√fl¡ ̃ ÀÚ±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ø‰¬ôL±Ò±1±À˚̨± ‰≈¬ ◊̋ ∆·ÀÂ√º ̃ ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 Î◊¬¬Û ≈̊Mê

õ∂À˚̨±·˙±˘± ∆ √̋√› Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√ ·äÀ¬ı±1º Ú±1œ ˜Úô¶N, ¬ı‘X ˜Úô¶N, øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N, ø˙q
˜Úô¶N ’±ø√À1 ·ä¸ ”̋̃ √√ Œõ∂±8˘ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ õ∂Ò±Ú ‰¬ø‰¬«Ó¬
ø¬ı ∏̊̄  ̨∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ø˙q ̃ Úô¶Nº õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ’Ú≈¬Û˜ Î◊¬¬Û √̋√±1 ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ø˙qº ¤ ◊̋ ø˙q1 ̃ Úô¶N ̧ •Ûfl¡«œ˚̨
ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰¬«± Œfl¡ª˘ ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÚÀÓ¬ ¸œ˜±¬ıX ∆ √̋√ Ôfl¡± Ú± ◊̋, ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Õ˘› õ∂¸±ø1Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º
˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ë ≈̃øMêí ·äÀÈ¬±1 Ê√ø1˚̨ÀÓ¬ ø˙q ̃ Úô¶N1 ̧ ±¬ı˘œ˘ õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¬øÂ√̆ º
¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ·ä¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…ÀÓ¬± ◊̊̋ ±̨1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ≈̧µ1 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Œ√‡± ∆·ÀÂ√º

’±˜±1 ¤˝◊ ·Àª¯∏Ì± ¬ÛS˝◊ ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬À¬ıfÚ±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1
·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N1 ¸˜…fl¡ ’±ˆ¬±¸ ø√¬ı ¬Û±ø1¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ ’±˜±1 ø¬ıù´±¸º Œ¸˝◊
Î◊¬ÀV˙… ’Ú≈Ò±ªÚ fl¡ø1À ˛̊ ’±ø˜ Î◊¬Mê ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛øÈ¬1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 fl¡± «̊Ó¬ ̃ ÀÚ±øÚÀª˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√±√º

0.2 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –
¤˝◊ ·Àª¯∏Ì± ¬ÛS‡øÚ õ∂dÓ¬fl¡1Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı ˜”˘Ó¬– ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’Ú≈¸1Ì

fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º õ∂±5 Ó¬Ô…¸˜”˝√√ ¬Û≈—‡±Ú≈¬Û≈—‡ˆ¬±Àª øÚ1œé¬Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¢∂Lö-’±À˘±‰¬ÚœÓ¬
õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø¬ı:Ê√Ú1 ̃ Ó¬-’øˆ¬˜Ó¬, Ò…±Ú-Ò±1Ì±Àfl¡± ¢∂ √̋√Ìœ ˛̊ ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıÀ¬ı‰¬Ú±Õ˘ ’Ú± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º

·Àª¯∏Ì± ¬ÛS‡Ú1 ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ ¬ÛXøÓ¬·Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ø˘‡Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤˜. ¤˘. ¤ Œ˝√√G¬ı≈fl¡
Ù¬1 1± ◊̋È¬±Â√« ’ª ø1Â√±‰¬« Œ¬Û¬Û«±Â√ ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ ¢∂Lö1 ̧ 5˜ ̧ —¶®1Ì1  øÚÀ√«̇ Ú± ’±1n∏ ¬Û1±˜ «̇ª˘œ
’Ú≈̧ 1Ì fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

0.3 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1 –
’±˜±1 ’±À˘±‰¬… ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ - ëë1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N – ˜ø˝√√˜

¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ̂ ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ̇ ˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ Î◊¬ø~‡Ú¸˝√√ºíí ·Àª¯∏Ì±
¬ÛS‡Ú1 ̧ œø˜Ó¬ ¬Ûø1¸1Õ˘ ̆ é¬… 1±ø‡ Œfl¡ª˘ øÓ¬øÚÊ√Ú ·äfl¡±11 ·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q
˜Úô¶N1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛À˝√√ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±1 ˚P fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
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1.00 ˜”˘ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± –
◊̋—1±Ê√œ Phychology ̇ s1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊± õ∂øÓ¬˙s ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ̃ Úô¶Nº ëPsycheí ̇ s1

’Ô« ˝√√í˘ ëSoulí ¬ı± ’±R± ’±1n∏ ëLogosí ˙s1 ’Ô« ˝√√í˘ ˚≈øMê¬Û”Ì« Ó¬Ô… ¬ı± ø¬ı:±Úº
¢∂œflƒ¡ √±˙«øÚfl¡ ¤ø1©ÜÈ¬˘fl¡ ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ’±ø√ õ∂ÀÌÓ¬± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ø¬ıÀ¬ı‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º ø˙q
˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¸±Ò±1Ì ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤È¬± ˙±‡±, ø˚ ø˙q1 ’±‰¬1Ì ’±1n∏ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1
ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡À1º Ê√ijÀ1 ¬Û1± 12 ¬ıÂ√1 ¬ı˚˛¸Õ˘Àfl¡ ∆√ø˝√√fl¡, ˜±Úø¸fl¡,
’±Àªø·fl¡, ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡, ∆ÚøÓ¬fl¡ ’±1n∏ ¬ı…øMêQ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ø˙q ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÀÚ
¸±˜ø1 ˘˚˛º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ø˙q1 Œ˚±·…Ó¬±, é¬˜Ó¬±, ’±¢∂˝√√-’øˆ¬1n∏ø‰¬, ¬ı≈øX¬ı‘øM√√√, ’±‰¬1Ì1
¶§1+¬Û ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ø˙q ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ’ôLˆ”¬«Mêº

’¸˜œ˚̨± ø˙q ˙s1 ¸˜±Ô«fl¡ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ◊̋—1±Ê√œÓ¬ ëChildí õ∂øÓ¬̇ s ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨
◊̋—1±Ê√œ ëAjanta’s Comprehensive dictionaryí 1 ̃ ÀÓ¬ ëChildí ̇ s1 ’Ô« a young

person, either son or a daughter. ’Ô«±» ô̧L±Ú, ¸1n∏ ˘í1± ¬ı± ŒÂ√±ª±˘œº [131]
’±Àfl¡Ã, S. Stephenson Smith 1 ëThe new International Webster’s Compre-

hensive Dictionary of English Languageí Ó¬ ø˙q ̃ ±ÀÚ ÚªÊ√±Ó¬fl¡ ’±1n∏ ̊ ≈¬ıª±¶ö±1
˜±Ê√1 ¬Ûø1¬Û!¡Ó¬±1 Ó¬̆ 1 ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ø˘—·1 ¬ı…øMêfl¡ ¬ı≈ÀÊ√±ª± √̋√̊  ̨¬ı≈ø˘ Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º ˘·ÀÓ¬
ø¬ı‰¬±1-¬ı≈øXÓ¬ ’¬Ûø1¬Û!¡ ¤Ê√Ú øÚÀ¬ı«±Ò ¬ı…øMê ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º [230]

ø˙q ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡íÀ˘ ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ˜±Ó‘¬·ˆ¬«Ó¬ ¸ôL±Ú1 ø¶öøÓ¬ ˘±ˆ¬ Œ˝√√±ª±À1 ¬Û1± ’±1y
fl¡ø1 12 ¬ıÂ√1 ¬ı˚˛¸Õ˘Àfl¡ ¤˝◊ ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ√±ª±1 ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ø˘—·1 ¬ı…øMêfl¡ ¬ı≈ÀÊ√±ª± ˝√√˚˛º
ø˙q ¤È¬±1 Ê√ij1 ¬Û1± ¬Û“±‰¬ ¬ıÂ√1 ¬ı˚˛¸Õ˘Àfl¡ ¤˝◊ ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ√±ª±fl¡ ∆˙˙ªfl¡±˘ [Infancy]
¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º ø˙q1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¤˝◊ ∆˙˙ªfl¡±˘1 ˆ”¬ø˜fl¡± ˚ÀÔ©Ü &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì«º
¬¬ı±˘…fl¡±˘ [Childhood] ø˙q1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ¬Û˚«±˚˛º ¸±Ò±1Ìˆ¬±Àª 6 ¬ıÂ√11 ¬Û1±
11-12 ¬ıÂ√1Õ˘Àfl¡ ¤ ◊̋ ̧ ˜ ˛̊ÀÂ√±ª±fl¡ ¬ı±˘…fl¡±˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ̋ √√̊ ˛º ¤ ◊̋ ̧ ˜ ˛̊ÀÂ√±ª±1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬
ø˙q ¤øÈ¬À˚˛ øÚÊ√Àfl¡ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡-¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª¯∏1 ˘·Ó¬ ‡±¬Û ‡≈ª±˝◊ ‰¬ø˘¬ıÕ˘ Œ‰¬©Ü±
fl¡À1º ¤ÀÚ ̧ ˜±À˚±Ê√Ú õ∂øSê ˛̊±Ó¬ ø˙qøÈ¬1 Ú±Ú± ’±‰¬1Ì õ∂fl¡˙ ¬Û± ˛̊º ¤ ◊̋ õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ’±‰¬1Ì1
ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ø˙q ̃ ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÀÚ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡À1º ¤‡Ú Œ√̇ 1 ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ’±1n∏ Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√Ú1
¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ÀÓ¬˝◊ ø˙q1 ˜ÀÚ±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú ’øÓ¬ ’±fl¡¯∏«Ìœ˚˛ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡øÈ¬ ’fl¡Ì˜±øÚ ø˙q1 ̃ ±Ê√ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ̆ ≈fl¡± ◊̋ Ô±Àfl¡ ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±Ê√Ú ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√º
ø˙q1 ˜Ú ’À˘‡ ˙øMê¬Û≈? ’±1n∏ ¸y±ªÚ±1 ’±Ò±1º Sê˜¬ıÒ«˜±Ú Ê√œª ø˙q1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬
õ∂øÓ¬ø√ÀÚ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙øMê ’±1n∏ √é¬Ó¬±1 Î◊¬Àij¯∏ ‚ÀÈ¬º ’ø¬ı1Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ø˙q1 Œ√˝√√ ’±1n∏ ˜Ú1
¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1¬ıÒ«Ú ˝√√˚˛º ø˙q1 Œ√˝√√, ˜Ú, ‰¬ø1S ·Í¬Ú1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ Î◊¬¬Û˚≈Mê ø˙é¬±1
›¬Û1Ó¬ &1n∏Q ø√˚˛± õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Úº øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ±, ’±øÊ√1 ø˙q1 ›¬Û1ÀÓ¬˝◊ ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘, ¸˜±Ê√
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’±1n∏ Ê√±øÓ¬1 ˆ¬øª¯∏…Ó¬ øÚˆ¬«1 fl¡À1º ø˙qfl¡ Î◊¬¬Û˚≈Mêˆ¬±Àª ·Ï¬ˇ ø√¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√íÀ˘ õ∂Ô˜ÀÓ¬˝◊
ø˙q˜Ú1 ˆ¬±˘ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Úº ø˙q ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÀÚ Œ¸˝◊ Î◊¬ÀVÀ˙…˝◊ ø˙q1 ˜Ú1
Sê˜ø¬ıªÓ¬«Ú, ¬ı—˙õ∂ˆ¬±ª, ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±ø1¬ı±ø1fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª, ø˙q1 ¬ı≈øX,
¬ı…øMêQ, ¸˝√√Ê√ õ∂¬ı‘øM√√√, Œõ∂1Ì±, ’±À¬ı·-’Ú≈ˆ”¬øÓ¬, ø˙q1 ø˙é¬± ’±1n∏ ø˙é¬±¢∂˝√√Ì ¬ÛXøÓ¬,
ø˙q1 ̃ Ú1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ̃ Ú1 Ó≈¬˘Ú±, ’¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ ø˙q ’±ø√ ø˙q˜Ú ̧ •Ûfl¡«œ ˛̊
¸fl¡À˘± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ ‡1ø‰¬ ˜±ø1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º ø˙q ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ø˚¸fl¡˘
˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÚœÀ˚˛ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ¬Û1œé¬Ì øÚ1œé¬Ì1¡Z±1± ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ¬ı1„√√øÌ ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊ÀÂ√
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ Œõ∂˚˛±1 [W.T. Preyer, 1897], Œ©ÜÚø˘ ˝√√í˘ [G. Stanley

Hall 1846-1924], fl¡± «̆ ¢∂≈Ê√ [Karl Groos, 1861-1946], ø¬ıÀÚ [Binet 1857-

1911], Ê√Ú. ø¬ı. ª±È¬Â√Ú [John B. Watson 1878-1958], fl¡±˘« ¬ı≈˝√√˘±1 [Karl

Buhler 1879-1963], Ê√…“± ø¬Û˚˛±ÀÊ√, øÂ√·ƒ˜±G ÙË¬À˚˛Î¬, fl≈¡È¬« fl¡Ùƒ¬fl¡± ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√1 Ú±˜
Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·…º [√±¸ 65]

¤ ◊̋ Œé¬SÓ¬ ø˙q ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú ¸•Ûfl¡«œ ˛̊ Œfl¡ ◊̋È¬±˜±Ú ¢∂˝√√ÌÀ˚±·… ¸—:± ˝√√í˘ ---
“Among the scientists the child psychologist is the most directly

concerned with the various aspects of behavior and experience of the

child.” ’Ô«±» ∆¬ı:±øÚfl¡¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø˙q ˜ÀÚ±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡¸fl¡˘ ø˙q1 ’±‰¬1Ì
’øˆ¬:Ó¬±1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ õ∂Ó¬…é¬ˆ¬±Àª Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬º

˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı√ Crow  ’±1n∏ Crow 1 ˜ÀÓ¬ ø˙q ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ -- “Child psy-

chology is the scientific study of the individual from his prenatal be-

ginnings through the early stage of his adolescent development

(Vatsyayan. 2)

˜±Úª ø˙q ¤È¬±˝◊ ¬ı‘øX ’±1n∏ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Û˚«±˚˛ ’øÓ¬Sê˜ fl¡ø1 Œ√˝√√-
˜±Úø¸fl¡ ∆¬ÛÌÓ¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1 ¤Ê√Ú ¬Û”Ì« ø¬ıfl¡ø˙Ó¬ ¬ı…øMêÓ¬ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬ ˝√√˚˛º ∆√ø˝√√fl¡ Ó¬Ô±
’±¬ı˚˛øªfl¡ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Úfl¡ ¬ı‘øX ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º ’Ú…˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Î◊¬ißÓ¬˙œ˘ˆ¬±Àª
Œ˝√√±ª± ¤˘±øÚ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Úº ëëDevelopmental Psychologyíí Ó¬ Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√ --

“The term development means a progressive series of changes

that occur as a result of maturation and experience. íí (Hurlock 2)

’Ô«±» ¤˝◊ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú Œ√˝√√1 ∆¬ÛÌÓ¬±õ∂±ø5 ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ˙‘—‡˘±¬ıX
’±1n∏ ¬Û”¬ı« ’Ú≈˜±Ú˜”˘fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º

’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ø¬ıø˙©Ü ¬ÛøGÓ¬ øÚ˜«˘õ∂ˆ¬± ¬ı1√Õ˘1 ˜ÀÓ¬ ñ
ëë¤ÀÊ√±1 ‰¬fl≈¡ øÚÀÓ¬ Ú - Ú fl¡ø1 ›À˘±ª± ̧ ”˚«1 ¤Àfl¡± Œ‰¬À1„√√± Œ¬Û±˝√√1 ø√ÀÚÃ

∆˘ ø¸ ’fl¡Ú ’fl¡Ú ∆fl¡ Œ˜˘ ‡±˚˛º ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±1 ¬ıÓ¬±À˝√√ Ú¬Û1˙± ˜Ú1 ¤Ò±øÚ
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fl¡ø˘, ‰¬±ø1›ø¬ÛÀÚ Œ√‡± ’Ê√¶⁄ ø¬ıÉ˚˛ ’±1n∏ Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬˝√√˘1 1øù¨Ó¬ ˚±1 ¬Û±¬Ûø1
¤¬Û±˝√√-¤¬Û±˝√√Õfl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛ºíí [¬ı1√Õ˘, 188]

˜Úô¶√Nø¬ı√ ’±ÀÚ«©Ü Ê√íÚƒ‰¬1 ˜ÀÓ¬ ø˙q ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡íÀ˘ Ê√ij1 ¬Û1± ¬ı±1 ¬ıÂ√1 ¬ı˚˛¸1
ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ø˘—·1 ¬ı…øMêfl¡ ¸±˜ø1 ∆˘ÀÂ√º Ê√ij1 ¬Û1± ¬Û“±‰¬ ¬ıÂ√1 ¬ı˚˛¸Õ˘Àfl¡ ∆˙˙ªfl¡±˘
’±1n∏ ¬Û“±‰¬1 ¬Û1± ¬ı±1 ¬ıÂ√1Õ˘ Œ˙˝√√Ó¬œ˚˛± ¬ı±˘…fl¡±˘Ó¬ ˆ¬±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊ ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Úfl¡
¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ ˜ÀÚ±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ¸fl¡À˘› ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ∆√ø˝√√fl¡ ¬ı‘øX ’±1n∏ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬
ø˙q1 ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ¶Û©Ü 1+¬ÛÓ¬ øÚ1œé¬Ì fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±˚± ˛̊º ’øÓ¬ ‰¬± ≈̆fl¡œ ˛̊± ’ª¶ö±Ó¬
ø˙q ¤øÈ¬1 ë˜Úí ’±1n∏ ë˜±Úø¸fl¡ øSê˚˛±í ¸•§Àg Í¬±ª1 fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ¸˝√√Ê√ Ú˝√√˚˛º ’ªÀ˙… ¤˝◊
ô¶1Ó¬ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î◊¬Í¬± ˜±Úø¸fl¡ øSê˚˛±-fl¡˘±¬Û, ·øÓ¬-ø¬ıøÒ ˘é¬… fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ˜ÀÚ±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡
¸fl¡˘1 fl¡Ó¬«¬ı…º ˜ÀÚ±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡¸fl¡˘1 ˜ÀÓ¬ ˜±Ó‘¬·ˆ¬«Ó¬ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î◊¬Í¬± ¶ß±˚˛øªfl¡ õ∂øSê˚˛±˝◊
¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ øSê˚˛±-’±‰¬1Ì 1‰¬Ú± fl¡À1º

ø˙q ¤øÈ¬1 ∆˙˙ª ’±1n∏ ¬ı±˘…fl¡±˘Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª± ø¬ıfl¡±˙fl¡ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ¬Û˚«±˚˛Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê
fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ø˙q¬ ¤øÈ¬1 õ∂Ô˜ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1  ¸˜˚˛ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Ê√ijÀ1 ¬Û1±
≈√¬ıÂ√1 ¬ı˚˛¸Õ˘ ¬ı…±5º

ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ̧ ˜˚˛ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ≈√¬ıÂ√11 ¬Û1± ̧ ±Ó¬ ¬ıÂ√1 ¬Û˚«ôLº ø˙q
¤øÈ¬1 Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ¸˜˚˛ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¸±Ó¬ ¬ıÂ√11 ¬Û1± ¤‚±1˚¬ı±1 ¬ıÂ√1 ¬ı˚˛¸1
¸˜ ˛̊ÀÂ√±ª±º

Ê√œªÚ1 ¤ ◊̋ Ó‘¬Ó¬œ ˛̊ ¬Û «̊± ˛̊1 ̧ ˜ ˛̊ÀÂ√±ª± ̂ n∏Ó¬ ∆√ø √̋√fl¡, ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡, ’±Àªø·fl¡, ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡
’±1n∏ ̂ ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ¡Z±1± ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…¬Û”Ì«º ø˙q1 ̃ ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª, ’ˆ¬…±¸ ’±1n∏ ’±‰¬1Ì1 Ò±1± ◊̋
¤˝◊ fl¡±˘ÀÂ√±ª±ÀÓ¬ øÚø√«©Ü 1+¬Û ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡À1º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ¤˝◊ ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬
ø˙qÀª ’± ˛̊M√√√ fl¡1± ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ’±1n∏ ̧ =±˘Ú±Rfl¡ √é¬Ó¬±À¬ı±À1 ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡fl¡ ‰¬±ø1›fl¡± ∏̄1
Ê√·Ó¬‡Ú1 ˘·Ó¬ ¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡« ¬ıÓ¬«±˝◊ 1‡±Ó¬ ¸˝√√±˚˛ fl¡À1º ø˙q ¤øÈ¬À˚˛ øÚÊ√
¬Ûø1Àª˙Ó¬ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ó¬Ô…1 õ∂øSê˚˛±fl¡1Ì, ¸—1é¬Ì ’±1n∏ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1fl¡1Ì √é¬Ó¬±1
¤˝◊ ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬ ’±˚˛M√√√fl¡1ÀÌ ¬ı‘˝√√» õ∂·øÓ¬ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1º ’ªÀ˙… ¤˝◊ ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú ¸˜”˝√√fl¡
¸—‡…±·Ó¬ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± õ∂±˚˛ ’¸yªº fl¡±1Ì ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Úœ¸fl¡À˘ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1
¤˝◊ ô¶1Ó¬ øfl¡˜±Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¶ß±˚˛≈Àfl¡±¯∏ ¬ı± øÚÎ◊¬1Ú [Neurone] ˜·Ê√≈Ó¬ Œ˚±· ˝√√í˘ ’Ô¬ı±
’ôL¸øißfl¡ ∏̄«1 [Synapse] ¡Z±1± øfl¡˜±Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̧ —À˚±· ¶ß± ˛̊≈̧ ”S [Axon] ’±1n∏ ¶ß± ˛̊≈Àfl¡± ∏̄
˙±‡± [Dendrite] 1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬ ̋ √√í˘ Ó¬±fl¡ ·ÌÚ± fl¡ø1 Î◊¬ø˘˚˛±¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√
˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Úœ¸fl¡À˘ ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙, ˝◊˚˛±1 ’¢∂·øÓ¬ ’Ò…˚˛Ú, ˜”˘…±˚˛Ú ’±1n∏ ¬ı…±‡…±
fl¡ø1¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 Ó¬N¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øÚˆ¬«1 fl¡ø1¬ı¬ ̆ ·± ̋ √√̊ ˛º ¤ ◊̋ Ó¬N¸ ”̃̋ √√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬
Ê√…±“ ø¬Û˚˛±ÀÊ√1 ¸—:±Ú±Rfl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ô¶1¸˜”˝√√1 Ó¬N, øÂ√·ƒ˜±G ÙË¬À˚˛Î¬1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡À˚ÃÚ
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ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ô¶1¸˜”˝√√1 Ó¬N ’±1n∏ Urie Bronfenbrenner (1917-2005) 1 ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬
¸—Sê±ôLœ˚˛ ’±√˙«1 Ó¬N [Ecological model theory] ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√ õ∂Ò±Úº [˙ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊± 62]

¤˝◊ ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Úœ¸fl¡À˘ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ó¬N1 ¸˝√√±˚˛Ó¬ ø˙q1 ’±‰¬1Ì Ó¬Ô±
fl¡±˚«fl¡˘±¬Û ¸•ÛÀfl¡« ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ó¬Ô… ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊ Ó¬NÀ¬ı±1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡ø1À˘ Œ√‡±
˚±˚˛ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ø˙q1 ˙1œ1, ˜Ú, ’±Àª· ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ›¬Û1Ó¬
&1n∏Q ’±À1±¬Û fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º øˆ¬øM√√√ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙… ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ô¶1 ’Ú≈˚±˚˛œ ø˙q1 ’±‰¬1Ì
’±1n∏ ’±‰¬1Ì1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…À¬ı±1 ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊±º ’ªÀ˙… ¬ı—˙·øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1Àª˙-¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ̧ ±À¬ÛÀé¬
Ó¬Ô± ˙±1œø1fl¡ ’±1n∏ ˜±Úø¸fl¡ øˆ¬ißÓ¬±˝◊ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…À¬ı±1 øˆ¬iß Œ˝√√±ª±Ó¬ ¸˝√√±˚˛ fl¡À1º ¤˝◊
Œé¬SÓ¬ Ù¬1±‰¬œ ø‰¬øfl¡»¸fl¡ Ê√…±“ ø¬Û˚˛±ÀÊ√1 ¸—:±Ú±Rfl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 Ó¬N˝◊ ø˙q1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙1
õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ô¶1ÀÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¬Û±ª± ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…À¬ı±11 ¸”Ñ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊ÀÂ√º ø˙q ¤øÈ¬1
¬ı˚˛¸ ¬ı‘øX1 ˘À· ˘À· ¬Ûø1Àª˙1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ‚È¬± ¸≈-¸˜i§˚˛1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ fl¡±˚«1 ¬Ûø1¸1 ¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ ∆·
Ô±Àfl¡º Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¬ı≈øXÀ1± Sê˜ø¬ıfl¡±˙ Œ˝√√±ª± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º ¤˚˛± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ˚±øLafl¡ õ∂øSê˚˛±
Ú˝√√˚˛, ̋ ◊ Œfl¡ª˘ ¤fl¡ Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ õ∂øSê˚˛±À˝√√º Ê√…“± ø¬Û˚˛±ÀÊ√1 ¤˝◊ Ó¬Nfl¡ ̧ —:±Ú±Rfl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙
Ó¬N [Cognitive Developmental theory] ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ̋ √√˚˛º ¤˝◊ Ó¬N ’øÓ¬ ¬ı…±¬Ûfl¡
¬Ûø1¸11 Ó¬Nº ¤ ◊̋ Ó¬N ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ø˙qÀª õ∂Ô˜ ô¶1Ó¬ ’± ˛̊M√√√ fl¡1± √é¬Ó¬±¸ ”̃À˝√√ ◊̋ ¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ
¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ’øÒfl¡Ó¬1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ˝√√˚˛º

Ê√…±“ ø¬Û˚˛±ÀÊ√1 ¸—:±Ú±Rfl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 Ó¬N ’Ú≈¸ø1 ø˙q ¤È¬±1 ¸≈√œ‚« fl¡±˘ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬
Œ˝√√±ª± ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…À¬ı±1 ˝√√í˘-- ’±fl¡ø¶úfl¡ ’±‰¬1Ì, õ∂±flƒ¡ ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙,
Ò±1Ì±1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙, ¸˜¸…± ¸˜±Ò±Ú1 ¸±˜Ô«, ’±Àª·1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙, ˝◊2Â√± õ∂ÀÌ±ø√Ó¬ ’±‰¬1Ì,
’Ú≈fl¡1Ì õ∂¬ıÌÓ¬±, õ∂±flƒ¡ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙, ’±RøÚˆ¬«˙œ˘Ó¬±, Œfl¡ÃÓ”¬˝√√˘ õ∂¬ıÌÓ¬±,
¸¬ı«õ∂±Ì¬ı±ø√Ó¬±, ÷¯∏«±¬Û1±˚˛ÌÓ¬± ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º ¤˝◊ ∆¬ıø˙©ÜÀ¬ı±1 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·1 ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘1
Œfl¡Ó¬À¬ı±1 ·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˝◊ÀÂ√º Ó¬˘Ó¬ ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô
˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶√√√N1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº

1.01 ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
˜ø √̋√̃  ¬ı1± [1926-2016] ̊ ≈ÀX±M√√√1 ̊ ≈·1 ¤·1±fl¡œ Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·… ·äfl¡±1º ŒÓ¬›“1

·äÓ¬ ≈√˜≈‡œ˚˛± õ∂ª±˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·“±ª1 øÚ•ßø¬ıM√√√ Ê√œªÚ1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ’±1n∏ ‰¬ø1S
ø¬ı¶ú˚˛Ê√Úfl¡ˆ¬±Àª øÚ‡≈“Ó¬ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1 ·ä 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ¬ı±À¬ı ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±1 ·äÓ¬
¬Û±Í¬fl¡1 ̋ √√+√ ˛̊ ø¸Mê fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± fl¡1n∏Ì ’±À¬ı√Ú1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ̋ √√±¸…1¸1 ’Ù≈¬1ôL ̧ y±1 ’±ÀÂ√º
˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ¸—fl¡˘Ú1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ fl¡±Í¬øÚ¬ı±1œ ‚±È¬ [1961], Œ√˝√√± ·1fl¡± Œõ∂˜
[1967], 1±øÓ¬ Ù≈¬˘± Ù≈¬˘ [1977], ¬ı1˚±Sœ [1980], Œ˜±1 øõ∂ ˛̊ ·ä [1987],

¤‡Ú Ú√œ1 ˜‘Ó≈¬… 1972], ·ä ¸˜¢∂ – ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1± [1993] ’Ú…Ó¬˜º
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˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±1 ·ä¸˜”˝√√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ë‰¬Sê¬ı»í, ë1±øÓ¬ Ù≈¬˘ Ù≈¬˘í, ëøÓ¬øÚ1 øÓ¬øÚ ·í˘í Ó¬
õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº

1.1.1 ë‰¬Sê¬ı»í ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
¬ıÌ«Ú±1 ø‰¬SÒø «̃Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ¶Û©ÜÓ¬± &Ì ̃ ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±1 ·ä1 ¤fl¡ Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·… ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…º

¬ıÌ«Ú±1 ¤ÀÚ &ÀÌ ·ä1 õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ‘√˙… ¬ı±ô¶ª 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Ò1± ø√À˚˛º ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 U¬ıU ¬ıÌ«Ú±1
Î◊¬8˘Ó¬˜ øÚ√˙«Ú ˝√√í˘ ‰¬Sê¬ı» ·äº

·äøÈ¬1 ø˙À1±Ú±˜øÈ¬1 ¤È¬± ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ Ó¬±»¬Û «̊ ’±ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ¬̨ıd1 Ê√øÈ¬˘Ó¬±
Ú± ◊̋º ‰¬fl¡ø1 ¤È¬±1 √À1 ◊̋ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 Ê√œªÚÕ˘ ̧ ≈‡ ’±1n∏ ≈√‡ ’±À √̋√º ·äÀÈ¬±1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 ·äfl¡±11
¤ÀÚ ·ˆ¬œ1 Ê√œªÚÀ¬ı±Ò õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 Ê√œªÚ1 ‰¬1˜ ¸Ó¬…› ·äfl¡±À1 õ∂fl¡±˙
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ·äøÈ¬1 Ú±˚̨fl¡ √̋√ø1Ú±Ôº √̋√ø1Ú±Ô1 ¸—¸±1Ó¬ ¬ÛPœ ’±1n∏ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ˘í1±º √̋√ø1Ú±ÀÔ
‰¬± √̋√-¬ı±·±ÚÓ¬ ˜ √̋√1œ ∆ √̋√ Ô±Àfl¡“±ÀÓ¬ ‰¬± √̋√±¬ı ¤Ê√Ú1 ¬Û1± Œ˘±ª± ¤‡Ú Ê√1±Ê√œÌ« ‰¬± ◊̋Àfl¡À˘ ◊̋
Ê√œøªfl¡±1 ¤fl¡˜±S ¸•§̆ º ‰¬± ◊̋Àfl¡˘‡ÚÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ‚1n∏ª± Î◊¬»¬Û±ø√Ó¬ ¬ı˚̨-¬ıd øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú ∆˘ Œ¬ıø‰¬
¬Ûø1˚̨±˘˘ÀÈ¬±1 Ú”Ú…Ó¬˜ ˘±·øÓ¬˚̨±˘ ¬ıdø‡øÚ øfl¡øÚ ’±ÀÚº ’ªÀ˙… √̋√ø1Ú±ÀÔ ’±˙± fl¡1±
Ò1ÀÌ ø¸ ̧ Ù¬˘ ̋ √√í¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º ‰¬± ◊̋Àfl¡˘‡Ú ¬ı±À1 ¬ı±À1 ’‰¬˘ Œ √̋√±ª±1 √À1 Ó¬±1 ’±˙± ’±1n∏
¬Ûø1˚̨±˘ÀÈ¬±1 ¸À¬Û±ÚÀ¬ı±1 øÚ©£¬˘ √̋√̊ º̨ ’ª˙ ∏̄Ó¬ ”√Õ11 ¬ı±ø·‰¬±Ó¬ ¬ıUÀÓ¬± ˜ √̋√1œ ‰¬±fl¡ø1
›À˘±ª± ¬ı≈ø˘ Ê√±øÚ ˘·1œ˚̨± 1±˜Ú±Ô1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ‰¬± ◊̋Àfl¡˘ ˚±S± fl¡1± √̋√ø1Ú±Ô1 ‰¬± ◊̋Àfl¡˘‡Ú
¬ı±È¬ÀÓ¬ ’‰¬˘ ∆ √̋√ ¬ÛÀ1º ’ÀÚfl¡ ’±˙± ’±1n∏ ¸À¬Û±Ú ¬ı±øg ˚±S± fl¡1± √̋√ø1Ú±ÀÔ øÚø√«©Ü Í¬± ◊̋Ó¬
Î◊¬¬Ûø¶öÓ¬ √̋√í˘Õ· ˚ø√› Ó¬±1 ’±˙±À¬ı±1 ¬Û”1Ì ŒÚ±À √̋√±ª±Ó¬ ‚1Õ˘ Î◊¬ˆ¬øÓ¬ ’±À √̋√º

·äÀÈ¬±1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœˆ¬±·1 ¤fl¡ ·ˆ¬œ1 ¬ı…?Ú± ’±ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋ ¬ı…?Ú± ◊̋ ·äÀÈ¬±1 Ú±µøÚfl¡
Œ¸Ãµ˚« ¬ı‘øX fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ·äøÈ¬Ó¬ ¶§±ÒœÀÚ±M√√√1 ˆ¬±1Ó¬¬ı¯∏«1 ¤‰¬±˜ √±ø1^…¬ÛœøÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1
¶§¬ÛÆˆ¬—·1 fl¡1n∏Ì ø¬ıÚøÚ õ∂Ó¬œøfl¡ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ˝√√ø1Ú±Ô1 ’ø¬ı1Ó¬
Ê√œªÚ ¸—¢∂±˜1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ¬Û≈ÀÓ¬fl¡ ˜øÌ1 ˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¬Û±ª± ’ôL˝√√œÚ ¸À¬Û±Ú,
¸—¢∂±˜ ’Ô¬ı± ’±˙±¬ı±√ ̧ ≈µ1 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Ê√œ¬Û±˘ ∆ √̋√ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√º ̋ √√ø1Ú±Ô1 ’¸ √̋√± ˛̊ ’ª¶ö±ÀÈ¬±fl¡
·äfl¡±À1 ¬ıÌ«Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñ

ëë‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘‡Ú1 ‡G-ø¬ı‡G ¬Û±È¬«‰¬À¬ı±11 √À1 øÚ–¸±1 ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√ ˙1œ11
˚Laø¬ı˘±Àfl¡±ºíí [¬ı1±, 45]

·äfl¡±À1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ ëë¬ı±À¬ÛÀfl¡ ’ªÀ˙… ’±·‰¬fl¡±ÀÈ¬±1 ¬Û1± øÈ¬Î◊¬¬ıÀÈ¬± Î◊¬ø˘˚˛±˝◊ ∆˘
¬Û±•Û ø√ ¤‰¬ø1˚˛± ¬Û±ÚœÓ¬ øÓ¬˚˛±˝◊ øÓ¬˚˛±˝◊ ëø˘fl¡í ø¬ı‰¬±ø1ÀÂ√ , ¬Û≈ÀÓ¬fl¡˝√√“ÀÓ¬ ‰¬±ø1›Ù¬±À˘
Œ¬ıøÏ¬ˇ ∆˘ Ó¬±Àfl¡ øÚø¬ı©Ü˜ÀÚ ‰¬±˝◊ÀÂ√º ¬Û≈ÀÓ¬fl¡˝√√“ÀÓ¬ ˜±ÀÚ ˜øÌ ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1 ˆ¬±À˚˛fl¡ ≈√È¬±º
øÈ¬Î◊¬¬ıÓ¬ ø˘fl¡ ›˘±À˘˝◊ ¬ıÓ¬±À˝√√ ¬Û±Úœ ¬ı≈¬ı«≈1øÌ Ó≈¬ø˘ ø√À˚˛º ¤È¬± ¬ı≈¬ı«1øÌÀ˚˛˝◊ ø¸˝√√“Ó¬1
Œfl¡ÃÓ”¬˝√√˘ºíí [Í¬±fl≈¡1, 33]
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øfl¡c, Ó¬»˜≈˝√√”Ó¬«ÀÓ¬ ˜øÌ1 ˜ÚÓ¬ ’±˙±¬ı±√1 ¸=±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ --
ëë˜øÌÀ˚˛ øfl¡c Œ¸˝◊ø¬ı˘±fl¡ ˆ¬±ø¬ı¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±˝◊ ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘1 ¬Û±È¬«Â√ø¬ı˘±fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú
¬1+¬ÛÓ¬ ø‰¬flƒ¡ø˜fl¡± ◊̋ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√ Ó¬±1 ‰¬fl≈¡1 ’±·Ó¬º ÀÙË¬˜ÀÈ¬± ÚÓ≈¬Ú 1— ’±1n∏ øfl¡Ú±1Ó¬
1„√√± ’±“‰¬ ∆˘ øÓ¬1ø¬ı1±˝◊ Î◊¬øÍ¬˘º ŒSê—fl¡, ø1˜, ¸fl¡À˘±À1 1+¬Û ·í˘ ¬ı√ø˘º
‰¬± ◊̋ Ô±Àfl¡“±ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ̧ fl¡À˘±ø¬ı˘±fl¡ ø˜ø˘ ¤‡Ú ëŒ¬ıËG øÚÎ◊¬í Œ1˘œ ∆ √̋√ õ∂±Ì1 ’±ÚµÓ¬
Œ·“±-Œ·“±ª±¬ıÕ˘ Òø1À˘ºíí [¬ı1±, 46]

˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±˝◊ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡Ò˜«œ ˙s1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±À1À1 ·ä1 ø˙q ‰¬ø1S ˜øÌ1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ø√˙1
¸≈µ1 ¬ıÌ«Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊√À1 --

ëë˜øÌ1 ‰¬fl≈¡ ≈√È¬± ÚÓ≈¬Ú ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘1 ¶Ûfl¡1 √À1 ‰¬flƒ¡‰¬fl¡±˝◊ Î◊¬øÍ¬˘ºíí [¬ı1±, 38-45]

˜øÌ ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1 ˆ¬±À˚˛fl¡ ≈√È¬±1 ¸À¬Û±ÚÀ¬ı±1 Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±fl¡1 ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘‡Úfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1
·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√º fl¡í1¬ı±Ó¬ ‰¬±fl¡ø1 ›À˘±ª± ¬ı≈ø˘ qøÚÀ˘˝◊ ˜øÌ1 ˜≈‡‡Ú Œ¬Û±˝√√1 ∆˝√√ ˚±˚˛º
ë˜øÌ1 øfl¡c ‰¬fl≈¡˝√√±˘ ’¸yª Î◊¬8˘ ∆˝√√ Î◊¬øÍ¬˘ - ¬ıUÓ¬ ‰¬±fl¡ø1Ø øÚ(˚˛ ¤È¬± ¬Û±¬ıº
¤˝◊¬ı±1 ¬Û±¬ı˝◊º ¬Û±À˘ øfl¡c õ∂Ô˜ √1˜˝√√±À1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘ ¤‡Úºí ˜øÌÀ˚˛ Œ˚Ú Ê√“±¬Û
˜±ø1 ∆· ˘±Ùƒ¬ ˜±ø1 ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘‡ÚÓ¬ Î◊¬øÍ¬¬ıº ˆ¬±À˚˛fl¡ ≈√È¬±À˚˛ ˝√√Í¬±» ¬ı≈øÊ√À˘ Œ˚ øfl¡¬ı± ¤È¬±
Œ¬Û±ª±1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ‰¬ø˘ÀÂ√º

-- ë˝◊˝√√ Œ˜±1 Œ‰¬±˘±ºí
-- ëŒ˜±1 ŒÊ√±Ó¬±, Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±ºí ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 ¸1n∏ÀÈ¬±Àª› Î◊¬2‰¬±1Ì fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1À˘º

[¬ı1±, 42-43]

·äøÈ¬Ó¬ ˝√√±¸…1¸1 ˜±ÀÊ√ø√ Ê√œªÚ1 fl¡±1n∏Ì… õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˝◊ÀÂ√º ˘·ÀÓ¬ ¤øÈ¬ Ê√œªôL
ø˙q ‰¬ø1S ’—fl¡ÚÓ¬ ·äfl¡±1 ¸Ù¬˘ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ë˜øÌí ¤˝◊ ø˙q ‰¬ø1SøÈ¬1 ˜≈‡Ó¬ ¸—˘±¬Û
fl¡˜º Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ‰¬ø1SøÈ¬1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ’ª¶ö±1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊√À1ñ

ë˜øÌÀ˚˛ ̂ ¬±ø¬ıÀ˘, ø¸› Î¬±„√√1 ̋ √√í¬ıºí È¬fl¡± ‚øÈ¬¬ıº ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘ ¤‡Ú - ¤‡Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú
ø‰¬flƒ¡ø‰¬fl¡œ˚˛± ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘º [¬ı1±, 45]

1.1.2 ë1±øÓ¬ Ù≈¬˘± Ù≈¬˘í ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
˜ø √̋√̃  ¬ı1±1 ë1±øÓ¬ Ù≈¬˘± Ù≈¬˘í ¤øÈ¬ ̧ ≈‡¬Û±Í¬… ·äº ·äøÈ¬Ó¬ Úø˜Ó¬± Ú±˜1 ŒÂ√±ª±˘œÊ√Úœ

ø¬ı˚˛± ø√¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1  Úø˜Ó¬±1 ˜±fl¡-Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±fl¡ ø‰¬øôLÓ¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Úø˜Ó¬±1 ¸˜¬ı˚˛¸œ˚˛± ¬ı±
Ó¬±˝◊Ó¬Õfl¡ ¸1n∏ ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ1 Œ˚øÓ¬˚˛± ø¬ı˚˛± ˝√√˚˛ ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛± ˜Ú1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ Œ˚Ú ¤fl≈¡1± Ê√≈˝◊À˝√√
√¬Û√¬Û± ◊̋ ;ø˘ Î◊¬ÀÍ¬º Úø˜Ó¬±fl¡ ø¬ı ˛̊± ø√¬ı ŒÚ±ª±1±1 ’ª¶ö±ÀÈ¬±Àª Œfl¡ª˘ ̃ ±fl¡-Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±fl¡Àfl¡
Ú √̋√̊  ̨, Ó¬± ◊̋1 ̧ 1n∏ ̂ ¬ÚœÀ ˛̊fl¡ Ú-¬ıÂ√1œ ˛̊± õ∂˜œ˘±1 ’ôL1ÀÓ¬± øSê ˛̊± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º õ∂˜œ˘±1 ’ôL1Ó¬
¬ı±À˚˛fl¡1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ø˙q¸≈˘ˆ¬ Î◊¬»¸≈…fl¡Ó¬±1 ’ªÓ¬±1Ì± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñ

ëë........ ˜±Àfl¡ ‰¬±˝√√1 fl¡±¬Û ˜≈‡Ó¬ ø√ ‰¬fl≈¡À1› ¤È¬± ˝◊—ø·Ó¬ fl¡ø1À˘º õ∂˜œ˘±˝◊
ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ˝◊—ø·Ó¬1 ’Ô« ’±øÊ√fl¡±ø˘ ¬ı≈ÀÊ√, ¬ı±˝◊À√ªfl¡ Úø˜Ó¬±1 √1±1 fl¡Ô±˝◊
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’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ̋ √√í¬ıº ’±øÊ√Õ˘Àfl¡ øfl¡˜±Ú ¤ÀÚ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±fl¡1 ̆ ·Ó¬,
˜±˝√√œÀ˚˛fl¡1 ˘·Ó¬, Œ˜±˜±À˚˛fl¡1 ˘·Ó¬Ø  ’±øÊ√Õ˘Àfl¡ øfl¡˜±Ú¬ı±1 Eø˚˛— 1n∏˜
¸Ê√± ◊̋ÀÂ√ -- Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± ¬ı±À ˛̊fl¡ Úø˜Ó¬±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬, Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± ’fl¡À˘ ◊̋, Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı±
˜±fl¡1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬Ø øfl¡˜±Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ’±˘˝√√œ ’±ø˝√√ √fl¡ø‰¬ ‡±˝◊ ¬ı±˝◊À√Àªfl¡1 ˝√√±Ó¬1
fl¡±˜1 õ∂˙—¸± ’±1n∏ ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ’¬ÛÂ√µ fl¡ø1 &ø‰¬ ∆·ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊ fl¡˜ ¬ı˚˛¸ÀÓ¬
Œ¸˝◊ø¬ı˘±fl¡ Ó¬±˝◊ ˆ¬±˘√À1 ¬ı≈øÊ√¬ı ¬Û±ø1ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ ¤È¬± ø√Ú Œ˚±ª± Ú±˝◊ ø˚ø√Ú±
˜±Àfl¡ ¤¬ı±1 Ú˝√√˚˛ ¤¬ı±1 ¬ı±À˚˛fl¡1 ø¬ı˚˛±1 fl¡Ô± ∆fl¡ U˜≈øÚ˚˛±˝√√ Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª± Ú±˝◊, ¬ı±
øÚÊ√1 fl¡¬Û±˘fl¡ Œ√±¯∏ ø√˚˛± Ú±˝◊º ¤˝◊ ¸1n∏ È¬±Î◊¬Ú‡Ú1 ¤˜”1Ó¬ fl¡±À1±¬ı±1 ø¬ı˚˛±
˝√√íÀ˘˝◊ ˜±fl¡1 Â√Èƒ¬Ù¬È¬øÚ› Œ¸˝◊ Œfl¡˝◊ø√Ú ≈√&ÀÌ ¬ı±ÀÏ¬ˇØ ˝√√˚˛ Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±fl¡fl¡ ¬ıÀfl¡,
Ú±˝◊¬ı± ̆ é¬œ˜¬Û≈1Ó¬ ‰¬±fl¡ø1 fl¡ø1 Ôfl¡± ø¸˝√√√“Ó¬1 fl¡fl¡±À˚˛fl¡fl¡ ¬ıøfl¡ Ô±Àfl¡º ’±øÊ√
›‰¬1À1 ¸ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ø¬ı˚˛±, ¤˝◊ Œfl¡˝◊ø√Ú ˜±fl¡1 ¬ıfl¡øÚ ’±1n∏ Â√Èƒ¬Ù¬È¬øÚ ¬ı±øÏ¬ˇÀÂ√º
Œ¸˝◊ ø¬ı˚˛±Õ˘ ¸ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ¸•Ûfl¡«œ˚˛ ˘í1± ¤Ê√Ú ’±ø˝√√¬ı ¬ı¸ôL fl¡fl¡±˝◊À√ªfl¡1
˘·Ó¬ , ̆ í1±Ê√Ú ¬ı¸ôL1 ¬ıi§≈+º Œ¸ ◊̋ ̆ í1±Ê√Ú1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ◊̋ ’±øÊ√1 ø¬ı ˛̊±1 ø√ÚÀÈ¬±Ó¬
˜±fl¡ ’˘¬Û ˙±ôL ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√ºíí [¬ı1±, 164]

õ∂˜œ˘±1 ̃ ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ Úø˜Ó¬±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ̃ ±fl¡ - Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±Àfl¡ fl¡1± ø‰¬ôL± ◊̋ õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬Û˘± ◊̋ÀÂ√º
Ú-¬ıÂ√1œ˚̨± ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ¤Ê√Úœ1 ¤ÀÚ ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰¬«± ◊̋ ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ¬Ûø1¬Û!¡Ó¬±À1 Î◊¬˜±Ú ø√À˚̨º ¬Ûø1Àª˙
- ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬À ˛̊ Œ˚Ú Ó¬± ◊̋fl¡ ¤ÀÚÕfl¡ ¬Ûø1¬Û!¡ ̋ √√í¬ıÕ˘ ¬ı±Ò… fl¡1± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ’±Àfl¡Ã, Œ¸ ◊̋ õ∂˜œ˘± ◊̋
¬ı¸ôL˝◊ ’Ú± ø˜Í¬±˝◊1 ŒÈ¬±À¬Û±˘±ÀÈ¬± øˆ¬Ó¬1Õ˘ øÚ ¬Û±fl¡‚11 ≈√ª±1˜≈‡1¬Û1± ·±˘‡ÚÓ¬
¬Ûfl¡±ø˜ÕÍ¬1 ˘±1n∏ÀÈ¬±Àª Î◊¬Í¬±˝◊ ø√˚˛± ŒÈ¬˜≈Ú±ÀÈ¬± ¬ı¸ôLfl¡ Œ√‡≈ª±˝◊ Œ˚±ª± fl¡±˚«˝◊ ø˙q¸≈˘ˆ¬
¤øÈ¬ ¸≈µ1 ˜Ú1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√À˚˛º

1.1.3 ëøÓ¬øÚ1 øÓ¬øÚ ·í˘í ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±˝◊ ·äÀ¬ı±1Ó¬ ¤øÈ¬ ¸≈µ1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ øÚ˜«±Ì fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ‰¬ø1S1 ¸”Ñ

˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ¬Û˚«À¬ıé¬Ì ’±1n∏ ˜±ÚªÓ¬±À¬ı±Ò ’øÓ¬ ¸Ù¬˘Ó¬±À1 Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ëøÓ¬øÚ1
øÓ¬øÚ ·í˘í ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ Œ|á¬ ·äº ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ·“±ª˘œ˚˛± Œ‡øÓ¬˚˛fl¡ ¬Û”Ì«fl¡±ôL1
¸—¸±1‡Ú1 √±ø1^…Ó¬±1 ˜˜«¶Û˙«œ ø‰¬S ¤‡Ú √±ø„√√ Ò1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Œfl¡ÀÚÕfl¡ øÓ¬øÚ ’±ø¯∏
fl¡˘ Œ¬ıø‰¬¬ıÕ˘ ∆· ’±1n∏ Ó¬±À1 õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Úœ˚˛ ¬ıd øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú øfl¡øÚ¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ ˆ¬±ø¬ı ¬Û”Ì«fl¡±ôL˝◊
fl¡˘Àfl¡˝◊’±ø¯∏ õ∂Ô˜ÀÓ¬ ¬Û±›Ú±√±1 ˜˝√√±Ê√Úfl¡, Ó¬±1 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬ Î¬±Mê1 ¤Ê√Úfl¡ ’±1n∏ Œ˙¯∏Ó¬
Œ˜ÃÊ√±√±11 ˜˝√√1œfl¡ ø√¬ı ˘·± ˝√√í˘, Ó¬±À1 ¸fl¡1n∏Ì fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ¤È¬± ¬ıÌ«Ú± fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¬Û”Ì«fl¡±ôL1 ̆ í1±Àfl¡ ◊̋È¬±1 ̧ ”Ñ ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ’ª¶ö± ’øÓ¬ ̧ Ù¬˘Ó¬±À1 ’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
’±È¬±˝◊Ó¬Õfl¡ ¸1n∏ ˘í1±ÀÈ¬±1 ¬ıÌ«Ú± ø√ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊√À1 --

ëë¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 Œ¬ÛÈ¬ ̃ ‰¬±ÀÈ¬± Ê√̆ ¬Û±Ú1 ¬ı±øÈ¬ÀÈ¬± ̋ √√±Ó¬Ó¬ ∆˘ ø¬ÛÍ¬±&øÎ¬̌1 Ê√̆ ¬Û±Ú ·±À˚̨-
”̃À1 Œ˘øÈ¬̊ ±̨ ◊̋ Œ‰¬À˘øfl¡ Œ‰¬À˘øfl¡ Œ¸±˜± ◊̋ ’±ø √̋√̆ º Ó¬±1 õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Ú ̆ ≈ÀÊ√Ú1, ëŒ˜±Õ˘
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≈̆ÀÊ√Ú &øÈ¬ ¤È¬± ’±øÚø¬ı Œ√íÓ¬±ºí øfl¡c ø¬ÛÂ√̃ ≈̋ √√”Ó¬«ÀÓ¬ ¬̂±ø¬ıÀ˘, ø¸ÀÚ± Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±fl¡1
˘·ÀÓ¬ ¬ıÊ√±1Õ˘ Ú±˚±˚̨ øfl¡˚̨∑ ≈̆ÀÊ√Ú ’Ú± fl¡±˜ÀÈ¬± ø¸À˚̨ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1 Œ√À‡±ÚØ
·øÓ¬Àfl¡ fl¡íÀ˘, ë˜À˚̨± ˚±˜ ¬ıÊ√±1Õ˘ ŒÓ¬±1 ˘·Ó¬ºí [¬ı1±, 80-81]

·äfl¡±À1 ’—fl¡Ú fl¡1± ¤ÀÚ ø˙q ≈̧̆ ˆ¬ Ê√œªôL Â√ø¬ıÀ˚̨ ŒÓ¬›“1 1¸:±Ú1 õ∂˜±Ì ø√ÀÂ√º
¬Û”Ì«fl¡±ôL˝◊ ¬ıÊ√±1Õ˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ ̃ ±˘Àˆ¬±· fl¡˘ø‡øÚ Î◊¬ø˘˚˛±˝◊ ̆ ›ÀÓ¬ ̃ ±Ê√≈ ̆ í1±ÀÈ¬± ’±ø˝√√

¸≈øÒÀ˘ -- ëëŒ√Î◊¬Ó¬± Œ¸˚˛± ŒÈ¬±À¬Û±˘±Ó¬ øfl¡ ¬Û±ø˘∑íí [¬ı1±, 82]

¤ÀÚÀÓ¬ ¸1n∏ ˘í1±ÀÈ¬±Àª ’±“Àfl¡±1À·±Ê√ ∆˝√√ ëfl¡˘ fl¡˘í ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡˘1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ˘≈ÀÊ√ÀÚ±
ø¬ı‰¬±ø1À˘º ¤ÀÚ√À1 ¬Û”Ì«fl¡±ôL1 ̂ ¬ø1Ó¬ ’±“Àfl¡±ª±ø˘ Òø1 fl¡±øµ Ôfl¡± ̧ 1n∏ ̆ í1±ÀÈ¬±1 ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡
ø√˙1 ¬ıÌ«Ú± ø√˚˛±Ó¬ ·äfl¡±1 ¸Ù¬˘ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¸1n∏ÀÓ¬ øfl¡¬ı± ¤È¬± ¬ıd Œ√ø‡À˘ ˘±À· ¬ı≈ø˘
˜±fl¡-Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±fl¡fl¡ fl¡1± Ó¬±ø·√± ø˙q1 ¶§ˆ¬±ª·Ó¬ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…º øfl¡c, Î¬±„√√1 ∆˝√√ ’˝√√±1 ˘À·
˘À· Œ¸ ◊̋ Ó¬±ø·√± Sê˜±» ¬ı≈Ê√Ú˙œ˘ ô¶1Õ˘ ·øÓ¬ fl¡À1º ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 ̧ •Û”Ì« õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú ¬Û”Ì«fl¡±ôL1
Î¬±„√√1 ˘í1±ÀÈ¬±1 ˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ·äfl¡±11 ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ñ

ëëŒÓ¬±˜±fl¡ Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬± ◊̋ ¬ıÊ√±11 ¬Û1± Ò≈Úœ˚̨± ≈̆ÀÊ√Ú øfl¡øÚ ø√¬ı Ú √̋√̊  ̨- fl¡˘ Œ¬ıø‰¬À˘À √̋√
≈̆ÀÊ√Ú ¬Û±¬ıºíí [¬ı1±, 83]

¬Û”Ì«fl¡±ôL1 Î¬±„√√1 ˘í1±ÀÈ¬±Àª ø¸˝√√“Ó¬1 øÚ•ß ’±øÔ«fl¡ ’ª¶ö±1 fl¡Ô± ’˘¬Û ˝√√íÀ˘›
ø‰¬ôL± fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ̃ ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1± ◊̋ ̧ ±Ò±1Ì ¢∂±˜œÌ Ê√œªÚ1 ¤øÈ¬ ̧ 1n∏ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬
ø˙q øÓ¬øÚÈ¬±1 ˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬1 øˆ¬iß ø√˙1 ‰¬˜fl¡õ∂√ ¬ıÌ«Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

1.02 Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√1 õ∂øÓ¬ ’Ú≈ˆ”¬øÓ¬˙œ˘ ‘√ø©Üˆ¬—·œ, ¸˝√√Ê√-¸1˘ ’±1n∏ ’Ú±Î¬ˇ•§1

·√…Õ˙˘œ1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd1 ø¬ıÚ…±¸ ‚ÀÈ¬±ª±, ̧ — √̋√Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ̧ —˚Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¬—·œ Œ˚±À·˙
√±¸1 ·ä1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…º ¬Û¬Ûœ˚˛±Ó¬1± [1957], ’±g±11 ’“±À1-’“±À1 [1959], øSÀ¬ıÌœ
[1961], ˜√±11 Œ¬ı√Ú± [1963], Œ˝√√Ê√±1 Œ˘±fl¡1 øˆ¬1 [1965], ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 ’¸≈‡
[1979] Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸1 Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·… ·ä ¸—fl¡˘Úº 1980 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 ’¸≈‡ ·ä
¸—fl¡˘Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ’fl¡±ÀÎ¬√˜œ ¬ı“È¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1º

1.2.1 ëÎ◊¬1n∏fl¡±1 Î◊¬flƒ¡˜≈flƒ 1 Œ¬Û±ª±ø˘í ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ≈̊·1 õ∂‡…±Ó¬ ·äfl¡±1 Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸1 ëÎ◊¬1n∏fl¡±1 Î◊¬flƒ¡ ≈̃flƒ¡1 Œ¬Û±ª±ø˘í ·äÓ¬

√ø1^Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ≈√̂ ¬«±·…1 ˘·Ó¬ ≈̊“øÊ√ ≈̊“øÊ√› √̋√±1 Ú˜Ú± Ú”1 ◊̋Â√̆ ±˜, fl≈¡øÈ¬, Ê√± √̋√±Ú±1±, Œ¸±Ì±,
Œ¬Û±Ú±, fl¡í˘œ˚̨±, Œ¬ı„√√± Ú±˜1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬ ¸•x√±˚̨1 ¸±ÀÓ¬±øÈ¬ ø˙q1 ¸—¢∂±˜¬Û”Ì« Ê√œªÚ-
˚±S±1 Â√ø¬ı ¬ıÌ«Ú± fl¡À1“±ÀÓ¬ ø˙q1 ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬1 ¬ıÌ«̃ ˚̨Ó¬±fl¡ ̧ √̋√+√̊ Ǫ́¬±À1 ’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
¬ı±ô¶ª ø˚˜±ÀÚ ◊̋ ≈√–¸ √̋√ Ú √̋√›fl¡ øfl¡˚̨, ø˙q˜ÀÚ ¸√±˚̨ Œ¸ ◊̋ ø¬ı ∏̄±√fl¡ ’±“Ó¬1± ◊̋ ŒÒ˜±ø˘ -
Ò≈̃ ≈̆ ±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Ê√œªÚ1 ≈̧fl¡œ˚̨± ’Ô« ø¬ı‰¬±À1º ¤ ◊̋ ’±Úµ-¶£”¬øÓ¬« Î¬±„√√11 ¸ √̋√… Ú √̋√í¬ı›
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¬Û±À1 , øfl¡c, ø¸ √̋√“ÀÓ¬ Ê√œªÚfl¡ ø˚ ‘√ø©ÜÀ1 ‰¬±¬ı Œ‡±ÀÊ√ ø¸ “̧‰¬±Õfl¡À˚̨ ø‰¬ôLÚœ˚̨º
·äøÈ¬Ó¬ ’¸˜1 ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ¤‡Ú ¬ı±ô¶ª ø‰¬S õ∂±ÌªôL 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ¬ıøÌ«Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ˜±‚1

ø¬ıU1 Œ ¬̂̆ ±‚1 ̧ Ê√± ’±1n∏ Œ ¬̂±Ê√ ̂ ¬±Ó¬ Œ‡±ª±1 ¤È¬± ¬Ûø1Àª˙fl¡ ’±Ò±1 ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ∆˘ Œfl¡̋ ◊‚1˜±Ú
ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ◊̋ √ø1^ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 Ê√œªÚ ‰¬ «̊±fl¡ ’øÓ¬ ˜ «̃±øôLfl¡ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ·äfl¡±À1 Œ√‡≈ª± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬
øÚÊ√1 ø˙¬Û± Œ √̋√1n∏ª± ◊̋ ¤Àfl¡ Í¬± ◊̋ÀÓ¬ ’±ø √̋√ Œ·±È¬ Œ‡±ª± øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¤Àfl¡˘À· Ê√œ˚̨± ◊̋
Ôfl¡±1 õ∂˚̨±¸ Œ˘‡Àfl¡ ’øÓ¬ Œfl¡Ã˙À˘À1 Œ√‡≈ª± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ’Ú… √̋√±ÀÓ¬ Œ¸±Ì± ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1 ˜±fl¡1
øÚø‰¬Ú± ˜±Ú≈̋ √√fl¡ ’±|˚̨ ø√̊ ±̨ fl¡Ô± ∏̄±À1 ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ø¬ı‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ ÒÚªôL¸fl¡˘1
’¬ı±Ò fl¡Ó‘¬«Q1 fl¡Ô± õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ̃ ±‚1 ø¬ıU1 Î◊¬1n∏fl¡±1 øÚ˙±1 ¤È¬± ‚È¬Ú±õ∂ª± √̋√º
Ó¬±Ó¬Õfl¡ Ó¬±Ó¬ Œ¬ıÀ˘· ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Q Ú± ◊̋º Œ¸±Ì±1 ˜±Àfl¡ fl¡±À1±¬ı±1 ‚11 ¬Û1± fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1 ¬Û≈1øÌ
1„√√œÚ ¬Û√«± ¤‡Ú ’±øÚ ø¬ı‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ¬Û1± fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º Œ¸±Ì±À˚̨ Î◊¬1n∏fl¡±1 øÚ˙± Œˆ¬˘±‚11 ≈√ª±1Ó¬
’±“ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ¸ ◊̋ fl¡±À¬Û±1‡Ú ’Ú±Ó¬ ˜±Àfl¡ ‡„√√Ó¬ ’±ø √̋√ Ó¬±fl¡ ˜1±Ó¬ Œ·±ÀÈ¬ ◊̋ ¬Ûø1Àª˙ÀÈ¬±
· √̋√œÚ ∆ √̋√ ¬ÛÀ1º ’±ÚµÓ¬ Œˆ¬±Ê√ ‡±¬ıÕ˘ Œ˘±ª± ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ≈̋̃ √√”Ó¬«ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıÚ©Ü √̋√̊ º̨ ·äfl¡±À1
ø˙qÀfl¡ ◊̋øÈ¬1 Ê√œªÚ øÊ√:±¸± ’—fl¡Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚ√À1 ñ

ëëøfl¡c, ¤˝◊ø‡øÚÀÓ¬ ¤È¬± ’‚È¬Ú ‚øÈ¬˘º ̋ √√Í¬±» ≈√¬Û≈√¬Û±˝◊ ’±ø˝√√ ›˘±˘ Œ¸±Ì±1
˜±fl¡º Ó¬± ◊̋ √̃ ±¬ı ŒÚ±ª±1± ‡„√√Ó¬ Œˆ¬±1Àˆ¬±1± ◊̋ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ’±ø √̋√À˚̨ ◊̋ Œ¸±Ò-Œ¬Û±Â√
Úfl¡1±Õfl¡ Œ¸±Ì±fl¡ Òø1 ≈√̋ ◊ ·±˘Ó¬ Í¬±“‰¬-Í¬±“‰¬ ‰¬1 ˘·± ◊̋ ø√À  ̆, Ó¬±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ≈√̋ ◊
fl¡±ÌÓ¬ ≈√̋ √√±ÀÓ¬À1 Òø1 ˜±øÈ¬Ó¬ ¬ıUª± ◊̋ ø√À˘º Œ·±ÀÈ¬ ◊̋Ê√±fl¡ ˘í1± - ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ Ó¬±¬Û
˜±ø1 øÔ˚̨ ∆ √̋√ Ô±øfl¡˘º ‚È¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Àª Î◊¬1n∏fl¡±1 ¸øg˚̨±ÀÈ¬± ˘í1±-ŒÂ√±ª±˘œÀfl¡ ◊̋È¬±1
fl¡±1ÀÌ √̋√Í¬±» ·Ò≈1 fl¡ø1 ø√À˘º ø√ÚÀÈ¬±1 Î◊¬»¸± √̋√ Œ˚Ú øÚø˜ ∏̄ÀÓ¬ Ú± ◊̋øfl¡˚̨± ∆ √̋√
·í˘º øfl¡c, Œ¬ıøÂ√ ¸˜˚̨ ¤ ◊̋√À1 Ô±øfl¡¬ı ˘·± Ú √̋√í˘ºíí [√±¸, 64-65]

1.03 ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Œé¬S‡ÚÓ¬ fl‘¡øÓ¬QÀ1 Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛Ó¬± ’Ê√«Ú fl¡1± ·äfl¡±1Ê√Ú ˝√√í˘

ˆ¬À¬ıfÚ±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛± [1932-2003]º 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·1 1À¸±M√√√œÌ« Œ¬ıøÂ√ˆ¬±· ·ä 1‰¬Ú±
fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±˝◊º ‰¬ø1S¸˜”˝√√1 Ú±È¬…Ò˜«œ ˆ¬—·œ, ¬Û≈—‡±Ú≈¬Û≈—‡ ¬ıÌ«Ú±1
‰¬˜fl¡¬Û√ Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ’±1n∏ øÚ•ß ˜Ò…ø¬ıM√√√ Ê√œªÚ1 ‰¬ø1S ø‰¬SÌ ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…º ¸”Ñ øÚ1œé¬Ì1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ¸˜±Ê√1 øÚ1±¬ÛM√√√±˝√√œÚ Ú±1œ ˜Ú1
≈√‡ - ∆√Ú…1 ø‰¬S ’“fl¡±Ó¬ ̇ ˝◊fl¡œ˚˛± ø¸X˝√√dº õ∂˝√√1œ [1963], ¬ı‘µ±¬ıÚ [1965], ·˝√√ı1
[1969], Œ¸µ≈1 [1971], ˙‘—‡˘ [1975],  Ó¬1—· [1979], ’±fl¡±˙ [1988],

¤˝◊ ¬ıµ11 ’±À¬ıø˘, [1988], Î◊¬¬Ûfl¡F [1991] ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√ ̇ ˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ̧ —fl¡˘Úº

1.3.1 ëfl¡é¬ - w±øLaí ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
’¸˜œ˚˛± ·ä-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¤·1±fl¡œ ¬ÛøÔfl‘¡» ·äfl¡±1 ˝√√í˘ ˆ¬À¬ıfÚ±Ô  ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±º
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1±˜ÀÒÚ≈  ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ̧ ≈õ∂øÓ¬á¬± ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ̂ ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ̇ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊± ◊̋ fl≈¡ø1 ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1
Œ˙ ∏̄1ÀÈ¬± √˙fl¡Õ˘Àfl¡ ·ä 1‰¬Ú±1 Ò±1± ’¬ı…±˝√√Ó¬ 1±ø‡øÂ√˘º ̇ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊±1 ëfl¡é¬-w±øôLí Ú±˜1
·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N1 é¬œÌ ’±ˆ¬±¸ ¬Û±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

ëfl¡é¬-w±øôLí ·äÀÈ¬± õ∂Ô˜ ¬Û≈1n∏¯∏Ó¬ ¬ıÌ«Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±1 Ú±˚˛Àfl¡ ø¬ı˚˛±1 Î◊¬ÀVÀ˙…
ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ ˚±˚˛º øfl¡c, √øé¬Ì¬Û±È¬Ó¬ Œ¸˝◊ ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ1 ‚1‡Ú ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 ∆· ˆ≈¬˘ÀÓ¬
’Ú… ¤‚1Ó¬À˝√√ Œ¸±˜±˚˛º Ú±˚˛Àfl¡ Œ¸˝◊ ‚1‡ÚÓ¬ Œ¸±À˜±ª±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ¤·1±fl¡œ ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ
Œ√‡± ¬Û±˝◊ ŒÓ¬›“Àfl¡˝◊ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 ’˝√√± ·1±fl¡œ ¬ı≈ø˘ ˆ¬±À¬ıº Ú±˚˛Àfl¡ ˆ≈¬˘ÀÓ¬ ŒÂ√±ª±˘œÊ√Úœfl¡
Î◊¬¬Û˝√√±À1± ø√À˚˛º ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬À˝√√ Ú±˚˛Àfl¡ Œ¸˝◊ ŒÂ√±ª±˘œÊ√Úœ ŒÓ¬›“ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 ’˝√√±·1±fl¡œ Ú˝√√˚˛
¬ı≈ø˘ Ê√±øÚ¬ı ¬Û±ø1 ˘±Ê√Ó¬ ˜˜«±˝√√Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º

ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ¤˝◊ ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ø˙q1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶NÀ1± ’±ˆ¬±¸
Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º Ú±˚˛Àfl¡ õ∂ÔÀ˜ ˆ≈¬˘SêÀ˜ ∆· Œ¬Û±ª± ‚1‡ÚÓ¬ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ˘í1± ’±1n∏ ¤Ê√Úœ
ŒÂ√±ª±˘œº ø¸˝√√“Ó¬1 ¬ı˚˛¸ Sê˜±i§À˚˛ õ∂±˚˛ ’±Í¬, Â√˚˛ ’±1n∏ ‰¬±ø1 ¬ıÂ√1œ˚˛± ˘í1± ’±1n∏
ŒÂ√±ª±˘œÊ√Úœ øÚÀ‰¬ ◊̋ ̧ 1n∏º Â√¬ıÂ√1œ ˛̊± ̆ í1±ÀÈ¬±Àª Ú± ˛̊fl¡1 fl¡± ∏̄ ‰¬±ø¬Û ’±ø √̋√ Œfl¡±ª± fl¡Ô±ø‡øÚ1
Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ø˙q ˜Ú1 Î◊¬˜±Ú ¬Û±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ˘í1±ÀÈ¬±Àª øÚÊ√1 Œ‰¬±˘±ÀÈ¬± ›Àˆ¬±È¬±˝◊ Ú±fl¡1
Œ˙„≈√√Úø‡øÚ ˜ø‰¬ ∆˘ Ú±˚˛fl¡fl¡ fl¡íÀ˘ --

ëë’±˝◊ - ¤˝◊Î¬±˘ Ù¬±À∞È¬Ú∑íí .....ëë‚Î¬ˇœ ¤È¬± Ó¬À˚˛± ’±“øfl¡ Œ√Ú±ºíí [˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, 19]

∆˙˙ªÓ¬ Œ‡˘±-Ò”˘±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ’±fl¡¯∏«Ì ’Ô¬ı± ’±¢∂˝√√ Ôfl¡±ÀÈ¬± ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ¶§ˆ¬±ª·Ó¬
Ò˜«º ·äøÈ¬1 ø˙qøÈ¬› ˝◊˚˛±1 ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ Ú˝√√˚˛º

·äøÈ¬Ó¬ ø˙q ̃ Úô¶N1 ¬Û”Ì« õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√ ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı ¬Û1± Ú·íÀ˘› ¬ÛÀ1±é¬ˆ¬±Àª
ø˙qÀfl¡˝◊È¬±1 fl¡±˚«-fl¡˘±¬Û1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬À˝√√ ø˙q1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬1 Î◊¬˜±Ú ¬Û±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º
Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û, Ú±˚˛fl¡1 ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘‡Ú Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ˘í1±Àfl¡˝◊È¬±˝◊  ’¬Û1±Òœ1 √À1
øÔ˚˛ ∆˝√√ Ôfl¡± fl¡±˚«˝◊ ø˙q¸≈˘ˆ¬ ˜ÚÀ1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√ÀÂ√º ¸1n∏ ˘í1± - ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ1 ˜ÚÓ¬
Œfl¡ÃÓ”¬ √̋√̆  õ∂ªÌÓ¬±, Î◊¬» ≈̧fl¡Ó¬± ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√ ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ◊̋ øSê ˛̊± fl¡À1º ëfl¡é¬-w±øôLí ·äøÈ¬1
Â√¬ıÂ√1œ˚˛± ˘í1±ÀÈ¬±Àª Ú±˚˛fl¡1 ‰¬±˝◊Àfl¡˘‡Ú Œ√ø‡ ’±¢∂À˝√√À1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ

ëë’±˝◊, Œ˜±fl¡ ’fl¡Ì ‰¬˘±À‰¬±Úºíí [21] ˘À· ˘À· ‰¬±ø1¬ıÂ√1œ˚˛± ˘í1±ÀÈ¬±ª ë˜À˚˛±-
˜À˚˛±í ∆fl¡ õ∂±˚˛ fl¡±øµÀ˚˛˝◊ Œ¬Û˘±À˘º ¤ÀÚ√À1˝◊ ·äøÈ¬Ó¬ ø˙q Œfl¡˝◊È¬±1 fl¡±˚« - fl¡˘±¬Û1
Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N1 ¸±Ò±1Ì ’±ˆ¬±¸ ¬Û±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

1.3.2 ë¬ı‘µ±¬ıÚí ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N –
‚È¬Ú±1 ¬Û≈—‡±Ú≈¬Û≈—‡ ø¬ıª1Ì ’±1n∏ ‰¬ø1S1 ̃ ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬1 ̧ ”Ñ±øÓ¬ ”̧Ñ ¬ıÌ«Ú±1 Œé¬SÓ¬

ˆ¬À¬ıfÚ±Ô ̇ ˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ë¬ı‘µ±¬ıÚí ¤È¬± Î◊¬»fl‘¡©Ü ·äº Ê√ij1 ø¬ÛÂ√ÀÓ¬˝◊ ø¬ÛÓ‘¬-˜±Ó‘¬fl¡ Œ˝√√1n∏ª±˝◊
Œ˜±˜±À˚˛fl¡ Î◊¬À¬ÛÚ, ’±˝◊Ó¬±fl¡ ’±1n∏ ‚11 ˘&ª± ¬ı‘µ±¬ıÚ1 ˜1˜ Œ¶ß˝√√Ó¬ Î¬±„√√1-√œ‚˘
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Œ˝√√±ª± ø˙q øÚÊ√1±1 ˜±˜œÀ˚˛fl¡ 1+¬Û±˘œ1 ’±·˜ÀÚ øfl¡√À1 ’±Î◊¬˘ ˘·±˝◊ÀÂ√ Ó¬±1 ¬ı±ô¶ª
Ó¬Ô± ̃ Úô¶±øNfl¡ ¬ıÌ«Ú±˝◊ ’¬Û”¬ı« ¿ ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º øÚÊ√1±1 ≈√‡1 Ó¬œ¬ıËÓ¬±˝◊ ¬Û±Í¬fl¡1 ̋ √√+√˚˛1
˜˜«¶ö±Ú ¶Û˙« fl¡À1Õ· –

ëë....... ˝◊¸ƒ Ú±˘±À· ˜˝◊ ˜±˜±1 ˘·Ó¬ q˜ºíí [˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, 94]

˝◊˜±Ú ø√ÀÚ Î◊¬À¬ÛÚ1 fl¡±¯∏Ó¬ øÚÊ√1±1 ø¬ıÂ√Ú± ø˚˜±Ú Ò≈Úœ˚˛±Õfl¡ ’±øÂ√˘, ¸“‰¬±Õfl¡À˚˛
’± ◊̋Ó¬±fl¡1 ›‰¬1Ó¬ Ó¬±Ó¬Õfl¡ ¬ıUÓ¬ ̂ ¬±˘ ø¬ıÂ√Ú±1 ¬ı…ª¶ö± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’± ◊̋Ó¬±Àfl¡ Ó¬± ◊̋1 ’fl¡Ì˜±Ú
·±1n∏ÀÈ¬±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ¬ı·˘œ¬¬Û±ø‡ Œ˚Ú ˘·± fl¡±À¬Û±1 ¤È≈¬fl≈¡1± ¬Û±ø1 ø√ÀÂ√, ’fl¡Ì˜±Ú Ò≈Úœ˚˛±
Ù≈¬˘±˜ ø¬ıÂ√Ú±- ‰¬±√À1± Œ¬ıÀ˘À· ø√ÀÂ√º øfl¡c øÚÊ√1± ◊̋ ̋ √√±Ó¬-ˆ¬ø1 ŒÊ√±fl¡±ø1 Œ·±ÀÈ¬ ◊̋ ø¬ıÂ√Ú±‡Ú
Œfl¡“±‰¬-Œ˜±‰¬ ‡≈ª±˝◊ Œ¬Û˘±À˘º ¸≈¬ıÌ«˘Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ¸≈1˜±1 ¬ıUÓ¬ ¬ı≈Ê√øÚ1 ˜±ÀÊ√ ˜±ÀÊ√ Ó¬±˝◊
ëëÚ±˘±À·, Ú±˘±À·, ˜˝◊ ˜±˜±1 ˘·Ó¬ q˜í ¬ı≈ø˘ ø‰¬¤ûø1 Î◊¬øÍ¬˘ºíí [˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, 94]

Œ˜±˜±À˚˛fl¡ Î◊¬À¬ÛÚ1 øÚÊ√1±1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ˜1˜ ˜±˜œÀ˚˛Àfl¡ fl¡±øÏ¬ˇ øÚÀ˚˛ ¬ı≈ø˘ ˆ¬±ø¬ı
˜±˜œÀ ˛̊fl¡1 õ∂øÓ¬ ÷ ∏̄«±øi§Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ Î◊¬øÍ¬Â√º Ó¬± ◊̋1 ¤ ◊̋ ÷ ∏̄«±¬Û1± ˛̊ÌÓ¬± ø˙q ̃ ÚÀ1 ¤fl¡ ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡
õ∂¬ı‘øM√√√º ¤˝◊ õ∂¬ı‘øM√√√·Ó¬ ¸Ó¬…˝◊ ¤fl¡ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬ ˜”Ó¬« ∆˝√√ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊√À1 ñ

ëëfl¡±ø˘ 1±øÓ¬ ˜±˜± ◊̋ ¬Û±Úœ ‡± ◊̋øÂ√̆  ˜±˜œ∑íí ....... ˜±˜± ◊̋ ’±À¬Û±Ú±fl¡ ¸±Ò≈fl¡Ô±
∆fl¡øÂ√̆ ∑íí [˙ ◊̋fl¡œ˚̨±, 95]

øÚÊ√1±1 1+¬Û±˘œ1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ÷ ∏̄«± ◊̋ ‰”¬Î¬̌±ôL 1+¬Û ¬Û± ◊̋ÀÂ√ Œ˚øÓ¬˚̨± Î◊¬À¬ÛÚ ’±1n∏ 1+¬Û±˘œ
’±Í¬˜„√√̆ ±Õ˘ ›˘± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ‚1Õ˘ ˚±¬ıÕ˘ ›˘± ◊̋ 1+¬Û±˘œÀ˚̨ øÚÊ√1±fl¡ ·±˘‡ÚÓ¬ √̋√±Ó¬ Ù≈¬1± ◊̋
˜1˜ fl¡À1±ÀÓ¬ øÚ©xˆ¬ ‘√ø©ÜÀ1 ˜±˜œÀ˚̨fl¡1 ≈̃‡Õ˘ ‰¬± ◊̋ Ó¬± ◊̋ ≈̧øÒÀ˘ñ ëë’±¬Û≈øÚ ’±Àfl¡Ã
’±ø˝√√¬ı ŒÚøfl¡ ˜±˜œ∑íí [˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, 96]º ¤øÈ¬ ø˙q1 ¸”Ñ ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏ÌÓ¬
·äfl¡±1 ¸Ù¬˘ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

2.00 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬Û1± Œ¬Û±ª± ø¸X±ôL –
1º ø˙q ˜Úô¶N ¸±Ò±1Ì ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤È¬± ˙±‡±º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N ¤È¬±

Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛ ∆˝√√ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º
2º ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Œé¬SÕ˘ ̆ é¬… fl¡ø1À˘ Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊ ̆ ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ̋ √√±Ó¬ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ø˙q ̃ Úô¶N

˜”˘fl¡ ·ä˝◊ Ê√ij ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1º
3º ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ̊ ≈·Ó¬ Ê√ij ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ø˙q ̃ Úô¶N õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ·ä˝◊ ’±ª±˝√√Ú, 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1

’±ø˝√√ ¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ˚≈·Õ˘Àfl¡ õ∂¸±ø1Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
4º 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ˚≈·Ó¬ ø˙q ˜Úô¶N õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ¸—‡…± ’øÒfl¡ Ú˝√√íÀ˘› õ∂±5 ·ä¸˜”˝√√1

˜±ÀÊ√ø√À˚˛˝◊ ø˙q1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ’ª¶ö±1 Î◊¬˜±Ú Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º
5º ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ·ä1 ˜±ÀÊ√ø√ ø˙q ˜Úô¶NÓ¬

Œfl¡ÃÓ”¬˝√√˘, ø˙q ̧ ≈˘ˆ¬ Î◊¬»¸≈…fl¡Ó¬±,   ’±˙±-’±fl¡±—é¬±, ’±Àª·-’Ú≈ˆ”¬øÓ¬, ̋ √√“±ø˝√√-ŒÒ˜±ø˘
˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¬Û±ª± Œ√‡± ∆·ÀÂ√º
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6º ̃ ø √̋√̃  ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ̂ ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ̇ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊±1 ·ä1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1› ’±Ú ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘1
·äÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ø˙q ̃ Úô¶N ’Ò…˚˛ÚÀ1± õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Úœ˚˛Ó¬± ’±ÀÂ√ Œ¸˝◊ fl¡Ô± ¤˝◊ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1
¬Û1± Ê√±øÚ¬ı ¬Û1± ∆·ÀÂ√º

3.00 Î◊¬¬Û¸—˝√√±1 –
ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ¸±ÒÚ fl¡± «̊ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¤fl¡ Ê√øÈ¬˘ õ∂øSê˚̨±º ¤øÈ¬ ø˙q1 ¬Û1± õ∂±5¬ı˚̨¶®

¬Û «̊±˚̨ Œ¬Û±ª±Õ˘Àfl¡ ¬ı…øMê1 ∆√ø √̋√fl¡, ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡, ’±Àªø·fl¡ ’±1n∏ øˆ¬iß Ò1Ì1 ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1
ø√̇ ¸ ”̃À √̋√± Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ Ô±Àfl¡º ◊̊̋ ±̨1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1› ø˙q1 ¬ı…øMê·Ó¬ ¬Û±Ô«fl¡…, ¸ √̋√Ê√±Ó¬ é¬˜Ó¬±,
¬ı≈øX-¬ı‘øM√√√ ’±ø√À¬ı±1 ¤ ◊̋ õ∂øSê ˛̊±1 ¬ı±À¬ı &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ø‰¬ø √̋êÓ¬ √̋√̊ ˛º ø˙q1
‰¬±ø1›Ù¬±À˘ Ôfl¡± ¬Ûø1ÀªÀ˙ ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ø√̇ 1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ õ∂ˆ¬±ª ø¬ıô¶±1 fl¡À1º ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
‰≈¬øÈ¬·äfl¡±1¸fl¡À˘ ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œ ≈̊·À1 ¬Û1± ¬ıÓ¬«̃ ±ÚÕ˘Àfl¡ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ø˙q1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡
‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬—·œ ·äÓ¬ Ù≈¬È¬± ◊̋ ŒÓ¬±˘±Ó¬ ¸Ù¬˘ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı ¬Û1± ˚±˚̨º 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ≈̊·ÀÓ¬± ø˙q
˜Úô¶N ◊̋ ¤fl¡ ≈̧fl¡œ˚̨± ¶ö±Ú ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˜ø √̋√̃  ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô
˙ ◊̋fl¡œ˚̨±1 ·ä ◊̋ ø˙q1 ’ôLÊ√«·Ó¬-¬ıø √̋√Ê√«·Ó¬1 ¬ıÓ¬1± ¬ÛÏ¬̌≈Õª1 ̃ Ú1 ̃ ±Ê√Õ˘ fl¡øÏ¬̌̊ ±̨ ◊̋ ’±øÚ¬ıÕ˘
¸˜Ô« ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ̃ ø √̋√̃  ¬ı1±, Œ˚±À·˙ √±¸ ’±1n∏ ̂ ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ̇ ◊̋fl¡œ˚̨±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1› 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ̊ ≈·1
’±Ú ·äfl¡±1 ¸fl¡˘1 ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ◊̋ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ Ú Ú ˘ √̋√1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ø˙q1
˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ø√̇ ÀÓ¬± ÚÓ≈¬Ú Ó¬Ô…1 Œ˚±·±Ú Òø1 ’¸˜œ˚̨± ·ä¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…fl¡ ¸ ‘̃X fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ºq

ŒÈ¬±fl¡± –
1º ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1±1 ·ä1 Î◊¬X‘øÓ¬¸˜”˝√√ ¬ıÚ˘Ó¬±1 õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ˝√√œÀ1Ú Œ·±˝√√“±˝◊ ¸•Û±ø√Ó¬ ·ä

¸˜¢∂ – ˜ø˝√√˜ ¬ı1± [2004-05] 1 ¬Û1± Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
2º ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±1 ·ä1 Î◊¬X‘øÓ¬¸˜”˝√√ ¬ıÚ˘Ó¬±1 õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ˆ¬À¬ıf Ú±Ô ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛± ·ä

¸˜¢∂ [2006] 1 ¬Û1± Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√√√ÀÂ√º
¢∂Lö¬Û?œ
’¸˜œ˚˛± –
Í¬±fl≈¡1, ¬Û—fl¡Ê√ [¸•Û±.]º ˙Ó¬±sœ1 Œ¬Û±˝√1Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äº ¸—À˙±øÒÓ¬ ¸—¶®1Ìº ÚÓ≈¬Ú

ø~œ – ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ’fl¡±ÀÎ¬ø˜, 2013º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
√±¸, fl¡±˘œ‰¬1Ì, ¸•Û±.º ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú õ∂Àªø˙fl¡±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬Û±Í¬…¬Û≈øÔ õ∂døÓ¬ ¸˜i§˚˛ ¸ø˜øÓ¬,
1974º 65º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
 ¬ı1±, ’¬Û”¬ı« [¸•Û±.]º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ‹øÓ¬˝√√… ’±1n∏ ø¬ıªÓ¬«Úº õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬ –

Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬ Œfl¡fœ˚˛ ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú Œfl¡±¯∏, 2012º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1n∏ª±, õ∂ï√√±√fl≈¡˜±1  ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ’Ò…˚˛Úº ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙º øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬ˇ – õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ - õ∂≈√…»

˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±, 2005º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1À·± √̋√±ø¤û, Œ √̋√±À˜Ú [¸•Û±.]º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ·ä ̧ —fl¡˘Ú [ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ‡G]º ‰¬Ó≈¬Ô« ¬õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ
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– ’¸˜ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¬Ûø1¯∏√, 2014º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1√Õ˘, øÚ˜«˘õ∂ˆ¬±º ø¬ı—˙ ˙Ó¬±sœ1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…º ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – 1967º

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1n∏ª±, ˚Ó¬œÚº ø˙q ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 1+¬ÛÀ1‡±º ¬Û≈Ú1 ˜≈^Ìº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ˘˚˛±Â√« ¬ı≈fl¡ ©Ü˘, 2010º

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
ˆ¬A±‰¬±˚«, ¬Û1±· fl≈¡˜±1º ·ä1 õ∂¸—· ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·ä ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…º ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ¸—¶®1Ìº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ

– ‰¬f õ∂fl¡±˙, 1993º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
1±Ê√À‡±ª±, ’1ø¬ıµ [¸•Û±.]º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ·øÓ¬-õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬º 1˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º ˘ø‡˜¬Û≈1 – √M√√√

¬Û±ø¬ıvÀfl¡ù´Ú, 2009º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, ÚÀ·Ú [¸•Û±.]º ŒÊ√±Ú±fl¡œº 1˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ - ¬ı¸ôLfl≈¡˜±1 Œ·±¶§±˜œ,

2001º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, ˜≈fl≈¡˘º ø¬ıfl¡±˙˜”˘fl¡ ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Úº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ˜øÌ-˜±øÌfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙, 2018º 62º

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
’±À˘±‰¬Úœ –
 √±¸, ÿ¯∏±º ëëø˙q ˜Úô¶N ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·äºíí ·1œ˚˛¸œº ¸•Û±.º ¬ı1±, ˘ÑœÚµÚº

ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ¬ıÂ√1, Úª˜ ¸—‡…±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… õ∂fl¡±˙, 2012º

¬ı1˜≈Õ√, ’±Úµº ëë’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ·øÓ¬-õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬íº ·1œ˚˛¸œº ¸•Û±.º ¬ı1±, ˘ÑœÚµÚº
SÀ˚˛±ø¬ı—˙ ¬ıÂ√1, ¡Z±√˙ ¸—‡…±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… õ∂fl¡±˙, 2016º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º

˝◊—1±Ê√œ –
1. Hurlock, Elizabeth B. Developmental Psychology -- A Life Span Approach. New

Delhi : Tata MC Graw - Hill Publishing Company Ltd., 1981 (1994) 2.
Print.

2. Smith, S. Stephenson. The new International Webster’s Comprehensive Dictionary
of  English Language. Trident Press International, 2003. 230. Print.

3. Vatsyayan. Child Psychology. Meerut : Pradeep Printing Press, 1975 (1970) 2
Print.
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’±ª±˝Ú ≈̊·1 ·äÓ¡ ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±
’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘Ú

Î¡0 õ∂±ø5 Í¡±fl≈¡1
 ¸˝√√fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡, ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ø¡ıˆ¡±·, ¸1n∏¬ÛÔ±1 ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊

Email : thakurpraptisprc@gmail.com

¸—øé¬5¸±1
’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 Sê˜ø¡ıfl¡±˙Ó¡ ’±ª±˝Ú ’±À˘±‰¡ÚœÀ˚˛ ¤fl¡ Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…
ˆ”¡ø˜fl¡± ¢∂˝Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂº Î¡±– œÚÚ±Ô ˙˜±«1 ¸•Û±Ú± ’±1n∏ ÚÀ·f Ú±1±˚˛Ì
Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ1 ¡Û‘á¡À¡Û±¯∏fl¡Ó¡±Ó¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¡Û±ª± ’±ª±˝ÀÚ ’¸˜1 Ê±Ó¡œ˚˛ ÊœªÚÕ˘
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¡±1 ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¡Ú ŒÊ±ª±1 ’±øÚÀ˘º ’±ª±˝Ú1 ¸˜˚˛À‰¡±ª± ’±øÂ˘
ˆ¡±1Ó¡¡ı¯∏«Àfl¡ Òø1 ¸˜¢∂ ø¡ıù´1 ¡ı±À¡ı˝◊ ’øÓ¡ &1n∏Q¡Û”Ì«º õ∂Ô˜ ø¡ıù´˚≈X, 1n∏‰¡
ø¡ıõ≠Àª ¡Û‘øÔªœ ŒÊ±fl¡±ø1 øÚ ˛̊±1 ̧ ˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¡ ̧ ˜¢∂ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡¡ı ∏̄« Î¬◊À¡Zø˘Ó¡ ∆˝ Î¬◊øÍ¡øÂ˘
ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±˜fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1º ¤ ◊̋ ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ’¸˜1 ÊÚ¸±Ò±1Ì1
›¡Û1Ó¡ ·ˆ¡œ1ˆ¡±Àª Œ1‡±¡Û±Ó¡ fl¡ø1À˘ ’±1n∏ ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 ÚÓ≈¡Ú ’± «̇ ’±1n∏ Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊
Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú± ◊̋ õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ̋ í˘ ’±ª±˝Ú1 ¡Û±Ó¡Ó¡º ·øÓ¡Àfl¡ ¶§±ˆ¡±øªfl¡ˆ¡±Àª ’±ª±˝Ú
˚≈·Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜fl¡ ’±Ò±1 ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ∆˘ ˆ¡±À˘˜±Ú ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 ¸‘ø©Ü ˝í˘º
¤˝◊ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂øÓ¡ ’fl≈¡F ̧ ˝±ø1 Ôfl¡±1 ̧ ÀQ› Œfl¡øÓ¡˚˛±¡ı± ̧ ±Ò±1Ì ̃ ±Ú≈˝1
˜±ÊÓ¡ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¡Ûø1ÌøÓ¡, Â±S¸fl¡˘1 ˆ¡øª¯∏…Ó¡, ŒÚÓ¡±-¡Û±ø˘ÀÚÓ¡±1
Œ˙Àõ∂˜-øÚá¡±-¸Ó¡Ó¡± ’±øfl¡ ∆˘ ’±˙—fl¡± ’±1n∏ ¸—˙˚˛1 Î¬◊»¡ÛøM
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ŒÚ±À˝±ª±Õfl¡› Ôfl¡± Ú±øÂ˘º ’±ª±˝Ú1 ·äÓ¡ ¤˝◊À¡ı±1À1± õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡
∆˝ÀÂº ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ŒÚÓ‘¡QÓ¡ ’±1y Œ˝±ª± ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú Œfl¡ª˘
1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ˝◊ Ú±øÂ˘ , ˝◊ ’±øÂ˘ ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ ¸—¶®±1À1± ’Ú…Ó¡˜
˜±Ò…˜º ÊÚ¸±Ò±1Ì1 ’±øÔ«fl¡ ¶§±ª˘ø•§Ó¡±, ¶aœ ø˙é¡±1 ̧ •x¸±1Ì, ’gø¡ıù´±¸1
’ª¸±Ú, ¢∂±˜ ¶§1±Ê1 Ò±1Ì±, ¡Û=±˚˛Ó¡œ1±Ê ·Í¡Ú, ¸±•x±ø˚˛fl¡ ¸•xœøÓ¡1
À1 ̧ —¶®±1 ≈̃‡œ ·±gœ¡ı±œ ø‰¡ôL±, ’± «̇ ’±1n∏  «̇Úfl¡ ∆˘› ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1
¸‘ø©Ü ˝í˘º ˘ÑœÒ1 ˙˜±«, Î¬◊À˜˙ ‰¡f ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, ÚÀ·f Ú±1±˚˛Ì Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ,
˝ø˘1±˜ ŒÎ¡fl¡±, fl‘¡¯û ̂ ”¡¤û±, ø¡ıø¡ÛÚ ‰¡f ¡ı1±, 1˜± ±˙ ’±ø ·äfl¡±À1 ’±ª±˝Ú
≈̊·1 ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 ¤ ◊̋ Ò±1±ÀÈ¡± ̧ ±Ô«fl¡ 1+¡ÛÓ¡ ’±·¡ıÏ¡ˇ± ◊̋ ∆˘ ̊ ±¡ıÕ˘ ̧ é¡˜ ∆˝øÂ˘º

’±˜±1 ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-¡ÛSÓ¡ ’±ª±˝Ú ̊ ≈·1 ·äÓ¡ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘Ú ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ˝í¡ıº
¸”‰¬fl¡ ̇ s – ’±ª±˝Ú ̊ ≈·,  ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä,  ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú,  ·±gœ¡ı±œ ’±˙«º

0.0.0 ’ªÓ¡1øÌfl¡± –
¡ı‘øÈ¡Â ̇ ±¸Ú1 ¡Û1± ̃ ≈Mê ̋ í¡ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡1± ̂ ¡±1Ó¡¡ı ∏̄«1 ̧ ≈œ‚« ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú

∆˝ ¡Ûø1øÂ˘ Œ¸˝◊ ¸˜˚˛1 ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ ÊÚ¸±Ò±1Ì1 ÊœªÚ ’±1n∏ ’±R±1 ¶ÛµÚ ¶§1+¡Ûº
¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Úfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1À˚˛˝◊ ·øÏ¡ˇ Î¬◊øÍ¡øÂ˘ ¤fl¡ ̧ ¡ı«ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ Ê±Ó¡œ˚˛ Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú±º
ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ¤È¡± ¸˜˚˛1 ’øÒfl¡±—˙ Í¡±˝◊ ’øÒfl¡±1 fl¡1± ¤˝◊ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1
õ∂øÓ¡2Âø¡ı‡Ú ’¸˜1 ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…ÀÓ¡± Ò”¸1 ∆˝ Ôfl¡± Ú±øÂ˘º ¤fl¡ õ∂ˆ¡±ª˙±˘œ ̃ ±Ò…˜ ¶§1+À¡Û
¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±À˜ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…À1± ˚ÀÔ©Ü ’—˙ ’øÒfl¡±1 fl¡ø1 ∆˘øÂ˘º fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±,
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸, Ú±È¡fl¡, ·ä, õ∂¡ıg ¸fl¡À˘±ÀÓ¡ ˙øMê˙±˘œ 1+¡ÛÓ¡ ˝◊ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1À˘º
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝Ó¡… ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 fl¡Ô±À1, ˆ¡±ÀªÀ1, ø‰¡ôL±À1 ˜≈‡1 ∆˝
¡Ûø1˘º Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ •ÛÀfl«¡ øÚÊ1 ’øˆ¡:Ó¡±fl¡, ø‰¡ôL±-ˆ¡±ªÚ±fl¡ ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1
Êø1˚˛ÀÓ¡ ˜”Ó«¡ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘À˘º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä› ¤˝◊ qˆ¡ ¸—Sê˜Ì1 ¡ı…øÓ¡Sê˜ ∆˝
Ú±Ô±øfl¡˘º ’±ª±˝Ú, 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1 À1 ̊ ≈· ̧ ‘ø©Üfl¡±1œ ’±À˘±‰¡ÚœÀ¡ı±1Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±˜1
õ∂ˆ¡±ª ̂ ¡±˘Õfl¡À˚˛ ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ̋ í˘º ø¡ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ ’±ª±˝Ú1 ̧ ˜˚˛À‰¡±ª±˝◊ ’±øÂ˘ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±
¸—¢∂±˜1 ¡Û”Ì«¡ÛÀ˚˛±ˆ¡11 ̧ ˜˚˛º 1921 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ ̃ ˝±R± ·±gœ1 ŒÚÓ‘¡QÓ¡ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±
’±Àµ±˘Ú ’±1y Œ˝±ª±1 ˘À· ˘À· ’¸˜ÀÓ¡± ˝◊˚˛±1 ¡ı…±¡Ûfl¡ ’±1n∏ ·ˆ¡œ1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª
¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ̋ í˘ ’±1n∏ ¤ ◊̋ ’±Àµ±˘Ú Œfl¡øffl¡ Úª-Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú±1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘Ú ‚øÈ¡øÂ˘ ’±ª±˝Ú
’±À˘±‰¡ÚœÓ¡º ’±ª±˝Ú õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝øÂ˘ 1929 ‰¡Ú1 ’À"±¡ı1 ̃ ±˝Ó¡º Œ¸À˚˛À˝ ’±ª±˝Ú1
¡Û±Ó¡ÀÓ¡˝◊ ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 ¡ÛÈ¡ˆ”¡ø˜Ó¡ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡1± ¸¡ı±«øÒfl¡ ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä Œ¡Û±ª±
˚±˚˛º ¡ı±ô¶ª ÊœªÚ1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘ÀÚÀ1 Ê±Ó¡œ˚˛ Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú±À1 ¸˜‘X ¤˝◊ ·äÀ¡ı±11 ¡Z±1±
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’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…˝◊ ¡ı±ô¶ªÒ˜œ« 1+¡ÛÓ¡ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1±1 ¸≈ø¡ıÒ± ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º
1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1 øÚÀÓ¡± ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡ øfl¡Â≈¸—‡…fl¡ ·ä1 ¸‘ø©Ü ˝í˘º

øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 Œ˙¯∏ ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ±ª±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¡ ÊøÎ¡ˇÓ¡ ’±øÂ˘ 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1
Ó¡1n∏Ì ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘º ø¡ıøˆ¡ißÊÚ ·äfl¡±À1 ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± Î¬◊¡Û¶ö±¡ÛÚÕ˙˘œÀ1 ¤˝◊
¸¡ı±«Rfl¡ õ∂ˆ¡±ªfl¡ ¶§œfl¡±1 fl¡ø1 ¤˝◊ ≈À˚˛±È¡± ˚≈·ÀÓ¡ ’ø¡ı¶ú1Ìœ˚˛ ·ä 1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1À˘º
¤È¡± ø¡ı¯∏˚˛Àfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 1ø‰¡Ó¡ Œ˝±ª±1 ¶§ÀQ› ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘1 ‘ø©Üˆ¡—·œ ’±1n∏
fl¡ÔÚÕ˙˘œ1 ¡Û‘Ôfl¡Ó¡±˝◊ ·äÀ¡ı±11 Œ¸±µ˚« ’±1n∏ &1n∏Q ’é≈¡J 1±ø‡À˘º 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1
¡Û1ªÓ¡œ« ¡Û˚±«˚˛ÀÓ¡± ¤˝◊ ø¡ı¯∏À˚˛ ø‰¡ôL±-‰¡‰¡±« øfl¡Â≈ ¡Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ’¡ı…±˝Ó¡ ’±øÂ˘º ’ªÀ˙…
¸˜˚˛ ¡ı±·1±1 ˘À· ˘À· ¶§±ˆ¡±øªfl¡ˆ¡±Àª˝◊ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª Sê˜˙– øô¶ø˜Ó¡
∆˝ ’±ø˝¡ıÕ˘ Òø1À˘º

’±˜±1 ¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-¡ÛSÓ¡ ë’±ª±˝ÚíÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¡Û±ª± ·äÀ¡ı±1À˝ ¸øißø¡ı©Ü fl¡1±
∆˝ÀÂº

0.0.1 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 Î¬◊ÀV˙… –
1992 ‰¡ÚÀÓ¡ ˙Ó¡¡ı¯∏« ’øÓ¡Sê˜ fl¡1± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 ˝◊øÓ¡˝±À¸ ’¸˜œ˚˛±

¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ¡ı≈1?œÓ¡ ¤fl¡ ‰¡˜fl¡õ∂ ’Ò…± ˛̊ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂº ˙Ó¡±sœ ’øÓ¡Sê˜ fl¡1± ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 Sê˜ø¡ıfl¡±˙1 ô¶1¸ ”̃̋  ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ∆¡ıø˙©Ü… ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¡ÚªQÀ1 Œõ∂±;˘º ˆ¡±1Ó¡1
¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±À˜› ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ¸˜ ˛̊ ¤ÀÂ±ª±Ó¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ·äfl¡ ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄̂ ¡±Àª õ∂ˆ¡±ª±øi§Ó¡
fl¡ø1øÂ˘º øfl¡c ¤˝◊ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ Œ˝±ª± ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-·Àª¯∏Ì± ’Ú…±Ú… ø¡ı¯∏˚˛Ó¡Õfl¡
Ó≈¡˘Ú±˜”˘fl¡ˆ¡±Àª fl¡˜º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·ä ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª1 ¡Û˚±«5
’±À˘±‰¡Ú± ¤øÓ¡ ˛̊±› Œ˝±ª± Ú± ◊̋º ’Ô‰¡ ¤ ◊̋ÀÈ¡± ¤È¡± ‡≈À¡ı ◊̋ &1n∏Q¡Û”Ì« ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛º ø¡ıô¶‘Ó¡
·Àª ∏̄Ì±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋̊ ˛±Ó¡ ˚ÀÔ©Ü ¸˜˘ ’±ÀÂº Œ¸À ˛̊À˝ ¤ ◊̋ ø¡ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡, ·Àª ∏̄fl¡ ’±1n∏
ø˙é¡fl¡, Â±S-Â±Sœ¸fl¡˘fl¡ ’ª·Ó¡ fl¡À1±ª±1 Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙…À1 ¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-¡ÛS õ∂dÓ¡ fl¡ø1
ŒÓ¡±˘± ∆˝ÀÂº ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±˜1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¡øSê˚̨± ’±ª±˝Ú ̊ ≈·1 ’¸˜œ˚̨± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·äÓ¡
øfl¡À1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ∆˝øÂ˘ Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ø¡ı‰¡±1-ø¡ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘  ¤ ◊̋  ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-
¡ÛS1 ¡Z±1± õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº

0.0.2 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¡Ûø1¸1 –
ë’±ª±˝Ú ≈̊·1 ‰≈¡øÈ¡·äÓ¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘Úí - ¤ ◊̋ ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¡± ø¡ıô¶‘Ó¡

’±1n∏ ·ˆ¡œ1º ¤ ◊̋ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ·Àª ∏̄Ì±1 Ô˘ ’±ÀÂ, ·Àª ∏̄Ì±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¡Û˚±«5 ¸˜˘ ’±ÀÂº
øfl¡c ¤‡Ú é≈¡^ ¡Ûø1¸11 ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-¡ÛSÓ¡ ◊̋̊ ˛±1 ¸±˜ø¢∂fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± ¸yª¡Û1 Ú˝ ˛̊º
Œ¸À ˛̊À˝ ¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-¡ÛSÓ¡ ”̃̆ Ó¡– ë’±ª±˝Úí1 ·äø‡øÚfl¡À˝ ¸±˜ø1¡ı1 Œ‰¡©Ü± fl¡1±
∆˝ÀÂº ◊̋̊ ˛±1 Î¬◊¡Ûø1 ◊̋̊ ˛±1 ˘·Ó¡ ¸•Ûøfl«¡Ó¡ ’Ú…±Ú… ·ä ¸—fl¡˘Ú, õ∂¡ıg ,’±À˘±‰¡Úœ
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’±ø1 ¡Û1±› Ó¡Ô… ¸—¢∂˝ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº ¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-¡ÛS1 1‰¡Ú±Õ˙˘œÓ¡ ¡ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡
’±1n∏ ø¡ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì±Rfl¡ ¡ÛXøÓ¡ õ∂À ˛̊±· fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº

1.0.0 ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ¡Ûø1‰¡ ˛̊ –
’¸˜œ˚̨± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 Êij ’±1n∏ ø¡ıfl¡±˙1 Œé¡SÓ¡ 1889 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¡±1 ¡Û1± õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡

ëŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œí ’±À˘±‰¡ÚœÀ˚̨ ’ø¡ı¶ú1Ìœ˚̨ ’ø1˝Ì± Œ˚±·± ◊̋øÂ˘º ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…Õ˘ 1˜Ú± ¡̧ı±1
ŒÏ¡Ã fl¡øÏ¡̌˚̨± ◊̋ ’Ú± ¸¡ı«õ∂Ô˜ ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ ëŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œí1 Êij ◊̋ õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡±Ô«Ó¡ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨±
¸±ø˝Ó¡…À1± ÊÀij±»¸ªº ¤ ◊̋ ¡Û±Â Ûø1 Ôfl¡± ’±g±1 Œ˙Õ˘ ŒÊ±Ú±fl¡ Ú˜± ◊̋ ’Ú±1 ̧ —fl¡äÀ1
ŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œÀ˚̨ ø˚À1 ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…Õ˘ ŒÊ±ª±1 ’±øÚÀ˘, ŒÓ¡ÀÚÀ1 ëŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œí1 ¡Û±Ó¡ÀÓ¡
õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¡Û±ª± õ∂Ô˜ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 ¶⁄©Ü±1+À¡Û ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¡ıÊ¡ı1n∏ª±1 fl‘¡øÓ¡Q ’±1n∏

≈̧‡…±øÓ¡ ˚±Î¬◊øÓ¡ ≈̊·œ˚̨± ∆˝ 1í˘º
’¸˜œ ˛̊± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 ¤ ◊̋ ¡ı≈1?œÕ˘ ˘é¡… fl¡ø1À˘ Œ‡± ˚± ˛̊ ◊̋̊ ˛±1 õ∂Ò±Ú ≈̊·Àfl¡ ◊̋È¡±

¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ̊ ≈·±ôLfl¡±1œ ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ1 Ú±˜fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 Ú±˜±—øfl¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº ¤ ◊̋ ̊ ≈·Àfl¡ ◊̋È¡±
˝í˘ SêÀ˜ ŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œ ≈̊·, ’±ª±˝Ú ≈̊·, 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ≈̊· ’±1n∏ Ó¡±1 ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ Î¬◊M1 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈
≈̊·º ·øÓ¡Àfl¡ Œ‡± ̊ ± ˛̊ Œ˚ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 Î¬◊æª ’±1n∏ Sê˜ø¡ıfl¡±˙1 Ò±1±ÀÈ¡± ’¸˜œ ˛̊±

¡ÛøSfl¡±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¡ ›Ó¡Àõ∂±Ó¡ˆ¡±Àª ÊøÎ¡ˇÓ¡ ’±1n∏ ≈̊· ‘̧ø©Üfl¡±1œ ¡ÛøSfl¡±Àfl¡ ◊̋‡Ú ’±øÂ˘
Œ¸ ◊̋ ≈̊·1 ’±R±¶§1+¡Û, ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ ’±1n∏ ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ’Ú≈̂ ”¡øÓ¡1 ÒıÊ±¡ı±˝fl¡º

ëŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œí ̊ ≈·1 ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ 1929 ‰¡Ú1 ’À"±¡ı1 ̃ ±˝Ó¡ Î¡±– œÚÚ±Ô ̇ ˜±«1 ̧ •Û±Ú±
’±1n∏ ÚÀ·f Ú±1± ˛̊Ì Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ1 ¡Û‘á¡À¡Û± ∏̄fl¡Ó¡±Ó¡ fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¡±1 3 Ú— Œ·±ø¡ıµ Œ¡ı±¸ Œ˘Ú1
¤È¡± ̂ ¡±Î¡ˇ±‚11 ¡Û1± õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ̋ í˘ ’±ª±˝Ú ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ [Œ¡ıøÂˆ¡±· ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±ÀÓ¡ ¤ ◊̋À1
Î¬◊À~‡ ’±ÀÂ ˚ø› õ∂Ô˜ ¸—‡…±1 ’±ª±˝Ú1 ø¡ÛÂÙ¡±À˘ ëfl¡±˜1+¡Û Œõ∂ÂÓ¡ ≈̃ø^Ó¡ ’±1n∏
42 Ú— ¡ı±≈1 ¡ı±·±Ú ©Ü™œÈ¡1 ¡Û1± õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡í ¡ı≈ø˘À˝ ’±ÀÂ]º ’±ª±˝ÀÚ ’¸˜1 Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊
ÊœªÚÕ˘ ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¡Ú ’±À˘±Î¡ˇÚ ’±øÚÀ˘º ’±ª±˝Ú õ∂fl¡±˙1 ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÂ±ª± ’±øÂ˘ ’¸˜,
ˆ¡±1Ó¡¡ı ∏̄«Àfl¡ Òø1 ̧ ˜¢∂ ø¡ıù´1 ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋ ’øÓ¡˙ ˛̊ &1n∏Q¡Û”Ì«º ̧ ˜¢∂ ø¡ıù´ fl“¡¡Û± ◊̋ õ∂Ô˜ ̃ ˝±¸˜1
¸—‚øÈ¡Ó¡ ∆˝ ∆·ÀÂ, 1n∏‰¡ ø¡ıõ≠ª1 ÚªÊ±·1ÀÌ› ŒÏ¡Ãª± ◊̋ øÚÀÂ ¡Û‘øÔªœ ’±1n∏ Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¡
¸˜¢∂ ˆ¡±1Ó¡¡ı¯∏«Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ŒÊ±ª±1 Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂº ’¸˝À˚±· ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ
¸¡ı«S¡õ∂¸±1 ̆ ±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº ’¸˜Àfl¡± ¤ ◊̋ ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ŒÊ±fl¡±ø1 ∆·ÀÂº ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 ÒıøÚÀ1
¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 ŒÓ¡øÓ¡ ˛̊± ’¸˜1 ’±fl¡±˙-¡ıÓ¡±˝ ≈̃‡ø1Ó¡º ¸…·øÍ¡Ó¡ fl¡—À¢∂ÂÓ¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
˜Ò…ø¡ıM1 ¤fl¡¡ı≈ÊÚ ’—˙ ◊̋ Œ˚±·±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂº &ª±˝±È¡œ1 ¡Û±G≈Ó¡ fl¡—À¢∂Â1 ¸¡ı«̂ ¡±1Ó¡œ ˛̊
’øÒÀª˙Ú1 ¸Ù¡˘Ó¡±À1 ¸•Ûiß fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº ’± ◊̋Ú ’˜±Ú… ’±Àµ±˘Ú ŒÓ¡øÓ¡ ˛̊± ≈ª±1
ø˘Ó¡º ŒÓ¡ÀÚ ¤fl¡ &1n∏Q¡Û”Ì« ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¡ Êij ˝í˘ ’±ª±˝Ú1º

Œ¸ ◊̋ ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¡ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ’¸˜1 ÊÚ¸±Ò±1Ìfl¡ ’øÓ¡ ·ˆ¡œ1ˆ¡±Àª
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Œ1‡±¡Û±Ó¡ fl¡ø1øÂ˘ ’±1n∏ ¤ ◊̋ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ÚÓ≈¡Ú ’± «̇ ’±1n∏ Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú±  õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ∆˝øÂ˘
’±ª±˝ÚÓ¡º ¤ ◊̋ ø¡ı ∏̄À˚̨ œÚÚ±Ô ̇ ˜±«̋ ◊ ∆fl¡ÀÂ - ë1921 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡ Ê≈ø1 ø¡ıËøÈ¡Â ̧ ±•⁄±Ê…¡ı±œ
ø¡ıÀ1±Òœ Ê±Ó¡œ˚̨ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 Œ¸±“Ó¡ ∆¡ı ∆·øÂ˘º Ó¡±1 ŒÏ¡ÃÀª ¡Û”ª õ∂±ôL1 ’¸˜Àfl¡± õ≠±øªÓ¡
fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ø¡ıËøÈ¡Â ¸±•⁄±Ê…¡ı±1 ø¡ı1n∏ÀX ¸—¢∂±˜Ó¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± Ê±Ó¡œ˚̨ Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú± ¡ıU &ÀÌ ¡ı±øÏ¡̌
˚±˚̨º ¤ ◊̋ Úª-Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú± ◊̋ ’±˜±1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ ÚÓ≈¡Ú ŒÓ¡Ê1 ¸=±1 fl¡À1º ’±ª±˝Ú ¤ ◊̋ ˜˝»
Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú±1 ’±ª˙…y±ªœ ‘̧ø©Üº [˙˜±«, œÚÚ±Ô, ’¸˜œ˚̨± ¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ’±ª± √̋√Ú 2]

·øÓ¡Àfl¡ ¶§±ˆ¡±øªfl¡ˆ¡±Àª ◊̋ ’±ª±˝Ú ≈̊·Ó¡ ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 ¡ÛÈ¡ ”̂¡ø˜Ó¡
ˆ¡±À˘˜±Ú ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä ·Ï¡ˇ ∆˘ Î¬◊øÍ¡˘º ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Úfl¡ ∆˘ Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜ ˛̊1
˜±Ú≈̋ 1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡ ¤fl¡ Œ±À˜±Ê±À1± ̧ ‘ø©Ü ∆˝øÂ˘, ’±˙—fl¡±À1± Î¬◊»¡ÛøM ∆˝øÂ  ̆, ¡ı±fl¡-ø¡ıÓ¡G±,
˜Ó¡±ÕÚfl¡…À1± ¸‘ø©Ü ∆˝øÂ˘º Â±S-Â±SœÀ˚˛ Œ˚øÓ¡˚˛± ¶≈®˘-fl¡À˘Ê Ó¡…±· fl¡ø1À˘
’ªÒ±ø1Ó¡ˆ¡±Àª ◊̋ ’øˆ¡ˆ¡±ªfl¡¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ÚÀÓ¡± ø¡ZÒ± ’±1n∏ ̇ —fl¡±1 ̧ ”‰¡Ú± ̋ í˘º ¤ ◊̋À¡ı±1À1±
õ∂fl¡±˙ ’±ª±˝Ú1 ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä1 ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ˝ ˛̊º

˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ŒÚÓ‘¡Q1 ’±1y Œ˝±ª± ¤ ◊̋ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú Œfl¡ª˘ 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡
’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ˝◊ Ú±øÂ˘, ˝◊ ’±øÂ˘ ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ ¸—¶®±1À1± ¤fl¡ ˙øMê˙±˘œ ˜±Ò…˜º ¤˝◊
’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ’±Ò±1ÀÓ¡ ◊̋  ÊÚ¸±Ò±1Ì1 ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ¶§±ª˘ø•§Ó¡±, ø˙é¡±1 ̧ •x¸±1Ì ’±1n∏
Ú±1œ- ≈̃øMê1 ¡ı±À¡ı õ∂À‰¡©Ü± ‰¡À˘±ª± ∆˝øÂ˘º ·±gœÊœ1 ¤ ◊̋ ̧ ˜±Ê ̧ —¶®±1 ≈̃‡œ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
õ∂ˆ¡±ªÓ¡ ’±ª±˝Ú ≈̊·Ó¡ øfl¡Â≈ ¸—‡…fl¡ ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä ø˘‡± ˝í˘º 1±˜1±Ê… ¶ö±¡ÛÚ1 Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙…À1
¸±•x±ø ˛̊fl¡ ¸•xœøÓ¡ ’È≈¡È¡ 1±ø‡¡ıÕ˘Àfl¡± ˚ÀÔ©Ü ¸—‡…fl¡ ·ä 1‰¡Ú± fl¡1± ∆˝øÂ˘º ◊̋̊ ˛±1
øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ õ∂Ò±Ú ’±øÂ˘ ø˝µ≈- ≈̃Â˘˜±Ú1 ¸•xœøÓ¡º ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 Ú±1œ- ≈̃øMê1 ¡ı±ÌœÀ ˛̊
’¸˜Àfl¡± ¶Û «̇ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ≈̊· ≈̊· Òø1 ’gø¡ıù´±¸ ’±1n∏ ø˙é¡±˝œÚ1 fl¡¡ı˘1 õ∂øÓ¡ Ôfl¡±
’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ú±1œfl¡ Ê·±¡ıÕ˘ ’±ª±˝Ú1 ¡Û±Ó¡Ó¡ ˆ¡±À˘¸—‡…fl¡ ·ä1 ‘̧ø©Ü ˝í˘º ’±ª±˝Ú
˚≈·Ó¡ ’¸˜1 ø˙é¡±1 Œé¡SÓ¡ ‚È¡± õ∂¸±À1› Ú±1œ-˜≈øMê ’±Àµ±˘Úfl¡ ¸øSê˚˛ ’±1n∏
˙øMê˙±˘œ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘À˘º

ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚̨ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘Ú ’±ª±˝Ú ’±1n∏ ¡Û1ªÓ¡œ« ¡Û˚±«̊ Ǫ́¡ 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1
øfl¡Â≈̧ —‡…fl¡ ·äÓ¡ ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ̋ ˚̨º ’ªÀ˙… 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈Ó¡ Œ¡ıøÂÕfl¡ õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ∆˝øÂ˘ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1
õ∂øÓ¡ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ 1 Œ˜±˝ˆ¡—·1 ø‰¡S‡ÚÀ˝º 1950-51 ‰¡Ú1 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡øÂ˘º ŒÓ¡øÓ¡˚̨±
ˆ¡±1ÀÓ¡ ̋ ◊øÓ¡˜ÀÒ… ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̆ ±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 Ù¡˘|n∏øÓ¡Ó¡ ̧ ‘ø©Ü Œ˝±ª± Œ˙ ø¡ıˆ¡±ÊÚ1
fl¡˘—øfl¡Ó¡ ’Ò…±À˚̨ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä ·1øfl¡ ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂº ¶§õüˆ¡—·1 Œ¡ıÚ± ◊̋ Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜˚̨1
¸±Ò±1Ì ˜±Ú≈̋ ø‡øÚfl¡ ø•⁄̊ ˛̃ ±Ú fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘øÂ˘º ¡Û1˜ ’±fl¡±—øé¡Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 õ∂øÓ¡ ˜±Ú≈̋ 1
Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜˚̨Ó¡ Œ˜±˝ˆ¡—· ‚øÈ¡˘º ¡ıœÀ1f fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ¡A±‰¡± «̊, ∆‰¡˚̨ ’±s≈̆  ˜±ø˘fl¡,Œ˜øÚœ
Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ ’±ø1 ·äÓ¡ ¤ ◊̋ ¸˜˚̨ÀÂ±ª± ◊̋ ¡ı±0˚̨ 1+¡Û ¡Ûø1¢∂˝ fl¡ø1ÀÂº
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’±ª±˝Ú ‰¡ø˘ Ôfl¡± ’ª¶ö±ÀÓ¡ ̆ ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¡ıÊ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ŒÚÓ‘¡QÓ¡ ¡ı±“̋ œ ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ‡ÀÚ±
õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝ ’±øÂ˘º 1909 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ ’±1y ∆˝ 1938 ‰¡Ú1 Œ¡ıÊ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ‘̃Ó≈¡…Õ˘Àfl¡ ¡ı±“̋ œ
’±1n∏ Œ¡ıÊ¡ı1n∏ª± ’øˆ¡iß ∆˝À ˛̊̋ ◊ ’±øÂ˘º 1932 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ ¡ı±“̋ œ [20 ˙ ¡ıÂ1, 7˜ ̧ —‡…±]Ó¡
Œ¡ıÊ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ë¡Û±Ó¡ ≈̃·œí ·ä õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ˝í˘º ¤ ◊̋ ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ¡Û±Ó¡ ≈̃·œÀ ˛̊ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1
’± «̇À1 ÊœªÚ ’øÓ¡¡ı±ø˝Ó¡ fl¡1±1 ø¸X±ôL ∆˘ÀÂº ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ‘ø©Üˆ¡—·œÀ1 ø˘‡± ¤ ◊̋
·äÀÈ¡± ¡ıU‰¡ø‰«¡Ó¡ ’±1n∏ ¡ıU¡ÛøÍ¡Ó¡º Ó¡± ◊̋fl¡ ø¡ı ˛̊± fl¡1± ◊̋ ˝Í¡±ÀÓ¡ Ó¡…±· fl¡ø1 ’‘̇ … Œ˝±ª±
ø·ø1À ˛̊fl¡1 ¤ ◊̋ ≈¡ı…«ª˝±1Ó¡ ¡Û±Ó¡ ≈̃·œÀ ˛̊ ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂ ¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ Ê±øÓ¡1 õ∂ª=Ú± ’±1n∏ øÚá≈¡1Ó¡±1
õ∂˜±Ìº Œ¸À ˛̊À˝ Ó¡± ◊̋ ·±“ªÀ1 ±À ˛̊fl¡1 ∆¸ÀÓ¡ ø·ø1À ˛̊fl¡1 ø¡ı1n∏ÀX fl¡Â±1œÓ¡ Œ·±‰¡1
Ó¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ∆·ÀÂº Œ¸ ◊̋ ˚±S±ÀÓ¡ ¡Û±Ó¡ ≈̃·œÀ ˛̊ ’±¡ı ˛̧̊ œ ˛̊± ±À ˛̊fl¡1 ŒÓ¡ÀÚ ◊̋ é¡ÀôLfl¡œ ˛̊±
≈¡ı«̆ Ó¡±1 Î¬◊̃ ±Ú ¡Û±À˘º õ∂Ô˜±ª¶ö±Ó¡ Ó¡± ◊̋ ±À ˛̊fl¡1 ¤ ◊̋ Œ˙±‰¡Úœ ˛̊ ’ª¶ö± Î¬◊¡ÛÀˆ¡±·
fl¡ø1ÀÂ ˚ø› ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ ˜≈˝”Ó«¡ÀÓ¡ øÚÊÀfl¡ ¸•§1Ì fl¡ø1 ·yœ1 1+¡Û Ò±1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ ’±1n∏
’ˆ¡±ªÚœ ˛̊̂ ¡±Àª Ó¡± ◊̋1 ¡Ûø1ªÓ«¡Ú ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº Ó¡± ◊̋1 õ∂øÓ¡ fl¡1± ’ø¡ı‰¡±11 õ∂øÓ¡¡ı± ¶§1+À¡Û
ø·ø1À ˛̊fl¡1 Ú±˜Ó¡ Œ·±‰¡1 Ó¡1±1 ø¸X±ôL ¡Û±Ó¡ ≈̃·œÀ ˛̊ ¡Ûø1Ó¡…±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ ’±1n∏ ˜˝±R±
·±gœ1 ’ø˝—¸±1 ’±˙«À1 ¶§À˙ ’±1n∏ ’±Ó«¡ÊÚ1 ˝Àfl¡ ÊœªÚÀÈ¡± Î¬◊Â·±« fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘
¸—fl¡ä¡ıX ∆˝ÀÂ - ë˜ ◊̋ Œ˜±1 ̃ ÚÀÈ¡± ø˙˘1 ‡≈øÈ¡ Œ˚ÀÚÕfl¡ ¡ı±øgÀ˘±º ̃ ˝±R± ·±gœ1 ¡ı±fl¡…
ø˙1Ó¡ ∆˘ ˜ ◊̋ ¶§À˙ ’±1n∏ ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ˝íÀfl¡ ‚± ◊̋Õfl¡ ≈‡œ ˛̊±1 ˝Àfl¡ Œ˜±1 ¤ ◊̋ ÊœªÚÀÈ¡±
Î¬◊Â·±« fl¡ø1À˘±ºí[˙ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊± 253] ¡Û±Ó¡ ≈̃·œ ¤ÊÚœ ¸±Ò±1Ì fl≈¡˜±1 Ê±Ó¡1 Œ‡øÚ ˛̊±1
ŒÂ±ª±˘œ - ø˙é¡±-œé¡±1 ¡Û1± ø˚ ¡ıU ’±“Ó¡1Ó¡º ̂ ¡1 Œ˚ÃªÚÀÓ¡ Ó¡± ◊̋fl¡ ø·ø1À ˛̊Àfl¡ ¡Ûø1Ó¡…±·
fl¡ø1À˘º Œ¸ ◊̋ÊÚœ ¡Û±Ó¡ ≈̃·œÀ ˛̊̋ ◊ ◊̋̃ ±ÀÚ ◊̋ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ’ø˝—¸± ˜ÀLaÀ1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª±øi§Ó¡
’±1n∏ ’Ú≈õ∂±øÌÓ¡ ˝í˘ Œ˚ ø·ø1À ˛̊fl¡1 Ú±˜Ó¡ Œ·±‰¡1 ø¡ıÕ˘ ¡ı± ø Ó¡± ◊̋ ¶§À˙ ’±1n∏
¶§ÊÚ1 ˜—·˘1 ’ÀÔ« fl¡±˜ fl¡1±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ’±RÓ¡…±·œ ø¸X±ôL ˘í¡ıÕ˘ ¸é¡˜ ∆˝ÀÂº

¤ ◊̋ ‚È¡Ú± ◊̋ Œ¸ ◊̋ ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¡ ’±˜±1 ÊÚ¸±Ò±1Ì1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡ ·±gœ¡ı±œ ’± «̇ ’±1n∏ ¶§1±Ê
’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¸¡ı«ÀÓ¡±õ∂¸±1œ õ∂ˆ¡±ª ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¡øSê ˛̊±1 fl¡Ô±Àfl¡ ”̧‰¡± ˛̊º

’±ª±˝Ú1 Êij˘¢üÀ1 ¡Û1± ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 õ∂øÓ¡ Ôfl¡± ≈̧Ó¡œ¡ıË ˝±ø¡ı ˛̊±¸ ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ˝ ˛̊º
õ∂Ô˜ ¡ıÂ1, õ∂Ô˜ ¸—‡…±Ó¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¡Û±ª± ¸•Û±fl¡œ ˛̊Ó¡ ë¡ı1˘±È¡1 Œ‚± ∏̄Ì±í ¸µ «̂¡Ó¡
˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 Î¬◊X‘øÓ¡ ø ˛̊± ∆˝ÀÂº ëŒÓ¡±˜±À˘±Àfl¡ ’±˜±fl¡ ¸±ø1¡ıÕ˘ ’±·¡ı±øÏ¡ˇÀ˘ ’±ø˜
ø¡ÛÂ ¡Ûø1 Ú±˚±›“, øfl¡c ’±ôLø1fl¡Ó¡± Ú˝íÀ˘ ’±˜±1 ¸˝À˚±ø·Ó¡± ŒÚ±À¡Û±ª±º ¡ı‘øÈ¡Â
1±ÊÚœøÓ¡¸fl¡À˘ Œ˚ÀÚˆ¡±Àª ˆ¡±1Ó¡fl¡ ˆ≈¡ª± ø¡ıÕ˘ ‰¡±˝◊ÀÂ Œ¸˝◊ øÚ ¤øÓ¡˚˛± ’±1n∏
Ú± ◊̋ºí[’±ª±˝√√Ú, ¸•Û±fl¡œ ˛̊ 111] õ∂Ô˜ ¡ıÂ1, ∏̄á¡ ¸—‡…±1 ’±ª±˝Ú1 ¸•Û±fl¡œ ˛̊Ó¡
œÚÚ±Ô ˙˜±«̋ ◊¡ ø˘ø‡ÀÂ ’± ◊̋Ú ’˜±Ú… ’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¡ ˜ø˝˘±1 ”̂¡ø˜fl¡± ’±1n∏ ¸Ó¡…±¢∂˝
’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¡ ø¡ıÀ˙œ ¡ı¶a ¡ıÊ«Ú1 ¸±Ô«fl¡Ó¡± ’±1n∏ Â±S-Â±Sœ1 ø¡ı ∏̄À ˛̊º õ∂Ô˜ ¡ıÂ1, õ∂Ô˜
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¸—‡…± ’±ª±˝ÚÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝øÂ˘ ÚÀ·f Ú±1± ˛̊Ì Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ1 ëŒ¡Û±˝1œí ·äÀÈ¡±º ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊
¸˜±Ê‡Ú1 ∆¸ÀÓ¡ ŒÓ¡›“1 ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ¡Ûø1ø‰¡øÓ¡ ’±øÂ˘º ŒÓ¡›“1 Œ¡ıøÂˆ¡±· ·ä ◊̋ ’±ªøÓ«¡Ó¡
∆˝ÀÂ ¤ ◊̋ ¸˜±Ê‡Úfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1º Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜ ˛̊1 é¡ø ˛̊̄ ≈û Êø˜±1œ ¸˜±Ê, ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊
¸˝Ê-¸1˘ ÊœªÚ, fl≈¡¸—¶®±11 ¡ıø˘ Œ˝±ª± Ú±1œ1 ÊœªÚ ¤ ◊̋À¡ı±1fl¡ ∆˘À ˛̊̋ ◊ ŒÓ¡›“1
·äÀ¡ı±1 ø˘‡± ∆˝ÀÂº ëŒ¡Û±˝1œí ·äÀÈ¡±1 Êø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¡ Œ˘‡fl¡ ¸1˘ ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ·±ˆ¡1n∏
Œ¡Û±˝1œ1 Œõ∂˜ ’±1n∏ Ó¡…±·1 ˜ø˝˜± ˜ «̃¶Û˙œ« 1+¡ÛÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂº ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ Œ˚±S¡ı±Ú
˜±Ú≈̋ 1 ˙Í¡Ó¡±, ’Ú…± ˛̊1 ¡Û1± ˝±Ó¡ ¸±ø1¡ıÕ˘ Œ¡Û±˝1œ1 ø¡ÛÓ‘¡ ˆ¡±À±1 ≈̃À‡À1 ·±gœ1
1±˜1±Ê…1 ’±fl¡±—‡…± ¡ı…Mê fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº ø¸ ˜ÀÚ ˜ÀÚ ˆ¡±ø¡ıÀ˘ - ëŒfl¡øÓ¡ ˛̊± ·±gœ1 1±Ê…
˝í¡ıºí[’’±ª± √̋√Ú 16] ÚÀ·f Ú±1± ˛̊Ì Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ1 ’±ª±˝Ú õ∂Ô˜ ¡ıÂ1, 12 ˙ ¸—‡…±Ó¡
õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝øÂ˘ ë’¸•Û”Ì« ’± ◊̋Úí Ú±˜1 ·äøÈ¡º ¤ ◊̋ ·äÀÈ¡±ÀÓ¡± ’¸˝À˚±· ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
õ∂øÓ¡2Âø¡ı ¤‡Ú Œ¡Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º ◊̋̊ ˛±1 ¡ı‘X ’±…Ú±Ô1 ø¡ı¡ı±˝1 õ∂døÓ¡fl¡ ∆˘ ø‰¡øSÓ¡ fl¡1±
∆˝ÀÂ ¤fl¡ ˝±¸…1¸±Rfl¡ ¡Ûø1Àª˙º Œ˙Ó¡ ŒÓ¡øÓ¡ ˛̊± ¸¡ı«SÀÓ¡ ’¸˝À˚±· ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
ŒÊ±ª±1 Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂº ≈·±«¡Û”Ê±ÀÓ¡± ˚±ÀÓ¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±Àª ø¡ı˘±Ó¡œ ¡ıd øÚøfl¡ÀÚ, ¤ ◊̋ ¡ı±À¡ı ˝±È¡-
¡ıÊ±1Ó¡ ŒÊ±1-ø¡ÛÀfl¡øÈ¡— ‰¡ø˘ÀÂº ̧ Ó¡…±¢∂˝ fl¡1±1 ’¡Û1±ÒÓ¡ ¡Û≈ø˘ÀÂ Œ¶§2Â±À¸ªfl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡
Òø1 ∆˘ ∆·øÂ˘º ¤ ◊̋ õ∂¸—·Ó¡ ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ¶§1±Ê1 ÒıøÚ
Î¬◊2Â±ø1Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂ – ëŒ¶§2Â±À¸ªfl¡ø¡ı˘±fl¡1 ’±øÊ ø¡ı‰¡±1 ̋ í¡ıº fl¡Â±1œ ‚1  «̇Àfl¡À1 ¡Ûø1¡Û”Ì«
∆˝ÀÂº ¡Û≈ø˘À‰¡ ¡ı±øÂ ¡ı±øÂ Œfl¡ ◊̋ÊÚ˜±Ú ˆ¡±˘ ˜±Ú≈̋ fl¡ Œ˝ øˆ¡Ó¡1Õ˘ Œ¸±˜±¡ıÕ˘ øÀ˘,
fl¡±1Ì ¸fl¡À˘±Õ˘ Œ˝ ◊̋ Í¡± ◊̋1 Ú±È¡øÚº ¡ı±ø˝1Ó¡ øÔ ˛̊ ∆˝ ¸fl¡À˘±Àª ë˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 Ê ˛̊í,
ë¶§1±Ê1 Ê ˛̊í ¡ı≈ø˘ ‚ÀÚ ‚ÀÚ ø‰¡¤ûø1 øfl¡ø¡ıøfl¡ fl“¡¡Û± ◊̋ Ó≈¡ø˘À˘ºí [’±ª±˝Ú 1215]

˜˝œ‰¡f ¡ı1± ë’±ª±˝Úí ̊ ≈·1 ’Ú…Ó¡˜ ·äfl¡±1º Œ¡ıÊ¡ı1n∏ª± ◊̋ õ∂øÓ¡á¡± fl¡ø1 ∆Ô Œ˚±ª±
˝±¸…-¡ı…—· 1¸1 Ò±1±ÀÈ¡±1 ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡ ≈̧À˚±·… Î¬◊M1±øÒfl¡±1œº õ∂Ô˜ ¡ıÂ1, ∏̄á¡ ¸—‡…±
ë’±ª±˝ÚíÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ¤ ◊̋ ·äfl¡±11 ëfl¡±Î¬◊øk˘ ¡ı ˛̊fl¡È¡í1 ’±fl¡ø¶úfl¡ ’±1yøÌ ¤ ◊̋À1
∆˝ÀÂ - ë‡¡ı1 ‰¡˜»fl¡±1íº ̋ ◊̃ ±Ú øÚ ø˚˝Àfl¡ ̂ ¡±ø¡ıøÂ˘ Œ¸˚̨± ◊̋ ̋ í˘º ’¸˝À˚±· ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
¡Û≈Ú1 ’±øªˆ¡±«¡ıº fl¡—À¢∂Â1 Œ˙ ∏̄ ø¸X±ôL, ̃ ˝±R±1 ¡ı±Ìœ, Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡—À¢∂Â ̧ ˆ¡… ◊̋ ¡ı± fl¡—À¢∂Â1
õ∂øÓ¡ Ôfl¡± fl¡±Î¬◊øk˘1 ̆ ·Ó¡ ̧ —|ª 1±ø‡¡ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1¡ıºí ¤ ◊̋ ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ Ú¡ıœÚ ’±1n∏ õ∂¡ıœÌ ≈È¡±
˘1 ̃ Ó¡±ÕÚfl¡… ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº 1±˚̨¡ı±˝±≈1 ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ̃ ÀÓ¡ fl¡—À¢∂ÀÂ ◊̋ Œ˙‡Ú ‡±À˘, ŒÎ¡fl¡± ̆ í1±À¡ı±11
”̃1À¡ı±1 Œ‰¡±¡ı±À˘º ’±Ú˝±ÀÓ¡ ·±gœ¡ı±œ ’± «̇À1 Î¬◊¡Z≈X Ú¡ıœÀÚ ∆fl¡ÀÂ - ë ≈̊·±ªÓ¡±1 ˜˝±R±

·±gœ1 Ó¡…±·1 ’± «̇ ∆˘ ’±·¡ı±Ï¡̌fl¡, “̊Ó¡1Ó¡ ”̧Ó¡± fl¡±È¡fl¡, fl¡±À¡Û±1 ¡ıífl¡, ˘í1±1 ø˙é¡± ¡ıg
fl¡1fl¡, ŒÂ±ª±˘œfl¡ ø¡ı˚̨± ¶öø·Ó¡ 1±‡fl¡ - Œ˙ ¶§±ÒœÚ ˝í¡ıÕ˘ ø˚̨fl¡, Ó≈¡2Â ¡ı‘øM ¡Ûø1Ó¡…±·
fl¡1fl¡ºí[’±ª±˝Ú 630] ’±Àfl¡Ã ¤¡ı±1 1±˚˛¡ı±˝±≈À1 fl¡Ô± õ∂¸—·Ó¡ fl¡—À¢∂Â ŒÚÓ¡±-
¡Û±ø˘ÀÚÓ¡± “̋Ó¡1 ¶§±Ô«Ài§̄ ∏œ 1+¡Û Œø‡ Ó¡±ø2Â˘… fl¡À1±ÀÓ¡ Ú¡ıœÀÚ Î¬◊M1 øÀÂ - ëŒÚÓ¡±¸fl¡À˘
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ø˚ øfl¡ Úfl¡1fl¡ Œ˜±1 ̃ ±ÚÓ¡ øfl¡c fl¡—À¢∂Â1 ̃ ˝±R±1 ¡ı±Ìœ Œ¡ı¡ı±fl¡…º Ó¡±fl¡ ’±‡À1 ’±‡À1
¡Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ Œ‰¡©Ü± fl¡ø1˜º Œ˙Ó¡ ŒÚÓ¡±1 ’ˆ¡±ª ˝íÀ˘› fl¡˜œ«1 ’ˆ¡±ª Ú±˝◊º
Œ˙˜±Ó‘¡fl¡±1 fl¡1n∏Ì ’± 3̋±ÚÓ¡ Ó¡1n∏Ì ˙øMê ’±øÊ Ê±¢∂Ó¡ ∆˝ Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂºí[’±ª±˝Ú 631]
fl¡±Î¬◊øk˘1 ¡Û¡ıœ1 ¡ı±À¡ı 1± ˛̊¡ı±˝±≈1 ¡ı1n∏ª± ‰¡±˝±¡ı ’±1n∏ ¶ö±Úœ ˛̊ ̃ ≈ø‰¡À¡ı±11 ‰¡±«1 ¿ø‰¡1Ó¡Ú
≈̃ø‰¡1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ øÚ¡ı±«‰¡Ú ’Ú≈øá¡Ó¡ ˝í˘ ’±1n∏ ø¡ı¡Û≈̆  Œˆ¡±È¡Ó¡ ≈̃ø‰¡ øÊøfl¡˘º ≈̃ø‰¡fl¡ Œˆ¡±È¡

ø¡ıÕ˘ ·±“Àª ·±“Àª ≈̊ªfl¡1 À˘ ˝±Ó¡Ó¡ Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ¡ÛÓ¡±fl¡± ∆˘ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 Ê ˛̊ÒıøÚ ø
’±ÀªÚ fl¡ø1 Ù≈¡1± Œ‡± ∆·øÂ˘º

õ∂Ô˜ ¡ıÂ1, ¸5˜ ¸—‡…± ’±ª±˝ÚÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ∆˝øÂ˘ ˜˝œ‰¡f ¡ı1±1 ë‰¡±«1 ø¡ı˘í
·äÀÈ¡±º ˆ¡±1Ó¡Ó¡ ≈̊· ≈̊· Òø1 ‰¡ø˘ ’˝± ¡ı±˘…ø¡ı¡ı±˝ ¡ıg fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ Ó¡1n∏Ì ¸—¶®±1fl¡±˜œ
˘ ¤È¡± ’±1n∏ ≈̧ø¡ıÒ±¡ı±œ 1é¡Ì˙œ˘ ˘ ¤È¡±1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ‰¡˘± ¡ZiZfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1À ˛̊̋ ◊ ·Ï¡ˇ
∆˘ Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂ ¤ ◊̋ ·ä1 fl¡±ø˝Úœˆ¡±·º Ó¡±ÀÓ¡ ◊̋ ·±gœ ŒÚ˝1n∏1 fl¡Ô±› õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ˆ¡±Àª ’±ø˝
¡Ûø1ÀÂº ë·±gœ ŒÚ˝1n∏1 ˆ¡±1Ó¡¡ı ∏̄«1 ¡ıÓ«¡˜±Ú ’ª¶ö±Ó¡ ˘±À· øfl¡∑ ‰¡1fl¡±11 ˘·Ó¡ ÚÚ
Œfl¡±-’¡Û±À1˙…Ú, ’± ◊̋Ú ˆ¡—·, øÂøˆ¡˘ øÎ¡Â ’ø¡ıøÎ¡À ˛̊kº ◊̋Ù¡±À˘ ·±gœÀ ˛̊ Œ˘±Ì ’± ◊̋Ú
’±ø ˆ¡—· fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ U—fl¡±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂºí[’±ª±˝Ú701] Œ¸ ◊̋À1 ’±ª±˝Ú 2 ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, 12

˙ ¸—‡…±Ó¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ˜˝œ‰¡f ¡ı1±1 ë˚≈Xø¡ı1øÓ¡í ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ õ∂¸—·SêÀ˜ Œ¸±˜±˝◊ÀÂø˝
¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛ - ëˆ¡±1Ó¡Ê≈ø1 Œfl¡ª˘ ˜±ÀÔ±Ú ’¸˝À˚±· ’±Àµ±˘Ú ’±1n∏
‚”1Ìœ ˛̊± Œ˜ÊÀ˜˘1 fl¡Ô±ºí [’±ª±˝Ú 1344]

Œ¸ ◊̋À1 2 ˚̨ ¡ıÂ1, ‰¡Ó≈¡Ô« ¸—‡…±Ó¡ ¤ ◊̋ÊÚ ·äfl¡±1À1 ë¡Û≈ÚÊ«ij1 øé¡Ì±í ·äÀÈ¡±ÀÓ¡±
¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂̂ ¡±ª ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº ¶§À˙Àõ∂̃ 1 ¤øÈ¡ ·œÀÓ¡À1 ·äÀÈ¡±1 ’±1yøÌ
‚øÈ¡ÀÂ - ëˆ¡±1Ó¡ ’±fl¡±À˙ Ó¡±1fl¡± Î¬◊ø1À˘, ≈̧À1f øÓ¡˘fl¡ ŒÚÃ1Êœ Œ·±‡À˘ºí[’±ª±˝Ú
415] Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜˚̨Ó¡ øfl¡Â≈ ¸—‡…fl¡ ˜±Ú≈̋ 1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ Œ±ÀÒ±1À˜±ÀÒ±1 ’ª¶ö±1 ‘̧ø©Ü ∆˝øÂ˘
¶§1±Êfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1, ¶§1±Êfl¡˜œ«̧ fl¡˘1 øfl¡Â≈ fl¡Ô±-fl¡±Gfl¡ ̆ é¡… fl¡ø1º ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ̋ 1øfl¡À˙±À1
∆fl¡ÀÂ ñ ë¶§1±Ê1 ŒÚ± ¡ı≈øÊÀÂ øfl¡ Œ¸±¡Û±∑ Î¡±„1 Î¡±„1 ŒÚÓ¡± ø¡ı˘±Àfl¡ ◊̋ ’±øÊÕ˘Àfl¡ øÍ¡fl¡
fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û1± Ú±› ◊̋, ¶§1±Ê ¡ı·± ÀÚ fl¡í˘±∑ ¶§1±Ê1 Ú±˜ÀÓ¡ ◊̋ ¤ ◊̋ ‡ø˘˝±-¡Û≈øÍ¡À¡ı±11 1— ‰¡±˚̨
Œfl¡ÀÚ∑ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¸˜Ô«fl¡ ‰¡f ◊̋ ¤ ◊̋ fl¡Ô±Ó¡ Î¬◊ÀMøÊÓ¡ ∆˝ ∆fl¡ÀÂ - ë’±˜±1 Œ˙ ’±˜±1
˝±Ó¡Õ˘ ’±ø˝¡ı, ’±Ú ø¡ıÀ˙œfl¡ ’±˜±fl¡ Ú±˘±À·º ¤ ◊̋ fl¡Ô±ÀÈ¡± Ò“¡Û±Ó¡ Œ‡±ª±1 À1 ◊̋ ̧ ˝Êºí
ŒÓ¡øÓ¡˚̨± ’±Àfl¡Ã ¡ÛøGÀÓ¡ ø¡ı^+¡Û1 ˝±“ø˝ ˜±ø1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ - ¤1± Œ¡ı±¡Û±, Ó≈¡ø˜À˝ ¸±1 ¡ı≈øÊÂ±º
ø¡ıÀ˙œfl¡ Ú±˘±À·, ø¡ıÀ˙œ1 Œ1˘-Ê±˝±Ê ˝íÀ˘ ˘±À·, ø¡ıÀ˙œ1 ŒÈ¡ø˘¢∂±Ù¡, Œ¡Û±©Ü ’øÙ¡‰¡
˘±À· ’±1n∏ ø¡ıÀ˙œfl¡ ˝í˘ Ú±˘±À·º ’±øÊÕ˘Àfl¡ ø¡ı˘±Ó¡ÀÙ¡1Ó¡ ‰¡± ◊̋ ‰¡± ◊̋ ŒÚÓ¡± fl¡ø1À˘º
ŒÚÓ¡±¸fl¡À˘ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’±˚̨±¸ Úfl¡1±Õfl¡ Œfl¡ª˘ ŒÚÓ¡± ∆˝À˚̨ Ô±øfl¡¡ıÕ˘À˝ ˝±ø¡ı˚̨±¸ fl¡À1
[’±ª±˝Ú 416]... ◊̋Ó¡…±ø ◊̋Ó¡…±øº
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˚ÀÔ©Ü œ‚˘ ¤ ◊̋ ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ’ÀÚfl¡ ˜Ó¡±ÕÚfl¡…, ¡ı±fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡G±1 Œ˙ ∏̄Ó¡ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1
’È¡˘ ’± «̇ ’±1n∏ ‘Ï¡ˇ ø¶öøÓ¡fl¡ ∆˘ ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ˜Ú Ù¡1fl¡±˘ ∆˝ÀÂ ’±1n∏ ¸˜¶§À1 ∆fl¡
Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂ - ë˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 Ê ˛̊, ¶§1±Ê1 Ê ˛̊ºí

Î¬◊À˜˙ ‰¡f ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛± ’±ª±˝Ú ˚≈·1 ’Ú…Ó¡˜ ·äfl¡±1º ¤˝◊ÊÚ ·äfl¡±11
ˆ¡±À˘¸—‡…fl¡ ·ä1 ’±Ò±À1˝◊ ∆˝ÀÂ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ŒÚÓ‘¡QÓ¡ ’±1y Œ˝±ª± ’ø˝—¸±
’±Àµ±˘Úº 2 ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, 2 ˛̊ ¸—‡…± ’±ª±˝ÚÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ Î¬◊À˜˙ ‰¡f ˙ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊±1 ¤È¡± ¤ÀÚ
ˆ¡±ª1 ̧ ±Ô«fl¡ ·ä ∆˝ÀÂ ëŒ¸ª±íº ̋ ◊̊ ±̨Ó¡ ¤ÊÚ ‰¡1fl¡±1œ ø¡ı‰¡±1fl¡1 ̃ ≈À‡À1 ̃ ˝±R± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
õ∂øÓ¡ ’fl≈¡F ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ̧ ˝À˚±· ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂ - ëÊ±Ú± ◊̋ ̃ ˝±R±1 ’¸˝À˚±· ’±Àµ±˘Ú
’±øÊ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡Ó¡ øfl¡˜±Ú õ∂¡ı˘º ̃ ˝±R±1 ̃ ˝±¡ı±Ìœ ’±øÊ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡œ˚̨ õ∂Êij1 ̃ ”̆ ˜Laº ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡
˜˝±R±fl¡ fl¡±1±1n∏X fl¡1±1 ¡Û1± øÀÚ øÀÚ ̆ ±À‡ ̆ ±À‡ ̋ ±“ø˝ ̋ ±“ø˝ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡1 Ú1-Ú±1œ¸fl¡À˘
fl¡±1±¡ı1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂº øfl¡˜±ÀÚ Ù¡±ÀÈ¡fl¡Ó¡ ’Ú˙Ú ¡ıËÓ¡ ¡Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1 Œ˙œ ˛̊ ̂ ¡± ◊̧̋ fl¡˘1 ø˝Ó¡1
¡ı±À¡ı õ∂±Ì ø¡ı¸Ê«Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ , øfl¡˜±Ú ¡Û≈ø˘‰¡1 ˘±Í¡œ1 ˜±1 ‡±¡ı ˘±ø·ÀÂ Ó¡±1 ¸œ˜± Ú± ◊̋ -
ëŒ±¯∏ Œ˙1 fl¡±˜ fl¡1±ºí [’±ª±˝Ú 342]  ¤ÀÚ ¤ÊÚ fl≈¡˜˘œ˚˛± fl¡À˘Êœ˚˛± Â±S
Œ˙À¸ªfl¡fl¡ ¡ı1 Â±˝±¡ı1 øÚÀ«̇  ̃ À «̃ Â˜±˝1 ̧ |˜ fl¡±1±G õ∂±Ú fl¡ø1 ¤ ◊̋ ø¡ı‰¡±1fl¡ÊÚ
ˆ¡œ ∏̄Ì ’ôL«¡ZiZ«Ó¡ ≈̂¡ø·ÀÂº fl¡±1Ì ¤ ◊̋ Œ˙À¸ªfl¡1 Œ± ∏̄ ¤ ◊̋ÀÈ¡±Àª ◊̋ Œ˚ ŒÓ¡›“ Œ˙fl¡
Œ¸ª± fl¡ø1ÀÂ øÚ–¶§±Ô«̂ ¡±Àª, Œ˝±Ê± ˜±Ú≈̋ 1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ˜˝±R±1 ¡ı±Ìœ õ∂‰¡±1fl¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ , ≈À¡ı˘±
≈̧ ±Ê ‡±¡ı1 ¡ı±À¡ıº fl¡¡Û±˝ fl¡±øÈ¡ ”̧Ó¡± Î¬◊ø˘ ˛̊± ◊̋ fl¡±À¡Û±1 ˘í¡ıÕ˘ ø˙fl¡± ◊̋ÀÂ , fl¡±øÚ-ˆ¡±„1
¡Û1± ’±“Ó¡ø1 Ô±øfl¡¡ıÕ˘ ø˙fl¡± ◊̋ÀÂº ¤ÀÚ øÚÀ±«̄ ∏œÊÚfl¡ ˙±øô¶ õ∂±Ú fl¡ø1 ‚1Õ˘ ’±ø˝
ŒÓ¡›“ Œø‡ÀÂø˝ ‚1ÀÓ¡ ¡ÛPœ ̃ ±ÒªœÀ ˛̊ ŒÓ¡›“1 ’±:±ÀÓ¡ ̃ ˝±R±fl¡ ¡Û”Ê± fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ Ô±¡ÛÚ±
¡Û±øÓ¡ ∆˘ÀÂ - ë¸ ≈̃‡Ó¡ ˜˝±R±1 õ∂øÓ¡ ”̃øÓ«¡º ‰¡1ÌÓ¡ ¡Û≈©Û, œ¡Û, Œ‰¡Ã¡Û±À˙ Œ˙ˆ¡Mê
fl¡ «̃¡ıœ1 Œ˙õ∂±Ì ŒÚÓ¡±¸fl¡˘ºí ¡ÛPœ1 ¤ ◊̋ ¡Û”Ê±Ó¡ ø¡ı‰¡±1fl¡ÊÚ ̂ ¡øMêÓ¡ ·ƒ·ƒ ∆˝ ¡Ûø1ÀÂ
’±1n∏ ̃ ˝±R±1 ̃ ”øÓ«¡1 ’±·Ó¡ ’±Í≈¡ ∆˘ÀÂº ø¡ZÓ¡œ ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, õ∂Ô˜ ̧ —‡…± ë’±ª±˝ÚíÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡
ø¡ıø¡ÛÚ ‰¡f ¡ı1±1 ¶§À˙Œõ∂˜À1 ø¸Mê ·ä ë’±ª±˝ÚíÓ¡ ¤·1±fl¡œ ˚≈ªÓ¡œ1 ë’˜˘í1
Œ˙Àõ∂˜1 øÚ «̇Ú ’±ÀÂº ’˜À˘ ¸±—¸±ø1fl¡ ¡ı±Àg±ÚÓ¡ ¡ı±g ‡±¡ıÕ˘ ’Úœ˝± õ∂fl¡±˙
fl¡ø1ÀÂ ¤ ◊̋ Œ˙Àõ∂˜1 ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋º ë±•ÛÓ¡… õ∂Ì ˛̊Ó¡Õfl¡› ˆ¡±˘, Î¬◊Ê≈ ¤ ◊̋ Œ˙Àõ∂˜º ˆ¡±ø¡ı
‰¡ífl¡ øfl¡ Î¬◊±1 ̃ ±Ó‘¡1 ¤ ◊̋ ’±ª±˝Úº ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 ̧ ≈1ÀÓ¡ ̧ ≈1 ø˜˘± ◊̋ Œ˜±1 ÊœªÚ1 ¡ı±fl¡œ øÚÀfl¡ ◊̋È¡±
fl¡È¡± ◊̋ ø˜ ¡ı≈ø˘ ˆ¡±ø¡ıÀÂ±ºí [’±ª±˝Ú 97] ·äÀÈ¡± ’±1y ∆˝ÀÂ ¤ ◊̋À1 - ë... ¡ı±ø˝1Ó¡
¤È¡± Î¬◊ÀMÊÚ±1 Œfl¡±˘±˝˘ qøÚ¡ıÕ˘ ¡Û±À˘± ë¡ıÀµ ˜±Ó¡1Ó ƒ̃íºí ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ’Ú… ¤ÊÚ
fl¡—À¢∂Â fl¡˜œ« Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œÀ ˛̊ fl¡À˘Ê1 ’±·Ó¡ ¸Ó¡…±¢∂˝ fl¡ø1 ŒÊ˘Ó¡ Œ¸±˜±¡ı˘·œ ˛̊± ∆˝ÀÂº
Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ1 ˜±Ó‘¡À ˛̊ øfl¡c ¤ ◊̋ fl¡Ô± ¸˝ÀÊ ¢∂˝Ì fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û1± Ú± ◊̋º Œ˙1 Î¬◊ißøÓ¡1 ¡ı±À¡ı
˘í1± “̋ÀÓ¡ ’±1y fl¡1± ¶§1±Ê ’±Àµ±˘Ú, ¸Ó¡…±¢∂˝, ’Ú˙Ú ¤ ◊̋À¡ı±1fl¡ ŒÓ¡›“ ¸•Û”Ì«
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’±¶ö±Ó¡ ̆ í¡ı ¡Û1± Ú± ◊̋ - ëøfl¡À˝ ¡Û± ◊̋øÂ˘ ŒÓ¡±fl¡ fl¡í¡ı ŒÚ±ª±À1±º fl¡À˘Ê1 ’±·Ó¡ ̧ Ó¡…±¢∂˝
fl¡1±Ó¡Õfl¡ ˚ø Ó¡ ◊̋ ’Ú… fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1À ˛̊̋ ◊ ¡Ù¡±ÀÈ¡fl¡Ó¡ ¡Ûø1ø˘À “̋ÀÓ¡Ú ø¸› ˆ¡±˘ ’±øÂ˘º
Œ˜±1 Œ¡ı±ÀÒÀ1 ¤ÀÚÕfl¡ ‚1Ó¡ ¡ıø˝ ¸”Ó¡± fl¡±øÈ¡ Ôfl¡± ˝íÀ˘› Œ˙1 ’˘¡Û Î¬◊ißøÓ¡
˝í˘À “̋ÀÓ¡Úºí [’±ª±˝Ú 98]

’±ª±˝Ú ≈̊·1 ø¡ıø˙©Ü ·äfl¡±1 ˝˘œ1±˜ ŒÎ¡fl¡±1 ëø¡ıøÒ¡ı±˜í ·äÀÈ¡±ÀÓ¡± [ø¡ZÓ¡œ˚̨ ¡ıÂ1,
‰¡Ó≈¡Ô« ¸—‡…±] ¶§À˙œ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂¸—· È¡±øÚ ’Ú± ∆˝ÀÂ - ë¡Û± ∏̄±Ì fl¡±1±·±11 ˜±ÊÓ¡
ø¡ı±fl¡1 ‰¡ø˘˝±1 ’ôL1 ¡ı±À1 ¡ı±À1 Î¬◊À¡Zø˘Ó¡ ∆˝ Î¬◊øÍ¡øÂ˘º ŒÓ¡›“1 ’±øÂ˘ ·ˆ¡œ1 fl¡Ó«¡¡ı…
øÚá¡±, ’fl‘¡øS˜ ¶§À˙ Œõ∂˜, ˆ¡±ª õ∂fl¡±˙1 ’Úª&øFÓ¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±ºí [’±ª±˝Ú 391]

ø¡ZÓ¡œ ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, ˙˜ ¸—‡…±Ó¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¡Û±ª± ’±ª±˝Ú ø¡ıø˙©Ü ·äfl¡±1 Î¬◊À˜˙ ‰¡f
˙ ◊̋fl¡œ ˛̊±1 ’Ú… ¤øÈ¡ Œ˙Àõ∂À˜À1 Œõ∂±;˘ ·ä ˝í˘ ëÚ¡ıœÚíº fl¡À˘Êœ ˛̊± Â±S Ú¡ıœÚ1
≈̃‡Ó¡ ëÊ ˛̊ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ øfl¡í, ëÊ ˛̊ ˆ¡±1Ó¡ ˜±Ó¡± øfl¡, Ê ˛̊ ¡Û”Ì« ¶§1±Ê øfl¡íØ - fl¡±1Ì Ú¡ıœÚ

Œ˙À¸ªfl¡1 ˘1Ó¡ ’ôL ≈̂«¡Mê ∆˝ÀÂº ¸Ó¡…±¢∂˝œ Ú¡ıœÚ 1± ˛̊‰¡±˝±¡ı1 ˘í1±, ‚1Ó¡ fl”¡È¡±
¤·ÀÂ± fl¡ø1¡ı Ú˘·± Ú¡ıœÀÚ ¤øÓ¡ ˛̊± Œ˙1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¸fl¡À˘± fl¡©Ü ”̃1 ¡Û±øÓ¡ ∆˘ÀÂº ø¡ÛÓ‘¡1
˝±fl¡ ¡ı‰¡Ú Ú±˜±øÚ Ú¡ıœÚ ˝í˘Õ· õ∂±Àø˙fl¡ fl¡—À¢∂Â fl¡ø˜øÈ¡1 ≈̊È¡œ ˛̊± ¸•Û±fl¡º ø¡ÛÓ‘¡1
Î¬◊¡ÛÀ˙ ø¸ Ú±˜±øÚÀ˘, Ó¡±1 ≈̃‡Ó¡ ›˘±˘ - ë˜˝±R± Œ˜±1 ø¡ÛÓ¡±íº Ú¡ıœÚ1 Œ˙Àõ∂˜Ó¡
1± ˛̊‰¡±˝±¡ı ’Ó¡œá¡ ∆˝ Ó¡±fl¡ ¸˜¢∂ ’øÒfl¡±11 ¡Û1± ¡ıø=Ó¡ fl¡ø1À˘º Ú¡ıœÚ øfl¡c Ó¡±1
Œ˙Àõ∂˜Ó¡ ¤fl¡øÚá¡ ˆ¡±Àª øÚ˜ø7¡¡¡Ó¡ ∆˝ Ô±øfl¡˘, ë¤øÓ¡ ˛̊± ˜˝±R±1 ‰¡1Ì  «̇Ú ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂ±,
‰¡1ÌÓ¡ ’±|À ˛̊± ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂ±º ˆ¡øª ∏̄…Ó¡1 fl¡Ô± Ú±Ê±ÀÚ±ºí [’±ª±˝Ú 1130]

¤ ◊̋ ̧ —‡…±ÀÈ¡±ÀÓ¡ ◊̋ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂ ëfl¡1±‰¡œ fl¡—À¢∂Â  «̇Úí Ú±˜1 ‰¡fõ∂ˆ¡± ̇ ◊̋fl¡œ˚̨±ÚœÀ˚̨
ø˘‡± ¡ı‘̋ » fl¡À˘¡ı11 õ∂¡ıg ¤øÈ¡º ¤ ◊̋ ¸—‡…±1 ≈̧œ‚« ¸•Û±fl¡œ ˛̊Ó¡ ¸•Û±Àfl¡ ø˘ø‡ÀÂ
ëÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ¡ÛÓ¡±fl¡±1 Ó¡±»¡Û «̊ ’±1n∏ ˜˝±R±1 Ê ˛̊̊ ±S±í1 ø¡ı ∏̄À ˛̊º

ø¡ZÓ¡œ ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, ¤fl¡±˙ ¸—‡…±Ó¡ ø¡ıø˙©Ü ·äfl¡±1 ˝˘œ1±˜ ŒÎ¡fl¡±1 ·ä - ëŒ¡Û1±-
fl¡±fl¡Ó¡íÀÓ¡± õ∂¸—·SêÀ˜ È¡±øÚ ’Ú± ∆˝ÀÂ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ¶§1±Ê ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 fl¡Ô±º

’±ª±˝ÚÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ̂ ¡±À˘¸—‡…fl¡ ·äÓ¡ ·ä1 ̃ ”̆  ø¡ı ∏̊̄  ̨¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±  ̃, Œ¸À˚̨À˝
·ä1 Œõ∂é¡±¡ÛÈ¡ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ¤ ◊̋ ̧ —¢∂±˜1 fl¡Ô± ¡ı±1•§±1 ’±ø˝ÀÂº Œfl¡øÓ¡ ˛̊±¡ı± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œfl¡±ÀÚ±
·äÓ¡ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ ¡ˆ¡±À¡ı Î¬◊À~ø‡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂ ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 fl¡Ô±º fl¡±1Ì Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¡
¤ ◊̋ ¸¡ı±«Rfl¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂ˆ¡±ªfl¡ ’±¢∂±˝… fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û1± ÚÕ·øÂ˘º ’±ª±˝Ú1
·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘1 Œ¡ıøÂˆ¡±À· ◊̋ ’±øÂ˘ ¸À‰¡Ó¡Ú ˜Ú ’±1n∏ ¡Û”1Í¡ ø‰¡ôL±1 ’øÒfl¡±1œº ·øÓ¡Àfl¡
¤ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ̇ øMê˙±˘œ ’± «̇ ’±1n∏ Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú± ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¡Û1˜ Œõ∂1Ì±¶§1+¡Û ’±øÂ˘º
·ä1 ¡ı±ø˝À1› ◊̋̊ ˛±Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß õ∂¡ıg õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ∆˝øÂ˘ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¡›“1 ¶§1±Ê
’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ̧ •ÛÀfl«¡º ̊ ÀÔ©Ü ̧ —‡…fl¡ ̧ •Û±fl¡œ ˛̊ÀÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¶Û©Ü õ∂ˆ¡±ª ’±øÂ˘º
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Ó‘¡Ó¡œ ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, ̧ 5˜ ̧ —‡…±1 ‰¡ffl¡±ôL ¡ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ¡1 ë’±˙œı±«í ·äÀÈ¡±ÀÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
¸¡ı«ÀÓ¡±õ∂̧ ±1œ õ∂̂ ¡±ª1 fl¡Ô± ’±ÀÂº ·äÓ¡ Ú±˚̨Àfl¡ Ò1ÌœÀ˚̨ ø¡ÛÓ‘¡Õ˘ ø‰¡øÍ¡ ø˘ø‡ÀÂ ë’±À¡Û±Ú±1
’Ú≈̃ øÓ¡ ŒÚ±À˘±ª±Õfl¡ Œ˙˜±Ó‘¡1 ’± 3̋±Ú Î¬◊À¡Ûé¡± fl¡ø1¡ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1 Ê±Ó¡œ˚̨ ≈̊XÓ¡ Êø¡Û˚̨± ◊̋
¡Ûø1À˘±“º ¡Û‘øÔªœ1 ¸¡ı«À|á¡ ˜±Úª ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ◊̋—ø·Ó¡Ó¡ ’±øÊ ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ÊÚ˙øMê
È¡˘˜˘,ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ ≈̊ª˙øMêº ¸Ó¡…1 ’Ú≈À1±ÒÓ¡ Œfl¡øÓ¡˚̨±› ¡ıø˝ Ô±øfl¡¡ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1ºí[’±ª±˝Ú
785] Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜ ˛̊1 ¶§À˙œ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª ¸¡ı«ÀÓ¡±õ∂¸±1œ ∆˝ ¡Ûø1øÂ˘º Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊
’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ˆ¡œ ∏̄Ì ’±fl¡±1 Òø1À˘º ŒÎ¡fl¡±¸fl¡À˘ ‰¡1fl¡±11 ’± ◊̋Ú ’˜±Ú… fl¡ø1 À˘ À˘
ŒÊ˘Õ˘ ̊ ±¡ıÕ˘ Òø1À˘º ë’øÓ¡ ’˘¡Û øÚ1 øˆ¡Ó¡1ÀÓ¡ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡1 ̧ fl¡À˘± ŒÊ˘‡±Ú± ̧ Ó¡…±¢∂̋ œ
¡ıµœÀ1 ¡Ûø1¡Û”Ì« ̋ í˘º ÚÓ≈¡ÚÕfl¡ Œ¢∂5±1 fl¡1± ̧ fl¡˘fl¡ Ô¡ı1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¶ö±Ú±ˆ¡±ª ‚øÈ¡˘ºí[’±ª±˝Ú
786] ’±Úøfl¡ ̧ ±Ò±1Ì ø¡ı˚̨± ¤‡ÚÀÓ¡± Ú±˜Ó¡œ¸fl¡À˘ ·œÓ¡ Ê≈ø1ÀÂ - ë¸Ó¡…¡ıËÓ¡ ¢∂˝Ì fl¡ø1 ¤
·±gœ1 ¡ı±fl¡… ¡Û±ø˘, ˙Ó¡ ˙Ó¡ ŒÎ¡fl¡±-¡ı≈Ï¡̌± ◊̋ øÀ˘ ’±R¡ıø˘ºí

ø¡ı ˛̊±‚1œ ˛̊± ¸˜Ê≈ª±¸fl¡À˘› 1ˆ¡±1 Ó¡˘Ó¡ ¡ıø˝ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ˜±˝±R… fl¡œÓ«¡ÚÀ˝
fl¡ø1ÀÂº ’±˙œ¡ı«± ø ˛̊±1 ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¡± ¸˜¶§À1 ø‰¡¤ûø1 Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 Ê ˛̊, ˆ¡±1Ó¡
˜±Ó¡±1 Ê ˛̊º

’¸˜œ ˛̊± ·ä ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ’Ú… ¤ÊÚ ¸±Ô«fl¡ ·äfl¡±1 1˜± ±˙1 ¤øÈ¡ ¸±Ô«fl¡ ·ä
ëŒ˙ ∏̄ ø‰¡øÍ¡í ’±ª±˝ÚÓ¡ ›˘± ◊̋øÂ˘ Ó‘¡Ó¡œ ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, Úª˜ ̧ —‡…±Ó¡º ¤Àfl¡øÈ¡ Œ¡Û±-˘í1± ̆ ‡± ◊̋fl¡
∆˘À ˛̊̋ ◊ ’±˘1 ¡ı≈Ï¡ˇœ ’± ◊̋Ó¡±1 ¸—¸±1º Œ¸ ◊̋ ˘‡± ◊̋Àfl¡ Œ˙Àõ∂˜1 ’¡Û1±ÒÓ¡ ø‰¡¡Û±˝œÀ ˛̊
Ù¡±ÀÈ¡fl¡ Œ¡Û±ª±À˘Õ·º ø˚øÚ± ̆ ‡± ◊̋ ¡ı·± È≈¡¡ÛœÀÎ¡±‡1 ø¡Ûøg ·±gœ1 ̃ ±Ú≈̋ 1 ̆ ·Ó¡ øÊ˘±Ó¡
¸Ó¡…±¢∂˝ fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ›˘± ◊̋ ∆·øÂ˘ Œ¸ ◊̋øÚ± ·±“Iˇ1 ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ¡ı≈fl≈¡ Œ˚Ú q± ∆˝ ¡Ûø1øÂ˘,
Ó¡±1 ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ øÓ¡øÚ˜±˝ Òø1 ˘‡± ◊̋ ’±ø˝¡ı ◊̋ ¡Û1± Ú± ◊̋º øfl¡c ˘‡± ◊̋1 ¡ı≈Ï¡ˇœ˜±fl¡ ’ø¡ı‰¡ø˘Ó¡
∆˝ ’±øÂ˘º ̆ ‡± ◊̋1 ’±˘1 ¡ı≈Ï¡ˇœ ’± ◊̋Ó¡±Àfl¡± Ú±øÓ¡À ˛̊fl¡1 ̊ ˙¸…±À1 Œ·Ã1ª±øi§Ó¡ ∆˝ ¡Ûø1ÀÂ
- ëŒ˜±1 ̆ ‡±À ˛̊ Œ˙1 ̋ Àfl¡ ̊ ≈“Ê Úfl¡ø1À˘ fl¡ø1¡ı Œfl¡±ÀÚ∑ ̊ ±, ̆ ‡± ◊̋ ̊ ±º ·±gœ 1Ê±1 ∆˝
≈̊“Ê fl¡1Õ·º ¡ı1 ̂ ¡±˘Õfl¡ ̊ ≈“Ê fl¡1Õ·º Ó¡ ◊̋ ’±Àfl¡Ã Î¬◊̂ ¡øÓ¡ ’±ø˝ø¡ıº ŒÓ¡±1 Ú±˜ ̧ fl¡À˘±À1
≈̃À‡ ̃ ≈À‡ ̋ ¡í¡ıº ̃ ◊̋ ¡ı≈Ï¡ˇœÀ ˛̊ ø‰¡¤ûø1 øÎ¡ø„ Ù¡±ø˘ fl¡˜ - ë˘‡± ◊̋ Œ˜±1, ̃ ◊̋ ̆ ‡± ◊̋1 ’± ◊̋Ó¡±fl¡ºí

[’±ª±˝Ú 987] ̆ ‡± ◊̋Õ˘ ∆1 ∆1 ’ªÀ˙ ∏̄Ó¡ ¡ı≈Ï¡ˇœ ’± ◊̋Ó¡± ̃ ‘Ó≈¡… ̃ ≈‡Ó¡ ¡Ûø1ÀÂ, ’±· ≈̃̋ ”Ó«¡Ó¡
¡ı≈Ï¡ˇœ1 ˝±Ó¡Ó¡ ¡Ûø1ÀÂø˝ ˘‡± ◊̋1 ¤‡Ú ˜1˜¸Ú± ø‰¡øÍ¡º Ó¡±Àfl¡ ¡ı≈fl≈¡Ó¡ ∆˘ ¡Û1˜ õ∂˙±øôLÓ¡
¡ı≈Ï¡ˇœÀ ˛̊ ‰¡fl≈¡ ≈̃øÀÂº

¸±Ò±1Ì ¤ÊÚœ øÚ1é¡1 ¡ı≈Ï¡̌œ1 Œ˝-˜ÚÕ˘ ¤ ◊̋ ŒÓ¡Ê¶§œ õ∂fl¡±˙ ’±øÚ¡ı ¡Û±ø1ÀÂ Œ˙1
õ∂øÓ¡ Ôfl¡± õ∂·±Ï¡̌ Œõ∂˜ ’±1n∏ ·±gœ1 ›¡Û1Ó¡ Ôfl¡± ’·±Ò ø¡ıù´±À¸º Œ¸ ◊̋ ̧ ˜˚̨1 ̧ ±Ò±1ÌÊÚ
›¡Û1Ó¡ ·±gœ1 ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª1 øÚ «̇Ú ◊̊̋ ±̨Ó¡Õfl¡ ’±1n∏ ø¡ZÓ¡œ˚̨ ¤È¡± Ú± ◊̋º ¡ı≈fl≈¡ Î¡±Í¡
fl¡ø1 ¤fl¡˜±S ¸±1øÔ ˘‡± ◊̋fl¡ ¡ı≈Ï¡̌œÀ˚̨ 1ÌÀé¡SÕ˘ ’±·¡ıÏ¡̌± ◊̋ ø¡ı ¡Û±ø1ÀÂ ¤ ◊̋ fl¡±1ÀÌ ◊̋º
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Ó‘¡Ó¡œ ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, Úª˜ ¸—‡…±Ó¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂ ë¡ıg≥í Ú±˜1 ¤øÈ¡ ·ä [·äfl¡±11 Ú±˜
Î¬◊X±1 fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û1± Ú·í˘]º ◊̋̊ ˛±Ó¡ Ú¡ıœÚ Ú±˜1 ¤ÊÚ ¶§1±Ê fl¡˜œ«1 Œ˙Àõ∂˜1 Êø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¡
Œ¸˝◊ ¸˜˚˛1 Î¬ ◊À~‡À˚±·… 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ‚È¡Ú±1 õ∂¸—·› È¡±øÚ ’Ú± ∆˝øÂº
Ê±ø˘ ˛̊±Úª±˘±¡ı±·1 øÚá≈¡1 Ú1˝Ó¡…±1 ø¡ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ◊̋̊ ˛±Ó¡ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1
’± «̇ ’±1n∏ ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ◊̋ ¤ ◊̋ ·äÀÈ¡±1 ”̃̆  ‰¡±ø˘fl¡± ˙øMêº

’±ª±˝Ú1 ø¡ZÓ¡œ ˛̊ ¡ıÂ1, 12 ˙ ¸—‡…±Ó¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ¡Û±ª± ¤Ú.ø‰¡1±Ê≈øVÚ ’±˝À˜1
¤È¡± ¸±Ô«fl¡ ·ä ∆˝ÀÂ ëÊÚÚ± ˛̊fl¡íº ◊̋̊ ˛±Ó¡ Î¡±„1 Î¡±„1 fl¡Ô±À1 ¡ıM‘êÓ¡±1 Ù≈¡˘Ê±ø1 ˜1±
Ó¡Ô±fl¡øÔÓ¡ Œ˙À¸ªfl¡ Œ˙˜±Ú…1 ˆ¡G±ø˜fl¡ ¡ı…—· fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ ˛̊ Ê±øÓ¡ ·Í¡Ú1
˜”˘ Œ˝„±1 ¶§1+À¡Û ’¶Û‘˙…Ó¡± ’±1n∏ ’gø¡ıù´±¸fl¡ øÚ˜”«˘ fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1À˘À˝ ˆ¡±1Ó¡
õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡¡ÛÀé¡ ¶§±ÒœÚ ˝í¡ı, Œfl¡ª˘ ø¡ıÀ˙œ ¡ıÊ«Ú fl¡ø1› øfl¡À1 ¶§1±Ê ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1
¤˝◊À¡ı±11 ø¡ı¯∏À˚˛ ’ø¢ü¡ı1¯∏± ¡ıM‘êÓ¡± ø¡ı ¡Û±À1 , ’Ô‰¡ õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡¡ÛÀé¡ Œ‡± ·í˘ Œ¸˝◊
Œ˙˜±Ú…1 ¡ÛPœ ¸œÓ¡±Àªœ1 ·±Ó¡ ø¡ıÀ˙œ Œ1Â˜1 ¡ÛÀ ˛̊±ˆ¡1 , ˆ¡ø11 ¡Û1± ”̃1Õ˘Àfl¡
ø˚·1±fl¡œ ø¡ı˘±ø¸Ó¡±1 ¤fl¡ ÊœªôL õ∂øÓ¡ ”̃øÓ«¡º ¸±Ò±1Ì ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 fl¡˜œ«À ˛̊ ¤ ◊̋ fl¡Ô±
Î¬◊¡Û˘øt fl¡ø1ÀÂ Œ˚ ’±‰¡˘ÀÓ¡ Œ·±ÀÈ¡ ◊̋ õ∂øSê ˛̊±ÀÈ¡±1 &ø1ÀÓ¡ ◊̋ ̂ ≈¡˘ ∆˝ ’±ÀÂ fl¡±1Ì ¤˘
¶§±Ô±«Ài§̄ ∏œ1 ˝±Ó¡Ó¡ ¸˜±Ê1 fl¡Ó‘«¡Q1 ˆ¡±1 ’¡Û«Ì fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº

’±ª±˝Ú ≈̊·1 ’Ú…Ó¡˜ Œ|á¡ ·äfl¡±1 fl‘¡¯û ”̂¡¤û±1 ·ä ‘̧ø©Ü1 Ò±1± Œ¸ÃøÚ±Õ˘Àfl¡
’é≈¡J ’±øÂ˘º Œ¡Û±g1 ¡ıÂ1 ¡ı ˛̧̊ ÀÓ¡ ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡ ø˘ø‡ Î¬◊ø˘ ˛̊± ◊̋øÂ˘ ŒÓ¡›“ ÊœªÚ1 õ∂Ô˜ÀÈ¡±
·ä ëfl¡±1±·±1íº ·äÀÈ¡±1 Ú±˜fl¡1Ì ’±1n∏ ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıdÀª Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜ ˛̊1 ‰¡± ≈̆fl¡œ ˛̊± ¡ı ˛̧̊ 1
Œ˘‡fl¡ÊÚ1 ¡Û”1Í¡ ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡Ó¡±1 ¶§±é¡1 ¡ı˝Ú fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1ÀÂº Œ¸ ◊̋ ̧ ˜˚̨1 ̂ ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±
’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¸¡ı±«Rfl¡ õ∂ˆ¡±Àª˝◊ øSê˚˛± fl¡ø1ÀÂ ¤˝◊ ·äÀÈ¡±1 ’±“1Ó¡º ¤ÊÚ ŒÎ¡fl¡±
Œ˙Àõ∂ø˜fl¡1 ‰≈¡Î¡ˇ±ôL fl¡±ø˝ÚœÀ1 ◊̋ ·Ï¡ˇ ∆˘ Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂ ëfl¡±1±·±1í1 ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıdº ŒÓ¡›“1 ˘·ÀÓ¡
ŒÓ¡›“1 Œ˙Àõ∂˜1 ¡ı±À¡ı Êœ ˛̊±Ó≈¡ ̂ ≈¡ø?¡ı˘·œ ˛̊± ̋ ˛̊ ŒÓ¡›“1 ¡¡ÛPœ ’±1n∏ ø˙q¡Û≈S ◊̋º ·äÀÈ¡±1
’±1yøÌÀÓ¡ ◊̋ Œfl¡±ª± ∆˝ÀÂ ·äÀÈ¡±1 ¡Ûø1ÌøÓ¡ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡º ·äÀÈ¡± ’±1y ∆˝ÀÂ ¤ ◊̋À1 -
ëø˚øÚ± ¡ıÀµ ˜±Ó¡1˜Àfl¡ ÊœªÚ1 ”̃̆ ˜La ¡ı≈ø˘ Òø1 ∆˘ ≈̧̇ œÀ˘ Ó¡±1 ¡Û“̊ ˛øSÂÈ¡fl¡œ ˛̊±
Œfl¡1±Ìœ ‰¡±fl¡ø1ÀÈ¡± ¤ø1 Œ¡Û˘±À˘, Œ¸ ◊̋øÚ± ø¸ ˆ¡¡ı± Ú±øÂ˘ Ó¡±1 Œ˙ ∏̄ ¡Ûø1Ì±˜ºí[ ”̂¡¤û±
7] Ó¡±1 ø¡ÛÂ1ø‡øÚ ̧ ˝ÀÊ ’Ú≈À˜ ˛̊º ̧ ≈̇ œ˘1 À1 ’ˆ¡±ª¢∂¶ö Œ˘±fl¡1 ‰¡±fl¡ø1-¡ı±fl¡ø1 ¡ı±
ø Œ˙ Œ¸ª± fl¡1±1 Ù¡˘¶§1+À¡Û ‚1Õ˘ Ú±ø˜ ’±ø˝˘ ˆ¡ ˛̊±ª˝ ≈À˚±«·º ∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡ ’1n∏Ì±
’±1n∏ ¡Û≈S È≈¡È≈¡fl¡Ì1 Œ‡±ª±-ø¡Ûg±1 ≈1ª¶ö± Œø‡ ≈̧̇ œ˘ ˜˜±«̋ Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº ŒÓ¡øÓ¡˚̨±À˝ ŒÓ¡›“
Î¬◊¡Û˘øt fl¡ø1À˘ Œ˚ ÊœªÚÓ¡ ¤È¡± Î¡±„1 ̂ ≈¡˘ fl¡1± ̋ í˘ - øÚÊ1 ø‰¡ôL± ’±·ÀÓ¡ Úfl¡ø1 Œ˙1
ø‰¡ôL± fl¡1±ÀÈ¡±Àª ◊̋ ŒÓ¡›“1 ≈̂¡˘ ˝í˘º ‡±¡ıÕ˘ ŒÚ±À¡Û±ª± ±-ø1^ ¤ÊÚ1 ’±Àfl¡Ã Œ˙À¸ª±
øfl¡˝1∑ Œ˙Àõ∂̃ 1 ’±Àª·1 ¡Û1± ’±“Ó¡ø1 ’±ø˝ ŒÓ¡ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ̃ ≈̋ ”Ó«¡Ó¡ ·äfl¡±À1 ̧ •Û”Ì« ¡ı±ô¶ªÒ˜œ«
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¸—˘±¡Û øÀÂ ≈̧̇ œ˘1 ≈̃‡Ó¡ - ëŒ¡ıÂ ˝í˘- Œ˙À¸ª± Ó¡±1 fl¡±˜ - ø˚ ’Ê¶⁄ È¡fl¡±1 ˜±ø˘fl¡º
Œ¸ ◊̋ fl¡±˜ ̂ ¡± ◊̋, ̊ ±1 ‡±¡ıÕ˘ Ú± ◊̋ Ó¡±1 Ú˝˚̨ºí øfl¡c ¤ ◊̋ ¡ı±ô¶ª Î¬◊¡Û˘øt› Œ˙˜±Ó‘¡1 ’± 3̋±ÚÓ¡
˝±1 ˜±øÚ¡ıÕ˘ ¡ı±Ò… ∆˝ÀÂº ≈&Ì Î¬◊»¸±À˝À1  ¡Û≈Ú1 ’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¡ Êø¡Û˚̨± ◊̋ ¡Û1± ≈̧̇ œ˘fl¡
fl¡±1±·±1Õ˘ Œõ∂1Ì fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº ëÊ±¡ÛÀ‡±ª± ̋ ±Ó¡ ≈‡Ú1 Ù¡±À˘ ‰¡± ◊̋ Ó¡±1 ̃ ÚÓ¡ ¡Ûø1˘ ’1n∏Ì±
’±1n∏ È≈¡È≈¡fl¡Ì1 ’Ú±˝±1øflv¡©Ü ≈̃‡ ≈‡øÚº ¤ÀÈ¡±¡Û± ‰¡fl≈¡1 ¡Û±Úœ ¸ø1 ¡Ûø1˘º ø¸ “̋Ó¡1 ¤g±1
ˆ¡øª ∏̄…Ó¡ - ¤Àfl¡± ø¡ı‰¡±ø1 Ú±¡Û± ◊̋ ø¸ ̋ ±˝±fl¡±1 fl¡ø1 Î¬◊øÍ¡˘º ̋ ◊Ù¡±À˘ ø¸Ù¡±À˘ ‚”ø1 ‰¡± ◊̋ Œø‡À˘
ÊœªÚÀÈ¡±1 øˆ¡Ó¡1‡Ú ¤g±À1 ˆ¡1±, Ó¡±1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ø˚fl¡Ì Œ¡Û±˝1 Ó¡±1 œø5Ó¡ Œ‡± ¡Û±À˘
¸ ≈̃‡Ó¡ ”̃øÓ«¡˜±Ú ¤È¡± fl¡±1±·±1ºí [ ”̂¬¤û± 11]

¤Ù¡±À˘ ’± «̇ ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÙ¡±À˘ ±ø ˛̊Q ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 ̃ ±Ê1 Œ±À˜±Ê±Ó¡ ¡Ûø1 Ú± ˛̊fl¡ ̧ ≈̇ œ˘1
’ôL¡Z«iZ1 ’ªÓ¡±1Ì±Ó¡ ·äfl¡±1 ¸Ù¡˘ ∆˝ÀÂº

’±ª±˝Ú ≈̊·1 ¤fl¡ ·ø1˜±˜ ˛̊ ’Ò…± ˛̊1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡1± ·äfl¡±1ÊÚ ’±øÂ˘ ˘ÑœÒ1
˙˜±«º ŒÀ˝-õ∂±ÀÌ ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡ ’±øÂ˘ ¤ÊÚ õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡±Ô«Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±˜œº øÚˆ¡œ«fl¡ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡
˜Ú1 ’øÒfl¡±1œ ˘ÑœÒ1 ˙˜±«1 ÊœªÚ ’±1n∏ ¸±ø˝Ó¡… fl¡ «̃1 ÂÀS ÂÀS Î¬◊¡Û˘t ˝ ˛̊ ¸˜±Ê
¸—¶®±11 Î¬◊Vœ5 Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú±º 1921 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ ’±1y Œ˝±ª± ·±gœÊœ1 ’¸˝À˚±· ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
õ∂øÓ¡ ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡ ’±fl¡ø ∏̄«Ó¡ ˝ ˛̊ ’±1n∏ fl¡±1±¡ı1Ì fl¡À1º ¡Û1ªÓ¡œ«fl¡±˘Ó¡ ŒÓ¡›“ ¸—¶®±1fl¡±˜œ
¸˜±ÊÀ¸ª±Ó¡ ’±RøÚÀ ˛̊±· fl¡À1º ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±˜Ó¡ ̧ øSê ˛̊Ó¡±À1 ̊ ≈Mê ∆˝ ¡Ûø1 ̆ ÑœÒ1
˙˜±«̋ ◊ ¤Àfl¡ ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¡ ’±ª±˝ÚÓ¡ ø˘ø‡¡ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡À1º ’±ª±˝ÀÚ ◊̋ ∆˝ ¡ÛÀ1 ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1
ø‰¡ôL±-‰¡‰¡±«1 ”̃̆  Œfl¡fº ≈̃øMê ¸—¢∂±˜Ó¡ ø˘5 Œ˝Ê±1 1Ì≈ª±, ¸˜±Ê1 ’¸—‡… ’¶Û‘̇ …
’±1n∏ ’ªÀ˝ø˘Ó¡ õ∂Ê± ̧ ±Ò±1Ì, Œ˙±ø ∏̄Ó¡ |ø˜fl¡ fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡, ̧ 1± Œ˙ª±ø˘1 À1 øÚ¶Û±¡Û,fl¡1n∏Ì
ø¡ıÒª±, ̧ ˜±Ê1 ’øÒfl¡±11 ¡Û1± ¡ıø=Ó¡ Ú±1œ, ̧ —‡…±˘‚≈ ’±1n∏ ̃ ≈øMê¸g±Úœ ø¡ıõ≠ªœ¸fl¡˘1
õ∂øÓ¡ Œ˙õ∂±Ì ˘ÑœÒ11 ’Ó¡˘¶Û˙œ« 11 ¶§±é¡1 ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 1‰¡Ú±ª˘œÓ¡
’±ÀÂºí[˘ÑœÒ1 ˙ «̃± 1‰¬Ú± ¸˜¢∂ 0.07]

¸±ø˝Ó¡… ¸±ÒÚ± ’±1n∏ ≈̃øMê ¸—¢∂±˜ ˘ÑœÒ1 ˙˜±«1 ÊœªÚÓ¡ ’—·±—·œˆ¡±Àª ÊøÎ¡̌Ó¡
∆˝ Ô±øfl¡˘º ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ·ä¸ ”̃À˝ ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¡±¡ı±œ ˆ¡±ªÒ±1±1 ˚Ô±Ô« ¶§±é¡1 ¡ı˝Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂº Ú±1œ1 ¶§±øÒfl¡±1 ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ˘ÑœÒ1 ˙˜±«̋ ◊ ’fl¡±È¡… ≈̊øMê Œ‡≈ª± ◊̋ ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂº ø¡ıù´1
ø¡ıøˆ¡iß Í¡± ◊̋Ó¡ ‰≈¡¡ı≈1œ˚̨± ¡ı—·À˙Ó¡ Œ˝±ª± Ú±1œ Ê±·1Ì1 ¸—¡ı± ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡ ¡Û± ◊̋øÂ˘ ’±1n∏
’±˜±1 ¸˜±ÊÀÓ¡± õ∂‰¡ø˘Ó¡ ¸˜ô¶ ’Ú…± ˛̊ ’ø¡ı‰¡±1 ’ª¸±Ú Œ˝±ª±ÀÈ¡± ‹fl¡±øôLfl¡Ó¡±À1¡
ø¡ı‰¡±ø1øÂ˘º

ëø¡ıÀ^±ø˝Úœí ¤ ◊̋ÊÚ ·äfl¡±11 ̃ ≈øMê ø¡Û ˛̊±¸œ Ú±1œ1 ÊœªÚ¡ıœé¡±À1 ̧ ‘̃X ¤È¡± ø¡ıø˙©Ü
·äº ·äÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ë˘ø˘Ó¡±í ‰¡ø1S1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 ˘ÑœÒÀ1 ¤·1±fl¡œ ø¡ıÀ^±ø˝Úœ Ú±1œfl¡ ’fl¡—Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂ ø˚ ¸˜±Ê1 ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ¡ı±Àg±Ú Ú±˜±ÀÚ ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê1 fl≈¡-¸—¶®±1 ’±“Ó¡1±¡ıÕ˘
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ø˚ ·1±fl¡œ ¡ıX¡Ûø1fl¡1º ˘ø˘Ó¡±1 ˜ÀÓ¡ ø¡ıÒª± ø¡ı¡ı±˝ ¸•Û”Ì«1+À¡Û ø¡ıøÒ¸ijÓ¡º ë1ø¡ıÚí Ú±˜1
·äÀÈ¡±ÀÓ¡± ¤ ◊̋ÊÚ ·äfl¡±À1 ø˙ä¸ijÓ¡ 1+¡ÛÓ¡ Ú±1œ ≈̃øMê1 ¡ı±Ìœ ø¡ı˘± ◊̋ÀÂº ˘é¡œÒ1 ˙˜±«1
ÊœªÚ1 Œ˙ ∏̄ ¸˜˚̨ÀÂ±ª±ÀÓ¡ ˆ¡±1Ó¡Ó¡ ¸±•x±ø˚̨fl¡Ó¡± ◊̋ ø¡ıô¶±1 ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ¤ ◊̋ø‡øÚ
¸˜˚̨ÀÓ¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ SêÀ˜ ¡ı…±¡Ûfl¡ 1+¡Û Ò±1Ì fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 Í¡±À˚̨ Í¡±À˚̨
¸±•x±ø˚̨fl¡Ó¡±1 ¤ ◊̋ ø¡ı ∏̄¡ı‘é¡ ◊̋ ·“Ê±ø˘ Œ˜ø˘øÂ˘º ̋ ◊̊ ±̨1 ̂ ¡˚̨±¡ı˝Ó¡± ̧ •ÛÀfl«¡ ¤ ◊̋ÊÚ ·äfl¡±1
’Ó¡…ôL ̧ À‰¡Ó¡Ú ’±øÂ˘ ’±1n∏ ø˝µ≈- ≈̃Â˘˜±Ú1 ¤fl¡Ó¡± ’ø¡ı˝ÀÚ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡¡ı ∏̄«̋ ◊ Œ˚ õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±
¡Û±¡ı ŒÚ±ª±À1 Œ¸ ◊̋ fl¡Ô± ≈̃fl¡ø˘ˆ¡±Àª õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ¸±•x±ø˚̨fl¡ ¸•xœøÓ¡ ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡
ø˝µ≈- ≈̃Â˘˜±Ú1 ¤fl¡Ó¡±1 Œé¡SÓ¡ ˘ÑœÒ1 ˙˜±«̋ ◊ ·ˆ¡œ1 ˆ¡±Àª ˜ÀÚ±øÚÀª˙ fl¡ø1øÂ˘ ’±1n∏
◊̊̋ ±̨1 ’¡Û”¡ı« øÚ «̇Ú ∆˝ÀÂ ’±ª±˝Ú1 ¡Û±Ó¡Ó¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ëø‰¡1±Êí ·äøÈ¡º ëø‰¡1±Êí ‰¡ø1S

˘ÑœÒ11 ¤fl¡ ’Ú≈¡Û˜ ‘̧ø©Üº ëø‰¡1±Êí ·äÀÈ¡± ¤˝±ÀÓ¡ ¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏Ó¡±øLafl¡ ¸˜±Ê Ú±1œ1 ≈«̇ ±1
fl¡±ø˝Úœ, ’±Úø¡ÛÀÚ ø¸ ¸˜±Ê1 ø1^ ’±1n∏ ≈¡ı«̆  Œ|Ìœ1 ›¡Û1ÀÓ¡± ’Ó¡…±‰¡±11 ø¡ıª1Ìº
¸±ø¡ıSœ ’±1n∏¡Û ¸œÓ¡± ’øˆ¡Ê±Ó¡ Œ|Ìœ1 õ∂øÓ¡øÚøÒ Ú˝˚̨º ’±Ú˝±ÀÓ¡ Î¬◊2‰¡ ø˙øé¡Ó¡ ÒÚ¡ı±Ú
Œ|ÌœÀ˚̨ ŒÚ›‰¡± ø˚̨± Œ¸ ◊̧̋ fl¡˘ Ú±1œ1 ˜Ú≈̄ ∏…Qfl¡ ˜˚±«± ø¡ıÕ˘ Ê±øÚÀÂ ·±“ª1 Ò «̂̃ ¡œ1n∏
¸±Ò±1Ì Œ|Ìœ1 ≈̃Â˘˜±Ú ø‰¡1±ÀÊºí [˘ÑœÒ1 ˙ «̃± 1‰¬Ú± ¸˜¢∂ 0.17]

¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̊ ≈“Ê±1n∏ ̆ ÑœÒ1 ̇ ˜±«1 ¡ı±À¡ı ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 ’Ô« Œfl¡ª˘ 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ˆ¡±Àª
ø¡ıËøÈ¡Â ˙±¸Ú1 ¡Û1± ˆ¡±1Ó¡¡ı±¸œfl¡ ˜≈Mê fl¡1±˝◊ Ú±øÂ˘ , ¸fl¡À˘± ˜±Ú≈˝1 ¸fl¡À˘± õ∂fl¡±11
Œ˙±¯∏Ì ’±1n∏ ¡ı=Ú±1 ¡Û1± ˜≈øMêfl¡À˝ ŒÓ¡›“ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡ ’Ô« ¡ı≈ø˘ ¡ı≈øÊøÂ˘º
fl¡—À¢∂Â1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ≈¡ı«˘Ó¡± ’±1n∏ ¸œ˜±¡ıXÓ¡± Œfl¡˝◊¡ı±¡ı±À1± ˘ÑœÒ1
˙˜±«˝◊ Œ‡≈ª±˝◊ øøÂ˘º ŒÓ¡›“1 1‰¡Ú±ª˘œÓ¡ ̋ ◊˚˛±1 ¤fl¡±øÒfl¡ Î¬◊±˝1Ì ’±ÀÂº ë¡Û1±Ê˚˛í
·äÀÈ¡±ÀÓ¡± ̋ ◊˚˛±1 øÚ˙«Ú ’±ÀÂº ·äøÈ¡1 ¤È¡± ’—˙Ó¡ Ú±˚˛fl¡ ̃ À˝À˙ fl¡—À¢∂Â ̃ ˝±¸ˆ¡±Õ˘
Œ˚±ª±1 ’øˆ¡:Ó¡± ¶ú1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ ¤˝◊À1 - ëfl¡—À¢∂Â ̃ ˝±¸ˆ¡± ̃ ˝±¸˜±À1±À˝À1 fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¡±
˜˝±Ú·1œÓ¡ ¡ıø˝ÀÂº ø1^ ¡ıg≥ ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ’±øªˆ¡±«ª1 ø1^1 ’ª¶ö±1 ¡Ûø1ªÓ«¡Ú1
¤È¡± ø˝± Œ˙¡ı±¸œÀ˚˛ fl¡ø1¡ı ¡ı≈ø˘ ¡ı1 ’±˙± fl¡ø1 fl¡—À¢∂Â ¸ˆ¡±Õ˘ ·íÀ˘±º Ó¡±Ó¡ ¡ıU
¡ıM‘êÓ¡± qøÚÀ˘±, Ú±Ú± 1fl¡˜1 Î¬◊¡Û±˚˛ Î¬◊æ±ªÚ ’±1n∏ Ó¡±1 ø¡ı1n∏ÀX fl¡ÔÚ ’±ø ˝í˘
Œ˙¯∏Ó¡ ˚“Ó¡11 Ê˚˛ ·±Ú ·±˝◊ fl¡—À¢∂Â ˆ¡±ø·˘º ¤˝◊ fl¡—À¢∂Â ˜Ò…ø¡ıM, øfl¡c ø¡ı˘±¸œ
ÒÚœ1º ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 ¡ı±ø˝À1 ’Ú… Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ˜±Ú≈˝ Œ˚ ≈‡œ˚˛±1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ¡ı…ô¶ ¤ÀÚ
’Ú≈˜±Ú Ú˝í˘º Ê±øÓ¡-Ò˜«1 ø˚ ø¡ı1±È¡ ∆Ú… Ê·Ó¡ ¡ı…±ø¡Û ’±ÀÂ Ó¡±fl¡ ”1 fl¡ø1¡ı ̧ •ÛÀfl«¡
Œ‰¡©Ü± ¡ı± ø‰¡ôL± fl¡±À1± ’±ÀÂ ¡ı≈ø˘ ’Ú≈˜±Ú Ú˝í˘ºí [˘ÑœÒ1 ˙ «̃± 1‰¬Ú± ¸˜¢∂ 114]

ˆ¡±1Ó¡1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘Ú ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ·äÓ¡ ’±ª±˝Ú ̊ ≈·ÀÓ¡ ̧ ¡ı±«øÒfl¡
¡Ûø1øÂ˘º fl¡±1Ì ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ’¸˜1 ̧ ˜±Ê-ÊœªÚ ̃ ≈‡ø1Ó¡ fl¡ø1 Ôfl¡± ̧ ˜ ˛̊ÀÓ¡
’øÓ¡˙ ˛̊ ¸À‰¡Ó¡Ú ’±1n∏ ≈̊øMê˙±˘œ ø¶öøÓ¡À1 ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ‡ÀÚ ◊̋ ’±øÂ˘
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’±ª±˝Úº 1929 ‰¡Ú1 ¡Û1± 1940 ‰¡ÚÕ˘Àfl¡ ¸•Û”Ì« Ò±1±¡ı±ø˝fl¡Ó¡± ’é¡Ó¡ 1±ø‡ õ∂fl¡±˙
Œ˝±ª±1 ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ SêÀ˜ ̋ ◊ Œ˘À˝˜œ ˛̊± 1+¡Û Ò±1Ì fl¡À1º 40 1 ˙fl¡Ó¡ Ê ˛̊ôLœ ’±1n∏ ¡ÛÀ‰¡±ª± ◊̋
’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Õ˘ ÚÓ≈¡ÚQ ’±øÚøÂ˘ ˚ø› ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä ‘̧ø©Ü1 Œé¡SÓ¡ ¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ
≈‡ÀÚ ŒÓ¡ÀÚ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¡ÛÀé¡¡Û ¢∂˝Ì fl¡1± Œ‡± Ú·í˘º ¡Û1ªÓ¡œ« ¡Û˚…±«̊ ˛Ó¡ 1950-51

‰¡ÚÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ˝±ª± 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈Àª ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡1± ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈ ̊ ≈·1 ‰≈¡øÈ¡·äÓ¡ ¤ ◊̋
¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 ’Ú≈1ÌÚ qøÚ¡ıÕ˘ Œ¡Û±ª± ·í˘º

2.00 ø¸X±ôL –

¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±1 ¡Û1± À‡± ·í˘ Œ˚  ’±ª±˝Ú ̊ ≈·Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂ˆ¡±ÀªÀ1
¸ ‘̃X ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä ̊ ÀÔ©Ü ̧ —‡…fl¡ ¡ø˘‡± ∆˝øÂ˘ ’±1n∏ õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝øÂ˘º ¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±1 ’ôLÓ¡
’±ø˜ Œfl¡ ◊̋È¡±˜±Ú ø¸X±ôLÕ˘ ’±ø˝¡ı ¡Û±À1±“º ë’±ª±˝ÚíÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ·ä1±øÊfl¡ Ó¡˘Ó¡
Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± Ò1ÀÌ Œfl¡ ◊̋È¡±˜±Ú ˆ¡±·Ó¡ ˆ¡±· fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1 –

 [1] ’±ª±˝Ú ˚≈·1 ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘ ¤˝◊ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¡Z±1± ø¡ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¡±À¡ı õ∂ˆ¡±øªÓ¡
∆˝øÂ˘ ’±1n∏ Œ˙Œõ∂À˜À1 Î¬◊¡Z≈X ·ä ø˘ø‡¡ıÕ˘ ’Ú≈õ∂±øÌÓ¡ ∆˝øÂ˘º ë’±ª±˝ÀÚí ◊̋ ’±øÂ˘
¤˝◊Àé¡SÓ¡ ¡ı±È¡fl¡È¡œ˚˛±º

[2] ë’±ª±˝ÚíÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ·ä1±øÊfl¡ Œfl¡˝◊È¡±˜±Ú ˆ¡±·Ó¡ ˆ¡±· fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1--
[fl¡] ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±˜1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª1 õ∂Ó¡…é¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ Ôfl¡± ·ä¸ ”̋̃  , Œ˚ÀÚ- ¡ı‘øÈ¡Â1 ø¡ı1n∏ÀX ̧ fl¡À˘±

õ∂fl¡±11 ’¸˝À˚±· fl¡± «̧̊ ”‰¡œÓ¡ ’—˙¢∂˝Ì fl¡1±, ’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¡ Œ˚±· ø ̧ Ó¡…±¢∂˝ fl¡ø1 ¶≈®˘-
fl¡À˘Ê ¡Ûø1Ó¡…±· fl¡1±, fl¡±1±¡ı±¸ ‡È¡± ◊̋Ó¡…±ø1 Î¬◊À~‡ Ôfl¡± ·äÀ¡ı±1 º fl¡±1±·±1, Ú¡ıœÚ,
’±ª±˝Ú, Œ¸ª±, ’±˙œ¡ı±«, Œ˙ ∏̄ ø‰¡øÍ¡, ¡ıg≥ ’±ø ·ä¸ ”̋̃  ¤ ◊̋ Œ|Ìœ1 ’ôL·«Ó¡º

[‡] øfl¡Â≈¸—‡…fl¡ ·ä1 ̧ ˜¢∂ fl¡±ø˝Úœ ’±ªøÓ«¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂ ¤È¡± Œ¡ıÀ˘· ø¡ı¯∏˚˛fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ’Ô‰¡
fl¡±ø˝Úœ1 ’ôL1±˘Ó¡ Ù¡¢≠≈ ¸‘˙ ∆˝  ’±ÀÂ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ¸—¢∂±˜1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª ’±1n∏ ·±gœ¡ı±œ
’±˙«º ·øÓ¡Àfl¡ ·äÀÈ¡±1 Œ˙¯∏Ó¡ ¡ı± ˜±ÊÓ¡ õ∂¸—·SêÀ˜ ¤ÀÚ ø¡ı¯∏˚˛À¡ı±11 ’ªÓ¡±1Ì±
fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 ¡Z±1± ̧ ˝ÀÊ ◊̋ ’Ú≈À˜ ˛̨̊ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±˜1 ̧ ¡ı±«Rfl¡ õ∂ˆ¡±ªº ë¡Û±Ó¡ ≈̃·œí,
ë‰¡±«1 ø¡ı˘í ¤ÀÚ Ê±Ó¡œ˚˛ ·äº

[·] ˜˝±R± ·±gœ1 Î¬◊±1ÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ’±˙«¡ı±ÀÀ1 ¡Ûø1¡Û≈©Ü ·ä1±øÊº ¸±•x±ø˚˛fl¡ ¸•xœøÓ¡,
˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±, ¢∂±˜-¶§1±Ê1 ¡Û=± ˛̊Ó¡œ1±Ê, Ú±1œ ø˙é¡± ’±1n∏ Ú±1œ ≈̃øMê1 ¡ı±Ìœ - ¤ ◊̧̋ ”̃̋
’±À˙«À1 ø¡ıÀÒÃÓ¡ ·ä1 ¸—‡…±› fl¡˜ Ú˝˚˛º ëø‰¡1±Êí, ë1øªÚí, ëø¡ıÀ^±ø˝Úœí ’±ø
·äÀ¡ı±1fl¡ ¤˝◊ ˆ¡±·Ó¡ Œ¡Û˘±¡ı ¡Û±ø1º

[‚] ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ̧ ˜ ˛̊ÀÂ±ª±Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ •ÛÀfl«¡ ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ øfl¡Â≈̧ —‡…fl¡ ¶§±Ô±«Ài§̄ ∏œ
fl¡—À¢∂Âœ ŒÚÓ¡±-¡Û±ø˘ÀÚÓ¡±1 øÚá¡±-¸Ó¡Ó¡± ’±1n∏ Œ˙Àõ∂˜fl¡ ∆˘ ̧ ±Ò±1Ì ̃ ±Ú≈˝1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡
¸Œµ˝1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü ∆˝øÂ˘º ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ̧ —¢∂±˜1 õ∂Ô˜±ª¶ö±Ó¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 ̆ é¡… ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙…fl¡
∆˘ ¤fl¡õ∂fl¡±1 ø¡ZÒ±¢∂ô¶Ó¡± ’±1n∏ ’±fl¡±—é¡±› ’±øÂ˘º ¤ÀÚ Ò1Ì1 øfl¡Â≈ õ∂ùü1 ’ªÓ¡±1Ì±
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fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂ øfl¡Â≈ ¸—‡…fl¡ ·äÓ¡º ¤˝◊ Œ|Ìœ1 Î¬◊±˝1Ì¶§1+À¡Û ë¡Û1±Ê˚˛í, ë˜±˚˛±˜‘·í,
ë¡Û≈ÚÊ«ij1 øé¡Ì±í, ëÊÚÚ±˚˛fl¡í ’±ø ·ä1 Ú±˜ ˘í¡ı ¡Û±ø1º

3.00 Î¬◊¡Û¸—˝±1 –
ë’±ª±˝Ú ̊ ≈·1 ‰≈¡øÈ¡·äÓ¡ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘Úí ̇ œ¯∏«fl¡

ø¡ı¯∏˚˛ÀÈ¡±1 ø¡ıô¶‘øÓ¡ ’±1n∏ ·ˆ¡œ1Ó¡± ’Ó¡…ôL ¡ı…±¡Ûfl¡º ¤˝◊ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ·Àª¯∏Ì±1 Œé¡S
˜≈fl¡ø˘ ’±ÀÂº ’±ª±˝Ú ˚≈·1 ¸fl¡À˘±ø‡øÚ ·äÀfl¡ ¤˝◊ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±1 ’±›Ó¡±Õ˘ ’±øÚ¡ı
¡Û1± ·í˘º é≈¡^ ¡Ûø1¸11 ¤‡Ú ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±-¡ÛSÓ¡ ̋ ◊˚˛±1 ̧ ±˜ø¢∂fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± ̧ yª¡ÛÀ1±
Ú˝˚˛º ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 ’±·1 Œ¸˝◊ ̧ ˜˚˛ÀÂ±ª±1 ̧ fl¡À˘±À¡ı±1 ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ ’±1n∏ ·ä¸—fl¡˘Ú
ø¡ı‰¡±ø1 Œ¡Û±ª±› Ú·í˘ ’±1n∏ øfl¡Â≈ ̧ —‡…fl¡ ’Ò≈Ú±˘≈5 ∆˝ ¡Ûø1ÀÂº ̂ ¡øª¯∏…ÀÓ¡ ¤˝◊ ø¡ı¯∏À˚˛
¡Û”Ì±«—· 1+¡ÛÓ¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡1±1 ¡Û˚±«5 Ô˘ ’±ÀÂº ÚÓ≈¡Ú ¡ÛÏ¡ˇ≈Õª, Â±S-Â±Sœ, ·Àª¯∏fl¡¸fl¡˘
¤˝◊ ¸•ÛÀfl¡« ÚÓ≈¡Ú ÚÓ≈¡Ú ø‰¡ôL±-‰¡‰¡±« ’±1n∏ ø¡ı‰¡±1-ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ’±¢∂˝œ Œ˝±ª±1
’±ª˙…fl¡Ó¡± ’±ÀÂº ̧ ±˜ø¢∂fl¡ˆ¡±Àª ¤È¡± &1n∏Q¡Û”Ì« ø¡ı¯∏˚˛ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û Œ·Ã1Àª±;˘ ̇ Ó¡¡ı¯∏«
’øÓ¡Sê˜ fl¡ø1 ’˝± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·ä ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ Ò±1±ÀÈ¡±fl¡ ¸˜‘X fl¡1±1 Œé¡SÓ¡
˝◊ ¤fl¡ ¸˜À˚˛±ø‰¡Ó¡ ¡ÛÀé¡¡Û ˝í¡ı ¡ı≈ø˘ ø¡ıÀ¡ı‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1ºq

õ∂¸—· ¢∂Lö¸”‰¬œ –
Í¡±fl≈¡1, õ∂±ø5º 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈1 ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä– ø¡ı‰¡±1 ’±1n∏ ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ìº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ˆ¡ª±Úœ ¡ı≈flƒ¡Â, 2012º

 ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¡ı1±, ’¡Û”¡ı«º  ’¸˜œ˚̨± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä – ‹øÓ¡˝… ’±1n∏ ø¡ı¡ıÓ«¡Úº Œ˚±1 √̋√±È¬ –  Œ˚±1˝±È¡ Œfl¡fœ˚̨ ̃ ˝±ø¡ı…±˘˚̨

õ∂fl¡±˙ÚŒfl¡±¯∏, 2012º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¡ı1n∏ª± , õ∂˝˘± fl≈¡˜±1º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¡øÈ¡·ä ’Ò…˚˛Úº øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬ˇ – ¡ıÚ˘Ó¡±, 1995º
≈̃ø^Ó¬º

˜Ê≈˜±1, ¡Û1˜±Úµº ¸•Û±.º ˘ÑœÒ1 ˙˜±« 1‰¡Ú± ¸˜¢∂º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ˆ¡ª±Úœ ¡ı≈flƒ¡Â,  2013º

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
˜Ê≈˜±1, ¡Û1˜±Úµº ¸•Û±.º  ’±ª±˝Úº õ∂Ô˜, ø¡ZÓ¡œ˚˛, Ó‘¡Ó¡œ˚˛, ‰¡Ó≈¡Ô«, ¡Û=˜ ’±1n∏ ¯∏á¡ ‡Gº

&ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ’¸˜ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¡Ûø1¯∏, 2015º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±, ÚÀ·Ú [¸•Û±.] – Œ¡ıÊ¡ı1n∏ª±-1‰¡Ú±ª˘œº ¡Ó‘¡Ó¡œ˚˛ ‡Gº  &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ıÚ˘Ó¬±, 2010º

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
˙˜±«, œÚÚ±Ôº ëë’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…, ¸˜±Ê ’±1n∏ ’±ª±˝Úííº :±Ú± ’±À˘±‰¡Úœº õ∂˝˘± fl≈¡˜±1

¡ı1n∏ª± [¸•Û±.] ’±ª±˝Ú ˚≈·1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝Ó¡… [Î◊¬X‘Ó¬]º
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ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ’¸˜1 ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±· ’±1n∏
 ̆ ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ 1‰¬Ú±1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬¬

¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì [Code Switching)

’—fl≈¡1 ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬ Ó¬±˘≈fl¡√±1
·Àª¯∏fl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛ Ê√±˘≈fl¡¬ı±1œ, &ª±˝√√±È¬œ-781014

Email: ankurjyoti@gauhati.ac.in

¸—øé¬5¸±1
ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡± ’¸˜1 ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ¬ı±À¬ı ̧ fl¡À˘± ø√̇ 1 ¬Û1± Ó¬±»¬Û «̊¬Û”Ì«º
ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬ı≈1?œ1 ø√˙1 ¬Û1±› ¤˝◊ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±ÀÈ¬± Î◊¬O±Ú ¬ÛÓ¬Ú1º ¬Û”¬ı«ªÓ¬π
˙øÓ¬¸fl¡±¸˜”˝√√Ó¬Õfl¡ ¤˝◊ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œ˚±·±À˚±· ¬ı…ª¶ö±1 ˚ÀÔ©Ü¬ Î◊¬ißøÓ¬
‚øÈ¬øÂ√˘ºº ̋ ◊©Ü ̋ ◊øG ˛̊± Œfl¡±•Û±ÚœÀ ˛̊ ̧ ˜¢∂ ¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡± øÚÊ√1 ’ÒœÚÕ˘
’Ú±1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬˝◊ ¬ı±—˘±, ø˝√√µ≈¶ö±Úœ [ø˝√√µœ], Ù¬±‰¬π ’±1n∏ ̋ ◊—1±Ê√œ ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬
¶ö±Úœ˚̨ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ —¶Û «̇ ’±1n∏ ̧ —À˚±· ‚øÈ¬øÂ√̆ º ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±·1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬
Ô±Àfl¡º Ó¬±1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì [Code Switching) ’Ú…Ó¬˜º ¬ı±Ó¬±«-
¸=1Ì ø¡Zˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ’=˘1 ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬ı…ª˝√√±1fl¡±1œ1 ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ ‰¬ø1Sº ÿÚø¬ı—˙
˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì1 ¬õ∂øÓ¬øSê˚˛±¸˜”˝√√ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±ÀÈ¬±1 Œ˙¯∏1 ø¬ÛÚ1 ¬Û1±
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˘±À˝√√ ˘±À˝√√ ¶Û©Ü ˝√√í¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1
fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1±øÊ√ ¬ı…—·-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ø√˙1 ¬Û1± ø˚√À1 Œõ∂±8˘ ¤Àfl¡√À1
¬ı±Ó¬± «-¸=1ÌÀ1± ¬ı±Ó¬± «¬ı±˝√ √fl¡º ¬¬ı±Ó¬± «-¸=1ÀÌ ¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬±¯∏±1
’±ôL–¸•Ûfl¡«1 ¬ıU fl¡Ô± õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜º ¤˝◊ ¸y±ªÚ±Àfl¡ ¤˝◊
fl¡±fl¡Ó¬‡ÚÓ¬ ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡1±1 Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
¬¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·, ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì, ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±, ’¸˜œ˚˛±
ˆ¬±¯∏±, ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±
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0.01 ˆ”¬ø˜fl¡±
ø¬ıù´1 ◊̋øÓ¬ √̋√±À¸ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ◊̋øÓ¬ √̋√±¸º ø¬ıù´1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß õ∂±ôLÓ¬ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß fl¡±1ÌÓ¬

’±Ú ˜±Úª  ¸•x√±˚̨1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¸—À˚±· ∆ √̋√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ¬ıÓ¬«̃ ±ÀÚ› ∆ √̋√ ’±ÀÂ√º ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1
¸—À˚±·1 ˘À· ˘À· ¸—À˚±· √̋√̊  ̨¸ˆ¬…Ó¬±1, ¸—¶¥®øÓ¬1º ¸—¶¥®øÓ¬1 ¤fl¡ õ∂Ò±Ú Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú
ˆ¬± ∏̄±º ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±· ̧ ±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ’øÓ¬ ‰¬ø‰¬«Ó¬ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ º̨ ̧ ˜±Ê√̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±Ú1
¤ ◊̋ ̇ ±‡±ÀÈ¬± ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ÀÓ¬ ’±ôL–ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ˛̇ œ˘º ̧ ˜±Ê√̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬… ø¬ı ∏̊̄  ̨ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û
¤fl¡ øÚø√«©Ü ̧ ˜˚̨Ó¬ ¤fl¡±øÒfl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±À1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ —À˚±·º(Weinreich 01) ø¬ıªÓ««¬Ú1
¬ÛÔÓ¬ Œ˚øÓ¬˚˛±˝◊√√ ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ ¤È¬±Ó¬Õfl¡ ’øÒfl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏± Œfl¡±ª± ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛±˝◊√√
Œ¬Û±Úõ∂Ô˜¬ı±11 fl¡±1ÀÌ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ —À˚±· ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ¬ı≈ø˘ Â√±1± øÊ√. Ô•ÛÂ√ÀÚ ̃ Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√
- “Language have been in contact certainly for thousands of  years, and
probably since the beginning of   humankind - or at least very close to
Ãthe beginning, as soon as humans spoke more than one language.” (6)
ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸—À˚±· ’øÓ¬ ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ õ∂øSê˚̨±º ¤È¬± øÚø√«©Ü ”̂¬‡GÓ¬ ¤fl¡ øÚø√«©Ü ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ≈√È¬±
ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±11 ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬À˚̨ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡À1º ’ªÀ˙… ≈√È¬± øˆ¬iß ˆ¬± ∏̄±1+¬Û1
¬ı…ª √̋√±1fl¡±1œ1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ˚±·±À˚±· ¸±ÒÚ √̋√í¬ı ◊̋  ˘±ø·¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡Ô± Ú± ◊̋º ¤Àfl¡È¬±
ˆ¬± ∏̄±À1 ≈√È¬± Î◊¬¬Ûˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ 1+¬Û1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±1fl¡±1œÀ˚̨± ’±ÚÀÈ¬± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1+¬Û ¬’±˚̨N fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1À˘
ˆ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü ̋ √√í¬ı ¬Û±À1º(Sarah 02)  ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ —À˚±À· ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡
·øÓ¬õ∂¬ı± √̋√fl¡ ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú fl¡À1 º ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ø¬ıø‰¬SÓ¬±1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡À1º ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±· Œ¬ıøÂ√ ˆ¬±·
¸˜˚̨ÀÓ¬  õ∂Ó¬…é¬ˆ¬±Àª ◊̋, ≈√È¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı…ª √̋√±1fl¡±1œ Œ·±È¬1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œˆ¬ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ¸—¶Û «̇1
˜±ÀÊ√À1¬ √̋√̊ º̨ øfl¡c Œfl¡øÓ¬˚̨±¬ı± Œˆ¬ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ̧ —¶Û «̇ Ú‚È¬±Õfl¡› ̧ ˜fl¡±˘œÚ ŒÚ±À √̋√±ª± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±· ‚øÈ¬¬ı ¬Û±À1º 1 ¤ ◊̋ Ò1Ì1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±· ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ Ò «̃œ˚̨ fl¡±1ÌÓ¬
¬ √̋√̊ º̨ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1 ¸˜˚̨ [time), Ò1Ì [manner], ·ˆ¬œ1Ó¬± [depth], ¸—À˚±·fl¡±1œ1
¬̂± ∏̄± ̧ •Ûfl¡π˚̨ ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ’±Ú ıUÀÓ¬± ’±Ô«-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ fl¡±1fl¡1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±·1

¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ øÚˆ¬«1˙œ˘º
ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±-Œ·±á¬œÀ˚˛ øÚÊ√1 ˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬±

¤ø1 ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±À·±á¬œ1 ˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬± ’±Àfl¡“±ª±ø˘ ˘˚˛º Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± ≈√À˚˛±È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±À·±á¬œÀ˚˛
øÚÊ√ øÚÊ√1 õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ¬Û±˝√√ø1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˆ¬±¯∏±1+¬Û ¤È¬± Œ˚±·±À˚±·1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1
˘˚˛º ’±1n∏ Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± õ∂±À·±Mê ≈√À˚˛±È¬± ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±Ó¬Õfl¡ ’±Ó¬ø1 ≈√À˚˛±È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸•x√±À˚˛
¸˝√√±ª¶ö±Ú1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇº ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸˝√±√ª¶ö±ÀÚ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ˆ¬±¯∏±1+¬ÛÓ¬ ¬ıU˜±øSfl¡
ø¬ıø‰¬SÓ¬±1 ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊¬ı±À¬ı˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏± ¶ö±Ú±ôL1Ì ’±1n∏ ¸—À˚±·œ ˆ¬±¯∏±1+¬Û
¸‘ø©ÜÓ¬Õfl¡› ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸˝√√±ª¶ö±Ú ’øÒfl¡ ’±fl¡¯∏«Ìœ˚˛º ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì [Code-Switching]
ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ≈√È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸˝√√±ª¶ö±ÚÀ1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬º
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’¸˜ Ó¬Ô± Î◊¬M√√√1-¬Û”ª±«=˘ ’Ó¬œÊ√À1 ¬Û1± ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1 Œé¬S1+À¬Û fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1
’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ¸5˜ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ˜Ò…ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬Õfl¡ ’˘¬Û Œ¬ıÀ˘· ¬ı≈ø˘
ø √̋√Î◊¬ÀªÚ ‰¬±À„√√ fl¡1± ˜ôL¬ı…1 ’±Ò±1 ø˚ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄±, Œ¸˚̨± ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·À1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ ¬ı≈ø˘
ˆ¬±ø¬ı¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ¬ıUfl¡±˘ ’±·1 ¬Û1± ◊̋ ’± «̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ’±1n∏ ’± «̊øˆ¬iß ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ —À˚±· ∆ √̋√ ’±ø √̋√øÂ√̆ ,
¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚̨1 ¡Z±√̇  ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ¬Û1± ≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú ’±Sê˜Ìfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ’ √̋√± ’±1ªœ
’±1n∏ ¬¬Û±‰¬π ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ˘·Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª± Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ’¸˜1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸—À˚±·, ’±À √̋√±˜ ’±1n∏ ¬Û1ªÓ¬π
È¬± ◊̋ Ê√±øÓ¬¸ ”̋̃ √√1 È¬± ◊̃̋ ”̆ œ˚̨ ˆ¬± ∏̄±¸ ”̋̃ √√1 ˘·Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª± Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ’¸˜1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸—À˚±·,
fi¬ÛøÚÀªø˙fl¡ ̇ ±¸Ú1 ̧ ˜˚̨Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ ø ¬̂iß ̂ ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ̧ •x√±˚̨1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±¸ ”̋̃ √√1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡
’¸˜1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ —À˚±À· ’¸˜1 ̂ ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̧ ˜œfl¡1Ì1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ˘º

ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ’¸˜1 ˝◊øÓ¬˝√√±¸ Î◊¬O±Ú-¬ÛÓ¬Ú1 ˝◊øÓ¬˝√√±¸ , Œ¸˚˛± ˘±ø·À˘
1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ◊̋ ̋ √√›“fl¡, ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ◊̋ ̋ √√›“fl¡ ¬ı± ̂ ¬±ø ∏̄Àfl¡ ◊̋ ̋ √√›“fl¡º  ’±À √̋√±˜ ̇ ±¸fl¡
ø˙ªø¸—˝√√fl¡ ø√ÚÀ1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’±Ô«¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ fl¡±1ÌÓ¬ ¬ı±—˘±1 ˘·Ó¬ ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1
¸—À˚±· ‚øÈ¬ ’±ø˝√√øÂ√˘, ̋ ◊—1±Ê√1 ’ÒœÚ¶ö ¤˝◊ ̂ ”¬‡GÓ¬ ¬ı±—˘± ̂ ¬±¯∏±fl¡ 1836 ‰¬Ú1 ¬Û1±
1873 ‰¬ÚÕ˘ ‰¬1fl¡±1œ ˆ¬±¯∏± fl¡1± fl¡±˚«˝◊ ¤˝◊ ¸—À˚±· ’øÒfl¡ ·±Ï¬ˇ fl¡ø1À˘º ¤Àfl¡√À1
˙±¸fl¡˚La1 ˆ¬±¯∏±1+À¬Û ˝◊—1±Ê√œ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˘·Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ø˝√√µ≈¶ö±Úœ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸—¶Û˙«1
¬ı±À¬ı ø˝√√µœˆ¬±¯∏±, ¬Ù¬±‰¬π ˆ¬±¯∏±fl¡ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ‰¬1fl¡±1œ ˆ¬±¯∏±1+À¬Û Œ¬Û±ª±1 ¬ı±À¬ı  Ù¬±‰¬π1 ˘·Ó¬
¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ¤‰¬±˜ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ̧ —À˚±· ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±ÀÈ¬±1 Œ˙ ∏̄1 ø¬ÛÀÚ ¤ ◊̋ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±·1
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¶Û©Ü ˝√√í¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ¬Û±(±Ó¬… ø˙é¬± ¬ı…ª¶ö±, ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√
˙±¸Ú ¬ı…ª¶ö±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ õ∂Ó¬…é¬ ’±1n∏ ¬ÛÀ1±é¬ˆ¬±Àª ̧ —¶Û «̇Õ˘ ’˝√√± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘ Sê˜±i§À ˛̊
ø¡Zˆ¬±¯∏œ ˝√√í¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˘·Ó¬ é¬˜Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ¶§±øˆ¬˜±Úfl¡ ¤fl¡±R fl¡1±1
˜ÚÀÈ¬± ·Ï¬ˇ ˘í¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ¤È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¬Û1± ’±Ú ¤È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±Õ˘  ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡
Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú1 Ÿ¬Ì Œ˘±ª± ’±1n∏ ø√˚˛±1 ¬Û1•Û1±À˚˛± ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±Ó¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ·øÓ¬ ˘±ˆ¬
fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¸ˆ¬…Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ¸—¶¥®øÓ¬1 ’±·˜Ú1 ˘À· ˘À· ’¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú ’±1n∏
Ò±1Ì±fl¡ ¬ı≈Ê√±¬ıÕ˘ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±˝◊ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ Ÿ¬Ì¢∂ø˝√√Ó¬±1 ˆ”¬ø˜fl¡±Ó¬  ’ªÓ¬œÌ« ˝√√í¬ı ˘·±
∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ˘·ÀÓ¬ ¸˜±Ê√1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ô¶11 Œ˘±Àfl¡ ¬¸À‰¬Ó¬Ú ¬ı± ’¸À‰¬Ó¬Úˆ¬±Àª, ˝◊2Â√±fl‘¡Ó¬
’±1n∏ ’øÚ2Â√±fl‘¡Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º

¤È¬± øÚø√«©Ü ̧ ˜˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ”¬ø˜Ó¬ ̧ ‘©Ü ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 Œ¸˝◊ ̊ ≈·1 ̂ ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬±Àª
¬ˆ≈¬˜≈øfl¡ ˜±À1º Œ˘‡Àfl¡ ¸˜±Ê√1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ô¶11 ˜±Ú≈˝√fl¡ ’±Ò±1 fl¡ø1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ¤È¬± fl¡í¬ıÕ˘
˚±›“ÀÓ¬ ¬ıU¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ô¶1 ’Ú≈˚±˚˛œ ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬±Àfl¡
‰¬ø1S¸˜”˝√√1 ˜≈‡Ó¬ ø√À˚˛º ŒÓ¬ÀÚ õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ‰¬ø1S ˜≈‡1 ˆ¬±¯∏± Œ¸˝◊ øÚø√«©Ü ¶ö±Ú ’±1n∏
fl¡±˘1 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒ¶§1+¬Û ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¤Ê√Ú
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¸˜±Ê√ ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú Œ˘‡fl¡º ̧ ≈œ‚«fl¡±˘ ’¸˜1 ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙1 ¬Û1± ’±Ó¬ø1 Ô±øfl¡À˘›
Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ¸˜±Ê√1 ¸1n∏ ¬ı1 ¸fl¡À˘± ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú1 ‡¬ı1 1±ø‡øÂ√˘º ƒ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡
Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛Ó¬±¬ı±√1 øÚ˜±Ì«1 ¶§±Ô«Ó¬ ŒÓ¬À‡ÀÓ¬ ¤È¬± ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ 1+¬ÛÀfl¡ qX1+¬ÛÀÓ¬ ¸fl¡À˘±ÀÓ¬
¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1±1 ŒÛ± ∏̄fl¡Ó¬± fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º øfl¡c ¤Àfl¡ ¸˜˚̨ÀÓ¬ ¸˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ˆ¬± ∏̄±fl¡ ŒÓ¬›“1 ‘̧©Ü
¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ̃ ≈Mê˜ÀÚ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…-∆˙˘œ1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…º ’¸˜œ˚̨±
¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ¸˜±Ú ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸ ‘̃X õ∂À˚̨±· fl¡1± ¬ı…øMê ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚̨ ¤Ê√Ú
›˘±¬ı ŒÚ Ú± ◊̋ Ó¬±Ó¬ ̧ Àµ √̋√ ’±ÀÂ√º ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ’Ú…±Ú… ̇ ±‡±¸ ”̋̃ √√1 Ó≈¬˘Ú±ÀÓ¬± ¬ı…—· ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬
Œ˘‡fl¡1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¬Û1œé¬±-¸•Û1œé¬± fl¡1±1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ’øÒfl¡º Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ
1‰¬Ú±¸ ”̋̃ √√ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ¬ı…—· ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ˜± ◊̆̋ 1 ‡≈“øÈ¬º ëfl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1 ¬ı1n∏ª±1 fl¡±fl¡Ó¬1 ŒÈ¬±À¬Û±˘±í,ë
fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1 ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ›ˆ¬Ó¬øÚí, ë¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ˆ¬±¬ı1 ¬ı≈1¬ı≈1øÌí [õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±·, ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚̨ ˆ¬±·, Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚̨
ˆ¬±·],ë ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ¬ı≈̆ øÚí, ë¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ø‰¬ôL±1 ø˙˘&øÈ¬í, ë¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ̧ ±ø √̋√øÓ¬…fl¡ 1 √̋√̧ …í ’±1n∏
ëfl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1 ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ¸±˜1øÌí - ¤ ◊̋ ¸—fl¡˘ÚÀfl¡ ◊̋ÚÀfl¡ ¤Àfl¡˘À· fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ 1‰¬Ú± ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı
¬Û±ø1º ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1 ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 øˆ¬iß Œ|Ìœ1 ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ø‰¬SÌ fl¡1±Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ
1‰¬Ú±¸ ”̋̃ √√Ó¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1  ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬- ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì1 ¶§1+¬Û ¶Û©Üº

0.02 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd1 ¬Ûø1¸1
ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±· ’±1n∏ ˝◊˚˛±1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ’øÓ¬˙˚˛

¬ı…±¬Ûfl¡ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛º ¶ö±Ú ’±1n∏ fl¡±˘Àˆ¬À√¬ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 Ò1Ì ’±1n∏ ˜±S± øˆ¬Ú øˆ¬Ú ˝√√˚˛º
ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 Ò1Ì ’±1n∏ ˜±S±˝◊ ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ øÚÌ«˚˛ fl¡À1º ¸fl¡À˘±
¬Ûø1Àª˙ÀÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡Ò1Ì1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬1 Î◊¬æ√ª Ú √̋√í¬ı› ¬Û±À1º ’¸˜1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙

≈̧fl¡œ˚̨±º ˚±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’¸˜Ó¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬› ’±Ú Í¬± ◊̋Ó¬Õfl¡ Œ¬ıÀ˘·º ·Àª ∏̄Ì±
¬ÛS‡Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸À1 ’¸˜1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙fl¡À √̋√ ¸±˜ø1¬ı ’±1n∏ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1
◊̋øÓ¬̋ √√±¸Ó¬Õfl¡› ¬ÛS‡ÀÚ ̃ ”‡…Ó¬– ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±·1 ’Ú…Ó¬̃  ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ ¬ı±Ó¬±«- ̧ =1Ì1 ›¬Û1Ó¬À √̋√

˜ÀÚ±øÚÀª˙ fl¡ø1¬ıº ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì1 øÚ√̇ «Ú ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ̆ ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1  fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1
¬ı1n∏ª±1 fl¡±fl¡Ó¬1 ŒÈ¬±À¬Û±˘±, fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1 ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ›ˆ¬Ó¬øÚ, ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ˆ¬±¬ı1 ¬ı≈1¬ı≈1øÌ [õ∂Ô˜
ˆ¬±·, ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚̨ ̂ ¬±·, Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚̨ ̂ ¬±·]í, ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ¬ı≈̆ øÚ, ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ø‰¬ôL±1 ø˙˘&øÈ¬, ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1
¸±ø √̋√øÓ¬…fl¡ 1 √̋√̧ … ’±1n∏ fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1 ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ¸±˜1øÌ ¸—fl¡˘Úfl¡ ’±Ò±1 fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º
·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛS‡ÀÚ ¤ ◊̋ ¸—fl¡˘Ú Œfl¡ ◊̋‡Ú1 ¸±ø √̋√øÓ¬…fl¡ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¬Ûø1¸11 øˆ¬Ó¬1ÀÓ¬ ¬ı±Ó¬±«-
¸=1Ì1 ¶§1+¬Û ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1 fl¡±1fl¡1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ¬ı±È¬ ≈̃fl¡ø˘ fl¡ø1 ∆˘ÀÂ√º

0.03 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd1 Î◊¬ÀV˙… ’±1n∏ &1n∏Q –
·Àª¯∏Ì± ¬ÛS‡ÀÚ ¸˜±Ê√ˆ¬±¯∏±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ‘√ø©ÜÀfl¡±ÀÌÀ1 ≈√È¬± Î◊¬ÀV˙… ’±·Ó¬ ∆˘

’±·¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ¬ıñ
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 [fl¡] ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ’¸˜1 ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬¸˜”˝√√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ¬ı±Ó¬±«-
¸=1Ì Œfl¡ÀÚ√À1   ˙øÓ¬fl¡±ÀÈ¬±1 Œ˙¯∏1 ø¬ÛÚ1 ’±1n∏ ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÓ¬ Œ√‡±
∆·øÂ√˘ Ó¬±1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ 1‰¬Ú±¸˜”˝√√1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 fl¡1±º

[‡]  ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì1 øˆ¬iß ¶§1+¬Û ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1 ’ôLøÚ«ø˝√√Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√ˆ¬±¯∏±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡ fl¡±1fl¡¸˜”˝√√
ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡1±º

ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 ø√À˙À1 ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ’¸˜1 ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ¬ÛÈ¬ˆ”¬ø˜1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú
’øÓ¬ ̧ œø˜Ó¬º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ̆ ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 1‰¬Ú±1±øÊ√1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±› ̧ ˜±Ê√̂ ¬± ∏̄±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡
‘√ø©ÜÀfl¡±ÀÌÀ1 ø¬ı√…± ˛̊Ó¬øÚfl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 Œé¬SÕ˘ ’ √̋√± Ú± ◊̋º ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì1 fl¡±1fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√1
õ∂øÓ¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±Úœ, ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ·Àª ∏̄fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ̧ fl¡À˘± ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú ¬ı…øMêÀ ˛̊ ’±¢∂ √̋√œº
¤˝◊ øÓ¬øÚ›È¬± ø√˙1 ¬Û1±˝◊ ·Àª¯∏Ì± ¬ÛS‡Ú1 &1n∏Q ’±ÀÂ√º

¡0.04 ·Àª¯∏Ì±1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –
·Àª¯∏Ì± ¬ÛS‡Ú õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡À1±ÀÓ¬ õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ Î◊¬»¸1+À¬Û Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±À√ª1 fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ

1‰¬Ú±1±øÊ√1 ¸˝√√±˚˛ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¬ı±Ó¬«±-¸=1Ì1 ¸˜˘fl¡ ˘é¬… ø¬ıµ≈ [Target Point)

∆˘ õ∂Ô˜ ¬ÛÍ¬ÚÓ¬ ¬ı±Ó¬«±-¸=1Ì1 ̧ ˜˘¸ ”̃̋ √√ ̧ —¢∂˝√√ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ¬ÛÍ¬ÚÓ¬ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1
õ∂¸—·1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ‰¬ø1S1 ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø¶öøÓ¬, ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ̧ —˘±¬Û1 ¬ı±flƒ¡-ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡1±
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ̊ ±ÀÓ¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ’ôL1±˘Ó¬ Ôfl¡± ’-ˆ¬± ∏̄±·Ó¬ [Non-Linguistic] fl¡±1fl¡¸ ”̃̋ √√ ø¬ı‰¬±1
fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ¬Œ·ÃÌ Î◊¬»¸1+À¬Û Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 ¬ı±À¬ı ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ̧ —·øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
¢∂Lö ’±1n∏ ˝◊∞È¬±1ÀÚÈ¬1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º fl¡±fl¡Ó¬‡ÚÓ¬ ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬1 ˘·ÀÓ¬
ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ¬¬ÛXøÓ¬1 ¸˝√√±˚˛ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

0.05 ˜”˘ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd –
ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ’±È¬±˝◊Ó¬Õfl¡ &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ˝√√í˘ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ·øÓ¬˜˚˛Ó¬±º ˆ¬±¯∏± ¤È¬± ¬ıøÓ¬«

Ô±Àfl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬ı…ª˝√√±1fl¡±1œ1 ˜±Ò…À˜À1º ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬ı…ª˝√√±1fl¡±1œ ¤È¬± Œ·±È¬ ’Ú… ˆ¬±¯∏±-ˆ¬±¯∏œ
¬ı…ª˝√√±1fl¡±1œ1 ¸—¶Û˙«Õ˘ ’±ø˝√√À˘ ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬ı…ª˝√√±1fl¡±1œ ¸•x√±˚˛ ≈√È¬±1  ˜±Ê√Ó¬
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡, ¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ ¸—À˚±· Œ˝√√±ª±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸—À˚±À·± ‚ÀÈ¬º ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸—À˚±·
¬ı…øMê, Œ·±È¬ ¬ı± Œ·±á¬œ·Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Û˚±«˚˛Ó¬ ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û±À1º¬ˆ¬±ø¯fl¡∏ ¸—À˚±·1 ’ôL1±˘Ó¬
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú, ˚≈X¬ıµœ, √±¸õ∂Ô±, ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√, ¬ı…ª¸±˚˛-¬ı±øÌÊ√…, ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸•x√±˚˛1 øÚÊ√¶§ ˆ¬±¯∏±
¸•Ûfl¡«œ˚˛ ˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± ’±ø√ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ fl¡±1Àfl¡ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±ª ø¬ıô¶±1 fl¡À1º

ˆ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±·1 ¤ÀÚ ̧ ‘̃X ̋ ◊øÓ¬ √̋√±¸Ó¬ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1 ¤fl¡ ̧ ≈fl¡œ˚̨± &1n∏Q ’±ÀÂ√º
&Ì·Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ¸—‡…±·Ó¬ Î◊¬ˆ¬˚̨ ø√̇ 1 ¬Û1± ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±À· ¬Û1ªÓ¬π
¸˜˚̨1 ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ ˜±Êˆ¬± ∏̄±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ‰¬ø1S øÚ˜±«ÌÓ¬ ̧ øSê˚̨ ̂ ”¬ø˜fl¡± ¢∂̋ √√Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º

ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1 ’¸˜1 ¬ÛÈ¬ ”̂¬ø˜Ó¬ øSê˚̨± fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ›Í¬1 ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1 ’ø¶ö1 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡
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¬Ûø1ÀªÀ˙º Œ˜±ª±˜1œ˚̨± ø¬ıÀ^±À √̋√ ’±À √̋√±˜ 1±Ê√Ó¬La1 fl¡±ø˜ √̋√±Î¬̌ ̂ ¬±ø„√√ Œ¬Û˘± ◊̋øÂ√̆  ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1
· ◊̋Ú± ∆˘ ’±À √̋√±˜ 1±Ê√¬ı—˙Ó¬ ’±1y Œ √̋√±ª± ·‘̋ √√fl¡µÀ˘ ’¸˜Ó¬ ̃ ±Ú Œ¸Ú±fl¡ ’±√ø1 ’±øÚøÂ√̆ º
¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ˜±ÀÚ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚̨¬ı±1 ’¸˜ Œ¸±˜± ◊̋ ’±À √̋√±˜ 1±Ê√Qfl¡ ø¸— √̋√±¸Ú‰≈¬…Ó¬ fl¡ø1 ¤ ◊̋
”̂¬‡GÓ¬ ¤fl¡ ’1±Ê√fl¡ ’ª¶ö±1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡À1º ¬Û”¬ı«À1 ¬Û1± ’¸˜1 õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ¸•Û√Ó¬ ‰¬fl≈¡ ø√

Ôfl¡± ̋ ◊©Ü ̋ ◊øG˚̨± Œfl¡±•Û±ÚœÀ˚̨ Œ·Ã1œÚ±Ô ø¸— √̋√1 ’±˜LaÌSêÀ˜ ̃ ±Úfl¡ ’¸˜1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıÓ¬±øÎ¬̌Ó¬
fl¡1±1 ’ø‰¬˘± ∆˘ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±Ó¬ ’¸˜Ó¬ õ∂À¬ı˙ fl¡ø1 fl”¡È¬ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø¬ı‰¬é¬ÌÓ¬±À1 ’¸˜Ó¬
Œ·±ÀÊ√̋ ◊ ·Ê√±ø˘ ∆ √̋√ ¬ıÀ √̋√º ◊̋—1±Ê√̧ fl¡À˘ ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÚœøÓ¬ øÚÒ±«1Ì1 Œ¬ıø˘fl¡± ¶ö±Úœ˚̨ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1

≈̧ø¬ıÒ±Ê√Úfl¡ ø¶öøÓ¬ ŒÚÀ√ø‡ ¬¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬± ∏̄±fl¡ ‰¬1fl¡±1œ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1+À¬Û ˜˚±«√± ø√À˚̨º2  ◊̋øÓ¬˜ÀÒ…
‰¬1fl¡±1œ ’øÙ¬‰¬-fl¡±Â√±1œÓ¬ fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¬ı±—˘±ˆ¬± ∏̄œ ¤fl¡À|Ìœ ’±À˜±˘±1 ’±˜√±øÚ fl¡1±
∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ¤ ◊̋ ’±À˜±˘± Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬± ¬ı±—˘± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ’ˆ¬…ô¶ ’±øÂ√̆ º ¶ö±Úœ˚̨ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±1 ¶§fl¡œ˚̨Ó¬±
¸•ÛÀfl¡« ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡fl¡ ¸Ê√±· fl¡1± Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±øÂ√˘º ¸˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª¬ ’¸˜1 ¶ö±Úœ˚˛
Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘Àfl¡± ¬ı±—˘±ˆ¬± ∏̄œ Œ˘±fl¡1 Ó¬˘Ó¬ fl¡±˜ fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı õ∂dÓ¬ Ú±øÂ√̆ º "Bengali
officials were packed off  to Assam without preparing them to communicate to
non-Bengali speakers. As the local  Assamese speakers were concerned, nothing
was done to prepare them to work with or under the non speakers of  the lan-

guage." (chakravarty 229) Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ¸fl¡À˘± ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ô¶11 Œ˘±fl¡1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’¸˜œ˚̨±
’±1n∏ ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ∆Ó¬˚̨±1 ∆ √̋√ ∆·øÂ√̆ º

’ªÀ˙… ̋ ◊—1±Ê√ ’ √̋√±1 ¬Û”À¬ı«̋ ◊ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±-ˆ¬± ∏̄œ  ’±1n∏ ¬ı±—˘± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±-ˆ¬± ∏̄œ Œ˘±fl¡1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¸ √̋√±ª¶ö±Ú ’±øÂ√̆ º ø˙ªø¸— √̋√̋ ◊ fl¡±˜±‡…±Ó¬ øÚ˚̨˜œ˚̨± ¬Û”Ê√±-’‰¬«Ú± fl¡1±1
¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û¬ı«Ó¬œ˚̨± Œ·±“̧ ± ◊̋fl¡ ¸—¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1±1 ¬Û±Â√À1 ¬Û1± ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬± ∏̄± ◊̋  Sê˜±i§À˚̨ 1±Ê√‚1Ó¬
õ∂Àª˙ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ±̨ ÙË¬±ø=Â√ Œ √̋√ø˜˘È¬ÀÚ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1
’±1yøÌÀÓ¬ ¬Û”ª ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 Ê√1œ¬Û fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬›“1 ¢∂Lö An Account of Assam Ó¬ ø˘ø‡øÂ√̆ ñ

The Bengalese language also became more common, al-
though it was not used on the coin, nor in the state affairs,
until the time of  Rudra, son of  Gadadhar. Now it is the
common language even of   the court; the original assamese,
commonly spoken in the reign of  Aurangzebe, in all prob-
ability will bw lost; and now it is a dead language, and is
only studied by those who follow the old worship. (7)

Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·… Œ˚ ¤˝◊ ˜ôL¬ı… õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± Œ˝√√ø˜˘È¬Ú õ∂Ó¬…é¬ˆ¬±Àª ’¸˜Õ˘ ’˝√√±
Ú±øÂ√˘º ŒÓ¬›“ øfl¡Â≈√ Ó¬Ô… ¸—¢∂˝√√ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ’¸˜1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸‚Ú Œ˚±·±À˚±· 1‡± øfl¡Â≈√
¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ¬ı„√√±˘œÀ˘±fl¡1 ¬Û1± ’±1n∏ øfl¡Â≈√ Ó¬Ô… ’±˝√√1Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ¬ı—·À√˙Ó¬ øÔÓ¬±ø¬Û ˘·±
’¸˜ Œ√˙1 Œ˘±fl¡1 ¬Û1±º ˜”˘ Ó¬Ô…√±Ó¬± ¤Ê√Ú ’±øÂ√˘ ¬Û¬ı«Ó¬œ˚˛± Œ·±“¸±˝◊1 ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1º
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Ó¬Ô…√±Ó¬±1 ¸1˝√√ˆ¬±À·˝◊ ¬ı—·˜”˘œ˚˛ Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ı±À¬ı ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬N1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ Ú±øÂ√˘, ˚±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’:±Ú¬ı˙Ó¬– ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 Î◊¬¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏± ¤È¬±˝◊
’±À˝√√±˜ 1±Ê√¬ı…ª¶ö±1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ∆˝√√ ¬Û1± ¬ı≈ø˘ ŒÓ¬À‡ÀÓ¬ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘º ¤Àfl¡√À1 1+^ø¸—˝√√1 ø√ÚÕ˘
¬Û≈1øÌ ’¸˜œ˚˛±1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 Œ˝√√±ª± fl¡Ô±¯∏±1 ˜Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛±º Œ˝√√ø˜˘È¬ÀÚ Œfl¡±ª±1 √À1
1n∏^ø¸—˝√√1 ¬Û1ªÓ¬π 1Ê√± ø˙ªø¸—˝√√1 ø√Ú1 ¬Û1± ¬Û≈1øÌ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬±1 1±Ê√˙±¸Ú1
ˆ¬±¯∏±1+À¬Û Ôfl¡± ˜˚±«√± ˝√√+Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±øÂ√˘, ¤Àfl¡√À1 ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 Î◊¬¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏± ¤È¬±›
1±Ê√˙±¸Ú1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1+À¬Û õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ Œ˚ ¸Àµ˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º øfl¡c Œ˝√√ø˜˘È¬Ú1 Œ˘‡±1
¬Û1± ¤È¬± fl¡Ô± ¶Û©Ü Œ˚ ø˙ªø¸—˝√√1¡ ø√Ú1 ¬Û1±˝◊ ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˘·Ó¬ Î◊¬2‰¬ Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±1
¸‚Ú ’±1n∏ ·ˆ¬œ1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±· ‚øÈ¬øÂ√̆ º Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±Õ˘ Î¬±-Î¬±„√√1œ ˛̊±
Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±Àª ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰¬±« fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1±Õfl¡ ¸˜‘X ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ˝√√ø˘1±˜
ŒÏ¬øfl¡˚˛±˘ Ù≈¬fl¡ÀÚ ’±¸±˜ ¬ı≈1?œ ø˘ø‡øÂ√˘ ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ , ˚≈√1±˜ ŒÎ¬fl¡±¬ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ¬ı±—˘±1
¬Û1± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±Õ˘ ’øˆ¬Ò±Ú 1ø‰¬øÂ√˘,  ˜øÌ1±˜ Œ√ª±Ú1 ¬ı≈1?œ ø¬ıÀ¬ıfl¡1P1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±
’±øÂ√˘ ¬ı±—˘±º ˝◊˚˛±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1› ˝√√ø˘1±˜ ŒÏ¬√øfl¡˚˛±˘ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú, ˚:1±˜ ‡±1‚1œ˚˛± Ù≈¬fl¡Ú
’±1n∏ ̊ ≈√1±˜ ŒÎ¬fl¡±¬ı1n∏ª± ◊̋ øÚ ˛̊ø˜Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ¬ı±—˘± ’±À˘±‰¬Úœ ̧ ˜±‰¬±1 ‰¬øffl¡± ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜±‰¬±1
√¬Û«ÌÓ¬ Œ˘‡±-Œ˜˘± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˝◊—1±Ê√ ˙±¸ÀÚ ¤˝◊ ¸—À˚±·fl¡ ¸¬ı«ô¶11 ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Õ˘
∆˘ ·í˘º Œfl¡ª˘ ’øˆ¬Ê√±Ó¬ Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±Àª Ú˝√√ ˛̊, ¸±Ò±1Ì ˜±Ú≈̋ √√ ¤Ê√ÀÚ› ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±1
∆¸ÀÓ¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ˝√√í¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√íÀ˘ ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ∆¸ÀÓ õ∂Ó¬…é¬ ¬ı± ¬ÛÀ1±é¬ ¸•Ûfl¡« ¶ö±¬ÛÚ1
¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı±Ò… ˝√√í˘º ¶≥®˘-fl¡±Â√±1œ1 ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬ı±—˘± ’±1n∏ ‚11 ¬ı…ª˝√√+Ó¬ ˆ¬±¯∏± ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˝√√±ª±1
Ù¬˘Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’±1n∏ ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸—À˚±À· ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˜±S± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1À˘º

¤Àfl¡Ò1ÀÌ ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√ ˙±¸Ú1 ’±·ÀÓ¬› Œ¬ı˝√√±-Œ¬ı¬Û±11 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı± ’Ú…±Ú… fl¡±˜-fl¡±Ê√1
¬ı±À¬ı ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 Î◊¬M√√√1 ’±1n∏ ˜Ò… õ∂±ôL1 ¬Û1± ø˝√√µœ ˆ¬±¯∏±-ˆ¬±¯∏œ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘ ¤˝◊ ˆ”¬‡GÕ˘
’±ø˝√√øÂ√˘º øfl¡c Œ˚±·±À˚±· ¬ı…ª¶ö±1 õ∂Ó¬…˝√√ı±Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤ÀÚ Œ˘±fl¡1 ¸—‡…±› ’±øÂ√˘
fl¡˜ ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊ ̧ ˜˚˛Ó¬ ̂ ¬±¯∏±¸˜”˝√√1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ̂ ¬±¯∏± ̧ —À˚±·1 Ù¬˘Ó¬  ̂ ¬±¯∏± ¶ö±Ú±ôL1Ì fl¡ø1
fl¡±˘Sê˜Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ¤ ◊̋ ̂ ”¬‡G1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±Àfl¡ ’±Àfl¡±“ª±ø˘ ∆˘øÂ√̆ º ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√1 ’±·˜Ú1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬±
ø √̋√µœˆ¬± ∏̄œÀ˘±fl¡1 ’±·˜Ú  ‰¬ø˘ Ô±Àfl¡º ◊̊̋ ±̨1 ¸1 √̋√̧ —‡…fl¡ Œ˘±fl¡ ’±ø √̋√øÂ√̆  ¬ı…ª¸±ø˚̨fl¡-
¬ı±øÌÊ√… ’±1n∏ Ê√œªÚ-øÚ¬ı±«̋ √√1 Î◊¬ÀVÀ˙…º ¤ ◊̋ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ˘·Ó¬ ¶ö±Úœ˚̨ Œ˘±fl¡1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1
¸—À˚±· ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º øfl¡c ¤ ◊̋¬ı±1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¶ö±Ú±ôL1Ì Œ √̋√±ª± Ú±øÂ√̆  , ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ¸ √̋√±ª¶ö±Úº
’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ ◊̋©Ü ◊̋øG˚̨± Œfl¡±•Û±ÚœÀ˚̨ ’¸˜ ’øÒ¢∂ √̋√Ì fl¡1±1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬ õ∂Ô˜±ª¶ö±Ó¬ ◊̋—1±Ê√œ
’±1n∏ Ù¬±‰¬π ̂ ¬± ∏̄±fl¡ ‰¬1fl¡±1œ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1+À¬Û ¢∂̋ √√Ì fl¡1± ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º "After annexation of Assam
in 1826, several languages were used in the courts till the 1830s. Untill
1837, When the Act No. 29 propagated a uniform language policy, the
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colonial administrative used Persian and English language at different
levels of  administration." (Chakravarty 54) ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ Ù¬±‰¬π ˆ¬±¯±∏1 Í¬± ◊̋Ó¬
¬ı±—˘± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±fl¡ ‰¬1fl¡±1œ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̃ ˚±«√± ø√̊ ±̨ ̋ √√̊  ̨̊ ø√› Ù¬±‰¬π ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ’øˆ¬Ê√±Ó¬
Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±1 ¤fl¡Ò1Ì1 ¸√Ô«fl¡ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª ◊̋øÓ¬˜ÀÒ… ·Ï¬̌ ∆˘ Î◊¬øÍ¬øÂ√̆ º ëø¬ı¬Ûiß ¸˜˚̨í Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋
¸˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 Â√ø¬ı‡Ú Œ˜ø√Úœ Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œÀ˚̨ ’±“øfl¡øÂ√̆  ¤ÀÚÒ1ÀÌ - ì¤ ◊̋ Ù¬±Â√«œ
˙sÀ¬ı±1 ÚÊ√Ú± fl¡±1ÀÌ ◊̋ ̊ Ó¬ Œ·±˘˜±˘º ̃ ±Ú≈À √̋√ ¬ı≈øÊ√Â√± &1n∏Q ◊̋ øÚø√À˚̨ fl¡Ô±1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ≈√̋ ◊-
¤È¬± Ù¬±Â√«œ ̇ s Ú˘·±À˘ºî [Œ·± √̋√±“̋ ◊ 751] Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ¬ıMê¬ı…ø‡øÚ õ∂Ó¬…é¬ ̧ ˜˘ Ú √̋√íÀ˘›
øÚø(Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±À· øfl¡ Ò1Ì1 õ∂øÓ¬øSê˚̨±1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ√̆
Ó¬±1 ¤‡Ú ø¬ıù´±¸À˚±·… ø‰¬S ¬ıMê¬ı…ÀÈ¬±Àª Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º

◊̋—1±Ê√œ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ˘·Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸—À˚±· ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√ ˙±¸Úˆ¬±1 õ∂øÓ¬á¬±
Œ √̋√±ª±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬º ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¤ ◊̋ ¸—À˚±· ¸˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ˜Ò…ø¬ıM√√√œ˚̨ Œ|Ìœ1 ¬Û‘á¬À¬Û± ∏̄fl¡Ó¬±Ó¬ ·øÏ¬̌
Î◊¬øÍ¬øÂ√̆ º Î◊¬2‰¬ ø˙é¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋—1±Ê√œ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¬Ûø1ø‰¬øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ±̨1 ˘·Ó¬
Œ˚±·±À˚±·1 ¬ı±À¬ı ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ —À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ¤È¬± ̆ ±À √̋√ ̆ ±À √̋√ øÚ˜±«Ì ̋ √√í¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º

ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±· øfl¡˜±Ú ¸˜˚˛1 ¬ı±À¬ı ∆˝√√ÀÂ√, ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 Ò1Ì Œfl¡ÀÚfl≈¡ª± ’±1n
ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 ·ˆ¬œ1Ó¬± øfl¡˜±Ú ¤˝◊ øÓ¬øÚ›È¬± fl¡Ô±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬
øÚˆ¬«1 fl¡À1º ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙Õ˘ ˜Ú fl¡ø1À˘› ’Ú≈Ò±ªÚ
fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1 Œ˚ õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˘·Ó¬ ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸—À˚±·1 ¸˜˚˛, Ò1Ì ’±1n∏
˜±S± ’±øÂ√˘ øˆ¬ißÒ1Ì1º Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊ Œ˚ ̋ ◊—1±Ê√œ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ’øÓ¬ fl¡˜ ̧ —‡…fl¡
Œ˘±fl¡1À˝√√ ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 ̧ —À˚±· ‚øÈ¬øÂ√˘º  Ó¬±1  ̧ 1˝√√¸—‡…Àfl¡ ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛± fl¡˜«‰¬±1œ1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬
õ∂Ó¬…é¬ ¬ı± ¬ÛÀ1±é¬ ̧ •Ûfl¡«Õ˘ ’±ø √̋√øÂ√̆ º ̋ ◊—1±Ê√œ1 Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬ ø √̋√µœ ’±1n∏ Ù¬±‰¬π ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ̆ ·Ó¬
¸—À˚±· øfl¡Â≈√ ’øÒfl¡ Œ˘±fl¡1 ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º øfl¡c ¸˜ ˛̊1 ¬Ûø1˜±Ì ’±1n∏ ˜±S±1 ø√̇ 1 ¬Û1±
’±È¬± ◊̋Ó¬Õfl¡ ·±Ï¬̌ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±· ‚øÈ¬øÂ√̆  ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬± ∏̄± ’±1n∏ Œ¸ ◊̧̋ ˜˚̨1 ’¸˜œ˚̨± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1º
Ù¬˘Ó¬ øÓ¬øÚ›È¬± ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±À· ◊̋  ¬ıÓ¬«̃ ±Ú Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬ fl¡˜ ̋ √√±1Ó¬ ’±1n∏ é≈¬^ ¬Ûø1¸1Ó¬ ̋ √√íÀ˘›
øˆ¬ißô¶1Ó ø¡Zˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡Ó¬± [Bilingualism], ø¡Z¬Û±øù «́fl¡Ó¬± [Diglossia], Ÿ¬Ì [Borrowing],
¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì [Code-Switching] ’±ø√ ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º

¸±Ò±1Ìˆ¬±Àª ’Ú…ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ÒıøÚ, 1+¬Û, ˙s, ‡G¬ı±fl¡… ¬ı± ¬ı±fl¡… Œ˚øÓ¬˚˛± øÚÊ√1
ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1± √̋√̊ ,̨ ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚̨± Ó¬±fl¡ ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± √̋√̊ º̨ ’ªÀ˙… ˆ¬± ∏̄±1
Ÿ¬Ì1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬± ’Ú…ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ÒıøÚ, 1+¬Û, ˙s øÚÊ√1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1± √̋√̊  ̨ øfl¡c ˜Ú
fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚̨± ø√̇ ÀÈ¬± ̋ √√í˘ Ÿ¬Ì1 √À1 ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì1 ̧ ¬ı«¢∂̋ √√ÌÀ˚±·…Ó¬± Ú±Ô±Àfl¡º Ÿ¬Ì1 Œé¬SÓ¬
¬ıU¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ø¸ ∆ √̋√ ¬ÛÀ1 ¤fl¡˜±S ’ª˘•§Ú1 Î◊¬¬Û±˚̨º øfl¡c ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¬ıU¸˜˚̨Ó¬
ø¬ıfl¡ä Ô±Àfl¡º ̋ ◊ ̃ ±S ¤fl¡ ∆˙˘œ·Ó¬ øÚ¬ı±«‰¬Úº øfl¡Â≈√ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ıÀ √¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì [Code-Switch-
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ing] ’±1n∏ ¬ı±Ó¬±«-ø˜|Ì [Code-Mixing] ¤ ◊̋ ≈√È¬± ’øˆ¬Ò±Àfl¡ ̧ ≈fl¡œ˚̨± ̧ ≈fl¡œ˚̨± ’Ô«Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1
fl¡À1º ’±Ú øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú ˆ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±ÚœÀ˚̨ ’±Àfl¡Ã ¬ı±Ó¬±«-ø˜|ÌÀfl¡± ¤fl¡õ∂fl¡±11 ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì
¬ı≈ø˘À˚̨ ’øˆ¬ø √̋√Ó¬ fl¡À1º ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ̃ ÀÓ¬ ¬ı±Ó¬±«-ø˜|Ì ¤È¬± ¬ı±fl¡…1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ̧ •Ûiß Œ √̋√±ª±
¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ìº Œ¸ ◊̋ ’Ô«Ó¬ ≈√À˚̨±È¬± Ò±1Ì±Àfl¡ ¸±˜ø¢∂fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì ¬ı≈ø˘À˚̨ fl¡í¬ı
¬Û±ø1º ¤ ◊̋ õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ˚̨±1íÚ ˜±C±ÀÂ√ Contact Language ˙œ ∏̄«fl¡ ¢∂LöÓ¬ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ

Some authors use ‘Codemixing’ to refer to language mixing
within the phrase or utterance reserving ‘Codeswitching’ for
the alteration of  languages in between utterances or phrases....
In absense of  a general consensus, I shall be using the two

terms ‘Codeswitching’ and ‘Codemixing’ interchangeably (101)

˜±C±Â√1 ’±√̇ «À1 ◊̋  ¤ ◊̋ fl¡±fl¡Ó¬ÀÓ¬± ¬ı±Ó¬±« ø˜|Ì ’±1n∏ ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì Î◊¬ˆ¬˚̨Àfl¡ ¬ı±Ó¬±«-
¸=1Ì1 ̧ ±˜ø¢∂fl¡ Ò±1Ì± [Umbrela Term]À1 ̧ ±˜1± ̋ √√í¬ıº ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì ̋ √√í¬ıÕ˘ ø˚Ò1Ì1
¬Ûø1Àª˙1 õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Ú Œ¸ ◊̋ ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 Œ˙ ∏̄1 ø¬ÛÀÚ ’¸˜Ó¬ ˘±À √̋√ ˘±À √̋√
∆Ó¬˚̨±1 ̋ √√í¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ¬Ûø(˜œ˚̨± ø˙é¬±À1 ø˙øé¬Ó¬, fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¬±1 ¬Û±(±Ó¬… Ê√œªÚ1
¬Û1˙ Œ¬Û±ª± ¤‰¬±˜ ø¡Zˆ¬± ∏̄œÀ˘±Àfl¡ Œ¸ ◊̋ ̧ ˜˚̨1 ̧ ˜±Ê√-Ê√œªÚÓ¬ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ¤fl¡
ø¡Zˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ’=˘Ó¬ ø¡Zˆ¬± ∏̄œ¸fl¡˘1 ¡Z±1±À˝ √√ ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì ¸yªº Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 1¸-¬1‰¬Ú±Ó¬
¤ ◊̋ ø¡Zˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ’=˘ÀÈ¬±1 ø¡Zˆ¬± ∏̄œÀ˘±fl¡1  Î◊¬¬Ûø¶öøÓ¬ ’±øÂ√̆  ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 ≈̧̆ ˆ¬º

˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ¸˜±Ê√˜≈‡œ ø‰¬ôL±À1 ¸—¶®±1fl¡±˜œ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª ∆˘ ˜±Ú¸¬Û≈S
fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1 ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 Ê√ij ø√øÂ√˘ ŒÓ¬›“1 1¸1‰¬Ú±1¸˜”˝√√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬º ŒÓ¬›“1 ¤˝◊ fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ
1‰¬Ú±¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ¬ıMê¬ı…ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛, Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ ∆˙˘œ1 ¬ı±À¬ı ŒÓ¬›“1 ¤ ◊̋ 1‰¬Ú±1±øÊ√Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì1
˘é¬Ì Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º ë‡ √̋√È¬± øÎ¬˜1n∏ ̧ S±øÒfl¡±1í Ú±˜1 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ ¬ı±¬Û≈1±˜ ’±1n∏ fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1 ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±
Ú±˜1 ≈√È¬± ‰¬ø1S1 ˜±Ê√1 fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1ñ

ì¬ı±¬Û≈1±˜º &Î¬ ˜øÌ««º ø˜©Ü1 ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±º
¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±, &Î¬ ˜øÌ«—º ˝√√±Î≈¬-Î≈¬ ∑ ŒÈ¬flƒ¡ ˝◊˚˛1 øÂ√Èƒ¬º Ù¬±˝◊Úƒ Œ√º ’±øÊ√ Œ√À‡±Ú
¬ı1±À√›1 ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1˝◊ ˝◊—1±Ê√œ ‰¬±˘∑ î [¬ı1± 7]

˝◊˚˛±Ó¬ ˝◊—1±Ê√œ ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬Ó¬ ¤˝◊ ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì
Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ∆·ÀÂ√º øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ¬ıMê± øÚ1À¬Ûé¬ ’±1n∏ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ¬ıMê± ̧ ±À¬Ûé¬ fl¡±1Àfl¡ ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-
¸=1Ì1 Î◊¬Vœ¬Ûfl¡ [Trigger] 1+À¬Û fl¡±˜ fl¡À1º ›¬Û11 Î◊¬√±˝√√1ÌÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¬ıMê± ¸±À¬Ûé¬
fl¡±1Àfl¡ øSê˚˛± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˝◊˚˛±Ó¬ ¬ıMê± ¸±À¬Ûé¬ fl¡±1fl¡ÀÈ¬± ˝√√í˘ ¬ıMê±1 ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬—·œ
[Perspective]º õ∂Ô˜ ‰¬ø1S ◊̋ [¬ı±¬Û≈1±˜] ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ‰¬ø1S1 ’±·Ó¬ ̋ ◊—1±Ê√œ Œfl¡±ª±1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬ ◊̋
ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ‰¬ø1S˝◊ ë’±øÊ√ Œ√À‡±Ú ¬ı1±À√›1 ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1˝◊ ˝◊—1±Ê√œ ‰¬±˘í Œfl¡±ª± fl¡Ô±¯∏±11
¬Û1± õ∂Ô˜ ‰¬ø1S1 Œ˚ ˝◊ ¤fl¡ ∆˙˘œ·Ó¬ øÚ¬ı±«‰¬Ú Î◊¬¬Û˘øt fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ˘·ÀÓ¬ fl¡í¬ı
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˘±ø·¬ı Œ˚ ≈√È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ¬¬ıMê± ’±1n∏ Œ|±Ó¬±1 Î◊¬ˆ¬˚˛À1 √‡˘ Œ¬ıøÂ√ Ôfl¡± ¬ı±À¬ı›
¤˝◊ ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡±˚«fl¡1œ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ¬ıMê± ’±1n∏ Œ|±Ó¬±1 ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ¸é¬˜Ó¬±À˚˛±
[Ability) ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Î◊¬»¸±˝√√ Œ˚±·±˝◊ÀÂ√º

¤Àfl¡±È¬± ¬1‰¬Ú±À1 ¤Í¬±˝◊Ó¬ ‡˝√√È¬± øÎ¬˜1n∏ ¸S±øÒfl¡±1 ’±1n∏ ¤·1±fl¡œ ¬Û±Ìª±˘œ1
fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˝◊ÀÂ√ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 -

ì¬Û±Ìª±˘œÀ˚˛ ˜‘≈√˜µ¶§À1À1 ¬ı≈ø˘À˘ -˚±›Ú± ¸À1 ¬ı±„√√±˘ ¬ı±¬ı≈, ’±1 ;±ø˘›
Ú±º ˆ¬±˘ ˘±À· Ú± ∑ Œ·±¸±“À˚˛ fl¡íÀ˘ - ëŒfl¡ÀÚ ¸ø‡ , Œ˜±1 ›¬ÛÀ1 Œ1±¯∏
fl¡ø1Â√± Œfl¡ÀÚ ∑ ’±ø˜ ŒÓ¬±˜±Àfl¡ ̂ ¬±˘ ¬Û±˝◊À˝√√ ¤ÀÚÕfl¡ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√±“º ’±˜±fl¡ ¬ı„√√±˘
∆fl¡Â√± Œfl¡ÀÚ ∑ ’±ø˜ ¬ı„√√±˘ Ú± ’±ÀÂ√ºî [¬ı1± 12]
fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œ·±¸±“˝◊1 ¬ıMê¬ı…Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì ¶Û©Üº ¬ı±—˘± fl¡í¬ıÕ˘ õ∂˚P

fl¡1± Œ·±“¸±˝◊1 ¬ıMê¬ı…Ó¬ õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˙s, ÒıøÚ ’±1n∏ ·±Í¬øÚfl¡ ø¬ıø˙©ÜÓ¬±˝◊ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì1 ¤fl¡ õ∂Ò±Ú Î◊¬¬Û± ˛̊√ ’ôL«̂ ≈¬øMêfl¡1Ì [Insertation]º ’ôLˆ¬«≈øMêfl¡1Ì
õ∂øSê˚˛±˝◊ õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú¸˜”˝√√ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏± Î◊¬»¬Û±√Ú1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ’ôLˆ≈¬«Mê fl¡1±ÀÈ¬±
¬ı≈Ê√±˚˛º ›¬Û11 Î◊¬√±˝√√1ÌÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œ·±¸±“À˚˛ õ∂Ô˜ ̂ ¬±¯∏± ’¸˜œ˚˛±1 øÚ˚˛˜¸˜”˝√√ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ̂ ¬±¯∏±
[¬ı±—˘±] Î◊¬»¬Û±√Ú fl¡1±1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ’ôLˆ¬«≈Mê fl¡ø1 ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙…
¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ˆ¬±Àª ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ì ¬ıMê±˝◊ ¸À‰¬Ó¬Úˆ¬±Àª fl¡1± Ú±˝◊º fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚÀÈ¬± ’±·Õ˘
¤ÀÚ Ò1Ì1 ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√-

ì’±˜±À√1 Œ√À˙ ̃ ±Ú≈¯∏Àfl¡ Œˆ¬Î¬ˇ± ¬ıÚ±˝◊  ¬ı≈ø˘˚˛± Œfl¡±ÀÚ fl¡íÀ˘∑ ø˜Â√± Œ·±ÀÈ¬˝◊
ø˜Â√±º fl¡Ó¬ ˜±Ú≈¯∏ ∆·ÀÂ√ ’±ø¸ÀÂ√º Œfl¡›ÀÓ¬± Œˆ¬Î¬ˇ± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Ú±º
¬Û±Ìª±˘œº ’±ø˜ Œ·À˘ Ó≈¬ø˜ ’±˜±Àfl¡ Œ‡ÀÓ¬ ¬ÛÎ¬ˇÀÓ¬ Œ√Àª ∑
Œ·±¸±“˝◊º Œfl¡Ú øÚø√˜∑ Œ√˙Ó¬ ’±˜±1 ¬ıUÓ¬ ÒÚ-¸•ÛøM√√√ ’±ÀÂ√º Ó≈¬ø˜ ̃ Ê√±À‰¬
‡±˝◊¬ı± Ô±øfl¡¬ı±º ’±1n∏ fl¡Ó¬ øfl¡Ó¬±¬Û ’±ÀÂ√, ¬Û≈1±Ì ’±ÀÂ√, ̊ Ó¬ ¬ÛøÏ¬ˇ¬ı±1 ̃ Ú fl¡1±
¬ÛøÏ¬ˇ¬ı±ºî [¬ı1± 13 ]

›¬Û11 ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1Ìfl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±øªÓ¬ fl¡1± fl¡±1fl¡ ˝√√í˘ é¬˜Ó¬±1 ¸˜œfl¡1Ì [Power

Relation]º ≈√È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˜±Ê√1 é¬˜Ó¬±1 ¸˜œfl¡1Ì ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡íÀ˘ ’±ø˜ ¬ı≈ÀÊ√± ’ˆ¬±¯∏±·Ó¬
ø√˙1 ¬Û1± Œfl¡±ÚÀÈ¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±fl¡ ø¡Zˆ¬±¯∏œÀ˘±fl¡ ¤Ê√ÀÚ  ’øÒfl¡ é¬˜Ó¬±¬Û”Ì« ¬ı≈ø˘ ˆ¬±À¬ı Ó¬±1
Ò±1Ì±·Ó¬ ¸˜œfl¡1Ìº ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ÀÓ¬ Œ¸˝◊ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¬ı±—˘±ˆ¬±¯∏±1 Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±
fl¡˜ é¬˜Ó¬±˙±˘œ ˆ¬±¯∏± ’±øÂ√˘º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ’±=ø˘fl¡ w©Ü1+¬Û ¬ı≈ø˘
¤fl¡ ˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜Ú-˜·Ê√≈ÀÓ¬± Œõ∂±øÔÓ¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ˝◊˚˛±Ó¬ ¬ıMê±
¸é¬˜Ó¬±1 fl¡±1fl¡1+À¬Û fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ˆ¬±¯∏± ¸•ÛÀfl¡« Ôfl¡± ‘√ø©Üˆ¬—·œ [Perspective]º
¤ÀÚÀ¬ı±1 fl¡±1Àfl¡ Œ·±“¸±˝◊1  ¬ıMê¬ı…Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ìfl¡ øC·±1 [Trigger] ¬ı± Î◊¬Vœ¬Ûfl¡1
fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬Û±Ìª±˘œ·1±fl¡œ1 ’±·ÀÓ¬± ¬ı±—˘± ∆fl¡ øÙ¬Ó¬±ø √̋√ ̃ 1±ÀÈ¬±À √̋√ Œ·±¸±“̋ ◊1 Î◊¬ÀV√̇ …
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’±øÂ√˘º ˚±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı±Ó¬√√±«-¸=1ÀÌ fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚÓ¬ ¶ö±Ú ¬Û±˝◊ÀÂ√º
Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ’±Ú ¤fl¡ 1‰¬Ú± ë¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 1Ê√± ˝√√í¬ı1 ˘é¬Ìí ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ ¤fl¡ 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬

¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì1 Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ¤ÀÚ√À1 -
ì.....Œ√Î◊¬Ó¬±1 ˆ¬ø11 Ó¬˘≈ª±Ó¬  Œ¸˝◊ÀÈ¬± 1±Ê√ø‰¬Úº ˜˝◊ Ó¬±1 fl¡Ô±ÀÈ¬± qøÚ ‡≈ø‰¬
∆˝√√, ˜˝◊ 1Ê√± ˝√√íÀ˘ Ó¬±fl¡ Œ˜±1 õ∂Ò±Ú˜Laœ ’±1n∏ Œ‰¬À=˘1 ’ª ¤À'?1
¬Û±øÓ¬¬ıÕ˘ õ∂øÓ¬|n∏Ó¬ ˝√√íÀ˘±ºî [¬ı1± 36]

’ôL«ˆ≈¬øMêfl¡1Ì ¬ÛXøÓ¬1 ¸˝√√±˚˛Ó¬ ˝◊˚˛±Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¬ı±fl¡ƒÒ±1± [Dis-

course] À ˛̊ ̋ ◊̊ ˛±Ó¬ Œ˘‡fl¡fl¡ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Î◊¬»¸±ø √̋√Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ø¬ıËøÈ¬Â√ ̧ ±•⁄±Ê√…1
ëŒ‰¬À=˘1 ’ª ¤À'?í ¬Û√¬ıœÀÈ¬±1 õ∂¸—· Î◊¬O±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ˚±ª±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û±Í¬ÀÈ¬±1
’Ú… ’—˙Ó¬Õfl¡ Î◊¬X‘Ó¬ ’—˙1 ¬ı±flƒ¡Ò±1± øˆ¬ißÒ˜π ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ë¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ̃ ±˘|˜í Ú±˜1 1¸1‰¬Ú±1ÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬± ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ¬ı±Ó¬±«-¸=1Ì1
øÚ√˙«Ú Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ñ

ì ˜˝◊ ’ªÀ˙… ’±øÊ√fl¡±ø˘1 Œ√˙-fl¡±˘ ¬Û±SÕ˘ ‘√ø©Ü 1±ø‡ ø¸˜±Ú ”√1 Ú±˚±›“º
˜˝◊ ˝√√±À˘±ª± ∆˝√√ Î◊¬¬ÛøÊ√ÀÂ√“±º Œ¸˝◊À√ø‡ ˝√√±˘ ¬ı±À˜˝◊ ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊À√ø‡ ·ä
Œ˘ø‡À˜˝◊º Never Mind ëŒ¸˝◊ Œ¸˝◊ Ú±1±˚˛Ìº ‚”ø1 ‚”ø1  Ú±1±˚˛Ìº ‚”ø1 ‚”ø1
Ú±1±˚˛Ìº ’±Àfl¡Ã Œ¸˝◊ Ú±1±˚˛Ì !í ˜˝◊ Œfl¡˚˛±1ƒ Úfl¡À1±“ºî [¬ı1± 51]
ø˚À¬ı±1 ¬ıMê± øÚ1À¬Ûé¬ fl¡±1Àfl¡ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ìfl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±øªÓ¬ fl¡À1 Œ¸ ◊̋À¬ı±11 Œfl¡±ÀÚ±

¤È¬± fl¡±1Àfl¡ ¤ ◊̋ Î◊¬X‘Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 øÚ «̇ÚÀÈ¬±fl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±ª±øi§Ó¬ fl¡1± Ú± ◊̋º ¬ıMê±1 ’¸˜œ˚̨±
’±1n∏ ◊̋—1±Ê√œ, ≈√À˚̨±È¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄±À1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¬Ûø1ø‰¬øÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√º ◊̊̋ ±̨Ó¬ ¬ıMê±1 ∆˙˘œ·Ó¬ øÚ¬ı±«‰¬Ú
˜Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚̨±º ëNever Mindí  ’±1n∏ ëŒfl¡˚̨±1í ̇ sÀÈ¬±1 ø¬ıfl¡ä Œ˘‡fl¡1 ›‰¬1Ó¬ ’±øÂ√̆ º
Ó¬±1¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬± ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡1±1 ’±“1Ó¬ Œ˘‡fl¡1 ◊̋—1±Ê√œ ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ¸•ÛÀfl¡« ˜˚±«√±·Ó¬
ø√̇ ÀÈ¬±Àª ø˚√À1 øSê˚̨± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤Àfl¡√À1 øSê˚̨± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ øÚÊ√1 ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ¸é¬˜Ó¬±fl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙
fl¡1± ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± ◊̋º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ë¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ’±¸…Ó¬ ̋ √√±¸…í ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± ◊̋ ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√-

ì øõ∂˚˛√˙«Úº ¬ı1n∏ª±À√›º ˝√√±“ø˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ√À‡±Ú∑
fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1º That's my businness, not yours, Œ¸ ◊̋ÀÈ¬± Œ˜±1 fl¡± «̊, ŒÓ¬±˜±1ÀÈ¬±
Ú˝√√ ˛̊º
øõ∂ ˛̊√̇ «Ú º ’í ’± ◊̋º ’±øÊ√ Œ√À‡±Ú ̋ ◊̃ ±ÚÕfl¡ øÈ¬ø„√√ø1 Ó≈¬˘± ∆ √̋√ ’±ÀÂ√º ̧ ≈øÒ¬ıÀfl¡
ŒÚ±ª±ø1º
fl‘ ¡ ¬Û±¬ı1º These are contradictory propositions, ≈ √˝ ◊È ¬ ±˝ ◊
¬Û1¶Û1ø¬ıÀ1±Òœ fl¡Ô±ºî [¬ı1± 75]

¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1ÌÓ¬ ¬ıMê±1 ¸é¬˜Ó¬±˝◊ &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ˆ”¬ø˜fl¡± ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡À1º ¬ıMê±˝◊ øÚÊ√1
fl¡Ô±fl¡ ˘é¬… Œ|±Ó¬±1 ’±·Ó¬ ’Ú… ¤fl¡ 1+¬Û ø√¬ıÕ˘, ø¡Zˆ¬±¯∏œ &Ì1 ¸≈ø¬ıÒ± ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1
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’Ú… ¤fl¡ ∆˙˘œ·Ó¬ øÚ¬ı±‰¬«Ú fl¡ø1 ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬ıMê¬ı… ø¬ı¯∏˚˛fl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±ª˙±˘œ
’±1n∏ ’±fl¡¯∏«Ìœ˚˛ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±À√Àª ¸À‰¬Ó¬Úˆ¬±Àª ¤˝◊ ¬¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì ≈√È¬± ¬ÛXøÓ¬À1 fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º õ∂Ô˜ÀÈ¬± ’ôL«ˆ≈¬Mêfl¡1Ì ’±1n∏ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ÀÈ¬±
¸±˘¸˘øÚfl¡1Ìº õ∂Ô˜ÀÈ¬±1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 Œfl¡ÀÚÒ1ÀÌ fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ 1‰¬Ú±Ó¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ Ó¬±1
’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ˝◊øÓ¬˜ÀÒ… ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¸±˘¸˘øÚfl¡1Ì [Alteration] ¬ÛXøÓ¬Ó¬ ¤Àfl¡ø‡øÚ fl¡Ô±Àfl¡
¤¬ı±1 õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ∆fl¡ ’±Àfl¡Ã ¤¬ı±1 õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ∆fl¡ ’±Àfl¡Ã ¤¬ı±1 ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬
Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º Î◊¬X‘Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 øÚ√˙«ÚÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¤¬ı±1 ˝◊—1±Ê√œ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ıMê¬ı… ø¬ı¯∏˚˛fl¡
Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1 ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¤Àfl¡ø‡øÚ fl¡Ô±Àfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±À1 Œfl¡±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ˝◊˚˛±Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ¸±˘¸˘øÚfl¡1Ìº

Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ 1‰¬Ú±1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ë¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ’G±Ó¬Çí Ú±˜1 1¸1‰¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Õ˘
˘é¬… fl¡ø1À˘› ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 Î◊¬√±˝√√1Ì Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ±˚˛º 1¸1‰¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬¬ ̃ ≈ø√ ’±1n∏ ¬fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1
¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ø˝√√µ≈¶ö±Úœ ˘&ª±1 fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ñ

ì˜≈ø√À˚˛ Ó¬±1 Œ√±fl¡±ÚÓ¬ fl¡±˜ fl¡1± ˘·1œ˚˛± ˜≈ø√ ˘í1±ÀÈ¬±1 ¸˝√√±˚˛ ∆˘›
Œfl¡±ÀÚ±˜ÀÓ¬ Ó¬±1 ˜±ÀÚ Î◊¬ø˘˚˛±¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1 Œ˜±1 ˘&ª±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ¸≈øÒÀ˘ - fl¡…±
˜±—Ó¬±∑
ø¸ fl¡íÀ˘ - Î◊¬‰¬À˜ ø˘‡± ˝√√…±˚˛, ¬ÛÏ¬ˇÀfl¡ øÊ√øÚ¯∏ Œ√›º
˜≈ø√À˚˛ fl¡íÀ˘ - ’±ø˜À˚˛± ˘±ø·-ˆ¬±ø·›ÀÓ¬± ¤˝◊‡Ú ¬ÛøÏ¬ˇ¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1À˘±“º Ó¬˝◊
fl¡í1 ¬Û1± ’±ø˝√√Â√∑
ø¸ fl¡íÀ˘ - ë’¸˜œ˚˛± ¬ı±¬ı≈1 ‚11 ¬Û1±í î [¬ı1± 89]

Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ø √̋√µ≈¶ö±Úœ ̆ &ª±ÀÈ¬±1 õ∂Ô˜ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± øÚø(Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ú √̋√̊ ˛º ŒÓ¬›“1
õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏± ˝√√˚˛ ø˝√√µœ Ú˝√√˚˛ Î◊¬M√√√1 ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤fl¡ ’±=ø˘fl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±º ø˝√√µ≈¶ö±Úœ
˘&ª±Ê√ÀÚ ·1±fl¡œ1 ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¸—À˚±· fl¡1±1 Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ˘&ª±1 ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±
¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ ¶Û©Üº ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’±1n∏ ¬ı±—˘± ˆ¬±¯∏±-ˆ¬±¯∏œ Œ˘±fl¡1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¸˝√√±ª¶ö±Ú
fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤È¬± ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ˘&ª±Ê√Ú ø¡Zˆ¬±¯∏œ ˝√√í¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˘&ª±Ê√ÀÚ ˜≈ø√1
˘·Ó¬ ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ Œ˚±·±À˚±· fl¡À1±“ÀÓ¬ ø˝√√µœ, ¬ı±—˘± ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˆ¬±¯∏±À1 ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˜Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛± fl¡Ô±ÀÈ¬± ¤À˚˛ Œ˚ ¸˜±Ê√ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ı:±Úœ¸fl¡À˘ fl¡˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±
¬ı…ª˝√√±1fl¡±1œ ¤Ê√Ú1 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡« ø˚˜±ÀÚ ¬ıø˝√√«˜≈‡œ ˝√√í¬ı ø¸˜±ÀÚ ¬¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì
Œ˝√√±ª±1 ̧ y±ªÚ± ¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ¬ıº ¬ıMê± øÚ1À¬Ûé¬ ¤˝◊ fl¡±1Àfl¡ ̆ &ª±Ê√Úfl¡ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘
Î◊¬»¸±ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˘&ª± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ÀÓ¬ Ó¬±1 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡« ¬ıø˝√√«˜≈‡œº ˚±1
¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì fl¡À1±ÀÓ¬ ˘&ª±1 ¬õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú
’ôL«ˆ≈¬øMêfl¡1Ì õ∂øSê˚˛±À1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 øÚ√̇ «Ú ¸•§ø˘Ó¬ ’±Ú ¤È¬± õ∂¬ıg √̋√í˘ ë¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ŒÙ¬±À1± √̋√øÚí º ¤ ◊̋
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1¸1‰¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œ¬ıÊ√1n∏ª±À√Àª fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1 ¬ı1¬ı1n∏ª±1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ√À1 ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√ -
ì˜ÚÀÈ¬± ˆ¬±˘ ¬ı±ÀÈ¬ø√ ·íÀ˘ ˆ¬±˘ ˘±À·, Œ¬ı˚˛± ¬ı±ÀÈ¬ø√ ·íÀ˘˝◊ Œ¬ı˚˛± ˘±À·º
ø¸ ¤ÀÚ ¬Û√±Ô« Œ˚ ¤‡ÀôLÀfl¡± ˙±“øÓ¬À1 ¬ıø˝√√ Ô±øfl¡¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º Œ¸˝◊À√ø‡ ˜˝◊
˜ÚÀÈ¬±fl¡ engage fl¡ø1 1±ø‡¬ı1 øÚø˜ÀM√√√ ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±ø√Ú± Œ˜±1 Ô≈Ó¬ø11 ¬Û1±
Œfl¡“Àfl¡±1± Î¬±øÏ¬ˇ ¤Î¬±˘ Î◊¬‚±ø˘ Ó¬±fl¡ ø√ fl¡›“ well ˜Úº Ó¬˝◊  ¤˝◊Î¬±˘ Œ¬Û±Ú
fl¡ø1 ’±Úºî [¬ı1± 347]

¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÚÀ1± ¤fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡« Ô±Àfl¡º ’±Àªø·fl¡ ’ª¶ö±Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-
¸=1Ì ’øÒfl¡ ˝√√˚˛º ¬ıMê±˝◊ ’±Àª· øÚ˚˛LaÌ fl¡ø1, Ê√≈ø‡-˜±ø‡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤È¬± ¬ıMê¬ı… √±ø„√√
Òø1À  ̆, ¬ıMê¬ı…Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√+Ó¬ ̇ s ¬ı± ’Ú…±Ú… õ∂Ô˜ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±1·Ó¬ ø√̇  ̧ •ÛÀfl¡« ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú
˝√√˚˛º øfl¡c ’±Àªø·fl¡ ’ª¶ö±Ó¬ ¶§Ó¬–©£”¬«Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª ø¡Zˆ¬±¯∏œ¸fl¡˘1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±1
Î◊¬¬Û±√±ÀÚ ¬õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ˆ≈¬˜≈øfl¡ ˜±À1 ’±1n∏ ¤Àfl¡√À1 õ∂Ô˜ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 Î◊¬¬Û±√±ÀÚ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛
ˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1ÀÌ ·± fl¡ø1 Î◊¬ÀÍ¬º Î◊¬X‘Ó¬ Î◊¬√±˝√√1ÌÀÈ¬±Ó¬
¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 fl¡±1fl¡ ˝√√í˘ Œ˘‡fl¡1 ’±À¬ı·˚≈Mê ˆ¬±¯∏±Õ˙˘œ1 øÚ¬ı±«‰¬Úº

Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ 1‰¬Ú±1±øÊ√1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 ø˚¸˜”˝√√ øÚ√˙«Ú Œ¬Û±ª±
˚±˚˛, Œ¸˚˛± ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 Œ˙¯∏¸˜˚˛1 ’±1n∏ ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 õ∂Ô˜ ¸˜˚˛1 ’¸˜1
ˆ¬±¯∏±À1 ¶§1+¬Ûº ¬ı±—˘±, ø˝√√µœ, Ù¬±‰¬π ’±1n∏ ̋ ◊—1±Ê√œ ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 ̧ —À˚±·1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±ÀÈ¬±1
Œ˙¯∏1 ø¬ÛÀÚ ¸˜±Ê‡Ú1 ¬¤È¬± ’—˙ ø¡Zˆ¬±¯∏œ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1øÂ√˘º ¤˝◊ ø¡Zˆ¬±¯∏œ ’=˘Ó¬  ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-
¸=1Ì ¤fl¡ ’øÓ¬ ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú± ’±øÂ√˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ øÚø(Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª fl¡í¬ı ¬Û±ø1º
0.5 ¸±˜1øÌ –

¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ Ó¬Ô…-õ∂˚≈øMê ’±1n∏ ø¬ı:±Ú1 ø¬ıfl¡±À˙ Œ·±ÀÈ¬˝◊ ¬Û‘øÔªœ‡ÚÀfl¡
Œ·±˘fl¡œ˚̨ ·±“›Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ̊ ±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±·1 ̃ ±S±› é¬œõ∂ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º  Sê˜±i§À˚̨
ø¡Zˆ¬± ∏̄œ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¸—‡…±› ¬ı‘øX ¬Û± ◊̋ÀÂ√º Ù¬˘¶§1+À¬Û ¬ıÓ¬«̃ ±Ú ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì ¬ı±flƒ¡Õ˙˘œ1 ¤fl¡
¤1±¬ı ŒÚ±ª±1± ’—· ∆ √̋√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º øfl¡c ’±øÊ√1 ¬Û1± ¤fl¡ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡± ¬Û”À¬ı«› ¤ ◊̋ ̂ ”¬‡GÓ¬ ¤‰¬±˜
Œ˘±fl¡1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1ÀÌ øSê˚̨±  fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ›Í¬1 ˙øÓ¬fl¡± ’±1n∏ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1
ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±·1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬ Î◊¬æ√±ø¸Ó¬  ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 fl‘¡¬Û±¬ı1œ 1‰¬Ú±¸ ”̋̃ √√Ó¬º
¬ı…—· ”̆̃ fl¡ ¤ ◊̋ 1‰¬Ú±¸ ”̋̃ √√1 õ∂Ò±Ú Î◊¬ÀV˙… ’±øÂ√̆  ̧ ˜±Ê√1 Ÿ¬Ì±Rfl¡ ø√̇ ¸ ”̋̃ √√1 ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬Ú±
fl¡1±º ˚±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤ ◊̋ 1‰¬Ú±¸ ”̋̃ √√ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı…ª √̋√±1Ó¬ Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±À√Àª ’¬ı±Ò ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ¢∂ √̋√Ì
fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì ’±øÂ√̆  ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬±º ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ¬ı±øÌøÊ√…fl¡ ˙øMê [Mar-

ket Force] ≈√È¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ é¬˜Ó¬±1 ¸˜œfl¡1Ì [Power relation between two lan-

guage], ̃ ˚±«√± [Prestige], ̂ ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ̃ ÀÚ± ¬̂—·œ [Language Perspective], øÚÊ√fl¡ ’±ÚÓ¬Õfl¡
Î◊¬2‰¬ ¬ı≈ø˘ õ∂øÓ¬¬Ûiß fl¡1±1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬±,  ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ¸é¬˜Ó¬± [Language Ability], ’Ú≈̄ ∏—·1
∆¸ÀÓ¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ˆ¬±¯∏± [Language associate with a context] ’±ø√ fl¡±1Àfl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±
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¬ı…ª √̋√±1fl¡±1œ1 ̧ =1Ì1 Œé¬SÓ¬ õ∂ˆ¬±ª ø¬ıô¶±1 fl¡À1º Œ¸ ◊̋ ̧ ˜˚̨1 ¬ı±øÌøÊ√…fl¡ ̇ øMêÀ˚̨  ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-
¸=1ÌÓ¬ ¬ı1 ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª± Ú±øÂ√̆  ,  õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬Û˘± ◊̋øÂ√̆  ¬ı±fl¡œ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± fl¡±1Àfl¡À √̋√º
’±Àfl¡Ã ¤ ◊̋Àé¬SÓ¬ Œ¬ıøÂ√Õfl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±ª±øi§Ó¬ fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ¬ı…øMê ¸±À¬Ûé¬ fl¡±1fl¡¸ ”̃À √̋√º ˚íÓ¬ ¬ıMê±1
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ̧ •Ûfl¡«, ’±√̇ «·Ó¬ ’ª¶ö±Ú, ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ •Ûfl¡π˚̨ ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬—·œ, ¬ı±flƒ¡Ò±1± ’±ø√À˚̨ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-
¸=1Ì1 fl¡±1fl¡1+À¬Û [trigger] fl¡±˜ fl¡À1º

˘ÑœÚ±Ô Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 1¸1‰¬Ú±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ’±Ú fl¡±1Àfl¡ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 øÚ√̇ «Ú √±ø„√√
Òø1¬ıÕ˘ Î◊¬»¸±ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º 1¸1‰¬Ú±1 ¸±˜ø¢∂fl¡ ‰¬ø1Sfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ˘‡Àfl¡
’±À¬ı·¬ıøÊ√«Ó¬, ¬ıdøÚá¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄± õ∂À˚̨±· fl¡1±1 ¸˘øÚ ’±Àª· ≈̊Mê ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¤È¬±À1À √̋√ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1
fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ’±ª˙…fl¡º ’±Àª· ≈̊Mê ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ¤fl¡ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ̋ √√í˘ ̋ ◊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ø¬ıqXÓ¬±¬ı±√œ ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬—·œ1
¬¡Z±1± ¸œ˜±¬ıX Ú √̋√̊ º̨ Œ˘‡Àfl¡ ¤ÀÚ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı…ª √̋√±11 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ˘í¬ı ¬Û±À1º ¤ ◊̋
Œé¬SÓ¬ Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± ’ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚̨º ¸˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1¡ ¬ø‰¬S-ø¬ıø‰¬S 1+¬Û¸ ”̃À √̋√À¬1 ŒÓ¬À‡ÀÓ¬
’¬Û”¬ı« ¸±ø √̋√øÓ¬…fl¡ ∆˙˘œ1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ¤ ◊̋ ∆˙˘œ ‘̧ø©Ü1 ¬ı±À¬ı ŒÓ¬›“ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1
øÚ√̇ «Ú øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±ÚÀfl¡± ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ¬Û±Ó¬Ó¬ ¶ö±Ú ø√ÀÂ√º Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±1 ¸˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡˘1
øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ øfl¡c Œfl¡±ÀÚ±Àª ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ¤ ◊̋ ø¬ıø‰¬S ¶§1+¬Ûfl¡ ¶ö±Ú ø√̊ ±̨ Ú± ◊̋º
¤ ◊̋Àé¬SÓ¬ Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡˘Ó¬Õfl¡ Î◊¬X«Ó¬º Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± ◊̋ ø˚¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“1
¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 ¶ö±Ú ø√øÂ√̆  Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¸—À˚±· ¬ı± Ó¬±1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬- ¬ı±Ó¬±«-
¸=1Ì ̧ •Ûfl¡π˚̨ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Ò±1Ì± ◊̋ ø¬ı√…±˚̨Ó¬øÚfl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ̃ ±Ê√Õ˘ ’ √̋√± Ú±øÂ√̆ º ¬ıU¸˜˚̨Ó¬
¤ ◊̋ ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ 1+¬Û¸ ”̋̃ √√fl¡ ¸À‰¬Ó¬Úˆ¬±Àª ¤1± ◊̋ ‰¬˘±1 ¤fl¡ ˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’±øÂ√̆ º Ó¬±1
¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬± Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± ◊̋  ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ìfl¡ ¶ö±Ú ø√ ¤ø¬ÛÀÚ ø˚√À1 ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…fl¡ 1¸¶§±√±Úœ˚̨ fl¡ø1À˘
’±Úø¬ÛÀÚ ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 ¤ ◊̋ 1+¬ÛÀÈ¬±fl¡ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ¬Û±Ó¬Ó¬ ̧ —1øé¬Ó¬ fl¡ø1À˘º Œ¸ ◊̋ø¬ÛÚ1
¬Û1± Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª±fl¡ ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±Úœ1 ̧ ˜fl¡é¬ ¬ı…øMê ¬¬ı≈ø˘À˚̨ fl¡í¬ı ̆ ±ø·¬ıº ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡
ˆ¬± ∏̄±ø¬ı:±Úœ ¬ı± ¬ı…±fl¡1øÌfl¡1 √À1 ŒÓ¬›“ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ·Í¬Ú1 øÚ˚̨˜ øÚÌ«̊  ̨fl¡1± Ú± ◊̋ “̧‰¬± øfl¡c
Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ¸˜±Ê√1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ø˚ ¸ ‘̃X, ø¬ıø‰¬S ’±1n∏ ˚Ô±Ô« 1+¬Û ŒÓ¬À‡ÀÓ¬ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ¸—1é¬Ì
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√, ø¸ ¬Û1ªÓ¬π fl¡±˘1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ’±À˘±‰¬fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ◊̋øÓ¬ √̋√±¸1 Ó¬Ô… ø√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√
’±1n∏ ˆ¬øª ∏̄…Ó¬Õ˘› ø√ ˚±¬ıº

’¸˜Ó¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̧ —À˚±· ’±1n∏ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 ’±ôL–¸•Ûfl¡« ’±1n∏ ¶§1+¬Û ̧ •ÛÀfl¡«
’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¤øÓ¬˚˛±› õ∂±1øyfl¡ ¬Û˚±«˚˛ÀÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√º ¬Û”¬ı«ÀÓ¬ ̂ ¬±¯∏±Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1Ó¬ ø˚À¬ı±1 ’qX
1+¬Û ¬ı≈ø˘ ·Ì… fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ , ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ Ó¬±1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬ ¤fl¡ Sê˜ [pettern] Œ√‡±
¬Û±˝◊ ¸˜±Ê√ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ı:±Úœ¸fl¡À˘ ˝◊˚˛±fl¡ ’¸±ªÒÚ±Ê√øÚÓ¬ ¬ı…±¬Û±1 ¬ı≈ø˘ ’¶§œfl¡±1 fl¡ø1
¬ıU¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¸À‰¬Ó¬Úˆ¬±Àª fl¡1± ˆ¬±¯∏± ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ¬ı≈ø˘ ·Ì… fl¡ø1 ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì ¬ı≈ø˘ ’øˆ¬ø˝√√Ó¬
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’±ôL–ø¬ı¯∏ø˚˛fl¡ ¤˝◊ Ò±1Ì±ÀÈ¬±1 ˘·Ó¬ ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬N ’±1n∏
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˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ›Ó¬–Àõ∂±Ó¬¸•Ûfl¡« ’±ÀÂ√º ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ’¸˜1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸˜˚˛1 ˆ¬±¯∏±
¸—À˚±· ’±1n∏ ¬ı±Ó¬√±«-¸=1Ì1 ø¬ı‰¬±1 ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏ÀÌ ¸˜±Ê√ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ı:±Ú1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ø√˙1
¸—À˚±Ê√Ú ¬˝√√í¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ ’±˙± fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º q

õ∂¸—·È¬œfl¡± –
1. “The simplest definition is implicitly flawed in one other obvious way:

speakers of  two (or more) languages need not be in the same place for
language contact to occur.” Sarah G., Thomason. Language Contact, p.02

2. “For a number a reasons, the company officials were convinced that
assamese was incapable of  serving as a administrative language.” Banani
Chakravarty. Colonial and social history of  a vernacular Assamese language and
folklore in the nineteeth century, pp.69-70

¢∂Lö¬Û?œ –
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¢∂Lö –
Œ·±˝√√±“˝◊, ˝√√œÀ1Ú º Œ˜ø√Úœ Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ 1‰¬Ú±ª˘œ 1º fl¡Ô± &ª±˝√√±È¬œ, &ª±˝√√±È¬œº 2016º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ, õ∂À¸ÚøÊ√»º ÿÕÚ˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…º  ©Ü≈ÀÎ¬∞È¬ ©Ü1‰ƒ¬, &ª± √̋√±È¬œº 2001º

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
√±¸, ø¬ıù´øÊ√»º ¸˜±Ê√ˆ¬±¯∏±ø¬ı:±Úº ¬ıÚ˘Ó¬±, &ª±˝√√±È¬œº 2015º ̃ ≈ø^Ó¬º
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Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃±1 ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√̋ ◊√√í ·äÓ¬
øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú – ¤fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±

õ∂œÓ¬˜ Ó¬± ≈̆fl¡√±1
õ∂±Mê√Ú Â√±S, &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊

Email: pritamtalukdar167@gmail.com

¸—øé¬5¸±1
’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ¤È¬± ’Ú…Ó¬̃  Í¬±˘ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ·ä-¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…º ’ªÀ˙… ̃ Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚̨±
Œ˚, ’¸˜œ˚̨± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ¬Û±(±Ó¬… ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª Ó¬Ô± ’Ú≈fl¡1Ì1À √̋√ Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬º
·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ ¬Û±(±Ó¬…1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̃ Ó¬±√̇ « Ó¬Ô± ø‰¬ôL±Ò±1±1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª ¬Û1±ÀÈ¬± ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ◊̋√√
¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡º Ê√ij˘¢üÀ1 ¬Û1± ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú1 ’±Ò≈√øÚfl¡ ≈̊·Õ˘ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ·ä-¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1
Œé¬S‡ÚÕ˘ ̆ é¬… fl¡ø1À˘ Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚̨ Œ˚, ̧ ˜À˚̨ ̧ ˜À˚̨ ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø‰¬ôL±Ò±1±,
’±√˙«, ˜Ó¬¬ı±√ Ó¬Ô± Ó¬N ’±ø√1 ¸•Û1œé¬± ‰¬ø˘ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡
ø‰¬øfl¡»¸±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ’ôL·«Ó¬, ’Ô‰¬ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ’±1n∏ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬
õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ ¤È¬± Úª¸—À˚±Ê√Ú ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ˜Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Úº ¸˜±Ê√1
∆¸ÀÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ¬ı…øMê√1 ¬Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ ¸•Ûfl«¡1 ’Ò…˚̨ÀÚÀ1 ¬ı…øMê√Ê√œªÚ1 ¬ı±ø √̋√…fl¡
ø¶öøÓ¬fl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1± ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… ◊̋√√ ø√Ú ¬ı±·1±1 ˘À· ˘À· ¬ı…øMê√1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬1
Œ·±¬ÛÚ 1 √̋√̧ … Î¬◊ƒ√‚±È¬Ú1 øÚø‰¬Ú± Ê√øÈ¬˘ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ Ą̀fl¡± ¸±˜ø1 ˘í¬ıÕ˘ ÒÀ1, ’±1n∏
◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 Ù¬˘ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú ¬ı± ˜Ú– ¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú1

Ò±1±ÀÈ¬±Àª &1n∏Q ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˘˚̨º Ú±1œ ˜Úô¶N, ø˙q ˜Úô¶N, ¬ı‘X ˜Úô¶N
’±ø√1 √À1 ˜Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ’±Ú ¤È¬± &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ø√̇  ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ øfl¡À˙±1
˜Úô¶Nº ¬ı…øMê√Ê√œªÚÓ¬ ∆fl¡À˙±1 fl¡±˘1 &1n∏Q ’¬Ûø1¸œ˜, ’ªÀ˙… Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ’Ú≈¬Û±ÀÓ¬
øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N ”̆̃ fl¡ ·ä1 ¸—‡…± ’¸˜œ˚̨± ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ øfl¡Â≈√ ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ Ó¬±fl¡1 ,
Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Ê√œªÚ-¸˜¢∂Ó¬±fl¡ Ù≈¬È¬± ◊̋√√ Ó≈¬ø˘¬ıÕ˘ ’±¢∂ √̋√œ øÚá¬±ª±Ú
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¸±ø √̋√øÓ¬…fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ‘√ø©Ü1 ¬Û1± Î¬◊Mê√ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ Ą̀È¬±1 õ∂±¸øefl¡Ó¬± Î¬◊À¬Ûøé¬Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª± Ú± ◊̋√√º
õ∂ô¶±øªÓ¬ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¬ÛS‡øÚÓ¬ ’±ª± √̋√Ú ̊ ≈·1 ¤·1±fl¡œ ·äfl¡±1 Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ̇ «̃±1
ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√ ◊̋√√í ·äÀÈ¬±1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ Œ˘‡fl¡·1±fl¡œ1 øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Ú–ô¶N
¸•Ûfl¡π˚̨ ˜Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Úfl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1±1 õ∂˚̨±¸ fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º

”̧‰¬fl¡ ̇ s – ’¸˜œ˚̨± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä, ̃ Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú, ∆fl¡À˙±1 fl¡±˘, øfl¡À˙±1
˜Úô¶N, Î¬◊˜±fl¡±ôL ˙˜«±º

’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –
’±ª±˝√√Ú ≈̊·Ó¬ fl¡˜ ¸—‡…fl¡ ·ä 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1 õ∂øÓ¬á¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ·äfl¡±1¸fl¡˘1

øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ̇ «̃±1 Ú±˜ Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…º ŒÓ¬›“1 ¤fl¡˜±S õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ·ä¬Û≈øÔ‡Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ√
ë‚”1Ìœ˚˛± ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 Œ¬ıfl“¡±¬ÛÔºí ˙˜«±1 ·ä1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd1 Œé¬SÓ¬ fl¡˜-Œ¬ıøÂ√ ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ
∆¬ıø‰¬S…Ó¬± ˘é¬… fl¡ø1À˘› ·ä¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Ù≈¬øÈ¬ Î¬◊Í¬± õ∂Ò±Ú ø√˙ ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ıÕ˘ ·íÀ˘
Œ1±˜±ø∞I◊fl¡ Œõ∂˜ ’±1n∏ Ê√œªÚ ¸•Ûfl¡π ˛̊ √± «̇øÚfl¡ ¸Ó¬…1 fl¡Ô±À ˛̊ õ∂ÔÀ˜ ‰¬fl≈¡Ó¬ ¬ÛÀ1º
’ªÀ˙… ¤Ù¬±À˘ ’±Àª·õ∂Ò±Ú ̋ √+√̊ ±̨Ú≈̂ ”¬øÓ¬1 ø‰¬SÌ ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ ø‰¬ôL±õ∂ ”̧Ó¬ √± «̇øÚfl¡Ó¬± ◊̋√√
·ä1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdfl¡ Ê≈√ ≈̃ø1 ¬Û±øÓ¬ Ò1±Ó¬ ‰¬ø1S1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ¸±ÒÚÓ¬ Œ˘‡Àfl¡ ¬ıU Í¬± ◊̋√√Ó¬ Î¬◊Ê≈√øÈ¬
‡±¬ı˘·œ ˛̊±› ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Î¬◊√±˝√√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û ë‚”1Ìœ ˛̊± ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 Œ¬ı“fl¡±¬ÛÔí ’±1n∏ ë˜±Ú≈̋ √√ Ê√ij±1
ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬í ·ä ≈√È¬±Ó¬ Œ1±˜±=1 ˘À· ˘À· √± «̇øÚfl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ¸˜i§̊ ˛ ‚ÀÈ¬±ª±1 Œ‰¬©Ü±1
Ù¬˘Ó¬ ‰¬ø1S1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬1 ¬Û”Ì« õ∂fl¡±˙ ¸yª ∆˝√√ Î¬◊Í¬± Ú± ◊̋√√º ˙ «̃±1 øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ·ä
·“±ÔøÚ1 ø√˙1 ¬Û1± ≈√¬ı«̆  Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ı±À¬ı Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œé¬SÓ¬ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ’±1n∏
¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬Ó¬ Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ≈√¬ı«̆ Ó¬± ¬Ûø1¶£≈¬È¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙… Œ˘‡fl¡1 ˆ¬±¬ı·Ò≈1 ¸—˘±¬Û ’±1n∏
fl¡ø¬ıQ¬Û”Ì« ø‰¬SÒ˜π ¬ıÌ«Ú± ◊̋√√ ·äÀ¬ı±1 ≈̧‡¬Û±Í¬… fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º Œ¸ ◊̋√√√À1 ŒÓ¬›“1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ±
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ·äÓ¬ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Ú±1œ1 Œ¸Ãµ «̊1 ˜ÀÚ±À˜±˝√√± ¬ıÌ«Ú±› ˘é¬… fl¡1± ˚± ˛̊º ëŒ˜À‚
¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√ ◊̋√√í ·äÀÓ¬± õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú Ó¬Ô± ‘√˙…1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ”̃̆  ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdfl¡
Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1±Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“ √é¬Ó¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ø√ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œ˚ÃÚ ø‰¬S ¸øißøª©Ü ˝√√íÀ˘› Œ¸ ◊̋√√
¬ıÌ«Ú± ˚ÀÔ©Ü ¸—˚Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ‡ÀôLfl¡œ ˛̊±º ø˚ øfl¡ Ú˝√√›fl¡, Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃± ◊̋√√ fl¡˜ ¸—‡…fl¡ ·ä1
˜±ÀÊ√À1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Õ˘ ¤fl¡ Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… ’ª√±Ú ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ◊̋√√ ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂ√º
ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd1 &1n∏Q ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙… –

˜Ú– ¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú ¬ı± ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ’±1n∏ Î¬◊¬ÛÚ…±¸1 Œé¬SÓ¬
õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ¤øÈ¬ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ Ò±1±º ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ¸y±ªÚ±¬Û”Ì« Œé¬S‡ÚÓ¬ ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú1
Ò±1±ÀÈ¬±1 ¤fl¡ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ &1n∏Q ’±ÀÂ√º ø˙q ˜Úô¶N, øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N, Ú±1œ ˜Úô¶N, 1n∏¢ü
˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± Ó¬Ô± ¬ı‘X ̃ Úô¶N ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√̇ Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª± ̃ Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨ÀÚ ’¸˜œ˚̨±
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Œé¬S‡ÚÓ¬ ∆¬ıø‰¬S…Ó¬± õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º õ∂ô¶±øªÓ¬ ¬ÛS‡Ú1 Œ˚±À·ø√ Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃±1
ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√̋ ◊√√í ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œ˘‡fl¡·1±fl¡œ1 øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N ¸•Ûfl¡π˚̨ ˜Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡
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’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√̇ fl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1±1 õ∂˚̨±¸ fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√, ¤˚̨± ◊̋√√ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¬ÛS‡Ú1 Î¬◊ÀV˙…º
’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1 ’±1n∏ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –

˜Ú– ¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¤È¬± ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ø√˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶Nº ’±˜±1
’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¬ÛS‡ÚÓ¬ ’±ª± √̋√Ú ̊ ≈·1 ·äfl¡±1 Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ̇ «̃±1 ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√̋ ◊√√í ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬
õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±1 õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¬ÛS‡Ú õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡À1“±ÀÓ¬ õ∂Ò±ÚÓ¬– ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’ª˘•§Ú fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ,
’ªÀ˙… Í¬±˝◊√√ø¬ıÀ˙À¯∏ ’±À˘±ø‰¬Ó¬ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd1 ·ˆ¬œ1Õ˘ Œ˚±ª±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏ÌÒ˜π
‘√ø©Üˆ¬eœÀ1± ’±| ˛̊ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¸˜˘ –

’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¬ÛS‡Ú õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡À1“±ÀÓ¬ ̃ ≈‡… ̧ ˜˘ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ·ä ̧ Ç˘Ú [õ∂Ô˜
‡G] ¢∂Lö‡Ú1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ Œ·ÃÌ ¸˜˘ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸˜±À˘±‰¬Ú± ”̃̆ fl¡ ¢∂Lö, õ∂¬ıg Ó¬Ô±
◊̋√√∞I◊±1ÀÚÈ¬Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± Ó¬Ô…1 ¸˝√√± ˛̊ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¶§1+¬Û ’±1n∏ øfl¡À˙±1 ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú –
˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Úfl¡ ◊̋√√—1±Ê√œÓ¬ ëPsychologyí ¬ı≈ø˘ Ê√Ú± ˚± ˛̊º ◊̋√√ ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤ÀÚ ¤È¬±

˙±‡± ˚íÓ¬ ˜Ú1 ·Í¬Ú, ’±‰¬1Ì Ó¬Ô± ◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ’Ú…±Ú… ø√˙À¬ı±11 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊
’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º ìPsychology is the science of  mind and behavior.
Psychology includes the study of  conscious and unconscious phenomena, as

well as feeling and thought.î[Source: Wikipedia] ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ‰¬ ≈̃Õfl¡ fl¡í¬ıÕ˘ ·íÀ˘
˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ̃ ±Úª ̃ Ú1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ô¶1 ’±1n∏ ’±‰¬1Ì1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√̇ 1 ̆ ·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬º

˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 øˆ¬Ó¬1n∏ª± ¤È¬± &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ̇ ±‡± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ øfl¡À˙±1 ̃ ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Úº õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬±Ô««Ó¬
◊̋√√ ̃ ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤ÀÚ ¤‡Ú Œé¬S ̊ íÓ¬ ∆fl¡À˙±1 fl¡±˘Ó¬ øfl¡À˙±1-øfl¡À˙±1œÀ ˛̊ Œ√̋ √√-˜±Úø¸fl¡

¬Û «̊± ˛̊Ó¬ ¸ij≈‡œÚ Œ˝√√±ª± ˙±1œø1fl¡, ˜±Úø¸fl¡, ’±Àªø·fl¡, ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ Ó¬Ô± ∆ÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø√˙1
Ú±Ú± Ê√øÈ¬˘ ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡1±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ Œ¸ ◊̋√√À¬ı±À1 øfl¡À˙±1-øfl¡À˙±1œ1 ̃ Ú
’±1n∏ ’±‰¬1Ì1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª± õ∂ˆ¬±ª Ó¬Ô± Ó¬±1 Ù¬˘¶§1+À¬Û ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ
¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û1± ¸˜¸…± ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¬øSê ˛̊± ¸•ÛÀfl«¡› ◊̋√√ ˛̊±Ó¬ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡1± ˝√√ ˛̊º

ìAdolescent psychology is the field of  psychology that focuses on the
issues that are unique to adolescents. Adolescence is a time of  fluctuating and
rapidly changing interests and desires, high energy, sexual maturation, physical
growth, and limited emotional insight – this creates fertile ground for many
emotional problems and challenges that might benefit from professional

intervention.î(Source: Adolescent Psychology) ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤È¬± ˙±‡±
ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û øfl¡À˙±1 ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÚÀ1± ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ¤‡Ú ¬ı √̋√̆  Œé¬S ’±ÀÂ√º
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˜Úô¶N, ̃ Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú ’±ø√1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ’ø©Ü™̊ ±̨1 ø‰¬øfl¡»¸fl¡ ø‰¬·ƒ̃ ±G ÙË¬À˚̨Î¬1
ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± Œ˘‡Ó¬ ˘í¬ı˘·œ˚̨±º ’À‰¬Ó¬Ú ˜Ú1 ø¶öøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú ˜Ú1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Ó¬±1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª,
’ª√ø˜Ó¬ ◊̋√√26√±-¬ı±¸Ú±1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª, ø˙q1 Œ˚ÃÚ ˜ÀÚ±¬ı‘øM√√ ’±1n∏ ‰¬ø1S·Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Q, ‰¬ø1S
·Í¬Ú Ó¬Ô± ¶ß±˚̨øªfl¡ Œ1±·Ó¬ ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª Ó¬Ô± Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú, ’À‰¬Ó¬Ú ’±1n∏ ’ªÀ‰¬Ó¬Úñ ̃ Ú1 ¤ ◊̋√√
øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ô¶11 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬‡Ú1 ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì fl¡ø1 ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Ú1 Œé¬SÕ˘ ÙË¬À˚̨ÀÎ¬
’ˆ¬”Ó¬¬Û”¬ı« ’ª√±Ú ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌± ◊̋√√ ∆·ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙… ¤ ◊̋√√ Œé¬S‡ÚÕ˘ ÙË¬À˚̨Î¬1 ¬ı±ø √̋√À1 ̋ ◊√√̊ ≈̨—, ¤Î¬ƒ̆ ±1
’±ø√1 √À1 ˜ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÚœÀ˚̨› ’ª√±Ú ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌± ◊̋√√ ∆·ÀÂ√º ˜±Úª ˜Ú1 1 √̋√̧ …±¬ı‘M√√ Ê√øÈ¬˘
Ê√·Ó¬‡Ú1 ’ˆ¬…ôL1Ó¬ õ∂Àª˙ fl¡ø1 ¤ ◊̋√√̧ fl¡˘ ̃ ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±ÚœÀ˚̨ ’±øª©®±1 fl¡1± ̃ ÀÚ±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡
Ó¬Ô…¸ ”̃À √̋√ ø‰¬øfl¡»¸±ø¬ı:±Ú1 Ê√·Ó¬‡ÚÓ¬ Ú±Ú± ¸y±ªÚœ˚̨Ó¬±1 ¬ı±È¬ ≈̃fl¡ø˘ fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬
’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ̇ ±‡±-Î¬◊¬Û˙±‡±1 ̧ g±Ú ø√À˚̨º ø˙ä-¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 Ê√·Ó¬ÀÓ¬± ¤ ◊̋√√ Ó¬Ô…À¬ı±À1
Ó¬œ¬ıË ’±À˘±Î¬̌Ú1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡À1, ø˚À˚̨ ¬Û1ªÓ¬œ« ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ Ê√·Ó¬ ¸•Ûfl¡œ«̊  ̨ÚÓ≈¬Ú
‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬eœ1 ¬Û±Ó¬øÚ Œ˜˘±Ó¬ ’±·ˆ¬±· ˘íÀ˘º ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 Ù¬˘ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ˜±Úª ˜Ú1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√
Ó¬Ô± ’Ú… ¬ı…øMê√1 ¬ı±ø √̋√…fl¡ õ∂̂ ¬±ªfl¡ ø‰¬øSÓ¬ fl¡1± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 Ê√·Ó¬‡ÚÓ¬ ¬ı…øMê√Ê√œªÚ1 ’ôLˆ¬«±·1
Œ·±¬ÛÚ 1 √̋√̧ …1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘ÀÚ± ≈̃Mê√̂ ¬±Àª ‚øÈ¬¬ıÕ˘ ˘˚̨º
ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√ ◊̋√√í ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú –

Ê√ij˘¢üÀ1 ¬Û1± ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ≈̊·Õ˘ ˘é¬… fl¡ø1À˘ Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊ Œ˚ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
·ä-¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ øÚ1ªø26iß̂ ¬±Àª Ú±Ú± ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰«¬±, ’±√̇ «, ̃ Ó¬¬ı±√ Ó¬Ô± Ó¬N ’±ø√1 ̧ •Û1œé¬±
‰¬ø˘ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º é≈¬^± ˛̊Ó¬Úœ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…fl¡ «̃ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 Œé¬S‡ÚÕ˘ ̃ Ú fl¡ø1À˘
Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊ Œ˚ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø‰¬ôL±Ò±1±, ’±√ «̇, ̃ Ó¬¬ı±√ Ó¬Ô± fl¡˘±-Œfl¡Ã˙˘1 õ∂À ˛̊±·, õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú
’±1n∏ õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¬eœ1 ÚÓ≈¬ÚQÀ1 ◊̋√√ ¤‡Ú ’Ó¬…ôL ∆¬ıø‰¬S…¬Û”Ì« Œé¬Sº õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬±Ô«Ó¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ¬Û±(±Ó¬… ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª ’±1n∏ ’Ú≈fl¡1Ì1À˝√√ Ù¬˘º Œ¸À ˛̊ ◊̋√√ ˛̊±Ó¬ ¬Û±(±Ó¬…1
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ˜Ó¬±√ «̇ Ó¬Ô± ø‰¬ôL±Ò±1±1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª ¬Û1±ÀÈ¬± ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ◊̋√√ ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ø‰¬øfl¡»¸±
ø¬ı:±Ú1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ’Ô‰¬ ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 Œé¬S‡ÚÓ¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¤È¬± Úª¸—À˚±Ê√Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ√
˜Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Úº Ê√œªÚ1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ô¶1Ó¬ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ˜Ú Ó¬Ô± ’±‰¬1Ì1 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1
Œ √̋√Ó≈¬ ̃ ÀÚ±ø¬ı:±Úœ¸fl¡À˘ ’±øª©®±1 fl¡1± ̃ Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Ò±1Ì±À¬ı±11 õ∂À˚̨±·
Œfl¡ª˘ ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ Œ1±·œ1 ø‰¬øfl¡»¸±1 ̃ ±Ê√ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ̧ œ˜±¬ıX Ú±Ô±øfl¡ ø¬ıù´-¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 Ê√·Ó¬‡ÚÀÓ¬±
Œ¸ ◊̋√√À¬ı±À1 ˚ÀÔ©Ü ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ’±À˘±Î¬ˇÚ1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ¬Û±(±Ó¬… ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä1 ’Ú≈fl¡1Ì ¬ı±
õ∂ˆ¬±ªÓ¬ ‘̧ø©Ü Œ˝√√±ª± ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ·ä-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 Ê√·Ó¬‡ÚÀÓ¬± ˜Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ‘√ø©Üˆ¬eœ1
õ∂¸±1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙Ó¬ ‚È¬± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º ˜±Úø¸fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬‡Ú1 ·øÓ¬-õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ fl¡1±
˜Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ ¤È¬± ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ø√˙ ˝√√í˘ øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶Nº ˜±Úª
Ê√œªÚ1 ¸¬ı«±eœÌ ø¬ıfl¡±˙Ó¬ ∆fl¡À˙±1 fl¡±˘1 ¤fl¡ õ∂Ò±Ú ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± ’±ÀÂ√º ◊̋√√ Œ√˝√√-˜±Úø¸fl¡
’ª¶ö±1 Ê√øÈ¬˘ ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú1 ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÂ√±ª±fl¡ øÚÀ«√˙ fl¡À1º Œ¸ ◊̋√√Ù¬±˘1 ¬Û1± ◊̋√√ Ê√œªÚ1 ‰¬1˜
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¸y±ªÚœ ˛̊Ó¬±1 ¸˜ ˛̊ Œ˝√√±ª±1 ˘À· ˘À· ˜±Úª Ê√œªÚ1 ¸—fl¡È¬˜ ˛̊ ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÂ√±ª±À1± ¸±é¬œº
’¸˜œ ˛̊± ·ä-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Õ˘ ˘é¬… fl¡ø1À˘ ˜Ú–¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ‘√ø©Üˆ¬eœ1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¬±

¬ıUÀÓ¬± ·ä Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º ◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ’±ª±˝√√Ú ≈̊·1 ¤·1±fl¡œ ’Ú…Ó¬˜
·äfl¡±1 Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃±1 ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√ ◊̋√√í ¤ ◊̋√√ Ò±1±1 ¤È¬± Œ˘‡Ó¬ ˘í¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± ·äº
¤˝◊√√ ·äÀÈ¬±1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ·äfl¡±À1 Œ˝√√±À©Ü˘1 Œfl¡˝◊√√Ê√Ú˜±Ú ˘í1±1 Ê√œªÚ1 ›¬Û1Ó¬
’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡1±1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬ øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ø¶öøÓ¬ Ó¬Ô± ’±‰¬1Ì1
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√̇ fl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±1 ¤È¬± ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ‰¬ø1S Ó¬1n∏Ì1 Œ˚±À·ø√
øfl¡À˙±11 ˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ øSê ˛̊± fl¡1± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø‰¬ôL±fl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1
fl¡äÚ±-õ∂ªÌÓ¬±, ̧ —À¬ıÚ√̇ œ˘Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ¬ı±ô¶ª Ê√œªÚ1 õ∂øÓ¬ ¤fl¡ õ∂fl¡±1 Œ·±¬ÛÚ ø¬ı ∏̄±√À¬ı±Òfl¡
’øÓ¬ ¸”Ñˆ¬±Àª ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ø‰¬øSÓ¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Œ¸˝◊√√√À1 ·äÀÈ¬±1 ’Ú…±Ú… øfl¡À˙±1
‰¬ø1SÀfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬±1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1› ’øÚø(Ó¬ ̂ ¬øª ∏̄…Ó¬1 õ∂øÓ¬ ø¸˝√√“Ó¬1 õ∂øÓ¬øSê ˛̊±, ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ õ∂døÓ¬
Ó¬Ô± 1˝√√¸…˜ ˛̊ ˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙fl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø¯∏À˘ Ê≈√˝◊√√í ·äÀÈ¬±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ·äfl¡±1 Î¬◊˜±fl¡±ôL ˙˜«±˝◊√√ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ Ó¬Ô±
¬Û±ø1¬Û±øù«́ fl¡ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú1 ˜±Ò…À˜À1 õ∂Ó¬œfl¡Ò˜œ« ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸˝√√± ˛̊Ó¬ øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N1
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙fl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º

˜±Úª Ê√œªÚ1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ô¶1Ó¬ Œ√̋ √√-˜±Úø¸fl¡ Œé¬SÓ¬ Ú±Ú± ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬ÀÚ Œ√‡±
ø√À˚̨º ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ ∆˙˙ª1 ¸ √̋√Ê√-¸1˘ ≈̃Mê√ Ê√œªÚ ’øÓ¬Sê˜ fl¡ø1 ∆fl¡À˙±1Ó¬ õ∂Àª˙ fl¡1±1
˘À· ̆ À· Œ√̋ √√-˜±Úø¸fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬Õ˘ ’ √̋√± Ú±Ú± Ê√øÈ¬˘ ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¬Û”¬ı«ÀÓ¬ ̧ ±Ò±1Ì Œ˚Ú
˘·± ¬ıU fl¡Ô± Ó¬Ô± ø¬ı ∏̊̄ Ą̀1 ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ≈̧fl¡œ˚̨± ø‰¬S ‰¬fl≈¡1 ’±·Ó¬ ˆ¬±“ø √̋√ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬º ˙ «̃±1 ëŒ˜À‚
¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√̋ ◊√√í ·äÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬± Ó¬1n∏Ì Ú±˜1 ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±1 ˜ÀÚ±Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú fl¡Ô± ◊̋√√ Ò1±
ø√ÀÂ√º fl¡˘‚11 ¬Û1± &√±˜‚1Õ˘ Ò±Ú1 ¬ıô¶±À¬ı±1 ø¬ÛøÍ¬Ó¬ ∆˘ ’ √̋√±-Œ˚±ª± fl¡ø1 Ôfl¡± fl≈¡ø˘À¬ı±11
˜±ÀÊ√À1 øfl¡À˙±1˜ÚÓ¬ Î¬◊æ√±ø¸Ó¬ ¬ı±ô¶ª Ê√œªÚ-¸—¢∂±˜1 ø‰¬S‡Ú Œ˘‡Àfl¡ ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ Œfl¡Ã˙À˘À1
Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√, ¤ ◊̋√√ ¸—¢∂±˜1 Œ˚Ú Œfl¡±ÀÚ±fl¡±À˘ ’ôL Ú± ◊̋√√º

ëëø¸ √̋√“Ó¬1 fl¡¬Û±˘1 ‚±˜ ¬Ûø1 ¬Ûø1À˚̨ øfl¡Ê√±øÚ fl¡˘‚1Õ˘ Œ˚±ª± ¬ı±È¬ÀÈ¬± Œ¸À˜øfl¡
Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√ñ ø¸ √̋√“Ó¬1 ̧ ±Ó¬±˜ ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 ̋ √√±1[ √̋√±Î¬̌]1 Â√± ◊̋√√À1 fl¡í˘± ¬Û1±, Ó≈¬“̋ √√ fl¡˚̨˘± Â√± ◊̋√√1
Ù≈¬ø˘ Î¬◊Í¬±, ø¸ √̋√“Ó¬1 ̂ ¬ø1À1 Ó¬̆ 1 fl¡˘‚1Õ˘ Œ˚±ª± ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ı±È¬ÀÈ¬±º Ó¬±1 ›‰¬1ÀÓ¬ ¤È¬±
√œ‚˘ &√±˜ ‚1º 1„√√± ̋ ◊√√È¬±À1 ¬Ûøfl¡ [¬Ûfl¡œ] fl¡1± Ó¬±1 Œ¬ı1À¬ı±1, ’±1n∏ ̧ ij≈‡Ó¬ ¬ı √̋√̆
¬ı±1±G±º Î¬±Í¬ Œ¬ı1À¬ı±11 ø ¬̂Ó¬1Ó¬ Ò±Ú1 ¬ıô¶±À¬ı±1 ˙±1œ ˙±1œÕfl¡ ¸Ê√± ◊̋√√ ∆Ô ø√
fl≈¡ø˘À¬ı±À1 ¬ı±ø √̋√11 ¬ı±1±G±Ó¬ q ◊̋√√ Ô±Àfl¡ºíí [¬ı1À·± √̋√±ø¤û 220]

’ªÀ˙… ¤ÀÚ fl¡ÀÍ¬±1 Ê√œªÚ-¸—¢∂±˜1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± fl≈¡ø˘À¬ı±À1 ·Ò”ø˘ ¬Û1Ó¬ õ∂±Ì ‡≈ø˘
ø¸˝√√“Ó¬1 ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ·±Ú ·± ˛̊ ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ø¸˝√√“ÀÓ¬ q ◊̋√√ ¬ÛÀ1º fl¡ÀÍ¬±1 Ê√œªÚ-
¸—¢∂±˜1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± ‡ÀôLfl¡ ¸˜ ˛̊1 ¤ÀÚ ’±Úµ ◊̋√√ ø¸˝√√“Ó¬fl¡ ø√ÚÀÈ¬±1 ¸˜ô¶ fl¡©Üfl¡ ¬Û±˝√√1± ◊̋√√
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øfl¡Â≈√ ¸fl¡±˝√√ ø√À ˛̊º øÚÊ√1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œ¬Û±ª± ¤ ◊̋√√ ‡ÀôLfl¡ ¸˜ ˛̊1 ˜±√fl¡Ó¬± Œ˚Ú ø¸˝√√“Ó¬1 ¬ı±À¬ı
≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊±º øfl¡À˙±1˜ÚÓ¬ ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ¬ı±ô¶ª Ê√œªÚ-¸—¢∂±˜1 ¤ÀÚ ø‰¬S ◊̋√√ õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬Û˘± ˛̊º

ø¬ıù´±¸1 õ∂øÓ¬ ’ø¬ıù´±¸ øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 ’±Ú ¤È¬± ˜Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± ø√˙º ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ı ˛̧̊ Ó¬
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± fl¡Ô±ÀÓ¬ ̧ √̋√ÀÊ√ ø¬ıù´±¸ Ú √̋√̊ ˛º ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ø√̇ 1 ̂ nÓ¬ ø¬ıfl¡±À˙ øfl¡À˙±1˜ÚÓ¬ ̊ ≈øMê√¬ı±√œ
˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬±1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ¸±ÒÚ fl¡À1º Ù¬˘Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬, ¬Û1•Û1±1 ˘À· ˘À·
’:±Ó¬ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛À¬ı±11 õ∂øÓ¬› ¤fl¡õ∂fl¡±11 ¬ı±ô¶ªÒ˜œ« ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬eœ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬, ’±1n∏ ‘̧ø©Ü
˝√√ ˛̊ Ú±Ú± õ∂ùü Ó¬Ô± ¸Àµ˝√√1º ˜Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± Œ˚, ø˙q˜Ú1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬± ’:±Ó¬ Ó¬Ô±
ÚÓ≈¬Ú ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛fl¡ Ê√Ú±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ≈√¬ı«±1 ◊̋√√26√± Ô±Àfl¡º ˚±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø˙qÀª Î¬±„√√1fl¡ Ú±Ú± ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛fl¡
Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß õ∂ùü fl¡À1º øfl¡c ø˙q1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ’Ú≈̧ øg»¸± ¬ı±ô¶ª Ê√·Ó¬‡Ú1
õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± Œfl¡ÃÓ”¬ √̋√̆ 1 ¬ı±À¬ıÀ √̋√ ̧ ‘ø©Ü ̋ √√̊ ,̨ ’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ øfl¡À˙±11 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¤fl¡õ∂fl¡±1 ̊ ≈øMê√õ∂øÓ¬á¬
˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± ◊̋√√ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡fl¡ õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛À1 fl¡± «̊-fl¡±1Ì ̧ •Ûfl¡œ«̊ ˛ ̧ fl¡À˘± ø√̇ Àfl¡ ‰¬±ø˘-
Ê√±ø1 ‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ ’Ú≈õ∂±øÌÓ¬ fl¡À1, ◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±Àª øfl¡¬ı± ¤È¬± fl¡íÀ˘ ◊̋√√ ø¸˝√√“ÀÓ¬ Ó¬±fl¡
¸˝√√Ê√ÀÓ¬ ˜±øÚ Ú˘ ˛̊º Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃±1 ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√ ◊̋√√í ·äÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬± ¤ ◊̋√√ ø√˙ÀÈ¬±1
õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º Ó¬1n∏Ìfl¡ Ó¬±1 ø˙é¬fl¡ ’±1n∏ Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬±Àfl¡ Œ˜‚1 ¬Û1± ¤ø√Ú ’ø¢ü¬ı‘ø©Ü Œ˝√√±ª±
¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± fl¡Ô± ∏̄±À1 Ó¬±1 ˜ÚÓ¬ ¸Àµ˝√√-¸—˙ ˛̊1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ê√œªÚ1 ¬ı±ô¶ª ’ª¶ö±
’±1n∏ õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙1 õ∂øÓ¬ ¤ÀÚ õ∂øÓ¬øSê˚˛±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 ˚≈øMê√¬ı±√œ
˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬± ’±1n∏ Ê√œªÚÀ¬ı±Ò1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º

øfl¡À˙±1 ̃ Úô¶N1 ’±Ú ¤È¬± ̃ Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± ø√˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ √± ˛̊¬ıXÓ¬±º ¤ ◊̋√√
¬ı ˛̧̊ Ó¬ øfl¡À˙±1-øfl¡À˙±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ¸˜±Ê√-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛1 õ∂øÓ¬ ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú ∆ √̋√ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬º ̧ ˜±Ê√-¸À‰¬Ó¬ÚÓ¬±1 ̆ À· ̆ À· øÚ–¶§±Ô« Œ¸ª±1 ̃ ÀÚ±ˆ¬±Àª±
¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ı ˛̧̊ Ó¬ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î¬◊Í¬± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º Ù¬˘Ó¬ øfl¡À˙±1-øfl¡À˙±1œÀ ˛̊ ¸˜±Ê√-¬ı…ª¶ö±1 Œ¬ı ˛̊±
Ó¬Ô± ≈√¬ı«̆  ø√˙À¬ı±1 ’±“Ó¬1± ◊̋√√ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¸˜±Ê√ ·Ï¬ˇ±1 õ∂À‰¬©Ü±Ó¬ ¬ıËÓ¬œ ˝√√ ˛̊º Œ¸ ◊̋√√√À1 ¸˜±Ê√1
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’—˙Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œé¬SÓ¬ øfl¡¬ı± ¸˜¸…±1 ‘̧ø©Ü ˝√√íÀ˘ ’Ô¬ı± fl¡±À1±¬ı±1 øfl¡¬ı± ’øÚ©Ü
˝√√íÀ˘› ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ı ˛̧̊ 1 ˘í1±-ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ¸fl¡À˘ ◊̋√√ Œ¬Û±ÚÀÓ¬ ¸˝√√± ˛̊-¸˝√√À˚±ø·Ó¬± õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘
’±·¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ ’˝√√± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃±1 ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√ ◊̋√√í ·äÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬± ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¤fl¡
¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ’±ø˜ Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ ¬Û±›“º Œ˝√√±À©Ü˘Ó¬ Ôfl¡± øfl¡À˙±1 Œfl¡ ◊̋√√Ê√ÀÚ ¬ı±¶®± ’=˘1
¬ı±Ú¬Û±ÚœÓ¬ é¬øÓ¬¢∂ô¶ Œ˝√√±ª± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¸˝√√±˚˛ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± ’±¢∂˝√√ Ó¬Ô±
Ó¬»¬Û1Ó¬±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Œ˘‡Àfl¡ øfl¡À˙±1˜ÚÓ¬ Ê√±ø· Î¬◊Í¬± ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ √± ˛̊¬ıXÓ¬±1 ø‰¬S ¤‡Ú
Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ·e±Ú±Ô, ‰¬Sê¬Û±øÌ ’±ø√ ’±È¬± ◊̋√√À¬ı±1 ̆ í1±Àfl¡
˜±øÓ¬ ’±øÚ Ó¬1n∏ÀÌ ¬ı±¶®±1 ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ Ê√Ú± ◊̋√√ ¬ı±Ú¬ÛœøÎ¬ˇÓ¬ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ¸˝√√± ˛̊1
øÚø˜ÀM√√ ø¸˝√√“Ó¬fl¡ ˘· Ò1±Ó¬ ¸fl¡À˘±Àª Ó¬±Õ˘ ˚±¬ıÕ˘ ˜±øôL ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ≈√À «̊±·1
¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ Ó¬±Õ˘ Œ˚±ª±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û1± ¸y±¬ı… fl¡©Ü ’Ô¬ı± ø¬ı¬Û√1 fl¡Ô± Œfl¡±ÀÚ±Àª ˆ¬¬ı±
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Ú± ◊̋√√º ’±Úøfl¡ fl¡±˝√√±øÚ› ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ≈̃‡± ≈̃ø‡ ŒÚ±À˝√√±ª± ≈̧̇ œÀ˘ Œ¬Û±ÚÀÓ¬ ˆ¬ ˛̊Ó¬
’±Ó¬øÇÓ¬ ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ̊ ø√› ¬Û1ªÓ¬√œ« ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ø¸› ø¸ √̋√“Ó¬1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ̊ ±¬ıÕ˘ ›˘± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬
¤ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ’ªÓ¬±1Ì± fl¡1±1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 ·äfl¡±À1 ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ √± ˛̊¬ıXÓ¬± Œ˚ øfl¡À˙±1
˜Úô¶N1 ˘·Ó¬ ›Ó¬Àõ∂±Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ Ó¬±Àfl¡ ◊̋√√ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º

øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ’±Ú ¤È¬± ø√˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ √˘œ˚˛ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª ’±1n∏
¸˝√√˜ø «̃Ó¬±º ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ı ˛̧̊ Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ·ˆ¬œ1 ¬ıg≈Q ’±1n∏ ¸˝√√À˚±ø·Ó¬±1 ˆ¬±¬ı ·øÏ¬ˇ
Î¬◊ÀÍ¬º ∆fl¡À˙±1 fl¡±˘Ó¬ ¸˜Úœ ˛̊±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±Ú±Ú õ∂øÓ¬À˚±ø·Ó¬± Ó¬Ô± ¸˝√√À˚±ø·Ó¬±1
˜±ÀÊ√À1 ¤fl¡ õ∂fl¡±1 ëÎ¬◊¬Û-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬í ·øÏ¬ˇ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬, ˚±fl¡ ëøfl¡À˙±1 ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬í ¬ı≈ø˘› Ê√Ú± ˚± ˛̊º
·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ≈̧̇ œ˘1 ‰¬ø1S1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ˆ¬±¬ı1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚È¬± Œ√‡± ∆·ÀÂ√ñ

ëë¤fl¡ Ú•§1 1n∏˜1 ¸≈˙œ˘ ˝◊√√˜±Úø√ÀÚ ’±øÂ√˘ ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ¬Û1± ’±“Ó¬1Ó¬
ø˙é¬fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ›‰¬1Ó¬º Ó¬±1 ˜ÚÀÈ¬±Àª ≈̆¬ıÒ [ ≈̆t] ∆ √̋√ ’±øÂ√̆  øÍ¬fl¡ ¤ÀÚ ¤È¬±
¬ıd1 ¬ı±À¬ıº Ó¬±1 ̧ ˜±Ú ¬ı˚̨¸œ˚̨±, ̧ ˜±Ú ̧ ˜±Ú ’Ú≈̂ ¬”øÓ¬1 øfl¡À˙±1 Ê√œªÚ1 ’±Úµ ◊̋√√
Ó¬±fl¡ ̋ ◊√√̃ ±Úø√ÀÚ õ∂̆ ≈¬ıÒ [õ∂̆ ≈t] fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º øfl¡c ̋ ◊√√̃ ±Ú ø√ÀÚ ø¸ Ù≈¬ø1øÂ√̆  ’fl¡À˘,
q ◊̋√√øÂ√̆  ’fl¡À˘, ¬ÛøÏ¬̌øÂ√̆  ’fl¡À˘º ’±øÊ√ Œ˚øÓ¬˚̨± ø¸ ’fl¡À˘ ¬ÛÀÏ¬̌, ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚̨±›
Ó¬±1 Ò±1Ì± √̋√̊  ̨Œ˚Ú Ó¬±1 ‰¬±ø1›Ù¬±À˘ ¬ıø √̋√ ’±ÀÂ√ Ó¬1n∏Ì, ‰¬fl¡™™™¬Û±øÌ [‰¬Sê¬Û±øÌ],
·e±Ú±Ô, ˜À √̋√ù´1 ’±1n∏ ’À˘‡ ˘í1±À¬ı±1ºíí [¬ı1À·± √̋√±ø¤û 221]

¤Àfl¡√À1 Œ √̋√±À©Ü̆ 1 õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡Ê√Ú ̆ í1±À1 ‚1n∏ª± ’ª¶ö± Œ¬ıÀ˘· Œ¬ıÀ˘· Œ √̋√±ª±1 ø¬ÛÂ√ÀÓ¬±
ø¸ √̋√“Ó¬1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ¸¬ı˘ √̆ œ˚̨ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª Ê√±ø· Î¬◊øÍ¬øÂ√̆ º ¤ÀÚ Œ·±á¬œõ∂œøÓ¬ ¬ı± ¸¬ı˘
√̆ œ˚̨ ̃ ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª1 ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋√√ ¬ıU¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ø¸ √̋√“ÀÓ¬ ø¬ı¬Û1œÓ¬ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬ ¤Ê√ÀÚ ’±ÚÊ√Úfl¡ ̧ √̋√À˚±·
fl¡1±› Œ√‡± ∆·øÂ√̆ º Œ √̋√±À©Ü̆ 1 ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡ ’é¬˚̨ Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œÕ˘ ›Ê√1-’±¬ÛøM√√ √̇ «± ◊̋√√ ø˘‡±
Œ¬ıÚ±˜œ ø‰¬øÍ¬ ¤‡Úfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ‘̧ø©Ü Œ √̋√±ª± ¤fl¡ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬ øÚÊ√1 ¬Û”¬ı«1 ’±À‡Ê√1 ¬ı±À¬ı
‰¬Sê¬Û±øÌÀ˚̨ ·e±Ú±Ô1 Ú±˜ fl¡›“ÀÓ¬ ·e±Ú±Ô1 ∆ √̋√ Ó¬1n∏ÀÌ ‰¬Sê¬Û±øÌfl¡ õ∂̋ √√±1 fl¡1± Ó¬Ô± ¬Û1ªÓ¬œ«
¸˜˚̨Ó¬ Ó¬1n∏Ìfl¡ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ’±‰¬1Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±·cfl¡ ̇ ±øô¶1 ¬Û1± 1é¬± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ‰¬Sê¬Û±øÌÀ˚̨ ◊̋√√

≈̧̇ œ˘1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ Ó¬1n∏Ì1 ¬Ûé¬Ó¬ øÔ˚̨ ø√̊ ±̨ÀÈ¬± øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 Œ·±á¬œõ∂œøÓ¬À1 ¬Ûø1‰¬±˚̨fl¡º
øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú ˚ø√› ’Ù≈¬1ôL Œ√̋ √√-˜±Úø¸fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ¬ı±À¬ı Î¬◊»¸± √̋√-Î¬◊Vœ¬ÛÚ±À1 ˆ¬1¬Û”1

∆ √̋√ Î¬◊ÀÍ¬ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬øª ∏̄…Ó¬1 Î¬◊8˘ ø√Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬ ’±˙±¬ı±√œ √̋√̊ ˛, Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ¬ı±ô¶ª Ê√·Ó¬1
’øˆ¬:Ó¬± √̋√œÚÓ¬± ◊̋√√ ø¸ √̋√“Ó¬1 ˜ÚÓ¬ õ∂±À˚̨ ¤fl¡ õ∂fl¡±11 Œ·±¬ÛÚ ø¬ı ∏̄±√À¬ı±ÒÀ1± Î¬◊À^fl¡ ‚È¬±˚̨º
¤ ◊̋√√ ø¬ı ∏̄±√À¬ı±Ò øfl¡À˙±1 ̃ Úô¶N1 ̆ ·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ̃ Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚̨± ø√̇ º ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘
Ê≈√̋ ◊√√í ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃± ◊̋√√ ¬ı…?Ú±Ò˜œ« ˆ¬± ∏̄±À1 øfl¡À˙±1˜ÚÓ¬ õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª± ŒÓ¬ÀÚ
ø¬ı ∏̄±√À¬ı±ÒÀfl¡ ≈√‡Ú ¬Û‘Ôfl¡ ø‰¬S1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ¬ıÊ√±11
Œfl¡±ÌÓ¬ Œ·±¬ı11 √í˜1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ”̃1ÀÈ¬± ∆Ô ¬Ûø1 Ôfl¡± Œ√fl¡ƒÀ√fl¡œ˚̨± ‚±À1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ fl≈¡fl≈¡1ÀÈ¬±
Œ˚Ú Ê√œªÚ1 ’¸ √̋√±˚̨ ’ª¶ö±1 Ê√œªôL õ∂Ó¬œfl¡, ’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬ ’fl¡Ì ’fl¡Ì Î¬◊“̋ ◊√√À¬Û±fl¡À¬ı±11
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Î¬±„√√1 øÏ¬¬ÛÀ¬ı±À1 Ê√œªÚ1 õ∂±‰≈¬ «̃̊ ˚̨ ø√̇ ÀÈ¬±fl¡ õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Úfl¡±˜œ øfl¡À˙±1˜ÀÚ
õ∂±À˚̨ ¬ı±ô¶ªÊ√·Ó¬Ó¬ ‰¬ø˘ Ôfl¡± ¤ÀÚ ’¸˜Ó¬±¬Û”Ì« ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ øÚÊ√Àfl¡ Œfl¡øÓ¬˚̨±¬ı±
’¸ √̋√±˚̨ ’Ú≈̂ ¬ª fl¡À1, ’±1n∏ ø¸ √̋√“Ó¬1 ¬ı±ô¶ª1 ¬’øˆ¬:Ó¬±ø¬ı √̋√œÚ ˜ÚÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¤fl¡õ∂fl¡±1 Œ·±¬ÛÚ
ø¬ı ∏̄±√À¬ı±Ò1 Î¬◊À^fl¡ ‚ÀÈ¬º ·äfl¡±À1 ’øÓ¬ Œfl¡Ã˙À˘À1 ̃ ±Úª Ê√·Ó¬‡Úfl¡ ”√1Ó¬ 1±ø‡› ̃ ±Úª
Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ ‰¬ø˘ Ôfl¡± ’¸˜Ó¬±¬Û”Ì« ø¶öøÓ¬fl¡ ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨Ó¬ ’ÇÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ·äÀÈ¬±1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬
¤ ◊̋√√ ≈√‡Ú ‘√̇ … ◊̋√√ Ê√œªÚ1 1 √̋√̧ …˜˚̨Ó¬±Àfl¡± Œ˚Ú Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º

·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ¤ ◊̋√√√À1 ˘é¬… fl¡ø1À˘ Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊ Œ˚ ·äfl¡±À1 øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶N1 ˘·Ó¬
Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙fl¡ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± õ∂Ó¬…é¬ˆ¬±Àª ’±1n∏ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± ¬ÛÀ1±é¬ˆ¬±Àª ·äÀÈ¬±1
˜±ÀÊ√À1 Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1ÀÂ√º

õ∂±ø5 – ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘ Ê≈√ ◊̋√√í ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±˜ÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬ ·äÀÈ¬±1 Ó¬±»¬Û «̊ øÚø˝√√Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º
øfl¡À˙±1 ’ª¶ö± ◊̋√√ ̧ fl¡À˘± Ù¬±˘1 ¬Û1± ¬Ûø1¬Û”Ì«Ó¬±fl¡ øÚÀ«√˙ fl¡À1º ·äÀÈ¬±1 õ∂¸efl¡ ’±·Ó¬
1±ø‡ ‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ ·íÀ˘ Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊ Œ˚, ◊̋√√ ˛̊±Ó¬ Œ˜‚ øfl¡À˙±11 ¸y±ªÚ±¬Û”Ì« ø¶öøÓ¬1 Œ√…±Ó¬fl¡º
˜Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± Œ˚, Œ˜‚1 ¬Û1± ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ¬Û±Úœ ¬ı1À ∏̄, øfl¡c ÒÚ±Rfl¡ ’±1n∏ Ÿ¬Ì±Rfl¡
’±Ò±Ú ≈̊Mê√ Œ˜À‚ ¬Û1¶ÛÀ1 ¬Û1¶Û11 ›‰¬À1À1 ¬Û±1 ∆˝√√ ·íÀ˘ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± Ê≈√À ˛̊± ¬ı1À ∏̄,
˚±fl¡ ¬ı<¬Û±Ó¬ ¬Û1± ¬ı≈ø˘ Ê√Ú± ˚± ˛̊º øfl¡À˙±11 Œé¬SÀÓ¬± ¤Àfl¡ fl¡Ô± ◊̋√√ õ∂À˚±Ê√…º ¤Ù¬±À˘
Œ√̋ √√-˜Ú1 ’Ù≈¬1ôL ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ ¬ı±ô¶ª Ê√·Ó¬‡Ú1 ø¬ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ø¸ √̋√“Ó¬1 ’Úøˆ¬:Ó¬± ,
¤ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ø¬ı¬Û1œÓ¬˜≈‡œ ø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬ ˆ¬±¬ı1 ’±øÒfl¡…, ’±Àªø·fl¡ øÚ˚˛LaÌ˝√√œÚÓ¬± Ó¬Ô±
¸—˚˜˝√√œÚÓ¬±˝◊√√ øfl¡À˙±11 Ê√œªÚÓ¬ Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±¬ı± ˆ¬œ¯∏Ì ¸˜¸…±1 ¸‘ø©Ü› fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1º
Œ¸ ◊̋√√Ù¬±˘1 ¬Û1± ‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ ·íÀ˘ Œ˘‡Àfl¡ ̋ ◊√√ ˛̊±Ó¬ ̧ y±ªÚ±¬Û”Ì« Œ˜‚1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ Ò√ı—¸±Rfl¡ Ê≈√ ◊̋√√1
õ∂¸e1 ’ªÓ¬±1Ì±À1 øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 Œ√±≈√˘…˜±Ú Ê√øÈ¬˘Ó¬±¬Û”Ì« ø¶öøÓ¬Àfl¡ Œ˚Ú ¬ÛÀ1±é¬ˆ¬±Àª
Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙… ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ø¬ı¬ÛÀÔ Œ˚±ª± øfl¡À˙±11 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ
¸øißøª©Ü Œ˝√√±ª± Ú± ◊̋√√, øfl¡c Ê√œªÚ1 ¤ ◊̋√√ Ê√øÈ¬˘ ¸˜ ˛̊ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬ ¸y±¬ı… ¸fl¡À˘± ø√˙Àfl¡
¸±˜ø1 Œ˘±ª±1 ¤fl¡ õ∂ ˛̊±¸ ·äÀÈ¬±Ó¬ Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º Œ˘‡Àfl¡ øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙fl¡
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 Ù≈¬È¬± ◊̋√√ Ó≈¬ø˘¬ıÕ˘ ̊ ±›“ÀÓ¬ ̧ y±¬ı… Ò√ı—¸±Rfl¡ ø√˙ÀÈ¬±1 ’±ˆ¬±¸
ø√¬ıÕ˘Àfl¡± ¬Û±˝√√1± Ú± ◊̋√√º ◊̋√√ ·äfl¡±11 ¤fl¡ ’Ú…Ó¬˜ fl‘¡øÓ¬Qº

·äÀÈ¬±1 ̃ ”̆  ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ¬̨ıd ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ øfl¡À˙±1˜ÚÓ¬ Ê√±ø· Î¬◊Í¬± ø¬ıø ¬̂iß ̂ ¬±¬ı±Ú≈̂ ¬”øÓ¬1 ø‰¬SÌº Ó¬±Àfl¡̋ ◊√√
Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ Œ˘‡Àfl¡ Œfl¡øÓ¬̊ ±̨¬ı± Ê√œªÚ1 ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±fl¡ ø‰¬S˜˚̨ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ’ÇÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√
’±1n∏ Œfl¡øÓ¬̊ ±̨¬ı± fl¡äÚ±1 ¸ √̋√±À˚̨À1 Ê√œªÚ1 1 √̋√̧ …˜˚̨Ó¬±fl¡ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡œ 1+¬Ûø‰¬SÀ1 õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶Nfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 Œ˘‡± ·ä1 ¸—‡…± ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ø¬ı1˘º ¤ÀÚ
Œé¬SÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ·äÀÈ¬±1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdÀª ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ &1n∏Q √±¬ıœ fl¡À1º ◊̋√√ ˛̊±1 ˘À· ˘À·
øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ˆ¬±¬ıÚ±fl¡ ¬ı±ô¶ª ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ¬Ûø1À¬ı˙1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬
¸˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª ø¬ıfl¡ø˙Ó¬ ˝√√í¬ıÀ˘ ≈̧ø¬ıÒ± ø√ Œ˘‡Àfl¡ ’±Ú ¤fl¡ fl‘¡øÓ¬Q1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ø√ÀÂ√º
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¬ı±ô¶ª Ê√œªÚ1 ø‰¬S¸ ”̃̋ √√ ◊̋√√ ˛̊±Ó¬ ø˚√À1 ˝√√+√ ˛̊-¸—À¬ı√œ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√, Œ¸ ◊̋√√√À1 õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡
¬Ûø1Àª˙1 ¬ıÌ«Ú±› ¸Ê√œªÓ¬±À1 ¬Û”Ì«º Œ˘‡fl¡1 ¬ı…?Ú±Ò˜œ« ’±1n∏ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡Ò˜«œ ˆ¬±¯∏±˝◊√√
¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ¬Û±Í¬fl¡fl¡ ’±fl¡ ∏̄«Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
¸±˜1øÌ –

’¸˜œ˚̨± ·ä-¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…Ó¬ ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ Ò±1±1 ’ôL·«Ó¬ ¬ıUÀÓ¬± ¸±Ô«fl¡ ·ä 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ,
øfl¡c Ó¬±1 Ó≈¬˘Ú±Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ Ò±1±ÀÈ¬±1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ˙±‡± øfl¡À˙±1 ˜Úô¶Nfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ·ä1
¸—‡…± øfl¡Â≈√ ¸œø˜Ó¬º ˜±Úª Ê√œªÚ1 Œ√̋ √√-˜±Úø¸fl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ∆fl¡À˙±1 fl¡±˘ÀÂ√±ª±1
˚ÀÔ©Ü &1n∏Q ’±ÀÂ√º ¤Ù¬±À˘ Œ√̋ √√-˜Ú ≈√À˚̨±È¬±À1 ’Ù≈¬1ôL ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ ¬ı±ô¶ª
Ê√·Ó¬‡Ú1 ø¬ı ∏̄À˚̨ ’øˆ¬:Ó¬± √̋√œÚ ø¶öøÓ¬, ¤Ù¬±À˘ ·øÓ¬˙œ˘Ó¬±1 ’± √̋√ı±Ú ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘
ø¶ö1Ó¬±1 õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Ú ¤ ◊̋√√ Ò1Ì1 ¬Û1¶Û1 ø¬ıÀ1±Òœ ’ª¶ö±1 øSê˚̨±-õ∂øÓ¬øSê˚̨±1 Ù¬̆ Ó¬ øfl¡À˙±1˜ÚÓ¬
õ∂‰¬G ’ôL¡Z«iZ1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü ̋ √√̊ º̨ Î¬◊̃ ±fl¡±ôL ̇ «̃±1 ·äÀÓ¬± øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 ø¬ıø‰¬S ̂ ¬±¬ı±Ú≈̂ ¬”øÓ¬fl¡ ¬ı±ô¶ª
Ê√·Ó¬ Ó¬Ô± õ∂±fl‘¡øÓ¬fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß 1+¬Ûø‰¬S Ó¬Ô± ’ª¶ö±1 ¸ √̋√±˚̨Ó¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1±1 õ∂˚̨±¸
fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º øfl¡À˙±1˜Ú1 ø¬ıø‰¬S ’Ú≈̂ ¬”øÓ¬, Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ Ê√·Ó¬1 õ∂øÓ¬ ̃ ÀÚ±ˆ¬±ª, fl¡äÚ±õ∂ªÌÓ¬±
Ó¬Ô± ̧ —À¬ı√Ú˙œ˘Ó¬± ’±ø√ ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ Ê√·Ó¬‡Ú1 ø¬ıø ¬̂iß ’ª¶ö±1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬̆ ÀÚÀ1 ëŒ˜À‚ ¬ı1ø ∏̄À˘
Ê≈√̋ ◊√√í ·äÀÈ¬±fl¡ øÚ–¸ÀµÀ √̋√ ¤È¬± ¸±Ô«fl¡ ‘̧ø©Ü ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı ¬Û±ø1ºq

¢∂Lö¬Û?œ –
˜≈‡… ¸˜˘ –
¬ı1À·±˝√√±ø¤û, Œ˝√√±À˜Úº ̧ •Û±.º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·ä ̧ Ç˘Ú [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G]º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ’¸˜ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú

¬Ûø1¯∏√, 2004º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
Œ·ÃÌ ¸˜˘ –
Œ·±¶§±˜œ, ∆SÀ˘±fl¡… Ú±Ôº ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·ä ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ı±Ìœ õ∂fl¡±˙ õ∂±˝◊Àˆ¬È¬ ø˘ø˜ÀÈ¬Î¬,

2016º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
Í¬±fl≈¡1, õ∂±ø5 – 1±˜ÀÒÚ≈∏1 ·ä – ø¬ı‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ìº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ˆ¬ª±Úœ ¬ı≈fl¡Â√, 2012º

≈̃ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1±, ’¬Û”¬ı«º ¸•Û±.º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä – ‹øÓ¬˝√√… ’±1n∏ ø¬ıªÓ«¬Úº Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬ – Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬ Œfl¡fœ˚˛

˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú Œfl¡±¯∏, 2012º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1n∏ª±, õ∂�√√±√ fl≈¡˜±1 – ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰≈¬øÈ¬·ä ’Ò…˚˛Úº øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬ˇ – ¬ıÚ˘Ó¬±, 2017º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
˝◊∞È¬±1ÀÚÈ¬ Î◊¬»¸ –
Wikipedia/Psychology (10:58 p.m./13.07.2020)
https://www.alleydog.com>glossary/Adolescent Psychology. (11:00 p.m./

13.07.2020)
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˜±˚˛±ªôL√√œ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø√˙

Î¬0 ‰¬µÚ± ŒÎ¬fl¡±

¸—øé¬5¸±1
’¸˜-¬ı—·À√̇ 1 õ∂± ˛̊À¬ı±1 ’=˘Ó¬ ̃ Ú¸±À√ªœ ’±1n∏ ‰¬±Àµ± ̧ √±·11 ø¬ı¬ı±√1
fl¡±ø˝√√Úœfl¡ ∆˘ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ õ∂‰≈¬1 ·œÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ¤˝◊ ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1 ¬ı1˜±Ìœ ¬ı± ˜±À1
¬Û”Ê√±1 õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ›Ê√±¬Û±ø˘ ’Ú≈á¬±Ú1 ¡Z±1± ¬Ûø1Àªø˙Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º ˜Ú¸±
fl¡Ô±¬ı‘M√√√1 ¬Ûø1øÒÀ˚˛ ¸±˜1± ·œÓ¬-¬Û√À¬ı±1 ’¸˜1 √øé¬Ì Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± ’±1n∏
√øé¬Ì fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 ¬Û±øÓ¬1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ¡Z±1± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º ˜≈‡ ¬Û1•Û1±
·œÓ¬-¬Û√À¬ı±1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Î◊¬»¸1 ¬Û1± ̧ —¢∂˝√√ fl¡ø1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√˘±1 √1—ø·ø1
’=˘1 õ∂±ÀÌù´1 1±ˆ¬±˝◊ ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1 Ú±À˜À1 Â√¬Û± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ
ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ̃ Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬2Â√øª ̆ é¬… fl¡1±
˚±˚˛º ¸˜±Ê√1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 Ê√œªÚÒ±1± ¸˜±Ê√1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸•Û‘Mê ∆˝√√
Ô±Àfl¡º ˚±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√1 ’ø¬ı˝√√ÀÚ ˜±Úª ’±1n∏ ˜±Úª1 ’ø¬ı˝√√ÀÚ ¸˜±Ê√
Ê√œ˚˛±˝◊ Ô±øfl¡¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º øÍ¬fl¡ ¤Àfl¡√À1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√À1± ¸•Ûfl¡«
øÚø¬ıÎ¬ˇº ̃ ± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 Ò «̃œ ˛̊, ∆˙øé¬fl¡, ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡,
Ú±1œ1 ¶ö±Ú, ¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡, Œ˘±fl¡-ø¬ıù´±¸ ¸fl¡À˘± ø√˙ ¸≈µ1ˆ¬±Àª õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ̃ ± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª± Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ¤˝◊ ’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚P fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ, Œ˘±fl¡ ø¬ıù´±¸, Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¬º
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1.0 õ∂ô¶±ªÚ± –
1.01 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ õ∂Àª˙ –

¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ̧ —¶¥®øÓ¬ ¬¬Û1¶ÛÀ1 ¬Û1¶Û11 ¬Ûø1¬Û”1fl¡º ̧ —¶¥®øÓ¬ ̃ ±Úª1 Ê√œªÚ ¬ÛXøÓ¬,
’Ú…˝√√±ÀÓ¬ øÚø√«©Ü Ê√œªÚ-¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’Ú≈̧ 1Ìfl¡±1œ ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ Œ˜±È¬± ≈̃øÈ¬ˆ¬±Àª
’Ú…±Ú…øSê˚˛± ø¬ıø˙©Ü Ó¬Ô± ¸—·øÍ¬Ó¬ ¬ı…øMê1 ¸˜ø©ÜÀ˚˛˝◊ ¸˜±Ê√º ¬ı…øMê ’ø¬ı˝√√ÀÚ ø˚√À1
¸˜±Ê√ ˝√√í¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 fl¡±˚«-fl¡˘±¬Û, Î◊¬ißøÓ¬-’ªÚøÓ¬ ’±ø√ ¸˜±Ê√1 ˘·Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ
øÚø¬ıÎ¬ˇˆ¬±Àª  ø¬ıÊ√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ Œ˚ ¸˜±Ê√fl¡ ¤ø1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√ ’±1n∏ ˜±Ú≈˝√√fl¡ ¤ø1 ¸˜±Ê√1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ø‰¬ôL±
fl¡1±ÀÈ¬±Àª˝◊ ’¸yªº ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ¬ı…øMê, ¸˜±Ê√, ¸—¶¥®øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ¸•§g øÚø¬ıÎ¬ˇº
¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂Ó¬…é¬ ¸•Ûfl¡« ø¬ı√…˜±Úº ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¸˜±Ê√1 √±À¬Û±Ìº
Œ¸˝◊¬ı±À¬ı ¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ ¸˜±Ê√1 ø‰¬S ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º õ∂±ÀÌù´1 1±ˆ¬±1 ¡Z±1±
¸•Û±ø√Ó¬ ̃ ± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1ÀÓ¬± ̃ Ò… ≈̊·œ ˛̊ ’¸˜1 Ò «̃œ ˛̊, ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡, ̧ ±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ ’±ø√
ø√˙1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø‰¬S ¬Ûø1¶£≈¬È¬  ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
1.02 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 Î◊¬ÀV˙… –

¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ø‰¬S õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ̋ √√ ˛̊º ̧ ˜fl¡±˘œÚ ̧ ˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ̧ fl¡À˘±
ø√˙ fl¡˜-Œ¬ıøÂ√ ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¸˜±Ê√1 √ø˘˘¶§1+¬Ûº ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ
ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø11 ̃ ±À1√ ·œÓ¬Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª± ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√1 Ò «̃œ ˛̊, ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡, ̧ ±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡
’±ø√ ø√˙1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø‰¬S1 õ∂¸—· ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡1±˝◊ ’±˜±1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 õ∂Ò±Ú Î◊¬ÀV˙…º
1.03 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –

ë˜± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø√̇ í ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬À1
¸•Ûiß fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
1.04 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1 ’±1n∏ ¸±˜¢∂œ –

’±˜±1 ’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬ ø˚À˝√√Ó≈¬ ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡
ø√˙ õ∂¸—·Ó¬À˝√√ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√, Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ’Ú…±Ú… ø√˙¸˜”˝√√
Œ˚ÀÚñ ‰¬ø1S, ÚµÚÓ¬±øNfl¡ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ’Ú…±Ú… ø√˙¸˜”˝√√ ˝◊˚˛±Ó¬ ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡1± Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±˝◊º

’Ò…˚˛Ú  fl¡˜«øÈ¬1 ’±Ò±1¢∂Lö ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û õ∂±ÀÌù´1 1±ˆ¬±1 ¡Z±1± ¸•Û±ø√Ó¬ ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ
ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1 ¢∂Lö1 ̃ ”̆  ¬Û±Í¬ ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ̧ •Ûøfl¡«Ó¬ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡
¢∂LöÀ1± ¸˝√√±˚˛ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
2.0 ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø√˙ –

˜Ú¸±À√ªœ1 ¬Û”Ê√±1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·1 ’±1n∏ ¬ÛΩ±À√ªœ1 ˜±Ê√1
ø¬ı¬ı±√1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ õ∂±˚˛ Œ·±ÀÈ¬˝◊ ¬Ûø(˜¬ı—·, ¬Û”¬ı«¬ı—·1 ’øÒfl¡±—˙, ’¸˜1 √1—, fl¡±˜1+¬Û,
Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ’=˘Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛º ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·1 ’±1n∏ ˜Ú¸±1
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fl¡±ø˝√√Úœfl¡ ∆˘ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ õ∂‰≈¬1 ·œÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋ ’=˘À¬ı±1Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ¤ ◊̋ ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1fl¡ ∆˘
’¸˜-¬ı—·À√˙Ó¬ ¤fl¡ Œ|Ìœ1 fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ¬ıUÀfl¡˝◊‡Ú ˜Ú¸± fl¡±¬ı… 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ’¸˜1
√øé¬Ì Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± ’±1n∏ √øé¬Ì fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 ¬Û±øÓ¬1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ¡Z±1± ’Ú≈øá¬Ó¬ ¬ı1˜±Ìœ ¬ı±
˜±À1 ¬Û”Ê√±1 ’Ú≈̄ ∏—·Ó¬ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú fl¡1± ̃ ±À1-·±Ú ›Ê√±¬Û±ø˘ ’Ú≈á¬±Ú1 ¡Z±1± ¬Ûø1Àªø˙Ó¬
∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º ˜Ú¸± fl¡Ô±¬ı‘M√√√1 ¬Ûø1øÒÀ˚˛ ¸±˜1± ·œÓ¬-¬Û√À¬ı±1 ¬Û±øÓ¬1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬
›Ê√±¬Û±ø˘1 ¡Z±1± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’±ÀÂ√º Œ¸˝◊ ·œÓ¬-¬Û√À¬ı±1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Î◊¬»¸1 ¬Û1± ¸—¢∂˝√√
fl¡ø1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±±1± øÊ√˘±1 √1—ø·ø1  ’=˘1 õ∂±ÀÌù´1 1±ˆ¬±˝◊ ̃ ±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1 Ú±À˜À1
Â√¬Û± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’±ø√ÀÓ¬ ˜Ú¸± fl¡Ô±¬ı‘M√√√˝◊ ˜≈‡ ¬Û1•Û1± ’Ú≈¸ø1 õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’±øÂ√˘º
¬Û1ªÓ¬π fl¡±˘Ó¬À˝√√ ¤˝◊À¬ı±1 ø˘ø‡Ó¬ 1+¬Û ¬Ûø1¢∂˝√√ fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1 ¸≈µ1 øÚ√«˙Ú ˝√√í˘
˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1º

˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd Œfl¡˝◊È¬±˜±Ú ‡GÓ¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ , Œ˚ÀÚ–ñ
ø¸1ø©Ü ‡G [¸‘ø©Ü ‡G], Œ·±˝√√“±˚˛ Ù≈¬˘Á¬±ø1 ‡G, Œ·±˝√√“±˚˛1 ø¬ı˚˛± ‡G, ¬ÛΩ±1 Ê√Ú˜ ‡G,
Œ·±˝√√±“˚˛ √“fl¡ ‡G, ¬ÛΩ±1 ø¬ı˚˛∏±‡G,˘‡±˝◊ √“fl¡ ‡G, Œˆ¬˘ ˆ¬±¸±øÚ ‡G, ÚÈ¬ ˜øµ1 ‡G
’±1n∏ ¸±˜1øÌ ‡Gº  ˝◊˚˛±1 ¬ı±ø˝√√À1› ¬Ûø1ø˙©ÜÓ¬ ¬ı1˜±Ìœ ¬Û”Ê√±1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±
¬ı±1˜±¸œ ·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Á≈¬Ú± ·œÓ¬ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú Î◊¬ø~ø‡Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º  ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø√˙¸ ”̃̋ √√ Ó¬˘Ó¬ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ˝√√í˘ñ

Ò˜« ñ ˜Ú¸± fl¡±¬ı…1 fl¡±ø˝√√ÚœÓ¬ ∆˙ª ’±1n∏ ˙±Mê ¤˝◊ ≈√À˚˛±È¬± Ò˜«1 õ∂±≈√ˆ¬«±¬ı Œ¬ıøÂ√
’±øÂ√˘º ˜Ú¸±  fl¡±¬ı…1 Î◊¬Ê√øÚ ‡GÓ¬ Œ√ªÓ¬± ø˙ª1 ‚È¬Ú±˝◊ ¬ıUø‡øÚ Í¬±˝◊ ’øÒfl¡±1 fl¡ø1
’±ÀÂ√º ø˙ª Ê√Ú·Ì1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ¬Û”øÊ√Ó¬ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ‰¬±Àµ±1 ø˙ª ̂ ¬øMêÀ ˛̊› Œ¸ ◊̋ fl¡Ô± ‘√Ï¬ˇÓ¬±À1
õ∂˜±Ì fl¡À1º Œ√ªœ1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ˜Ú¸± ’±1n∏ ‰¬Gœ1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª ’±øÂ√˘º ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·À1 ˜Ú¸±
¬Û”Ê√±1 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX ˜±Ó¬ ˜±øÓ¬À˘› Œ˙¯∏Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“ ¬ÛΩ±1 ¬Û±√ õ∂±ôLÓ¬ ’±|˚˛ ˘í¬ı˘·œ˚˛±
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ‰¬±Àµ± ̧ √±·À1 ̃ Ú¸± ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± ̧ —¬ı±À√ ̃ Ò…˚≈·1 ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ̇ øMê Ò˜«1 õ∂‰¬˘Ú1
˝◊—ø·Ó¬ ø√À˚˛º ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ ¬ıUÀÓ¬± Œ√ª-Œ√ªœ1 Ú±˜ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ , Œ˚ÀÚ – ¬ıËp¡±,
ø¬ı¯∏≈û, Ú±1√, ˝√√Ú≈˜±Ú, fl¡±øM√√√«fl¡, ·ÀÌ˙, ø¬ıù´fl¡˜«±, ¸1¶§Ó¬œ, øÓ¬Ó¬±À√Î◊¬, ˜À˝√√˙À√Î◊¬,
˘ÑœÀ√ªœ, ̂ ¬^fl¡±˘œ, ù¨˙±Úfl¡±˘œ, ̃ √̋√±fl¡±˘œ, Ê√̊ fl̨¡±˘œ, fl¡±À˜‡±, fl¡±“‰¬±‡± ◊̋Ó¬œ, ¬ı±À‚ù´1œ,
Œ¸±Ì±1± ˛̊, ̂ ¬·ªÓ¬œ ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√º ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1 ̃ ≈Â√̆ ˜±Ú1 Ú±˜Ó¬ Ù≈¬˘ ø√̊ ˛±1 Î◊¬À~À‡± ̃ ± ˛̊±ªôLœ
ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ , Œ˚ÀÚñ

˜≈Â√˘˜±Ú1 Ú±À˜ Ù≈¬˘ ø√˘≈— ˆ¬±˘º
¬ı±À‚ù´1œ1 Ú±À˜ Ù≈¬˘ ø√˘≈— ˆ¬±˘º [1±ˆ¬± 559]

õ∂±ÀÌù´1 1±ˆ¬± ◊̋ ̃ ±˚̨±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̋̄ √√ø1Ó¬ ̃ ≈Â√̆ ˜±Ú ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ̧ •x√±˚̨fl¡ Ú≈¬ı≈Ê√± ◊̋ Œ·± √̋√±“̊ 1̨
¤fl¡ ’ªÓ¬±1 ¬ı≈ø˘ ̇ s øÚÀ√«ø˙fl¡±Ó¬ Î◊¬À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º 1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ̆ ±„√√± ̃ ±1± ¬Û”Ê√±Ó¬ ¬Ûø(˜
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ø√̇ Ó¬ ø˙˘ ¤‰¬È¬±fl¡ ≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú Œ√ªÓ¬±1 õ∂Ó¬œfl¡ ¶§1+À¬Û ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1 ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨
Ê√±øÓ¬-¸•x√±˚˛ –  ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ õ∂Ô± ’Ú≈¸ø1 ’±1n∏ ¬ı‘øM√√√·Ó¬ ’Ú≈˚±˚˛œ ≈√˝◊

Œ|Ìœ1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ õ∂Ô± ’Ú≈¸ø1 ¬ıË±p¡Ì, ∆¬ı˙…, é¬øS˚˛,
fl¡±˚˛¶ö, ∆√ª:, ¬ıøÌfl¡, ‰¬±G±˘ ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß  Ê√±øÓ¬À˚˛ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı±¸ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º
¬ıË±p¡Ì, fl¡± ˛̊¶ö, ∆√ª: ’±ø√ Ê√±Ó¬1 Œ˘±fl¡1 ø¬ıª1Ì ¬ı± Î◊¬À~‡ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ &1n∏-‰¬ø1SÀ¬ı±1Ó¬
Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º

˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬1 Œ˘±fl¡1 Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√ , Œ˚ÀÚ – fl¡±˜±1, fl≈¡˜±1,
fl¡ø˘Ó¬±, fl¡±˚˛¶ö, fl¡±“˝√√±1, fl¡Â√±1œ, Œfl¡±“‰¬, ·±À1±, Œ·±˝√√±“˚˛ ‰¬±G√√√±˘, Î≈¬˜, ŒÓ¬˘œ, ŒÒ±¬ı±,
Ú±ø¬ÛÓ¬, ¬ı±øÌ˚˛±, ¬ı±˜≈Ì, ˜±˘œ, ø˜ø1, 1±ˆ¬± ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ñ

’±˜±1 ‰¬±•Û±˘œ1 fl¡±À¯∏ ¬ıøÌ˚˛±-¬fl¡±“˝√√±1 ¬ıUÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√
Œfl¡±“‰¬-fl¡ø˘Ó¬± ’±ÀÂ√1 ø¬ıô¶1º

’±˜±1 ‰¬±•Û±˘œ1 fl¡±À¯∏ ·±À1±-ø˜ø1 ¬ıUÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√
1±ˆ¬±-fl¡Â√±1œ ’±ÀÂ√À1 ø¬ıô¶1ºº [1±ˆ¬± 372]

¬Û≈À1±ø˝√√Ó¬ ¬ı±˜≈Ì1 Î◊¬À~À‡± ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊ñ
Ó¬±Àfl¡± Â√√±ø1 ‰¬±µ ¬ı±øÌ˚˛± fl¡Ó¬ ”√1fl¡ ˚±˚˛º
¬Û1UøÓ¬ ¬ı±˜≈Ì1 Ú·1 ˚±˚˛± ˘±·±˚˛ ¬Û±˚˛ºº [1±ˆ¬± 310]

˝◊˚˛±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1 ¬ı±„√√±˘1 Â√ø¬ı› õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬
’±¸±˜-¬ı±„√√±˘ fl¡±øÈ¬ fl¡ø1˘± ‡±Ú ‡±Úº
˜±Ú≈˝√√-·1n∏ fl¡±øÈ¬ fl¡ø1˘± ‡±Ú ‡±Úºº [1±ˆ¬± 545]

¬Û”Ê√±-¬Û±Ó¬˘ – ̃ ±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ¬ıËp¡±, ø¬ı¯∏≈û, Ú±1√, ̋ √√Ú≈˜±Ú, fl¡±øÓ¬«fl¡,
·ÀÌ˙, ø¬ıù´fl¡˜«±, ¸1¶§Ó¬œ, øÓ¬Ó¬±À√Î◊¬, ˜À˝√√˙À√Î◊¬, ˘ÑœÀ√ªœ, ˆ¬^fl¡±˘œ, ù¨˙±Úfl¡±˘œ,
˜˝√√±fl¡±˘œ, Ê√˚˛fl¡±˘œ, fl¡±À˜‡±, fl¡±“‰¬±˝◊‡±˝◊Ó¬œ, ¬ı±À‚ù´1œ, Œ¸±Ì±1±˚˛, ˆ¬·ªÓ¬œ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√
Œ√ª-Œ√ªœ1 ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 Ú±˜Ó¬ Ù≈¬˘ ø√˚˛±1 Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ñ

¬ıËp¡±-ø¬ı¯∏≈û1 Ú±À˜ Ù≈¬˘ ø√˘≈—  ˆ¬±˘
øÓ¬Ó¬±À√Î◊¬1 Ú±À˜ Ù≈¬˘ ø√˘≈— ˆ¬±˘º
˜À˝√√˙À√Î◊¬1 Ú±À˜ Ù≈¬˘ ø√˘≈— ˆ¬±˘º
fl¡±øÓ-·Ì±˝◊¬1 Ú±À˜ Ù≈¬˘ ø√˘≈— ˆ¬±˘º [1±ˆ¬± 558]

Î◊¬ø~ø‡Ó¬ Œ√ª-Œ√ªœ1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ fl¡±“‰¬±‡±˝◊Ó¬œ, ‡≈flƒ¡ø‰¬, ‚1 Œ·±˝√√±“Úœ, ˘±„√√±À√›,
Œ¸±Ì±1±˚˛, 1+¬Û±1±˚˛1 ¬Û”Ê√±À¬ı±1 1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛º fl¡±“‰¬±‡±˝◊Ó¬œ
1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡À˘ ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± ¤·1±fl¡œ Œ√ªœº ¬ıí˝√√±·, ŒÊ√Í¬ ˜±˝√√Ó¬ ˘±„√√± ¬ı± fl¡±˘œ ¬Û”Ê√±1
˘·ÀÓ¬± ’±Ú≈¯∏øefl¡ˆ¬±Àª ¤›“1 ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º fl¡˘·Â√1 Ò≈Úœ˚˛±Õfl¡ Ú±› [øÎ¬„√√±] ¤‡Ú
¸±øÊ√ Ó¬±Ó¬ ¬Û”Ê√±1 Î◊¬¬Ûfl¡1Ì¸˜”˝√√ Œfl¡“‰¬±˝◊ Œfl¡“‰¬±˝◊ ’¬Û«Ì fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º ¬Û”Ê√±1 ’ôLÓ¬ ¤˝◊
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øÎ¬„√√± ›‰¬11 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Ú√œ ¬ı± Ê√˘±˙˚˛Ó¬ Î◊¬È¬±˝◊ ø√˚˛± ˝√√˚˛º fl¡±“‰¬±‡±˝◊Ó¬œ1 ¬Û”Ê√±1 ˘·Ó¬
1Ì‰¬ø˘ Ú±˜1 ¤fl¡ Œ√ªœ1 ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± 1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ¤È¬± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ õ∂Ô±º ‡≈flƒ¡ø‰¬ ¬ı±
Œ‡±flƒ¡ø‰¬› 1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ õ∂Ò±Ú ’øÒá¬±Sœ Œ√ªœº ̧ ±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ¬ıí˝√√±·-ŒÊ√Í¬ ̃ ±˝√√Ó¬
¤ ◊̋·1±fl¡œ Œ√ªœ1 ¬Û”Ê√ fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ ̆ ±„√√±, fl¡±˘œ, ø¬ı ∏̋̄ √√ø1 ’±ø ¬Û”Ê√±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬± ’±Ú≈̄ ∏øefl¡ˆ¬±Àª
‡≈flƒ¡ø‰¬ ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨ ‚1 -Œ·± √̋√“±Úœ 1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ·‘̋ √√1¬ ’øÒá¬±Sœ Œ√ªœ ¬ı± ˘Ñœ Œ√ªœº
Î¬±—‚1 ¬ı± ”̆̃  ‚11 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ¬Û”ªÙ¬±À˘ ‚È¬ ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1 ·‘̋ √√¶ö1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ˜±eø˘fl¡ fl¡± «̊
’Ú≈øá¬Ó¬ ̋ √√íÀ˘ ¬ı± øÓ¬øÔ ¬Û±¬ı«Ú ’±ø√Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋ Œ·± √̋√±“Úœ1 ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ ̆ ±„√√±À√› 1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1
’Ú…Ó¬˜ ≈̃‡… Œ√ªÓ¬±º ·±“ª1 ¬Û1± øfl¡Â≈√ øÚ˘·Ó¬ ’±› √̋√Ó¬œ˚̨± Í¬± ◊̋Ó¬ ø˙˘ ¤Àfl¡±‡G õ∂Ó¬œfl¡
¶§1+À¬Û ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1 ¬ıí √̋√±·-ŒÊ√Í¬ ˜± √̋√Ó¬ ˘±„√√± Œ√ªÓ¬±1 ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨ ˘±„√√±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬
’±Ú≈̄ ∏øefl¡ ’±Ú øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú Œ√ª-Œ√ªœÀ1± ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ ’=˘Àˆ¬À√ ¤ ◊̧̋ fl¡˘ Œ√ª-Œ√ªœ1
Ú±˜À1± ø¬ıøˆ¬ißÓ¬± ’±ÀÂ√º Ó¬±1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ≈√ª±1œ ¬ı± ¬ı±È¬ øˆ¬È¬± ˘±„√√±, ‡≈flƒ¡ø‰,¬ ˘—À√›, ÒÚ
fl≈¡Àª1, Í¬±fl≈¡1±Ìœ, Ò «̃À√›, ˘±‡1À√›, ≈√Òfl≈¡˜1, Ù≈¬˘fl≈¡˜1 ˘±˜À¬ÛÈ¬œ, Œ√±fl¡±‰≈¬, ¬Ûœ1±‰≈¬,
fl¡±“‰¬±‡± ◊̋Ó¬œ, 1Ì‰¬ø˘ Œ√ªœ ◊̋Ó¬…±ø√1 Ú±˜ Î◊¬À~‡ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º Œ¸±Ì±1±˚̨ ’±1n∏ 1+¬Û1±˚̨1
¬Û”Ê√± ¬1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡À˘ ·± ◊̋&È¬œ˚̨±ˆ¬±Àª ¬ı±1œ1 ‰≈¬fl¡Ó¬ Ô±¬ÛÚ± ¬Û±øÓ¬ ¬ı± Œ·± √̋√±ø˘1 ¸ij≈‡Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋
Œ√ªÓ¬±1 ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡À1º Œ·± Ê√±øÓ¬1 ̃ e˘1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ¤›“1 ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±ÀÚ Œ¸±Ì±1±˚̨
’±1n∏ 1+¬Û1±˚̨fl¡ fl‘¡ ∏̄û ’±1n∏ ¬ı˘1±˜À1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ 1+¬Û ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡˚̨º

’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø√˙ – ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ’ª¶ö±
¸ÀôL±¯∏Ê√Úfl¡ ’±øÂ√˘º fl‘¡¯∏fl¡, ¬ıøÌfl¡, fl¡˜±1, fl≈¡˜±1, Œfl¡›È¬, Õ√ª:, ÚÓ¬«fl¡œ, Ú±ø¬ÛÓ¬,
Œ¬Û±˝√√±1œ, ¬ı±ÕÏ¬̌, ¬ıË±p¡Ì, ˜»¸…Ê√œªœ, ˜±˘œ, 1±À‡±ª±˘, ”̧Ó¬±1, √̋√±ø1, √̋√œ1± ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
¬ı‘øM√√√Ò±1œ Ê√±øÓ¬À˚̨ ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ¬ı±À¬ı õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Úœ˚̨ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œ¸ª± ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌± ◊̋ øÚÊ√1 Ê√œøªfl¡± øÚ¬ı«± √̋√
fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·À1 Ú±›À1 ”√1-”√1øÌÕ˘ ∆· Œ¬ı √̋√±-Œ¬ı¬Û±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º Œ¬ı √̋√±-Œ¬ı¬Û±11
¬ÛÌ…À¬ı±1 ’±øÂ√̆  ’±√±, fl¡˘, fl¡í˘± ˜± √̋√, fl¡±˜ø¸µ≈1, &ª±-¬Û±Ì, ‚‘Ó¬, Â√±·˘, øÓ¬˘, ∆Ó¬˘,
Ó≈¬ø˘, Ú±ø1fl¡˘, ¬Û±È¬˙±1œ, ˜±øÈ¬˜± √̋√, ˜±øÈ¬1 ¬ı±‰¬Ú, ø˜øÔ, |œÙ¬˘, ø¸√̆ - ≈̧fl¡øÈ¬ [qfl¡±Ú
˜±Â√], √̋√±˘øÒ1 &øÎ¬̌, √̋√±Î¬̌œ ’±ø√º ¬ı±øÌÊ√… ^¬ı…À¬ı±1 õ∂±À˚̨ ¸±˘-¸˘øÚ ¬ı± ø¬ıøÚ˜˚̨ fl¡1±
∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ’±ø¬ı1, ̋ ◊̆ ±‰¬œ, fl¡¬Û”«1, fl¡øÎ¬̌,  fl¡±“̋ √√, fl¡±“̋ œ√√-¬ı±È¬œ, Ê√±øÓ¬Ù¬˘, Ó¬±˜, Œ¬Û±ª±˘, ø¬ÛÓ¬˘,
˜±øÌfl¡, 1P, 1+¬Û, ˙—‡, Œ¸±Ì, √̋√±Ó¬œ1 √±“Ó¬, √̋√œ1±, Œ √̋√e≈̆ - √̋√± ◊̋Ó¬±˘ ’±ø√1 ø¬ıøÚ˜˚̨Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋
¬ÛÌ…À¬ı±1 ø¬ıSêœ fl¡1± ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ¬ı≈ø˘ ·œÓ¬Ó¬ Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º [1±ˆ¬±  267]

Î≈¬˜≈ÚœÀ˚˛ fl¡øÎ¬ˇ1 ø¬ıøÚ˜˚˛Ó¬ ˜±Â√1 ¬ı…ª¸±˚˛ fl¡1±1 fl¡Ô±› Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√ñ
¤À˚±1 ˜±&1 ˜±Â√ ø√˘À1 ’±øÚ˚˛±ºº
¬Û=± fl¡±›√√√Ú fl¡øÎ¬ˇ ¸ÀÚfl¡± ø√˘À1 ·øÌ˚˛±º
¤fl¡ Œ˚±1± ˜±&1 ˜±Â√ ˘˘À1 øfl¡øÚ˚˛±ºº [1±ˆ¬± 255]
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fl¡øÎ¬ˇ1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1 ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ È¬fl¡±-¬Û˝◊‰¬±À1± Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ±˚˛ñ
È¬±fl¡± Ú˝√√ ˛̊ ¬Û ◊̋‰¬± Ú˝√√ ˛̊ fl¡±˝√√ÀÚ  Œ¬ı‰¬±—º [1±ˆ¬± 5]

¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ú±1œ1 ¶ö±Ú – ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ Ú±1œ1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß 1+¬Û1 Â√ø¬ı õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ̧ øÓ¬Úœ ø¬ıÀ¡Z ∏̄ ’±1n∏ ÷ ∏̄«± ø‰¬1fl¡˘œ ˛̊±º ø¬ı¬ı±ø √̋√Ó¬± ¶aœ1 ¬ıÓ¬«̃ ±ÚÓ¬
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ø·ø1À˚˛Àfl¡ ˚ø√ ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛¬ı±11 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±Ú ¤Ê√Úœ ‰¬¬Û±˝◊ ˘í¬ı Œ‡±ÀÊ√ ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚˛±
õ∂Ô˜Ê√ÚœÀ˚˛ øÚÊ√1 ¸ij±Ú ’±1n∏ ˜˚«±√± ’ªÚø˜Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª±1 ’±fl¡±—é¬±Ó¬ ’ø¶ö1 ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º
˜˝√√±À√Àª ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛¬ı±11 ¬ı±À¬ı ≈√·«±fl¡ ø¬ı˚˛± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂dÓ¬ Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ı±Ó¬ø1ÀÈ¬± õ∂Ô˜± ¶aœ
·—·± ◊̋ Ú±1√1 ̃ ≈À‡ qøÚ ’ø¶ö1 ∆ √̋√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬›“1 ̃ Ú-˜·Ê√≈ ̧ øÓ¬Úœ ø¬ıÀ¡Z ∏̄1 ’Ú≈̂ ¬ÀªÀ1
ˆ¬±1±Sê±ôL ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ·ˆ¬œ1 Œé¬±Àˆ¬À1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ

¬ı˚˛À¸ ˝√√˘≈— ˝√√œÚ± ˜˝◊ 1øÓ¬Ó¬ ˝√√˘≈— ˝√√œÚº
¬ı‘Xfl¡±À˘ ’±ÀÚ ˆ¬±„√√±1± √±1n∏Ú ¸Ó¬œÚºº [1±ˆ¬± 113]

˜˝√√±À√ª-≈√·«±1 ø¬ı˚˛±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ øfl¡c ·—·±1 ˜Ú1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıÀ¡Z¯∏ ˆ¬±¬ı ’±“Ó¬ø1 ∆·ÀÂ√º
˜ √̋√±À√Àª Ù≈¬˘Á¬±ø1Õ˘ ̊ ±¬ıÕ˘ ›À˘±ª±Ó¬ ·—·±-≈√·«± ≈√À ˛̊±Àfl¡ ̆ ·Ó¬ øÚ¬ıÕ˘ fl¡±Ó¬1 ’Ú≈À1±Ò
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ

Ù≈¬˘ ¬ıÚfl¡ ˚±˚˛ Œ·±˝√√±“˚˛ øSÊ√·Ó¬1 ¬ÛøÓ¬º
‰¬1ÌÓ¬ Òø1˚˛± fl¡±Àµ Œ·Ã1±˚˛ ¬Û±1ªÓ¬œºº
·e±-≈√·«± ≈√˝◊ Ú±1œ ˜≈ÀÂ√ ‰¬fl≈¡1 ¬Û±Úœº
’±˜±fl¡ øÚøÚø˘ Œ·±˝√√±“˚˛ ø˜˘±¬ı ø¬ıø‚øÚºº [1±ˆ¬± 158]

¶aœ ̧ √±˚˛ øÚÊ√1 ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ̃ e˘1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ø‰¬ôL±øi§Ó¬º Œ¸±ÀÚfl¡±À˚˛±  ̧ À1±Ê± Î≈¬˜≈Úœ1
˜≈À‡À1 ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1 ¬Û”Ê√±1 fl¡Ô± qøÚ ¶§±˜œ ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·11 ˜—·˘1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ¬ıøÌÊ√Õ˘
Œ˚±ª±1 ’±·ÀÓ¬ ˜Ú¸± ¬Û”Ê√± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ñ

Œ¬ı˘1 ¬Û±ÀÓ¬ Ù≈¬˘1 ¬Û±ÀÓ¬ ¬Û”Ê√± ’±1øy˘º
wn∏fl≈¡øÓ¬- wn∏˜±˚˛± fl¡ø1 ¬ı±1 øÎ¬„√√± ¬Û”øÊ√˘ºº
fl¡±˘±-Ò˘± ¬Û±Í¬± ˘˘ ·À˘ 1‰¬œ ø√˚˛±º
‰¬Gœ‡±“Î¬ˇ± Ï¬±˘ ˘˘ ˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬ fl¡ø1˚˛±º
¬ı±1 øÎ¬„√√± Ú±À˜ ¬ıø˘ ø√˘À1 fl¡±øÈ¬˚˛±ºº [1±ˆ¬± 255-256]

˜Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ú±1œ1 ¸Ó¬œQ1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ &1n∏Q ø√˚˛± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º Ú±1œÀ˚˛
¸Ó¬œQ1 õ∂˜±Ì ø√¬ıÕ˘ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Û1œé¬±Ó¬ ’ªÓ¬œÌ« Œ˝√√±ª±1 fl¡Ô±› Ê√±øÚ¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ≈√·±«À˚˛±
¸Ó¬œQ ¬Û1œé¬±Ó¬ ’ªÓ¬œÌ« ˝√√í¬ı ˘·± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ≈√·«±1 ‰¬ø1S1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ¸Àµ˝√√ ›¬ÛÊ√±Ó¬
ø¬ÛÓ‘¬À˚˛ &ª± ¬Û1œé¬±, ̧ ≈Ó¬± ¬ıÀ·±ª± ¬Û1œé¬±, Ù≈¬˘ ¬Û1œé¬±, ‚1 ¬Û1œé¬±, ‚È¬ ¬Û1œé¬±, Ê√˘
¬Û1œé¬± ’±ø√À1 ŒÓ¬›“1 ¸Ó¬œQ1 ¬Û1œé¬± ∆˘øÂ√˘º

ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ fl¡Ú…±1 Œ¬ı±ª±1œ Ê√œªÚ Ó¬…±·1 Ê√œªÚ ¶§±˜œ ˆ¬fl¡øÓ¬ fl¡1± Ú±1œ ˝√√˚˛
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ˆ¬±·…ªÓ¬œ, Œ¸À˚̨ ̃ ±Àfl¡ ø¬ı˚̨± ø√¬ıÕ˘ ›À˘±ª± Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±fl¡ øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú Ú±øÓ¬-øÚ˚̨˜ ø˙fl¡± ◊̋øÂ√̆ ñ
õ∂Ô˜ÀÓ¬ ø√ø¬ı ’Ú ˙U1 ¸√±·1º
Ó¬±1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬ ø√ø¬ı ’Úƒ ¶§±˜œ ˘ø‡µ1ºº
Ó¬±1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬ ø√ø¬ı ’Úƒ ù´±›1œ Œ˚ ˜±ªº [1±ˆ¬± 368]

˜±fl¡-¬ı±À¬Ûfl¡1 ̃ 1˜-Œ‰¬ÀÚ˝√√1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√À1 Î¬±„√√1 -√œ‚˘ Œ˝√√±ª± fl¡Ú…±1 ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1 ø√Ú±‡Ú
ø¬ı√±˚˛1 ¬Û1Ó¬ ̧ fl¡À˘± ø¬ÛÓ‘¬-˜±Ó‘¬ SêµÚÓ¬ ̂ ¬±ø· ¬ÛÀ1º ≈√·«±, Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±1 ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1 ø√Ú±‡ÀÚ±
ø¬ı√±˚˛1 ¬Û1Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ø¬ÛÓ‘¬-˜±Ó‘¬À˚˛ fl¡±øµÀ˚˛˝◊ øÚÊ√1 ≈√‡-Œ¬ı√Ú± õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ

ı±À¬Û fl¡±øµ¬ı± Òø1˘ ø¬ı˘±¬Û Ê√≈ø1˚˛±º
’±øÊ√ ˝√√ÀôL Œ˜±1 ’±˝◊ ˚±ø¬ıÀ1 Â√±ø1˚˛±ºº [1±ˆ¬± 369]

Œ¸±ÀÚfl¡±1 ¬Û≈S Œ¶ß˝√√1 Â√ø¬ı› ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Œ¸±ÀÚfl¡±˝◊
≈√‡ ˜ÀÚ Ôfl¡± ˘ø‡µ11 ˜Ú1 ’ª¸±√ ”√1 fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ÒÚ-Œ¸±Ì, Œ√±˘±-Œ‚±“1±, ¬ı±µœ-
Œ‰¬Î¬ˇœ, ·±“›- ”̂¬ ◊̋ ¸fl¡À˘± ø√¬ıÕ˘ ¸±Ê√≈ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ñ

˚Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ ¬ı±µœ-Œ‰¬Î¬ˇœ ¸“ø¬Û˚˛± ø√˘≈— ŒÓ¬±fl¡ºº
·±“›-ˆ”¬“˝◊1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ˚ø√ ˜ÀÚ fl¡1± ≈√‡º
˚Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ ·±“›-ˆ“”¬˝◊ ¸“ø¬Û˚˛± ø√˘≈— ŒÓ¬±fl¡ ºº [1±ˆ¬± 296]

¬Û≈S1 ̃ ‘Ó≈¬…1 fl¡±1ÀÌ Œ¬ı±ª±1œfl¡ √±˚˛œ fl¡1± Ó¬Ô± ŒÓ¬›“1 fl≈¡˘é¬Ì-¸≈˘é¬Ì &Ì1 ø¬ı‰¬±1
fl¡1± 1œøÓ¬ ¬ıÓ¬«˜±Ú ˚≈·ÀÓ¬± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√ 1±øS fl¡±˘Ú√±ø·Úœ1 √—˙ÚÓ¬ ˘ø‡µ11 ˜‘Ó≈¬…
Œ˝√√±ª±Ó¬ Œ¸±ÀÚfl¡±1 ŒSê±Ò ∆· ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ñ

¸±¬Û-Œ˘Ê√≈ª± ‰≈¬ø˘ Œ¬ıÈ¬œ1 ‡1˜ ŒÍ¬„√√œ˚˛± ˆ¬ø1º
¬ı±˜≈ÀÌ-¸7¡¡¡ÀÚ fl¡˚˛ ŒÓ¬±fl¡ ¬ıøS˙ ˘é¬Ìœºº
ø¬ı˚˛± 1±øÓ¬1 ø√Ú± Ó¬˝◊ ¶§±˜œ1 ˜±Ô± ‡±ø˘ºº [1±ˆ¬± 411]

¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ú±1œÀ˚˛ fl¡¬Û±˘1 ø˘‡Ú ’Ú≈¸ø1 ¶§±˜œ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1 ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º
Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±fl¡ ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ›À˘±ª± ˘ø‡µ11 1+¬Û Œ√ø‡ ˚≈ªÓ¬œÀfl¡˝◊·1±fl¡œ˜±ÀÚ øÚÊ√1
fl¡¬Û˘1 ø˘‡Úfl¡ Œ√±¯∏ ø√ ≈√‡-Œ¬ı√Ú± õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º fl¡¬Û±˘1 ø˘‡± ’Ú≈¸ø1 ø¸˝√√“ÀÓ¬
fl≈¡“Ê√±, fl¡±Ú±, Œ¬ı„√√±, Œfl¡±„√√±, ¬ı±Î◊¬Úœ˚˛± ¶§±˜œ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ¬ı≈ø˘ ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ Î◊¬À~‡
Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º [1±ˆ¬± 351]

˜Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ̧ ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± Ú±1œ ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 fl≈¡-‘√ø©Ü1 ¬Û1± ̋ √√±Ó¬ ̧ ±ø1¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±øÂ√˘º Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘± ◊̋
˜‘Ó¬ ¶§±˜œfl¡ Œˆ¬˘Ó¬ ∆˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬˝◊ Œ·±√± ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ¬Û≈1n∏¯∏1 ¬Û1± ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1 õ∂ô¶±ª ˘±ˆ¬
fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º

˜± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ ¤‡Ú Ú±1œ1 ’±øÒ¬ÛÓ¬… Ôfl¡± Ú·11 Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º ‰¬±Àµ± ̧ √±·À1
¬ıøÌÊ√Õ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ Ú±1œ1 ’øÒfl¡±1 Ôfl¡± ¤‡Ú Ú·11 fl¡Ô± qøÚøÂ√˘, Ó¬±Ó¬ Ú±1œÀ˚˛ 1Ê√±
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Ú±1œÀ˚˛ ˜Laœñ
˜1À√ 1±Àg ˜1À√ ¬ı±ÀÏ¬ˇ øÓ¬1œ ¬ıø¸ ‡±˚˛º
‡±øÚfl¡ ˜±Ú Œ√±¯∏ ¬Û±À˘ ˜1√fl¡ øfl¡˘±˚˛ºº
øÓ¬1œ 1±Ê√± øÓ¬1œ ˜Laœ øÓ¬1œÀ˚˛ ˘¶®1º [1±ˆ¬± 262-263]

∆˙øé¬fl¡ ø√̇ ñ ∆˙øé¬fl¡ ø√̇ ÀÈ¬± ˜Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌± ’±øÂ√̆ º
Œ¬ı√ ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ¬Û1•Û1± ¬ıË±p¡Ì¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ‰¬ø˘øÂ√̆ º ‰¬±Àµ± ̧ √±·À1› ̆ ø‡µ1fl¡ :±Ú
’± √̋√1Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı± ≈̃Ì1 ›‰¬1Ó¬ ø˙é¬±√±Ú ˘í¬ıÕ˘ ø√̊ ±̨1 fl¡Ô±› Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚̨º

‰¬±µ ¬ı±øÌ˚˛± Î◊¬øÍ¬˚˛± Ó¬±ÀÓ¬ ¬ı≈ø˘˘± ¬ı‰¬Úº
˘ø‡µ1 ¬Û≈Sfl¡ ’±˜±1 ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±¬ı±1 ˜Úºº
ŒÓ¬±Àfl¡ ¬ı˘— &1n∏ ¬ı±¬Û Œ˜±1 ¬ı‰¬Ú Ò1º
¬ÛÏ¬ˇ±˚˛±-qÚ±˚˛± ˘‡±˝◊fl¡ ¬ÛøGÓ¬ fl¡1ºº [1±ˆ¬± 294]

Î◊¬»¸ª-¬Û±¬ı«Ú – ˜Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Î◊¬»¸ª ’Ú≈á¬±ÀÚ Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛Ó¬±
˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˜±Úª Ê√œªÚ1 øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ô¶1 ˝√√í˘ Ê√ij, ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√ ’±1n∏ ˜‘Ó≈¬…º
˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¤˝◊ øÓ¬øÚ›È¬± 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ˘·Ó¬
¸—·øÓ¬ 1±ø‡ Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ̆ ø‡µ11 Ê√ij1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ Ú±Î¬ˇœ ŒÂ√√ fl¡ø1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¬ı±˝◊
’±À˘±ª± ‰¬±Î◊¬˘, Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¬ı±˝◊ Œfl¡“‰¬± ·±‡œ1 ’±øÚ qX fl¡À1º ¬Û=˜ ø√ÚÓ¬ Ú±1œ¸fl¡À˘
¬Û‰¬øÓ¬ fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ¤˜±˝1¬ ø√Ú± Ú±˜fl¡1Ì fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º ˘ø‡µ11 Î◊¬¬Ûø1› ˜±À1·œÓ¬Ó¬¬
¬ÛΩ±, ·ÀÌ˙, fl¡±øÓ¬«fl¡, ¸±Ê√, ø¬ıÊ√, ‰¬±µ, Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±1 Ê√ij1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ› Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º

˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ ˜Ú¸±1 ø¬ı˚˛±, ø˙ª-≈√·«±1 ø¬ı˚˛± ’±1n∏ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±-˘ø‡µ11 ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√
Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ¸˜±Ê√1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸—·øÓ¬ 1±ø‡ ¬ı±ô¶ª ¸ijÓ¬ˆ¬±Àª fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
¤˝◊ ø¬ı˚˛±Àfl¡˝◊‡Ú ∆¬ıø√fl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬À1 ¸•Û±ø√Ó¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ¬ıÓ¬«˜±Ú1 √À1 Ó¬±˝√√±øÚ›
ø¬ı¬ı±À˝√√±»¸ª1 ’Ú≈¯∏—·Ó¬ Ú±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ø¬ıø¬ıÒ Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1 ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ ˜e˘
·œÓ¬ ·±˝◊øÂ√˘º ¬Û1•Û1± ’Ú≈¸ø1 ø¬ı˚˛±1 ’±·ø√Ú± √1±‚1œ˚˛±˝◊ fl¡˝◊Ú±‚1Õ˘ ŒÊ√±1Ì
¬ÛøÍ¬˚˛±˚˛º √1±‚11 Œfl¡˝◊Ê√Ú˜±Ú Œ˘±Àfl¡ ø‰¬1±, ∆√, ˘±Î¬ˇ≈, fl¡˘, Ó¬±À˜±˘, ¬Û±Ì, ø˜Í¬±˝◊,
¬ı¶a, ’˘—fl¡±1 ’±ø√ ˆ¬±1 ¬ı±øg ∆˘ ∆· fl¡˝◊Ú±‚1Ó¬ Î◊¬¬Ûø¶öÓ¬ ˝√√˚˛º fl¡˝◊Ú±1 ˜±Àfl¡
’± ˛̊Ó¬œ¸fl¡˘À1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¬ı±√…±ø√ ¬ıÊ√± ◊̋, ̧ ≈̃ e˘ ·œÓ¬ ·± ◊̋ ŒÊ√±1Ì1 ̂ ¬±1 ¬ıø1 øÚ ŒÊ√±1ÌÕ˘
Œ˚±ª± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ˚Ô±1œøÓ¬ ’±¬Û…±˚˛Ú fl¡À1º ˜Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ¸˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± Œ˚ ŒÊ√±1Ì ø√˚˛±
õ∂Ô± ’±øÂ√˘ Ó¬±1 ˝◊—ø·Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ˝√√±¸… ˜Ò≈1 Ú±1√ ‰¬ø1S1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬º Œ¸˝◊√À1
¬ı1˚±Sœ Œ˚±ª± ̃ À˝√√f é¬ÌÓ¬ fl¡ ◊̋Ú± ̧ •x√±Ú fl¡1±, ̃ ”1Ó¬ ›1øÌ ∆˘ fl¡ ◊̋Ú± Î◊¬ø˘›ª±, ̆ ¢ü
·±“øÍ¬ ¬ıg±, √1±-fl¡˝◊Ú±fl¡ ›‡ ¬ÛœÎ¬ˇ±Ó¬ ¬ıU›ª±, ¸≈˜—·˘ ·œÓ¬ Œ·±ª±, fl¡Ú…±√±Ú fl¡1±,
Œ˝√√±˜ ¬Û1±, Œ√±˘±Ó¬ fl¡˝◊Ú± ø¬ı√±˚˛ ø√˚˛± ’±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬1 Î◊¬ø~‡Ú1 ¬ıÌ«Ú±1
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Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ˜˝√√±À√ª-≈√·«±, Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±-˘ø‡µ11 ø¬ı˚˛±1 ø˚ ø‰¬S ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ø‰¬øSÓ¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√,
Œ¸˝◊ ø‰¬S ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ø¬ı˚˛±1 ˚Ô±Ô ø‰¬S ’±1n∏ Œ˘Ãøfl¡fl¡Ó¬±À1 ’±2Â√±ø√Ó¬º

ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√ ø¶ö1 Œ˝√√±ª±1 õ∂±flƒ¡fl¡±˘Ó¬ √1±-fl¡˝◊Ú±1 1±ø˙ ŒÊ√±1± Œ‰¬±ª±1 ¬ı…ª¶ö± ̃ Ò… fl¡±˘œÚ
¸˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± ’±øÂ√˘º ‰¬±Àµ± ̧ √±·À1 ̆ ø‡µ11 ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1 ¬ı±À¬ı À¬ıÎ◊¬˘±1 õ∂ô¶±ª ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 ¬ı±‰≈¬
¬ı±øÌ˚˛±1 ‚1Õ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ Œ˜Úfl¡±fl¡ Œ˘±˝√√±1 fl¡±˘±˝◊ ’Ô«±» Œ˘±1 ˜±˝√√ ø¸Ê√±¬ıÕ˘ ø√øÂ√˘
øfl¡c Œ˜Úfl¡±˝◊ ŒÚ±ª±1±Ó¬ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±˝◊ ¬ı≈øXÀ1 Œ˘±1¡ fl¡±˘±˝◊ ø¸Ê√±¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏
‰¬±Àµ± ̧ √±·À1 ̧ cø©ÜÀ1 Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±fl¡ Œ¬ı±ª±1œ1+À¬Û ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±¢∂˝√√œ Œ˝√√±ª±1 fl¡Ô±›
¸≈µ1Õfl¡ ·œÓ¬¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘øÓ¬ Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º

ø¬ıÕ˚˛ ’±1n∏ ø¬ı˚˛Úœ ¬ıg±1 ¸≈µ1 ¬Û1•Û1± fl¡±¬ı…‡ÚÓ¬ ¸ÀÚfl¡±-Œ˜Úfl¡± ’±1n∏ ‰¬±Àµ±
¬ı±øÌ˚˛±-¬ı±‰≈¬ ¬ı±øÌ˚˛±1√ Œé¬SÓ¬ Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚˛º Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±-˘ø‡µ11 ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±1
ø¬ı√±˚˛1 ’±·˜≈˝√√”Ó¬«Ó¬ ø¬ıÕ˚˛ ’±1n∏ ø¬ı˚˛Úœ ¬ıg± ’±ø√ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬1 fl¡Ô±›
¬’±ˆ¬±¸ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º

‘̃Ó¬fl¡ «̃1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ¸¬Û« √—˙ÚÓ¬ ‘̃Ó≈¬… Œ √̋√±ª±Ê√Ú1 fl¡±Í¬ ¸—¶®±1 Úfl¡ø1 ≈̂¬1 ¬ı± Œˆ¬˘Ó¬
Î◊¬È≈¬ª± ◊̋ ø√̊ ±̨ 1œøÓ¬ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’±øÂ√̆ , ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·11 Â√̊  ̨¬Û≈S ’±1n∏ ˘ø‡µ1 Ó¬±1
Î◊¬8˘ øÚ√̇ «Úº ˜±˚̨±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̋̄ √√ø1Ó¬ ’ªÀ˙… ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Û1œé¬±1 ’ôLÓ¬ ‘̃Ó¬ ¬ı…øMê1 ¬Û≈Ú1
Ê√œªÚ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1±› Œ√‡≈›ª± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·11 Â√̊  ̨¬Û≈S ’±1n∏ ˘ø‡µ11 Ê√ø1˚̨ÀÓ¬º

Œ‡˘ ŒÒ˜±ø˘ – ̃ Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ Œ‡˘-ŒÒ˜±ø˘ ’±1n∏ ’ª¸1 ø¬ıÀÚ±√Ú1
øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ¬Û±˙± À‡˘1 Ú±À˜±À~‡ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ˜˝√√± ˆ¬±1Ó¬ÀÓ¬± ˚≈øÒøá¬1 ’±1n∏ ≈√À˚«±ÒÀÚ
¬Û±˙± À‡˘ Œ‡˘±1 Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√ø1ÀÓ¬± ≈√·«± ’±1n∏ ˜˝√√±À√Àª ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1
ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ¬Û±˙±À‡˘ Œ‡˘±1 fl¡Ô± Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º [1±ˆ¬± 148]

˚±≈√-˜La – Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√ ‚±˝◊Õfl¡ ˚±≈√ ˜La1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª1 ¡Z±1±˝◊ ¬Ûø1‰¬±ø˘Ó¬º ’¸˜œ˚˛±
Œ˘±fl¡¸˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬± ’Ó¬œÊ√À1 ¬Û1± ◊̋ ̊ ±≈√-˜La, ›Ê√±1 ¡Z±1± Ê√1±-Ù≈¬fl¡± fl¡1± ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√À ˛̊ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄
õ∂ˆ¬±ª ø¬ıô¶±1 fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1ÀÓ¬± ¸˜≈^ ˜LöÚ1  ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ø˙ª ˜”ø2Â√«Ó¬
Œ˝√√±ª±Ó¬ ·e±-≈·«±1 øÚÀ√«˙˜ÀÓ¬ ›Ê√±˝◊ Ê√1±-Ù≈¬fl¡± fl¡ø1 ø˙ª1 Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú± ‚”1±˝◊ ’±øÚ¬ıÕ˘
Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˘ø‡µ1Àfl¡± ¸¬Û«˝◊ √—˙Ú fl¡1±1 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬ ¸¬Û«1 ø¬ı¯∏ øÚ1±˜˚˛ fl¡ø1¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı
›Ê√±1 ¡Z±1± Ê√œ˚˛±˝◊ Ó≈¬ø˘¬ıÕ˘ Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ñ

Œ˘„√√±˝◊ Î◊¬øÍ¬˚˛± Ó¬±ÀÓ¬ ¬ı≈ø˘˘± ¬ı‰¬Úº
√øé¬Ì ø√À˙ ’±ÀÂ√ ›Á¬± ¬ı1 ø¬ı‰¬é¬Ìº
ø¸ ˚ø√ ’±ø˝√√¬ı± ¬Û±À1 ‰¬±•Û±˘œ Ú·1º
Ù≈¬“fl¡Ó¬ Ê√œ˚˛±¬ı ˜1± ≈√˘ˆ¬ ˘ø‡µ1ºº [1±ˆ¬± 414]

˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ’¸≈1, ˚ø‡Úœ, ˆ≈¬Ó≈¬Úœ, Œõ∂øÓ¬Úœ, Î¬±˝◊Úœ, ˙Ú˙±˘œ,
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˙Ú˙±˘œ˚˛± ˆ”¬Ó¬À1± Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√ Œ¸˝◊À¬ı±11 Ú±˜Ó¬ Ù≈¬˘ ø√ ¬Û”Ê√±-¬Û±Ó¬˘ fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º
[1±ˆ¬± 560]

·±ø˘-˙¬ÛøÚ – ¸˜±Ê√1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ô¶1Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ò1Ì1 ·±ø˘-˙¬ÛøÚ1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±À1± Œ√‡±
˚± ˛̊º ̃ ± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ Î◊¬À~‡ Ôfl¡± ·±ø˘ ̇ ¬ÛøÚ¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ̇ sÀ¬ı±1 ̋ √√í˘ñ fl≈¡“Ê√± ̂ ¬±Ó¬±1,
fl¡±Ì± ˆ¬±Ó¬±1, Œ¬ı„√√± ˆ¬±Ó¬±1, Œfl¡±„√√± ˆ¬±Ó¬±1, ¬ı±Î◊¬Úœ˚˛± ˆ¬±Ó¬±1, ŒÒÀ˜Ú±, Œ¬ı„√√ Œ‡±ª±
fl¡±Ìœ, Œ¬ıÈ¬± fl≈¡fl≈¡1± Ù¬±˘±„√√œ, ¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ± fl≈¡fl≈¡1± Ù¬±˘±„√√œ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º

Œ˘±fl¡ø¬ıù´±¸ – 1±ˆ¬± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú Œ˘±fl¡ø¬ıù´±¸1 Î◊¬À~‡ ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ
ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ Œ√‡± Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ Œ¬ı˚˛± ¸À¬Û±Ú Œ√ø‡À˘ ’˜e˘1 ˝◊—ø·Ó¬ ø√˚˛±
¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·À1 ¬ıøÌÊ√Õ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ ¸À¬Û±ÚÓ¬ Â√˚˛ ¬Û≈Sfl¡ Ú±À·
√—˙Ú fl¡1± Œ√ø‡ ‚1Ó¬ ’˜e˘ Œ˝√√±ª± ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡ø1 ø˝√√˚˛± ˆ≈¬fl≈¡ª±˝◊ fl¡±øµøÂ√˘º Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±-
˘ø‡µ11 ø¬ı˚˛±1 Î◊¬ÀVÀ˙… ‰¬±Àµ± ̧ √±·À1 ¬ı±‰≈¬ ¬ı±øÌ˚˛±1 ‚1Õ˘ ̊ ±S± fl¡1±1 ’±À· ’±À·
øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ’˜e˘œ ˛̊± ø‰¬Ú Œ√‡± ¬Û± ◊̋øÂ√  ̆, Œ˚ÀÚñ

˚±S± fl¡ø1¬ı±fl¡ ‰¬±µ fl¡±Ï¬ˇ±˝◊˚˛± ø√˘± ¬Û±ªº
’±fl¡±˙Ó¬ fl≈¡1n∏ª± fl¡±Àµ ¸≈1n∏˘œ˚˛± 1±ªºº
fl¡˘·±Â√Ó¬ ¬Ûø1˚˛± fl¡±Î◊¬ª± fl¡±fl¡ ø¬ıfl≈¡˘±˚˛º
‰¬±˘Ó¬ Ô±øfl¡ ŒÊ√Í¬œ Œ¬Û±fl¡± ø¬ı¬ÛøM√√√ ≈√‡±˚˛ºº
ññññññññññññ
˚±S± fl¡ø1ÀÓ¬ Œ√ø‡˘ ‰¬±µ ¸ij≈À‡ Œ˚±ø·Úœº
¬Û≈S1 ø¬ı˚˛±ÀÓ¬ ’±øÊ√ ø˜˘±¬ı ø¬ıø‚Úœºº [1±ˆ¬± 336]

˝◊˚˛±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1› ¬˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ’±1n∏ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú Œ˘±fl¡ø¬ıù´±¸ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ñ
˙øÚ¬ı±À1 ˜e˘¬ı±À1 ˜˝◊ ˆ¬Î¬ˇ±˘Ó¬ ŒÚ√— ˝√√±Ó¬ [131], Ò1˜1 Ú±À˜ ¸ÀÚfl¡±

¬Û±À1±ª± Œ˜ø˘˘ [ 321], ¬Û1 ¬Û≈1n∏¯∏fl¡ Œ√ø‡À˘ Œ˝√√“‰¬ ̃ ±Ô± ̋ √√ø¬ıº [ 367], ̧ ¬Û«fl¡
˜±ø1À˘ ˝√√˜ ¬Û≈1n∏¯∏ ¬ıÒœ Ú±1œ [407],  ¸≈¬ı±‰¬Úœ ¬Û”øÊ√À˘ Œ·±˝√√±ø˘Ó¬ ¬ı±ÀÏ¬ˇ ·1n∏º
Œ·±˝√√±ø˘Ó¬ ¬ı±ÀÏ¬ˇ ·1n ’±À1± Œé¬ÀÓ¬ ¬ı±ÀÏ¬ˇ Ò±Úºº [544]˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º

Œ˘±fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬Û±¬Û-¬Û≈Ì… ’±1n∏ ¬Û1±ø‰¬Ó¬1 Ò±1Ì± –
ø˝√√µ≈¸fl¡À˘ ¬Û”Ê√±-¬Û±Ó¬˘ fl¡1±1 ’±À· ’±À· Ó≈¬˘¸œ ¬Û±Úœ Â√øÈ¬˚˛±˝◊ ¬Û”Ê√±1 qøXfl¡1Ì

fl¡ø1 ¬ÛøªS fl¡1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ·e±Ú√œ1 ¬Û±Úœ, Ó≈¬˘¸œ1 ¬Û±Úœ ¬ÛøªS ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıù´±¸ fl¡1±
˝√√˚˛ñ

ø√˝√√±º qøÒ ˝√√˚˛ ¬ı¸≈˜Ó¬œ ·e±1 Ê√˘ ¬Û±˝◊˚˛± ’í
Ó≈¬˘¸œ Ê√˘ ¬Û±˝◊˚˛±º [1±ˆ¬± 8]

≈√·«±1 Ê√ij1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ Ÿ¬ø¯∏1 ’Ú≈À1±Ò ˜À˜« ¬ı±˜≈ÀÌ ≈√·«±1 Ê√ijfl≈¡G˘œ Œ‰¬±ª±1 ’±À·
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’±À· Î◊¬M√√√˜ ·e±Ê√À˘À1 ¶ß±Ú fl¡ø1 ∆˘øÂ√˘º fl≈¡À¬ı1 ˆ¬±G±1œ› ˜˝√√±À√ª1 ø¬ı˚˛±1 ¬ı±À¬ı
Ú±1√fl¡ Ò±À1 ÒÚ ø√¬ıÕ˘ ›˘±˝◊ ˆ¬“Î¬ˇ±˘Ó¬ ˝√√±Ó¬ ø√˚˛±1 ’±À· ’±À·  Î◊¬M√√√˜ ·e±Ê√À˘À1
¶ß±Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ·e±1 ¬Û±Úœ ’øÓ¬ ¬ÛøªS ¬ı≈ø˘ Ò˜«˙±¶aÀÓ¬± Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º

≈√·«±˝◊ ˜˝√√±À√ª1 ˘·Ó¬ ˜±˘=±Ó¬¡ øÚ˙±ÀÈ¬± fl¡È¬±˝◊ ’˝√√±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø¬ÛÓ‘¬À˚˛ ≈√·«±fl¡ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
¬Û1œé¬±Ó¬ ’ªÓ¬œÌ« ̋ √√í¬ıÕ˘ ø√ øÚÊ√1 qø‰¬Ó¬±1 õ∂˜±Ì ø√¬ıÕ˘ ø√øÂ√̆ º ≈√·«±À ˛̊± &ª± ¬Û1œé¬±,
‡≈1 ¬Û1œé¬±, Ù≈¬˘ ¬Û1œé¬±, ‚1 ¬Û1œé¬±, ‚È¬ ¬Û1œé¬±, Ê√˘ ¬Û1œé¬± ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ¬Û1œé¬±Ó¬
’ªÓ¬œÌ« ∆˝√√ øÚÊ√1 qø‰¬Ó¬±1 õ∂˜±Ì ø√øÂ√˘º ≈√·«±1 fl¡±1ÀÌ Ÿ¬ø¯∏› ¬Û1±ø‰¬Ó¬ ˝√√í¬ı ˘·±
∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·À1± ¬ıUø√Ú1 ˜”1Ó¬ ¬ıøÌÊ√1 ¬Û1± ’˝√√±1 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬ ¬Û1±ø‰¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º

Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘± ◊̋ ‘̃Ó¬ ¶§±˜œfl¡ Ê√œ˚̨± ◊̋ ŒÓ¬±˘±1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œˆ¬˘Ó¬ Î◊¬øÍ¬ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ ˙∫±˚̨ fl¡fl¡±À˚̨Àfl¡
øÚÊ√1 ̂ ¬ÚœÀ˚̨fl¡ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±fl¡ ¬ıUÓ¬ ø√Ú1 ̃ ”1Ó¬ Œ√ø‡ ø‰¬øÚ Ú±¬Û± ◊̋ ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√1 õ∂ô¶±ª ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌± ◊̋øÂ√̆ º
øfl¡c ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ Ê√±øÚ øÚÊ√1 ‰¬ø1S ƒ̧‡˘Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı ≈√ø‡Ó¬ ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ’±1n∏ ¬Û±¬Û
Œ˜±‰¬Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œ √̋√±˜-˚: fl¡1±1 fl¡Ô±› ·œÓ¬¸ ”̋̃ √√Ó¬ Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º [1±ˆ¬± 472]

˜±—·ø˘fl¡ fl¡±˚«Ó¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ì1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 –
’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘ ¬Û±Ì1 ˜”˘… ˚ÀÔ©Üº ø¬ı˚˛±-¬ı±1n∏ ’±ø√ Ú±Ú±Ú ˜±—·ø˘fl¡

’Ú≈á¬±ÚÓ¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘ ¬Û±Ì ’¬Ûø1˝√√±˚«º √±˚˛-Ê√·1 ˆ¬±ø„√√¬ıÕ˘Àfl¡± ˝◊˚˛±1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 Œ˘±fl¡
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ’øÓ¬øÔ q|+ ∏̄±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ì1 ¶ö±Ú ’±·˙1œÓ¬º
√±ø ˛̊Q õ∂√±Ú1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ì ø√ ˛̊±1 1œøÓ¬-˜Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’±øÂ√˘º
˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1ÀÓ¬± ˜˝√√±À√ª1 ø¬ı˚˛±1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ Ú±1À√ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ì1 ˆ¬±1 ∆˘ ≈√·«±1
‚1Ó¬ ŒÊ√±1Ì ø√¬ıÕ˘ Œ˚±ª±1 Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º [1±ˆ¬± 134]

˜±—·ø˘fl¡ fl¡±˚« fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ˚±ª±1 ’±À· ’±À· Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ì ̃ ≈‡Ó¬ ø√À˝√√ fl¡˜« ̧ •Ûiß
fl¡1± Œ√‡± ∆·øÂ√˘º ˜˝√√±À√Àª Ù≈¬˘¬ıÚÕ˘ Œ˚±ª±1 ’±·˜≈˝√√”Ó¬«Ó¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘ ‡±˝◊À˝√√ ˚±S±
fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º

˜˝√√±À√ª-≈√·«±1 ø¬ı˚˛±1 ’ôLÓ¬ ˜˝√√±À√Àª ˜≈‡Ó¬ ¬Û±Ì ∆˘À˝√√ ø¬ı˚˛± ¸˜±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º
Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±-˘ø‡µ11 ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1 õ∂±fl¡˜≈˝√√”Ó¬«1 ¬Û1± ’Ô«±» fl¡˝◊Ú± Œ‰¬±ª±1 ¬Û¬ı«1  ¬Û1± ø¬ı˚˛±1
’ôLÕ˘ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÓ¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ì Œ¸ªÚ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˘ø‡µ11 ˘·Ó¬ √1±¬Û±È«¬œ1
Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ Ó¬±À˜±˘, ø˜Í¬±¬Û±Ì, Ó¬±—‡≈› ‡±˝◊øÂ√˘º ˜≈‡qøX1 ¬ı±À¬ı› Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±Ì
¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·À1 ¬ıøÌÊ√1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ˜±ø˘Úœ1 ‚1Ó¬ ˆ¬±Ó¬ ‡±˝◊ Î◊¬Í¬±1
ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ Ó¬±À˜±˘-¬Û±ÀÌÀ1 ˜≈‡qøX fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ≈√·«±˝◊ Ù≈¬˘¬ıÚÕ˘ Œ˚±ª±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’Ú…±Ú…
¬Û1œé¬±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ &ª± ¬Û1œé¬±Ó¬ ’ªÓ¬œÌ« ∆˝√√ øÚÊ√1 qø‰¬Ó¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√øÂ√˘º

&ª± ’Ô«±» Ó¬±À˜±˘ Œ1±ª±1 øÚ˚˛À˜± ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ñ
Î◊¬M√√√1 ø√À˙ 1n∏À˘ &ª± ≈√˝◊‡±øÚ ¬Û±ÀÓ¬º
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Œ¸˝◊ &ª± ˜ø1˘ ’±1 1ø¬ıÀfl¡1 Á¬±À˘ºº
¬Ûø(˜ ø√À˙ 1n∏À˘ &ª± ≈√˝◊ ‡±øÚ ¬Û±ÀÓ¬º
Œ¸˝◊ &ª± ˜ø1˘ ’±1 1ø¬ıfl¡1 Á¬±À˘ºº
√øé¬Ì ø√À˙ 1n∏À˘ &ª± ≈√˝◊‡±øÚ ¬Û±ÀÓ¬º
Œ¸˝◊ &ª±À˝√√ ¬ı±ø‰¬˘ ’±1 ˜≈øÚ¯∏1 ˝√√±ÀÓ¬ºº [1±ˆ¬± 18]

√±¸-√±¸œ1 õ∂Ô± – ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ıg± 1‡± √d1 õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’±øÂ√˘º ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ
ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ √±¸œ ’Ô«±» ¬ı ˛̊1±Ó¬œ1 Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊º ¬ı ˛̊1±Ó¬œ ̋ √√í˘ Œ√›ÒÚœ1 ¬Ûø1‰¬±ø1fl¡±
¬ı± ¸˝√√‰¬1º ø¬ı˚˛±Ó¬ √1±-fl¡˝◊Ú±1 ’±˘Ò1± ’±1n∏ ˜±eø˘fl¡ fl¡±˜ fl¡1± øÓ¬À1±Ó¬±º Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±-
˘ø‡µ11 Ê√ij1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ Ôfl¡±1 √À1 ˜˝√√±À√ª-≈√·«±1 ø¬ı˚˛±1 ¸˜˚˛ÀÓ¬± ¬ı˚˛1±Ó¬œ1 ¬ıÌ«Ú±
Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º

˘ø‡µ1fl¡ ¸¬Û«˝◊ √—˙Ú fl¡1±1 ¸—¬ı±À√± ¬ı±‰≈¬ ¬ı±øÌ˚˛±fl¡ ¬ı˚˛1±Ó¬œÀ˚˛ ø√øÂ√˘º ¬Û”Ê√±-
¬Û±Ó¬˘1 ¸˜˚˛ÀÓ¬± ¬ı˚˛1±Ó¬œ1 Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ·1‡œ˚˛±1 ¬Û”Ê√±Ó¬ ¬ı˚˛1±Ó¬œ ’±1n∏
Œ√›Ò±ÚœÀ˚˛ ’—˙¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ˘ø‡µ11 Ê√ij1 õ∂¸—·ÀÓ¬± ¬ı˚˛1±Ó¬œ1 Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª±
˚±˚˛º [1±ˆ¬± 292]

Œ¸ª± ¸»fl¡±11 ¬ı…ª¶ö± – Œfl¡±ÀÚ± qˆ¬fl¡±˜Õ˘ ˚±S± fl¡1±1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ˜±fl¡-¬ı±À¬Ûfl¡
’Ô¬ı± ŒÊ…√á¬Ê√Úfl¡ Œ¸ª± fl¡1± õ∂Ô± ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±Ó¬ ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º
˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1 fl¡±¬ı…Ó¬ ≈√·«±˝◊ ˜˝√√±À√ª1 Ù≈¬˘¬ıÚÕ˘ ˚±S± fl¡1±1 õ∂±flƒ¡˜≈˝√√”Ó¬«Ó¬ ˜±fl¡-
¬ı±À¬Ûfl¡fl¡ õ∂Ì±˜ Ê√ÀÚ±ª±1 fl¡Ô± Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º

˚±Ú-¬ı±˝√√Ú1 ¬ı…ª¶ö± – ˜Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˚±Ú-¬ı±˝√√Ú ¶§1+À¬Û ¬ı…ª˝√√+Ó¬ ¬ı±˝√√ÚÀ¬ı±1
˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1ÀÓ¬± Î◊¬À~‡ ’±ÀÂ ,√ Œ˚ÀÚ – Œ√±˘±, Ú±›, Œˆ¬˘ ¬ı± ˆ≈¬1, ˝√√±Ó¬œ ’±ø√º

·Â√-·Â√øÚ, Ù≈¬˘, Ê√œª-Ê√c, ‰¬1±˝◊-ø‰¬ø1fl¡øÓ¬, ˜±Â√ – ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ ’Ú…±Ú…
˜Ú¸± fl¡±¬ı…1 √À1 Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ·Â√-·Â√øÚ, Ù≈¬˘, Ê√œª-Ê√c ’±1n∏
‰¬1±˝◊ ø‰¬ø1fl¡øÓ¬1 Ú±˜ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ Œ˚ÀÚ –

·Â√-·Â√øÚ – fl¡√˜, ø¸Ê√≈, ø˙˜˘±, Ú±˝√√1, ¬ı±“˝√√, fl¡˘, Ó¬1n∏ª±, fl¡1fl≈¡ø˙ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º
Ù≈¬˘ – Ê√¬ı±, Œfl¡ÀÓ¬fl¡œ, ˜±˘Ó¬œ, ’±¸ƒfl¡±-¬ı±¸ƒfl¡±, Ó≈¬˘¸œ, ·Ò”ø˘ Œ·±¬Û±˘, Œ˙ª±ø˘

˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º
Ê√œª-Ê√c – ¬Ûq, ˙‘·±˘, ŒÚÎ◊¬˘, ˝√√±Ó¬œ, fl¡2Â√¬Û, fl≈¡fl≈¡1, Œfl¡?≈˘±, ø¬Û¬Û1±, ŒÊ√Í¬œ,

Œ¬Û±fl¡±, Œfl¡Àfl¡«È≈¬ª±, fl≈¡yœ1, ¬Û±Í¬± [Â√±·˘œ], ¬ı‘¯∏ˆ¬, fl¡±“fl¡1, ø˙U, ‚“ø1˚˛±˘, ¬ı±‚, ˝√√ø1Ì,
ˆ¬±˘≈fl¡ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º

‰¬1±˝◊-ø‰¬ø1fl¡øÓ¬ – fl¡±Î◊¬1œ, fl‘¡¬ÛøÓ¬, Œ¬Û“‰¬±, ¬Û±À1±ª±, ˙&Ú, ‰¬À1 [˜≈1ƒ·œ], ¬ı±≈√ø˘,
˜˚˛Ú±˜Ó¬œ, ∆˜1±, ˝√√±“˝√√, ‚≈&Ê√≈ø˘, ˜±ÀÂ√À˘fl¡±, ¬Û±Úœ fl¡±Î◊¬1œ, ¬ıfl¡Ê√≈ø˘, È≈¬Úœ‰¬fl¡±, øÈ¬˚˛±“,
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˝√√±Î¬ˇø·˘±, Î¬±Î◊¬fl¡œ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º
·‘̋ √√ øÚ «̃±Ì – ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˘±fl¡1 ‚1 ¸ÀÊ√±ª±1 øÚÊ√¶§ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü… ’±ÀÂ√º ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬

¬ı±“˝√√, fl¡±Í¬, Œ‡1, 1n∏ª±, fl¡±ø˜, ̃ ±1ø˘  ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√ ̧ Ê√≈“ø˘À¬ı±1 ¬ı…ª˝√√+Ó¬ fl¡ø1 ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˘±Àfl¡
‚1 øÚ˜«±Ì fl¡À1º ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ¸‘ø©Ü‡GÓ¬ ø¬ıù´fl¡˜«±1 ¡Z±1± øÚø˜«Ó¬  ‚11 ’±ø˝√√«Ó¬
’¸˜œ˚˛± ‚11 ø‰¬S ø¬ı√…˜±Úñ

ø¬ıù´fl¡˜«±fl¡ Œ√‡± ¬Û±˘≈— ‡≈È¬± fl¡±øÈ¬¬ı±fl¡º
ø¬ıù´fl¡˜«±fl¡ Œ√‡± ¬Û±˘≈— ˜±1˘ fl¡±øÈ¬¬ı±fl¡º
ø¬ıù´fl¡˜«±fl¡ Œ√‡± ¬Û±˘≈— 1n∏ª± fl¡±øÈ¬¬ı±fl¡º
ø¬ıù´fl¡˜«±fl¡ Œ√‡± ¬Û±˘≈— Œ‡1 fl¡±øÈ¬¬ı±fl¡º [1±ˆ¬± 7]

‰¬±Àµ± ̧ √±·À1 ̧ ¬Û« √—˙Ú1 ¬Û1± ¬Ûø1S±Ì ¬Û±¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±-˘ø‡µ11 fl¡±1ÀÌ Œ˜1‚1
’Ô«±» Œ˘±˝√√±1 ‚1 øÚ «̃±Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º

ø‰¬Sø¬ı√…±, ̂ ¬±¶® «̊ – Œ˘±fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√+Ó¬ ̧ ±-¸±˜¢∂œÀ¬ı±1 øÚ «̃±Ì1 Î◊¬À~‡ ̃ ± ˛̊±ªôLœ
ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ¸±-¸±˜¢∂œÀ¬ı±1Ó¬ ¸≈µ1 ø‰¬S ’—øfl¡Ó¬ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º fl≈¡˜±11 ¡Z±1±
˜±øÈ¬À1 ‚È¬, ·±Â√± ·øÏ¬ˇ ŒÓ¬±˘± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ¬Û±øÓ¬1±ˆ¬± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛ Ó≈¬1n∏˘œ˚˛± ¬ı±“˙œ
øÚ˜«±Ì1 Î◊¬À~À‡± ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 Œ·±˝√√±“˚˛1 ø¬ı˚˛±‡GÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ‰¬±Àµ± ¸√±·À1
¬ı±øÌÊ√√…1 ¬ı±À¬ı Î¬±„√√1 Î¬±„√√1 Ú±› ¬ı± øÎ¬„√√± õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ fl¡±ÀÍ¬À1º ¸±-
¸±˜¢∂œÀ¬ı±1Ó¬ ’—øfl¡Ó¬ ø‰¬S˝◊ ø‰¬Sø¬ı√…±, ˆ¬±¶®˚«1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√øÂ√˘º

¸±Ê√-¬Û±1, ’±-’˘—fl¡±1 – ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ Î◊¬ø~ø‡Ó¬ ¸±Ê√¬Û±1, ’±-’˘—fl¡±1
’±1n∏ õ∂¸±ÒÚ ¸±˜¢∂œ1 ¬ıÌ«Ú± ˘é¬… fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛±º ¬Û≈1n∏¯∏1 Œ¬Û±Â√±fl¡-¬Ûø12Â√√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬
Ò”Ó¬œ, Œ‰¬±˘±, ¬Û±&1œ, ¬Û‰¬1±, ¬Û±È¬¬ı¶a  ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º √1± ˘ø‡µÀ1 ˜”1Ó¬ ˜≈fl≈¡È¬, fl¡¬“Û±˘Ó¬
ŒÙ¬±“È¬, ≈√À˚˛±‡Ú fl¡±ÌÓ¬ Œ¸±Ì1 ˜√Ú fl¡Î¬ˇ± ’±1n∏ ˆ¬ø1Ó¬ ŒÚ¬Û”1 ø¬ÛøgøÂ√˘º Ú±1œ¸fl¡À˘
’±&1Ì, ŒÚÓ¬¬ı¶a, ¬Û±È¬1 ˙±1œ, ˙±1œ  ’±ø√ ¬ı¶a ¬Ûø1Ò±Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ’±-’˘—fl¡±11
øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ fl≈¡G˘, Ú±fl¡ÀÊ√Í¬œ, ¸±Ó¬¸1œ˝√√±1, Á¬±¬ÛÈ¬±1, fl¡ÇÚ, ’±„≈√√øÍ¬, ˜≈fl≈¡È¬, ‚±·1, ŒÚ¬Û”1
’±ø√ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·…º õ∂¸±ÒÚ ¸±˜¢∂œ1+À¬Û ø¸µ”1, ·gÀÓ¬˘ ’±ø√1 õ∂‰¬˘Ú
’±øÂ√̆ º

Œfl¡˙ø¬ıÚ…±¸ – Œfl¡˙ø¬ıÚ…±À¸ Ú±1œ¸fl¡˘1 Œ¸Ãµ˚« ¬ıÒ«Ú fl¡À1º Œ‡±¬Û± ¬ı±Àg±ÀÓ¬
”̃1Ó¬ ·gÀÓ¬˘, ·Ú-˜1n∏ª±1 Ù≈¬˘ ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ≈√·«±1 Œfl¡˙ø¬ıÚ…±¸1 õ∂¸—·Ó¬

ø√˚˛± ¬ıÌ«Ú±Ó¬ ˝◊˚˛±1 ’±ˆ¬±¸ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ñ
˜±Ô±ÀÓ¬ Ï¬±ø˘˚˛± ø√˘  ’±À1± ·gÀÓ¬˘º
fl¡±Õfl¡ fl¡±øÏ¬ˇ ≈√·«± Œ√ªœ ø¬ıø‰¬1±˚˛ ŒÓ¬˘ºº [1±ˆ¬± 90]

1gÚ õ∂Ì±˘œ – ̃ ±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬1 ¬Û1± ̃ Ò…˚≈·œ˚˛ Œˆ¬±Ê√Ú ̧ y±1 ’±1n∏
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1gÚ õ∂Ì±˘œ1 ̧ Ày√ Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ±˚̨º ’±ø˜ ∏̄ ’±1n∏ øÚ1±ø˜ ∏̄ Î◊¬ˆ¬˚̨ õ∂fl¡±11 Œˆ¬±Ê√Ú ¬Û1•Û1±1
õ∂‰¬˘Ú ’±øÂ√̆ º ‡±√… ̧ y±11 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ fl¡±“‰¬± ̋ √√±˘øÒ, Î¬±¬ı Ú±ø1fl¡˘, fl¡‰≈¬, ŒÏ¬“øfl¡ ˛̊±, qfl≈¡Ó¬±1
˙±fl¡, ¬ı±“˝√√1 ·±Ê√±, ˜±˘Àˆ¬±· fl¡˘, Á¬fl¡1± ˆ¬±Ó¬, ¬Û”“˝◊˙±fl¡, ¬ı±¬ıø1 ˙±fl¡, ˆ¬Ó≈¬ª± ˙±fl¡,
&ª±, ¬Û±Ì, ˜±¯∏fl¡˘±˝◊ [˜±øÈ¬˜±˝√√], ‰¬•Û±fl¡√˘, ∆√, ≈√Ò [·±‡œ1], Ú≈Ú [øÚ˜‡], ˝√√—¸
[ √̋√±“̋ √√], ̃ 1±¬Û±È¬ ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√ ̧ ±˜¢∂œ1 Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊º ‡±·ƒø‰¬, ≈√1ƒøfl¡Ú±, Œ¬ı±ª±ø˘, 1±À‚±ª±,
ø¸√˘, øÚøÂ√˘±, fl≈¡“øfl¡˘±, ¬ı≈øÈ¬˚˛±, ‰¬±µ±, ŒÈ¬¬Û±, ˙±˘, ¬ı±ø˘, ·À1, ˜±&1 ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
˜±Â√1 ŒÊ√±˘ 1±øgøÂ√˘º ’±?±Ó¬ Ú±Ú±Ú ø¬ıÒ1 ˜Â√˘±ø√ ø√ ≈̧ø˜©Ü fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ˜Â√˘±1
øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ’±√±, fl¡¬Û”«1, øÊ√1±, ˜ø1‰¬, ˝√√±˘øÒ, Ê√±˘≈fl¡ ’±ø√À˚˛˝◊ Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·…º Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±1
ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ¶§±˜œ ·‘˝√√Ó¬ õ∂Ô˜ 1gÚ õ∂Ì±˘œ1 ¸≈µ1 ¬ıÌ«Ú± fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂº √

øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± Î◊¬Ò±Ú ˘˘ ‰¬±Úƒ øÂ√È¬± ø√ ˛̊±º
ø˜ø˝√√ Ò±Ú1 ‰¬±Î◊¬˘ ˘˘ ≈√ÀÒ ¬Û±‡ø˘˚˛±º
1±gÚÓ¬ Œ¸±˜±˘ Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘± ø˙ª ¸≈„√√ø1˚˛±ºº
ˆ¬±˘¬ 1±gÚ 1±Àg 1±øg¬ı± Úfl¡À1 Œ˝√√˘±º
‡±˝√√œ ¬ÛU 1±øg Ó≈¬À˘ ¬ı±1œ1 fl¡±“‰¬ Œfl¡˘±ºº .... [1±ˆ¬± 378]

¸—·œÓ¬ ∆˙˘œ –  ̃ ± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1 ø√˝√√± ø¬ıø˙©Ü øfl¡c 1±·-1±ø·Úœ1
Î◊¬À~‡ Ú±˝◊º ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬1 ·œÓ¬1±øÊ√ ̧ ±—·œøÓ¬fl¡ &Ìø¬ıø˙©Üº Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚˛± ·œÓ¬1 ̧ ≈À1±
˘é¬… fl¡1± ˚± ˛̊º

˜Ò…fl¡±˘œÚ ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ÚÈ¬-ÚÈ¬œ, ÚÓ¬«fl¡œ, Œ√›Ò±, ›Ê√±¬Û±ø˘ ¬Û1•Û1±1 õ∂‰¬˘Ú ˘é¬…
fl¡1± ̊ ±˚˛º Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘±1 Ú‘Ó¬…1 ¡Z±1± Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ˚ Ú‘Ó¬…-·œÓ¬1 õ∂‰¬˘Ú ’±øÂ√˘ Ó¬±1
’±ˆ¬±¸ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º

˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1 ’‡…±Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ı1 1‰¬Ú± ˚ø√› ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬1
õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¬—·œ ¬ı±ô¶ªº Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘± ¬ı±1˜±¸œ ·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Á≈¬Ú± ·œÓ¬À1± Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ±˚˛º Á≈¬Ú±
·œÓ¬À¬ı±1 ›Ê√±¬Û±ø˘¸fl¡À˘ ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¸Ó¬… ‚È¬Ú±1 ’±˘˜Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√1 ¬ı…e
ø‰¬S √±ø„√√ Òø1¬ıÕ˘ ·œÓ¬À¬ı±1 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1 ·±˚˛º ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ·ˆ¬œ1 øÚ˙± ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ ˘í1±-
ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ ¬ı± øÓ¬À1±Ó¬± Œ|Ìœ1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√ ¸ˆ¬±Ô˘œÓ¬ ÚÔfl¡± ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ’±1n∏ Œ|±Ó¬±-√˙«fl¡1
’Ú≈À1±ÒSêÀ˜ ¤ÀÚÀ¬ı±1 ·œÓ¬ ¬Ûø1À¬ı˙Ú fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ ˛º Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘± ¬ı±1˜±¸œ ·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Á≈¬Ú±·œÓ¬1
øÚ√˙«Ú √±ø„√√ Ò1± ˝√√í˘ñ

‚ÀÚ ˝◊fl”¡˘ ‚ÀÚ ø¸fl”¡˘ ˜ÀÒ… ¸˜Ó≈¬˘,
’±˝√√± õ∂ˆ≈¬À1º
’í ∆√Àª Ó≈¬ø˘˚˛± Òø1˘ Î◊¬M√√√1±À1 fl”¡˘ Œ1,
fl¡±Àµ ’ˆ¬±·œ Œ˜±1 Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘± ’±˝√√± Œ1 ˆ¬±˘À1ºº [Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘± ¬ı±1˜±¸œ
·œÓ¬, 1±ˆ¬± 579]
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ø√˝√√±º ’˝√√À1 ŒÍ¬—-Á¬±øfl¡1œ Œ‰¬À˘„√√œ ¬Û±Í¬œº
1±øÓ¬Ó¬ fl¡±Ï¬±ˇ˚˛ fl¡±¬Û≈1º
¬Û√º ¤Àfl¡ 1±øÓ¬À˚˛ fl¡±È¬±˚˛ fl¡±¬Û≈1
¤Àfl¡ 1±øÓ¬À˚˛ ‰¬±˘±˚˛º
¤Àfl¡ 1±øÓ¬À˚˛  Œ¬ı±ª± Ó≈¬˘±˚˛
¤Àfl¡ 1±øÓ¬À˚˛ Î◊¬˘±˚˛º
√œÀ‚ ˘˘ Œ¯∏±~ ˝√√±Ó¬
¬ÛÔ±ø˘À˚˛ ¬ı±1 ˝√√±Ó¬º
‚1-¬Û”1±ø˘ Î◊¬À1 fl¡±¬Û≈1
¤fl¡‡±øÚ Á¬±¬Ûºº [Á≈¬Ú±·œÓ¬, 1±ˆ¬± 598]

˜± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø1Ó¬ ̃ √̋√±À√ª-≈√·«±1 ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√1 ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ø¬ı ˛̊±·œÓ¬1 ·œÓ¬1 ̧ ≈À1± qøÚ¬ıÕ˘
Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º  ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬ı±√…˚La ¬ı…ª˝√√+Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ , Œ˚ÀÚ – ø˙„√√±,
Œ¬ıÌ≈, Ó¬¬ı˘±, Ú±·±1±, fl¡1Ó¬±˘, ŒÏ¬±˘, Œ‡±˘, ˜‘√e, Œ¸À1?±, Œ√±Ó¬±1±, Œ‡±˘, ˜‘√e,
Ó¬±˘, ‚±·1, ŒÚ¬Û”1, ¬ı±“˙œ, ˙—‡ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º

Œ˘±fl¡-ˆ¬±¯∏± – ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬±¯∏±1 õ∂À˚˛±À· Œ˘±fl¡1n∏ø‰¬Ó¬ ’Ú≈fl”¡˘
¬Ûø1Àª˙ ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î◊¬Í¬±Ó¬ ̧ ˝√√±˚˛ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º fl¡±¬ı…‡Ú1 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬1 ̂ ¬±¯∏±˝◊ √øé¬Ì fl¡±˜1+¬Û
’±1n∏ √øé¬Ì Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1±1 Œ˘±fl¡ ˆ¬±¯∏±1 øÚ√˙«ÀÚ± ¬ı˝√√Ú fl¡À1ñ

øÓ¬1œ Ê√±øÓ¬ Ú±1œ fl¡˘± Œ¬ÛÈ¬Ó¬ Ú±Ú±Ú ¬ı≈Òº ≈√Òfl¡ fl¡À1 ¬Û±Úœ ’±1n∏ ¬Û±Úœfl¡ fl¡À1
≈√Òºº [1±ˆ¬± 317], ø˙ª Ú˝√√±˚˛ ˙Ç1 Ú˝√√±˚˛ fl¡¬ı±À1 UÓ¬±UÓ¬º ¸±øÊ√˚˛± ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ¬ıÈ¬±
˙Ì˙±˘œ˚˛± ˆ”¬Ó¬ºº [144], ¬ı± ≈̃ÀÌ ¸7¡¡¡ÀÚ ∆fl¡øÂ√˘ ¬ıøS˙ ˘é¬Ìœº ¬ıøS˙ ˘é¬Ìœ Ú˝√√± ˛̊
Œ√˙1 ˙ø∫Úœºº [356], ¶§±˜œ √±Ó¬± ¶§±˜œ fl¡Ó¬«± ¶§±˜œ ˝◊©ÜÀ√Î◊¬º ¶§±˜œ ø¬ıÀÚ Ú±1œ
Ê√±øÓ¬1 ’±1 Ú±˝◊Àfl¡Î◊¬ºº [317]

¬¬Û±øÓ¬1±ˆ¬± ’±1n∏ ·±À1±¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ øfl¡Â≈ √˜±Ú ˙s ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ
ø¬ı¯∏˝√ √ø1Ó¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛  , Œ˚ÀÚ –ñ ¬Û±È¬±Úœ, ˘≈ø∫, ’±Í¬ƒfl≈¡1œ˚˛±, Œfl¡?≈˘± ‡±“‰¬±,
‡±„√√± √±›, ‡≈flƒ¡ø‰¬, Œ‡Ó¬1, ·±ˆ≈¬1, ·±ø1, ·±ø11fl¡±, ø·˘≈— ∆˝√√˚˛±, &ª±1œ, ‚ø1,
¬ıÀÊ√«˚˛±, ‰¬À1, ‰¬±À˜Ú, Â≈ √øÈ¬ ˜≈øÈ¬, Ê√±1± Œ√›, Á¬fl¡1± ˆ¬±Ó¬, Á¬fl¡±,  Á¬1±, Á¬±1,
È¬±˝√√±Ú±, Ó≈¬1˘œ˚˛± ¬ı±“˙œ, Œ√±fl¡‰≈¬, Ú±flƒ¡ø‰¬, Ï¬±ø1˚˛± Œ‰¬±fl¡±, √±1n∏Ìœ fl¡±fl¡, ¬Û±˚˛¬Û≈fl¡π,
¬Ûœ1±‰≈¬, ¬ı±˝◊‰¬±, ¬ıÎ◊¬, ¬ı±øÌ˚˛±, ˜±‰¬±— 1ø¬ıÀfl¡1 Á¬±˘, ˘„√√À√›, ˘¶®1, ˘±—Ú±,
˘±‡1, ˘≈Î¬ˇøfl¡ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√º
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3.0 Î◊¬¬Û¸—˝√√±1 –
3.1 ¸±˜ø¢∂fl¡ ˜”˘…±˚˛Ú ’±1n∏ ø¸X±ôL –

˜± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ̃ Ò… ≈̊·œ ˛̊± ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú ̧ ≈µ1ˆ¬±Àª õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ̧ 1n∏-¬ı1 ̧ fl¡À˘± ‰¬ø1S1 1n∏ø‰¬-’øˆ¬1n∏ø‰¬, ø‰¬ôL±-Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 ̧ —À˚±·Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±˙
¬Û± ◊̋ÀÂ√ ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡Ó¬± ’±1n∏ Œ˘Ãøfl¡fl¡Ó¬±º ’¸˜-¬ı—·À√̇ Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ̃ Ú¸±1 ·œÓ¬-¬Û√À¬ı±À1
¬Û±øÓ¬ 1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ’±‰¬1Ì1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ̧ —ø˜ø|Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ¶§fl¡œ˚˛ 1+¬Û ¬Ûø1¢∂˝√√ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√
˜± ˛̊±ªôLœ ø¬ı ∏̄̋ √√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬À¬ı±À1º ¬Û±øÓ¬1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 ’±‰¬±1-’±‰¬1Ì, ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ õ∂Ô±1
õ∂ˆ¬±ª ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º

˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø√˙ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛øÈ¬1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ’ôLÓ¬ øÚ•ß
ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ø¸X±ôL Œfl¡˝◊È¬±Ó¬ Î◊¬¬ÛÚœÓ¬ ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û±ø1ñ

fl¡] ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1Ó¬ ˜Ò…˚≈·œ˚˛± ’¸˜œ˚˛±± ¸˜±Ê√1 õ∂øÓ¬2Â√ø¬ı õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
‡] Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ¸˜±Ê√1 ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡, ¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡, Ò˜«œ˚˛, Ú±1œ1 ¶ö±Ú, Œ˘±fl¡±‰¬±1,

Œ˘±fl¡ø¬ıù´±¸ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ø√˙À¬ı±1 ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ˜±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ˘é¬…Ìœ˚˛ ∆˝√√ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√º
    ·] ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø11 ̃ ±À1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬, ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 ¬Û±øÓ¬ 1±ˆ¬±¸fl¡˘1 Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬±¯∏±,

¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ 1œøÓ¬-ÚœøÓ¬1 Â√ø¬ı ’—øfl¡Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Á≈¬Ú±·œÓ¬, Œ¬ıÎ◊¬˘± ¬ı±1˜±¸œ ·œÓ¬,
Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚˛± ·œÓ¬1 ¸≈À1± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ˝◊˚˛±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1 ˘±„√√±À√›, Œ¸±Ì±1±˚˛,
1+¬Û±1±˚˛ ’±ø√ ¬Û”Ê√±À1± Î◊¬À~‡ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ºq

¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ –
’¸˜œ˚˛± –
 1±ˆ¬±, õ∂±ÀÌù´1º ¸•Û± –º ˜±˚˛±ªôLœ ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1º Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± – õ∂Ô˜ õ∂fl¡±˙º ø¬ı¯∏˝√√ø1

õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 1987º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
˙ «̃±, Ú¬ıœÚ ‰¬fº ̧ •Û± –º Ú±1±˚˛ÌÀ√ª ø¬ı1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¬ÛΩ±¬Û≈1±Ì [ˆ¬±È¬œ ˛̊±˘œ ‡G]º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ

–  ¬ı±Ìœ õ∂fl¡±˙, 1993º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
¬ı±—˘± –
’±‰¬± «̊…, Œ√Àª˙ fl≈¡˜±¬ı˛º ¬ı±—˘± ̧ ±ø √̋√ÀÓ¬…¬ı˛ ̋ ◊øÓ¬ √̋√±¸º fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – ̋ ◊Î◊¬Ú± ◊̋ÀÈ¬Î¬ ¬ı≈fl¡ ¤ÀÊ√øk,

2009º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
&5, Œé¬S º ¬ı±—˘± ¸±ø˝√√ÀÓ¬…¬ı˛ ¸˜¢∂ ˝◊øÓ¬˝√√±¸º fl¡˘fl¡±Ó¬± – 1999º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
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õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1 ¸ÇÈ¬ ’±1n∏ ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±Ú
øÚ¬ı«±ø‰¬Ó¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ ¤øÈ¬ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú

¬Û”1¬ıœ fl¡ø˘Ó¬±
·Àª ∏̄fl¡ [’¸˜ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊, øÎ¬Ù≈¬ Œ‰¬Ã˝√√√] ’±1n∏

¸˝√√fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±ø¬Ûfl¡±, ∆˜1±¬ı±1œ ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊, ˜ø1·±“›

¸—øé¬5¸±1
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ¬ı…øMê1 ¤fl¡ ̧ √̋√Ê√±Ó¬ õ∂¬ı‘øM√√√º õ∂±‰¬œÚ fl¡±˘1 ¬Û1± ‡±√… Ó¬Ô± ¬ı±¸¶ö±Ú1

¸g±ÚÓ¬ ̃ ±Ú≈À √̋√ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ’¬ı…± √̋√Ó¬ 1±ø‡øÂ√̆ º ̃ ±Úª ̧ ˆ¬…Ó¬±1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ̧ ˜±ôL1±À˘
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 fl¡±1fl¡1 ¬Ûø1øÒ ø¬ıô¶¥Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º fl¡±1fl¡1 ¸˜±ôL1±À˘ õ∂ˆ¬±À¬ı±
∆¬ıø‰¬S…˜˚˛ ∆˝√√ Î◊¬ÀÍ¬º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ø¬ıù´Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ’±øÒfl¡… ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ˘À· ˘À· ¶ö±Ú‰≈¬…øÓ¬ ‚È¬±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ fl‘¡ø©Ü-¸—¶¥®øÓ¬, ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ,’±øÔ«fl¡,
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ÀÓ¬± ¬Ûø1¬ıÓ¬«Ú ’±ø˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º ’±ø|Ó¬ Í¬±˝◊[host society]1
Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘± ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±1 ¡Z±1± õ∂ˆ¬±øªÓ¬ ˝√√˚˛º ¬ıU ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ õ∂ˆ¬±Àª
Î◊¬ˆ¬˚˛ ¬Ûé¬1 ˜±Ê√Õ˘ ¸ÇÈ¬ Ú˜±˝◊ ’±ÀÚº ø¬ı—˙ ˙Ó¬±sœ1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡
Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ó¬»¬Û1 ∆˝√√ ¬Û1± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º
’±ø|Ó¬ Í¬±˝◊Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ·Í¬Ú, ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ¸ÇÈ¬ ’±1n∏ ¤˝◊ ¸ÇÈ¬1 ¬Û1±
¬Ûø1S±Ì1 Î◊¬¬Û±˚˛ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±ÀÚ ¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬√…fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ’±fl¡ø¯∏«Ó¬ fl¡1±
¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ̋ √√̊ ˛º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ±ø √̋√øÓ¬…fl¡¸fl¡˘1 øfl¡Â≈√̧ —‡…Àfl¡› õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ’ôL·«Ó¬
ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛À¬ı±1Õ˘ ‘√ø©Ü ø√̊ ˛± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ̋ √√̊ ˛º √œ¬Ûfl¡ fl≈¡˜±1 ¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ¬1 Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1
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¬Û1± Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Õ˘, 1œÓ¬± Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ1 ˜±fl¡±˜ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú Ó¬Ô± õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡1
¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ ·Í¬Ú, ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ ̧ ÇÈ¬ ’±1n∏ ø˙¬Û±1 ̧ g±Ú ¤ ◊̋ ’±È¬± ◊̋Àfl¡ ◊̋È¬± ø√̇  Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛS‡ÚÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋ ø√̇ À¬ı±11 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì fl¡1± √̋√¬ıº

”̧‰¬fl¡ ̇ s – õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú, Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Õ˘, ̃ ±fl¡±˜, ̧ ÇÈ¬, ø˙¬Û±1 ̧ g±Úº

1.0 ’ªÓ¬1øÌfl¡± –
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ¬ı≈ø˘À˘ ¬ı…øMê1 ¶ö±Ú±ôLfl¡1Ìfl¡ ¬ı≈Ê√± ˛̊ ̊ ø√› õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬eœ

≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊±º Migration and Literature ¢∂LöÓ¬ Œ‰¬±À1Ú ÙË¬±—Àfl¡ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ̧ •Ûfl¡«œ ˛̊ 1 ˛̊ ‰¬˜±11
Ò±1Ì±1 Î◊¬À~‡ fl¡ø1 ¤ ◊̋√À1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ ëë√....migration is understood not merely in
relation to the biography of  the author or to the literal meaning of  a spatial
movement; rather, it generally refers to the oscillation between two opposite

cultural poles’’[Frank 16]º ≈√È¬± øˆ¬iß ¸—¶¥®øÓ¬1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸ fl¡1±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬
õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ Œ√‡± ø√̊ ±̨ ‚È¬Ú±-¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±1 ̧ ˜±ôL1±À˘ Œˆ¬ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ¶ö±Ú±ôLfl¡1Ì1
˘À· ˘À· õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1 ¸˜¢∂ ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ øfl¡√À1 ¬Ûø1ªøÓ¬«Ó¬ ˝√√ ˛̊ Ó¬±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ◊̋ ˘é¬…
1±À‡º õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡À˘ ’±ø|Ó¬ 1±©Ü™Ó¬ ̧ ij≈‡œÚ Œ √̋√±ª± ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬, ̧ —fl¡È¬, ̧ ˜¸…± ’±ø√
øˆ¬iß ø√˙1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡¸fl¡À˘ &1n∏Q õ∂√±Ú fl¡À1º ¤ÀÚ &1n∏Q ˘±ˆ¬1 ’±“1Ó¬
’±ÀÂ√ ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±Ó¬ ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ ¬ı‘̋ √√» õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ’±1n∏ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡˘º õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ÀÓ¬
ëë....the tweentieth century was age of  migration.’’ [Frank 1]º õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜
fl¡±1Ì ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ ø¬ıù´ ≈̊X, ·‘̋ √√ ø¬ıõ≠ª, fi¬ÛøÚÀ¬ıø˙fl¡ ̇ ±¸Ú1 ’ª¸±Ú, 1±©Ü™1 ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú, ¬Ûø1¬ı √̋√Ú
Ó¬Ô± Œ˚±·±À˚±· ¬ı…ª¶ö±1 Î◊¬ißøÓ¬ ’±ø√À ˛̊ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬Û˘±¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º
õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡ Œ˘‡fl¡[migrant author) ø˜˘Ú fl≈¡ÀG1±, &∞È¬±1 ¢∂±Â√, Â√±˘˜±Ú 1n∏ù´øÎ¬ ’±ø√À ˛̊›
¤ ◊̋ ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ≈̂¬ ≈̃øfl¡ ˜±ø1øÂ√˘º 1n∏ù´øÎ¬À ˛̊ Ê√± «̃±Ú1 ¬Û1± õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ ¢∂±‰¬fl¡ ¤·1±fl¡œ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡
’±1n∏ ŒÓ¬›“1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… fl¡ «̃fl¡ migration literature[Frank 31] ¬ı≈ø˘ ’øˆ¬ø˝√√Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 √À1 ø¬ıô¶¥Ó¬ Ó¬Ô± ∆¬ıø‰¬S…¬Û”Ì« ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ¤È¬± Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ1 ’±È¬± ◊̋Ó¬Õfl¡ ˙øMê˙±˘œ
˜±Ò…˜ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…fl¡ Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ’±Àfl¡±“ª±ø˘ Œ˘±ª± Œ√‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º øfl¡ ˛̊ÀÚ±
The novel can Swallow and ape other generes without losing the intigrety of

its form[9]º ÙË¬±—fl¡1 ˜ÀÓ ¬ëëthe concept of  migration is able to encapsulate the

overall thematic and stylistic elements of  the novels’’[10]º ø¬ıù´1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜
fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡ &∞È¬±1 ¢∂±‰¬, ø˜˘Ú fl≈¡ÀG1±, ŒÊ√˜‰¬ Ê√ ◊̋‰¬, Â√±˘˜±Ú 1n∏ù´øÎ¬, øˆ¬.¤‰¬.Ú± ◊̋¬Û˘,
ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ ≈̃‡±Ê√«œ ’±ø√1 Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 øˆ¬iß ø√˙ Î◊¬Àij±ø‰¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’±ø|Ó¬ Í¬± ◊̋Ó¬
¸—ø˜|Ì õ∂øSê ˛̊±Ó¬ Œ¸±˜± ◊̋ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ ¬ıU ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ’±R¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ Œ˝√√1n∏ª± ◊̋
Œ¬Û˘± ˛̊, Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¬Û≈Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬á¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡¸fl¡˘ ø˙¬Û±1 ̧ g±ÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ô¶ ∆ √̋√ ¬ÛÀ1º õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú
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¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ◊̋ ø˙¬Û±1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıø2Â√iß ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±ÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ô¶ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡fl¡ &1n∏Q ø√À ˛̊º
Ê√Ú-õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜1 ¸•Ûfl¡« √œ‚«ø√Úœ˚˛±º ’¸˜1 ’±Ô«-

¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡, 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡, ̧ ±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡, ̂ ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ Œé¬S‡Ú1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋ ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±ÀÈ¬± ̧ •Û‘Mêº
˜Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚̨± Œ˚ õ∂±fl¡-¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± fl¡±˘1 fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ¤ ◊̋ ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±ÀÈ¬±Àª ’±fl¡ ∏̄«Ì
fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ̧ é¬˜ Œ √̋√±ª± Ú±øÂ√̆ º ̧ ˜-¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ fl¡±˘ÀÂ√±ª±1 ’øÓ¬ ̧ œø˜Ó¬ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ Ą̀È¬±
Î◊¬O±ø¬ÛÓ¬ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ õ∂¸eSêÀ˜À˝√√º fi¬ÛøÚÀ¬ıø˙fl¡ ˙±¸Àfl¡ ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡1± ˜Ò…ø¬ıM√√√ Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±1
˝√√±Ó¬Ó¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ˆ¬± ∏̄±-¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…-¸—¶¥®øÓ¬1 ¬ÛÔ±1‡ÀÚ ¬Û±˝√√ Œ˜ø˘ ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º
ëëÀ|Ìœ·Ó¬ ’±1n∏ ‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡ fl¡±1ÌÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ øÚ•ß¬ı·«1 Ê√ÚÊ√±øÓ¬ õ∂Ò±Ú fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡
õ∂Ê√±1 ˘·Ó¬ ¤fl¡±R ˝√√¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±øÂ√˘íí [˜˝√√ôL õ∂Ù≈¬~ 75]º ¤ÀÚ ¤fl¡ ¬ÛÈ¬ ”̂¬ø˜Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√1
¸¬ı«̋ √√±1±, øÚ•ß¬ı·«1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ ∆˘ ̃ Ò…ø¬ıM√√√ Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±Àª Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ 1‰¬Ú±1 Œé¬SÓ¬
Î◊¬√±¸œÚ Œ˝√√±ª±ÀÈ¬±Àª ◊̋ ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡º ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±Ó¬ ¬ı‘øÈ¬ÀÂ√ ‰¬±˝√√ Î◊¬À√…±·1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ıÚ≈ª±
ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û Œ¬Û±ÚÀÓ¬ ‰¬œÚÀ√˙1¬Û1± ’±1n∏ ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬1 øˆ¬iß õ∂À√˙1¬Û1± ¤fl¡±—˙
Œ˘±fl¡fl¡ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú fl¡1±˝◊øÂ√˘º Ó¬±1 ¸˜±ôL1±À˘ ˜1±¬Û±È¬ Î◊¬À√…±·1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ı‘øÈ¬Â√1
¬Û‘á¬À¬Û± ∏̄fl¡Ó¬±ÀÓ¬ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe1 fl¡ «̃Í¬ ̂ ”¬ø˜ √̋√œÚ Ê√ø˜√±11¡Z±1± Œ˙±ø ∏̄Ó¬ ̃ ≈Â√̆ ˜±Ú Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ’¸˜1 ¬Û «̊±5 ’Ú±¬ı±√œ Î◊¬¬ı«1 ”̂¬ø˜1 ’±fl¡ ∏̄«ÌÓ¬ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıeœ ˛̊ Œ˘±fl¡1
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú Sê˜±i§À ˛̊ õ∂ª˘ ∆˝√√ ’±ø˝√√øÂ√˘º ’øÒfl¡ ˙¸… Î◊¬»¬Û±√Ú ’±1n∏ ”̂¬ø˜ 1±Ê√˝√√ ¬ı‘øX1
¶§±Ô«Ó¬ fi¬ÛøÚÀªø˙fl¡ ̇ ±¸Àfl¡ ’øÒfl¡ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ¬ı±È¬ Œ˜±fl¡˘± ◊̋ ø√øÂ√̆ º ̃ Ò…ø¬ıM√√√ Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±Àª
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ’”√1 ˆ¬øª ∏̄…ÀÓ¬ ˝√√í¬ı ¬Û1± ø¬ı¬Û√1 ø√˙À¬ı±1 ‰¬±ø˘-Ê√±ø1 ‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ ˚P¬Û1
Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±øÂ√˘º ’Ô‰¬ ˆ¬øª ∏̄…ÀÓ¬ fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ Œ˚ ”̂¬ø˜ ¸˜¸…±1 ≈̃‡± ≈̃ø‡ ˝√√í¬ı Œ¸ ◊̋
∆˘ fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√ ̇ øÇÓ¬ ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ’±1n∏ ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ̇ Ç± ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬
∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ’¸˝√√À˚±· ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡1± Ê√±Ó¬œ ˛̊Ó¬±¬ı±√œ ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬±Àª
’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̃ Ò…ø¬ıM√√√ Œ|Ìœ1 øfl¡Â≈√¸—‡…fl¡ Œ˘±fl¡ ̃ Ò…ø¬ıMœ ˛̊√√√  ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬±1¬Û1± ›˘± ◊̋ ’±ø˝√√
Œ√˙‡Ú1 ¸¬ı«±—·œÚ Î◊¬ißøÓ¬Ó [˜˝√√ôL õ∂Ù≈¬~ 43] ˘±ø· ¬Ûø1øÂ√˘º ’±1n∏ ëÊ√Ú¸±Ò±1Ì1
≈̃øMê Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ºí[˜˝√√ôL õ∂Ù≈¬~ 43-44] ¤ ◊̋Àé¬SÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡

’¸˜1 ¬ÛÈ¬ ”̂¬ø˜Ó¬ øÔ ˛̊ ∆ √̋√ ̧ ˜¸…±À¬ı±1 øÚ1œé¬Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ¤ÀÚ ¬ÛÈ¬ ”̂¬ø˜ÀÓ¬ ø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1
õ∂Ô˜ ̃ ø √̋√̆ ± fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡ Œ¶ß̋ √√̆ Ó¬± ̂ ¬A±‰¬± «̊̋ ◊ ¬ıœÌ± Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√ÀÚ ’¸˜Ó¬

‘̧ø©Ü fl¡1± Œ¬ıÀ˜Ê√±ø˘1 õ∂¸e Î◊¬O±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ∆√ª‰¬f Ó¬± ≈̆fl¡√±11 ’¬Û”Ì« ’±1n∏ ø¬ıø1ø=
fl≈¡˜±1 ¬ı1n∏ª± ◊̋ ¬ıœÌ± ¬ı1n∏ª± Â√ΩÚ±˜Ó¬ ø˘‡± Ê√œªÚ1 ¬ı±È¬Ó¬ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√ÀÚ
’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸˜±Ê√ Ó¬Ô± fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡ Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±Õ˘ ’Ú± ˙Ç± õ∂fl¡±˙ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

˜Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± fl¡Ô± Œ˚, ¶§1±ÀÊ√±M√√√1 fl¡±˘1 Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ÀÓ¬± ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıeœ ˛̊ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œÀ ˛̊
’øÒfl¡ Í¬± ◊̋ Î◊¬ø˘ ˛̊± ◊̋ ˘í¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ‰¬±˝√√ ¬ı±ø·Â√±Õ˘ ¬ıÚ≈ª±1+À¬Û õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ ø¬ÛÂ√Õ˘
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‰¬± √̋√ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡1 Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ Ó≈¬˘Ú± ”̆̃ fl¡ˆ¬±Àª fl¡˜º ‰¬± √̋√ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1
Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıeœ ˛̊ Œ˘±fl¡1 √À1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ ’±øÂ√˘ ˚ø√› ‰¬±˝√√ ¬ı±ø·Â√±1 ˜±ø˘fl¡
¬Ûé¬˝◊ Ó¬Ô± fi¬ÛøÚÀªø˙fl¡ ˙±¸fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ¤˝◊ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ø‡˘?œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√1¬Û1±
¤fl¡± ∏̄1œ ˛̊±Õfl¡ 1±ø‡øÂ√̆ º ¤›“À˘±fl¡ ¬ı±ø·Â√±ÀÓ¬ ’±ªX ∆ √̋√ ’±øÂ√̆ , ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıeœ ˛̊ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1
√À1 ø‡˘?œ˚̨± Œ˘±fl¡1 ’±À¬ı©ÜÚœÓ¬ Œ¸±˜± ◊̋ Œ˚±ª± Ú±øÂ√̆ º ¤ ◊̧̋ fl¡˘1 ̧ ˜±ôL1±À˘ ŒÚ¬Û±˘œ
Œ˘±fl¡À1± ’¸˜Õ˘ ¬ı…ª¸±ø ˛̊fl¡ ¶§±Ô«Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ‚øÈ¬øÂ√˘º ŒÚ¬Û±˘œ Ó¬Ô± ‰¬±˝√√ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1 õ∂øÓ¬ ø‡˘?œ˚̨± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘ Ú1˜ ∆ √̋√ ∆1øÂ√̆ º ¤ ◊̋Àé¬SÓ¬ ̃ Ò…ø¬ıM√√√ Œ|ÌœÀÈ¬±1
õ∂Ò±ÚÓ¬– ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊Q1 Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 ¸˜±ôL1±À˘ ø˝√√µ≈Q¬ı±√œ ˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬±1 õ∂¸eÀÈ¬±› ’±øÚ¬ı
¬Û±ø1º ø √̋√µ≈ Ò «̃±ª˘•§œ ≈√À ˛̊±È¬± Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ̧ —‚±Ó¬
Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±øÂ√˘ Ù¬˘Ó¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ≈√À ˛̊±È¬± Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡ ∆˘ ̧ À‰¬©Ü Œ˝√√±ª±1
õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√ÚÀ¬ı±Ò fl¡1± Ú±øÂ√˘º ’ªÀ˙… ¬ı±ø·Â√±1 øˆ¬Ó¬1ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬ ˜±ø˘fl¡¬Ûé¬ ◊̋ fl¡1± õ∂Ó¬±1Ì±,
¬ı=Ú±1 Â√ø¬ı øfl¡Â≈√¸—‡…fl¡ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±À¸ √±ø„√√ Òø1ÀÂ√º Ó¬±Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 Ò±1Ì±ÀÈ¬± ’Ú≈¬Ûø¶öÓ¬º
¶§1±ÀÊ√±M√√√1 fl¡±˘Ó¬ øfl¡Â≈√ ̧ —‡…fl¡ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸Àfl¡ ¤ ◊̋ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œÀÈ¬±1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√ÚÀfl¡øffl¡ ø√̇ ÀÈ¬±fl¡
ø¬ıÒ‘Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋Àé¬SÓ¬ Î◊¬˜±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃±1 ¤Ê√±fl¡ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√ ¤‡Ú ’1Ì…, fl≈¡˜±1 ÚÀ·Ú1
‘√ø©Ü1 ’“±1Ó¬, ¶§Ì« ¬ı1±1 Œ˜‚Ú± ̊ ≈̃Ú± ŒÔ ƒ̃‰¬, ¬Û”1¬ıœ ¬ı1 ”̃Õ√1 1+À¬Û±ª±˘œ ∆Ú1 Œ¸±ÀÌ±ª±˘œ
‚±È¬1 Ú±˜ Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·…º

¶§1±ÀÊ√±M√√√1 fl¡±˘Ó¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¬±Àª ’øÒfl¡ &1n∏Q ¬Û±¬ıÕ˘
¸é¬˜ ˝√√ ˛̊º õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ·± fl¡ø1 Î◊¬Í¬± ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡, ’±Ô«-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡,
1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø√˙À¬ı±1fl¡ ∆˘ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡¸fl¡˘ Ó¬»¬Û1 ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1øÂ√˘º ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬±1 ˘À·
˘À· ̂ ¬±1Ó¬¬ı ∏̄«1 ̂ ¬„√√±-·Ï¬ˇ±1 ÚœøÓ¬À ˛̊ ̧ œ˜±1 ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ¬Û”¬ı«1 ̂ ¬±1Ó¬ ø¡Z-‡øGÓ¬
∆ √̋√ ÚÓ≈¬Ú 1±©Ü™1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º Ù¬˘Ó¬ ø¬ıù´1 ̃ ±Úø‰¬S ◊̋ ̧ ˘øÚ ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ̃ ±Úø‰¬S1 ¬Û≈ÚøÚ«̃ ±Ì1
Ù¬˘¶§1+À¬Û ë... people are passing borders, but borders are also passing people.’

[Frank 2]º ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬±1 ˘À· ˘À· ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ Œ√˙ ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ’¸˜Õ˘ ¬ı‘̋ √√»
¬Ûø1˜±Ì1 ̂ ¬·Úœ ˛̊±1 Œ “̧±Ó¬ ¬ıí¬ıÕ˘ Òø1øÂ√̆ º ̂ ¬·Úœ ˛̊±1 Œ √̋√“‰¬± ◊̋ ’Ô«ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ’ª¶ö± ’øÒfl¡
Œ˙±‰¬Úœ ˛̊ fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜1 ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ø√˙Õ˘› ¸ÇÈ¬ fl¡øÏ¬ˇ̊ ˛± ◊̋ ’Ú± ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıÀ¬ıø‰¬Ó¬
∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ¤ÀÚ ̧ ÇÈ¬1 ̂ ¬±¬ıÚ±1 Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ̄ ∏±øÍ¬ √̇ fl¡Ó¬ ’¸À˜ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ̃ ≈‡± ≈̃‡œ
∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ¸M√√√1-’±˙œ √˙fl¡1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ√˙œ ¬ıø˝√√¶®±1 ’±Àµ±˘Ú ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º
¤ÀÚ ¬Ûø1Àõ∂øé¬Ó¬Ó¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ’¸˜1 ¶§±Ô«Ó¬ øÔ ˛̊ ∆ √̋√ Ê√±Ó¬œ ˛̊Ó¬±¬ı±√œ ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬eœÀ1
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ Ó¬»¬Û1 ∆˝√√ Î◊¬øÍ¬øÂ√˘º ø˝√√ÀÓ¬˙ ŒÎ¬fl¡±, Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±, ¬ıœÀ1f
fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ¬A±‰¬± «̊1 Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ ‘√ø©Üˆ¬eœ1 õ∂fl¡±˙ Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º

’±˙œ1 √̇ fl¡1¬Û1± fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ’¸˜1 ̧ ˜±Ê√ ̋ ◊øÓ¬ √̋√±¸1 ¬Û≈ÚøÚ«̃ ±ÌÓ¬ øÚ˜¢ü
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√̋√̊ º̨ Ê√Ú õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±ÀÈ¬± øÚ1œé¬Ì1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Ê√±Ó¬œ˚̨Ó¬±¬ı±√œÓ¬Õfl¡ ̃ ±Úªœ˚̨ ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬eœ1
›¬Û1Ó¬ &1n∏Q ø√À ˛̊º õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ¸˜¸…±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ˙±1œÓ¬ ’ª¶ö±Ú fl¡ø1
øÚ1œé¬Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚P¬Û1 ˝√√ ˛̊º ’¸˜1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±-¸—¶¥®øÓ¬, ’±Ô«-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ Œé¬SÓ¬ ’ª√±Ú
’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇ±ª± õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ ∆˘ Ú-Ú Ó¬Ô… Î◊¬æ√±ªÚ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡¸fl¡˘
’±·¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ ’±ø˝√√˘º ’¸˜1 ¸˜±Ê√-¸—¶¥®øÓ¬1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1 ¸˜i§̊ ˛ ¸˝√√±ª¶ö±Ú,
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ Œ √̋√±ª± ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ̧ ij≈‡œÚ ̋ √√í¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± fl¡ÀÍ¬±1 ¬ı±ô¶ª, õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1
¶§-·‘̋ √√Õ˘ õ∂Ó¬…±ªÓ¬«Ú ’±ø√ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdÀª Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ õ∂±Ì ¬Û± ◊̋ Î◊¬øÍ¬˘º ◊̋̊ ˛±1 ¸˜±ôL1±À˘
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î◊¬Í¬± Ú±Ú± ’±Àµ±˘Ú, ̧ ±•x√±ø ˛̊fl¡ ̧ —‚ ∏̄«, ø¬ıù´±¸‚±È¬fl¡Ó¬±,
õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√‰¬±˜1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú Ê√œªÚ õ∂ª±˝√√1 ’øÚ( ˛̊Ó¬±, ¸—˙ ˛̊, õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡
∆˘ ø‡˘?œ ˛̊± ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ¸—˙ ˛̊ ’±ø√› Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1˘º Ó¬±1 Î◊¬¬Ûø1›
’øÒfl¡±—˙ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸Àfl¡ ’¸˜1 ’±Ô«-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡, 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd ¸•§ø˘Ó¬
Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ÀÓ¬± õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±fl¡ &1n∏Q ̧ ˝√√fl¡±À1 Í¬± ◊̋ ø√ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ¤fl¡ ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊±
˜±S± õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1À˘º ¤ ◊̋Àé¬SÓ¬ ’±s≈̆  ̃ ±ø˘fl¡, ’øÚ˘ 1± ˛̊À‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ, Œ√À¬ıfÚ±Ô ’±‰¬± «̊,
Î◊¬˜±fl¡±ôL ˙ «̃±, ’1n∏Ì ˙ «̃±, ¶§Ì« ¬ı1±, qø‰¬¬ıËÓ¬± 1± ˛̊À‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ, ø˝√√1Ì…fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ¬A±‰¬± «̊ ’±ø√1
Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Õ˘ ’±„≈√√ø˘ ˛̊±¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

√œ¬Ûfl¡ fl≈¡˜±1 ¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ¬1 Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Õ˘ ’±1n∏ 1œÓ¬± Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ1
˜±fl¡±˜ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ ”̃̆ Ó¬– õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬º ”̃̆  ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡ Œfl¡f
fl¡ø1 ‚”Ì«œÓ¬ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ ≈√‡ÚÓ¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡ Ó¬Ô± ’±ø|Ó¬ Í¬± ◊̋1 ¬ı±ø¸µ±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬
¸—‚±Ó¬1 Ù¬˘¶§1+À¬Û ’±ø √̋√ ¬Û1± ̧ ÇÈ¬ Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ̋ ◊̊ ˛±Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ ̃ ±Ú≈À √̋√ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1
‰¬œ˘-Œ˜± √̋√1 õ∂Ê√ij1 ¬Û1± õ∂Ê√ijÊ√≈ø1 Œ√̋ √√Ó¬ fl¡øÏ¬ˇ̊ ˛± ˛̊ ∆˘ Ù≈¬ø1¬ı ̆ ·± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ,Ù¬˘Ó¬ ̧ Àµ √̋√
Ó¬Ô± ˘±=Ú±1 ¬ıø˘ ˝√√¬ı˘·œ ˛̊±Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ ’ª¶ö±1 ¬Û1± ≈̃øMê ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡
ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±ÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ô¶ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋ ¬ÛSÓ¬ ”̃̆ Ó¬– ¤ ◊̋ ≈√‡Ú Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸1 ’±Ò±1ÀÓ¬
ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¬± ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡1± ˝í√√¬ıº
1.1     ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 Î◊¬ÀV˙… –

fl¡] õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ¸ÇÈ¬ Ó¬Ô± Ó¬±1 fl¡±1Ì ’Ò… ˛̊Ú
‡] ¸ÇÈ¬1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±Ú øfl¡√À1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Ó¬±1 ’Ò… ˛̊Úº

1.2     ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1 ’±1n∏ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –
Ê√Ú-õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 √À1 ¸—À¬ı√Ú˙œ˘ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ÀÈ¬± ¤fl¡ õ∂Ì±˘œ¬ıX ¬ıdøÚá¬ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1

õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√Úœ ˛̊Ó¬±fl¡ Î◊¬¬Û˘øX fl¡ø1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¬± øÚ¬ı«±‰¬Ú fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬Ûø1¸1 ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û
√œ¬Ûfl¡ fl≈¡˜±1 ¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ¬1 Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Õ˘ ’±1n∏ 1œÓ¬± Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ1 ˜±fl¡±˜
¤ ◊̋ ≈√‡Ú Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ øÚ¬ı«±‰¬Ú fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
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¤ ◊̋ ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡± «̊Ó¬ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ õ∂À ˛̊±· fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº
2. øÚ¬ı«±ø‰¬Ó¬ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú –

Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Õ˘  Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœˆ¬±· ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe ’±1n∏ ’¸˜1
¬ÛÈ¬ ”̂¬ø˜fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ·Ï¬ˇ ∆˘ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√º Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ·øÓ¬Ó¬ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe ’±1n∏
’¸À˜ ¬Û±fl¡‚”1Ìœ ‡± ◊̋ ’±ÀÂ√º Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ ≈√È¬± øˆ¬iß ¸˜ ˛̊1 õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú Œ√‡≈›ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√-
õ∂Ô˜ÀÈ¬±, ¬Û±øfl¡¶ö±Ú ·Í¬Ú1 ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe1 ¬Û1± ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ’±1n∏ ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ÀÈ¬±,
¬ı±—˘±À√˙ ·Í¬Ú1 ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úº õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ fl¡±1Ì ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û 1±©Ü™1
ˆ¬„√√±-·Ï¬ˇ± ‚È¬Ú± ’±1n∏ ̧ ±•x√±ø ˛̊fl¡ ̧ —‚ ∏̄«¬ øfl¡√À1 Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ∆˝√√ ¬ ÛÀ1 Œ¸ ˛̊± Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬
¬Ûø1¶£≈¬È¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Œ√˙ ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú1 Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıeÓ¬ ø˝√√µ≈- ≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú1 ¸—‚±ÀÓ¬ Ó¬œ¬ıË
1+∏¬Û Ò±1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ̃ ±ÚªÓ¬±fl¡ ¬Û√±ÚÓ¬ fl¡1± ¤‰¬±˜ Œ˘±fl¡1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ̧ ±Ó¬±˜¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏œ ˛̊± ø˝√√µ≈-
≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú1 ‹fl¡… ø¬ıÚ©Ü ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ¸—‡…±˘‚≈ ø˝√√µ≈̧ fl¡À˘ ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜ ¤ø1

’øÚø(Ó¬ ˆ¬øª ∏̄…Ó¬Õ˘ ˚±S± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ ˙1Ì±Ô«œ ‰¬ø1S ◊̋ øˆ¬1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ø˝√√,
’±Úøfl¡ Ú± ˛̊fl¡Ê√ÀÚ± ˙1Ì±Ô«œÀ ˛̊̋ ◊º ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe Ó¬…±· fl¡ø1 ø˙q ¬Û≈Sfl¡ ¬ı≈fl≈¡Ó¬ ¸±ªøÈ¬ ’gfl¡±1
1±øÓ ¬¬ÛPœ ¸˜øi§ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜Õ˘ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ ˛̊± Œ˝√√±ª± øÚ ˛̊øÓ¬À ˛̊  Ú± ˛̊fl¡1 ˘·ÀÓ¬
¸˜¢∂ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıeœ˚˛ ¸˜±Ê√‡Úfl¡ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸1 ’±ø√1 ¬Û1± ’ôLÕ˘Àfl¡ Œ‡ø√ Ù≈¬ø1ÀÂ√º
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ’±ø|Ó¬ Í¬± ◊̋1 ø‡˘?œ ˛̊± ◊̋  ¶§-’øô¶Q1 ¸ÇÈ¬1 Ó¬œ¬ıË
’±˙Ç± fl¡1±1 Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ̄ ∏±øÍ¬ ’±1n∏ øÓ¬1±˙œ ‰¬ÚÓ¬ SêÀ˜ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ’±Àµ±˘Ú ’±1n∏ ø¬ıÀ√˙œ
¬ıø˝√√¶®±1 ’±Àµ±˘Ú ‰¬ø˘˘º  ¤ÀÚ ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıeœ˚˛ ø˝√√µ≈-¬ı±„√√±˘œ
¸˜±Ê√‡ÚÕ˘ fl¡øÏ¬ˇ̊ ˛± ◊̋ ’Ú± ¸ÇÈ¬ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

1œÓ¬± Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ1 ˜±fl¡±˜ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸1 fl¡±ø √̋√Úœˆ¬±À·± ≈√È¬± øˆ¬iß ¸˜˚̨1 ≈√‡Ú øˆ¬iß 1±©Ü™1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ¢∂øÔÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ≈√øˆ¬«é¬¢∂ô¶ ‰¬œÚ1
¬Û1± ˆ¬±1Ó¬ Ó¬Ô± ’¸˜Õ˘ ˚±S± fl¡1± ¤√̆  Œ˘±Àfl¡ ’¸˜1 ˜±øÈ¬Ó¬ Œ1±ø¬ÛÓ¬ fl¡1± ’øô¶Q1
ø˙¬Û±Î¬±˘ 1962 ‰¬Ú1 ‰¬œÚ-ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ≈̊X1 Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ Î◊¬ˆ¬±ø˘ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º õ∂±˚̨ ŒÎ¬1 ˙Ó¬fl¡
fl¡±˘ Ê√≈ø1 ’¸˜Ó¬ ¬ı±¸ fl¡ø1 ’¸˜1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±-¸—¶¥®øÓ¬ ’±Àfl¡±“ª±ø˘ Œ˘±ª± ¸˜±Ê√‡Úfl¡ ‰¬œÚ1
ë¶Û± ◊̋í ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıÓ¬±øÎ¬̌Ó¬ fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ‰¬œÚ1 fl¡ø˜Î◊¬øÚ©Ü ‰¬1fl¡±11 ̧ √̋√À˚±ø·Ó¬±Ó¬ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬ ‰¬1fl¡±À1
ø¬ıÓ¬±øÎ¬̌Ó¬ fl¡1± ‰¬œÚ± ”̆̃ œ˚̨ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ ̇ 1Ì±Ô«œ1+À¬Û ¬Û”¬ı«-¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 ̃ ±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜ ‰¬œÚÕ˘ õ∂Ó¬…±ªÓ¬«Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ‰¬œÚ± ‰¬1fl¡±11 ¬ıµœQ ◊̋ ¬¤ ◊̋ Œ√̇ √̋√œÚ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡ÚÕ˘ Û≈Ú1 ·ˆ¬œ1 ̧ ÇÈ¬ Ú˜± ◊̋ ’±ÀÚº
¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ‰¬Ó¬«̧ ±À¬ÛÀé¬ ¤ ◊̋ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú ¬ıµœQ1 ¬Û1± ≈̃Mê ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º
3. õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1 ¸ÇÈ¬ ’±1n∏ ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±Ú –

ø¬ıù´1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡ &∞È¬±1 ¢∂±‰¬, ø˜˘±Ú fl≈¡ÀG1±, ŒÊ√˜‰¬ Ê√ ◊̋‰¬,
Â√±˘˜±Ú 1n∏ù´øÎ¬, øˆ¬.¤‰¬. Ú± ◊̋¬Û˘, ̂ ¬±1Ó¬œ ̃ ≈‡±Ê√«œ ’±ø√1 Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1 ø˙¬Û±1
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¸g±Ú1 ø√˙ÀÈ¬±Àª ¬ıU ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ”̃̆  ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û &1n∏Q Œ¬Û±ª± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º ’±ø|Ó¬
Í¬± ◊̋Ó¬ ¸—ø˜|Ì õ∂øSê ˛̊±Ó¬ Œ¸±˜± ◊̋ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ õ∂±À ˛̊ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ’±R¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ Œ˝√√1n∏ª± ◊̋
Œ¬Û˘± ˛̊º Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¬Û≈Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬á¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±ÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ô¶ ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ◊̋
ø˙¬Û±1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬À2Â√ø√Ó¬ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√1 ø˙¬Û±1 ̧ g±Ú fl¡1± ̧ —¢∂±˜fl¡ &1n∏Q ø√À˚̨º øÚ¬ı«±ø‰¬Ó¬ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸
≈√‡Ú1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd1 Œé¬SÓ¬ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸Àfl¡ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 fl¡±1Ì, ˚LaÌ±√± ˛̊fl¡ ˚±S±¬ÛÔ, ’±ø|Ó¬
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’±R õ∂øÓ¬á¬±1 ¸—fl¡È¬ ’±1n∏ Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸—fl¡È¬ Œ˜±‰¬Ú1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±Ú ¤ ◊̋
’±È¬± ◊̋À¬ı±1 ø√̇  Î◊¬Àij±ø‰¬Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Úø¸fl¡Ó¬±Ó¬ ¶§-·‘̋ √√Õ˘ õ∂Ó¬…±ªÓ¬«Ú1
’±fl¡±—˙± ’ √̋√1 √̋√ Ê√±¢∂Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ Ô±Àfl¡º ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜Ó¬ ‘̧©Ü ¸—À¬ı√Ú˙œ˘ ‚È¬Ú±1 ¬ı±À¬ı
’øÚ2Â√± ¸ÀQ› øˆ¬iß Í¬± ◊̋Õ˘ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¬ı±Ò… Œ √̋√±ª± õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜1 õ∂øÓ¬
È¬±Ú ̧ ¬ı«√± ̧ øSê˚̨ ∆ √̋√ Ô±Àfl¡º ̃ Úfl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚̨± Œ˚ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ø˙é¬±À1 ø˙øé¬Ó¬ Ó¬Ô± ’±øÔ«fl¡ ¬̂±À¬ı
¶§2Â√̆  Œ˘±fl¡1 ø ¬̇Û± ̧ g±Ú1 ø˚ Ó¬±Î¬̌Ì± Œ¸˚̨± |ø˜fl¡ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ Œ√‡± Ú±˚±˚̨º Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1
¬Û1± Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Õ˘ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ õ∂Ò±Ú ‰¬ø1S ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û øÔ˚̨ ø√ÀÂ√ ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe1 ø √̋√µ≈-¬ı±„√√±˘œ Œ˘±fl¡
fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±1 √M√√√º õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ¬Û”¬ı«¬ıe1 ø √̋√µ-≈̃ ≈Â√̆ ˜±Ú ¬ı±„√√±˘œ Ó¬Ô±
’¸˜1 Ú±1œ-¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏, ø˙q-øfl¡À˙±1, ¬ı‘X-¬ı‘X±1 ‰¬ø1S ‚”ÌπÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º 1±©Ü™ ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú1 Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬
˜±ÚªÓ¬±fl¡ ’øÓ¬Sêø˜ Œ˚±ª± Ò «̃œ˚̨ ̇ Sn∏Ó¬± ◊̋ ̧ —‡…±˘‚≈ ø √̋√µ≈̧ fl¡˘fl¡ ̃ ±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜ ¤ø1 ’øÚø(Ó¬
ˆ¬øª ∏̄…Ó¬Õ˘ ̊ ±S± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ¬ı±Ò… fl¡1± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ̇ 1Ì±Ô«œ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ’¸˜Ó¬ ¬Û√±¬Û«Ì
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ø˙¬Û±1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıø2Â√iß ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ’±Rõ∂øÓ¬á¬±1 ¬ÛÔ ˜ ‘̧Ì Ú √̋√̊ º̨ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 Œfl¡fœ˚̨
‰¬ø1S Ê√ø˜√±11 ¬ı—˙Ò1 fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±1 √M√√√1 ’±Rõ∂øÓ¬á¬±1 ̧ —‚±Ó¬ ‡≈¬ı ̧ ôL¬Û«ÀÌ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸Àfl¡
¬ı…Mê fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬ı—˙·Ó¬ ·±yœ «̊1 ’øÒfl¡±1œ fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±À1 ø1øÙ¬Î◊¬Ê√œ Œfl¡•ÛÓ¬ ’øÓ¬ ∆Ò «̊À1
’±‰¬Uª± ¬Ûø1À¬ı˙1 ˘·Ó¬ ≈̃‡± ≈̃‡œ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ëë¸1n∏À1 ¬Û1± ’± √̋√̆ -¬ı √̋√̆  ¬Û±À˘„√√Ó¬ Œ˙±ª±
fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±À1 ˜±øÈ¬Ó¬ ¬Û1± ¬Û±Ó¬˘ ø¬ıÂ√Ú±‡ÚÓ¬ ’±Ú ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ŒÔ¬Û±ÀÔø¬ÛÕfl¡ ¬ı±·ø1
¬ı±Ó¬±¬ı1ÌÀÈ¬± ˜±Úø¸fl¡ˆ¬±À¬ı ¢∂ √̋√Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1À˘íí[¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ¬ 76]º õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡
‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Àª ’±ø|Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ’±À¬Û±‰¬ [compromise] fl¡ø1 ∆˘ÀÂ√
˚ø√› ¶§-ø˙¬Û±Î¬±˘1 ¬Û1± ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ˆ¬±À¬ı ø¬ıø2Â√iß ̋ √√¬ı ¬Û1± Ú± ◊̋º ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Àª ̧ Ó¬ÀÓ¬ ̃ ±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜1
∆¸ÀÓ¬ ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡« 1é¬± fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ

fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±11 ‰¬±»fl¡À1 fl≈¡˘±Î◊¬1±1 fl¡Ô± ˜ÚÓ¬ ¬Ûø1˘º fl≈¡˘±Î◊¬1±1 ’±˝√√˘-
¬ı˝√√˘ ‚1, Œ‰¬Ã˝√√√, Í¬±fl≈¡1-øÁ¬ ¬Û≈‡≈1œ, øÓ¬À1±Ó¬± ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø¬ÛÂ√ Œ‰¬±Ó¬±˘
’±1n∏ ¬Û≈‡≈1œ, Œ‰¬Ã˝√√√1 ‰¬øÊ√Ú± ·Â√ ”√11 ’±˜¬ı±·±Ú ’±1n∏ ¬ı±“˝√√øÚ, Œ¸Î◊¬Ê√œ˚˛±
·Â√-·Â√øÚ1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ˘≈—˘≈„√√œ˚˛± ¬ı±È¬-¬ÛÔ, ø˙ø„√√Ú˘± ’±1n∏ ¸±·1 ¸‘√˙
’±fl¡±˘≈fl¡œ ̋ √√±ª±1 ’±1n∏ Ó¬±Ó¬ ̂ ¬±“ø˝√√ Ôfl¡± Ú±›º ¤È¬± ̇ ±ôL-˙œÓ¬˘ ø˙˝√√1Ì Œ˚Ú
fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±11 ˜”11 ¬Û1± ˆ¬ø1Õ˘Àfl¡ ¬Û±1 ∆˝√√ ·˘º ¤˚˛±˝◊ Ê√ijˆ”¬ø˜, ¤˚˛±˝◊
Ê√ijˆ”¬ø˜1 ¶ú‘øÓ¬º [¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ 112]
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ø˙¬Û±1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıø2Â√iß ¤ ◊̋ ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Àª ø˙¬Û± ¬Û≈ÚÀ1«±¬ÛÌ1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ̧ À‰¬Ó¬ÚÓ¬± ’ª˘•§Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√-ëë ’±˜±1 ¤ ◊̋ õ∂øÓ¬á¬±1 ≈̊“Ê√ ˝√√¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı fl¡±À1± õ∂øÓ¬ ÷ ∏̄«±¬Û1± ˛̊Ì ∆˝√√ Ú˝√√ ˛̊, ’±˜±1
øÚÊ√1 ¬ı±À¬ıº fl¡±1Ì ’±ø˜ 1n∏È¬ Œ˝√√1n∏ª±› ˜±Ú≈̋ √√ î[¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ 168]º ¤ÀÚ ¤fl¡ Ò±1Ì±À1
’øÓ¬ ¸ôL¬Û«ÀÌ õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª± fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±1 ¸˜øi§ÀÓ¬ õ∂¬ıËøÊ√Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú ˘±À˝√√ ˘±À˝√√
¬ıøX«Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’˝√√±Ó¬ ’¸˜1 ø‡˘?œ ˛̊± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘ ˙øÇÓ¬ ∆˝√√ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√º õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú õ∂ ”̧Ó¬
¸˜¸…±¸ ”̃̋ √√Ó¬ Ê√±Ó¬œ ˛̊Ó¬±¬ı±√œ ø˙ø¬ıÀ1 Î◊¬ø¡Z¢üÓ¬± õ∂fl¡±˙1∏ Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ’±Àµ±˘Ú ’±1y
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ëëÊ√±Ó¬œ ˛̊Ó¬±¬ı±√1 ø˚À¬ı±1 ̂ ¬ ˛̊±¬ı √̋√ ø√̇  ’Ô«±» Œ·±á¬œ ̧ — √̋√±1, Ú‘À·±á¬œ1 ‰¬±Ù¬± ◊̋fl¡1Ì,
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘1 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX ¸˙¶a ø˝√√—¸±Rfl¡ fl¡± «̊fl¡˘±¬Û ’±øíí [¬ı1±106]Œ ˛̊ ’¸˜1
¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬ ˆ¬ ˛̊±¬ı˝√√ fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±À˘º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ’øô¶Q1 ¸ÇÈ¬1 ’±˙Ç± fl¡ø1 ’¸˜Ó¬
¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±-’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±-¬ı±„√√±˘œ1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ̧ —‚±Ó¬1 ̧ ”S¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡À1º ëëŒ·±ÀÈ¬ ◊̋
¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±À1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊±-¬ı±„√√±˘œ ¸•x√± ˛̊1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Î◊¬ÀM√√√Ê√Ú±º fl¡íÓ¬ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊± øfl¡
˝√√ ˛̊ øÍ¬fl¡ Ú± ◊̋íí [¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ 181]º ˆ¬± ∏̄± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬  ’¸˜Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ√˙œ
¬ıø˝√ √¶®±1 ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ¸”S¬Û±Ó¬ ‚ÀÈ¬º øfl¡c ¤˝◊ ’±Àµ±˘Ú ¬Û1ªÓ¬«œ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬
¸±•x√±ø ˛̊fl¡Ó¬±Õ˘ ·øÓ¬ fl¡À1º¬ øˆ¬iß ’õ∂œøÓ¬fl¡1 ‚È¬Ú± ’±1y ˝√√ ˛̊º ˝√√œÀ1Ú Œ·±˝√√± ◊̋À ˛̊
¤ ◊̋ ̧ •Ûfl¡«Ó¬ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ ëëˆ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊ ̧ ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ̃ ≈Mê ̃ Ú≈̄ ∏…Q1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ’±È¬± ◊̋Ó¬Õfl¡ Î¬±„√√1 Œ˝√√“‰¬±
’±À √̋√ Ê√±Ó¬-¬Û±Ó¬1 ’˘„‚Ìœ˚̨ ·Gœ1 ¬Û1±º ¤ÀÚ Œfl¡Ó¬À¬ı±1 ’±‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ ø¬ıù´±À¸ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬œ˚̨
˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 ˜Ú ’±2Â√iß fl¡ø1 1±À‡ Œ˚ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ’Ú≈̂ ”¬øÓ¬Ó¬ ’±Ú ¸•x√± ˛̊1 ˜±Ú≈̋ √√ Œ˚Ú
˜±Ú≈̋ √√Ó¬Õfl¡ Œ¬ıÀ˘· õ∂Ê√±øÓ¬1 Ê√œª ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1íí [√±¸ ’±1n∏ ¬ı± ˛̊Ú 722]º Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1
˜Ò…ˆ¬±·1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬ ≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ ø‡˘?œ ˛̊± ◊̋ ¸ÇÈ¬ ¬ı≈ø˘ Òø1
Œ˘±ª± fl¡Ô±ÀÈ¬±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ õ∂·øÓ¬˙œ˘ ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡ Ù≈¬fl¡Ú1 Œ˚±À·ø√ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸Àfl¡ ’±˙Ç±
¬ı…Mê fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Œ˙ ∏̄Õ˘ ¤ ◊̋ ’±˙Ç± ¬ı±ô¶ªÕ˘ 1n∏¬Û±ôLø1Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¬Û ≈̃ª± ≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú¸fl¡À˘
’¸˜Ó¬ fl¡À©ÜÀ1 Œ1±¬ÛÌ fl¡1± ø˙¬Û±Î¬±˘ ¬Û≈Ú1 ø¬ıÀ√˙œ ¬ıø˝√√¶®±1 ’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¬ Ô1fl¡-¬ı1fl¡
∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ’±R ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊1 ¸ÇÈ¬ ’±ø˝√√ ¬Û1± ¤ ◊̋ ¸˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ› ≈̧1é¬±1 ¶§±Ô«Ó¬ ‰¬1˜ ¬ÛLö±
¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬Ó¬ ¸±•x√±ø˚˛fl¡ ¸—‚¯∏«˝◊ ≈√À˚˛±‡Ú ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ 1øé¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√ ’˝√√±
¸•xœøÓ¬Ó¬ ’±‚±Ó¬ ̋ √√±øÚÀÂ√º Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¬ ̧ —‚ ∏̄«1 ø¬ıª1Ì ̃ «̃±øôLfl¡, ̂ ¬˚̨±¬ı √̋√, ëë ̆ ± √̋√ø1‚±È¬-
ø˜øfl¡1Àˆ¬È¬± ’=˘1 ¬Û1± ¬Û±‰¬“Ê√Ú Ê√ÚÊ√±Ó¬œ ˛̊ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√fl¡ ’¬Û˝√√1Ì fl¡ø1 ¬Û±Â√ø√Ú± ̃ ≈Â√˘˜±Ú
˜±Ú≈À˝√√ ˜±ø1 Œ¬Û˘±À˘º Ó¬±1 Î◊¬M√√√1Ó¬ Ú·±¬ıg±Ó¬ fl≈¡ø1Ê√Ú ≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú ˜±Ú≈̋ √√fl¡ ˝√√Ó¬…± fl¡1±
˝√√í˘ ’±1n∏ ŒÚ˘œ ’=˘Ó¬ ’±Sê˜Ì1 ø¸X±ôL Œ˘±ª± ˝√√í˘º Ó¬±1 ¬Û±Â√ÀÓ¬˝◊ ‚øÈ¬˘
õ∂˘ ˛̊íí[¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ 77]º ¤ ◊̋ ’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±1 √M√√√1 ’ôL1Ó¬ ¸—‚±Ó¬1 ‘̧ø©Ü
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ëëŒÓ¬Àª±“ ¬ıø˝√√1±·Ó¬ ŒÚøfl¡íí [¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ 198] ¬ı≈ø˘ ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ¸—fl¡È¬Ó¬ ”̂¬·œÀÂ√√º
¤ÀÚ ¸ÇÈ¬1 ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜1 ¶ú‘øÓ¬Ó¬ ’±R˜·Ú ∆˝√√ ø˙¬Û±1 ¸g±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ
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ëëfl¡Ô±À¬ı±1 ̂ ¬±ø¬ıÀ˘ ◊̋ ŒÓ¬›“1 ̃ ÚÀÈ¬± fl≈¡˘±Î◊¬1±1 ’±˜¬ı±·±Ú, ¬ı±“̋ √√øÚ, ’±fl¡± ≈̆fl¡œ
˝√√±ª±1, ø‰¬À˘È¬ Ú·1 ’±1n∏ ’±Ê√ø˜1·?1 ¸≈1˜± ∆Ú1 ¬Û±À1 ¬Û±À1 ‚”ø1 Ù≈¬À1,
ŒÓ¬›“1 ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘1 ’Ó¬œÓ¬ÀÈ¬±1 fl¡Ô± ˜ÚÓ¬ ¬ÛÀ1, õ∂øÓ¬¬ÛøM√√√ ’±1n∏  ‹øÓ¬˝√√…1
fl¡Ô± ˜ÚÓ¬ ¬ÛÀ1º ŒÓ¬›“1 ¬ı±À1 ¬ı±À1 ˜ÚÕ˘ ’±À˝√√ fl¡øÍ¬˚˛±Ó¬ø˘1 ˘·Ó¬,
fl¡øÍ¬˚˛±Ó¬ø˘1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√À¬ı±11 ˘·Ó¬ øÚÊ√Àfl¡ ø˜˘±¬ıÕ˘ Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1À˘› ŒÓ¬›“1
¤È¬± øÚÊ√± ¬Ûø1‰¬˚ ˛ ’±ÀÂ √º ¬Ûø1‰¬˚ ˛ÀÈ¬± fl ≈ ¡˘±Î ◊ ¬1±1  √M √ √ √
Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1º......fl≈¡˘±Î◊¬1±ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ŒÓ¬›“1 Ú±Î¬ˇœ Œ¬Û±Ó¬± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ’±1n∏ Œ¸ ˛̊± ◊̋ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√
ŒÓ¬›“1 1n∏È¬º [¬ı1fl¡±fl¡øÓ 199]

Œfl¡fœ ˛̊ ‰¬ø1S ◊̋ ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜Ó¬ ’±øRfl¡ ˆ¬±À¬ı ∆˙˙ª-∆fl¡À˙±11 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ fl¡ø1 Ôfl¡±
ø¬ı‰¬1Ì1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜Ó¬ ¤ø1 ∆Ô ’˝√√± ø˙¬Û±1 ·ˆ¬œ1Ó¬±fl¡ ”̃Ó¬« fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º

1œÓ¬± Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ1 ˜±fl¡±˜ Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¸•Ûøfl¡«Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ≈√È¬±
øˆ¬iß ̧ ˜ ˛̊1 ̧ —fl¡È¬ Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Úfl¡ ·øÓ¬ õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± ‰¬ø1S¸ ”̃̋ √√ ̃ ≈‡…Ó¬–
õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 Î◊¬M√√√1 ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏º ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±Ó¬ ≈√øˆ¬«é¬¢∂ô¶ ‰¬œÚ1 ¬Û1±
Î◊¬8˘ ˆ¬øª ∏̄…Ó¬1 ¸g±ÚÓ¬ ’±1±fl¡±øÈ¬1 õ∂À˘±ˆ¬ÚÓ¬ ¬Ûø1 ’¸˜Õ˘ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú fl¡1± ‰¬œÚ±
≈̊ªfl¡ Œ˝√√±-˝√√±Ú ¸˜øi§ÀÓ¬ ‰¬œÚ±À˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ëëÊ√œªÚÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±› ‰¬œÚÕ˘ Î◊¬ˆ¬øÓ¬

˚±¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1¬ı, Ûø1 ˛̊±˘1 ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√fl¡ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±› ŒÚÀ√ø‡¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√À¬ı±À1 ̇ Ç±Ó¬ ̂ ”¬ø·¬ıÕ˘
’±1y íí[˜±fl¡±˜ 101] fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ≈√À¬ı˘± ≈√¸±Ê√ ’±˝√√±11 ø‰¬ôL±Ó¬ øÚ˜¢ü ¤ ◊̋ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú
Ó¬Ô± Œfl¡fœ ˛̊ ‰¬ø1S Œ˝√√± ˝√√±ÀÚ fl¡±ø˘øfl¡À˙±11 √À1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ¸ÇÈ¬Ó¬ Œˆ¬±·± Ú±øÂ√˘º ¬ı1—
’±ø|Ó¬ 1±©Ü™‡ÚÓ¬ øÚÊ√1 |˜ Ó¬Ô± √é¬Ó¬± ¬Û± «̊̃ ±ÀÚ Î◊¬¬ı≈ø1 ˛̊± ◊̋ ø√øÂ√̆ º Œ √̋√± ̋ √√±Ú1 Ê√øÎ¬ˇ̊ ˛ÀÓ¬
‰¬œÚ± ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊±fl¡1Ì1 ’±1y Œ √̋√±ª± õ∂øSê ˛̊±fl¡ Î◊¬M√√√1 õ∂Ê√ij ◊̋ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√1
∆¸ÀÓ¬ ∏ ’±‰¬±1-1œøÓ¬1  ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ∆¬ı¬ı±ø √̋√fl¡ fl¡± «̊ ̧ •Ûiß fl¡ø1 ¤‡Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ‰¬œÚ± ”̃̆ œ ˛̊ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
¸˜±Ê√1 Ê√ij ø√øÂ√˘º øfl¡c 1962 ‰¬Ú1 ‰¬œÚ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸—‚øÈ¬Ó¬ ≈̊X ◊̋
¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ˙±øôL-¸•xœøÓ¬Õ˘ ’˙øÚ ¸—Àfl¡Ó¬ fl¡øÏ¬ˇ̊ ˛± ◊̋ ’±ÀÚº õ∂± ˛̊ ŒÎ¬1˙Ó¬fl¡ fl¡±˘
’¸˜Ó¬ ¬ı±¸ fl¡1± ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú ¸Àµ˝√√1 ’±›Ó¬±Ó¬ Œ¸±˜±˝◊ ¬ÛÀ1º ë‰¬œÚ±-’¸˜œ˚˛±í
Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ‰¬œÚ1 Œ‰¬±1±—À‰¬±ª± ¬ı≈ø˘ ̧ Àµ˝√√ fl¡ø1 ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Ó¬œ¬ıË ÚÊ√1 ø√ ˛̊± ◊̋
Ú˝√√ ˛̊ ëë ≈̃̂ ¬À˜∞È¬1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øÚÀ ∏̄Ò±:± ’±À1±¬Û fl¡ø1ÀÂ√  ¶ö±Úœ ˛̊ õ∂˙±¸ÀÚº ‰¬œÚ± ¬ı¸øÓ¬
Ôfl¡± ¸fl¡À˘±ÀÓ¬ ’±À1±¬Û fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤ ◊̋ øÚÀ ∏̄Ò±:±íí [˜±fl¡±˜ 193]º ≈√‡Ú 1±©Ü™1
1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ fl”¡È¬-Œfl¡Ã˙˘Ó¬ ¸±Ò±1Ì ‰¬œÚ± ”̃̆ œ ˛̊ Ê√ÚÓ¬±Õ˘ ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ¸ÇÈ¬ Ú±ø˜ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º
’±Úøfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̧ ±Ò±1Ì Ê√ÚÓ¬±1 ̃ ±Ê√Õ˘Àfl¡± ̧ Àµ √̋√ ‚Úœ ”̂¬Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√-ëë ¶ö±Úœ˚̨ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√À¬ı±11
‰¬fl≈¡Ó¬ ˘±À˝√√ ˘±À˝√√ Ù≈¬øÈ¬ Î◊¬øÍ¬¬ı Òø1ÀÂ√ ‰¬œÚ± ˜±Ú≈̋ √√À¬ı±11 õ∂øÓ¬ ¸Àµ˝√√ ’±1n∏ ’ø¬ıù´±¸1
õ∂øÓ¬ø¬ı•§íí[˜±fl¡±˜ 251]º ¤ÀÚ ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ¤fl¡±—˙ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ◊̋ ¬ı…øMê·Ó¬ ¶§±Ô« ¬Û”1Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı›
Ó¬»¬Û1 ∆ √̋√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ¬Û≈̆ fl¡1 ø¬ÛÓ‘¬ ø˜Ú±1±˜ ¬ı1n∏ª± ◊̋ ¬Û≈ÀÓ¬Àfl¡ ¬Û‰¬G fl¡1± ‰¬œÚ± ”̃̆ œ ˛̊ ·±ˆ¬1n∏
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Œ˜ ◊̋ø˘Úfl¡ Œ¬ı±ª±1œ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ø¬ı‰¬1± Ú± ◊̋º fl¡±1Ì Ó¬± ◊̋ ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ‘√ø©ÜÓ¬ ëø¬ıÊ√Ó¬1œ ˛̊± ŒÂ√±ª±˘œíº
øfl¡c ¬Û≈S1 ’±Àfl¡“±1À·±Ê√1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œ¬ı±ª±1œ fl¡ø1 ̆ À˘› Ó¬± ◊̋1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ 1±©Ü™À^± √̋√1 ’øˆ¬À˚±·
’±øÚ ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Õ˘ ‰¬1˜ ø¬ı¬Û «̊̊ ˛ Ú˜± ◊̋ ’±øÚÀÂ√º Œ˜ ◊̋ø˘Ú ¸˜øi§ÀÓ¬ ‰¬œÚ± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡
’¬Û1±Òœ1 √À1 ’±È¬fl¡ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¸Àµ˝√√, ˙Ç±, ’±ÀSê±˙1 ’±·Ó¬ ˜±Ú¬ıœ ˛̊ ’Ú≈̂ ”¬øÓ¬
Ò”ø˘¸±» ∆˝√√ ∆·ÀÂ√º ëëUÈ¬± ˜±ÀÓ¬À1 ‚1À¬ı±11 ¬Û1± Œ‡ø√ Œ‡ø√ ’±øÚÀÂ√ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√À¬ı±1fl¡º
....‰¬œÚ±¬ÛøA1 ·ø˘Ó¬ ø¬ı ˛̊ø¬Û ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√ ̋ √√±˝√√±fl¡±11 ̇ sº ø˝√√ ˛̊±-ˆ¬·± fl¡±Àµ±Ú1 ̇ sº .....‰¬œÚ±
’±1n∏ ‰¬œÚ± ”̃̆ œ ˛̊ ̃ ±Ú≈À √̋√À1 ŒÓ¬øÓ¬ ˛̊± ̂ ¬ø1 ¬Ûø1¬ı Òø1øÂ√̆  ̃ ”1˘œ Œ·±˘±1 Œ·± √̋√±ø˘íí [˜±fl¡±˜
336]º Ó¬±1 ¬Û1± ◊̋ ’±1y ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’øÚø(Ó¬, ’gfl¡±1, fl¡√ «̊̃ ˛̊ ˚±S±º Œ1˘1 Î¬¬ı±Ó¬
ŒÔø˘-Œ˝√√“ø‰¬ ¬ÛøÍ¬ ˛̊± ◊̋ ø√ ˛̊± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ√›ø˘1 ˙1Ì±Ô«œ ŒÊ√˘Õ˘º 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ Œfl¡Ã˙˘Ó¬
¬ıµœQ ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡1± ‰¬œÚ±À˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ‰¬œÀÚ ›ˆ¬È¬± ◊̋ ∆˘ Œ˚±ª±1 õ∂ô¶±ª ø√ÀÂ√º ’øô¶Q1
¸ÇÈ¬ Ó¬œ¬ıË ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ ¸ÇÈ¬1 ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ ’Ú≈̂ ¬¬ı fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ëë¤ ◊̋ Œ√˙Ó¬
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 Í¬± ◊̋ Ú± ◊̋º øfl¡ fl¡ø1¬ı ‚1Õ˘ Î◊¬ˆ¬øÓ¬ ∆·∑ ‚1 fl¡íÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√∑ fl¡íÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√
¸˜±Ê√‡Ú∑ ¤‡Ú ̊ ≈X1 Ê√≈À ˛̊ ̧ fl¡À˘± ¬Û≈ø1 Â√±1‡±1 fl¡ø1 Œ¬Û˘±À˘º Â√±1‡±1 fl¡ø1 Œ¬Û˘±À˘
¬ıi§≈+Q, ø¬ıù´±¸, ’±¶ö± ’±1n∏ ̂ ¬±˘À¬Û±ª±1 ̃ øÌfl”¡È¬ÀÈ¬±º Ú©Ü fl¡ø1 Œ¬Û˘±À˘ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬ ˛̊ ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊1
√Õfl¡ Œ¬Û±Ó¬À‡±ª± ø˙¬Û±íí[˜±fl¡±˜ 466]º ø˙¬Û±1 ̧ g±ÚÓ¬ ‰¬œÚÕ˘ Î◊¬ˆ¬øÓ¬ Œ˚±ª±1 ̧ —fl¡ä›
¤ ◊̋ øÂ√iß̃ ”̆  ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√Ê√±Àfl¡ ̆ ¬ı ¬Û1± Ú± ◊̋º øfl¡ ˛̊ÀÚ± ëë‰¬œÚÓ¬ ’±˜±1 Œfl¡±Ú ’±ÀÂ√∑ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±›
ŒÚÀ√‡± Í¬± ◊̋º Ê√ij ∆˝√√ ’¸˜Àfl¡ ◊̋ Œ√ø‡ÀÂ√±“º ’¸˜Àfl¡ ◊̋ Ê√±øÚÀÂ√±“º ˜± ’¸˜1º ¬ÛPœ
’¸˜1º .....‰¬œÚ± ˆ¬± ∏̄±› Ú±Ê√±ÀÚ±º ‰¬œÚÕ˘ ∆· øfl¡ fl¡ø1˜∑ Œfl¡ÀÚÕfl¡ Ô±øfl¡˜íí[˜±fl¡±˜
467]∑  ¤ ◊̋ø‡øÚÀÓ¬ Œ˝√√±ø˜ ˆ¬±ˆ¬± ◊̋ Œfl¡±ª±1 √À1 ¤ ◊̋ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú Ó‘¬Ó¬œ ˛̊ Í¬± ◊̋ [Third

Space] 1 õ∂±Ìœ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û ‰¬1fl¡±11 øÚÀ√«̇ Ó¬ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√Ê√±Àfl¡ ‰¬œÚÕ˘ ˚±¬ıÕ˘ ¬ı±Ò…
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ‰¬œÚ1 ̃ ±øÈ¬Ó¬ ̂ ¬ø1 ø√ Î◊¬¬Û˘øt fl¡ø1ÀÂ√-ëë ̂ ¬±1Ó¬1 ̃ ±øÈ¬1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬‚±ø˘ ’±øÚ ¤øÓ¬ ˛̊±
’±Àfl¡Ã 1n∏¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı ¤ ◊̋ Œ√˙1 ˜±øÈ¬Ó¬º ’±Àfl¡Ã ’±1y ˝√√¬ı ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ·Ï¬ˇ̌±1 ¬Û¬ı«º
ˆ¬ø11 Ó¬˘1 ˜±øÈ¬ ø¬ı‰¬1±1 ¬Û¬ı«íí[˜±fl¡±˜ 498]º ≈√ˆ¬«±·…Ê√Úfl¡ ˆ¬±À¬ı ‰¬œÚ1 ˜±øÈ¬Ó¬ ˆ¬ø1
ø√À ˛̊̋ ◊ ̧ ÇÈ¬1 ̧ ij≈‡œÚ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ¶ö±Úœ ˛̊ Œ˘±fl¡1 ’¬Û˜±Ú, õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±√Ó¬ ̃ ”fl¡ ∆ √̋√ ∆·ÀÂ√ ¤ ◊̋Ê√±fl¡
Î◊¬¡Z±d ëŒ√̇ √̋√œÚ ̇ 1Ì±Ô«œí[˜±fl¡±˜ 502]º ̂ ¬±1Ó¬1 √À1 ‰¬œÚ õ∂˙±¸ÀÚ› ̧ ˜±ÀÚ ◊̋ ̧ Àµ √̋√1
‰¬fl≈¡À1 ‰¬± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ø˙¬Û±1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıø2Â√iß ¸˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ øÚÊ√Àfl¡ ’Ú… ¢∂˝√√1  õ∂±Ìœ1 √À1 ’Ú≈̂ ¬ª
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ̇ 1Ì±Ô«œ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’±| ˛̊ Œ˘±ª± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘ ’±Ú1 ¬Û≈ÀÓ¬Ã1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Ê√œ ˛̊± ◊̋ Ôfl¡±
õ∂±ÌœÕ˘ 1+¬Û±ôLø1Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ëë˙1Ì±Ô«œ1 ≈√¬ı«̆ Ó¬±À1 ≈√¬ı«̆  ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡º ̇ Sn∏ 1±©Ü™Ó¬ ¬ı¸¬ı±¸1,
˙Sn∏ 1±©Ü™1 ̃ ±øÈ¬-¬Û±Úœ1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¤fl¡±R Œ˝√√±ª±1 ’Ó¬œÓ¬À1 fl¡ ≈̆ø ∏̄Ó¬º ¤ ◊̋ Œ√˙Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±√1
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ô« Ú± ◊̋º Œ˚ÀÚÕfl¡ Ú±øÂ√˘ ˆ¬±1Ó¬Ó¬íí[˜±fl¡±˜ 546]º ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ¡Z±1± õ∂Ó¬±ø1Ó¬
∆˝√√› ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ˜Ú-˜·Ê√≈1 ¬Û1± ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 Œ “̧±ª1Ìœ ’±“Ó¬1 Œ˝√√±ª± Ú± ◊̋º ìø˚˜±ÀÚ ◊̋ ø√Ú
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∆·ÀÂ√, ø¸˜±ÀÚ ◊̋ ¶ö±Úœ ˛̊ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡fl¡ õ∂Ó¬…±‡…±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂ√, ø¸˜±ÀÚ ◊̋ ¤ø1 ’˝√√±
Œ√̇ ‡Ú1 ¶ú‘øÓ¬Ó¬ fl¡±Ó¬1 ∆ √̋√ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√À¬ı±1º ø¸˜±ÀÚ ◊̋ ¬ı±øÏ¬̌ ∆·ÀÂ√ ¤ø1 ’ √̋√± ̃ ±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜Õ˘
˜1˜ºíí[˜±fl¡±˜ 534] ¸˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ ¸˜ ˛̊ Ó¬Ô± ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ˘·Ó¬ ‡±¬Û ‡≈ª± ◊̋ ˘À˘›
ø˙¬Û±1 ¬Û1± ø¬ıø2Â√iß ˝√√í¬ıÕ˘ øÚø¬ı‰¬1± ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋ ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ˜±Úø¸fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡« ’È≈¬È¬
1±ø‡ÀÂ√º Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 Œfl¡fœ ˛̊ Ú±1œ ‰¬ø1S Œ˜ ◊̋ø˘Ú1 Œ˚±À·ø√ fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡± ◊̋ ø˙¬Û±1
È¬±Úfl¡ ’Ú≈̂ ¬ª fl¡1±¬ıÕ˘ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1ÀÂ√º õ∂Ò±Ú Ú±1œ ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Àª øÚÀÊ√̋ ◊ Œ˜À‡˘±-‰¬±√1 ¬Ûø1Ò±Ú
fl¡ø1ÀÂ√, Ê√œ ˛̊1œfl¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ø˙fl¡± ◊̋ÀÂ√, ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ±Ê√-¬Û±1 ø¬Ûg± ◊̋ÀÂ√º Œfl¡ª˘ Œ¸ ˛̊± ◊̋
Ú √̋√̊  ̨Œõ∂ÃÏ¬̌ ¬ı˚̨¸ÀÓ¬± ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Àª ’¸˜œ˚̨± ‡±√… 1±øgÀÂ√, ’¸˜œ˚̨±ÀÓ¬ fl¡Ô±-¬ıÓ¬1± ’¬ı…± √̋√Ó¬
1±ø‡ÀÂ√º ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±1 ̧ ˜±ôL1±À˘ ‰¬œÚ± ”̃̆ œ ˛̊ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√‡ÀÚ Î◊¬»¸ª-¬Û±¬ı«ÚÓ¬ ̂ ¬±›Ú±1
¬ı‰¬Ú ’±›1± ◊̋ÀÂ√, ’¸˜œ ˛̊± fl¡Ô±Â√ø¬ı1 ·œÓ¬ ·± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜ ’¸˜Ó¬ Ô±Àfl¡±ÀÓ¬ Œ¬Û±1±
˜±Â√1 ø¬ÛøÈ¬fl¡± Œ‡±ª±, ¸1n∏ ¸1n∏ ˘í1±-ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ˝√√“ÀÓ¬ ¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S1 ¬ı±ø˘Ó¬ fl¡±Â√fl¡Ìœ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1
Œ˚±ª± ’±ø√ ≈̧ª“ø1 Ú©Ü± ƒ̆øÊ√fl¡ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√√º

 Œ˜ ◊̋ø˘ÀÚ ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜ Ó¬Ô± ¶§±˜œ1 ¬Û1± ˙±1œø1fl¡ ˆ¬±À¬ı ø¬ıø2Â√iß ∆˝√√› ˜±Úø¸fl¡
¸—À˚±· 1é¬± fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º ’±ø|Ó¬ 1±©Ü™Ó¬ ‡±√…, ¬ı±¸¶ö±Ú, ’±R ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊1 ̧ ÇÈ¬Ó¬ ¬Ûø1À˘›
¶§±˜œ1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ Ó¬…±· fl¡1±1 ¸˜ ˛̊ ¸˜±·Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª±1 ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¬À˝√√ ‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬± ‰¬1˜ ¸ÇÈ¬Ó¬
Î◊¬¬ÛÚœÓ¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º√ ¸ôL±Úfl¡ ¤øÈ¬ ≈̧µ1 ˆ¬øª ∏̄…Ó¬1 ¬ı±À¬ı∏ ø¬ıÀ√˙Õ˘ ˚±¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√íÀ˘ ¶§±˜œ1
¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ Ó¬…±· fl¡1± ◊̋  Ú˝√√ ˛̊, ø¬ıÀ√˙1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œ˘±fl¡fl¡ ¶§±˜œ¬ı1Ì fl¡ø1¬ı ̆ ±ø·¬ıñ ¤ ◊̋ ‰¬Ó¬«
¬Û”1Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¬ Œ˜ ◊̋ø˘Ú ’±R¸ÇÈ¬Ó¬ ”̂¬ø·ÀÂ√ñ

ëë ø¬ı˚˛± ø¬ıÀ√˙1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˘·Ó¬
øfl¡ ’¸yª fl¡Ô±
...........................
˝◊˚˛±1 ¬Û1± ›˘±˝◊ ˚±¬ıÕ˘ ø¬ı˚˛± ˝√√í¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı∑ ¬Û≈˘fl¡1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ Ó¬…±· fl¡ø1¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı∑ ¤ø1

ø√¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı Û≈˘fl¡fl¡ ˘· Œ¬Û±ª±1 ¸À¬Û±Ú∑íí [˜±fl¡±˜ 546]

‰¬ø1SÀÈ¬±Àª ô̧L±Ú1 ¶§±Ô«Ó¬ ‰≈¬øMê¬ıX ø¬ı¬ı± √̋√Ó¬ ¬ıø √̋√ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› ¸˜¢∂ Ê√œªÚ õ∂Ô˜ ¶§±˜œ1
¶ú‘øÓ¬ fl¡øÏ¬̌̊ ±̨ ◊̋ ∆˘ Ù≈¬ø1ÀÂ√º õ∂±˚̨ õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ‰¬ø1S ◊̋ ˜±Ó‘¬̂ ”¬ø˜fl¡ ’ôLÊ√«·Ó¬Ó¬ Ò±1Ì fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º
◊̊̋ ±̨1 ’±“1Ó¬√ ̧ ˜±Ê√‡Ú1 ø ¬̇Û±1 õ∂øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ’±Rœ˚̨Ó¬±1 ø√̇ ÀÈ¬± Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡±1

˜ÀÓ¬ ëë...Œ¸ ◊̋ Œ√̇ 1 ˜±øÈ¬Ó¬ Œõ∂±øÔÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ ’±ÀÂ√ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ¬Ûø1‰¬̊ 1̨ ø ¬̇Û±º Œ¸ ◊̋ Œ√̇ Ó¬
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ¤ø1 ∆Ô ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√ ø¡Z-‡øGÓ¬ ’±R±1 ¤fl¡±—˙íí[˜±fl¡±˜ 596-597]º

¸±˜1øÌ –
’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ¬Û1± õ∂Ó¬œ ˛̊̃ ±Ú ˝√√ ˛̊ Œ˚ ’±ø|Ó¬ 1±©Ü™Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡1 ¶§-¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ·Í¬Ú1

õ∂øSê˚˛± ’Ó¬…ôL Ê√øÈ¬˘º ’±Àfl¡Ã ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ·Í¬Ú ˝√√À˘› õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú1 ø‰¬˝√ê[lebel]ÀÈ¬±Àª
õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ Œ‡ø√ Ù≈¬À1º ’±ø|Ó¬ 1±©Ü™Ó¬ ¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ¢∂˝√√ÀÌÀ1 Œ¸ ◊̋ Í¬± ◊̋1
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Œ˘±fl¡1 ̃ Ú Ê√̊  ̨fl¡ø1 Œ‡±¬ÛøÚ ¬Û≈øÓ¬À˘› ¬ıU ̧ ˜˚̨Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√Úfl¡±1œ1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ÀÈ¬±Àª Œ √̋√“‰¬± ̃ ±ø1
ÒÀ1º ˚±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ õ∂¬ıËÊ√fl¡1√√ ¶§-’øô¶QÕ˘ ˆ¬±¬ı≈øfl¡ fl¡øÏ¬̌˚̨± ◊̋ ’±ÀÚº ’Ó¬œÓ¬ Ó¬Ô± ¬ıÓ¬«̃ ±Ú1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú Œ√±≈√…˘…˜±Ú ∆ √̋√ Ô±Àfl¡º Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Õ˘ ’±1n∏ ˜±fl¡±˜1
Œfl¡fœ˚̨ ‰¬ø1S1 ˜±ÀÊ√√À1 fi¬ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡¡ZÀ˚̨¡¤ ◊̋ ø√̇ À¬ı±1 Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ‰¬ø1S ≈√øÈ¬À˚̨
¤ÀÚ ¸˜˚̨ÀÓ¬ ø˙¬Û± ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 ¬ı±À1 ¬ı±À1 ˜±Ó‘¬ ”̂¬ø˜1 Œ¸±“ª1Ì ’¬ı…± √̋√Ó¬ 1±ø‡ÀÂ√º õ∂¬ıËÊ√Ú
¬Ûø1‚È¬Ú±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ̧ •Û‘Mê õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√ ’Ô¬ı± ‰¬ø1S ◊̋ ’±ø|Ó¬ Í¬± ◊̋Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ ̧ ÇÈ¬1 ̃ ≈‡± ≈̃‡œ
√̋√̊  ̨’±1n∏ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¸˜˚̨ÀÓ¬ øÚÊ√1 ’Ó¬œÓ¬ ¸g±ÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ô¶ ∆ √̋√ ¬Û1± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ √̋√̊ º̨ q

¢∂Lö¬Û?œ–
Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œ, 1œÓ¬±º ˜±fl¡±˜º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2010º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1fl¡±fl¡Ó¬œ, √œ¬Ûfl¡ fl≈¡˜±1º Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Õ˘º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú,

2000º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
Œ·± √̋√±“̋ ◊, ̋ √√œÀ1Úº Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬Ú±– ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ’±1n∏ õ∂fl¡äº &ª± √̋√±È¬œ –˘ ˛̊±Â√«

¬ı≈fl¡ ©Ü˘, 1985º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
Œ·±˝√√±“̋ ◊, ˝√√œÀ1Ú, ¬ı1± ø√˘œ¬Ûº ¸•Û±.º ’¸˜ ’±Àµ±˘Ú õ∂øÓ¬|n∏øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Ù¬˘|n∏øÓ¬º

&ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ ıÚ˘Ó¬±, 2001º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
√±¸, Œ˙±øÌÓ¬ ø¬ıÊ√ ˛̊, ¬ı± ˛̊Ú ≈̃ÚœÚº ¸•Û±.º ˝√√œÀ1Ú Œ·±˝√√±“̋ ◊ 1‰¬Ú±ª˘œ õ∂Ô˜ ‡G,ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛–

¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – fl¡Ô±, 2009º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1±, ÒËn∏¬ıÀÊ√…±øÓ¬º Œfl¡±Ú ¸À¬Û±Ú1 ¸g±ÚÓ¬º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ‰¬f õ∂fl¡±˙, 2015º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
˜˝√√ôL , õ∂Ù≈¬~º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ˜Ò…ø¬ıM√√√ Œ|Ìœ1 ˝◊øÓ¬˝√√±¸º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ˆ¬¬ı±Úœ øõ∂KI◊ ¤G

¬Û±¬ıø˘Àfl¡˙…Ú, 1991º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º
Frank, Soren. Migration and Literature. New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2008.

print.
Moslund, Sten Pultz. Migration Literature and Hybridity. New York, Palgrave

Macmillan, 2010. print.
Said, Edward. Culture & Imperialism. London, Vintage,1994. print.
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Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡ – ¤øÈ¡ ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú

ø1˜øÁ¡˜ Œ‰¡øÓ¡˚˛±
·Àª¯∏fl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¡ıˆ¡±·, ’¸˜ ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘˚˛ [øÎ¡Ù≈¡ Œ‰¡Ã˝]

Î¡0 fl≈¡¸≈•§1 ¡ı1n∏ª±
˜≈1¡ııœ ’Ò…±¡Ûfl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¡ıˆ¡±·, ’¸˜ ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘˚˛ [øÎ¡Ù≈¡ Œ‰¡Ã˝]

¸—øé¡5¸±1
’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡±¡ı… Ê·Ó¡1 ˚≈·±ôL1 fl¡ø¡ı, fi¡ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡, ø˙q ¸±ø˝øÓ¡…fl¡,
¡ı…øMêQ˙±˘œ ¡Û≈1n∏¯∏, ø˙é¡±ø¡ı, ø‰¡ôL±ø¡ı Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª± ¤·1±fl¡œ ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1
ø˝‰¡±À¡Û› ̧ ≈¡Ûø1ø‰¡Ó¡º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±1 ’Ú…Ó¡˜  ‡øÚfl¡1 Úªfl¡±ôL
¡ı1n∏ª±1  ·œÓ¡¸ ”̃À˝±---- ¤fl¡ ’ ”̃̆ … fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±º ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ·œÓ¡1 fl¡Ô± ̂ ¡±¡ı…Ô«À1
‰¡˝fl¡œº ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ·œÓ¡1 ̃ ±ÀÊÀ1 ±˙«øÚfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ ’±1n∏ Œ¡ıÃøXfl¡ ’Ú≈˙œ˘Ú1
øÚ «̇Ú1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¡ Œ‡± Œ¡Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊ ¤fl¡ Ò1Ì1 ̧ ±—·œøÓ¡fl¡ ̆ ˛̨̊º Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1
·œÓ¡1 ø¡ı¯∏˚˛-¸y±1 ∆¡ıø¡ıÒ…˜˚˛º ¡ø‰¡ôL±˙œ˘ Œ|±Ó¡±fl¡ ·œÓ¡À¡ı±À1 ˆ¡±¡ı±Ô«1
’øÓ¡ ·ˆ¡œ1Ó¡±Õ˘ ∆˘ ˚±˚˛º Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡¸˜”˝ ¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M˝◊
ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ¸≈1 ’±1n∏ fl¡ÀFÀ1 ’øÓ¡ ¸—À¡ıÚ˙œ˘ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘ÀÂº ’ªÀ˙…
ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±fl¡ ·œÓ¡Õ˘ 1+¡Û±ôLø1Ó¡ fl¡1±1 ¤fl¡ fl¡øÍ¡Ú
¡Û1œé¡±› fl¡ø1ÀÂº ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¡ı Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¡±1 ‰¡±¡Û ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡
·œÓ¡ 1‰¡Ú±ÀÈ¡± Œ‡± Œ¡Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ¤˝◊ ’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬ ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 Œfl¡˝◊øÈ¬˜±Ú ·œÓ¬1
ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±, ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÓ¬, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√
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’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ˘é¬… ’±1n∏ Î◊¬ÀV˙… –
Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¬¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ ’¸˜1 ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ1 ¤fl¡ ¸≈µ1 Â√ø¬ı õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬

Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ·œÓ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ Ê√Ú¸±Ò±1Ì1 ˜ÚÓ¬ øfl¡√À1 ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚ Œ¬ı±Ò
Ê√·± ◊̋ Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√ Œ¸ ◊̋ ̧ •ÛÀfl¡« ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇ±ª± ◊̋ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ̃ ”̆  Î◊¬ÀV˙…º
’Ò…˚˛Ú ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –

˜”˘Ó¬– ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬À1 Úªfl¡±ôL ¬ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¬¸˜”˝√√ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘
˚P fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıºÓ¬≈√¬Ûø1 õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Ú ’Ú≈¸ø1 ¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ’±1n∏ ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬À1± ¸˝√√±˚˛
Œ˘±ª± ˝√√í¬ıº ·œÓ¬¸˜”˝√√ ŒÓ¬›“1 õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ¢∂Lö¸˜”˝√√1 ¬Û1± Î◊¬X‘øÓ¬ ø√˚˛± ˝√√í¬ıº
õ∂ô¶±ªÚ± –

’¸˜œ˚˛± ·œøÓ¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ¡Ûø1¸1 ˚ÀÔ©Ü ¡ı˝˘º ¸≈”1 ’Ó¡œÊÀ1 ¡Û1± ¸˜±Ê-
ÊœªÚ ̃ ≈‡ø1Ó¡ fl¡ø1 ’˝± Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ ·œøÓ¡-˜±Ó¡ ̧ ”̃À˝ ◊̋ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ·œøÓ¡-¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 õ∂±‰¡œÚÓ¡˜
1+¡Ûº Œ¡ıÃX ø¸X‰¡±˚«…¸fl¡À˘ ’©Ü˜-˙˜ ˙øÓ¡fl¡±ÀÓ¡˝◊ ‰¡˚«±¡Û ·œÓ¡ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ˘º
˘≈˝◊¡Û±À õ∂Ô˜ÀÈ¡± ‰¡˚«±-ëfl¡±’± Ó¡1n∏¡ı1 ¡Û= ø¡ı Î¡±˘í-Ó¡ ¡ı…ª˝±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ ¡ÛÈ¡˜?1œ 1±·º
‰¡˚«±·œÓ¡¸˜”˝Ó¡ ÊøÈ¡˘ Ó¡N1 fl¡Ô± Ô±øfl¡À˘› Ó¡±1 fl¡±¡ı…Ó¡ ’±ÀÂ ¤fl¡ ¸±—·œøÓ¡fl¡ ˘˚˛
’±1n∏ ·œøÓ¡˜˚˛Ó¡±º ÚªÕ¡ı¯ûª ˚≈·Ó¡ &1n∏ ≈ÊÚ± SêÀ˜ ˙—fl¡1Àª-˜±ÒªÀª1 ’ª±Ú
¡ı1·œÀÓ¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ·œøÓ¡-¸±ø˝Ó¡…fl¡ ¡Ûø1¡Û≈ø©Ü Œ˚±·±À˘º ̇ —fl¡1Àª ’±1n∏ ̃ ±ÒÀª1 ·œÓ¡Ó¡
ˆ¡øMê1¸1 øÚÊ1±Ó¡ ̧ ≈1, Âµ, ̂ ¡±¡ı, ̂ ¡±¯∏± Î¬◊¡Ûø‰¡ ¡Ûø1˘º Ó¡±1 ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ ≈·«±¡ı1, ¡ÛœÓ¡±•§11
·œÓ¡1 Œ˘Ãøfl¡fl¡Ó¡± ◊̋ ̧ fl¡À˘±À1 ’ôL1 ¶Û «̇ fl¡ø1 ·í˘º ̇ —fl¡1Àª1 ¡Û1ªÓ¡π Œ·±¡Û±˘Àª,
¿1±˜ ’±Ó¡±, ˚≈˜øÌÀª, ’øÚ1n∏XÀª ’±1n∏ 1˜±ÚµÀª ’±øÀ˚˛› &1n∏ ≈ÊÚ±1¡1œøÓ¡
’Ú≈¸1Ì fl¡ø1À˘º Ó¡±1 ¡Û1ªÓ¡π¸˜˚˛Ó¡ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ Œ˝±ª± ˙±Mê·œÓ¡, ¡Û, ˙‘—·±1 1¸±Rfl¡
·œÓ¡, øÊøfl¡1-Ê±1œ ’±ø ¸fl¡À˘±ÀÓ¡ Œ˘±fl¡ÊœªÚ1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº Ó¡±1 ø¡ÛÂ1 ¤fl¡
œ‚˘œ˚˛± ¸˜˚˛ÀÂ±ª±Ó¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·œøÓ¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ¡ÛÔ±1‡Ú  ¶öø¡ı1 ∆˝ 1í˘º

1888 ‰¡Ú1 ¡Û1± 1926 ‰¡ÚÕ˘Àfl¡ ¸Ó¡…Ú±Ô ¡ı1±, ˘é¡œ1±˜ ¡ı1n∏ª±, ˆ¡fl¡Ó¡1±˜
Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ, Œ¡ıÌ≈Ò1 1±ÊÀ‡±ª±, ¡ÛΩÒ1 ‰¡ø˘˝±, ≈˘«ˆ¡ ‰¡f ±¸Àfl¡ Òø1 ’ÀÚfl¡ÊÚ ’¸˜œ˚˛±
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ¡Û≈øÔ ø˘ø‡ ¤øÈ¡ øÚÊ1 Œˆ¡øÈ¡ ∆Ó¡ ˛̊±1 fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ’À˙ ∏̄ Œ‰©Ü± fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ¡ÿÚø¡ı—˙
˙øÓ¡fl¡±1 Œ˙¯∏1Ù¡±À˘À˝ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÓ¡1 ¤øÈ¡ ÚÓ≈¡Ú Ò±1±1 ¸‘ø©Ü ˝í˘º 1924

‰¡ÚÓ¡ õ∂Ù≈¡~ ‰¡f ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¡±Õ˘ Õ· õ∂Ô˜ ¢∂±˜íÀÙ¡±Ú Œ1fl¡Î«¡ fl¡ø1À˘º ’±1y ˝í˘
’¸˜œ˚˛± ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÓ¡1 Ê˚˛˚±S±º ̧ ≈11 Œé¡SÓ¡ ̆ é¡œ1±˜ ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ÚÓ≈¡Ú Œ‰¡©Ü± ‰¡˘±À˘
’±1n∏ ¸Ù¡À˘± ˝í˘º ¸—·œÓ¡±‰¡±˚« ˘é¡œ1±˜ ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ≈‡Ú ’˜”˘… ¢∂Lö ¸—·œÓ¡ Œfl¡± ∏̄
[1909] ’±1n∏ ¸—·œÓ¡ ̧ ±ÒÚ± [1910] 1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·œøÓ¡ ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1
¡ı±È¡ fl¡±øÈ¡ øÀ˘º ¤˝◊ ¡ı±ÀÈ¡À1˝◊ ’ø•§fl¡±ø·1œ 1±˚˛À‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ, õ∂¸iß˘±˘ Œ‰¡ÃÒ≈1œ, Î¬◊À˜˙
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‰¡f Œ‰¡ÃÒ±1œ, fl¡˜˘±fl¡±ôL ˆ¡A±‰¡± «̊, ◊̋Àfù´1 ¡ı1Í¡±fl≈¡1, ø˜SÀª ˜˝ôL, fl≈¡ ≈̃ ˙ «̃±, õ∂Ù≈¡~
‰¡f ¡ı1n∏ª±, fl¡œøÓ«¡Ú±Ô ¡ı1Õ˘, ≈̃øMêÚ±Ô ¡ı1Õ˘Àfl¡ õ∂ ≈̃‡… fl¡ø1 ¤‰¡±˜ õ∂ø¸X ·œøÓ¡fl¡±À1
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ·œÓ¡fl¡ ¤fl¡ ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ˜±S± õ∂±Ú fl¡ø1 ·œÓ¡1 ¡ÛÔ±1‡øÚfl¡ Œ¸±ÌÓ¡ ≈̧ª·±
‰¡1±À˘º fl≈¡ø1 ˙øÓ¡fl¡±1 Ó‘¡Ó¡œ˚̨ ˙fl¡1 ¡Û1± ŒÊ…±øÓ¡õ∂¸± ’±·1ª±˘±1 ˝±Ó¡Ó¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨±
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÀÓ¡ õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡±Ô«Ó¡ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÓ¡1 ̃ «̊±± ¡Û±˚̨º ŒÊ…±øÓ¡õ∂¸±1 ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚̨fl¡ ’±1n∏
Ó¡±1 õ∂±˚̨ ‰¡±ø1-¡Û±“‰¡ ˙fl¡1 ¡Û±ÂÕ˘Àfl¡ ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1¸fl¡À˘ ·œÓ¡ 1‰¡Ú±fl¡ ¸±ÒÚ± ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ·Ì…
fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ¤ ◊̋ ·œÓ¡1 ¡ÛÔ±1‡øÚÀ1 ◊̋ ¤·1±fl¡œ õ∂ø¸X ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1 ˝í˘ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±º
Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ÊœªÚ ’±1n∏ fl¡˜« –

’¸˜œ˚̨± fl¡±¡ı… Ê·Ó¡1 ≈̊·±ôL1 fl¡ø¡ı, fi¡ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡, ø˙q-¸±ø˝øÓ¡…fl¡, ¡ı…øMêQ˙±˘œ
¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ,ø˙é¡±ø¡ı, ø‰¡ôL±ø¡ı Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª± ¤·1±fl¡œ ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1 ø˝‰¡±À¡Û› ̧ ≈¡Ûø1ø‰¡Ó¡º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡
’¸˜œ˚̨± fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±1 ’Ú…Ó¡˜ ‡øÚfl¡1 Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡¸ ”̃À˝± ¤fl¡ ’ ”̆̃ … fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±º

Ú·±“› Ú·11 ø¡ı‡…±Ó¡ ˜1„œ ¡ı—˙Ó¡ 1926 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 Êij ̋ ˚˛º ŒÓ¡›“
Ú·±“› ‰¡1fl¡±1œ ¤˜. øˆ¡. ¶≈®˘Ó¡ ¡ÛÏ¡ˇ± ’±1y fl¡ø1 1981 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ Œ˜øCfl¡ ¡Û±Â fl¡À1º Ó¡±1
ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ ŒÓ¡›“ ̇ ±øôL øÚÀfl¡Ó¡ÚÕ˘ ∆· 1943 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ ’±˝◊. ¤. ’±1n∏ 1947 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¡±
ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘˚˛1 ¡’ÒœÚÓ¡ ˝◊—1±Êœ ø¡ı¯∏˚˛Ó¡ ’Ú±Â«¸˝ ø¡ı. ¤. ¡Û±Â fl¡À1º Ó¡±1 ø¡ÛÂÓ¡
1953 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ ’±ø˘·Î¡ˇ ˜≈Âø˘˜ ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘˚˛1 ¡Û1± ˝◊—1±Êœ ø¡ı¯∏˚˛Ó¡ ¤˜. ¤. ¡Û±Â fl¡À1º
øfl¡Â≈øÚ Œ˚±1˝±È¡ Ê·iß±Ô ¡ı1n∏ª± fl¡À˘ÊÓ¡ ’Ò…±¡ÛÚ± fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¡ ’±1n∏ ¤fl¡±øÒfl¡
fl¡À˘ÊÓ¡ ’Ò…±¡ÛÚ± fl¡ø1 ¡Û±‰¡Ó¡ fl¡È¡Ú fl¡À˘ÊÓ¡ ’Ò…é¡ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ’ª¸1 ¢∂˝Ì fl¡À1º
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±1 ¤·1±fl¡œ ‡øÚfl¡1 ø˝‰¡±À¡Û› Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª± ¡Ûø1ø‰¡Ó¡º ë¤‡≈ fl¡fl¡± ◊̋ÀÎ¬◊í
ÂΩÚ±˜ Œ˘±ª± Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ fl¡ø¡Û˘œ ¡Û1œ˚˛± ¸±Ò≈, Œ˝í ’1Ì… Œ˝í ˜˝±Ú·1, ø˙˚˛±˘œ
¡Û±À˘Õ· 1Ó¡Ú¡Û≈1, ˆ¡Ó¡ Î¬◊fl¡±À1 ˆ≈¡, fl¡fl¡±ÀÎ¬◊Ó¡±1 ˝±Î¡ˇ [¸±ø˝Ó¡… ’fl¡±ÀÎ¡ø˜ ¡¡ı“È¡±õ∂±5]
’±ø ˆ¡±À˘˜±Ú ¡ıU˜”˘œ˚˛± ¢∂Lö 1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1 ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂº ŒÊ±Ú¡ı± ◊̋ [1960-62] ’±1n∏
Œ¡Û±˝1 Ú±˜1 ≈‡Ú ø˙q ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ, ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…-¸—¶‘®øÓ¡ ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¡Úœ ̧ œ1 ≈̆ [1983-

85]-1 ¸•Û±Ú±1 ˜≈‡… ±ø˚˛Q› ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡ ¢∂˝Ì fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ø˙q ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 Œé¡SÀÓ¡±
ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ’±Í¡‡ÚÓ¡Õfl¡ ’øÒfl¡ ¡Û≈øÔ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº 1¡ıœfÚ±Ô Í¡±fl≈¡1, U ◊̋È¡À˜Ú, ¡Û≈ø©®Ú,
¸≈ø˜SÚµÚ ¡ÛôL, Œ·…ÀÈ¡, ÚÊ1n∏˘ ˝◊Â˘±˜ Ó¡Ô± ˆ¡±À¶®± Œ¡Û±¡Û±Àfl¡ Òø1 ¡ı±1‡ÚÕfl¡ ’øÒfl¡
¢∂Lö ’Ú≈¡ı± fl¡ø1 ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂº ·±À1± ˆ¡±¯∏±1 ’øˆ¡Ò±Ú ’±1n∏ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’øˆ¡Ò±Ú
¸—fl¡˘ÚÀ1± ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡ ’±øÂ˘ ¸˝À˚±·œº ¯∏±øÍ¡1 ˙fl¡Ó¡ ’¸˜ ¡ı±Ó¡ø11 ø˙q ¡Û‘á¡±Ó¡
¸À¡Û±Ú fl¡fl¡± ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ’±øÊ1 ’¸˜ fl¡±fl¡Ó¡Ó¡ Ú-’±˝◊Ó¡± ÂΩÚ±À˜À1 ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡
≈È¡± ø˙q ¡Û‘á¡±› ¡Ûø1‰¡±˘Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ·œøÓ¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ø˙ÀÓ¡± ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ≈‡Ú ¢∂Lö
¸—fl¡˘Ú õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂº Œ¸ ◊̋ ¸—fl¡˘Ú ≈‡Ú ˝í˘ñ øÚ 1±øÓ¡ Ÿ¡Ó≈¡ ’±1n∏ ˜Ú1 ‡¡ı1º
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Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡1 ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì –
’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡±˘1 ’Ú…Ó¡˜ Œ|á¡ ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1 ˝í˘ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±ºŒÓ¡›“1 ·œÓ¡¸˜”˝

fl¡±ø¡ı…fl¡ &ÀÌÀ1 ¸ ‘̃Xº ’Ô«±», ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±1 ˙œ ∏̄«¶ö±Úœ˚̨ ‡øÚfl¡1 Úªfl¡±ôL
¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡¸ ”̋̃ fl¡ ¤fl¡ ’ ”̆̃ … fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡± ¡ı≈ø˘› fl¡í¡ı ¡Û±ø1º ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ·œÓ¡1 ø¡ı ∏̊̄  ̨¸y±1
∆¡ıø¡ıÒ…˜˚̨º ¤ ◊̋  õ∂¸—·Ó¡ ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡ øÚÀÊ ◊̋ ∆fl¡ÀÂ--ì ¡Û=±˙1 ˙fl¡ÀÓ¡ Œ˜±1 ·±Ú1 ¤È¡±
¸—fl¡˘Ú ∆˝øÂ˘ ’ôL1e ¡ıg≥ ˝œÀ1Ú ˆ¡A±‰¡± «̊1 õ∂˚PÀÓ¡º ŒÓ¡Àª“̋ ◊ Ú±˜ ∆ÔøÂ˘ ˜Ú1 ‡¡ı1º
øfl¡Ó¡±¡Û‡Ú Œ˜±1 ¡ıg≥ ’±ÚÀµù´1 ˙ «̃±1 Ú±˜Ó¡ ’¡Û«Ì fl¡ø1øÂÀ˘±“º Ó¡±1 ø¡ÛÂÀÓ¡± ˜ ◊̋ ˜±ÀÊ
˜±ÀÊ ·œÓ¡ Œ˘ø‡ ’±øÂÀ˘±“º fl¡FÓ¡ ̊ ±1 ̧ ≈1 Ú± ◊̋ ’Ô‰¡ fl¡±ÌÓ¡ ’±ÀÂ ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1 ø¡ıÎ¡̌•§Ú±
¡ıUÓ¡º fl¡ø¡ı ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ˜ ◊̋ fl¡Ô± ’±1n∏ Âµ1 ¡ı…ª˝±11 ø¡ı ∏̄À˚̨ øfl¡Â≈ ’±˚̨M fl¡ø1 ˘í¡ı˘·œ˚̨±
∆˝øÂ˘º Œ·±ÀÈ¡ ◊̋ ÊœªÚÓ¡ ˜ ◊̋ Ó¡±Àfl¡ ◊̋ fl¡ø1¡ı1 Œ‰¡©Ü± fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ±“, fl¡±1Ì Ó¡±À1 ◊̋ ˜ ◊̋ ‰≈¡¡ı
˘±ø·¡ı Œ˜±1 ¡Û±Í¡fl¡1 ¡˝+˚̨ºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú ’±1n∏ fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡± ¸˜¢∂ 21]

fl¡ø¡ı-·œøÓ¡fl¡±1 Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÓ¡Ó¡ ·Ò≈1 ø‰¡ôL±1 Î¬◊¡Û¶ö±¡ÛÚÓ¡ Î¬◊æ±ªÚœ
õ∂À‰¡©Ü± Œ˘‡Ó ¡˘í¡ı˘·œ˚˛±º Œ¡ıÃøXfl¡ œø51 õ∂fl¡±˙, ·ˆ¡œ1 ø‰¡ôL±1 õ∂ˆ¡±ª, õ∂:±œ5
ÊœªÚ ˙«Ú1 ¸±“‰¡, 1¸¢∂˝Ì1 Ú±µøÚfl¡ Œ¸Ãµ˚«˝◊ ŒÓ¡›“1 ·œÓ¡1 fl¡Ô±À¡ı±1Ó¡ ’Ú… ¤fl¡
˜±S± õ∂±Ú fl¡ø1øÂ˘ ’±1n∏ ̆ ·ÀÓ¡ ·œøÓ¡fl¡±11+À¡Û ¤fl¡ ¶§fl¡œ˚˛ 1+¡Û ¡Ûø1¢∂˝ fl¡1±Ó¡ ̧ ˝±˚˛
fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÓ¡1 ·±yœ˚«, õ∂fl¡±˙ˆ¡—·œ ’±1n∏ ˆ¡±¡ı±Ô«1 Œé¡SÓ¡ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1
·œÓ¡Ó¡ ’Ú… ¤fl¡ ¶§fl¡œ ˛̊Ó¡± ’±ÀÂº ¤ÊÚ ¸Ù¡˘ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø¡ı1 ¡Û1± ·œÓ¡1 Œé¡SÓ¡
ø˚ø‡øÚ ’±˙± õ∂Ó¡…±˙± Ô±Àfl¡, Œ¸˚˛± Œ˚Ú ¡Û≈1±˜±S±˝◊ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ¡Û”Ì« fl¡ø1øÂ˘º

·œøÓ¡fl¡±1 Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œøÓ¡fl¡±11 ¡Ûø1‰¡˚˛1 ’±“1Ó¡ ¸≈1fl¡±1 ¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M1
’ø1˝Ì±1 fl¡Ô± Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ øÚÀÊ˝◊ ’fl¡¡ÛÀÈ¡ ¶§œfl¡±1 fl¡ø1 ∆·ÀÂº ’ªÀ˙… Ó¡±À1±
¤fl¡ fl¡±ø˝Úœ ’±ÀÂº Úªfl¡±ôL ¡¡ı1n∏ª± ◊̋ ¤ ≈̃øÍ¡˜±Ú ·œÓ¡ ¡1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1 Ó¡±1 ¤øÈ¡ Œfl“¡‰¡± ̧ —fl¡˘Ú
’±fl¡±˙¡ı±Ìœ &ª±˝±È¡œ Œfl¡fÓ¡ Ê˜± øøÂ˘º ŒÓ¡øÓ¡˚˛± fl¡È¡Ú fl¡À˘Ê ’±1n∏ &ª±˝±È¡œ
ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘˚˛Ó¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1Ó¡ Œfl¡˝◊·1±fl¡œ˜±Ú ¸—·œÓ¡±Ú≈1±·œ Â±S --¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M,
ŒÊ…±øÓ¡˜«˚˛ fl¡±fl¡øÓ¡ ’±1n∏ Ó¡Ù¡7¡¡≈¡˘ ’±ø˘ ’±fl¡±˙¡ı±Ìœ Œfl¡fÕ˘ ∆·øÂ˘ ÚÓ≈¡Ú ·œÓ¡1
¸g±ÚÓ¡º Ó¡±ÀÓ¡˝◊ ¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M˝◊ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ¸≈À1À1 Œfl¡˝◊øÈ¡˜±Ú ·œÓ¡fl¡ õ∂±Ì
øÀ˘º ŒÓ¡øÓ¡ ˛̊±1 ¡Û1± ◊̋ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±fl¡ ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1 1+À¡Û ¡Ûø1‰¡ ˛̊ øÀ˘º Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª± ◊̋
øÚÀÊ˝◊ ¤˝◊ õ∂¸—·Ó¡ ∆fl¡øÂ˘--ì¡ıœÀ1Ú M1 Ú±˜ ̃ ˝◊ ø¡ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¡±Àª˝◊ ̆ í¡ı ̆ ±ø·¡ı, fl¡Ó«¡¡ı…
¡ı± øÚ˚̨˜1 ‡±øÓ¡1Ó¡ Ú˝˚̨--ŒÓ¡›“ Œ˜±1 ̃ ±Ê1 ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1ÊÚfl¡ ’±øª©®±1 Úfl¡1±À “̋ÀÓ¡Ú Úªfl¡±ôL
¡ı1n∏ª± ¤ÊÚ fl¡ø¡ı, Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ Œ˘‡fl¡, ø˙q ¸±ø˝øÓ¡…fl¡ ¡ı± ’Ò…±¡Ûfl¡ ∆˝ Ô±øfl¡À˘À “̋ÀÓ¡Úº
·±Ú1 ¡Û‘øÔªœÕ˘ Œ˜±fl¡ ’±À¡Û±Ú ˜±Ú≈̋  ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ∆˘ Œ˚±ª± ˜±Ú≈̋  ≈̧1fl¡±1 ’±1n∏ ·±Ú Œ·±ª±
˜±Ú≈̋  ¡ıœÀ1Ú M1 ”̆̃ …±˚̨Ú fl¡1±1 é¡˜Ó¡± Œ˜±1 Ú± ◊̋ºî ¡[ Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¡ ¢∂Lö 21]
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Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡¸˜”˝ ¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M˝◊ ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ¸≈1 ’±1n∏ fl¡ÀFÀ1 ’øÓ¡
¸—À¡ıÚ˙œ˘ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘ÀÂº

Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œøÓ¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡… Î¬◊2‰¡ô¶11º ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ·œÓ¡1 ø¡ı¯∏˚˛¡ıd øÚ¡ı«±‰¡Ú,
˙s‰¡˚˛Ú ’¡Û”¡ı«º ·œÓ¡ 1‰¡Ú±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ŒÓ¡›“ ¡ı±ÂøÚ fl¡ø1 ∆˘øÂ˘ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ¸˜˘, ø˚À¡ı±À1
ŒÓ¡›“1 ·œÓ¡1 ∆¡ıø¡ıÒ…˜˚˛ 1+¡Û1 øÚÊ¶§ ∆˙˘œ Ù≈¡È¡±˝◊ Ó≈¡ø˘ÀÂº ’±ÀÚ ̧ ˝ÊÀÓ¡ ̃ Ú Úfl¡1±
¸˝Ê-¸1˘ ø¡ı¯∏˚˛ ŒÓ¡›“1 ·œÓ¡1 ø¡ı¯∏˚˛¡ıd ’±øÂ˘º Î¬◊±˝1Ì ¶§1+À¡Ûñ ëÎ¡ø1fl¡Ì± ̃ ±Âí,
ëŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œ ¡Û1n∏ª±í, ë‚Úø‰¡ø1fl¡± ‰¡1± ◊̋í, ë‰¡µ±˜±Âí, ë¡ı·˘œ1 ¡ı·± ¡Û±ø‡í, ë’±fl¡±˙í, ë≈¡Û1œ˚̨±1
1„± øÊ¤û±í, ëÒ≈Ú Ò≈Ú Ò≈Úœ˚˛± ’fl¡Ì˜±øÚ ˆ¡∞I◊œí, ë’±˝◊Ó¡±í, ¡ëı±ø˘‰¡µ±í, ë¤˜≈øÍ¡ Ò”ø˘í,
ëfl¡U“ª± ¡Ù≈¡˘í, ë≈¡ıø1 ¡ıÚí ’±øº
Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ¤˜≈øÍ¡˜±Ú Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… ·œÓ¡1 ø˙À1±Ú±˜, ¸≈1fl¡±1, fl¡Fø˙äœ ˝í˘,–

·œÓ¡ ¸≈1fl¡±1 fl¡Fø˙äœ
øÚ˚˛1À1 Ù≈¡˘ ¤¡Û±˝ ¸ø1˘ ˜≈fl≈¡˘ ¡ı1n∏ª± ˆ”¡À¡ÛÚ ˝±Êø1fl¡±
Ò≈Ú Ò≈Ú Ò≈Úœ˚˛± Œ˜±1 ’fl¡Ì˜±øÚ ¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M ¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M
øÊø˘1 ˜±ÀÓ¡ ·ˆ¡œ1 fl¡À1 øÚÊ«ÚÓ¡±‹ ‹
˜Ú Œ˜±1 ¡ıí˝±·1 ˙œÌ« Úœ ‹ ‹
Œ¸Ã ¡ÛÔ±11 fl¡U“ª± Ù≈¡˘ ‹ ‹
¡ı¯∏«± ŒÓ¡±˜±1 Œ˜‚1 ’?Ú ‹ ‹
’±fl¡±˙ ’±˜±fl¡ ’fl¡øÌ ’±fl¡±˙ ø˚˛± ‹ ‹
¡ı·˘œ ¡ı·± ŒÙ“¡±È¡ ø ˚± ‹ ‹
˜≈‡Ó¡ ≈Î¡±˘ ≈¡ıø1 ¡ıÚ ‹ ‹
¤ÀÍ¡„œ˚˛± ¡ı·˘œ ∆˝ Ú±À‰¡ ‹ ˘é¡˝œ1± ±¸
¤‡Ú ŒÚÀ‡± Úœ1 ø¸¡Û±À1 1À˜Ú ¡ı1n∏ª± ¡ZœÀ¡ÛÚ ¡ı1n∏ª±

 ˜≈fl≈¡Ó¡± Œ¡ı±˘Âø¡ı]
Œfl¡±ÀÚ ’±øÊ ’±À¡ıø˘ ‹ ‹
˜˝◊ ¤øÈ¡ øÚ1 ŒÊ±Ú±fl¡œ Œ˝˜ôL Œ·±¶§±˜œ ŒÊ…±øÓ¡¯∏ ̂ ¡A±‰¡±˚«

Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡Ó¡ ÊœªÚ1 ¡ı…Ô±ˆ¡1± ’±fl≈¡˘ ’±À¡ıÚ Œ‡± ̊ ± ˛̊º ’¸˝± ˛̊Ó¡±1
˜±ÀÊÀ1 ŒÓ¡›“ ’±fl¡±˙ øˆ¡é¡±1 ·±Ú, ¸˜ô¶ fl¡±1n∏Ì…, ’±Àé¡¡Û, ˝±˝±fl¡±1 ø˜˝˘ ë’±fl¡±˙
’±˜±fl¡ ’fl¡øÌ ’±fl¡±˙ ø˚˛±í ¤øÈ¡ ‰≈¡øÈ¡ ·œÓ¡º ø˝˚˛± ŒÊ±“fl¡±ø1 Œ˚±ª± ¤fl¡ ·ˆ¡œ1 ’±Àé¡¡Û,
¡ı≈fl≈¡ˆ¡1± Œ‡, ¸≈Ó¡œ¡ıË fl¡±Ó¡1Ó¡± qÚ± ˚±˚˛ ¤˝◊ ·œÓ¡ÀÈ¡±1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1---

ì ’±fl¡±˙ ’±˜±fl¡ ’fl¡øÌ ’±fl¡±˙ ø˚˛±
˜±øÈ¡1 ¡ı≈fl≈¡Ó¡ Î¬◊‰≈¡À¡Û ’±˜±1
’±fl¡±˙ ø¡Û˚˛±¸œ ø˝˚˛±ºíí [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 19]
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¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M1 fl¡FÓ¡ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ë’fl¡øÌ ’±fl¡±˙í ø¡ı‰¡1± ¤ ◊̋ ·œÓ¡ÀÈ¡±Àª ¡ ”̂¡À¡ÛÚ
˝±Êø1fl¡±Àfl¡± ’Ú≈õ∂±øÌÓ¡ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º øfl¡c ˝±Êø1fl¡±1 ’±fl¡±˙ ë’fl¡øÌí-1 ’±fl¡±˙ Ú˝˚̨, ◊̋
¸¡ı«±fl¡±˙ ¸M±º ”̂¡À¡ÛÚ ˝±Êø1fl¡±1 ëõ∂‰¡G Ò≈̃ ≈̋ ± ◊̋ õ∂ùü fl¡ø1À˘ Œ˜±fl¡í ·œÓ¡øÈ¡Ó¡ ’±ÀÂñ

ì¤øÚ ’±fl¡±À˙ fl¡íÀ˘, ÊÕÚfl¡ ·œøÓ¡fl¡±À1
’fl¡øÌ ’±fl¡±˙  ŒÀ‡± ˜±À·
Ó≈¡ø˜ ’±øÊ øfl¡˚˛ ¡ı±1n∏, fl¡ø•ÛÓ¡ fl¡ÀFÀ1
˜±ø·Â± ¸¡ı«±fl¡±˙ ¸M±∑î [ˆ”¡À¡ÛÚ ˝±Êø1fl¡±1 ·œÓ¡ ¸˜¢∂  332]

Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 Î¬◊ø1 Œ˚±ª± ¡ı·˘œ1 ¡ı·± ¡Û±ø‡Õ˘ ’±fl≈¡˘ ‘ø©Üº ’±fl¡±À˙À1 Î¬◊ø1
Œ˚±ª± Ê±fl¡-Ê±fl¡ ¡ı·˘œfl¡ ŒÓ¡›“ ‡≈øÊÀ˘ ÊœªÚ1 ¡ÛøªSÓ¡± ̂ ¡1± qfl≈¡˘± 1—º ø˙q1 À1
Î¬◊ø1 Œ˚±ª± ¡ı·˘œ1 Ê±fl¡Õ˘ ‰¡±˝◊ ¡ı·± ŒÙ“¡±È¡ ø¡ı‰¡±ø1ÀÂ ˚ø› ¡Û≈Ú1 fl¡äÚ±1 1±Ê…1 ¡Û1±
‚”ø1 ’±ø˝ ŒÓ¡›“ ÊœªÚ1 ’Ú… ¤fl¡ ·˝œÚ 1+¡ÛÓ¡À˝ ˆ≈¡˜≈øfl¡ ˜±ø1ÀÂ,–

ì ¡ı·˘œ ¤í ¡ı·± ŒÙ“¡±È¡ ø ˚±
1„± ŒÙ“¡±È¡ ŒÚ˘±À· Œ¸µ”11
fl¡í˘± ŒÙ“¡±È¡ ŒÚ˘±À· ¤g±11
ø ˚± qfl≈¡˘± ŒÙ“¡±È¡
Œ·±¸±“˝◊À1 fl¡¡Û±˘1 ‰¡µÚ Œ¡Û±˝11 ŒÙ“¡±È¡
’í ø ˚± qfl≈¡˘± ŒÙ“¡±È¡ºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 98]

Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ¤‡Ú ˜≈·± fl¡±À¡Û±1Ó¡ Âø¡ı ’±“øfl¡ ¤˝◊ ·œÓ¡ÀÈ¡± ø˘ø‡ ¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô
M1 ø¡ı¡ı±˝Ó¡ Î¬◊¡Û˝±1 øøÂ˘º ¤˝◊ ·œÓ¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛±1 ’øÓ¡Àfl¡ ø‰¡Ú±øfl¡, ’øÓ¡Àfl¡ ø‰¡Ú±øfl¡
Œ¸ ◊̋ fl¡F›¡º

’±ÀÚ ˆ¡±ø¡ı¡ı ŒÚ±ª±1± fl¡Ô± ˆ¡¡ı±ÀÈ¡±Àª ◊̋ Œ˚Ú Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄Qº ‚Úø‰¡ø1fl¡±
‰¡1± ◊̋fl¡ ∆˘› ŒÓ¡›“ ·œÓ¡ ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1À˘º ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ¡ÛPœ ¡ıœÌ± ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ̃ ÀÓ¡,---ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1
fl¡Ì˜±øÚ ’± ◊̋Ú≈Àª ˜‰≈¡1±ø˘ ÂøÈ¡˚̨± ◊̋ ‚Úø‰¡ø1fl¡±1 ˘·Ó¡ Œ‡ø˘ Ôfl¡± ‰¡± ◊̋ Ô±Àfl¡±ÀÓ¡ ŒÓ¡›“
ø˘ø‡øÂ˘,---

ì ˜≈‡Ó¡ ≈Î¡±˘ ≈¡ıø1 ¡ıÚ
≈Î¡±˘ ‡ø1fl¡±
Œ˜±1 Œ‰¡±Ó¡±˘Ó¡ ›˜˘ø˝ ’í ‚Úø‰¡ø1fl¡±î [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 106]

¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M˝◊ Œ·±ª± ·œÓ¡øÈ¡1 Œ˙¯∏Ó¡ ’±ÀÂ,--
ì1„± 1„± ˜‰≈¡1±ø˘
ˆ¡∞I◊œÀ˚˛ ŒÓ¡±fl¡ øÀÂ Ó≈¡ø˘
˝±Ó¡Ó¡ ¡Ûø1 ‡±
Ô≈¡Û≈fl¡-Ô±¡Û±fl¡ ̂ ¡∞I◊œÊÚœ1 ̋ ±Ó¡Ó¡ ¡Ûø1 ‡±ºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 106]
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’fl¡Ì˜±øÚ Ò≈Úœ˚˛± ˆ¡∞I◊œÊÚœfl¡ ∆˘› Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ·œÓ¡ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ,---
ì ’í Ò≈Ú Ò≈Úœ˚˛± ’fl¡Ì˜±øÚ
fl¡Ì˜±øÚ Œ˜±1 ˆ¡∞I◊œÊÚœº
ŒÓ¡±˜±1 Œ‡±˘± øÎ¡ø„1 ¡ı≈È¡±˜ Œ‡±˘±
Ù≈¡È¡Ù≈¡È¡œ˚˛± ÙË¡fl¡
¸±˚˛ Œ‡±˘± Ôfl¡ºî [[Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 80]

’fl¡Ì˜±øÚ ‰¡1± ◊̋1 ¡Û±ø‡Ó¡ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ̃ 1˜À¡ı±1 ’±fl¡±˙Õ˘ Î¬◊ø1 ̊ ± ˛̊, fl¡Ì˜±øÚ
Î¡ø1fl¡Ì± ˜±ÀÂ Ú±ø‰¡ Ú±ø‰¡ ŒÓ¡›“1 ’Ú≈ˆ¡ªø‡øÚfl¡ ∆˘ ˚±˚˛ ¡Û±Úœ1 ·ˆ¡œ1Ó¡±Õ˘,---

ìŒ˜±1 ’fl¡Ì˜±øÚ ¡Û≈‡≈1œÀÈ¡±1 ’fl¡Ì˜±øÚ ˜±Â
1í fl¡±“‰¡ø˘Ó¡ ‚”ø1 Ú±À‰¡ ¡Û±fl¡-‚”1øÌ Ú±‰¡
Œ˜±1 Î¡ø1fl¡Ì± ˜±Â
ŒÎ¡› Î¡ø1fl¡Ì± ˜±Âºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 111]

¤˝◊ ·œÓ¡ÀÈ¡± ø¡ıÎ¬◊øÈ¡ ˙˜«± ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ·±˝◊øÂ˘ ’±1n∏ ¸≈1 øøÂ˘ ø¡ZÀÊf Œ˜±˝Ú
˙˜«±˚˛º Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ‰¡í1±‚1Ó¡ ¤øÈ¡ ¸1n∏ ¤fl≈¡ª±ø1˚˛±˜ ’±øÂ˘º Ó¡±ÀÓ¡ ‚”ø1-Ù≈¡1± 1„±
Úœ˘± ¸1n∏-¸1n∏ ˜±ÂÀ¡ı±1fl¡ ∆˘› ŒÓ¡›“ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ˘,---

ìfl¡±“‰¡1 ‚1Ó¡ ¡ıµœ ˜±Â1
øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± Ú≈qÀÚ± ø¡ıÚøÚ
˜À˚˛± Œ˚ ¡ıµœ ¡ıÓ¡±À˝À1 Œ‚1±
¤˝◊ ·1±˘Ó¡
Œ¸˝◊ fl¡±1ÀÌ˝◊ øfl¡Ê±øÚºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 55]

Œõ∂ø˜fl¡1 ø¡ı¯∏JÓ¡± Ù≈¡øÈ¡ Î¬◊Í¡± ¤øÈ¡ ø¡ıÀ˙¯∏ ·œÓ¡Ó¡ ŒÓ¡›“ ’øÓ¡ ¸≈µ1ˆ¡±Àª fl¡1n∏Ì
’±1n∏ ¡ı±ô¶ª1 1+¡Û ±ø„ Òø1ÀÂº Œõ∂ø˜fl¡±1 ëfl¡˝◊Ú±í 1+¡Û Œø‡ ø¡ıÀ2ÂøÓ¡ Œ˝±ª± Œõ∂ø˜fl¡1
¤˝◊˚˛± ¡ıfl≈¡ˆ¡1± ·±Úñ

ì 1˝œ˜˘± ›1øÌ1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1
1˝œ˜˘± Ó¡1±Õ˘ Ú±‰¡±¡ı±
1˝œ˜˘± ’í ‡ø˝¡ı ¡Û¡Ûœ˚˛± Ó¡1±À˝º
1˝œ˜˘± Œ¡ı11 Ê˘„±À1
1˝œ˜˘± ŒÊ±ÚÕ˘ Ú±‰¡±¡ı±
1˝œ˜˘± ’í, Î¡±ªÀ1 Ï¡±øfl¡¡ı Ò1±À˝ºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 124]

≈¡Û1œ˚˛± øÚÊ«ÚÓ¡±Ó¡ ŒÓ¡›“1 ’±˝◊Õ˘ ˜ÚÓ¡ ¡ÛÀ1 øÊ˘œ1 ˜±Ó¡Ó¡,---
ìøÊ˘œ1 ˜±ÀÓ¡ ·ˆ¡œ1 fl¡À1 øÚÊ«ÚÓ¡±
øÚÊ«ÚÓ¡±˝◊ ˜ÚÓ¡ Œ¡Û˘±˚˛ ’±˝◊1 fl¡Ô±
’±˝◊1 fl¡Ô±˝◊ ;˘±˚˛ ˜ÚÓ¡ œ¡Û1 ø˙‡±
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œ¡Û1 ø˙‡±Ó¡ Ó≈¡˘¸œ Ó¡˘1 ¡ÛøªSÓ¡±ºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 67]
õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¡1 ’¡Û”¡ı« 1+¡Ûfl¡ ŒÓ¡›“ õ∂±Ìˆ¡ø1 Î¬◊¡ÛÀˆ¡±· fl¡À1º Ÿ¡Ó≈¡1 ¸≈µ1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±

ŒÓ¡›“1 ·œÓ¡Ó¡ Œ‡± Œ¡Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ñ
ì¡ı¯∏«± ŒÓ¡±˜±1 ‰¡fl≈¡Ó¡ Œ˜‚1 ’?Ú
›“Í¡Ó¡ fl¡˜ Ù≈¡˘1 ˝±“ø˝
ø¡ıÊ≈˘œ ˘Ó¡±À1 ŒÓ¡±˜±1 fl¡1¡ıœ ¡ıgÚ
˝±Ó¡Ó¡ Œfl¡ÀÓ¡fl¡œ Ù≈¡˘1 ¡Û±ø˝ºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 97]

ŒÓ¡›“ ’±Àfl¡Ã ø˘ø‡ÀÂ,---
ëëŒ¸Ã ¡ÛÔ±11 fl¡U“ª± Ù≈¡˘
Úœ˘ ’±fl¡±˙Ó¡
Œfl¡±ÀÚ ¸Ê±À˘
Úœ˘ ’±fl¡±˙1 ¡ı·± ˆ¡±ª1

¡ÛÔ±1À˘í
Œfl¡±ÀÚ Ú˜±À˘
’±ø˝ÀÚ, ’±ø˝ÀÚ, ’±ø˝ÀÚºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 132]

Œ˜‚1 ·Ê«Ú ŒÓ¡›“1 ’±‡…±Ó¡ Î¡•§1n∏1 ¶ÛµÚº Œ˜‚-ø¡ıÊ≈˘œ, fl¡˜-Œfl¡ÀÓ¡fl¡œÀ1
¡ı¯∏«±1 ’¡Û”¡ı« ¡ıÌ«Ú± Œ˚ÀÚÀ1 ŒÓ¡›“ ’±“øfl¡ÀÂ øÍ¡fl¡ ŒÓ¡ÀÚÀ1 ¡ı≈øXœ5 ˜Ú1 ¡Ûø1‰¡˚˛
øÀÂ ŒÓ¡›“1 ˙±›Ì1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±1 Œé¡SÓ¡,--

ì˙±›Ìfl¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ ’±ÀÚ∑
Î¡±ªÀ1 ·±øÊÀ˘ ë˜˝◊í
¡ı1¯∏≈ÀÌ fl¡íÀ˘ Î¬◊‰≈¡ø¡Û Î¬◊‰≈¡ø¡Û ë˜˝◊í
fl¡˜ fl¡ø˘À˚˛ ˝“±ø˝ ˜±ø1 fl¡íÀ˘
≈À˚˛±ÊÀÚ ≈À˚˛±ÊÀÚî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 30]

¤˝◊ ·œÓ¡øÈ¡Ó¡ ¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M˝◊ fl¡F ø›“ÀÓ¡ ëÎ¡±ªÀ1 ·±øÊÀ˘ - ˜˝◊í ¡ı±fl¡…¯∏±ø1
·±›“ÀÓ¡ ë˜˝◊í ˙sÀÈ¡±Ó¡ Œ˜‚1 À1˝◊ ·±øÊ Î¬◊ÀÍ¡º øÍ¡fl¡ ŒÓ¡ÀÚÀ1 ë¡ı1¯∏≈ÀÌ fl¡íÀ˘ Î¬◊‰≈¡ø¡Û
Î¬◊‰≈¡ø¡Û- ˜˝◊ í ¡ı±fl¡…¯∏±ø1 ·±›“ÀÓ¡ ë˜˝◊í ˙sÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ŒÓ¡›“1 fl¡F Î¬◊‰≈¡ø¡ÛÀ˝ Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂº ¤˝◊˚˛±˝◊
∆˝ÀÂ ·œÓ¡1 ˙sÓ¡ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ’Ú≈ˆ¡ª õ∂fl¡±˙1 ‰¡˜fl¡õ∂ é¡Ó¡±ºÚªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1
·œÓ¡1 ±˙«øÚfl¡ ˆ¡±¡ı1 ¸˜±˝±1 ‚È¡± ’Ú… ¤øÈ¡ ˚≈·˜œ˚˛± ·œÓ¡ ∆˝ÀÂ,---

ì˜Ú1 ‡¡ı1 ’±ÀÂ Î¡±ª1Ó¡ ŒÓ¡±˜±1 ‰¡fl≈¡1
˜Ú1 ‡¡ı1 ’±ÀÂ Î¬◊˙±˝Ó¡ ŒÓ¡±˜±1 ¡ı≈fl≈¡1
˜Ú1 ‡¡ı1 ’±ÀÂ ŒÊ±Ú Œ‰“¡‰¡± Œ¸Ó¡± fl¡¡Û±˘Ó¡î [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 105]

¡ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô M˝◊ fl¡F±Ú fl¡1± ¤˝◊ ·œÓ¡ÀÈ¡±Ó¡ ¤fl¡ ’¡Û”¡ı« ˆ¡±¡ı1 ¸˜±˝±1 ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº
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˝◊ ¤È¡± ¸≈·ˆ¡œ1 Œõ∂˜1 ·œÓ¡º ˝◊˚˛±1 Œõ∂˜1 ’±À¡ıÀÚ ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ˜Ú ‰≈¡˝◊ ˚±˚˛º ’ªÀ˙…
Ó¡±1 ·ˆ¡œ1 ’Ô« ø¡ı‰¡1±À1± õ∂À˚˛±ÊÚ Ú±˝◊º ·œÓ¡øÈ¡Ó¡ 1±ªÌ1 ∆ø˝fl¡ ˜‘Ó≈¡…1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1
ŒÓ¡›“1 Œõ∂˜1 ¸À¡Û±Úfl¡ ’˜1 fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘ÀÂº ‡˘Ú±˚˛fl¡ 1+À¡Û ¡Ûø1ø‰¡Ó¡ 1±ªÌfl¡ Úªfl¡±ôL
¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ¸Ê±˝◊ Ó≈¡ø˘øÂ˘ Ú±˚˛fl¡ 1+À¡Ûº 1±ªÌ1 ∆ø˝fl¡ ˜1Ì1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 ŒÓ¡›“1 Œõ∂˜1
¸À¡Û±Úfl¡ ’˜1 fl¡ø1 Ó≈¡ø˘ÀÂº ¤˝◊ ·œÓ¡øÈ¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÓ¡1 Ê·Ó¡‡ÚÕ˘
ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ¤fl¡ ’øˆ¡Úª Î¬◊¡Û˝±1º ¤˝◊ ·±Ú ’±1n∏ 1±ªÌ1 ·±Ú ∆˝ Ôfl¡± Ú±˝◊º ˝◊ ¸À¡Û±Ú1
¸≈·ˆ¡œ1 Œõ∂˜1 ·±Ú, ˚±1 ’±À¡ıÚ ¸¡ı«¡ı…±5º

Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡Ó¡ ¡ıUÀÓ¡± ÊÚøõ∂ ˛̊, õ∂øÓ¡øá¡Ó¡ ø˙äœÀ ˛̊ ̧ ≈1±À1±¡Û fl¡1±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¡
fl¡F±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂº Œ¸˝◊¸fl¡˘1 øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ ˆ”¡À¡ÛÚ ˝±Êø1fl¡± ’Ú…Ó¡˜º ¡ˆ”¡À¡ÛÚ ˝±Êø1fl¡±˝◊
1+À¡ÛÀ1,&ÀÌÀ1, ’Ô«À1,ÂÀµÀ1, ̂ ¡±À¡ıÀ1- ≈̧À1À1 Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ëøÚ ˛̊1À1 Ù≈¡˘í ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡
·œÓ¡øÈ¡ ≈̧1 ø ·± ◊̋øÂ˘ñ

ìøÚ˚˛1À1 Ù≈¡˘ ¤¡Û±˝ Ù≈¡ø˘˘
¤¡Û±˝ ¸ø1˘ Œfl¡øÚ∑
Œ˚øÚ ˚±˚˛ ¡ı˘±fl¡±˝◊ Œ˜‚ fl¡±·ÊÀ1
ŒÚÀ‡± Œ1‡± È¡±øÚºî [Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú 82]

Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ¡ı±˘Âø¡ı1 fl¡±1ÀÌ› ˆ¡±À˘˜±Ú ·œÓ¡ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ˘º
Œ¸˝◊ ·œÓ¡¸˜”˝ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±ÊÓ¡ ˚ÀÔ©Ü ÊÚøõ∂˚˛º Ó¡±À1 øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ ë˜≈fl≈¡Ó¡±í Œ¡ı±˘Âø¡ıÓ¡
¡ZœÀ¡ÛÚ ¡ı1n∏ª±˝◊ fl¡F±Ú fl¡1± ë¤‡Ú ŒÚÀ‡± Úœ1 ø¸¡Û±À1í, ëŒfl¡±ÀÚ ’±øÊ ’±À¡ıø˘í ,
ë˝◊ÀÈ¡± ø¸ÀÈ¡± ¡ıUÀÓ¡±í Œ¡ı±˘Âø¡ı1 ë¡ıfl¡ Î¬◊ø1 ¡Ûø‡˘±øÈ¡í, ë ˜Ú Œ˜±1 ‰¡•Û±fl¡ø˘í  , ë˜±øÈ¡1
¶§·«í Œ¡ı±˘Âø¡ı1 ë¡Û”Ê± fl¡œ ¡ıÊ±1 ¡ıUÓ¡ ˜Ê±1í,ëÊœªÚ1 ¤˝◊ ¸±“Àfl¡±Ó¡ øfl¡˚˛ÀÚ± ¸±øÊ¡ı
‡≈øÊø˘ 1— ˜˝˘í ˝◊Ó¡…±ø ·œÓ¡ Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…º
Î¬◊¡Û¸—˝±1 –

Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª± ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡±˘1 ¤ÊÚ øÚ “̂¡±Ê ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê-¸—¶‘®øÓ¡1
’ÀÚfl¡ øÀ˙˝◊ ŒÓ¡›“1 ·œÓ¡¸˜”À˝ Òø1 1±ø‡ÀÂº ’øÓ¡ ¸˝Ê-¸1˘ ’Ô‰¡ Œ¡ıÀ˘À· ˜Ú
Úfl¡1± ø¡ı¯∏˚˛ ¡ı± ‚È¡Ú±À¡ı±1 ŒÓ¡›“1 ‘ø©ÜÓ¡ Ò1± øÀ˚˛º ŒÓ¡›“1 ·œÓ¡1 ’Ô«˜˚˛Ó¡± ’±1n∏
◊̋—ø·Ó¡Ò˜πÓ¡±1 ̆ À·-˘À· fl¡äÚ± ’±1n∏ Ó≈¡˘Ú±À¡ı±1 ¡ı…?Ú±Ò˜πº ŒÓ¡›“1 ·œÓ¡1 ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıd

øÚ¡ı«±‰¡Ú,˙s‰¡˚˛Ú ’¡Û”¡ı«º ¤Ù¡±À˘ ¸˝Ê, Œfl¡±˜˘ ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÙ¡±À˘ ø‰¡ôL± Î¬◊À^fl¡fl¡±1œ
fl¡Ô± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·œÓ¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ ≈˘«ˆ¡º øfl¡c Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÀÓ¡ Œ˚ÀÚÀ1 ø‰¡ôL±˙œ˘
Œ|±Ó¡±fl¡ ̂ ¡±¡ı±Ô«1 ·ˆ¡œ1Ó¡±Õ˘ ∆˘ ̊ ±˚˛, øÍ¡fl¡ ŒÓ¡ÀÚÕfl¡ ·ˆ¡œ1Ó¡±Õ˘ ∆˘ ¡ı≈øÊ¡ı ŒÚ±ª±1±
Œ|±Ó¡± ◊̋ ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıd, ̇ s1 Œfl¡±˜˘Ó¡± ’±1n∏ ̧ 1˘Ó¡±1 Œ¸Ãµ «̊1 ̃ ±ÊÀÓ¡ ◊̋ ̃ ·Ú ∆˝ Ô±øfl¡¡ı
¡Û±À1º
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Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡¸ ”̃̋  fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±1 &ÀÌÀ1 ̧ ‘̃Xº ¤fl¡ ø¡ı ”̃Ó«¡ ̂ ¡±ªÒ±1± ◊̋ øfl¡Â≈̃ ±Ú
·œÓ¡fl¡ ’¡Û±øÔ«ª Œ¸Ãµ˚« õ∂±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂº ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1 ·œÓ¡1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ’Ô«1 ¡ıU˜±øSfl¡Ó¡±
Ôfl¡±1 Î¬◊¡Ûø1› ̃ ˝» ±˙«øÚfl¡ ø‰¡ôL±1 õ∂fl¡±˙,Œ¡ıÃøXfl¡ ’Ú≈˙œ˘Ú1 øÚ˙«Ú1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¡ Œ‡±
Œ¡Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ ¤fl¡ Ò1Ì1 ¸±—·œøÓ¡fl¡ ˘˚˛º ÊœªÚ1 ø‰¡1ôLÚ ’±1n∏ ¶§±ˆ¡±øªfl¡ ¸Ó¡…¸˜”˝1
˜±ÊÓ¡ ¤fl¡ 1˝¸…‚Ú ø¡ı¯∏± Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·œÓ¡¸˜”˝Ó¡ ¸Ó¡ÀÓ¡ ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ˝˚˛º
¡Ûø1À˙¯∏Ó¡ ˝◊˚˛±Àfl¡ fl¡í¡ı ¡Û±ø1 Œ˚ Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª± ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1 ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚˛±
·œøÓ¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 Œé¡S‡ÚÓ¡ ¸±˚˛ øÊø˘øfl¡ Ô±øfl¡¡ıºq

¢∂Lö¡Û?œ –
¡Œ·±¶§±˜œ, Œ˘±fl¡Ú±Ôº ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ̧ —·œÓ¡1 ̋ ◊øÓ¡˝±¸º &ª±˝±È¡œ – Œ1‡± õ∂fl¡±˙Ú,2016º

¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
Œ·±¶§±˜œ, ¸≈À1Úº ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ·œÓ¡Ó¡ ‘ø©Ü¡Û±Ó¡º &ª±˝±È¡œ – fl¡˜˘± Œ·±¶§±˜œ,2016º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
¡±¸, ’1n∏ÌÀ˘±‰¡Úº 100 ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰¡˘ø2‰¡S1 fl¡±ø˝Úœ ’±1n∏ ·œÓ¡º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ø˙q-˙˙œ

õ∂fl¡±˙Ú,2013º ¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
Œª, ø¡ıÒ±Úº ̧ •Û±.º  ’¸˜œ˚˛± ̧ ± Œ1 ·± ̃ ± [Ó‘¡Ó¡œ˚˛ ¡ıÂ1 – ̄ á¡ ̧ —‡…±– ŒÂÀõI◊•§1]º &ª±˝±È¡œ

– ˆ¡ª±Úœ ’Ùƒ¡À‰¡È¡ ¤G ˝◊À˜øÊ— ø‰¡À©Ü˜ õ∂±˝◊Àˆ¡È¡ ø˘ø˜ÀÈ¡Î¡,2006º ¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
ñññº ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸± Œ1 ·± ˜± [Ó‘¡Ó¡œ˚˛ ¡ıÂ1 – Úª˜ ¸—‡…±– øÎ¡À‰¡•§1]º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ˆ¡ª±Úœ

’Ùƒ¡À‰¡È¡ ¤G ˝◊À˜øÊ— ø‰¡À©Ü˜ õ∂±˝◊Àˆ¡È¡ ø˘ø˜ÀÈ¡Î¡,2006º ¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
ñññº ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸± Œ1 ·± ˜± [‰¡Ó≈¡Ô« ¡ıÂ1 – ¡Û=˜¡ ¸—‡…±– ’±·©Ü]º &ª±˝±È¡œ –  ˆ¡ª±Úœ

’Ùƒ¡À‰¡È¡ ¤G ˝◊À˜øÊ— ø‰¡À©Ü˜ õ∂±˝◊Àˆ¡È¡ ø˘ø˜ÀÈ¡Î¡,2007º ¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
ñññº ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸± Œ1 ·± ˜± [‰¡Ó≈¡Ô« ¡ıÂ1 –  Úª˜¡ ¸—‡…±– øÎ¡À‰¡•§1]º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ˆ¡ª±Úœ

’Ùƒ¡À‰¡È¡ ¤G ˝◊À˜øÊ— ø‰¡À©Ü˜ õ∂±˝◊Àˆ¡È¡ ø˘ø˜ÀÈ¡Î¡,2007º ¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
¡ı1n∏ª±, Î¬◊¡Û˘±º ̧ •Û±.º ̃ ≈‡Ó¡ ̋ ±“ø˝ ̂ ¡± ∏̄±Ó¡ ̋ “±ø˝ fl¡ø¡ı Úªfl¡±ôLº &ª±˝±È¡œ – ̧ ø¡ıÓ¡± Ù≈¡fl¡Ú,2003º

õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
¡ı1n∏ª±, Úªfl¡±ôLº Úªfl¡±ôL ¡ı1n∏ª±1 ·±Ú ’±1n∏ fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡± ¸˜¢∂º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ˆ¡ª±Úœ øõ∂∞I◊ ¤G

¡Û±ø¡ıvÀfl¡˙…Ú‰ƒ¡,2011º ¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
˝±Êø1fl¡±, fl¡1¡ıœ ŒÎ¡fl¡±º ¸•Û±.º  ’¸˜œ˚˛± ·œÓ¡ ’±1n∏ ·œøÓ¡ fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±º ÚÓ≈¡Ú ø~œ – ¸±ø˝Ó¡…

’fl¡±ÀÎ¡ø˜,2011º ¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
˝±Ó¡œfl¡±fl¡øÓ¡, ·œøÓ¡º ’±˜±1 Œ¸±ÌÀ¸1œ˚˛± ·œÓ¡1 ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1¸fl¡˘º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ·œÓ¡±

˝±Ó¡œfl¡±fl¡øÓ¡,2012º ¡õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡º
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Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Œ√̇ œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s

’±s≈̆  ˜øÊ√√ Œù √́‡
·Àª¯∏fl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛

Email: abdul@gauhati.ac.in

√
¸—øé¬¬5¸±1

’¸˜1 ¬Ûø(˜ õ∂±ôL1 õ∂ √̋√1œ ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√̆ ±Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
ˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¤øÈ¬ ∆¬ıø‰¬S…¬Û”Ì« 1+¬Û ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚˛± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏±º Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚˛±
Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬± Ó¬±1 ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ Ô˘≈ª± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ëŒ√˙œ fl¡Ô±í ¬ı± ëŒ√˙œ ˆ¬±¯∏±í
¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡˚˛º ¤˝◊√√ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏±ÀÈ¬± ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√˘±1 ¬ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ê√±øÓ¬-
Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 Î¬◊Õ˜ √̋√Ó¬œ ˛̊± fl¡Ô… 1+¬Û ̊ ø√›, ̧ •xøÓ¬ ̧ fl¡À˘± Ê√±øÓ¬-Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œÀ ˛̊
øÚÊ√1 ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ˆ¬±ø¯∏fl¡ ¬Ûø1ø‰¬øÓ¬ ø√¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛±
¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±1 ¡Z±1± ¬Ûø1‰¬±ø˘Ó¬ ’¸˜1 õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬
¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ̇ sÀ¬ı±À1± ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊± ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊± ’±1n∏ Ó¬±1 ¬õ∂À ˛̊±· ∆¬ıø‰¬S…¬Û”Ì«º ’±˜±1
’±À˘±‰¬… Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±À1± ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ Ú˝√√˚˛º
Œ√˙œ ˜≈Â√˘˜±Ú ¸˜±Ê√1 ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡ ¬Ûø1ÀªÀ˙ Œ·±È¬ÀÈ¬±1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬
¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s¸˜”˝√√1 ¡Z±1± øfl¡√À1 ¸•§g ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛, ˝◊√√  øfl¡√À1 ¸˜±Ê√
øÚˆ«¬1˙œ˘ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ¸˜±Ê√-ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬±øNfl¡ ø√˙ÀÈ¬±› ¤˝◊√√
’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ Œ¬Û±˝√√1Õ˘ ’Ú±1 õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº
”̧‰¬fl¡ ˙s – Œ·±ª± ¬̆Û1œ˚̨±, Œ√̇ œ, 1+¬ÛÓ¬N, ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s
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’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –

õ∂¬ıgøÈ¬ õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡À1±“ÀÓ¬ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ¬ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√-ˆ¬± ∏̄±Õ¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬
’ª˘•§Ú fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ –

Î¬◊M√√1-¬Û”¬ı«±=˘1 ≈√ª±1 ≈̃‡ ’¸˜ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ø¬ıø ¬̂iß Ê√±øÓ¬-Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ, ø¬ıø ¬̂iß ̂ ¬± ∏̄±-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1
∆¬ıø‰¬S…˜˚̨ ̧ ˜i§̊ ¶̨ö̆ œº ’¸˜1 õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± Ê√±øÓ¬-Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œÀ1 ¶§fl¡œ˚̨ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ ø¬ı√…˜±Ú
˚ø√› ’¸˜1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ õ∂Ò±Ú ̧ —À˚±·œ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± [˜±Ú… ̂ ¬± ∏̄±] ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ’¸˜œ˚̨±º ’±ø˜ ̧ fl¡À˘±Àª
:±Ó¬ Œ˚, ’¸˜œ˚̨± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√  ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’±=ø˘fl¡ 1+¬Û1 ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ̧ — √̋√Ó¬ 1+¬Ûº ’¸˜œ˚̨±
ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œé¬Sœ˚̨ 1+¬Û¸ ”̋̃ √√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√̆ ±Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¤fl¡
’Ú…Ó¬˜ õ∂Ò±Ú Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄± ̋ √√í˘ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±º Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√
Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√̆ ±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ¬ı±—˘±À√̇ 1 1—¬Û≈1 øÊ√̆ ± ’±1n∏ Î¬◊M√√1¬ıeÀÓ¬± õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º ¤ ◊̋√√
Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ëŒ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±í ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ◊̋√√øÓ¬˜ÀÒ… Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ˆ¬±Àª õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ ˚ø√›
Ó¬±À1 ¶ö±Úœ˚̨ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ëŒ√̇ œ ˆ¬± ∏̄±í ¬ı± ëŒ√̇ œ fl¡Ô±í ¬ı≈ø˘À √̋√  fl¡˚̨ , ’±1n∏
øÚÊ√Àfl¡ ëŒ√̇ œ ˜±Úƒø˙í ¬ı≈ø˘ ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ ø√À˚̨º ø˚ fl¡Ô± ◊̋√√øÓ¬˜ÀÒ…  ¬ıœÀ1f Ú±Ô √M ’±1n∏
Î¬◊À¬ÛfÚ±Ô Œ·±¶§±˜œ√À˚̨› Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1 ∆·ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙… ø¬ıø˙©Ü ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬Nø¬ı√ Ê√Ê«√ ¢∂œ˚̨±Â«√ÀÚ
Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ Œ¬Û±Ú õ∂ÔÀ˜ ë1±Ê√¬ı—˙œí ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı≈ø˘ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¢∂œ˚̨±Â«√Ú1
˜ÀÓ¬, The dialect of  Western and South Western Goalpara in Assam is pure

Rajbanshi. ŒÓ¬›“ ’±1n∏ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñThe Rajbansi dialect bears many close points of

resemblance to the dialect of  Eastern Bengal. [Grierson 163-165] øfl¡c ¤ ◊̋√√ õ∂̧ —·Ó¬
¬ıœÀ1f Ú±Ô √M ’±1n∏  Î¬◊À¬ÛfÚ±Ô Œ·±¶§±˜œ√1 ’ø ¬̂̃ Ó¬ ¤À˚̨ Œ˚, Œ·±ª± ¬̆Û1œ˚̨± Î¬◊¬Û ¬̂± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±fl¡
ë1±Ê√¬ı—˙œí ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª±1 ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ̊ ≈øMê√̊ ≈Mê√Ó¬± Ú± ◊̋√√º Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 ̃ ÀÓ¬, Œ·Ã1œ¬Û≈1
’±1n∏ ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨1 ›‰¬1-¬Û±Ê√1 ’=˘Ó¬ Œfl¡±ª± ̂ ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±Àª Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨±1 ¬Ûø(˜ ’=˘1 1+¬Û1
õ∂øÓ¬øÚøÒQ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋√√ÀÈ¬±Àª ◊̋√√ ëŒ√̇ œ- ¬̂± ∏̄±íº ¤ ◊̋√√ ¶ö±Úœ˚̨ 1+¬ÛÀÈ¬± ’fl¡˘ 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ ̧ •x√±˚̨1
Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√ÀÓ¬ ¸œ˜±¬ıX Ú √̋√̊ ,̨ ◊̋√√ ¸fl¡À˘± ¸•x√±˚̨1 Œ˘±fl¡1 fl¡øÔÓ¬ ˆ¬± ∏̄±º ¤ ◊̋√√
1+¬Û1 õ∂¬ı± √̋√ÀÈ¬±Àª Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√̆ ±1 ’±Ú ’±Ú ’=˘ÀÓ¬± ø¬ıô¶‘øÓ¬ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’=˘Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ 1+¬Û1 øfl¡Â≈√ ¬Ûø1ªÓ«¬Ú Œ√‡± ∆·ÀÂ√ºî  [Œ·±¶§±˜œ 1] ¬ı±Ìœfl¡±ôL  fl¡±fl¡øÓ¬1
˜ÀÓ¬› ¤ ◊̋√√ ’=˘1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ Ú √̋√̊ ,̨ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨±À √̋√º 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ø˜|ÀÌ
Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√̆ ±1 [’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√] fl¡øÔÓ¬ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±fl¡ fl¡ ≈̆ø ∏̄Ó¬À √̋√ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¬ı≈ø˘ ˜Ó¬ Œ¬Û± ∏̄Ì
fl¡À1º[Kakati 18] Î¬◊À~‡… Œ˚, Î¬◊M√√1 ¬ıe ’±1n∏ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1±1 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ ’±1n∏ Œ√̇ œ
≈̃Â√̆ ˜±ÀÚ [Î¬◊Ê√±Úœ] ¤ ◊̋√√ ¤Àfl¡È¬± ¶ö±Úœ˚̨ ˆ¬± ∏̄±Àfl¡ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ’±1n∏ ’±øÊ√› ¬ı…ª √̋√±1
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fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º [1 √̋√̃ ±Ú 96] ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√̆ ±Ó¬ fl¡øÔÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ ˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±fl¡
Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Œ√̇ œˆ¬± ∏̄± ¬ ı± Œ√̇ œˆ¬± ∏̄± ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª±À √̋ ’øÒfl¡ ̧ ˜œø‰¬Ú ̋ √√í¬ıº[1 √̋√̃ ±Ú 96]

Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±1 Œé¬S‡Ú ’øÓ¬ ø¬ı˙±˘ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıô¶‘Ó¬º ¬ıœÀ1fÚ±Ô √M√√1
√À1 Î¬◊À¬Ûf Ú±Ô Œ·±¶§±˜œÀ˚̨√√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ≈√È¬± ’±=ø˘fl¡ 1+¬ÛÓ¬
ˆ¬±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¬Ûø(˜1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± ’±1n∏ ¬Û”ª1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨±º ¬Ûø(˜1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± ◊̋√√
¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S1 Î¬◊M√√1 ’±1n∏ øé¬Ì ≈√À˚̨±¬Û±1 Ê≈√ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º ¬Û”ª1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨±1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬± ¤Àfl¡
fl¡Ô±º ¬Û”ª Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨±1 ø¬ıˆ¬±·ÀÈ¬± ¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S1 Î¬◊M√√1 ¬Û±11 ø¬ı˘±¸œ¬Û±1±1 ¬Û1± ’±1y fl¡ø1
ø¬ıÊ√ÚœÕ˘Àfl¡ ’±1n∏ √øé¬Ì¬Û±11 ˘é¬œ¬Û≈11 ¬Û1± ’±1y fl¡ø1 ≈√ÒÕÚÕ˘Àfl¡ ø¬ı˚̨ø¬Û ’±ÀÂ√º
Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 ¬Û”ª Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø(˜ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨±fl¡ Œ·±¶§±˜œÀ˚̨ ¬Ûø(˜-¬Ûø(˜œ˚̨
’±1n∏ ¬Ûø(˜œ˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø(˜-¬Û”¬ı«œ˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¬Û”ª«œ˚˛ ¬ı≈ø˘ ’±Ú ≈√È¬± ˆ¬±·Ó¬ ˆ¬±· fl¡ø1
Œ√‡≈ª± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º[Œ·±¶§±˜œ 1-2]  ’±Ú √̋√±ÀÓ¬, ÒœÀ1Ì √±¸ ’±1n∏ ’øÚ˜± Œ‰¬ÃÒ≈1œÀ˚̨ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨±
Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ‚≈~œ˚̨±, ‰¬1n∏ª± ’±1n∏ Á¬±1n∏ª± ¤ ◊̋√√ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ˆ¬±·Ó¬ ˆ¬·± ◊̋√√ÀÂ√º ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1›
ˆ¬± ∏̄±-·Àª ∏̄fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ¤ ◊̋√√ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬±1 ̧ 1n∏ ̧ 1n∏ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œé¬Sœ˚̨ 1+¬Û1 øÚÀ«√̇  fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

ø¸ ø˚ øfl¡ Ú √̋√›fl¡, ¤ ◊̋√√ø‡øÚÀÓ¬ ’±Ú ¤È¬± fl¡Ô± Î¬◊À~‡Úœ ˛̊ Œ˚ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊±
Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√̆ ±1 fl¡ø˘Ó¬±, Œfl¡±‰¬, 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ, Î¬◊ÀÊ√Úœ˚Œ√̇ œ
≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú, Ê√±À˘±, ˜±À˘±, ¬ıË±p¡Ì, Ú˜– ”̧̂ , ”̧Ó¬±1, ¬Û±øÓ¬1±ˆ¬±, Œ˜‰¬, Œ˚±·œ, Ú±Ô ’±ø√

Ú‘À·±á¬œ˚̨ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 Î¬◊Õ˜ √̋√Ó¬œ˚̨± fl¡øÔÓ¬ ̂ ¬± ∏̄± ̊ ø√› ̧ •xøÓ¬ 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ ’±ø√ Ú‘À·±á¬œÀ˚̨
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ̧ ≈fl¡œ˚̨± ̂ ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ ø√¬ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… ̧ ˆ¬±, Œ√̇ œ
¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… ¸ˆ¬± ’±ø√À˚̨ øÚÊ√ øÚÊ√ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ˚̨ ˆ¬± ∏̄±-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ Î¬◊M√√1Ì ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¬á¬±1 √̋√Àfl¡
fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋√√ Œé¬SÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ øfl¡Â≈√ ¸Ù¬À˘± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙… Œ√̇ œ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…
¸ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ Œ√̇ œ ˆ¬± ∏̄± Œfl¡±ª± ø √̋√µ≈- ≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú ¸fl¡À˘±Àfl¡ ¸±„≈√√ø1 ∆˘ fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙…
¸±Ò±1Ì ˜±Ú≈̋ √√1 Ò±1Ì± Œ√̇ œ ’Ô«Ó¬ Œfl¡ª˘ Œ√̇ œ ≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú¸fl¡˘º øfl¡c Œ¸˚̨± ≈̂¬˘ Ò±1Ì±
¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº ø¸ ø˚ øfl¡ Ú √̋√›fl¡, ’±˜±1 ¤ ◊̋√√ ’Ò…˚̨ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡ª˘ Œ√̇ œ ≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú¸fl¡˘1
¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s¸ ”̋̃ √√1 ø¬ı ∏̄À˚̨ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡1± √̋√í¬ıº

”̃̆  ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± –
1+¬ÛÓ¬N1 ¤øÈ¬ é≈¬^Ó¬˜ ’—˙ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±À1 ˆ¬± ∏̄± ¤È¬±1 Œ¸Ãá¬ª ¬ı‘øXÓ¬∏

&1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± ¬Û±˘Ú fl¡À1º ’±Àfl¡Ã ˆ¬± ∏̄± ø˚À˝√√Ó≈¬ ¸˜±Ê√1 ˘·Ó¬ ›Ó¬Àõ∂±Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª
Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ Œ¸À ˛̊À˝√√ ¸˜±Ê√ ¤‡ÚÀÓ¬± ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±11 ¤fl¡ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡±
’±ÀÂ√º ’Ô«±» ¸˜±Ê√ ’Ú≈̊ ± ˛̊œ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ò1Ì1 Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º
Î¬◊√± √̋√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û ø¬ÛÓ‘¬õ∂Ò±Ú ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̧ ˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ̃ ±Ó‘¬ ¬õ∂Ò±Ú Ú‘-Œ·±á¬œ ˛̊ ̧ ˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±Ó¬
¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 øˆ¬Ú øˆ¬Ú Ò1ÀÌ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 Œ˝√√±ª± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º Ò «̃1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øˆ¬øM√√
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fl¡ø1› ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ̇ sÀ¬ı±11 ø¬ıøˆ¬ißÓ¬± ̆ é¬… fl¡1± ̊ ±˚̨º ¤ÀÚ ø¬ıøˆ¬ißÓ¬±1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ◊̋√√ ¬Û‘øÔªœ1
õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄±-ˆ¬± ∏̄œ Ê√±øÓ¬-Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±À1± ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊±
1+¬Û ∆˘ÀÂ√º ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±11 ¤ÀÚ ø¬ıøˆ¬ißÓ¬± Ô±øfl¡À˘› õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±
Ó¬Ô± ˆ¬± ∏̄±-ˆ¬± ∏̄œ1 ˜±Ê√1 ¸•§gÀ¬ı±1 Œ˚ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú øÚø√©Ü ”̧SÓ¬ ·“±Ô± Œ¸ ◊̋√√ fl¡Ô± R. H.
Robins ¤ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ fl¡1± ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√ÚÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√√√ ¶Û©Ü ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º ŒÓ¬›“1 ˜ÀÓ¬
¤‡Ú ¸˜±Ê√1 ¸√¸…¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ¸•§g ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1± ˝√√ ˛̊ õ∂ÒÚÕfl¡ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ¸•Ûfl«¡1 ›¬Û1Ó¬
øˆ¬øM√√ fl¡ø1º [˝√√±fl¡±‰¬±˜ 468] Œ¸ ◊̋√√À¬ı±1 ˝√√í˘ñ

[fl¡] Ê√ij ”̧ÀS ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ¸•Ûfl«¡ ’Ú≈̧ ø1
[‡] ∆¬ı¬ı±ø˝√√fl¡ ¸•Ûfl«¡ ’Ú≈̧ ø1
[·] ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¬ı± ø˜SÓ¬± ”̧ÀSº

Robins-¤ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± øÓ¬øÚ›È¬± ”̧S1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Œ√̇ œ ≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú ¸˜±Ê√
¬ı…ª¶ö±Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s1 õ∂À˚̨±· ∆¬ıø‰¬S…¬Û”Ì«º õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ÀÓ¬ Œ√̇ œ ≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú¸fl¡˘1
¬Â√̊  ̨[6]È¬± ̂ ¬±·ñÁ¬±1n∏ª±, ¬ı±Î¬◊̧ œ˚̨±, ¬ı±ø √̋√1¬ıµœ, ‚”ø~«̊ ±̨ ’±1n∏ ̃ ±Úfl¡±‰¬1-˜À √̋√f·?œ, Î¬±È¬œ˚̨±
¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 õ∂±˚̨ ¤Àfl¡ ˚ø√› fl¡í1¬ı±Ó¬ ≈√̋ ◊√√-¤È¬± ˙s1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬
¸±˜±Ú… Ó¬±1Ó¬˜… ÚÔfl¡± Ú √̋√̊ º̨ Ó¬˘Ó¬ Robins-¤ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ”̧S øÓ¬øÚÈ¬±1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬
Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Œ√̇ œ ≈̃Â√̆ ˜±Ú¸fl¡˘1 ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s1 Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± √̋√í˘º
[fl¡] Ê√ij ”̧ÀS ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s –

Û1√±√± [’±ÀÊ√±fl¡fl¡±]
Û1√±√œ [’±ÀÊ√± ’± ◊̋√√Ó¬±]
¬ı±¬ı±˚ ¬ı±Î¬◊̊ ¬ı±Ê√œ˚’±¬ı3±  [ø¬ÛÓ¬±˚Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬±]
˜±˚’±•ú±˚’± ◊̋√√›“̊ ’± ◊̋√√ ˛̊≈ [˜±˚˜±Ó‘¬]
√±√± [fl¡fl¡±]
√±√œ˚¬ı≈Ï¬ˇ± ˜±˚Œ¬ı±•ú± [’± ◊̋√√Ó¬±]
¬ı1 ’±¬ıı±˚ŒÊÀÈ¬±˚ŒÊ√ÀÍ¬± [ŒÊ√Í¬± ◊̋√˚¬ı1À√Î¬◊Ó¬±√]
fl¡±fl¡±˚ ‰¬±‰¬± [‡≈1±]
Œ¬ıÈ¬œ˚Ù≈¬¬ı≈ [Œ¬Û˝√√œ]
Ú±Ú± {[˜±fl¡1 Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬±] [fl¡fl¡±]}
Ú±Úœ {[˜±fl¡1 ˜±Ó‘¬] [’± ◊̋√√Ó¬±]}
˜±˜± [Œ˜±˜± ◊̋√√]
˜±˙œ˚‡±˘±˚ŒÊ√Í¬œ [˜±˝√√œ]
¬ı1√ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√›˚ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ ˛̊±˚¬√±√±√ [Î¬±„√√1 fl¡fl¡±À ˛̊fl¡]
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˜± ◊̋√√Êƒ√˘±˚Œ˜ÀÊ√±√̊ ˜±Âƒ√øfl¡˘± ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ [˜±Ê≈√ fl¡fl¡±À ˛̊fl¡√√]
ŒÂ√±ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ [¸1n∏ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√øÈ¬]
¬ı≈¬ı≈ [Î¬±„√√1 ¬ı± ◊̋√√À√Î¬◊]
˜± ◊̋√√Ê√ƒ̆ ±˚Œ˜ÀÊ√± ¬ı≈¬ı≈ [˜±Ê≈√√ ¬ı± ◊̋√√À√Î¬◊]
ŒÂ√±ÀÈ¬± ¬ı ◊̋√√Ú˚¬ı ◊̋√√Ú˚∆¬ıÚœ [¸1n∏ ˆ¬ø∞I◊]
ŒÊ√ÀÈ¬±1 Œ¬ıÈ¬± ˆ¬± ◊̋√√̊ ¬ı1 ’±¬ıı±1 Œ¬ıÈ¬± ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ ’Ô«±» ¸À•§±ÒÚÓ¬ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√√√ [ŒÊ√Í¬±1 ˘1±]√
‰¬±‰¬±1 Œ¬ıÈ¬± ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ ’Ô«±» ¸À•§±ÒÚÓ¬ ˆ¬±˝ ◊√√√√[‡≈1±1 ˘1±], ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

[‡] ∆¬ı¬ı±ø˝√√fl¡ ”̧ÀS ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s –
˙q1 [˙U1]
˙q1œ˚˙ ƒ̇̇ œ [˙±U]
¬ıÎ¬◊˚˜± ◊̋√√À ˛̊…˚Œ¬Û±ª±Ó¬œ [∆‚Ìœ]
¬ıÎ¬◊ [Œ¬ı±ª±1œ]
ı1˜±˚ŒÊÈ¬œ [ŒÊ√Í¬œÀ ˛̊fl¡]
¬ıÎ¬◊˚‰¬±‰¬œ [‡≈1œ]
˜±˜œ [˜±˜œÀ ˛̊fl¡]
˜± ◊̋√√À˙˚˜Î¬◊̇ ±˚‡± ≈̆ [˜˝√√±]
¬ıÚ≈˚¬ı›Ú± ◊̋√√˚∆¬ıÚ±˚øˆ¬øÚ˚ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ ˛̊±˚ˆ¬± ◊̋√√¸±¬Û [øˆ¬ÚÀ√Î¬◊]
Ê√±˜± ◊̋√√̊ Ù≈¬¬ı± [Œ¬Û˝√√±]
Œ˙± ˛̊±˜œ˚ˆ¬±Ó¬±1√√ [¶§±˜œ]
ŒÊ√±“ª± ◊̋√√
Œ¬ıÃø√̊ ˆ¬±¬ıœ˚ˆ¬±Î¬◊Ê√œ˚ˆ¬±Î¬◊Ê√ [ÚÀ¬ıÃ]
˙˜øµ˚˙˜øµ ˛̊± [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 Î¬±„√√1 fl¡fl¡±À ˛̊fl¡√√]
˙√±˘± [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ¸1n∏ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√øÈ¬]
˙±˘œ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ¸1n∏ ˆ¬ø∞I◊]
ŒÊ√È¬±Úœ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 Î¬±„√√1 ¬ı± ◊̋√√À√Î¬◊]
√±√± ˙q1 [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 fl¡fl¡±]
√±√œ ˙q1œ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ’± ◊̋√√Ó¬±]
ŒÊ√È¬± ˙q1 [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ŒÊ√Í¬±]
ŒÊ√È¬œ ˙q1œ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ŒÊ√Í¬œÀ ˛̊fl¡]
‰¬±‰¬± ˙q1 [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ‡≈1±]
‰¬±‰¬œ ˙q1œ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ‡≈1œ]
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Ù≈¬¬ı± ˙q1 [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 Œ¬Û˝√√±]
Ù≈¬¬ı≈ ˙q1œ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 Œ¬Û˝√√œ]
Ú±Ú± ˙q1 [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 fl¡fl¡±]
Ú±Úœ ˙q1œ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ’± ◊̋√√Ó¬±˚˜±fl¡1 ˜±]
˜±˜± ˙q1 [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 Œ˜±˜± ◊̋√√]
˜±˜œ ˙q1œ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ˜±˜œÀ ˛̊fl¡]
˜± ◊̋√√À˙˚˜± ◊̋√√‰ƒ¬Ó¬± ˙q1 [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ˜˝√√±]
˜±˙œ˚˜± ◊̋√√‰ƒ¬ÀÓ¬ÀÓ¬± ˙q1œ [∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 ˜±˝√√œ]
ø¬ı ˛̊± ◊̋√√˚Œ¬ıª± ◊̋√√√√˚Œ¬ı›“ª± ◊̋√√ [ø¬ıÕ ˛̊]
ø¬ı ˛̊±Úœ˚Œ¬ıª± ◊̋√√Ú˚Œ¬ı˝√√±Úœ [ø¬ı ˛̊Úœ]
Ó¬±ª± ◊̋√√ [Ó¬±Õª]
˜±ª± ◊̋√√ [’±Õ˜]
Œ√›1±˚Œ√›1
ÚÚ√̊ ÚÚÚ
ˆ¬±q1, ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

[·] ø˜SÓ¬± ”̧ÀS ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡1± ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s –
ø˜Ó¬± [¤Àfl¡ Ú±˜ Ôfl¡± ≈√Ê√Ú ¬ı…øMê√1 ˜±Ê√1 ¸•§g]
ø˜Óƒ¬Úœ [¤Àfl¡ Ú±˜ Ôfl¡± ≈√Ê√Ú ¬ı…øMê√1 ∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡fl¡ ˜Ó¬± ¸•§g]
Œ√±ô¶ [’±Ú≈á¬±øÚfl¡ˆ¬±Àª ≈√Ê√Ú ¬ı…øMê√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ fl¡1± ¸•§g]
Œ√±ô¶±Úœ [Œ√±ô¶1 ∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡fl¡ ˜Ó¬± ¸˜g]
¬ıg≈˚¸‡±˚Œ˙±„ƒ√√1± [¬ıg≈]
¸ ◊̋√√̊ ¸‡œ˚¬ı±gªœ [¬ı±gªœ], ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¤Ê√Ú ¬ı…øMê√1 Ê√ij, ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√ ’±1n∏ ø˜SÓ¬±fl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ø˚√À1 ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡
˙sÀ¬ı±1 Œ¬Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊ , øÍ¬fl¡ ¤Àfl¡√À1 ø¬ÛÓ‘¬¬ ı—˙ ’±1n∏ ˜±Ó‘¬ ¬ı—˙ ’Ú≈̧ ø1› ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡
˙sÀ¬ı±1 ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú
¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 ˘·Ó¬ ‰¬±ø1È¬± ¬Û”¬ı«¬Û”1n∏̄ ∏ ’±1n∏ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ’Ú≈¬ıM«√√œ ¬Û≈1n∏̄  ø˜ø ∏̆ ≈̃Í¬ ’±Í¬È¬± [8]
¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏1 ̆ ·Ó¬ ̧ •Ûfl«¡ ¬ı≈Ê√±¬ı ¬Û1± ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ̇ s ’±ÀÂ√º Ó¬˘Ó¬ õ∂Ê√ij ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡
˙s¸ ”̃̋ √√ Œ1‡±ø‰¬S1 ¸˝√√± ˛̊Ó¬ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ˝√√í˘ñ
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Œ1‡± ø‰¬Sñ1

ø¬ÛÓ‘¬¬ı—˙œ ˛̊ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ¸•§g –

1º ¬Û1 √±√± [’±ÀÊ√± fl¡fl¡±]  Ÿ¬ ¬Û1 √±√œ [’±ÀÊ√± ’± ◊̋√√Ó¬±]

2º ŒÊ√È¬± [ŒÊ√Í¬± ◊̋√√]  Ÿ¬ ŒÊ√È¬œ [ŒÊ√Í¬œ]

3º √±√± [fl¡fl¡±]  Ÿ¬ √±√œ [’± ◊̋√√Ó¬±]

4º ŒÊ√ÀÈ¬±˚¬ı1 ’±¬ıı± ¬ı±¬ı±˚’±¬ı¬ı± ‰¬±‰¬±˚fl¡±fl¡± Œ¬ıÈ¬œ˚Ù”¬¬ı≈
 [¬ı1À√Î¬◊Ó¬±] [Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬±] [‡≈1±] [Œ¬Û √̋√œ]

5º

6º Œ¬ıÈ¬± Ÿ¬ Œ¬ıÈ¬±1 ¬ıÎ¬◊ ˜± ◊̋√√’˚Œ¬ıÈ¬œ Ÿ Œ¬ıÈ¬œ1 Ê√±˜± ◊̋√√
[¬Û≈S] [¬Û≈S Œ¬ı±ª±1œ] [ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ] [ŒÊ√±“ª± ◊̋√√]

7º Ú±øÓ¬ Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ Ú±øÓ¬ Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ

8º ¬¬¬Û1 Ú±øÓ¬   ¬Û1 Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ ¬Û1 Ú±øÓ¬   ¬Û1 Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ

¬Û1 Ú±øÓ¬   ¬Û1 Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ   ¬          ¬Û1 Ú±øÓ¬   ¬Û1 Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ
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Œ1‡± ø‰¬Sñ2

˜±Ó‘¬  ı—˙œ ˛̊ ¬Ûø1 ˛̊±˘ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ¸•§g –

1º ¬ ŒÊ√È¬± [ŒÊ√Í¬±] Ÿ¬ ŒÊ√È¬œ [ŒÊ√Í¬œ]

2º Ú±Ú± [fl¡fl¡±] Ÿ¬ Ú±Úœ [’± ◊̋√√Ó¬±]

3º ˜±˜± [Œ˜±˜±À ˛̊fl¡] ˜± ˜±˙œ [˜±˝√√œ]

4º

5º Œ¬ıÈ¬± Ÿ¬ Œ¬ıÈ¬±1 ¬ıÎ¬◊ Œ¬ıÈ¬œ Ÿ¬ Œ¬ıÈ¬œ1 Ê√±˜± ◊̋√√
[¬Û≈S] [¬Û≈S Œ¬ı±ª±1œ] [ŒÂ√±ª±˘œ] [ŒÊ±“ª±˝◊√√]

6º Ú±øÓ¬ Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ Ú±øÓ¬ Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ

7º   ¬Û1 Ú±øÓ¬    ¬Û1 Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ  Û1 Ú±øÓ¬     ¬Û1 Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ

¬Û1 Ú±øÓ¬      Û1 Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ ¬Û1 Ú±øÓ¬     ¬Û1 Ú±Óƒ¬Úœ

’¸˜œ ˛̊± ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ Ôfl¡± ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s1 øÚø‰¬Ú± Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊±
Œ√̇ œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÓ¬± ’±ÀÂ√ ̊ ø√› øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú Œé¬SÓ¬ ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨1 ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ Œ√‡± ̊ ±˚̨º Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨±
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Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ˙s1 ¡Z±1± Œfl¡ ◊̋√√¬ı±È¬±› ¸•§g ¬ı≈ÀÊ√±ª±
√̋√̊ ˛º Œ˚ÀÚñëÓ¬±ª± ◊̋√√í ̧ À•§±ÒÚ±Rfl¡ ̇ sÀ1 fl¡fl¡±À ˛̊fl¡˚¬ı± ◊̋√√À√Î¬◊̊ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√øÈ¬1 ̇ U1fl¡ ̧ À•§±ÒÚ

fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ ˛º ’±Àfl¡Ã ëŒÊ√È¬±í ̧ À•§±ÒÚ±Rfl¡ ̇ sÀ1 Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬±1 ̂ ¬±À ˛̊fl¡ ’±1n∏ fl¡fl¡±1 Œ√Î¬◊Ó¬±fl¡fl¡
¸À•§±ÒÚ fl¡1± ˝√√˚º  ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬, ¸À•§±ÒÚ1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ’¢∂Ê√¸fl¡À˘ ’Ú≈Ê√ ¸fl¡˘fl¡ Ú±˜
fl¡±øÏ¬ˇ ˜Ó¬± Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º

Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚˛± Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏±1 ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ¬Û≈—ø˘—·¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ’±1n∏
¶aœø˘—·¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ˙s1 õ∂À ˛̊±· Ôfl¡±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1›¬ ≈√ ◊̋√√ ¤È¬± ø˘—·
øÚ1À¬Ûé¬ ˙sÀ1± õ∂À ˛̊±· Œ√‡± ˚± ˛̊º Î¬◊√±˝√√1Ì¶§1+À¬Ûñ
ø˘—· ’Ú≈̊ ± ˛̊œ –

¬Û≈—ø˘—· ¶aœø˘—·
¬ı±¬ı± ˜±
‰¬±‰¬± ‰¬±‰¬œ
˜Î¬◊˙± ˜±˙œ
˜±˜± ˜±˜œ, ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

ø˘—· øÚ1+¬Ûé¬ ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ̇ s ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ëÂ√±›’±¬Û±› ˛̊±í [¸ôL±Ú] ̇ sÀÈ¬± Î¬◊À~‡
fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±1 Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ñ¬ı±¬ı±,
˜±, ‰¬±‰¬±, Ú±Ú±, √±√±, ŒÊ√ÀÈ¬±, ˜±˙œ, ˜Î¬◊̇ ±, ˜±˜±, ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

¤Àfl¡√À1 Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ¬ı± ̊ ≈1œ ˛̊± ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ̇ sÀ¬ı±1 ̋ √√í˘ñ’±¬ı¬ı±Ê√±Ú, ’±•ú±Ê√±Ú,
¬ı ◊̋√√ÚÊ√±˜± ◊̋√√, √±√±˙q1, Ú±Ú±˙√q1, Ù≈¬¬ı±˙√q1, ¬ˆ¬± ◊̋√√˙…±¬Û, ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ ±øÒÓ¬ ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ̇ sÀ¬ı±1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ò1ÀÌ ·Í¬Ú
˝√√ ˛̊º Œ˚Ãø·fl¡ ˙s1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ -÷√√, -Úœ, -’±1œ ’±ø√ õ∂Ó¬… ˛̊ Œ˚±· fl¡ø1 ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s
·Í¬Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º Œ˚ÀÚñ

‰¬±‰¬± Ÿ¬ ÷ ‘ ‰¬±‰¬œ
˜±˜± Ÿ¬÷ ‘ ˜±˜œ
ŒÊÈ¬± Ÿ¬ Úœ ‘ ŒÊÈ¬±Úœ
Ê√œ Ÿ¬ ’±1œ ‘ Ê√œ ˛̊±1œ, ◊̋√√√Ó¬…±ø√º

¬ı ˛̧̊ 1 ŒÊ…√á¬Ó¬± ’Ú≈̊ ± ˛̊œ ¬ı± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s1 ’±·Ó¬ ¤Àfl¡±
¤Àfl¡±È¬± ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Ì ¬Û”¬ı« õ∂Ó¬… ˛̊1 √À1 Œ˚±· fl¡ø1› Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ¸±øÒÓ¬
˙s ·Í¬Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º Œ˚ÀÚñ

¬ı1 Ÿ¬ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ ‘ ¬ı1ˆ¬± ◊̋√√
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Œ˜ÀÊ√± Ÿ¬ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ ‘ Œ˜ÀÊ√±ˆ¬± ◊̋√√
¬ı1 Ÿ¬ ¬ı≈¬ı≈ ‘ ¬ı1¬ı≈¬ı≈
ŒÂ√±ÀÈ¬± Ÿ¬ ¬¬ı ◊̋√√Ú ‘ ŒÂ√±ÀÈ¬±¬ı ◊̋√√Ú
¬ı1 Ÿ¬ ¬ı±¬Û ‘ ¬ı1¬ı±¬Û, ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s1 ˘·Ó¬ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s ≈̊Mê√ fl¡ø1 ≈̊1œ ˛̊±
¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s [compound] ·Í¬Ú fl¡1± √̋√̊ ˛º Œ˚ÀÚñ

¬ı ◊̋√√Ú Ÿ¬ Ê√±˜± ◊̋√√ ‘ ¬ı ◊̋√√ÚÊ√±˜± ◊̋√√
ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ Ÿ¬ ¬ıÎ¬◊ ‘ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√¬ıÎ¬◊
˜±˙œ Ÿ¬ ˙q√1œ ‘ ˜±˙œ˙q√1œ
√±√± Ÿ¬ ˙√q1 ‘ √±√±˙√q1, ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

’¸˜œ ˛̊± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 √À1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ¸fl¡À˘±À¬ı±1 ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡
˙s ◊̋√√ ¸À•§±ÒÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ª˝√√+Ó¬ Ú˝√√ ˛̊º ’Ô«±» øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s Œfl¡ª˘ terms of

reference Ó¬ Œ √̋√ ¬ı…ª √̋√+Ó¬ ̋ √√̊ ˛º ’ªÀ˙… Œ¬ıøÂ√̂ ¬±· ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ̇ s terms of  address

ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ¬ı…ª √̋√+Ó¬ ̋ √√̊ ˛º ̧ À•§±ÒÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√+Ó¬ ŒÚ±À √̋√±ª± Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±1 ̧ •§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡
˙s¸ ”̃̋ √√ ˝√√í˘ñ

˙q1 [˙U1], ̇ q1œ [˙±U] ̇ ˜øµ ˛̊± [∆‚ÚœÀ ˛̊fl¡1 fl¡fl¡±À ˛̊fl¡], ̇ √±˘± [∆‚ÚœÀ ˛̊fl¡1
ˆ¬± ◊̋√√øÈ¬], Œ√›1±, ÚÚ√, ˆ¬±q1 [¬ı1Ê√Ú±], ˜±˜±˙q1 [˜±˜±˙U1] ŒÂ√±ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ◊̋√√ [¸1n∏
ˆ¬± ◊̋√√øÈ¬], ŒÂ√±ÀÈ¬± ¬ı ◊̋√√Ú [¸1n∏ ˆ¬ø∞È¬], ŒÊ√ÀÈ¬±1 Œ¬ıÈ¬± ˆ¬± ◊̋√√, ‰¬±‰¬±1 Œ¬ıøÈ¬ ¬ı ◊̋√√Ú, ◊̋√√Ó¬…±ø√º

’¸˜œ˚̨± ¬ı± ’Ú…±Ú… øÓ¬¬ı3Ó¬¬ı «̃œ˚̨ ”̆̃ 1 ̂ ¬± ∏̄±1 √À1 Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚̨± Œ√̇ œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬
¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ’Ú≈̊ ± ˛̊œ ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ·Í¬Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º

¤ÀÚ√À1 ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡ø1À˘ Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛ Œ˚, Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ˚˛± Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏±1
¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙sÀ¬ı±1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ó¬Ô± øÓ¬¬ı3¬ı «̃œ ˛̊̃ ”̆ 1 ¬ıÀÎ¬ˇ±, 1±ˆ¬± ’±ø√ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 øÚø‰¬Ú±
Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡, Œ˚Ãø·fl¡, ¶§1±ôL, ¬ı…?Ú±ôL, ø˘—· ’Ú≈̧ ø1, ŒÊ√…á¬Ó¬± ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ·±Í¬øÚfl¡ ø√˙1
Ù¬±˘1 ¬Û1± ¸±‘√˙… ’±ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› ¶§fl¡œ˚˛ ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…À1 ∆¬ıø˙©Ü…¸•Ûiß ¤øÈ¬ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬±¯∏±º
¤ ◊̋√√ø‡øÚÀÓ¬ ’±Ú ¤È¬± ø√˙ Î¬◊À~‡Úœ ˛̊ Œ˚, ¬ıÓ«¬√˜±Ú ø¬ıù´± ˛̊Ú1 ≈̊·Ó¬ ◊̋√√ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄±1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª
ø¸ÀÈ¬± ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬ ¬Û1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬ıUÀÓ¬± ÚÓ≈¬Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¸•§g¬ı±‰¬fl¡ ˙s Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ
ˆ¬± ∏̄±-ˆ¬± ∏̄œ1 ̃ ±Ê√ÀÓ¬± Œ¸±˜± ◊̋√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√º Î¬◊√± √̋√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û, ̋ ◊√√—1±Ê√œ Aunty ’±1n∏ uncle
˙s ≈√È¬± ¬ıÓ«¬√̃ ±Ú Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√̇ œ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±-ˆ¬± ∏̄œ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ø˙é¬±À1 ø˙øé¬Ó¬ ̊ ≈ª õ∂Ê√ij1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ı±1n∏Õfl¡À ˛̊ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̂ ¬± ◊̋√√øÈ¬, ̂ ¬ø∞I◊, √±√± [fl¡fl¡±À ˛̊fl¡√√] ̇ sÀ¬ı±À1±
¤ ◊̋√√ ˆ¬±ø ∏̄fl¡ ¸•x√± ˛̊1 ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄Õfl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú õ∂Ê√ij1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ¬ıU√˘ õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±È¬±
¸À•§±ÒÚ±Rfl¡ ̇ sº ’Ô«±» ø¬ıù´± ˛̊Ú1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª Ó¬Ô± ¡¬ıÂ√1 ¬ıÂ√1 Òø1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊±, ¬ı±—˘±, ¬ıÀÎ¬ˇ±,
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1±ˆ¬± ’±ø√ ˆ¬± ∏̄±-ˆ¬± ∏̄œ1  ˘·Ó¬ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±1¬ ¸—ø˜|Ì Ó¬Ô± ¸˝√√-
’ª¶ö±Ú1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¬ıUÀÓ¬± ÚÓ≈¬Ú ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˙s ’ôL «̂¬≈Mê√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú ø¬ı ≈̆ø5 ‚øÈ¬
Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄±ÀÈ¬± ¸ ‘̃øX˙±˘œ ’±1n∏ ∆¬ıø‰¬S…˜ ˛̊ ∆˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√ºq

õ∂¸—· ¢∂Lö̧ ”‰¬œ –

1] G.A.Grierson. Linguistic Survey of  India(vol -v).Pt.-I, Rep. 1963, pp
163-165.

2] Œ·±¶§±˜œ, Î¬◊À¬ÛfÚ±Ôº ìŒ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ-ˆ¬± ∏̄±ºî Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄± –
1+¬Û-∆¬ıø‰¬Sº ̧ •Û±.º ̂ ¬1±˘œ, ø¬ıˆ¬± ’±1n∏ fl¡äÚ± Ó¬± ≈̆fl¡√±1º  ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚̨ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ
– ø˙ª õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2012º ¬Û‘.1º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º

3] Kakati, B.. Assamese, Its Formation and Development. Rep. 1972, p.18.

4] 1 √̋√̃ ±Ú, √̋√ø¬ı¬ı≈1º ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√˘±1 Œ√˙œ ≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú ¸•x√± ˛̊1 ¸˜±Ê√
’±1n∏ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ – ¤øÈ¬ ¸˜œé¬± ”̃̆ fl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Úº ¬&ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊ – ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
ø¬ıˆ¬±·, 2014º Û‘á¬± 96Ó¬ Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬º ’õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¢∂Löº

5] 1 √̋√̃ ±Ú, √̋√ø¬ı¬ı≈1º ’ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ Œ·±ª±˘¬Û±1± øÊ√˘±1 Œ√˙œ ≈̃Â√˘˜±Ú ¸•x√± ˛̊1 ¸˜±Ê√
’±1n∏ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ – ¤øÈ¬ ¸˜œé¬± ”̃̆ fl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊Úº ¬&ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊ – ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
ø¬ıˆ¬±·, 2014º  Û‘.96º ’õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¢∂Löº

6] Œ·±¶§±˜œ, Î¬◊À¬ÛfÚ±Ôº ìŒ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Œ√˙œ-ˆ¬± ∏̄±ºî Œ·±ª±˘¬Û1œ ˛̊± Î¬◊¬Ûˆ¬± ∏̄± –
1+¬Û-∆¬ıø‰¬Sº ̧ •Û±.º ̂ ¬1±˘œ, ø¬ıˆ¬± ’±1n∏ fl¡äÚ± Ó¬± ≈̆fl¡√±1º  ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚̨ õ∂fl¡±˙º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ
– ø˙ª õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2012º ¬Û‘.1-2º ≈̃ø^Ó¬º

7º ˝√√±fl¡±‰¬±˜, Î¬◊À¬ÛÚ 1±ˆ¬± ’±1n∏ õ∂ÌœÓ¬± Œ√ªœ [¸•Û±.]º ˆ¬± ∏̄± ∆¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ’Ò… ˛̊ÚÓ¬
Ó≈¬˘Ú± õ∂¸eº &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú, 2015º ¬Û‘.-468 Ó¬ Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬º ̃ ≈ø^Ó¬º

¸˜˘ √±Ó¬± –
        Ú±˜ ¬ı˚˛¸         ¬ı‘øM√√                øÍ¬fl¡Ú±
Î¬0 ˝√√ø¬ı¬ı≈1 1˝√√˜±Ú 52 ¸˝√√À˚±·œ ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ø¬ı ¬̂±·, Ê√±·œÀ1±Î¬ ̃ √̋√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚̨
˜øÊ√¬ı≈1 1˝√√˜±Ú 45 ¸˝√√fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡ ’¸˜œ˚̨± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, √øé¬Ì ˙±˘˜±1± ˜ √̋√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛
Ê√ø1Ù¬± ‡±Ó≈¬Ú 30  ·‘ø˝√√Ìœ ¬Û±Ì¬ı±1œ, Ò≈¬ı≈1œ
Œù´‡ Œ˝√√√±˚˛Ó¬ Î¬◊~±˝√√ 56 ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡ ˝◊√√—1±Ê√œ ø¬ıˆ¬±·, 1P¬ÛœÍ¬ ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛
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¡ı…øMê ’±1n∏ fl‘¡øÓ¡-ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± ’±1n∏
ŒÓ¡›“1 Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ

Î¡0 œ¡Û±˜øÌ ¡ı1n∏ª± ±¸
¸˝fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±ø¡Ûfl¡±, ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ø¡ıˆ¡±·, &ª±˝±È¡œ ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘ ˛̊, &ª±˝±È¡œ-14

Email: rakhimoni36@gmail.com

¸—øé¡5¸±1
’¸˜1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…, ¸—¶‘®øÓ¡ ’±1n∏ 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ Œé¡S‡Ú1 ¤fl¡ Î¬◊;˘ Úé¡S
ø¡ı¯≈ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±º øÚÊ1 õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡± ’±1n∏ ¸±ÒÚ±1 ¡ıÀ˘À1 1±ˆ¡±˝◊ ’¸˜œ˚˛±
¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ¡ÛÔ±1‡ÚÓ¡ ’±R õ∂øÓ¡á¡± ̆ ±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ̧ é¡˜ ∆˝ÀÂº ’À˘‡ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±
øÚø˝Ó¡ ∆˝ Ôfl¡± 1±ˆ¡±1 ø˘‡øÚÀ¡ı±1Ó¡ õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ̋ ˛̊ ̧ ˜±Ê1 ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ÊœªôL
Âø¡ıº ŒÓ¡›“1 õ∂± ˛̊ Œ˘‡±À¡ı±11 ̃ ±ÊÀÓ¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ̂ ¡± ∏̄±, fl‘¡ø©Ü-¸—¶‘®øÓ¡1 ¶§±é¡1
øÚø˝Ó¡ ∆˝ ’±ÀÂº ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ¡ı±Ò± ø¡ıø‚øÚ1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ø˚ ø˘ø‡øÂ˘ Ó¡±1 ˜±ÊÀÓ¡
Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±1 ‰¡±ÀÚøfl¡ ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂº
ø¡ı¯≈ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±1 ¶§±é¡1 ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Úº ̊ íÓ¡
ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê-¸—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ Òø1 1‡±1 ¤fl¡ õ∂À‰¡©Ü± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º ŒÓ¡À‡Ó¡1
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ø˜ø‰¡— ̧ ˜±Ê1 ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡-¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ø˙1 ø¡ı ∏̄À ˛̊
¸ø¡ıÀ˙¯∏ ’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡1±1 õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº õ∂Ì±˘œ¡ıXˆ¡±Àª ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±
’±·¡ıIˇ±˝◊ øÚ›“ÀÓ¡ ø¡ıÀù≠¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’±1n∏ ¡ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ¡ÛXøÓ¡ ¢∂˝Ì fl¡1± ˝í¡ıº
¸”‰¡fl¡ ˙s – ¡Û1•Û1±, ÊÚÀ·±á¡œ, Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì, ¸˜±Êº
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1.00 ’ªÓ¡1øÌfl¡± –
Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡… ¤È¡± Ê±øÓ¡1 ±À¡Û±Ì ¶§1+¡Ûº ̧ ˜±Ê ÊœªÚ1 ¡ı±ô¶ª õ∂øÓ¡Âø¡ı Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊

¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ˝ ˛̊º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ø˘ø‡Ó¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 ¤È¡± ’Ú…Ó¡˜ ø¡ıˆ¡±· , ˚íÓ¡ ˜±Úª
ÊœªÚ1 ∆¡ıø‰¡S…¡Û”Ì« ’øˆ¡¡ı…øMê õ∂fl¡±˙ ˝ ˛̊º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…Ó¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸1 Œˆ¡øÈ¡ ≈̧‘Iˇ
fl¡1± Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ̧ •⁄±È¡ 1ÊÚœfl¡±ôL ¡ı1Õ˘À ˛̊ ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ÊœªÚÀfl¡øffl¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸1 ¡Û±Ó¡øÚ
Œ˜À˘ ø˜ø1Êœ ˛̊1œ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸1 Êø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¡º ’¸˜1 ”̂¡-‡GÓ¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß Ê±øÓ¡-ÊÚÀ·±á¡œ1
¡ı¸¡ı±¸1 Ù¡˘¶§1+À¡Û ◊̋ ¡ıÓ«¡˜±ÚÕ˘Àfl¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ÊÚÀ·±á¡œ1 ÊÚÊœªÚfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ¡ıUÀÓ¡±
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº

ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ˚̨ ÊœªÚøˆ¡øMfl¡ ¤‡Ú ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸º
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 Œõ∂é¡±¡ÛÈ¡ ¤‡Ú ø˜ø‰¡— ¢∂±˜œÌ ̧ ˜±Êº Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤È¡± Ê±øÓ¡1 Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ¡ı≈1?œ
Œ¸ ◊̋ Ê±øÓ¡1 Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊ fl¡ «̃fl¡±G, Î¬◊»¸ª-’Ú≈á¡±Ú, ·œÓ¡-˜±Ó¡ ’±ø1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡ ø¡ı‰¡±ø1 Œ¡Û±ª±
˚± ˛̊º ëø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒí Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ̃ ±ÀÊø ø˜ø‰¡— ̧ ˜±Ê1 ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡-¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ø˙ÀÈ¡±
¡Ûø1¶£≈¡È¡ Œ˝±ª±1 Î¬◊¡Ûø1 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ø˙Àfl¡± ¸±˜ø1 ∆˘ÀÂº ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ¶§fl¡œ ˛̊Ó¡±1
¡ı±˝fl¡ ¸±Ê¡Û±1, ’±-’˘—fl¡±1, Ú‘Ó¡…-·œÓ¡, Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì1 Î¬◊À~À‡ ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê1
¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ø˙ÀÈ¡±fl¡ ›‰¡11 ¡Û1± ‘ø©Ü¡Û±Ó¡ fl¡1±Ó¡ ¸˝± ˛̊ fl¡ø1ÀÂº ¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏Ó¡±øLafl¡ ¸˜±Ê
¡ı…ª¶ö±Ó¡ Ú±1œ1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± øfl¡À1 ‡¡ı« ˝ ˛̊, Ó¡±1 øfl¡Â≈ ø¡ıª1Ì Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ˜±ÀÊÀ1 Ù≈¡øÈ¡
Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂº 1±ˆ¡±1 ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ Œ¸±ªÌø˙1œ ∆Ú1 ¡Û±11 ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê1
fl¡øÔÓ¡ ˆ¡± ∏̄±, ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ’±ø˝˘±1 Ú±À˜±À~‡, Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì, ·œÓ¡-˜±Ó¡À1± ≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊±
∆¡ıø˙©Ü… õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº

1.01 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 &1n∏Q ’±1n∏ Î¬◊ÀV˙… –
ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú ¤‡Ú ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÀÚ

≈È¡± øÀ˙À1 ¡Ûø1¸˜±ø5Õ˘ ·øÓ¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº ’±øÀÂ±ª±Ó¡ Œ¸±ªÌø˙1œ ∆Ú1 ¡Û±11 Œ¸±Ì±˘œ
ø¡ıª1ÀÌ ø˜ø‰¡— ̧ ˜±Ê‡Úfl¡ ̧ ≈µ1 1+¡ÛÓ¡ Î¬◊¡Û¶ö±¡ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂº Œ˙ ∏̄ÀÂ±ª±Ó¡ ø¡ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¡fl¡±1
¸˜¢∂ ̂ ¡±1Ó¡¡ı ∏̄« Ê≈ø1 Œ˝±ª± ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡± ’±Àµ±˘Ú Ó¡Ô± 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ø˙ÀÈ¡± Ù≈¡øÈ¡ Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂº
ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÀ·±á¡œ ˛̊ ÊÚÊœªÚ1 Œˆ¡øÈ¡Ó¡ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ Œ˝±ª± ¡ı±À¡ı ◊̋ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ̃ ±ÀÊø ø˜ø‰¡—
ÊÚÀ·±á¡œ1 Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ÊœªÚ Ó¡Ô± ̧ ±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ø˙ÀÈ¡± õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1
ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±À¸ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡ ¸˜±ÊÕ˘ fl¡øIˇ̊ ˛± ◊̋ ’Ú± ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê ¡ı…ª¶ö±,
Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì, Œ˘±fl¡-ø¡ıù´±¸, ¡Û1•Û1± ̋ ◊Ó¡…±øÀ¡ı±11 ̧ ˜…fl¡ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± fl¡1±1 Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙… ◊̋
’±À˘±‰¡Ú± ¡ÛS‡Ú õ∂dÓ¡ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº
1.02 ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıd1 ¡Ûø1¸1 –

¸±˜ø¢∂fl¡ 1+¡ÛÓ¡ ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ø˙1
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”̃̆ …± ˛̊Ú1 ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¡± ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡À1“±ÀÓ¡ øfl¡Â≈̃ ±Ú ø˙Ó¡ ¡Ûø1¸1 øÚÒ«±1Ì fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª± ∆˝ÀÂº
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ Œ˝±ª± Œ¸±ªÌø˙1œ ∆Ú1 ¡Û±11 ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ‡±…±ˆ¡…±¸,
¸±Ê¡Û±1, Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì, ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ Ú‘Ó¡…-·œÓ¡, ø¡ı¡ı±˝-¡ÛXøÓ¡1 ø¡ı ∏̄À˚̨ ’Ò…˚̨Ú fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘
õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº
10.3 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¡ÛXøÓ¡ –

ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú ’Ò… ˛̊Ú fl¡1±1 ¡ÛXøÓ¡ ∆˝ÀÂ ”̃̆ Ó¡–
ø¡ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì±Rfl¡ ¡ÛXøÓ¡º ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıd ’±À˘±‰¡Ú±1 ̧ ≈ø¡ıÒ±ÀÔ« ¡ıÌ«Ú±Rfl¡ ¡ÛXøÓ¡À1± ̧ ˝± ˛̊ Œ˘±ª±
∆˝ÀÂº
10.4 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¸˜˘ –

¤ ◊̋ ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± ¡ÛS‡Ú õ∂dÓ¡ fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ˚±›“ÀÓ¡ ≈̃‡… Î¬◊»¸ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú Œ˘±ª±1 ˘·ÀÓ¡ Œ·ÃÌ ¸˜˘ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¡±1 ˘·Ó ¸—·øÓ¡ 1±ø‡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß
¢∂Lö, õ∂¡ıg ’±ø1 ¸˝± ˛̊ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝ÀÂº
2.00 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ”̃̆  ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± –
2.01 ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 ÊœªÚ ’±1n∏ fl‘¡øÓ¡ –¡

’¸˜ ’±1n∏ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±1 ̋ Àfl¡ ø˚Àfl¡ ◊̋·1±fl¡œ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±˙±˘œ ¡Û≈1n∏À ∏̄ ’À˝±¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏±Ô«̂ ¡±Àª
øÚÊ1 fl¡ «̃1±øÊÀ1 ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ÊÚ˜±Ú¸Ó¡ ˜˝±Ú ¡ı…øMê1+À¡Û ¡Ûø1‰¡ ˛̊ ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ, Œ¸ ◊̋
¸fl¡˘1 øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 Ú±˜ ¶ú1Ìœ ˛̊º ’¸˜1 ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ Ó¡Ô± 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡
˚±S±Ó¡ Œ‡±Ê Œ¡ÛÀ˘±ª± 1±ˆ¡± ◊̋ øÚÊ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡± ’±1n∏ ¸±ÒÚ±1 ¡ıÀ˘À1 ’±R õ∂øÓ¡á¡± ˘±ˆ¡
fl¡ø1¡ıÕ˘ ¸é¡˜ ∆˝øÂ˘º ’¸˜œ ˛̊± fl‘¡ø©Ü, ¸—¶‘®øÓ¡, ‹øÓ¡˝…1 õ∂øÓ¡ Ôfl¡± ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ’Ú≈1±·
ŒÓ¡›“1 ‘̧ø©Ü1±øÊ1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ”̃øÓ«¡˜±Ú ∆˝ ’±ÀÂº Œ‡± ˚± ˛̊ Œ˚ ˜˝±¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ˙—fl¡1Àª1
À1˝◊ 1±ˆ¡±˝◊› ’¸˜1 fl‘¡ø©Ü-¸—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ¸¡ı«ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ ¡Û˚«±˚˛Ó¡ õ∂øÓ¡á¡± fl¡1±1 Î¬◊¡Ûø1
’±ôL–1±©Ü™œ ˛̊ ¡Û «̊± ˛̊ÀÓ¡± õ∂øÓ¡á¡± fl¡1±1 õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º Ó¡±1 Ù¡˘|n∏øÓ¡1 Î¬◊À~‡ Œ¡Û±ª±
˚± ˛̊ ŒÓ¡›“1 ‘̧ø©Ü1±øÊÓ¡º

¸—¶‘®øÓ¡¸•Ûiß ¡ı…øMêQ1 ’øÒfl¡±1œ ¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡± ¡ıU ¡ıÌ«̃ ˚̨º
’À˘‡ õ∂øÓ¡̂ ¡± øÚø˝Ó¡ ∆˝ Ôfl¡± 1± ¡̂± ’±øÂ˘ SêÀ˜ fl¡ø¡ı, ·œøÓ¡fl¡±1, ·±˚̨fl¡, ̧ ≈1fl¡±1 ’ø ¡̂ÀÚÓ¡±,
Ú±È¡-¡Ûø1‰¡±˘fl¡, ¡ı±fl¡, ø‰¡Sø˙äœ, Ú‘Ó¡…ø¡ı, ÚÓ«¡fl¡, Œ‡ ≈̆Õª, ¡ı…ª¸±˚̨œ, ·Àª ∏̄fl¡, ˆ¡± ∏̄±ø¡ı,
ˆ¡±¶®1, 1±ÊÚœøÓ¡ø¡ı, ¸˜±Ê-¸—¶®±1fl¡ Œ˝±ª±1 Î¬◊¡Ûø1 Œ˝±Ê± fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡ ¡ıÚ≈ª±1 õ∂fl‘¡Ó¡ ¡ıg≥º

˜±ÚªÓ¡±¡ı±œ, Œ˙Àõ∂̃ œfl¡, ̧ ¡ı«̋ ±1±1 øflƒ¡˙π 1±ˆ¡±fl¡ ¡ıUÊÀÚ ¡ıU¸˜˚̨Ó¡ Ú±Ú± ’±‡…±À1
ø¡ı ”̂¡ø ∏̄Ó¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº fl¡˘±&1n∏, ∆¸øÚfl¡ ø˙äœ, ø˙äœø¡ıõ≠ªœ, ŒÙ¡À1—·±±› ’±À¡ıÃ, ·Ìø˙äœ,
≈̃fl≈¡È¡ ø¡ı˝œÚ ̧ •⁄±È¡, ̧ ¡ı…¸±‰¡œ, Êœ˚̨± ·±Ò1 ’±ø ̧ ij±ÀÚÀ1 ̧ ij±øÚÓ¡ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂ 1±ˆ¡±Àªfl¡º

¡ıU ≈̃‡œ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±¸•Ûiß 1±ˆ¡± ◊̋ fl¡ «̃̃ ˛̊ ÊœªÚ1 ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıdfl¡ ∆˘ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß Ò1Ì1
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¸±ø˝Ó¡… ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂº ¡ıUÀÓ¡± ¡ı±Ò±-ø¡ıø‚øÚ1 ˜±ÀÊø ŒÓ¡›“ ø˚ø‡øÚ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1ÀÂ,
Œ¸ ◊̋ø‡øÚÀÓ¡ ŒÓ¡›“ Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±1 ‰¡±ÀÚøfl¡ 1±ø‡ ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂº øfl¡c ≈̂ «¡±·…¡ı˙Ó¡– 1±ˆ¡±1
¸1˝¸—‡…fl¡ 1‰¡Ú± Œ˝À1±ª±Ó¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ê±øÓ¡ Ó¡±1¡Û1± ¡ıø=Ó¡ ˝í¡ı˘·œ ˛̊± ∆˝ÀÂº

ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 fl‘¡øÓ¡ õ∂;ø˘Ó¡ œ¡Ûø˙‡±1 À1 ’ø¡ıÚù´1 ’±1n∏ ’¡Û1±ÀÊ ˛̊º
˚±˚±¡ı1œ ÊœªÚ1 ’±“À˝ ’±“À˝ ¸˜ ˛̊1 ¡Û±ÀÓ¡ ¡Û±ÀÓ¡ ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± ◊̋ ø˚ fl‘¡øÓ¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ÊœªÚÕ˘ ¤ø1 ·í˘ Œ¸ ˛̊± ̧ ‰“¡±Õfl¡ Ê±øÓ¡ÀÈ¡±1 ¡ı±À¡ı ’±Ú Ú˝íÀ˘› ¡Û≈ø©Üfl¡1 Œõ∂1Ì±
∆˝ 1í¡ıº ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡ ø˘ø‡¡ıÕ˘ Œõ∂1Ì± ̆ ±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1øÂ˘ ̧ ˜±Ê‡Ú1¡Û1±º Œ¸±Ì¡Û±ø˝1 ¡Û±Ó¡øÚÓ¡
ŒÓ¡›“ øÚÀÊ˝◊ ø˘ø‡ÀÂñ ë1±˝◊Ê1 ˘·Ó¡ Œ˚ Œ˜±1 ¤˝◊ ‚øÚá¡ ¸•Ûfl«¡ñøÚø¡ıÎ¬ˇ
¸•§g.................ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1 ÊœªÚ1 fl¡Ô± ̊ ø ̃ ◊̋ ŒÚÀ˘À‡“± ¡ı± õ∂fl¡±˙ Úfl¡À1“±, ŒÓ¡ÀôL
ø¸ Œ˜±1 ̃ ˝±¡Û±¡Û ̋ í¡ıº Œ¸ ◊̋fl¡±1ÀÌ øfl¡Â≈ øfl¡Â≈ ·ä, fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±, Ú±È¡fl¡, Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ø˘ø‡øÂÀ “̆±ºî
¤ÊÚ ¸±ø˝øÓ¡…fl¡ 1+À¡Û ¸Ù¡˘ Ú˝í˘ ˚ø› ø˚ ≈̃ø©ÜÀ˜ ˛̊ ¸±ø˝Ó¡… ¡1‰¡Ú± fl¡ø1ÀÂ, Ó¡±1
˜±ÀÊÀ1 ŒÓ¡›“1 ¸±ø˝øÓ¡…fl¡ ˜ÚÀÈ¡±fl¡ Î¬◊¡Û˘øX fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û1± ˚± ˛̊º

ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± ◊̋ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡1± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…fl‘¡øÓ¡fl¡ ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛¡ıd ’Ú≈̧ ø1 Ó¡˘Ó¡ ø ˛̊± Ò1ÀÌ
ˆ¡±· fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1º Œ¸ ◊̋À¡ı±1ñ

ñ1±ˆ¡± õ∂ªg±ª˘œ
ñ·œÓ¡ ’±1n∏ fl¡ø¡ıÓ¡±
ñ·ä
ñÎ¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸
ñ¡ı≈1?œ ”̃̆ fl¡ 1‰¡Ú±
ñ1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ 1‰¡Ú±ª˘œ
ñ¡¡1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ø¡ıø‰¡S±
ñ1±ˆ¡±1 ˆ¡± ∏̄Ì±ª˘œ
ñÊœªÚœ ’±1n∏ ÊœªÚ ¶ú‘øÓ¡
ñ1±ˆ¡±1 Ú±È¡fl¡
ñÚ‘Ó¡… Ú±øÈ¡fl¡±
ñ¸—·œÓ¡±—˙
ñ1±ˆ¡±1 ’Ú…±Ú… 1‰¡Ú± ’±øº

ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± ◊̋ ÊœªÚ1 ̃ ”̆ …ª±Ú ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¡ ÊÚÓ¡±1 ¡Ûé¡Ó¡ Ô±øfl¡ Œ˙±ø ∏̄Ó¡-˘±ø>Ó¡,
fl‘¡ ∏̄fl¡-¡ıÚ≈ª±-|ø˜fl¡1 ∆˝ fl¡±˜ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ”̃̆ Ó¡– ø¡ıõ≠ªœ 1±ˆ¡± ◊̋ ’Ú…± ˛̊1 ø¡ı1n∏ÀX ˜±Ó¡
˜±øÓ¡øÂ˘º ŒÓ¡›“1 ø¡ıõ≠ªœ¸M±fl¡ ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1 ̃ ±ÀÊø õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º ̧ ±˜…¡ı±1 Œ¡Û± ∏̄fl¡Ó¡±
fl¡1± ¡ı…øMêÊÚ1 ø‰¡ôL±-Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú±1 õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1±øÊÀ ˛̊ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 “̂¡1±˘Ó¡
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≈̧fl¡œ ˛̊± ¶ö±Ú ’øÒfl¡±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂº
ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂̧ ± 1±ˆ¡±1 1ø‰¡Ó¡ ¤‡Ú Î¬◊¡Û±À˚̨ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸º ø˜ø‰¡— ̧ ˜±Ê1 Œˆ¡øÈ¡Ó¡

1ø‰¡Ó¡ ’Ô«±» ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ˚̨ Î¬◊¡Û±±Ú1 Œˆ¡øÈ¡Ó¡ øÚø «̃Ó¡ ¤ÀÚ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ 1À‰“¡±Ó¡± ø¡ı ≈̄û1±ˆ¡±fl¡
fi¡ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡ 1ÊÚœfl¡±ôL ¡ı1Õ˘1 ø¡ÛÂÀÓ¡ ø¡ZÓ¡œ˚̨ÊÚ ¡ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¡ı ¡Û±ø1º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ’±Ò±1
¶§1+À¡Û ’±ÀÂ ¤øÈ¡ Œõ∂˜1 fl¡±ø˝Úœº ŒÎ¡fl¡± fl≈¡˜— ’±1n∏ ·±ˆ¡1n∏ ¡Û±1Â˘œ1 ¡Û±1¶Ûø1fl¡ Œõ∂˜1
’±À «̇À1 Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸1 fl¡±ø˝Úœˆ¡±· ·øÍ¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº 1±ˆ¡±1 Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒÓ¡ Œ¸±ªÌø˙1œ
∆Ú1 ¡Û±11 ø˜ø‰¡— ·“±ª1 ¸˝Ê-¸1˘ ÊœªÚ1 ø‰¡S Ù≈¡øÈ¡ Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂº ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ‰¡±— ‚1,
¸—1±˜ Ê≈̋ ±˘, fl¡1±— [Ê‡˘±], ≈̃ ≈̃  [ŒÏ¡±˘], Œ¡Û•Û± [Œ¡Û“¡Û±], Ó¡±¡Û≈— [˘±Î¬◊¡ı±˝œ] ’±ø1
U¡ıU ’±1n∏ õ∂±ÌªôL ¡ıÌ«Ú± Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ Œ¡Û±ª± ˚±˚̨º ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1 ¸±Ê¡Û±1 qªøÚ 1—
ø¡ı1„1 ëø1ø¡ıÀ˚̨·í [Œ˜À‡˘±] Ú±Ú± 1„1 Ù≈¡˘¡ıÂ± ø1ø¡ı·±ÀÂ— [‰¡±1] ’±ø1 ¡ıÌ«Ú±1 ¡ı±ø˝À1›
ë&—·±í [··Ì±] ¡ı±…˚La, ’±¡Û— [˜], ¡ı±Ú±˜ ’í„ [Œ¡Û±1± ˜±Â], ’±˘ ˜±ø‰«¡ [øÚ˜‡,
Ê˘fl¡œ˚̨±] ’±ø1 Î¬◊À~À‡ ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ̧ ˜±Ê ÊœªÚfl¡ ›‰¡11 ¡Û1± ‘ø©Ü¡Û±Ó¡ fl¡1±Ó¡ ̧ ˝±˚̨
fl¡ø1ÀÂº ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1 fl‘¡ø ∏̄ Î¬◊»¸ª ë’±ø˘ ’± ◊̋ ø˘·±—í, ’±1±Ò… ŒªÓ¡± fl¡±ø2‰«— fl¡±È¡±fl¡,
¡Û”Ê±-¡Û±Ó¡˘ ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡ 1œøÓ¡-ÚœøÓ¡1 ¡ıÌ«Ú± ø¡ıÕ˘À˚̨± 1±ˆ¡± ◊̋ ¡Û±˝1± Ú± ◊̋º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸1 ‰¡ø1S
¡Û±1Â˘œ, fl≈¡˜—, ·±“›¡ı≈Ǐ±, Ê≈Ú± Œ¡Û&, ø˜¡ı≈, ¡Û±1‰¡˘œ1 ˜±fl¡ ’±ø ‰¡ø1S ø˜ø‰¡— ¸•x±˚̨1º
[ ≈̧̂ ¡± ∏̄ ¸±˝± Î¡¸•Û±.ˇ], ëë·Ìø˙äœ ø¡ı ≈̄û1±ˆ¡±– ÊœªÚ ’±1n∏ fl‘¡øÓ¡íí [’øÚ˘ ¡ıÀÎ¬̌±1 õ∂¬ıg,
¡Û‘. 65]º ¤ ◊̋À¡ı±11 Î¬◊¡Ûø1 Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸Ó¡ ø˜ø‰¡— ¸•x±˚̨1 ·ÌÓ¡±øLafl¡ ’Ú≈á¡±Ú ˚±À˜ ø˜˜ø¡ı1
’±1n∏ ø˜ø‰¡— ŒÎ¡fl¡±¸fl¡˘1 ø˜ø‰¡— ˚±À˜ ¤fl¡ ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ‰¡±— ’±1n∏ ◊̊̋ ±̨1 ¡ı…ª˝±ø1fl¡ Ó¡±»¡Û «̊1
¡ıÌ«Ú±› ’±ÀÂº ¡Û±1Â˘œ ’±1n∏ fl≈¡˜—, ≈À˚̨± õ∂·øÓ¡˙œ˘ ˜Ú1 ŒÎ¡fl¡±-·±ˆ¡1n∏º ≈À˚̨±À1± Œõ∂˜1
¡ı±Ò±, Œ˙1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¡±1 ŒÊ±ª±1 ’±ø1 fl¡±ø˝ÚœÀ ˛̊ ·øÓ¡ ˘±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡
¸±˜…¡ı±1 ¡ıœÊ˜La› ø “̧ø‰¡ ø˚̨± ∆˝ÀÂº ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ‹fl¡…¡ıX ·ÌÓ¡±øLafl¡ ’øˆ¡˚±Ú1 õ∂À‰¡©Ü±fl¡
1±ˆ¡± ◊̋ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ¸˝±˚̨Ó¡ ±ø„ Òø1ÀÂº

2.03 ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ÊœªÚøˆ¡øMfl¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸1 ’±ˆ¡±¸ –
fl¡±ø˝Úœ ≈̊Mê ·…1 ¤fl¡ ¡ıø˘á¡ ˜±Ò…˜ ˝í˘ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸Ó¡ ¡ı…øMê ÊœªÚ1

¸˜¢∂ ̧ M±1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚ÀÈ¡º ’¸˜œ˚̨± Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡…1 ̋ ◊øÓ¡˝±¸Ó¡ ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ˚̨ ÊœªÚøˆ¡øMfl¡
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ 1‰¡Ú±1 ¡ı±È¡ fl¡±øÈ¡ øÀ ˛̊ ’¸˜1 ¶®È¡ 1ÊÚœfl¡±ôL ¡ı1Õ˘À ˛̊ [1867-1940]º
¡ı1Õ˘1 ø˜ø1Êœ ˛̊1œ [1895] Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ¸˜±Ê1 Œˆ¡øÈ¡Ó¡ 1‰¡Ú±
fl¡1± õ∂Ô˜‡Ú Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±øÓ¡1 ¤˝±˘ ŒÎ¡fl¡±-·±ˆ¡1n∏1 ’Ú¡ı…
Œõ∂˜1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº ˘±À˝ ˘±À˝ ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ¡ÛÈ¡ ”̂¡ø˜Ó¡ ¡ıUÀÓ¡± Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ 1‰¡Ú± ˝í¡ıÕ˘
ÒÀ1º 1944 ‰¡ÚÓ¡ Ó¡1n∏Ì ‰¡f ¡Û±À˜·±À˜ [1924-1986] Œ˙¯∏ ¸œ˜±Ó¡ Ú±˜1
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊœªÚ1 ¡ÛÈ¡ ”̂¡ø˜Ó¡ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡À1º ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±ÊÓ¡ õ∂‰¡ø˘Ó¡ Œ‡˘ ¡ı±
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∆Ù¡ ø¡ıˆ¡±ÊÀÚ ø˜ø‰¡— ŒÎ¡fl¡±-·±ˆ¡1n∏ ‹À‰¡„ ’±1n∏ fl¡±1 ≈̃·1 Œõ∂˜1 ø˜˘ÚÓ¡ Œfl¡ÀÚÀ1
õ∂±‰¡œ1 1+À¡Û øÔ ˛̊ øÀÂ Ó¡±Àfl¡ Œ‡≈ª± ◊̋ÀÂº ˘·ÀÓ¡ ’±Ú ¤È¡± Î¬◊¡Ûfl¡±ø˝Úœ ¸—À˚±· fl¡ø1
Ó¡±1 Êø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¡ ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê‡ÚÓ¡ õ∂‰¡ø˘Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ ø˙À¡ı±1 ø‰¡øSÓ¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº

ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±øÓ¡1 ¡ÛÈ¡ ”̂¡ø˜fl¡ ∆˘ ̂ ¡À¡ıÚ ‰¡f Œ¡Û&Àª ≈‡ÚÕfl¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ 1‰¡Ú± fl¡À1º
¤‡Ú Êœ ˛̊± Ï¡˘fl¡ Œˆ¡øÈ¡¡ı Œfl¡±ÀÚ [1985] ’±1n∏ ’±Ú‡Ú ‹ ˛̊±› [1987]º ’¸˜
’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ Êœ ˛̊± Ï¡˘fl¡ Œˆ¡øÈ¡¡ı Œfl¡±ÀÚ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ˜±ÀÊø ’¸˜
’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ø˙, ≈ÚπøÓ¡ ø¡ıÀ˙œ ¸˜¸…± ’±ø 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡ ’ª¶ö±1 ¡ı±ô¶ª ø‰¡S

≈̧µ1 1+¡ÛÓ¡ õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº ŒÓ¡›“1 ø¡ZÓ¡œ ˛̊‡Ú ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±øÓ¡1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡ 1ø‰¡Ó¡
‹ ˛̊±› Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ‹ ˛̊±› Ú±˜1 ¤·1±fl¡œ Ú±1œ1 fl¡1n∏Ì ÊœªÚ·“±Ô± ¡ıøÌ«Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê1 ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ ø˙À¡ı±1 ≈̧µ1Õfl¡ Î¬◊¡Û¶ö±¡ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂº

ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê-¸—¶‘®øÓ¡1 ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ø˙À¡ı±1 fl¡±ø˝Úœ1 ˜±ÀÊø õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¡ Œ˝±ª±
’±Ú ¤‡Ú ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±øÓ¡1 ¡ÛÈ¡ ”̂¡ø˜Ó¡ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ∆˝ÀÂ ¶§Ì« ¡ı1±1
Œ “̧±ªÌø˙1œÓ¡ Œ1˘1 Î¬◊øfl¡ [1990]º

◊̋Àfù´1 Œ¡Û&1 ø˜¡ı≈ [1992] ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±øÓ¡1 ’±Ò±1Ó¡ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ ’±Ú ¤‡Ú
¸±˜±øÊfl¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 Ê±Ó¡œ ˛̊ ÊœªÚ1 ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ø˙ Î¬◊æ±ø ∏̧Ó¡
Œ˝±ª±1 ˘·ÀÓ¡ ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1 ¸±˜±øÊfl¡, ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡, 1±ÊÕÚøÓ¡fl¡, Ò˜π ˛̊ ¸˜¸…±ª˘œÀ ˛̊›
õ∂±Ì ¡Û± ◊̋ Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂº Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± Î¬◊ø‰¡Ó¡ ˝í¡ı Œ˚ ¤ ◊̋ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ”̃̆  fl¡±ø˝Úœ ˆ¡±· ∆˘
ø˜·±— Ú±˜1 ø˜ø‰¡— ˆ¡± ∏̄±Ó¡ fl¡Ô±Âø¡ı øÚ «̃±Ì fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂº

˚Ó¡œÚ ø˜¡Û≈Ú1 ø˜fl¡ø‰¡øÊø˘ ø˜ø‰¡— ˆ¡±¯∏±Ó¡ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ ’±Ú ¤‡Ú Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…
¸±˜±øÊfl¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸º ”̃̆  fl¡±ø˝Úœ1 Î¬◊¡Ûø1 ¤fl¡±øÒfl¡ Î¬◊¡Ûfl¡±ø˝Úœ1 ˜±ÀÊø ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê-
¸—¶‘®øÓ¡1 ¤fl¡ ¡ı±ô¶ª Ó¡Ô± ÊœªôL ø‰¡S õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂº ◊̋̊ ˛±1 Î¬◊¡Ûø1 ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊
ÊœªÚøˆ¡øMfl¡ ˆ¡±À˘˜±Ú ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ø˘ø‡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± ¸±ø˝Ó¡…1 “̂¡1±˘ ‰¡˝fl¡œ fl¡1±
¸fl¡˘1 øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ Ú±˜ ˘í¡ı ¡Û±À1“±ñ ·ÀÌ˙ Œ¡Û& ¡Û–¡Û‘1 [1989], ’øÚ˘ ¡Û±—ø·„1
’±ø‰¡Ú-’±Ê±Ú, fl¡– ˛̊±, ÊœªÚ Ú1˝1 ‹fl¡ø˘ [2003], ŒÀªÚ Œ¡Û& ˛̊±fl¡± ø˜À1˜
[2001], ‰¡µÚ± Œ·±¶§±˜œ1 Œfl¡Ã ˛̊≈̃  [2003] ◊̋Ó¡…±øº ’¸˜Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ÊÚÊ±øÓ¡1
¡ÛÈ¡ ”̂¡ø˜fl¡ ∆˘ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ 1ø‰¡Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂ ̊ ø› Ó≈¡˘Ú± ”̃̆ fl¡ˆ¡±Àª ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÊ±øÓ¡1 ¡ÛÈ¡ ”̂¡ø˜Ó¡
1ø‰¡Ó¡ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸1 ¸—‡…± ◊̋ ¸1˝º
3.00 ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒíÓ¡ õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡ø˘Ó¡ ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ø˙ –

’¸˜ ¤‡Ú fl‘¡ø ∏̄ õ∂Ò±Ú 1±Ê…º ’Ó¡œÊÀ1 ¡Û1± ’¸˜1 fl‘¡ø ∏̄Êœªœ Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘
fl‘¡ø ∏̄fl¡± «̊1 ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ô¶1Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì ¡Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝ÀÂº Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì Œ˘±fl¡
ÊœªÚ1 ¤1±¡ı ŒÚ±ª±1± ’—·º ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘ fl‘¡ø ∏̄Êœªœ Œ˘±fl¡º ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡¡
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ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ø˝˚˛±1 ’±˜Í≈¡ ’±ø˘-’±À˚˛-˘‘·±— ’±1n∏ ¡Û–1±· Î¬◊»¸ª1 ¤øÈ¡ ¡ıÌ«Ú±
fi¡ÛÚ…±ø¸Àfl¡ ±ø„ Òø1ÀÂñ ëø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡À˘ ’±ø˘-’±À˚̨- ‘̆·±„1 øÚ± ¡Û≈ª±ÀÓ¡ ‚11 ·‘̋ ¶ö̋ ◊

‘̆·±„1 õ∂À ˛̊±ÊÚœ ˛̊ ¸±˜¢∂œ Œ˚ÀÚñ ˝±Ó¡Ó¡ ±, Œfl¡±1, ’±UÒ±Ú1 ¡ıœÊ ∆˘ ¡ÛÔ±1Õ˘
’±·¡ı±ÀǏº ¤ ◊̋À¡ı±1 fl¡À1“±ÀÓ¡ ¸±˚̨ ’øÓ¡ ˆ¡øMê ¸˝fl¡±À1 ¡Û±˘Ú fl¡À1 ˚±ÀÓ¡ Œ‡øÓ¡ fl¡ «̃Ó¡
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ø¡ıø‚øÚ Ú‚ÀÈ¡º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸Ó¡ ’±ÀÂ ¤ÀÚÀ1ñ ì·±“›¡ı≈Ǐ± ◊̋ øÚÊ1 ¡ÛÔ±1Õ˘ ∆· ¡Û”¡ı
‰≈¡fl¡Ó¡ ¤˝±˘ œ‚˘ ¤˝±Ó¡ ¡ı˝˘ ¤¡ı·«̋ ±Ó¡ ˜±øÈ¡ Œfl¡±À1À1 ‡±Àµ, ˜±øÈ¡1 ‰¡¡Û1±À¡ı±1 ˆ¡±ø„
Ù≈¡1Ù≈¡1œ˚̨± fl¡À1º ¡Û”¡ı ‰≈¡fl¡Ó¡ Ù≈¡˘ øÂ·± ø¡Û1í fl“¡±ø˝¡ıÚ1 ’±·Î¡±˘ ˆ¡±˘Õfl¡ Œ¡Û±ÀÓ¡, &“ÀÊ
Œ¸ ◊̋ ‰¡˝± ˜±øÈ¡Î¡1±Ó¡ ’±U Ò±Ú1 ø¡ıÒ±Ú fl¡øÍ¡˚̨±Ò±Ú ÊÚ± ◊̋ Œ¸ª± ëŒ‰¡œ [Œ¡ıœ] Œ‡À “̆±ñ
¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏-õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¡ , fl¡±ø2‰«— fl¡±È«¡±fl¡, Œª-Œªœ, ëø¤û¡Û˘í, Œ¡ıø˘-ŒÊ±Ú, ëŒ1±·œÊœ Œ˜1±—í Œ¡Û±fl¡-
¡Û1n∏ª± ¸fl¡À˘±Àfl¡ ¸±é¡œ fl¡ø1 ø “̧ø‰¡ øÀ˚̨ ’±1n∏ ˘À· ˘À· õ∂±Ô«Ú± fl¡À1î [ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±
1‰¡Ú± ̧ y±1 [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G] [¡Û‘. 647]º ̇ ¸… ø “̧‰¡±1 ¡Û±ÂÓ¡ õ∂øÓ¡|n∏øÓ¡ øÀ˚̨ñ ìø˚ ̇ ¸… ̋ í¡ı
Œ‡±ÊÚœ˚̨±fl¡ ø˜, ˜·Úœ˚̨±fl¡ ø˜, ¸±Ò≈fl¡ ø˜, ˆ¡fl¡Ó¡fl¡ ø˜, ø˚ ¡ı±fl¡œ Ô±øfl¡¡ı Œ¸˚̨± øÚÊ1
¤ ◊̋ ·±Ò ˙1œ1fl¡ ø˜ºî [ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± 1‰¡Ú± ¸y±1 [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G], ¡Û‘. 648]

Ó¡≈¡Ûø1 ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÀ·±á¡œ1 ¡ı≈fl≈¡1 ’±À¡Û±Ú ’±ø˘-’±À ˛̊- ‘̆·±— Î¬◊»¸ªøÈ¡1 ø¡ı ∏̄À ˛̊
¸ø¡ıÀ˙¯ Î¬◊À~À‡± fl¡ø1ÀÂ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ –

ì’±ø˘í ˜±ÀÚ ’± ≈̆ ø˙¡Û±, ˛̊± ◊̋ ˜±ÀÚ &øÈ¡ ¡ı± Ù¡˘, ëø˘·±—í ˜±ÀÚ ø “̧‰¡± Œ¡Û±Ó¡±
’±1y fl¡1±º ë’±ø˘˚˛±˝◊ ø˘·±—í ˜±ÀÚ ’±˘≈ ¡Û≈øÓ¡ &øÈ¡ ø¸“ø‰¡ Œ‡øÓ¡ ’±1y fl¡1±º
Œ¸ ◊̋øÚ±1¡Û1± Œ‡øÓ¡ ’±1yºí [ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± 1‰¡Ú± ̧ y±1]î [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G], ¡Û‘. 645]

ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ’±Ú ¤øÈ¡ Î¬◊»¸ª ¡Û–1±·º ’øÓ¡ ˜1˜1, ’øÓ¡ Œ‰¡ÀÚ˝1 ¡Û1¡ıº ¤ ◊̋
¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ¡Û–1±· Î¬◊»¸ª1 ø¡ıª1ÀÌ± øÀÂ fi¡ÛÚ…±ø¸Àfl¡ ¤ÀÚÀ1ñ

ì¡Û1±· Î¬◊Âª.........º ¤ ◊̋ Î¬◊Âª1 fl¡±1ÀÌ ŒÎ¡fl¡±-·±ˆ¡1n∏̧ fl¡À˘ ¡ı1 Œ “̋¡Û±˝ fl¡À1,
fl¡±1Ì 1±‰¡˘ÀÓ¡ ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1À˝ Î¬◊Âªº Œ¸ ◊̋fl¡±1ÀÌ ŒÀ˝Àfl¡À˝ ø “̧̋ ÀÓ¡ ¡Û1±·1 fl¡±1ÀÌ
˘±À·.....¤˜±˝1 ¡Û1±º ̃ 1— ‚11 ‰¡±˘ ÚÓ≈¡ÚÕfl¡ ÚÓ≈¡Ú ÚÓ≈¡Ú Œ‡À1À1 ŒÂ±ª± ̋ ˛̊, ̃ øÊ ˛̊±Ó¡
Ú-˜±øÈ¡ Ó≈¡ø˘ ˆ¡±˘Õfl¡ ˚Ó¡Ú± ◊̋ ¸˜±Ú fl¡ø1 ŒÔ±ª± ˝ ˛̊º ¡Û≈1øÌ Œ¡ı1À¡ı±1 ¸˘± ◊̋, ÚÓ≈¡ÚÀ¡ı±1
˘·± ◊̋ ø˘ø¡Û ¡Û≈ø‰¡ ̧ ˜±ÚÕfl¡ øÚ˜Ê ‰¡˘‰¡˘œ ˛̊± fl¡1± ̋ ˛̊º fl¡± ∏̄ÀÓ¡ ¤È¡± ̂ ¡1“±˘ ‚À1± ̧ ÀÊ±ª±
˝ ˛̊º Ó¡±Ó¡ ø “̧̋ ÀÓ¡ Œ¡Û±ª± Ò±Ú, ‰¡±Î¬◊̆ , ˜±øÈ¡ fl¡˘± ◊̋, 1„±˘±›, Œfl¡±À˜±1± ø˚ ¡Û± ˛̊ Œ¸ ◊̋
“̂¡1±˘Ó¡ ̂ ¡1± ◊̋ ̊ Ó¡ÀÚÀ1 Ô ˛̊ºíí [ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡±1 1‰¡Ú± ̧ y±1 [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G], ¡Û‘. 658]

≈̃1— ‚1 ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ŒÎ¡fl¡±¸fl¡˘1 ̧ ±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ õ∂±Ì Œfl¡f¶§1+¡Ûº ëø˜ø‰¡—
fl¡ÀÚ„ƒíÓ¡ ≈̃1— ‚11 ¸ø¡ıÀ˙ ∏̄ Œ¡Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊ ¤ÀÚÀ1ñ ë˜1— ø˜ø‰¡— ˛̊±À˜í ŒÎ¡fl¡±¸fl¡˘1
ŒÎ¡fl¡± ‰¡±—-¡ÛøªS ‰¡±—º ¡Û±¡Û ˜Ú ∆˘ Œ¸ ◊̋ ‰¡±„Ó¡ Î¬◊øÍ¡¡ıÕ˘ fl¡±À1± ’øÒfl¡±1 Ú± ◊̋º ◊̋
ŒÎ¡fl¡±¸fl¡˘1 ø˙é¡±1 Œfl¡fº ̋ ◊̊ ˛±ÀÓ¡ ◊̋ ø “̧̋ ÀÓ¡ Ò±ø «̃fl¡, ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡ ’±1n∏ ̧ ±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ̧ fl¡À˘±
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ø˙é¡± ˘ ˛̊º ...... ¤ ◊̋ ‰¡±—‚1 1±ÊUª± Ú±˜‚11 À1 Ò «̃-‚À1±º ≈̃Í¡ÀÓ¡ ¤ ◊̋ ˜1— ‚À1 ◊̋
ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ÊœªÚ, fl¡ø˘Ê±1 ¤Î≈¡‡ø1 ø˝ ˛̊±1 ’±˜Í≈¡º ø˜ø‰¡„1 ÊœªÚ ̋ ◊̊ ˛±ÀÓ¡ ◊̋ ·Iˇ ̆ ˛̊ºî
[ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± 1‰¡Ú± ¸y±1 [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G], ¡Û‘. 657]

Œ¸Ãµ «̊ ‰¡‰«¡±1 õ∂øÓ¡ ̃ ±Úª1 ̋ ±ø¡ı ˛̊±¸ ’ÚôL, ’¸œ˜º ̊ ≈·- ≈̊·±ôL11¡Û1± ÊÚ¸±Ò±1ÀÌ
ø¡ıø¡ıÒ ¸±Ê¡Û±11 ˘·ÀÓ¡ ’±-’˘—fl¡±1 ¡Ûø1Ò±Ú fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝ÀÂº ¸±Ê¡Û±1, ’±-’˘—fl¡±1
¤È¡± Ê±øÓ¡1 ̧ ˆ¡…Ó¡±-¸—¶‘®øÓ¡1 ¶§1+¡Û øÚÀ«̇  fl¡À1º ’±À˘±‰¡… Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1
¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ¸±Ê¡Û±11 ¸‚Ú Î¬◊À~‡ ’±ÀÂñ ø˜ø‰¡— ˜ø˝˘±¸fl¡˘1 ‰¡˜fl¡ ˘À·±ª± øˆ¡iß
1„œÚ Ù≈¡˘±˜ ëø1ø¡ıÀ ˛̊À·í, Œ˜À‡˘±, Ú±Ú± Ó¡1˝1 Ú±Ú±Ú 1„1 Ù≈¡˘ ¡ıÂ± ø1ø¡ı·±ÀÂ— ‰¡±1
’±ø ¸±Ê¡Û±1 ˜Úfl¡ø1¡ı˘·œ ˛̊±º

ø˜ø‰¡— ÊÚÀ·±á¡œ1 Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ̃ ±ÊÓ¡ ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ‡±…¸y±11 ¤fl¡ ̧ ≈fl¡œ˚̨± ∆¡ıø˙©Ü…
’±ÀÂº fl‘¡ø ∏̄Êœøª ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 õ∂Ò±Ú ’±˝±1 ̂ ¡±Ó¡º ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1 ‡±… ̧ y±1Ó¡ ̃ ±Â-˜±—¸1
õ∂̂ ¡±ª ø¡ı…˜±Úº ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸Ó¡ ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ‡±…±ˆ¡…±¸1 ≈̧µ1
Î¬◊¡Û¶ö±¡ÛÚ fl¡ø1ÀÂº Œfl¡Ã¡Û±Ó¡Ó¡ ø ø¸ÀÊ±ª± ë¡Û≈1±—í, ë¡ı±Ú± ƒ̃ ’„íƒ [Œ¡Û±1± ˜±Â], ëÂ±iß ’í„
[qfl¡±Ú ̃ ±Â], ë’±˘-˜ø2‰«í [øÚ˜‡-Ê˘fl¡œ˚̨±], ë¡Ûí1 ’±¡Û—í [fl¡í˘± Â± ◊̋ ̃ ] ’±ø1 Î¬◊À~À‡
ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê ÊœªÚfl¡ ›‰¡11¡Û1± ‘ø©Ü¡Û±Ó¡ fl¡1±Ó¡ ¸˝±˚̨ fl¡ø1ÀÂº

Œ˘±fl¡ÊœªÚ1 ’—· ¶§1+¡Û ·œÓ¡-Ú‘Ó¡…1 ˘·Ó¡ ¡ı±…˚La1 ’—·±—·œ ¸•Ûfl«¡º õ∂±‰¡œÚ
fl¡±˘À1 ¡Û1± ̂ ¡±1Ó¡¡ı ∏̄«Ó¡ ’Ú…±Ú… ’=˘1 À1 ’¸˜ÀÓ¡± Î¬◊»¸ª-’Ú≈á¡±ÚÓ¡ Ú‘Ó¡…-·œÓ¡1
˘·Ó¡ ø¡ıø¡ıÒ ¡ı±…˚La1 õ∂À ˛̊±· Œø‡¡ıÕ˘ Œ¡Û±ª± ̊ ± ˛̊º ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ’±ø˘-’±À ˛̊- ‘̆·±—,
¡Û–1±· Î¬◊»¸ªÓ¡ ≈̃ ≈̃  [ŒÏ¡±˘], Œ¡Û•Û± [Œ¡Û“¡Û±], ’¡Û≈— [˘±›¡ı“±˝œ], &—·±— [··Ì±]
’±ø ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ¡ı±…˚La1 ¸˝± ˛̊Ó¡ Ê±Î¬◊1œÀ ˛̊ Ê±Î¬◊1œÀ ˛̊ ‹øÚÓ¡˜ Œ·±ª±1 Î¬◊À~‡
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸1 ¡Û±ÀÓ¡ ¡Û±ÀÓ¡ Œ¡Û±ª± ˚± ˛̊º

ë≈̃  ≈̃ 1 Ó¡±À˘ Ó¡±À˘ Â±À¡ı Â±À¡ı ø˜ø‰¡— ·±ˆ¡1n∏̧ fl¡À˘-fl¡øÍ¡ ˛̊±ÀÓ¡±˘±, ”̂“¡ ◊̋À1±ª±,
Ò±Ú Œ±ª±, ”̧Ó¡± fl¡È¡±, Ó“¡±Ó¡¡ıÈ¡±, fl¡±À¡Û±1 Œ¡ı±ª± øfl¡˜±Ú Ò1Ì1 Œ˚ Ú±‰¡ºí [ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸±
1±ˆ¡± 1‰¡Ú± ¸y±1 [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G], ¡Û‘. 650]

ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 Œ˘±fl¡ÊœªÚ1 ’fl‘¡øS˜ ÊœªÚ ˚±S±1 ¡Ûø1‰¡ ˛̊ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ¡Û±ÀÓ¡
¡Û±ÀÓ¡ ¡Ûø1¶£≈¡È¡ ∆˝ÀÂº Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ Œ¸±ªÌø˙1œ ∆Ú1 ¡Û±11 ·±“›‡Ú1 ‰¡±—‚1À¡ı±1,
Ê≈̋ ±˘, ‡≈È¡±Ó¡ ’±›Ê± ◊̋ ŒÔ±ª± Œ˝±fl¡±Î¡±˘, ø¡ı˘Ó¡ ŒÎ¡fl¡±-·±ˆ¡1n∏Àª ̧ ±- “̧Ê≈ø˘ ∆˘ ̃ ±ÂÕ˘
Œ˚±ª±, Œ¸±ªÌø˙1œ ‚±È¡Ó¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¡ı± ◊̋ ·±-ŒÒ±ª±, Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¡ı± ◊̋ fl¡±À¡Û±1 ŒÒ±ª±, ¡ı±‰¡Ú ŒÒ±ª±
’±ø ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê1 ¡Ûø1ø‰¡Ó¡ Âø¡ı‡Ú ≈̧µ1 1+¡ÛÓ¡ õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂº

ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ÊÚÊœªÚ1 ¡ı‘˝» ’—˙ ’±ªø1 ’±ÀÂ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ Œ˘±fl¡·œÀÓ¡º ¤˝◊
Œ˘±fl¡·œÓ¡À¡ı±1Ó¡ ¶§Ó¡–¶£”¡Ó«¡ˆ¡±Àª õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Û± ˛̊ ‰¡˝± õ∂±Ì1 ’±À¡ı·, ’Ú≈̂ ”¡øÓ¡À¡ı±1º ŒÓ¡ÀÚ
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¤ø¡ıÒ ∆˝ÀÂ øÚ‰≈¡fl¡øÚ ·œÓ¡º ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÀÓ¡± ¡Û±1Â˘œÀ˚˛ Œ¡ı±Àfl¡±‰¡±1
Œfl“¡‰≈¡ª±ÀÈ¡±fl¡ ŒÊ±fl¡±ø1 ŒÊ±fl¡±ø1 øÚ‰≈¡fl¡øÚ ·œÓ¡ ·± ◊̋ÀÂ ¤ÀÚÀ1ñ

ì›À˜›ª± fl¡±¡Ûƒ˚˛fl¡±º
Œ¡Ûflƒ-fl¡Î¬◊-’±Àª ¡ı±˜±±

¡ı±ƒÀ˚˛ø˜˘ fl¡±¡Û˘±Ç±-Œ˝◊ºî
ˆ¡±¡ı±Ô« – Œ¸±ÌøÈ¡ ‹ ŒÚfl¡±øµ¡ı±º

fl¡À¡Û±Ó¡œÀ˚˛ Î¬◊˜øÚ ∆˘ÀÂ, Œ¡Û±ª±ø˘
Ù≈¡fl¡± Ú±˝◊º

›˘±À˘À˝ fl¡±øµ¡ı±ºî [ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± 1‰¡Ú± ̧ y±1, õ∂Ô˜ ‡G,  651]
ø¡ı¡ı±˝ ∆˝ÀÂ Œ˘±fl¡ ÊœªÚ1 õ∂±Ì˜ ˛̊ Î¬◊»¸ªº ̂ ¡±˘À¡Û±ª± ¤fl¡ ̃ ±Úø¸fl¡ ̧ ˜gº ëø˜ø‰¡—

fl¡ÀÚ„ƒí Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸Ó¡ ¡ı±˘…ø¡ı¡ı±˝1 ¤È¡± ̧ ˜¸…±› ±ø„ Òø1ÀÂº ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡ d1 ̃ ÀÓ¡, ë˜±˘±
˚±1 øÎ¡ø„Ó¡ ø¡Ûg± ◊̋ ø ˛̊± ˝ ˛̊, Ó¡± ◊̋ ˝ ˛̊ ˚±1 ˚±1 Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙… ¤ ◊̋ ˜±˘±ñ Ó¡±1 ∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡º
......Œ˜±fl¡ ø¡Ûg± ◊̋øÂ˘,ñ ŒÓ¡›“À˘±Àfl¡ ˆ¡±À¡ı ˜ ◊̋ ŒÓ¡›“1 Œ¡ı±ª±1œÀ ˛̊fl¡º ŒÓ¡øÓ¡ ˛̊± Œ˜±1
¡ı ˛̧̊  ¡Û“±‰¡,ñ Ó¡±‰¡í øÓ¡1œ˜1±1 ˝......... ’±øÊ› ŒÓ¡›“À˘±fl¡1 ø¡ıù´±¸, ˜ ◊̋ Ó¡±‰¡À1 ◊̋
∆‚ÌœÀ ˛̊fl¡º Œfl¡ª˘ ¤øÓ¡ ˛̊± ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ øÚ ˛̊À˜ øÚ ˛̊±1À˝ fl¡Ô±º [ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± 1‰¡Ú±
¸y±1 [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G], ¡Û‘. 662] ø˚ ¸˜ ˛̊Ó¡ ¡Û±1Â˘œ ¤ ◊̋ ¸µ «̂¡Ó¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Ò1ÀÌ :±Ó¡
Ú±øÂ˘º øfl¡c Ó¡± ◊̋ :±Ú ˝í¡ı1 øÚ Òø1 fl≈¡˜„fl¡ ˆ¡±˘¡Û± ◊̋ ’±1n∏ ¡Û”¡ı«1 ø¡ı¡ı±˝fl¡ ’¶§œfl¡±1
fl¡ø1 ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡ øÚ ˛̊̃  ̂ ¡—· fl¡ø1ÀÂº Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ø¡ı¡ı±˝Àfl¡fœfl¡ ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡ õ∂Ô± ◊̋ ø˜ø‰¡—
¸˜±ÊÓ¡ Œ‡± ø ˛̊± ¸˜¸…± ±ø„ Œ‡≈ª± ◊̋ÀÂº

Œõ∂˜, ̧ —‚±Ó¡, ̧ —¢∂±˜ ’±øÀ1 ¡Ûø1¡Û”Ì« Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ¡Û±ÀÓ¡ ¡Û±ÀÓ¡ Î¬◊;ø˘ Î¬◊øÍ¡ÀÂ
¤‡Ú ø˜ø‰¡— ·“±ª1 ø‰¡Sº Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÀÚ ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1 ¸˜±Ê Ó¡Ô± Ê±øÓ¡ÀÈ¡±1 ø¡ıøˆ¡iß
¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ø˙ ’±1n∏ ¸˜¸…±¸ ”̃̋ 1 ø¡ı ∏̄À ˛̊ ¡Û±Í¡fl¡ ¸˜±Êfl¡ Ê±øÚ¡ıÕ˘ øÀ ˛̊º Î¬◊»¸ª-
¡Û±¡ı«Ì, ¸±Ê¡Û±1, ‡±…±ˆ¡…±¸, Ú‘Ó¡…-·œÓ¡, Œˆ¡ÃøÓ¡fl¡ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¡ ’±ø ø˙¸ ”̃̋ 1 Î¬◊À~À‡
fi¡ÛÚ±ø¸Àfl¡ ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê1 õ∂øÓ¡Ù¡˘Ú fl¡1±1 Œ‰¡©Ü± ¡Ûø1˘øé¡Ó¡ ˝ ˛̊º
4.00 Î¬◊¡Û¸—˝±1 –

ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¡›“1 Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¡± ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± fl¡1±1
’ôLÓ¡ Œfl¡ ◊̋È¡±˜±Ú ø¸X±ôL Œ¡Û±ª± ·í˘º Œ¸ ◊̋À¡ı±1ñ

1º ø¡ı ≈̄ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± ¤ÊÚ ¸Ù¡˘ fi¡ÛÚ…±ø¸fl¡ Ú˝íÀ˘› ëø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒí Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸
1‰¡Ú±1 ’±“11 ̧ ±ø˝øÓ¡…fl¡ ̃ ÚÀÈ¡±fl¡ ¡ı≈øÊ¡ı ¡Û±ø1º ̆ ·ÀÓ¡ ¤ ◊̋ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú ÊÚÊ±Ó¡œ ˛̊
ÊœªÚøˆ¡øMfl¡ ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ¸±Ô«fl¡ ‘̧ø©Ü ¡ı≈ø˘¡ı ¡Û±ø1º

2º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ̃ ±ÀÊÀ1 ø˜ø‰¡— ̧ ˜±Ê1 ̧ ±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ’± «̇ Òø1 1‡±1 õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡ø1ÀÂº
¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ø˜ø‰¡— ¸˜±Ê, ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ õ∂Ô±, Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì, 1œøÓ¡-ÚœøÓ¡, Ú‘Ó¡…-
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·œÓ¡ ’±ø ø¡ı˙ˆ¡±Àª ¡ıøÌ«Ó¡ ∆˝ÀÂº
3º Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡Ú1 ˜±ÊÓ¡ ŒÎ¡fl¡±-·±ˆ¡1n∏1 Œõ∂˜1 Î¬◊ij≈Mê õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¡ÀÂº
4º ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ’±1n∏ ¡ıøÌ«̆  ̧ ±˜±øÊfl¡-¸±—¶‘®øÓ¡fl¡ ø¶öøÓ¡À1 ̃ ø˝˜±˜øGÓ¡ ø˜ø‰¡— ̧ ˜±Ê1

‹øÓ¡˝…˜ ˛̊ ø˙À¡ı±1 ̧ —1é¡Ì1 Œé¡SÀÓ¡± ̋ ◊ ̧ ˝± ˛̊ fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1¡ı ¡ı≈ø˘ ̂ ¡±ø¡ı¡ı1 Ô˘
’±ÀÂº

5.00 ¸±˜1øÌ –
¸±˜1øÌÓ¡ fl¡í¡ı ¡Û±ø1 ’±˜±1 ’±À˘±‰¡Ú± ◊̋ ø˜ø‰¡— fl¡ÀÚ„ƒ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ø˜ø‰¡—¸fl¡˘1

¸fl¡À˘± ø˙ ¸±˜ø1 ∆˘ÀÂ ¡ı≈ø˘¡ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º Œ˘±fl¡ ÊœªÚ Œ˘±fl¡ ¡Û1•Û1± fl‘¡ø ∏̄Êœøª
¸˜±Ê1 ˘·Ó¡ ÊøÎ¬ˇÓ¡ ’±1n∏ Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ∆˝ÀÂ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ≈̊·1 ¸±ø˝Ó¡…º Ó¡Ô±ø¡Û ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸ ̧ ±ø˝Ó¡… ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ̧ ˜±Ê1¡Û1± ̧ •Û”Ì«1+À¡Û ’±“Ó¡ø1 ’±ø˝¡ı ¡Û1± Ú± ◊̋º ëø˜ø‰¡—
fl¡ÀÚ„ƒí Î¬◊¡ÛÚ…±¸‡ÚÓ¡ ̧ ˜±Ê ÊœªÚ1 Âø¡ı Œfl¡ÀÚÀ1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ¡Û± ◊̋ÀÂ Ó¡±Àfl¡ ̋ ◊̊ ˛±ÀÓ¡ ø¡ı˝—·˜
‘ø©ÜÀ1 Œ‰¡±ª±1À˝ õ∂ ˛̊±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝ÀÂºq

õ∂¸—· ¡Û≈øÔ –
˜≈‡… ¸˝±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö –
±¸, Œ˚±À·˙º ˜≈‡… ¸•Û±.º ø¡ı¯≈ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± 1‰¡Ú± ¸y±1 [õ∂Ô˜ ‡G]º ŒÓ¡Ê¡Û≈1– 1±ˆ¡±

1‰¡Ú±ª˘œ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¸—‚, 2008º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
Œ·ÃÌ ¸˝±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö –
±¸, øÓ¡˘fl¡ – ø¡ı¯≈û1±ˆ¡± ¤øÓ¡˚˛± øfl¡˜±Ú 1±øÓ¡º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ‰¡f õ∂fl¡±˙, 2014º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
Œªœ, Œ˝˜˘Ó¡±º ø¡ı¯≈ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± ¡ı…øMê ’±1n∏ õ∂øÓ¡ˆ¡±º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ’¸˜ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¡Ûø1¯∏,

2016º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
ˆ¡A±‰¡±˚«, Úø˘ÚœÒ1 [¸•Û±.º ø¡ı¯≈ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± – ÊœªÚ ’±1n∏ fl‘¡øÓ¡º &ª±˝±È¡œ – Œ‰¡Ó¡Ú± õ∂fl¡±˙,

1985º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
˝±Êø1fl¡±, ˆ”¡À¡ÛÚº ø¡ı¯≈û fl¡fl¡±˝◊ÀÎ¬◊º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ¤Â. ¤˝◊Â, ∆˙øé¡fl¡ Ú…±¸, 2014º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
˝±Êø1fl¡±, ¸”˚«…º ¸•Û±.º  øˆ¡ißÊÚ1 ‘ø©ÜÓ¡ ø¡ı¯≈ûõ∂¸± 1±ˆ¡± º &ª±˝±È¡œ – ¤Â. ¤˝◊Â, ∆˙øé¡fl¡

Ú…±¸, 2008º ˜≈ø^Ó¡º
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‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 õ∂¸—·

‰¬˚˛øÚfl¡± ¬ı1±
  ·Àª¯∏fl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬ˇ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛, øÎ¬¬ıËn∏·Î¬ˇ - 786004

chayanikaborahnlc@gmail.com

¸—øé¬5¸±1
‰¬˘ø2‰¬S √̋√í˘ ¤fl¡ ¬ıU˜±øSfl¡ fl¡˘±º fl¡˘± Œfl¡ª˘ ¬ı±ô¶ª Ó¬Ô± õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ’Ú≈fl¡1Ì
Ú √̋√̊ ,̨ ¬ı±ô¶ª ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 ¬ı…±‡…±fl¡ ø˙äœ1 ’±Àª·-’Ú≈̂ ”¬øÓ¬-fl¡äÚ±À1 ‘̧Ê√Ú±Rfl¡
1+¬Û õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1 ¤fl¡ ¶§Ó¬La  ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 1+¬Û±˚̨ÌÀ √̋√ ̋ ◊̊ ±̨1 ’±√̇ «º fl¡˘±˜±Ò…˜
ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ‘̧ø©Ü õ∂øSê˚̨±1 ’ôL1±˘ÀÓ¬± ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ˛̧ ”̋̃ √√ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ∆ √̋√
Ô±Àfl¡º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ◊̋ ̧ ‘ø©Ü1 ¬Û±Ó¬øÚÀ1 ¬Û1± ◊̋ ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú ̃ √̋√̆ 1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ¤fl¡ Î◊¬»fl¡F±1

‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1 ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋ Î◊¬»fl¡F±1 ’±˘˜ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
¸•Ûfl¡π˚̨ ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰¬«± ◊̋ õ∂¸±1Ó¬± ̆ ±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ’ªÀ˙… ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Ó¬±øNfl¡
’±Ò±11 õ∂¸—·ÀÈ¬± ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Î◊¬æ√ª1 ̧ ˜±Ú ¬Û≈1øÌ Ú √̋√̊ º̨ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ‰¬‰¬«±1 ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú
õ∂̊ ±̨À¸À √̋√ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Ó¬±øNfl¡ øˆ¬øM√√√ øÚ «̃±ÌÓ¬ ’ø1 √̋√Ì± Œ˚±·± ◊̋ÀÂ√º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Ó¬N¸ ”̋̃ √√ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ◊̋øÓ¬ √̋√±¸1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ô¶1 Ó¬Ô± ø¬ıªÓ¬«Úfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1
·øÏ¬̌ Î◊¬øÍ¬ÀÂ√º ¸˜˚̨1 ’¢∂·øÓ¬1 ˘À· ˘À· ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨ÚÀ1± øÚÓ¬…-ÚÓ≈¬Ú
Ó¬N1 Î◊¬æ√±ªÚ ∆ √̋√ ’±ÀÂ√º õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± Ó¬N ◊̋ øˆ¬iß ‘√ø©ÜÀfl¡±Ì ¸•§ø˘Ó¬ ¬Œ √̋√±ª± ¬ı±À¬ı
◊̊̋ ±̨1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 øˆ¬iß̃ ±øSfl¡ ’ªÀ˘±fl¡Ú ̧ yª¬Û1 ∆ √̋√ Î◊¬ÀÍ¬º ’Ú… √̋√±ÀÓ¬

‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡ ø˙ä ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡1±1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ◊̊̋ ±̨fl¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Ó¬Nø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄1
¬Ûø1¸œ˜±Ó¬ ’±¬ıX fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡1±1 ¬õ∂À˚̨±Ê√ÚÓ¬ õ∂ùüÀ¬ı±Òfl¡1 ‘̧ø©Ü √̋√̊ º̨
¬ıÓ¬«̃ ±Ú ¸˜˚̨ÀÓ¬± ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨ÚÓ¬ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬± ¸•ÛÀfl¡«
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øÚÌ«±˚̨fl¡ ˜ôL¬ı… fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±˚±˚̨º õ∂√M√√√¬ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛS‡ÚÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1
Œé¬SÓ¬ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬± Ó¬Ô± ̋ ◊̊ ±̨1 õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Úœ˚̨Ó¬± ’±1n∏ ̧ œ˜±¬ıXÓ¬±
¸•ÛÀfl¡« ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì fl¡1±1 õ∂˚̨±¸ fl¡1± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º
¬ıœÊ√ ˙s – fl¡˘±,‰¬˘ø2‰¬S, ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚˛Ú, Ó¬N, Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±1, õ∂¸—·º

0.1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ –
fl¡˘±-˜±Ò…˜ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¸‘ø©ÜÓ¬ ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√1 ·øÓ¬Ò±1± ¶⁄©Ü±1 ¸‘ø©Ü

õ∂øSê˚˛±1 ¸À‰¬Ó¬Ú ¬ı± ’ªÀ‰¬Ó¬Ú Œõ∂1Ì±1+À¬Û Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬SÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡±11
ø‰¬ôL±Ò±1±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ ̋ √√˚˛ ̊ ≈· Ò˜«, ̊ ≈· ø‰¬S ’±1n∏ Ê√±øÓ¬1 ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ’±√˙«º
¤‡Ú ¸˜±Ê√1 ŒıÃøXfl¡, ’±Ò…±øRfl¡ ø¬ıfl¡±˙, Œ¸Ãµ˚« Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±, fl¡äÚ±1 ø¬ı˘±¸ ’±ø√
¸fl¡À˘±ø‡øÚ  ˝◊˚˛±1 ˜±ÀÊ√À1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ¬Û±˚˛º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 :±Ú, ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±, fl¡˘±Rfl¡
ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰¬«±1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú Œ √̋√±ª± Œ √̋√Ó≈¬Àfl¡ ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 ̧ ≈¶ö ̃ ”̆ …± ˛̊Ú1 õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√Ú ’±ÀÂ√º ø¬ıù´ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1
õ∂± ˛̊ ̧ ˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª ◊̋ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬SÀ1± Î◊¬æ√ª ̋ √√ ˛̊ ̊ ø√› ¤ ◊̋ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S¸ ”̃̋ √√ Ú±µøÚfl¡
&Ì¸˜‘X Ó¬Ô± 1n∏ø‰¬À¬ı±Ò¸•Ûiß fl¡˘± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ Ú˝√√˚˛º õ∂Ò±ÚÓ¬– ¬ı…ª¸±˚˛Ò˜π
Œ¬ÛÃ1±øÌfl¡, ‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡, Ò˜π ˛̊ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ¬ÛÀ ˛̊±ˆ¬1 Œ˝√√±ª±1 ¬Ûø1Àõ∂øé¬Ó¬ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ̧ ˜fl¡±˘œÚ
¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S fl¡˘±1 ‰¬‰¬«± õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ ∆˝√√ Î◊¬Í¬± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ Ú˝√√˚˛º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ¸øÍ¬fl¡
˜”˘…±˚˛Ú ¬ı± ·Àª¯∏Ì±˜”˘fl¡ ‰¬‰¬«±1 õ∂˚˛±¸ ¤˝◊ Œé¬S‡ÚÓ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ¸≈˘ˆ¬ Ú˝√√˚˛º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± ̃ ij ˛̊Ò˜π ̃ ôL¬ı… ¬ı± ø¬ı √̋√—·˜ ‘√ø©Üˆ¬—·œ1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ◊̋ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
’Ò…˚˛Ú1 Œé¬S‡Úfl¡ ¸˜‘X fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º ˝◊øÓ¬˜ÀÒ… õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Ó¬N˝◊À˝√√
ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄fl¡ ·Àª ∏̄Ì±Ò˜π ̃ ±Ú õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±À1º Œ¸À ˛̊À √̋√ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì1 Œé¬SÓ¬
˝◊˚˛±1 ˘·Ó¬ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ Ó¬N¸˜”˝√√fl¡ ’±Ò±1 ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡˜«ÀÈ¬±fl¡ ’øÒfl¡
˜±Úø¬ıø˙©Ü ’±1n∏ õ∂Ó¬…˚˛Ê√Úfl¡ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ·øÏ¬ˇ ŒÓ¬±˘±1 ¸•Û”Ì« ’ªfl¡±˙ ’±ÀÂ√º
0.2 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 Î◊¬ÀV˙… –

‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 õ∂¸—· - ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ÀÈ¬± ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ˜”˘
Î◊¬ÀV˙… ˝√√í˘ ñ

fl¡] ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ó¬N¸˜”˝√√ ¸•ÛÀfl¡« ’ª·Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª±º
‡] ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬± ¶Û©Ü fl¡1±º
‡] ¤˝◊ ’±Ò±1¸˜”˝√√1 ¸œ˜±¬ıXÓ¬± ¸•ÛÀfl¡«› ¬Û˚«±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±º

0.3 ’Ò…˚˛Ú ¬Ûø1¸1 –
õ∂√M√√√ ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛS‡ÚÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò… ˛̊ÚÓ¬ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 õ∂¸—·  ø¬ı‰¬±1 fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘

˚±›“ÀÓ¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œˆ¬ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ¬Ûø1˜G˘ Ó¬Ô± ø¬ıù´ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S, ̂ ¬±1Ó¬œ ˛̊ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S, ’¸˜œ ˛̊±
‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¬ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ø¬ıˆ¬±Ê√Ú fl¡1± Œ √̋√±ª± Ú± ◊̋º ¤fl¡ ̧ ±¬ı«Ê√ÚœÚ fl¡˘±˜±Ò…˜ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡
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¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1 ˝◊˚˛±1 ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì Ó¬Ô± ·ˆ¬œ1 ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏ÌÓ¬ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 õ∂À˚˛±· ¸•ÛÀfl¡«
¸±˜ø¢∂fl¡ˆ¬±À¬ıÀ˝√√ ¬Û˚«±À˘±‰¬Ú± ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬ˇ±ª±1 õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
0.4 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –

·Àª¯∏Ì± ¬ÛS‡ÚÓ¬ ¬‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 Ó¬N¸˜”˝√√1 ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ˜”˘Ó¬–
¸˜œé¬±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ õ∂À˚˛±· fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
1.0 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±1 –

‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Sê˜±·Ó¬ ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ¸˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ˜”˘…±˚˛Ú1 Ò±1±ÀÈ¬±›
˙øMê˙±˘œ ∆˝√√ Î◊¬Í¬± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Œé¬S‡Úfl¡ Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 Œfl¡˝◊¬ı±È¬±›
’±Àµ±˘ÀÚ ·± fl¡ø1 Î◊¬ÀÍ¬º ¤ ◊̋ ’±Àµ±˘Ú¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ’±Ò±1ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
Ó¬N1 øÚ˜«±Ì ˝√√˚˛ ’±1n∏ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ‰¬‰¬«±˝◊ øˆ¬Ú øˆ¬Ú ˜±S± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡À1º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¸•ÛÀfl¡«
Œ¬Û±Ú õ∂ÔÀ˜ ·ˆ¬œ1ˆ¬±Àª ø˚¸fl¡À˘ ’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±·¬ı±øÏ¬ˇøÂ√˘ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 ˘é¬…
’±øÂ√˘ ˘≈ø˜À˚˛1 ˆ¬±Ó‘¬¡ZÀ˚˛ ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 Œ˙¯∏1 √˙fl¡Ó¬ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1± ∆¬ı:±øÚfl¡
‰¬˜fl¡ÀÈ¬±fl¡ Œfl¡ª˘ ∆¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ’±øª©®±1 ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û Òø1 ÚÕ˘ Ó¬±fl¡ fl¡˘±1 ˜˚«±√± õ∂√±Ú
fl¡1±º ÿÚø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1 Œ˙ ∏̄̂ ¬±·Ó¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Î◊¬»¬ÛøM√√√ ̋ √√̊ ˛ ̊ ø√› fl¡˘± ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡
˜˚«±√± õ∂√±Ú fl¡1±1 ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ¬« ˝◊˚˛±fl¡ ·øÓ¬˙œ˘ Ù¬ÀÈ¬±¢∂±Ù¬œ ¬ı± õ∂˚≈øMê1 ˚±≈√ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬ÛÀ˝√√
·Ì… fl¡1± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ’ªÀ˙… ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ’±1yøÌ1 ¬Û1± ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
øÚ˜«±Ìfl¡±1œ Œ√˙À¬ı±À1 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡ ø¬ıqX fl¡˘± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û õ∂øÓ¬á¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’À˝√√±¬Û≈1n∏¯∏±Ô«
fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ˝◊˚˛±1 Ú±µøÚfl¡ Œ¸Ãµ˚« ¸‘ø©ÜÓ¬ ˜ÀÚ±øÚÀ¬ı˙ fl¡À1º ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 õ∂Ô˜-
ø¡ZÓ¬œ ˛̊ √̇ fl¡1 øˆ¬Ó¬1ÀÓ¬ ◊̋ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 õ∂À‰¬©Ü± ̧ Ù¬˘ ¬Ûø1·øÌÓ¬ ̋ √√̊ ˛ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıù´1 ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú
ø¬ı¡Z» ̃ ˝√√À˘ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡ õ∂˚≈øMê øÚˆ¬«1 ¶§Ó¬La ̧ ≈fl≈¡˜±1 fl¡˘± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¶§œfl‘¡øÓ¬ õ∂√±Ú fl¡À1º
Œfl¡À˜1±1 ¸˝√√±˚˛Ó¬ ¬ı±ô¶ªfl¡ Ó≈¬ø˘ Ò1±ÀÈ¬± ¸yª Œ˝√√±ª±1 ˘À· ˘À·˝◊ Œ¸˝◊ ¬ı±ô¶ªfl¡ øÚÊ√±
øÚÊ√± Ò1ÀÌ ¬ı…±‡…± fl¡1±À1± ¸≈ø¬ıÒ± ¸‘ø©Ü ˝√√í˘º Œ¸À˚˛À˝√ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡ ¸5˜ ø˙ä1 ˜˚«±√±
ø√¬ıÕ˘ ø˙äø˝√√ÕÓ¬¯∏œ Ó¬Ô± ¸À‰¬Ó¬Ú ˜˝√√˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂˚˛±¸ ’±1y ˝√√˚˛ ’±1n∏ ¸Ù¬À˘± ˝√√˚˛º

¬Û±(±Ó¬… ÚµÚÓ¬N1 ‹øÓ¬˝√√…·Ó¬ Ò±1Ì± ’Ú≈¸ø1 fl¡˘± õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ¬ı±ô¶ª ’Ú≈fl‘¡øÓ¬º
¤˝◊ ¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ ¬ı±ô¶ª¬ı±√œ Ò±1Ì±1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ¸˜±À˘±‰¬fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ¸˝√√˜Ó¬
õ∂√˙«Ú Úfl¡ø1 fl¡˚˛ Œ˚, fl¡˘± ˜±Ò…˜ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ’±√˙«  õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬ ¬ı± ¬ı±ô¶ª1 Œfl¡ª˘
’Ú≈fl¡1Ì Œ˝√√±ª±1 ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ¬« ¬ı±ô¶ª ø‰¬S±˚˛Ì1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ¸•Û”Ì« ¶§Ó¬La ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¤fl¡
¬Û‘øÔªœ1 1+¬Û±˚˛ÌÀ˝√√ fl¡˘±1 ’±√˙« Œ˝√√±ª± Î◊¬ø‰¬Ó¬º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Ó¬Nfl¡ Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ ̃ ˚«±√± õ∂√±Ú
fl¡1± õ∂Ô˜Ê√Ú Ó¬±øNfl¡ ¬ı≈ø˘ ’±Àf ¬ı…±Ê√±fl¡ Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º ¬ı…±Ê√±1 1‰¬Ú±¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ ¬ı±ô¶ª1
¬ı…±‡…± ¬ı…±5 1+¬ÛÓ¬ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ŒÓ¬›“ ¬ı±ô¶ª1 ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ø√˙1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ’øÒfl¡ &1n∏Q
ø√À˚̨º ŒÓ¬›“1 ˜ÀÓ¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 √À1 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ¶ö±Ú ø¬ıÚ…±¸ fl¡±äøÚfl¡ Ú √̋√̊  ̨’Ô«±» ‰¬˘ø2‰¬SÓ¬
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¶ö±Ú ø¬ıÚ…±¸1 ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±fl¡ Î◊¬À¬Ûé¬± fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1º ¬ı…±Ê√±1 Ó¬N ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±
∆¬ı:±øÚfl¡ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±1 ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ¬« ¤fl¡ õ∂fl¡±1 fl¡ä-¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±º ◊̋̊ ˛±Ó¬ ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¬Û‘øÔªœ‡Ú1
õ∂øÓ¬2Â√ø¬ıfl¡ ¬Û≈Ú1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨ ’Ô«±» õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ ¬ı±ô¶ª ’±1n∏ ¬Œ¸ ◊̋ ¬ı±ô¶ª±|˚̨œ õ∂øÓ¬1+À¬Û ◊̋
∆ √̋√ÀÂ√ ¬ı…±Ê√±1 Ó¬N1 ”̆̃  øˆ¬øM√√√º ¬ı…±Ê√±1 ¤fl¡ Î◊¬X‘øÓ¬ ’Ú≈̧ ø1 ñ The cinema is an
idealist phenomenon. The concept men had of  it existed so to speak fully
armed in their minds, as ifin some platonic heaven and what strikes us
most of all is the obstinate resistance to matter to ideas rather than of any
help offered by techniques to the imagination of  researches. [√±¸ 39]

ø¬ı—˙ ˙øÓ¬fl¡±1 ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ √˙fl¡ÀÈ¬± ˝√√í˘ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Ú±Ú± Ò1Ì1 ¬Û1œé¬±-øÚ1œé¬±1
¬¸˜˚˛º Œ¸˝◊ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ¤fl¡˜±øSfl¡ Ó¬Ô± ¸1˘∆1ø‡fl¡ ·øÓ¬fl¡ ¬ı…±˝√√Ó¬ fl¡ø1 ¤fl¡
ÚÓ≈¬Ú ˜±S± õ∂√±Ú fl¡À1 ¸•Û±√Ú± Ú±˜1 ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ¬ÛXøÓ¬À˚˛º ‰¬±øÊ√« ’±˝◊ÀÊ√Ú©Ü±˝◊ÀÚ
¸•Û±√Ú±fl¡ ÚµÚÓ¬±øNfl¡ ˜˚«±√± õ∂√±Ú fl¡1±Ó¬ ¸˝√√±˚˛ fl¡ø1À˘º ’±˝◊ÀÊ√Ú©Ü±˝◊ÀÚ ˜ôL±Ê√1
Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ̧ •Û±√Ú± 1œøÓ¬Õ˘ ¤fl¡ ’ ”̂¬Ó¬¬Û”¬ı« ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú fl¡øÏ¬ˇ̊ ˛± ◊̋ ’±ÀÚº ’ªÀ˙…
˜±øfl¡«Ú ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S øÚ˜«±Ó¬± ø¢∂øÙ¬ÀÔ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1± ˜ôL±Ê √’±1n∏ 1±øÂ√˚˛±Ú ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S øÚ˜«±Ó¬±
Œ˘ˆ¬ fl≈¡À˘Â√Àˆ¬ ¸≈√œ‚«fl¡±˘ ¬Û1œé¬±-øÚ1œé¬± ‰¬À˘±ª± ˜ôL±Ê√fl¡ ¬Û1ªÓ¬π ¸˜˚˛Ó¬
’±˝◊ÀÊ√Ú©Ü±˝◊ÀÚ ¤fl¡ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ̃ ˚«±√± õ∂√±Ú fl¡À1º ìŒÓ¬›“1 ̃ ôL±Ê√1 ’Ô« ’±øÂ√˘ ̧ —‚±Ó¬º
≈√˝◊ ø¬ı¬Û1œÓ¬ ‘√˙…1 ¸—‚±Ó¬1 ¬Ûø1ÌøÓ¬Ó¬ ø˚ ¤fl¡ Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛ ÚÓ≈¬Ú 1+¬Û1 Ê√ij ˝√√˚˛ Œ¸À˚˛˝◊
˜ôL±Ê√º ̃ ôL±Ê√1 Î◊¬√± √̋√1Ì ø√¬ıÕ˘ ̧ Ó¬ÀÓ¬ Ú±˜ Œ˘±ª± ̋ √√̊ ˛ ’± ◊̋ÀÊ√Ú©Ü± ◊̋Ú1 ¤‡Ú ̧ ¬ı«fl¡±˘1
Œ|á¬ Â√ø¬ı Œ¬ıÈ¬˘øù´¬Û ¬ÛÀÈ¬˜øfl¡Ú1, ˚íÓ¬ ›ÀÎ¬‰¬±1 ø‰¬ø1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’Ó¬…ôL
ø˙ä¸ijÓ¬ 1+¬Ûºî [√±¸ 39]  ’±˝◊ÀÊ√Ú©Ü±˝◊Ú ˜±'π˚˛ ¡Z±øµfl¡ ¬ıd¬ı±√Ó¬ ø¬ıù´±¸œ ’±øÂ√˘
’±1n∏ Œfl¡À˜1±1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ¬ı±ô¶ª1 Î◊¬¬Û¶ö±¬ÛÚÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“ ’øÒfl¡ &1n∏Q ø√øÂ√˘º ’ÀªÀ˙…
¬ı±ô¶ª1 ¬U¬ıU õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú ŒÓ¬›“1 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S 1œøÓ¬1 ¬Ûø1¬ÛLöœ ¬ı≈ø˘ ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬fl¡¸fl¡À˘ ̃ ôL¬ı…
fl¡À1º ¤ÀÚ√À1˝◊ ¡Z±øµfl¡ ˜ôL±Ê√1 ¸‘ø©Ü Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ’±˝◊ÀÊ√Ú©Ü±˝◊Ú1 øÙ¬{√j
Ù¬ «̃ ’±1n∏ øÙ¬{√j Œ‰¬k ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ ¢∂LöÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋ ̧ •ÛÀfl¡« Œ¬Û±ª± ̊ ±˚̨º ¤Àfl¡ ̧ ˜˚̨ÀÓ¬ ̧ ˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª
Ê√±˜«±Ú ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬ø˘Ó¬ Œ˝√√±ª± Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±˝◊ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø¬ı¸—·øÓ¬,
1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ’ªé¬˚˛ ’±ø√ ̧ ˜±Ê√-¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±1 &1n∏Q¬Û”Ì« ø√˙¸˜”˝√√ ¤1±˝◊ ‰¬˘± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬
˝√√˚˛º fl¡˘±1 ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ˜ÀÚ±ˆ¬—·œÀ˚˛ ¬ı±ô¶ª1 ·ˆ¬œ1 ˜”˘…±˚˛Úfl¡ ¬ı±Ò±¢∂ô¶ fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±˘±1
˘·ÀÓ¬ Ê√±˜«±Ú ¸˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ 1±Ê√ÚœøÓ¬1 ’ªÚøÓ¬1 ¸”‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1À˘º

Ê√±˜«±Ú ’øˆ¬¬ı…øMê¬ı±√ ’±1n∏ ŒÂ√±øˆ¬À˚˛È¬ ¡Z±øµfl¡ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±1 ø¬ı¬Û1œÀÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
¬ı±ô¶ª¬ı±√œ ’±√˙«1 ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú Ò±1±1 ¸‘ø©Ü ˝√√˚˛º ‰¬ø~Â√1 √˙fl¡Ó¬ ¬˚≈X ø¬ıÒıô¶ ˝◊È¬±˘œÓ¬
Î◊¬æ√ª À˝√√±ª± ¤˝◊ Ò±1± ’Ú≈¸ø1 ¬ı±ô¶ª õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬±Ô«Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¬Û”¬ı«øÚÒ±ø1Ó¬ ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¸±“‰¬1
õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú1 ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ¬« ¸˜¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 õ∂Ó¬…é¬ õ∂øÓ¬Ù¬˘Ú ˜±Sº Ê√±˜«±Ú
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’øˆ¬¬ı…øMê¬ı±√1 ©Ü≈øÎ¬’í1 fl‘¡øS˜ ¬Ûø1Àª˙, fl‘¡øS˜ Ú±È¬fl¡œ˚˛ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ Œfl¡Ã˙˘1
¬Ûø1ªÀÓ¬« ˝◊È¬±˘œ1 ¤˝◊ ¬ı±ô¶ª¬ı±√œÒ±1±˝◊ ’À¬ÛÂ√±√±1œ ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬±1 ¬ı±ô¶ª±Ú≈· ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛,
©Ü≈øÎ¬’í¬ıøÊ√«Ó¬ ¬Ûø1Àª˙ Ó¬Ô± Œ˘±Àfl¡‰¬ÚÓ¬ ø‰¬S¢∂˝√√Ì ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√fl¡ ¸±˜ø1 ˘˚˛º ˜ÀÚ±1?Ú1
¬Ûø1ªÀÓ¬« Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ·ˆ¬œ1 ’±√˙« ’±1n∏ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 fl¡˘±·Ó¬ 1+¬Û±˚˛ÀÚ˝◊ ˜”˘ ’±√˙«
Œ˝√√±ª± ̋ ◊È¬±˘œ1 ¤ ◊̋ Ú¬ı… ¬ı±ô¶ª¬ı±√œ Ò±1±fl¡ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ̃ ±Ò…˜1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ‰¬œÊ√±1 Ê√±ˆ¬±øÓ¬øÚ,
Œ1±ÀÊø˘Úœ, øÎ¬ øÂ√fl¡±, øˆ¬Â√fl¡ø∞È¬ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡±1¸fl¡À˘ ø¬ıfl¡±˙ ‚È¬±˚˛º

Î◊¬Úø¬ı—˙ ̇ øÓ¬fl¡±1 ̃ ±Ê√̂ ¬±·Ó¬ ÙË¬±kÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Œé¬S‡Ú1 ¤√̆  Œ˘‡fl¡ ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬fl¡fl¡
Œfl¡f fl¡ø1 ëfl¡±ø √̋√À˚̨1 Î≈¬ ø‰¬ÀÚ˜±í[Cahiers Du Cinema)1 √À1 ˙øMê˙±˘œ ≈̃‡¬ÛS1
õ∂‰¬±1 √̋√̊ º̨ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Ó¬N øÚ «̃±ÌÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋ ¬ÛøSfl¡±1 ¬ı1„√√øÚ ’¬Ûø1¸œ˜ ¬ı≈ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ’±Àf
¬ı…±ÀÊ√±“, C≈Ù≈¬È¬, ·Î¬±Î¬«, Œ1±˜±1√ ’±ø1 √À1√ ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡ Ó¬Ô± ¸˜±À˘±‰¬fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
¸˜±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ÚœøÓ¬ÀÈ¬±fl¡ Ê√Ú± ∆·øÂ√̆  La politique Des Auteurs ’Ô±» The Au-

thors Policy ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û, ˚íÓ¬ øfl¡Â≈√̃ ±Ú øÚ¬ı«±ø‰¬Ó¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡±11 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S øÚ «̃±Ì1 1œøÓ¬
¸•ÛÀfl¡« ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ õ∂øÓ¬á¬± fl¡ø1À˘ Œ˚, ¤‡Ú ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ̧ •Û”Ì«
flÓ‘¬«Q¬ Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡Ê√Ú1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Ú…ô¶ Ô±Àfl¡º ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡Ê√Úfl¡ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¤‡Ú1
”̆̃  Œ˘‡fl¡(Auteur) ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ’øˆ¬ø √̋√Ó¬ fl¡ø1¬ı ø¬ı‰¬±À1º ·ä ¬ı± Î◊¬¬ÛÚ…±¸ ¤‡Ú 1‰¬Ú±1

Œé¬SÓ¬ Œ˘‡fl¡Ê√Ú1 ø˚ ”̂¬ø˜fl¡±, ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¤‡Ú1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬± ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡Ê√ÀÚ ¤Àfl¡Ò1Ì1
”̂¬ø˜fl¡± ¢∂̋ √√Ì fl¡À1º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ¤ ◊̋ ÚÓ≈¬Ú Ó¬NÀÈ¬±Œ˘‡fl¡Ó¬N (Auteur Theory)

ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬ √̋√í˘º Auteur ˙sÀÈ¬± ”̆̃ Ó¬– Ù¬¬1±‰¬œ ˆ¬± ∏̄±1º ◊̊̋ ±̨1 ◊̋—1±Ê√œ õ∂øÓ¬˙s
√̋√í˘ Authorº ’'Ù¬Î¬« ’øˆ¬Ò±Ú1 ’Ô« ’Ú≈̧ ø1 Auteur ˜±ÀÚ √̋√í˘ 'A film director

whose personal influence and artistic control over his or her films are so
great that he or she may be regarded as their author, and whose films may
be regarded collectively as a body of  work sharing common themes or
techniques and expressing an individual style or vision', 'A musician or
other artist who retains a high degree of  independent artistic control over
his or her work'º ë1896 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ ¤˝◊ ¬Û√ÀÈ¬± õ∂Ô˜¬ı±À11 ¬ı±À¬ı ÙË¬±kÓ¬

≈̧1fl¡±1[composer)fl¡ ¬ı≈Ê√±¬ıÕ˘ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ºí [Source: The Chicago School

of  Media Theory] Sê˜±i§À˚̨ ¤ ◊̋ ¬Û√ÀÈ¬± ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Ó¬N[Film Theory)1 Œé¬SÀÓ¬±
¬ı…ª √̋√±1  √̋√í¬ıÕ˘ ÒÀ1º

‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ÒËn∏¬Û√œ Ó¬N ’±1n∏ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ Ó¬N1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Œ¸Ó≈¬ ¬ıgÚ¶§1+À¬Û Ê√± ø˜øSfl¡
Î◊¬À~‡ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ŒÓ¬›“ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ̧ •Ûfl¡π˚˛ ¤È¬± ̧ •Û”Ì« Ó¬N ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡1±Ó¬ &1n∏Q õ∂√±Ú
fl¡À1º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ¸fl¡À˘± Ù¬˜« ’±1n∏ ©Ü±˝◊˘ ¸±˜ø1 ˘í¬ı ¬Û1±Õfl¡   Ó¬N ¤È¬±1 øÚ˜«±Ì ’±1n∏
Œ¸˝◊ Ó¬N1 õ∂±À˚˛±ø·fl¡ ø√˙ÀÓ¬±¬ ŒÓ¬›“ &1n∏Q ø√øÂ√˘º ìø˜øS1 ˜ÀÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¤È¬± ˆ¬±¯∏±,
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øfl¡c fl¡øÔÓ¬ ˆ¬±¯∏±Ó¬Õfl¡ øˆ¬ißº ŒÓ¬›“1 ˜ÀÓ¬ ˆ¬±¯∏± ¤˝◊ fl¡±1ÀÌ˝◊ Œ˚, ˝◊À˚˛± Œ˚±·±À˚±·1
˜±Ò…˜º ‰¬˘ø2‰S˝◊ ˝◊˚˛±1 ¬ı±À¬ı õ∂Ó¬œfl¡ ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡À1 ø˚À˚˛ ¤fl¡ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ˆ¬±¬ı ¬ı˝√√Ú fl¡À1º
¬ı±ô¶ª ’±1n∏ ø‰¬Sõ∂øÓ¬˜±1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡À1±ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“ ’±√˙«¬ı±√1 ¬Û1± Ù¬±˘ø1
fl¡±øÈ¬ ’±ø˝√√ ¬ıd¬ı±√1 ø¬ÛÀÚ Ò±ª˜±Ú ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ºî [√±¸ 40]

¬¬ı±ô¶ª¬ı±√œ ‰¬̆ ø2‰¬S1 ÒËn∏¬Û√œ ’ø ¬̂Ò±1Ì±¸ ”̋̃ √√ ¬Û1ªÓ¬π¸˜˚̨Ó¬ Œfl¡ ◊̋¬ı±Ê√ÀÚ± ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬Àfl¡
Ú±‰¬fl¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Œé¬S‡ÚÓ¬ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ’øˆ¬Ò±1Ì±1 ̧ —À˚±· ‚È¬± ◊̋ÀÂ√º
fl¡ø˘Ú Œ˜fl¡Àfl¡ ◊̋¬Àª ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ’ôL«·Ó¬ fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª± ¤ ◊̋ Ò±1Ì±¸ ”̋̃ √√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬
1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ’±√˙«, ø˘—··Ó¬ ‘√ø©ÜÀfl¡±Ì, ˜Úô¶±øNfl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì  ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ˆ¬±Àª
Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·…º ì¬ı±ô¶ª1 Î◊¬Àij±‰¬Ú ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 õ∂±Ôø˜fl¡ fl¡Ó¬«¬ı…í, ¬ı…±Ê√±1 ¤ ◊̋ ̃ Ó¬ Œ˜fl¡Àfl¡ ◊̋¬À¬ı
¢∂ √̋√Ì Úfl¡À1º ŒÓ¬›“1 Ú¬ı… ̃ ±'«¬ı±√œ ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬—·œ ̋ √√í˘, ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡-1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’ª¶ö±Ú1
¬Û1± Î◊¬æ≥√Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø¬ıÀ1±Ò±Rfl¡ ¬ı±·Ò±1±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ‘̧©Ü ‰¬˘ø2‰¬SÓ¬ ø˚ ¸Ó¬… Î◊¬æ√±ø¸Ó¬ √̋√̊ ,̨ ø¸
¬ı…±Ê√± fl¡øÔÓ¬ ¬Û”Ì«±—· ¸Ó¬…1 Ò±1Ì±1 ¬Û1± ¬Û‘Ôfl¡ºî[¬ı1n∏ª± 15] ˘±“fl¡±1 ÙË¬À ˛̊Î¬-Î◊¬M√√√1
˜ÀÚ±ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì1  ”̧S1 ’±“Ó¬ Òø1 Œ˜fl¡Àfl¡ ◊̋À¬ı õ∂øÓ¬á¬± fl¡1±1 õ∂˚̨±¸ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Œ˚, √̇ «fl¡1
¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬± ‘√ø©Ü¢∂± √̋√… ¬ı±ø √̋√…fl¡ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±Ú √̋√̊ º̨ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬± ̋ √√í˘ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ ̧ ±˜øÊ√fl¡-1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬
√̇ «fl¡ ’±1n∏ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ √̋√í¬ı ¬Û1± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Ò1Ì1 ’±ôL–øSê˚̨±1 1+¬Û ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄º

Œ˙ √̋√Ó¬œ˚̨±Õfl¡ ø¬ı·Ó¬ Œfl¡ ◊̋È¬±˜±Ú √̇ fl¡Ó¬ õ∂¬ı˘ ∆ √̋√ Î◊¬Í¬± ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 Î◊¬M√√√1-’±Ò≈øÚfl¡Ó¬±¬ı±√œ
Ó¬N ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬Ú± ◊̋ ‰¬̆ ø2‰¬S Œé¬S‡ÚÀfl¡± õ∂̂ ¬±øªÓ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ̋ ◊̊ ±̨1 ’±Ò±1Ó¬ ‰¬̆ ø2‰¬S1
¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±Àfl¡± ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì fl¡ø1 Œ‰¬±ª±1 õ∂˚̨±¸ fl¡1± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ̃ ±øfl¡«Ú ̃ ±'«¬ı±√œ
¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…-Ó¬±øNfl¡ ŒÙË¬øEfl¡ ŒÊ√̋ ◊̃ ‰¬Ú1 ˜ÀÓ¬ Î◊¬M√√√1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ¸˜±À˘±‰¬Ú± ’±1n∏ ’±ôL–¬Û±Í¬
ø¬ıÀù≠̄ ∏ÀÌ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ̃ ±Ò…˜fl¡ Â√¬Û± ̃ ±Ò…˜1 ‚øÚá¬ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘ÀÂ√º ø‰¬ √̋êø¬ı:±Ú1 õ∂¬ıMê± Ù¬±øÎ¬«Ú±G
√… ‰¬‰≈¬…À1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬Nfl¡ ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¤øÈ¬ õ∂˙±‡± ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ¬·Ì… fl¡1±1 ˘À· ˘À· fl¡±ø √̋√ÚœÒ˜π
¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… ’±1n∏ ‘√̇ …˜±Ò…˜1 Ó≈¬˘Ú± ”̆̃ fl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú ø√̇ 1 ”̧‰¬Ú± √̋√̊ º̨ ¬Û1•Û1±¬ı±√œ
‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Ó¬±øNfl¡¸fl¡À˘ fl¡˘± ’±1n∏ õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬, ̧ ˜±Ê√ ’±1n∏ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬± ’±ø√ Ò±1Ì± ¬ı± õ∂¬Û=¸ ”̋̃ √√
ø˚ ’Ô«À1 ¢∂ √̋√Ì fl¡ø1øÂ√̆  ÚÓ≈¬Ú Ó¬±øNfl¡¸flÀ˘ Ó¬±1 ˘·Ó¬ Ú Ú Ò±1Ì±1 ¸—À˚±· ¸±ÒÚ±1
õ∂˚̨±¸ fl¡ø1À˘º ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… ¬Û±Í¬1 ¤ ◊̋ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬—·œÀ˚̨ ’±ôL–Àé¬SªÓ¬π ’Ò…˚̨ÚÀ1± ¬ı±È¬
≈̃fl¡ø˘ fl¡À1º ¸±—¶®‘øÓ¬fl¡ Ò±1Ì±¸ ”̋̃ √√1 ¬Î◊¬æ√±ªÚ±1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Œ˘øˆ¬ ©Ü™±Â√,

¬ı±Ô« ’±ø√À˚̨ ˆ¬± ∏̄± ’±1n∏ ˆ¬± ∏̄±Ó¬Nfl¡ ’±ø √̋√̆ ±1+À¬Û ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º ’Ú… √̋√±ÀÓ¬ ¸˜±Ê√
ø¬ı:±Úœ, √± «̇øÚfl¡ ø˜ÀÈ¬˘ Ù≈¬Àfl¡±Àª ̧ ±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı ̧ ±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ̋ ◊øÓ¬ √̋√±¸fl¡ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1
fl¡ø1À˘º ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…-¸—¶¥®øÓ¬1 ¤ ◊̋ ÚÓ≈¬Ú  ’±1n∏ ∆¬ıø‰¬S˜˚̨ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬—·œ¸ ”̋̃  SêÀ √̃√ ‰¬̆ ø2‰¬S1
’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Œé¬SÕ˘› ¸•x¸±ø1Ó¬ √̋√̊  ̨’±1n∏ ¤ ◊̋ Œé¬S‡Úfl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±øªÓ¬ fl¡À1º
2.0 Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±1 õ∂À˚˛±·1 õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬± –

Î◊¬æ√ª fl¡±˘À1 ¬Û1± ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S Ú±˜1 ¤ ◊̋ fl¡˘±˜±Ò…˜ÀÈ¬±Àª ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ À‰¬Ó¬Ú ̃ √̋√̆ 1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬
¤fl¡ Î◊¬» ≈̧fl¡Ó¬±1 ‘̧ø©Ü fl¡ø1 ’±ø √̋√ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋ Î◊¬» ≈̧fl¡Ó¬±1 Î◊¬»¸ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Û «̊±˚̨1
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√̋√íÀ˘› ¤ ◊̋ Î◊¬» ≈̧fl¡Ó¬±1 ¬Û1± ◊̋ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ¬ÛÔÀÈ¬±1 Sê˜·øÓ¬1 ”̧‰¬Ú± √̋√̊  ̨¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¬ı
¬Û±ø1º ¸˜ ˛̊1 ¬Ûø1ªÓ¬«Ú1 ˘À· ˘À· ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸˜±Ê√-¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ ø¬ıªÓ¬«Ú1 Œõ∂é¬±¬ÛÈ¬Ó¬
‰¬˘ø2‰¬Sfl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì1 õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Úœ˚̨Ó¬± ’±ø √̋√ ¬Ûø1˘º ‰¬¬˘ø2‰¬S ¤‡Ú1 ¸øÍ¬fl¡ Ó¬Ô± ø¬ı˙√
ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ¬Û±Í¬ÀÈ¬±1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ̋ ◊̊ ±̨1 ‘√̇ …1+¬Û ’±1n∏ ̧ ˜¢∂ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S‡ÚÓ¬ Ê√ø̌Î¬̌Ó¬
∆ √̋√ Ôfl¡± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√̇ 1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ’Ó¬…ôL õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Úº ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S √̋√í˘ ¤ø¬ıÒ Ê√øÈ¬˘
¸—ø˜ø|Ó¬ fl¡˘±º ◊̊̋ ±̨1 ¸±ø √̋√øÓ¬…fl¡ øˆ¬øM√√√, ¸—˘±¬Û1 Œ¸Ãµ «̊, ˙s ’±1n∏ ¸—·œÓ¬1 ’Ú≈̄ ∏—·,
’±À˘±fl¡ø‰¬S, ¸•Û±√Ú±  ’±ø√ fl¡±ø1fl¡1œ Œfl¡Ã˙˘1 õ∂À˚̨±· ’±1n∏ õ∂Ó¬œfl¡, ø‰¬Sfl¡ä ’±ø√
Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 ñ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¤‡Ú ’ôL˘πÌ ¤ ◊̋ ¸fl¡À˘± ’ôL1—· Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú1 ≈̊øMê¬Û”Ì«
¬ı…±‡…± ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄ÌÓ¬ ’øÓ¬ õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Úº ¤ ◊̋ Î◊¬¬Û±√±Ú¸ ”̋̃ √√1 &Ì ’±1n∏ Sn∏È¬œ, Ó¬±1
¸Ù¬˘Ó¬±, ø¬ıÙ¬˘Ó¬±, ¬ı…Ô«Ó¬±, ̧ y±ªÚ± ’±ø√ ̧ fl¡À˘±ø‡øÚ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì fl¡ø1 Œ√‡≈›ª±ÀÈ¬± ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄fl¡
Ó¬Ô± ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬fl¡1 ¡√±ø˚̨Qº ¤ ◊̋Ò1Ì1 ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ̧ •Ûiß ∆ √̋√ Î◊¬øÍ¬¬ı ¬Û1±Õfl¡ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1
’±fl¡±1Ó¬N[Formalism], ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡fl¡ ̃ ”̆  ¶⁄©Ü± ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ·Ì… fl¡ø1 ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡1 ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬—·œfl¡
√̇ «fl¡ ¬Û±Í¬fl¡1 Œ¬ı±Ò·˜… Œ √̋√±ª±Õfl¡ Œ˘‡fl¡Ó¬N (Auteur Theory] Ú±˜1 Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±1
≈√È¬± ’øÓ¬ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡º ’Ú… √̋√±ÀÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¤‡Ú1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ Ôfl¡± ø‰¬ √̋ê ¬ı± õ∂Ó¬œfl¡,
˚±fl¡ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ˆ¬±¯∏± ø˝√ √‰¬±À¬Û ’øˆ¬ø˝√ √Ó¬ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1 ˝◊˚˛±1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı
ø‰¬ √̋êÓ¬N[Semiotics) 1 õ∂À˚̨±· ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̂̄ ¬±Àª Î◊¬À~‡À˚±·…º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ø˚À √̋√Ó≈¬ ¤‡Ú ̧ ˜±Ê√-
¬ı±ô¶ª1 ’Ú≈fl‘¡øÓ¬¶§1+¬Û Œ¸À ˛̊À √̋√ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ’ôLøÚ«ø √̋√Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√‡Ú ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì, ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ̂ ”¬ø˜fl¡± ̋ ◊Ó¬…±ø√ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ˛̧ ”̃À √̋√± ’Ò…˚̨Ú fl¡1±1 õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬± ’±ÀÂ√º õ∂ø¸X ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
øÚ «̃±Ó¬± ’±˜±1 Œ√̇ 1 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ̧ ˜±À˘±‰¬fl¡1 õ∂øÓ¬ fl¡1± ¤È¬± ̃ ôL¬ı…Ó¬ Î◊¬À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ Œ˚ñ
ì¤ ◊̋ ¸˜±À˘±‰¬fl¡¸fl¡˘ ◊̃̋ ±ÀÚ ◊̋ ’ø˙øé¬Ó¬ ’±1n∏ Â√ø¬ı ¸•ÛÀfl¡« ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 :±Ú ◊̃̋ ±ÚÀ ◊̋
Î◊¬¬Û1n∏ª± Œ˚, ¤›“À˘±Àfl¡ √̇ «fl¡fl¡ ¸•Û”Ì«1+À¬Û ø√fl¡w±ôL fl¡À1º ◊̊̋ ±̨1 ¤È¬± fl¡±1Ì À¬ı±Ò √̋√̊ ˛
¤ ◊̋ Œ˚, ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ’Ú…±Ú… ø˙ä, øÚÊ√1 Œ√̇ 1 ’±1n∏ ¸ˆ¬…Ó¬±1 ◊̋øÓ¬ √̋√±¸ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
¸˜±Ê√-ø¬ı:±Ú ¸•§Àg ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 ◊̋ ’:º ¤›“À˘±Àfl¡ Œ¬ı±Ò √̋√̊  ̨Â√ø¬ı1 ¬ı±ø √̋√À1 ’±Ú ¤Àfl¡±
ø¬ı ∏̊̄ Ą̀Ó¬ ◊̋ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Î◊¬»¸± √̋√ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 Ú±¬Û±˚̨ºî[ ˙ «̃± 55] ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬±øNfl¡
ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄ÌÓ¬ ˜ÀÚ±øÚÀ¬ı˙ fl¡ø1À˘À √̋√ ‚È¬fl¡1 ¤ ◊̋ ˜ôL¬ı… ’õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ·Ì… fl¡1±1
≈̊øMê ≈̊MêÓ¬± Ô±øfl¡¬ıº ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ø¬ı˙±˘ ¬Ûø1¬ı…±ø5fl¡  ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤È¬± ’±Ò±À1 ̧ •Û”Ì«Ó¬…

õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1 ˚ø√› õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ø√̇ 1 ”̧Ñ ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋ ’±Ò±1¸ ”̋̃ √√1
’ªÀ˙… ◊̋  õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬± ’±ÀÂ√º
3.0 Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±1 õ∂À˚˛±·1 ¸œ˜±¬ıXÓ¬± –

‰¬̆ ø2‰¬S1 ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡ ’±Àf ◊̋ Ó¬±1fl¡ ¬̂ø¶®À˚̨ ̃ ôL¬ı… fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ñ ì‰¬̆ ø2‰¬S1 Ó¬N ¢∂Lö̧ ”̋̃ √√
’Ò…˚̨Ú ’±1n∏ ¬Û≈Ú1±Ò…˚̨Ú1 ¬Û1± ̃ ◊̋ ¤ ◊̋ ø¸X±ôLÓ¬ Î◊¬¬ÛÚœÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√± Œ˚ ¤ ◊̋À¬ı±11 Œfl¡±ÀÚ±ÀÈ¬±Àª ◊̋
Œ˜±fl¡ ¸c©Ü fl¡ø1¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1, ı1= Œ˜±1 øÚÊ√1 ≈̊øMê ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌±¬ıÕ˘À √̋√  õ∂ ≈̆t fl¡À1ºî [√±¸
40] ¤ ◊̋ ỗL¬ı…1 ’±“Ó¬ Òø1 Î◊¬À~‡ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1 Œ˚  ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 øÚ¬ı«±ø‰¬Ó¬ Ó¬N1
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’±Ò±1Ó¬ ’±·¬ıÀÏ¬̌±ª± ø¬ıÀù≠ ∏̄Ì Ó¬N¸ ”̃À √̋√ ̧ ±˜ø1 Œ˘±ª± ¬Ûø1¸1ÀÓ¬ ̧ œ˜±¬ıX ∆ √̋√ 1˚̨º ø˚À √̋√Ó≈¬
Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤È¬± Ó¬N ◊̋ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± øÚø√«©Ü ø√̇ Ó¬À √̋√ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̄ &1n∏Q õ∂√±Ú fl¡À1 Œ¸À˚̨ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11
øˆ¬øMÓ¬ ø¬ıÀù≠̄ ∏Ì ’øÒfl¡ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ Ó¬Ô± ø¬ı:±Ú¸ijÓ¬ ̋ √√íÀ˘› ’Ò…˚̨Ú ¤fl¡ ≈̃‡œ ¬ı± ¤fl¡˜±øSfl¡
∆ √̋√ ¬ÛÀ1º Î◊¬√± √̋√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û Œ˘‡fl¡Ó¬N1 õ∂¸—· Î◊¬O±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ø˙äÀÈ¬±
¤fl¡fl¡ˆ¬±Àª ¸•Û±√ÚÀ˚±·… Ú˝√√˚˛, ˝◊ √˘œ˚˛ˆ¬±Àª ¸•Û±√Ú ˝√√˚˛º ø‰¬SÚ±È¬…1 ¬Û1±
ø‰¬ÀÚÀ˜È¬í¢∂±Ù¬œÕ˘Àfl¡ ̧ fl¡À˘± fl¡±˜ ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘Àfl¡ ’fl¡˘˙1œ˚̨±Õfl¡ fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ̧ yª Ú √̋√̊ º̨ Œ¸À˚̨
ŒÓ¬›“ fl¡˘±-øÚÀ√«̇ fl¡, ø‰¬ÀÚÀ˜È¬í¢∂±Ù¬±1, ̧ •Û±√fl¡, ̧ —·œÓ¬ ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡,·±˚̨fl¡, ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬±ñ
¤ ◊̋ ¸fl¡À˘±À1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ øÚˆ¬«1 fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚̨± √̋√̊ º̨ Ó¬»¸ÀM√√√› Œfl¡ª˘ ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡1 fl¡Ó‘¬«Qfl¡
¶§œfl¡±1 fl¡1±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ◊̋ Œ˘‡fl¡Ó¬N(Auteur Theory) ◊̋ ¬ı±fl¡œ¸fl¡˘ ø˙äœfl¡ õ∂Ó¬…±‡…±Ú fl¡ø1
‰¬À˘º ’±Úøfl¡ ¤ ◊̋ Ǫ́¬N ◊̋ Œfl¡øÓ¬˚̨±¬ı± ¤Ê√Ú ˆ¬±˘ ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡1 √̋√±Ó¬ÀÓ¬± ¤‡Ú øÚ•ß̃ ±Ú1
‰¬˘ø2‰¬S øÚ «̃±Ì Œ √̋√±ª± ’±1n∏ ¤Ê√Ú Ó≈¬˘Ú± ”̆̃ fl¡ˆ¬±Àª Œ¬ı˚̨± ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡1 ̋ √√±Ó¬Ó¬ ̂ ¬±˘ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S
¤‡Ú øÚ «̃±Ì √̋√í¬ı ¬Û1± ¸y±ªÚ±Àfl¡± Ú¸…±» fl¡À1º ¤ÀÚ ¬ıU fl¡±1ÌÓ¬ Œ˘‡fl¡Ó¬N(Auteur
Theory) ¸˜±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ¸ij≈‡œÚ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋ Ó¬N ◊̋ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¤‡Ú1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬̌Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
¸±˜±øÊ√fl  õ∂¸—·-’Ú≈̄ ∏—· Ó¬Ô± ¸±Ò±1ÌÀÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ¤‡Úfl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±øªÓ¬ fl¡1± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√̇
¬Œ˚ÀÚ– ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡Ê√Ú1 ¬¬ı…øMê·Ó¬ Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ Ê√œªÚ ̧ •Ûfl¡π˚̨ ‘√ø©Ü̂ ¬—·œ, ŒÓ¬›“1 ̧ ˜fl¡±˘œÚ
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ¬¬ı…ª¶ö± ◊̋Ó¬…±ø√̧ ”̋̃ √√ ¤1± ◊̋ ‰¬ø˘¬ı ø¬ı‰¬±À1º

’Ú…˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ¸˜±Ê√-¬ı±ô¶ª1 ’±ø˝√√˘± ¶§1+À¬Û ø‰¬˝√êÓ¬Nfl¡ Œfl¡fœ˚˛ &1n∏Q õ∂√±Ú fl¡1±1
Œé¬SÀÓ¬± õ∂ùü1 Î◊¬O±¬ÛÚ Œ √̋√±ª± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ̋ √√̊ º̨ ø˚À √̋√Ó≈¬ ¤‡Ú ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ̧ ±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ Î◊¬»¬Û±√Ú
’±1n∏ ˝◊˚˛±1 ¬Ûø1˜G˘ ¸‘ø©Üfl¡ õ∂ˆ¬±øªÓ¬ fl¡À1 ’±Ô«-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡, 1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ˝◊Ó¬…±ø√
fl¡±1Ì¸˜”À˝√√º ¬Û±Í¬1 ¬ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏ÌÓ¬ ’Ô«1 ø‰¬˝√êÓ¬±øNfl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ø√˚˛± &1n∏Q˝◊ ø˚
¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ Ò±1Ì± Ó¬Ô± ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡À1 Ó¬±Ó¬ ¤˝◊ fl¡±1fl¡¸˜”˝√√1 Ó¬±»¬Û˚«1 ’ªÚøÓ¬
‚ÀÈ¬ ¬ı± Œ˘±¬Û ¬Û±˚˛º ¤ÀÚ Œé¬SÓ¬ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±1 ¶§1+¬ÛÀÈ¬±› ¸˘øÚ ∆˝√√ ¬ÛÀ1º ‘√˙…˜±Ú
¬Û‘øÔªœ‡Ú1 ¬ı±ø √̋√…fl¡ 1+¬ÛÀÈ¬±Àª ◊̋ ¬õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ÀÓ¬ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬± Ú √̋√̊ ˛º ¤ÀÚ ¬¬ı±ø √̋√…fl¡ 1+¬Û ¬ı± ̧ •Ûfl¡«1
·ˆ¬œ1Ó¬ ’˝√√1˝√√ øSê˚˛±˙œ˘ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡-1±Ê√ÕÚøÓ¬fl¡ ¸•Ûfl¡«1 ¸øÍ¬fl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì1
˜±Ê√Ó¬À˝√√ ¬ı±ô¶ª1 õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ ¶§1+¬ÛÀÈ¬± ¬Ûø1¶£≈¬È¬ ∆˝√√ Î◊¬ÀÍ¬º ˜≈Í¬1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ Ó¬N1 Î◊¬»¬ÛøM√√√
’±1n∏ ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 õ∂À ˛̊±·1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Œˆ¬ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ’±1n∏ ̧ ±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡ ̧ œ˜±À1‡±1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª ø¬ı1±Ê√̃ ±Úº
Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚˛ÀÚ˝◊ ˝√√›fl¡ ¬ı± ’Ú… fl¡˘±1 ’Ò…˚˛ÀÚ˝◊ ˝√√›fl¡ Ó¬±øNfl¡ øˆ¬øM√√√
¤È¬±1 øÚ˜«±Ì ’±1n∏ ˝◊˚˛±1 õ∂À˚˛±· ’øÓ¬ õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ ˚ø√› ˝◊ ¸˝√√Ê√¸±Ò… Ú˝√√˚˛º
¬4.0 Î◊¬¬Û¸—˝√√±1 –

‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò… ˛̊ÚÓ¬ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±11 õ∂¸—· ñ ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ÀÈ¬± ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 Œ˙ ∏̄Ó¬
Î◊¬¬ÛÚœÓ¬ Œ˝√√±ª± ø¸X±ôL¸˜”˝√√ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ñ

fl¡] ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Î◊¬æ√ª fl¡±˘À1¬Û1± ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ú±Ú± Ó¬±øNfl¡ øˆ¬øM√√√1
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õ∂øÓ¬á¬± ∆˝√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º õ∂øÓ¬ÀÈ¬± ’±Ò±À1˝◊ øÚÊ√± øÚÊ√± ˚≈øMêÀ1 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı
¤fl¡ ¶§fl¡œ˚˛ ¬Ûø1˜G˘1 ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡À1º

‡] ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 õ∂Ì±˘œ¬ıX Ó¬Ô± ¬Û≈—‡±Ú≈¬Û≈—‡ ’±1n∏¬ ø¬ı√…±˚˛Ó¬øÚfl¡ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤˝◊ Ó¬±øNfl¡
’±Ò±1¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ¬õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬± ’ªÀ˙… ◊̋ ¶§œfl¡± «̊º ̋ ◊̊ ˛±1 õ∂À ˛̊±·1 Ê√ø1 ˛̊ÀÓ¬ ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ̧ •ÛÀfl¡«
fl¡1± ¸±Ò±1Ìœfl¡1Ì ˜ôL¬ı… ˝}√√±¸ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± ˚±˚˛º

·] ¤˝◊ Ó¬±øNfl¡ ’±Ò±1¸˜”À˝√√ øÚÀÊ√ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1 Œ˘±ª± ¬Ûø1¸1ÀÓ¬ ¸œ˜±¬ıX Œ˝√√±ª± ¬ı±À¬ı ˝◊˚˛±1
Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ Œ˝√√±ª± ’Ò…˚˛Ú ¤fl¡˜±øSfl¡ Œ˝√√±ª±1 ’øÒfl¡ ¸y±ªÚ±˝◊ ·± fl¡ø1 Î◊¬ÀÍ¬º

‚] ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ˜±Ò…˜ÀÈ¬±Àª˝◊ ¬Û±(±Ó¬…1 ¸‘©Ü Œ¸À˚˛ ˝◊˚˛±1 ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰¬«± ’±1n∏ ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰¬«±1 ˘·Ó¬
Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ øˆ¬øM√√√¸˜”À˝√√± ¬Û±(±Ó¬…õ∂¸”Ó¬º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ Ó¬Ô± õ∂±‰¬…1 ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S¸˜”˝√√1
’Ò…˚˛ÚÓ¬ ¤ÀÚ øfl¡Â≈√¸—‡…fl¡ Ó¬N1 õ∂À˚˛±·1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Œˆ¬ÃÀ·±ø˘fl¡ ’±1n∏ ¸±—¶¥®øÓ¬fl¡
¸œ˜±À1‡±˝◊ õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬ÛÀ˘±ª±ÀÈ¬± ¶§±ˆ¬±øªfl¡ºq

¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ –
’¸˜œ˚˛± –
Œ·±˝√√“±˝◊, ˝√√œÀ1Úº ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S ’±1n∏ ¬ı±ô¶ªÓ¬±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – Û√±øÓ¬fl¡ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú,2016º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
ŒÎ¬fl¡±, Ê√˚˛ôL º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 ø‰¬ôL±-‰¬‰¬«± º ˜e˘Õ – Œ˙ª±˘œ ŒÎ¬fl¡±, ¤˘.¤Ú Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± Œ1±Î¬,

1994º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
√M√√√, Î◊¬»¬Û˘ º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S - ¸˜˚˛.¸˜±Ê√.ÚµÚÓ¬N º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – 1+¬Ûfl¡±1 øÙ¬{√j ŒÙ¬ø©ÜÀˆ¬˘,

2013º  õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
√±¸, ˜‘À·Ú ‰¬fº ¸•Û±.º ø‰¬S-ø‰¬ôL± º  &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø‰¬ÀÚ flv¡±¬ı, 2007º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
√±¸, ˜‘À·Ú ‰¬fº ¸•Û±.º ø‰¬S-ø‰¬ôL± º  &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø‰¬ÀÚ flv¡±¬ı, 2014º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
¬¬ı1¬Û”Ê√±1œ, ̃ ÀÚ±Ê√º ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√1 ¬Û1± Ê√± ≈̋√ê-Ê√—√±› ’±1n∏ ’Ú…±Ú…º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ – ’¸˜ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú

¬Ûø1¯∏√,  2016º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
¬ı1n∏ª±, ¬Û≈√˜ º ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S õ∂¸—· º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ’¸˜ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú ¬Ûø1¯∏√,1992 º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
¬ı1n∏ª±, 1±Ê√œª ’±1n∏ ’Ú…±Ú… º ¸•Û±.º ø‰¬S-ø‰¬ôL± º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – &ª±˝√√±È¬œ ø‰¬ÀÚ flv¡±¬ı, 2011-

13º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
¬¬ı1n∏ª±, ̃ ±Ò≈ø1˜± º ̧ •Û±.º ø‰¬S-ø‰¬ôL± º  &ª± √̋√±È¬œ – &ª± √̋√±È¬œ ø‰¬ÀÚ flv¡±¬ı, 2015-16º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
˙˜«±, ’¬Û”¬ı« º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ‰¬˘ø2‰¬S1 Â√±“-Œ¬Û±˝√√1 º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ’±“fl¡-¬ı±fl¡, 2014º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
 ˝◊—1±Ê√œ –
Barpujari, Manoj & Garima Kalita. Perspectives on Cinema of  Assam, Guwahati :

Gauhati Cine Club,2007. Print.
Brand, Wiley. Film Studies for Dummies, New Delhi : Wiley India Pvt. Ltd, 2015. Print.
Goss, Brian Michel. Globel Auteurs, United Sates : Peter Lang Publishing Inc,

2009. Print.
Heyward, Susan. Cinema studies : The Key Concepts, Routledge,2000. Print.
The Chicago School of Media Theory, http.//www.lucian.uchicago edu >keyword
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1±˜±˚˛Ì ’±Ò±ø1Ó¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ú±È¬- ˘ÑœÀ√ª fl‘¡Ó¬
1±ªÌ ¬ıÒ – ¤øÈ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú

fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬± Œfl“¡±‰¬
¸˝√√fl¡±1œ ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡, ’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, Ú±øÊ√1± ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛

 Email : kabitakonch1@gmail.com

¸—øé¡5¸±1
ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ’±ø√fl¡±¬ı… 1±˜±˚˛ÀÌ Ê√ij¢üÀ1 ¬Û1± ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ¸±—¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡ Ê√œªÚfl¡
õ∂ˆ¬±øªÓ¬ fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ˆ¬±¬ı±Ú≈¬ı±√, ˜”˘±Ú≈¬ı±√ ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’Ú”ø√Ó¬ 1+¬Û1
Î¬◊¬Ûø1 1±˜±˚˛Ì1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd ’±1n∏ ‰¬ø1S¸˜”˝√√fl¡ Œˆ¬øÈ¬ fl¡ø1› ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…
¸‘ø©Ü ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ’Ú…±Ú… õ∂±ôLœ˚˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±-ˆ¬±¯∏œ ¸fl¡˘1 √À1 ’¸˜ÀÓ¬±
ø˙˘±À˘‡, Ó¬±•⁄À˘‡1 ¸˜˚˛1 ¬Û1±˝◊√√ 1±˜fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÚÕ˘› õ∂ˆ¬±ª ø¬ıô¶±1
fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 ’Ú…±Ú… Í¬±˘1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ Ú±È¬… ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬…À1± ¤fl¡ ¬ıU˘ ’—˙
1±˜fl¡Ô±˝◊√√ ’±&ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º ˜Ò…˚≈·Ó¬ fl¡ø¬ı, Ú±È¬…fl¡±1 ˙—fl¡1À√Àª 1±˜ø¬ıÊ√˚˛
Ú±È¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜œ˚˛± 1±˜±˚˛Ìœ Ú±È¬…Ò±1±1 ’±1yøÌ fl¡À1 ’±1n∏ ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬
ŒÓ¬›“1 ’Ú≈fl¡1ÌÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ˜Ò…˚≈·ÀÓ¬˝◊√√ Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±‡ÀÚ± 1±˜±˚˛Ìøˆ¬øM√√fl¡ Ú±È¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬
˝√√˚˛º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ˘ÑœÀ√ª ’±Ó¬±fl‘¡Ó¬ 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬‡øÚ ’Ú…Ó¬˜º
·Àª¯∏Ì±¬ÛS‡øÚÓ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’±1n∏ ‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬fl¡ ’±|˚˛ fl¡ø1
1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…&Ì¸˜”˝√√ Ù“¬ø˝√√˚˛±˝◊√√ Œ‰¬±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – ’¸˜œ˚˛± 1±˜±˚˛Ì Ú±È¬, ˘ÑœÀ√ª, 1±ªÌ¬ıÒº
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ˆ”¬ø˜fl¡± –
ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…Ó¬ ë’±ø√fl¡ø¬ıí ø˝√‰¬±À¬Û ‡…±Ó¬ ¬ı±{√jœøfl¡fl‘¡Ó¬ 1±˜±˚˛ÀÌ Ê√ij˘¢üÀ1

¬Û1± ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛ ¸±—¶®øÓ¬fl¡ Ê√œªÚÓ¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ø√˙Ó¬ õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬Û˘±˝◊√√ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º 1±˜±˚˛Ì1
Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛Ó¬± ’±øÊ√› ’¬ı…±˝√√Ó¬º ˆ¬±¬ı±Ú≈¬ı±√, ˜”˘±Ú≈¬ı±√ ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’Ú”ø√Ó¬ 1+¬Û1
Î¬◊¬Ûø1› 1±˜± ˛̊Ì1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıd ’±1n∏ ‰¬ø1S¸ ”̃̋ √√fl¡ Œˆ¬øÈ¬ fl¡ø1› ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ ±ø˝√√Ó¬… ̧ ‘ø©Ü ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ’Ú…±Ú… õ∂±ôLœ ˛̊ ̂ ¬± ∏̄±-ˆ¬± ∏̄œ¸fl¡˘1 √À1 ’¸˜ÀÓ¬± ø˙˘±À˘‡, Ó¬±•⁄À˘‡1 ̧ ˜ ˛̊1
¬Û1± ◊̋√√ 1±˜fl¡Ô± ◊̋√√ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÚÕ˘› õ∂ˆ¬±ª ø¬ıô¶±1 fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º ̃ Ò… ≈̊·Ó¬ [õ∂± ˛̊ 1300-1830

˜±ÚÕ˘] 1ø‰¬Ó¬ 1±˜ø¬ıÊ√À˚˛˝◊√√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ 1±˜±˚˛Ì ’±Ò±ø1Ó¬ õ∂Ô˜ Ú±È¬º Ú±È¬‡øÚ1 Ú±È¬…fl¡±1
˙—fl¡1À√ªº ŒÓ¬›“1 ’Ú≈fl¡1ÌÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ˜Ò…˚≈·Ó¬ ’±Ú Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±‡ÀÚ± Ú±È¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
Œ¸˝◊√√¸˜”˝√√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ˘ÑœÀ√ª fl‘¡Ó¬ 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ ¤‡Ú Ê√Úøõ∂ ˛̊ Ú±È¬ ’±øÂ√˘ ¬ı≈ø˘ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß
‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡ ¸±é¬…˝◊√√ õ∂˜±Ì ø√À˚˛º 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ¤øÈ¬ ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛ÀÚÀ1
·Àª¯∏Ì±¬ÛS‡Ú õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
·Àª¯∏Ì±1 Ó¬Ô… ’±1n∏ ¬ÛXøÓ¬ –

’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¬ÛS‡Ú õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡À1“±ÀÓ¬ ˜≈‡… ¸˜˘ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¿ ¿ÚÀ1±ª± ¬ı±ø˘¸S1
¬Û1± õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ Œfl¡˙ª±Úµ Œ√ªÀ·±¶§±˜œ ¸•Û±ø√Ó¬ ÚÀ1±ª± ’±Ó¬±¸fl¡˘1 øÚ¬ı«±ø‰¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬
¢∂Lö‡Ú Œ˘±ª± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ¢∂Lö‡øÚÓ¬ Ú·“±› øÊ√̆ ±1 ¬ı±ø˘¸SÓ¬ ̧ —1øé¬Ó¬ ̆ ÑœÀ√ªfl‘¡Ó¬ 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ
Ú±È¬‡øÚ Â√¬Û±1+¬ÛÓ¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

’±À˘±‰¬Ú±1 ¬ı±À¬ı õ∂À ˛̊±Ê√Ú Œ˝√√±ª± Œ·ÃÌ¸˜˘1 ¬ı±À¬ı ø¬ıøˆ¬iß õ∂¬ıg¬Û≈øÔ, Ê√œªÚœ¢∂Lö,
’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√1 ¸˝√±˚˛ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

·Àª¯∏Ì±1 ‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡ ’±1n∏ ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ¬ÛXøÓ¬fl¡ ’±|˚˛ fl¡ø1 ·Àª¯∏Ì±¬ÛS‡Ú
õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¬ÛS‡øÚ1 Î¬◊ÀV˙… –

˘ÑœÀ√ª fl‘¡Ó¬ Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛ Ú±È¬ 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ1 ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬
øÚÀ•ß±ø˘ø‡Ó¬ ø√˙¸˜”˝√√ Î¬◊Àij±ø‰¬Ó¬ ˝√√í¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ Î¬◊ÀV˙… ’±·Ó¬ 1±ø‡ ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ¬ÛS‡Ú
õ∂dÓ¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ñ

[fl¡] ˘ÑœÀ√ª1 Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ fl‘¡øÓ¬ ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ‰¬˜≈ ’±ˆ¬±¸ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±¬ıº
[‡] ˜Ò…˚≈·Ó¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ 1±˜±˚˛Ìøˆ¬øM√√fl¡ Ú±È¬¸˜”˝√√1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ’±ˆ¬±¸ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±¬ıº
[·] ’¸˜œ ˛̊± Ú±È¬…Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ ë1±ªÌ¬ıÒí Ú±È¬‡øÚ1 ¶ö±Ú øÚ1+¬ÛÌ1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ú±È¬fl¡‡øÚ1 ø¬ıÀ °̇̄ ∏Ì±Rfl¡

’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡1± ˝√√í¬ıº
·Àª¯∏Ì±1 ¬Ûø1¸1 –

õ∂Ò±ÚÕfl¡ ˜=Ó¬ 1+¬Û± ˛̊Ì fl¡ø1¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ú±È¬ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± √̋√̊ ˛º ’øˆ¬Ú ˛̊1 Œ˚±À·ø√
¬Ûø1Àªø˙Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ‘√̇ … ’±1n∏ |±¬ı… ≈√À ˛̊±È¬± &Ì Ôfl¡±1 ¬ı±À¬ı Ó¬±fl¡ ‘√̇ …fl¡±¬ı… Œ¬ı±À˘º
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¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1+À¬Û Ú±È¬fl¡ ¬Û±Í¬…&Ì¸•Ûißº Œ¸À˚̨À √̋√ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ≈√È¬± ¬Û±Í¬¶§œfl¡±1 fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨ ¤È¬± ¬Ûø1Àª˙…
¬Û±Í¬… (performance text) ’±1n∏ ’±ÚÀÈ¬± ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… ¬Û±Í¬ (litesary text)º õ∂ÔÀ˜ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…
¬Û±Í¬1+À¬Û Ú±È¬fl¡ ¤‡Ú 1ø‰¬Ó¬ √̋√›“ÀÓ¬ Ó¬±Ó¬ ø¬ı ∏̊̄  ̨¬ı± fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ, fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ 1+¬Û±˚̨Ì1 ¬ı±À¬ı ‰¬ø1S
’±1n∏ fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ ’±·¬ıÏ¬̌± ◊̋√√ øÚ¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±1n∏ ‰¬ø1S1 ø¬ıfl¡±˙1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸—˘±¬Û Ó¬Ô± ≈̧|±ª… ’±1n∏
’Ô«¬Û”Ì« fl¡ø1¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’˘—fl¡±1, õ∂Ó¬œfl¡ ’±ø√ Œ˙±ˆ¬±¬ıX«fl¡ ’±1n∏ Ó¬±»¬Û «̊ ¬ıX«fl¡ Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú
¸—À˚±· fl¡1± √̋√̊ º̨ ¤ ◊̋√√ ¸fl¡À˘±À¬ı±11 ¸˜± √̋√±1Ó¬ ¤‡Ú Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬… ¬Û±Í¬ ¸•Û”Ì« ∆ √̋√
Î¬◊ÀÍ¬º Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ¬Û±Í¬øÈ¬Àfl¡ ’øˆ¬Ú˚̨ Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘¬ı1 ¬ı±À¬ı Â“√±-Œ¬Û± √̋√1, ¸±Ê√-Œ¬Û±Â√±fl¡,
’±-’˘—fl¡±1, ’±‰¬¬ı±¬ı-¬ÛS, Ú‘Ó¬…-¬ı±ø√ ’±ø√ ‘√̇ …¸7¡¡¬± ’±1n∏ 1+¬Û¸7¡¡¬±1 ¬ı…ª¶ö± fl¡1± ̋ √√̊ º̨
Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘fl¡ Ó¬Ô± ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬± ’±1n∏ ¶ö±Ú-fl¡±˘ Œˆ¬À√ √̇ «fl¡1 1n∏ø‰¬ ’Ú≈̊ ±˚̨œ ˜=±˚̨Ú1
¸˜˚̨Ó¬ ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬± ◊̋√√ ̧ —˘±¬ÛÀ1± ̧ ±˘-¸˘øÚ ‚È¬±¬ı ¬Û±À1º Œ¸À˚̨À √̋√ ¬Ûø1Àª˙… ¬Û±Í¬1 ̃ ”̆ …±˚̨Ì
fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ̊ ±›“ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ˛̧ ”̃À √̋√± ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 ’±›Ó¬±1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ̧ ±˜ø1 ̆ í¬ı ̆ ·œ˚̨± ̋ √√̊ º̨
øfl¡c ’±À˘±‰¬… ·Àª ∏̄Ì± ¬ÛSÓ¬ ¸—·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¬Ú˚̨ Î¬◊¬ÛÀ˚±·œ ˙±¶aœ˚̨ Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú¸ ”̋̃ √√
’“±Ó¬1± ◊̋√√ ∆Ô 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬1 Œfl¡ª˘ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…-¬Û±Í¬øÈ¬1 ’Ò…˚̨ÚÀ √̋√ fl¡1± √̋√í¬ıº
1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬1 Ú±È¬…fl¡±1 ˘ÑœÀ√ª –

√±À˜±√1 Œ√ª1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ̂ ¬^À√ª ’±1n∏ ̂ ¬ª±ÚœÀ√ªœ1 fi1 ∏̄Ó¬ 1775 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ 1±˜¬Û≈1
¸SÓ¬ ̆ ÑœÀ√ª ̂ ”¬ø˜¶ö ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 ∆˙˙ª ø¬ÛÓ¬±˜ √̋√ 1±˜À√ª ¶ö±ø¬ÛÓ¬ 1±˜¬Û≈1 ̧ SÀÓ¬
¬Û±1 ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º Œ˚ÃªÚÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“ 1±˜¬Û≈1 ¸S ¤ø1 ¬ı±ø˘¸SÕ˘ ’±À √̋√ ’±1n∏ √±À˜±√1 ’±Ó¬±1
ø¬ÛÂ√À1 ¬Û1± ¬Ûø1Ó¬…Mê√ ∆ √̋√ Œ1±ª± ¬ı±ø˘¸Sfl¡ ¸?œøªÓ¬ fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±À˘º ¸SÓ¬ Ò «̃ õ∂‰¬±1 fl¡1±1
Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ¸±—·Í¬øÚfl¡ ø√̇ ÀÓ¬± ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬ ¬Û±·«Ó¬ ’±øÂ√̆ º ¬ı±ø˘¸SÓ¬ ¸—¶®±1 fl¡1± Î¬◊¬Ûø1›
ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¶ö±ÚÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ ˙—fl¡1œ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 õ∂‰¬±1 fl¡1± ◊̋√√ ˘ÑœÀ√ª1 Ê√œªÚ1 ¬ıËÓ¬ ’±øÂ√̆ º ŒÓ¬›“
Œfl¡ ◊̋√√¬ı±‡ÀÚ± Ú±È¬ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1±1 ˘·ÀÓ¬ ¬ıU ¸—‡…fl¡ ·œÓ¬ 1ø‰¬øÂ√̆ º ŒÓ¬›“ ¤·1±fl¡œ ≈̧fl¡Fœ
·±˚̨fl¡, ¸—·œÓ¬: ’±1n∏ Ú‘Ó¬… Î¬◊æ±ªfl¡ ’±øÂ√̆ º 1858 ‰¬Ú1 ’± √̋√±1 ˜± √̋√1 qflv¡± ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚̨±
øÓ¬øÔÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√·1±fl¡œ Ú±È¬…fl¡±11 ˜ √̋√±õ∂˚̨±Ì ‚ÀÈ¬º ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 ¡Z±1± 1ø‰¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬Àfl¡ ◊̋√√‡Ú √̋√í˘ ñ
fl≈¡˜±1 √̋√1Ì, Œ·±ªX«Ú ˚±S±, Ê√ij˚±S±, 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ, ø¸g≈1±  ˚±S± ’±1n∏ √̋√1À˜± √̋√Úº Ú±È¬¸ ”̋̃ √√1
Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ŒÓ¬›“ ¬ıUÀÓ¬± ·œÓ¬ ¬ÛÀ√± 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ√̆ º Ú±È¬¸ ”̋̃ √√Ó¬ ŒÓ¬À‡ÀÓ¬ Œfl¡Ó¬À¬ı±1 ÚÓ≈¬Ú
1±·1 ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1±Õ˘ ‰¬± ◊̋√√ ŒÓ¬À‡Ó¬1 ¸—·œÓ¬ ˙±¶aÓ¬ Ôfl¡± ø¬ıô¶‘Ó¬ :±Ú1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ Œ¬Û±ª±
˚±˚̨º ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1 ¸±QÓ¬ Ó¬Q Ú±˜1 ¤‡Ú Ó¬±øQfl¡ ’±1n∏ ∆¬ı¯ûª±øRfl¡ Ú±˜1 ¬Û√ ¬Û≈øÔ1
Ê√ø1˚̨ÀÓ¬ ˘ÑœÀ√ª1 fl¡±¬ı… õ∂øÓ¬ˆ¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚̨ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚̨º
1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬ – ø¬ıÀ˙°¯∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚˛Ú –

1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬‡øÚ ˙—fl¡1À√ª1 Ú±È¬1 ’±ø˝«√√ÀÓ¬˝◊√√ 1‰¬Ú± fl¡1± ¤‡Ú ’—fl¡œ˚˛± ∆˙˘œ1
Ú±È¬º Ú±È¬˜øµ1 ̃ ”̆  1±˜± ˛̊Ì1 ë˘—fl¡±fl¡±Gíº ’—fl¡œ ˛̊± Ú±È¬¸ ”̃̋ √√1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıdfl¡ ë’±øÒfl¡±ø1fl¡í
’±1n∏ ëõ∂±¸—ø·fl¡í ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ≈√È¬± ̂ ¬±·Ó¬ ø¬ıˆ¬Mê√ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1±1 √À1 ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬‡Ú1 ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛¬ıô¶Àfl¡±
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ˆ¬±· fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º Ú±È¬‡Ú1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd1 ’±øÒfl¡±ø1fl¡ ’—˙À¬ı±1 ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1ñ
1±˜‰¬f1 ¡Z±1± ˘—fl¡±1 ‰¬±ø1›¬Û±˙ Œ¬ıøÏ¬ˇ Ò1±1 ¬Û±Â1 ”√Ó¬ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ’—·√fl¡ 1±ªÌ1

›‰¬1Õ˘ Œõ∂1Ì, ’e√fl¡ ¬ıµœ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ‰¬±ø1Ê√Ú ¬ıœ1fl¡ ¬ıøÒ ¬ıœ1QÀ1 ’e√1 ¡Z±1± 1±˜Õ˘
¬ı±Ó«¬±¬ı˝√√Ú, 1±˜1 ¡Z±1± ̧ ˜”˝√√ ¬ı±Ú1 Œ¸Ú±Õ˘ 1±ªÌ1 ø¬ı¬ÛÀé¬ ̊ ≈X˚±S±, Œ˜‚Ú±√, ’fl¡•ÛÚ
’±ø√ ‰¬Ó≈¬1e Œ¸Ú±fl¡ 1±ªÌ1 ¡Z±1± ̊ ≈XÕ˘ Œõ∂1Ì, ̊ ≈XÓ¬ ’e√1 ̋ √√±Ó¬Ó¬ Œ˜‚Ú±√1 ¬Û1±Ê√̊ ˛
’±1n∏ ’ø¢üÓ¬ ’±UøÓ¬ õ∂√±Ú1 ¡Z±1± ø√¬ı…1Ô ̆ ±ˆ¬ ’±1n∏ ’˘øé¬ÀÓ¬ 1ÔÓ¬ Î¬◊øÍ¬ 1±˜-˘ÑÌfl¡
Î¬◊ÀVø˙… ¬ı±Ì øÚÀé¬¬ÛÌ ’±1n∏ Ú±·¬Û±À˙À1 1±˜-˘ÑÌfl¡ ¬ıµœ, ·1n∏ÀÎ¬ˇ ’±ø˝√√ Ú±· ˆ¬é¬Ì
fl¡ø1 1±˜-˘ÑÌfl¡ ¸≈¶ö fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±˘±, ¬ı±Ú1 Œ¸Ú±1 ¬Û≈Ú1 ˚≈X õ∂døÓ¬ ’±1n∏ 1±ªÌ1 ¡Z±1±
Ò≈•⁄±é¬, ¬ı<√—©Ü, õ∂˝√√ô¶, õ∂Ê√—‚, ¸≈õ∂Ó¬‚Æ, fl¡±˘˜≈‡, ¬ı‘fl¡±¸≈1 ’±ø√fl¡ ˚≈XÕ˘ Œõ∂1Ì ’±1n∏
˚≈XÓ¬ ¤˝◊√√ ¸fl¡À˘± ¬ıœ11 ˜‘Ó≈¬…, 1±ªÌ1 ¬Û±S˜Laœ ¸˜øi§ÀÓ¬ ˚≈XÕ˘ ˚±S±, ˝√√Ú≈˜ôL, ¸≈¢∂œª
’±1n∏ Úœ˘1 ̆ ·Ó¬ 1±ªÌ1 ̊ ≈X ’±1n∏ ’±È¬±˝◊√√Àfl¡˝◊√√Ê√Ú ¬ıœ11 ¬Û1±ô¶ Œ˝√√±ª±Ó¬ ̆ ·Ó¬ 1±ªÌ1
˚≈X ’±1n∏ ˚≈XÓ¬ 1±ªÌ1 Â√Sˆ¬—·, fl≈¡yfl¡Ì«1 øÚ^±ˆ¬—· ’±1n∏ ˚≈XÓ¬ ∆· ˜‘Ó≈¬…¬ı1Ì, 1±ªÌ1
¡Z±1± ¬Û≈S Œ√ª±ôLfl¡, Ú1±ôLfl¡ øSø˙1± ’±1n∏ ’øÓ¬fl¡±˚̨-fl¡ ̊ ≈XÕ˘ Œõ∂1Ì ’±1n∏ ̊ ≈XÓ¬ ̃ ‘Ó≈¬…¬ı1Ì,
fl≈¡y-øÚfl≈¡y ˜fl¡1±é¬ ’±ø√À1± ˜‘Ó≈¬…º ˝◊√√føÊ√Ó¬1 ˘·Ó¬ ˘ÑÌ1 ˚≈X ’±1n∏ ˝◊√√føÊ√Ó¬1
Œ√˝√√±ª¸±Úº ¬Û≈SÀ˙±fl¡Ó¬ ¬ı…±fl≈¡˘ 1±ªÌ1 ¬Û≈Ú1 ˚≈X˚±S± ’±1n∏ õ∂‰¬G ø¬ıSêÀ˜À1 ˚≈“Ê√±1
ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ 1±À˜ Œõ∂1Ì fl¡1± ¬ıËp¡±¶aÓ¬ 1±ªÌ1 ˜‘Ó≈¬…º

Ú±È¬‡øÚÓ¬ fl¡Ô±¬ıd1 õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡ ’—˙ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ̃ ≈ø26√«Ó¬ 1±˜-˘ÑÌfl¡ ̧ œÓ¬±fl¡ Œ√‡≈›ª±
’±1n∏ ¸œÓ¬±1 ø¬ı˘±¬ÛÓ¬ øSˆ¬±Ó¬±1 ¬ı≈Ê√øÚ, ˝◊√√føÊ√Ó¬1 ¡Z±1± ˜±˚˛±¸œÓ¬±1 ¬ıÒ ’±1n∏ 1±˜-
˘ÑÌ1 ø¬ı˘±¬ÛÓ¬ ø¬ıˆ¬œ¯∏Ì1 ¬ı≈Ê√øÚ, 1±ªÌ ¬ıÒ1 ’ôLÓ¬ 1±˜1 ¡Z±1± ø¬ıˆ¬œ¯∏Ìfl¡ ˘—fl¡±1
1±Ê√¬ÛÔÓ¬ ’øÒøá¬Ó¬fl¡1Ì, ¸œÓ¬±1 ’ø¢ü¬Û1œé¬± ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ ’—˙ Ú±È¬…fl¡±À1 ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬Ó¬ ¶ö±Ú ’±1n∏ ‚È¬Ú±1 ‹fl¡… 1øé¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ˚ø√› ¸˜˚˛1 ‹fl¡… 1øé¬Ó¬
Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±˝◊√√º ¸˜˚˛1 ‹fl¡… ’Ú≈¸ø1 Ú±È¬Ó¬ Œfl¡ª˘ ˜±S ¤ø√Ú1 ‚È¬Ú± ¬ıøÌ«Ó¬ ˝√√í¬ı ˘±À·º
øfl¡c 1±ªÌ ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬Ó¬ ¤ÀÂ√±ª± √œ‚˘œ ˛̊± ¸˜ ˛̊1 ≈̊X ¬ıÌ«Ú± ’±ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬‡ÚÓ¬ Œfl¡ª˘
˘—fl¡±1 1Ê√± 1±ªÌ1 ˘—fl¡±¬Û≈1œÓ¬ Œ˝√√±ª± ‚È¬Ú±1±øÊ√1 ¬ıÌ«Ú±1 ¡Z±1± ¶ö±Ú1 ‹fl¡… 1øé¬Ó¬
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ‰¬ø1S¸˜”˝√√1 ¬ıÌ«Ú± ’±1n∏ fl¡±˜-fl¡±Ê√1 ¡Z±1± 1±ªÌ ¬ıÒ1 ˜”˘ Î¬◊ÀV˙…Õ˘ Œ˚±ª±Ó¬
Ú±È¬…fl¡±1 ¸Ù¬˘ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√ ‚È¬Ú±1 ‹fl¡… 1øé¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬‡Ú ’Ú…±Ú… ’—fl¡œ˚˛± Ú±È¬1 √À1˝◊√√ Ú±µœ Œ˙°±Àfl¡À1 ’±1y ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
Ú±µœ1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ Ú±È¬…fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ’±ˆ¬±¸ ¸•§ø˘Ó¬ ë’ø¬Û‰¬í ’—˙ ¸—À˚±· fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
Ú±µœ·œÓ¬ ëÊ√˚˛Ê√˚˛ 1‚≈¬ı1 1±˜í ¸≈˝√√±˝◊√√ 1±·1º ’ªÀ˙… õ∂Àª˙1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ëÚ±È¬í 1±·1À˝√√
¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬1 Œ˙¯∏Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ ë’À˚±Ò…±¬Û≈À1 ‰¬À˘ 1±˜À1í ·œÓ¬1 Ó¬±˘ ë‡1˜±Úí
˚ø√› ˙—fl¡1À√ª1 fl¡±˘œ√˜Ú ’±1n∏ ¬Û±ø1Ê√±Ó¬ ˝√√1Ì Ú±È¬1 √À1 ëfl¡˘…±Ìí1 ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ«¬
ë¬Û”1ªœí 1±·À˝√√ Ú±È¬…fl¡±À1 ¸—À˚±· fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º
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1±ªÌ¬ıÒÓ¬ Ú±µœ Œ˙°±fl¡Àfl¡ Òø1 ˜≈Í¬ ÿÚ‰¬ø~˙È¬± Œ˙°±fl¡ ’±ÀÂ√º Œ˙°±fl¡À¬ı±11 ¶⁄©Ü±
Ú±È¬…fl¡±1 øÚÀÊ√˝◊√√º SÀ˚˛±√˙ ¸—‡…fl¡ Œ˙°±fl¡Ó¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ ë¬ı<√—©Ü ˝√√Ó¬—í ñ ¤˝◊√√ ˙s
≈√È¬±À˝√√ ¬ı±{√jœøfl¡1 1±˜±˚˛Ì1 ˘—fl¡±fl¡±G1 ‰¬Ó≈¬ ¬Û=±˙ ¸·«1 Â√˚˛øS˙ ¸—‡…fl¡ Œ˙°±fl¡1 ¬Û1±
Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Ú±µœÀ˙°±fl¡Ó¬ 1‚≈fl≈¡˘ ø˙À1±˜øÌ 1±˜1 õ∂˙øô¶ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ë’ø¬Û‰¬í ’—˙1
Œ˙°±fl¡ÀÈ¬± √˝√√˙±1œ1º fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ’—˙ Œ˚ÀÚ ñ ˝◊√√føÊ√Ó¬fl¡ ˚≈X1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±À√˙,
˜±˚˛±¸œÓ¬±1 ¬ıÒ, 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√Ó¬ ¤Àfl¡±È¬±Õfl¡ Œ˙°±fl¡ ø√˚˛± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬‡øÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬
¸—¶‘®Ó¬ Œ˙°±fl¡¸˜”˝√√ ’Ó¬…ôL ¸≈µ1 ’±1n∏ øÚ‡≈Ó¬º ˝◊√√À˚˛ Ú±È¬…fl¡±11 ¸—¶‘®Ó¬ Œ˙°±fl¡ øÚ˜«±ÌÓ¬
ø¸X˝√√ô¶Ó¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ¬ı˝√√Ú fl¡À1º Ú±È¬‡Ú1 Ú±µœ Œ˙°±fl¡1 Â√µ ë¬ı¸ôLøÓ¬˘fl¡±í Œ˝√√ ,
ë˙±”«√˘ø¬ıSêœøÎ¬ˇÓ¬í Ú˝√√˚˛º ¬ı±fl¡œÀ˙°±fl¡¸˜”˝√√Ó¬ ¬Û≈ø©ÛÓ¬±¢∂±, ˙±”«√˘ø¬ıSêœøÎ¬ˇÓ¬, Î¬◊À¬Ûf¬ı<±,
˝◊√√f ¬ı7¡¡¬± ’±1n∏ ’Ú≈©Ü”¬Û ˝◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ Â√µ1 ¬ı…ª˝√√±1 fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º

¤fl≈¡ø1 ¬ı±1È¬± ·œÀÓ¬À1 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ ̧ ‘̃Xº ·œÓ¬1 1±·¸ ”̃̋ √√ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ñ ’±À˙±ª±1œ,
¤˜»fl¡˘…±Ì, fl¡±1n∏Ì…Àfl¡√±1, fl¡±À˜±√, fl¡±Ú±Î¬ˇ±, Œ·Ã1œ, Ê√˚˛¿, Ó≈¬1, Ó≈¬1¬ı¸ôL, Ú±È¬,
Ú±È¬˜~±1, ̃ ±U1, ¿, ¿·±g±1, ̇ ±1e ’±1n∏ ̧ ≈̋ √√± ◊̋√√ ̋ ◊√√Ó¬…±ø√º Ú±È¬‡ÚÓ¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ Ó¬±˘¸ ”̃̋ √√
˝√√í˘ ñ ¤fl¡Ó¬±ø˘, Â≈√È¬fl¡˘±˜±Ú, Ê√±øÓ¬˜±Ú, Ò1ÌÊ√±øÓ¬, ¬Ûø1Ó¬±˘, ̃ ±ÔÊ√øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ 1+¬Ûfl¡º
Ú±È¬1 ·œÓ¬¸˜”˝√√ õ∂Ô˜ ¤˙±1œ, ≈√˙±1œ ¬ı± øÓ¬øÚ˙±1œ ëÒËn∏—í ¬ı≈ø˘ ø√˚˛±1 ø¬ÛÂ√1 ’—˙ ë¬Û√í
¬ı≈ø˘ Î¬◊À~‡ ’±ÀÂ√º ¤˝◊√√ø‡øÚ Œ·˚˛ ’—˙1 ¬Û√º ¤˝◊√√ ·œÓ¬ø‡øÚ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Â√µÓ¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ̊ ø√›
ë¬Û√í ¬ı≈ø˘À˚˛˝◊√√ Œfl¡±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¤ÀÚ ¬Û√¸˜”˝√√ ¬ıUÍ¬±˝◊√√Ó¬ ˘ÑœÀ√ª1 øÚÊ√1 ˆ¬øÌÓ¬± Œ¬Û±ª±
∆·ÀÂ√º Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Í¬±˝◊√√Ó¬ Ú±È¬…fl¡±À1 øÚÊ√1 Ú±˜ ë˘ÑœÚ±Ôí ’±1n∏ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Í¬±˝◊√√Ó¬
ë˘Ñœfl¡±ôLí ¬ı≈ø˘ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Î¬◊√±˝√√1Ì¶§1+À¬Û, ˝◊√føÊ√Ó¬1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ˘ÑÌ1 ˚≈“Ê√Ó¬
˘ÑÀÌ ’±‚±Ó¬, fl¡©Ü Œ¬Û±ª± ¬ı≈ø˘ 1±À˜ fl¡1± ø¬ı˘±¬Û1 ·œÓ¬Ó¬ ˘ÑœÀ√Àª ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√ ñ

ì¸≈µ1 ˙1œÀ1 Œ√À‡± ’¸—‡…±Ó¬ ‚±ªº
Œ√ø‡ øfl¡ ¬ı≈ø˘À¬ı Œ˜±fl¡ ¸≈ø˜S± ˜±ªºº
˝√+√˚˛ Ï¬±fl≈¡ø1 fl¡±Àµ Œ√ª 1‚≈¬ÛøÓ¬º
fl¡˝√√ ˘ÑœÚ±ÀÔ ˝√√ø1 ¬Û√ Œ˜±1 ·øÓ¬ººî[Œ·±¶§±˜œ ˚ ¸•Û±, ¬Û‘– 200]

Œ·˚̨ ¬Û√̧ ”̋̃ √√1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ë¬Û√í ¬ı± ë¬Û˚̨±1í Â√µÓ¬ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¬Û±‰¬‡G ë¬Û√í Ú±È¬‡øÚÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√º
fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ øÚ›“ÀÓ¬ ¬ı…ª˝√+Ó¬ ·œÓ¬1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› Ú±È¬‡øÚÓ¬ øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ø¬ı˘±¬Û·œÓ¬

¸—À˚±øÊ√Ó¬ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º øÓ¬øÚ›È¬± ·œÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ˜≈Mê√±ª˘œ Â√µ1º õ∂Ô˜ÀÈ¬± ø¬ı˘±¬Û·œÓ¬ ¸œÓ¬±1
≈̃‡Ó¬ ø√̊ ˛± ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º Œ˜‚Ú±√1 ̇ 1Ó¬ ’À‰¬Ó¬Ú 1±˜-˘ÑÌfl¡ ’±fl¡±˙ ̃ ±À·«À1 √̇ «Ú1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬

1±˜‰¬f1 &Ì ¬ıÌ«±˝◊√√ ¸œÓ¬±˝◊√√ ¤˝◊√√ ø¬ı˘±¬Û fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ’±1n∏ Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛ ø¬ı¬Û±˘ÀÈ¬±
˜Àµ±√1œ1º ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ÀÈ¬± ¬Û≈S ˝◊√√føÊ√Ó¬1 ˜‘Ó≈¬…Ó¬ ’±1n∏ Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛ÀÈ¬± 1±ªÌ ¬ıÒ Œ˝√√±ª±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬
1±ªÌ1 &Ì ¬ıÌ«±˝◊√√ fl¡1± ø¬ı˘±¬Ûº

’—fl¡œ˚˛± ∆˙˘œ1 ’Ú… Ú±È¬1 √À1 ë˜—·˘±‰¬1Ìí ’±1n∏ ë˜≈øMê√˜—·˘í ñ ≈√À˚˛±È¬±
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ˆ¬øÈ¬˜±˝◊√√ Ú±È¬‡øÚÓ¬ ’±ÀÂ√º ˜—·˘±‰¬1Ì ˆ¬øÈ¬˜±˝◊√√ √˙±é¬1œ Â√µ1 ’±1n∏ ˝◊√√˚˛±Ó¬ øÓ¬øÚfl≈¡ø1
˙±1œ ’±ÀÂ√º ˜≈øMê√˜—·˘ ˆ¬øÈ¬˜±1 ¬Û√ ¸—‡…± ≈√fl≈¡ø1 √À˝√√±È¬±º

õ∂±˚̨ ’X«̇ Ó¬±øÒfl¡ ‰¬ø1SÀ1 1±ªÌ¬ıÒ Ú±È¬‡øÚ ¢∂øFÓ¬ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º ̃ ”̆  ‰¬ø1S¸ ”̋̃ √√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬
ñ 1±˜‰¬f, 1±ªÌ, ̆ ÑÌ, ̋ √√Ú≈̃ ôL, ̧ ≈¢∂œª, Úœ˘, ’e√, Ê√±•§ªôL, ̋ ◊√√føÊ√Ó¬, ø¬ıˆ¬œ ∏̄Ì ’±ø√º
¶aœ ‰¬ø1S¸ ”̋̃ √√1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ñ ¸œÓ¬± ’±1n∏ 1±ªÌ¬ÛPœ ë˜Àµ±√1œí ‰¬ø1S ◊̋√√ Ú±È¬fl¡œ˚̨ fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ1
·øÓ¬˜˚̨Ó¬±Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ˙ ∏̂̄ ¬±Àª ̧ √̋√±˚̨ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬‡øÚÓ¬ ø‰¬øSÓ¬ 1±˜‰¬f ¤Ù¬±À˘ ÷ù´1, ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘
¸¬ı«̧ ±Ò±1Ì ˜±Úªœ˚̨ &ÀÌÀ1 ¸ ‘̃Mê√ ˜±Ú≈̋ √√º 1±ªÌ, ◊̋√√føÊ√Ó¬ ’±ø√ ‰¬ø1SÓ¬ fiXÓ¬…, Œ˙Ã «̊-
¬ıœ «̊ ’±1n∏ √±øyfl¡Ó¬±1 õ∂fl¡±˙ ‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬‡øÚÓ¬ ’øÓ¬ fl¡˜ ¸˜˚̨1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1±
‰¬ø1SÀfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬± ̋ √√í˘ ñ fl≈¡yfl¡Ì«, ’øÓ¬fl¡±˚̨, ̃ fl¡1±é¬, Ò≈•⁄±é¬ ’±ø√º fl¡˜ ̧ ˜˚̨1 ¬ı±À¬ı ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙
fl¡1± ¤ ◊̋√√Àfl¡ ◊̋√√È¬± ‰¬ø1S› Ú±È¬…fl¡±11 ≈̧øÚ¬Û≈Ì √̋√±Ó¬1 ¬Û1˙Ó¬ Î¬◊8˘ ∆ √̋√ Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√º Ú±È¬‡øÚÓ¬
”̆̃  ‰¬ø1S¸ ”̋̃ √√ Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ¬ı±Ú1 Œ¸Ú± ’±1n∏ 1±é¬¸ Œ¸Ú±1 Ú±˜ √̋√œÚ ’À˘‡ ‰¬ø1S1 ¸øißÀª˙

‚øÈ¬ÀÂ√º ¤ ◊̋√√ Ú±˜ √̋√œÚ ‰¬ø1S¸ ”̋̃ √√1 ≈̃‡Ó¬ ¸—˘±¬Û Ú± ◊̋√√º
¸±˜1øÌ –

˘ÑœÀ√ª1 ë1±ªÌ¬ıÒí Ú±È¬‡øÚ1 ø¬ıÀ °̄̇ ∏Ì±Rfl¡ ’Ò…˚̨Ú1 Ê√ø1˚̨ÀÓ¬ Œ√‡± ·í˘ Œ˚,
Ú±È¬‡øÚ1 fl¡Ô±¬ıd 1±˜±˚̨Ì ’±Ò±ø1Ó¬ ̊ ø√› ̋ ◊√√̊ ±̨fl¡ Ú±È¬…1+¬Û ø√›“ÀÓ¬ Ú±È¬…fl¡±À1 õ∂À˚̨±· fl¡1±
·œÓ¬, Œ °̇±fl¡, ¬Û√, ̧ —˘±¬Û ̋ ◊√√Ó¬…±ø√À˚̨ Ú±È¬…fl¡±11 ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬… øÚ¬Û≈ÌÓ¬±1 õ∂Ó¬…˚̨ Ê√ij±˚̨º ̧ ±ø √̋√Ó¬…
&Ì1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› Ú±È¬‡øÚ1 ‹øÓ¬ √̋√±ø¸fl¡ ̃ ”̆ …› ’¬Ûø1¸œ˜, øfl¡˚̨ÀÚ± Î¬◊M√√1 ̇ —fl¡1œ ≈̊·Ó¬ ̇ —fl¡1œ
∆˙˘œÀ1 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ∆ √̋√ ¤‡Ú Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… 1±˜±˚̨Ì ’±Ò±1Ó¬ Ú±È¬º Ê√Úøõ∂˚̨ ’±1n∏ ¬ıU˘ ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬
1±˜±˚̨Ì1 fl¡Ô±—˙fl¡ Ú±È¬1 fl¡±ø √̋√Úœ¬ıd ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û ∆˘› ø˙ä&Ì ’±1n∏ Œ˜Ãø˘fl¡Ó¬± ’È≈¬Ó¬ 1±ø‡
Ú±È¬…fl¡±À1 Ú±È¬‡Ú √̇ «fl¡ - ¬Û±Í¬fl¡1 √̋+√̊ ¢̨∂± √̋√œ fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘¬ı ¬Û±ø1ÀÂ√º q

¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ –
Œfl¡˙ª±Úµ Œ√ªÀ·±¶§±˜œ [¸•Û±]º ÚÀ1±ª± ’±Ó¬±¸fl¡˘1 øÚ¬ı«±ø‰¬Ó¬ Ú±È¬º ÚÀ1±ª± – ÚÀ1±ª± ¬ı±ø˘

¸S ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘Ú± ¸ø˜øÓ¬, 2013º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
Œ√ªÀ·±¶§±˜œ, ̧ ±1√±Úµº Ú±È¬…fl¡±1 ̆ ÑœÀ√ª Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ fl‘¡øÓ¬º &ª± √̋√±È¬œ – ¬ı±Ìœ˜øµ1, 2004º

õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
Ú±Ô, ÒËn∏ªÀÊ√…±øÓ¬º 1±˜fl¡Ô± ’±|˚˛œ ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬Û”¬ı«±=˘ õ∂fl¡±˙, 2014º

õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
˙˜«±, ¸ÀÓ¬…f Ú±Ôº ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ú±È¬… ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…º ¬&ª±˝√√±È¬œ – Œ¸Ã˜±1 õ∂fl¡±˙, 2010º õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬º
˝◊√√—1±Ê√œ ¢∂Lö –
Aristotle. Poetics. 1st Edition. Finger Print, Prakash Books India Pvt. Ltd.,

New Delhi, 2019 - Published.
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fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± – ¤fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙… fl¡˘±

Î¬0  ˘≈Ó≈¬˜øÌ Œ¬ı·˜
’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, Â√˚˛·“±› ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛

¸—øé¬5¸±1
Ûø1Àª˙… fl¡˘± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± ’øÓ¬ õ∂±‰¬œÚ fl¡±˘À1 ¬Û1±
Ê√Ú¸˜±Ê√1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ̧ ≈fl¡œ˚˛± ’±¸Ú √‡˘ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ̧ é¬˜ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º øfl¡Â≈√˜±Ú
¬Û≈1øÌ Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊± ·œÓ¬1 ø˘ø‡Ó¬ 1+¬Û ÚÔfl¡±Ó¬ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ’±˜±1 ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ¬Û1± Œ √̋√1± ◊̋√√
Œ˚±ª±1 Î¬◊¬ÛSê˜ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ¬Û≈1øÌ fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ ˛̊± Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊±, Œ√›ÒÚœ, ›Ê√±¬Û±ø˘ ’±ø√
Œ˘±fl¡Ú±È¬… ’Ú≈á¬±Ú1 ¬Û1±˝◊√√ Ú±È¬…-‰¬‰«¬±1 ¬Û±Ó¬øÚ Œ˜˘± ¬ı≈ø˘ ’Ú≈˜±Ú fl¡ø1¬ı
¬Û±ø1º Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± ˆ¬±›Ú±Ó¬ ‚±˝◊√√ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±˝◊√√ Ú±ø‰¬-Ú±ø‰¬ ˜=Ó¬ õ∂Àª˙ fl¡ø1 ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd
’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ ∆˘ ˚±˚˛º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ¤˝◊√√ ’Ú≈á¬±ÚøÈ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ¸˜±Ê√1 ¸fl¡À˘±
Œ|Ìœ1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√Àfl¡ ’±À˜±√ õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º
¸”‰¬fl¡ ˙s – Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±, ¬Ûø1Àª˙… fl¡˘±, Œ˘±fl¡Ú±È¬…º

õ∂ô¶±ªÚ± – ¬
¬Ûø1Àª¯∏… fl¡˘± ·œÓ¬, Ú‘Ó¬… ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛1 ¸—˚≈Mê√ fl¡˘±º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬

¬Û1•Û1±·Ó¬ˆ¬±Àª õ∂‰¬ø˘Ó¬ ¬¬Ûø1Àª ∏̄… fl¡˘±1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ̧ ±—¶‘®øÓ¬fl¡ Î¬◊¬Û±√±Ú1 ̧ ˜± √̋√±1
Œ√ø‡¬ıÕ˘ Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛º ·œÓ¬1 ˆ¬±ª-’Ú≈ˆ”¬øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ˘˚˛ ’±ø√1 ‰¬±é≈¬¸ 1+¬ÛÀfl¡˝◊√√ Ú‘Ó¬…
Œ¬ı±À˘º Ú‘Ó¬… ·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛ ¸•§ø˘Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡œ˚˛ Î¬◊¬Û±√±ÀÚÀ1 Ê√Ú·Ì1 ’ôL1 Ê√˚˛
fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1±ÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ¬¬Ûø1Àª¯∏… fl¡˘±1 ¸±Ô«fl¡Ó¬± øÚˆ«¬1 fl¡À1º
ø¬ı¯∏˚˛¬ıd1 Î¬◊ÀV˙… –

Œ˘±fl¡Ú±È¬… ¬Û1•Û1± ¸‘ø©Ü1 Œé¬SÓ¬ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± ’Ú≈á¬±ÚøÈ¬À˚˛ õ∂‰≈¬1 ˝◊√√gÚ Œ˚±À·±ª±
Œ√‡± ˚±˚˛º ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú Úªõ∂Ê√ijfl¡ ’Ú≈á¬±ÚÀ¬ı±11 õ∂øÓ¬ ’±fl¡¯«∏Ì fl¡1±˝◊√√ Œ˝√√1±˝◊√√ ˚±¬ıÕ˘
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›À˘±ª± ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ Ê√œ˚˛±˝◊√√ 1‡±1 ¶§±Ô«Ó¬ fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± – ¤fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙… fl¡˘± ˙œ¯«∏fl¡
õ∂¬ıgÀÈ¬±1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ¸—Àé¬À¬Û ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º

¬Ûø1Àª˙… fl¡˘± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±˝◊√√ ’øÓ¬ õ∂±‰¬œÚ fl¡±˘À1 ¬Û1± ’¸˜œ˚˛±
¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ Ê√·Ó¬Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ¶ö±Ú √‡˘ fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ˝◊√√ ¸•Û”Ì«ˆ¬±Àª Œ˘Ãøfl¡fl¡ ’±1n∏
Ê√Úøõ∂˚˛ ’Ú≈á¬±Úº ’¸˜1 õ∂‰¡ø˘Ó¡ ¤˝◊ ¡¡Ûø1Àª˙… fl¡˘±1 1œøÓ¡-ÚœøÓ¡À˚˛ Œ˘±fl¡¸—¶‘®øÓ¡1
¡ÛÔ±1‡Úfl¡ ∆¡ıø‰¡S…Ó¡± õ∂±Ú fl¡ø1ÀÂº ¡Û≈1øÌ ÚøÔ-¡ÛS ’±1n∏ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß ø˘ø¡Û1 ¡Û1± ’Ú≈˜±Ú
fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1 Œ˚ ¡Û=˜ ̇ øÓ¡fl¡±1 ¡Û1± ¡Z±˙ ̇ øÓ¡fl¡±1 øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ ¡Û≈1øÌ ’¸˜Ó¡ Ú‘Ó¡…-·œÓ¡
’±1n∏ ¡ı±… ◊̋ ÊÚøõ∂ ˛̊Ó¡± ̆ ±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1ÀÂº ’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡Ú±È¡…1 ̧ ˜˘ õ∂‰≈¡1º ̃ ˝±¡Û≈1n∏̄ ∏ ¿˜ôL
˙—fl¡1ÀÀª ’¸˜1 Ô˘≈ª± Œ˘±fl¡fl¡˘±1 ›¡Û1ÀÓ¡ øˆ¡øM fl¡ø1 ’—fl¡œ˚˛± Ú±È¡¸˜”˝ 1‰¡Ú±
fl¡ø1ÀÂº ŒÓ¡À‡ÀÓ¡ Ú±È¡ ’øˆ¡Ú˚˛1 Êij ø˚˛±1 ’±·ÀÓ¡ ’¸˜Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß Ô˘≈ª± ÊÚøõ∂˚˛
’Ú≈á¡±Ú ’±øÂ˘º ŒÓ¡ÀÚ ’Ú≈á¡±ÚøÈ¡1 øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ fl¡±˜1+¡Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛± ’Ú≈á¡±ÚøÈ¡1 fl¡Ô±›
Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1º ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ¸—·œÓ¡, Ú‘Ó¡… ’±1n∏ Ú±È¡ ¡Û1•Û1±·Ó¡ ¡Ûø1Àª˙…
fl¡˘±1 øˆ¡Ó¡1Ó¡ Òø1¡ı ¡Û±ø1º õ∂Ò±ÚÓ¡–  Œ˘±fl¡Ú±È¬…1 ¬Û≈ø©Ü ¸±ÒÚÓ¬ fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±1
’ø1˝√√Ì± ˜Ú fl¡ø1¬ı˘·œ˚˛±º Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± ø¬ı˘±Àfl¡ ¸±˜±øÊfl¡ Î¬◊»¸ª-¡Û±¡ı«Ì, ø¬ıøˆ¬iß ¬Û”Ê√±,
ˆ¡ÀÍ¡ø˘, ŒÃ˘ Î¬◊»¸ª, ø¬ıU, ¸ˆ¬±-Œ˜˘, ø¬ı˚˛± ¬ı±1n∏ ’±ø√Ó¬ Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛±1 ˘ ’±˜LaÌ fl¡ø1
’Ú± ̋ ˚˛ ’±1n∏ ŒÓ¡›“À˘±Àfl¡ Ú‘Ó¬… ·œÓ¬ õ∂√˙«Ú fl¡1±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ‰¬±fl«¡±‰¬, fl≈¡ø©Ü õ∂√˙«Ú fl¡À1º
Ú˘¡ı±1œ1 ∆fl¡˝±È¡œ ·±“ªÓ¡ fl¡±˜1+¡Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛± ˘ÀÈ¡±Àª fl¡±˜1+¡Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛± fl‘¡ø©Ü
’õ∂øÓ¡¡Zµœ Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛± ˘º fl¡±˜1+¡Ûœ Œ˘±fl¡-¸—¶‘®øÓ¡1 ø˙äœ Œ˜±˝Ú ˆ¡±ª1œ˚˛±˝◊ ë¸—·œÓ¡
Ú±È¡fl¡ ’fl¡±ÀÎ¡˜œí ¡ı“È¡± ̆ ±ˆ¡ fl¡ø1øÂ˘º Œ˜±˝Ú ̂ ¡±ª1œ ˛̊± ◊̋ ÊœªÚ ’±1n∏ fl‘¡Ó¡œfl¡ ∆˘ ̧ Ó¡…¡ıËÓ¡
fl¡ø˘Ó¡±1 õ∂À˚±ÊÚ±Ó¡ Œ˝˜ôL ±À¸ øÚ˜«±Ì fl¡1± Ó¡Ô…ø‰¡S ë∆fl¡˝±È¡œ1 Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛±í˝◊ ˝◊øÓ¡˜ÀÒ…
fl¡˘±-fl≈¡˙˘œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ ˜≈* fl¡ø1ÀÂº 2000 ‰¡Ú1 14 ’±1n∏ 18 Ê±Ú≈ª±1œÓ¡ ø~œ1
ø‰¡ø1Ù¡íÈ«¡Ó¡ ¤˝◊ Âø¡ı‡Ú ˆ¡±1Ó¡œ˚˛ Œ¡ÛÀÚ±1±˜±Ó¡ õ∂ø˙«Ó¡ ∆˝ Œ˚±ª±1 ø¡ÛÂÓ¡ ˜≈•§±˝◊1
’±ôL–1±©Ü™œ˚˛ ‰¡˘ø‰¡S ˜À˝±»¸ªÓ¡ õ∂ø˙«Ó¡ ∆˝øÂ˘º [¡Û±ÀÈ¡±ªœ1 28]

’±ÚX ˚La1 øˆ¬Ó¬1Ó¬ ŒÏ¬±˘ Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛ ¬ı±√…1 ¶ö±ÀÚ˝◊√√ ¸¬ı«õ∂Ô˜º ’¸˜œ˚˛± ŒÏ¬±˘1
¬Û1•Û1± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸—·œÓ¬fl¡±˘1 ¸˜±ÀÚ˝◊√√ õ∂±‰¬œÚº ’Ó¡œÓ¡ ’¸˜1 ˜Í¡-˜øµ1À¡ı±1Ó¡
ŒªÓ¡±1 ¡ıµÚ±1 ¸˜˚˛Ó¡ ’Ú…±Ú… ¡ı±…˚La1 ˘·ÀÓ¡ ˜≈‡… ¡ı±… ŒÏ¡±˘ › ¡ı…ª˝±1 fl¡1±
∆˝øÂ˘º ̃ øµ11 ¡ı±ø˝1ÀÓ¡± ŒÏ¡±˘1 ̊ ÀÔ©Ü ̧ ˜±1 ’±øÂ˘ ’±1 fl¡±˘Sê˜Ó¡ ̋ ◊ ¤fl¡ ̧ ≈fl¡œ ˛̊±
’Ú≈á¡±ÚÓ¡ ¡Ûø1ÌÓ¡ ˝˚˛º Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± ’Ú≈á¬±ÚøÈ¬Ó¬ ŒÏ¬±˘1 ˘·Ó¬ Œˆ¬±1Ó¬±˘ ’±1n∏ fl¡±ø˘1
¬ı…ª˝√√±1 ’¬Ûø1˝√√±˚«…º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡±øÈ¬ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± √˘Ó¬ ‰¬±ø1 ¬Û“±‰¬Ê√Ú1 ¬Û1± ø¬ı˙-
¬Ûø‰¬˙Ê√ÚÕ˘Àfl¡ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√ Ô±Àfl¡º ŒÏ¬±˘1 ̧ —‡…±Ó¬ ‰¬ø~˙-¬Û=±˙È¬±1 fl¡˜ Ú √̋√̊ ˛º  ¤ÀÚ Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊±
√˘Ó¬ ø¬ı˙-¬Ûø‰¬˙Ê√ÚÕ˘ Ó¬±˘ ¬ıÀÊ√±ª± Ó¬±˘≈ª± Ô±Àfl¡º øÍ¬fl¡ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ√À1 √˝√√ ¬ı±1 Ê√Ú
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fl¡±ø˘¬ı±√fl¡ ¬ı± fl¡±˘œ ˛̊±› Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊±1 ¤Àfl¡±È¬± √˘Ó¬ ’±øÂ√˘º Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊± √˘1 ø˙äœ¸fl¡˘fl¡
¤ÀÚ√À1 ˆ¬±· fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1– ‚±˝◊√√ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± ¬ı± Œˆ¬±È¬±Ò1± Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±, ¬ı±˚˛Ú ¬ı± ¬ı±˝◊√√Ú, ·±˚˛Ú ¬ı±
·±˝◊√√Ú, Ó¬±˘≈Õª, ˆ¬±Î¬◊1œ˚˛± ¬ı± ˆ¬±ª1œ˚˛± ¬ı± ˆ¬±˝◊√√1±, ’±ø1˚˛±Ò1± ’±1n∏ fl≈¡ø©Ü Œ√‡≈›ª±
Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊± ’±ø√º Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊± √̆ ÀÈ¬±1 ̧ fl¡À˘±À1 ’±·Ó¬ Ô±Àfl¡ ‚± ◊̋√√ Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊± ¬ı± Œˆ¬±È¬±Ò1± Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊±º
ŒÓ¬›““À˘±Àfl¡ Ú±ø‰¬ Ú±ø‰¬ ˜=Ó¬ õ∂Àª˙ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ’±À˝√√±ÀÓ¬ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±˝◊√√ ŒÏ¬±˘Ó¬ ¤ÀÚ√À1
¬ıÊ√± ◊̋√√ ¬ıÊ√± ◊̋√√ Ú±À‰¬ñ

ìŒ·˝√√±øÈ¬ ø·ÀÊ√Ã ø·ÀÈ¬Ã Ó¬±ø˘
Œ·˝√√±øÈ¬ ø·ÀÊ√Ã ø·ÀÈ¬Ã Ó¬±ø˘
:±Ú :±Ú :±Ú :±Úºî [¸— – Òœ1±Ê√ fl≈¡˜±1 √±¸]

¤ÀÚ√À1 ŒÏ¬±˘ ¬ıÊ√±˝◊√√ ˜=Ó¬ øÓ¬øÚ¬Û±fl¡ ‚”1±1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ¬ı±fl¡œ fl¡˘± fl≈¡˙˘œø¬ı˘±Àfl¡
&ø‰¬ ˚± ˛̊º

Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± √˘ÀÈ¬±Àª ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú fl¡1± ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛Ó¬ ≈√˝◊√√ õ∂fl¡±11 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ô±Àfl¡ – [fl¡]
¬Œ¬ÛÃ1±øÌfl¡ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ1 ˘·Ó¬ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛ ’±1n∏ [‡] ¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ ¸˜±Ê√1 ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡
’±‰¬1Ú±ø√fl¡ Ó¬œ¬ıËˆ¬±Àª ¬ı…—· fl¡ø1 õ∂√˙«Ú fl¡1± ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛º õ∂Ô˜ ’ª¶ö±Ó¬ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± √˘1
˘·Ó¬ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ Ú±øÂ√˘º øfl¡c ø¬ı¬ı±˝√√, ̧ ˆ¬±-Œ˜˘± ’±ø√Ó¬ Œ·±ÀÈ¬˝◊√√ øÚ˙±ÀÈ¬± ŒÏ¬±˘,
Ó¬±˘ ¬ıÊ√±˝◊√√ √˙«fl¡fl¡ ˜≈* fl¡ø1 1‡±ÀÈ¬± ¤fl¡ Ê√øÈ¬˘ õ∂øSê˚˛± Œ¸À˚˛ ¤˝◊√√ ¸˜¸…± ¸˜±Ò±Ú1
Î¬◊ÀVÀ˙… Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±Ó¬ õ∂±‰¬œÚ fl¡±ø˝√√ÚœÓ¬ ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛ fl¡ø1 ¬Û1•Û1± Ê√œ˚˛±˝◊√√ 1‡±1 Œ‰¬©Ü± ‰¬˘±À˘
’±1n∏ õ∂À‰¬©Ü± ̧ Ù¬À˘± ̋ √√í˘º ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ’±‰¬1Ì±ø√fl¡ ¬ı…—· 1+¬Û ø√›ÀÓ¬ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±
ø˘ø‡Ó¬ Ú±È¬fl¡1 ¸˝√√±˚˛ Ú˘˚˛º ¸—˘±¬Û ¸—À˚±Ê√Ú± ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú ¬ÛXøÓ¬ ¸•Û”Ì«ˆ¬±Àª
ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 øÚÊ√± ¸‘ø©Üº ¤ÀÚ√À1 ’±1y Œ˝√√±ª± Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±1 ¸—˘±¬Û ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ñ

ì’±À˝√√ ÒÚôL1œ ˘ÀÓ¬± ¬ÛÀÓ¬± Ê√˘„√√±1 ŒÊ√±ø1
Ê√˘„√√±Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ ¬Û±Â√È¬± Œ¬ı±øÎ¬ˇ
˜±ÚU ˜±À1± √˝√√Ó¬± Œfl¡±ø1ºî  [¸— – ¸À¬ı«ù´1 √±¸]

Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±1 ¸—˘±¬Û ¬ı± Ú±È¬1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¬Û”¬ı« õ∂døÓ¬ Ú±Ô±Àfl¡, Ó¬±»é¬øÌfl¡ˆ¬±Àª ‚1n∏ª±
ˆ¬±¯∏±À1 ¸—˘±¬Û ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ˝√√±¸…˜Ò≈1 fl¡ø1 ŒÓ¬±À˘º ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± √˘1
¬ı±À¬ı Œfl¡±ÀÚ± øÚø«√©Ü ̃ = Ú±Ô±Àfl¡º Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± √˘ÀÈ¬±Àª 1±˝◊√√Ê√1 ̃ ±Ê√Ó¬ ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ¤ÀÎ¬±‡1
Í¬±˝◊√√ÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ŒÏ¬±˘-Ó¬±˘ ¬ıÊ√±˝◊√√ ¤fl¡ ¸≈fl¡œ˚˛± ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ·øÏ¬ˇ ŒÓ¬±À˘º ¤ÀÚÀ1 ·øÏ¡ˇ ŒÓ¡±˘±
’Ô«±» ˆ¡±›“ ø˚˛±Õfl¡ ·øÏ¡ˇ ŒÓ¡±˘± Í¡±˝◊ø‡øÚfl¡ ‡˘± Œ¡ı±˘± ∆˝øÂ˘º ‡˘± ¸Ê±¡ı1 ¡ı±À¡ı
fl¡˘·Â ’±1n∏ fl¡˘¡Û±Ó¡ ¡ı…ª˝+Ó¡ ∆˝øÂ˘º Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛± ’Ú≈á¡±ÚÓ¡ ¡Û≈Ó¡˘± Ú±‰¡1 ̧ ±‘˙… Ôfl¡±Õ˘
˘é¡… fl¡ø1 ¡¡ıUÀÓ¡ ◊̋ ̋ ◊̊ ±̨fl¡ ¡Û≈Ó¡˘± Ú±‰¡1 Sê˜ø¡ıfl¡±ø˙Ó¡ 1+¡Û ¡ı≈ø˘ fl¡í¡ı Œ‡±ÀÊº ’Ú≈á¡±ÚÀÈ¡±Ó¡
¡ıU Œfl¡ ◊̋ÊÚ ̃ ±Ú≈̋ 1 ˘ ¤øÈ¡ Ô±Àfl¡º ŒÓ¡›“À˘±Àfl¡ õ∂ÀÓ¡…Àfl¡ ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±ÊÚ ¶§̂ ¡±ªø˙äœº
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ŒÓ¡›“À˘±Àfl¡ ¡Ûø1Àª˙Ú fl¡1± Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛± ’Ú≈á¡±Ú1 fl¡±ø˝Úœ1 ø˚À˝Ó≈¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ø˘ø‡Ó¡ 1+¡Û
Ú±Ô±Àfl¡ Œ¸À˚˛ Œ˜Ãø‡fl¡ˆ¡±Àª ’±1n∏ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ’Ú≈˙œ˘Ú Úfl¡1±Õfl¡À˚˛ fl¡±ø˝Úœ õ∂˙«Ú fl¡À1º
’Ú≈á¡±ÚÓ¡ õ∂˙«Ú1 ¡ı±À¡ı ˘±·øÓ¡˚˛±˘ ¸±˜¢∂œÀ¡ı±1 ˘øÈ¡1 Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡À˘ øÚÀÊ øÚÀÊ
˚≈&Ó¡±˝◊ ˘˚˛º ŒÏ¡±˘ ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¡Ú˚˛1 ¡ı±À¡ı õ∂À˚˛±ÊÚœ˚˛ fl¡±Î¡ˇ ˘±øÍ¡, ˜±ø1, ˚±øÍ¡-ŒÊ±—
Ê±Ó¡œ˚˛ ¡ıdÀ¡ı±11 ˘·ÀÓ¡ õ∂¸±ÒÚ1 ¸1n∏-¸≈1± ¸±˜¢∂œÀ¡ı±À1± ‚1ÀÓ¡˝◊ ∆Ó¡˚˛±1 fl¡ø1 ˘˚˛º
õ∂Ô˜ ’ª¶ö±Ó¡ õ∂¸±ÒÚ1 ¡ı±À¡ı ‰¡±Î¬◊˘1 &øÎ¡ˇ ¡ı1Õfl¡ ¡ı…ª˝±1 ∆˝øÂ˘º

Ï≈¬˘œ˚̨± ¬¬Ûø1Àª ∏̄… fl¡˘±º Œfl¡ª˘ ŒÏ¬±˘ ¬ı±√Ú, ·œÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Ú‘Ó¬… õ∂√̇ «ÚÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ ¸œø˜Ó¬
Ú √̋√̊ ,̨ Ú±È¬…±øˆ¬Ú˚̨ ’Ô«±» ‰¬— ’±1n∏ Ú±È¬fl¡ õ∂√̇ «Ú ’±ø√Ó¬ ¤ ◊̋√√ø¬ıÒ ¬¬Ûø1Àª ∏̄… fl¡˘±1 ¬Ûø1øÒÀ˚̨
¸±˜À1º ‰¬— õ∂√̇ «Ú ’±1n∏ ’øˆ¬Ú˚̨Ó¬ ̧ øSê˚̨ˆ¬±Àª ’—˙¢∂ √̋√Ìfl¡±1œ¸fl¡˘fl¡ ̂ ¬± ◊̋√√1± ¬ı± ̂ ¬±ª1œ˚̨±
Œ¬ı±˘± √̋√̊ º̨ fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚̨± Ï≈¬˘œ˚̨±1 ’øˆ¬ÀÚÓ¬±¸fl¡˘ ”̆̃ Ó¬– ¬Û≈1n∏̄ ∏º øÓ¬À1±Ó¬±1 ˆ¬±› ø√¬ı
˘±ø·À˘ ¬Û≈1n∏À ∏̋̄ ◊√√ øÓ¬À1±Ó¬±1 ¸±Ê√ ø¬Ûøg [Œ˜À‡˘± ‰¬±√1] ˜±Ó¬ÀÈ¬± fl‘¡øS˜ˆ¬±Àª ¸1n∏ fl¡ø1
¸—˘±¬Û ∆fl¡ ˚±˚̨º ‰¬„√√1 ”̆̃  ˘é¬… ˜±Úø¸fl¡ˆ¬±Àª øÚÊ√fl¡ ’±¸iß ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬1 ¬Û1± ≈̃Mê√ fl¡1±
’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√ ¸—¶®±1º ‰¬„√√Ó¬ ¬ı…ª √̋√±1 fl¡1± ¸—˘±¬Û1 ˆ¬± ∏̄±› Œ˘±fl¡ˆ¬± ∏̄±, øfl¡c Ó¬±Ó¬ Ô±Àfl¡
˚˜fl¡ ¬ıÀSê±øMê√ ’±ø√1 õ∂‰≈¬1 õ∂À˚̨±·º Œ¬Û±Â√±fl¡ ¬Ûø126√, ŒÊ√±Ó¬±-˘±øÍ¬, ¬ı±√…˚La ’±ø√1
’¸—·øÓ¬¬Û”Ì« ¬ı…ª √̋√±11 Ê√øÎ¬̌˚̨ÀÓ¬ ˆ¬± ◊̋√√1± ◊̋√√ √̇ «fl¡ ¸fl¡˘fl¡ “̋√√±ø √̋√1 Œ‡±1±fl¡ Œ˚±·±˚̨º

’øˆ¬Ú˚˛ fl¡˘± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±˝◊√√ fl¡1± ‰¬„√√Ó¬ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± ¸≈øÚø«√©Ü fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ Ú±Ô±Àfl¡
˚ø√› Œ¬ÛÃ1±øÌfl¡ fl¡±ø˝√√Úœ ¤È¬±1 Ê≈√˜≈øÍ¬ÀÈ¬±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ˝√√±¸… ¬ı…e1 1„√√ Â√øÈ¬˚˛±˝◊√√ ˝√√±¸…˜Ò≈1
¬Ûø1Àª˙1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡À1, Ó¬±Àfl¡ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ̊ ±›“ÀÓ¬ Œfl¡øÓ¬ ˛̊±¬ı± ̧ œÓ¬± √̋√1Ì, õ∂�√√±√‰¬ø1S, 1±ªÚ¬ıÒ,
√̋√ø1(f Î¬◊¬Û±‡…±Ú ’±ø√1 ̧ √̋√± ˛̊ ̆ ˛̊º Ï≈¬√̆ œ ˛̊± ø˚À √̋√Ó≈¬ ¬¬Ûø1Àª ∏̄… fl¡˘±, ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ̋ ◊√√ ’øˆ¬Ú ˛̊1

˘·Ó¬ ¸•Ûøfl«¡Ó¬ fl¡ø1 1±˝◊√√Ê√1 ’±·Ó¬ ¬Ûø1Àª˙Ú fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1À˘À˝√√ ’Ú±ø¬ı˘ ’±Úµ
˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±˝◊√√ ŒÏ¬±˘1 ¬ıµÚ± fl¡1±1 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬ Œfl¡ÃÓ≈¬Àfl¡À1 øÓ¬À1±Ó¬± ¤Ê√Úœ1
ˆ¬±› ∆˘ 1±˝◊√√Ê√1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˜=ÀÓ¬ [Œ‡±˘± Í¬±˝◊√√Ó¬] ’±˝◊√√1 Ú±˜ ¬Û±ÀÓ¬ ¤ÀÚ√À1ñ

ì’±˝◊√√Àfl¡ ¬Ûiß±˜ Œfl¡±1n∏ ≈√˝◊√√ ‰¬1±ÌÓ¬ ŒÒ±1n∏ºî [¸— – ø˜ÚÓ¬œ fl¡ø˘Ó¬±]
¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ı≈ø˘ ∆fl¡ ̧ ˜±Ê√1 ̃ ±Ê√1 ŒÊ√…á¬¬ ̃ Ó¬± ̃ ±Ú≈̋ √√ ¤Ê√Ú1 ̂ ¬ø1Ó¬ ‡± ≈̃ø‰¬ ÒÀ1º Ó¬±1 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬

fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚̨± ë·±øÊ√í ø¬ı˘±˚̨º Ó¬±Ó¬ øfl¡c ˜± √̋√ õ∂̧ ±√1 ¸˘øÚ √̋√±Ó¬1 ‡±ø˘ ≈̃øÍ¬ÀÈ¬±À √̋√ Ô±Àfl¡º
fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚̨± Ï≈¬̆ œ˚̨± ◊̋√√ ≈̧µ1 ·±Ú ·±¬ı Ê√±ÀÚº ¸˜fl¡±˘œÚ ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±1 ø¬ıfl‘¡Ó¬ Â√ø¬ı

¤‡Ú ̧ ≈µ1Õfl¡ ̋ √√±¸…˜Ò≈1 ·œÓ¬1 ̃ ±ÀÊ√ø√ Ù≈¬È¬± ◊̋√√ ŒÓ¬±À˘º Ú±È¬…fl¡±1 fl¡1n∏Ì± ŒÎ¬fl¡±1 1ø‰¬Ó¬ Ï≈¬̆ œ˚̨±1
Ê√œªÚ1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ’±Ò±ø1Ó¬ 1±©Üòœ˚̨ ¬Û≈1¶®±1õ∂±5 ‰¬— Ú±È¬fl¡‡Ú1 Î¬◊√± √̋√1ÀÌÀ1 ◊̋√√ ˚ÀÔ©Üñ

’±˝◊√√˘±— Œ·±
‹ ’±ø˜ ¬ÛøGÓ¬1 ˆ¬±› ˝◊√√
ø√ÀÚ± 1±øÓ¬ ‚≈ø1 Ù≈¬À1±
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Â√ø˘ ¬ÛÏ¬ˇ≈ª±˝◊√√
’±˝◊√√˘±— Œ·±
Â√ø˘ ¬ÛÀÏ¬ˇ ¬ı±˝◊√√g˘≈ ¤È¬±
˜Àô¶± Î¬±„√√±1 ‚1
¬ı˝◊√√˝√√±Ú ’±˝◊√√Úø˘ ˜±˝◊√√1¬ı± ˘±À·
¬ı±˝√√1 Ó¬˘fl¡ ˘1
’±˝◊√√˘±— Œ·±
Â√ø˘ ¬ÛÎ¬◊ÀÏ¬ˇ Ê√˜± fl¡˝◊√√~≈
’±fl¡ ·±Î¬◊ ˆ¬±‡ø11 Ò±Ú
‡±¬ı± Ú±À¬Û Œ‰¬˝◊√√~± ¬Û˝◊√√~≈
˝√√±˚˛ Œ˜±1 fl≈¡fl≈¡À1±1 Ê√œªÚ
’±˝◊√√˘±— Œ·±
ˆ¬±À· øÚ˘≈ ˆ¬±À· øÚ˘≈
ˆ¬±À· øÚ˘≈ ·1n∏
Œ¬ı˝◊√√˘·± fl¡±fl¡±1 ˆ¬±·Ó¬ ¬Ûø1˘
Ó¬˘± Ú˝√√ ‰¬1n∏ºî

Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± ’Ú≈á¬±Ú1 Œfl¡f¶ö˘ Ú˘¬ı±1œ ’=˘º Ú˘¬ı±1œ1 ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ ∆fl¡˝√√±È¬œ,
¬ıÌ«œ¬ı±1œ, Œ1Ã˜±ø1, √Ó¬fl≈¡øÂ√, ’±Ú˝√√±ÀÓ¬ √øé¬Ì fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 ø‡ø√1¬Û≈‡≈1œ, 1Ó¬Ú¬Û≈1, fiÙ≈¬˘±
’±ø√ ’=˘Ó¬ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± ¬Ûø1Àª˙… fl¡˘± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ¬ıÓ«¬˜±ÀÚ› ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 1„√√ ’±1n∏ Œ¸Ã1ˆ¬
õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1 ’±ÀÂ√º 1810 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ √øé¬Ì fl¡±˜1+¬Û1 ø‡ø√1¬Û≈‡≈1œ ’=˘1 Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±¸fl¡À˘
˜≈‡Ó¬ 1— ¸±øÚ ˜≈‡± ø¬Ûøg ŒÂ“√± ø√øÂ√˘º ¤˝◊√√ ŒÂ“√± ø√˚˛±Àfl¡ Œ‰¬› ¬ı± Œ‰¬— ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± ˝√√˚˛º
˜≈‡±À¬ı±1 ¬ı“±˝√√1 ˜”Ï¬ˇ±1 ¬Û1± øÚÊ√ ˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ∆Ó¬˚˛±1 fl¡ø1 Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± √˘øÈ¬À˚˛ ø˙äœ õ∂øÓ¬ˆ¬±1
‰¬±ÀÚfl¡œ ø√øÂ√˘º ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ¸˜˚˛ÀÓ¬± 1±øÊ√1±˜ ∆fl¡ªÓ«¬…1 ‚1Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ ˜≈‡±À¬ı±1 ¸—1øé¬Ó¬
’ª¶ö±Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√º ’±Ú˝±ÀÓ¡ øé¡Ì fl¡±˜1+¡Û1 1±ˆ¡±¸fl¡À˘ ¶ö±Úœ ˛̊ Ï≈¡˘œ ˛̊± ˘À¡ı±À1 fl¡±Í¡1
˜≈‡± ¸“±øÊ Ó¡±Ó¡ ø¡ıøˆ¡iß 1— ¡ı…ª˝±1 fl¡ø1 Œ˘±fl¡fl¡˘±1 øÚ˙«Ú ±ø„ Ò1± Œ‡± ˚±˚˛º
1±ˆ¡±¸fl¡À˘ Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛± Ú±È¡…˘Ó¡ ¡ı…ª˝±1 fl¡1± õ∂±‰¡œÚ ¡ı±‚1 ˜≈‡±, 1±Ìœ1 ˜≈‡± ’±1n∏ Œ¡ı„±1
˜≈‡± ¤øÓ¡˚˛±› &ª±˝±È¡œ ø¡ıù´ø¡ı…±˘˚˛1 Œ˘±fl¡¸—¶‘®øÓ¡ ø¡ıˆ¡±·Ó¡ ¸—·‘˝œÓ¡ ∆˝ ’±ÀÂº
Î¬◊¬Û¸—˝√√±1 –

Œ˘±fl¡ ¬Ûø1Àª˙… fl¡˘± ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛±1 ˜”˘… ¬ıU Œ¬ıøÂ√º fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ˚˛±
Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± √˘ ¸˜±Ê√1 øÚ•ß ’±˚˛1 ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ fl‘¡¯∏fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ¡Z±1± ·øÍ¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛º ˝√√±Î¬ˇ ˆ¬·±
¬Ûø1|˜1 Ù“¬±Àfl¡ Ù“¬±Àfl¡ Ê√œªÚ1 Œ¸Ã1ˆ¬ ø¬ı‰¬±ø1 Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊± fl¡± «̊…1 Ê√øÎ¬ˇ̊ ˛ÀÓ¬ øÚÀÊ√ ’±�√√±ø√Ó¬
Œ˝√√±ª±1 Î¬◊¬Ûø1› ¸˜±Ê√1 ¸fl¡À˘± Œ|Ìœ1 ˜±Ú≈˝√√fl¡ ’±Úµ1 ˜ø√1± ¬Û±Ú fl¡1±˚˛º ¸˜˚˛1
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Œ¸“±Ó¬Ó¬ ¤˝◊√√ fl¡˘± Œ˝√√1±˝◊√√ Œ˚±ª±1 Î¬◊¬ÛSê˜ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± õ∂√˙«Ú1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡±È¬±
¬Ûø1˚˛±˘ Œ¬Û±˝√√¬Û±˘ ø√˚˛± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ¤ÀÚ ¤È¬± ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬ Ê√œ˚˛±˝◊√√ 1‡± ̃ ±ÀÚ ¤Àfl¡±È¬±
¬Ûø1˚˛±˘fl¡ ’±øÔ«fl¡ˆ¬±Àª Ê√œ˚˛±˝◊√√ 1‡± ¸≈ø¬ıÒ± õ∂√±Ú fl¡1± ˝√√˚˛º ¸≈‡1 fl¡Ô± Œ˚ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú
fl¡±˜1+¬Ûœ ˛̊± Ï≈¬˘œ ˛̊± √̆  ÚÓ≈¬ÚÕfl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú fl¡± «̊¬ÛLö±À1 ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ̊ P fl¡1± ¬Ûø1˘øé¬Ó¬
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’øˆ¬Ú˚˛1 ¶§±Ô«Ó¬ Ï≈¬˘œ˚˛± √˘Ó¬ ̃ ø˝√√˘±fl¡ ’ôLˆ«¬”Mê√ fl¡1±1 ø‰¬ôL± ‰¬‰«¬±› fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
’¸˜1 ‹øÓ¡˝…¡ı˝Úfl¡±1œ ¤˝◊ ˜”˘…¡ı±Ú fl‘¡ø©Ü fl¡±˜1+¡Ûœ˚˛± Ï≈¡˘œ˚˛± Œfl¡˝◊ÊÚ˜±Ú Î¬◊øÍ¡ ’˝±
¡ı…øMê1 õ∂À‰¡©Ü±Ó¡ ¡Û≈Ú1 Êœ¡Û±˘ ∆˝ Î¬◊øÍ¡¡ıÕ˘ ’±1y fl¡ø1ÀÂº ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˘±fl¡ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¡
’Ò… ˛̊Ú1 Œé¡SÓ¡ fl¡±˜1+¡Ûœ ˛̊± Ï≈¡˘œ ˛̊± Ú±˜1 ’Ú≈á¡±ÚøÈ¡ ·Àª ∏̄Ìœ ˛̊ ø¡ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ø˝‰¡±À¡Û ’Ò… ˛̊Ú
fl¡1±1 ˚ÀÔ©Ü ¸˜˘ ˘≈fl¡±˝◊ ’±ÀÂº Œ¸À˚˛ ¤˝◊ ’Ú≈á¡±ÚÀÈ¡± ¡ıÓ«¡˜±Ú ¸˜˚˛Ó¡ ¸—1é¡Ì
fl¡1±1 ˚ÀÔ©Ü &1n∏Q ’±ÀÂº q

¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö –
√±¸, Ú±1±˚˛Ì, 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ, ¬Û1˜±Úµº [¸•Û±] ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 fl¡øÌfl¡º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ–  ‰¬f

õ∂fl¡±˙, 2004º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¡Û±ÀÈ¡±ªœ1, ’‰≈¡…Ó¡º [¸•Û±] ø¡ı{§¿º ¶ú‘øÓ¡¢∂Löº Œ¬ı˘˙1 – ’¸˜ ¸±ø˝Ó¡… ¸ˆ¡±1 ‰¡Ó≈¡Ô« ¡ı±ø¯∏«fl¡

ø¡ıÀ˙¯∏ ’øÒÀª˙Ú, 2006º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¬ı1n∏ª±, ø¬ıø1= fl≈¡˜±1º ’¸˜1 Œ˘±fl¡¸—¶‘®øÓ¬º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ıœÌ± ˘±˝◊√√À¬ıË1œ, 2005º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
ˆ¬1±˘œ, ∆˙À˘Úº ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˘±fl¡Ú±È¬… ¬Û1•Û1±º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ı±Ìœ õ∂fl¡±˙, 1992º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ, ¬Û1˜±Úµ, 1±Ê√¬ı—˙œ, ∆¬ıfl≈¡_º [¸•Û±]º  ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ê√±øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ–

’¸˜œ˚˛± ø¬ıˆ¬±·, 2003º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
˙˜«±, Ú¬ıœÚ ‰¬fº ’¸˜œ˚˛± Œ˘±fl¡¸—¶‘®øÓ¬1 ’±ˆ¬±¸º &ª±˝√√±È¬œ – ¬ı±Ìœ õ∂fl¡±˙, 2010º ˜≈ø^Ó¬º
¸—¬ı±√√±Ó¬± –
¸—¬ı±√√±Ó¬± – Òœ1±Ê√ fl≈¡˜±1 √±¸ [42], Â√˚˛·“±›,
¸—¬ı±√√±Ó¬± – ¸À¬ı«ù´1 √±¸ [60], fl≈¡fl≈¡1˜±1±
¸—¬ı±√√±Sœ – ø˜ÚÓ¬œ fl¡ø˘Ó¬± [62], ¬Û˘±˙¬ı±1œ
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Introduction:

Geoffrey Chaucer (c. 1340-1400) brought about modern English
literature in the fourteenth century, and within three hundred years, writers
like William Shakespeare (1564-1616) and John Milton (1608-74) delivered
quite a few of  the best works of  that literature. The two centuries that
followed witnessed more of  such works, that too during the heydays of
British colonial expansion that spread English literature to many countries
around the world. However, English literature came to be studied as an
academic discipline only in the early twentieth century England.

The commencement of  teaching English language and literature in
British schools began after the famous Newbolt Committee Report of
1921. T. S. Eliot’s (1888-1965) The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and Criticism
(1920) was published just a year before the Report was made public. The
book raised several points, to which the Report seems to have responded.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate how the book exerted influence
on the Report, and thereby on the growth of  English Studies.

Area of  Research:

The presently selected area of  research falls basically within the
span of English literature of the last three decades of the nineteenth
century and the first two decades of  the twentieth century. However,
some socio-cultural aspects will be taken into account in the paper
when necessary.

Objectives:

The objectives fixed for the present paper are:
i) to investigate the historicity of  the causes that contributed to the

rise of  English Studies, and
ii) to examine the standpoint, perspectives and critical ideas of  T. S.

Eliot in The Sacred Wood to note how this seminal book by him
contributed to the discipline’s rise.

Methodology:

Scientific research methodology will be strictly followed in the
paper. The basic approach will be the analytical one. However, the
comparative approach will be employed as and when necessary.
Discussion:

The essays collected in T. S. Eliot’s (1888-1965) The Sacred Wood:
Essays on Poetry and Criticism (1920) provide the readers with proofs of
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an intensification of  the campaign that Matthew Arnold (1822-88)
had called for to enhance the prestige of  English literature in Victorian
England. In the ‘Preface’ to the 1875 edition of  his Culture and Anarchy,
Arnold had advocated for taking up a methodical study of  English
literature in England. In order to avoid the “dangers and inconveniences”
of  the study of  English literature, he had thought about “an institution
like the French Academy” (Arnold, Culture and Anarchy 4). Similarly, in
the essay ‘The Study of  Poetry’ (1880), he had expressed intense love for
the race that he belonged to (“our race”; Arnold, ‘The Study of  Poetry’
1) and for the literature that the race possessed (“the stream of English
poetry”; Arnold, ‘The Study of  Poetry’ 1).

Seeing from this point, Arnold who had defined culture as “the
best that has been thought and said in the world” (Arnold, Culture and
Anarchy 6), may be observed as having strong nationalist overtones. In
fact, the nationalist sentiment that runs through his veins may be thought
to have urged him to promote “the best that ha[d] been thought and said
in the world” through all his poetry and criticism. Thus, his promotion
of  Hellenic literature, one of  “the best that ha[d] been [written] in the
world”, might have well been his way to get the standard of  English
literature raised to the level of  “the best”. However, he had neither defined
“the best” nor pointed out its defining criteria. It was Eliot who came up
to define it and to specify these criteria a few decades later.

Two points need to be noted here. Firstly, like Arnold, Eliot also
had a classical bent of  mind. ‘The Love Song of  J. Alfred Prufrock’, a
poem composed in his early youth and included in his first collection
of  poetry Prufrock and Other Observations (1917), and ‘Euripides and
Professor Murray’, an essay included in The Sacred Wood, prove the
point. Secondly, Eliot did never idealize Arnold as a critic. In fact,
discussing “[t]he faults and foibles of  Matthew Arnold” (Eliot ix) in
the ‘Introduction’ to his The Sacred Wood, Eliot clearly stated that Arnold,
who “might have become a critic” (xi), had “wasted his strength” (xi)
by “being outside of  criticism” (xii).

Eliot explained Arnold’s shortcomings also in his essay ‘Imperfect
Critics’, included in the same collection of  essays. However, in the
‘Introduction’ to the collection, he held that Arnold was “not to be
blamed” (xi) for this. Eliot blamed the age in which Arnold had seen
that “something [had] to be done and no one else [was there” to do it
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(xi). However, “on re-reading some of  [Arnold’s] prose with more care”,
Eliot could realize that “if  [Arnold] were [their] exact contemporary,
he would [have found] all his labour to perform again” (xi). This
statement invites one to examine the relevance of  Arnold’s ideas in
Eliot’s time.

By the time he settled in London in midst of  the World War I, the
then American poet and critic Eliot clearly perceived that philistinism,
in Arnold’s sense of  the term, had penetrated into the minds of  the
middle classes in both America and England. ‘The Love Song of  J.
Alfred Prufrock’ bears ample evidence of  his perception of  philistinism
in the two countries. In the poem, the extremely well-read speaker
Prufrock speaks to the addressee about how “impossible” it is “to say
just what [he] mean[s]” (Eliot 1232) in specific situations. He fears
whether his identification of  himself  with Lazarus, a Biblical character,
before “her” “[w]ould… have been worthwhile” if  she “[s]hould [have
said] that [was] not what [she had] meant at all” (1232). This means
that Prufrock can speak out his mind to the addressee but not to the
philistine women who talk of  Michelangelo and dance to the music
without caring much about their values.

‘Preludes’, another poem included in Prufrock and Other Observations,
similarly hints at the philistinism of  the city-dwelling middle classes.
The people described in the poem read only “newspapers” (1233),
which, unlike great books, tell them only about it the fleeting facts of
life around them. Their blindness to the body of  knowledge that great
books pass on from generation to generation is one of  the causes of
their spiritual and cultural death.

There were a few other causes of  their spiritual and cultural death.
One of  them was the economic and social upheavals that took place in
America and England in the early years of  the twentieth century. As
Richard Jensen states, the pre-World War I America witnessed
degeneration in the moral standards with the growth of  sin and
corruption in the public sectors (149-80). Nearly the same was the
picture in England. R.I. McKibbin and Paul Johnson have found that
the apparently comforting years of  and after the Edwardian era (1901-
10) were actually deeply upsetting (McKibbin 175-99; Johnson 27-42).
Kenneth O. Morgan observes that that in the years of  and after the
War, England fretted about the loss of  economic security, social
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solidarity, moral integrity, and people’s individual identity (1-4) caused
by Wartime experiences. The war poets such as Sigmund Sassoon (1886-
1967), Isaac Rosenberg (1890-1918), and Wilfred Owen (1893-1918)
beautifully captured such sensibilities in their poems.

At this juncture, like many others, the poet and critic Eliot felt
that an organic community with a complete unity and shared identity
became the urgent necessity for the British people. Eliot and his fellow
thinkers sought to build such a community by undertaking the study
of  English literature in the country. Terry Eagleton observes:

As British capitalism became threatened…, the urgent need
for a sense of  national mission of  identity [arose]. What was
at stake in English studies was less English literature than
English literature: our great “national poets” Shakespeare and
Milton, the sense of  an “organic” national tradition and identity
to which new recruits could be admitted by the study of
humane letters. (Eagleton 48).

Eliot, who continued to be an American expatriate till 1927,
probably undertook the unfinished Arnoldian project of  using British
English literature to build an organic British community by means of
assimilating himself  into the mainstream British literary activities. It is
notable here that, though he included his ‘A Note on the American
Critic’ and ‘The French Intelligence’ in his essay ‘Imperfect Critics’, he
largely maintained a British stance in The Sacred Wood. Maintaining a
British stance might be pre-conceived, as the rest of  the essays included
in the collection are found as dealing with British literature. Moreover,
he speaks about British man of  letters in a very personal poem honeyed
by his acquired sense of  British nationalism, as easily perceivable in
essays like ‘The Perfect Critic’:

 After Coleridge, we have Matthew Arnold…. So long as this
island remains an island (and we are no nearer the Continent
that were Arnold’s contemporaries) the work of  Arnold will
be important…. (Eliot, The Sacred Wood 1; emphases added).

However, the cause does not matter much. Whatever might be the
cause, his contribution to the growth of  English Studies in England
cannot be ignored. The important point that invites our attention at
the moment is that The Sacred Wood had used Arnold’s motifs, which
were to be echoed in the ‘Newbolt Committee Report’ (1921) that
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came to be considered as instrumental in finding a solid place for the
study of  English literature in education institutions.

Eliot’s definition of  the Arnoldian concept of  “the best” may be
understood from his (Eliot’s) concept of  “tradition”, introduced in
many essays included in The Sacred Wood, especially in the essay ‘Tradition
and the Individual Talent’. In the first part of  the essay, Eliot talked
about a tradition that involved a “historical sense” which in turn
involve[d] a perception, not only of  the pastness of  the past, but of  its
presence” (Eliot, The Sacred Wood 43-44). As he maintained, this historical
sense could be experienced only “by great labour”, employed to study
“the main current, which [did] not at all flow invariably through the most
distinguished reputations” (47; emphasis added). The noun phrase “the
main current” and the verb phrase “[did] not at all flow invariably through
the most distinguished reputations” are notable here. While the noun phrase
refers to the flow of  “the best [literary aspects]” through literature, the
verb phrase means that, for Eliot, reputation of  the litterateurs was
one thing and literary excellence another. Taken together, the expressions
suggest that “the best [literary aspects]” may flow through the works
of  the less reputed kinds of  literature and may not flow through that
of  the highly reputed ones.

Eliot therefore felt for the necessity of  the re-evaluation of  the
poets. Therefore, he appreciated Arnold for his (the latter’s) re-evaluation
of  the Romantic Generation. However, Eliot had to regret as Arnold
stopped this attempt halfway. Eliot continued Arnold’s project of  the
re-evaluation of  the poets of  the past in The Sacred Wood, especially in
the second part of  the essay ‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’.

The second part of  the essay ‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’
is basically on the importance of  maintaining impersonality in the
process of  the creation of  poetry. In this part, Eliot states:

[T]he poet has, not a “personality” to express, but a particular
medium, which is only a medium and not a personality, in
which impressions and experiences combine in peculiar and
unexpected ways. Impressions and experiences which are
important for the man may take no place in the poetry, and
those which become important in the poetry may play quite a
negligible part in the man, in the personality. (Eliot, The Sacred
Wood 50).
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Poetry is not a turning loose of  emotion, but an escape from
emotion, it is not the expression of  personality, but an escape
from personality. (52)

The concept of  “personality” or “depersonalization” was against
the Romantic notion of  poetry as a means of  self-expression. Eliot
clearly stated that “emotion recollected in tranquility” was “an inexact
formula” (52). This is a way to discard the emotionality and
sentimentality of  the Romantic and the Victorian poets, who gave the
readers a feeling that the poets were more important than poetry. For
Eliot, the opposite was important. With his concept of  “impersonality”
or “depersonalization”, Eliot emphasized the importance of  poetry
over the poet (or his surroundings). Thus the essay ‘Tradition and the
Individual Talent’ not only inspired the readers to be conscious of
their literary past, but also underscore the importance of  the study of
(English) poetry, not of  poets, a task to be taken on later by practical
criticism and new criticism.

If  Eliot’s use of  the term “poetry” is taken in a broad sense to
mean “literature”, it may well be noticed that, with its emphasis on the
need for the maintenance of  “impersonality”, Eliot’s ‘Tradition and
the Individual Talent’ differentiated good literature from bad and
suggested that a high degree of  maintenance of  “impersonality” could
differentiate “the best [literature]” from the rest. In doing so, “the best
[literature]” that Arnold had thought of  got defined.

However, in his attitude toward defining “the best [literature]”,
Eliot drifted from that of  Arnold. While Arnold’s comparative method
of  choosing “the best [literature]” was attentive to the external aspects
of  literature, Eliot’s was attentive to the (internal) process of  its creation.
Comparing their attitudes, it may be observed that Eliot’s method of
choosing “the best [literature]” could teach the poets, readers, and critics
how to read literature. In other words, like the arduous labour necessary
for experiencing the historical sense of  “tradition”, Eliot’s method of
choosing “the best [literature]” turned out as useful for the sensibilities
of  the poets, readers, and critics for reading (English) literature. The
method helped the boosting of  the growth of  the study of  (English)
literature.

Eliot’s emphasis on the need of  the maintenance (in case of  poets)
or observation (in case of  readers and critics) of  “impersonality” in
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the creation of  poetry did not, however, mean that Eliot was against
the expression of  emotions. His expression “escape from emotions”
did not occur independently. It was related to the expression “escape
from personality”. Eliot held that the poets were not to express their
emotions, but they could, because they often needed to, express the
emotions of  the persona that they were dealing with. Even then, as Eliot
maintains, they could express the emotions not as their own, not
autobiographically, not directly, and not as floral displays. In ‘Hamlet
and His Problems’, another essay included in The Sacred Wood, Eliot
stated that an emotion could be expressed only skillfully, using devices
like “wit”, which helped the poets check them, and “objective
correlative”, which is “a set of  objects, a situation, a chain of  events
which [should] be the formula of  that particular emotion” (145).

Eliot’s condemnation of  Shakespeare’s Hamlet as “an artistic
failure” on the ground of  not employing any “objective correlative”
for Hamlet’s emotions was, thus, significant in two ways. Firstly, it
explained to the readers/writers the ways to read/write literature, and
secondly, it proved the continuation of  Eliot’s project of  re-evaluating
the literatures of  the past, a project that helped him form a canon of
“the best [literature]” in English.

Many of  the other essays included in The Sacred Wood prove the
continuation of  the project by bringing to the fore Eliot’s interests in
the promotion of  particular literary forms/aspects/trends and in the
re-evaluation of  the works of  a few literatures of  the past. While essays
like ‘The Possibility of  a Poetic Drama’, ‘Rhetoric and Poetic Drama’
and ‘Notes on the Blank Verse of  Christopher Marlowe’ prove his
interest in the promotion, a few others such as ‘Ben Jonson’, ‘Philip
Massinger’, ‘Swinburne as a Poet’, ‘Blake’ and ‘Dante’ ensures his interest
in the evaluation. All these related interests (such as showing how to
read/write, defining “the best”, forming a canon of  “the best”,
promoting particular literary forms/aspects/trends, and re-evaluating
the literatures of  the past) of  Eliot are best evident in his essay ‘The
Metaphysical Poets’. In this essay, Eliot eulogized the Metaphysical
poets of  the seventeenth century for their stupendous achievement of
unifying emotions and feelings with thoughts.

While eulogizing the “Unification of  Sensibility” of  the
Metaphysical poets, Eliot contrasted those poets with tow reputed poets
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of  the Victorian era, viz., Robert Browning and Alfred Tennyson.
However, as the essay was written in 1921, i.e., after the publication of
The Sacred Wood, the scope of  the present paper does not allow the
essay to be discussed in details. Still it may be observed here that as the
essay came into existence immediately after the publication of  The
Sacred Wood, the essay of  the collection, especially ‘The Perfect Critic’
with its last paragraph (where he spoke about the desired complementary
working of  the creative and the critical sensibilities) must had
contributed to the development of  Eliot’s critical intelligence, of  which
the essay (‘The Metaphysical Poets’) was a result.

It must be added here that not only with the essays dealing with
the literatures and the literatures of  the past, but also with the essays
like ‘The Perfect Critic’ concerning the critic. The Sacred Wood contributed
to the provision of  importance to the study of  English literature. ‘The
Perfect Critic’ in which Eliot has discarded three types of  imperfect
criticism— the impressionistic or aesthetic, the abstract or philosophic
or verbal, and the historical— and has regarded Aristotle as a perfect
critic, reiterates some points of  ‘Tradition and Individual Talent’ insofar
as it upholds impersonality in the process of criticism and as it puts
emphasis on the need of  erudition or wide reading to sharpen sensibility
for and to increase understanding of  the techniques used, and a sense
of  history, an understanding of  the continuity of  “the best [literary
aspects]”, spoken of  in ‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’.

The emphasis put by ‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’ on the
maintenance of impersonality in the process of criticism is a splendid
example of  Eliot’s interest in objective criticism, which negated the
biographical and social aspects of  literature. By showing the interest in
unequivocal terms, Eliot once again voiced for the study of  English
literature by bringing (English) literature, not the litterateur nor his
surroundings, to the notice of  the readers and critics.

Whether Eliot’s definition of  “the best [literature]” had or had
not influenced the ‘Newbolt Committee Report’ in defining “[g]reat
literature” as a continuity (“a timeless thing”, Report 1921) and as “an
embodiment of  the best thoughts of  the best minds, the most direct
and lasting communication of  experience by man to man” (Report
1921) is difficult to ascertain. Still, the similarity between Eliot’s
definition of  “the best [literature]” and the Report’s definition of  “[g]reat
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literature” remains significant for one who studies the contribution of
The Sacred Wood to the growth of  English Studies in England.

It needs to be clarified here that the publication of the sacred
wood a year before the release of  the Report does not qualify The
Sacred Wood to get the credit for securing a solid place for the study of
English literature in British secondary education. Since the Report was
presented by a commission set up by the Board of  Education working
under direct control of  the government, it surely had its command and
privilege over other factors affecting the decision for the implementation
of  the study of  English literature in secondary education. Still, the
significance of  The Sacred Wood lie also in the fact that, with its growing
influence on (English) criticism in the following decades after its
publication, it continued to magnify the effect that the Report had in
the England of  the early twenties of  the twentieth century.

Conclusion:

It is evident from the discussion made above that the socio-cultural
environment of  the Victorian period influenced Matthew Arnold’s
criticism of culture and literature especially in the last three decades
of  the nineteenth century. This criticism influenced Eliot to develop
his critical theories in the second decade of  the twentieth century. The
essays in his The Sacred Wood (1920) are where he used these theories
for the first time. The book appeared only a year before the ‘Newbolt
Committee Report’ (1921), following which English language and
literature became an academic discipline. It is possible that the book’s
definition of  “the best [literature]” influenced the Report’s definition
of  the “[g]reat literature” that the British needed to study. q
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played a vital role in achieving some parameters of  the
Millennium Development Goals in South West Khasi Hills
District of  Meghalaya.
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Equality, Accessibility to Health Care, Environment Sustainability
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1.1. Introduction:
Mahatma Gandhi once said ‘India lives in Her Villages’ and ‘the

development of  the Country depends on the development of  village
communities’(Singh 1:5). Out of  1.21 billion people, 833 million live
in rural areas which account 72.22 percent of  total population (Census,
2011). The basic concept of  MGNREGA is to uplift the rural poor
and provide them and opportunity to access to some productive assets
of  their choice which may enhance rural livelihood and improve the
socio-economic life. The Scheme targets to curb the twin chronic
problems of  poverty and unemployment which remained a herculean
task for policy makers at all times. The Human Development Index of
the people has increased over a decade which may be the outcomes of
various development programmes including MGNREGA initiated by
the Central Government. Some studies had revealed that there is an
increased in some socio-economic indicators such as employment
generation, increased in households’ income, accessibility to health care,
literacy programme where gross enrolment ratio increase. In the year
2000, the Millennium Declaration identified eight fundamental values
related to the improvement of  socio-economic condition of  the poor,
gender equality, health issue, environmental issues and ties among
Nations of  the World. The Millennium Development Goals target to
achieve and for realizing these values around the world by 2015 and
served as the focus for United Nation work though out the
period(www.un.org).

Leaving behind all the technical implication of  the Human
Development Index the present study has focused on the implication
of  MGNREGA in achieving some of  the targets of  Millennium
Development Goals in South West Khasi Hills District of  Meghalaya.
In India the employment generation through MGNREGA has increased
from 239.112 crores of  mandays in 2014-15 to 267.92 crores of
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mandays in 2018-19, in Meghalaya the Scheme has generated about
1116.28 lakhs of  mandays from 2014-15 to 2018-19 and in South
West Khasi hills the Scheme has generated employment from 6.71
lakhs in 2014-15 to 13.14 lakhs in 2018-19(nrega.nic.in). This indicated
that MGNREGA reflected as an important instrument to achieve some
of  the basic parameters set in the Millennium Development Goals of
the United Nation Development Programme. MGNREGA has played
a vital role in employment generation which may leads to income
enhancement and improves the socio-economic life of  the rural
households to a great extent.

1.2. The Millennium Development Goals: A global strategy:

In September, 2000, the 189 member countries of  the United
Nations at that time adopted eight Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) committing themselves to making substantial progress towards
eradication of  poverty and achieving other human development goals
by 2015. The eight goals with their targets are mentioned in the table 1, which
include Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, Achieve universal
primary education, Promote gender equality and empower women,
Reduce child mortality, Improve maternal health, Combat HIV/AIDS,
malaria and other diseases, Ensure environmental sustainability and
Global partnership for development(www.unesco.org). The then United
Nation General Secretary Ban-Ki-Moon reiterated, “Eradicating
extreme poverty continues to be one of  the main challenges of  our
time, and is a major concern of  the international community. Ending
this scourge will require the combined efforts of  all, governments,
civil society organizations and the private sector, in the context of  a
stronger and more effective global partnership for development. The
Millennium Development Goals set time bound targets, by which
progress in reducing income poverty, hunger, disease, lack of  adequate
shelter and exclusion — while promoting gender equality, health,
education and environmental sustainability — can be measured. They
also embody basic human rights — the rights of  each person on the
planet to health, education, shelter and security. The Goals are ambitious
but feasible and, together with the comprehensive United Nations
development agenda, set the course for the world’s efforts to alleviate
extreme poverty by 2015"(www.unesco.org). The Millennium
Development Goals and targets for 2015 is mentioned in table 1.
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Table 1: Millennium Development Goals and target for 2015

Goals Targets
1 Eradicate extreme � Reduce by half  the proportion of

poverty and hunger people living on less than $1 a day.·
Reduce by half  the proportion of
people who suffer from hunger.

2 Achieve Universal � Ensure all boys and girls complete
Primary Education a full course of  primary schooling.

3 Promote gender equality � Eliminate gender disparity in
and empower women primary and secondary education,

preferably by 2025, and at all level
by 2015.

4 Reduce child mortality � Reduce by two-thirds the mortality
rate among children under 5.

5 Improve maternal health � Reduce by three-quarters the
maternal mortality ratio.

6 Combat HIV/AIDS, � Halt and begin to reverse the spread
malaria, and other of  HIV/AIDS.· Halt and begin to
diseases reverse the incidence of  malaria and

other major diseases.
7 Ensure environmental � Integrate the principles of  sustainable

sustainability development into country policies
and programs, reverse loss of
environmental resources.· R e d u c e
by half  the proportion of  people
without sustainable access to save
drinking water.· Achieve significant
improvement in lives of  at least 100
million slum dwellers by 2020.

8 Develop a global � Develop further an open, rule-based,
 partnership for predictable, non-discriminatory
development trading and financial system, includes

a commitment to good governance,
development, and poverty reduction
both nationally and internationally.
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� Address the special needs of the
LDCs includes tarrif  and quota free
access for least developed countries’
export, enhance program for debt
relief  for Heavily Indebted Poor
Countries (HIPC) and cancellation
of  official development assistance
(ODA) for countries committed to
poverty reduction.
� Address the special needs of

landlocked countries and small island
developing countries.
� Deals comprehensively with the debt

problems of  developing countries,
develop and implement strategies for
decent and productive work for
youth.
� In cooperation with pharmaceutical

companies, provide access to
affordable essential drugs in
developing countries.
� In cooperation with the private

sector, make available the benefits of
new technologies, especially
information and communications.

Source: http://www.unesco.org

1.3. Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee

Act (MGNREGA):

The National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, (NREGA) was
notified by the Government of  India on the September, 7, 2005. It was
formally launched on October 12, 2005 in Bandlapalli of  Anantapur
District of  Andhra Pradesh. In the first phase, the Act started
functioning in 200 Districts with effect from February 2nd 2006 and
then extended to additional 130 Districts in the financial year 2007-08;
the remaining districts have been notified with effect from April 1,
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2008. In 2nd October 2009 NREGA has been renamed as Mahatma
Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA).
Presently, the Scheme covers all 28 States as well as 7 Union Territories
(UTs) in 691 Districts, 6,921 Community and Rural Development
Blocks and 2, 62,640 Villages (mgneraweb4.nic.in; 4.6.2019) with 7.47
Crore registered active job cards holders and 11.56 Crore active workers.
Schedule caste active workers and Schedule tribe active workers
constitutes only 19.48 % and 16.31 % respectively to the total workers
(refer table 2).

Table 2: MGNREGA at a glance

Total No. of  Districts 691
Total No. of  Blocks 6,921
Total No. of  GPs 2,62,640
Job Card

Total No. of  Job Cards issued[In Cr] 13.15
Total No. of  Workers[In Cr] 25.82
Total No. of  Active Job Cards[In Cr] 7.47
Total No. of  Active Workers[In Cr] 11.56
SC worker against active workers[%] 19.48
ST worker against active workers[%] 16.31

(mgneraweb4.nic.in; 4.6.2019)

 1.3.1. The Core objectives of  the Act is to provide 100 days of
unskilled manual work as a guaranteed employment, resulting in creation
of  productive assets of  prescribe quality and durability’s (MGNREGA
Operational Guideline 2013) which may strengthen the rural livelihood
resource based of  the poor. The scheme also provides authority to the
Panchayat Raj Institution to exercise their role and governance in
implementation at the grass root. As per guidelines, 60% of  the works
to be taken up shall be for creation of  productive asset directly linked to
agriculture and allied activities and also to strengthen natural resource
management. The assets creation under MGNREGA can be created in
individuals’ land as well as in Community Land.

1.3.2. Salient Features of  MGNREGA: Every adult member
of  a rural household willing to do unskilled manual work is eligible
under the scheme. Every job card holders has the right to demand
employment from the gram panchayat and the same must provide within
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fifteen days. If  no work allotted, Daily Unemployment Allowance of
one-fourth of  the wage rate for the first thirty days and not less than
one-half  of  the wage rate for the remaining period of  the financial
year (Operational Guideline, 2013). Work should ordinarily be provided
within 5 kilometers radius of  the village. In case work is provided
beyond 5kms, extra wages of  10 per cent are payable to meet the
additional transportation and living expenses. The motive of  the scheme
is to lessen gender gap discrimination by paying equal wages to both
male and female. The Scheme stressed the participation of  at least
one-third of  women to the total beneficiaries. During implementation
of  the scheme, work site facilities like crèche, drinking water, shade
should be provided by the Village Employment Council (VEC).The
shelf  of  works for a village will be proposed by the villagers during
the general meeting and subsequently recommended by the VEC.  The
wage and material ratio of  60:40 has to be maintained and no contractors
or machinery is allowed. The wages are to be paid according to the
Minimum Wage Act 1948.

1.4. Description of  the study Area:

One of  the eleven Districts of  Meghalaya, The South West Khasi
Hills District was carved out from West Khasi Hills District on 3rd

August 2012 with its headquarters at Mawkyrwat. The District is a
rural District with none of  it village falls under Township. It occupies
an area of  1,341 Sq. Kms and located at 25.3106° N, 91.2059° E. It is
bounded on the North by the West Khasi Hills District, Bangladesh
on the South, East Khasi Hills District on the East and West Khasi
Hills and South Garo Hills District on the West.

As per the Census 2011, the total population of the district is 1,
10,152, reside in 216 Villages and 16,809 Households. The literacy
rate is 76.84 Percent (Census 2011) which surpassed the literacy rate
of  the state at 74.43 percent. The principal languages of  the District
are Khasi, Garo and Maram, while English is used as the official
language. The District comprises of  two Community & Rural
Development Blocks viz. Ranikor and Mawkyrwat. Recently, with the
re-organization and division of  Villages, the District comprises of  315
villages, where Mawkyrwat C&RD Block consist of  158 Villages with
a population of  54,462 and Ranikor C&RD Block comprises of  157
villages with a population of  41,218. The number of  females per 1000
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males (Sex ratio) has increased from 968 to 980 during 2001 and 2011
in the District whereas the State experienced an increased in the sex
ration from 972 to 989 respectively (Census 2011).

2. Review literature:

Prakash (2015) in the study found that in Ranchi District
MGNREGA has been successful in increasing the annual income of
the households. After commencement of  MGNREGA in 2006 it was
found that the income size had increased from less than Rs.5000/- to
the range of  Rs.5000/- to Rs.10, 000/-. The standard of  living of  the
people also had shown a positive trajectory. Seth (2015) in the study on
the overview of  MGNREGA in India, found that MGNREGA is
proving a significant employment providing scheme, raising the level
of  income of  the people in rural areas, increase in standard of  living
and built productive assets to a great extent. Kumar (2014) in the
study on the role of  MGNREGA in Rural employment in India found
that MGNREGA playing role in rural employment generation and
enhancing rural livelihood. It reduced the traditional gender wage
discrimination, particularly, in the public works sector and has had a
positive impact on the socio-economic status of  the women. Dandekar

et al., (2010) found that MGNREGA money could improve the quality
of  life and human development related issues. Evidence suggested
that it has significantly impacted the four ingredients of  HDI: Income
generation, Economic Self-reliance (of  the poor), women empowerment
including gender mainstream and Quality of  life.  Panda et al., (2009)

made an attempt to compare the Appraisal of NREGA in the State of
Meghalaya and Sikkim and found that in Meghalaya men and women
are paid same wage rate, an improve in financial and social
empowerment of  women, reduction in migration; ensuring of
environment, social and cultural sustainability; creating social capital
and reduction in moral hazard in rural society. Bhargava (2013), in an
empirical study of  asset creation through employment generation by
MGNREGA in Rajasthan, found that one-third (1/3) of  wage were
allocated to women beneficiaries. The study concluded that this has
led to women empowerment

3. Statement of  the problem: The scheme has created a positive
impact in many socio-economic parameters of  the rural poor which
indicated some achievements in the targets of  the Millennium
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Development Goals (MDGs). The study is focused on the role of
MGNREGA in improving few parameters targeted under the MDGs
like gender equality, employment and improvement in standard of  living
of  rural people in South West Khasi Hills District, Meghalaya.

4. Objectives:

1. To examine the achievement of  the scheme in parameters
like education, gender equality, and health issues.

2. To examine the impact of  the Scheme on living standard of
rural people.

5. Methodology:

Both Primary and Secondary data were taken as sources of
information. Quantitative and qualitative data have been collected as
per the requirement of  the study. For primary sources, the tools used
in the study comprise of  Observation, Interview Schedule and Focus
Group Discussion. Secondary Sources are taken from C&RD Blocks,
Official websites of  MGNREGA, Journal and Research papers. The
statistical tools and testing used in the study include Simple Statistical
Analysis.

6. Findings and discussions:

6.1. MGNREGA and gender equality (Wages):

In social, cultural and historical aspects, men are traditionally
considered superior to women. In Khasi (Meghalaya) traditional society,
men are called Khat-ar bor means possessing twelve powers whereas
women are called Shi Bor means only one power or the weaker groups
both physically and mentally. The following table 3 shows the wage
differential among men and women in agriculture and non-agriculture
activities in the District. It was found that the maximum and minimum
wages paid in agriculture and other allied sector for male in 2018-19 is
Rs.350 and Rs. 200 respectively whereas in non-agriculture and other
sectors, the maximum and minimum wages paid to male is Rs. 400 and
Rs.180 respectively which shows that the mean wages for male in
Agriculture and allied sector is Rs.293.59 whereas in non-agriculture
activities is Rs.313.19. Table 3. Shows wages differential among men
and women in Agriculture and non-agriculture sectors in South West
Khasi Hills
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Table 3: wage differential among male and female in

MGNREGA and non-MGNREGA Work

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std.
Deviation

Wages in agriculture 398 200 350 293.59 31.986
and allied sector
for Male
Wages in agriculture 398 100 200 174.32 27.267
and allied sector for
female
Wages in non- agriculture 398 180 400 313.19 48.847
sector for Male
Wages in non- agriculture 398 120 200 176.26 26.277
sector for female
Valid N (listwise) 398

(Sources: Survey data)

The maximum and minimum wages paid to female in agriculture
and allied sector is Rs.200 and Rs.100 respectively. The mean wages
for female in agriculture and non- agriculture activities are Rs.174.32
and Rs.176.26 respectively. Female are more advantage from
MGNREGA wages compared to male counterpart.

MGNREGA wages in Meghalaya during financial year 2018-19 is
Rs. 181 per day both for male and female and through discussion and
survey; it was found that more than 95 percent of  respondents admitted
that the wages for male and female is same.  Practically, no other physical
works or activities at all times where women paid wages equally with
men. Thus MGNREGA may be considered as a noble instrument in
reducing the gender equality in term of  wages and employment which is
one of  the targets of  the Millennium Development Goals 2000-2015.

6.2: MGNREGA and accessibility to Health care, Education and

Environmental Resources:
MGNREGA has not only provided one time income and

employment to rural households but other long term benefits like
usefulness, productivity and accessibility to other basic needs in life
due to the services provided by the assets created under the Scheme.
MGNREGA assets have created an immense contribution to the
livelihood of  rural villages. Taking into consideration to some targets
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set in the Millennium Development Goals, the study focused in the
contribution of  MGNREGA assets in term of  accessibility to health
care, education and natural resources. The following table shows the
accessibility of  rural people to basic facilities in life due to the service
provided by the assets created under the scheme.

Table 4. MGNREGA and Accessibility in Health care, education
and Environment resources.

Accessibility of         Not          Yes          No       Cannot say
MGNREGA        applicable
Assets           (NA)

Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq. %
Improved 46 11.6 183 46 95 23.9 74 18.6
enrolment in
education
Improved of 46 11.6 248 62.3 70 17.6 34 8.5
delivery in
Hospital
Improved in 42 10.6 270 67.8 51 12.8 35 8.8
immunization
of  children
Access to natural 240 60.3 138 34.7 20 5 0 0
resources for
livestock
Access to water 101 25.4 263 66.1 34 8.5 0 0
resources
Access to 48 12.1 181 45.5 169 42.5 0 0
sanitation
Total response 1158 19.86 3429 58.88 988 16.95 255 4.37

(Sources: Survey data)

Many villages in the study area had never dreamt of  getting
infrastructure development like road connectivity due to scattered nature
of  settlement and isolation of  one village from the other. Even after
MGNREGA, some villages have not accessible to village link road as
the village is far from the existing PWD Road due to hilly topography
and difficult terrain which MGNREGA is not feasible. Therefore, the
study found that out of  398 respondents from 40 sample villages only
46 percent of  households admitted that the scheme has improved in
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enrolment to education. Whereas, 62.3 percent of  the households
admitted that the scheme has improved delivery in hospital and 67.8
percent revealed that the scheme help to improve in immunization of
children to hospitals and other health care centers. The reasons may be
in the past, people could not get chance to access to these basic needs
due to unavailability of  transport facilities but with the implementation
of  MGNREGA, transport services is better accessible in the villages
and income of  households has improved as a result households also
get an opportunity to send their children to better school outside the
village. About 66.1 percent of  households admitted that they are
accessible to water resources due to creation of  MGNREGA assets
like check dam, community washing ponds, drinking water sources,
and other water conservation works. This also leads to improvement
of  water sources for livestock. After implementation of  MGNREGA,
about 45 percent households admitted that MGNREGA had help to
access to toilet facilities as the scheme not only provide wages but also
awareness about health and hygienic lifestyle. The following diagram 1
shows the role of  MGNREGA as an implication to Millennium
Development Goals.

Diagram 1: Role of  MGNREGA and implication of  MDGs

Source: Table 4
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6.3. MGNREGA Impact on living standard of  rural people:

Various technical measurement on standard living adopted by
different individuals and organization at the National and global level,
but in this particular study only few parameters like income, housing,
sanitation, sources of  drinking water and sources of  cooking fuel
were taken into consideration which are practically relevant to the
area. Dandekar (2010) and Khakhalary (2017) found that MGNREGA
improves quality of  life and human development related issues and
women empowerment. This study found that 10 percent of  the
households earned an average annual income of  about Rs.10,000,
57.3 percent earned average income of  about Rs.10,000-15,000 and
about 32 percent earned  an average annual income of  Rs.15,000-
20,000 annually.  The average income earned by the people included
both wages and other benefit derived from assets like reduction in
carrying cost due to accessibility of  transport facilities. The following
table 5 shows the general impact of  MGNREGA on income and
table 6 showing the changes in standard of  living of  rural people in
SWKHD.

Table 5: Increase in income due to MGNREGA

Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent Percent

Below Rs.10,000 40 10.1 10.1 10.1
Rs.10,000-15,000 228 57.3 57.3 67.3
15,000-20,000 130 32.7 32.7 100.0
Total 398 100.0 100.0

(Sources: Survey data)
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Table 6:  Changes in standard of  living of  the people.

 Housing (%) Toilet (%) Sources of drinking Cooking fuel (%)
         water (%)

 

Before MGNREGA 11 63 26 8 44 2 53 1 48 37 3 12 0 98 0 2 0 0

During MGNREGA 0 7.8 70 23 0 0.5 94 6 29 27 7 32 5 92 2 3 3.3 0

(Sources: Survey data)
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The study revealed that 11 percent people were homeless before
MGNREGA which may be the newly wedded family stayed in rented
house or temporary shed provided by parents or relatives but during
MGNREGA all these families have accessed to housing. Another
possible reason may be within the span of  10 years since
implementation of  MGNREGA till date, some households get Prime
Minister Awas Yojana (PMAY) Schemes and better job opportunity
available to them. Before MGNREGA 68 percent of  the households
were having houses of  kutcha type but at present 70 percent of  these
houses were of  Semi-pucca type, Moreover, before MGNREGA only
7.5 percent of  the sample houses were of  Pucca type but at present
about 23 percent of  these households having better houses structure.
Financially, MGNREGA may played a small role in housing
development of  rural people but it assets like rural road connectivity
have immensely contributed to overall development of  the rural
people thereby it increased the standard way of  living of  the people
in the rural area.

MGNREGA has directly and indirectly help people to avail
sanitation facilities of  their own, some of  them were getting Individual
household Latrine (IHHL) as part of  MGNREGA works, while some
of  them were getting beneficiaries of  Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC)
but some households feel that involvement in MGNREGA has really
motivated them to avail Toilet facilities of  their own from the wages
they got. Meghalaya Census 2011 shown that 48.2 % households
have no latrine and in this study found that before MGNREGA there
were about 44 Percent of  households who have no latrine and only
53.3 percent having private toilet but during MGNREGA (2018-19),
sample villages shown that all households have accessed to toilet of
different categories and types and the result shown that 93.5 percent
households availed private toilet which shows that their standard way
of  living has improved to some extent.

1. Suggestions

Ø Plantation work: Village Employment Councils (VECs)
must focus on Community tree plantation of  high
economic value

Ø Rural Tourism assets which conserve environment:

Rural tourism assets will not only enhance income and
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employment generation but it will help in preservation
of  environment to some extent.

Ø Assets which facilitate bio-fertilizer: Organic farming
becomes the concern of  agriculture productivity now a
day. Therefore assets like Vermi-composting pit should
be promoted and carry out in an extensive way and to
improve agricultural activity.

Ø The scheme needs to be continued to strengthen rural
livelihood.

2. Conclusion:

MGNREGA has become a backbone to rural livelihoods. Many
studies have revealed that the Scheme has a positive impact in socio-
economic issues of  the rural households. The present study found that
the Scheme has improved accessibility of  rural people in socio-economic
facilities like hospital, better quality education, banking sector, sanitation,
natural resource, housings and cooking fuels which reflect some
achievement in the Millennium Development Goals 2000.q
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Abstract:

Religion is universal phenomena which regulates socio-cultural
even to some extent political behavior of  people of  any society.
The tribal societies of  North East India have their own
traditional believes and practices. But certain changes have
taken place in their life and culture. The wave of  change
occurred first through the Christian Missionary agencies during
British period. That Christianity came to this region as
consequences of  British administrative policy. The spread of
Christianity among Tea Garden Communities in Assam forms
one of the most interesting subjects of study in the social
history of  Assam. This article is an honest attempt to study
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the causes of  spread of  Christianity among the Tea Garden
Community of  Assam with special reference to Dibrugarh
district. Of  various causes this study particularly focuses on
the role of  Healing Services towards the spread of  Christianity
among the Tea Garden Community.
Key words: Healing Service, Pranic Healing, Tea Garden Community,
Adivasi, Christianity.

Introduction:

Christianity is world’s largest religion, constitute 31.5% of  the
total population of  the World (Of  Earth’s 7.3 billion people, according
to a new Pew Research Center demographic analysis, 2015). It is the
only religion of  the world with a major presence on every continent
and sub-continent. In India, though the Christians are populous but
comparatively small in number.

North East India, the easternmost part of  India forms a major
region of  Christian concentration in India today. Of  the 2.78 crore
Christians (India’s 121crore total population) counted in 2011, 78 lakh
are in North East India (including Assam). This is the largest concentration
of  Christians in India after the coastal region stretching from Southern
Tamil Nadu and Kerala to coastal Karnataka, Goa and Maharashtra.
( Pachuau 2003: 154). But unlike other regions, the spread of  Christianity
in North East India is closely related to political developments during
the 19th and 20th centuries. The response to Christian Missions and
indigenous evangelistic activity must be understood as a part of  a general
reaction to the extensive changes brought about by a series of  political
events. The first and most important event was the advent of  British
administration. (Downs 1983: 11)

Unlike other states of  North East India, Christianity is a minority
religion in Assam, which comprises about 3.74% of  the total population
of  the region, according to 2011 census report.

The history of  the spread of  Christianity in North East India
shows that Assam was the first to received the Gospel of  Christ in the
19th century when the first British missionary in India, William Carey
deputed his earliest convert Krishna Pal to North East India for the
spread of Gospel.(Hussain 2011: 11)

The spread of  Christianity among the Tea Garden Community
in Assam is of  immense importance in the social history of  Assam.
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These immigrant laborers who had come mostly from Chotanagpur
area to work in tea gardens of  Assam afforded a fertile field for
evangelization. In fact, these immigrant laborers in the Tea gardens of
Assam became the second promising group for the mission work after
the Garos. (Barpujari 1986: intro xx)

Area of  the Study:

Dibrugarh, a district of  Assam has been selected for the present
study. This district occupies an area of  3,381 sq km which is 4.3% of
the total land of  Assam. It extends from 275’38" North to 2742’30"
North Latitude and 9433’46" East to 9529’8" East longitude.

It is bounded by Dhemaji district and a part of  Lakhimpur district
on the north, a part of  Sibsagar district and Arunachal Pradesh on the
south, Tinsukia district on the East and Sibsagar district on the west,
and Tirap district of  Arunachal Pradesh on the south-east.

Dibrugarh, known as the tea city of  Assam, boast of  the highest
amount of  tea production in India. There are a number of  tea gardens
dating back to the British Era. There are at present 177 tea gardens in
this district.

These tea gardens are feeding a large number of  labor
populations. Different groups of  tribal people came from Bihar, Bengal,
Orissa, Chotanagpur are living in the various tea gardens in this district.
They are together known as Tea Garden Community.

The Tea Garden Community constitutes approximately about
25% of  the total population of  Dibrugarh district. They are locally
called as Adivasi or Chah Janagusthi. According to the 2011 census
the district has a population of  1,32,6335 out of  which 52,968 are
Christians. And most of  the Christians are belongs to Tea Garden
Community in the district.

Objectives:

The central objective of  the proposed study is to bring to light
the importance of  Healing Service which caused and influenced the
spread of  Christianity among the Tea Garden Community of  Assam.

Methodology:

The study has been based on data collected from both primary
and secondary sources.
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As a primary source, interviews were taken of  important
personalities like Pastors, Fathers as well as of  converted and non -
converted tea garden people. Field work was also undertaken.
Secondary source includes books, journals, internet etc.

Discussion:

The Tea Garden Community consisted of  different tribes such
as Oraon, Mundas, Kharias, Santals, Orias, Gonds, Ho, Bhumji etc
came from the Chotanagpur Plateau. In their country of  origin, they
were called Kols before. They claim to be the first settlers in
Chotanagpur and therefore they called themselves Adivasi. (Muthumana
1984: 57). The term ‘Adivasi’ means ‘original inhabitant’ but today it is
not used in its etymological sense. According to S. Karotemprel, the
Adivasi are the tribal peoples who settled in the Chotanagpur and
surrounding area of  India before Christ.

The vast majority of  the tea workers are drawn from tribal
communities and the lower Hindu castes believes in Animistic religion.
A sizeable section of  the tea workers has adopted Christianity as their
religion.

Adivasi had become familiar with Christianity to some extent
from the missions of  the Gossener Society of  Germany or Gossener
Evangelical Lutheran Mission and of  the Belgian Jesuits before they
came to Assam as tea garden laborers.(Barpujari 1986: intro xx). These
Christians also spread the new faith (Christianity) in the vast tea gardens
and in the adjacent villages.

They came in contact first with the American Baptist Missionaries
who had already established a Mission centre in Sibsagar for the purpose
of  evangelizing the Assamese and the Nagas as early as 1870.

In 1871, four Adivasi walked a distance of  70 miles and reached
Sibsagar to request baptism from Mr. E.W. Clark. This was the beginning
or the active missionary services among the Tea Garden workers of
Assam. From that time onwards, hundreds of  baptisms were
administered to the Adivasi without much effort of  the missionaries.
However, the American Baptist missionaries were the first missionaries
who worked among the Adivasi or Tea Garden Community in Assam.
(Mathew 1984: 57-58). East India Company also appointed a few native
preachers to look after the religious needs of  the workers. During the
field investigation taken in various tea gardens of  Dibrugarh district,
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it has come to know that Kharias, Santals, Oraon are among the major
tribes who have embraced Christianity as their religion.

Searching for the reasons of  the spread of  Christianity among
the Tea Garden Communities of  Assam, field works have done in the
tea gardens of  Dibrugarh district. In addition to these, interviews were
taken of  converted and non-converted people in the tea garden areas
of  Dibrugarh District.

Healing Services conducted in various Churches particularly
in Catholic Churches is one of  the main causes which prompted the
tea garden people to accept Christianity. It is one of  the greatest
humanitarian services done by the Missionaries in the field of  health
care. This service is totally based on faith.(Infor: Deep Dante)

Healing is the process of  making or becoming sound or healthy
again. In the Catholic Churches healing means often attached which is
a charismatic movement. Healing process is enabled by Pranic Healing

which is a distinct system based on its own philosophy of  life and the
supreme realization that there is a basic vital force in human, which is
responsible for the maintenance of  health and life.

Pranic Healing is a way of  life according to the law of  nature
and the law of  God. It is an effective, simple, inexpensive, safest and
most the practical form of  healing therapy. Pranic Healing is often a
compliment to the usual system of  medical care. There is a Centre
(Divine Renewable Centre) in Don Bosco, Guwahati where Fr.
Chittattukalam Kuriala SDB (Salesians of  Don Bosco) heals patients
and trains others in this healing art. In any healing process it is God
who heals. In Charismatic healing or prayer healing or faith healing
devotees raise ourselves to a higher level of  faith and come closer to
God and God intervenes for healing. In Pranic Healing people go a
step further and try to understand God’s intervention in the healing
process and give a scientific explanation to it. Attaining that stage of
understanding God’s intervention and healing by projecting the God
given Prana is not a mystery but an art. The art of  Pranic Healing can
be learned by all people of  God’s will. Healing Services have been
common in Roman Catholic churches throughout the world.
(Puthenpurakal 1996: 464-465).

In this healing program worships are done for sick people. In
Assam many churches have been giving healing touch to the suffering
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people in tea gardens. For example, Renewable Retreat Centre of

Tinsukia District and St. Mary Mazzarello Church of  Dibrugarh

district. During field study in the St. Mary Mazzarello Church,
situated at the Athabari, Bokel area in the Dibrugarh District it
has come to know that the Church organizes such healing services in
every Saturday. This healing very much attracted these Tea Garden
Communities. Both converted and non-converted members of  Tea
Garden Community participate in this program. Many people both
Christians and non-Christians get healed from their various problems
or diseases after participation in prayer sessions conducted during this
program.

John Bagh, a pastor who conducts this service in Athabari in
Dibrugarh district was himself  one of  the finest examples who get
healed after he had participated in such a healing program. He himself
became a worshipper of  Christ for some months. On his recovery
from a serious illness (T.B) he made unconditional surrender to God
and become a pastor.(Info: John Bagh)

The activities of  ‘Healing Ministry’   also played an important
role in the spread of  Christianity among the tea garden laborers.
Healing Ministry consisting of  health care and medical education
which has always been a part and parcel of  Christian evangelization
have been successful to a great extent in doing away with the
superstitious belief  that all sickness are caused by evil spirits. The
intimate link between ministry and evangelization seems to have been
an established fact, already in the New Testament. The mission of
the twelve (Jesus’ twelve disciples) is characterized by a double
command to preach and to heal. The evangelist Luke record, “Jesus
calls the twelve together and gives power and authority over all demons
and to cure diseases”.

According to the Catholic Directory of  India, 1999, Dibrugarh
has 1 hospital, 23 dispensaries and 2 Homes for the aged people. These
health services are staffed and run by mostly women religious
congregations. The healing ministry does not merely take care of  the
sick in hospitals and dispensaries. Those involved in this ministry insist
that preventing sickness through conscientization of  people in remote
villages and tea gardens through health education (cleanliness of  the
house and its surroundings, proper nutrition and care of  children) is
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an equally important task that must be given priority. Therefore, most
notable impact of  this ministry is the increase in the number of  believers.
This healing service produces abundant harvest of  conversion to God’s
love. The MCH (Mother and Child Health) programs conducted by the
Catholic Church have been instrumental in imparting Medical education
to the remotest tea gardens and villages.(Karotemprel ed. 1993: 355).

Conclusion:

That Christianity came into the lives of  the people of  North
East India and as such in Assam as consequence of  and linked with
British administrative policy became one of  the powerful factors for
tremendous changes in tribal’s life in the region. One of  the major and
interesting aspects about the conversion to Christianity in Assam is
that the process is almost entirely confined to the tribal, Adivasi or
backward population. It rarely concerns the upper echelon of  the society,
particularly the high castes. The Tea Garden Community or Adivasi, as
locally called, is one of  the most backward communities in Assam.
This community constitutes about 20% (around 70 lakh) of  Assam’s
3.5 crore population and about 15% of  the people (Tea Garden
Community) are Christians.  From this study it was found that Health
care service or Healing service is one of  the important factors which
worked as a boon in the field of  the growth of  Christianity among
these immigrant people. This service is totally based on faith, a strong
belief  in a supreme being. It is the practice of  prayer and gestures
(such as lying on of  hands). In order to spread Christianity among
these immigrant people the role of  Churches, Christian Fathers,
Brothers, Sisters and other preachers is noteworthy.q
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Appendix:

Persons interviewed:

Deep Dante, Athabari, Bokel, Dibrugarh; age 29
John Bagh, Athabari, Bokel, Dibrugarh; age 35
Putlu Murah, Athabari, Bokel, Dibrugarh; age 44
Fr. Boniface Ekka, Dibrugarh Bishop House, age 50 above
Fr. Nicholus Kerketta, Dibrugarh Parish Church, age 60
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Abstract:

This paper aims to explore the colonial Transport and
communication system and how it helped the colonial power and
native people to promote trade and commerce more efficiently in
the Brahmaputra valley during the colonial periods. It also studies
the colonial policy in the field of  trade and commerce.  The trade
and commerce of  Brahmaputra Valley have an exclusive institution
during the colonial and the early colonial periods of the region. A
variety of  trade and commerce were known to the Brahmaputra
Valley since the early hours and times, but during the late eighteenth
century was the period of  transition. This transition brought about
a gradual transformation in the field of  Transport and
communication systems as well as trade and commerce. It was in
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these periods the East India Company developed various kinds
of  Transport and communication systems which help to the
extensive growth of  trade and commerce of  Brahmaputra Valley.
After that, the East India Company started a significant
reorientation of  trade and commerce in the region as well as they
also developed the traditional economic conditions and established
a new economic system which was known as the colonial economy
for its own benefit. The Stilwell Road was newly constructed by
the British in Margherita; the road begins to connect the northeast
of  India with China in the centre of  what could be a rich economic
zone of  South-east Asia. The Brahmaputra valley and its waterways,
roadways of  the surrounding area were wealthy natural resources
to promote the extensive internal and overseas trade and commerce
of the colonial period.

Key words: Transport, Communication, Trade, Commerce,
Brahmaputra Valley and Colonial Period.

Introduction:

The forms of  the trade, commerce, and the economic
development of  Brahmaputra valley as a colony can be understood by
analyzing the roles of  the various kinds of  developments in the field
of  transport and communication systems of  the region. The
development of  the transport and communication system of  the region
was extensively done by the colonial power after the Yandaboo treaty
of  the valley. The huge natural resource of  the region was one of  the
main facts for the development of  the transport and communication
system of  the valley by the colonial power. The East India Company
began its operations in the region was a purely commercial concern,
and they started the systematic plunder that began through the monopoly
in trade and commerce. For this purpose, the colonial authority had
developed the communication system especially the roadways of  the
region. The establishment of  railway communication or the introduction
of  the railways to the region was a great landmark in the field of
transportation and as well as trade. Another important fact was the
security and administration of  the colonial empire by developing the
communication system of  the region. The initial thrust of  the colonial
power, after the annexation of  the Brahmaputra Valley, was entirely
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commercial. Firstly, on maximizing land revenue by increasing its
manifold, as the main interest of  the British was the maximization of
profit, the development of  transport and communication was mainly
concentrated in the rich natural resource plains of  Brahmaputra valley.
Thus, the colonial economy was mainly concentrated in the valleys of
Assam, where most of  the natural resources were located and could be
exploited because of  its easy accessibility as compared to the hills.

The Brahmaputra valley had interaction with the British East India
Company as early as 1792, at the request of the king of Assam, “for
commercial advantages” by friendly and open intercourse (Chaube 1999:3-
4). The persisting internal strife and disorder led Burmese to occupy the
Brahmaputra valley from 1817 to 1826. With the request of  the king of
Assam, the British defeated the Burmese and were forced to surrender
their suzerainty over the Brahmaputra valley of  Assam by the Treaty of
Yandaboo in 1826. These annexations brought about drastic changes in
the polity, society, communication as well as in the trade and economy
of  the region, with the gradual decay of  feudal institutions and the rise
of  capitalist economic entities of  the valley.

1. Objectives of  the Study:

The objectives of  the study are
I. To explore the transport and communication system in the

Brahmaputra Valley region during the Pre-colonial period.
II. To explore and study the colonial approach in the field of

communication and trade towards the proposed region.
III. To analyze the communication system and its impact in the

field of  trade and commerce of  the Brahmaputra Valley
during the Colonial Period.

2. Methodology:

Historical research methodology has been followed for the study.
The paper evolves a critical use of  both primary and secondary sources
based on internal and external criticism. As a primary source, archival
documents are used and secondary sources, books, and articles
published in journals and magazines, etc are used. To understand the
changing socio-economic condition of  the Brahmaputra valley and
the adjoining area in the colonial period; trade networks have adopted
as attributes of  analysis for the study.
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4. Pre-Colonial Transport and communication system and Trade

of  the valley:

The Ahom monarchs hold sway Brahmaputra valley for long
about six hundred years preceding colonial rule. During the rule of
the Ahom monarchs, they built or constructed many roads, tanks,
temples, forts, walls, chowki, hat, phat, ghat, Satra, and houses in a
systematic order. The transport and communication is a part and parcel
for the economic development of  a state or region. The transport system
made the dealings very close between trade and commerce. Every old
account of  Assam suggested that most of  the travelers used horses,
ponies, elephants, bullock carts, palanquins, and country-boats as a
means of  transportation and communication (Boroah 1979: 247).
During the pre-colonial period, Goalpara was a gateway to the region
as well as the transit point of  Bengal and the neighboring area. During
the pre-colonial period, the most important road was Gohain Kamal
Ali which started from Koch Behar to Narayanpur in Lakhimpur district
of  present Assam. It was constructed during the reign of  Koch king
Nar Narayan in 1547 A.D (Boroah 1979: 247). Moreover, the Duars or
mountain passes namely Bijni, Sidli, Chirang, Ripu, and Guma Duars
were the outlets through Bhutan to Tibet and China (Boroah 1979:
247). The internal communication within the region was maintained
through an excellent network of  roads built by the Ahom kings as well
as the Koch kings. As M’Cosh writes:

“Very few provinces in India have been provided with such a
splendid system of  public roads as in Assam and from the great
highways, which were carried uninterruptedly through the whole country
to the great crossroads, between the principal town and their minute
ramification, which connected the villages”( Hilaly  2007:42-43).

However, these roads had been sadly neglected for over half  a century.
Most of  them being over-grown with jungles became useless. They were
primarily road-cum-embankments, constructed through the collective effort
of  the huge militia of  freemen or Paik. Of  the roads constructed in the
pre-colonial period special mention may be made of  the Gosaain Kamal
Ali, Dhodar Ali, Dhai Ali, and Bar-Baruah Ali (Hilaly  2007:42-43).

Above mentioned all the roads or transport and communication
system had played a remarkable role in conducting trade with the
neighboring area of  the region during the pre-colonial period. To
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maintain a smooth trade with Bengal,  the choukis or outpost were
established by the Ahom king and also appointment Duaria Barua or
Chakial Barua (Baruah 2005:441).

 The duwars were played a vital role in the trade relationship
with Bhutan. In the pre-colonial period, trade and commerce was not
a subject that was dealt with directly by the kings of  the region. It was
left by and large to the traders who went from place to place to earn
the profit. They believed that since profit was their primary motive, the
trader could not be trusted and that they could engage in subversive
activities if  it suited their purpose. Hence, they were not allowed to
intervene in any manner, in politics or political problems of  the state.
The pre-colonial period waterways became the way of  communication
for trade and commercial activities of  the region. B.K. Barua observed
the following (Barua 2011:111-112).

“The trade with the neighboring provinces was mainly carried
by river transport. The excellence of  Assam’s water-communications
is evident and it certainly facilitated trade in every direction. The main
route from the region to Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa was by the rivers
Brahmaputra and Ganges”.

The Pre-colonial rulers of  the valley were to follow a traditional
policy with look upon to the trade and commerce. The rulers of  the
region had to adopt protective measures to prevent their enemies from
any opportunity to enter the state whatsoever. They strongly suspected
that such crafty and unpredictable neighbors might even take advantage
of  the trading facilities to subvert their political independence. Hence
they followed throughout a two-fold policy viz; self- sufficiency in
production of  goods and rigid control over foreign trade, including
frontier trade (Hunter 1975:261-262). Thus, every endeavor was made
to meet the requirements of  the state as well as of  the people locally
without having to depend much on the neighboring states (Bhuyan
1990:84). ‘The kingdom of  Assam’, writes Tavernier ‘is one of  the best
countries in Asia for it produces all the necessary to the life of  men and
there is no need to go for anything to the neighboring states’ (Ball
1925:218-220).

The pre-colonial period of  Brahmaputra valley was quite isolated
from the rest of  the part of  India. But it had a rich natural resource
area and a well economic structure. There were mines of  gold, silver,
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steel, iron, and a great store of  Silk (Barpujari 1988:171). The industry
and craft were developed and a considerable volume of  trade and
commerce existed with the adjoining area (Gait 2012:267-293.).

The trade routes by water and road were extensively used during
medieval periods of  Assam. The trade was carried out with mainland
India through Bengal (M’Cosh 2000:8-9). Trade with Bengal was necessary
because there was less availability of  salts in the Brahmaputra valley.
Although some amount of  trade between Assam and Tibet passed
through the intermediary hill people like Mishmis, Abors, and Bhutias.
The major part of  the trade was conducted directly between the merchants
of  the two countries. Although in M’Cosh’s Topography of  Assam, there
is a reference of  Assam receiving articles such as nankins, silk, lacquered,
chinaware, and lead, copper, and silver from China. There is hardly any
evidence to show that Assam had direct commercial transactions with
China in the pre-colonial periods. (M’Cosh 2000:66-67)

In the internal trade and frontier trade, non-food items were transacted
by traders in the markets (hats) once or twice a week to meet the local
needs. In external trade, agricultural products dominated the export market,
and cloth comprised around a fifth in terms of  the total value. Among
imports, salt constituted a major share. Of  the rest, there were very broadly
speaking two categories of  goods the first constituted raw materials for
the industries, copper and red lead, and the second items for consumption.
Under the surface of  self-sufficient economy barter was the mainstay of
all trading activities-internal, external, and frontier trade. The prevailing
trade and commerce have been appropriately summed up... ‘Neither
distressing starvation, nor any surplus’.

5. Colonial strategy in the field of  Transport and Communication

System as well Trade and Commerce of  the region:

The colonial power of  India developed a modern transport system
for doing trade in various parts of  the region. There were four types
of  transport system of  the region namely Waterway, Roadway, Railway
and Tramway were developed under the colonial power. But the major
development was done in the field of  land roads such as railways and
roadways. When the East India Company occupied Brahmaputra valley,
most of  the areas in the region were covered by thick virgin jungle
stretching for hundreds of  miles over steep hills and deep valleys
through which flowed torrential streams (Goswami 1997:143). The
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means of  transport and communication during the Pre-colonial and
early colonial period was therefore by boat, elephant, and palki
(palanquin), etc.

The occupation of  Brahmaputra valley by the colonial power
and their gradual transmission into the entire valley had opened up
immense prospects in the field of  communication as well as trade and
commerce. In the primary stages of  colonial penetration, the importance
of  the region was not only for its natural resources but also its
geographical location of  the valley. The Brahmaputra valley has a
common borderland with Tibet, Bhutan, and Burma. The colonial
power was troubled by fears of  a renewed Burmese invasion and so it
was strategically important for them to ensure that the region did not
replace into anarchy (Goswami 2008:167-168).  For that reason, the
colonial power immediately increased their military power in the region
for providing immediate troops movement in the case of  resumes
Burmese attacks as well as in the case of  incursions of  the frontier
tribes of  the Brahmaputra valley. The initial thrust, therefore, was on
the restoring portion of  the great roads of  Upper Assam. In 1840
alarming reports of  the Burmese attempts to open a road through the
Naga Hills from the Kyendween River made it essential to improve
the line of  communication between the Muttock country and the troop’s
reserve at Sibsagar (Letter issued to Government, vol.no.9, January-
September 1840, no.85, 4 May 1840.) Also, maintenance was undertaken
on the Bar-Baruah Ali the high roads from Sibsagar to Dibrugarh
throughout the Chokey Hat on the Buri Dehing (Hilaly 2007:44-50).
We all know that the development of  road communication also led to
the development of  a trade hub and trade of  any region.

It is a clear fact for the development of  transport and
communication of  the region was purely administration and trade
purpose. The pre-colonial transport and communication system of  the
region was not good so the colonial authority thought that for
development of  transport and communication system was a necessity
for its security, good administration as well as trade, and commerce.
The political Agent of  East India Company of  Upper Assam Major
White urged to Captain Jenkins in a letter to improved transport and
communication system was an essential prerequisite for the expanding
trade and commerce as early as 1835A.D.
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“ improving land communication between Rangpur, Sylhet,
Cachar, and Gauhati would have to open a channel for the influx of
trade and population that would soon have effected a wonderful change
in the condition of  this province”( Bengal Government Papers, file no
298 of 1836.  105).

The chief  means of  transport before the development of  railways
and road transport was the waterways. The East India Company started
a steamer service on river Brahmaputra from Calcutta to Guwahati in
1847, which was very irregular and did not proceed beyond Guwahati.
Two private companies, such as the Indian General Navigation
Company and the Rivers Steam Navigation Company started a regular
Commercial Steamer Service in 1864 and daily mail service in 1874 on
the Brahmaputra. The construction work of  the railway in Brahmaputra
valley was undertaken by the Colonial ruler towards the end of  the
nineteenth century. The Assam Railways and Trading Company were
formed in 1881, and the construction work on the Dibru-Sadiya railway
was undertaken. The first railway line was opened in 1882 from
Dibrugarh steamer Ghat to Jaipur road. After the formation of  the
Assam-Bengal Railway in 1892, an attempt was made for connecting
Brahmaputra valley with the rest of  India by railways. A 114 miles
long railway line from Chandura (in Bengal) to Badarpur (in Assam)
was opened to traffic in 1896. The railway mileage in Assam increased
from 114 miles in 1891 to 715 miles in 1904. In 1902 the Eastern
Bengal Railway line was extended from Calcutta to Dhubri (in Assam),
which extended its connection to Amingaon in 1909-10. The total
railway mileage in Assam increased to about 1,300 miles in 1939
(Goswami 1994:175-177). The railway in the Darrang district was a
small line that was constructed in1896 by a private company and it was
connected to Tezpur, Dekargaon, Bindukuri, Sessa, Thakurbari,
Rangapara and Balipara. From Balipara there was a branch line to Barjuli
(Assam District Gazetteers of  Darrang Vol.V. 1995:177). In 1902,
Dhubri was connected with Calcutta by the railway line. It was also
connected to Golakganj, Balajan, Gauripure (Assam District Gazetteers
of  Goalpara. 2012:98). The Assam Bengal Railway runs through the
Gauhati branch to the boundary of  Nowgong. The railway of  the
Gauhati branch line connected Panikhaiti, Digru, Khetri. In 1905 a
line was under construction from the north bank of  the valley and it
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was situated opposite of  Pandughat later which was connected with
the Eastern Bengal State Railway (Assam District Gazetteers of  Kamrup
Vol.V. 1995:178).

 In 1848, streamers were started services between Gauhati and
Calcutta by the colonial power of  the region. After that, the commissioner
Major Jenkins made an unreasonable proposal was that three or four times
a year they should be allowed to proceed right up the valley to Dibrugarh
(Assam District Gazetteers of  Kamrup Vol.V. 1995:174).  Over and above
in 1905, two streamers carry out daily service between Gauhati and Dhubri.
The streamer’s communication system also developed the Darrang district
during the colonial period. The ports of  the district were Rangamati to
Mangaldai, Singri, Tezpur, Bishnath, Behalimukh, and Gamirighat, etc
(Assam District Gazetteers of  Darrang Vol.V. 1995:177). In 1884 a daily
streamers service was started between Dibrugarh and Dhubri. From Dhubri
a streamer plied to Jatrapur which had been connected by rail with Calcutta.
Some important ports of  the Goalpara district were Dhubri, Bilasipara,
Goalpara, and Dalgoma (Assam District Gazetteers of  Goalpara. 2012:98)

The necessity of  developing road transport was not felt in the
early period of  British rule owing to the existence of  a cheaper and
wide network of  waterways in Assam. The first Governmental initiative
came with the establishment of  a Public Works Department in 1868
and Local Boards in 1880.’ ln 1903-04, Assam had only 144 miles of
metalled roads (most of  which were in the hills), however, on the eve
of  independence, the state had 2,010 miles of  motorable roads including
the national highways, of  which 2,040 miles were in the plains area (
Goswami 1994: 183-186 ).

The Second World War forced the Colonial power to take steps
for the improvement of  the road transport system in the region of
Brahmaputra valley. The main roadways improved as well as constructed
during the forties were the South Trunk Road from Goalpara to metalled
and black-topped and bridges on the roads were improved. Siliguri -
Jogighopa road was established and improved. The Dimapur-Kohima-
Imphal Road and Makum Lekapani road were also improved by the
defense department in the period of  British rule. The north trunk road
enters the Darrang district at the point where it crosses the Barnadi
and runs right through it a distance of  151 miles. The north trunk
road connected to the district through Mangaldai, Dalgaon, Orang,
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Dekhiajuli, Gabharu, Dipota, Tezpur, Jamuguri, etc places (Assam
District Gazetteers of  Darrang Vol.V.1995:178).In the lower valley of
the region Goalpara district, there were two trunk roads run through.
The north trunk road starts from Dhubri and runs in a sweeping curved
first west and then east to Kachugaon nearly 50 miles away. At the
latter place, the road turns sharply to the east and it’s connected the
Eastern Duars to Raha in Kamrup District (Assam District Gazetteers
of  Goalpara. 2012:98). From Bilasipara a road runs north which divided
two branches first connected Saralbhanga or Ptgaon, and the second
road runs Garubhasa. Another road runs north from Jogirghopa through
North Salmara. During the colonial period, the road’s communication
system of  Kamrup district was great trunk road which runs the whole
length of  the valley from Fakirganj opposite of  Dhubri to Saikhoa
opposite of  Sadiya. From Gauhati its turns southwards and linked
with the Gauhati-Shillong road but it then bends again sharply to the
east and enters the Nowgong district near Nakhola. From north Gauhati,
there were three roads run to Dumnichauki to Naokata and Nalbari.
From Rangia another road runs to Darranga and from Burma, a road
runs eastward to the boundary of  Mangaldai (Assam District Gazetteers
of  Kamrup Vol.V. 1995:179).There were some inspection bungalows
of  various places such as Halapakri, Bhawanipur, Patacharkuchi,
Barama, Nalbari, Kamalpur, Hajo. It means that those places were
connected to some roads during the colonial period.

However, those were some roads, railway and Streamer transport,
and communication systems of  Brahmaputra valley and it was improved
during the colonial period of  the region. The improvement of  the
communication system during the colonial period was behind and the
one major fact was the economic exploitation of  the region. It was in
this period the colonial power (East India Company) established salt
trade with Brahmaputra Valley. As well as this region having rich resources
played a significant role in the field of  transport and communication
system of  Brahmaputra Valley as well as trade and commerce which
facilitated the development of  the economic field of  the region.

Essentially, the river Brahmaputra forms the natural highway
between this Valley and the adjoining areas for any kind of
communication. There is no doubt that the trade and commerce of
this valley will continue to expand for many years to come to the colonial
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power of  the region (River Borne Trade Report: 1881-82:2). The trans-
frontier trade is carried with Bhutan at Darrang, Subankhata, and other
places or mountain pass of  the region. The Bhutias come down with trade
items such as lac, wax, chilies, blankets, etc. They sold these things to the
traders and proceeds to buy cotton thread and cloth, rice, silk cloth, and
thread, etc (Assam District Gazetteers of  Kamrup vol.IV 1995:182-183).

The development of  the transport and communication system
of  the region hearten in the field of  trade and commerce during the
colonial period. The colonial power improved the communication
system such as roadways and waterways which connected the entire
Brahmaputra Valley and beyond. Those roads were well known for
trade routes in the region. The first colonial trade attempt to the
Brahmaputra Valley made by Clive with the establishment of  the Society
of  Trade in 1765 (Bhuyan 1990:67). The objectives of  the society and
the company was to conduct internal trade in salt, betel-nut, and tobacco
of  the Valley. An important trade route between Bhutan and Assam
was the Brahmaputra Valley of  the river Manas via Tassagong and
Dewangiri to Hajo (Pembertso1991:177-178). There were two principal
trade routes from Lhasa to Peiking (Bezbaruah 2006:174). During the
colonial periods of  the Brahmaputra Valley, the major trade items were
salt, cotton, ivory, tea, coal, silk, opium and oil, etc (Barpujari 1995:264).

During the colonial period, the wealthiest and most important
traders in Kamrup were Kaiyas or Marwari merchants. They were the
principal exporters of  the region. Gauhati and the Barpeta were the
prominent trade centers as well as the Palasbari, Nalbari, Halo, and
Rangia were the most important trading village of  the Kamrup district
(Assam District Gazetteers of  Kamrup vol.IV 1995:182-183). In
Goalpara, on the south, and Jogighopa and Rangamati, on the north
bank of  the Brahmaputra River were three outposts of  Bengal from
where the traders traded with the Brahmaputra valley (Bhattacharjee
2000; 8-9). Goalpara enjoyed a unique position in the valley for trade
and commerce with Bengal, Garo hills, and adjoining areas of  the
region, and trade with Bengal was registered first in Dhubri on the
Brahmaputra valley.  The external trade with Bengal was mainly
conducted through the Kandahar Chokey and it was situated opposite
to Goalpara. But in 1833 the Renewal of  Charter Act had allowed for
free trade between Brahmaputra valley and Bengal and this gave trade
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of  the region with Bengal the much-needed improvement.
The Brahmaputra valley and adjoining area emerged as an important

region for trade and commercial exploitation as of  its improvement in
the field of  transport and communication system. The trade report
between Assam and neighboring areas of  1890 shows that the tendency
in trade indicated a steady increase in demands for the machine-made
European cotton twist and yarn, brass and copper, opium, salt, etc.  In
the context of  trade and commerce with the frontier hill tribes, the colonial
power controlled the traditional foothill trade centers after that they
extended the sphere of  control in phases over the hilly area which was
inhabited by a particular tribe. To encourage trade and commerce among
the borderline tribes the colonial authority appointed Captain White as
an officer at Sadiya in 1833( Bengal Political Consultations:1834: No-
78). It was an important step towards the extension of  colonial trade
and commerce with China and Tibet. Trade with Bhutan was carried on
at Darranga and Subankhata. The Bhutias came down in considerable
numbers with lac, wax, chilies, etc and they sell these things and buy
cotton thread and cloth, rice, etc (Assam District Gazetteers of  Kamrup
vol.IV 1995:182-183 ). The volumes of  the trade from the region of
Brahmaputra valley was carried on with different trade blocks of  Bengal.
The most valuable imports to the region of  Brahmaputra valley were
rice, salt, mustard oil, gram, pulses, sugar, etc. The principal exports
were tea, mustard seeds, timber, raw jute, etc (Hilaly 2007:71).

During the colonial period, the trade mostly controlled by the
colonial power as well the middle class of  the region which belonged
to the Marwari peoples. The markets or trade centers are mostly due to
the extension of  the newly constructed railway, roadways, waterways,
etc line in the region. Several new and flourishing markets have sprung
up near railway stations and by the sides of  feeder and other important
roads. On the other hand, some old markets were in a languishing and
miserable condition (Gupta 1910:100-101).

5. Conclusion:

The trade had been one of  the most vital determinant aspects in
the Brahmaputra valley. The Brahmaputra valley had a long tradition
of  trade and commerce since the earliest times across the valley centered
on it. This trade of  the valley was an important instrument of  socio-
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economic exchange amongst the Brahmaputra valley populace were
bonded together that they belonged to different ethical groups and
cultures. The British period maintained this ancient legacy of  trade
and commerce by the might of  Imperialism and consequently altered
the very fabric of  the valley polity and economy of  the valley. At the
time when the British came into possession of  the Brahmaputra valley,
the difficulty of  communication proved the most serious obstacle to
the development of  the region. Trade, administrative and social
necessities led to the development of  transport and communication
system in the Brahmaputra valley during the colonial period. The
discovery of  tea, oil, and coal of  the region led to the formation of
several companies, agency houses, and associations to supply laborers
to the plantations and mining area as well as the oil company. The
number of  tea gardens and other filed such as coal, oil, and other
industries were increased during the colonial period for the development
of  transportation and it’s resulting in the need for substantial manpower.
This was met by way of  immigration of  laborers to the region and it
was great impacts on the society, economy, culture, religion of  the
valley. The late eighteenth century was the period of  transition from
the pre-colonial state to the colonial state in the history of  the
Brahmaputra valley. This transition brought about a gradual
transformation in the field of  transportations as well as trade and
commerce of  the valley.q
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Abstract

The Universal Declaration of  Human Rights, 1948 mentioned
health as part of  the right to an adequate standard of  living
and was again recognized in the 1966 International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. India being a
signatory to these treaties tries to ensure the availability of
this right to each and every citizen of  the country. However,
the COVID-19 pandemic has changed the entire health
scenario of  the country and has resulted in the infringement
of  the human rights, more particularly the right to health.
The present article explains the impact of  COVID-19 on the
health rights and is based on secondary sources of  data.
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Introduction:

The first case of  SARS CoV2 was reported in a 55 year old person
from the Hubei Province of  China in November 17, 2019. (South China
Morning Post, 2020) The scientists suspect that this virus originated
from bats and believed that the people were infected from the seafood
market in China; however there are also cases reported where the virus
spreads without any animal intermediary. China informed World Health
Organisation (WHO) on 31st December, 2019 and subsequently, the
SARS CoV2 was named as COVID-19 on 11 February, 2020 and was
declared as a ‘pandemic’ by the WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus on 11 March, 2020. (STAT News, 2020)

India recorded its first coronavirus case in a student in the state
of  Kerala on January 30, 2020 who was studying at Wuhan University
in China and reported two more cases on 2nd and 3rd February from
Alappuzha and Kasaragod districts of  Kerala having a travel history
from Wuhan, China. No cases were recorded after it and on 2nd March,
2020 reported 2 more cases having travel history from Dubai. The
COVID-19 cases were doubled in India in a span of  4 days and reported
50 cases from 13 states and Union Territories on 10 March, 2020 and
the country reported its first COVID-19 death on 12 March of  a 76
year old man from the state of  Karnataka. (The Hindu, 2020)

After 51 days from the first COVID-19 case, India observed a
14 hour voluntary lockdown called ‘Janata Curfew’ on 22 March and
after two days the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced a
nationwide lockdown till April 14.  It was further extend for 19 days
from 15 April to 03 May, 2020 and with some restrictions from 14
May to 17 May, 2020 and further increased to 31 May, 2020 to prevent
the spread of  the virus as World Health Organisation has recommended
to maintain a distance of 1 metre or 3 feet in public places and to
avoid going to crowded places. The Director General of  WHO
remarked that, “All countries must strive a fine balance between protecting health,
minimizing economic and social disruption, and respecting human rights.” in his
media briefing on March 11, 2020;  however there is severe violation
of  human rights, especially the right to life and in this regard India is
not an exception, along with COVID-19 emergencies the country is
facing serious human rights crisis in its health sector.
Objective and Methodology:

The objective of  this paper is to analyze the violation of  health
rights during the COVID-19 pandemic in India and is based on
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secondary data from government reports, organizational studies,
newspaper articles, case studies and internet sources.

COVID-19 and Health Rights Violation:

The Indian constitution has guaranteed various rights so as to
attain the right to the highest attainable standard of  physical and mental
health. The Article 21 of  the constitution guarantees protection of  life
and personal liberty to every citizen. Further, the Supreme Court also
mentions that the right to live with human dignity enshrined in Article
21 derives from the directive principles of  state policy and therefore
includes protection of  human rights. India is also a party to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and a
follower of  the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights. However,
the COVID-19 situation in the country has witnessed a gross violation
of  the health rights of  both the medical personnel and the other people.

In regard to the violation of  health rights of  the healthcare workers,
there is shortage in supply of  Personal Protective Equipments (PPEs) in
India. An online survey was conducted among  410 Indian Administrative
Service (IAS) officials carried out by the Department of  Administrative
Reforms and Public Grievances, Government of  India namely, ‘The
COVID-19 National Preparedness Survey’ from March 25 to 30, 2020
has revealed that there shortage of  medical infrastructure in the country
such as beds, ventilators, PPEs, masks, gloves etc. . (Kaur, 2020)
According to an online survey conducted by a team of  independent
public health researchers namely, Savithri Devi, Shrinidhi Datar and Subha
Sri B from May 06 to 18 with 392 respondents ranging from health
workers at various levels shows an inadequate supply of  PPEs for
healthcare workers in India. (Joseph, 2020) The Supreme Court of  India
in a judgment of  ‘Consumer Education & Research Centre (CERC) and
others V/S Union of  India and others’ have held that “the compelling
necessity to work in an industry exposed to health hazards due to indigence
to bread-winning himself  and his dependents should not be at the cost
of  health and vigour of  the workman”. The COVID-19 makes the
healthcare workers fall under the curves laid down in this judgment,
thereby making the lack of  PPEs to the healthcare personnel a serious
violation of the fundamental rights of them.  Another most vulnerable
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section from the healthcare sector are the Accredited Social Health
Activitists (ASHA) workers. They are carrying out community-level
activities such as tracking positive cases, monitoring people with travel
history, identifying symptomatic cases and to help prevent and control
stigma and discrimination in the community, beside their main task to
look after pregnant women and new born babies. However, the ASHA
workers faced serious violation of  their health rights. The Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare directed the state governments to ensure
proper supply of  PPEs for healthcare workers and to support them
economically, provide them timely payment of  their dues. However, the
ASHA workers were classified as ‘low workers’ in the Ministry’s guidelines
and only recommend triple layer mask and gloves for their protection.
Beside violation of  their health rights, they are facing severe economic
crisis due to low remuneration from the government and as a result
amidst this pandemic around six lakhs ASHA workers across the country
launched a two-day strike for better pay and protection from the COVID-
19 on 07 August, 2020.

Among other cases, the non-COVID-19 patients are facing
violations of  their right to life along with the breach of  their health
rights. According to the judgment of  ‘Paschim Banga Khet Mazdoor
samity & Others versus State Of  West Bengal’ case in 1996, the Supreme
Court opined that failure of  a government hospital to provide a patient
timely medical treatment results in violation of  the patient’s right to
life. However, due to this pandemic people are facing hardship to get
admitted in hospitals for treatment of  other diseases which results in
the violation of  their right to life. According to Times of  India, a 52
year old tailor died on Bengaluru who tested positive for COVID-19
was denied admission by hospital authorities on 29 July, 2020. Another
man died in front of  Bowring Hospitals in Bengaluru after 18 hospitals
denied admission. There are reports from all over the country where
hospitals are demanding COVID-19 test to be done before admission
thereby losing the precious hours of  a patient life. A 75 year women
who died of  paralytic stroke in Hyderabad after five hospitals denied
to admit her only on suspicion of  being infected with coronavirus but
later was cremated without conducting the COVID-19 test. (Mirror
Now Digital, 2020 & The Hindu, 2020).  In another case in Kolkata, a
18 years old man who was diabetic and tested positive for COVID-19
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died after he was denied a bed by three hospitals and was admitted on
Kolkata Medical College and Hospital when his mother threatened to
commit suicide if  he was not treated there. (NDTV, 2020) This incidents
show a gross violation of  the health rights more particularly the right
to life enshrined in the Article 25 of  the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, 1948 and Article 12 of  the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966.

Conclusion:

From the study, it can be concluded that there is gross infringement
of  health rights, either as a healthcare worker or as any ordinary citizen
of  the country. It is no doubt that the COVID-19 patients require the
first hand  treatment but to deny the others is a violation of the basic
fundamental right as a human being and also the health workers who are
the backbone of  this COVID-19 fight has to be provided with proper
protective equipments then only the situation can be controlled. In this
regard, the outmost responsibility is on the government agencies so as
to ensure better facilities for healthcare workers, protective equipments
and better pay for ASHA workers and to keep an eye on the functioning
of  the entire healthcare system of  the country so that no one is denied
treatment and other facilities in their need hours.q
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Abstract

The primary objective of  this paper shall be to analyze Preeti
Monga’s memoir-Flight Without Sight which foregrounds the
journey of  its visually impaired protagonist for belonging and
selfhood. She navigates through the difficult terrain of  life on
an everyday basis. Both of  her autobiographical narratives-
Flight Without Sight and The Other Senses grapple with the
embodied experiences of  living with blindness in different
capacities. These life narratives narrativize the story of  the
visually impaired autobiographer anddescribesher difficult and
often, onerous experience of  having to deal with the prejudices
of  people towards a sightless person and coming to terms with
her blindness. The paper shall attempt to offer a postcolonial
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reading of  Preeti Monga’s memoir taking my cue from certain
postcolonial critics and scholars.

Keywords- blindness, disability, ocular-centric, empathy, other,
grotesque

Introduction

Indian Writing in English has started probing into issues of
disability only very recently. Though there has been a preponderance
of  blind characters in Indian literatures down the ages, writings from
postcolonial India have been trying to recover first-person accounts of
people living with disabilities, and deconstruct stereotypical portrayals
of  the disabled as victims, lack or deficits in popular literature and
culture. Some of  the critical insights into disability and blindness can
be found in Clare Barker’s “Postcolonial Fiction and Disability” where
he had used disability as a trope in postcolonial writing such as that of
BapsiSidhwa and Salman Rushdie by situating them within a particular
social context. HemachandranKarah’s critical introspection on “blind
culture” (2012), in which he particularly focuses on Ved Mehta,
elaborates on the various epistemic and narrative frames, and not merely
the materiality of it, while describing the issues of blindness and
sightedness. Someshwar Sati and GJV Prasad’s recent critical anthology
“Disability and Translation: The Indian Experience” (2019) foregrounds
how disability is seen within a network of  power relations. Subodh
Chandra Roy’s The Blind in India and Abroad (1944) was perhaps, the
first autobiography penned by a blind individual hailing from India.
Subsequently, Ved Mehta came to author his life narratives- Face to Face,
along with Vedi- a memoir which traces his journey at the Blind School
in Dadar. Indian English writers such as Rabindranath Tagore in
“Drishtidaan”, Joginder Paul in “Blind”, Laxmi Subramani in “Lights
Out” and K.R Meera in “The Unseeing Idol of  Light” have tackled
the issues of  blindness and sightedness in their literary works, to list a
few. The purpose of  this paper shall be to analyze Preeti Monga’s
memoir- Flight Without Sightin which the protagonist takes charge of
her life after she is diagnosed with an ophthalmological disorder which
rendered her sightless for the rest of  her life.
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Following Michel Foucault’s, The Order of  Things and Descartes’
blatant philosophical declamation, man had come to occupy centrality
in all things. In the years between 1600 and 1800, the camera obscura
was the primary scientific model of  the eye, which solidified certain
claims about how vision led to inferences in the world. However, in
the initial decades of  the 19th century, optical theory moved away from
this understanding to the eye becoming more of a biological entity
rather than a disembodied and mechanical one. This deep-seated ocular-
centrism in Western culture has been highlighted by Heidegger when
he says “the tradition of  philosophy has been primarily oriented from
the very beginning toward “seeing” as the mode of  access to beings
and to being” (138). HemachandranKarah in his article “Stares of  the
Blind: Neglected Facet of  Human Bonding” argues that seeing is as
much a political act as it pertains to human bonding and states that
knowledge of  the blind remains hidden, scattered, disparate and non-
canonized and its time that we take stock of  the same (22). Taking
recourse to the claim made by Karah to “visibilize” the literary works
about and by blind individuals, and also certain other postcolonial and
poststructuralist theorists (Homi K. Bhabha, Frantz Fanon and Judith
Butler), I maintain that life narratives about the lived [embodied]
experience of blindness can contribute to our understanding of the
phenomenon of  blindness as an alternative mode of  “being in the
world”.

Analysis

Cindy Lacom in her article “Revising the Subject: Disability as
“Third Dimension” in Clear Light of  Day and You Have Come Backsituates
her understanding of disability within the postcolonial politics of the
nation from which the texts have been produced. She argues that the
disabled subject within the postcolonial nation is doubly colonized by
their status of being the subjects from a colonized nation and their
physical and mental disabilities. Stretching her argument, a bit further,
I suggest that in the Indian context, physical or mental disability cannot
be understood without their entanglements with the vectors of  gender,
caste, class, sexuality, citizenship and the nation. Lacom suggests that
incorporating a disability studies framework while reading a postcolonial
text can enrich our understanding of  the text and the dialectic between
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the colonizer and the colonized (138). In my paper, I attempt to suggest
that while reading a memoir of  a disabled individual emerging from
within a postcolonial nation, can not only inform our understanding
about the materiality of  the lived experiences of  the disabled and but
also help us understand their status as the “Other” within the nation,
who are often multiply marginalized. By addressing the question of
the physically and mentally disabled as the “Other”, Lacom attempts
to fill the deficit in Edward Said’s contention in Culture and Imperialism
that the work of  postcolonial scholars “should be seen as sharing
concerns with minority and ‘suppressed’ voices within the metropolis
itself: feminists, African-American writers, intellectuals, artists, among
others” (54). Frantz Fanon had suggested that othering occurs on the
basis of  physical or verbal difference and this would be a commonplace
to keep insisting on the same. Judith Butler in Bodies that Matter argues
that “the subject is constituted through the force of  exclusion and
abjection, one which produces a constitutive outside to the subject, an
abjected outside” (3).

Preeti Monga’s memoir constructs the self  as the site of  violation,
inclusion and exclusion in different ways. She suggests the ways in
which she was reduced to the status of  the “abject” owing to her
visual disability, at multiple sites of  othering- at home, at school, at her
in-laws’ place, at her workplace, to list a few. The society which she
inhabits is often unwelcoming to her “visual deviance”, which is mostly
constructed as an aberration in this sighted world. To use the Bakhtinian
term “grotesque body”, Monga’s sightlessness is viewed as grotesque
in a world which privileges the sighted person as the recipient, recorder
and observer of  facts and information. Lacom in her article uses
Bhabha’s conception of  “third dimension” to read Anita Desai and
Gallair-Bourega. To Bhabha, the third dimension referred to a moment
of  recognition in which the self  cannot be contained or wholly
comprehended within the self/other binary,which relies on certain static
boundaries. The very idea of  containing within the boundary suggests
a slippage suggesting that “identity is never an a priori, nor a finished
product, it is only ever the problematic process of  access to an image
of totality” (Bhabha 51).

That being said, I now turn to an analysis of  the memoir in
which I attempt to read Preeti Monga’s visual impairment as a deviance
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from the ocular-centric prejudices ingrained in the minds of  the people
within India. Her visual disability is a “disavowal, difference and
transgression”, resulting in much of  the sufferings of  the narrator.
The Introduction to PreetiMonga’s memoir-Flight without Sight has a
note of  self-acceptance and of  her integration within the disabled hostile
environment of  India. Monga writes:

I have been through a rather eventful life. My life has been liberally
sprinkled with an extraordinary dosage of  countless ugly and dark
moments, as well as exceptionally colourful and exciting experiences.
Just like any ordinary person. But the thing is, I am not ordinary. (10)

As is apparent, Monga seems to revel in her “difference”. She
acknowledges that she had very little eyesight since childhood but she
was medically diagnosed with an incurable eye disorder at six, but her
memoir speaks volumes about her immense reservoirs of  willpower
and determination. But however, her journey is not merely a tale of
overcoming disabilities and living a happily ever after kind of  a life,
but goes on to suggest the multiple ways in which her “abilities” were
negated which magnifies the prejudices and stereotypes ingrained within
the Indian society.

The first chapter of  her memoir recounts the days spent in
Agartala, where her father was transferred and this is precisely where
she was diagnosed with her eye disorder. Expressing her disagreement
about wearing spectacles, because that would make her look ugly. This
seems to underscore the fact how Monga was acutely conscious of  her
self-image which would anyway get affected to an extent, after her
disability. She also mentions that, with the developments in medical
sciences and ophthalmology, there were no glasses that could cure her
problem. At fifty-eight years of  age, she looks back into her life as a
child and right into her teenage, and the numerous feats she had achieved
despite her disability- a statement of  self-acceptance and the beginning
of  her integration into the society. Monga mentions that she runs Silver
Lining, a non-profit organization, which works towards empowering
people with disabilities. Unlike the disabled hostile environment of
India, which had initially turned a deaf  ear to her achievements owing
to her disability, she finds it necessary to spread awareness, at the
personal and professional fronts, about the “abilities” of  people with
disabilities. The narrator is also careful to mention how her family had
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become a site which perpetuated differential treatment to her, owing
to her disability- (since her family wanted to marry her off, and upon
knowing about her miserable first marriage, and the domestic turmoil
she had to undergo on a daily basis, they did not seem to pay much
heed to her, fearing they would be burdened by her return to her parents’
home resulting from the separation from her husband). Monga’s family
is one such instance of  a site or “a microcosm” in which family, among
other institutions, is the epicenter where prejudices against the disabled
are firmly solidified. Monga goes on to mention the various works she
had undertaken towards improving the situation of  people with
disabilities in rural and urban India. Much of  her work is geared towards
bridging the divide between the abled and the disabled. Monga herself
writes: “My endeavour has always been to dispel inhibitions and negative
attitudes surrounding people with disabilities, while I infuse seeds of
positivity into everyone via my motivational talks” (17). Apart from
working for disabled persons, she also attends to women for marital
and emotional counseling, which could be on account of  the fact that
she has had a turbulent first marriage, which seem to attest to the ‘dual
othering’ which Monga had to endure owing to her gender and her
disability.

In the second chapter, Monga goes on to describe the current
situation in India for the disabled vis-à-vis the situation way back in
the latter decades of  the twentieth century. Back then, she was given
the impression that a person with disability was less than human.The
narrator had to witness and withstand domestic violence in her first
marriage resulting which she had taken it upon herself  to create a
more egalitarian society ensuring that no persons are discriminated
against based on their caste, gender or disability. The first step towards
achieving this was in the interactions she had with teenagers across
various educational institutions along with people from social groups
and corporate sectors. Having to tread the difficult terrain of
motherhood with her two children, and also her larger motive of
educatingpeople towards improving access for people with disabilities,
she began conducting a series of  workshops. She began her sensitization
programme precisely from the school where she was educated and
“thrown out” midway owing to the deficiencies in performance that
would accrue owing to her disability. Her achievements at the school
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were not taken into consideration for a person with visual impairment
is always seen as a deficient or lack or a site of  unmitigated disaster.
Schools in India, Monga’s narrative seems to suggest, have a long way
to go, in adapting a more inclusive environment. Though laws and
legislations have been passed for reservations, constructing
infrastructure for a more accessible environment, much still needs to
be wanting at the level of  praxis, which is the harsh reality of  the
ableist or sighted mindset of  the population in India. With Monga’s
mission or awareness campaign successfully delivered at Loreto
Convent, she seemed to get a new lease to life, after which she never
had to look back.

Monga’s narrative also suggests how, within the sacrosanct
institution of  marriage, as is seen within the Indian context, domestic
violence is a dark reality which exists covertly in many cases. In her
case, however, the abusive and mentally deranged husband- Keith,
successfully puts on the façade of  a charming young man who is here
to lift the “visually impaired woman in distress” out of  her woes, into
a life which she had envisioned in her dreams. Her dreams are shattered
after her first marriage, when she learns about the violent and bad-
tempered disposition of  her husband. The prejudices of  the society
coupled with her abusive first marriage, led her to contemplate suicide
as she felt she was “a huge liability with a broken body, a shattered
soul, no money and no qualifications” (33). This simple and revealing
statement underscores the reality of  the Indian scenario which seeks
to “Other” the disabled person on different grounds- at the economic
front, at the educational front and also within the confines of  marriage.
She realistically describes the dehumanizing treatment- mental and
physical torment- meted out to her by her first husband- Keith. She
mentions that the parents would often keep quiet leaving the matter
onto the couple since ending the marriage would annihilate further
possibilities of  marriage for their disabled daughter. Her mother, on
the other hand, would hold her responsible for the husband’s behavior,
given the patriarchal nature of  her household. Subsequently, the children
had to bear the torments of  the drunken temperament of  the father.
Soon, she decided to stop being dependent on her husband for financial
security and eke out an independent living, which firstly required “self-
acceptance”. Initially inspired by Doordarshan’sKeep Fit classes, Monga
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decided to start an independent aerobics class. However, her choice
was met with initial hesitations from the instructor of  the class, owing
to the incompetency that they attached to her, due to her visual
impairment- an instance of  “abjection” accruing from the inability of
the “sighted” person to acknowledge the potential of  the “visually
disabled”. The narrator was always caught in this recurring web of
self-loathing because of  the immense sorrows and troubles she thought
she had brought to her family because of  her disability. However, it
was in 1988, that her life had taken turn for the better when she
discovered her flare in entrepreneurship. She began her own aerobics
classes in Delhi, and as she writes, she did her own marketing and
promotion- which was quite a rare sight for a disabled woman back in
the 1980s. Soon she discovered that economic empowerment would
bring the much-desired changes in her life. With the success of  her
aerobics classes, she had now shifted her focus from her personal to
more social fronts. She felt it necessary to empower people with physical
disabilities. On the one hand, her task was empowering people to come
out of  their inhibitions at the social front and on the other, she, herself
had to deal with an abusive husband, at the personal front. One fine
day, she had flung all the clothes of  her husband at him and sent him
out of  her house- an act which had killed the timid girl within her and
in place of  that, emerged a strong, more self-reliant woman. With the
closure of  Keith’s chapter, she found the opening up of  newer, and
more challenging avenues. She had gained new knowledge after
conducting new workshops for the National Association for the Blind
(NAB)- and similar other organizations which had shunned off  the
negativity and passiveness within her. As she began interacting with
people, she felt “included” within the society which had discarded her
in her initial days. Attempts of  reconciliation with Keith proved futile,
as he was soon back to his original self  of  physically and mentally
abusing the family. During such moments of  mental torment, she
mentions that an aunt of  hers had exercised a profound influence upon
the narrator, and she writes “Aunt Frauke helped me transform into a
secure and positive woman, ready to face my worst fears and fight to
get things right for my family” (101).

The impulse behind writing her life narrative was to share her
story of  pain and resilience with the world, she realized the urgency to
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tell her story as well as the need to get it out of  her system. Someshwar
Sati in his article “Moving towards Inclusion” suggests that in order to
bridge the gap between the sighted and the sightless, sensitization needs
to be done to both parties to negotiate difference without anxiety and
prejudice (web). Monga takes it upon her to raise awareness, at the
most basic level, and to point out the instances of  prejudice at different
fronts- personal, social, educational, workspaces etc. In her memoir, in
retrospect, she mentions how intense periods of  sufferings had almost
become a terminal disease for her. She writes that despite the panic
caused by her disability, the emotional and physical abuse she had to
endure as a child, and the intense self-hated, she had eventually come
to a point in her life when she had learnt to endure. With the success
of  her aerobics classes, she had joined a friend’s company to sell pickles-
which did not require any formal qualifications or experience in sales.
For she believed, success was always an “ongoing journey” and there is
nothing called “ultimate happiness” (108). With her flare and potential
in her entrepreneurship skills duly credited, she gained the required
financial mobility and eventually decided to end her marriage with her
first husband- Keith. Emotionally deranged, the arrival of  Ashwani-
who joined Sunil’s company- brought new hopes to her about rebuilding
her broken life. Soon they tied the knot but she had to bear the separation
from her children as it was decided that they would stay with the
grandparents’ (the narrator’s parents) house, after all they had to withstand
from Preeti’s previous marriage, an instance which covertly suggests the
discrimination meted out to the disabled daughter within the family, as
the parents seemed to hold her responsible for her broken marriage.
However, the marriage of  Ashwani and Preeti resulted in the open hostility
between Sunil and Ashwani, which could perhaps be on account of  the
indifferent and deeply prejudiced attitudes that people like Sunil harboured
towards the disabled at the workplaces in the Indian society. With the
business partnership of  Ashwani and Sunil broken beyond repair, new
challenges awaited them. However, things had taken turn for the better
as Preeti was invited to numerous conferences and workshops to train
and empower people regarding issues on disability and her husband-
Ashwani was recruited at a multinational corporation. Soon, the narrator
was invited to join Dr Shroff ’s Charity eye hospital as the public relations
executive. Though for a short while, a diagnosis of  an auto-immune
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disease acted as a huge blow to her self-esteem but her perseverance and
willpower to withstand pain had taken a score over her affliction, and
soon she was back on track.

Monga suggests her “ability” to tread the multiple disabled hostile
fronts within the country and one of  the primary instances of  it was
evinced by her when she set up her NGO- Silver Linings in Dharampur,
Himachal Pradesh- an apparently rural location, where awareness about
disability was still a distant dream, let alone accessibility for the disabled.
To set up on a task which would be difficult without collective support,
she had to face numerous difficulties. She had received constant disdainful
glances from people around her who questioned her intent as a visually
impaired woman. As always, she decided to continue and went on to
continue writing her book The Other Senses, during this phase. The narrator
suggests that life continued to pose challenges to her in different ways as
it was soon discovered that her husband lost his job due to a financial
loss incurred in business. However, her husband was offered a job at
their (she and her brother Sandy’s) business firm and with the narrator’s
persistence, her contributions were nationally recognized and she was
elected as the secretary of  one of  India’s largest and oldest organizations
that worked for the upliftment of  the society for the blind in urban as
well as rural areas. However, the narrator’s success earned the displeasure
of  the family and especially her brother- Sandy, to whom, the narrator
had spent much time in social work without paying due attention to their
business. To add to her woes, she had to endure the indifferent and
hostile attitude of  her family. To the narrator, these causes were enough
to throw her into a spiral of  depression. After a difficult period of  trauma
and severe setbacks, it took them a long time to be back to normal. The
narrator wonders whether much of  the indifference and sufferings she
had to withstand in her life, owed to her visual disability and the fact that
she dared to dream. However, no impediments at all had hindered her
self-growth and the potentialities of  self-renewal. All the instances that
the narrator outlines in her memoir, point to the still worrisome situation
that prevails in India towards people with disabilities. Though the memoir
ends on a note of  positivity for the narrator with the numerous feats she
had achieved in her life, overcoming her obstacles, despite her disability-
working in institutions like Silver Linings and Project Dignity, it still strikes
a chord in the reader and keeps them thinking about the prevalence of
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injustices and violence towards the disabled that exist on an everyday
basis in India. As Monga writes:

I am just an ordinary blind woman who has managed to achieve
a lot by fueling my flight without sight with persistence and faith. To, I
wish to help people to make the most of  their lives by sharing hope,
love, and faith and learning along the way. (187).

What seems to be interesting is the fact that the narrator attaches
importance to her creative potentials which often acted as a salve during
moments of distress and stigma resulting from her visual disability
and the indifference of  the society towards her.

Conclusion

Preeti Monga’s memoir Flight to Sight serves as a wakeup call
regarding the potentials and the “abilities” that are laden within the
disabled person and who can achieve much despite the onerous path
one has to tread along. Her memoir elicits “narrative empathy”1 in
which the narrator puts the element of  human empathy to the fore.
Doing so, she attempts to connect to the reader- at the “affective” and
“visceral” levels. Throughout the entire course of  her narrative, Monga
suggests the ways in which she had come to accept her blind self  from
initially harbouring a disdainful attitude towards it. It also lays bare the
creative potentials laden within the person with disabilities, without
putting that person on a pedestal or idolizing them as “divyangjan” or
labelling/ridiculing them as “viklang”, as is the case in India. However,
the positive ending of  the memoir doesn’t merely provide a closure to
her sufferings as a disabled person, it suggests a journey, and a herculean
journey at that, which the disabled person in India has to undergo on a
regular basis. It nonetheless suggests the progression of  the narrator
from being envisioned as a colossal loss and misfit in the society to
attaining her path of  selfhood and self-acceptance. q

Notes
1 Narrative empathy- a term coined by Suzanne Keen to designate an

affective element of  the reading operations investigated by cognitive
narratology
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1.  Introduction

The Indian higher education system is undergoing a lot of
changes. All the recent developments are being undertaken for the
purpose of  making the higher education at par with the world but
researchers who have worked on the Issues relating to quality, access
and equity are still of the opinion that India is still facing  some of
the significant challenges in the higher education system. The historic
context of  the evolution of  higher education system in India had
focused on expansion and access with a view to providing
opportunities for higher education to large number of  aspiring
students. This has led to a situation where quality and excellence
have been given lesser importance. Since the Indian independence in
1947, there has been a significant expansion of higher education in
both the public and private sectors with a stronger impetus since
1980s in private higher education. In recent times, the debate
surrounding the need for the Indian higher education institutions to
offer world class education has focused on higher education policy,
regulation, and the governance of  universities. It has also brought to
a sharper focus issues relating to internationalization, global rankings,
accreditation, assessment and the bench- marking of  institutions. The
present paper will critically examine the previous researches being
done on the crisis of  the Indian higher education system and reforms
to eradicate the crisis.

2. Facts of  Indian Higher Education

To understand the state of  Indian higher education one need to
first check the developments of  last few years.

2.1 Number of  Universities:

The figure 1 given below indicate that the number of  universities
was 642 in the year of  2011-12 which is constantly growing and the
numbers are 667, 723, 760 and 799 during the year 2012-13, 2013-14,
2014-15,and 2015-16 respectively
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Figure: 1 Number of  Universities over the years
Source: http://aishe.nic.in

2.2 Number of colleges

Similar trend is visible from the data in case of  number of
colleges. The number of  colleges was 34852 in the year of  2011-12
which kept growing. It was 35525, 36634, 38498, 39071 during the
year 2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16 respectively.

Figure 2: Number of  colleges/ Source: http://aishe.nic.in
2.3 Standalone Institutions

Standalone institutions have also been increasing during all the
years except during 2015-16. During the year 2011-12 the total number
of  standalone institutions were 11157 which rose to 11565 during
2012-13. During the year 2013-14 the number increased again to 11664
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and it rose to 12276 during 2014-15. There is slight decrease in the
2015-16 and the number reaches to 11923 which is still higher than
any of the previous year other than 2014-15.

Figure 3. Number of standalone institutions
Source: http://aishe.nic.in

2.4 Gender Parity Index (GPI):

India registered its best performance on the GPI in last seven
years — 0.94 in 2016-17 from 0.86 in 2010-11.

3. Issues with Higher Education in India

Issues related to higher education in India are being mentioned below

a) Teaching Quality

The first issue that higher education in India is facing is decreasing
teaching quality. Teachers are not well trained and qualified for the job
they are assigned to. Jwel Hoque (2018) is of  the view that quantity
based development is quite visible but there is problem relating to quality.
He lists some factors responsible for the lack of  quality in higher education
as such infrastructure, curriculum, faculty quality, exam system etc.
University Education Commission (1948-49) rightly felt the uneasy sense
of  the inadequacy of  the higher education system particularly in terms
of  quality and standards. Reiterating the importance of  quality in higher
education and its sustainability, the Kothari Commission in (1964-66)
remarked that “the situation of  higher education was unsatisfactory and
even alarming in some ways that the average standards have been falling
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and rapid expansion has resulted in lowering quality”.

b) Financing

Financing is also an issue with higher education in India. Stolarick,
(2014), Tilak (1992, 1993) asserts in this regard that “Financing higher
education in India has been a complicated problem due to theoretical
and practical problems”. It has been largely a state funded activity with
about three-quarters of  the total expenditure being borne by
government. The shares of  non-governmental sources such as fees
and voluntary contributions have been declining. However if  the quality
of  higher education has to be improved then more financing is needed.

c) Quota System

One cannot deny the importance of  quota system in the
upliftment of  the people who has been targeted (Ghosh, 2006) but
applying in higher education has some implications too. The primary
view in this regard use to be that talent as well as merit is necessary for
nation building and hence more importance should be given to merit
than identity. However quota system is still a challenge. Gupta, 2006
therefore has made an attempt to understand the cases by comparing
two countries that of  India and America.  Chatterjee, (2013) similarly
take note of  quota system.

d)  Problem of  Gross Enrolled Ratio (GER)

One important concern in Indian higher education is that of  less
number of  GER. With 25.2 % in 2016-17, India still lags behind many
of  the nations like china wherein GER is at 43.39% and US where the
GER is at 85.8%. Another concern is that there is a lot of  differences
if  we see the data of  each of  the state with regard to GER. On the one
hand Tamil Nadu is at 46.9% which is more than even China but on
the other hand we have the data from Bihar which is just 14.4 %. Some
other best performing states in India are Himachal Pradesh, Andhra
Pradesh, Kerala, Punjab and Haryana at 36.7 %, 32.4%, 34.2%, 28.6%
and 29% respectively (This was the situation in 2016-17). There is a
lot that needs to be done in this regard.

e) Increase of   Low Quality Institutes

A number of  employers from different organizations feel that
there is a scarcity of  talented and well equipped people who can do the
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justice with the companies’ work on the other hand the data shows
that lakhs of  student are graduating every year from the engineering
and management Institutes. This lead to the understanding that students
are not getting trained properly and low quality Institutes are simply
distributing the degrees. Because of  the country’s huge demand for
education, the number of  private and for-profit colleges has escalated
in recent years, but the quality of  teaching they offer varies widely and
has consistently been called into question. As per the data provided by
the NAAC, as of  June 2010, “not even 25% of  the total higher education
institutions in the country were accredited and among those accredited;
only 30% of  the universities and 45% of  the colleges were found to be
of  quality to be ranked at ‘A’ level”.

f) Lacking Project Based Learning

Project-based learning (PBL) is a model that organizes learning
around projects. In India the primary objective of  every student is to
score as much as possible in the exam. So, actual learning cannot be
ensured. It lacks interest in any project based learning of  the students
as well as the institutions. The higher education in India has produced
a troubling estimate – that only around 30% of  Indian graduates are
currently considered employable (at a graduate level). This means two-
thirds of  our skill pool is not fit to have a job as stated in national skill
report 2014 prepared by CII.

g) Lack of  long term approach

The policies are yet not well defined and lacks the long term
approach.  This reflected in a number of  parameters like patent filling is
yet not up to mark in India, the citations of the paper published is similarly
poor. The data shows that there is a slight improvement in the enrollments
of  the students from the outside countries. There were 47575 students
got enrolled in the year of  2016-17 which was only 45424 in the year of
2015-16. The maximum students who are coming to India are from our
neighboring country like Nepal, Afghanistan, and Bhutan etc.
Comparatively less number of  students are to study from the developed
countries. Anbalagan (2011) brings in a new aspect that is of  the problems
and prospects of  exporting Indian higher educational services.

h) Focus on  Servicing Industry

Students in India are obsessed with servicing industry and hence
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all want to get selected in campus selection for servicing sector only.
However higher education does not solve the problem when it comes
to creating jobs in manufacturing sector. That is a big problem.

4. Findings and conclusion

To conclude one can say that for any country higher education
should be well equipped as higher education is very important for
growing our economy. Higher education in India has many challenges
and issues such as Teaching Quality, Financing, Quota System, Problem
of  Gross Enrolled Ratio, Increase of  Low Quality Institutes of  low
quality, Lacking Project Based Learning, Lack of  long term approach,
Focus on Servicing Industry. One need to talk about them and highlight
so that government can resolve such issues. q
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The Dhobis of  Assam are generally migrants of  different parts
of India and these people came to Assam during the British
rule in Assam. Assam being a highly favored area of  tea
cultivation turned the eyes of  the profit-making Britishers for
labourers. The labourers encompassing the Dhobi caste from
places like Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, Orissa, West Bengal
etc. were brought in for the sole purpose of  the British profit-
making as tea garden labourers. In the due course of  time when
India gained independence from British rule, in the aftermath
of the British, some of the Dhobis settled in Assam. After more
than seven decades these people having to reside in Assam have
undergone certain changes. The researcher in the following paper
works to study the very changes in the social structures of  the
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Dhobis. The results and findings of  this study will generally act
as a path-breaking factor for the government and the people of
the Assamese society to look upon this small community of
people living in Assam for decades.

Keywords- Assam, Dhobi, Migrants, Social Change.

Introduction:

Migration becomes a mode of  traveling from one place to
another on a search for better options in life in terms of  occupation,
education, health and sometimes forced migration too (Gmelch,1880).
The inside on migration is determined by the pull and push factors
which acknowledge one’s mobility. The Dhobis once came to Assam
in terms of  jobs and forced migration of  the British colonial tea
industry. These people started working in the tea gardens of  Assam
and soon started a way of  life (Simmions, 1976). The researcher
introduces the attributes of  Dhobi as a caste community while keeping
in mind the parameters of  social change and mobility for the
heterogeneous population. The Dhobis are recognized as scheduled
caste in the Indian constitution. They are one among the list of  443
enlisted Scheduled Castes recognized in the Indian constitution.
Having the status of  the scheduled caste they are outcaste in the
society and are known as untouchables, panchamas, atisudras, avarnas,
antyajas, namashudras, pariahs, outcastes,  unseenables,
unapproachable, etc. (Singh, 1987). The workmanship of  the caste
attributes of  Dhobis is represented as washer men. In the context of
the caste, they are the marginalized section of  the society having less
excess to platforms of  social and human rights, education, status co,
job opportunities, higher status in the society. These have kept them
as downtrodden and backward members of  the society. Taking the
schedule caste as a whole, the varnashrama or the Varna system which
is hierarchically based, keeps it down the ladder. The Varna system
consists of  four Varna namely the Brahmins, Kshatryas, Vaishyas,
and Shudras(Ambedkar, 2002). The Brahmins are considered to be
the top of  the ladder and hierarchy mainly because of  ritual rights
and education(Gupta, 2000). Down the rank of  the Brahmins comes
the Kshatryas, they are considered to be the warriors. The Vaishyas
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next are considered to be the business caste and the Shudras the lowest
of  all. The Scheduled caste is considered outcaste and not belonging
to the Varna system, with resemblance of  low than the Shudras (Zelliot,
2004). In this context, the Dhobi as an outcaste is also encompassed in
the scheduled caste. The very basic characteristics of  the caste system
in Hindu society are its rigidity, exclusiveness, holism and hierarchical
relations. Some of  its utmost characteristics are endogamy- marriage
within own caste groups, purity, and pollution- Brahmins are the pure
and Shudras are the polluted, hereditary specialization of  occupation
and jobs which are not meant to be changed. The castes are generally
recognized by the division of  labour in the society and the attributed
of  titles against their names represents the attributes of  a particular
caste fold. On this fold, cultural differences and domination of  power
are seen based on hereditary principles. Singh, 1987 says Hindu social
organization is traditionally divided into two main strata, namely Dwija
and shudra, which is based on ritual consideration (Srinivas, 2000).
Generally, when the customs and tradition, laws became rigid in the
society, the positions of  lower caste worsened as they were alienated
from the spaces of  the upper castes. The following spaces were like
religious institutions, education institutions like schools, colleges,
monuments, and other public institutions. 

Taking the Dhobi in particular as the locus of  study the researcher
will highlight the patterns of  social change in terms different parameters.
At present in the context of  industrialization, modernization,
globalization the attributes and impact of these forces are spreading
all around like wildfire, modernizing and homogenizing the globe
towards progress and continuity. The Dhobis are too vibrated through
these forces which led them to be mobile in terms of  new job attainment,
health, lifestyle, quality life, education, governmental jobs and change
in traditional to modernized way of  being. These changes have also
led them to move the hierarchical order, letting them maintain equal
status quo with other members of  the society. While these forces have
led to opposite poles as a maximum of  them are not able to take
advantage of  these forces and are still lagging behind the rat race. The
rural parts of  India are yet to be penetrated by these forces of
industrialization, modernization and globalization. But whereas in the
urban areas the forces have created a huge margin of  changes which
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resembles change from joint household to a nuclear family, the decline
of  traditional values, customs, etc. The younger generation of  the Dhobis
in the urban fold has accepted this changing value system
wholeheartedly in many a time. 

The Dhobis of  Assam

Before independence, during the colonial rule in India, many people
migrated to Assam for working as a labourer job in the booming tea
Industry of  Assam. These people came from the states of  Bihar, Orissa,
Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, and Jharkhand. These folk
of  the population are distinctive from the indigenous Assamese
population (Bhadra, 1991). In terms of  Schedule castes in Assam, there
are 16 scheduled castes to be found (Government of  India, Census 2001),
namely 1.Bansphor, 2.Bhuinmali, Mali 3. BrittialBania, Bania, 4. Dhupi,
Dhobi, 5.Dugla,Dholi,6.Hira, 7. Jalkeot, 8.JhaloMalo,
9.Kaibarta,Jaliya,10.Lalbegi, 11.Mahara, 12.Mehtar,Bhangi,
13.Muchi,Rishi, 14.Namasudra, 15.Patni, 16.Sutradhar(Nanda, 2016).The
Dhobis as scheduled castes are generally known through their occupation
of  washing clothes and hence in short washer man. In the colonial regimes
of  Britishers, there was a boom in the tea industry as India was rich in
tea cultivation and taken in particular, Assam was the hub of  the tea
industry (Sharma, 2011). But to suffice this growing capitalism and
industry, human resource in the production process was required. And
hence a huge number of  workers and laborers are required to supply to
the labour force for production as tea labourers. So Dhobis were brought
from other parts of  India to work in the tea gardens as labourers. The
ones who came from West Bengal and Orissa are known as Dhoba and
the ones who came from Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and other parts of  India
are known as Dhobis. These people are the washer man fold of  peoples
among the other fold of  people who migrated. In Assam also the growing
tea cultivation in the parts of  Upper Assam of  Assam needed workers
and labourers to suffice the production process in the colonial regime of
1855. So Dhobis were brought to boom up the production process. But
after the emancipation of India as a non-colonial state the Dhobis did not
left back to where their lineage stated but rather the settled in the pace of
their occupation of  tea cultivations. Thus, this aspect made them dispersed
and scattered all over India and in particular Assam. 
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Area of  Research

The northeastern state of  Assam Particularly Lakhimpur and
Dhemaji district has been selected as the area of  study by the researcher
because of  the presence of  the community. Assam, in particular, has
been home to many heterogeneous groups of  people having diversified
in ethnicity, tribes, castes, sects, and creed. The land during the ancient
period was home to the Ahom kingdom who ruled for around 600
years before the Britishers came to Assam. Assam as a state is known
for its flora and fauna, tea industry, monuments, Satra, hills and plains,
the Brahmaputra River and the heterogeneous groups of  people
representing their own unique culture, lifestyle, food habits, ethnicity
and way of  living. 

The Dhemaji and Lakhimpur districts of  Assam are among the
33 districts of  Assam. These two districts are on the belt of  upper
Assam and are the one with tea gardens among districts like Sivsagar,
Dibrugarh, Sivsagar, Golaghat of  Upper Assam. To suffice the growing
tea enterprise the Dhobis arrived at these places of  Assam as tea
cultivators and laborers. But in the due course of  time, they settled in
Assam. During the establishment of  British rule, the reformative
measures are taken by them gradually changed the socio-political and
administrative structures in the region of  Assam. The Dhobis then
found new opportunities in the changing political structure to
emancipate them and try to maintain equal status quo. 

Objectives:

1. To Know the Dhobis Community which is scattered all over
in Assam.

2. To understand the trend and patterns of  social change among
Dhobis.

Methodology

The researcher has adopted a survey method for the collection
of  data and has used certain tools like interview schedules to gather
information on certain insights which will highlight the situation of
social change among the Dhobis.

The researcher has selected two districts of  Assam, namely
Dhemaji and Lakhimpur districts of  Assam. The data are drawn from
these districts collectively. Generational characteristics are taken of
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which the notions of  respondent, their parents and their children are
taken.

Analysis

The parameters on which the following distributions of  the Dhobi
community are to be associated in terms of  the attributes on social
change. The parameters on the attributes of  social change are to be
denoted by;

1.Family Structure:

In sociological discourse, family is the primary and universal
institution in all kind of  society. It is the outstanding primary group
where each and every child shapes their behavior and attitudes, culture
etc. in society. Each and every society has joint and nuclear forms of
family. Now a day, in rural society also, there is a growing tendency
towards nuclear family. Though the pattern of  joint family is available
in Dhobis communities but it has been gradually changing these days.
The following table shows the nature of  the family.

Table No.-1

Nature of  the Family

No. of  Respondents

Nature Lakhimpur % Dhemaji % Total %

o f Dist. N=66 Dist.

Family N=47

Nuclear Family 24 36.36 18 38.30 42 37.17
Joint family 42 63.64 29 61.70 71 62.83
Total 66 58.40 47 41.50 113 100.00

(Source- field work)

In terms of  family structure, the above table shows that out of
total 113 (100%) respondents 42 (37.17%) belong from Nuclear family
in both districts, 24 (36.36%) respondents from Lakhimpur and 18
(38.30%) from Dhemaji district. Again in both district, 71 (62.83%)
respondents belong from joint family, 42 (63.64%) from Lakhimpur
and 29 (61.70%) from Dhemaji district. The percentage of  nuclear
family consists to be 37.17% and the percentage of  the joint family
consists of 62.83%.
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2. Marriage system

In context of  marriage, the traditional system of  marriage does
not reflect much change among the Dhobis community. However, it is
also observed that certain changes have occurred in the traditional
marriage system due to influences of  assimilation with other castes
and communities, and due to industrialization and urbanization. At
present, the system of  selecting life partner has changed. Formally the
parents were authorized and responsible to choose a bride or bride
groom for their son and daughter and least important was given to the
opinion of  the children in respect of  marriage settlement. But now a
days bride or bride groom is selected according to the children own
choice. At the same time, marriage within own caste has been gradually
changing and caste exogamous marriage gradually uprising. The
following table presents the detail information about the nature of
marriage.

Table No-2

Marriage Preferred by Three Generation

Nature of                         No. of  Respondent Total in both

Marriage Lakhimpur Dhemaji District

Dist. N=66 Dist. N=47

R% F/M% S/D% R% F/M% S/D% R% F/M% S/D%

Inter- 5177.27 6395.45 3756.06 3778.72 4391.49 2246.81 8877.88 10693.81 5952.21
Caste
Marriage
Outside 1421.21 00.00 2842.42 919.15 00.00 2348.94 2320.35 00.00 5145.13
Caste
Marriage
No 11.52 34.55 11.52 12.13 48.51 24.26 21.77 76.19 32.65
Comment

Total 6658.40 6658.40 6658.40 4741.50 4741.50 4741.50 113100 113100 113100

(Source- field work)
In terms of  marriage preferred by three generation, it is observed

that inter caste marriage is gradually losing its position from father/
mother generationsto respondents and son/daughter’s generation. It is
77.88% of  respondents, 93.81% of  father/mother generation and
52.21% son/daughter’s which prefers inter caste marriage. On the other
hand, preference of  marriage outside one’s own caste is rising among
respondents and son’s generation now days. It comprises 20.35% of
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respondents and 45.13% of  son/ daughter’s generations. 1.77%, 6.19%
and 2.65% of  respondents, father/mother and son/daughter’s
generation had not commentedon their marriage preferences.

Comparatively, the rate of  inter caste marriage is highly prevailing
in both the districts of Lakhipur and Dhemaji. But at the same time it
is notable that caste exogamous marriage is also gradually increasing
among them.

Thus, we can say that the traditional marriage system has been
changing on account of  rampant spread of  education, assimilation
with other community, acquiring govt. services etc.

3.Changes in Attitudes in Caste Dynamics:

As we know that caste is a stratified structure. In traditional
society, it was very strictly observed than the modern society because
the modern society has the attributions of  industrialization, urbanization
and modernization. Traditionally the Dhobis, people called as shudra or
exterior caste belonging to lower caste position and living in sub-human
condition around India has faced caste atrocities. They were not able
to come in contact with the other people in society. The Indian
constitution has identified Dhobis as schedule caste and provides them
opportunity to develop in every sphere of  life, education, politics, and
employment. At present they are able to change their traditional social
status by acquiring modern education, better economic condition,
political consciousness etc. The following table gives a picture regarding
festival celebration and assimilation with other community.

Table No 3

Festival Observed and Assimilation with Assamese Society

Districts Festival Observed Assimilation Total

Participate No Amalgam- No

in Festivals participation ation amalgamate

-on

Lakhimpur 5786.37% 913.63% 4568.19% 2131.81% 6658.40%
Dist.
Dhemaji 4187.23% 612.77% 3165.96% 1634.04% 4741.50%
Dist.
Total 9886.72% 1513.27% 7667.25% 3732.74% 113100%

(Source- field work)
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Above information shows that out of  66 respondents in Lakhimpur
district, 86.37% and 87.23% of  respondents in Dhemajidist follow Hindu
way of  life through celebrating the common Hindu festivals like Durga
puja, Holi, Diwali, Kali Puja etc.while 13.63% of  respondents and 12.77%
of  respondents in lakhimpur and Dhemaji districts have not observed
Hindu festivals because of  they follow other religious traits. And it is
also found that through residing in Assam 76 families in both district
have culturally acculturated and have mingled with the host culture of
Assamese peoples and the rest of the 37 families are still yet to be
associated with the Assamese culture.

4. Education

No doubt education is the prime source of  acquiring upward
social mobility. Therefore we analyzed the standard of  education among
the Dhobis of  Lakhimpur and Dhemaji districts through various kinds
of  education standard. The following table presents the standard of
education.

Table No- 4

Standard of  Education among the Respondent among Three Generation

Educatio- No. of  Respondent Total in both

nal Lakhimpur Dist. Dhemaji Dist District

Standard R% F/M% S/D% R% F/M% S/D% R% F/M% S/D%

Illiterate 2842.42 5177.27 46.06 2144.68 3982.98 24.26 4943.36 9079.65 65.31
Primary 2334.85 1319.70 2233.33 1634.04 714.89 1327.66 3934.51 2017.70 3530.97
Below 1015.15 23.03 2436.36 817.02 12.13 1838.30 1815.93 32.65 4237.17
HSLC
HSLC 34.55 00.00 1116.67 12.13 00.00 919.15 43.54 00.00 2017.70
Passed
HS 11.52 00.00 23.03 00.00 00.00 36.38 10.88 00.00 54.42
Passed
Gradua- 00.00 00.00 11.52 00.00 00.00 12.13 00.00 00.00 21.77
tion
P.G. 00.00 00.00 11.52 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 10.88
Prof. 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00
Edu.
Tech. 11.52 00.00 11.52 12.13 00.00 12.13 21.77 00.00 21.77
Edu.

Total 6658.40 6658.40 6658.40 4741.50 4741.50 4741.50 113100 113100 113100

(Source- field work)
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On the basis of  the above table it is shows that out of  total 113
(100%) respondents, 49 (43.36%) of  the respondents are illiterate, 90
(79.65%) of  father/mother generation are illiterate, 6 (5.31%) of  son’s
generation are illiterate. This indicates that the nos. and percentage of
illiterate people has been continuously decreasing day by day from
father/mother generation as compared to respondent’s and son’s
generations. Similarly in primary level of  education, 20 (17.70%) of
respondents father has acquired primary level of  education but it has
increased in satisfactory level in respondent’s 39 (34.51%) and son’s
generation 35 (30.97%). In father generation, educational level is below
HSLC 3(2.65%). This denotes they have not passed the HSLC level.
On the other hand, below HSLC level has been overcome by the
respondent’s generation 18 (38.30%) and son’s generation 42 (37.17%).
The data shows that except father/mother generation, respondents 2
(1.77%) as well as respondents son’s generation 2 (1.77%) have technical
education. Only respondent’s sons have reached graduation level 2
(1.77%) as well as P.G. 1 (0.88%) level of  education. No professional
education is found in the above the table. From the table it is seen that
primary to P.G level of  education has been increasing from father/
mother generation to respondents and son’s generation and in the same
way, illiteracy has been decreasing from father/mother generation to
respondents and son’s generation. It also reveals that respondent’s
education is higher from primary level to H.S. level than father/mother
generation but below their son’s generation. It is apparent that there is
an intergenerational educational mobility acrossthree generations.

In the same way, the respondents of  Lakhimpur district has got
higher educational mobility among three generation in regards of
reducing illiteracy, increasing rate of  primary, HSLC, H.S graduation,
P.G and technical education followed by Dhemaji district. The Dhobis
of  both districts are trying to reduce illiteracy from their society.

5. Change in the economic sphere

In sociological discourse, occupation refers to a set of  activities,
which get centered on economic role and usually associate with the
earning of  livelihood. Occupation is connected with social change and
mobility of  a person which has a key role in economic sphere of
theDhobis. Occupation cannot be considered as reflector of  person’s
identity in human society but it is regarded as most prominent factor
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of  social change and mobility across society. Occupational is also
regarded as the paramount factor of  change in social structure.

Table No.-5

Occupation of  the Respondent

Kind of District wise Respondents Total in Grand

occupation Dhobis in Dhobis in both Dist. Total

Lakhimpur Dist. Dhemaji Dist.

M% F% Total% M% F% Total% M% F% T%

Cultivation 00.00 00.00 00.00 12.94 00.00 12.13 11.18 00.00 10.88
Teaching 11.96 00.00 11.51 00.00 00.00 00.00 11.18 00.00 10.88
Business 47.84 16.67 57.58 12.94 17.69 24.26 55.88 27.14 76.19
Washing 3364.71 853.33 4162.12 2882.35 969.23 3778.72 6171.76 1760.71 7869.03
Clothes
Govt. 23.92 00.00 23.03 00.00 00.00 00.00 22.35 00.00 21.77
Service
Private 11.96 00.00 11.52 12.94 17.69 24.26 22.35 13.57 32.65
Service
Retd. 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00
Employee
Wage 917.65 533.33 1421.21 38.82 215.38 510.64 1214.12 725.00 1916.81
Labour
Technical 11.96 16.67 23.03 00.00 00.00 00.00 11.18 13.57 21.77
Total 5177.28 1522.72 6658.40 3472.34 1327.66 4741.50 8575.22 2824.78 113100

(Source- field work)

The above table reveals that of  total 113 respondents, majority
of  respondents 78 (69.03%) are engaged in traditional occupation
of  washing clothes, 1 (.88%) is engaged in cultivationfollowed by
teaching.Again 7 (6.19%) are engaged in business sector, 2 (1.77%)
of  the respondents are engaged in government services. 3 (2.65%)
of  the respondents have engaged themselves in private services, 19
(16.81%) of  the respondents are engaged in wage labour, 2 (1.77%)
respondent are engaged in technical sphere. None of  them are retired
governmentemployee. In terms of  gender, only 1 (42.35%) male
respondent is engaged in cultivation followed by teaching. 5 (5.88%)
male respondents and 2 (7.14%) of  female are engage in business
sector, 61(71.76%) of  male and 17 (60.71%) of  female are engaged
in traditional occupation of  washing clothes. Only 2 (2.35%) of
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male respondents are engaged in government services and 2 (2.35%)
male and 1 (3.57%) are engaged in private services. On the other
hand only 1 (1.18%) is male and 1(3.57%) is engaged in technical
profession.

In Lakhimpur district it is seen that out of total 66 (100%)
respondents, maximum respondents  41 (62.12%) are engaged in
washing clothes of  which  33 (64.71%) are male and 8 (53.33%) are
female, none of  the respondents are engaged in cultivation. 1 (1.51%)
of  the male respondent is engaged in teaching profession. 5 (7.58%)
are engaged in business sector of  which 4 (7.84%) are male and 1
(6.67%) are female, 2 (3.03%) of  male respondents are engaged in
government services  1 (1.52 %) is male engaged in private sector, , 14
(21.21%) are  engage in wage labour of  which all 9 (17.65%)
respondents are male, 5 (33.33%) are female respondent. 2(3.03%) are
engaged in technical education of  which 1(1.96%)is male and 1(1.96%)
is female.

In Dhemaji district it is found that out of total 47 (100%)
respondents majority respondents 37 (78.72%) are engaged in washing
clothes of  which  28 (82.35%) are male and 9 (69.23%) are female,
none of  the respondents are engaged in teaching profession. 2 (2.46%)
are engaged in business sector of  which 1 (2.94%) are male and 1
(7.69%) are female, none respondents are engage in govt. services  2
(4.26 %)  are  engaged in private sector,  of  which 1 (2.94%) is male
and 1 (7.69%) is female. None of  the respondents are engaged in retired
employee. 5 (10.64%) are engaged in wage labour of  which 3 (8.82%)
respondents are male, 2 (15.38%) are female respondent. None of
respondents are engaged in technical line.

The following table shows the possession of  BPL card among
the two generations.
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Table No-6

Possession of  BPL Card among two Generations

BPL No. of  Respondent Total in both

Card Lakhimpur Dist.      Dhemaji Dist. District

R% F/M% R% F/M% R% F/M%

Possesses 1421.21 00.00 817.02 00.00 2219.47 00.00
Does not 5278.79 66100.00 3982.98 47100.00 9180.53 113100.00
possess
Total 6658.40 6658.40 4741.50 4741.50 113100.00 113100.00

(Source- field work)

In regards of  possession of  BPL card, it is evident that out of
total 113 respondents only 19.47% of  respondents have BPL card and
80.53% of  respondents do not have BPL card. As against to this, 100%
of  father/mother’s generation does not have any possession of  BPL
card.

District wise we can see that 21.21% of  respondents in
Lakhimpur and 17.02% of  respondents in Dhemaji districts have
possessed BPL card and 78.79% and 82.98% of respondents in both
districts do not have BPL card. On the other hand 100% of  father/
mother’s generations in both districts could not able to get BPL card.
The overall table depicts that at present the possession of  BPL cards
have been increasing among the Dhobis community. The following
table presents the monthly expenditure of  two generations.

Results

It is found that in terms of  change in the nature of  family, 37.17%
of  the total respondent live in nuclear family. 62.83% live in join family.
In the second attribution of  marriage, it is seen that 77.88% of  the
respondents prefers inter-caste marriage and 93.81 % of  respondents
parents have not practiced caste exogamy, 52.21% of  the respondent’s
children have not practiced caste endogamy.

Again 20.35 % of  the respondent’s parents prefer caste exogamy
and 45.13% of  the respondent’s children prefer caste exogamy. In the
third attribution of  change in attitudes towards caste dynamics, 86.72%
participates in common festivals and 13.27% does not participate in
of  the common festival, 67.25% has assimilated in the Assamese society
and 32.74% has not assimilated in the Assamese society.
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In terms of  education, 43.36% of  the respondents are illiterate,
79.65 % of the respondents parents are illiterate and 5.31% of the
respondent’s son and daughter are illiterate. 34.51% of  the respondent
has acquired primary education, 17.70 % of  the parents have primary
education and 30.97% of  the children have primary education. 15.93
% of  respondent are below HSLC and 2.65% of  parents are below
HSLC and 37.17 % of  respondents son and daughter are below
Hslc.3.54% of  the respondents are HSLC pass, none of  the Father
and mother are HSLC pass, 17.70% of  children are HSLC pass. 0.88%
of  the respondent is HS pass, 0 of  parents are HS pass, and 4.42% of
the children are HS pass, none of  the respondent’s parents and the
respondent is graduate, 1.77% of  the children’s are graduate, 0.88%
of  the children are post graduate, none of  the respondent’s parents or
the respondents are post graduate. There is no professional qualification
across the three generations. 1.77% of  the respondent and respondent’s
children have technical education.

In terms of  economic sphere, 0.88 of  the respondent are involved
in cultivation and teaching, 69.03% are involved in washing clothes,
1.77% is involved in government service, 2.65 % are involved in private
service, 16.81 % are involved in wage labour, 1.77% is involved in
technical education.

In terms of  possession of  BPL cards, none of  the respondent’s
parents possess any card but 19.47% of  the respondents have BPL
and 80.53% respondent does not have any BPL cards.

Conclusion:

The migration of  the Dhobi community from different parts of
the county to Assam becomes a significant dimension for a sociological
scholarship. These dimensions of  migration are encompassed by change
among the Dhobis of Dhemaji and Lakhimpur districts of Assam. In
the following paper, it is found that the Dhobis caste in Assam has
undergone a social change in terms of  parameters like family structure,
marriage system, caste dynamics, Education, economic sphere. These
changes are drifted in the transformation from joint household to
nuclear household; inter-caste marriage to examples of  marriage outside
the caste system, undergoing Sanskritisation through adopting a higher
caste way of  life, through celebrating festivals and other different modes.
It is also found that there is a change in education among the Dhobis,
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where many of  the students are HSLC pass and some have even turned
up for higher education and technical education where the previous
generation Dhobis of  the students were not at all educated.

It is seen that the people have undergone change and have gone
through the process of upliftment of the human order but along with
change the process also gave birth to social problems and these problems
are manifested in the modern civilization as social problems.q
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Abstract

Dr Mohammad Iqbal affectionately known as AllamaIqbal was
a great poet, philosopher, nationalist and was a
dominantlegendary figure in the twentieth century.  He was a
sensitive sage of  his age and tried to see the abolition of  all
formsof  exploitation.Although, he was a profound scholar of
western philosophies but he was not overwhelmed by their
thoughts. In fact, the greatness of  Dr Iqbal was that the more
he studied their philosophies, the more he became aware of
their shallowness and cautioned his readers that they should
not be misled by the superficial glare of  the western thoughts.
He was categorically opposed the philosophies of  west like
secularism, capitalism, politics and nationalism. His love for
nationalism as reflected in his early poetic compositions
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dissipated once he started experiencing to become a nationalist.
He criticized the western notion of  territorial nationalism in
his later part of  writings.  The paper deals with philosophical
aspect of nationalism in view of Dr Iqbal and also examines
in an analytical way, how Iqbal’s Concept of  nationalism is
different from western brand of  nationalism. The paper will
be based on primary  as well Secondarysources of  data.

Keywords: nationalist, sensitive, greatness, shallowness,
dissipated.

Introduction

Dr Muhammad Iqbal (1873-1938) is a figure of  legendary
greatness amongst the scholars and poets of  the modern age. He was
born at Sialkot, a renowned and famous city in Pakistan on 09 November
1877.He is eminently known as a great poet but he is also a highly
acclaimed ‘Muslim philosophical thinker’ of  modern times.His
philosophical ideas are not simply for Muslim ummah but for the
wholecommunity. He categorically examined the western ideas and
then came up with new ideas which is good for the Muslim
community.He was born at Sialkot in the Punjab province of  present
Pakistan on 9 November, 1877.His father Shaikh Noor Mohammad
was a skilled and enterprising businessman but a pious Sufi saint and
a God loving man. His mother Imam Bibi was a generous and kind
but also a deeply religious woman. Iqbal completed his early education
in Sialkot and migrated to Lahore, Pakistan in 1895. He studied under
a teacher named Maulvi Mir Hasan (1844-1929), who was a renowned
scholar of  Islamic Studies, Persian and Arabic. His teacher was
impressed by the inborn poetic talent of  Iqbal and encouraged him to
continue his writing. On May 5, 1893, Iqbal was admitted to the Scotch
Mission College in Sialkot and successfully passed his intermediate
examination in1895. At the same year he got enrolled at B.A. in the
Lahore Government College.In 1897 he graduated and got admit in
the same collage for Master’s Program in the Departmentof  philosophy.
At Lahore Iqbal came under the influence of  Sir Thomas Arnold, who
was a profound professorin Philosophy and had an echoing insight in
Arabic and Islamic Studies. Thomas’s role influenced him to study the
Western thoughts and instigated him into the modern methods of
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criticism.As Iqbal was advised by Thomas Arnold, he intended to go
Europe for higher education in 1905. Iqbal studied both in England
and Germany. He studied in England at the Lincoln’s Inn qualifying
for Bar as a barrister and at the Trinity College of  Cambridge, where
he studied with R. A. Nicolson, a renowned orientalist and John M. E.
McTaggart, idealist Metaphysician. At the same time, he went to
Germany and got admitted in the University of  Munich, where he was
awarded his PhD degree on his dissertation entitled “The Development
of  Metaphysics in Persia” on November 4, 1907.Iqbal returned from
Europe to Lahore in August 1908 and began his professional career as
Professor, lawyer and poet. During his study in Europe, he developed
his ideas and thoughts, where “he was vivacious, gregarious, eager to
engage himself  in scholarly discussion with his juniors and superiors
and politely self-assertive”. His stay in Europe provided him with the
opportunity to observe carefully the realities of  Western societies. So,
Iqbal employed the method of  comparison between Islamic thoughts
and Western ones, critical analysis of  then several philosophical aspects
and so on, he was regarded as one of  the pioneers of  the modern
methods of  criticism. He realized the shortcomings and dark aspects
of  modern Western civilization, where chaos and crisis are visible in
human life more than ever. That is why,he highly criticized Western
political thoughts and civilization as well.Iqbal was a creative author in
both poetry and prose a he left prolific intellectual works for the next
generation. He wrote 17 books in Persian, Urdu and English. Among
his 12,000 verses of  poetry, about 7,000 verses are in PersianAsrar-e-
Khudi (Secrets of  the Self) was the first work of  Iqbal in Persian
composed in 1919, which deals with human personality or individual
self. Bang-i-Dara (The Call of  the Caravan Bell) was the first work in
Urdu which was written in 1924. Iqbal also composed two books in
English on the topic of  “The Department of  Metaphysics in Persia”,
which is a valuable contribution in the history of  Muslim Philosophy,
and “The Reconstruction of  Religious Thought in Islam”, where he
attempted to restructure the history of  Islamic thought. Besides these,
he wrote hundreds of  articles, short essays, and letters as well as issued
several statements. All these publications would help researchers to
understand the real perception of  Iqbal in various subjects. Dr Iqbal,
as a believer of  Mother India, he remained a fan of  Indian nationalism
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till his departure for Europe in 1905. However, owing to various
influences of  European ideas, notions, and incidents, he developed a
sort of  new found love for Islamic religion and shaping the ideas on
the lines of pan-Islamism.

Objectives and methodology

1. To study the historical nature of  nationalismand its
implications led by Iqbal’s nationalism.

2. To studyand examine the Dr Iqbal’s key aspects of  nationalism
3. To analyse and compare Dr Iqbal’s nationalism with Western

conception of  nationalism
While finding the above objectives, both primary as well as

secondary sources of  Data will be undertaken in abest possible way.The
paper is mainly based on the secondary sources of  data and the
information will be retrieved from the books, research articles and
expert opinions relating to the subject matter of  the present study.

Nationalism and Iqbal’sNotion

Nationalism is a modern thought of  politics in contemporary
world. The word ‘nation ‘has been used in the 13th century and derives
from the Latin ‘nasci’ meaning to be born.  The term nationalism
flourished in Europe which redraw the whole map of  Europe in 19th

century. It is stated by Louis L. Snyder that, “it is a condition of  mind
or sentiments of  a group of  people living in a geographic area; speaking
a common language, possessing a literature in which their aspirations
are expressed, attached to common traditions and customs, venerating
their own heroes, and in some cases having the same religion. In the
past, man’s trustworthiness was related in different forms of  political
organization, social authority, and ideology based on tribe or clan,
dynastic or city state, the Church or religious community instead of
present forms of  nation-state. During the last decades of  the 18th
Century, we first find the concept of  nationalism in England, which
influenced public and private life. Western nationalism is based on
geography, language, race, customs, traditions, common ideals etc. It is
materialistic and earth-bound which demands loyalty to racial, linguistic
and territorial gods, not to divine spirits. Iqbal states that, “Western
nations are based on territory and race, whereas the strength of  your
community rests on the might of  your religion. The term ‘nationalism’
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despite the fact of  its having gained a wide currency worldwide, so far
remains elusive as a concept. It denotes: “to be born” conveying the
idea of  common blood ties. In the late thirteenth century, it was imported
to English people who meant by it: ‘a blood related group’. Later, it
referred to inhabitants of  a country. It merits an attention here that the
word ‘nation’ became vogue in the eighteenth century, whereas
‘nationalism’ is a much more recent phenomenon. Nationalism is an
ideology predicated upon the ground that an individual’s loyalty and
commitment to his/her nation-state must surpass other individual or
group interests.

Nationalism was among the modern concepts that attracted most
of  Iqbal’s attention. Iqbal was categorical in calling upon his countrymen
to consolidate their affection for Indian-ness by shedding their parochial
outlook based on primordial affinities and developing a broader
perspective on the notion of  India. He eulogising the notion of  India
in superlative terms- ‘Sari Jahan se Achcha Hindustan Hamara (India is
the best in the whole world).Iqbal’s love for nationalism as reflected in
his early poetic compositions dissipated once he started experiencing
the nationalist, rationalist and secular view of life on the one hand,
and the seemingly inimical policies of  various European countries
towards Muslims in certain parts of  the world, on the other.Parveen
1967 opines in her doctoral thesis that in his youthful, he was burning
with the sentiment of  an Indian nationalist reading to lay down his life
for Indian nation. To him, the commonality of  ties of  territory, and
the like provided the firm basis for a nation. Nevertheless, this phase
in Iqbal’s thought turned out ephemeral, as ‘a shift from the poet of
India to the bard of  Islam was swift. Asifa (2017) in her article entitled
“Iqbal’s Philosophy of  Nationalism” explicates the texture of  Iqbal’s
thought as having been moulded in its entirety by Islam. She notes that
any creed bereft of  a spiritual base was anathema to Dr Iqbal.She
further says in the following words: “He was very much distressed to
see the Muslims jumping on the bandwagon of  the West, and blindly
aping the Western civilization which, by its very nature, was infused
with the brute materialism. He took up most of  the ideologies stemming
from the west that were in vogue those days. Nationalism was among
such concepts gaining a widespread currency amongst the Muslims.
After his careful study, he made a passionate plea against the Western
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notions of  nationalism exhorting the Muslims to stay away from it.’ In
TaranaMili’, Iqbal recast his cry by his following verses:

Apparently sensing some sort of  danger to Islam, he turned to
be notion of  Pan- Islamism, claiming that China, Arabia and India
are ours; ‘we are Muslims, and the whole world is ours’. It signifies
that Islam is not territory-bound. It does not depend upon a particular
land but it belongs to all lands. After Iqbal came from Europe, he
thoroughly convinced that Nationalism is ‘Poisonous for the modern
civilization of  man, and it is particularly so in the case of  Muslims
because it is contrary to the fundamentals of  their faith. He thought
nationalism divided men from their fellow men and nations from
nations.He believed that as a unifying force, Islam supersedes national,
ethnic and racial differences. That means universal oneness of  the
Muslims regardless of  geographical locations and racial disparities.
Meanwhile, Iqbal was a keen nationalist during his student life but
he became a Universalist at the end of  his career. According to Iqbal,
Nationalism has many demerits and disadvantages that cause the
hostility, conflict and aggression in the world which results in war. It
leads to a narrow and racial discrimination and political conflict which
usually opposes the relationship of  humanity at large. However, he
criticized nationalism as it is against the spirit of  Islam. Islam and
nationalism cannot go together. Iqbal declared in ‘The reconstruction of
Religious Thought in Islam’that “Islam is neither Nationalism nor
Imperialism but a League of  Nations which recognizes artificial
boundaries and racial distinctions for facility of  reference only, and
not for restricting the social horizon of its members”. Upon his
elaboration on the nature of  conflict between nationalism, and Islam,
Iqbal wrote to Jawaharlal Nehru that Nationalism in terms of
attachment to one’s land, and even passion to die for its honour was
something sanctioned by Islam; Something a Muslims proudly did as
part of  his faith. It clashed with the spirit of  religion only when it
began to act as a political concept, asserted itself  a principle of  human
solidarity. He was loath to repudiate any ideology straight off
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acknowledging that “idea of  nationalism is certainly a healthy factor
in the growth of  communities”.

Dr Iqbal replaced his early views of  nationalism by the pan-
Islamism is his thirst for Muslim unity. Nationalism is the main obstacle
towards establishing Muslim Ummah or Universalism based on Islam.
Iqbal wrote a letter to professor R.A. Nicholson in which he said;
Nationalism is a belief  based on race and colour, which is hostile to
the world and humanity. The people, who love the humanity, should
start a war against the innovation of  Satan (Afzal, 1978:54).Dr Iqbal
related his concept of  nationalism to Millat (community), which is not
circumscribed by territorial limitations. A Muslim does not belong to
India, Rome, Arabia or Syria, Islam is his destiny. In other words, the
Millat demands unity of  hearts and belief  rather than that of  race or
territory.Iqbal believed that regeneration of  Muslims is only possible
in holding Muslims together in pan-Islamism.His concept of  Millat
was basically pan-Islamic, a movement that was started by Syed Jamal-
ul-Din Afghani.  Nationalism and pan-Islamism are competing
ideologies-the one founded on the communality of  race, language and
territory, and the other on the common legacy of  a universal religion,
a cosmopolitan culture. He firmly believed that if  the Muslim nations
were to survive in the competitive world, they must find out some
devise, which couldagain link them together as one compact entity.

 Critique of  western Nationalism

In earlylife, he was a great supporter of  pan-theism, nationalism,
patriotism and at the same time of  Islamic solidarity. When he went to
Europe for Higher studies and stayed their 1908, the outlook of  Dr
Iqbal has changed. Basically, he was not influenced by materialistic
and atheistic trends in European thought of  early twentieth century.
Actually, it was during his stay in Europe that Iqbal became disgusted
with pan-theism, secular nationalism, and territorial patriotism and
subsequently referred to his own pantheistic and nationalist period as
‘my phase of  ignorance and folly’. He evinced an utter dislike for the
narrow and selfish nationalism which was the root cause of  most
political troubles in Europe and his admiration for a life of action and
struggle became more pronounced. Besides, he had seen the forces of
secular nationalism and territorial patriotism active in Europe and
arrived at the conclusion that the construction of  human solidarity on
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the foundation of  race, language, colour, and territory, or fighting or
dying for it was not only inhuman but contrary to universally accepted
spiritual values of  equality and brotherhood of  man.Dr Iqbal
categorically rejected the philosophical and materialist ideas of  west
because his main attention was to protect the Muslim community from
the western thought and to encourage and preserve their own cultural
heritage and thoughts. He replaces the western ideas by his own new
valued ideas like western democracy by his spiritual democracy,
secularism in material sense by secularism in spiritual sense, territorial
nationalism by universal nationalism and so on.

The western notion of  nationalism, unlike Iqbal, demands
supreme loyalty to the nation-state. Subsequently, Iqbal’s critique of
nationalism became quite scathing. Iqbal opposed the concept of
territorial nationalism, which is the root of  social and political
discord.He argued that the idea of  territorial nationalism betrays the
innate unity among human being and absolves the pernicious
distinctions of  caste, creed, colour and economic status in society,
thereby undermining the idea of  an Islamic worldwide. He says, “the
basic scheme of  Western Imperialism was to dismember the unity of
Muslim World by popularizing territorial nationalism among its various
components”. In his views, imperialism arises through territorial
nationalism, which results into much suffering for humanity. “People
lose their lives and billions of  dollars in money is spent in the wars;
which could be utilized for the welfare of  humanity”. (Khan, 1982:65).
He also says that, “I am opposed to it because I see in it the germs of
atheistic materialism which I look upon as the greatest danger to modern
humanity” (Hilal: 1995:247).  However, Iqbal clearly differentiates
modern nationalism in a political sense with patriotism as a virtue. He
never does not confuse between nationalism and patriotism and draws
a clear line between the two concepts. He rejects nationalism while
respects patriotism. Patriotism is one’s love to one’s country, is a part
of  Muslim faith (Iqbal, 1948). Actually, Iqbal’s rejection of  nationalism
is not a rejection of  love for the homeland. It is a condemnation of  the
modern concept of  a nation. His concept of  nationalism not only
contains both universalism and patriotism, as we have seen, but also
Islamic humanitarianism. His concept gives us a message of  Islamic
brotherhood. It may be clarified with his speech that, “Only one unity
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is dependable, and that unity is the brotherhood of  man, which is
above race, nationality, colour or language”. Moreover, Iqbal also saw
western nationalism as a threat against the Muslim worlds sorely needed
unity, already divided among nations, but also a shattering of  human
unity. On this point agrees with Modani that nationalism was deployed
by the west as a weapon to divide Muslims into warring camps. He
wrote some verses against western nationalism

 “Country is the supreme among all the contemporary idols. Its
cloak is the shroud of  Islam”Territorial nationalism creates
division in the Muslim community. He said:
God’s creation is divided into nations by territorial nationalism.
The roots of  Islamic nationality are destroyed by it.

Iqbal advocated that Muslims have their own basis of  nationalism
whose origins lie in Islam. Islam did not follow the confined scope of
nationalism. Its membership would not be determined by birth or
domicile, it did not consider the natural, historical and cultural
differences of  different races as in western nationalism, but it is based
on common faith. Muslims living in different parts of  the world with
variant socio-cultural backgrounds, ethnic divisions and cultural values
constitute a single Muslim nation i.e. Ummah. It was Islamic universalism
which was a basis of  Muslim nationalism.Thus, the critique of
nationalism by Iqbal was factored by a number of  both external as
well as domestic factors, and the way out of  the idea of  nationalism
seemed to the notion of pan-Islamism to Iqbal.

Conclusion:

Nationalism, which is regarded as one of  the oldest and most
powerful ideologies had a great impact on humanity for the past few
centuries. Nationalism which emerged and spread in the west with
hostile characteristics, also penetrated the Muslim Ummah. In this way,
Dr Iqbal came with a critique of this piousness nationalism in order to
safeguard the Muslim Ummah from disunity.  He was not convinced
by his religious orientation to irrationally dismiss anything coming from
the west. But he never accepted any credo without critically taking full
stock of  it, and likewise, he never turned his back on any ideology
without evaluating it in the scale of  Islam. If  any system of  thought
was in line with the spirit of  the HolyQuran, Iqbal appreciated it.
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Nationalism together with imperialism, capitalism, and democracy were
complete banished, and condemned by him as forces of  evil unleashed
upon the humanity. therefore,he pursued a lofty ideal of  unification of
all irrespective of  caste or colour, on the basis of  a belief  in the unity
of  Allah. It was the guarantee of  the emancipation of  the humanity
from all the restraints the satanic cults of  the western ideologies shackled
them with. It had an ethical and spiritual basis. Dr Iqbal refined and
systematized the divine ideal of  Ummah when the nationalism was
causing unthinkable havoc unto the mankind. His revolutionary call
though unheard, can best come in useful to address the plagues
harassing the Muslim World today. The Muslim thought will continue
to will continue to owe a lot to the genius of  Iqbal. q
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 Abstract

This paper articulates the complex issues of  land ownership
pattern in Char-Chapari areas of  Assam. It is difficult to ascertain
the ownership of  such areas since the char areas lies in the middle
of  the rivers and the Chapari areas lie by the river banks and are,
therefore, temporary in nature. The chances of  these regions
being eroded away, as well as the creation of  new regions led by
the turbulent river waves makes it is highly challenging to
determine the land ownership, especially as these are considered
to be non-cadastral. This paper highlights the issues of  Koroyoni,
a place that is completely non- cadastral in nature and the only
way to ‘own’ land there is through illegal occupation/
encroachment. An attempt is made to understand the intricacies
of  the declination to allocate land ownership documents on the
basis of  the lands being non-cadastral; and how they have led to
various arguments and discussions regarding land ownership.
Key words- Land ownership, cadastral, encroachment, identity,
char, chapari
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1. 1. Introduction

Chars are considered as alluvial formations or those lands which
has been surrounded by river water (Chakraborty, 2009).Chars can also
be referred as island sandbars. They are triangular in shape and unstable
in nature. According to the report of  National Productivity Council
(cited in Chakraborty, 2009) chars are divided into three categories on
the basis of  its duration of  land. 1) Permanent which has life of  more
than 10 years.  2) Semi-permanent, which has life of  5-10 years 3)
Temporary char land which has life of  less than 5 years. As chars are
surrounded by river water, problem of  land erosion is common in
them (Chakraborty, 2009). Temporary and unstable nature of  land is
significant in context the people of  chars. As river changes its course,chars
get attached to the plain areas. Rivers carry sediments causing the chars
to get attached to the plain areas. On the other hand, due to flood and
erosion, there is possibility that the entire landmass of  a char get
submersed in the water. If  the land of  a chars or island sandbar gets
attached to the plain areas it becomes chapari. Compared to the chars,
chaparies are relatively permanent in nature. Land question of  both char
and chapari merits special analysis due to constant threat of  flood and
erosion, issues of  partial landlessness, temporary life of  the land and
politics of  land revenue administration (Hussain, 2008). In Assam
majority of  the char-chaparies are non-cadastral in nature. Lack of
permanent land pattas makes the dwellers vulnerable to eviction. In
majority of  chars and chaparies of  Assam, it is observed that possession
of  land becomes the sole criteria of  claiming ownership. In this context,
it is interesting to understand the intricacies and complexities of
ownership in char-chaparies. In the existing literature of  Assam both
char and chapries are written as “char-chapari”. Both are considered as
homogenous category. In this study an attempt is made to understand
the transformation of  a landmass from a char to a chapari and the
impact of  this transformation on the ownership pattern of  its dwellers.

1.2. Area of  research

The study was conducted in Koroyoni chapari, a riverine chapari
of  Jiya bhoreli river which is situated in Sonitpur district, Assam. . It
has a population figure of  1600 people. Almost 100% of  the entire
population belongs to Muslim community.
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1.3. Objective

Main objective of  this study is to highlight the paradox of  land
ownership in semi-permanent and temporary nature of  land in char-
chapari where lack of  cadastral surveys makes further complexities.

1.3. Methodology

All the primary data are collected through the application of
questionnaire method. For this, a semi- structured correspondence
schedule is referred to. For additional secondary references, Daily News
Papers in print, articles, Journals etc. are duly referred to.

62 respondents are randomly selected for the correspondence.

1.4. Koroyoni chapari: transformation from char to chapari

Koroyoni chapari is located in Sonitpur district. It has an approximate
population of  1600 people. Koroyoni chapari is surrounded by Digholi
chapari, Gotaimari, Ghahigaon and Chamdhara. From the respondents,
the researcher has come to know that before 1950, the land of  koroyoni
chapari was part of  two cadastral villages called Ghahi-bez and Moranakuri.
A devastating flood occurred in 1950 and the entire landmass got
submersed in the water of  Jiya Bhoreli river.After some time, due to the
changing direction of  Jiya Bhoreli river1, a new landmass was emerged
which is completely surrounded by water. As the entire landmass was
surrounded by the water of  Jiya Bhoreli river, it got the characteristics of
a char or island sandbar, thus this newly emerged land has been considered
as a char.Eventually, within 10-15 years, koroi 2trees filled the entire land
mass and For that reason, people started calling the char as koroyoni char.
It must be noted that on the basis of  population and area, Koroyonihas
been divided into two parts of  land namely koroyoni part (A) and koroyoni
part (B). Due to the large size of  both the parts and its population, I have
confined this study to the part (A) only. In koroyoni part (A), from 1951
onwards, Caste hindu Assamese and Mishing3people of  the nearby villages
have started cultivating seasonal crops. Instead of  using the land as
homestead, it was used a cultivable land. After few years, people of
nearby chars, namely Gotaimari, Singitali and Bhoroli chapari migrated to
the land and began touse it as cultivated and homestead land. To avail
the right to use the land, they had entered into a lease out agreement with
the Mising people. In the remaining land, caste Hindu Assamese people
continued their possession which continued up to 2000. In 2000, common
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curse of  riverine areas again haunts this area. Jiya Bhoreli river again
changed its direction, and a massive flood occurred. The entire landmass
of  Koroyoni got submersed under water. In the month of  september
2000, sediments of  the river created a new landmass. Interestingly this
newly emerged land got attached to the plain areas by the blessings of
changing direction of  the river. This newly emerged land exhibits the
characteristics of  chapari. Therefore people began to refer this place as
Koroyoni chapari.

At present, Population of  Koroyoni chapari is entirely composed
of  Muslim community. These people originally migrated from the
Mymensing district of  undivided Bengal. People of  the nearby villages
used to call the dwellers as Miya. The word miya is commonly use in a
derogatory sense in order to refer the migrants from East-Bengal.
According to Hussain(2008), these people can be regarded as abibhasi
or settlers. These people can also be regarded as new Assamese Muslims
or new Assamese Muslim settlers (Raichoudhury cited in Hussain,
2008). It is worth noting that the entire land of  koroyoni chapari is non-
cadastral. Demands of  land revenue surveys are frequently raised by
the existing dwellers. But such demands are undermined by the revenue
authorities. To understand the complexity of  land, it is important to
analyze the present context of  land ownership in the area.

1.5. What is ownership? An unresolved paradox

Land ownership pattern of  koroyoni chapari is not as simple as it
appears. It has already been mentioned that the present Koroyoni
chaparihad the characteristics of  a char for a considerable amount of
time. Existing dwellers of  Koroyoni had entered into lease out agreements
with Mising people, which made them worthy of  using the land. This
practice of  land leasing is still practiced even after the transformation of
land from a char to Chapari. Interesting point here is that if  we try to
imply the legal definition of  ownership of  land, both the existing dwellers
and Mishing people should be considered a landless people. History recalls
the fact that the Mishing people once possessed the land when two
permanent cadastral villages got submersed in the river and re-emerged
as island sandbar or Char. In that Koroyoni Char, they continued to exercise
their ownership right as possessor of  land only. They neither had land
pattas4nor any land record documents. Being possessor of  the land, they
offered the land to the newly migrated Muslim peopleby indulging in a
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land lease agreement with them. Surprisingly, such practice of  land lease
agreement had not been gone into ashes even after the old landmass of
char got eroded in the river. Same practices are continued in the newly
emerged eroded land, I e Koroyoni chapari. Hussain (2008) argues that
possession of  land is the sole criteria of  claiming ownership in char-
chapari. In that context, following the unwritten age old practices of  land
ownership of  char-chapari, can we consider to confer ownership right to
the existing possessor of  the land? Or should we continue with the idea
of  “land to the original or actual possessor”? This complexity is further
intensified when we tend to rely on existing legal proceeding. According
to reports of   Land revenue department of  Naduar, revenue circle of
Sonitpur district, entire land of  Koroyoni is a khas land. The entire
landmass is non-cadastral. In that context, neither the existing dwellers
nor the Mising people cannot claim ownership over the land. Only solution
to this problem is to bring the land under cadastral survey. But the question
of  cadastral surveys further intensifies the complexities. Before analyzing
this complexities and intricacies of  cadastral survey, it is important to
understand the notion of  ownership from the existing dwellers or the
existing possessors of  the land. One respondent, aged 40 years, from
the existing dwellers said

“We are landless. For the land, we have, we used to pay 300 rupees per bigha 5to the
miri(Mishing)people. Due to the problem of  flood and erosion, they left the land and gave us
the permission to use the land on the basis of  yearly rent. We are thankful to them”.

Another respondent aged (72) years replied
“We came to know that Miri (Mishing) people do not have permanent pattas to

this land, in case of  land contract between Miri (Mishing) and our people, no such written
documents are available. In a way, in terms of  possession, we too have ownership over this
land. We can claim ownership over this land. But we cannot deceive Miri (Mishing)
people because we have given them words”.

It appears that verbal transactions and the issue of  trust becomes
a regulating principle in terms of  distribution and claim of  ownership
in this chapari. Lack of  land pattas compels the people to rely on verbal
transactions. In that context, chances of  deception or privation cannot
be overlooked. I have observed a few instances where the existing
dwellers refused to pay the amount of  rupee decided in the verbal
lease agreements. It paves the way for conflict and quarrel. But in
these circumstances, both the parties cannot proceed towards police or
land revenue department because according to law, both the parties are
landless in that area. Lack of  Cadastral surveys makes both the parties
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vulnerable to injustice and deception. Both Hussain (2008) and Karim
(2007) argue that the issue of  newly emerged eroded land creates
complexities of  ownership in char-chaparies. Major conflicts of  these
areas are occurred in the name of  such complexities. When a particular
land mass gets submersed in the river, it hardly appears or emerges in
the same area. River carries its sediments into different directions,
therefore, when a new land mass emerges, it becomes difficult to identify
the old land. No one can certify the original owner or the actual
possessor of  such land. In Koroyoni chapari, it is observed that, in such
circumstances, people adopt different techniques to claim ownership.
One respondent, indulged in such conflict, replied

“If  the newly emerged landmass get appears within 200 meter radius of  my old
land holdings, I will leave no stone unturned to claim ownership.”

In reality, it is observed that, in every land conflicts of  this area,
muscle power and man power work as key determinants of  the
resolution of  conflict. I have observed that the basic principle of  state
of  nature- “survival of  the fittest”, ruthlessly practiced in this area.
Those families which have both man power and muscle power always
get an extra edge in terms of  the possession of  newly emerged eroded
land. In Koroyoni chapari, in case of  land possession, one family emerged
as invincible. Undoubtedly, Key strength of  this family is man power
and muscle power. From the respondents I gathered that the total
strength of  this family is 42. This brought to light two important
questions, 1) Is it the lack of  cadastral surveys and proper land revenue
manual which instigate the people to increase their family size in these
areas, to get prominence in the quest of  land possession? 2) Had there
been conducted a land revenue survey, would it be possible for the
dominant one to take advantage of  muscle power?

These questions automatically put forward multiple complex
issues.According to Chakraborty (2009), four categories of  revenue -
land are to be found in char-chapari. These are ek chonia6, meadi7, touzi
8and khas. But in case of  koroyoni chapari, it’s observed that except
khas or encroached kind of  land, the other three categories of  land are
not available. It is interesting to note that even though all four categories
of  land are observed in the neighboring chars, the entire landmass of
koroyoni chapari has still remained as non-cadastral land. Another
important thing is that though the earlier char land was changed into
chapari and it gets semi-permanent in nature, yet government shows
reluctance towards conducting land revenue surveys in the majority of
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the area.We are already aware of  the fact that majority of  the areas of
char-chapari are still non-cadastral due to its temporary nature of  land.
But According to the report published by National Productivity council,
char areas having life of  more than 10 years can be classified as permanent
land. In this context, it is important to examine one fact- even after
having a life of  more than 20 years why Koroyoni chapari remains as a
non-cadstral land. To understand this Question, I have interviewed a
laat-mandal9of  the Naduar revenue circle. His response to this question
makes me frightened and perplexed as well. He replies “

“This land has temporary nature, there is no guarantee whether the surveyed land
would be eroded or persist”.

In between the conversation, he further pointed
“There is a provision in the land and revenue acts which give us the authority to

collect a special fine called “bedokholi jorimona”(fine for encroachment) in case of  khas land.
But we do not want to collect that fine from the dwellers of  koroyoni chapari, because the
receipt of  that fine would help them to acquire ek chonia or meadi patta in near future”

By closely observing the statement of  the laat-mandala, I gathered
that the answer should be contextualized in the context of  the existing
quagmire of “othering and identity politics” in Assam. In this context,
Karims (2004) analysis of  the land revenue administration of  the char
areas merits special mention. According to Karim (2004), both government
and other state machineries are skeptical about the identity of  char-dwellers
which make major hindrances for them to get permanent land pattas. Their
religious identity becomes a major obstacle towards winning the faith of
the majorities. According to karim (2004), Incidents like introduction of
line system10 in 1916 to prohibit the char dwellers from getting permanent
ownership and violent protest against government’s decision to provide
land pattas to the dwellers of  char-chapari in 2004, are significant aspects of
contesting land relations of  the dwellers of  char chapari. The majoritarian
rule of  the state has made every possible effort to suppress the voice of
the minorities. In that sense Appadurais analysis of  ‘we and others’ can
easily be contextualized. How existence of  “others” instills a fear of
encroachment and thereby instigates us to inculcate a predatory nature can
easily be contextualized in these instances (Appadurai as cited in Gogoi,
2012).  It seems that government machineries instigated by majoritarian
ideologies try to subjugate the minorities by excluding them from their
rights. The similar we can observe in case of  Koroyoni chapari
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1.6. Conclusion

Char-chaparies and its land questions always get significance due
to its complexities. In case of  koroyoni chapari, it becomes more complex
as questions of  identity and politics of  “othering” is deeply rooted in
the issues of  land ownership. From a semi-permanent nature of  land
to its permanent nature, the transformation of  the land from char to
chaparies made confusions and complexities into a different level. Erosion
of  land, conflict regarding possession of  newly emerged land and
unambiguous notion of  ownership in char-chapari make the issues more
complex. If  the plight of  the people further intensifies in the name of
“othering”, this quagmire of  identity, threat of  flood and erosion, and
majoritarian politics will make a catastrophic impact.q

Note :
1 Jiya Bhoreli is a major tributary of  Brahmaputra river. In Arunachal

Pradesh, it is popularly known as Kameng river,
2 Scientific name of  Koroi tree is “Albizia lebbeck”.
3 Misings are an indigenous community inhabiting in the parts of  Indian

states of  Assam and Arunachal Pradesh.  They were also known as miris
in the past and recognized as Miris in the constitution of India.

4 A title deed to a property or legal land ownership document.
5 An unit of land measurement
6 An agreement where land ownership right is granted for one year
7 Permanent land settlement
8 In case of  Touzi land, the user has acquired the right to use the land by

paying required amount of  revenue
9 A person assign by the state to measure the land of  a particular area or mandal
10 Line system was introduced in Assam in 1916. According to this system

Migrated Muslim settlers from Un-divided Bengal was not allow to acquire
land beyond a particular line or boundary.
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Environmental history inscribes attributions of  Human
interaction with the physical and natural world and with this;
humans have shaped and reshaped the environment following
their own needs and requirements. This paper is the reflection
of  environmental consciousness in India from ancient, to
medieval to modern India. This provides a manifestation of
how the notion of  the environment is embedded in Indian
history and the present cognizance of  knowledge attributions
with respect to time and space is different from the genealogy
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of  history. The devotion to nature, exploitation of  nature to
conserving nature is the main highlight of  the paper. The paper
also highlights the laws and acts which have come into existence
in the long historical lineage with the Indian context.

Keywords- Environmental consciousness, India, ancient,
medieval, modern

Introduction

The consciousness of  the environment is not a new one. It has
been embedded in our cultural ethos down the ages. The protection of
the environment found a way in India much before the existence of
civilization from the time of  Ancient India. During the early phase of
human life in India people took environment as a superior entity, and
because of  these they considered nature to be a metaphysical force
which inclined towards certain belief  system, and also worshipping
nature of  various forms like trees, forests, animals, mountains, rivers,
etc. the emphasis of  all these was laid in the umbrella of  the Hindu
belief  system and Hindu theology (Bhdholi, 2010). The Sanskrit word
for the environment in the early ages of  Ancient India was known as
Paryavaranam (Rao, 2014). Indian culture attributes the notion of
protection of  the environment and conservation of  natural resources
from ancient times to modern times. In depicting the present
environmental consciousness of  India there should be inferences drawn
from the prevalence of  environmental consciousness in Ancient,
Medieval, and Independent India.

During ancient India

Kenoyer, 1991 says that evidence of  environmental protection
and conservation was seen in the Indus Valley Civilization of  Ancient
India where worshipping of  nature has been found in the depiction of
seals, of  which seal depicting trees are found. The presence of  a seal
that denotes a tree which is guarded by a spirit to let off  the evil force
justifies the fact of  the environment as a supernatural force in ancient
India. Seals depicting a hoarded figure, Pashupati, surrounded by
animals are also found, which denoted that Indus valley civilization
people have respected nature and the environment and its ecosystem.
Another important distinction of  the Indus Valley Civilization was the
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systematic architecture which was laid down by the people to have a
good surrounding in terms of  health and hygiene. Such notions of
health and hygiene are known from the archaeological sites where the
great bath of  Mohenjo-Daro, wells, drainage system prevails.

During the Vedic period

The population during the Vedic period has emerged as one which
has drawn attribution to the protection of  the environment and
conservation of  natural resources. (Tiwari, 2004) Vedas are known to
set certain rules and rituals for the people of  India. These rules and
regulations are imposed in such a way that this creates an amount of
bonding into the population and thus creates a collective conscience
into the mass which endeavors the following of  obligations. Such
obligations are also in terms of  nature, which is to be worshipped by
the people. Worshipping of  nature is done through worshipping the
trees and thus this sets the people of  Vedic India to incline towards the
metaphysical force associated with objects such as trees, which are
considered holy and auspicious. This acknowledgment of  nature
worship is also seen in the Athara Veda, where obligations and
indulgence of  the people for protection, preservation, and conservation
of  nature is seen to be keen for the betterment of  the society (ibid).
The importance of  natural resources such as water is seen in the Ancient
Indian age, where people had the consciousness for the preservation
of  water and thinking about its sustainability and future use. This
analogy can be drawn on looking at the houses of  Ancient India, where
people had roofs that were not flat. This depicts that people were
rationally goal-oriented in terms of  saving or collecting rainwater. And
therefore these phenomena also continued down the ages since time
immoral as a rainwater harvesting system. The emergence of  a rational
thought process in the forms of  poems and songs is proponent onto
the Indian society which found its roots to ancient Vedic ages. The
poems and songs had the notion of safeguarding nature and looking
at it in a pious insight resembling the holy character of  nature. This is
carried away to modern times too, where instances of  people
worshipping nature are seen in the 21st century too, where people still
worship Tulsi, Peepal, Bel, and other such kinds of  trees and plants.
The belief  system in Ancient India can be seen into how people made
certain idealist notions on actions of  a certain category, which would
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be beneficial for retaining ecological balance in society. Therefore
ecological balance is directly proportional to the actions of  human
beings. Certain actions such as the use of  plastic and other non-
biodegradable matters remain in the ecosystem forever and this does
not let any of  the consumers of  the primary, secondary, herbivores,
omnivores, scavengers and decomposers to consume it and thus an
imbalance is created, which results in affecting of  the ecosystem as the
cycle breaks.  Therefore certain human actions put the environment in
a state of  jeopardy, which becomes an alarming situation for everybody.
Sarmah, 2015 gives the view of  how environmental consciousness
was present in the Vedic literature, wherein Rig Veda, it was written
that- “A state of  extreme happiness is brought among the mass through
the environment which emancipates everyone for leading a better healthy
life. The gift of  rivers and seas is like cloud nine for the people which
becomes a lifeline of  existence. The cows provide us milk, the medicines
bestows us with good health, might, morning and vegetation”. The
trees such as Banayan, Peeple, Ashok, Bel, and Harada got recognition
in the domain of  sacred and pious. This makes these sacred trees
auspicious for the population and gets embedded into Hindu culture
and religion, where certain religious practices get associated with it.
The Banyan tree for instance is a tree that has some notion of  beliefs
amongst the people for some diverse notions of  fertility and longevity.
It has a deep faith across the Hindu civilization that Lord Shiva dwells
in the tree with an impulse of  enigmatic powers. The Rig Vedic sapience
of  understanding nature forgoes the existence of  nature for its
potentiality of  controlling various entities of  life, climate, balance, and
harmony. Yajur Veda emphasized that animals should be considered
equal to any other living species including humans. Animals should
not be dominated or subjugated by the humans for their benefits but
must work for the survival of  their animals so that there would be
mutual balance and harmony in the ecosystem and because of  the
importance of  the idealistic notion, attributions of  the importance of
the consciousness among the masses prevail from generation to
generation of  resources, such that overexploitation of  resources are
prevalent.

Rig Veda, as the most ancient Indian text, formulates that the
environment is embedded in the cosmic gratification for the existence
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of  elements. This is specified in the context which is written as “The
whole of  humankind consist of  one mind, have a shared objective,
and the hearts with united love and the psyche and the soul be indeed
the very same”. The Vedas were adhered to the two components of
the environment and similarly, the Vedas were not signified to any
particular region (Rastogi et al, 2012). Prasad, 2015 says that the five
elemental theories in Ayurveda (Earth, Water, Fire, Air, and space)
consist of  two categories of  life forms. These two categories of
nomenclature are ‘motile’ and “non-motile’. The species such as human
beings, wild animals, amphibians, reptiles, microbes, insects and the
vegetable kingdom comes under the motile category. Again the non-
motile category includes the trees and bearing fruits with or without
flowers, grasses and grains, and climbers. The PrithviSukta in Atharva
Veda is one of  the earliest and most redolent environmental conjuration
(ibid).  Thus the Vedic proclamation of  upliftment of  mankind from
generation to generation is represented by Mata Bhumi Putroham
Prithivyah which denotes that mother earth is to be valued for her
blessings to our sustenance as gifts in the form of  all resources. The
dialectical virtue of  earth is my mother, I am her son establishes this
relationship furthers the importance of  water as a resource is given
utmost importance in the Rig-Veda verses of  2.11.2. Where preserving
water, utilization of  water, exploring water sources, the requirement
for aggregate water quality is written about. Again in verses 2.11.5,
2.11.7. Rig-Veda tells us about groundwater and inventing of
circumstances for the extraction of  water from clouds and also for
reaching water into the fields for more productivity and soil fertility
(ibid). In terms of  trees, Kautilya in his magnum opus Arthrapastra,
says about primitive measures for the destruction of  trees and forests.
Thus recovery should be done in fines for clear-felling of  which 6
pannas, of  fine, shall be imposed in terms of  cutting off  the tender
sprouts of  seeds, flowers tree, shady trees. Again 12 Pannas for chopping
big branches, again in terms in term of  cutting trunks, the punishment
would be imposed with amercement.

Buddhism and Environmental Consciousness

The environmental upbringing in the realm of  Buddhism comes
under the eco-centric preview of  the human approach. The doctrine
of Buddha relies on the protection of trees and this has come into
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existence for his administration towards trees. The proliferation of
gardening and planting trees would eventually lead to better world
order. This was preached by Buddha in the VanaropaSutta.
SanyuktaNiyaka. (Henning, 2002) Gautam Buddha had a notion of
equity for all living creatures of  the world that all every creature of
whatever shape and size are of  all having a blissful heart and this he
preached in Karyamettls sutra. The spiritual notion of  Buddhism as
religion justifies the ties towards the emphasizing of  values of  greater
structure towards ecological values in accordance with reverence and
compassion for all entities with existence. The recognition of  the living
species as well as the nonliving species and both dwell equal amount
of  emancipatory values through the proclamation of  deep ecology
refers to the consciousness of  the spirits relating to the development
of  spirituality is found in accordance to Buddhism. The intertwined
cultural attributes of  divinity with the people become important for
the formulation of  true ecological and environmental values that arise
through proper socialization.

Environment and Jainism

 The constructive Jain ethos for the feeling of  profound respect
for someone or something is deeply rooted within Jainism. It is affirmed
that every living entity deserves to be emancipated from pain and
deserve to live and exist peacefully. The notion of  killing or consuming
living entities for the pleasure of  the selfish realm of  human beings is
wrong ethically and morally. That is to say that pain and violence are
oxymorons with the right to live. The utmost vision of  Jainism is
nonviolence. The vision of  Lord Mahavira signifies that killing or
hurting any living species relies on that of  killing or hurting oneself.
These attributions of  Jainism to be followed by humans would lead to
an egalitarian ecosystem that would counter the ill effects of  modern
consumerism society of  commodification of  nature and destruction
of  species including humans through terrorism.

Environment and the Mauryan regime

The environmental consciousness in the times of  the Mauryan
Era amplified the protection of  the environment and the conservation
of  natural resources. This was done systematically by properly regulating
the anthropocentric activities. This was done through offices of  the
division of  labour based on Suvaradhyaksha, Kuppyadhyaksha, and
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Sutadhyksha. The suvarnadhyaksha attributed to the digging up for
minerals, mining-related activities, involvement in trade and commerce,
and conserving resources. The unauthorized persons were refrained
from indulgence in mining activities and trade and commerce (Sugandhi,
2008). The office of  the Kuppyadhyaksha dealt with the production
of  forest products and later converting them into useful utilitarian
goods. The population involved in the office did not have the authority
to deal with forests (Saravanan, 2009). The people working under the
office of  Sutadhyksha dealt with the collection of  speeds from flowers,
fruits, vegetables, roots, and other products. The regulation of
agriculture and the agrarian economy was also under the purview of
Sutadhyksha. Elephants were given the utmost importance in the
Mauryan regime. The protection and preservation of  the elephants
were the responsibility of  the officials. Kautilya in his Arthashastra
laid the vision of  law and order in terms of  proper mechanism of
conserving and maintaining the environment and forest. Unauthorized
anthropocentric activities would attract punishment and fines. Such
activities like selling and trading of  trees and plants, cutting off  the
branches, uprooting were termed offensive, carried out without proper
authorization. The entities such as Superintendent of  Slaughterhouse
had the right to punish and impose fine on forest-related crimes and
crimes related to the killing of  certain types of  wild animals, birds, fish
under the jurisdiction of state protection (Gupta, 1982).

Environment and Medieval India

The period of  Medieval India was the Mughal reign in Indian
history. The Mughal’s consciousness on the environment was not similar
to the environmental consciousness of  Ancient India or the
consciousness during the Maurya and Gupta kingdoms. The Mughals
traversed the transcendence of  environmental consciousness through
their benefits of  preserving nature for pleasure and profit. This has
opted through the notions of  the natural parks, gardens, orchids which
came up during the Mughal regime. The gardens such as KhursoBagh,
Ram Bagh, Pinjore Gardens, Charbagh, MehtabBagh, NishatBagh,
Shalimar Bagh, RoshanaraBagh, Verinag were the Mughal creations
which proliferated into populist tourist recreation centers till date. But
this was also a mechanism for profit accumulation through taxes for
the personal benefits of  the Mughals. The absence of  definitive forest
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policy distinguishes the fact of  less environmental consciousness for
the Mughals (Thakur, 2019). An accountable significance towards the
interest of  natural history by the Mughals is noteworthy. The Baburnama
by the Mughal emperor Babur highlights the description of  flora in
India, which accounts for the consciousness towards environmental
history. The Baburnama describes the physical history of  India, the
description of  mammals, birds, animals, aquatic lives accounts for the
ecology and environment (ibid). The portraying of  animals and birds
was also seen during the reign of  Jahangir for floral paintings during
his tenure. Mansur’s painting of  the flora of  Kashmir occupies the
position of  one of  the greatest art forms of  nature which include the
unsigned paintings of  birds and animals. Babur and Jahangir’s visionary
was highlighted by the famous ornithologist Salim Ali. The notion of
deforestation taken by Akbar is noteworthy was the proliferation of
planting trees, including the preservation of  wetlands and disagreement
for the taking of  lives through killing were some of  the notable instances
of  environmental consciousness for Akbar. Abdul QadirBadauni’s
celebrated text on ethics is seen to be the rationale behind
environmentalism, where Badauni speaks of  three flagitious sins of
clear-felling of  trees, possession of  killed animals, and trading of
Human beings. Hunting during the Mughal era was concentrated only
on the members of  the royal family. The common man was forbidden
to indulge in activities such as hunting and killing of  animals (Singh,
2015).

Environment and the British rule in India

 The advent of  British in terms of  trade and commerce in the
17th century, 31 December 1600 through East India Company gave
them a reason to stay in India and rule for another couple of  centuries
because of  India’s rich natural resources. The plight for exploiting the
resources set back an opportunity to dominate the country and
accumulate the profits and surplus. The transformation of  the ideal
notion of  trade and commerce to a notion of  governance in India was
seen as a hegemony of  the British in the impoverishment of  the whole
nation in the due quest of  time till independence. At the time when the
British came to India, the whole nation was in a state of  chaos of  wars
and territorial invading, hostility, and rule by the princely states attracting
the British to make maximum benefit out of  the situation. The diversity
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of  the nation became an opportunistic phenomenon for the British to
implement the Divide and rule policy. The establishment of  the policy
of  imperialism, for the plundering of  resources, acted as a working
mechanism for many other European nations along with the British.
The British consequently emerged as unbeatable supremacy because
of  their excellence in science and technology, transport and trade, and
commerce. Indian resources substituted the fading resources of  the
hinterland Britain. The depleting Oak forest in Britain created a demand
of  the India Teak to meet the needs of  building ships, laying of  railway
tracks, safety, and defense of  the British navy. These resources helped
the British with the war against Napoleon and also helped for maritime
expansion. The dockyards of  Surat and Malabar coast was used for
the production and building of  ships.

The first British move towards the protection of  the environment
in India was in the year 1806 when the British tried to take control
over the forest and creating the post of  conservator of  the forest through
a commission appointed for looking into the matters of  availability if
teak wood in Malabar and Travancore of  Kerala. But rather this move
backfired when the conservation of  forest rather than conserving started
plundering the natural resources. Therefore this led to the abolition of
the post in the year 1823.

Dietrich Brandis was appointed by Lord Canning as the first
Inspector general of  the forest department which encompassed the
whole of  the forest departments and had the authority over the
jurisdiction of  forest and forest-related issues. These issues were of
looking up for forest resources, marketing of  forest holding assets.
Brandis supervision of  the forests of  India also dealt with the protection
and conservation of  the forest. Protecting the forest from calamities
and catastrophes like forest fires were taken into deep concern. This
idealism environmental consciousness now shifted from the mere
consumerist and rampant surplus accumulation to preserving and
attributing knowledge value. The preservation of  forest became a relist
agenda when additional conservation of  forest was appointed in
Bombay, Madras, United Burma province, North Western Province,
Berar Province, Bengal, and Coorg. At the end of  1868, there were
administrators of  the forest departments in every province of  the
subcontinent. Later in 1871, the department of  forests was embedded
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under the department of  revenue and agriculture which came under
the broader Home Department. In the year 1884, the colonial
government came up with the first forest policy. This policy was peculiar
of  its kind because it had certain visions and objectives. The vision
was to be manifested under the conditions of  proliferating the universal
welfare of  the people of  the country, maintaining and conserving climate
and physical condition in the country, and accomplishing the needs
and requirements of  the citizens of  the country.

The forest policy of  1884 was implemented by the forest act of
1927. The forest act of  1927 was enacted and legitimated till 1935.
After 1935, the subject of  Forest was included in the provincial
legislatures and this was done by the British Parliament through the
government if  India. The British formulated many acts for the
protection of  the Indian environment. They are (Bhdholai, 2010) as
follows- The Shore Nuisance (Bombay and Kolaba) Act (1853), The
Orient Gas Company Act(1857), Indian Penal Code(1860), The Serais
Act(1867), The North India Canal and Drainage Act(1873),The
Obstruction in Fairways Act(1881), The Indian Easement Act(1882),
The Indian Fisheries Act(1897), The Indian Ports Act (1908), The
Indian Steam Vessels Act (1917),  The Poison Act(1919), The Indian
Forest Act(1927), The Orient Gas Company Act(1857), The Northern
India Canal and Drainage Act(1873), The Obstruction in Airways
Act(1881), The Indian Fisheries Act(1897), The Indian Ports Act(1901),
The Bengal Smoke Nuisance Act(1905), The Explosives Act(1908),
The Bombay Smoke Nuisance Act(1912), The Inland Stream Vessel
Act(1917), The Mysore Destructive Insects & Pests Act (1917), The
Poison Act (1919), The Andhra Pradesh Agricultural, Pest & Diseases
Act(1919), The Indian Boilers Act(1923), Forest act of  Madras (1873),
Elephant Preservation Act(1879), World Birds Protection Act (1887),
World Birds, and Animal Protection Act (1912), Hailey National Park
Act (1936) (Now Called Corbett National Park), Criminal Procedure
Code, 1893 The North India Canal and Drainage Act(1873),The
Obstruction in Fairways Act(1881),The Indian Easement Act(1882).

Environment and Independent India

The year 1972 marked the starting of  environmental
consciousness all over the world. This was because of  the UN
conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm Conference). In
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India too, 1972 was the year of  a paradigm shift. This was because the
state was to report the UN general assembly committee on Human
Environment (Dwivedi, 1977). As India prepared the report on the
planning process, human settlement, and management of  natural
resources, the lacunas of  the planning process came into limelight. In
the year April 1972, the Department of  Science and Technology
established the national committee on environmental planning and
coordination (NCEPC), for sufficing the needs to incorporate
environmental consciousness and also to bestow proper formulation
of  environmental policies, programs. The committee was assisted by
the department of  science and technology, executed by various
ministries and governmental agencies to carry environmental planning
and developmental process. In the year 1976, a constitutional
amendment was adopted through article 48(a) which states “The State
shall endeavor to protect and improve the environment and to safeguard
the forests and wildlife of  the country”. This provision made the
government responsible for safeguarding the environment. Further, the
NCEPC did not receive cooperation from other departments and
ministries, which led to the degradation of  NCEPC. In 1977 controversies
such as acid rain on Tajmahal, Silent Valley project came into being. The
then Congress government in the year 1880 appointed the Tiwari
Committee to advocate legislative criteria and administrative systems in
India’s environmental consciousness. A new separate department of
Environment was created by the advice of  the Tiwari committee in the
year 1880. In the next year, the national committee on environmental
planning and coordination (NCEPC) was changed into a national
committee on environmental planning (NCEP). The sixth five year plan
(1980-85) for the first time had dedicated a separate chapter on the
environment. The Department of  Environment was transformed into a
full-fledged Ministry of  environment and forest in the year 1885 which
was later enacted with the Environmental protection act of  1986 (ibid)
with the inclusion of  a full-fledged ministry. The ministry worked for
looking and maintaining the environment and establishment of  biosphere
reserves, national parks, wildlife centuries, tiger reserves. The ministry
provides guidelines for the industries on environmental impact
assessments. The ministry was expanded later into specialized
organizations that had 28 divisions, various directorates and Boards, and
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research dedicated institutions. Environmental auditing was made
mandatory for industrial activities through the modification of  rules in
1992 in the Act. Environmental auditing, environmental assessment, and
appraisal became the motto of  the department of  the environment. The
Biodiversity Act of  2003 had been made as a mechanism for safeguarding
the interests of  the people for conserving the livelihood.

Conclusion

The following genealogical analysis of  environmental
consciousness from ancient age to medieval age to the modern age
transcends a paradigm shift in the notion of  theology to consumerism to
conservation. These notions can be fortified within the relapse of  ancient
India for the theological devotions onto nature as was the case in the
Vedic age too. The invasions of  the Mughals marked the shifting of
consciousness from theological worship to portrayal of  beauty through
creations of  baghs and sketches. Again after the Mughals, the advent of
the Britishers into India for trade and later establishing colonial hegemony
into the state, lead to a shift into the exploitation of  forests and natural
resources. And the consciousness in independent India shifted into
safeguarding the resources. The dialectics of  laws came into existence,
of  which the laws had latent functions of  boosting British exploitations
and keeping the natives away from the forest resources.

The setback of  various forums and conferences such as the
Stockholm conference of  1972, Brundtland Commission 1987, Rio Earth
Summit of  1992, Rio earth summit 2002, Rio conference of  2012, Paris
climate agreement of  2015, Spain Climate change conference of  2019
brought the concept of  safeguarding the environment and balancing
between sustainability and development as sustainable development in
the arenas of  the modern economic competitive world. q
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Abstract:

Folklore is one of  the branch of  Social science which deals
about the lore of  the people. Without lore or knowledge,
people have no existence. Again Folk narrative is one of  the
big component of  the Folklore study. Hor Hopon is a tribal
group of  Jharkhand who are rich in Folk narratives. They are
also found in Odisha, Bihar, West Bengal, Assam, Tripura etc.
Folk narrative is a broader term given to all the folktales, myths,
legends, riddles, tall tales, jokes, trickster tale, proverbs and
other narratives. There is no proper or specific word coined
for folk narratives, so one uses this term itself. Folk narrative
is an appropriate term for the widespread and important
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category of  verbal as well as non-verbal art. In this paper an
attempt has been made to discuss the folklore and values
available among Hor Hopon narratives of  Jharkhand, Odisha
and West Bengal.
Key words: Folklore, Value, Hor Hopon, Folk narratives,
Folktale.

Introduction:

Folk narrative is a broader term given to all the folktales, myths,
legends, riddles, tall tales, jokes, trickster tale, proverbs and other
narratives. There is no proper or specific word coined for folk narratives,
so one uses this term itself. Folk narrative is an appropriate term for
the widespread and important category of  verbal as well as non-verbal
art. The motif-index of  folk narrative is important or required because
folk narrative will have folktales, myths, legends, riddles, proverbs, fables,
parables, and many more. So, a clear distinction is required on what is
folktale, myth, legend, proverbs, fables, parables etc, and after classifying
on the basis of  their characters, accessibility becomes very easy. Motif
in a tale is an element which distinguishes it from another tale. This
element can be characters, actions, emotions, fate, supernatural elements,
etc. a motif  is a memorable and recognizable element within a
composition. Folk narratives consist of  such traditional elements, and
beginning in the 19th Century, folklorists looked for multiple examples
of  motifs in order to discover their various forms and distribution.

Methods:

The methods which have been used in this research study are
interview, survey and schedule.

As the Hor Hopons forms to be one of  the largest tribal
communities of  Jharkhand, it forms to be a complete group among
itself. This characteristic of  the community makes it very rich in culture
within itself  as a group. As the dominance of  other tribal as well as
non-tribal groups seems to be very ineffective on this community, this
helps the community’s culture and tradition to be firm with its
individuals. The research methodology will be a mixed method. The
researcher has used Qualitative as well quantitative methods.

The researcher has also used Narratology. Narrative analysis of
a story reveals about the person and the world from which the story
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belongs. This narrative analysis can be interpreted so that it provides
an understanding of and illuminates the life and culture that created it.
Narratology or narrative analysis includes in depth interview transcripts,
life history narratives, historical memoirs and creative nonfiction.
Personal narratives, family stories, suicide notes, graffiti, literary
nonfiction and life histories reveal cultural and social patterns through
the lens of  individual experiences. Narrative studies are also influenced
by phenomenology’s emphasis on understanding lived experience and
perceptions of  experience.

Stories are at the centre of  narrative analysis, whether they be
stories of  teaching, stories of  and by student, stories of  participants in
programs, stories of  fieldwork, stories of  relationship and or stories
of  illness. How to interpret stories and, more specifically, the texts that
tell the stories, is at the heart of  narrative analysis.

Sampling Techniques are Judgmental Sampling/Purposive
Sampling and Age of  the respondent. Tools are Interview, Schedule,
Survey, Photography, Videography, Demographic profile, Content
Analysis and Telephonic interview.

Literature Review:

In this modern era it is very important to pen down things which
are on the verge of  extinction. It is very important to document all the
forms of  folk prose narratives, like folktales, myths, legends, riddles,
proverbs, fables, parables, etc. because with the passing of  time these
forms are losing their importance in everybody’s life. And if  this
continues for a longer time, all the forms of  folk narratives will no
more be witnessed any where ever in this world. Along with writing or
documenting these folklores, it is also important to classify all the stories
according to their elements. Myth should be classified as myth, legend
should be classified as legend, folktales as folktales, riddles as riddles,
proverbs as proverbs, and so on.

There are not many works related to the classification of  folktales,
but still there are, like in “Thompson’s Motif-Index”, (1928) he has very
clearly classified all the folktales according to their motifs. In his
classification he has classified tales according to their elements, actions,
characters, and so on. In his work he has not classified fables as fables,
but has classified them under the broader heading of animal
characteristics. And within this broader heading of  animal characteristics
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he has again given sub-classifications of  animals and friendly animals.
In this research, the researcher wants to classify the tales according

to the characteristics of  each prose narratives and not according to
their elements or motifs. Tales those have animals or plants or mystical
characters as their main characters or as protagonists, having attributes
as humans and giving moral ideas or values at last will be categorized
as fables and not as animal tales. Tales who give moral lesson or
educative lesson engaging human characteristics primarily will be
categorized as moral tales or didactic tales and not as general tales. In
William Bascom’s “The Forms of  Folklore: Prose Narratives” he has clearly
mentioned the characteristics of  folk prose narratives (myths, legends
and folktales). But according to Bascom’s classification of  prose
narratives he has mentioned only about the broader areas like myth,
legend and folktales and mentioned how all these three are different
from each other which people tend to generalize as a single type,
commonly known as folktales.

But these classifications have been done for the Western stories,
but not for the Hor Hopon Folktales. The Hor Hopon Folktales have
been classified by Cecil Henry Bompass in his book “Folklore of  the
Santhal Parganas”, but this classification is very roughly done, without
being very specific. In his book, Bompass has categorized the stories
according to their elements, like the stories having animal as the main
character is characterized under the broader heading of  animal tales,
stories of  gods and human beings are categorized under the same
heading of  “bongas and men” and so on.

In Santal Folk Tales by P.O. Bodding and Santhal Folktales by A.
Campbell, there has been no classification of folktales; only collection
folktales have been done.

In Tradition and Institutions of  the Santhal  P.O. Bodding has
described about the rich treasure of  the vibrant and down to earth Hor
Hopons. In this work how the lives of  Hor Hopon goes around has
been clearly provided. He has talked about their marriages, divorce,
birth, death, omens, village life, ornaments, relatives, clothes, bongas,
beliefs, customs, traditions, singing, dancing, hunting, fishing, festivals,
and many more things which cover the life of  Hor Hopons.

In The Scheduled Tribes by K.S. Singh, detailed descriptions of  all
the tribes living in India are mentioned. And, specifically talking about
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the Hor Hopons, from their concentration and population, also
describes about their rules and regulations, about the village head, about
their script Ol Chiki, about their physical features, their Gods, tradition,
culture, kinship, language, education, clans, occupation and many more
elements concerned with Hor Hopons.

In Philosophy of  Values by Dr. Aditya Kumar Mohanty, he describes
the logic of  seminal concepts and central issues in Meta Ethics, Applied
Ethics and Professional Ethics. Ethics is concerned with ascertaining
what is good or desirable whereas Meta-Ethics undertakes to examine
the nature of  normative concepts and issues. This book undertakes
critical examination of  ethical issues in Environmental Ethics, Animal
Ethics, Euthanasia, Cloning, Globalization, Intellectual Property Right
and Punishment.

Description and Analysis:

Folklore cannot be described in one or two simple terms. It’s
both what folklorists study and the name of  the discipline they work
within. Folklore is folk songs, legends, jokes, letters, food, stories,
weapons, utensils, institutions and many other things one may or may
not believe. Folklore exists in cities, suburbs and rural villages, in
families, work groups and dormitories. Folklore is present in many
kinds of  informal communication, whether verbal (oral and written
texts), customary (behaviors, rituals) or material (physical objects). It
involves values, traditions, ways of  thinking and behaving. It’s about
art. It’s about people and the way people learn. It helps us to learn who
we are and how to make meaning in the world around us.

The term value despite its legitimate employment in different
spheres of  human concern has its characteristics ethical undertone.
The concept of  value is impossible to separate from human life. It is
the nature of  life itself  which gives rise to the need for values. Values
play a central role in ethical   decision making. Although there are
variations about what constitutes a value in the literature of  ethics, a
value can be defined as an item of  worth. People attach values to all
sorts of  things; values are one of  the prime motivating factors in human
behavior. But there are other ways that values can be defined as well.
The idea of  “shared values” is important. Groups, families, associations,
societies and nation can be said to have and hold shared values since
they provide the fundamental basis upon which these collectives are
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formed and so shared values are often called “social values”. In ethics
value denotes something degree of  importance with the aim of
determining what action of  life is best to do or live, or to describe the
significance of  different actions. Values can be defined as broad
preferences concerning appropriate courses of  action or outcomes. As
such, values are reflecting a person’s sense of  right and wrong. Values
tend to influence attitudes and behavior. Types of  values include ethical
values, ideological values, social values, personal values, cultural values,
philosophical values and aesthetic values. When folktales of  a
community are studied it becomes very important to study the values
of  that particular community.

J.R.R. Tolkien said “Things that should not have been forgotten
one were lost. History becomes legend and legend becomes myth”
(Tolkein, 1954, Prolouge) Yet human tendency to remember and pass
on, creating history is innate. And thus lore came into form.

Etymologically the word folk is derived from the German word
‘volk’, meaning people. Folktales include stories about everyday life
and the day-to-day life issues of  humanity. It also involves supernatural
elements, animals with realistic emotions flaws, and failings, completely
behaving like humans. This is part of  folktales so enduring and
appealing, that listeners can relate to the characters in the story.

Folktales form to be one of  the most important as well as
interesting part in folklore. Folktales are oral narratives that do not
have a singular, identifiable author Hor Hopon. Expanded and shaped
by the tongues of  tellers over time, and passed down from one
generation to the next, folktales often reflect the values and customs
of  the culture from which they come. The plots in folktales are generally
concerned with life’s universal themes; they also transcend their culture
of  origin to reveal the commonality of  human experience. This ancient
form of  narrative communication, is for both education and
entertainment, and offers a window into other cultures, along with
being a revealing mirror of  the comedy and pathos of  our lives.

A folktale is a traditional fictional narrative, told primarily for
entertainment.”( Brown and Rosenberg, 1998; Pp 46)

A folktale is a story which is passed down to new generations by
their older generations in a very light mood. Although this statement is
very much true, but one cannot deny even the truth that folktales are
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also for serious purposes, like it carries along with it a community’s
tradition, culture, law, identity, language, religion and many more
valuable things which is believed that if  not passed down from
generation to generation may vanish in future.

Now-a-days, gradually the practice of  oral tradition is diminishing
from our lives. People hardly recite folktales. And even more, with
printing coming into scene, the oral practice itself  has lost its importance.
And when one talks about the folk prose narratives, they become rare.
It is human nature to overpower the ones who are weak and cannot
raise their voices against the wrongs done towards them, and tribals
are one such group who has tolerated all the oppressions. Tribals have
been neglected since ages, and so have been their religions, laws,
languages, traditions and cultures. And in this process of  negligence,
mankind is losing something very big, which cannot be retained back
once it is gone forever. The call for the hour is to safeguard whatever
is left with the tribals. The tribals have rich tradition and culture, which
includes music, dance, drama foods, folkltales, social customs, folk
medicines, folk arts, material culture. Among all the forms, it is the
oral folklore which is in great danger of  extinction, if  not documented
and kept for future generations. This form is in danger because now-a-
days people hardly narrate something to their younger generations,
and there are many reasons for this.

The current status of  folktale is not that important as it used to
be in earlier days, folklore had a great significance in an individual life.
Like many communities are the storehouse of  music, song, dance,
folktales, and many more folklore elements, tribals are more rich with
their oral narratives. In early days folktales were part of  oral narration.
But with the invention of  printing and publishing coming to India, the
practice of  oral tradition lost its aura. Apart from printing and
publishing, there are many more reasons for the changing aspect of
folklore. Although there has been changed in the concepts of  folklore
and oral tradition, but there has still been the idea of  its continuity.
Change has not taken a negative turn for folklore and oral tradition
completely. Considering the following remarks of  Edwin Sidney
Heartland written in 1885:”I contend that Tradition is always being created
anew, and that traditions of  modern origin whenever found are as much within our
province as ancient ones” (Dorson, Pp 46. 1976.)
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There are many different kinds of  folktales, with thousands of
regional and cultural variations, but they share few characteristics. At
the most basic level, we can say that a folktale is a story passed down
orally from generation to generation.

In this small plateau of  eastern India, which is called Jharkhand,
we find 32 tribes.  After analysis it is seen that the history of  the
Jharkhand movement is one of  the oldest and non-violent one.
Jharkhand the region of  ‘Jhars’ in the state of  Bihar was once a hilly
area and was full of  dense forests and the persons living in this area
were known as ‘Banbasis’. The impact of  forest can still be seen in the
culture of  these people. The people of  Jharkhand have been influenced
by resident immigrants as well as missionary institutes. The cultural
history of  this area has been very important.

Jharkhand means a forest country. This region lies in the southern
part of  Bihar embracing the plateau of  Chotanagpur. The movement
for a separate state of  Jharkhand spread over a century which is traced
back to the early 1900s when Jaipal Singh, an Indian hockey captain
and Olympian and a former ex-MP, suggested the idea of  a separate
state consisting of  the southern districts of  Bihar. The idea did not
become a reality however, until August 2nd 2000, when the Parliament
of  India passed the Bihar Reorganization Bill, to create the state of
Jharkhand, carving eighteen districts out of  Bihar to form the new
state, Jharkhand, on 15th November 2000. But now presently this state
has 24 districts. From the legendary the Asurs and the Hor Hopon, to
the Banjaras, the Birhor, the Chero, the Gond, the Ho, the Khond, the
Lohra, the Mal Pahariya, the Munda, the Oraon, the Kol and the Kawar,
and many more, altogether thirty two tribal groups have left their
impression on the culture of  the region. The cultural mosaic of
Jharkhand was dreamt about, shaped and polished by the generations
of  communities, which inhabited this land since time immemorial. And
it also had the influence of  cross-culture of  local non-tribal, Buddhism,
Jainism, Mughal rule and reign of  Hindu rulers of  Bengal. Jharkahnd
is an important state from the viewpoint of  tribal population in India.
The thirty two Schedule Tribes have been found so far in Jharkhand
are divided into two groups:

1. Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PVTGs): the Asur, the
Birhor, the  Birajia, the Korba, the Mal Paharia, the Sauriya Paharia,
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the Sabar, the Hill Kharia or Parhaiya
2. Other Tribes: the Baiga, the Banjara, the Bedia, the Bathudi,

the Bhumij, the Binjhia, the Chero, the Chik Baraik, the Gond, the
Gorait, the Ho, the Karmali, the Khadia, the Kharwar, the Khond, the
Kisan, the Koro, the Lohra, the Mahali, the Munda, the  Oraon and the
Hor Hopon.

Among such large group of  tribal communities, the study will be
concerned with the Hor Hopon community. The total population of
Hor Hopon according to census 2011 is 58,38,016. Hor Hopon  is not
only the main tribe of  Jharkhand but also of  India. One of  the divisions
of  the state has been aptly named as Santhal Pargana. From the viewpoint
of population Oraon and Munda are placed at 2nd and 3rd. tribal population
of  Jharkhand is concentrated mainly in Chhotanagpur plateau (Ranchi,
Hazaribagh, Giridih, Dhanbad, Palamu, Bokaro and Singhbhum districts)
and Santhal Parganas. From the racial point of  view the tribal people of
Jharkhand are known as the Proto-Austroid.

Odisha (formerly Orissa) an Eastern Indian State on the Bay of
Bengal is known for its tribal cultures and its many ancient Hindu
temples. The capital city, Bhubaneswar, is home to many temples.  The
Santhals with a population of  more than 5,00,000 forms to be the
second largest group after Kondha in this particular state and mainly
inhabit the Mayurbhanj District. In this particular state a total of  62
distinct tribes are found. The tribes constitutes to 22.01% of  the state’s
total population.

West Bengal is a state in eastern India and is the nation’s fourth
most populous state, with over 91 million inhabitants. It is bordered
by the countries Bangladesh, Nepal and Bhutan, and the Indian states
of  Odisha, Jharkhand, Bihar, Sikkim and Assam. Santhals constitutes
more than half  of  the total ST population of  the state, and is followed
by Oraons, Mundas, Bhumijs and many more.

They have generally short stature, long cephalic, broad flat nose
and black skin as physical characteristics. Their main language is
Austrick language group that is Mundari, Santhali, Ho, Kharia, etc.

Most of  the tribal population lives in villages which are divided in
tolas. Their houses are mainly made of  mud and kachha roofs, and are
generally devoid of  windows. Many tribes decorate the outer walls of
their houses with beautiful paintings. Rice, animal and bird flesh, fruits
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are the main food of  tribes. Haria is their beer, which is prepared from
rice. The name of  the community is Santhals or Shanthals. The word
Santhal is an English word adopted from Hindi which corresponds with
Saontar used by Bengali speaking people. Ordinarily they call themselves
as Hor (man). A Hor (man) is in search of  Hor (way of  means) and
efforts continue till he finds a satisfactory result. They also call themselves
as Hor Hopon which means child or children of  human being. The Hor
Hopon have their own independent language known as Santhali which
belongs to the Munda, Ho, Mahil, Bhumij and Kharia family of  languages.
Peter W Schmidt has classified these groups as the Austro-Asiatic language
group. As the Hor Hopon belong to the Munda family of  languages,
they have been classified by anthropologists as Pre-Dravidians, Kolarians,
Dravidians, Proto-Australoids, Nishadies and Austrics.

They have also developed their own writing script which goes by
the name Ol Chiki. The script is alphabetic, uses thirty letters and five
basic diacritics. It has six basic vowels and three additional vowels.
Hor Hopon are characterized by short to medium stature physically,
dark-brown skin, large mouth provided with thick lips, a broad flat
nose and wavy to curly hair.

There is written recorded history for the Hor Hopon and therefore
all that is known to them came down through words of  mouth from
generation to generation, hence their origin is absolutely not certain. The
Hor Hopon tried to explore the mystery of  creation, history and life by
means of  myths and legends. The Hor Hopon are the largest homogeneous
schedule tribe in India. They are largely concentrated in the four Indian
states of  Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal and Odisha. A large number of
them are also found in Assam, Tripura, Meghalaya, Bangladesh and Nepal.

The tradition of  hunting has been there among Hor Hopon since
time immemorial. The male members of  the community find great joy
in hunting. In fact it is the wish of  their Bongas that they should go for
hunting. Forest hunting is very famous among them. All the male
members, irrespective of  whether old or young go for hunting. The
village priest especially the forest priest invokes the Bongas before
going for hunting. The name of  the forest to be hunted is told in
advance by the forest priest .But these days the forest hunting is done
occasionally, most preferably during the Sohrai festival. When the day
comes, all the men gathers at a village point at early morning and sets
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out for the forest. The Hor Hopon have great ability to locate animals
by looking at the caves or forest. They even have the ability to bring
home the animals and birds alive and domesticate them. When the
hunters come home, the respective household people wash their feet
and salute each other because they have come alive. After that they eat
food and the hunters gather at a place and cut up the killed animals.
After that they return home. One of  the most important and distinctive
symbol that characterizes this community is the bow and arrow. The
Hor Hopon use it extensively. Apart from using it for hunting, they
use it during various rituals, festivals and celebrations. During the
ceremonial cleansing after birth, the arrow is used by the midwife. In
ancient times the umbilical cord of  a new born baby was cut with the
sharp edge of  an arrow and the same arrow was placed vertically on
the head side of  the baby. During marriage ceremonies the arrow is
used too. Again bow and arrows are offered to the dead (male members
of  the community) during burials. The bow and arrow is highly
respected in the society. If  anyone by chance touches it by his feet, he
is immediately asked to bow to it. Therefore, it is impossible for the
Hor Hopon to abandon these bow and arrows as they are culturally,
emotionally and mentally attached to them (bows and arrows). 

Hor Hopon are culturally bonded by their family and kinship
relationship. There is a unique way of  showing reverences among the
community. The elders are always respected by the younger ones in the
community. The younger ones always respect their elders and bow to
them whenever they meet. In return the elders show love and care by
assuring them of  the blessings. Whenever a new member or relative
comes to the family, he is welcomed first. Then he is asked to sit and
thereafter his feet are washed. The relatives are not allowed to go without
having food. But the ways of  salutation differs among men and women.
There are distinct ways of  saluting each other or rather distinct ways
of  bowing among men and women. One of  the notable features is
that no younger member of  the community utters an elder ones name.
That is to say the elder members of  the community are not called by
their names rather they are called by village relations. The village people
maintain certain relations with each other in the village. Hence they
adhere to these relations.

In addition to that the members of  the community greet each
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other whenever they meet. They salute or bow in respect even in the
markets, on the road, marriage ceremonies or anywhere they meet. These
traditions have been there since ancient times. This indicates that the
members of  the community want to maintain peace among them. These
salutations increase their bond of  togetherness and brotherhood.

Conclusion:

As it is seen that folktales play a very important role in an
individual’s life, especially the tribal community, so it becomes a
responsibility to preserve this form or else it may extinct from one’s
identity. Folktales not only amuse people but also play a very important
role in transferring the tradition and culture of  that particular Hor
Hopon community. This study not only the folktales will be preserved
but also will get a universal platform. Apart from having a universal
platform, the standardization will provide easy accessibility to the
folktales. Further, the comparison of  Hor Hopon folktales with Western
folktales will definitely provide a common set of  values, but along
with this it will also bring forth the idea that folktales from different
culture may not impart the same set of  values, if  something is very
religious from a particular culture may be a taboo for any other culture.
This tradition and culture is richly embedded in their oral narratives.
As it is seen that Hor Hopon folktales have been studied, but there is
no classification done for this. So, to provide easy accessibility it is
very important that the Hor Hopon folktales are classified and also to
give standardization to these folktales. So this study is important.q
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Abstract:

The suffixes used to indicate various animate, inanimate things
and abstract ideas definitely, can be termed as definitives.
Definitives play an important role in Assamese language. Here
we find a large number of  definitives which can be further
divided into two broad categories, i.e.,- singular and plural.
Both these two types of  definitives have their own distinct
characteristics and accordingly they have differences in their
applications. Though an Aryan language, Assamese is
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surrounded by various non-Aryan languages which brings some
unique features to this language in the process of  its formation
and development. Assamese definitives may also be a product
of  such process.
This paper will discuss the Assamese definitives -their types,
applications and various significances.

Keywords:  suffixes, definiteness, singular, plural, inflectional,
Aryan language

1. Introduction

In Assamese, different suffixes are used to point out various
animate, inanimate things and abstract ideas definitely. All these suffixes
can be termed as definitives. The definitives may be used with nouns,
adjectives, numerals and with some pronouns.  In the second grammar
book written in Assamese, namely- Grammatical Notes on the Assamese
Language, the American Baptist Missionary Nathan Brown defined these
suffixes as ‘generic affix’. Apart from this, different Assamese linguists
use different terms to define these suffixes. Hemchandra Barua and
Debananda Bharali termed them as ‘article’, while Satyanath Borah
called them ‘a special type of  suffix’. Kaliram Medhi called them
‘particle’; Giridhar Sharma termed them as ‘suffix’ or ‘definitive suffix’.
Banikanta Kakati, in his research thesis- Assamese: Its Formation and
Development mentioned them as ‘enclitic definitives’. In his work- Structure
of  Assamese, Golockchandra Goswami, uses the term ‘definitives’ to
refer to these suffixes and classifies them into two distinct divisions.
On the basis of  their nature of  application, we shall also prefer to
term them as ‘definitives’.

2. Objectives

The objective of  the paper is to make an extensive study of  the
Assamese definitives with a view to analyse its types, applications and
various significances.

3. Methodology

This is an exploratory type of  research based on the analysis of
the language data as used by the native speakers. However, a few
grammar books were also consulted as secondary sources in order to
collect the information relevant to the study
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4. Types of  Definitives

Depending upon whether the definitives are used to refer to
singular or plural referents, the definitive affixes of  Assamese belong
to two categories- singular and plural definitives.

4.1. Singular Definitives

Singular definitives are those definitives, which give singular
meaning to the words to which they are attached. Lots of  singular
definitives are found in Assamese. Some examples of  this type of
definitives are mentioned below-
Singular definitives with nouns:

-kh n kitap-kh n ‘the book’ s ki-kh n ‘the chair’
book-def. chair-def.

-khila: pan-khila ‘the beetle’ kag s-khila ‘the piece of paper’
beetle-def. paper-def.

-tukura: mas-tukura ‘the piece of fish’ kapur-tukura ‘the piece of cloth’
fish-def. cloth-def.

-dal: r sa-dal ‘the rope’ ba h-dal ‘the bamboo’
rope-def. bamboo-def.

Singular definitives with pronouns:

-kh n: ei-kh n kitap ‘this book’ u-kh n n di  ‘that river’
this-def. book that-def. river

-z n: k n-zan ‘who one’ ei-zan ‘that one’
who-def. that-def.

Singular definitives with adjectives:

-kh n: bhal-kh n ‘the good one’ ru-kh n ‘the small one’
good-def. small-def.

-t : da r-t  ‘the big one’ b aa-t  ‘the white one’
big-def. white-def.

-z pa: kh -z pa ‘the tall one’ k t-z pa ‘the fat one’
tall-def. fat-def.
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-d kh r : b ja-d kh r ‘the bad one’ bhal-d kh r ‘the good one’
bad-def. good-def.

Singular definitives with numerals:
    -pat: e-pat r ‘one arrow’ r e-pat ‘one arrow’

one-def. arrow  arrow one-def.

    -s k l: du-s k l am ‘two pieces am du-s k l ‘the two pieces of mango’
of  mango’ two-def. mango mango two-def.

    -pah: tini-pah phul  ‘three numbers phul tini-pah ‘the three flowers’
of  flower’ three-def. flower flower three-def.

    -dal: pa s-dal ba h ‘five numbers ba h pa s-dal ‘the five bamboos’
of  bamboo’ five-def. bamboo bamboo five-def.

4.1.1. Features of  Singular Definitives

Assamese singular definitives bear some specials features. Those
can be added with noun, adjective, numeral and with all variations of
some pronouns. With a few exceptions, all definitives can be used with
all animate and inanimate things. Definitives may define the size, shape,
type, sex, manner of  the referent. When added to a word indicating
person, it may refer to respect, love, closeness, derogation. Discussing
the features of  singular definitives, G. C. Goswami mentions that the
singular definitives always convey some additional sense “whether an
object referred to is big or small, round or flat or oblong, or in bunches
or otherwise.” (Goswami, 1982: 240). A few examples of  definitives
and their contexts of  occurrence are mentioned below in tabular form-

Definitives Context of  occurrence Illustrative Examples

-z n human male, respect/polite l ra-z n p s-z n
boy-def. num-def.
‘the boy’ ‘the five (boys)’

-z ni human female, lack of  respect supali-z ni tini-z ni
girl-def. num-def.
‘the girl’ ‘the four(girls)’

non-human female kauri-z ni gai-z ni
crow-def. cow-def.
‘the crow’ ‘the cow’
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    -t inanimate, non-human g lp -t gh ra-t
male story-def. horse-def.

‘the story’ ‘the horse’

human male(impolite) manuh-t s r-t
man-def. thief-def.
‘the man’ ‘the thief ’

     -dal inanimate (round, long lathi-dal b h-dal
etc.) stick-def. bamboo-def.

‘the stick’ ‘the bamboo’

animate sap-dal k su-dal
snake-def. earthworm-def.
‘the snake’ ‘the earthworm’

human pejorative sense manuh-dal pag l-dal
man-def. mad-def.
‘the man’ ‘the mad’

-kh n inanimate, covering a s tal-kh n n i-kh n
large dimension, courtyard-def. river-def.

‘the courtyard’ ‘the river’

-kh ni inanimate, something hija-kh ni sithi- kh ni
dear heart-def. letter-def.

‘the heart’ ‘the letter’

-g raki human respectable ikkh k-g raki matri-g raki
teacher-def. mother-def.
‘the teacher’ ‘the mother’

-t pa/t pi inanimate, little amount pani-t pa/ pani-tupi sah-t pa/sah-tupi
of liquid water-def. tea-def.

‘a little water’ ‘a little tea’

-pat: inanimate, long and flat b tha-pat k r-pat
oar-def. arrow-def.
‘the oar’ ‘the arrow’

inanimate, derogative l ra-pat s pali-pat
boy-def. girl-def.
‘the boy’ ‘the girl’
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 4.2. Plural Definitives

The plural definitives give plurality as well as definiteness to the
referent. The point can be further illustrated with the help of  following
examples-

       l ra-b r gh r- l i g l
       boy-pldef. home-dat. go-past
       ‘The boys have gone home’
G. C. Goswami points out- “It should be noted that the indefinite

plural, or rather simple plurality is expressed by the nominal alone, or
by addition of  some independent nouns of  multitude meaning ‘many’,
‘more’, etc.” (Goswami, 1982: 245). In the above sentence, the word
‘l ra-b r’ not only refers to ‘many boys’, but it also means that the boys
referred here are somehow known to the speaker. Therefore, this type
of  definitives which add a plurality as well as definiteness to the referent
can be termed as plural definitives. In Assamese, plural definitives like
-b r, -bilak, - k l,-h t, -l k, -m kha are commonly used. These suffixes
may be used with noun, adjective and some pronoun words.

Plural definitives with noun:

-b r/bilak l ra-b r/bilak kitap-b r/bilak dukh-b r/bilak
boy-pldef. book-pldef. sorrow-pldef.
‘the boys’ ‘the books’ ‘sarrows‘

- k l bh k t- kRl ikkh k-’ k l
devotee-pldef. teacher-pldef.
‘the devotees’ ‘the teachers’

Plural definitives with adjective:
-bilak bhal-b r/bilak beja-b r/bilak kh -b r/bilak

good-pldef. bad-pldef. tall-pldef.
‘the good ones’ ‘the bad ones’ ‘the tall ones’

-m kha bhal-m kha k la-m kha da r-m k°a
good-pldef. black-pldef. big-plYdef.
‘the good ones’ ‘the blacks‘ ‘the big ones’

Plural definitives with pronoun:
-b r/bilak ei-b r/bilak ei-b r/bilak k n-b r/bilak

this-pldef. that-pldef. which-pldef.
‘these’ ‘those’ ‘which are’
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zi-b r/bilak z n-b r/bilak
which-pldef. which-pldef.
‘which are’ ‘which are’

4.2.1. Features of  Plural Definitives:

In comparison to the singular definitives, the use of  plural
definitives in Assamese is very limited. In contemporary Assamese
language, plural definitives are used with different words in different
ways. -bilak and - pa –these two definitives can be used with both
animate and inanimate things as well as with abstract ideas. But -l k,
- k l, -h t these three definitives are usually used with human being
only.  The suffixes - k l and -l k are used with proper or relative
noun or pronoun to refer to someone respectable. One remarkable
feature of  these plural definitives is that they can be used with both
masculine as well as feminine words. A few examples of  plural
definitives, along with their application are mentioned below in tabular
form-

Definitives Context of  occurrence Illustrative Examples
-b r animate, inanimate, manuh-b r m r m-b r

abstract man-pldef. love-pldef.
‘the men’ ‘the love’

-bilak animate, inanimate, l ra-bilak kitap bilak
abstract boy-pldef. book-pldef.

‘the boys’ ‘the books’

-l k human, with pronoun, e -l k te -l k
respectable this-pldef. that-pldef.

‘these people’ ‘those people’

- k l human, respectable bh k t- k l ai- k l
devotees-pldef. mother-pldef.
‘the devotees’ ‘the motherly women’

-h t human, closeness l ra-h t i-h t
boy-pldef. this-pldef.
‘the boys’ ‘these people’

human, referring to g ru-h t gadh -h t
animal(to scold) cow-pldef. donkey-pldef.

‘you fools’ ‘you fools’
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-m kha animate, inanimate- supali-m kha  bhat-m kha
disgusting sense, girl-pldef. ‘rich-pldef.
dislikeness ‘the girls’ ‘the rice’

5. Characteristics of  Assamese Definitives

All definitives are inflectional. Definitive does not help in deriving
a new word, but it gives extra information to the word to which it is
added. Most of  the definitives are consonant final. If  added to concrete
word, definitive may indicate the size and shape of  the referent. In
case of  a word, to which both case marker and definitive are added,
the case marker always comes after the definitive, for example-

manuh-bilak-e l ra-z n-e
man-pldef.-nom boy-def.-nom
‘by the men’ ‘by the boy’

te Þ-l k- l i manuh-z ni-l i
he-pldef.-dat. man-def.-gen
‘to them’ ‘to the women’

Assam is a homeland of  different tribes. All those tribes have
their own languages. Most of  these languages belong to the Tibeto-
Burman family. Defenitives are used in almost all Tibeto-Burman
languages like Deuri, Kachari, Karbi, Missing, Tai languages of  Assam.
Linguists like Grierson, Dr. Suniti Kumar Chattopaddhaya, Dr.
Banikanta Kakati feel that Assamese definitives may be a result of
language in contact.

6. Conclusion

From the above discussion it is clear that definitives play an
important role in Assamese language. The singular and plural definitives
have their own distinct characteristics and accordingly they have
differences in their applications. Different difinitives can bring different
meanings to a single word, for example- l rah t, l rab r, l rat ; on the
other hand a single definitive can bring difference in meaning, if  used
in different context, for example- l rah t, g ruh t.

Assamese, as an Aryan language amidst different non-Aryan
languages, has been undergoing different stages of  changes in the
process of  its formation and development. Development of  a language
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is in fact a give and take process. Assamese definitives are also product
of  such process. From that point of  view, it can be assumed that
there is immense scope for comparative study between Assamese
and different languages in contact. For that, the present study may be
helpful.  q
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and death throughout the poems, stories and parables therein.
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Introduction:

Jibran Khalil Jibran was a visionary writer who belonged to
Lebanon and migrated to America with his mother during childhood.
The book “A tear and a smile” was first published in Arabic in 1914. It
is considered as an anthology of  Jibran’s youthful writings published
in the Arabic-speaking newspaper Al-Mohajir (The Immigrant). Jibran’s
column, “Tears and Laughter,” attracted a wide attention from his
readers both in the Arab world and among the Arab literati in America.
The book is a mixture of  pain and love which is supposed to have
been inspired by his meeting with his beloved named Hala Dahir (
Sherfan 26). The reason behind the title of  the book is related to an
event of  Jibran’s school days. One day, Hala Dahir came near to him in
the school and tears were falling down from her eyes; but just after a
while she began to smile. Then Jibran asked her the reason, she
answered- “its meaning is a tear and a smile”.

Area of  research:

 The area of  research of  this article is the stories of  the book “A
tear and a smile” where the philosophy of  life, love and beauty are
displayed.

Objective:

This article would focus on the following objectives:
· To analyze the necessities of  love and beauty in human life
· To study the different stages of  human life.

Methodology:

 The article is based on descriptive and analytical study. Arabic
books are used as primary sources and translated book from Arabic to
English are used as secondary sources.

Discussion:

In the very beginning of  the book, Jibran has set forth his love
for tears: “I would not exchange the sorrows of  heart for the joys of
the multitude. And I would not have the tears that sadness makes to
flow from my every part, turn into laughter. I hope that my life remain
a tear and a smile” (Gibran 1).

Life is a journey:

 “The city of  the past” is an important story of  . Human life has
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been described as a city of  our past life. Desires flow in our life like
rivers and dreams give us the stamina to live in this world. But many
times big dreams are spoiled. Human life has different stages while the
death comes to end all tragedies of  our life. Life teaches us to walk
behind her (i.e. life) and thus we have to go ahead. “Come, for only the
coward tarries, and it is folly to look back on the City of  the Past”
(Gibran 90). A successful man never stops himself  in his life if  any
misfortune arises.

The prose poem of  the book ‘My birthday’ also reflects Jibran’s
philosophy on life and love. This prose poem was written by himself
on his twenty fifth birthday. “Much have I loved in these five and
twenty years” (Gibran 119). Love is all for human life, no person should
be deprived thereof. Jibran even loved death also because death and
life are one for him in beauty and equal in delight. He loved freedom
and happiness too. Mentioning about his passing the last twenty five
years he said that it was “falling from my life as leaves from a tree in
the path of  autumn winds” (Gibran 121).Different stages of  life are
also described in this prose poem. In childhood men play with laughing;
in youth, they walk boldly with firm step and maidens smile like flowers;
but in old age, men walk slowly with bent backs depending on the
sticks. Like the great poet John Keats, Jibran also divided the human
life into four seasons- spring, summer, autumn and winter. He teaches
us how to greet all the stages of  our life- “Greeting to Spring, which
renews the earth’s youth; to Summer, which proclaims the sun’s splendor.
Greeting to Autumn, the giver of  labour’s fruits and toil’s reward; to
Winter, which brings back in its tempests nature’s strength” (Gibran
123).At last jibran greeted his past days of  last twenty five years for
redressing his mistakes- “To the Years which reveal that which the
years have hidden. To the ages which have redressed the wrongs of
ages: Greeting” (Gibran 123).

Importance of  Beauty:

Jibran’s philosophy of  Beauty is nicely elaborated in his poem
“Song of  Beauty”. The poem shows that beauty is everything in the
world. Beauty is the source love, spirit, joy and happiness; the
imagination of  poets; the guide of  artists; the teacher of  music makers;
the glance in the eye of  a child. (Gibran 157). Beauty is lighter than a
sigh from the violet flower; mightier than the tempest. Jibran sees Beauty
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as a big truth. Another important story of  the book “The Playground
of  Life” shows that a minute thinking about Beauty and dreams of
Love is more precious than an age filled with splendor. It should be
noted here that the beauty mentioned here is not totally physical, rather
its natural and spiritual. Jibran’s love for his homeland is also very
clear in the book “A Tear and A Smile”. “I yearn toward my land for its
beauty; and I love those that dwell thereon for their weariness” (Gibran
166).

Love comes to everyone:

The story “Fantasy and Truth” also highlights Jibran’s philosophy
of  Life, Love and Beauty. The story opens with “Life carries us hither
and thither…” (Gibran 59). When beauty appears in front of  our life,
we draw our attention towards the beauty. Then love passes by our life.
Love comes to everyone’s life in a very gentle manner but people fear
to take the cup of  love. On the other hand they do evil deeds in the
name of  love (Gibran 59).

Love can change a life:

The story “The Tale of  a friend” talks about the role of  love to
correct a misguided man towards the right path. The story is of  a
youth who was known as a cruel boy for his bad deeds, he was an
enemy of  peace and he destroyed his father’s honour. After knowing
all these, Jibran used to love that youth. Sometimes love is wisdom,
other times it is justice and often it is hope. Jibran’s love for him was a
hope that its strong power would remove his all the bad habits. After a
long time Jibran received a letter from the youth inviting him to meet
a very good young man. Accepting the proposal of  the youth, he went
to his young friend and found him alone in a room reading a book.
Jibran greeted him and asked: Where then is the new friend? He replied:
“I am he, my friend, I am he” (Gibran 57). Then he clarified- “Whom
you accompanied in youth is dead, and out of  his dying I am born. I
am he, your new friend” (Gibran 57). When Jibran asked him the cause
of  his change he answered that the spirit of  love had descended upon
him and sanctified me. “A mighty love has made my heart an altar of
purity. It is woman; woman whom yesterday I reckoned a plaything of
men has delivered me from the darkness of  the pit and opened before
me the gates of  paradise and I have entered. The true woman has led
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me to the Jordan of  her love and baptized me” (Gibran 57). Thus
Jibran shows the strength of  love and which makes our life beautiful.

Difference between artificial love and pure love:

The story “A smile and a tear” shows the differences between a
rich couple and a poor couple. Love is a matter of  joy and happiness
for the rich one. When the rich boy was talking to his beloved he
mentioned about his palace, father’s precious stones etc. Love becomes
the source of  smile for them- “Smile, my loved one, even as smile the
gold in my coffers” (Gibran 22). On the other hand Love is a matter
of  patience and forbearance for the poor couple. The poor boy was
talking to his beloved and her eyes became full of  tears. The boy said
“dry your tears and be consoled, for we have made a covenant with
love….” (Gibran 23). Love is God for them as the boy said to her
“Love is God, will accept from us these tears and sighs as an
offering……”(Gibran 23). At last the couple separated. Love has
become an artificial thing for the rich couple while the same is a thing
not purchased with gold for the poor couple. Jibran prefers the love of
the poor couple. He finds purity therein.

Result of  unsuccessful love:

In a story titled “A Tale” Jibran discloses the perplexed situation
of  a youth who fell in love with a maiden. The youth was a farmer’s
son, so he blamed himself  when he came to know that the maiden was
a daughter of  a prince. But this blaming could not drive his heart away
from the ocean of  love. At last the maiden left her house and went to
the youth. When he saw her standing in front of  him, he wished to
talk, but no words came, his tears were flowing down. Then the girl
embraced him and said that she had come in secret to meet him and
forsaken her father’s glory to follow him to the very end of  the world
and to drink with him the cup of  life and death. Thus fearing from the
social system, they decided to leave this earth and committed suicide
as they believed that “Eternity is more sweet than the world for trysting-
place of  lovers.” (Gibran 9). Finally two human skeletons were found
aside from the city- on the neck of  one was necklet of  gold, and near
them both was a stone upon where it was: “Love has joined us; then
who shall put us asunder? Death has taken us; and who shall bring us
back?” (Gibran 10)
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 “Daughters of  the Sea”, another story of  the book also describes
how a youth was died as a result of  his unsuccessful love. In the depth
of  an ocean a youth’s dead body was discovered by a number of  golden-
haired daughters of  the sea. They spoke each other in search of  the
reason of  his death. When they came near to the body, they saw a letter
in his garment which made them clear that the youth died due to his
unsuccessful love. The sentence written in that letter was- “If  love
brings you not back to me in this life, then love will join me with you
in the life to come” (Gibran 19).

Conclusion:

Jibran’s philosophy of  love is very significant. He always loved
beyond himself. He said that love of  self  is the main cause of  struggle
and oppression. Jibran wants to live in the splendor of  love as well as
in the light of  beauty. If  anybody put out his eyes he would listen the
songs of  love and melodies of  beauty. If  he is deprived from listening
these then he would like to live with his spirit as he sees the spirit is the
daughter of  love and beauty. The idea of  Jibran about life, love and
beauty is indeed an attempt to establish a mystical union with beauty, a
relationship of  love and harmony through which a peaceful life can be
enjoyed.q
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1.1 Introduction:

Borderlands are geographical spaces demarcated and defined by
state boundaries, determining the political as well as spatial entity of  a
nation bearing sensitivity in different aspects i.e. security, nationality,
identity, diplomacy, governance and development etc. (Chan and
Womack). Border is one of  the politically crucial areas that have been
studied from different perceptions across the world. Taking the
borderlanders1 as the vital actor the study tries to provide holistic view
of  how state negotiates with border governance and with the life of
the borderlanders. The term border indicates the geographical
arrangement which is close to the concept of  frontier even used
interchangeably sometimes but both have differences (Chan and
Womack). The various concepts regarding border studies i.e. border,
periphery, frontier, borderland, borderlanders and its governance are
becoming crucial not only as an empirical issue but have to understand
in a conceptual framework too. Border is the end and beginning of  a
state. It acts both as territorial and geographical entity to determine the
space of  a nation. Centuries back it was something symbolic
(Mishra).There was no permanently demarcated and fixed boundary
what today the modern states have. At present, border is the marker of
a state to determine political boundary. Border has paramount influence
on as well as control over ethnicity, language, behaviour, culture, custom
and mobility within the state.

Border can be interpreted in two distinct perspectives for its
critical understanding in the life of  the borderlanders. At first it can be
looked as a source of  ample opportunities, secondly on its reverse
form it also blocks certain opportunities for the people living therein
border can be understood as the creator of  a kind of  blocked life to
the borderlanders as they experienced due to the border (Gogoi). For
simple understanding of border as there are different types of borders
like natural, cultural, political, soft and hard border2 etc. Most of  the
modern borders are politically imposed delinking the historical
connectivity. Border is regarded both as source of  security as well as
insecurity in any nation-state system (Schendel). But with the changing
time and space as the process of bordering and de-bordering is taking
place. As a result of  which globalization entails the reduction of
geographical and legal barriers to the movement of  exchanging goods
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and services, capital, technology, ideas, and culture.
North East India comprising eight states is surrounded by

Bangladesh, Bhutan, China and Myanmar. Myanmar is one of  the
important components for the success of  India’s Act East Policy. India
shares a 1643 km long border with Myanmar of  which 171 km is not
demarcated. The Northeast states of  Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur,
Meghalaya and Nagaland share the border with Myanmar which is
manned jointly by the army and Assam rifles which has 46 battalions
guarding the border(Dutta).At borderlands the governance, inter-state
relations, and development become most agile and fragile. The India-
Myanmar ties have gained interest in recent times and the study of  its
relations and borderlands has created its own planetary (Yhome).

1.2 Objective

The objective of  the paper is to visit the reality and functionalities
of  borderland along the India-Myanmar. It will reflect on the life of
the people at the periphery, their experiences, security concerns and
the significance of  the Act East Policy in the fringe space.

1.3 Area of  Research and Methodology

The paper is mainly qualitative in nature. The data is collected
through both primary as well as secondary data. The primary data was
collected through interviews and focus group discussion. The secondary
data is collected from various books, government reports, journals,
articles, newspapers, internet and all other literature available on the
above research area. The focus area of  this paper is the borderland
along India-Myanmar.

1.4 Observations in the Borderland along India-Myanmar border

Behiang is a border village along the India-Myanmar Border.
Behiang is considered as the Second gateway of  Manipur to Southeast
Asia. Khenman is a nearest border village of  Behiang in Chin state of
Myanmar along the border. The basic livelihood is agriculture. The
people of  both sides of  these border villages are connected and
interdependent on each other. Bothe the villages are separated by the
Tuivai river is regarded as the borderline for both the nations. The
border region here is a porous one. There is the political divide (border)
but this does not change nor has any impact on their relationship. The
government divided the region in the name of  territory and politics
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but could not divide the people. For the people of  Behiang and
Khenman the governments are different but not the people.

‘We are brothers and sisters and will always remain so. These
borderlines don’t exist for us, they cannot divide us. We will continue
living as we used to live earlier.’  -Village elder (March 2019, Behiang)

The people of  Khenman village depend on Behiang and
Churachandpur district for their daily needs. There was no formal
trading set up in the region. The people from Behiang buy stuff  from
Myanmar like motorbikes which are purchased illegally. Informality
does not matter to them as they do not consider it as something illegal.
Even today barter exchange prevails between them. The road condition
is very poor from Singhat to Behiang and Behiang to Khenman. The
international Tedim road passes through Behiang which is yet to meet
the standards. The road holds great importance as it connects India
and Myanmar and provides opportunities to increase socio-cultural,
economic as well as political ties of  both the countries with each other.

The life of  the borderlanders in the border region along this
India-Myanmar was inter-related and interdependent. They could move
till 16 km on both sides without any permission or documents but had
to return before 6pm to their native places. But this is rarely maintained
as they are identical and speak the same dialect which makes it hard for
the Assam rifles stationed in the region to recognise or distinguish
them from one another.

1.5 Borderland Society, State and Security

Although the village heads are one who owns and governs their
respective villages in the borderland in discussion, the state has
responsibilities towards borderlanders where the administrative
machinery has a critical role to play. The border management have
been functioning since long back although with the changing
circumstances the nature of  state and the activities of  border
management bodies have been changing. So, it is important to
understand the changing nature of  borderlands to examine the different
elements related to the idea of  border i.e. rights, security, border trade,
welfare mechanism, interdependency etc. The state of  Manipur, as the
gateway to Myanmar which will further connect India with the rest of
the South East Asian Countries brings about an added imperative for
the proper border management and security in the borderland. A
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competent border management system demands for the proper
technology and infrastructure that is capable of  handling the social,
economic as well as geopolitical challenges we face in India owing to
our vast border fronts. Understanding and harvesting the economic
benefits of  border management is a challenge today. Borderland
governance usually serves as a framework to cover both state and non-
state actors. A wide spectrum of  issues, ranging from economic
development through different forms of  cross-border exchange (such
as trade, investment, and marriage) to trans-border human flows (from
day to day interactions, borderland tourism, to migration, and human
trafficking). Border governance deals with borderland legislation and
policies that regulate cross-border activities as well as state relations
and activities (Chan and Womack).

 The approach, as employed by the government towards border
management, is categorised into four essential processes: Guarding
the borders, regulation of  the borders, development of  border areas
and constitution of  bilateral institutional mechanisms for resolving
the various disputes along and across the border and resolving conflicts
with the bordering countries(FICCI). But the difficult terrains and lack
of  proper roads, educational institutions and hospitals keep the border
areas inaccessible and underdeveloped which has resulted in the lack
of  economic opportunities makes the border population more
susceptible to illegal activities. There are several hindrances to proper
border management. The border regions lack infrastructure in terms
of  roads, industries, schools, hospitals, road communication. The region
and the population lack in awareness and means of  proper
communication. In most of  the borderland including the particular
borderland in discussion has restricted means of  livelihood mainly
because of  lack of  organised market space. The only police station in
the border village was established in June 2019. The border areas in
Manipur along India- Myanmar border specially is governed by the
Assam Rifles and on the parallel the ZRA3 (Zomi Revolutionary Army)
is active in this particular region which have the support of  the
communities residing there. Apart from ZRA there are various other
militant groups operational otherwise in the India-Myanmar borderland.
The slow pace of  development and lack of  proper investment and
implementation of  policies is also to a great extend due to insurgency
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and other security issues enveloping the region to be in the present
state. Both the countries have signed MoU for border security which
provides framework for cooperation and exchange of  information
between the security agencies of  the countries and conducting patrols
along their respective side of  the border as well as fighting insurgency,
drug and human trafficking (Yhome).

1.6 Trade, Economy and Policies

In context of  India-Myanmar policies, it is seen that Northeast
holds an important position due to its geographical proximity. The change
in security regime and The Act East Policy seeks to revive and reinvigorate
India’s relation with ASEAN as well as expand the country’s engagement
beyond the region to encompass the Koreas in the North to Australia
and New Zealand in the South, and from neighbouring Bangladesh to
Fiji and Pacific Island countries in the Far East.  ASEAN continues to
form the central pillar of  India’s Act East Policy. Myanmar, in particular,
occupies a special position in India’s Matrix of  ties with ASEAN States
(Gogoi). Northeast India became significant for India’s Act East Policy
(AEP) as it connects India with the South East Asia through Myanmar.
Myanmar shares a common land boundary with Northeast India’s four
states and together with that it also shares a long maritime boundary.
The Act East policy (AEP) can benefit Northeast India if  the region
economically integrates with the economies of  Southeast East Asia which
is crucial for the development of  Northeast.

There is a strong logic for Northeast India of  being considered
in such ‘notional attempts’ of  the policy framework- geographical
proximity and strong ethno-cultural resemblance and the ‘economic
linkages’ which existed in the pre-colonial period(Srikant).The state of
Manipur is now focusing on development and hoping that projects
including under the central government’s ‘Act East’ policy, which aims
at improving relations with the country’s eastern neighbours, will help
combat some of  the persistent challenges in the state which has been
battling inadequate amenities, drug abuse and a decades-long
insurgency(Das and Purakayastha). The state specially in the border
areas face the challenges of  poor road connectivity which might be
solved through proper implementation of  connectivity and development
projects. Much of  the border trade of  NER and Myanmar runs through
Moreh of  Manipur because of  its good infrastructural
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facility(Bhatacharya). But a border haat is proposed to be established in
Behiang for cross border trade which is expected to boost the economy
of the borderlanders and increase cross border trade and curb the issues
of  illegal transactions to a great extent. The village do not have any
immediate tradable resource if  any sort of  market is established. They
survive basically on jhum cultivation to make their ends meet. The
villagers of  Behiang are not aware of  the Look East turned Act East
Policy. The little that they have heard has the impression of  providing
employment in the region. The lack of  awareness among the borderlanders
is also because almost all of  the policy decisions are taken by the respective
governments alone without consulting with the locals.

1.7 Constraints and Projections of  the borderland

Being the most sensitive and contentious the border areas holds a
larger number of  human security issues. People cannot always move
freely, their social, economic and political rights are constricted to a great
extent. The sense of  alienation, deprivation and exclusion makes them
perpetually a vulnerable community within the nation-state. But there
are various constraints as well as prospects of  the region to flourish and
the borderlanders to be an active partner in various development activities
and improve their present condition. Various resource-based products-
mineral, agricultural, horticultural, forest resources, floriculture may be
exported. Medicinal plant based, handloom, handicrafts-based industries
have enough scope to develop and stand tall in the cross-border trade(Das
and Purakayastha).The proposal of  setting up a border haat4 in Behiang
(Manipur) along the Indo-Myanmar border may not necessarily lead to
the improvement in cross border trade. The development of  the transport
and communication infrastructure of  these areas has to be realised first.
Also, at present the borderlanders do not have any tradable products to
exchange in the border haats without which the borderlanders will become
mere actors without benefitting much from the border trade carried out
in the border haats if  established. Poor infrastructural connectivity and
numerous restrictions on the part of  the government at border points
has in a way let the informal-trade5 in most of  the border points along
different international borderlands despite various steps taken by the
government to contain it which needs more serious action from the
government. The road connectivity is the main concern for the security
personnel’s in these border areas. Besides hindrance in day to day
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communication, the only road from Singhat division to Behiang is in a
wretched condition which might act as a major drawback during security
emergencies which is also considered to be the international road to
Myanmar.

‘Leave aside normal daily commutations, in case of  any national
emergency or immediate security concern in this region, we have to
fight all by ourselves. Any kind of  assistance by road will take a
long time and it will not be smooth.’
-Security Personnel6 (March 2019, India-Myanmar border)

The roads are in wretched condition for communication especially
in the rainy season. This part of  the border is open and porous one
and the borderlanders are against any proposal of  sealing the border in
Manipur unlike the Indo-Bangladesh border. In case of  Indo-
Bangladesh border villages, the fencing along the border is seen as a
blessing to the Indian people as it has resulted in the blockage of  free
movement of  people from both countries which stopped the loot and
thefts in the border villages of  India reportedly done by the Bangladeshi
nationals. Policy makers and the government should give importance
to the opinions of  people living in the border village before the
imposition of  any new government policies.

1.8 Conclusion

The life in the borderland dwells in the periphery7 dealing with
various issues from livelihood to development, to security and peace in
the region which makes it distinctive from the rest of  the land of  any
state. The development of  trade and commerce in North east, in general,
and Manipur in particular along India-Myanmar border, cannot succeed
without addressing the issues of  growing ‘militarism’ and various conflicts
in the region.The issues of  security, connectivity, etc all are interlinked
and the interplay of  all these can be seen in the border region (Yhome).The
policies meant for borderlands do not produce desired results due to
lack of  proper implementation and support among the various stalk
holders of  the region. But the main concern in present times is how the
proposed development initiatives will bring benefit to the local people
of  the village is still not figured out. The benefits of  infrastructural
developments like roads, ICP88Integrated check post is a trade centre for
facilitation of  bilateral trade and movement of  passengers between two
bordering countries.q
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Notes:

1 The term Borderlanders refers to the population living in border regions.
2 Soft border refers to borders without any concrete form of  demarcation

whereas Hard border refers to the borders having concrete border
demarcation like border walls, border fencings etc.

3 An armed Zomi nationalist insurgent group formed in 1997.
4 border market, mainly periodic markets
5 The trade that is not legal or formal, one that is not on record.
6 In conversation with anonymous border security personnel at the security

gate between Behiang (India) and Khenman (Myanmar).
7 edge of  the boundary or the outward bounds distinguished from its

internal regions or center.
8 Integrated check post is a trade centre for facilitation of  bilateral trade

and movement of  passengers between two bordering countries.
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Abstract

Migration is a natural phenomenon and it is common
everywhere in the globe. However, migration or immigration
of  culturally different people who have distinct religio-
linguistic identity might pose serious threat to the host country.
Such type of  situation arises in Assam. Migration of  people
from erstwhile East Bengal/East Pakistan and present day
Bangladesh has already exceeded the limit. The population of
Assam increases rapidly; Muslims became majority in nine
districts of  Assam and Bengali speakers pose threat to the
linguistic identity of  Assam. However, this problem has failed
to get adequate attention from the political parties. They just
try to keep the problem for their own vested interest.
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1. Introduction:

Assam is an important state of  India and receiving hordes of
people since time immemorial. Assam has sheltering both internal as
well as external migration from neighbouring countries. According to
the Census Report of  2001, out of  5.1 million persons 3 million were
from Bangladesh; 0.9 million from Pakistan; 0.5 million from Nepal
and 0.1 million from Sri Lanka. However, maximum grievances were
seen against the immigrants from East Pakistan (present Bangladesh).
Census figure suggests over 30 per cent increase of  Muslim population
in Assam after 1951. On the other hand Hindu population in the state
was recorded decrease from 72.51 per cent in 1971 to 67.13 percent in
1991. Since late 1920s, the Assamese sentiment against immigration
assumed a more dangerous turn and in the post-independence period
it gradually became one of  the most powerful political issues in the
state leading to constant tension and periodic violence and bloodshed.

Scholars like Bhattacherjee and Goswami (1985), Chabra (1992),
Deka (2011), De (2005) studies movement of  people from Bangladesh
to Assam and its effects on overall life of  Assam. However, except
some elaborate studies made by persons like Bhattacharya (2001), Das
(2016), Nandy (2005), there are little systematic study on the extent of
the problem of  illegal migration from Bangladesh to Assam. Some
authors like Dasgupta (2000), Guha (1980), Dass (1980) feel that the
extent of  illegal migration from Bangladesh to Assam and other north
eastern states are grossly exaggerated and sometimes denied the matter
of  Assamese fear for losing identity in their own homeland. But, the
reality is that Assam experienced high growth rate of  population in the
post-independent period and illegal migration from neighbouring
countries are a contributory factor in this regard. At the same time,
there was no consensus on the total number of  illegal migrants staying
in Assam. Samadar (1999: 204) termed it as politics of  ‘numbers game’.

2. Objectives:

The main objectives of  the paper is to highlight how the political
parties and leaders of  both sending and receiving countries complicated
the immigrant problem of  Assam (especially from erstwhile East
Pakistan/present day Bangladesh) for their own vested interest in both
the colonial and post-colonial period. Similarly, some political parties
likely to use immigrants as vote bank for winning elections in the state.
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3. Methodology:

Methodology of  the paper is both historical and analytical. Both
primary and secondary sources are use. Primary sources has been
consulted from State Archives, Dispur; Assam Secretariat Library,
Dispur; Dept. of  Home (Political-B), Govt. of  Assam.

4.  Immigration politics Colonial period:

In post-1826 period, the British colonialist encouraged large
scale migration of  Bengali speaking people from East Bengal (to work
in tea garden and assist them in administration) into Lower Assam for
putting virgin land under cultivation. This was the beginning only. In
1905 Lord Curzon merged Assam with the new Muslim majority
province of  East Bengal. This time the Assamese people protest
vehemently for fear of  losing their identity. But most dangerous
development of  colonisation of  Assam by immigrant Muslims was
happened during the Ministry of  Muslim League under Mohammad
Sadullah in the late 1930’s. He made concerted effort to encourage the
migration of  Bengali Muslims into Assam for political reasons. Lord
Wavell, the Viceroy of  India, wrote in the Viceroy’s Journal, (December
22, 1943) “...The chief  political problem is the desire of  Muslim
Ministers of  Assam to increase the immigrants into uncultivated lands
in Assam under the slogan of  ‘Grow more food’ but what really is to
‘Grow more Muslims” and ultimately demanded inclusion of  Assam
in Pakistan. During the period 1939-1941, Saadullah led coalition
government allotted one lakh bighas of  land in Assam valley for the
settlement of  East Bengal immigrants (Bhuyan and De 1999: 262).

C.S.Mullan (1931), the Census Superintendent, feared that “the
outcome of  this unbridled immigration would wipe out the Assamese
race and culture more conclusively than the invasions hundred years
ago.” In 1951, the Census Superintendent also expressed the same
feelings. Fearing the possibility of  any untoward incident, Line System
was formulated in 1916 initially in the district of  Nagaon and sub-
division of  Barpeta with a view to compelling the migrants to settle in
‘segregated localities’.1 To protect the indigenous inhabitants of  Assam,
the Congress led Coalition government prohibited further settlement
of  immigrants who came after 1st January 1938. In the next year Sir
Saadullah raised voice for abolition of  Line System to encourage
settlement of  new Muslim immigrants.
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The All India Muslim League opposed eviction of  immigrant
settlement areas by Congress led government of  Assam under Gopinath
Bordoloi in 1946. The League deputed Abdul Hamid Khan popularly
known as Maulana Bhasani to execute the Muslim League’s plan to
turn the non-Muslim majority state of  Assam into Muslim majority
state. Mohammad Ali Jinnah also supported the plan of  the League
for inclusion of  Assam with Pakistan. The central leadership of  the
Congress party had willy-nilly give up its claim over Assam. But
Gopinath Bordoloi had left no stone unturned to save Assam from
greedy eyes of  Jinnah and win support of  Mahatma Gandhi whose
intervention ultimately save Assam from merge with Pakistan.

5. Immigration Politics in Post-colonial Period:

I. Question of  Lebensraum and Exit Permit:

Term Lebensraum was popularly used by the Nazi Germany in
the early part of  the 20th century which literally means ‘living place’
and became the plea for Germany’s policy of  expansion.2 In Bangladesh,
reference for lebensraum was found in an article entitled ‘The Question
of  Lebensraum’ written by Sadiq Khan, an intellectual of  Bangladesh.
The article was published in the Holiday, a Dacca based weekly, on
October 18, 1991. In this article, the author raised the concern for
extra living place to meet up the excess population of  Bangladesh. In
the words of  Sadiq Khan:

“The question of  lebensraum or living space for the people of
Bangladesh has yet been raised as a moot point. All projections however
clearly indicate that by the next decade, that is to say by the first decade
of  the 21st century, Bangladesh will face a serious crisis of  lebensraum.
No possible performance of  population planning, actual or hypothetical
significantly alters that prediction.”3

Perhaps Sadiq Khan considered that the extra living place for
exceed population of  Bangladesh will be provided by India’s north
east (essentially Assam). Similar view was also expressed by Abdul
Momin, former Foreign Secretary and Bangladesh’s first Ambassador
to China on November 22, November, 1991. He said that:

“The runway population growth in Bangladesh resulting in
suffocating density of  population in a territorially small country, presents
a nightmarish picture. If  we in Bangladesh ingratiate ourselves with
the hill tribes within our borders, our bulging population might find a
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welcome in adjacent land inhabited by kindred peoples.”4

Like the intellectuals of  Bangladesh, the political leaders had
also long agenda to extend its boundary upto Assam. Mujib-ur-Rahman,
architect of  Bangladesh, once said that:

“Eastern Bengal must have sufficient land for its huge population
and Assam will give it a full scope for expansion because Assam has
abundant forest, mineral resource, coal, petroleum etc” (Barpuzari

1998: 49).

According to Col. Ved Prakash the plan of  Bangladesh was
simple. They first swamp the land with their migrant population and
then transformed the demographic balance in favour of  the Muslims.
Now, the districts of  lower Assam are dominated mostly by old and
new Muslim immigrants from Bangladesh. According to him this trend
has resulted in the fleeing of  majority community from villages to the
urban centres (Prakash 2007: 776).

Some countries also followed the policy of  importing and
exporting migrants. Countries like China, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Sri Lanka, Philippines, South Korea, Vietnam and Egypt are ‘promoting
the export of  migrant workers’ (Hugo 1995: 261-287). as a part of
government sponsored programme ‘to acquire foreign exchange, reduce
unemployment and develop skills’ (Massey 1999:311). Similarly, West
Germany (now a day’s Germany) and other European countries
imported labour from labour surplus countries during 1960s and early
1970s under ‘guest workers’ scheme and United States admitted
temporary labour from Mexico under bracero programme which
continued until 1964. However, ‘exit-permit’ (Samadar 2005: 45)5

issued by Bangladesh authorities in 1974 was unique in nature. Under
this system, Bangladesh issued exit notices to those persons who were
supposed to be Indian nationals and came to Bangladesh immediately
after the liberation of  Dacca in December 1971 and did not leave the
country. As a result the refugees had entered India on the plea that
they held exit permits duly issued by the Foreign Registration Office,
Khulna. However, such permits were not valid after September, 1972
when visa and passport were introduced for travel between India and
Bangladesh. In actual practice the so-called exit-permit was a “well-
calculated political trick” (De 2005: 48) of  Bangladesh to push some
of  her Muslim nationals into India. In fact, by issuing of  exit- permit,
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Bangladesh raised counter claim that not only the Bangladeshi citizens
overstayed in India (nearly sixty thousand) but the Indians also
overstayed in Bangladesh. While the Hindus were little interested to
take the plea of  exit permit to leave Bangladesh, the Muslims had
shown greater interest and submitted petitions to their government to
issue them exit permit.  The issue of  exit-permit by Bangladesh
government in stealthy manner was highly criticised in some Indian
newspapers in 1975. By citing the reference of the statement of Minister
for External Affairs, Govt. of  India made in the Parliament the Editorial
of The Statesman on January 19, 1979 reported that number of  illegal
migrants entered from Bangladesh during April to December 1974
was 15,278; 38,445 in 1975; and 7,014 in 1976.6 Total numbers of
illegal migrants from 1974 to 1976 was 60,737. For Bangladesh, they
were Indian nationals overstaying in Bangladesh’ (De 2005: 49). Even
Amina Mohsin of  Dhaka University mentioned migration as a normal
and natural phenomenon which cannot be stopped except evolving
ways to legitimise it today.

In fact, Bangladesh came out as a sovereign nation after liberation
war against Pakistan with the help of  Indian Army in 1971. Instead of
being grateful to India, Bangladesh continued the policy of  Muslim
infiltration into West Bengal, Assam and other North Eastern states.
Bangladesh’s motive for the large scale infiltration was population
pressure and search for living place. It is alleged that Bangladesh
government encouraging insurgent activities in India’s North-East.
Providing asylum and training facilities to Indian insurgent outfits and
the facilitation of  ISI and Al Qaeda collaboration with such insurgent
outfits, speak of  more evil expansionist ambitions in this region. In
fact, they want to establish an Islamic country in India’s North-East,
and the project is moving forward relentlessly because of  India’s weak
response to such situations that pose a threat to the country’s security
and integrity. However, there is no evidence to prove Bangladesh
encouraging population movement. At the same time they have made
no attempt to prevent it. Even Bangladesh authority frequently asserted
that no Bangladeshi is illegally living in India.

II. Vote Bank Politics:
Critics have accused that independent India’s governments are

lenient towards immigrants due to their growing influence as vote bank.
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A comprehensive scheme for detection and deportation of  the migrants
was important. But the party in power, namely the Congress (I), sought
to legitimize the infiltrators as they became a determining factor in
election. Deva Kanta Baruah once said “So long as Alis (Muslims) and
coolies (tea tribes) are with the Congress party, it did not care for anybody”
(Shukla 1980: 20). Sometimes, the political parties demanded for
inclusion of  the names of  migrants without questioning and
determining the citizenship status. An honest and impartial move to
scrutiny by concerned officials and protests by political parties were
immediately ascribed to communal bias and denial of  justice to the
minorities (i.e. Muslims). Any attempt to delete the names of  illegal
immigrants from the rolls and their subsequent expulsion from India
raises ever louder cry in name of  ‘‘protection of  minorities’ rights”.
But what types of  minorities they called were only minority from the
erstwhile East Pakistan, now Bangladesh.

Census figure, public opinion, the Home Ministry Reports and
other authentic sources always claim that illegal migrations continued
unabated either ignoring government machinery or kept the matter
under suppression. In contrary to the decision of  the Central leadership,
Gopinath Bordoloi, first Chief  Minister of  Assam, championed the
cause of  Assam against incessant immigration from East Pakistan. In
reply to the instruction of  Jawaharlal Nehru, then Prime Minister of
India, that Centre’s assistance to Assam was depended upon the
assistance it received for the rehabilitation of  refugees, Bordoloi
mentioned that cultivable land in Assam was extremely limited, and it
was necessary to meet the demands of  the landless peasants and also
of  the victims in floods in the previous two years.7  Bordoloi also
informed to Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, then Union Home Minister, that
Assam had already rehabilitated one lakh refugees in addition to one
lakh twenty five thousand earlier.8

In 1962, Prevention of  Infiltration from Pakistan (PIP) scheme
was introduced not only to check but also deport infiltrators from
Assam. The Government of  Assam under the leadership of  Congress
Chief  Minister Bimala Prasad Chaliha launched vigorous campaign to
deport the immigrants through PIP scheme who settled in Assam since
January 1951. He even disregarded Prime Minister Nehrus’ plea to go
slow on the issue. Nehru wanted that Bimala Prasad Chaliha, then
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Chief  Minister of  Assam, should go slow on deportations and even
stop deportation of  infiltrators initiative. However, Chaliha disregarded
it. He replied that the problem of  infiltrators was too critical and it
would jeopardise the demography and culture of  Assam permanently
(Hazarika 2000: 60). Even them Home Minister appealed him to
slow down the implementation of  PIP on the cry of  harassment of
the minorities by Jamiat-e-Ulema-e Hind and strong opposition of  his
Cabinet Ministers like Fakharuddin Ali Ahmed and Moinul Haque
Chaudhury. The relaxation of  the scheme under two Chief  Ministers
of  Assam namely Golap Borbora and Jogen Hazarika and the
appeasement policy consistently followed by the party in power
accelerated the process of  infiltration and multiplied the vote bank of
the Congress (Singh 1984: 103).

In 1979 historic Assam Movement was started on the plea of
revision of  electoral rolls in Mangaldoi Parliamentary Constituency.
The electoral rolls were revised and in the process a large number of
foreigners were detected. Objections were raised against 45,000 out
of  70,000 who were declared foreigners by competent courts. Since
1973, the ASSU had been demanding detection and removal of  names
of  foreigners from voters’ lists. But the Muslim Ministers like Zahirul
Islam and A.F. Golam Osmani opposed it. In a critical situation,
N.Sanjiva Reddy, then President of  India, declared a fresh general
election. Earlier S.L. Shakdher, then Chief  Election Commissioner of
India, in 1978 mentioned that the foreign nationals constituted a sizeable
number of  populations and one day the state would be overloaded by
the foreign nationals. For him, the problem was aggravated by the
political parties and they were attempted to include the ‘names of  such
migrants’ in the electoral rolls ‘without even questioning and properly
determining their citizenship status.’ However, in latter period, S.L.
Shakdher had change his earlier stand and instructed to all state
governments not to eliminate any voter from the rolls on the ground
‘the process of  establishing citizenship is time consuming.’

The All Assam Student Union (AASU), on the other hand,
declared no revision, no election. They demanded detection, deletion
and deportation of  the foreigners prior to the election for 14 Lok
Sabha seats in Assam. In this process the ASSU had got solid support
from All Asom Gana Sangram Parishad (AAGSP), with its constituents
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Asom Sahitya Sabha, Asom Jatiyatabadi Dal (AJD), and Purbanchaliya Lok
Parishad (PLP). The AASU-AAGSP led Assam Movement completely
paralysed the administrative machinery of  Assam for six years. To
normalise the situation the Central Government initiated not less than
twenty seven rounds of  talks with the movement leadership at various
level. On the foreigners issue the AASU-AAGSP started discussions
with the Prime Minister and the Home Minister in Delhi on 2-5
February, 1980. The Centre agreed that the names of  the foreigners
must be removed from electoral rolls for holding any election in Assam.
But problem arose on the cut-off  date. While the AASSU-AAGSP
agreed to accept all the foreigners that entered Assam in between 1951-
61, the centre wanted to have March 25, 1971. Similarly, the movement
leaders made suggestion for electoral rolls of  1952 instead of  National
Certificate of  1951 as the basis for deleting the names foreign nationals.
They were agreeable to share an equitable burden of  pre-1971 migrants,
but unwilling to distinguish between infiltrators on the basis of  religion
(Singh 1984: 66). But the Govt. of  India expressed its reluctance to
uproot those who had permanent habitation on Indian soil, and on
this issue deadlock continued.

It was alleged that the Congress (I) was entirely depended on the
support of  foreigners and therefore stood against the movement. In
March 1980, the All Assam Minority Students Union (AAMSU) was
formed to protect the interests of  the minorities and on May 28, 1980
they organised mass rallies at Barpeta and Howly of  Assam. Since
earlier period the Communist Party of  India (M) stood against the
Assam Movement. The CPI (M) having strong support based in West
Bengal feared apart from the loss of  minority votes, the migrants were
likely to be sent to West Bengal where their resettlement would create
a serious financial problem for the State Government.

Two other instances exposed pro-immigrants attitude of  the
Congress I which were the Assembly election of  1983 and enactment
of  Illegal Migrants (Determination) by Tribunal Act [IM(D)T] 1983.
While the Assembly election was held by ignoring the demand for
revision of electoral rolls and deletion of the names of foreigners
from the voter lists, the jurisdiction of  the IM(D)T was  restricted only
in Assam and it was completely different from the Foreigners Act,
1946. .
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In 1985, people of  Assam especially the Brahmaputra Valley
celebrated the victory of  signing Assam Accord that ended the six
years long Assam Movement. The erstwhile agitation leaders formed
Asom Gana Parishad, a regional political party and contested the
Assembly election held in the same year and swamped victory. But in
actual practice they could do satisfactory regarding deportation of
immigrants from Assam. If  Hiteswar Saikia, then Chief  Minister of
Assam and who opposed Assam Movement, had the problem of  finding
legitimacy in the ethnic Assamese, AGP leadership had a similar problem
in minority pockets of  Goalpara, Dhubri and the Barak Valley districts
of  Cachar and Karimganj.9 Similarly, the United Minority Front (UMF),
a party formed to protect the minorities under the leadership of  Golam
Osmani threatened to launch a movement in minority areas to prevent
the implementation of  the Assam Accord. As a result the AGP
government was bound to conciliation with the minorities and declared
that ‘Those who had voted for us already belong to us. Now we have
to reach out to other Indian citizens who have doubts about our
intentions.’ In fact, Bhirgu Kumar Phukan, then Home Minister of
Assam, wanted to expedite the process of  detection and deportation
of  illegal immigrants from Assam. For him it was the ‘only reason we
came to power, we just cannot afford to fail the people.’ But others
feared that any attempt at deportation of  the aliens or eviction of  the
encroachers would give rise to violence and would create law and order
problem. Therefore, AGP had to slow down the process of
implementation of  the Assam Accord. No satisfactory attempt was
made to repeal the IM(D)T Act. However, AGP reasonably said that
the Act had been deliberately designed not to deport but to strengthening
the Bangladeshi immigrants vote bank to Congress (I). The border
fence which was assured in the Assam Accord had been suspended,
the construction of  road and fence along border was abandoned, and
failed to provide additional force that had been promised to detect
foreigners.10 In fact, until March 1988 out of  3,442 detected foreigners
only 156 were actually deported to Bangladesh.

In 1991, the Congress (I) led government was formed in Assam
with Hiteswar Saikia as Chief  Minister. He made a statement in the
Assam Assembly that in a single year, thirty lakhs Bangladeshi infiltrators
had entered Assam. But at the threatening of  Muslim Forum he had
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withdrawn his statement: “that there is not a single foreigner in
Assam.”11 Since then he had been following the appeasement policy to
winning the religious minorities and opening up riverine (char) areas,
forests and tribal belts for immigrants and legitimised them by issuing
pattas.

In fact, the political parties are not serious enough in solving the
immigration issue in Assam and they wanted to keep it alive for winning
election. In 2001, AGP made alliance with the CPI (M) to contest
Assembly election. The former was born out of  the anti-foreigner
movement while the latter opposed any movement against Bangladeshi
immigrants or the IM(D)T Act. Again in 2006, to protect the interest
of minorities (mostly Bangladeshi), the All India United Democratic
Front (AIUDF) was formed. The party has commanding influence in
about 40 out of  126 Assembly constituencies of  Assam. So, except
the Bharatiya Janata Party, all the political parties were trying to winning
support of  minorities for electoral alliance. The political parties also
played politics over repeal of  the IM(D)T Act, 1983. While the AGP
and BJP had demand for its immediate repeal, the Congress (I) opposed
in fear of  losing their support in minority pockets. In a Cabinet meeting
held on June 28, 2001, it was resolved that the affidavits submitted by
the BJP led National Democratic Alliance government “does not reflect
the correct position of  law and hence a new affidavit is required to be
filled. The State Government is of  the opinion that the IM(D)T Act is
constitutional and there is no question of  either repeal or striking down
of  the Act.”12 The Congress (I) Party was of  the opinion that the IM(D)T
Act was promulgated to save the genuine citizens from undue
harassment in the name of detection of foreigners and therefore the
“Congress party is committed to oppose any move to repeal the Act.”
In contrast the BJP led NDA government was of  the opinion that
exceptional operation of  the IM(D)T Act in Assam gave the illegal
migrants in Assam ‘preferential protection’ in the matter of  ‘citizenship
of  India.’ Tarun Gogoi, then Chief  Minister of  Assam, defended
IM(D)T Act on the plea that it had save many genuine Indian citizens
from harassment.13 Politics on IM(D)T Act was continued even after
the Supreme Court repealed it on July 12, 2005 by declared it as ‘ultra
vires’. The AAMSU warned state wide agitation unless similar law in
substance to the obsolete IM(D)T Act enacted to protect the genuine
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Indian citizens. They observed a 24 hour Assam bandh on July 15,
2005 in protest of  the Court verdict. Other minority organizations like
Jamiat-Ulema-e-Hind and the United Minority Front also vehemently
protest against repeal of  the IM(D)T Act. They even demanded the
resignation of  Tarun Gogoi, then Chief  Minister of  Assam, and warned
that an alternate law in place of  repealed IM(D)T Act should be enacted
otherwise Congress will suffer heavily in the forthcoming assembly
election. The repeal of  IM(D)T Act placed the Congress (I) led UPA
Government in the Centre as well as in Assam in a very uncomfortable
position. To placate the dissatisfied minorities, the Congress (I) led
United Progressive Alliance Govt. issued necessary notifications on
February 10, 2006 regarding the Foreigners (Tribunals) Amendment
Order 2006 and the Foreigners (Tribunals for Assam) Order 2006. A
post-poll survey reveals that majority Hindus supported the repeal of
the IM(D)T Act, while Muslims especially the Bengali speaking Muslim
opposed it (Table I and Table II).

Table: I

Views on Scrapping the IM(D)T Act

Communities Agree Disagree

All 73 23
Assamese speaking Hindu 86 10
Bengali speaking Hindu 80 16
Assamese speaking Muslim 52 47
Bengali speaking Muslim 26 72

Original source: Yogendra Yadav and Sanjay Kumar, “An election

too close to call,” The Hindu, (April 06, 2006) (Roy 2014: 120).

Table: II

Community wise Preference for Political Parties

Communities Congress AGP BJP Others

Assamese speaking Hindus 27 34 11 28
Bengali speaking Hindus 27 18 32 23
Assamese speaking Muslims 35 17 03 45
Bengali speaking Muslims 38 11 01 50
Scheduled Tribes 18 25 20 37

(Roy 2014: 121)
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III. Immigration and Hindu Radical Parties:
Since the late 1980s the Bharatiya Janata Party was seen vocal in

immigration issue and criticised the Indian National Congress
government as ‘pandering’ to Muslims. In 1980s the BJP and associated
Hindu nationalist organizations such as Viswa Hindu Parishad (VHP)
and the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) repeatedly drew attention
to the cross border movements of  Bangladeshis to India. In response
to the statement of  former Union Home Minister Indrajit Gupta on 6
May 1997 that there were 10 million undocumented immigrants, largely
from Bangladesh, residing India,14 Uma Bharati, a member of Sangh
Parivar, told the house that the Indian government had failed to take
effective steps to check the entry of  Bangladeshi citizens.15 In fact, the
BJP actually brings the security and threat aspect of  illegal migration
into limelight in India or in Assam.  BJP and other Hindu radical parties
condemned the Congress and parties originated from immigrants
Muslims for patronising illegal Muslim migrants from Bangladesh
for winning elections. In fact, the BJP has been trying to construct a
base in Assam prior to the Assembly poll in 1991. The BJP leadership
knows it well that the politics of  Assam has been revolving around
the foreigners issue since 1970s and so they made it as their motto to
gain support in Assam. Though the BJP did not get a single seat in
the Assembly election held in 1985, it became successful to won 10
seats by contesting in 48 out of  126 seats in 1991 with 16.68 percent
of  vote sharing.16 In 1996, the BJP won only four seats out of  117
seats contested. They did not get a single seat in the Brahmaputra
valley.17  In 1996, BJP won only two Lok Sabha seats out of  14 seats
in Assam. In the political discourse, the BJP identified the Bengali
Muslim immigrants as threat and accused the Congress party as their
protector. So, the BJP emphatically promised to free Assam from
illegal migration. However, as propagator of  Hindutatvadi ideology,
the BJP leadership are comparatively soft towards the Hindu illegal
migrants (consider them as refugees and stateless people). At this
time the AGP had also lost support among the Assamese masses and
people expressed suspicion regarding strong policy initiative by the
Congress against illegal migrants in Assam. It led to the belief  that
BJP was the only party capable of  dealing with the illegal migrants in
Assam. Since then ‘illegal Bangladeshi migrants’ issue has gain wide
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circulation in electoral politics of  the Hindu nationalists. In fact, the
BJP and other Hindu nationalist party nationalized the issue of  illegal
migration from Bangladesh and prepare the ground for modified
policy against so-called ‘infiltrators’ and ‘stateless people.’ In other
words, the BJP mobilized ‘vote bank’ politics that sought to transform
all Hindu voters into one gigantic ‘vote bank’ for Hindutva rule
(Shamshad 2017:179). Their sympathy to the Hindu refugees proved
once again when they passed Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019 to
give citizenship rights all those refugees who entered India before
December 31, 2014.

6. Conclusion and Suggestion:
The problem of  immigration in Assam is still remaining unsolved

as earlier due to law makers and politicians’ apathy to solved the issue.
They have vested interest and would like to alive the problem for their
sinister motives of  winning election. The mindset of  the politicians
must be changed and they should first think about security of  country
than political career and party interest.

The problem of  immigration is related with detection, dispersal
and deportation. It cannot be solved only by a state or central
government alone. It is possible through the joint efforts of  both the
Central and State Governments with cooperation of  the people. A
sincere and honest effort is required on the part of  Governments to
tackle the problem effectively.

Immigration is not the problem of  Assam or West Bengal
alone, it is a national problem. So, the state having high concentration
of  immigrants may be relieved by distribution of  immigrants among
the states depending upon the situation. A large scale deportation
of  foreigners would produce not only country wide reaction, but
international complications. There is hardly any solution at present
other than co-existence with those legalised citizens under the Assam
Accord. The protection of  Indian citizens irrespective of  religion
and linguistic differences should be the only objective of  the
detection and deportation. So there could be any doubt of
discrimination and harassment of the minorities based on religion
and language. For the protection of  genuine citizens of  India, the
newly regularised citizens should come forward to free the country
from fresh illegal migrants.q
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Notes:
1 Under the Line System lands were divided into three categories- i.

Open to migrants, ii. Close to migrants, and  iii.  where a line was
drawn only where they could settle one side of  it.

2 Lebensraum-Dictionary Defection: Vocabulary.com http://
www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/ lebensraum. Retrived December
18, 2017.

3 Vide Dhirendra Nath Bezbaruah, “Illegal Migration from
Bangladesh,” in Illegal Migration from Bangladesh, ed. B.B. Kumar (New
Delhi: Concept Publishing, 2006), 51.

4 Vide Abdul Momin, “Lebensraum for Bangladeshis,” The Holiday,
November 22, 1991.

5 Also see Sibopada De, Illegal Migrants and the North-East, (New Delhi:
Anamika Publishers, 2005), 45.

6 Editorial, “Unending Influx,”  The Statesman, January19, 1979.
7 Nehru to Bordoloi, 18th May 1949, cited in N.K. Barooah, Gopinath

Bordoloi, Guwahati, 1990, p.31.
8 Ibid. Bordoloi to Nehru, New Delhi, 29th May, 1949. Sardar Patel

was also furious against Bishnuram Medhi, Assam Revenue Minister,
when the latter planned allocation of  surplus lands in violation of
Centre’s directives, 50:50 between the local landless and refugees.
Defending Medhi SardarPatel was told by Bordoloi that the Revenue
Minister had acted strictly in conformity with Land Acquisition
and Requisition Acts passed prior to the question of  allotment of
land to the refugees. Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Correspondence, IX, 207-
209, 211.

9 Gupta, Youthful Take Over, India Today, 15 January 1986, 36f.
10 Menon, Failed Accord, India Today, 31 October 1987.
11 The Sentinel, 6 August 1994.
12 Sarbananda Sonowal v. Union of  India. WP(C) 131, 2000 (The

Supreme Court of  India July 12, 2005). SCC Online Web
Edition: https://www.scconline.comAccessed March 3, 2017,
Para 8:18.

13 Summary of  the Tripartite Meeting held on May 05, 2005.
14 Times of  India, 7 May 1997.
15 ‘Ten million foreign nationals staying in India.” The Hindu, May 7,

1997.
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16 BJP won the assembly seats of  Ratabari (SC), Ptharkandi, Karimganj
(North), Karimganj (South), Hailakandi, Silchar, Sonai, Dholai (SC),
Katigora (all are in Barak Valley) and Dhubri. However, the BJP
failed to win a single seat in Assam where ethnic Assamese are
majority. Statistical Report on General Election, 1991 to the
Legislative Assembly of  Assam, (New Delhi: Election Commission
of India).

17 In 1996, BJP won the Assembly seats of  Ratabari, Patharkandi,
Silchar and Katigara. Vide Statistical Report on General Election,
1996 to the Legislative Assembly of  Assam, (New Delhi: Election
Commission of India).
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Abstract

Nature always provides bounty for our living and wellbeing to
us. From the beginning, humanity has been chiefly depended
upon nature for their survival and upbringing. Owing to the
unprecedented population growth, unwise use non-renewable
resources, speedy advancement of  science, technology and
ultra-modern living chic, etc., the natural environment across
the globe is decrementing its quality day by day, particularly in
last 60 years. As a result, erratic behaviour of  nature has been
seen more in the recent decades in different parts of  the world.
It is the fact that without a balanced natural environment, no
lives would be survived comfortably in the planet earth. Hence,
the concern of  protection and conservation of  the natural
environment has come up. In this regards women are more
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advanced than men. They are also closer to nature. Since the
initiation of  Ecofeminism in 1974, ecofaminists viz. Rachel
Carson, Mei Na, Vandana Shiva, Afrida Akhter, Wangari Muta
Maathai, Maria Cherkasova and many others have tried to
advocate and protect the nature particularly for the sake of
humanity. In the present study highlights the state of  nature
and ecofeminism, the relationship between nature and women
and also the role of  women in nature conservation and
protection.

Keywords: Nature, Ecofeminism, Women, Oppression,
Conservation

Introduction

God creates human beings to see, touch, feel and realize His
creation. He made heavens, earth, day and night, and all the biotic and
abiotic on our planet for a purpose. But probably His best creation is
the human beings. We are the greatest achievements of  our Creator’s.
He creates us not only to experience the nature but also protect and
uphold it too. Hence, we have a purpose to live in. Our existence does
not end with death, and the ultimate destiny is not to rule the universe
also. Our mother earth is the home of  millions and millions of  lives and
we all are cordially and interdependently living here in the past hundreds
and thousands of  years. Human civilization begins with the interaction
with nature in physical, intellectual and ethical way. Today in the world
of  design scientists, academia, politicians, businessmen, etc. are
becoming aware of  the critical importance of  nature and also
recognizing the value of  the environment, biodiversity and biosphere.
Hence, the importance of  nature is increasing for us day by day.

Objectives

i) To understand the state of  nature and ecofeminism.
ii) To highlights the relationship between women and nature.
iii) To know the role of  women in conservation of  nature in

context of ecofeminism.

Methodology

The study is mostly based on the secondary sources data. The
data were collected from the books, documents and reports from the
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government, private offices and agencies. However, personal interviews
were also conducted to know the perception of  women on the
environment and their relation to it. The open-source e-resources have
also been used for this purpose. Finally, data on various aspects are
discussed to find out the answer of  objectives of  the study.

Observations and Discussion

Nature is closely associated with the ethics.  Although the ethical
question is the prime concern of  philosophical and theological
traditions throughout history, but the investigations into ethics and the
relationship between nature and humanity become more complex in
the modern era due to the advancement of  science and technology.
Indian society is also primarily based on ethics, culture and religion.
Our culture and traditions are known for the nature’s protection and
promotion. Ahimsa (non-violence) and worship of  nature are the
philosophical roots of  our society. Our tradition and sages teach us
how to love and respect the mother nature. All living beings and non-
living substances are the different forms of  Atman (the Soul), which is
limitless. Ekam Sat Vipra Bahudha Vadanti i.e. Truth is one; sages call it
by various names, the Rig Veda (Doniger, 2005).  A problem of  nature
means the problem of  all, because it not only destroys our glorious
past, damages the quality of  environment but also create much havoc
in the progress and development. Indeed, the environmental problems
are very complex and diverse.  However, it’s also somehow similar
according to its nature, scale and space.

Problems of nature or environmental problems are crisis of
the human spirit, which has become infected with too
much material acquisitiveness. The relationship among sprit, matter
and space is very essential for balance development of  a society. Therefore,
we should again rethink our kinship with nature, which tell us the invaluable
worth of  it. Problems of nature have not only technical solution but ethical
also. The negative action of  human beings i.e. ku-karma may often be
changed the natural or environmental ethics. However, by acquiring
fundamental changes in human attitudes and consciousness, it
is also possible for us to create a milieu in the direction of simple living with
non-material desires. The question of  thinned nature today is not merely
one of  the pollutions and other negative human activities but changing
our attitude too. Today, the varied constructional activities and
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industrialization have made more and more negative and uncontrolled
impact on the natural world. Besides, the unprecedented growths of
automobiles, population explosion and huge consumption of  fossil fuels
have been reducing the quality of  environment day by day to a great extent.
Marked changes have taken place in the various parts of  the world on
various aspects of  the renewable and non-renewable resources. Generally,
it is observed that negative impact on nature is faster in the developing
countries and more it seen in the urban environment. The major burning
issues related to nature being discussed in the present-day world are
pollution, degradation and depletion of  forest land, loss of  biodiversity,
global warming, acid rain, forest fire, coastal flooding, desertification, ozone
depletion, soil loss, toxic waste, nuclear waste, accidents and diseases, etc.
Nevertheless, the world is now going through a big crisis called Covid-19.
Covid-19 spreads from the Wuhan City in China. It was reported by the
WHO on 11st March, 2020 as pandemic. Covod-19 began as a viral
pneumonia in China in late 2019. By March 2020, it has reach pandemic
proportions as it is being transmitted rapidly throughout most of  the world
(Brown and Horesh, 2020). Millions of  people have been infected by this
virus and also more than 5 lakhs people have already lost their lives due to
this virus. Scientist and academia urges that it is a zoonotic single standard
RNA virus which spreads from the wet market of  Wuhan. It is to be
noted that the Southeast Asia is a hub of  illicit wildlife trade; hence, it may
be tacit that this virus spreads from the illicit wildlife markets in this region
(Kalita and Gogoi 2020). However, in the third world and the developing
countries with their millions of  people are now facing the couple of
problems related to nature, particularly in the urban areas. The habitats
and their environment of  most of  the towns, cities and metropolis have
been changing and deteriorating rapidly during the last few decades.
Overcrowding, dumping of  solid waste, pollution, climate change, forest
degradation, flow of  untreated sewage, growth of  slum areas around big
cities, different kinds of  diseases and lack of  civic amenities are some of
the sickening aspects of  most of  the urban areas around the globe. The
scene of  Indian cities and towns has also same as above. Besides, the
unprecedented growth of  automobiles, industries and factories have not
been only polluting the sound and air but also adversely affecting the
health-hygiene and well-being of  the individual and communities of  human
beings and biodiversity. It has also caused the pathological, physiological
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and psychological disorder. Besides, the increase of  the carbon-dioxide,
sulphur-dioxide, nitrogen-oxide, carbon mono-dioxide, etc. in the
atmosphere directly affects the biosphere. Even, it causes alternation in
metabolism, reduction of  photosynthesis and growth of  plants in many
places. Hence, the question of  protection, conservation and management
of  nature is one’s need of  the hour. Most of  the problems of  nature are
usual and predictable by-products of  the modern science based technocratic
civilization. Of  course these may be solved by radical changes in public
policy and individual attitudes to a certain extent. Nevertheless, both the
spiritual and material solutions for the same are open for us. In fact, other
species of  the planet earth have intrinsic value argument including Homo-
sapiens. This puts humans and wild bees on equal footing. Of  course, the
utilitarian argument advocates that other species have economic value to
human. However, the conservation biologist thinks that we are in the midst
of a mass extinction. Human only has the capacity to respond to the
utilitarian argument. Famous ecologist E.C. Ellis observed that unchecked
human exploitation of  the natural world over the history of  species as
socio-cultural niche construction. But, human species can also go beyond
its genetic programming, would in the ideal case weigh and balance its
own rightful place in the vis-à-vis the inheriting right to exist of  all other
species. Such balance would implicitly recognize that human are part of
nature, not separate from it. Only the utterly self-centered being would ask
the question why we should protect nature. However, today the protection and
promotion of  nature is the prime concern of  conscious people around the
world. Both the men and women are equally responsible and accountable
for the nature’s care and protection. Indeed, some people urge that women
are more close to nature. Ortner, 1974 urged that woman’s physiological
processes often restrict her social spheres of  action, again putting her in
place that is seen to be closer to nature than that of  a man. They have
always been caring nature and also upholding it.  Women play an essential
and active role in the management of  natural resources, including soil,
water, air, forests and energy (www.worldbank.org, 1991). It is to be noted
that women are the first ones to notice environmental degradation in
different parts of  the world. Women spend vast amounts of  time collecting
and storing water, securing sources of  fuel, food and fodder, and managing
land- be it forest, wetlands or agricultural terrain (www.opentextbc.ca).

In the early 1970s a distinct interest and connection of  women
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with nature was sparked largely by a book of  Ester Boserup entitled
Women Role in Economic Development. From this splendid beginning
the role, responsibility and accountability of  women with nature have
been seen assorted dimension in the past decades. In the past few decades,
a number of  women activists have been advocating and working for the
nature conservation and protection around the globe. A few worth
mentioned names in this arena are Mei Na (China), Vandana Shiva (India),
Afrida Akhter (Bangladesh), Wangari Muta Maathai (Kenya), Maria
Cherkasova (Russia) and Rachel Carson (America). Indeed Rachel Carson,
a marine American Biologist by her the most famous book Silent Spring
(1962) sowed the seeds of  the modern ecological movement for the first
time in the contemporary world. She has strongly advocated against the
uses of  DDT and other pesticides and insecticides in the agricultural
fields and farmlands. Besides, she had also appealed to the public to
speak and stand for the biodiversity and environment. In this way the
Ecofeminism movement has been emerged in the 70s. The coined of  the
term ecofeminism by French feminist Françoise d’ Eaubonne in 1974 was
one of  the valiant steps towards the above notion. Ecofeminism can be
defined as a movement that sees a connection between the exploitation
and degradation of  the natural world and the subordination and
oppression of  women (Khanduja.G, 2017). Ecofeminism says that women
are closer to nature than man are. This closeness, therefore, makes women
nurturing and caring towards their environment. Ecofeminism
encompasses a variety of  views but has a focus of  particular oppression
and the social constructions related to women and environment. It is
often perceived as environmentally –oriented women who are feminist
but not simply a subset of  feminism or ecology. The integration of  the
spiritual, social and political is the most appealing features of ecofeminism.
The ecofeminism concept was further developed by Ynestra King in
1976 and gained momentum as an ideology in the late seventies. King
observed that ecofeminism is the connection and wholeness of  theory
and practice it’s see the devastation of  mother earth and human beings
by the corporate warriors as feminist concern. It is in many respects a
meta-feminism. It is mentionable that a large number of  women in the
USA have noticed the melt down of  Three Miles Island which has been
prompted to assemble them in the first ecofeminism conference – Women
and Life on Earth: A Conference of  Ecofeminism in the Eighties at Amherst in
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March 1980. Vandana Shiva of  India is one of  the leading ecofeminists
has introduced the issue of  women and environment for the first time in
the world forum. She has mentioned that women are more close to
nature than man (Ecofeminism, 1993). Shiva has also been credited for
bringing the ecofeminism into public consciousness by her details studies
of  the Chipko Movement. The Chipko movement or Chipko Andolan began
in 1973 in Uttarakhand to protect and defense the Himalayan forests. It
can basically be be called a women’s movement for the collective
mobilization of  women for the cause of  conserving forest. A few names
of  activists played an active role in this movement were Virushka Devi,
Suraksha Devi, Gaura Devi and Bachni Devi, etc. It is to be noted that
Sunderlal Bahuguna and Chandi Prasad Bhatt have successfully lead
this movement. Again, Wangari Muta Maathai a renowned Kenyan socio-
political and environmental activist and a Novel Prize recipient set up a
massive reforestation project Green Belt Movement in Kenya in 1976 to
promote the idea of  planting trees to conserve nature, by which they
have created a positive image of  women and their independences. Maathai
also insisted to plant more than 20 million saplings in Kenya through
this movement. It is observed that ecofeminism movements was
popularized by strong women protest against the ecological destruction,
oppressions, racism, violence against women and uses of  nuclear
weapons in front of  the Pentagon, Washington D.C. and the Greenham
Common Missile base in Berkshine, England in 1980 and 1981
respectively. Besthorn and McMillen (2002) noticed that ecofeminism
was meant to describe how the human race could be saved by women
initiating an ecological revolution, as way to counter the oppression
of  the women that is one and the same as the oppression and
destruction of  nature. The works of  Jakob Bachofen, Lewis Morgan,
Friedrich Engels and Otis Tufton Mason have also shown that the
oppression of  women was a product of  history; the widespread notion
that the patriarchal family was unchangeable and eternal, based on a
law of  nature, was nothing but a myth (Taylor 1999). Gaard (2015)
rightly mentioned that made no mistake: women are indeed the ones
most severely affected by climate change and natural disasters, but
their vulnerability is not innate; rather it is a result of inequities
produced through gendered social roles, discrimination and poverty.
Besides, at the First World Conference on Women held at Mexican City in
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1975 has strongly risen concerned about the depletion and degradation
of  forestry resources as people began realize that those resources were
finite. Particularly, the dependence on nature and the environment for
survival is common among the women of  third-world countries. The
relation between agriculture and women has also seen high in the African,
Latin American, Caribbean and Southeast Asian countries. In the past
decades the ecofeminists across the globe have been trying to establish
the strong urges on the same in different forums viz.- The Rio Earth
Summit (1992), The World Summit at the Sustainable
Development(Johannesburg, 2002) etc. Maria Mies (Germany), Vandana
Shiva (India), Ariel Salleh (Australia) and Gloria Goldstein (USA) are
always trying to establish ecofeminism as a strong movement for
protection and conservation of  nature. Of  course, there are other
ecofeminists and ecological feminist philosophers who have documented
empirical evidence linking feminism and the environment (Karen Warren
2002). It is to be noted that due the increase of  women education in the
most of  the developing countries in the recent past has also increased
the awareness about the conservation and protection of  the environment
among the women. It is also reveals from the present study that the
perception of  women on the environment has seen as conservationist
and more positive in the recent past decades. Nonetheless, critics like
Rosi Braidotti and Bina Agarwal have been criticizing ecofeminism in
many aspects as ideological, social and political structures. It is observed
that although the focal points of liberal, cultural, social, and socialist
feminists may differ from each other but their short term objectives
overlap and the common goal of  all are to protect, restore the natural
environment and quality of  life of  people and other living and nonliving
beings of  the planet earth.

From the above discourse it can be inferred that there is always
a strong connection between nature conservation and women. They
are also closer to nature as compared to men. They are always taking
the proactive role in nature conservation, protection and promotion.

Conclusion

In short it may be said that the ecofeminism has to go miles
before it prove as a strong movement for nature protection and
conservation. As mentioned above both men and women i.e. human
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beings are the best creation of  our Creator. Therefore, we all should
be acted as a responsible and accountable human being to safeguard
our planet earth and humanity.q
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In a patriarchal society, men are always in controlling
position that keeps women in dominated and subordinated
position. It is mostly responsible for the problem of female
foeticide in India. Female Foeticide is a major problem of
several countries including India. The phenomenon of
destroying female child or abort the female child in the
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and development today. This study is an attempt to know
the factors of  female foeticide in India along with its legal
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in alarming proportion.
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Introduction:

Patriarchy is an authoritative male dominated system which is
both oppressive and discriminatory. It is oppressive in social,
political, economic, and cultural environments of  a society and is
discriminatory in its control to access power, management of
resources, and manipulation of  public and private power structures.
It is the prime impediment to women’s advancement and
development. In a patriarchal society, men are always in controlling
position that keeps women in dominated and subordinated position.
Patriarchy is mostly responsible for the problem of  female foeticide
in India.

Foeticide is the unlawful expulsion of  foetus or killing of
foetus. When a foetus is killed only because of  female it is called
female foeticide. Female Foeticide is a major problem of  several
countries including India. The phenomenon of  destroying female
child or abort the female child in the mother womb is the biggest
challenge to India’s growth and development today. In a patriarchal
society, female foeticide is the brutal and destructive manifestation
of  the anti-female bias. It is the act of  aborting a foetus when it is
female and it is generally held because of  the negligence of  the
Female Child.

In ancient days, until the baby was delivered it was impossible
to determine the sex of  the baby in the mother’s womb. But with
the new technological improvement in the field of  medicine, some
new techniques were used for preventing the genetic, chromosomal
disorders of  the child in the mother womb. Even in the early stages
of  pregnancy by using some modern techniques and machinery it
became possible to ascertain the sex of  the child in the mother’s
womb. The technique used to diagnose the condition, and sex of
the foetus is called ‘Amniocentesis’. Actually these modern
techniques and machinery are used to test the amniotic fluids, blood
or any tissue of  a pregnant woman through which any genetic or
metabolic disorders can be found out in the womb.  But instead of
using these techniques in the medical treatments, now a day the medical
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practice started using them in context of  determining the sex of  the
child in the mother’s womb. After knowing that the foetus was female,
some parents prefer to miscarry deliberately to prevent the birth of  a
female child. Among third countries, India became infamous for the
high rate of  foeticide and infanticide. But it is important to note that
no moral and ethical principle supports such a procedure for gender
identification. We know that Indian society is a patriarchal society where
males are considered a supreme authority in the family. They are
considered a bread earner of  the family. So many families always prefer
male child to female child because of  some socio-economic factors
such as – the son being responsible for carrying forward their family
name, they are responsible in contributing to their family income,
considered as a support to their parents during their old age and the
religious considerations that enjoin a son to did the pyre of dead father
or mother. In Hinduism the birth of  a son is regarded as essential. But
on the other hand in context of  female child parents feel that they have
to spend large amount of  money at the time of  her marriage. Though
the female child is educated and employed, parents think when educated
and employed gives her income to her in laws once married off.  Hence
female child is considered burdensome for some people. Because of
the negative perception of  some individual towards female child,
abortion of  female foetus is common in a society.

Objectives of  the study:

The objectives of  study are:
i) To study the scenario of  female foeticide in India
ii) To find out the factors of  female foeticide in India
iii) To know the legal provisions related to female foeticide in

India

Methodology of  the study:

 This study is based on secondary data. For collection of
secondary data, researcher used books, journals, governments’ records,
census reports etc.
Patriarchy and Female Foeticide:

Patriarchy is about domination of  male member in both public
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and private sphere. It is emerged with an in-built preference for male
children. But in due course of  time and with the development of  society
and spread of  education, the preference has come down considerably
in most of  the developed countries. However, in context of  India
preference for male children still going on. As a result, female foeticide
took place in some part of  the country.

Ramesh Chandra discussed about the two evil practices in India
viz. female foeticide and female infanticide and viewed that this practices
are prevalent mainly due to the strong preference for son. A misuse of
the modern technique of  Amniocentesis for sex determination is an
another important factor behind this problem.

 In context of  India, the decline in child sex ratio is becoming an
alarming proportion in certain districts of  Punjab, Haryana, Himachal
Pradesh etc. In this context, the social cultural bias against the girl
child is another contributing factor. In context of  India, it is observed
that in context of  family planning son preference very common. Menon
(2004) viewed that the right to abortion was not a feminist claim.  When
under the UN international pressure,  the Indian federal government–
granted abortion rights to women with the MTP Act (1971) only to
reduce and even reverse the growth rate of  the population it was not
to free the female body.  But, female body was used for demographic
and political purposes. In the meantime, family planning became
particularly intrusive under the government of  Indira Gandhi (1970’s).
On that time, some kinds of  financial compensation was given to men
who voluntarily underwent a vasectomy. In contemporary society also,
family planning policies promote the nuclear, modern family with one
or two children.

In a patriarchal society like India, the value of  male child and
their importance ensures differential treatment of  the girl child in
comparison with the male child. Various societal practices reflect the
high importance of  the male child which has existed traditionally from
the birth onwards. Here, a girl child may be decisively denied the right
to life or her life chances may be reduced through cultural norms and
regulations. Due to the advancement of  technology, now sex pre-
selection very easier where separation of  XY chromosomes a distinct
reality. Sex detection through method of  amniocentesis and ultrasound
are also now established practices.’ Technology has provided us an
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opportunity to observe the perception of  people towards male and
female child and it only reflects the male child preference.

Major causes of  Female Foeticide:
The general assumption regarding female foeticide is that cost

of  dowry which has gone up over years and so daughter is considered
as burden in the family. But, only to blame dowry for female foeticide
will be unscientific. There are some other factors responsible for female
foeticide.

Over Preference of  Male child:  In Indian society, sons are
considered as most important part of  the family. They are considered
as the owner of  family property. Even after ‘The Hindu Succession
(Amendment) Act of  2005’, came into effect, even now property right
of  women is not acceptable to many people.

Another factor which leads to preference for male child is religious
and ritual beliefs. In a patriarchal society in India, boys are considered
more pure to perform some religious activities.  The necessity of  having
son is more strengthen further when a son is required to perform the
rite of  lightening the funeral pyre of  the father and observe the ancestral
rites for father after his death.(Kapur 234)

Deteriorated status of  Women: In a patriarchal society, women
are discriminated in each and every walk of  their life. Women are witness
to historical oppression by men in all important areas of  social life.
Mira Shiva in her research study found that many women opted for
female foeticide not because they were heartless but because they were
genuinely concerned about the fate of  girls who are being increasingly
subjected to eve teasing, molestation and sexual harassment and after
marriage, exposed to the risk of  bride burning and dowry death, victims
of  unending demand for dowry from our emerging consumer society.
This calls for a good look at gender issue in their entire ramification in
our increasingly dysfunctional society. (Shiva 2002)

Again, study found that there are at least three pre-conditions
for the spread of female foeticide:

(i) Easy access to medical facilities, in particular, ultrasound
and abortion facilities;

(ii) Ability to pay the doctor and abortionist for the test and
abortion; and
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(iii) A good network and availability of  resources which
indirectly as well as directly helpful in getting all assistance
required in female foeticide. (Bose 85)

Female foeticide is identified as a serious issue in India in the
20th century. Since the beginning of  the 20th century the sex ratio has
altered consistently in favour of  boys than girls. It is interesting to
point out that the effect has been more pronounced in the states of
Haryana, Delhi and Punjab. Private foetal sex determination clinics
were also first established in these states and the selective abortion
practice became popular from the late 1970s. The following table
indicates sex ratio from 1901 to 2011 in India (females per 100 males)

Sex Ratio in India

Year  Sex ratio

1901 972
1911 964
1921 955
1931 950
1941 945
1951 946
1961 941
1971 930
1981 934
1991 929
2001 927
2011 940

Source: Census of India 2011

Again, as per the Census, 2011 the child sex ratio (0-6 years) has
shown a decline from 927 females per thousand males in 2001 to 919
females per thousand males in 2011. State/UTs-wise details are given
in table below:-
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Child Sex Ratio in India (2001-2011)

S. State/UTs Child Sex Ratio (0-6)

No.  2001 2011

 INDIA 927 919

1 JAMMU & KASHMIR 941 862
2 HIMACHAL PRADESH 896 909
3 PUNJAB 798 846
4 CHANDIGARH 845 880
5 UTTARAKHAND 908 890
6 HARYANA 819 834
7 NCT OF DELHI 868 871
8 RAJASTHAN 909 888
9 UTTAR PRADESH 916 902
10 BIHAR 942 935
11 SIKKIM 963 957
12 ARUNACHAL PRADESH 964 972
13 NAGALAND 964 943
14 MANIPUR 957 936
15 MIZORAM 964 970
16 TRIPURA 966 957
17 MEGHALAYA 973 970
18 ASSAM 965 962
19 WEST BENGAL 960 956
20 JHARKHAND 965 948
21 ODISHA 953 941
22 CHHATTISGARH 975 969
23 MADHYA PRADESH 932 918
24 GUJARAT 883 890
25 DAMAN & DIU 926 904
26 DADRA & NAGAR HAVELI 979 926
27 MAHARASHTRA 913 894
28 ANDHRA PRADESH 961 939
29 KARNATAKA 946 948
30 GOA 938 942
31 LAKSHADWEEP 959 911
32 KERALA 960 964
33 TAMIL NADU 942 943
34 PUDUCHERRY 967 967
35 A & N ISLANDS 957 968

Source: Census of India 2011.
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It has been found that various cases of  female foeticide also
contribute towards declining the sex ratio (see table). If  this practice
continues, it may lead to several problems in society such as- social
imbalance, sexual offences etc. Bose (2001) has examined the sex ratio
among the children in the 0-6 age group from 1991-2001 and he
examined the causes for decline of  the sex ratio of  the child population
and here he mentioned that the pre-natal sex determination and female
foeticide is a main cause of  declining the sex ratio in the last two
decades. Further it is observed that though the cases of  foeticide are
available in India however all cases are not reported that stands as
stumbling block to focus on gender discrimination. The following table
shows some reported cases of  foeticide as crime against women in
India (1996-2000):

Reported Cases of  Female Foeticide

Crime Year Year Year Year Year % variation % variation
head 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 in 2000 of in 2000 of

over 1999 over 1996
Foeticide 39 57 62 61 91 49.2 133.3

(Calculated from NCRB data)

The above table focuses a significant numbers of  crimes against
women which is a curse on the right of  women in India. Again, the
historical legacy of  declining sex ratio in India also represents the less
number of  female per male. In the beginning of  20th century, the overall
sex ratio of  colonial India was 972 women pert 1000 male. It declined
gradually in 1911, 1921, 1931 and 1941. During 1951 census, it
improved by +1 point. During 1961, 1971, 1981 and 1991, it declined
by -5, -11, -4, -7 points respectively and improved by +6 points and +7
points in census of  2001 and 2011. The trend is given below:
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Trend in Sex Ratio in India, 1901 to 2011

Year Overall Sex Ratio Decadal Variation
1901 972 -
1911 964 -8
1921 955 -11
1931 950 -5
1941 945 -5
1951 946 +1
1961 941 -5
1971 930 -11
1981 934 -4
1991 927 -7
2001 933 +6
2011 940 +7

Source: Census Reports in India

Some scholars discussed the reasons of  declining the rate of
sex ratio and found that female foeticide is responsible for declining
rate of  sex ratio in India. Amartya Sen, in his article, ‘Missing
Women’ has statistically proved that during last century, 100 Million
women have been missing in South Asia due to ‘discrimination
leading to death’ experienced by them from womb to tomb in their
life cycle.

Sex Selective abortion and Female Foeticide:

The misuse of  technology simply reinforces the secondary status
given to Female Child in such a way that they are culled out even
before they are born. Unfortunately the dangerous form of  genetic
engineering by selectively aborting the female child has been
flourishing all over the country. The process of  female feticide began
in the early 1990s when ultrasound techniques gained widespread
use in India. Earlier doctors used amniocentesis test to determine
the sex of  the foetus within 14-18 weeks of  the pregnancy. Now a
day the sex of  the foetus can be determine by more sophisticated
machines within 13-14 weeks of  the pregnancy by trans-vaginal
sonography and within 14 to 16 weeks through abdominal ultrasound.
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There was a tendency in traditional Indian society to produce children
until a male child was born. After knowing that the foetus was female
they prefer to abort the child. Initially the government of  India
supported the practice in order to control population growth.  But
due to excessive female infanticide in the northern and western states
of  India there were strong agitations, and protests were started by
individuals to remove the evil of  female foeticide. The state of
Maharashtra became the first in India to ban pre-natal sex
determination through the enactment of  Maharashtra regulation of
prenatal diagnostics techniques act. At the national level the
Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of
sex selection) Act was passed in 1994 which provides prohibition in
sex selection, before or after conception. This act was modified in
2003 holding medical professionals legally responsible. Surgical
termination of  pregnancy (or abortion) is approved by law only in
certain circumstances; for example, when the doctors decide that
continuance of  pregnancy can affect the health of  mother or of
unborn child. But some people misuse the techniques of  surgical
termination of  pregnancy and use it to abort the female child. Female
foeticide is reducing the number of  girls drastically in some societies
of  our country. Female foeticide refers to the practice of  destroying
female foetus. Problem of  foeticide has been cropping up seriously
in our country. Foeticide is still a serious menace. Chandrakala (2005)
explains that abortion act legitimised the medical termination of
pregnancy on the grounds of  risk to the life of  physical or mental
health of  the mother or alternatively on the ground that, if  the children
were born, it would likely be seriously handicapped by physical or
mental abnormality. But people are doing abortion because to avoid
the birth of  female babies. In India thousands of  cases of  female
abortions occur every year. It is most unfortunate that even after
entering the new millennium, preference for the male child remains a
predominant socio-economic factor. Kahol (2003) explains that
foeticide is the unlawful expulsion of  foetus. It is also called “criminal
abortion” or “causing miscarriage”. When used in the legal sense, it
is abortion. The term “abortion” or “miscarriage” signifies the
expulsion of  foetus or ovum at an earlier period.
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Medical ethics to curb female foeticide:

The Codes of  Medical Ethics under the Medical Council Act,
1956 restrict sex determination test unless it is necessary for termination
of  pregnancy under the Medical Termination of  Pregnancy Act, 1971.
This code treats sex-determination test leading to female foeticide as
professional misconduct by physician.(Clause 7.6) Involvement of
Physician leads to criminal liability as well as professional misconduct,
result of  which striking off  the name from the registrar apart from
initially penance criminal action to debar wrongdoer from carrying out
medical practice in future.(Chapter 8)

In addition, to stop female foeticide, Indian government has been
introducing some legislative measures to save female child in the womb.
At the national level Indian government passed “The preconception
and prenatal Diagnosis techniques act” in 1994 which has various
objectives, such as (i) Prohibition in sex selection before or after
conception, (ii) Regulation of  the use of  techniques only for the specific
purpose of  detecting   genetic abnormalities or disorders (iii) Permission
to use such techniques only under certain conditions by the registered
institutions  (iv) to provide deterrent punishment to stop such inhuman
acts of  female foeticide   etc.

It extends to the whole of  India except the state of  Jammu and
Kashmir and it came into effect from 1st February, 1996. The Pre-
Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulations and Prevention of  Misuse)
Act, 1994, and Amendment Act, 2002, came into force with effect
from February 14, 2003. The Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques
(Regulations and Prevention of  Misuse) Act, 1994 now stands renamed
as The Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques
(Prohibition of  Sex Selection) Act.”

No person, including the one who is conducting the procedure
as per the law, will communicate the sex of  the foetus to the pregnant
woman or her relatives. The purpose is to prevent misuse of  such
techniques for sex determination that could eventually lead to
elimination of  the female foetus and thereby create a gender imbalanced
society. Under the Act, a person who seeks help for sex selection can
face at first conviction imprisonment up to three-years and be required
to pay a fine of  Rs. 50,000. The State Medical Council can suspend the
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registration of  the medical practitioner involved and at the stage of
conviction can remove his/her name from the register of  the council.
Under the Act, pre-natal diagnostic techniques cannot be conducted
unless the person conducting the test has explained all the known side
and after effects to the pregnant woman. He must obtain her consent
in writing in the language that she understands.

Details of the Act:

This Act was extensively amended during 2003. This Act of
1994, amended during 2003, stands with the following objectives:

• Prohibition of  misuse of  pre-natal diagnostic techniques for
detection of  the sex of  the foetus leading to female foeticide.

• Prohibition of  advertisements of  pre-natal diagnostic
techniques for the purpose of  detection or determination of
sex.

• Permission and regulation of  pre-natal diagnostic techniques
for the purpose of  detection of  specific genetic abnormalities
or disorder.

• Permitting the use of  such techniques only under certain
conditions by registered institutions.

• Punishment for violation of  the provisions of  the laws.
Formerly the Act was known as Pre-Natal Diagnostic
Techniques (Prohibition of  Sex Selection) Act, 1994, which
stood amended in 2003 as Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques
(Regulations and Prevention of  Misuse) Act.

According to the section 3A of  the pre-conception and pre-natal
Diagnosis techniques act 1994, no person including a specialist or a
team of  specialists in the field of  infertility shall conduct or cause to
be conducted or aid in conducting by himself, or by any other person,
sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo,
conceptus, fluids or gamets derived from either or both of  them.(Myneni

189) Section 3 of  this act prohibits every Genetic Counselling Centre,
laboratory or clinic unless registered under this act to conduct or
associate with any activities which are related with Pre-natal diagnosis
techniques. It again prohibits them to employ or take any services of
any person (whether it is on honorary basis or on payment), who does
not possess the prescribed qualification. Section 3B of this act has
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been recently inserted by the amendment act of  2002 which makes
certain prohibition on sale of  ultrasound machine or imaging machine,
or scanner or any other equipment which are capable of  detecting sex
of  foetus to any Genetic counselling centre, Genetic laboratory, genetic
clinic, or any other person who are not registered under this act. Section
4 of  this act regulates the conducting of  pre-natal diagnosis techniques
and mentions some circumstances under which Pre-natal diagnosis
techniques can be conducted. These techniques can be conducted only
for the purpose of  detection of  abnormalities, such as chromosomal
abnormalities, genetic metabolic diseases, sex linked genetic disease
etc. as may be specified by the central supervisory board. Section 5
made some prohibitions in communicating the sex of  foetus.  Section
5(1) imposes an obligation that without the consent of  pregnant women
nobody can conduct the pre-natal diagnosis procedure. Section 6 made
prohibition in sex selection. Section 22 made prohibition in
advertisement relating to preconception and pre-natal determination
of  sex and also provides punishment for those who break the law.
According to this act any person who contravenes the provisions of
sub-section (1) or sub-section (2) shall be punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to three years and with fine which may
extend to ten thousand rupees.(Myneni 191)

Offences and penalties: According to sec. 23(1) any medical
Gynaecologist, Gene cist, registered medical practitioner or any person
who owns a Genetic counselling centre, a genetic laboratory or is
employed in such a centre contravenes any of  the provision of  this act
or rules made under this act shall be punished with imprisonment for
a term which may extend to three years and with a fine which may
extend to 10 thousand rupees and on any subsequent conviction, with
imprisonment which may extend to five years and with fine which may
extend to fifty thousand rupees. Sec. 23(2) provides for suspension of
registration of  such medical practitioner if  the charges are framed by
the court and till the case is disposed of, and on conviction for removal
his name from the registrar of  the council for a period of  five years for
the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence. According
to sec.23 (3) any person who seeks the aid of  any Genetic counselling
centre, Genetic clinic etc or any other person for sex selection or for
conducting pre-natal diagnosis techniques on any pregnant women for
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the purposes other than those specified in section 4, he shall be
punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three
years and with fine which may extend to fifty thousand rupees for the
first offence and for any subsequent offence with imprisonment which
may extend to five years and with fine which may extend to one Lakh.

Apart from these acts judicial response to female foeticide also
takes fruitful measure to stop this kind of  noxious form of  gender
discrimination. Supreme Court of  India provides different measures
to eradicate the problem of  female foeticide.  It passed a strict order
asking the central and state governments to implement PNDT act 1994.
It also directed the legislature to amend the act to overcome the
loopholes.  Because of  the orders passed by the Supreme Court of
India, the Indian medical association issued a warning to its members
to cease from using sex determination and resorting to female foeticide.
Again on December 11, 2001 Supreme Court called health secretaries
of  11 states to alert them against female foeticide and take stern action
against it. Since clinics using sonography techniques must get
registration under the provisions of  the PNDT act, a notice was issued
to facilitate the government to make records of  registered and non-
registered clinics.  It also asked to furnish a report regarding the
constitution of  district advisory committee. Supreme Court again
directed state governments to crack down the clinics which determined
illegally the sex of  foetus on January 29, 2002. But it is very unfortunate
that despite the different provisions of  PNDT acts and various efforts
made by Supreme Court of  India, female foeticide is also appreciated
and practised by a section of  people in male dominated society as a
form of  gender discrimination in India.
Ending Remarks:

 From the above discussion, it has been found that due to
patriarchal values, in India the cases of  female foeticide are increasing
day by day. Though, some of  the cases of  female foeticide are
unreported till date, but the declining sex ratio reveals the fact. Over
preference of  male child, deteriorated status of  women are considered
as significant factors of female foeticide in India. Because of the
negative perception of  some individual towards female child abortion
of  female foetus is common in a society. To tackle this problem, we
should first change the perception of  people towards women as
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oppressed majority. Government should strictly implement the law from
the grass root level.q
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taken as informants. ‘Eri Oha Dinbur’ is representing the
colonial outlook and rest two represent the later women’s
history of  Assam. The breach reality of  patriarchy, changing
social attitude and women’s hold is in the focus of  this study.

Keywords: patriarchy, women’s rights, women’s history,
autobiography, Assam

Introduction

Assam is a land of  diversity and tolerance. In social dogma,
women were promoted with higher admiration but there is a big hollow
between promotions and reality. Social customs restrained women from
engaging in the mediums of  expressions and eventually women find
expressions through their writings. Accordingly, autobiographical
writings justify the revelation of  innermost thoughts. In general, a
woman carries her surroundings with her and observations through
her eyes are the best explanation of  women’s condition.

Indian social system is based on patriarchy and gender inequality
is the inherent social stigma. From the days of  Manu, his code of
conduct devalues women and negotiates them as an appendage of  men.
These discriminations against women hindered their existence and some
of  them even embraced that injustice as their fate. Gerda Lerner rightly
observes that, “the striking fact about the historiography of  women is the general
neglect of  the subject by a historian. As long as historians held to the traditional view
that only the transmission and exercise of  power were worthy of  their interest, women
were of  necessity ignored.” (Lerner, 1969: 53)

Masculine norms and traditions are inherited with suppressive
authority towards women. The whole life of  women was with the
barriers on their feet and those dark aspects of  our society are celebrated
by our people as heritage. Here I have chosen three women
autobiographies from Assam, ‘Eri Oha Dinbur’(The Bygone Days) by
Nalinibala Devi(1898-1977), ‘Biswax Aru Xongxoyor Majedi’ (Amidst
trust and terror) by Nirupama Bargohain (1932-) and ‘Jiwon Jiwon bor
Anupom’ (Life is beautiful) by Nirmalprobha Bordoloi(1933-2004) to
study the condition of  Assamese women. They were highly recognized
literary figures of  Assam. “Assamese women writers of  the colonial period,
despite the hurdles of  proper education and social subordination in a patriarchal
system, have made a considerable and important contribution to Indian literature.”
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(Deka, 2013: 20) Here ‘Eri Oha Dinbur’ is giving the prototypical sources
and ‘Biswax Aru Xongxoyor Majedi’ and ‘Jiwon Jiwon bor Anupom’ are
explaining the women’s condition in independent India’s Assam.
“Nalinibala Devi’s autobiography, ‘Eri Oha Dinbur’ (1976) appears to be the
only Assamese woman’s autobiography of  the colonial period.” (Deka, 2013:
26) These are the women’s histories itself. “Women’s autobiographies are a
rich and important source for the reconstruction, retrieving and reinterpretation of
women’s history.” (Deka, 2013: 26) This study is taking two basic
parameters of  women’s rights, i.e. socio-cultural and educational rights.
This study is on the women’s rights maintained by society, which is
described by the sources themselves. “The history of  women is not linear,
nor does it have a well organised structure. It is, in fact, an integral, though
invisible, part of  the saga of  the civilisation. Its threads are closely interwoven with
those of  culture, society, state and above all with the lives of  the people. Untangling
the threads through multiple layers of  traditions is a fascinating enterprise.”(Desai,
2001: 1)

Objective

In this study, we are discussing about the involvement of  women,
which are hidden from the way of  history. Although this paper is not
trying to create an entire picture of  women’s position rather than
attempts to see the women’s narration to the women’s position. This
study is attempting to maintain the equilibrium of  women oppression
through ages with changing forms and forces. Studying women’s life
writing and deriving their psyche is another objective of  this paper.
This is a partial quest of  women’s history of  that period where these
women were sprouted intellectually. Attempts will also be made to
highlight the patriarchal impression. Patriarchy is the base of  our society,
and this study attempts to emphasize women’s negotiation with the
patriarchal hierarchy of  Assamese society.

Methodology

This is a holistic way of  study and Biographical Research
Methodology is applied. The main essence of  this study is Women’s
history, which is a newly embraced methodology in subject history.
Recounting women’s steps is the prior focus in this methodology. This
study is deliberate on autobiographies of  women as primary source
where contemporary secondary statements are also in focus.
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Education

“While some of  the legal power of  patriarchy was whittled away, the
control of  men over women in society was evident in education, work and politics.
The long struggle of  women for entrance into schools and colleges was heartbreakingly
slow.” (Guha, 2007: 50) Nalinibala Devi was born in 1898. During her
childhood time, her father and her uncle went for studies by leaving
the family at home. Devi mentions how patriarchal beliefs wrecked
women’s rights and they were treated like a burden. “I was very happy
when father told me about sending me to Kolkata for studies. But that dream was
shattered with the news of  the groom for my marriage.” (Devi, 1994: 44) In
that tender age, girls became mothers and many of  them lost their life
because of  physical and mental immaturity. Society did not recognize
women’s liberty. Nalinibala Devi and her sister were fortunate as they
had home tutors. Her father appointed home tutor to educate her
daughter in law also. Devi’s grandmother was literate and was taught
by a family priest. Annual Report on the Progress of  Education in
Assam (1904-1905) states that, “by 1909-1910, the number of schools for
girls increased to 4,231 with an enrolment of  92,404. While in 1914-1915, we
had 376 schools for girls with an enrolment of  13,026 girls.”(Annual report,
1904-1905)

In Guwahati (Panbazar), one Bengali upper primary girl’s school
was running, during that time,  where couple of  Assamese speaking
girls were studying. Nalinibala Devi started a girl’s school in 1919 in
their old bungalow with the help of  her uncle. But when a minimum
fee was imposed, guardians stopped to send girls to school and finally
the school got closed. The condition of  higher education was even
worse. There was only one girl in the earlier days (1941) of  Cotton
College. That was Sujata Ray, daughter of  Prafulla Ray, who was a
professor of  Cotton College. In the later years, three new girl students,
Usha Bhattacharya, Lili Baruah, and Devabala Baruah got admission. The
situation was roughly the same during the post-independence era. Upper
caste people were still in the grasp of  dark practices.

Patriarchal lineage gives society a strict direction. Marrying at an
early age was common in the families of  the upper caste of  Assamese
society. Girls had to marry before having puberty. Nirmalprobha Bordoloi
and her sister were also the victims of  this social mortification.
“Livelihoods for girls regarding food and clothing should be from either father and
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brother or husband and son. As women’s education was limited at that time, this
system was prevalent”. (Bordoloi, 2005: 48) Bordoloi’s own life was full of
tussle yet she recovered for her father’s encouragement. For his
continuous support, she could continue her education even after giving
birth to a girl child in her sixth standard. But from 1945 onwards,
things started changing slowly; the number of  child marriages was
slowly reduced. For women’s liberation, gatherings like, ‘Jaymoti Utsav’
was celebrated. Women formed organizations like ‘Assam Pradeshik
Mahila Samiti’ and they were united under such organizations. Parents
started sending girls to schools for education.

“There was only one upper primary school in Dibrugarh for girls which was
established in 1916. ‘Guwahati Panbazar girls’ school’ was established in 1926.
With the effort of  the public, for the development of  girls’ education, girls’ schools
were established at Dhuburi (1930) and Jorhat respectively”. (Bordoloi, 2005:
143) Bordoloi mentions about Rajabala Das, who established the first
women college, Handique girl’s college in Assam (16 July/ 1939). She
also mentioned the constructive role of  India’s National Movement in
this emancipation or revival. Education was not at all accessible for all
at that time. Bordoloi observes that “Girls were forced to do household works
and sewing knitting by the parents as their chief  aim was to get an earning son in
law from a reputed family. There was not an environment of  women’s
education.”(Bordoloi, 2005: 82)

“During the time, when we cleared our Middle English level, the Panbazar
Girl’s secondary school of  Guwahati was the only girls’ secondary school. That was
the  Second World War period. The secondary school building (current one) was
converted into a rest camp for the soldiers and school got shifted to a house, near
Khubchand and opposite to that of  Late Dr. Jyotish Das. Mrs. Rajabala Das,
the educated better half  of  Dr. Das was the principal who later on, could acquire
the same rank in Handique Girls College, too. They got admitted in that Panbazar
School to complete their high school level.”(Borgohain, 2018:27) T h e r e
were few women’s revival organizations like ‘Chatri Mangal Samiti’,
‘Student’s Federation’, ‘Student’s Congress’ etc, which were remarkable
associations under whose girls were united. The students organised
drama and theatres for the school charity. Many times, Borgohain
became rebellious and argued with their authority for student’s demand.
During that era Cotton College and Handique College were the centers
of  higher education for the entire North-East. Nirupama Borgohain and
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her friends started the renaissance of  women’s education. Borgohain
and Nirmalprobha Bordoloi have given details about women’s education
in Cotton College and Handique College respectively. Borgohain
portrays a few incidents related to their hostel life and there-after. Girls
engaged themselves in constructive works alongside their studies. This
autobiography also gives a glimpse of  communist propaganda of  that
era and women’s participation. She was a member of  the communist
party, though she never worked as an active member. She was also
faced search warrant of  police in her hostel. She also described some
girls who became terrorist leaders in their later years. These issues
relating to women have traversed a long tradition and sometimes the
legacy of  misogynistic thoughts demolished with women’s participation.

Educated girls of  Assam engaged themselves in the emancipation
of  others. They started to teach in schools, as girls were comfortable
with women teachers. Many of  them had an esteemed career but they
embraced the primary or upper-level schools to educate others. Gerda
justifies this need by stating that, “It would follow that women would choose
or prefer those economic activities which could be combined easily with their mothering
duties.” (Lerner, 1995: 31) Maybe it was because teaching is more
resemble with caring. They were less in number but became the foremost
personas of  Assamese society. ‘Jiwon Jiwon Bor Anupam’ and ‘Biswax
Aru Xongxoyor Majedi’ portrays the genuine picture of  women’s
Education of  the entire North East with facts. But with this growth of
one segment of  womenfolk, remaining was facing the utmost
vulnerability.

Socio-cultural Rights

“Nalinibala Devi’s work gives an insight into what affluent middle-caste
women thought about women, and also the dynamics of  social interaction in the
‘private’ sphere, against the backdrop of  the slow and gradual transition taking
place in the Assamese society and the growing Indian National movement.” (Deka,
2013: 26) Despite being an offspring of  an elite family, Nalinibala
Devi became the mother of  her first child at the age of  fourteen and at
the age of  twenty-three she became the mother of  five children and by
that time her husband also passed away. They could not ask for
exemption or deferment from the glorified social custom of  Child
Marriage. Educated people also could not break this social barrier.
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Devi laments on the limitation of  social thinkers. Only for the evening
walk, girls were allowed to go with their housemaids. “The marriage
rituals of  Assam are different from other Indian provinces. In between Brahmin
and some clans of  Sudras the tradition of  marrying before puberty or ‘Brahma’
marriage was prevalent by following the norms of  Manu. This marriage was not
popular among other clans. Among Sudras, the girls were married after puberty.
Widow re-marriage was taboo in Brahmins. Except Brahmins, widow remarriage
is prevalent among all the clans of  Assam.” (Barua, 2012:159)

“During those days, the idea of  a girl’s freedom was not welcomed by the
society. In an award function, organized of  Panbazar Secondary School,
arrangements were done for singing and dancing programme of  girls of  tender age.
This particular step disturbed the environment of  Guwahati. How could the idea
that girls were going to participate in a cultural event be digested by the society-
rulers? What a fuss was created by them! That very incident made Mrs. Rajabala
Das suffer a lot as the Principal of  the school. Such was the social custom for girls
during that period.” (Devi, 1971: 94)

Child marriage restraint Act was passed in 1929, which was
popularly known as Sarda Act. Nalinibala Devi refers to the year 1928
as ‘girls sacrifice ritual’ year. “A rare response was received for this Bill. An
unbelievable excitement was seen among the clan of  Brahmin, Kayastha, Kshatriya
and Baishya to get their daughter married at a very tender age. The infants also
were not spared from this bill’s affect. The ones between the age of  ten and eleven
had no chance of  escape. In Assam too, the same act got practised. Although none
reported of  the infant’s marriage at Assam, yet the small girls of  three-four ages
got married at a fast rate. Before January of  1929, the minor girls belonging to
the Hindu Clan got married nation-wide. In Kamrup District of  Assam, all the
girl-children of  Brahmin caste, Suryabipra, Chandrabipra and Kayastha clan got
married. The parents of  Brahmin and Kayastha clan illogically got their girls
married to even an elderly person or a middle aged, before they attained the stage of
puberty, just for the sake of  the unfair social custom protecting the age-old name of
the generations. As it was believed that girls attaining puberty before marriage
make the clan of  the parents suffer like hell. Following such ill customs, thousands
of  Indian girls children got sacrificed by their parents, in the name of  marriage
without paying any heed to even the Assamese months, Posh, Chat, and Kati and
so on. That unforgettable very year can be recalled as girl child medh yagna of
India. (Devi, 1971: 212)

Nalinibala Devi wrote about the Kumaris (girls before puberty),
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who harassed the pilgrims of  Kamakhya by demanding money from
them. They were abandoned or forced to do so. After the Sarda Act
(1929), she mentioned a shameful incident in Kamakhya about veiling
little girls. When she asked a priest about this, he informed her that,
these were married early in that area and were veiled in fear of  their in-
laws. She was devastated by seeing this cruelty and lamented about the
deteriorating condition of  women, which was not the same during
Vedic age or after.  She wrote many pages on her autobiography about
this evil practice of  India. In the meantime, in Guwahati, a big revival
was taken. Guwahati ‘Mohila Samiti’ took a resolution in support of
the Sarda Act. Many marriages with child bride were broken and
members of  ‘Mahila Samiti’ went there to make them understand the
affect of  child marriage.

After independence, the scene was the same with women in Assam.
Child marriage was strictly followed by the higher strata of  Assamese
society. Bride’s parents bequeathed their girl to her in law’s home to
serve her husband and in-laws. Traditional marriage songs, gifts, special
shower letters were full of  such advice. Nirmalprobha Borgohain was
luckily escaped from this cruelty due to her ambitious mind and liberal
parents. But her sister was a victim and forced to marry in her ninth
standard. This social odium was not celebrated by the lower class of
society. Child marriage was not strictly in practice, among the lower caste
people. Chatterji disclosed the disparity of  higher and lower strata of
society “Among the Mongoloid tribes, women had far greater freedom in marriage,
divorce, and other matters than we find in orthodox Hindu society.”(Chatterjee,
2007: 90) Bordoloi describes how the matter Widow-remarriage was not
only an odd one for the upper caste but also like a bolt out of  the blue
for everyone and people of  farmer class, that were nurtured by the mighty
nature led a very carefree life than the others. “Being from lower caste, they
were free to elope, get married or marry, break-up or remarry and on the other hand
women belonging to the upper caste Hindu family were as if  vested with the utmost
responsibility of  safeguarding the morality in of  every way. (Bordoloi, 2005: 68)
Polygamy was customary and the consent of  the first wife is unnecessary
at that time. After giving birth to her child in the sixth standard,
Nirmalprobha Bordoloi’s husband married off  another girl without her
consent. Society slammed her for this offence of her husband and called
her as living widow (jiya baari). Otherwise, we can say that separation
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from her husband was not acceptable.
Life of  widows was even worst. A.S. Altekar reviewed the

condition of  Hindu widows that, “A widow was regarded as impure and
ineligible for association with religious rites and functions as long as she had not
removed her hair. Orthodox people even would not take any water or food touched
by her.” (Altekar, 1987: 161-162) Contaminated customs led them to a
life of  torment and purgatory. Nalinibala Devi was a victim of  this
social paradigm. Her life was shaken after her husband’s death. For her
father’s support and guidance, she embraced that pain and proceeded
in her life by overpowering odds. Improvements were there in some
regions, otherwise, the rest of  the country grasped this dark decade
after decades. This situation was overall the same in Indian outlook.
Prominent writer Indira Goswami observed this heartbreaking situation
of  every Indian Widow and especially the deserted widows of
Vrindaban.  She wrote on her autobiography that, “the heart-rending accounts
of  helpless widows, declared consequent upon men’s brutal assaults upon them, and
finally abandoned to their fate at Vraj, were known to people all over the
country.”(Goswami, 1990: 173)) Nirmalprobha Bordoloi describes many
events related to her mother and other relatives. ‘Jiwon Jiwon Bor Anupom’
is the true picture of  widowhood in Assam.

“Physique and age of  grooms though elderly or handicapped were never
taken into consideration while getting the tender girls married to them notwithstanding
their post-marital early death. Those middle agers could marry even more than four
girls in their lives. Most of  the families had a custom of  marrying two brides. A
brahmin widow was not allowed to dress up in any colour other than white, wear
ornaments, apply cosmetics and use vermillion. She was asked to go on a pilgrimage
and get her hair stripped-off. They were forbidden from having non-vegetarian food
and dairy products of  buffalo. In fact, red lentil, onion, garlic, etc. were also
disallowed to be consumed. Such unfair strict rules killed a woman slowly and
gradually.” (Bordoloi, 2005: 68)

Simultaneously, the so-called lower strata people of  Assamese
society had an outstanding outlook for women. Remarriage was not a
taboo for lower caste women. But Brahmin widows had to face social
restrictions. They were tabooed to wear colourful attires, jewellery and
forbidden for nutritious foods. Burning alive in husband’s pyre was
abolished but widows were the living dead bodies carrying all social
barriers on their feet. Bordoloi mentioned about a seven years old
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widow who is unaware of  society. There were obliged to become
vegetarian, during menstruation, they were not allowed to take cooked
food. She noticed there faded, pale, unhealthy appearance. Bordoloi
remarks that, “Society was blind and insensitive and that blind society is extremely
incensed towards women, there was no room for happiness for widows and separated
women.” (Bordoloi, 2008: 183) Widowhood is treated as a sin and widows
were living like the culprits.

The Purdah system was prevailed in Assamese society. Later on,
they started the custom of  veiling. The description of  this system is
found in many women’s autobiographies. Nalinibala Devi describes
this system in detail. Especially daughters of  higher class were not
allowed to roam around without purdah after 11 or 12 years of  age.
Devi praised the practice of  freedom among the Khasi women of
Meghalaya. In Colonial Assam, all of  the womenfolk from higher strata
had to live under this horrible Purdah system. If  someone had to go
outside they were covered by two large ‘Jaapi’ with covering their face.
If  they had travel on horse-cart, doors of  carts had to be closed. In
some marriage rituals, a large group of  women  (30 to 40) would go to
the river bank under a net called ‘Choudhuli’. Indira Goswami also wrote
about this custom in her autobiography. Nalinibala Devi made a
comparative comment on the purdah system that, “I saw a huge difference
in her earlier days and later life where many lives were shattered under this system
before.” (Devi, 1987: 12) Nalinibala Devi also reveals one interesting
statement about the purdah system that, it was prevalent only in the
higher caste ladies; there was no purdah system among the lower caste
people of  society. Somehow the situation has changed with the call of
Gandhi for freedom. “It was with a remarkable insight that Gandhi, without
challenging their traditional role in society; could make women an important social
base for the movement.”(Bandopadhyay, 2009:239)

Women’s participation in the National Movement was also
included in ‘Eri Oha Dinbur’. By throwing purdah women folk joined
the freedom fight with gents. She brought up the names of  women
who became volunteers for the National Movement. Devi also refers
to some misbehaviour of  villagers to women during freedom struggle
agendas. 1942’s Quit India Movement gave the whole movement new
momentum. Whole mob leading against the   British were most of  the
young girls and boys. In Gohpur, teen aged girl, Kanaklata was shoot
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down and veteran women freedom fighter Bhogeswari Phukanani also
became martyred. During the visit of  Mahatma Gandhi (1922) to
Assam, Mohammad Ali also accompanied him. She observes the
existence of  purdah in Indian Outlook. “Mrs. Mohammad Ali, came to
my home in Burkha. But then the purdah system was not voidable in Assam.
Rather than in Guwahati a group of  women including me joined hand in the
establishment of  a spinning school in 1926.” (Devi, 1994: 82) Purdah system
was slowly gone but a new system ‘half  veiled’ or ‘uroni’ developed.
During the festive season, theatres were enjoyed by family and special
bamboo walls were provided for ladies. Boys used to dress like women
and took part in theatres. Later on, girls also started participating in
those dramas.

“During that time, our society maintained a tradition of  covering –up or
enwrapping kind of  ‘purdah System’. Half  –veiled or ‘URONI” was in use as
a mark of  respect. Daughter –in-laws were not allowed to talk to their father-in-
law, uncle and brother-in-law, unveiling their faces. They talked from either behind
the walls or the veils.” (Bordoloi, 2005: 64)

 In every Assamese home, there were chairs for gents and ladies
used to sit on the floor. Women were the backbone of  every Assamese
family but their hardship was never paid. Sushma Sahay surveyed and
found that, women all over the world have limited access to
opportunities, skills, knowledge, assets and fundamental human rights
such as freedom from want and freedom from fear. “Women constitute
fifty percent of  the population, make up thirty percent of  the official labour force,
perform sixty percent of  all working hours, receive ten percent of  the world’s
income, but own even less than one percent of  world property.” (Sahay, 1998: 3)
Nirupama Borgohain said about the girls who were forbidden to have
male friends also. When a girl became independent and liberal, she
was ousted from society; contradictory thoughts about marriage always
haunted her. Borgohain’s liberal thought does not allow her to choose
an unknown partner yet her priorities concerned with their parent’s
will. Society had sharp teeth for educated girls to bite as they were
breaking the odds. Borgohain was accused of  having closed relation
with one boy who was a cancer patient. She mentally tormented and
her autobiography portrays her pain and agony.

“Experience has taught that the act of  toying with someone’s emotions has
always been looked into with a gender biased perspective by society, pointing out
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women’s fault mercilessly. Even though one tried to be honest with her, accepting her
misdeed instead of  keeping it back from all, that honesty had never been valued.
Whatever be the reason behind or situation involved in or circumstances leading to
the ultimate result, nothing is taken into consideration while augmenting a wrongdoer
to be none but the same.” (Borgohain, 2018: 94)

She was the victim of  prevailing patriarchal notions. Society always
makes gossip about girls and their character while boys were exempted
from that interrogation. She had to face immense pressure for her marriage
when she completed her post-graduation studies. She had developed an
image of  a badass girl in the eyes of  society and refers to one boy’s harsh
comment on her appearance. But as she and prominent writer Homen
Borgohain were married with their own consent, she faced more
interrogation from in-laws. Newly wedded girls were not allowed to wear
foot wears and they could not sit with their in- laws level at that time.
Women had to do their field work and in the meantime, household works
also. She witnessed the peril and agony of  womenfolk during her days in
in-law’s house. As her husband was a civil servant, she noticed how
some poor ladies were obliged to become prostitutes for earning. Another
pioneering woman of  Assam, Laxmi Goswami was also portrayed in
her book. Goswami was the example of  women liberation of  that era
with her first MS degree in health science.

Bordoloi describes the vehement desire of  having a boy in one
of  her uncle. He took much hardship to have a boy after having
many girl children. She notices the love and care for their brethren
and avoidance for girl children. Nirupama Borgohain herself  was
the victim of  this urge. She was not properly taken care of  by her
parents as her mother was a victim of  postpartum illness. She
expressed grief  over this negligence for being a girl child. She talked
about this biasness that, “In their childhood days, we had witnessed unfair
gender discrimination, practised by the house maker, while taking care of  the
boys and girls.” (Borgohain, 2018: 22) Mortality rates of  pregnant
women are high. Pregnancy was not considered as tough. Superstitions
around pregnancy prevailed. No special treatment was provided and
they were bounded to work in a restless schedule. It is noteworthy
that, patriarchy is not a gender based notion and are not stick to male
members. In the traditional way of  Assamese living, elderly mothers
sit on the throne. The most sexist observations came from these
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women. The elderly female  became the head of  every ritual with
religious and traditional customs.

Conclusion

Evolution of  one society cannot be credited only to male folk.
From the very outset of  documentation history, Assam is playing a
balanced role in the gender consequences. But in real scenario, Assamese
women were facing declining condition in every dimension of  society.
British era was not advantageous for women liberation and after
independence; things became deteriorated with the continuation of  evil
practices.  The essence of  female participation is reluctant although
woman plays diverse characters as per society demands. From the British
domination to the post-independence era, Indian women were facing
roughly the same consistent suppression from the social order. They
remain the centre for public debates in India but far from maintaining
rights. The changing attitude of  people from the days of  Nalinibala Devi
to the days of  Nirmalprobha Bordoloi or Nirupama Borgohain cannot be
justified with the delicate increasing statistics of  women participation in
different parameters. New restrictions and taboos were still prevalent in
every sphere of  society. Women also faced the remark of; don’t know
what the best is for them. There were thousands of  reason not to sending
girls to school rather than one. Organised manipulation led them to
melancholy. Many of  the womenfolk got the chance to be educated as
they were from the privileged part of  society or their parents were aware.
Autobiography is a work of  educated, more privileged and self  conscious
people in general. Hitherto only people from recognised field attempt
this genre. But to know about the condition of  minority, it helps with
their valuable comments by exposing their opinion.q
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Abstract:

Assam is famous for Tea (Camellia assamica). Assam’s first tea
garden was established in 1837, in Chabua, Dibrugarh. Now-
a-days tea garden labor population consists of  18% of  the
total population of  Assam. Therefore studying different factors
influencing the demographic patterns of  tea garden labor
population is important. Age of  Menarche is an important
aspect for demography. Menarche is the first menstrual period
of  female. After menarche a girl becomes a woman with the
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ability to reproduce. She enters her reproductive stage and it
stays till she attains menopause.

Keywords:  Demography, reproduction, age, menarche,
menopause.

Introduction:

History of  Tea Plantation in Assam:
Tea is prepared from young buds and leaves of  tea plant through

various process adopted in the tea factory. Tea was first invented in
China round 2730 AD. The Chinese used to dry the leaves of  tea plant
and boil them in water and consumed as refreshing drink. The tea was
taken to Japan from China in 800 AD and nearly for 500 years it was
used as medicine only. After that in Japan tea was used as popular
liquid drink. In India Tea plantation started in the land of  Assam in
around 1820 (Sarmah, S 2007). First tea garden was established in
1837 in Chabuah (Griffith, 1967 and Kurmi, 1981).

In the beginning British people took help from some Chinese
people to establish the whole process of  tea garden installation. Later
on, tea garden labors were brought from various places like Chotanagar;
West Bengal; Bihar; Orissa; Uttar Pradesh; Madhya Pradesh; and
Maharastra. In 1859, there were in Assam, 51 privately owned tea garden.
The first mechanized tea factory was established in 1890 and CTC
machine was invented in 1930 in Assam. In Assam the planters faced
three major problems; first, the area was covered with thick and
unhealthy forest which had to be cleared; Secondly, there was almost
total absence of  roads, as the excellent road system of  Ahom kings
had all but vanished from neglect during the civil wars which occurred
at the end of  18th century and the beginning of  the 19th century (Phukan
1970); and thirdly, there was an inadequate supply of  laborers as the
local Assamese population did not get incentive to work as laborers
due to low wage and hazardous conditions to work. The British plants
began to import laborers through agents starting from 1840, which
continued for over100 years during which huge labor population
migrated into Assam to work in Tea plantation.

Though there is district difference in tea garden labor’s socio-
cultural life, they are taken as one group of  people characterized by
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their similar type of  habitat, style of  living, occupation and identification
in the green tea-valleys of  Assam. According to Prof. S. C. Sarmah
(2003), “a gradual process of  socio-cultural differences in their places
of  origin, they tried to identify themselves as one single tea-labor
community”.

The tea garden labor populations are indispensable part of  greater
Assamese population. But as they predominantly settled in an agro
based industrial zone, it took decades for them to assimilate with local
Assamese society. If  we were to see the racial composition of  tea garden
laborers of  Dibrugarh district we can divide them in two major groups
viz- Proto- Australoids and Palaeo-Monguloids (Saharia U.C 2005).
Proto-Australoids=Mundas and Bhils, Palaeo-Mongoloid=Santhal, Ho,
Savara, Orang etc.

Sandani or Sadri, Assamese and colloquial Hindi language is spoken
by tea garden labor community. Biolingualism is a common phenomenon
among them. Literacy rate is also poor among them. According to 2001
census only 41.7% male and 33.2% female were literate. Karam Puja,
Tusssu Puja, Durga Puja, Holi Christmas etc. were major religious festivals
of  tea garden laborers. “Zhumur” is a special dance style of  tea labors.
Rongali Bihu festival is also perform among them.

Menarche
Menarche is considered an important landmark of  sexual maturity.

In female, the age at which the first menstrual cycle appears, is known
as Menarche. But menarche may not be considered as the indication of
full maturity as ovulation may not occur for a year or more. This period
is known as adolescent sterility (Sengupta and Sarmah, 2007). On the
onset of  menarche as woman’s active reproductive period begins and
it continues till the attainment of  menopause. Menarche and Menopause
are two biological events  of  a female and it controls her fertility rate.
The age at menarche can be used as quantitative and objective measures
of  reproductive physiology as it reflect the primary capacity to
reproduce. Menarche age is considered as an important aspect of
population dynamics. It has been reported that wide variation of
menstrual cycle, which is caused by interaction of  number of  factors,
being responsible for differential fertility in women (Sarkar and
Choudhury 1968; Ghosh and Kumari 1973; and Sarmah, M.P. 2000),
also supported their findings.
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Area of  Research:

The undivided Dibrugarh District, comprising an area of  7023.89
square kilometers and situated between latitude 27°08 and 27°55 north
and longitudes 94°59 east. This district is the largest tea producing
district of  Assam with 280 tea gardens with an area of  73,821 hectors
(Saharia 2005). For the collection of  data, we are using three tea estates,
‘Khanikar tea estate’; ‘Sessa tea estate’ and ‘Khowang tea estate’ of
Dibrugarh district.

Objectives:

The Primary objective of  the present study has been concerned
with the collection of  data about age at menarche from tea garden
labor women of  Dibrugarh district and their statistical analysis and
descriptive demography.

Methodology:

The study would be carried out through inductive, deductive
and empirical approaches. This work includes the following stages of
study.

 i) Field work for primary data collection
 ii) Library work for secondary data
iii) Statistical interpretation.
The data on age of  menarche were collected from 326 labor

women of  Dibrugarh district. The data were collected through
interview method. For the determination of  age we had to estimate
in few cases with reference to some important events. Thus there is
every possibility for under reporting among the illiterate respondents.
However crosschecks were made in a number of  occasions   to verify
reliability.

Results and Discussion:

We had found a range of  variations in menarche age (from 9
to16 years). The data from the table indicates that highest number of
menarche occurs at the age of  12 years (23.31%) followed by 13 years
(22.7%) and 11 years (19.63%) respectively. Menarche rate at the age
of  10 years (9.2%) recorded in the table. The lowest rate was found at
the age of  16years (1.84%).
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Age at menarche (in yrs) No. of  women Percentage (%)
9 22 9.2%

10 30 19.63%
11 64 23.31%
12 76 22.70%
13 74 12.70%
14 40 12.27%
15 14 4.29%
16 6 1.84%

Total 326 100

Table on Age at Menarche

PIE CHART
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Conclusion:

Age at menarche varies at different part of  the world and it is
influenced by nutritional and socio-economic status; racial and
environmental factors like climate, food habit, physical activity, rural-
urban living, family size as well as genetic components. Every research
work is an addition to the body of  existing knowledge. From this point
of  view, each study has its own significance. This paper is an attempt
to study about age at menarche among the tea garden labor women of
Dibrugarh district.q
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Abstract

The public library is a significant institution regarding
developing a local community in all dimensions. Through a
public library reflect the intellectual strength of  a community.
Assam also a reach area for various cultural and ethnic diversity.
But the public library environment of  Assam is not developed
with changing context. To improve a suitable learning
environment among the local community, public library
resources, and services is an essential component. In this paper,
it is tried to reflect the current status of  public library services
of  Assam. The study conduct among the three district libraries,
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namely Guwahati, Mangaldoi, and Dibrugarh district libraries
of Assam.

Keywords:Public Library,Services, Collection, Problem. Co-
operation, Assam.

Introduction:

The public library is the backbone of  a community; public libraries
can determine the past present and future of  a community. On behalf
of  public library resources and services depends the development of
the particular community; the public library also preserves and promotes
the local cultural heritage of  the particular community.in this study,
conducted among the three public libraries of Assam.

District Library, Guwahati:

The Kamrup District Library is named as “District Library
Guwahati.” It was established in the year 1955. The library is situated at
Ambari, Guwahati. At present Miss, Krishna Bardoloi is working as the
librarian of  District Library, Guwahati. The library has a rich collection
on a wide range of  subjects with a total collection of  54, 329 books. The
District Library, Guwahati is a well-planned with modern equipped two-
storied building comprising of  an auditorium The different sections of
the library includes: Children Section, Reference Section, Reading Room,
Science, and Technology Section, Senior Citizen Room, Librarians Room,
Library Assistant’s Desk Office Room and a special section for PH people.
RFID technology also used for the circulation of  all books.The library
authority charges RS 15.00 as a membership fee for the library and
provides them with two borrower’s card to issue two books for 14 days.
The library opening hours are 11.00 AM to 6.00 PM except for every
Monday and 2nd and 4th Sunday.

District Library, Dibrugarh:

The Dibrugarh District Library is named as “District Library
Dibrugarh (DLD).” It was established in the year 1955during the first
five year plan period (1951-56) under the educational development
scheme “Improvement of  Library Services.” The library is situated at
Milan Nagar near Mancotta Road, which is in the central part of
Dibrugarh town. At present,Jayashree Devi is working as the Librarian
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of  District Library, Dibrugarh, at the same time she is also looking
after the district library of  Tinsukia. The library has a rich collection
on a wide range of  subjects with a total collection of  109093 books.
The Dibrugarh District Library is well-planned with a modern equipped
two-storied building comprising of  a museum and auditorium at first,
and an auditorium on the first-second floor of  the building on the
ground floor of  the building is meant for the library. The different
sections of  the library include Children Section, Reference Section,
Reading Room, Science, and Technology Section, Senior Citizen Room,
Women’s Corner, Librarians Room, Library Assistant’s Desk, Office
Room, etc. The library authority charges RS 15.00 as a membership
fee for the library and provides them with two borrower’s card to issue
two books for 14 days. The library opening hours are 10.30 AM to
6.00 PM except for every Monday and 2nd and 4th Sunday.

District library, Mangaldoi:

The District Library, Mangaldai, is situated in the heart of  the
city of  Mangaldai, the District Head Quarter of  Darrang. The Library
was previously a Sub Divisional Library established in the year 1970
along with other Sub Divisional Libraries in Barpeta, Hailakandhi,
Kokrajhar, and Nalbari. It acted as the Sub Divisional Library until
1983 when it was upgraded to the District Library. The first District
Librarian was SmtiManju Borah.

The Library was shifted in its present location in the year 1994
as the then Chief  Minister of  Assam Late. HiteswarSaikia inaugurated
the present library building on 7/11/1994. The library started
functioning in the present building in the same year. Right from its
beginning, the library began to fulfill the aspirations of  the people of
Darrang District by its dedicated service. The different categories of
readers like students, old age persons, and research scholars are benefited
by using the different resources of  the library.

At present, the Library is three storage RCC buildings with the
Reference, Braille, Reading, and the Children’s section located on the
ground floor. The Lending section is located on the first floor of  the
Library. The UNO Library is also located on the first floor. The Library
has a well-equipped Auditorium where all the important meetings and
programs take place. The present seat capacity of  the auditorium is
around 700. It must be mentioned here that the Differently Abled
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corner, as well as the Braille section, was opened on the - ground floor
of  the library on 21" June 2017 with the financial assistance of  RRRLF,
Kolkata. Now CCTV Cameras are also installed inside the library.

The Present book collection of  the Library is as on 31-3-2019 is
74,31 1 Nos. The total number of  registered members as of  31-32017
is 9700. Apart from that, the library contains newspapers, magazines,
journals, etc. The automation in the Library has started by using the
Library Software package KOHA, and as on 30/06/2017, almost 2900
books have been entered on the computer. At present, the Library has
nine permanent staff.

Objectives of  the Study:

The primary objectives of  the studies are as follows-
i. To find out the current status of  the public library system of  Assam.
ii. To analyses the services and resources of  public libraries of Assam.
iii. To find out the problems faced by the libraries regarding

providing various library services.

Methodology:

In these studies, structured questionnaires are distributed among
the Librarian of the selected libraries and collect the data from them.
Data analyze accordingly and reflect the findings.

Data Analysis and Interpretation of  Surveyed Public Libraries

The following is the general information about the surveyed
public libraries.

Table-1: General Information of  SurveyedPublic Libraries

Sl. Name of Address Year of Name Professional

No the District Establishment of the Qualification

Library Librarian of Librarian

1 District Panbazar, 1955 Krishna BLISC
Library, Guwahati-1 Bordoloi
Guwahati

2 District Manchota 1955 Jayashree BLISC
Library, Road, Devi
Dibrugarh Dibrugarh-

786003
3 District Mangaldoi, 1970 Surendra -

Library, Darrang- Ch. Nath
Mangaldoi 784125
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From table- 1,it is distinct that all three selected district libraries
are established after the independence District Library, Guwahati-1955,
District Library, Dibrugarh-1955, District Library, Mangaldoi- 1970.
Guwahati and Dibrugarh District Library established in the same year.
Professional Qualification of  District Librarian, of  Guwahati and
Dibrugarh maximum, is BLISC. District Librarian of  District Library
Mangaldoi has no professional qualifications. All three libraries are
situated in the central point of  the particular district. Dibrugarh and
Mangaldoi District Library situated nearby the District administration
office of  Dibrugarh and Darrang.

Library Hours of  the Surveyed Public Libraries:

Library Hours refer to the working time of  the library. The
different library hasa different schedule for library hours as follows

Table: 2- Library Hours of  the Surveyed Public Libraries

Sl. Name of Days

No District Working Sunday Holidays

Library Days

Opening Closing Opening Closing Monday,
Time Time Time Time Second

1 District 11.00 AM 6.00 PM 11.00 AM 6.00 PM Sunday,
Library, Fourth
Guwahati Sunday

2 District 10.30 AM 6.00 PM 10.30 AM 6.00 PM
Library,
Dibrugarh

3 District 9.30 AM 5.00 PM 9.30 AM 5.00 PM
Library,
Mangaldoi

From the Table-2, it is distinct the all of  the three libraries have
different library hours. District Library Dibrugarh has providedthe
maximum time for users. All three libraries have the same holiday,
Every Monday and 2nd and 4th Sunday.
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Total No of  Users of  the Surveyed Public Libraries:

Table -3: Total No of  Users of  the Surveyed Public Libraries

Sl. Name of  the District Library Total No of  Users

No

1 District Library, Guwahati 40082
2 District Library,  Dibrugarh 12,677
3 District Library, Mangaldoi 9926

From Table- 3.  It reflects the among the three district libraries,
district Library Guwahati hasa maximum number of  a user. District
library Guwahati and Mangaldoi have no separate data for Male and
Female users. Only District Library, Dibrugarh have separate data for
male users and female uses. In the District Library, Dibrugarh has
Male Users- 6560 Female users- 6117 nos.  District Library, Guwahati
has large no of  users because of  their centrality characteristics, and
nearby this library hasa various prestigious educational institution, like
Cotton University,

Collection of  the Surveyed Public Libraries:

a. Print Collection:

The following are the various print collections of  the surveyed
public libraries. The print collection is the primary information source
for all three libraries. Using all of  this collection, all three libraries
tried to achieve their goals.
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Table- 4. Print Collection of  the Surveyed Public Libraries

Sl.                  Type Name of  the District Library

No District District District

Library Library, Library

Guwahati Dibrugarh Mangaldoi

1 Total No of  Books 54329 109093 74211
2 Periodicals Local 4 1 10

Regional 1 15 -
National 6 10 -
International 2 - -
Total 13 26 10

3 Newspaper Assamese 9 5 6
English 8 3 1
Hindi 1 - -
Bengali 1 - -
Total 19 8 7

4 Back Volume - - -
5 Other Collection - - -

Table 4.Itclearly reflects the collection of  the book all of  the
surveyed public libraries. District Library, Dibrugarh has maximum
no of  books collection-109093.  District Library Mangaldoi have 74211
no’s books and District Library, Guwahati has 54329 no books. This
book includes language mainly- Assamese, Hindi, English, Bengali,
and Sanskrit. Books are arranged into the Reference Section, Science
& Technology Section and Child section. But they have not maintained
separate records for all collection.

Table 4. shows the periodical collections of the surveyed public libraries.
District Library Dibrugarh hasa maximum no of  periodicals. District Library,
Dibrugarh has – Local – 1, Regional-15, National- 10. District Library
Guwahati have Local-4, Regional-1, National – 6, International-2, District
Library Mangaldoi have Local -10 no’s of  periodicals.

All of  these surveyed public libraries have no Special periodicals
for women empowerment. Only District Library Guwahati have 2 no’s
of  International periodicals.

From Table 4,Itreflects the availability of  Newspapers among
surveyed public library. District Library Guwahati have maximum no
of  Newspaper. Availability of  Newspaper categories based on language.
The collection of  the newspaper of  the three district libraries is as
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follows- District Library, Guwahati hasa total of  19 no’s Newspaper,
here Assamese-9, English -8, Hindi-1, Bengali- 1. District Library,
Dibrugarh hasa total of  8 no’s of  Newspaper, here Assamese -5, English
-3. District Library, Mangaldoi hasa total of  7 no’s of  Newspaper, here
include Assamese -5 and English- 1.

All data about the print collection of  surveyed public libraries show-
b. Non-Print Collection:

There is no non-print collection on the surveyed library.
Services Available in the Surveyed Public Libraries:

Library services include all services which are provided for the
users. Based onthe standard and quality of  library services, increase the
acceptability of  the library. All libraries it is tried to provide maximum
service for the user with the least time and effort. This study examines the
various services provided by the selected public libraries.

Table 5: Services available in the Surveyed Public Libraries

Sl. Name Name of  the District Library

No of the District Library District Library District Library

Services Guwahati Dibrugarh Mangaldoi

Available Not Available Not Available Not Available
Available Available Available

i. Lending P - P - P -

Service
ii. Reference P        - P - P -

Service
iii. Current P      - P - P -

Awareness
Service

iv. Reprography - P - P - P

Service
v. Extension P - - P - P

Service
vi. Translation - P - P - P

Service
vii. Document - P - P - P

Delivery
Service

viii. Inter - P - P - P

Library
Loan
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From Table 5: it is distinct that all three libraries provided
minimum services for users. All three library provides- Lending Service,
Reference Service, and Current Awareness Service. Only District
Library, Guwahati provides Extension Services for users. All three
libraries do not provide - Reprography Service, Indexing and Abstracting
Services, Translation Service, Document delivery Service, Inter-Library
Loan, and other services. No special services provide for women
empowerment.

Special Extension Services in Surveyed Public Libraries:

Table -6:Special Extension Services provide in Surveyed Public Libraries

Sl.     Extension Name of  the District Library

No Services District Library, District Library District Library

Guwahati Dibrugarh Mangaldoi

Yes No Yes No Yes NO

1 Exhibition P - - P - P

2 Adult Education - P - P - P

3 Book Exhibition - - P - P

4 Reading circle - P - P - P

5 Fair and Festivals - P - P - P

6 Extension talk - P - P - P

7 Workshop P - - P - P

8 Drama - P - P - P

9 Musical Event - P - P - P

10 Essay P - - P P -

Writing
Quiz P - - P P -

Elocution - - P - P

Competition Story P - - P - P

writing
Poem P - - P - P

Writing/
Recitation
Book - - P - P

Review
Drawing - - P - P

Handicraft - - P - P

11 Special Day Librarians P - P - - P

day
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From Table 6, it is distinct that the field of  extension service is
impoverished. District Library, Dibrugarh has no extension services
for increasing users. District Library Guwahati organize – Exhibition,
Workshop, Essay Writing, Quiz, Elocution, Story writing, Poem
Writing/ Recitation,Book Review, Drawing, Handicraft with
collaboration with various govt. And nongovt. Organization. And
celebrate Librarians day per year. District Library, Mangaldoi organize
Quiz and Essay writing competition.

Due to the lack of  extension services, various users do not get
the proper platform for library resources. Increasing the number of
women user’s extension services is necessary. In survey, public libraries
have full facilities to provide extension services. All three library has a
well-equipped auditorium to organize all cultural program.

Library Resources for Self  Establishment in Surveyed Public Libraries:

Self-establishment denotes all activities which can improve our
skills in a particular field. And improve self-potentiality for productive
works. Library provides various resources for self-establishment. In
this study, it is tried to trace out the various resources which are provided
to users for self-establishment. Self-establishment resources play a vital
role in Women Empowerment.

Table 7- Library Resources for Self  Establishment in Surveyed Public Libraries

Sl. Documents Name of  the District Library

No related to District Library, District Library District Library

Guwahati Dibrugarh Mangaldoi

Available Not Available Not Available Not

Available Available Available

1 Agriculture - P P - - P

2 Poultry - P P - - P

3 Handloom - P P - - P

4 Tailoring - P P - - P

5 Sericulture - P P - - P

6 Cooking - P P - - P

7 Handicraft - P P - - P

8 Apiculture - P P - - P

9 Pisciculture - P P - - P

10 Gardening - P P - - P
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From Table 7, it is distinct that only District Library Dibrugarh
has various resources for self-establishment. Another two libraries,
District Library, Guwahati, and Mangaldoi, have no provision of  self-
empowerment resources. District Library, Dibrugarh provides Resource
for Self-establishment in Agriculture Poultry, Handloom, Tailoring,
Sericulture, Cooking, Handicraft, Apiculture, Pisciculture and
Gardening field.

Libraries co-relation with Various Organization/ NGO/SHGs

related to Women empowerment:

Table 8-Libraries co-relation with Various Organization/

NGO/SHGs related to Women empowerment

Sl. Field of Name of  District Library

No Organization District Library, District Library District Library,

Guwahati Dibrugarh Mangaldoi

Yes No Yes No Yes No

1 Agriculture - P - P - P

2 Political - P - P - P

3 Education - P - P - P

4 Health - P - P - P

5 Self Help Group - P - P - P

6 Culture - P - P - P

7 Literature - P - P - P

8 Women Justice - P - P - P

9 Economic - P - P - P

10 Social Welfare - P - P - P

11 Another - P - P - P

From the Tables -8, it is clearly distinguished all of  the three
public libraries have no co-relation with Various Organization/ NGO/
SHGs related to Women empowerment.
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Library Program for Socio-Economic Development in Surveyed

Public Libraries:

Table-9: Library Program for Socio-Economic Development in

Surveyed Public Library

Sl. Name of Name of  the District Library

No Program District Library, District Library District Library,

Guwahati Dibrugarh Mangaldoi

Yes No Yes No Yes No

1 Family Planning - P - P - P

2 Health - P - P - P

3 Child Care - P - P - P

4 Political - P - P - P

Awareness
5 Self- - P - P - P

Empowerment
6 Nutrition - P - P - P

7 Sanitation - P - P - P

8 Distance learning - P - P - P

9 Justice - P - P - P

Table 9, displays that all of  three public libraries have no socio-
economic development program

The Surveyed Public Libraries face problems

Every institution faced various problems in achieving their static
goals. The public library also faced various problems while the conduct
various services. For providing effective services for women
empowerment public library faced various problems. In this study, it is
tried to examine what types of  problems faced by the surveyed public
library.
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Table 10:Problems are faced by the Surveyed Public Libraries

while providing various services for Women Empowerment

Sl. Problems Name of  the District Library

No District Library, District Library DistrictLibrary

Guwahati Dibrugarh Mangaldoi

Yes No Yes No Yes No

1 Adequate P - P - P -

Fund
2 The response - P - P - P

of  women
users

3 No adequate P - P - P -

staff
4 Dedication P - - P P -

of Staff
5 Lack of  ICT P - P - P -

facility
6 No Support P - P - P -

of  Government
7 Lack of P - P - P -

Awareness
8 Lack of - P P - P -

Education
9 Family P - P - P -

Problem
10 Economic P - P - P -

Problem
11 Availability - P P - P -

of Time
12 Communication - P - P P -

Problem

From the Table-10, it reflects that all three public libraries faced
various problem, to provide services for women empowerment.

The common problem faced by all surveyed public libraries as
follows-  Adequate Fund, No adequate staff, Dedication of  Staff, Lack
of  ICT facility,No Support of  Government, Lack of  Awareness, Family
Problem, Economic Problem, Availability of  Time,
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Conclusion:

The public library is working as a reflector of  a community, but
in changing context,not change the public libraries’environment of
Assam.Assam is a vibrant area for their ethnic identity and
multidimensional cultural heritage, but the preservation of  these public
libraries have no initiatives. From the study, it is clear that the
maintenance of  a library system is in deplorablecondition. Libraries
are run traditionally. All three librarians have no plans for an e-learning
environment. District library Mangaldoi in a pathetic condition; all
library resources are in a much-undisciplined manner. The libraries
have faced lots of  problems with providing library services. To build
an information society, and protect and promote the intellectual strength
of  Assam, develop the public library services is a prime duty for
government and non-government authority. In Assam have a great
opportunity for promoting library services incompetence with ICT
environment.q
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Abstract

The purpose of  thisstudy was to find out the influence of
adapted interval exercises adapted yoga practices and skill
practices on individual skill-shooting among Special Olympics
football participants. For this study purpose, investigator
selected forty (40) Mild Intellectually Disabled participants
from Faculty of  Disability Management and Special Education
(FDMSE) Perianaickenpalayam and KoumariPrasanthini
Special School, Thudialur, Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India. The
age group of  subjects ranged between 12-17 years.  The groups
were selected as Adapted Interval Exercises Training (AIET)
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Group, Adapted Yoga Practices Training (AYPT) Group,
Specific Football Skill Practices Training (SFST) Group and
Group-IV acted as Control Group. Pre-test, mid-test  and post-
test were conducted on  Individual skill-shooting  for all the
groups. After pre-test, experimental groups I, II and III were
treated with adapted interval exercises training, adapted yoga
practices training and specific football skill practices training
for a duration of  one hour, five days per week for a period of
eight  weeks respectively and tests were conducted for all the
groups after eight weeks as mid-test and after 16 weeks as
post-test. The individual skill-shooting was tested with Football
(Soccer) skill assessment test-shooting. Collected data were
treated with Repeated Measures ANOVA. If  the obtained ‘F’
ratio was found to be significant, the Newman-Keuls post hoc
test was applied. The result shows that there was a significant
difference among the three tests. The results of  the analysis
of  covariance (ANCOVA)revealed that there is significant
difference among the adjusted post-test means. Then the results
of  the Scheffe’s post hoc test show significant difference
between the paired means in individual skill-shooting.

Keywords: Special Olympics, adapted interval exercises,
adapted yoga practices, specific football skill practices,
individual skill-shooting.

Introduction :

According to(Winnick:2005), ‘The word “adapt” means “to
adjust” or “to fit”. Here the word “adapt” is consistent with these
definitions and includes the modification to meet unique needs of
students. It encompasses traditional components associated with
adapted physical education, including those designed to correct,
habilitate, or remediate. It is a sub discipline of  physical education that
provides for safe, personally satisfying, and successful experiences for
students of  differing abilities.’  And adapted sport refers to sport
modified or created to meet the unique needs of  individuals with
disabilities. Adapted sport may be conducted in integrated setting in
which individuals with disabilities interact with participants without
disabilities or in segregated environments that include only individuals
with disabilities.
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Methodology

The purpose of  thisstudy was to find out the influence of  adapted
interval exercises, adapted yoga practices and skill practices on individual
skill-shooting among Special Olympics football participants.  For this
study purpose, investigator selected forty (40) Mild Intellectually
Disabled players from Faculty of  Disability Management and Special
Education (FDMSE) Perianaickenpalayam and KoumariPrasanthini
Special School, Thudialur, Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India respectively.
The age group of  subjects ranged between 12-17 years.  The groups
were selected as Adapted Interval Exercises Training (AIET) Group,
Adapted Yoga Practices Training (AYPT) Group, Specific Football Skill
Practices Training (SFST) Group and Group-IV acted as Control Group.
Pre-test, mid-test  and post-test were conducted on  Individual skill-
shooting  for all the groups. After pre-test, experimental groups I, II
and III were treated with adapted interval exercises training, adapted
yoga practices training and specific football skill practices training for
a duration of  one hour, five days per week for a period of  eight  weeks
respectively and tests were conducted for all the groups after eight
weeks as mid-test and after 16 weeks as post-test. For intensity, the
difficulty level of  exercises was increased for every four week. The
individual skill-shooting was test with Football (Soccer) skill assessment
test-shooting. Collected data were treated with Repeated Measures
ANOVA. If  the ‘F’ ratio was found to be significant, the Newman-
Keuls post hoc test was applied. Analysis of  covariance (ANOVA)
was used to find out the significant difference among the groups. And
if  ‘F’ ratio was found the significant to be Scheffe’s post hoc test was
applied to find out the significant paired mean difference among the
groups.

Results

Repeated Measures ANOVA and Newman-Keuls test.

The training effects of  Adapted interval exercises group, Adapted
yoga practices group, Specific football skill practices group and Control
group among the pre-test, mid-test and the post-test were analyzed
and presented in the following table-1.
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The table value required for significance at 0.05 level with degree
of freedom 2 and 18 is 3.55

An examination of  Table-1 shows that the obtained ‘F’-ratio
values of  Adapted interval exercises group,adapted yoga practices group
and specific football skills practices group on the selected variable
namely individual skill-shooting are 3.941, 14.226and        9.000
respectively. The results are greater than the table value of  3.55 with
degree of  freedom 2 and 18 required for significant at 0.05 level of
confidence. The ‘F’ ratio for control group 0.083 is lesser than the
require table value. The results of  the study indicated that there is a
significant difference among the means of  three tests in individual
skill-shooting except control group.

Results of  Newman-Keuls Test

Significant ‘F’ ratios were obtained among the various treatment
means in Individual skill-shooting. In order to find out the significant
differences between all the possible pairs of  means Newman-Keuls
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test was applied and the results were presented in Table-2.

Table-2

Studentized range values for (2, 18) and (3, 18) are 2.97 and
3.61respectively.

The obtained mean differences between the pre-test and the post-
test (initial test and 16 weeks) is greater than the critical value and found
to be significant at 0.05 level in individual skill-shooting of  Adapted
interval exercises group.  The mean differences between the pre-test and
the mid-test (initial test and 8 weeks) and between the mid-test and post-
test (8 weeks and 16 weeks) in the Adapted interval exercises group are
found to be not significant. The results of  the study indicate that 16
weeks of  Adapted Interval Exercises Training programme showed
significant improvement in the individual skill-shooting.
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The obtained mean differences between the pre-test and the mid-
test (initial test and 8 weeks) and between the pre-test and the post-test
(initial test and 16 weeks) are higher than the critical value and found
to be significant at 0.05 level in individual skill-shooting and not
significant between the mid-test and post-test (8 weeks and 16 weeks)
in the Adapted Yoga Practices group. The results of  the study indicate
that first 8 weeks and 16 weeks of  Adapted Yoga Practices Training
programme showed significant improvement in the individual skill-
shooting.

The obtained mean differences are between the pre-test and post-
test (initial test and 16 weeks), between pre-test and mid-test (initial-
test and 8 weeks) and between mid-test and post-test (8 weeks and 16
weeks)  greater than the critical value and found to be significant at
0.05 level in individual skill-shooting. The results of  the study indicate
that the first 8 weeks, second 8 weeks and 16 weeks of  Specific Football
Skill Practices Training programme showed significant improvement
in the individual skill-shooting.

The mean values of  pre-test, mid-test and post-test of  Individual
skill-shooting of  Adapted interval exercises group, Adapted yoga
practices group, Specific football skill practices group and Control group
were presented in figure-1.
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Figure – 1

Bar diagram showing mean values of  pretest, mid-test and

post-test of  Individual skill-shooting of  Adapted interval

exercises group, Adapted yoga practices group,  Specific

football skill practices group and Control group

Analysis of  Covariance on Pre, Post and Adjusted Post-test means
on Individual skill-shooting among Adapted interval exercises group,
Adapted yoga practices group, Specific football skill practices group
and Control group were presented in Table-3.
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TABLE -3

Analysis of  Covariance on Pre, Post and Adjusted Post-test

means on Individual skill-shooting among Adapted interval

exercises group, Adapted yoga practices group,

Specific football skill practices group and Control group

BG-Between Groups Means; WG-Within Group Means;  Table
value at 0.05 level of  significant of  confidence for 3 & 36 and 3 & 35
degree of  freedom 2.87 & 2.874. *=Significant.

Table-3 reveals the computation of  ‘F’ ratios on pre-test, post-
test and adjusted post-test means of  Individual skill-shooting of
Adapted interval exercises group, Adapted yoga practices group, Specific
football skill practices group and Control group.

The obtained ‘F’ ratio for the pre-test means of  Individual skill-
shooting of  Adapted interval exercises group, Adapted yoga practices
group, Specific football skill practices group and Control group is 0.267.
Since the ‘F’ ratio was lesser than the required table value of  2.87 for
the degree of  freedom 3 and 36, it was found to be not significant at
0.05 level of  confidence. Further,the post-test and adjusted post-test
‘F’ ratios 4.721 and 4.917 respectively on Individual skill-shooting were
higher than the required table value of  2.87 for the degree of  freedom
3 and 36 and the degree of  freedom 3 and 35 respectively, hence it was
found to be statistically significant at 0.05 level of  confidence. Scheffe’s
Post hoc test for the differences between the paired Adjusted Post-test
means of  Individual skill-shooting was presented in Table-4.
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TABLE-4
Scheffe’s Post hoc test for the differences between the paired

Adjusted Post-test means of  Individual skill-shooting

Table-4 revealed that the mean differences between the paired
adjusted post-test means of  all groups. The Scheffe’s ‘F’ value for the
mean difference between Adapted interval exercises group and Adapted
yoga practices group and between Adapted interval exercises group
and Specific football skill practices group, between Adapted interval
exercises group and Control group, between Adapted yoga practices
group and Specific football skill practices group, between Adapted
yoga practices group and Control group were 0.1489, 1.7377, 6.0834,
2.9040 and 4.3263 respectively. The values were lesser than that of  the
required Scheffe’s table ‘F’ value 8.61, and it was found to be not
significant. The Scheffe’s ‘F’ value for the mean difference between
Specific football skill practices group and Control group was 14.3194.
The value of  Scheffe’s ‘F’ was higher than that of  the required Scheffe’s
table F ratio 8.61and it was found to be significant on individual skill-
shooting.

Mean values of  pre, post and adjusted post-test of  Individual
skill-shooting of  Adapted interval exercises group, Adapted yoga
practices group, Specific football skill practices group and Control group
were presented in figure-2.
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Figure – 2

Bar diagram showing mean values of  pre-test, post-test and

adjusted post-test of  individual skill-shooting of  Adapted

interval exercises group, Adapted yoga practices group,

Specific football skill practices group and Control group

Discussion on Findings

The results of  one way repeated measures analysis of  variance
(ANOVA) indicate that there is a significant improvement in Individual
skill-shooting due to the influence of  Adapted interval exercises
programme, Adapted yoga practices programme and Specific football
skill practices programme.

However, the results of  the Neman Keuls test indicate that the
obtained mean differences between the pre-test and the post-test (initial
test and 16 weeks) is greater than the critical value and found to be
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significant at 0.05 level in individual skill-shooting of  Adapted interval
exercises group.  The mean differences between the pre-test and the
mid-test (initial test and 8 weeks) and between the mid-test and post-
test (8 weeks and 16 weeks) in the Adapted interval exercises group are
found to be not significant. The results of  the study indicate that 16
weeks of  Adapted Interval Exercises Training programme showed
significant improvement in the individual skill-shooting.

The obtained mean differences between the pre-test and the mid-
test (initial test and 8 weeks) and between the pretest and the post-test
(initial test and 16 weeks) are higher than the critical value and found to
be significant at 0.05 level in individual skill-shooting but not significant
between the mid-test and post-test (8 weeks and 16 weeks) in the Adapted
Yoga Practices group. The results of  the study indicate that first 8 weeks
and 16 weeks of  Adapted Yoga Practices Training programme showed
significant improvement in the individual skill-shooting.

The obtained mean differences are between the pre-test and the
post-test (initial test and 16 weeks), between pre-test and mid-test (initial-
test and 8 weeks) and between mid-test and post-test (8 weeks and 16
weeks)  greater than the critical value and found to be significant at
0.05 level in individual skill-shooting. The results of  the study indicate
that the first 8 weeks, second 8 weeks and 16 weeks of  Specific Football
Skill Practices Training programme showed significant improvement
in the individual skill-shooting.

Barana et al. (2013) and Ozerb et al. (2012),Tiu et al. andRay et
al. (2001) has also proved in their studies that an improvement did
occur in Individual skill-shooting (soccer) as pointed above, in the
subjects included in their research study.

Conclusion

It is concluded that the results of  repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) show significant improvement in Individual skill-
shooting. And the Newman Keuls tests indicate that there are significant
differences of  16 weeksof  training in the all group. Further, there are
significant differences of  first 8 weeks of  training in the Adapted yoga
practices group, Specific football skill practices group and there are
significant differences of  last 8 weeksof  training in the Specific football
skill practices group inIndividual skill-shooting.
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It is concluded that the results of  analysis of  covariance for
post-test and adjusted post-test is significant. The Scheffe’s post hoc
test indicated that the experimental group namely the Specific football
skill practices group had better improvement than the Control group
in Individual skill-shooting. There is no significant difference among
the other paired mean comparisons.q
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Abstract
Characters and episodes are often salvaged from the Mahabharata
and reconstructed to address the contemporary concerns. Dinkar’s long
poem Rashmirathi reconstructs certain episodes from the epic to
project Karna as a subaltern/Dalit hero. India of  1950s was
inspired by the ideals like Dalit emancipation and Dinkar’s Karna,
being industrious, brave and chivalrous challenges the privileges
based on the birth. Karna in the epic struggls for his own rights,
but Dinkar’s Karna champions the cause of  all downtrodden.
The poet though glosses over Karna’s shortcomings, has managed
to give pertinent messages about the injustice of  caste hierarchy,
futility of  war and evils of  consumerism.
Key words- Caste, Discrimination, Fate, Manliness, Struggle.
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1. Introduction

Indian epic the Mahabharata is believed to have acquired a written
form from 400 B.C. to 400 A.D. (Thapar, 2018:7). But the stories and
legends that have found place in it were in oral circulation much before
(McGrath, 2009: 20). Having contributed by many and developed over
a long period of  time, the epic has become a timeless text with all the
heterogeneity that it contains (Sukthankar, 1998:10). The narrative
portion in it is a naturally grown creative, sensitive record of  the human
experiences and didactic/normative portion is a deliberate
superimposition to project ideals. Though prominent didacticism is
obvious in the portions like the Shantiparva and the Bhagavadgita, but
otherwise narrative and didactic are mostly intertwined making the
epic a true reflection of  human mind; partly rational and  partly
emotional with boundaries between the two blurred. This complexity
makes the epic appealing and it keeps on attracting the poets/writers
since ages justifying the statement in the epic itself,

“Some bards have already sung this history; and some again are
teaching it to others; others will no doubt do the same hereafter on
earth” (Dutt, Vol 1, 2013: 3)

From Bhasha in the 3rd century A.D. to present day Anand
Nikanthan, there is a long list of  the poets/authors who reconstruct
the episodes/characters from the epic to give vent to their creative
genius as well as to address the contemporary concerns. Karna with
his tragic life seems to have a special appeal.  Tagore in Bengali poem
Karna-Kunti Samvad (Khangai, 2014:127-133) and Shivaji Savant in
Marathi masterpiece Mrutunjay had elevated Karna to very high level
in the popular imagination. Ramdhari Singh ‘Dinkar’ (A.D.1908-1974)
also seems to be fascinated by the epical tradition. Drawing characters
and episodes from the epic, he wrote long poems like Kurushetra, Urvashi,
Parhsuram Ki Pratiksha and Rashmirathi.

India of  1950s was inspired by the ideas like equality and socialism
and creative writers were looking for characters from margins in Indian
literary tradition, who can be a source of  inspirations for the
underprivileged. Many writers/poets represented Karna as champion
of  the ‘Dalits’ and through him give a message that in the new world
that is coming into existence in India, it will be capabilities and hard
work that will be rewarded and not birth. Dinkar says that in the huge
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conflux of  ships i.e. huge literature that is resurrecting Karna, he also
have his small boat (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: Pp.7-11).

Spread over hundred and seventy six pages, the epical poem is
divided into seven parts called Sarg. In each Sargas, Dinkar highlights
Karna’s heroism by reconstructing certain selected episodes from the
epic; like Karna’s challenge to Arjuna during the friendly contest of
the princes, his acquiring of  martial skill from Parshurama and also
the curse, Krishna and Kunti’s attempts of  persuading Karna to switch
over to the Pandava’s side, God Indra’s deception and the final dual
between Karna and Arjuna. The poem is partly dialogues of  the
characters and partly monologues of  the poet.  Karna’s introduction in
the poem sets the tone,

“ÃŸ ‚ ‚◊⁄U‡ÊÍ⁄U, ◊Ÿ ‚ ÷ÊflÈ∑§, SflÊ÷Êfl ‚ ŒÊŸË,
¡ÊÁÃ-ªÙòÊ ∑§Ê Ÿ„UË¢, ‡ÊË‹ ∑§Ê, ¬ıL§· ∑§Ê •Á÷◊ÊŸË–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009 :17)
(Brava in the battle, emotional, generous in charity, not proud of

character, manliness and not of  linage)

2. Objectives-

a) To investigate how the old literary tradition are reconstructed
to address the contemporary concerns.

b) To probe the psyche of  the subalterns as reflected in the
poem.

c) To understand the injustice of  discriminatory caste system.
d) To engage with the description of  violence and probe if  it

can be avoided.

3. Methodology-

The paper is based on heuristics and hermeneutics of  the texts.

4. Discussion and Results.

4.1. Challenging the Varna/Caste hegemony-

Dinkar’s Karna personifies the challenge that comes from a
talented subaltern to the hegemony of  elites. During the contest among
the Kuru princes, while Arjuna was eulogized as a hero, Karna enters
the arena uninvited, shows better skill than Arjuna and also challenges
him to dual; the elites perceives this as a calamity.

⁄UÊ¡fl¢‡Ê ∑§ ŸÃÊ•Ù¢¬⁄U ¬«∏UË Áfl¬Œ •ÁÃ ÷Ê⁄UË– (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009 :19)
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(The leaders of  the royal family were assailed by the great calamity)
Stigmatizations and insults are often used as a weapon to keep

the lower castes oppressed. In reaction to Karna’s challenge, Kripacharya
says that Arjuna is a royal prince and asks about Karna’s caste. Sad and
dejected Karna reacts,

¡ÊÁÃ-¡ÁÃ ⁄U≈UŸ, Á¡Ÿ∑§Ë ¬Í¢¡Ë ∑§fl‹ ¬Ê·¢«U, ◊Ò¢ ÄÿÊ ¡ÊŸÈ ¡ÊÁÃ? ¡ÊÁÃ „UÒ ÿ
◊⁄U ÷È¡Œá«U– (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 19)

(The hypocrites talk only about the caste, what do I know about
it? My caste is my prowess)

 The pretentious elitism comes under scything criticism,
“ ™§¬⁄U Á‚⁄U ¬⁄U ∑§Ÿ∑§-¿UÃ, ÷ËÃ⁄U ∑§Ê‹-∑§-∑§Ê‹, ‡Ê⁄U◊ÊÃ „UÒ¢ Ÿ„UË¢ ¡ªÃ ◊¢

¡ÊÁÃ ¬Í¿UŸflÊ‹–” (ibid)
 (Having gold canopy over head, but black at heart, they are not

ashamed of  asking about caste)  Karna seems to be giving vent to the
accumulated pain of  all those who are victimized by the system of
exploitations,

 “◊SÃ∑§ ™°§øÊ Á∑§ÿ, ¡ÊÁÃ ∑§Ê ŸÊ◊ Á‹ÿ ø‹Ã „UÊ�, ¬⁄U, •œ◊¸◊ÿ ‡ÊÊ�·áÊ ∑§
’‹ ‚ ‚Èπ ◊¢ ¬‹Ã „UÊ�–

•œ◊ ¡ÁÃÿÊ�¢ ‚ Õ⁄U-Õ⁄U ∑§Ê°¬Ã ÃÈê„UÊ⁄U ¬˝ÊáÊ, ¿U‹ ‚ ◊Ê¢ª Á‹ÿÊ ∑§⁄UÃ „UÊ�
•¢ªÈ∆U ∑§Ê ŒÊŸ–– (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 20)

(Taking pride in the caste, you walk holding head high, but you
enjoy the life by unethical exploitation. You fear the lower castes and
cunningly ask for the donation of  the thumb.)

Thumb is an obvious reference to cruelty towards Eklavya.
Karna’s frustration about discriminatory caste system comes out

often,
“œ°‚ ¡Êÿ flÊ� Œ‡Ê •Ã‹ ◊¢, ªÈáÊ ∑§Ë ¡„UÊ° ¬„UøÊŸ, ¡ÊÁÃ-ªÊ�òÊ ∑§ ’‹ ‚ „UË

•ÊœÊ⁄U ¬ÊÃ „UÒ¢ ¡„UÊ° ‚È¡ÊŸ–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 31)
 (That nation deserved to be buried in hell, where talent is not

acknowledged and people get respect based only on the caste and linage)
The discrimination pains him,
“„UÊÿ, ¡ÊÁÃ ¿UÊ�≈UË „UÒ, ÃÊ� Á»§⁄U ‚÷Ë „U◊Ê⁄U ªÈáÊ ¿UÊ�≈U, ¡ÊÁÃ ’«∏UË, ÃÊ� ’«∏U ’Ÿ¢

fl, ⁄U„U ‹Êπ øÊ„U πÊ�≈U–” (ibid)
(As we are of  low caste, all our qualities are also inferior, if  the

caste is higher, they remained respectable, even if  they are deceptive)
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Duryodhana, called Suyodhana in the poem comes forward in
support of  Karna and also speak in favor of  the discriminated,

“∑§áÊ¸ ÷‹ „UË ‚ÍÃ¬ÈòÊ „UÊ� •ÕflÊ ‡fl¬ø, ø◊Ê⁄U, ◊Á‹Ÿ, ◊ª⁄U, ß‚∑§ •Êª „UÒ
‚Ê⁄U ⁄UÊ¡∑È§◊Ê⁄U–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 21)

(It does not matter if  Kara is a son Suta or Shwpach, Chamar, but
all the princes are pale in front of him)

 The lower castes Shwapach and Chamar are addition from Dinkar’s
side, there is no such mention in the epic. (Dutt, Vol 1, 2013,
Pp.402,403).

Duryodhana, though haughty stands out as a sincere and brave
person in the poem.  Drona in contrast is portrayed as conspiring and
discriminatory teacher, who unethically favors Arjuna. He does not
feel any regret that Eklavaya’s thumb was cunningly demanded by him
to maintain the supreme position of  Arjuna (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 23).

4.2. Subaltern hero-

Karna in the epic seems to be struggling for his own progress
but Dinkar’s Karna represents the downtrodden.

“ ¡ª ◊¢ ¡Ê� ÷Ë ÁŸŒ̧Á‹Ã, ¬̋ÃÊÁ«∏UÃ ¡Ÿ „UÒ¢, ¡Ê� ÷Ë ÁŸ„UËŸ „UÒ¢, ÁŸÁãŒÃ „UÒ¢, ÁŸœ̧Ÿ „UÒ¢,
ÿ„U ∑§áÊ¸ ©Uã„UË ∑§Ê ‚πÊ, ’ãœÈ, ‚„Uø⁄U „UÒ¢,” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 102)
(In the world whoever is downtrodden, troubled, who do not

have anything and are stigmatized.
This Karna is their friend and companion)
He asserts,
“ ◊Ò¢ ©UŸ∑§Ê •ÊŒ‡Ê¸, Á¡ã„U¢ ∑È§‹ ∑§Ê ªı⁄Ufl ÃÊ«∏UªÊ, ÁŸëfl¢‡Ê¡ã◊Ê ∑§„U∑§⁄U Á¡Ÿ∑§Ê�

¡ª ÁœÄ∑§Ê⁄UªÊ–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009:73)
(I am there ideal, who will be tortured by the linage based

hierarchy; they will be taunted by the world as low born.)
Parshurama, the legendary sage had vowed that he will teach

martial skills to Brahmins only and Karna, eager to be a better archer
than Arjuna impersonates as a Brahmin to train from him, but he
continues to feel guilty about this deception and tries to justify his act
by saying that he could have not got the specialized knowledge of  the
weapons by speaking the truth and probably would have asked to give
away his thumb like Eklavya (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 30-31).

When Kunti tries to persuade him to leave Duryodhana and join
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the Pandavas, he refuses but says that in case the Pandavas lose the
war, he will not enjoy with the victorious Duryodhana but will come to
the defeated Pandavas.

“ „UÊ° •ª⁄U ¬Ê¢«UflÊ�¢ Á∑§ Ÿ ø‹Ë ß‚ ⁄UáÊ ◊¢, fl „ÈU∞ „UÃ¬˝÷ Á∑§‚Ë Ã⁄U„U ¡ËflŸ ◊¢,
⁄UÊœÿ Ÿ ∑È§L§¬ÁÃ ∑§Ê ‚„U-¡ÃÊ „UÊ�ªÊ, fl„U ¬ÈŸ— ÁŸ—Sfl ŒÁ‹ÃÙ¢ ∑§Ê ŸÃÊ „UÊ�ªÊ–”
(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 102)
(If  the Pandavas do not come out victorious, they become helpless

in life, Radheya (Karna) will not be a partner in the victory of  the
Duryodhana. He will be again a leader of  the Dalit who do not have
anything)

He will not come for prestige or crown, but to provide comfort
to younger brothers during their time of  grief,

“ ŒÈπ ◊¢ •ŸÈ¡Ù¢ ∑§Ê� ÷È¡ ÷⁄UŸ •Ê™°§ªÊ–” (ibid)
(I will come to embrace the younger brothers in their hour of

grief)
After the fall of  Drona he becomes the commander-in-chief  of

the Kaurava army. His confidence is obvious as he says,
“ ‚◊ÿ ∑§Ê� øÊ„UÃÊ „ÈU° ŒÊ‚ ∑§⁄UŸÊ, •÷ÿ „UÊ� ◊ÎàÿÈ ∑§Ê ©U¬„UÊ‚ ∑§⁄UŸÊ–

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U,2009: 139)
 (I want to make time my slave, becoming fearless I want to

mock the death)
Karna says that he does not consider his unknown linage as

hurdle, but always thought that it is the strength in the arms that can
make one’s destiny and overcoming difficulties he achieve everything
by manliness.

“ ’Ê¢œÊ•Ù ∑§ ©U¬⁄U ø…∏U œÍ◊ ◊øÊ ∑§⁄U, ¬ÊÿÊ ‚’∑È§¿U ◊Ò¢Ÿ ¬ıL§· ∑§Ù ¬Ê∑§⁄U–”
(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 89)
(Surmounting the hurdles I became victorious and got everything

by manliness)
He believes that efforts can change our destiny,
“Á∑§S◊Ã ∑§Ê ¬Ê‡ÊÊ ¬ıL§· ‚ „UÊ⁄U ¬‹≈U ¡ÊÃÊ „UÒ–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 67)
(The destiny gets defeated due to the efforts)
 Krishna tries to lure him away from Duryodhana by saying that

the changing side will enhance his prestige, he will no longer be called
a low born, but Karna refuses. He was deprived of  the linage and now
his contempt for it comes out as,
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“ ∑È§‹-ªÊ�òÊ Ÿ„UË¢ ‚ÊœŸ ◊⁄UÊ, ¬È⁄U·ÊÕ̧ ∞∑§ ’‚ œŸ ◊⁄UÊ“ (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 55)
(My strengths are not family name and linage, my only treasure

is my manliness)
For Karna war is an opportunity to show his valour,
“øÊ„UÃÊ ÃÈ⁄¢UÃ ◊Ò¢ ∑È§Œ ¬«ÈU°, ¡ËÃÍ Á∑§ ‚◊⁄U ◊¢ «ÈU’ ◊L°U–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 59)
(I want to jump in the war, either I will be victorious or perish in it)
Even the loss of  natural armor before the war does not deter him,
“ ∑§flø-∑È§á«U‹ ªÿÊ, ¬⁄U, ¬˝ÊáÊ ÃÊ� „UÒ¢, ÷È¡Ê ◊¢ ‡ÊÁÄÃ, œŸÈ ¬⁄U ’ÊáÊ ÃÊ� „UÒ–”

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 140)
(What if  I lost my armor and ear rings, I still have life in me
I still have power in my arms and arrows on my bow)
During the war, Bhishma falls and as he was laying on the bed

of  arrows, Karna meets him and Bhishma asks him to stop the war,
but Karna was eager to fight,

“ ¡ÿ Á◊‹ Á’ŸÊ ÁflüÊÊ◊ Ÿ„UË¢, ß‚ ‚◊ÿ ‚Áãœ ∑§Ê ŸÊ◊ Ÿ„UË–”

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 117)
(There will be no respite without victory and there cannot be a

truce at this time)

4.3. The wounded psyche-

When Krishna discloses to Karna that he is the eldest son of
Kunti and should leave the side of  Kauravas and come over to the
Pandavas and being the eldest, he will be the king, Karna refuses. He
feels sad and angry for being discarded by Kunti as an infant,

“fl„U Ÿ„UË¢ ŸÊÁ⁄U ∑È§‹¬Ê‹Ë ÕË, ‡ÊÁ¬¸áÊË ¬⁄U◊ Áfl∑§⁄UÊ‹Ë ÕË–
¬àÕ⁄U-‚Ê◊ÊŸ ©U‚∑§Ê Á„Uÿ ÕÊ, ‚ÈÃ ‚ ‚◊Ê¡ ’…U∑§⁄U Á¬˝ÿ ÕÊ–”

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 49)
 (She was not a lady, but a hideous she snake, her heart was like

a stone and reputation was more important than a son)
He feels sad that his mother had abandoned him and he had to

suffer the life of  deprivation and humiliation.
“ ◊Ê° ∑§Ê ¬ÿ ÷Ë Ÿ Á¬ÿÊ ◊Ò¢Ÿ, ©U‹≈U, •Á÷‡ÊÊ¬ Á‹ÿÊ ◊Ò¢Ÿ–
..... ◊Ò¢ ¡ÊÁÃ-ªÊ�òÊ ‚ „UËŸ, ŒËŸ, ⁄UÊ¡Ê•Ù∑§ ‚Èê◊Èπ ◊Á‹Ÿ,
¡’ ⁄UÊ�¡ •ŸÊŒ⁄U ¬ÊÃÊ ÕÊ–” (ibid)
(I had not tested the milk of mother but led a life
——I was without caste and linage, low and downtrodden
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Downcast in front of  the kings and was insulted daily)
The pain that was inflicted upon him since childhood comes out

as he says he was brought up in the family of  the Suta, burned in the
fire of  insult and though Kunti was seeing all this, she did not even
cared to show her affection secretly as he says,

“ Á¿U¬∑§⁄U ÷Ë ÃÊ� ‚ÈÁœ ‹ ŸÊ ‚∑§Ë, ¿UÊÿÊ •¢ø‹ ∑§Ë Œ Ÿ ‚∑§Ë–”
(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 50)

(She did not even took notice of  me secretly and gave me shade
of her affection)

His arch rivalry with Arjuna, desire to fulfill his obligation to
Duryodhana and the discrimination from the society creates agony
and frustration,

“„UÊÿ, ∑§áÊ¸, ÃÈ ÄÿÙ¢ ¡ã◊Ê ÕÊ?” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 31)
(O Karna, why did you born at all?)
Probably humiliation of  the childhood made Karna hungrier for

respect and fame.   He laments that people started coming to him and
claiming him to be theirs when he became a well known archer. But
there was a time when the society was very harsh and showed no
kindness.

“ ◊Ò¢ „ÈU•Ê œŸÈœ¸⁄U ¡’ ŸÊ◊Ë, ‚’ ‹Ê�ª „ÈU∞ Á„UÃ ∑§ ∑§Ê◊Ë,
¬⁄U, ∞‚Ê ÷Ë ÕÊ ∞∑§ ‚◊ÿ, ¡’ ÿ„U ‚◊Ê¡ ÁŸc∆ÈU⁄U, ÁŸŒ¸ÿ,
Á∑§ÁãøÃ Ÿ SŸ„U Œ‡ÊÊ¸ÃÊ ÕÊ, Áfl·√ÿ¢Çÿ ‚ŒÊ ’⁄U‚ÊÃÊ ÕÊ–”

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 51)
(When I became a famous archer, people started coming to me

out of  selfish motives. But there was a time when this society was
harsh and without piety. It did not show a slightest affection but assailed
me with sarcastic, poisonous comments)

He says further that when the ways of  progress was blocked, the
society was cruel to him, he was broken and it was Duryodhana, who
came to him and brought ‘Saubhagya’ (Good fortune). Kunti had given
him birth, Radha nurtured him but the real life was given to him by
Duryodhana and thus he is not less than a mother. When Kunti tries to
convince him to shift his allegiance to the Pandavas, he becomes
sarcastic,

“ ‚Ê� œãÿ „ÈUß¸ ÃÈ◊ ŒÁfl– ‚÷Ë ∑È§¿U ¬Ê ∑§⁄U, ∑È§¿U ÷Ë Ÿ ª°flÊÿÊ ÃÈ◊Ÿ ◊È¤Ê ª°flÊ
∑§⁄U–”  (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 90)
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(You became great and got everything, you did not lose anything
by loosing me)

He is not willing to trust her,
“ ¡Ê�«∏UŸ Ÿ„UË¢ Á’¿ÈU«∏U ÁflÿÈÄÃ ∑È§‹¡Ÿ‚, »§Ê�«∏UŸ ◊È¤Ê •ÊÿË „UÙ ŒÈÿÊ�¸œŸ‚–”

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 94)
(You came not to unite me with the lost family, but to separate

me from Duryodhana)
He says that he had spent his whole life as a person without

linage and now he feels the linage identity is no longer important to
him.

“ ŒË ’ËÃÊ •ÊÿÈ ‚Ê⁄UË ∑È§‹„UËŸ ∑§„UÊ ∑§⁄U, ÄÿÊ ¬Ê©°UªÊ •’ ©U‚ •Ê¡ •¬ŸÊ
∑§⁄U?” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 93)

(I had spent the whole life as a person without linage, what would
I get by embracing it now?)

Insulted and stigmatized by the society at large, Karna feels
overwhelmed by Duryodhana’s offer of  friendship and kindness. He
remains faithful to Duryodhana and expresses his extreme gratitude as,

“ œ⁄UÃË ∑§Ë ÃÊ� ÄÿÊ Á’‚ÊÃ? •Ê ¡Êÿ •ª⁄U flÒ∑È§á∆U „UÊÃ,
©U‚∑§Ê� ÷Ë Ÿı¿UÊfl⁄U ∑§⁄U ŒÍ, ∑È§L§¬ÁÃ ∑§ ø⁄UáÊÊ�¢ ¬⁄U œ⁄U ŒÍ°–“

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 56)
(What to think about the earth, even if  I get Vaikuntha, i.e. the

abode of  Vishnu
I will dedicate it to Duryodhana)
Karna even equates Duryodhana with a mother. He remembers

the favor,
“U÷ËÃ⁄U ¡’ ŒÍ≈U øÍ∑§Ê ÕÊ ◊Ÿ, •Ê ªÿÊ •øÊŸ∑§ ŒÈÿÙ¸œŸ–”

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 51)
(I was broke but  Duryodhana came suddenly and my life changed)
The desire to be a better archer than Arjuna or even to kill him is

so strong that when angry Parshurama was about to kill him, Karna’s
main pain was that he will not be able to kill Arjuna.

“‡ÊÊ¬ ‚ ¡‹∑§⁄U •÷Ë ÷S◊ „UÊ� ¡Ê©°UªÊ, ¬⁄U ◊ŒÊãœ •¡È¸Ÿ ∑§Ê ◊SÃ∑§ Œfl–
∑§„UÊ ◊Ò¢ ¬Ê™¢§ªÊ?” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 34)

(I may die now by your curse, but my regret is that I will not be
able to cut off  the head of  Arjuna)

This desire never leaves him,
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“ •¡È¸Ÿ ∑§Ê ‡ÊË‡Ê ©U«∏UÊŸÊ „UÒ, ∑È§L§¬ÁÃ ∑§Ê NUŒÿ ¡È«∏UÊŸÊ „UÒ–”
(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U,2009: 118)

( I want to cut off  the head of  Arjuna and win the heart of
Duryodhana)

4.4. Chivalry and Tragic life-

 Just before the war, Karna was deceptively deprived of  his natural
armor by God Indra, Krishna and Kunti weakens the sting of  his
attack by disclosing that the Pandavas are his brothers. He also promises
to Kunti that he will not kill any of  the Pandavas except Arjuna, he
was already cursed by Parshurama, thus the destiny seems to be working
against him. His life is tragic,

“¡Ÿ◊Ê ¡ÊŸ¢ ∑§„UÊ°, ¬‹Ê ¬Œ-ŒÁ‹Ã ‚ÍÃ ∑§ ∑È§‹ ◊¢, ¬Á⁄U÷fl ‚„UÃÊ ⁄U„UÊ
Áfl»§‹ ¬˝Ê�à‚Ê„UŸ-Á„UÃ √ÿÊ∑È§‹ ◊Ò¢–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 72)

(I do not know where I was born, brought up in a family of
downtrodden Suta, I had digested defeats without any encouragement.)

He further laments that everybody got the shade of  love and
privileges but the destiny had always sent trouble for him. But then he
thinks otherwise and says that the probably he was born to give the
message that brave can do anything that he want. The power does not
reside in linage or family, but it resides in the chest and thighs of  brave
men. Even if  the whole world becomes enemy, a man can still continue
to march on the righteousness and resist the storm.

His nobility acquires a new height when he requests Krishna
that the secret of  his birth should not be disclosed to Yudhishthira.
The Pandavas have suffered enough and now they should get their
kingdom.

“¬Êá«Ufl fl¢ÁøÃ ⁄U„U ¡Êÿ¢ª, ŒÈπ ‚ Ÿ ¿ÈU≈U fl ¬Êÿ¢ª–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 59)
He says that if  Yudhishtihra get to know that Karna is his elder

brother, he will reject the throne for Karna and Karna in turn will
hand it over to Duryodhana. (ibid)

Ekghani, the potent weapon was give to him by God Indra and
he kept it reserved to slay Arjuna, but Krishna created a situation and
Karna was compelled to use it against Ghatotkacha. Arjuna was saved
and Karna remarks,

“ •Ê¡ Á»§⁄U ∞∑§ ’Ê⁄U, ◊⁄UÊ „UË ÷ÊÇÿ ¿U‹Ë ÁŸ∑§‹Ê” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009:132)
(Today once again my fate had deceived me)
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Though Karna becomes sad at loosing the potent weapon, yet
he boosts his own moral,

 “ ◊È‚Ë’Ã ∑§Ê� Ÿ„UË¢ ¡Ê� ¤Ê‹ ‚∑§ÃÊ, ÁŸ⁄UÊ‡ÊÊ ‚ Ÿ„UË¢ ¡Ê� π‹ ‚∑§ÃÊ,
¬ÈL§· ÄÿÊ, üÊÈπ¢‹Ê ∑§Ù ÃÙ«∏U ∑§⁄U∑§, ø‹ •Êª Ÿ„UË¢ ¡Ê� ¡Ù⁄U ∑§⁄U∑§?”

(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 135)
(He is not a man who does not keep courage in the difficult

situation, who cannot play with the dejection, who is not able to march
forward breaking the chains)

During the dual with Arjuna, Karna’s chariot gets stuck and he
was killed when he was not in a position to defend himself. A heroic
life comes to an end and Krishna pays tribute,

“ NUŒÿ ∑§Ê ÁŸc∑§¬≈U, ¬ÊflŸ Á∑˝§ÿÊ ∑§Ê, ŒÁ‹Ã-ÃÊ⁄U∑§, ‚◊ÈhÊ⁄U∑§ ÁòÊÿÊ ∑§Ê–”
(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 175)

(Pure in heart and action, working for the welfare of  the downtrodden)
 Dinkar tries to reduce the blemish on the character of  Karna by

making him to express regret that he could not protect Draupadi at the
time of  her molestation in the assembly hall (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U:171). This is not
there in the epic (Dutt, Vol.6, 2013: 381-387).

4.5. Socialism in the poem-

 Socialism in the poem is discernible,
“•⁄U, ∑§ıŸ „UÒ Á÷ˇÊÈ ÿ„UÊ° ¬⁄U? •ı⁄U ∑§ıŸ ŒÊÃÊ „UÒ? •¬ŸÊ „UË •Áœ∑§Ê⁄U ◊ŸÈ¡

ŸÊŸÊ ÁflÁœ ‚ ¬ÊÃÊ „UÒ–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009:66)
(Who is a beggar here? And who is a donor? A man gets his

rights by different means.)
 Greed and consumerism promoted by capitalism is condemned,
“øÊ⁄UÊ� •Ù⁄U ‹Ù÷ ∑§Ë ÖflÊ‹Ê, øÊ⁄UÊ� •Ù⁄U ÷Ê�ª ∑§Ë ¡ÿ, ¬Ê¬-÷Ê⁄U ‚ Œ’Ë œ°‚Ë

¡Ê ⁄U„UË œ⁄UÊ ¬⁄U ¬⁄U ÁŸ‡ÿøÊ” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U,2009:29)
(Greed is inflamed in all directions, pleasure is eulogized

everywhere and the earth is invariably sinking inch by inch)
The poet says that till the time the greedy people remain the

leaders and not intellectuals till then there is going to be dissatisfaction
on the earth (ibid:). The greed, concentration of  wealth and power in
the hands of  the elites remains under the scanner.
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4.6. Futility of  war-

To communicate the message about the virtue of  sacrifice, and
futility of  violence, Dinkar gives lot of  references like Jesus and Gandhi
which are not in the epic,

“ß¸‚Ê Ÿ ‚¢‚Ê⁄U-„UÃÈ ‡ÊÍ‹Ë ¬⁄U ¬˝ÊáÊ ª°flÊ ∑§⁄U, •ÁãÃ◊ ◊ÍÀÿ ÁŒÿÊ ªÊ¢œË Ÿ ÃËŸ
ªÙÁ‹ÿÊ° πÊ∑§⁄U–” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 63)

(Jesus gave up his life on stake for the world and Gandhi has
made final sacrifice by taking three bullets)

Though often eager to fight with Arjuna, Dinkar’s Karna also
speaks about the futility of  war, as there is going to be no winner,

“......√ÿÕ¸ ÿ„U ⁄UáÊ „UÒ¢, πÊ�∑§‹Ê „U◊Ê⁄UÊ •ı⁄U ¬Õ¸ ∑§Ê ¬˝áÊ „UÒ–”
(ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U,2009: 104)

(…..this war is futile and hallow is the oath of  mine and Arjuna)
The poem also raises the question that why the Pandavas did not

give up their claim on the kingdom in order to maintain peace. Leaving
their claim, had they gone to the forest once again, probably they could
have earned the gratitude of  the whole world. Dinkar’s tone becomes
philosophical as he asks how long human beings are going to kill one
another and which human beings are better; the one who kills other
human beings in order to establish his superiority or the one who
sacrifices himself  in order to maintain peace.

“„UÒ flãŒŸËÿ Ÿ⁄U ∑§ıŸ? Áfl¡ÿ Á„UÃ ¡Ù ∑§⁄UÃÊ „UÒ¢ ¬˝ÊáÊ „U⁄UáÊ? ÿÊ ‚’∑§Ë ¡ÊŸ
’øÊŸ ∑§Ù ŒÃÊ „UÒ ¡Ê� •¬ŸÊ ¡ËflŸ?” (ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U, 2009: 106)

(Which man is to be revered? The one who takes lives for victory?
Or gives his life for saving the lives of  others?)

5. Concluding Observations-

Karna’s this courage against the discriminatory Varna hierarchy
seems to have fascinated many for centuries. Karna in Bhamma
NârâyaGa’s Sanskrit drama ‘VeGîsaAhâra’(7- 8th century) also roars,

“‚ÍÃÊ� flÊ ‚ÍÃ¬ÈòÊÊ� flÊ ÿÊ� flÊ ∑§Ê� flÊ ÷flÊêÿ„U◊Ê ŒÒflÊÿàÃ¢ ∑È§‹ ¡ã◊ ◊ŒÊÿàÃ¢ ÃÈ
¬ıL§·◊Ê–” (Kale,2011:75)

 (I might be a Suta or son of  a Suta, I was born according to my
fate, but what I am is my manliness)

Psyche of  the oppressed seems to be personified in Karna. When
the marginalized and discriminated are shown favor by the elites, they
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feel overwhelmed. Elites seduce the talented and hardworking among
the marginalized by giving them some privileges and then make use of
them for their own benefit. Duryodhana’s friendship with Karna was
an alliance of  convenience. By giving honor and comfort, Duryodhana
used Karna as a counterbalance against Arjuna. Karna, who suffered
insults and deprivation felt overwhelmed by this kindness and was
willing to lay down his life for Duryodhana.

This wounded psyche was probably responsible for his boast
that he can kill Arjuna and also for his seeking glory in being a great
donor.  He also shows a tendency to go to the extremes. He instigated
Dushasana to pull at Draupadi’s cloths (Dutt, Vol 1,2013:800), but
promises to Kunti that he will not kill any of  her sons except Arjuna.
In order to keep his reputation as a great donor, he even gives up his
natural armor in spite of  the warning and thus makes himself
vulnerable. (Dutt, Vol 2,2013:859) Probably being aware that the victory
over Arjuna is not going to be easy, he seeks heroism in death.  Dinkar
very artistically swept Karna’s shortcomings under the carpet. q

Note:

Translations from Hindi to English is done by me.
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In this paper, an attempt is made to investigate the Indian
heritage in this play. This paper will examine how the
playwright’s creativity is reflected in this play and how its
popularity remains intact till date.

Keywords: Play, religion, society, performance, character

Introduction

Sankardev was the founder of  neo-Vaisnavism in Assam. He
was the great Vaishnava saint of  India .He enlightened the people of
Northeast India in social or cultural, educational and moral fields. At
the time of  Sankardav, the unequal society was coming together in
different religions. Therefore, it was the beginning of  a social unity
process that broke all the social and religious groups under the central
rule. Although the Ahom kings was developing its equilibrium, In the
last days of  Ahom’s rulers, there was a continuation of  the logical
confederacy of  the local population. Kachhi, Koch, Bhuiyan, Chutiya,
Naga, Dafala and other communities were giving rise to stupid
riots.(Gogoi 2004: 34) The unequal folk groups of  medieval times can
be divided into two classes widely. One of  this society is belongs to an
Aryan-culture or a Hindu religion. And the other is indigenous or tribal
community. (Sarma, 1966: 23) Nevertheless, in the Ahom period,
everyone living in the sword and the tied bureaucratic system was
obliged to consider it as a method of  economic discipline and social
life system.(Gogoi 2004: 20) Many gods were worshiped in this wider
society. From time to time, Brahminical people kept coming to this
area. Shaivas, worshipers of  the goddess Kali, inanimate worshipers,
tribal religious practices, such as matriarchal worship, gush-stone
worship, and Buddhism were the ancient religions of  this society, and
in the elimination of  those reform-culture, the Aryan Brahmnical
religion sprouted.(Mahanta 2014: 29) But as a high-caste Hindu society,
people with new initiations of  Vaisnavism there had to follow strict
religious and social practice as well as personal discipline. (Roychodhury
2010: 148) The general people of  the society want liberation from the
rigid rules of  Brahmincal religion. Unhappy tribes also looked forward
to a better lineage. Meanwhile, the message of  Sankardev’s new life
caused quite a stir among the people.
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Objectives:

The objectives of  this paper are:
1. To find out the reflection of  Indian heritage in Sankardev’s

Ramvijay Nat.
2. To analyze the Literary value of  Ramvijay Nat
3. To understand the importance of  Indian Heritage in Assamese

society.
4. To understand Sankardev as a playwright

Methodology

This research paper is based on Primary and secondary data. In
this study, the Nats or Dramas written by Sankardev have been
considered as a primary sources. So Primary data were collected from
his Nats. Secondary data are collected from various books, Journals
and also from the source of   internet.

Discussion and Analysis:

The movement of  Vaishnavism in other parts of  India inspired
the spread of  Vaishnavism in Assam. The journey of  Indian pilgrimage
helped Shankardev to understand the wind and the company of
Vaishnava saints gave him inspiration for this purpose at that time.
Based on the political unity created by the Ahom kings, Sanakrdev
tried to create social unity in Assam through a religious movement.
R.D. Choudhury has stated-

In the 16th century, almost every region of  India witnessed
the movement of  establishment of  neo-Vaishnavism
based on the Bhagavata and Gita on firm footing to put
the troubled societies, under the influence of  Tantricism
and the evils of  Saktism, in order. The great Vaishnava
saints by propagating the message of  the piece of  the
Bhagavata put an end to the evil practices in the society
of  different parts of  the country, Sankaradev, who
flourished in Assam in the 15th-16th (1449-1568AD)
centuries, took the leadership in Assam. He visited most
of  the sacred place of  India and met the great Vaishanava
saint of  India, including Chaitanyadeva of  Bengal and
started propagating neo-Vaishnavaism in Assam
(Choudhury 2012: 135)
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Vaisnavaism in Assam:

As a wise man, at the end of  the fifteenth century, Sankardev
was trying to find a way to unequal social-reproductive problems, as
well as racial discrimination, ascetic origins. It was a path of  creativity.
If  there is no development of  art and culture and there is no
participation of  common people, then there is no hope for social
development. Originally acquiring an enlightened knowledge, Sankardev
began a great composition of  worship in writing, dancing, singing,
acting, playing drums, which symbolize the elegant arts.

Sankardev prepared the play on the path of  propagation of  religion.
He first organized a dramatic performance known as Cihnayatra,1 There
were shown the scenes seven Vaikunthas (place of  Vishnu) with a
presiding Vishnu over each. The background of  the show was supplied
by a painted scenery and it was accompanied by appropriate dance and
music. (Sarma 1966:  11) But it has no literary text. After that performance,
he wrote six plays in a proper way. The name of  his plays are Patni-
Prasada, Kaliyadamana, Keli-gopala, Rukmini Harana, Parijat Harana
and Ramvijay (Sharma 1996: 11; Bhattacharya201:32 )

The play, composed by Sankardev is called Ankiya Nat.2 The plays
of  the ankiya Nat model are a kind of  dance-drama in which there are
songs and dialogues in Brajavali3 interspersed with slokas and other pieces
in  Sanskrit.There are no scene and act divisions and different episodes
are strung together through the sutradhara. (Dutta n.d: 432). The structure
of  Sankardev’s plays are the same. At the beginning of  the play, Nandi’s
sloka is given in it and there are other Sanskrit slokas in the middle of
the play. The story of  these plays was taken from the Bhagavata Purana
and the Ramayana. Along with the theatrical character, there is a unique
character, is called the Sutradhara, (The narrator of  the play).In these
plays, there were songs, Bhatima also. And dialogue of  Brajabuli  language
was used. The representation or performance of   Ankiya play is called
Bhawana or Bhaona. Maheswar Neog says-

Bhaona is considered a great act of  piety; it is not mere
entertainment for the Vaishnava. It is a sadhana or exercise
of  the bhakti religion.Even the Bhagavata-purana
enumerates abhinaya or the acting of  the deeds of  the
Lord among the ways of  devotion.(Neog, n.d.: 2)
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Sankardev’s Ramvijay Nat is mentionable in numerous directions.
It was the last and concluding play. It was the only Ramayana base
drama while his other plays were taken from Bhagavata Purana. The
Theme of  Ramvijaya was taken from the Ramayana, the oldest epic of
India. Rishi  Viswamitra4 has taken Rama and Lakshmna, the two sons
of  king Dasaratha from the royal court of  Dasaratha., to protect his
Jogya.5  On the way to the Asaram, Rama and Lakshmna killed a
demonic, named Taraka, then thrown away Taraka’s son Maricha and
Subahu in Lanka and Ocean successively. In this way they help the
saint to protect his Jogya. Saint Biswamitra  take them away with him
to the Swayamvar6 of  Sita. Sita was The Princess of  Mithila and daughter
of  king Janaka.  In the royal court of  Janaka, Rama broke the bow of
Lord Shiva or Haradhanu and married Janaka’s daughter Sita as his
wife. After marriage ceremony they returned to Ayodhya. On the way
to Ayodhya a battle took place between Rama and Parashurama, a
Brahmin saint and disciple of  lord Shiva. Parashurama was defeated
and accepted Ram’s obedience. Sankaradeva made his play Ramvijay
based on this theme in 1568 CE. In the Ramayana, the Indian heritage,
tradition was reflected very well and it attracts the people from time to
time, in the same way, Shankardev’s play Ramvijay also affects the
minds of  many people. All the literature and culture, created by
Sankardev, is an endeavor of  universal unity and Indian spiritual spirit.
In the drama of  Ramvijay, Indian spirituality and idealism is a significant
issue. The playwright created this masterpiece with a mixture of  his
aptitude and receipt -avoidance policy from the original sources. In
this play, it was ascertained that vaisnavite esteemed god Vishnu is
inseparable with Rama.

The Ramayana and the Mahabharata, the two epics, are considered
sacred books of  Hinduism in India. From long past, the tradition of
listening to “Ram-katha’’ was prevalent in most parts of  India. Madhava
Kandali was the first to translate the Ramayana into the Assamese
language out of  the North Indian regional languages.7 Sankardev wrote
Ramvijay, a unique Ankiya drama from the Ramayana, Ankiya Nat is
written primarily for the promotion of  Hindu Vaishnavism, which
Assamese people consider as a holy thing. From this point of  view,
Ramvijay Nat can also be called an expression of  Indian idealism.
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Elements of Sanskrit Drama and change of system :

Shankardev created a novelty in the history of  Indian music and
drama. In this drama, many elements were taken from Sanskrit drama
and Natyashastra, such as sutradhara, slokas, raga, rhythm songs and
costumes and elements of drama. But Sankardev used it with
assimilation at the local level. In those days, Sanskrit drama was a
fantasy for the general people of  India. For the common people, there
was no alternative but to folk drama. Practicing music was not easy for
all people. So Sankardev changed this heritage in Assam in the 16th
century. He composed this drama and music for the common people
of  the society. Hence this drama became the property of  common
people. Not only literate, but illiterate people can easily practice and
participate in the performance of  this drama.

The divine consciousness and  incarnation

Like other sects of  Hinduism, Assamese Vaisnavas also believe
in the doctrine of  avatar. The doctrine of  God descends into this world
from time to time, accepted by them, in various sizes, to capitalize on
the world. Sankardev’s famous works Kirtan counts twenty-four
incarnations of  Narayana-Vishnu in the inaugural chapter. (Sarma1966:
40) It has shown that Rama is the perfect incarnation of  Vishnu or
Krishna in the Ramavijay drama.8 It is says through the Sutradhara
that Rama is not a common man, but a Avatar of  God. As Sutradhara
says - The universe Lord Narayana incarnates at the house of  Dasaratha
to escape the burden of  the earth. Bhagavana (God) will now come on
the stage for Sita’s marriage in the form of  Shriram and happily perform
the marriage dance. (Borah 2008: 238)

It is believed that God’s descent in the earth has two objectives :
(1) To redeem the world from the evil forces and (2) to favour his
devotees to spurn the four purusharthas9 including liberation.(Sarma
1966: 40) Reflecting Indian belief  in the avatar, it is shown in the
Ramvijay play that Parashurama is the incarnation of  Rama. In this
drama Parashurama says - O Lord Shri Ram! You are the God of  God.
I am a part of  you. (Borah 2008: 268)

In a spiritual environment depicting the activities of  Ram,
Sankardev tried to preach devotional idealism in this drama. Indian
philosophical rebirth was also reflected in the Ramvijay. The play writer
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shows that Sita is a jatismar10 girl Sita said in this drama : “I want lord
Narayana as husband in my previous life. I was doing penance for many
years,, at that time the oracle was heard: Ah daughter: you will not met
your husband in this birth. In next birth as Rama, he will marry you.’’ In
this drama, Viswamitra also told Rama about Sita’s past life. In fact, by
reflecting it in front of  the audiences, who believe in Indian philosophical
thinking, Sankardev tried to run dramatic stories naturally.

Reflection of   Indian Idealism:

All the characters in this play have been created as ideal characters.
Rama is depicted as the supreme deity in this play. But most importantly,
the modesty of  Rama’s character. Inaugurating Indian idealism, Rama
bowed his head and took Viswamitra’s blessing. Before trying to break
Shiva’s bow, Rama said to Viswamitra - To fit the bow, I have no ability.
But to follow your word, I will try it. Powerful kings were not able to
perform this, so I am not ashamed. Rama was portrayed as an ideal
husband in this drama. After breaking the bow, the aggressiveness of
the kings, Sita were bemused. Rama not only consoles her, but also
protects her from violent kings. Similarly Dasharatha, Rama’s father
was created as a father, not as a king. When Vishwamitra came to take
Rama and Lakshmana to worship his fire, the instability of  the influential
Dasaratha forced him to fall at the feet of  Viswamitra to not take them
with Viswamitra. When Parashurama prepares to attack Rama,
Dasaratha knows Rama’s avatar, but he begs Parashurama to forgive
Rama. In this play, Sita is also an Indian dedicated wife, who thinks all
the time about Rama’s welfare and prayed to so. The characters of
Vishwamitra, Parashurama etc. designed with traditional Indian thought.
In this play, King Dasharatha is like a father, not like a king. Viswamitra
is also a very supporting character in the play. He helped Ram at every
step. The character of  the Ramvijay Nat is presented in a very attractive
manner by its depiction of  eternal Indian idealism.

This play has moral values. The reflection of  Indian idealism in
these characters helps the audience to achieve moral values in order to
create an ideal society and maintain their personality.

Tradition, marriage System etc.:

Marriage has special significance in Indian society. Through the
marriage of  Rama and Sita, a traditional Indian marriage was depicted
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in the drama Ramvijay. All rituals from Sayamvar to betel nut have
been followed in this Nat. Conscious playwright Sankardev did not
forget to mention the dowry system of  the Indian marriage in Ramvijay
Nat. After the marriage of  Rama and Sita, Mata (mother of  Rama)
Kaushalya followed the home-entering rituals. So Ramvijay Nat is a
reflector of  Indian tradition and rituals. So this drama is able to attract
common people all the time.

Description of  physical beauty:

There is a tradition in Indian literature to compare the physical
beauty of  the character with the natural objects. The influence of  Sanskrit
poetic tradition is understood in all regional languages. The same
description of  physical beauty is also understood in the drama Ramvijay.
Blue-curly hair, nose-shaped flowers, moon-like nails, pomegranate seeds
like teeth, eyebrows like Madan’s 11bow, this manure is reminiscent of
the Indian poetic style. The playwright, Sankardev spoke about the physical
beauty of  all the characters in the characters’ entry song and in the dialogue
of  Sutradhara in this play. This feature attracts the audience towards the
characters and helps the director to easily perform the play.

Application of  Indian raga, tala:

Ramvijay nat has 19 songs and two bhatima12 The traditional Indian
raga(melody) was used in this song.13 Suhai, Kanada, Mahur Dhanshree,
Gauri, Bhatavali, Kalyan Raga were used as the feature of  the songs. On
the other hand, Ikatali, Paritala, Suktakala, Jatital, Bisham and Kharaman
Taal (rhythm)  were used in these songs.  The use of  melody and rhythmic
patterns of  Indian classical music transformed the play into an opera.

 Sanskrit slokas (sanskrit verse) have also been used in Ankiya
Nats. A total of  41 slokas recall the age-old tradition of  Indian dramatic
and music heritage. In the last two verses of  this play, Shankaradeva
wrote Bindu Randhra Veda-Chandra/Shanke Sankare Sangakey; In this
verse is to be called Riddle or Brain Teaser statement which is ready for
exercise to uncover its meaning. Bindu means zero, Randha means nine
holes in a body, Veda means Indian 4 Vedas and Chandra means Moon.
In this puzzle, the arrangement of  these numbers should be written
from right to left, if  it is correctly 1490 as compared to its answer, in the
1490 Sakavade of  the Indian year the play written by Sankardev. Thus
Shankaradeva described the written year by Shloka severely.
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Figure 1: Sutradhara in Bhaona

Role of  Stutradhara:

In Ankiya Natya, Sutradhara is a unique character created by
Sakardev. In the play Ramavijaya, Sutradhara remembers Nandi Slokaas
and tells the listener about breaking the bow by Sriram and marries to
Sita. Sutradhara also tells to audiences that Rama defeats Parasurama
and about the enters of  Rama, Dasharatha, Sita and other characters
to the stage. Sutradhara recommend to the audience to take Vaishnava
religion and take shelter on the lap of  God. Maheswar Neog says-

When the dhemalis (Pre Ritual of  the dramatic performance)
are over, Sutradhara makes his entrance (sutra-pravesa), which has also
to be attended with the lighting of  fire-works, the holding of  the fire-
arch and a screen. The lighting of  fire-works in this case is done by the
head of  a sattra or his deputy(Deka) if  either  of  them to be present.
The sutradhara nor presents dances after which he sings Nandi ( two
slokas and a raga song, if  any); announces the subject-matter, urging
on the audience to lend their earsto it in the prarochana sloka; sings a
bhatima-song in praise of  the hero; again announce the main feature
of  the plot in Brajabuli and performsthe short introduction (prastavana)
. In between these acts he introduce brief  dances. (Neog, n.d : 44)

Through the Sutradhara, Sankardev is preaching about Indian
Vaishnava idealism., In this drama, Sutadhara tells the audience about
the repulsive action of  the kings who are attracted and bound in the
beauty of  Sita At the same time, the Sutradhara wants to make the
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audience aware of  the importance of  ideal devotional life and the loss
of  obstructed attraction. In this way, between mourning and mourning,
Sankardev sought to establish a healthy society through this character.

Conclusion:

Sankardev was a huge personality in Assam. He had all the qualities
to create a new society. He had the quality of  a Sanskrit, poet, actor, singer,
painter and social reformer, music composer and a playwright. Sankardev
composed Anakiya drama based on folk plays and elements of  Sanskrit
drama. The tradition of  theatrical performance changed from a half
theatrical program to a full theatrical performance. Sankardeva’s Ramvijay
Nat is a brilliant expression in the context of  Indian society. By the ages,
the story of  Ramayana attracted the Indian people. At the foundation of
the Rama-Katha tradition, the purpose of  this play is most appropriate
even in the present day. Songs, verses, bilingual language, dialogues and
plot were special features of  the Ramvijay Nat. For the purpose of
Vaishnavism, some special quality was observed in these characteristics.q

Notes
1 Cihnayatra was the first dramatic performance of  Sankaradeva. He painted

Seven Vishnu and  six Lakhmi (wife of  Vishnu) on Cotton thin sheet or
cloth,Cihna means Scene and Yatra means Theater.

2 The Drama created by Sankardev is called Ankiya by his disciple after his
death. Sankardev himself  called  his drama as Jatra, nat or nataka.

3   Brajabuli language is an artificial language created by Sankardev in 15th
century, mixer of  old Assamese language and Maithili language of  Odiisha.

4 Viswamitra is one of  the most venerated rishis or sages of  ancient India.
5 Jogya : The Hindu ritual of  praying and offering to the Agni or The Fire

God.
6 The custom of  choosing a husband by princesses from the kings and

princes  present in the royal court of  ancient times.
7 Madhab Kandali is a poet who translated Ramayana to Assamese language

in 14th century.
8 Vishnu is the God of   Assamese Vaishnava religion. His other names

were Narayana,Vasudeb, Kesava, Madhava, Govinda, , Krishna etc. Of  all
manifestations (avatars) of  Narayana , Krishna is  regarded as the most
perfect one. (Sarma, 1966)

9 Puru cartha  is a  Sanskrit word , means purpose of  human being or
Goals of  human being. In Hinduism, there are the four proper goals or
aims of  a human life. Dharma or moral values, Artha or economic values,
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Kama psychological values and Moksha or liberation.
Wikipedia contributors. (2019, September 4)

10 One  who is  able to remember own condition in a previous life
11 Kâma or Madan  is the Hindu god of  human love or desire, who was very

handsome.
12 Bhatima: A series of  prayer songs written by Shankaradeva and

Madhavadeva in medieval Assam.
13 Raga, taal  are  concurrent, uniform and rhythmic pattern of  beats
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Abstract

Moral and ethical values have tremendous impact in building
a nation. A good moral life can be a foundation to mould a
righteous society. The ethical values can be a pivotal component
to impress the minds of  people to do good works for whole
human being. In his writings, Bediuzzaman Said Nursi has
given more importance for the development of  morality in
social life. Therefore, he wants to make reformation his society
through the Qur’anic doctrines and Prophetic tradition. It is
found from the study that the objective of  his famous
collection “Risale-I Nur” is to develop a mindset spiritually
intended for the Muslim society and liberate them from
illiteracy and ignorance. Said Nursi has paid more impetus
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on the following principle that “Islam is mercy for whole
human being.”  The thematic views of  Holy Qur’an and Hadith
clearly indicate the universal brotherhood and peaceful co-
existence in the world. In the light of  “Risale-I Nur”, Said

Nursi would like to convey a message to the nations   that the
immorality of  a society is the source of  many social injustices,
violence, oppression, war, terrorism, anarchy, enforced
migration etc. and these negative trends are to be wiped out
from the society to establish peace and tolerance amongst the
people.  He argued that the theological tenets can transform
the aspects of  human life into civilized nation.  In real sense,
the ethics and moralities are formed by firm faith on Allah.
According to him, all these qualities internally develop the
inner values of  the people. Hence, this paper is attempted to
focus a meager discussion regarding the values and ideals of
human being in the light of  Risale-i Nur.

Keywords:  Ethics, Values, Tolerance, Co-existence, Human being.

Introduction :

Ethics and morality play a vital role in erecting a civilized society
in the world. The ethical values can be a pivotal component to impress
the minds of  people to do good works for whole human being. Therefore,
in his writings, Bediuzzaman Said Nursi has given more emphasis for
the development of  ethics in the social life of  people. Therefore, he
wants to reform his society through the Qur’anic doctrines and Prophetic
tradition. Moral philosophy is such a science that shapes the human
characters and thus man can distinguish between right and wrong through
it.  In the light of  “Risale-I Nur”, Said Nursi would like to convey a
message to the nations  that an  uncivilized society is the source of  many
social injustices, violence, oppression, war, terrorism, anarchy, enforced
migration etc. and these negative trends are to be eradicated from the
society to establish peace and tolerance amongst the people.  He reasoned
that the theological doctrines can transform an uncivilized nation into
civilized one and also refine the perspectives of  human life in respect of
social life, give and take with others, economic transaction, politics,
education, communication and rule of  law.  According to him, all these
qualities internally develop the inner values of  the people.
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Area of  Research :

The area of  this article is to highlight upon the much need of
morality and ethical values of  human beings in today’s world.  A good
moral life can be a foundation to mould a righteous society.

Objective :

The main objectives of  this article have been mentioned as the
following two points:

To emphasize on those qualities that internally develop the inner
ethical values of  the human being.

To convey a message to the nation   that the immorality of  a
society is the source of  many social injustices, violence, oppression,
war, terrorism, anarchy etc. rather to stress to establish peace and
tolerance amongst the people.

Methodology :

This research paper is based on Primary and Secondary sources
of  information. It will also use the methodology of  descriptive mode
so that all the issues of this paper can be easily understandable for all
section of  people.

Discussion :

A moral man always enquires the justification and appraisal of
moral judgments. Hence, in his famous collection “Risale-I Nur” Said
Nursi intends to develop the people spiritually and guide them into right
direction. He has rendered more importance on universal brotherhood
and peaceful co-existence of  human being in this world. Subsequently
he has cited many references from Holy Qur’an and Hadith in relation to
mercy, love and peaceful co-existence of  people in the society.

A Brief  Sketch of  Bediuzzaman Said Nursi :

Said Nursi, known too as Bediuzzaman, was born in 1877 in the
village of  Nurs in Biltis of  eastern Anatolia, Turkey. His parent was
Mirza and Nuriyyah. He took his primary education in religious school.
His elder brother, Molla Abdullah was a teacher. At the early stage of
his life, Said Nursi was educated by his elder brother. Then, he continued
his study in Madrasah curriculum and attended the gatherings of
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theologians. He was a firm believer in science and modern education,
but in the light of  holy Qur’an.  He thus, became a scholar of  the
highest standing having studied not only traditional religious sciences,
but also modern science and technology. Because of  this, he was titled
Bediuzzaman-”Wonder of  the Age” in his youth as a result of  his
outstanding ability and learning.   He put forward many original
solutions, most of  which were in the field of  education. For Nursi, it is
the only holy Qur’an and Islam that can provide solutions of  problems
in respect of  spiritual development of  human being rather than
philosophies of  human origin. He is well-known as an interpreter of
holy Qur’an, a modern thinker, a jurist, educationist and a productive
writer.  He is also one of  the great architects of  contemporary Islamic
philosophy in Turkey. His contributions in building the Islamic
perspective, Islamic visions and Islamic awakenings in Turkey are
remarkable, enormous and colossal. He studied vigorously the Islamic
thoughts and learned thoroughly many aspects of  Islam. His greatest
achievement was his book “Risale-i Nur Külliyatý” which runs into
about 5000 pages with different subjects and issues.  His intellectual
status as a great theologist among Turkish Muslims can be seen from
this monumental work, in which he deeply and broadly discusses the
verses of  holy Qur’an in respect of  real problems of  social life of  the
people. Bediuzzaman died in 1960 at the age of  83 after a lot of  struggle
and self-sacrifice in the cause of Islam.

Said Nursi’s Views on Ethics and Moral Values :

1. Faith:

  Faith is a vital part of  human being as mentioned by Said Nursi
in his book “Risale-i Nur”.  In Islam, it means a belief in the unity of
Allah. Faith is not merely conviction of  the truth of  a given principle,
but it is also essentially the acceptance of  a principle as a basis for all
activities. Without faith, a man is like a car without a steering wheel,
travelling aimlessly upon a sea of  doubt and confusion. A firm believer
upon Almighty Allah will definitely get peace in his heart and live in
this world peacefully. Because the faith brings the believer closer to his
Creator. Then it definitely guides believer’s heart, mind and attitude
towards right direction so that he may find his achievements in the life.
He argued that all virtues, good thinking, honesty, justice, peace, integrity
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and love originate from faith. These qualities build the minds of  people
based on morality and ethics. Whereas anarchy, egoism, jealousy, hatred,
oppression and vices are all outcomes of  the lack of  faith upon Allah.
Hence, Said Nursi believes that faith is the vitality resource for inner
development of  human being.
2. Knowledge :

Knowledge is a most important element of  intellectual
development of  human being. Said Nursi therefore, stresses on
acquiring knowledge which brings happiness and perfection of  mind
in this world. Knowledge is based on reasoning, evidence and science.
Said Nursi says that holy Qur’an is based on reason and rational thought.
So these teachings gradually develop the logical disciplines of  man.
Bediuzzaman further says “We the Muslims are followers of  holy
Qur’an and follow the truths of  belief  through reason, thought and
our hearts. We do not support anything in favour of  blind obedience
and imitation of  the clergy like some believers of  other religions.”

3. Good Habit :

Good habit of  people is a most important component for the
development of  ethics and moral behaviour. In his writings, Said Nursi
pays much attention to the development of  society through morality.
Good habit is originated from a good mind. He says that it is formed in
the hearts of  people by the firm belief  upon Almighty. The religious
doctrines of  Islam impress immensely on all activities and functions of
believers in right way. Thus, with the moral conduct which is inherent to
an individual, he always considers that all his functions must be based
on doctrines of  Almighty Allah, because he feels that he is looked by
Allah in each moment. Of  course, ethics are inseparable part of  Islam.

4.  Justice :

Justice is one of  the foundations of  social life and important
need for each individual, every society and all nations of  the world.
The initial point of  Said Nursi’s approach towards justice is recognition
that besides the law of  human justice, there is Divine justice which
determines the genuine nature of  this phenomenon.  Such conclusion
reflects the fact that justice is one of  the leading features of  Almighty
and the universe created by Him.  The whole universe displays His
overwhelming justice. That is why one of  His names is “The Just”.
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Said Nursi believes there is evidence that all things are created with
justice and balance.  Similarly, the fact that all things are given their
rights in accordance with their disposition. All creatures receive all
necessities of  their being and requirements of  life in a fitting form.  It
is a sign of  His wisdom and justice.  Said Nursi,  to establish it, quotes
the significant verse of  holy Qur’an as such: “God commands justice,
the doing of  good, liberality to kith and kin and He forbids all shameful
deeds, injustice and rebellion.” (16:90) Justice shows equality.  Justice
without equality is not justice. Unequal justice is not justice.  Said
Nursi, therefore, supports total justice in respect of  all matters with all
his strength and opposes tyranny, oppression, arbitrary power and
despotism. Thus, the justice includes the whole perspectives of  human
life. Hence, it is an important foundation and norm to create permanent
harmony in the individual and social life.

5.  Peace :

Peace is a key foundation of  community development in the
society. Human is a social being. He always needs peace in his day-
today life. Said Nursi therefore, stresses on the peaceful living of  people
around the world. He saw with his own eyes the suffering, anguish and
destruction of  nation brought about by two World Wars and wanted
to see a congenial situation of  peace and prosperity for all in a new
world.  Said Nursi views that the Islam is a religion of  peace and   the
task of  Muslims is to carry out only the peace mission throughout the
world. The holy Qur’an emphasizes on tranquility of  human life. The
term “Islam” has been derived from Arabic root “Salam”, which means
peace. The Arabic word “Salam” (Peace) therefore, appears in the holy
Qur’an 157 times, an adjective 50 times and a verb 28 times.  He
therefore said: “God willing, through the strength of  Islam, the virtues
of  civilization will prevail in near future, the face of  the earth will be
cleaned from evil deeds and universal peace be secured. Then each
member of  the society will find an opportunity to develop his potentials
and capacities to realize the necessity of  his life.”  Said Nursi believes
that Islam must play a role of  peacemaker in today’s world.

6.  Democracy and Freedom :

Democracy and freedom are two interrelated most significant
components of  society. Democracy is one of  pillars of  ethical
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development of  people.  This principle was applied to its fullest extent
by the Prophet Muhammad (sm) in his private and public life and was
fully performed by early Caliphs of  Islam. Said Nursi opined that the
application of  this principle in state affairs avoids the tyranny of
government and develops the inner potentiality of  people. Therefore,
democracy, according to Said Nursi’s view, is an important necessity
for ethical and mental development of  society.  He argued that
democracy is a power to install peace, truth, justice and harmony in the
minds of  common man. In his opinion, democracy is such an element
which guarantees freedom of  speech, freedom of  movement and action
in the public life. Said Nursi thinks that each people requires freedom
to realize the supremacy and power of  Almighty Allah.

7. Brotherhood and Unity:

The brotherhood and unity have great importance in construction
of  a civilized society. Both of  them have inseparable relation   like
between fish and water, both cannot be separated from each other.
Said Nursi gives most importance on brotherhood and unity because
this principle was insistently called by hundreds of  Qur’anic verses
and traditions of Prophet Muhammad (sm). According to Said Nursi,
the brotherhood consists of  two categories comprising Islamic
brotherhood and national brotherhood. The concept of  Islamic
brotherhood is to unite the Muslims within the fold of  Islam barring
the special outlook towards a particular individual while the national
brotherhood is to love and respect the human being as a whole
irrespective of  religion, cast and creed.  Such ties of  unity create love,
friendship, harmony and these qualities really contribute to the
development of  ethics and moralities amongst the people.

Conclusion :

This paper has been attempted to highlight the ethical views of
Bediuzzaman Said Nursi  in the light of  Risale-i Nur. In fact his vision
and mission to his society are vast and diversified. It is known from
the study that Risale-i Nur was a text-based movement in Turkey to
guide the people in right way of  Islam. Said Nursi has become really
successful to raise the issues related to ethics and moralities of Islamic
thoughts in his collection “Risale-i Nur”. From an Islamic point of
view, ethic is related to several Arabic terms. He analyzes these terms
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splendidly as follows: Khayr-Goodness, Haqq-Truth and Right, Birr-
Righteousness, Qist-Equity, ‘Adl-Justice, Taqwa-Piety and Ma‘ruf-
Approved. Good actions are defined as “Salihat” and bad actions are
termed as “Sayyi’at”. However, the term which is most closely related
to ethics in holy Qur‘an is “Akhlaq”.  This term has been narrated in
many places of  holy Qur‘an and its significant perspective is to stress
on the building of  good character, decent behaviour as well as moral
achievement of  people. q
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Abstract

GenderBudget (GB) has gained a lot of  attention among
researchers and policy makers recently around the globe as
well as in India and Assam. It is about analysing government
annual budget through gender prism to understand the impact
of  governments schemes/ programmes on women. India
adopted GenderBudget in 2001 and presented its first
GenderBudget statement during 2004-2005 budget.
Consequently, Assam government adopted GenderBudget
during 2008-09 budget. This paper is an attempt to examine
the latest three Gender Budget Statements of  Assam
government starting from 2018-19 to 2020-2021. The trend
of  allocation in two core areas viz. maternal health and higher
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educationhas been examined and some recommendations has
been suggested for effective implementation of  GB in Assam.

Keywords:Gender Budget, Women, Assam, Health,
Education, Programmes.

1. Introduction

Women and girls face various forms of  vulnerability throughout
the life cycle. They may face discrimination before or after birth;
violence, harassment or abuse; neglect due to dependence and lack of
access to resources; social prejudice; and exploitation – whether
economic, political, social or religious. They are vulnerable to
exploitation and discrimination regardless of  where they are positioned
on the economic and social spectrum. Additionally, their vulnerability
increases significantly if  they are poor, socially disadvantaged or live
in a backward or remote area. GenderBudgetis a tool that can be used
to address these vulnerabilities(GenderBudgeting Handbook 2015:1).

GenderBudgetis a buzzing word among researchers, academicians
and  policy makers in recent times around the world as well as in India.
Development of  a nation cannotbe achieved until the potential of
women isfully utilised. Keeping that in mind, India adopted
GenderBudget in 2001 Union Budget and in 2005, the union
government presented GenderBudgetStatement consisting of  two parts-
the first part reflects the women-specific schemes in which 100 percent
allocation is only for women. The second part reflects pro-women
schemes in which 30% of  the allocation is earmarked for women.

2. What is GenderBudget

GenderBudgetis not a separate budget for women but it is
analysing the union budget through gender lens to examine its gender
specific impact, and to translate Gender commitments into budgetary
operations (Lahiri2019:2). It is concerned with gender sensitive
formulation of  legislation, policies, plans, programmes and schemes;
allocation and collection of  resources; implementation and execution;
monitoring, review, audit and impact assessment of  programmes and
schemes; and follow-up corrective action to address Gender disparities.

According to Ministry of  Women and Child Development
(Gender Budgeting Handbook 2007:60) GenderBudgetrefers to
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a. The process of  conceiving, planning, approving, executing,
monitoring, analysing and auditing budget in a Gender-
sensitive way.

b.  Involves analysis of  the impact of  actual expenditure and
revenue (usually of  the government) on women and girls as
compared to men and boys.

c. Helps government to decide how policies need to be made,
adjusted and reprioritised.

d. Is a tool for effective policy implementation where one can
check if  the allocations are in line with policy commitments
and are having desired impact.

3. Why we need GenderBudget

Our budgets are typically gender neutral and hence fail to reflect
the specific needs of  women as well as socially constructed different
roles, responsibilities and capabilities of  women. This appearance of
gender neutrality is more accurately described as gender-blindness
(Elson, D 2002 cited in Bilgi 2019:7). Though the Constitution of
India hasmandated equality for every citizen of  thecountry as a
fundamental right, the reality is that women in India continue to face
disparities in access to andcontrol over resources. These disparities
are reflected in indicators of  health, nutrition,literacy, educational
attainments, skill levels, occupational status among others. Unless
these barriers are addressed in the planning and development process,
the fruits ofeconomic growth are likely to completely bypass a
significant section of  the country’spopulation. This, in turn, does
not augur well for the future growth of  the economy (Sharma ad
Garg 2014:28)

4. GenderBudgetat International Level:

The start of  discussion on GenderBudgetcan be marked with
the Convention on the Elimination of  All Forms of  Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW) was adopted by the UN General Assembly
in 1979. The Convention provides the basis for realizing equality
between women and men through ensuring women’s equal access to,
and equal opportunities in, political and public life — including the
right to vote and to stand for election — as well as education, health
and employment (United Nations Women Website).
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From 1995, the United Nations Development Programme along
with the HDI, started calculating the Gender Development Index (GDI)
and Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM). GDI measures Gender
gaps in human development achievements by accounting for disparities
between women and men in three basic dimensions of  human
development – health, knowledge, and living standards using the same
component indicators as in the HDI. The Fourth World Conference
on Women in Beijing in 1995 laid out a vision of  achieving Gender
equality in the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action
(Lahiri2019:4).

In 2000, 189 nations came together in UN Headquarters in New
York to adopt the UN Millennium Declaration. Out of  eight goals the
3rd goal was to ‘promote Gender equality and empower women’ and
the 5th was to ‘improve maternal health’. The Gender Inequality Index
(GII) was introduced in the 2010 Human Development Report.

In 2015, the Millennium Development Goals were substituted
by Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It followed the resolution
by 193 UN General Assembly member countries on 25 September
2015. The 17 SDGs are to be achieved by 2030, and include promoting
Gender equality and empowering women as the 5th goal.

5. GenderBudgetat National Level:

In India, Gender perspective on public expenditure had been
gaining ground since the publication of  the report of  “Committee on
the Status of  Women” in 1974. The Eighth Five-Year Plan (1992-97)
highlighted for the first time the need to ensure a definite flow of
funds from the general developmental sectors to women (Bilgi 2019:27).
The Ninth Five Year-Plan (1997-2002), while reaffirming the earlier
commitment, adopted Women Component Plan as one of  the major
strategies and directed both the Central and the State Governments to
ensure “not less than 30 percent of  the funds/benefits are earmarked
in all the women’s related sectors” (Ibid:34).

In 2001, National Policy for the Empowerment of  Women was
adopted and subsequently government came up with
GenderBudgetInitiative during 2004-2005 budget. Following Figure
has shown the progress of  GenderBudgetStatement in India since its
adoption.
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Table 1: Gender Budget Timeline at National Level

Timeline Status

2001 Special reference by the Finance Minister of  India in
his Budget speech.Study on Gender Related Economic
Policy Issues by National Institute of  Public Finance
and Policy (NIPFP). (Commissioned by the then
DWCD).The second interim report of  the NIPFP
(August 2001), for the first time analysed the Union
Budget 2001-02 from a Gender perspective.

2002 Analysis of  Budgets of  select States was undertaken by
NIPCCD.Expenditure on women was elicited from the
Union Budgets in the succeeding years 2002-03, 2003-
04, 2004-05 and the broad results were reflected. in the
Annual Reports of  the DWCD. This became a step
forward in the direction of  Gender Analysis of  the
Union Budget

2003 In January 2003, the Cabinet Secretary Government of
India, recommended the suggestion that Ministries/
Departments should have a chapter on Gender issues
in their Annual Reports. Many Ministries/Departments
have since been reporting on the same, which forms a
major basis of  reviewing the achievements on Gender
Budget within the Ministries/Departments.

2004 1.Ministry of  Finance constituted an Expert Group on
classification system of  Government transactions “to
examine the feasibility of  and suggest the general approach
to GenderBudgetand economic classification”.2.Inter-
Departmental Committee constituted under the
chairmanship of  Secretary, Expenditure.3.The first
meeting of  inter-departmental committee held on 7
December 2004, wherein need for opening Gender
Budget Cells (GBCs) in all Ministries/ Departments was
deliberated and subsequently a letter was issued to this
effect.4.Instructions issued by Department of  Economic
Affairs, Ministry of  Finance, in December, 2004 to all
Ministries/ Departments to establish a
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‘GenderBudgetCell’ by 1st January, 2005.5.Subsequently,
the Secretary, Planning Commission, endorsed the views
of  the Ministry of  Finance and advised “the Ministries/
Departments to clearly bring out scheme-wise provisions
and physical targets in the Annual Plan proposals for 2005-
06 and to carry out an incidence analysis of
GenderBudgetfrom next financial year.”

2005 1.Since 2005-06, the Expenditure Division of  the
Ministry of  Finance has been issuing a note on
GenderBudgetas a part of  the Budget Circular every
year. This is compiled and incorporated in the form of
Statement 20 as a part of  the Expenditure Budget
Document Volume 1 by the Expenditure Division of
the Ministry of  Finance. This GB Statement comprises
two parts- Part A and Part B.a. Part A reflects Women
Specific Schemes, i.e. those which have 100% allocation
for women.b. Part B reflects Pro Women Schemes, i.e.
those where at least 30% of  the allocation is for women

2007 a. A Charter for Gender Budget Cells (GBCs) issued
on 8th March 2007, by the Department of
Expenditure, Ministry of  Finance, outlining the
composition of  GBCs and their functions.

b. Introduction of  scheme on Gender Budgetwith a
view to building capacity and encouraging research,
so that a Gender perspective was retained at all levels
of  the planning, budget formulation and
implementation processes. All State Governments,
Government agencies and training institutions can
apply under the scheme.

2010 a. The Planning Commission, Government of  India,
vide D.O. no. PC/SW/1-3(13)/09-WCD, dated, 5th
January, 2010, has clarified that, “Women Component
Plan should no longer be used as a strategy either at
the Centre or at the State level. In its place as already
initiated by the Ministry of  Finance and Ministry of
Women and Child Development, we should adopt
Gender Responsive BudgetorGenderBudgetonly”.b.
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The Department of  Expenditure has issued ‘Revised
Guidelines for preparation of  Outcome. Herein the
Outcome Budget scope prescribes that “As far as
feasible, sub-targets for coverage of  women and SC/
ST beneficiary under various developmental schemes
and schemes for the benefit of  North Eastern Region
should be separately indicated.”.

2012 a. Formation of  Working Group for Developing
Guidelines for Gender Audit of  Policies,
Programmes and Schemes of  Government of  Indiab.
The Secretary, Planning Commission, Government
of  India, vide D.O. no. PC/SW/1-3(13)/09-WCD,
dated, 18th October, 2012, has written to Chief
Secretaries of  all States/UTs that, “To accelerate the
process (of  GB), State Finance Departments could
set up Gender Budget Cells on the lines of  the
Charter for Gender Budget cells issued by the
Ministry of  Finance. The State Planning Departments
may also be instructed to include the need for
GenderBudgetas a part of  their annual plan circular.

2013 a. The Secretary, MWCD, vide D.O. no. 1-25/2012-
GB, dated, 18th February, 2013, has issued guidelines
to States to provide a road map towards
institutionalizing GenderBudgetat State level.

Source: Ministry of  Women and Child Development, India Website

6. GenderBudgetat State level:

Preparation and submission of  the Gender Responsive Budget
and Outcome Budget has been introduced in Assam from the financial
year 2008-09. Sixteen departments have agreed to prepare Gender
Responsive Budget from the year 2008-09 (Budget Manual 2012:58).
However,the researcher has not found the dissection of  women specific
scheme and Gender Budget as a separate statementuntil 2018 budget
onwards. There were women specific schemes and budgetary allocation
for such schemes was very much there, but beginning of  2018-2019
may be marked as the starting year for separate Gender Budget
Statement of  State Government.
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7. Statement of  the problem

GenderBudgetis an important tool for mainstreaming Gender
equality. It has almost been two decades that government of  India
adopted Gender Budgeting. However, it would be incorrect to assume
that gender equality can be achieved by simply allocating more public
funds for women. In order to sustain and achieve gender transformative
changes, the government and other stakeholders needs to focus on
knowledge to be advanced through rigorous gender research and
analysis, organizational change, institutional strengthening, meaning
full participation of  women in leadership , sensitive men and boys,
policy and decision making processes and capacity building (Bilgi 2019:
185). In Assam, it has been several years that government has adopted
GenderBudgetbut there has been lack of  sensitization as well as dearth
of  knowledge. Present study has aimed to delve into the last three
years “Gender Responsive Budget” of  the state government especially
on health and education and will try to analysethe trend of  allocation,
the level of  economic empowerment that may be derived from the
schemes and the future road ahead.

8. Objectives

The objective of  this study is to analyse the Gender Responsive
Budget of  Assam from 2018-19 to 2020-2021. The needs of  women
in the areas like health and education and the response of  state
government through GenderBudgethas been looked through this
research. The study has been undertaken keeping in view the following
two objectives.

a. To assess the priorities of  gender responsive schemes/
programmes in the allocation of  the State Budgets;

b. To provide recommendations to improve gender responsive
budgetin the State Budgets.

9. Methodology

The present study is Descriptive and exploratory in nature. Data
has been collected from the secondary sources. The data for this research
has been collected from Ministry of  Women and Child Development
reports, Assam Governments Budget statements,Department of  finance
(Assam) reports, different government websites, reports, research
journals etc.
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10. Results and Discussion

In Assam 20 departments have adopted GenderBudgettill now,
at 100% allocation (Part A) and 30% (Part B) allocation basis. Present
study has examined three Gender responsive budgets of  state
government from 2018-19, 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 focusing on
health and education at 100% allocation basis.

10.1  Share of  GenderBudgetto total State Budget

There has been demand from women rights organisations in India
to ensure 30% expenditure on GenderBudgetbothat national and state
level budget. In Assam this target is yet at far distance and the
expenditure on GenderBudgetis abysmally low. However, the beginning
of  separate GenderBudgetstatement since 2018-2019 has witnessed a
steady rise in the allocation on Gender budgeting. The state budget
2018-19 estimated expenditure to be Rs 90,270 crore, out of  which
1122.72 crore has been allocated for Gender budgeting, this amounts
to 1.24 % of  total budget expenditure. A meagre rise of  0.33% i.e to
1.57% (Rs.1569.59crore out of  Rs. 99419 crore) can be seen in 2019-
2020 budget.  When the state budget for the first-timecrosses to Rs.
1,03,762 crores, the allocation to GenderBudgethas also increased
toRs.2454.07 crore which is a 2.36% increase than the earlier budgets.
We can explain this trend with the help of  following figure 1:

The discourse of  GenderBudgetrevolves around the following
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issuesfor paradigm shift in the existing socio-economic condition such
as

• Health,
• Education,
• Skill and Employment,
• Energy,
• Social Security Etc.
This study has focused on two core areasfor overall development

of  women viz. maternal health and higher education.  The following
section has discussed the budgetary outlay of  state government in these
two essential areas from 2018-19 to 2020-2021.

10.2 Allocation on maternal health:

The state budgets have allocated 5.6% (Rs.508100 lakhs), 7.4%
(Rs.705000Lakh), 6.4% (Rs. 6,49600 Lakh) on overall health sector
during 2018-19, 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 respectively. Out of  this
total expenditure, government has spent Rs. 200 lakhs on Asha Welfare
Scheme (Table 2) to provide financial assistance to Asha and Supervisor
in case of  death and medical reimbursement during 2018-19 budget.
This scheme has been continued in the next two consecutive
budgets;however, the amount has decreased to Rs.190 lakh in 2020-
2021 budget.
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Table 2: Allocation on maternal health (100% allocation)

Scheme/ Objectives Year wise budget allocation
programme name (in Lakhs)

2018-19 2019-2020 2020-2021
1. Scheme This is a state sponsored 200.00 200.00 190.00

for scheme to provide financial
ASHA assistance to Asha and
Welfare, Asha supervisors in case
GIA to of death and medical
NHM reimbursement.

2. i. National This is a state sponsored Nil 3870.72 3677.18
  Health scheme to increase assured
  Mission income of Asha to
  (NHM)- motivate them to provide
  Honorarium better healthcare services
  of ASHAs to thepeople
ii.National Nil 345.24 391.97
  Health
  Mission
  (NHM)-
  Remuneration
  of ASHA
  Supervisor

3. CSS-NHM-JSY Janani Suraksha Yojana(JSY) Nil 5200.00 149,160.60
is a safe motherhood
interventionscheme
implemented with the
objective of  reducing
maternal and neo-natal
mortality by promoting
institutional delivery among
the poor pregnant women.
The scheme provides cash
assistance to mothers who
have delivered in government
health institutions and
accredited pvt. hospitals.

Total 200 9615.96 153419.75

Source: Department of  Finance, Assam Government Website
There is another programme (divided into two sub-programmes)
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to encourage the Asha worker and Supervisor by increasing their insured
income through ‘National Health Mission (NHM)-Honorarium of
ASHAs’ and ‘National Health Mission (NHM)- Remuneration of
ASHA Supervisor’ in budget 2019-20 and 2020-2021.

It can be seen that ‘Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY)’ which has
brought a significant change in maternal health and institutional delivery
system of  the country has zero allocation during 2018-2019 budget.
But 2019-2020 budget has witnessed an allocation of  Rs. 5200 Lakh
which rises to 149,160.60 Lakh (3.5% hike) in the next 2020-21 budget.

However, allocation to maternal health compared to overall
expenditure in all three budgets are not satisfactory. In fact, there is
decline in allocation in case of  financial assistance to ASHA workers
from 2018-19 budgets to 2019-2020 and 2020-2021budget.

The year wise allocation on different maternal benefit schemes
can be explained with the help of  following Figure2.

Figure 1:  Year wise Allocation on Maternal Health

10.3Allocation on higher education:  education plays a
substantial role in bringing economic empowerment and overall
development of  women. The female literacy rate in Assam has shown
progress from 54.61% in 2001 census to 67.27% during census 2011.
However, the gross enrolment ratio in higher education is still very
low (14.2%) (MHRD Report on All India Survey on Higher Education
2013:17).  In this section we have looked into the programmes that
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were taken in the state budgets (from 2018-19 to 2020-2021)to promote
higher education among women.

Table 3: Allocation on higher education (100% allocation)

Scheme/ Objectives Year wise budget allocation (in Lakhs)
programme name 2018-19 2019-2020 2020-2021

(total (Total (Total
Rs.1616100 Rs.20,41100 Rs.19,42200

on on on
education) education) education)

1. Providing To facilitate 2500.00 0.00 0.00
Two-wheeler girl students
to Girls Students

2. Women university - 200.00 Nil Nil
3. Construction of - 900.00 Nil Nil

women hostel in
the polytechnic

4. Facilities of To facilitate Nil 500.00 2500.00
girl‘s common girl students (combined
room to 305 expenditure
colleges on scheme

4 and 5)
5. Establishment Expansion Nil 900

of  9 women of higher
colleges Rs.1 education
crore each for women

Total 3600 1400 2500

The state budget 2018-2019 has spent 16.1% of  total expenditure
(Rs.1616100 Lakhs ) on education. Out of  this total expense Rs. 2500
Lakh was spent on providing two-wheeler to Girls Students, Rs.200
Lakh to women university and Rs.900 Lakh for construction of  women
hostels in polytechnic.

Expenditure on education amounts to 15.9% (Rs. 20,41100)
during 2019-20 budget. Out of  this expenditure Rs.500 Lakh has been
allocated for establishing girls’ common room to 305 colleges and
Rs.900 Lakh for starting 9 women colleges.  The expenditure on
education remain constant (15.9%) for 2020-2021 budget and together
total Rs. 2500 Lakh has been allocated for the above two schemes for
promoting higher education among women.
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The expenditure on higher education during three-year budget
allocation can be explained with the help of  following Figure 3:

Figure 3: Year wise Allocation on Higher Education

It can be seen that (Figure 3), the expenditure from 2018-19 to
2019-2020 shows a downward trend and again it improves during 2020-
2021 budget.

From the above findings it can be understood that
GenderBudgetin Assam is still at a premature stage. Though
government expenditure has shown an upward trend, but sometimes
at stagnant, or at increasing and decreasing rate.

1. Recommendations:

Moreover, allocation on higher education has also shown
downward and again upward move. Following are some of  the
recommendations that can be suggested based on the above discussion:

a. Allocation on GenderBudgetis arbitrary in nature. A proper
road map is needed to decide the high -priority schemes to
derive the optimum results. Pre and post budget evaluation
and impact analysis will help to prepare such road map.

b. There should be awareness and sensitisation about gender
rights programme among the stakeholders viz.  government
implementing agencies, Mohilamondol, NGOs, civil society
as well as among general public.
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c. Higher budgetary allocation does not guarantee higher
spending on women. Actual on-ground spending may be lower
than the actual budget estimate.  But we need a proper
authority or fiscal council which may act as an watchdog to
capture the fiscal marksmanship (Shekar 2020:6).

d. As of  now GenderBudgetis about expenditure rather than
outcomes(Lahiri 2019:16).To make it more outcome driven,
the whole process of  GenderBudgetstarting from preparation,
implementation and evaluation more participation of  women
is essential.

e. Preparation of  gender disaggregated data by different
departments and ministries of  government as well as more
infusion of  funds on gender research and analysis will further
help to make GenderBudgeta success in near future.

2. Conclusion

To conclude we can say that a good proportion of  women in
India as well as in Assam are malnourished, school drop outs,
informally employed and hence face various forms of  discrimination
and atrocities. Improving health conditions and educational facilities
through GenderBudgetwill go a long wayin reducing such
discrimination and Genderinequalities.As we have seen the total
budget allocation on health ranges from 5.6% to more than 7%, but
expenditure on gender specific health schemes has been miserable,
the expenditure on higher education is also not satisfactory.
Nonetheless the schemes that have been adopted through
GenderBudgetare likely to make a huge improvement in maternal
health condition and education level of  women in Assam. What we
need is, political goodwill and leadership as well as fair participation
of  women in planning and budgetary process.q
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Abstract:

Although Heathcliff, the protagonist of  Emily Bronte’s novel,
Wuthering Heights and Okonkwo, the protagonist of  Chinua
Achebe’s novel, Things Fall Apart represent two different socio-
cultural backgrounds, they end up in having the similar
disposition and fate. Therefore, by comparatively analyzing
their disposition, the present study would attempt to present
the socio-cultural backdrop of  their respective communities.
It would also focus the psychoanalytic aspect of  the respective
protagonists which leads them to their anti-heroic
characteristics. And in order to substantiate the theme, this
study will be emulated in the light of  Sigmund Freud’s notion
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of  psychoanalysis and would try to unfold the paradigms of
the characteristics of  the respective protagonists.

Keywords: Psychoanalysis, Human Psyche, Sigmund Freud,
African Literature, Anti-hero.

Introduction:

The character Heathcliff  and Okonkwo represents the parables
of  two non-identical societies. Heathcliff  is the protagonist of  the novel,
Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte and Okonkwo is the protagonist of
the novel, Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe. The character of
Heathcliff  in is the most celebrated character and owed an enduring
fame in the line of  British Romantic period. Writing under the
pseudonym of  Ellis Bell, Emily Bronte was one of  the three renowned
Bronte sisters, including Charlotte and Anne Bronte. Having published
in 1847, Wuthering Heights is Emily Bronte’s only novel. The novel
includes the elements of  love, violence, hatred which is also reflected
in the weather and landscape within its environment. Heathcliff  is the
central character of  the novel, is haunted by his true love, Catherine.
He is passionate and his love, although wild and strong, often comes
across as violent. Losing his soul-mate makes his heart and soul harden
and so he transforms into anti-hero, into a harsh yet unique one. 

In the context of  Africa, literature has developed after most of
its nation gained its independence in 1950’s and 1960’s. The writers of
the African literature engage themselves more in their concerns to
portray the conditions of  the post-colonial African society. Writers like
Chinua Achebe, Ngugi Wa Thiongo, Wole Soyinka, Ben Okri, along
with remarkable female writers such as Buchi Emecheta, Bessie Head,
Ama Ata Aidoo, Nadine Gordimer have equally contributed to the
genre of  literature. Chinua Achebe is said to be associated with wide
range of  remarkable works in the land of  African literary genre.
Published in 1958, Things Fall Apart is Achebe’s first novel. It is
considered as the most widely read in relation to his other novels such
as No Longer at Ease (1960), Arrow of  God (1964), A Man of  the People
(1967), and Anthills of  the Savanna (1987). His novels have been
scrutinized as influential in mapping out the nature of  African culture
and the institutions of  literary interpretation. In both their subject and
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their aesthetic concerns, most of  Achebe’s novels are located at the
point of  contact between European and African cultures and are
concerned with the political and linguistic consequences of  this
encounter. Achebe’s novel Things Fall Apart is said to be associated
with “recovering and representing an African pre-colonial culture
struggling to retain its integrity against the onslaught of  colonialism”
(Gikandi 10). The character of  Okonkwo in the novel is a self-made
well respected person of  the Umuofia clan. In contrast to his father
Unoka, who was a person with a lazy and unranked personality,
Okonkwo is a character with great self  esteem and extreme devotion
and loyalty for his own culture and tradition. But towards the end of
the novel, he is converted to an anti-hero out of  the need to becoming
a true and strong man without any feminine qualities.

Area of  Research:

The critical interpretations are based upon the eminent Austrian
Neurologist, Sigmund Freud’s concept of  psychoanalysis and his theory
of  the structure of  the psyche containing the id, the ego and the
superego. Along with it, the present study has taken two eminent literary
figures; Emily Bronte and Chinua Achebe, the former belonging to the
British literature and the later to the African Literature. Furthermore,
both the novelist and their works are studied comparatively which are
considered poles apart in their socio-cultural background.

Objectives of  the Study

 The main aim and objective of  the paper is to comparatively
study the protagonists, Heathcliff  of  the novel Wuthering Heights by
Emily Bronte and Okonkwo of  Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe in
terms of  their psychological condition. Some other specific objectives
include-

• To highlight the Freudian concept of  psychoanalytic
ascendency on the characteristics of  the protagonists,
Heathcliff  and Okonkwo.

• To establish a comparative study on African and British literary
genre.

• To expand the body of  work on the character analysis of
Heathcliff  and Okonkwo and adding another layer of
scholarship to it.
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• To examine the previously existing theory of  anti-hero and
critically expand the knowledge in terms of  the characters of
Heathcliff  and Okonkwo.

Methodology

To carry out this research, two novels of  different countries and
period had been compared and studied in relation to the character
analysis of  their respective protagonists. The present study offers
descriptive and analytical research methodology and is based on
secondary data that are collected from various sources such as books,
journals, magazines, reviews, articles etc.

Discussion

For more than a millennium, psychoanalysis has been a visible
presence in literature. Born with the observation of  the Austrian
Neurologist, Sigmund Freud, Psychoanalytic criticism deals with the
various stages of  consciousness taking place within the intellect of  a
character. Freud emphasized that “language concealed, revealed or
modified hidden desires, anxieties and fears” (Nayar 64). According to
him, “desire does not express itself easily because culture does not
allow or facilitate it, and we need to pay attention to language and
other forms of  symbolic expression such as gestures, sounds, facial
expression to discover it” (ibid.). Moreover psychoanalytic criticism
explores the language of  the hidden, unconscious or repressed desires
in literary genres such as fiction. Furthermore, Freud proposed the
concept of  ‘repression’ which is connoted to the hidden and repressed
desires on the unconscious mind. He noted that “Guilt inducing desires
and traumatic events such as the death of  a loved one or abuse are
quickly shunted out of  the conscious and relegated into the unconscious,
to emerge only in particular moments such as dreams or stress” (Nayar
65). It leads into consideration that the cause of  the individual’s eventual
demise is primarily based on the premise that human behaviour is
driven by an unconscious process. Further following Freud’s notion
of  Ego and its inability to repress the infantile demands of  the
unconscious, the preconscious and the conscious self, ever more
compulsive, repetitive and neurotic behaviours are displayed. Besides
Freud basically distinguished the human psyche into three components;
the id, which is “the area of  instincts, dreams, desires and all that are
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present in the unconscious” (Nayar 65); the ego, which is the conscious
mind and is used when a person is the most aware of, and the superego,
which is also known as the conscience, “it is drawn from social settings
and cultural codes and influences” (ibid.); Taking into consideration
the Freudian psychoanalytic critical reading, the two protagonists;
Heathcliff  from Wuthering Heights and Okonkwo from Things Fall Apart
develop the anti-heroic qualities. Epistemologically, an ‘anti-hero’ is
the central character or protagonist in a story, movie, or drama who
lacks conventional heroic attributes such as optimism, honesty,
confidence, courage etc. and on the other hand the notion of  ‘villain’ is
attributed to a character whose evil actions or motives are important to
the plot. Therefore, a villain-protagonist is an ‘evil’ protagonist.

The character of  Heathcliff, the protagonist of  Wuthering Heights
is introduced to the readers through his conversation with the tenant
of  his house, Lockwood. By analyzing the speeches that are uttered by
Heathcliff  throughout the novel, it could be emphasized that Heathcliff
never speaks softly, but growls. Even when we take a glance to
Lockwood’s narrative, the uses of  adjectives like “diabolical” certainly
gives an extra flavour to the reader’s interpretation of  the character.
His characteristics are more of  a savage without any social norms. By
asserting Freud’s Psychoanalytic criticism, it can be justified that the
character of  Heathcliff  is governed by his mental condition. His theory
of  the three parts of  the psyche; the id, ego, and super ego; reflect the
three characters of  Catherine, Heathcliff, and Edgar. At the outset of
the novel, when Heathcliff  was brought to the family of  Earnshaw in
Wuthering Heights, he was defied by Mr. Earnshaw’s son Hindley.
Consequently after the death of  Mr Earnshaw, Heathcliff  suffered ill
treatment in the hands of  Hindley, who was now the owner. Although
he was loved by Catherine, the daughter of  Mr Earnshaw, Heathcliff
developed a deep and abiding hatred and an all consuming passion for
revenge. He never forgot the injuries inflicted on him during childhood
and on his return to Wuthering Heights, after a three year absence, the
impulse to avenge himself  on all those he regards as having wronged
him becomes his overpowering passion. In addition to these, he was
forbidden by his true love Catherine, when she married Edgar Linton
from Thrushcross Grange. As a result, Heathcliff, partly out of  revenge
motif, marries Edgar’s sister Isabella and tortures her. Isabella refers
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to him as a “incarnate goblin” and “monster” which is totally inverse
of  any heroic qualities. The repression of  his desire to marry Catherine
results in the appearance of Catherine after her death. An antihero is a
protagonist who does not possess the qualities that makes him a hero
such as courageous and righteousness. They may possess traits such as
courage and love but it is overshadowed by their darkness. Anti heroes
reject the traditional norms and values. They believe whatever they do
is the right way as their motif  is not evil. Thus the character of
Heathcliff is considered as an anti-hero rather than a hero because he
resorted to evil and abuse to Hindley, Edgar and Isabella. Even the
revenge he seeks becomes justifiable but unfortunately, Heathcliff ’s
revenge and greed overshadows his better qualities. Thus it can be
justified that Bronte characterized her protagonist, Heathcliff  as the
anti-hero of  the novel.

Correspondingly, the protagonist Okonkwo of  the novel, Things
Fall Apart can be considered as the anti-hero of  the novel as he too is
driven to his demise from his mental circumstances. Okonkwo is the
son of  Unoka, who was said to be a lazy man and who never hold any
rank in his clan, which is considered as feminine charcteristics.
Okonkwo, on the other hand did not want to be like his father. The
fear of  being like his father haunted him and as a result he assembled
himself  with very strong personality. To proclaim his strong and manly
personalities, he indulged himself  into wrestling and proved himself
to be the strongest man in his clan. He even dominated and abuses his
wives in order to maintain his manly persona. The desire went to its
peak when he was given the charge of  a boy named Ikemefua. He was
a captive from another clan whom the clan of  Okonkwo has defeated
and the boy lived with his family and gradually there grew attachment
between the boy and his family. Evenytually the time arrived, when
Ikemefuna was to be killed. He was even cautioned by the village elder;
that he has the right to save Ikemefuna’s life if  he wishes to. It is
evident that he has grown attachment with Ikemefuna but the fear of
showing his emotions that would consider him weak and feminine,
grew so much inside him that he himself  killed Ikemefuna who marched
towards him to rescue himself  from the killers. Due to his repressed
desire, he resisted himself  in portraying the inward affection he had
for Ikemefuna and murdered him. He even killed the messenger of
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the district commissioner to avenge his humiliation. All his pride fell
when his own people started to question his deeds. As a result, he
broke the rule of  his society and committed suicide, which is also
considered as an act of  weakness and he was given no place on his
village land for his burial. Similarly like Heathcliff, Okonkwo too had
flaws like excessive pride, ego and superego which is consequently the
result of  his repression of  desires. Correspondingly, he too can be
declared as an anti-hero of  the novel Things Fall Apart due to his unheroic
qualities.

Conclusion:

In conclusion it can said that the psychological traits like hidden
and unexpressed desires and thought, led by the id, ego and superego
of  the human mind has direct influence in human behavior. By
constructing a psychoanalytical study of  the two protagonists,
Heathcliff  and Okonkwo it can be proclaimed that they are the anti-
heroes of  their respective novels. It is hard to presume that are the
anti-heroes disliked by the reader? Because anti-heroes are not evil
rather are more the repercussions of  their psychological traits. And the
characters of  Heathcliff  and Okonkwo are of  various contradictions,
same as the most renowned anti-hero, Satan of  John Milton’s Paradise
Lost.q
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Abstract

Inadequate access to sanitization for a vast population is one
of  the major challenges towards the target of  a healthy nation
in India. Despite the target set by the UN Millennium
Development Goal to cover at least half  of  the marginalized
population by 2015 remained enormously unfulfilled. Many
nations have been trying to recognize sanitization as a distinct
right to their citizens to ensure minimum health security to
overcome different developmental challenges. In India, the
constitution does not directly recognize the right to sanitization
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as an exclusive right for its citizens but the right has been
supported under many legal provisions. The state has been
taking several initiatives with short and long term goals to
provide minimum facilities to a maximum number of  people
living without access to sanitization.  Through this article, an
attempt is made to understand the significance of sanitization
as a right to ensure healthy, happy and honorable life and to
look at the implementation of different plans and policies
undertaken by the governments from time to time to ensure
better hygienic conditions of  living.

Keywords: Right to Sanitation, India, Assam, Need, Challenges

Objective

1. To examine the importance Sanitization as a fundamental
human right.

2. To evaluate the challenges of  the implantation of  the
Sanitizations Laws.

Methodology

The study is based on qualitative research; exploratory and
descriptive in nature. This is based on secondary data sources.

Introduction

 The target set by the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) to
cover at least half  of  the people living without access to sanitation by
2015 remains the least fulfilled. Every day, no less than 5,000 children
under the age of  five die due to diarrhoea which has a direct connection
to poor sanitation. Inadequate facilities or lack of  sanitation facilities
is one of  the major development challenges in India. More than 792
million people in India do not have access to improved sanitation. It is
estimated that every death out of  ten in India can be attributed to poor
sanitation and hygiene. The efforts to increase sanitation coverage in
rural areas face the principal challenge of  changing long-held open
defecation behaviour.

What is Right to Sanitation?

The concept of  the right to sanitation includes personal hygiene,
home sanitation, clean water, waste disposal, waste management system
and so on. Sanitation in terms of  human rights would mean a system
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for the collection, transport, treatment, disposal, or reuse of  human
excreta and associated hygiene. The human right to sanitation entitles
everyone to sanitation services that are safe, socially and culturally
acceptable, secure, hygienic, physically accessible and affordable, and
that provides privacy and ensures dignity. State to ensure that the benefits
of  these measures reach everyone without any discrimination based
on caste, creed, race, and gender.

Sanitation has been defined by the United Nations as a system
for the collection, transport, treatment, disposal or reuse of  human
excreta and associated hygiene. Accordingly, the human right to
sanitation entitles everyone to sanitation services that are physically
accessible and affordable, safe, hygienic, secure, socially and culturally
acceptable, and which provide every individual the degree of  privacy
that s/he desires, and thus ensures dignity. According to WHO,
“Sanitation generally refers to the provision of  facilities and services
for the safe disposal of human urine and faeces”. It refers to the
maintenance of  hygienic conditions through services such as garbage
collection and waste disposal. The U.N. Sub-Commission on the
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights outlined four basic
guidelines of  the right to sanitation. First, sanitation must be safe, and
“conducive to the protection of  public health and the environment.”
This requires a toilet that is hygienic with no risk of  collapse and the
safe disposal of  excreta and wastewater, thereby preventing human,
animal, and insect contact. Second, sanitation must be physically
accessible within the immediate vicinity of  the household or workplace,
and that access must not risk the physical safety of  the individual.
Third, sanitation must be affordable which includes the construction
of  facilities, emptying and treatment of  human waste, and connection
to a sewage system-without forcing families to sacrifice other basic
goods and services. Finally, sanitation must be of  culturally acceptable
quality. The sanitation right must include the following contents –
Availability: Availability of  a sufficient number of  sanitation

facilities
Quality: Sanitation facilities must be hygienically and

technically safe to use. To ensure hygiene, access to
water for cleansing and handwashing at critical times
is essential.
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Acceptability: Sanitation facilities, in particular, have to be culturally
acceptable. This will often require gender-specific
facilities, constructed in a way that ensures privacy
and dignity.

Accessibility: Water and sanitation services must be accessible to
everyone within or near, household, health, and
educational institutions, public institutions and
workplaces. Physical security must not be threatened
when accessing facilities.

Affordability: The price of  sanitation and water services must be
affordable for all without compromising the ability
to pay for other necessities guaranteed by human
rights such as food, housing, and health care.

Why Sanitation is Necessary?

For those living in developed and urban areas of  the world, the
availability of  private, safe facilities to relieve oneself  may be taken for
granted.

1. For Better Health
General Dr. Margaret Chan, the Director of  the World Health

Organization, stated “[s]anitation is a cornerstone of  public health.” Poor
sanitation provides a breeding ground for the proliferation of  bacteria,
viruses, and parasites by exposing individuals to human waste. Without
proper sanitation facilities, human waste is discharged into water bodies
or penetrates groundwater, contaminating the fresh water supply. Such
contamination pollutes drinking water, agricultural foods, seafood, and
rivers used for bathing or recreation. Individuals also risk falling in human
waste as a result of  widespread open defecation which pollutes the streets
and fields. By improving sanitation in developing countries, the death
rate from diarrhea will be reduced by as much as two-thirds.

2. Safety
In addition to health concerns, there are many safety issues posed

by inadequate sanitation. Women and young girls risk sexual harassment
and assault when they do not have access to basic sanitation. Wild
animals also pose a safety risk for women when they must defecate in
the open
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3. Education
Along with the health and safety risks, the lack of  proper sanitation

facilities causes many children to miss school. Some healthy children
cannot afford school because their family spends scarce financial resources
for health services to treat sanitation-related diseases.” Even if  able to
attend school, many children are plagued with intestinal worm infections
which leave them mentally disabled and incapable of  learning. The lack
of  sanitation disproportionately burdens girls’ education as they are more
frequently absent from school. Girls must assist with household chores,
such as fetching water or cleaning latrines. When family members become
ill with hygiene-related diseases, the girls of  the family are kept home to
take care of  them. Such barriers to education compromise the child’s
future. The United Nations Children’s Fund (“UNICEF”) suggests that
“[h]elping children reach their full potential is also investing in the very
progress of  humanity.”89 Without education, there is a greater risk that
children will lead lives of  poverty.

4. Economic Impact
The effects of  poor sanitation often result in an economic struggle

for poor families. A family expends scarce financial resources for health
services to treat sanitation-related diseases instead of  spending it on
other important needs. Poor sanitation is costly not only for individual
families but also for the entire country. Sanitation-related diseases drain
resources from public health systems. Profits from tourism wane as
travelers are less likely to risk disease by visiting a country with feces-
lined streets and an open field as the only toilet.

5. Environmental Impact
In addition to the economic burden placed on countries as a

result of  poor sanitation, environmental degradation is exacerbated by
the absence of  basic facilities.’ Without proper facilities, human waste
flows directly into streams, rivers, lakes, and wetlands, contaminating
water resources and greatly reducing freshwater supplies.’ For example,
waste and sewage increase the level of  nitrogen in seawater, which
causes an overgrowth of  algae. This overgrowth cuts off  sunlight,
smothering coral reefs.’ Another environmental impact arises not from
open defecation, but the widespread practice of  “flying toilets.” Instead
of  defecating in the open, many individuals relieve themselves in a
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plastic bag which is then thrown from windows or discarded in ditches.”’
The plastic bags litter roofs, clog drainage systems, and sometimes
burst upon landing.”’ All of  these common practices contribute to a
declining and unhealthy environment.”

Sanitation as distinct human rights

The United Nations established the Committee on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights to interpret and monitor the implementation
of  the ICESCR. The committee adopted General Comment 15 in 2002,
which finally acknowledged access to sanitation as a necessary element
of  the human right to water. General Comment 15 recognized that
“[t]he right to water is one of  the most fundamental conditions for
survival.” It outlined three essential components of  the right to water.
First, individuals should have a sufficient and continuous water supply
for personal and domestic uses.’ Personal sanitation is one such use
and is defined as the disposal of  human excreta. Second, water must
be safe for personal and domestic uses, meaning that the water must
not pose a threat to public health and it “should be of  an acceptable.
Third, water must be physically and economically accessible to everyone
without discrimination.

Before the adoption of General Comment 15, the United Nations
addressed its commitment to recognizing sanitation as a basic human
right through various instruments following the adoption of  the
Universal Declaration of  Human Rights in 1948.’ Sanitation is a human
right that was again recognized in the Convention on the Rights of  the
Child (“CRC”) which arose out of  the Universal Declaration of  Human
Rights to establish those same human rights for children. Accordingly,
the United Nations adopted the Resolution to the Human Right to
Water and Sanitation in July 2010. The resolution acknowledged “the
importance of  equitable, safe and clean drinking water and sanitation
as an integral component of  the realization of  all human rights. The
Resolution is not legally binding on the signatories. Two months later,
in September 2010, the U.N. Human Rights Council affirmed in a
separate resolution the existence of  a right to sanitation in international
law. The resolution affirmed that sanitation is an integral component
of  the right to an adequate standard of  living. In 2015, the UN General
Assembly adopted another resolution that specifically recognizes human
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rights to drinking water and sanitation. This resolution recognizes the
right to water and the right to sanitation as separate rights instead of
recognizing the right to water and the right to sanitation together as a
single integrated right. Finally, sanitation was established as a separate
human right by the United Nations General Assembly in January 2016.

Right to sanitation in India

The Constitution of  India does not recognize the right to
sanitation explicitly. However, the Constitution recognizes the right to
sanitation indirectly in different forms.

1. Legal Recognition of  a Right to Adequate Sanitation in India
The legal basis for the right to sanitation can be mainly found in

the Constitution of  India. The fundamental rights enshrined in Chapter
III contain Article 21, the Right to life, which encompasses within it,
the right to live with dignity. Lack of  effective sanitation measures is
one of  the biggest hurdles in the realization of  the fundamental rights
of  the right to life as also other fundamental rights. Inadequate sanitation
is a pervasive problem that invades our true freedom and liberty and in
turn, denies the fullest enjoyment of  our rights.

The right to sanitation and hygiene is a part of  the fundamental
right to life. The right to sanitation, like various other rights, is a
derivative of  right to life enshrined under Article 21. Although it is not
specifically and expressly included in Article 21, it came into being by
judicial interpretation of  the Article. Sanitation is also a part of  the
‘Directive Principles of  State Policy’ (DPSP) in Part IV of  the
Constitution. Sanitation is also a part of  Article 48A that makes it a
duty of  the state to ‘protect and improve the environment’.

2. Judicial Basis
The Supreme Court of  India affirmed the country’s commitment

to making sanitation a priority in the case Municipal Council, Ratlam v.
Shri Vardhichand & Others on July 29, 1980. The case centered on the
municipality of  Ratlam’s failure to provide any sanitary facilities,
resulting in open sewage saturating the roads and an unbearable stench.
The citizens brought suit seeking the court to order Ratlam to fix the
situation. Eight years later, the Rajasthan High Court affirmed that the
right to life includes the right to adequate sanitation in the case of L.K.
Koolwal v. the State of Rajasthan and Other. The court found that the
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maintenance of  health and the preservation of  sanitation and the
environment is a component of  the right to life enshrined in Article 21
of  the Constitution. The court characterized insanitation as a slow
poisoning leading to an early death.

The Supreme Court and High Courts have consistently held that
right to sanitation is a part and parcel of  Article 21 and the Article
encompasses within it the right to sanitation as the right to life can never
be achieved in its true meaning and spirit without sanitation and hygiene.
The Apex Court in a case holding that the Government had no power to
sanction lease of  the land vested in the Municipality for being used as
open space for public use, observed after referring to the Stockholm
Declaration 1972 and Principle 1 laid down in that Conference and after
referring to Article 48 A, Article 47 and Article 51 A (g), and Article 21.

3. Duties of local bodies
In the rural context, sanitation is a responsibility of  gram

panchayats under the Panchayati Raj Institution (PRI) laws. The duties
of  the panchayats in this regard include the duty to take all necessary
actions for the improvement of  sanitation, implementation of  rural
sanitation schemes, and carrying out sanitation-related activities such
as cleaning of  public roads, drains, tanks, wells, and other public places;
construction and maintenance of  public latrines; and maintenance and
regulation of  burial grounds.

Similarly, in the urban context, sanitation is a duty of  urban local
bodies under laws governing urban local bodies. Duties in this regard
include the disposal of  solid and liquid waste. In some metropolitan
cities, para-statal agencies are responsible for water supply, sewerage,
and sanitation (for example, Guwahati Municipal Corporation).

4. Legal forums
(a) The Supreme Court and High Courts (writ petitions, for example,

against local bodies for not fulfilling their statutory duties)
(b) Office of  Lokayukta and Up-Lokayukta (complaint of

maladministration and corruption against government officers
including the office bearers of local bodies)

(c) Grievance redressal system established under the right to
services law (for example, the Kerala State Right to Services
Act, 2012)
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(d) Ombudsman appointed under the PRI laws (provides a forum
for citizens to approach with their grievance against
panchayats)

(e) Statute specific bodies (for example, inspectors appointed
under the Factories Act, 1948; The Chief  Commissioner and
the Commissioner appointed at the central and state level
under the Persons with Disabilities Act, 1995. In principle,
the forums mentioned above are available for people to
enforce their right to sanitation.

Indian Policy Response to Sanitation

The central government and state governments have been
implementing several laws and policies to address sanitation issues.
India first addressed the need for improved sanitation in the 1980s.
Through various programs, sanitation has improved quite dramatically,
but there are still a large number of  people living without access to
adequate sanitation. These are-

1. Five Year Plans
The Planning Commission first addressed the sanitation crisis in

the Sixth Five Year Plan initiated in 1980.26' By the Seventh Five Year
Plan, the Planning Commission set a goal to “provide 25% of  rural
households with individual household sanitary latrines. The Eleventh
Five Year Plan addresses the inadequacies of  sanitation in rural areas
and affirms the country’s commitment to the Total Sanitation Campaign
which calls for complete sanitation coverage by the year 2012.

2. Central Rural Sanitation Programme
The Central Rural Sanitation Programme (CRSP) was the first

nationwide program to respond to the sanitation plight of  India.2 73
The government launched the program in 1986 to “[improve] the quality
of  life of  rural people and [provide] privacy and dignity to women.
The government financially sponsored the CRSP which focused on
the construction of  individual toilets for households below the poverty
line, earning less than 3650 rupees, or 75 US dollars, per year.

3. Total Sanitation Campaign
India introduced the Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC) in April

1999. The government moved away from providing subsidies for the
construction of  toilets under the Central Rural Sanitation Programme
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and instead developed a community-led and people-centered program.
To facilitate these objectives, the TSC calls for the construction of  toilets
not only in individual households but also in schools and daycare centers.
It obligates the state to develop community-managed sanitation systems.

4. Nirmal Gram Puraskar
An added incentive to the TSC is the Nirmal Gram Puraskar

(NGP), or National Clean Village Award established in October 2003.
To be eligible for the cash award, the applicant must meet all of  the
requirements. These include achieving the objectives for all components
of  the TSC project, ensuring total access to sanitation, providing separate
sanitation facilities for boys and girls in schools, encouraging cleanliness,
and striving for household garbage disposal and drainage systems.

5. Swacch Bharat Mission
In 2014, the Government of  India launched the Swachh Bharat

Mission (SBM), its flagship programme on sanitation. This has triggered
a significant momentum in the sanitation sector in India. The Mission
Coordinator shall be Secretary, Department of  Drinking Water and
Sanitation (DDWS), Ministry of  Jalshakti with two Sub-Missions – the
Swachh Bharat Mission (Gramin) and the Swachh Bharat Mission
(Urban). The Mission aims to achieve a Swachh Bharat by 2019, as a
fitting tribute to Mahatma Gandhi on his 150th birth anniversary.

Sanitation Progamme and Assam

The government of  Assam is implementing the Sanitation
programme since its launch, in 1999, as Total Sanitation Campaign.
With more than one and a half  decade’s implementation of  the
programme, as on 08 Feb 2017, nearly 37.10 lakh families are found
with Sanitary toilet facilities in the rural areas of  the State. However,
still, more than 19.67 lakh families are yet to be provided with a sanitary
toilet. Also, a significant portion of  the toilets, around 637264 nos
(around 27.52%) already constructed, are defunct, which were
constructed with very low cost and now needs up-gradation/
reconstruction.

Success Stories: Cleanest Village in Assam

Rangsapara, a remote village in Goalpara District of  the State;
located 16 km from the district headquarter. The village is inhabited by
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the Garo community. The village is bestowed by spectacular scenic
beauty as it is covered by hillocks, paddy fields, rubber plantations, and
thick and luscious forests. There is about 88 household with a
population of  about 478 having two schools for education. Agriculture
is the main occupation of  the inhabitants of  the locality.

Traditionally cleanliness and hygiene practices are part and parcel
of  the Garo community and the Church also plays an essential role in
it. The community-led movement for “Clean Rangsapa” started way
back in the latter part of  the year. Unity takes utmost care in maintaining
cleanliness in and around the surrounding of  their household. The
community-led movement for “Clean Rangsapa” started way back
in the latter part of  the year 2000. The community formed a management
committee (Rangsapara Management Committee) that year for the
successful implementation and monitoring of  various developmental
schemes in the village.

The Local community used to clean public places like Church,
Schools once per month which later on is done weekly after motivation
through IEC activities conducted under SBM (G) from the year 2014-
15. Such initiatives by the committee did the necessary trigger for
Rangsapara in becoming the cleanest village in Assam in 2016-17

Implementation challenges faced in India

Despite various international commitments, improved sanitation
is still a distant goal.’ India is among the countries struggling to
improve this basic necessity. ‘Recognizing the importance of  providing
adequate sanitation, India implemented several programs, including
the Central Rural Sanitation Programme, the Total Sanitation
Campaign, Swatch Bharat Mission, and a program that provides a
cash award for communities with significant improvements.’
Nevertheless, India’s commitment has proved to be unsuccessful in
significantly improving its sanitation crisis. Different types of
challenges have been faced while implementing different plans and
programs to promote the sanitation sector.  Obstacles faced while
implementing different types of  approaches to promote the sanitation
sector are as follows:

a) Lack of  will
The report mentioned that while evaluating budgets and making
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plans, policies, and legislation at the national level, the principle of
“best interest of  the child” was given main concern by the GOI so that
proper child development could be achieved.

b) Diversity in needs of  children
India is both a large and diverse country where even though

children are entitled to equal rights, their needs differ as per different
areas, groups, cultures, ages, and settings they belong to and they demand
a variety of  interventions.

c) Lack of  infrastructure
Lack of  toilets in the schools was one of  the challenges faced

while implementing the programs related to sanitation and hygiene.

What to do?

The articulation of  a right to sanitation in India must necessarily
include the following elements:

(a) Ensuring that sanitation needs and concerns of  vulnerable
and marginalized sections of  the society such as tribals, the
differently-abled, homeless and migrant workers are addressed
on a priority basis. A framework on sanitation based on the
idea of a right to sanitation demands that priority attention
must be paid to the needs of  the marginalized and the
vulnerable. At the same time, the process to address their issues
should be carried out with their active participation and by
taking into account their perspectives and needs; (See annexure)

(b) Ensuring that the facilities and infrastructure created are by
geographical and environmental conditions, even as they are
sensitive to the specific needs of  different sections of  Indian
society and their life cycles, which would specifically include
ensuring of  designs that are inclusive for women and men,
the old and young, and those with varying forms of  disability,
even as it ensures the availability of  water for personal hygiene
and menstrual hygiene management;

(c) Ensuring that no human being is manually involved in
cleaning human excreta, which would specifically include the
strict enforcement of  the law prohibiting manual scavenging;

(d) Ensuring health and environmental safety;
(e) Ensuring the safety and dignity of  sanitation workers;
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(f) Ensuring the availability of  sanitation facilities in public places;
(g) Ensuring appropriate infrastructure and resources so that all

human beings at all times have access to sanitation facilities,
which would include making available interim facilities for
people living within the geographical boundaries of  the
country, including those in relief  camps, migratory workers,
communities in conflict situations and other such unsettled
groups, irrespective of  their citizenship.

Conclusion

Besides being a part of  the international campaign for Right to
Sanitation, the Indian state itself has become committed to the
realization of  such a right with increasing allocation funds in the budgets
for implementation plans and policies to enhance sanitation facilities
in every nook and corner of  the country. However, there is a need to
ensure that these efforts are not limited to an open-defecation-free
focus.  A holistic understanding of  the right to sanitation encompasses
various dimensions of  sanitation such as culture, religion, caste, gender,
class, etc along with the environment both social and natural.  The
state has to take into consideration all these dimensions while framing
policy to ensure sanitization in true sense.q
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Abstract

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) is a special scheme of  the Govt,
of  India for universalisation of  Elementary Education. This
programme was prepared and launched as a consequence of
the demand of  quality education all over the country. After
SSA the Government of  India launched Rashtriya Madhyamik
Shiksha Abhiyan(RMSA)and Samagra Shiksha for quality
education.
It has now been seen that the Educational scenario of  the
tribal backward areas basically in the elementary level arc quite
changed after implementation of  SSA and other schemes of
inclusive education. But, still there is a big question of  quality
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education. In this context, thepaper attempts to examine overall
situation of  education among the tribal people by emphasizing
on two tribal communities i.e. SonowalKachari and Deori. The
study has been confined as case study in two villages of
Dibrugarh district i.e. KalowlowaSonowal Gaon and
KalowlowaDeori Gaon which was selected purposively. Both
primary and secondary data have been used in this study.The
present study reveal that inspite of  various facilities provided
by Government through SSA, some of  the tribal people under
study are not developed in education as expected. They are
still unaware of  the fact. In this context, some relevant
suggestions has been made in the paper.

Keywords:Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan(SSA);Rashtriya
Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan(RMSA); Samagra Shiksha;
Elementary Education; Tribal village.

Introduction:

Sarva ShikshaAbhiyan is a flagship programme of  the Central
Government for achievement ofUniversalization of  Elementary
Education (UEE) in a time bound manner. The scheme got the
approval of  the Central Government in November 2000.

SarvaShikshaAbhiyan (SSA) is a scheme which was specially
launched for free and compulsory primary education to all children
within the age group of  6-14 years. This Abhiyan is being implemented
in partnership with state Governments to cover the whole country.
The SSA is in operation with the help of  Panchayati Raj institutions
schools management committee, village education committee and
slum areas of  town and cities.The tribal Autonomous councils and
other agencies related with the spread of  primary education are also
associated with SSA. The prime objective of  SSA were provisioning
of  admission in primary education for all children of  age group 6-14
years by the help of  Education Guarantee Scheme (EGS), Focus on
elementary education of  satisfactory quality with emphasis on
education for life, Reform and change in administration and principles
of  primary and upper primary education of  states etc.

Beside SSA, the Government of  India launched Rashtriya
Madhyamik Shikhsa Abhiyan (RMSA) in March 2009, for enhancing
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access in secondary education and improve its quality. It is envisaged
to achieve an enrolment rate of  75% from 52.56% in 2005-06 at
secondary level of  implementation of  the scheme by providing a
secondary school within a reasonable distance of  any habitation. The
other objectives include improving the quality of  secondary education
conforming the prescribe norms, removing gender socio-economic
and disability barriers, providing secondary universal access to
secondary level education within 2017 (RMSA online).

In the same way, the Union Budget 2018-19 has proposed to
treat school education holistically without segmentation from pre-
nursery to class 12. The scheme is declared by the Government as
Samagra Shiksha. The Samagra Shiksha is an overarching programme
for the school education sector extending from pre-nursery to class
12. The scheme has been prepared with the border goal for improving
school effectiveness measured in term of  equal opportunities for
schooling and equitable learning out comes. It subsumes three
schemes of  Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Rastriya Madhyamik
Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) and Teacher Education (TE) (Samagra
Shiksha online)

In Assam SSA has been launching its programme in full swing
with a view to complete the mission of ‘Education for All’ within
2010.The programme seeks to open new school under EGS scheme
in those habitations which do not have schooling facility of  any kind
within a radius of  1.5 km and strengthen existing school infrastructure
through provision of  additional class rooms,toilets,drinking
water,maintenance grant etc.Existing schools with inadequate teacher
strength are provided additional teacher. The capacity of  existing
teachers is being strengthened by extensive training, grants for
developing teaching-learning materials (TLM) and strengthening of
the academic support structure at a cluster,block and district level.
SSA seeks to provide quality elementary education including life
skills.The SSA has special focus on girls education and children with
special needs.The SSA provide free text book facility to all children
from pre-primary to class VIII standard and provided evaluation book
to the students from class I to class VIII.Besides, the SSA provided
KaryaPatra (Subject and lesson wise evaluation paper) for continuous
and comprehensive evaluation for the quality development of
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education in the elementary level (SSA online).
On the basis of  foregoing discussion, the present paper attempts

to study the educational scenario and changing attitude of  tribal people
with regard to education, emphasizing on two tribal villages
ofSonowalKachari and Deori Community respectively.

Objective of  the Study:

The basic objectives of  the present study are as:
1. To examine overall situation of  education in tribal society

after implementation of SSA.
2. To focus how far various facilities are implemented as well

as executed in tribal society.
3. To suggest some measures for the improvement of

educational environment in tribal backward areas.

Field of Study:

The field of  present study was confined as case study in two
tribal villages in Dibrugarh District of  Assam, India.Assam is a North
Eastern state of  India. The state of  Assam covers an area of  78438
sq.km land with 3,12,05,576 population (Census Report : 2011). The
state is bounded by the Himalayan foot hills and bordering states of
Bhutan and Tibet on the North on the south of  it, there are Myanmar
and its hills and to the west, Bangladesh. At present the state of
Assam has 33 districts including BTAD (Bodoland Territorial  Areas
districts) four districts and 78 subdivisions. The Dibrugarh district is
situated on the southern bank and the upper reaches of  the river
Brahmaputra and lies in the north eastern corner of  Assam. The
total area of  the district is 3381.00 sq. km with 3330.36 sq. km rural
areas and 5064 sq. km urban areas. The total population of  Dibrugarh
district is 13,26,335 of  which 6,76,434 are males and 6,49,901 are
females. The rural population of  the district is 10,82,605 and urban
population is 2,43,730. The average literacy rate of  the district is
76.05% whereas male literacy rate is 82.82% and female literacy rate
is 68.99% (census : 2011).The villages  KalowlowaDeoriGaon and
KalolowaSonowal Gaon are under the jurisdiction of  Khowang
Development. Block and under KalowlowaGaonPanchayat, which
are 30 km away from Dibrugarh town the headquarter of  the District.
There are 191households in the KalowlowaDeoriGaon, which is
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exclusively inhabitant of  Deori tribal people. Inthesame way, there
are 146households in the KalowlowaSonowalGaon and this village
also exclusively inhabited of  tribal people belongs to SonowalKachari
Group.

Collection of Data:

In the present study both primary and secondary data have been
used. The primary data were collected with the help of  face to face
interview and observation method. To collect primary information the
researcher interviewed with some leading personal of  the studied
villages i.e.GaonBurdha (village headman), Panchayat ward member,
School Head master as well as teachers’ of  the studied villages and
president of  the School Management and Development Committee
(SMDC).

The secondary data were collected with the consultation of
various books, journals and offices of  the Mission coordinator of  the
district and block level.

Findings and analysis:

Educational Institutions:

There were six (6) educational institutions in the studied villages
till 2016. Out of  six educational institutions, three institutions are lower
Primary Schools, One M.E. School, One senior Basic School and one
High School. In the month of  January 2017, four (4) schools were
amalgamated along with the Kolowlowa Deori Gaon High School; the
another schools are Kolowlowa Deori Gaon L.P. School, Kolowlowa
Deori Gaon Junior Basic School and Kolowlowa Deori M.E. School.
The School wise teachers and enrolment of  before and after
amalgamation are shown in the following Table-1 and Table-2
respectively.
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Table: 1:

School-wise teachers and enrolment including year of  establishment

Sl. Name of Schools Year of No. of No. of

No. establishment Teacher at Students at

Present present

1. Kalowlowa Deori 1940 2 26
Gaon L.P. School

2. Kalowlowa Deori 1940 2 19
Gaon Junior Basic
School

3. Kalowlowa Deori 1964 5 79
Gaon M.E. School

4. Kalowlowa Deori 1979 6 91
Gaon High School

5. Kalowlowa Senior 1943 4 43
Basic School

6. HintiJanajati L.P. 1987 2 35
School (non-
provincialized)

Source: Field survey (April, 2012)

Table: 2:

School wise Teachers and Enrolment including  Gunutsav’s Grade

Sl. Name of Schools No. of  Teachers’ No. of Students Grade in

No. at Present at present Gunutsav

1. Kalowlowa Deori 14 49 A
Gaon High School

2. Kalowlowa Senior 4 45 A
Basic School

3. HintiJanajati L.P. 1 22 A
School (non-
provincialized)

Source: Field survey (January, 2020)

From the above table-1 and table-2, it is understood that student-
teacher ratio is not in conformity before and after amalgamation in these
schools as per SSA and Government rule is concerned, which should be
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30:1. The number of  enrolment is very low in all these schools of  the
studied villages then and now. The very noticeable fact is that the number
of  enrolment in the Kalowlowa Deori Gaon High School becoming
very lowafter amalgamation in comparison to before amalgamation. There
are various reasons in this state of  affairs. In the field situation we observed
that the economically developed section of  the parents send their children
to other private English medium school and JatiyaVidyalaya etc. situated
in the nearest urban centre as well as outside of  the villages. Of  course,
remarkable fact reflects in the table-2 that all the three schools obtained
Grade-‘A’ in the Gunutsav which was conducted by the state Government.
It signifies that over all environment of  schools are conducive for
education in the studied villages.

Allocation of Grants:

In the first time field survey, it was found in the field situation
that the SSA allotted one additional room grant of  Rs.2,30,000/- to
KalowlowaDeoriGaon L.P. School in the year 2007-08. The Kalowlowa
Senior Basic School also obtained an additional room grant amounting
to Rs.2,30,0001- in the year 2008-09. (Source: Block Mission co-
ordinator Office) But the remaining schools in the studied villages
have not got additional room grant. Except KalowlowaDeoriGaon High
School and HintiJanajati L.P. School, all the schools in the studied
villages have obtained separate toilet for boys and girls under SSA
scheme. These schools have also availed annual grant i.e. infrastructure
development grant, maintenance grant and TLM grant under SSA
programme as per rules.

According to SSA rules and regulations, a primary school may
get Rs.5000/- as infrastructure development grant, Rs.5000/- or
10,000/- as maintenance grant and Rs.500/- for each teacher (subject
to maximum Rs.2500/- every School) as TLM grant. Accordingly an
upper primary school may get Rs.7000/- as infrastructure development
grant, Rs.5000-10,000/-as maintenance grant and Rs.500/- for each
teacher (subject to maximum Rs.3000/-for every school) as TLM grant.
These granting facilities are provided yearly by the SSA to all the
provincialized and Govt, primary and upper primary schools. But non
provincialized as well as venture school do not get these granting
facilities as per SSA rules. At that time HintiJanajati L.P. School was in
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non-provincialized position. This school has got the status of
provincialization in the month of  January, 2013.

In the second time field survey, it was found that the Kalowlowa
Deori Gaon High School obtained an amount of  Rs.5,00,000/- for
the financial year 2012-13 under Tribal Sub Plan Scheme of  the state
Government for construction of  office building and teacher common
room. In the financial year 2018-19, this school obtained Rs.10,00,000/
- from local MLA Academic Scheme for new building construction.
This amount is executed as well as expences by the Block Development
office. Besides, this school also obtained Rs.50,000/- as annual grant
in the final year 2018-19 (it was 25,000/- earlier) for repairing and
purchasing books and other necessary items for students support. The
SSA allotted Rs.33,000/- as infrastructure development grant to
Kolowlowa Senior Basic School and Rs.5000/- for sports goods
purchasing in the financial year 2018-19. This school also got
Rs.25,000/- as annual grant (earlier it was Rs.5000/- for L.P. and U.P.
level schools). In the same way, HintiJanajati L.P. School has got
Rs.25,000/- as annual grant in the financial year 2018-19. Besides,
annual grant this school obtained Rs.1,38,000/- for Boys toilet and
Rs.1,25,000/- for Girls’ toilet in the year 2015-16.

It is known from the schools Headmasters that every year their
schools have been obtained annual grant as allotted by the SSA through
the concerned department of  the Government. It is also found that
the school Head Master in co-ordination with the school management
and development committee (SMDC) utilize the infrastructure
development grant and maintenance grant in repairing, ceiling and
colouring school building, bamboo fencing in school boundary, repairing
and purchasing bench-desk etc. From the TLM grant they purchase
black-board, map, chart, globe, model- ABC, Photographs of  eminent
persons, instrument box etc.

Free Text Book and evaluation book facilities:

Generally SSA provide free text book and evaluation book
facilities up to class VIII Standard. But, in the academic year 2017-18,
the state Government had decided for the first time to provide free
text books to all the students of class IX and X. Since then, all the
schools in our sample villages regularly avail free text book facility
provided by the SSA for the students up to class X standard. In the
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same way, they obtain evaluation book for the class as well as unit test
examinations. Accordingly, for half  yearly and annual examination these
schools obtain separate evaluation book. Apart from these evaluation
book, they obtain two copies of  ‘Karya Patra’ for each student for
continuous and comprehensive evaluation provided by the SSA for
quality elementary education.

Free Uniform Facility:

The free uniforms distribution scheme was stalled in 2014-15 fiscal
by the Government of  India for the students of  class I to VIII standard.
The state Government allotted fund to the school authority for purchasing
uniforms at the rate of  Rs. 600/- per students for two pairs of  uniforms.
All the schools of  our sample villages avail this free uniform grant as
per student strength. This free uniform facility highly helps the parents
of  the studied village for their school going children support.

Training for Teachers:

There is a provision of  20 days training for the teachers in SSA
programme in an academic year in different times, maximum 3 days in
one time as per SSA rules. At present, training for teachers are held
under NISHTHA (National Initiative for School Heads and Teachers
Holistic Advancement) programme which was launched by Ministry
of  Human Resource Development on November 5, 2019. The teachers
of  our studied village schools are attended in various training
programme organized by the SSA and under NISHTHA in Block level,
in different times. But it is found alleged that most of  the teachers are
not interested to teach the students as instructed in the training
programme. Sometimes, they are not interested to attend the training
programme sincerely, but they are out of  schools during the training
period for which students are deprived of  their regular classes in school.
Obviously, it is a negative impact which hindrance educational
improvement of  the children.

Para-Teacher:

There was a provision of  appointment of  para-teacher in SSA
scheme to function its works in a systematic manner. In Assam at least
18,000 Para-Teachers had been appointed at that time (Akhtar et al.
2006). But in our studied villages only the Kalowlowa Senior Basic
School has obtain one para-teacher for the academic year 2009-10 for
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three months. At present, the state Government has been appointed
teachers in schools by conducting TET (Teachers Eligibility Test)
examinations in different levels.

Overall Scenario:

It is fact that the educational scenario of  rural backward as well
as tribal backward areas basically in the elementary level are quite
changed after implementation of  SSA Scheme. We observed some
positive and some negative impact with regard to development of
formal education among the tribal people. It is notable that after
receiving additional room grant and infrastructure development grant
the schools building are reconstructed as well as repairing very nicely.
There are no lack of  bench-desk, black board, toilet etc. in the primary
and upper primary schools at present. So, this is definitely a positive
impact for tribal inhabitant backward areas, which may create a quite
well and hygienic school environment for taking up formal education.
The free uniform, free text book and evaluation book facilities also
greatly helps economically backward section of  the parents, without
which they would not send their children for school education.

Inspite of  various facilities provided by the SSA for
universalization and quality elementary education, there are some
negative attitude that we observed in the field situation. The highly
striking fact is that there is institutionalized tendency of  compulsory
promotion, which aiming at education for all and to achieve learning
society as well. In most of  time students are promoted to upper classes
by the teachers, although their students’ performance in examinations
is not satisfactory. At the same time students arc also not interested in
their studies, because they know that they will get the promotion to
upper class. As a matter of  fact, this type of  attitude hindrance in
development of  educational quality in the elementary level.

We have already stated earlier that economically well-to-do section
of  the parents send their children to outside private schools. It is
observed that most of  the students are reading in the schools of  our
studied villages belong topoor family background. Mention may be
made that some of  the students are irregular in school due to
engagement in domestic work and lake of  interest in studies and lake
of  parental awareness etc. In our observation, we gathered information
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that some parents are still unaware with regard to education of  their
children. In this context, the noticeable fact is that the school authority
call on guardian meeting two/three times in an academic year, but
some parents do not come to the meeting due to their daily earning
activities. They do not take care of  their children’s daily study. They
passes away their leisure time in gossiping, taking wine etc.It signifies
that their home environment is not conducive for proper educational
development. They have no higher level of  educational aspiration with
regard to their children.

Conclusion and suggestion:

On the basis of  the above findings it may be concluded that
inspite of  providing various facilities by the Government under SSA
and Samagra Shiksha most of  the tribal people are still unaware of  the
fact, for which their educational scenario is still under process
ofdevelopment. Of  course, now most of  the tribal people have realized
about the need and values of  education, which may bring their socio-
economic change and development. To create educational awareness
among the tribal people and improvement of  quality education in the
elementary level in particular we would like to put forward the following
suggestions:

(a) Special awareness programme should be organized by the
SSA in the tribalbackwardareas and Ex-tea labour areas, so
that the parents also become aware of  their children’s
education.

(b) Regular inspection in the educational institution from the
higher authority should be executed for quality education.

(c) The state Government should appoint one additional teacher
under SSA in schools where single teacher in service and
where class-wise shortage of  existing teacher strength.q
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plantation as a self-sustaining livelihood option. The scope
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government rule, economic and environmental issues.The
smallscale tea plantation can harness the opportunity to
strengthen rural economy.The study analyses the challenges
and opportunities through descriptive statistics and chi square
test.
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1. Introduction

Assam has been experiencing a socio-economic revolution in
the field of  tea cultivation on small holding for the last 30 years. It is
an active choice of  the farmers because, Assam is one of  the finest
places of  producing tea in the world. Tea, as a commercial cash crop,
has an increasing demand in and outside the country. Natural factors
like -soil, weather is highly favourable for tea cultivation in Assam.
Infrastructural facilities like factories for tea processing, auction market
for made tea, available land for tea cultivation, cheap labour in and
around tea growing areas, technical and other necessary technical
knowhow, support provided by the State for small tea cultivation are
the biggest advantages available for the local entrepreneurs. These
opportunities act as a big push- factor to many rural unemployed youths
to take tea cultivation on small holdings (Chakraborty, 2014).  The
first effort to popularize tea cultivation in small holding in Assam was
made in 1978 by Late Soneswar Bora (ex- Agriculture Minister of
Assam). His intention was to utilise available uncultivated land and
attract young generation to agriculture sector and thereby to solve
unemployment problem (Baruah, 2011). The abundance of  uplands,
suitable climate, availability of  support services, skilled surplus labours
from nearby big tea estates, ready market to sell the green leaves in the
estates factories, the advantage of  plantation crop over the seasonal
agricultural crops were the factors that encouraged the small and
marginal farmers who were engaged in other economic activities to
take up tea plantation (Das, 2010).

studied that existing theories and practices of  tea cultivation were
defied by home grown entrepreneurs who evolved new and economical
strategies of  tea cultivation, administrative practices and marketing
strategies to fight with challenges and utilize their limited resources.
The paper examined the indigenous model of  small tea cultivation
evolved by these entrepreneurs and hypothecates the economic viability
of  tea cultivation in small scale (Ganguli, P.,2014).

Tea cultivation on small holding is a family run enterprise. Family
members are actively involved in maintaining the garden; only seasonal
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labours on temporary basis are engaged in these gardens. Small tea
gardens are not coming under the domain of  PLA (Plantation Labour
act), 1951 which gives an advantage to the STGs and thereby reduces
the cost of  production.Initial Investment for tea cultivation on small
holding is very less as investment requires only for plantation. Crop
failure in agricultural sector is a regular phenomenon in Assam due to
lack of  irrigation, flood, lack of  technology in production, etc. But in
tea cultivation, crop failure is limited very occasional pest attack and
natural calamities (Banerjee, 2010).  In Assam, the cultivation of  tea in
small scale is an outcome of  the entrepreneurial ability of  a group of
local youth in the latter part of  1970’s. Active participation of  the
indigenous people since its inception provides sustainable livelihood
opportunity to large number of  rural populations. It provides avenues
for self-employment to educated unemployed youths, generating
additional sources of  income to the farmers and engaging family
members directly with this enterprise(Goswami, 2006).

In the present context, in India there are limited scopes for the
growth of  big tea gardens as after independence a lot of  changes have
taken place in the Government legislations to improve the socio-
economic framework of  the country. So, the alternative for the growth
of  tea industry in India is left only setting up of  small tea gardens
(Baruah, P., 2014).The high profitability coupled with the prospect of
getting steady income with minimum effort have attracted a large
number of  educated youth both rural and urban. These may cultivate
the spirit of  entrepreneurship and would strengthen the backbone of
rural economy of  Assam (Borah, K and Dr. Das, A. 2015).The
opportunity in tea entrepreneurship and its impact on the rural economy
of  the state. Entrepreneurship in small tea plantation has been becoming
a new avenue in terms of  employment generation and fostering rural
economy in Assam (Boruah, K.,2013).

The problems faced by the small tea growers in six rural
development blocks of  Sonitpur district viz. Sootia, Behali, Biswanath,
Bagmara, Rangapara and Balipara. The study revealed that major
problems are fluctuation of  prices of  green tea leaves due to dependence
on the BLTFs (Bought leaf  tea factories) and big tea estate factories,
heterogeneous issue in formation of  co-operative tea factory, oversupply
of  green leaves to factories during peak season, scarcity of  labour,
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imposition of  levies by the state, lack of  irrigation facility, pressure
from militant groups, and theft of  green leaves. Besides this, the carriers
often incur losses during peak seasons when factory management
refused to buy the leaves (Borua, P.,2015). The land used by the STGs
may be considered as second grade land for growing tea. They grow
tea in ceiling surplus land, waste land, grazing land or government
lands which were either underutilized or unutilized. The STGs of  Assam
has successfully utilized 20 million hectare waste land(Khanikar, C R
2006). The study found that 60% of  sampled small tea growers sold
their green leaves to the factory at very low price, out 20% of
growers50% gross income went as maintenance cost includes labour
cost, pest control, herbicide cost, disease control and transportation
and land problem (Dr. Kakati, N., 2011).

1.1. Theoretical Framework of  Small Tea Plantation

There are different views regarding the definition of  Small tea
plantation in Assam. The Government of  Assam, Tea Board of  India,
and All Assam Small Tea Growers Association has defined small tea
plantation differently.

i. According to Government of  Assam, “a person planting tea up
to 10 acres (4.05 hectare) of  land is called Small Tea Grower.”

ii. According to Tea Board of  India, “A person cultivating tea
plants up to 25 acres (10.125 hectare) of land is called Small
tea Grower.”

iii. All Assam Small Tea Growers Association demands that a
person having 33.33 acres (13.50 hectare) of  land under tea
cultivation should be recognized as small tea grower.

2. Area of  Research

The research area is limited tosmall scale tea plantation in
Lakhimpur district of  Assam. The study is carried out to understand
the challenges of  small scale tea plantation faced by the tea growers
and opportunities ahead in this sector.

3. Objectives of  The Study

The present study is put forward with the following objective to
explore the extent of  the challenge.

i. To find out the challenges and opportunities of  sustainable
tea entrepreneurship in the study area.
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4. Research Hypothesis

To find out the challenges and opportunities of  small tea
plantation, an alternative hypothesis has been formulated and tested.

H
1
: The opportunities of  the small tea plantation in the study

area are immense along with diverged challenges in the present market
conditions.

5. Research Methodology

The study was carried out among the small tea growers of
Lakhimpur district of  Assam. The primary data was collected through
interview schedule and focused group discussion. The field practice
of  tea plantation was observed among sampled small tea growers who
were engaged in small tea plantation. The target respondents of  the
study were small tea growers (STGs). The researcher deliberately
selected one hundred sample respondents from fivedevelopment
blocksout of  nine of  Lakhimpur district i.e. Narayanpur, Bihpuria,
Karunabari, Nowboicha, and Lakhimpur. In these five development
blocks, there is a high concentration of  small tea growers.

A five points rating scale was used to quantify the responses of
the respondents. The collected responses were analysed through
descriptive statistics like mean, standard deviation, variance and non-
parametric test like chi-square test to draw the inference.

Table No. 1: Five Point Rating Scale Used to Quantify the Response

Option Degree of  problem Numerical score

I Can manageable easily 5
II Manageable with difficulty 4
III Can be ignored 3
IV Not manageable but adjusted 2
V Cannot be managed 1

Source: Researcher Own

6. Result and Discussion

The attributes involved in posing constraints to manage Small
Tea Growers business like finance, production, processing, human
resource, marketing, risk mitigation etc. were highlighted and recorded
after a focused group discussion with the small tea growers and their
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financing officials. The relevant literature, government organization,
non-government organization, also cited varieties of  challenges in
different aspects of  managing the small tea growing activities. Many
challenges are being observed by the researcher during the field visit
an interaction with the various stakeholders and target groups.
6.1. Challenges Related to Procurement of  Finance: The study
identifies the following factors responsible for adopting and using
formal source of  finance were highlighted.

1. Poor banking outreach
2. Indifferent attitude of the banking staff for loan
3. Indifferent attitude of  the government staff  for loan and

technology
4. Takes lot of  time for paper work and documentation
5. Demand security or mortgage
6. Delay in disbursing loan
7. Hidden charges like bribery in cash or kind

Table No. 2: One Sample Chi-square Test of  Chalenges

Related to Finance

Sl. Null hypoothesis Significance Decision

No. level

1 The poor banking outreach occur with .000 Reject the null
 equal probabilities hypotsis

2 The indifferent attitude of  banking staff .000 Reject the null
 for loan occur with equal probabilities hypotsis

3 The indifferent attitude of  government .000 Reject the null
staff  for loan and technology occur with hypotsis
equal probabilities

4 The lot of  time in paper work and .000 Reject the null
documentation occur with equal hypotsis
probabilities

5 The demand security or mortgage occur .002 Reject the null
with equal probabilities hypotsis

6 The delay in disbbursing loan occur with .000 Reject the null
equal probabilities hypotsis

7 The hidden charge like bribery in cash or .000 Reject the null
kind occur with equal probabilities hypotsis

Source: Field Survey and Analysis
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Once the responses were put to one sample chi-square test at
5% level of  significance. It was found that no regular response was
found. The responses were varied for all the factors. Thus, the null
hypothesis regarding presence of  equal response was rejected (Table
no. 2).

The similar result was found from the descriptive statistics also.
The mean score was lowest with respect to attribute like poor banking
outreach (i.e. 1.48). Which indicates the worst challenge area for the
small tea growers. With respect to other attributes like indifferent attitude
for loan by bank (i.e. 2.44), indifferent attitude of  government staff
for loan and technology (i.e. 2.75), takes lot of  time for paper work
and documentation (i.e. 2.92), demand security or mortgage (i.e. 2.28),
delay in disbursing loan (i.e. 2.41) and hidden charge like bribery in
cash or kind (i.e. 2.80) posing some challenges which can be adjusted
or compromised (Table no.3).

Table No. 3: Descriptive Statistics of  Challenges Faced in

Procuring Finance

Problems MeanScore Standard Variance

Deviation

Poor banking outreach 1.48 1.026 1.052
Indifferent attitude for loan by bank 2.44 1.041 1.084
Indifferent attitude of  government 2.75 .907 .822
staff  for loan and technology
Takes lot of  time for paper work & 2.92 .666 .443
documentation
Demand security or mortgage 2.28 .933 .871
Delay in disbursing loan 2.41 1.039 1.079
Hidden charge like bribery in cash 2.80 .833 .694
or kind

Source: Field Survey and Analysis

6.2. Production and Human Resource Related Challenges

The study observed the following challenges with respect to
production and human resource.

1. Land ownership problem
2. Problems in procurement of  raw material
3. Absence of processing units
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4. Shortage of  electricity, water etc.
5. High maintenance cost
6. Scarcity of labour
7. Absence of  technical knowledge on tea plantation
When the responses were put to single sample chi-square test at

5% level of  significance. It was found that the responses were varied
for all the challenges. Thus, the null hypothesis regarding presence of
equal response was rejected (Table No. 4).

Table No. 4: Chi-Square Test of  Production and Human

Resource Challenges

Sl. Null hypothesis Significance Decision

No level

1 The land ownership problem .000 Reject the null
occur with equal probabilities hypotsis

2 The problem in procurementraw .000 Reject the null
materials of  occur with equal hypotsis
probabilities

3 The absence of  adequate numbers .000 Reject the null
of processing units occur with hypotsis
equal probabilities

4 The shortage of  supply of .000 Reject the null
electricity, water etc. occur hypotsis
with equal probabilities

5 The high maintenance cost .000 Reject the null
occur with equal probabilities hypotsis

6 The scarcity of  labour occur .000 Reject the null
with equal probabilities hypotsis

7 The absence of  technical .000 Reject the null
knowledge on tea palanation hypotsis
occur with equal probabilities

Source: Field Survey and Analysis

The similar trend was established from the descriptive statistics
also. The mean score was lowest with respect to attributes like absence
of  processing units (i.e. 2.51), shortage of  electricity, water etc. (i.e.
2.83), and high maintenance cost (i.e. 2.99) which indicates some
challenges which can be adjusted or compromised. With respect to
other attributes showing higher mean score like land ownership problem
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(i.e. 3.02), problems in procurement of  raw materials (i.e. 3.03), scarcity
of  labour (i.e. 3.28), and absence of  technical knowledge on tea
plantation (i.e. 3.44) which can be ignored or managed with difficulty
(Table no. 5).

Table No.5: Descriptive Statistics of  Production and Human

Resource Challenges

Problems Mean Standard Variance

Score Deviation

Land ownership problem 3.02 1.356 1.838
Problems in procurement of  raw material 3.03 1.000 .858
Absence of processing units 2.51 .927 1.404
Shortage of  electricity, water etc. 2.83 1.016 1.456
High maintenance cost 2.99 1.185 1.360
Scarcity of labour 3.28 1.207 .999
Absence of  technical knowledge on tea 3.44 1.166 1,031
plantation

Source: Field Survey and Analysis

6.3. Marketing and Risk Related Challenges

The study also highlighted the following challenges with respect
to marketing and risk.

1. Absence of proper standardization of product
2. Lower price of  the green tea leaves
3. Low profit due to long distribution channel
4. Loss due to crop failure
5. Lack of  adequate insurance products
6. Profit not sufficient for covering cost
7. Lack of  storage facilities
8. Poor transportation
9. Loss due to poor packaging
10. Damage of  raw material during transportation
11. Poor connectivity
12. Negative attitude of  new generation
13. Negligence of  government

When the responses were put to single sample chi-square test at
5% level of  significance. It was observed that the sampled responses
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were different from challenges to challenges and no regular responses
were found. Thus, the null hypothesis as regards to the presence of
equal response was rejected (Table no. 6).

Table No. 6: Chi-square Test for Marketing and Risk

Challenges

Sl. Null hypothesis Significance Decision

No level

1 The absence of  proper standardisation of .000 Reject the
product occur with equal probabilities null hypotsis

2 The lower price of  green tea leaves occur .000 Reject the
with equal probabilities null hypotsis

3 Donot get adeqauate share of  profit due .001 Reject the
to long distrcibution channel occur with
equal probabilities null hypotsis

4 The loss due to crop failure occur with .000 Reject the
equal probabilities null hypotsis

5 The lack of  adequate insurance products .000 Reject the
occur with equal probabilities null hypotsis

6 The profit not sufficient for covering .000 Reject the
cost occur with equal probabilities null hypotsis

7 The lack of  storage facility occur .000 Reject the
with equal probabilities null hypotsis

8 The absence of  proper transportation .000 Reject the
system occur with equal probabilities null hypotsis

9 The loss due to poor packaging occur .000 Reject the
with equal probabilities null hypotsis

10 The damage of  raw material during .000 Reject the
transportation  occur with equal
probabilities null hypotsis

11 The absence of  proper connectvity .000 Reject the
occur with equal probabilities null hypotsis

12 The negative attitude of  future .000 Reject the
generation towards tea planatation
occur with equal probabilities null hypotsis

13 The negligenece of  governement in .000 Reject the
dveloping this sector occur with null hypotsis
equal probabilities

Source: Field Survey and Analysis
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Table No. 7: Descriptive Statistics of  Marketing and Risk

Related Challenges

Problems Mean Standard Variance

Score Deviation

Absence of proper standardization of product 3.22 1.001 1.002
Lower price of  the green tea leaves 2.50 1.020 1.040
Low profit due to long distribution channel 3.11 1.188 1.412
Loss due to crop failure 3.41 .944 .891
Lack of  adequate insurance products 3.02 .932 .868
Profit not sufficient for covering cost 3.00 1.064 1.131
Lack of  storage facilities 3.21 1.028 1.056
Poor transportation 3.08 1.032 1.064
Loss due to poor packaging 2.98 .943 .888
Damage of  raw material during transportation 3.17 .965 .930
Poor connectivity 2.68 1.004 1.008
Negative attitude of  new generation 2.98 .376 .141
Negligence of  government 2.79 1.076 1.157

Source: Field Survey and Analysis

The same result was also found from the descriptive statistics. The
mean score was lowest with respect to variables like lower price of  green
tea leaves (i.e. 2.50), profit not sufficient for covering cost (i.e. 3.00), loss
due to poor packaging (i.e. 2.98), poor connectivity (i.e. 2.68), negative
attitude of  new generation (i.e. 2.98), and negligence of  government (i.e.
2.79) which confirms that problems can be adjusted or compromised.
With respects to other variables like absence of  proper standardization of
product (i.e. 3.22), low profit due to long distribution channel (i.e. 3.11),
loss due to crop failure (i.e. 3.41), lack of  adequate insurance products (i.e.
3.02), lack of  storage facility (i.e. 3.21), poor transportation (i.e. 3.08), and
damage of  raw material during transportation (i.e. 3.17) which can be
ignored but manageable with difficulty (Table No.7).

7.3. Opportunities of  Small Tea Plantation in the Study Area

Small tea plantation has been growing rapidly in rural areas of
study area. The gradual rise of  small tea growers in rural pockets of
the district has increased the scope for development of  allied economic
activities. Throughout the study researcher has identified various
prospective area of  Small scale tea plantation. These different
opportunities are discussed below:
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i. Bio-Fertilizer Plant: The STGs can practice organic tea
planation.Most essential requirement of  Organic tea plantation is
bio-fertilizer. When there will more organic tea farming, the demand
for bio-fertilizer will gradually rise. This demand can be fulfilled
by establishing bio-fertilizer plant. As a supporting industry, it will
have huge scope in near future due to environmental issue.

ii. Multi-Crop Farming: There is another scope for multi-cropping
along with tea bushes. STGs can cultivate black-pepper and betel
leaf  in the shade trees. Medicinal trees like Neem, Amla etc. can be
planted as shade trees. During initial years of  tea plantation some
vegetables can be grown up. Through these, small tea growers can
generate additional income.

iii. Mini Tea Processing Unit: There is an immense prospect of
mini tea processing units in Lakhimpur district. As district does
not have any bought leaf  factory (BLF). Only sixteen large tea
estate factories scattered in different parts of  the district caters the
need of  more than two thousand small tea growers demand.
Sometimes, raw tea leaves have been forced to destroy due to
rejection by tea estate because of  oversupply. Thus, this huge
demand for tea processing unit can be met up by establishing mini-
tea processing units in small tea grower’s concentred areas. The
researcher found one Mini Tea processing unit in Karunabari
development block.

iv. Cold Storage for Raw Tea Leaves: Raw tea leaves is a perishable
product. Within one to two hours of  plucking, tea leaves lose its
freshness as a result quality deteriorate. Sometime, tea estate objects
to buy such tea leaves. This problem can be solved by setting up
cold storage in different tea growing areas. STGs and third party
can exploit this opportunity to curb the damage of  tea leaves and
self-employment.

v. Many new business opportunities and services like- supply of
garden implements, transportation of  green leaf  and retailed outlets
of  agro chemical and manures, leaf  agents, packaging, etc.

The identified challenges and opportunities of  the study shows
that there is an immense scope of small tea plantation in the study area
along with different challenges. Thus, alternative hypothesis is accepted
and concluded that the opportunities and viability of  the small tea
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plantation in the study area are immense along with diverse problems
in the present market conditions.

7. Conclusion

The small scale tea plantation has beenpassing through different
challenges in present market situation in the study area. The banking
support is very limited due to land patta (permanent land holding)
issue for granting loan and found difficulty in documentation process.
The procurement of  human resource at right time and at right place is
also challenging task during the peak session. Another, the challenging
factor is involved in marketing of  tea leaves due to absence of  own or
cooperative tea processing unit and perishability nature of  tea leaves.
The STGs are compelled to sale the leaves in large tea Estate factories
whatever price paid by the factory. Sometimes, they destroy the raw tea
leaves because of  not getting the right price.  The tea plantation fully
depends on agro-climatic condition of  the area. Hence, insurance of
tea garden is utmost important to cover up against related risk of  crop
failure. Therefore, to overcome these different challenges a proactive
approach is most necessary. Besides, the small tea growers can explore
and harness different opportunities involved in tea plantation. The
support of  government is very necessary to resolved the land patta
issue, finance and insurancerelated problem. Thus, small tea plantation
can boost up sustainable livelihood and entrepreneurship among youth
in the study area if  all the challenges are addressed properly and
opportunities are discovered. q
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Alienation is more considered to be an issue primarily discussed
by the sociologists and economists. Particularly, the Marxist
interpretation mostly remains the sole focus in the concept.
But it is realized that it is also a major issue in the existentialist
writings, which gets less focused in the alienation debate. This
paper attempts to highlight the issue with due philosophical
interpretation referring to the existentialist philosophers,
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Kierkegaard, Heidegger and more particularly Sartre. The
discussion considerably takes into account the Marxist views
and argues on the similarities and differences among the
different views put forward by these philosophers.

Key Words: Alienation, Overcoming, Hegel, Marx, Sartre

1. Introduction

Alienation: the concept:

The concept of  alienation cannot be given one simple definition.
Being surrounded by incredible degree of  confusion the concept of
alienation does not pertain to a clearheaded definition and treated in
varied ways in different branches of  thought. The dictionary meaning
of  the term “Alienation” is “estrangement”.  Birt (1986) defines
alienation as a process whereby someone or something is constrained
to become “other” than that which it properly is in its being (Birt
1986; 293). Considered from the subjective point of  view alienation is
said to imply a “strange feeling of  being in a situation with which one
is not in harmony” (Sinari 1970; 125). Briefly, alienation stands as an
umbrella concept incorporating many other dimensions as
powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, social isolation, cultural
estrangement and self  alienation.

Alienation, as a concept of  analysis, has a long and distinguished
history. Its origin can be traced back to the Judeo- Christian tradition
that stressed on salvation of  man to free himself  from alienation
appearing in the form of  dehumanization in the world (Sinari; 1970).
However, the concept got prominence in the 18th century after the
Industrial Revolution as material demands overtook all other necessities
of  man. In such an environment alienation came to prominence as a
state of  experience of  an individual or a group facing material conflict
with the rest of  the society.

2. Focus of  the Study

Alienation is prominent in almost every sphere of  human of
life. Hence, it is considered necessary to explore the wider interpretations
of  alienation without limiting it into one or two subjects. Mostly it is
considered to be a social and economic issue and accordingly it is
defined and analyzed through the Marxists’ lens particularly in Sociology
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and Economics. Accordingly we come across different conceptual
analysis of  alienation and ways suggested for its overcoming.  However,
alienation is to be understood as a much broader concept coming out
of  its economic and social interpretations. The concept gets a wider
definition in the writings of  the Existentialist philosophers. The focus
of  the paper is the analysis of  the Existentialists philosophers,
particularly J.P. Sartre against the Hegelian and Marxist interpretations.
Hence, going beyond the existing trend, here the attempt is to draw the
legacy of  the concept since Hegel to Sartre, unfolding a few other
existentialist philosophers’ views found significant for understanding
of  the concept. Referring to some of  the important points of  the
Hegelian Marxist theory of  alienation the paper highlights the
similarities and differences among the different views put forward by
these philosophers.

3. Objective of  the Study

The objectives of  the paper are:
� To present Hegel as one of  the most significant exponent of

the concept of  alienation in modern trend
� To present Marx and Sartre as followers of  Hegel in this trend
� To show the significance of  the Sartrean interpretation of

alienation in presenting it as an inbuilt structure of  human
life.

4. Methodology

The paper is a theoretical analysis of  the concept of  alienation
in the modern trend through the presentation of  the three main
exponents Hegel, Marx and Sartre. Hence, it extensively depends on
secondary sources like Books and articles. No field survey is considered
necessary in this context. The primary sources in this study are the
books written by the philosophers in focus and the secondary sources
consists of  the books and articles written on Hegel, Marx, Sartre and
other related areas.

5. Discussion

5.1. The Legacy of  the Concept: Hegel

Before getting focused as a socio-economic issue alienation was
basically a spiritual and religious issue. Prior to the Marxist analysis,
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serious discussion on the problem of  alienation got initiated in German
philosophy, through the philosophy of  Hegel in the late 18th century
itself. The concept is known to be an important legacy of  the Hegelian
school of  social philosophy that has later got widely treated in Marxism
and Existentialism. Through the dialectical development of  the self
Hegel expounded an idealistic position of  alienation and its overcoming.
In The Phenomenology of  Spirit (1807) alienation is translated into two
German words- Enfr emdung (estrangement) and Entauserung
(externalization). ‘Entfremdung’ describes a stage where consciousness
is separated from, at least one of  the aspects that are required for
consciousness to fully understand itself. In contrast, Entausserung
describes the process whereby consciousness opens itself  towards the
external world and externalises itself  in object form and, through this
objectification, develops a better understanding of  itself  (Rae: 2012).
Primarily, Estrangement (Enfremdung) is the exact term that refers to
alienation in Hegelian analysis. This is the stage where consciousness
does not involve into the dialectical process of  objectification and
remains confined within its pure subjectivity, separated from the
objective world.  Hegel’s concept of  alienation mainly touches the
psychological and spiritual aspect of  human being. Since reality is
essentially spiritual for Hegel the estrangement is, therefore, primarily
to the mind. Unfreedom or alienation is a moment when an individual
confines himself  into the periphery of  his own ideals, norms and
decision without recognizing himself  as a member of  the greater
community. So, overcoming alienation in his view lies in recognizing
that to be an individual means to belong to a community. Hegel pointed
out that being one also means being with and for other in one’s
community. This concept of  ‘Being-with-other’ again finds reflection
in the later philosophy of  Sartre when he talks about collective
authenticity. The basic idea of  Hegel’s philosophy is that, in the final analysis,
whatever exists is Absolute idea or the Absolute Mind, which is not a fixed thing
or property but a dynamic Self, engaged in circular process of  alienation and
dealienation. Nature is only a self-alienated form of  the Absolute, and Man is the
Absolute in the process of  dealienation. The self  or better the Spirit for
Hegel, is social and historical, that develops in the social condition in
unrestricted way through a process of  alienation and overcoming
(Sayers, 2003).
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5.2. Marx on Alienation:

Hegel’s concept was adopted by Karl Marx with somewhat
different interpretation. Marx presented the concept in a proper
theoretical way. While Hegelian interpretation of  alienation was centrally
confined to the idealist standpoint, Marx’s treatment was in terms of
alienation of  the labour or the working class. He developed his
philosophy in a rather secular mode. Accepting all earlier interpretations
he applied the concept in the production system introducing it as a
distinct theory in the field of  both economics and Sociology. His ground
was more a socio-economic one, related to production relation in a
capitalist society. Marx presents his theory of  alienation in The Economic
and Philosophical Manuscript of 1844. In a capitalist society the nature of
individuals depends on the material conditions determining their
production which are always found to be coercive in structure. As the
workers always perform their functions in a forced environment, in
such a system labour is always external to the worker, and hence does
not belong to their essential being. He cannot work freely as per his
mental and physical energy and this ruins his body and mind. Hence,
he remains outside his work without attachment. He feels comfortable
when he does not work and when he works he feels not at home (Marx
& Engels, 1844/2011). According to his theory the social arrangement
of  the modernized and capitalist society is such that it is unable to
provide the opportunities to decide on the type of  work the worker
performs. The capitalists have increased the workers’ ability to work
harder, faster and for long period of  time, but they have deprived the
workers from the personal wealth which comes from the product they
produce. This situation has deprived the working class from meaningful
and creative existence. They inevitably lose control over their lives and
selves and can never become autonomous and self- realized human
beings. Their freedom gets arrested in the hands of  the bourgeois.
Meszoros (2006) mentions four types of alienation in labour under
capitalism as pointed out by Marx:

� Alienation of  the worker from his or her ‘species essence’ i.e.
from himself.
� Alienation between workers, from the fellowmen since

capitalism reduces labour to a commodity to be traded on the
market, rather than a social relationship;
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� Alienation of  the worker from the product, since this is
appropriated by the capitalist class, and so escapes the worker’s
control;
� Alienation from the act of  production itself, such that work

comes to be a meaningless activity, offering little or no intrinsic
satisfactions. (Meszaros 2006)

Distinctly, according to Marx alienation is caused by capitalist
relations.  As such overcoming these relations will remove alienation
itself. Going beyond the metaphysical and humanist dilemma of
philosophy, Marx insisted upon a social scientific resolution to the
problem.  Marx opined about the proletariat society as the solution to
overcome alienation in production relations.

Thus from Hegel to Marx the concept underwent a transition
towards “alienation of  productivity” from “alienation of  creativity”.
Materialism took the place of  the idealistic interpretation of  Hegel.
With this new interpretation alienation shifted from being a property
of the man of reason, to be a condition belonging to a specific class of
men in the factory, making them deprived of  their own reason by this
condition of  life.  (Horowitz 1966; 231)

But the problem is not such that its essence can be understood
remaining only in the periphery of  the spiritual ideals or materialistic
socio economic structure. It is argued that neither Hegel nor Marx could
touch the root of  the problem. Since alienation primarily relates to the
human beings living amidst different existential problems along with
practical social issues, it needs a deeper understanding of  the existential
issues which remained unattended by the earlier thinkers. To fill up this
gap Existentialism appeared in the field discussing the problem of
alienation in a deeper level and thereby laying some way out.

5.3. Existentialists’ view on alienation:

As William Barrett (1990) writes, Alienation and estrangement
constitute the whole problematic of existentialism. Existentialism
follows Hegel and Marx assigning to philosophy the task of  curing
people from the sense of  alienation. Where Marxism treats alienation
in a socio-economic level, existentialism mainly uses the concept in a
more ontological and spiritual manner.

Daya Krishna, defines alienation as “an awareness of  the other
and a felt estrangement from it, accompanied with a feeling that this
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ought not to be so ... Alienation ‘is woven into the very texture of  man’”
(as cited in Sinari, 1970, p. 127). The first existential interpretation of
the concept is found in Kierkegaard. Though he does not use the term
alienation directly, he speaks somewhat in Hegelian line. His concept is
also a transit to the spiritual nature of  the self. Uninterested in the world
outside and the existence of  man as a being in the world, he is mainly
found talking about self alienation. According to him Alienation is
individual’s estrangement from themselves. The external world is not
considered as a necessary existence for the growth and development of
individuality, rather it is experienced as hostile to subjectivity and
individuality. According to him self  alienation is an internal process based
on one’s attitude towards oneself. In this sense Kierkegaard reflects a
psychological stand of  self  estrangement which is found in the form of
anxiety and despair within oneself. In such a situation the individual is
found neglecting his own eternal and spiritual nature.

Now the question is how to overcome this inauthentic situation.
Kierkegaard finds the solution in “becoming again oneself  before God”
and coins the term ‘repetition’ to mean this stage.  He, thus, identifies
authentic selfhood with true Christianity. Against Hegel’s universalism
he went for particularism and individualism. For him dealienation
demands salvation, not socialization as Hegel says. But of  course he
did not detail any methodological step for achieving such a stage.

Again, according to Heidegger normal social life is no guarantee
of  escaping estrangement or being authentic. In our everyday social
existence we remain alienated from ourselves and hence inauthentic.
According to him we are ‘dispersed’ in our involvements, lost in the
world being dominated by the ‘they’ or the other. Hence, authenticity
is not possible in the societal level. Thus, for Kierkegaard and Heidegger
authenticity is possible only in individual level. Here the individual has
to detach herself  from the ‘they’, and make contact with the authentic
individual self. The present age, for them is an alienating era.

5.3.1. Sartre: Two Interpretations

Mészáros argues that the “crisis of  man”, which the existentialists
emphasise on, is always historically specific and any serious discussion
can be considered to be worthy only if  it takes into consideration the
socio-historical framework of  the issue. Such reflection on alienation
in the socio-historical situation is found in the post War writings of
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Jean Paul Sartre. Sartre’s existential phenomenology provides an in-
depth understanding of  the issue of  alienation experienced in any sphere
of  life. It is interesting to see how Sartre presents his treatment of
alienation in a quite significant way even maintaining the legacy from
Hegel and Marx (Mészáros, 2006). In Sartre the concept of  alienation is
intertwined with the concept of  the ‘other’. According to him alienation
is the unsurpassable otherness. His concept of  alienation is signified as
a deeper and critical analysis of  Marxian concepts. Throughout his long
engagement with man and freedom Sartre is found to hold two
interpretations of  the concept of  alienation. One is ontological and the
other is Historical, which can also be interpreted as his early and later
philosophy respectively. The detail ontological feature of  his philosophy
is found in his momentous literary work Being and Nothingness (1943) and
the historical materialistic accounts appear in Critique of Dialectical Reason
(1960).  While in his early writings he depicts an idealistic position, his
later philosophy is found to be a synthesis of  sociology and philosophy,
hence a step beyond Marxism (Lichtheim 1963; 224). Though Sartre
does not view the later theory as the continuation of  the former, he
considers both at least as compatible.

5.3.1.1. Early View

 In Being and Nothingness Sartre discusses alienation as an ontological
possibility rather than a surpassable historical condition, unlike Hegel.
Alienation, according to him entails the condition of  “otherness” and it
is rooted in human existence, in our relation with the other. The discussion
in this book is more of  psychoanalysis as he mainly concentrates on
individual consciousness in the form of  nothingness. By the term
‘nothingness’ Sartre tries to represent what man is not. He is not the
‘being-in-itself ’ (thinglike passive existence), but a ‘being-for-itself ’.
‘Being-for-itself ’ (pour-soi) stands for that consciousness which pleas to
go beyond the given identity to the individual (Sartre 1992). In this sense
the individual is always alienated from its being.  The aspect of  history
was considered to be alien in these writings.

“ All that Sartre says about man in Being and Nothingness –his
structure, his condition, his freedom and spontaneity, his relation to other
man and the world- is conceived in non-historical terms, as man’s fixed
and eternal fate. Man is portrayed as perpetually transcending himself
and any given content and state; his very being is in flux, unable to attain
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a stable identity, and only by activity and development can he assume
some discernible characteristics or ‘essence’.”  (Yovel 1979; 482)

Sartre particularly uses the term ‘look’ to mean the alienating
condition of  the individual in terms of  the existence of  the ‘other’.
The other, by his ‘look’ gives us the sense of  being objectified or
alienated from our authentic living. In his early writings Sartre denies
historical situation at any level of  fundamental ontology.

5.3.1.2. Later View

But towards his later philosophy Sartre comes to the reconciliation
of  history and ontology and holds that alienation is both a historical
and ontological possibility. It is said to be a consequence of  exploitation
and oppression in historical situation, a human phenomenon created
through history.  Here Sartre emphasizes on Praxis. The pour-soi (being-
for-itself)   or ‘project’ of  Being and Nothingness (1943) is termed as human
Praxis in Critique of  Dialectical Reason (1960), which is actualized through
the materialistic world. Historical alienation occurs in man’s relation to
others through the materiality of  things. In the comprehensive
historicity, the negativity, or the opposition between the ‘in-itself ’ and
the ‘for-itself ’ in Being and Nothingness is now conceived through need
and work. It is now referred to as historical alienation.

As like Marx, while referring to alienation in concrete history Sartre
talks about exploitation in concrete production relation.  According to
him, in the process of  his historicity man makes himself  an ‘instrument’
by objectifying himself  in action upon materiality. But the factor which
Sartre emphasizes more than exploitation is scarcity. Most of  Sartre’s
later work emphasizes that all human affairs are conducted under
conditions of  relative scarcity for which man always confront each other
as potential competitors. And this is what Sartre holds to be that structure
of  our socio-economic human history. He regards this relative scarcity
as the prevalent condition of  human alienation for all time which results
in the problems of  poverty and deprivation.

Sartre distinctly seems to merge into Marxism, when he holds
that alienation, appearing in the form of  exploitation or deprivation can be
overcome through socialistic means. But it can be marked as a hesitating
conversion as he puts some shade of  apriori nature to the problem of
alienation. Overcoming of  deprivation in certain societies, according to
Sartre is historically possible. But it is not possible to totally reduce it.
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Sartre treats scarcity as a fundamental relation of  our history. According to
him in the modernized materialistic society the realization of  human
purposes heads through materialistic structures like car, house, machines
etc. which are again intertwined with the tendency of  placing further material
demands subverting all other real human purposes. Following the way of
life prescribed by the material conditions man craves for accumulating
more and more and gets lost in it. In that sense scarcity is a fundamental
relation of  human existence. Sartre seems to delve into a deeper level of
existential issues of  man in the modern materialistic society. He states that
with the disappearance of  Scarcity ‘our quality as men’ would disappear.
Relative scarcity is so intrinsic to human existence today that overcoming
this primitive alienating tendency is not possible though social institution
or through the Marxian way. It is reflected in the Critique of  Dialectical
Reason that the attempt to overcome the constraints of  the practico inert
through social means itself leads to the fall of the social institutions into
practico inert.

Here we see that though Sartre talks about historical alienation;
his emphasis is more on the deeper level of  alienation, i.e. the alienation
rooted in human existence itself. It is the “apriori possibility” of  human
praxis on which the historical alienation is found in concrete historical
situation. The consequences of  our actions and choices mostly end up
escaping us. It goes beyond our capacity to anticipate. Even being a
transcending being beyond all determinations, alienation or
objectification occurs in man as a structural passion.

6. Concluding Remarks

We can now summarily discuss how the concept of  alienation has
developed since the time of  Hegel, criticizing or following his notions.
Here it is to be pointed out that different philosophers talking on alienation
are not mutually contradictory, but form a part of  the same series. But in
spite of  a few similarities they differ in some significant issues. What
distinguishes the different schools is the question of  the causes and
conditions of  alienation. The dialectic of  Being and consciousness is
the common property of  Hegel, Marx and Sartre. But the Marxists and
Existentialists stands to be powerful critics of  Hegel on the point of  the
conditions of  alienation and dealienation. While Hegel offers an idealistic
and spiritual solution to the alienating condition of  man Marx and Sartre
tries to offer a realistic solution to the problem.
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Starting from Hegel and Kierkegaard we see that they show a
seemingly different trend in their respective views on alienation. While
Kierkegaard considers it as an affect of  the modernized society, Hegel
offers superiority to the society and refers to it as a measure of
dealienation. According to Kierkegaard individuals destroy their
singularity in the leveling process of  the modern society. He falls in
despair facing the misappropriation in the relation of  the self  to itself.
Refuting Hegel’s universalism Kierkegaard advocates particularism and
stands for the individual against the community or the state. Contrarily,
according to Hegel, the State ‘has the supreme right against the
individual, whose supreme duty is to be a member of  the State... for
the right of  the world spirit is above all special privileges.

Marx criticises the Hegelian notion of  spirit and presents his notion
of  alienation on a materialistic ground. Kierkegaard also criticises Hegel
regarding the issue of  overcoming alienation. According to the
Existentialists alienation can never be completely overcome in social
way, rather it is inherent in human existence itself. Sartre appears with
both the ontological and historical themes in his philosophy of  alienation.
In Critique of  Dialectical Reason Sartre criticises traditional Marxism and
reaffirms Existentialism. Though in his later philosophy Sartre comes to
reconciliation considering alienation as both historical and ontological
category, he is confident on the matter that existential alienation is an
immutable condition of  human existence and it is the very foundation
of  historical alienation. Without withdrawing his original stand on
alienation as an ontological category, Sartre came to agreement with the
Marxian view that Historical and social alienation need not necessarily
have an ontological status. But at the same time he denies the Marxian
stand that socio-economic and political institutions are the sources of all
alienation. However Sartre insists that there is some alienation that is
caused by the domination of  man by man, but objectification as a
characteristic of  alienation is not outright rejected.

Incorporating all these ideas existentialism appears to be the
foundation of  Marxism itself. It is said that the postwar enthronement
of  Sartre led the concept of  alienation to reside firmly within the concept
of  “existence.” Existentialism is said to be the primary doctrine upon
which the Marxian social philosophy is based (Yovel; 1979). Thus it is
seen that the Sartrean notion of  alienation is furnished with broader
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views than other philosophers dealing with the issue. While Hegel and
Kierkegaard are confined to the idealistic and Marx to the Historical
stand, Sartre considers both historical and existential issues and analyses
the phenomenon in great detail taking the issue in all ages of  human
existence, from the infant to the old person. Its periphery is thus greater
than the most widely treated views of  Marx which primarily deals with
the working class but not with the human kind as a whole.  In a single
statement, quoting Lechtheim (1963) it can be said, “Sartre’s philosophy
is an individual synthesis of  Hegel, Marx and Heidegger.”q
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sentiments and how women became active contributors in
leading the movement.
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Introduction

 In the very first chapter titled Whose Imagined Community? of  Partha
Chatterjee’s book The Nation and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial
Histories (1993) the author discusses on nationalism. Nationalism today
connotes different meanings.   Chatterjee takes hold to it stating that
nationalism is an imported product from the West, which gave birth to
the idea of  the modern nation-state building among the third world
countries. The West and developed nations placed before the third
world countries a few modular types of  nationalism to pick one from
it, for initializing their process for nationalistic quest. But at the same
time the third world countries moulded nationalism in their own moulds,
which is based upon the country’s political history.

Well, Chatterjee refers to Bendict Anderson’s definition of  nation
which states of  nation not as an outcome of  sociological conditions
like language, race or religion as sought by the Europeans. Rather,
nation trace its origination from institutions like ‘print-capitalism’.
Unlike Benedict Anderson who thinks that the third world countries
along with being colonized politically, economically and culturally, to
some extent are colonized even in ideas; Chatterjee forwards his theory
of  nationalism,  different from the west, which can be seen among the
third world countries and more specifically explains Indian’s nationalism
as developed during the colonial period.

Partha Chatterjee divides the cultural domain of  India into two
spheres in his book The Nation and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial
Histories (1993). The two spheres are recognised as spiritual sphere and
material sphere. The spiritual sphere has been regarded as the inner
domain, which was to be kept free from any intrusion of  outside force.
The material domain was the outer domain where economy, trade,
politics and technological development happened. The West are
advanced from the East in matters of  science and technology and in
some other elements which are placed in the outer domain, hence,
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imitation and influence from the West in this domain was acceptable.
Whereas, the inner domain was of  closed type where the colonial or
West’s influence was least accepted. During seventeenth (17th) -
eighteenth (18th) centuries, the early Indian leaders wanted the British
to carry on reforms in the aspects, which are considered to belong to
the spiritual or inner domain,as for instance reforms on widows, child
marriage and the like. Slowly, the newly western educated nationalists
of  nineteenth-twentieth centuries felt the need to close the spiritual
domain from any kind of  further influence of  the British. In the context
of  the third world colonized countries, it can be seen that nationalism
started from their spiritual sphere and hence, they tried to keep this
sphere sovereign to develop their nationalistic politics.

The inner domain was the sphere where the familial ties resided;
hence, the role to keep the inner domain sovereign was laid upon
women. The dress of  the Indian man got changed to western after
getting Western education and colonial influences in the form of  rules
and regulations for official code of  conduct. Whereas, the Indian women
were kept away from the outer domain and hence, they carried on the
traditions which were considered Indian, whether it was their attire or
the values they held. The access to education for women too was not
freely developed until when Indian men opened up schools and colleges
for women education. The family was a major institution to check that
women were not influenced by western traditions and hence, other
than the poor section who had to work outside home to meet the two
meals of  the day, the women belonging to the elite section and middle
class were rarely seen in the outer domain or politics. The few women
engaged in politics, too worked within the boundaries as fixed by their
families. Sources show that in Bihar, women participants in the Indian
National Movement were in majority belonging to the high-caste Hindu
and high-class families (Thapar-Bjorkert 2006: 58). The reason associated
with it was that men belonging to elite class and high caste got easy
access to education and therefore could get involved in the political
sphere in close association with the colonial rulers. These men in return
developed an environment at home to bring the women along with
them in the politics of  public sphere. Moreover, when members of  the
families became participants in the Indian National Movement, women
had to undergo changes to adapt with the new environment in order to
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play the new roles placed upon them (Thapar-Bjorkert 2006: 23). Women
belonging to the middle-class in many instances did not step out from
the inner domain but contributed and extended support to the Indian
National Movement from within the four walls by turning the domestic
sphere into a site for nationalistic activities (Thapar-Bjorkert 2006: 67).

Women who came out into the outer domain and participated in
the Indian National Movement had to carry along with them the
symbols, elements and practices that they followed in the inner domain.
But the traditional dress code for women even though created difficulty
in coming out on to the streets with face hidden behind palus of saris
or under burqa, it eventually helped them in accomplishing major tasks
while carrying out the movement. Tarla Devi of  Kanpur was a Hindu
by religion but took burqa and the dress worn by Muslim women to
carry out works that demanded secrecy. This dress helped to conceal
her identity and beneath it hiding she easily transported letters and
other items (Thapar-Bjorkert 2006: 93-94). Fanon in his book A Dying
Colonialism referred to the same use of  traditional clothes by Algerian
women to transport weapons hidden beneath their veils (Fanon 1965:
61). The Algerian mass sought that for the progress of  their culture,
they have to resist imperialist domination and penetration. The brocade
used to save the culture of  the Algerians was similar to what Partha
Chatterjee writes in the context of  Indian National Movement, that is,
keeping the spiritual sphere sovereign (Chatterjee 1993).

Though the Swadeshi Movement (1905) was not successful in
continuing the mass mobilisation but it was the first national movement
to mobilise maximum number of  people. In chapter Ten (10) titled The
Swadeshi Movement- 1903-1908 of  the book India’s Struggle for Independence
(2016) words of  the then President of  Barisal Conference (1906), Abdul
Rasul has been mentioned. Rasul accepted that the partition of  Bengal
actually helped in waging a national movement, which otherwise
remained unaccomplished prior to it. It was for the first time that
students, women, rural and urban population of  Bengal became active
participants in politics. The Swadeshi Movement of  1903-1908 had its
roots in the anti-partition movement of  Bengal against British
government’s decision to partition Bengal on the lines of  language
and religion, since Bengal at that time was the most politically active
province in India.
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From the cultural aspect, the movement in its mass procession
led people singing patriotic songs like BandeMataram and many writers
wrote songs with nationalistic zeal around this time. The traditional
festivals and melas were creatively used to reach out to the mass. Bal
Gangadhar Tilak started using Ganapati and Shivaji festivals in such
manner. Traditional folk theatres were performed to disseminate
swadeshi messages to the mass. Economically, during this period
swadeshi textile mills, soap, match factories, tanneries, banks, insurance
companies and shops were set up. In many instances, these enterprises
were run with patriotic zeal than that of  economic motive and hence
could not survive long. But the economical aspect of  the Swadeshi
Movement of  1903-1908 was different from the swadeshi campaign
that Gandhi called in 1918. The swadeshi campaign of  Gandhi can be
particularly called Khadi Movement, as khadi became the major element
of his protest politics (Chandra et al. 2016).

Which in America, Elaine Lipson is taking up now in the twenty-
first (21st) century, in India, Gandhi started the revolution back in 1918
with his journey starting from the recovery and relocating of  the
spinning wheel into the households of  Indians (Gandhi 2016). The use
of  khadi and the spinning wheel became Gandhi’s sole elements to
overcome the challenges, which are identified as- developing national
unity and the nation’s right to self-determination that nationalism faced
in colonial India (Bandyopadhyay 2017: 184).

Gandhi’s Khadi in Politicizing Women

When it comes to woman, Kasturba Gandhi (Gandhi’s wife) can
be considered as always, the woman upon whom Gandhi could
experiment with any subject before addressing to other women. In the
matter of  cloth, along with experimenting upon himself, Gandhi held
a parallel experiment upon Kasturba Gandhi too. Moreover, Gandhi
belonged to that period when the reforms for women from British
government was put to an end by the Indian nationalists stating that
these issues belonged to the spiritual domain and in no way the colonials
should be given a chance to penetrate into the sovereignty Indians
were enjoying. Hence, working with a product- khadi, which can be
referred to be more a part of  spiritual domain than of  the political
domain, Gandhi was on a plane, which was easy yet difficult since
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once again the women role was sought to be brought to the public for
the sake of  India’s freedom. His non-violent protest was more familiar
with the feminine qualities and hence he needed women to be a part of
his initiative but to bring them to the public even with the use of
spiritual domain element became a difficult task.

Women in the Public SphereBefore Gandhi’s Khadi Movement:

Indian women were not seen in Indian politics until in the early
twentieth century Madame Bhikaji Rustom K.R. Cama, Sarojini Naidu
and Annie Besant (a British lady) made their appearance into active politics.
Prior to that, the Congress meet in Bombay in the year 1889 recorded
the presence of  ten women but their role was that of  observers, delegates
or to write and sing the Congress anthem in chorus. Unlike Gandhi’s
non-satisfaction with the role of  Bengal in carrying out the khadi
movement, Geraldine Forbes in the book Women in Colonial India: Essays
on Politics, Medicine, and Historiography provides with sources of  Bengali
women’s contributions towards swadeshi even while he was fighting in
Transvaal. The writer writes that many Bengali women organised meetings,
social events as platform for women’s participation in the public sphere,
to encourage women to develop their interest in the socio-political issues.

The writer also sourced instances of  women protest like that of
1899, protesting using technique of  signature campaign against the
‘proposed abolition of  the hospital in Manjeshwar’ by the government
and that of  1905’s large number of  women’s involvement in the protest
politics against Lord Curzon’s decision to partition Bengal. The
involvement of  women was also seen when even after protest, Bengal
was partitioned and the Bengali leaders asked the Bengali women to
observe that day of  partition, that is, October 16, 1905 with arandhan
rites. Arandhan rites refers to not to light fire in the kitchen and cook
food. Forbes writes that women were generally not accustomed or were
ever encouraged to attend public meetings prior to their call for
involvement in the freedom movement. Hence, it shows that rites like
arandhan could create awareness among women on the happenings of
the political sphere and could bring their support from their homes
itself. In simple, it was a protest technique penetrating inside the homes
of  Indians hitting on the spiritual domain. Another, dimension to the
arandhan day has been forwarded by Forbes, writing that observing a
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non-cooking day, made possible for women to get time from their daily
chores to join the protests in the public sphere. Forbes refers to the
account of  a British woman who had referred to women taking vows
collectively to buy only swadeshi products. The secluded women were
too, impacted by the khadi campaign. These have been the early forms
of  women’s contribution and involvement in protest politics.
Nevertheless, this showed the patriotic zeal among women who were
otherwise placed within the four walls of  the homes.

On the other hand, the writer again focuses on the limited
knowledge of  women on politics by linking with Rabindranath Tagore’s
thinking on women’s involvement in this early phase. Tagore emphasized
on the danger associated with involvement of  women in active politics
since they lacked experience and knowledge on the political happenings
around the world. Moreover, they lacked the political power necessary
to influence the decisions of  the Congress party or other political
organization of  that time.

Women in Politics: The Era of  Gandhi’s Mass Mobilisation

Gandhi’s approach to the women question has been of  two different
dimensions. On one hand he requests men to develop virtues of  woman,
placing woman on a superior plank. On the other, his approach towards
women, appealing for their support towards the national movement after
taking permission from their father, husband or brother, creates an unclear
picture of  Gandhi in referring to the women question. When he was in
England in 1906 to petition for the rights of  Transvaal Indians, he was
surprised by the protest staged in front of  the House of  Commons by
women suffragists, and who were arrested and imprisoned for their refusal
to pay tax (a way of  protest). From here, it seems, Gandhi adopted the
protest method of  civil disobedience as he was highly impacted by this
incident leading him to write in the Indian Opinion as “Deeds Better than
Words” (Forbes 2008). Back in India, it was only in 1918, that Gandhi
presented his speech with the main subject being ‘women’. Gandhi in
order to capture women’s interest into politics and to bring them into
public sphere started with calling women with leadership qualities to
spread education among women, to aware them about their rights and to
bring social reforms. Gandhi mentions that this was essential and women
needs to feel that they are equal to men but to maintain this equality, the
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sexes need not have to perform the same task by giving up performing
those ‘different vocations suitable to their different physical and emotional
temperaments’ (Forbes 2008).

Creation, Recreation and Divisions:

In 1919, for Non-Cooperation Movement Gandhi urged women
to take the swadeshi oath thereby relinquishing everything that is foreign
and taking up spinning as one of  the daily cores. Forbes (2008) writes
that Gandhi urged rich women and ‘cultured’ women to be role models
for others in carrying out his khadi campaign. Whereas, in the 1918
speech calling up the middle-class audience he stated ‘that eighty-five
percent of  Indian women lived in poverty and ignorance’ (Forbes 2008).
Gandhi therefore was calling the rest fifteen percent women to be the
models for the eighty-five percent women. But the differences that
existed in the class character of  women which can be a problem to
refer women as a single class, had remained unanswered. Again, the
prostitutes whom he urged to live a decent life by spinning became an
issue of objection and contradiction. Gandhi used religious sentiments
to bring out women and hence called women to follow Sita’ssacrificial
traits. According to Gandhi, people living underRavana Raj for a long
time hadbecomeenslaved and lost all sense of  morality. Women in this
situation have to play the role of  Sita, making all kinds of  sacrifice and
activelyparticipatewith men to bring back the Ram/Rama Rajya. Here
Ravana Raj refers to the British colonial rule and Ram/Rama Rajya was
the ideal state that Gandhi dreamt of. This sacrificial Sita was similar
to that of  Lakshmi,created by Bengal during the Swadeshi Movement
to bring out women to protest against Bengal partition. But, setting up
the model of the sacrificial Sita created tense among Indian men to let
their daughters, sisters or wives be abducted like Sita by the Ravana
Raj(Forbes 2008). Moreover, even though he called all women to join
the movement by adopting the habit of  spinning as a religious duty, he
urged women of  ‘class and modesty’ to lead the movement, and
according to him, the rest will come when they would see these women.
The prostitutes took to spinning to live a decent life as appealed by
Gandhi but neither spinning was giving them a good source of  income
nor did the society welcomed them. Forbes has stated two issues related
to prostitutes taking part in the khadi movement. These were –
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Firstly, other women feared to come to the front while protesting
since it was their first public activity and rules of  tradition never before
allowed them to be fearless or to face public. But for prostitutes to
face public was not an issue. Hence, in certain places they took the
front space while leading the protests cladded in khadi. The problem
as Forbes writes was for these elites and other women who feared that
they would be thought to be one among the prostitutes if  they come to
the front.

Secondly, Gandhi wanted women of  class, modesty belonging to
respectable families to carry the movement and prostitutes did not fall
in this category for the society. Gandhi wanted women to pursue
shopkeepers not to sale foreign cloths and if  they did not listen, women
would picket. Women were selected instead of  men to do this job
because according to Gandhi, women ‘could enter the hearts of  men
and transform them’ (Forbes 2008: 46). But for these picketers in order
to ‘demand respect from the public’ they hold that they cannot accept
‘undesirable women’ to join them in picketing. A women named
Goshiben (who was leading women in picketing shops selling foreign
cloths) stated that it would be impossible for women picketers to
preserve their ‘dignity and innate modesty’ if  they have to march along
with ‘women of  undesirable character or even leftists’ as these sections
of  women could go to the extent of  lying in the thresholds of  foreign
cloth selling shops during picketing.  For women, like Goshiben who
had always been loaded with strict traditional patriarchal norms these
kinds of  protests were ‘immodest’ (Forbes 2008: 46).

Surachi Thapar-Bjorkert (2006) writes that elite women and high
caste women could more easily be engaged into the mass movement
and politics because they got easy acceptance from their male members
who themselves were engaged in politics. The hierarchy residing in
cloth reflected in the women’s sari. The well to do elite women, even
political leaders like Sarojini Naidu, Kamala Nehru could not control
their craze for beautiful cloths. Hence, decorative elements got place
in their khadi sari too. The plain white khadi was a mark to distinguish
the widow from the married ones. Therefore, married women refrained
from wearing the plain khadi. Kasturba Gandhi had been an exception
to this. Gandhi tried to avert women from dressing heavily to please
men and called bright colours as ‘ugly spots’. But this was not enough
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to stop the flow of  tradition, which teaches women to keep themselves
beautiful. The National Council of  Women started selling embroidered
khadi sari. The rural class of  women did not like the plain ones. They
desired the beautified ones, but found these embroidered saris as a
distant dream to be accomplished. These reflect that ‘elite women’,
‘good women’, ‘undesirable women’, ‘poor women’, ‘leftists’ and many
more divisions were created among women itself  while trying to accept
the piece of  khadi which was to be used as a weapon for creating
national sentiments of  unity among Indians.

Decision and Participation

More contradiction lay on Gandhi’s approach towards women
when he sought for women participation only if  they managed to carry
their household duties efficiently. This non-violent movement was not
a radical break from their everyday led normal lives. Women were called
to support the Swadeshi Movement by Gandhi, with religious, economic
and moral sentiments and the support of  their families; once these
women took to spinning and in campaigning for the use of  khadi, to
keep these women’s support intact, various organisations were opened
up. Though, Gandhi asked women to take their own decisions while
running the organisations but in practice they had to follow instructions
of  the male political leaders from time to time, even regarding the
independent existence of  their organisations.

The writer of  the book Women in the Indian National Movement:
Unseen Faces and Unheard Voices, 1930-42 writes the reasons behind
women’s participation in the freedom movement as for “some it was
romantic vision of  swaraj and for some Gandhi’s political ideology
and assurance was important.” Again, “some followed him because of
personal choice and some because the men in their families accepted
his leadership” (Thapar-Bjorkert 2006: 66-67). The example to this
category has been provided with the case of  the Nehrus’. The coming
of  these sections of  women became a role model for others and women
joined them in numbers. Again, many others joined after reading and
hearing about the on-going protests and movements.

Some took up khadi with historical reference of  brave women
who played the celebrated role of  sacrificial mother or wife by sending
their son or husband for war. Here patriotism of  the woman is celebrated
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as one who is ready to sacrifice to any level for the nation. Based on
such perception the women of  the Desh Sevika Sangha took oath to
spin and wear saffron khadi sari with white blouse in resemblance to
the Rajput women who after sending their men to the battle field draped
themselves in saffron sari before jumping into the fire of  jouhar (to
avoid from being captured by the enemy).  A widow named Ambabai
took to spinning because Lord Krishna appeared in her dream to tell her
to take part in the movement. Kamala Adhikari’s husband told her to
take part in the Gandhi led movement and when her husband went to
prison in 1940, ‘he took her mangalsutra [the necklace worn by married
women] from her neck, symbolically releasing her from the role of  a
wife to put her duty to the country as a religious duty’ (Forbes 2008).

Choosing between Beauty and Simplicity:

Women took to khadi but were in dilemma before adopting it
since Indian tradition wants women to decorate and keep themselves
beautiful. Emma Tarlo (1991) and Ramagundam (2008) refers to
Sarladevi’s dilemma about what to wear for a public meeting. Sarladevi
was one among many who mailed to Gandhi on this topic. As she went
to the meeting cladded in khadi sari, women looked upon her dress
more than on hearing what she delivered in her speech. The poor could
relate to her but those women, who had the opinion of  woman keeping
herself  beautiful with decoratives and colours all over their
bodysympathised her for being in coarse khadi. But for Sarladevi this
coarse piece of  khadi was lighter and better, as it was produced by her
Indian brothers and sisters, than the foreign heavy clothes. However, it
reflects through studies that this nationalism creation was more a ‘from
above’ flow in bringing woman into the public. RuminaSethi in her article,
Contesting Identities: Involvement and Resistance of  Women in the Indian National
Movement (1996) developed her argument that Gandhi’s nationalism policy
could not liberate women fully. They had to perform their duties towards
nation within the fixed “Hindu women roles” (Sethi 1996). It also reflects
through the study thateven coming out of  homes to the public was a
challenge for the Indian women as has been discussed above.

Conclusion

Gandhi stated of  the peoples’ challenge to the British force with
the khadi as the most harmless challenge. Even imprisonment for wearing
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khadi was developed as a symbol of  patriotic deed, which needs only to
be celebrated. Ramagundam (2008) sourced one such act about some
women activists. He writes that in Calcutta, a group of  women (including
the wife and sister of  Chiranjan Das) selling khadi in the highway were
arrested on the conviction of  ‘obstructing the highway’. The colonial
rulers thought women if  being put behind the bars would be a threatening
for others in using or selling khadi. But what happened was a complete
opposite to this. Women from different parts of  India took this arrest
for sake of  khadi as patriotic and came out in large numbers for the
khadi cause, selling them in ‘roads’ and ‘public’ places.

The British government was trying every possible way as they could
to stop the khadi campaign. Even the scarcity of  khadi cloth was used to
terrorise Indians. Gandhi on the other hand to deal with the fear of
scarcity of  khadi cloth encouraged the Indians to wear minimal cloth,
which in return depicted self-denial, honesty and the communitarian values
for Gandhi. Women were to wear as much as needed for maintaining
their modesty whereas, men can carry themselves in loincloth
itself(Ramagundam 2008: 90-91) (Cohn 2002). All these labour, contribution
and patriotic zeal were less discussed or acknowledged in the political
arena once India got independence. The contribution of  women is not
only limited to the pre-independence period. Women mobilisation is a
vast resourceful field, still not well analysed and discussed. q
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Abstract

Digital India is a creative idea of  Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s government, which was launched on July 3, 2015,
with a budget outlay of  1.13 Lakh Crore. The vision is to
digitally empower each citizen of  the country. It aims at
ensuring the government services are made available to
citizens electronically by reducing the use of  paper. The
Idea of  Digital India is constructed on nine basic pillars-
Broadband Highway, Universal Access to Phone, Public
Internet Access, e-governance, e-Kranti, Information for
all, Electronic Manufacturing, IT for Jobs and Early
Harvest Programme. Through this article, an attempt is
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made to trace the origin of the idea of   Digital India,
analyze its vision and impact and outline some challenges
of its implementation.
Keywords: Digital India, Vision, Challenges, Impact, Initiatives,
Inclusion, Exclusion

I. Introduction- The Idea of  Digital India
Digital India is a flagship program of  the Government of  India

with a vision to transform India into a digitally empowered society and
knowledge economy under the creative leadership of  Prime Minister,
Mr. Narendra Modi. It is an initiative to enhance communications
between administrative departments and the general public of  the
country.  It aims to make administration accessible to citizens
electronically by reducing paper communications which include plans
to connect rural areas with high-speed internet connectivity. The
program intertwines together several ideas and thought into a single,
comprehensive vision so that each of  them is seen as a part of  a larger
goal. It is coordinated and executed by both central and state
governments. It is coordinated by Deity (Department Electronics and
IT) and is implemented by the government. Prime Minister himself  is
the Chairman of  the Monitoring Committee.

Perspectives on Digital India

A.Central Government

The ministries and departments play a critical role in conveying the
objective of  Digital India schemes to the implementation agencies.
The schemes under the various pillars of  Digital India require a massive
amount of  groundwork and coordination amongst different teams.
Establishing best practices and making sure the projects fulfill the
objectives envisioned under the umbrella of  Digital India is one of  the
key responsibilities of  the ministries. Gauging feasibility and
understanding the implementation plan is another major area of  work.

B. Citizens

The citizens also have a critical role to play in the successful
implementation of  Digital India initiatives. One of  the key
responsibilities is providing timely feedback to the government. Citizen
engagement platforms like MyGov enable citizens to share their ideas
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and contribute to the Digital India campaign. People’s participation in
the whole endeavour is the main key to the successful implementation
of  the entire initiative.

C. State Government

The government bodies understand citizens’ requirements and map
them to various initiatives. They are accountable for the programmes
within their jurisdictions. India has been on the path of  digitization
since long back. As states have better visibility into all such initiatives,
they can act as a liaison and help scale all such initiatives to benefit the
larger group. Also, these initiatives are tried and tested and can be used
to formulate best practices for other initiatives. States can also help in
getting the feedback of  citizens for initiatives already in place. This
way, the understanding of  citizens’ requirements will be strengthened.

D. Corporation

Public sector undertakings (PSUs) can also play a major role by
digitizing their services. Public sector banks, private players and
insurance companies are assisting the government in realizing the
goals of  financial inclusion and a cashless economy.

II. The vision of  Digital India

Vision I Digital Literacy Is the Core Utility of  Citizens

A well-connected nation is a prerequisite to a well-served nation.
Once the remotest of  the Indian villagers are digitally connected through
a broadband and high-speed internet, then delivery of  electronic
government services to every citizen, targeted social benefits and
financial inclusion can be achieved in reality.

•  Availability of  high-speed internet as a core utility for delivery of
services to citizens

•  A digital identity that is unique, lifelong, online and authenticable to
every citizen

•  Mobile phone & bank account enabling citizen participation in
digital & financial space

•  Easy access to a Common Service Centre
•  Shareable private space on a public cloud
•  Safe and secure cyber-space

Vision II Governance & Services on Demand

Six elements are crucial for ensuring that governance and
services are made available on-demand to all citizens:
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Seamlessly integrated services across departments or jurisdictions
Availability of  services in real-time from online & mobile platforms
All citizen entitlements to be portable and available on the cloud
Digitally transformed services for improving ease of  doing business
Making financial transactions electronic & cashless
Leveraging Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) for decision
Support systems & development

Vision III Digital Empowerment of  Citizens

Digital connectivity is a great leveler. Cutting across demographic
and socio-economic segments, Indians are increasingly connecting and
communicating with each other through mobile phones and comput-
ers riding on digital networks.

* The key components under this vision include:
*Universal digital literacy
*Universally accessible digital resources
*Availability of  digital resources/services in Indian languages
*Collaborative digital platforms for participative governance
*Citizens not required to physically submit Govt. documents  certificates

III. Pillars of  Digital India

Concept of  Digital India Program: Digital India programme is
consisting of  the following nine pillars.

1. Broadband highways: The government with the vision of  digi-
tal India has allocated 5 billion to build high-speed broadband high-
ways connecting all the villages, government departments, universities,
etc. For faster implementation and growth of  this project, the partici-
pation of  private players is very important to cover all the geographical
areas of  this country.

2. E-governance: The national e-governance plan has been for-
mulated by the department of  electronic and information technology,
and the department of  administrative reforms and public grievances.
This project works in both a centralized and decentralized way. There
are many different initiatives from the central Government as well as
state governments under this project to ensure government services
are available to citizen's electronics.

3. E-Kranti: The government has allocated 5 billion for the e-
Kranti project to provide electronic delivery of  services to the citizens
which include: e-health, e-education, and technology for farmers, tech-
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nology for planning, technology for security, technology for financial
inclusion and technology for justice.

Services under E-Kranti

Technology for Planning Technology for financial inclusion

GIS-based decision making Mobile banking
National GIS mission mode Project Micro ATM programme

Common Service Centres, Post Offices

Technology for farmers
Real-time price information
Online ordering of inputs
Online cash, loan, relief  payment with mobile banking

Technology for Justice

e-courts, e-police, e-prison, e-prosecution
Technology for Security

National Cyber Security Coordination Centre
Mobile Emergency Service
4. Universal Mobile Access: The government is specially preparing

to connect unconnected areas and speedy use of  technologies like network
technologies like 3G, 4G, and 5G, etc. The general public will access the
online government services with the help of  handheld devices so that the
nation will be well connected, efficient and more productive.

5. Public Internet access Superior technologies that support cost
containment, collaboration, and security, social connect and in-built
intelligence that deliver remote access to any information or service
available across the domain. This change will open new doors of  e-
services to every citizen.

6. Information for all: Everything is connected through virtual
networks for which fast workflow and no delays will be there due to
waiting in queues. Websites and mobile apps will convey data and prac-
tical participation and even through social media at large.

7. Electronics manufacturing: The empowerment of  manufac-

Technology for Education Technology for Health-e Healthcare

All School connected with broadband Online medical consultation
Free Wifi in all schools Online medical records
Digital Literacy Programme Online medicine supply
MOOCs-Massive Online Open Course Pan India exchange for patient information
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turing through the internet of  things will enable intelligent workshops
that demonstrate data-driven operational excellence and decentralized
production control systems within and beyond the physical factory walls.

8. IT for jobs: The government is preparing to provide training
and teaching skills to the youth for employment opportunities in the IT
sector. BPO industries will be established for the fastest-growing seg-
ment of  the IT-enabled services industry, which offers e-services 24/7
in every field and gives more job potentials.

9. Early Harvest: This programme will generate short timeline
projects where every manual service is altered by e-service. E-services like
educational books to e-books, public Wi-Fi, sports to access online games.

IV. Major initiatives by govt. to build ICT infrastructure
Initiatives Description
BharatNet Aim to provide broadband access to

250000 Gram Panchayats through a net
work of  Optical Fibre Cable

Smart Cities Creation of  109 smart cities (target revised
from 100) by 2022. INR 5 billion allocated
to every city for over 5 years for this pur pose

Common Service CSCs are centered through which e-gov
Centre(CSC) ernance and related services will be made avail

able to villages
Digitization of  Post Offices Digitization of post offices including setting

up centralized data centers, networking of  all
post offices and enabling digital payments

Universal Access to Mobile Aims to provide mobile access to more than
55,600 villages that do

V. Major Services Launched Under the Digital India Programme

Services Description
e-Sign eSign framework allows for online digital sig

nature by leveraging Aadhaar authentication
National Centre of GIS platform for sharing and collaborating GIS
Geo- Informatics data source, location-based analytics, and De

cision Support System
Information Security
Education and Awareness
 (ISEA)
Phase- II & Cyber Security Capacity building in the area of  Information

Security to address the human resource require
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ment, training and develop information
security awareness

MyGov app Citizen-centric platform empowering people to
connect with the government & contribute
toward good governance

DigiLocker Digital Locker facility provides citizens a share
able private space on a public cloud and mak
ing all documents/certificates available on the
cloud

Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan app To further the Swachh Bharat mission, the
government has launched this app which will
be used by people and government Organizations

National Scholarships One-stop-solution for end-to-end scholarship
Portal  process right from submission of student
Wi-Fi hotspots Under this initiative, the government plans to

deploy Wi-Fi at public and tourist places
Payment Bank by India Post By March 2017, India Post will launch their

own Payment Bank across India
PayOnline Launch of  e National ePayment gateway is enabling every
Payment Portal  Indian citizen to make online payments for all

Government based transactions, e-commerce
payments, and other related tasks Launch of
Online labs for

schools Under this nationwide initiative, Online labs
will be available in Hindi, Malayalam and
Marathi and offered in both urban and rural.
schools 30,000 teachers in all Indian states will
be provided training on Online labs

e-Education Providing high-tech education in remote and
urban areas using technology like smartphones,
apps and Internet services

e- Hospital the e-Hospital programme enables patients to
register book

VI. Achievement and Challenges of  Digital initiatives

Digital India is a revolutionary initiative that has transformed our country
into an empowered economy. The initiative has played a key role in
improving the quality of  life of  citizens by providing access to services
on mobile devices and digital identity. With Digital India, people can
apply for licenses online and receive updates on the status of  their
application.
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Moreover, citizens can apply online for appointments at premier
government hospitals or obtain a pension at their homes without hav-
ing to visit the agency. The digital initiative enables people to book
their railway or airline tickets through mobile phones, thereby saving
time and cutting down on the time spent in queues at ticket counters.
Some of  the initiatives of  Digital India are discussed below.

A. Digital India Payment

India's digital economy has come a long way and today multichan-
nel delivery has become imperative for every business. The shift from
a cash-based economy to a card-based and mobile transaction economy
has been dramatic.

According to NITI Aayog, the volume of  digital transactions in 2016-
17 touched 10.9 billion INR, registering a growth of  about 55% over
2015-16. The corresponding growth rate in 2015-16 was 49.4%. There
was an increase of  74% increase in digital payments acceptance infra-
structure, with the number of  point of  sales (POS) devices jumping
from 1.51 million in October 2016 to 2.62 million in April 2017. The
payment protection insurance (PPI) segment registered a spectacular
growth of  162.5% in the volume of  transactions during 2016-17 as com-
pared to 137.8% in 2015-16. In value terms, total digital payments touched
21,41,071 billion INR, registering a growth of  24.2% in 2016-17. The
Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) segment has exhibited robust growth
of  153.5% in 2016-17 in value terms. All modes of  transfer like Real
Time Gross Settlement (RTGS), National Electronic Funds Transfer
(NEFT), debit cards, digital wallets, and Unified Payments Interface (UPI)
have shown positive growth from October 2016 to April 2017.

RBI has granted 11 payment bank licenses, 5 10 small finance bank
licenses in 2015 and licensees to 71 scheduled commercial banks (SCBs)
in 2016 to operate as payment banks. Payment banks are meant to pro-
vide basic banking benefits to the financially excluded citizens of  India.

B. AADHAAR and DBT

The Jan Dhan, Aadhaar, Mobile (JAM) trinity encapsulates the
government's strategy for inclusive growth. Aadhaar plays a pivotal
role in this direction. Aadhaar's potential in benefit and service delivery
is one such area, where it can be used effectively as a tool to foster
inclusive growth.
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Aadhaar-enabled Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) is a major gover-
nance reform initiative to bring greater transparency and accountability
in public service delivery. DBT, with Aadhaar at its core, encompasses
subsidies and benefits that may be either in cash or kind as well as
services. Through its authentication services (demographic/OTP based/
biometric), Aadhaar provides for accurate and targeted beneficiary iden-
tification. Consequent benefits accrue both to citizens and the govern-
ment. A citizen, who is at the receiving end benefits from inclusion,
reduced rent-seeking, ease of  availing services and a robust ecosystem
that serves to empower. From a governance perspective, beyond the
obvious gains of  transparency, accountability, reduced leakages, and
fraud, Aadhaar-enabled DBT allows for efficiency gains in scheme de-
livery and realtime governance through connected systems.

Under the aegis of  the DBT Mission, DBT cells have been set up in
all Central Ministries and state governments. This has led to the identifi-
cation of  over 500 schemes and services across over 60 Central Minis-
tries and efforts are ongoing at the state and union territory (UT) levels.

The number of  schemes monitored under DBT was initially 27,
which has increased up to 140 in March 2017. Till March 2017, 1,
82,671.36 crore INR has been disbursed to 35.7 crore beneficiaries. As
per the latest government figures, savings due to Direct Benefit Trans-
fer (DBT) over the last three years have touched 50,000 crore INR as
on 31 December 2016.

C. E-education (SWAYAM)

The Study of  Webs of  Active - Learning for Young Aspiring Minds
(SWAYAM) project is aimed at providing learning opportunities to stu-
dents anytime, anywhere and at any place, but within a structured cur-
riculum.  Free of  cost courses are available for all students from 9th
standard to Ph.D. SWAYAM has been conceptualized as a comprehen-
sive, multipronged, transformational project. Key aspects of  this project
include: The multilingual MOOC platform and its associated apps will
enable students/learners to access the portal and discover their courses
of  choice, sign up (one-time), enroll in courses, learn through self-
paced pedagogy, complete their course and finally go through the as-
sessment cycle to achieve their credits. On completing a course, the
portal will also allow the students to pay for the examination and gen-
erate a hall ticket.
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D. E-health: Transformation in the health industry

Globally, the healthcare sector is going through a fundamental shift
about how information is stored, shared and accessed and in turn, how
all these can change the way health services are rendered. Transforma-
tion initiatives are driven to accomplish a subset or all of  the following
objectives:

• Comprehensive services across the continuum of  care by integrating
information of  the patient across multiple health IT systems, sub-cen-
ters and centers to obtain a comprehensive record

• Offer data-driven and personalized consultation because of  the pres-
ence of digital data

• Single-window online channel to offer care to a wide range of  healthcare
services

• Data-driven policymaking by the government because of  the presence
of  adequate data in digital form

The following are some of  the ICT initiatives in the healthcare domain:
• Electronic health records (EHRs)
• Personal health record
• Telemedicine
• Chronic disease management systems
• Clinical decision support
• Electronic transfer of prescription
• Radio-frequency identification (RFID) and barcoding
• Business intelligence (BI) in detecting disease patterns

E. Digital health with e-Hospital

e-Hospital is an end-to-end application software for the manage-
ment of  key functional areas of  hospitals such as clinical, administra-
tive, billing and insurance operations.

The software is a hospital management information system (HMIS)
for facilitating the management of  various processes and services in
hospitals. The patient interface of  e-Hospital is implemented through
an online registration system (ORS), an application portal to help pa-
tients make online appointments at hospitals. e-Hospital and ORS elimi-
nate the need to wait in queue for appointments or physically visit
hospitals to collect laboratory reports. Since e-Hospital is cloud-based,
it relieves hospitals of  the burden of  application and server manage-
ment.
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F. Digital democracy with MyGov

MyGov is an innovative platform to foster citizen and government
partnerships for driving inclusive growth of  India. It leverages various
engagement methodologies for soliciting citizens' opinions and delib-
eration on policy matters. The platform's engagement methodologies
include tasks, discussions, quizzes, polls, surveys, and blogs. MyGov
enables ministries and departments to harness the knowledge and tal-
ent of citizens to not just refine policy documents but also seek cre-
ative inputs such as logos, mascots, videos and songs for upcoming
projects or policies.

VII. Impacts of  Digital India (The Digital India Campaign has

multiple impacts on different areas)
a. Impact on Technology

The digital India project provides a huge opportunity to use the
latest technology to redefine India the paradigms of  the service indus-
try. A digitally connected India can help in improving the social and
economic condition of  people living in a different geographical area
b. Impact on the Economy

It can play a key role in macroeconomic factors such as GDP growth,
employment generation, labour productivity, growth in several busi-
nesses and revenue leakages for the government.
c. Impact on Social sector

Social sectors such as education, healthcare, and banking are un-
able to reach out to the citizens due to obstructions and limitations
such as middleman, illiteracy, poverty, lack of  funds, living locality and
investments. Modern ICT makes it easier for people to obtain access to
services and resources. The penetration of  mobile devices may be highly
useful as a complementary channel to public service delivery apart from
the creation of  entirely new services.

d. Impact on the Environment

The major changes in the technology space have not only brought
changes to the economic system but are contributing to the environ-
mental changes. The next-generation technologies are helping in lower-
ing the carbon footprint by reducing fuel consumption, waste manage-
ment, greener management, greener workplaces and thus leading to a
greener ecosystem.
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e. Impact on Agricultural Sector

The governance will shift from e-governance to m governance i.e.
in mobile governance. Farmers can access all kinds of  information
through their mobile phones as when required which will boost this
sector also.
VIII. Challenges of  Implementation of  Digital India: The initia-
tives of  Digital India have been facing multiple challenges from differ-
ent levels
a. Infrastructure development

Consistent and high-quality telecom connectivity and expeditious
roll-out of  telecom infrastructure across India is a primary condition
to be successful in the entire initiative. Right of  way (RoW) permission
is required to build telecom infrastructure across all Indian states. How-
ever, state departments delay RoW permissions and also levy abnor-
mally high RoW charges, including fees imposed by various authorities
other than charges prescribed under telecom licenses. The issue of
electricity and its custodianship in rural areas goes hand in hand. Secu-
rity, theft and first-line maintenance of  equipment are making the net-
work unusable for any meaningful service delivery. Other challenges
include low spectrum availability, which in Indian metros is about a
tenth of  that in cities in developed countries. This has resulted in major
roadblocks in providing high-speed data services to citizens. More-
over, public Wi-Fi penetration remains low.
b. Data security

DigiLocker and the recent spurt in cybercrime, data security has
emerged as a major challenge. This calls for the implementation of  an
integrated cybersecurity-related policy at the national level and strength-
ening of  the capacity of  the government at each level. Citizens and
government institutions also need to be educated in the cybersecurity
domain so that they can understand the risks involved when undertak-
ing electronic transactions and other cyber activities.
c. Partnership

The Digital India programme has been hampered by contracting chal-
lenges. Challenges such as skill, experience, and technical capabilities
have been responsible for several delayed projects which were assigned
to PSUs. Several requests for proposals are not taken up by competent
private sector organizations as they are not commercially viable. These
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projects require high capital investments during the implementation phase
and negative cash flows on and after the go-live of  the projects. This
leads to a negative cash flow business model, leading to the creation of  a
high-risk investment segment. Besides, corporations have to tackle long
and complex regulatory processes of  the Central and state governments
on their own.
d. Digital literacy

Making citizens aware of  the Digital India programme and its ben-
efits is one of  the biggest challenges. This is because 12 crores of  the
16.8 crore rural households in India have no computers and are unlikely
to have digitally literate persons. However, this is being offset with the
exponential increase in the number of  mobile phones. Most Indian con-
sumers indicated that the lack of  awareness about Internet services was
the main reason for not using them. The non-availability of  digital ser-
vices in local languages is also a major concern. There should be ad-
equate awareness building for people living in rural areas so that they can
be a part of  digital India and reap the benefits of  the Internet.

IX. Conclusion

Technological advancement is necessary for developing nations. In-
dia is aspiring to be a leader in different global technology platforms to
fulfill that it is vital for digital technologies to be used to improve public
services, deliver financial inclusion, etc. India has understood this secret
and they have embraced the digital India campaign to enhance effective
communication between citizens and government while providing es-
sential services with easiness. So far, the digital India campaign is suc-
cessful since it has assisted India dramatically by the creation of  job
opportunities, improving literacy rates, eliminating corruption, techno-
logical advancements as well as boosting gross domestic product. It also
improved the social and economic condition of  people living in rural
areas through the development of  non-agricultural economic activities
apart from providing access to education, health, and financial servicesq
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Abstract
Iron is a strong and durable metal. It has played a key role in
bringing revolutionary changes in the human civilization and
has thereby outclassed copper, the earliest discovered metal.
There are different areas in the world where iron ore is available
in its earth crust. Assam in the past was one such region where
naturally iron was available and was used by the local
inhabitants.
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Introduction

Assam in the past, used to be a region having iron in its earth
crust. Iron ore was available in considerable quantity in different places
like Borhat, Nagahat, Jaipur, Tirupathar, Hatigarh, Kacharihat, Bassa,
Doyang, etc situated in Upper Assam (Phukan, 1973: 101-02) as well
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as in the hilly regions like Naga Hills, Garo Hills, Khasi Hills, Jayantia
Hills, Mikir Hills and Manipur (Rajguru, 1988: 333). Except Manipur,
all these hilly regions of  the North-East were part of  Assam until
recent past. Despite of  abundance of  iron in Assam in the past, however
one fails to assign a definite period regarding the beginning of  iron
works in the region. Nothing much is known when in Assam iron ore
was first discovered, extracted and products made out of  it.
Area of  Research

The paper covers Assam before its colonization by the British.
Objective

The paper attempts to:
(i) Trace the antiquity of  iron works in Assam,
(ii)  Assess the development attained in the field of  iron works in Assam.

Methodology

An analytical discussion has been made on the basis of both
primary and secondary sources.
Discussion

The classical writers like Pliny and Ammianus Marcellinus do refer
to the existence of  iron in Assam, particularly extraction of  iron in the
Khasi hills from early times. (Choudhury, 1987: 348) But the epigraphic
records of ancient Assam does not refer to the existence of iron. Still,
these epigraphic records do mention about arms made of  metals.
(Barpujari, 2004: 249) Again Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang who visited
Assam during the rule of  the last Varman ruler King Bhaskaravarman
of  Kamrupa (ancient name of  Assam) in the 7th century CE mentions
that iron was a flourishing industry with iron ore being abundantly
available in the Khasi Hills. (Handique, 1959: 2)

Even in the pre-historic period of  Assam, we do find reference to
iron vessels and swords. When Yuddhisthira, the eldest of  the Pandavas
performed rajasuya sacrifice after becoming the King of  Indraprastha,
King Bhagadatta of  Pragjyotishpura (the earliest name of  Assam) presented
him iron vessel and swords with their handles made of  pure ivory.
(Barpujari, 2004: 82)  There exist a general belief  that the kamars or
blacksmiths of  this region did manufacture household articles like knives,
sickles, spades, etc and weapons like swords, short javelins and tips of
arrows among other items from early times. (Hamilton, 1987:  62)
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Perhaps, the Khasis were the pioneer in the field of  iron works in
Assam. This metallurgical knowledge has transmitted from this Austric
race people who were the earliest inhabitants of  the region. K. L. Barua
states that smelting of  iron from ore was practised by the Khasis since
pre-historic times. (Barua, 1973: 216) For smelting of  iron, coal was
needed which again provides us ample scope to believe that coal mining
was practised in Assam from early times, may be the extraction in
miniature form in comparison to the one started by the British in the
colonial period. Even in the Imperial Gazetteers of  India reference has
been made that large quantity of  iron ore was extracted from the coal
mines in Upper Assam under the rule of  the local rulers. (Eastern
Bengal and Assam, 1909: 81)

Under the rule of  the Varman, Salastambha and Pala dynasty in
the pre-Ahom period, what we often refer as the ancient period, the
traditional knowledge of  the Khasis in iron works as already referred
have spread out amongst the other inhabitants of  the region. Kamars
with their own iron workshops were there for manufacturing household
items, farming implements and weapons. Before the entry of  the Ahoms,
the iron work developed as a tradition in Kamrupa (Baishya, 2009: 303)
The Ahoms inherited this iron work tradition and developed it further
into a prominent branch of  metallurgy. The Ahoms ruled for almost
600 years from 1228-1826 CE over Assam dominating the entire
medieval period of  Assam history. Despite of  being an alien to this
land, the Ahoms like the Mughals in case of  medieval Indian history,
gradually accepted and adopted the indigenous culture of  Assam
encompassing different genres like agricultural practices, art and craft,
religion, customs, etc and thereby developing in the process what we
today collectively connote as the ‘Assamese Culture’.

The Ahoms on entering the plains of  Assam had to face stiff
encounter from the tribes like the Morans, Chutiyas and Borahis who
waged war with them and faced defeat. During the course of  warfare
with these tribes, the Ahoms had to move from one place to another
crossing different river. Sukapha, the founder of  the Ahom rule while
crossing the Dikhow River drank its water and felt it comparatively
heavier than that of  the other rivers. Hence, after establishing his capital
at Charaideo, Sukapha started operations to ascertain the cause of
heaviness in the water of  the Dikhow River. He moved upwards along
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the bank of  that river and found a stream flowing into the river through
a hill having iron deposits. Smelting operations were started there by
Sukapha by bringing iron smelters or lo salias. The hill was named hence
forth as Tiru Hill and the stream flowing through it as Tiru. In the Tai
language of  the Ahoms, ti means smelting of  iron and ru means caves.
(Baishya, 2009: 300-01)

The Tiru Hill soon became a prominent centre of  iron smelting
in the Ahom kingdom and came to be known as the Tirulohakhat with
the term lohakhat meaning the place where iron is manufactured.
(Handique, 1959: 28) Iron smelting operations too started in the
neighbouring areas and there developed three big villages of  lo salias in
an around the Tiru Hill, namely, Lohakhat, Pachikhat and Perakhat.
These lo salias were mostly Kacharis and were also called as tiruwals
and were provided with land for settlement and cultivation by the Ahom
kings. An officer called tirukakoti was appointed by the Ahom
government to look after the entire iron smelting operation in an around
the Tiru Hill. (Baishya, 2009: 301) This marked the beginning of
organizing the lo salias into khels or guilds in the Ahom period.

After the complete subjugation and occupation of  the Chutiya
kingdom, the Ahom King Suhungmung in the 16th century CE brought
along with him many kamars whom he settled down in different places
of  Upper Assam. The Chutiya kamars were provided with workshops
and were ordered to make weapons and implements. (Sarma, 1989: p.
312)  Actually these kamars were prisoners of  war and were liable to
supply swords, guns and cannons to the royal storehouse from the iron
smelted by the lo salias. (Purkayastha, 2005: 46) These kamars were
organised into khels with officials like hazarika, saikia, etc appointed
from them to look after their activities. The organising of  kamars into
khels or guilds soon proved to be fruitful as during the reign of
Suhungmung itself  the number of  kamars in the Ahom kingdom rose
to around 3000. (Barbarua, 1981: 466-67)

Pratap Singha, the Ahom king in 17th century CE brought kamars
from Koch Bihar to teach advance knowledge of  blacksmithy to the
local kamars as well as the local people. This royal initiative proved to
be successful as many people from the Koch, Kalita and other
agricultural community started practicing blacksmithy and thereby
popularising iron works in Assam. (Dasgupta, 1988: 496) Infact by
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mid 17th century CE, the Assamese kamars acquired sound knowledge
in iron metallurgy and they could cast variety of  weapons. Shihabuddin
Talish who accompanied Mir Jumla, the Mughal general in his
expedition to Assam in 1662 CE mentioned that “the Assamese casted
excellent matchlocks and bachadar artillery and showed great skill in
that craft”. (Gait, 2003: 151)

As reported by Tavernier, Mir Jumla after occupying Garhgaon,
the Ahom capital captured many war weapons which included 675 big
piece cannons, 6750 matchlocks, 1343 jambur cannon and 1200
ramchangis. (Barpujari, 1994: 117) Such a large availability of  weapons
in the Ahom capital testifies the rich iron tradition in medieval Assam.
Mir Jumla even ordered that the Assamese experts in the art of
manufacturing matchlocks and gunpowder should be sent to Dacca. A
wide variety of  guns and cannons were there under Ahom possession
like hatnaliya, jambur and ramchangis (light field guns) and pahlangi, tubuki,
holong, bahikhowa, manuhmukhia (long and big cannons). (Baruah, 1995:
452) Other weapons of  war like patharkalai, kamayana, kesai, pahlangi,
khoka, hiloi, baghmura, etc were also made of  iron during the Ahom
period. (Gogoi, 1961: 67-68)

Under the Ahom patronage, the iron works developed in Assam
in two distinct groups, the lo salias associated with iron smelting and
the kamars manufacturing products out of  that iron. (Barbarua, 1981:
465) Iron mines were found over a wide range of  areas both in plains
(Upper Assam) and hills during the Ahom period and smelting of iron
itself  became an important industry. There were around 30 or 40
workshops established at Tiru Hill and Hatigarh for smelting of  iron
ore and manufacture of  crude iron. The whole process did involve
different stages of  production and was a labour intensive work. In a
day the lo salias in a workshop on an average could turn out 8 pieces of
crude iron.  Every iron smelting workshop (lo sal) as well as blacksmithy
workshop (kamar sal) used to have atleast 5 to 6 persons (only male) of
whom one used to be the master (ojha) and others as assistants (palis).
(Barbarua, 1981:464)

A considerable amount of  iron was also brought from the
Barkhamti area in Upper Burma where the metal was wrought with
considerable skill to a great perfection. (M’cosh, 1837: 58)  The
Barkhamti area was inhabited by the Kumung tribes who were excellent
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in iron works. The agricultural implements made by this tribe were
highly valued as these were made from superior quality of  iron than
produced in Assam. (Robinson, 1841: 35) The people of  the Kumung
tribes had racial affinity with the Kacharis, Chutiyas and Ahoms. All
the lo salias and the kamars of  Upper Assam in the Ahom period were
mainly people from the Kachari, Chutiya and Ahom community. So, it
was quite natural that other than the Khasis, the Kumung tribe of
Upper Burma have also taught their fellow brethren of  Assam the
knowledge of  iron works. (Purkayastha, 2005: 45-46)

Iron smelting operations were not done in Lower Assam as no
iron mines were there. But kamars were there who were mostly from the
Kalita and also from the Koch community. The kamars of  Lower Assam
did not manufacture weapons and their production included only domestic
utensils and agricultural implements. They could even bring out their
finished articles for sale in the market.  (Jackson, 1906:  11-12) The
technique of  the kamars of  Lower Assam was identical with that of
Bengal as they had learnt blacksmithy from the kamars of  Koch Bihar
during the time of  Ahom King Pratap Singha. While, in case of  the
kamars of  Upper Assam, their technique was identical with that of  the
Khasis and Kumungs. (Purkayastha, 2005: 46)  The Garos and the Khasis
used to sell iron in the markets of  Lower Assam which were even supplied
to the kamars of  Upper Assam. Palasbari was one such market where
iron was sold from the hills and it was exchanged for paddy, mustard
and other agricultural products. (Barbarua, 1981: 466)

The iron sold in Palasbari was soft in nature and could be melted
easily for which it was considered to be best for the manufacture of
nails, small size fire arms and inner tubes of  large cannon. While, the
iron of  Upper Assam was best suited for the making of  swords, axes,
knives, shovels, hoes, etc. (Hannay, 1856: 333) There were royal workshops
(karkhanas) in Upper Assam established by the Ahom kings for making
war weapons. The Ahom kings used to force the kamars of  Upper Assam
to work in the karkhanas so that they could have large stocks of  weapons
which would facilitate them in carrying out their warfare activities. At
times even the conquered people, prisoners of  war and slaves were
employed in iron works at the karkhanas. (Sharma, 1993: 210-12)

The Moamariya Rebellion of  1770s adversely affected the iron
smithy practices in Assam. The iron smelting works were disrupted
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resulting in less production of  iron which again affected the working
of  the kamars. (Barbarua, 1981: 467)  But from the reign of  the Ahom
King Gaurinath Singha (1780-94 CE) to Chandrakanta Singha (1810-
18 CE), the lo salias and kamars once again continued their smelting
and manufacturing works respectively under different kheldars, saikias,
hazarikas and boras. (Barpujari, 1994:102)  Despite of  continuation of
the iron smithy practices, there was reduction in the number of  lo salias
and kamars in the Ahom kingdom. Towards the end of  the reign of
King Chandrakanta Singha, there were altogether around 500 khels of
lo salias and kamars in the Ahom kingdom and the number further
reduced to around 100 because of  Burmese invasions in Assam.
(Barbarua, 1981: 467 & Hannay, 1856: 332)
Conclusion

The iron work did prevail in Assam from the early times and
developed to a great height under the Ahoms transforming it into an
indigenous or traditional industry in two distinct dimensions, the
smelting of  iron and manufacture of  iron products. But as already
stated the internal disturbances in the form of  Moamariya Rebellion
and external attack in the form of  Burmese invasions created hazardous
situation for the iron works in Assam and it faced acute crisis like all
other artisanal crafts. A political stability was brought with the
introduction of  British rule. Under the new political set up the whole
socio-economic set up changed bringing out structural changes in the
traditional iron works. There was large scale importation of  raw iron
from outside leading to gradual decline in the iron smelting operations
forcing the lo salias to abandon their occupation. No longer were the
kamars of  Upper Assam required to manufacture the weapons of  war.
The karkhanas were also not there. Hence, the kamars of  Upper Assam
like the kamars of  Lower Assam has to channelize their metallurgical
knowledge towards manufacture of  domestic utensils, agricultural
implements, etc for sale in the market. The blacksmithy did survive,
but as a market oriented metal craft.q
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Abstract:

Though media education had marked its presence in Eastern
India seven decades ago in 1950, yet the discipline has
witnessed expansion during last two decades with the birth of
new media departments in public as well as private universities.
However, in absence of  a clear media education policy
framework, the discipline has grown up by force of
circumstances thereby leading for haphazard development.
And the discourse for streamlining media education has been
continuing since its inception. The present study primarily
focuses on to investigate the status of  media departments and
its programs being offered by public as well as private
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universities in West Bengal, Odisha, Bihar and Jharkhand in
Eastern India.
Keywords: Media education, Discipline, Eastern India,
Program, Department.

Introduction:

Media education marked its presence in 1950 in Eastern India with
the birth of  first media program at the University of  Calcutta, which
also enjoys the credit to become a first media department in the region
(Eapen, 1995). Thereafter, in 1974, Berhampur University, Odisha had
started media department, which is considered as first in Odisha and
second in Eastern India (Chatterjee, 2006), whereas, Ranchi University
had launched media program in 1987, which enjoys the credit to be first
in undivided Bihar-Jharkhand and third in Eastern India (Dutt, 2017).

Though these three efforts laid the foundation for media education
in the universities of  West Bengal, Odisha, Bihar and Jharkhand, yet
the discipline couldn’t mark expansion in Eastern India during five
decades in between 1950 to 1999 due to a long discourse on its necessity
across the country. The then editors’ argument of  ‘Journalists are born
and not made’ continued in general discourse that pitched for practice
based learning of  media skills within media houses rather that the
university system (Eapen, 1995). On the contrary, early pioneers P.P.
Singh, K.E. Eapen, C.P. Ramaswami Aiyer, Nadig Krishna Murthy
and B.S. Thakur strongly advocated for its need and made significant
contributions in this regard.

Meanwhile, the media boom in the era of  information and
communication technologies increased the demand of  skilled manpower
that led to the launching of  media departments across the country.
However, in absence of  a media education policy framework, the
discipline grew by force of  circumstances thereby leading to haphazard
development (Dua, 2009). Still the discourse on quality of  media
education continues with prime focus on media educators, curricula,
research, infrastructure, publication, production, academia-industry
interface and advisory/regulatory framework (Dua, 2009). In Eastern
India, media education has witnessed quantitative expansion during
the last two decades in between 2000 to 2019 with the birth of  media
departments in central, state, private, deemed and state open universities.
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At present, West Bengal leads with 12 post graduate media departments
followed by Odisha (10), Bihar (4) and Jharkhand (3) that offer media
programs with diverse nomenclatures like journalism, mass
communication, communication, advertising and public relations, event
management, television and film production. Here, the study investigates
the status of  media departments and also examines media programs in
West Bengal, Odisha, Bihar and Jharkhand.

Literature Review:

Singh (1971) first surveyed communication/journalism
departments and pointed out various deficiencies in journalism
education. He strongly advocated for more and better journalism
departments in India. After a decade, Thakur (1982) through the
monograph of  the ‘Second Press Commission on Journalism Education’
expressed concern over the proliferation of  ill-conceived and ill-
equipped courses and strongly advocated for a national accreditation
system that will ensure minimum standards of  journalism education
all over the country.

Further, Eapen (1995) highlighted the need to evolve a mechanism
to prevent the mushroom growth of  ill-equipped departments and
suggested that UGC should take immediate steps in this regard. He
further added that a body consisting of  teachers and practitioners should
be set up in order to lay down norms and standards covering all aspects
of  journalism and communication courses and also suggested that
universities should earmark a substantial portion of  funds for
journalism/communication departments in view of  their special needs.

Belavadi (2002) pointed out about unfocused courses in media
departments and highlighted the need of  specialization in media programs,
which is not the current scenario particularly in state-run departments.
He suggested that media departments should focus on streamlining
courses and position them in the right direction by launching specialized
programs in print, radio, television and new media etc. Further,
Ranganathan (2006) expressed concern over the state of  journalism
education that faces a wide range of  issues. One of  the deficiencies is ill-
equipped and unsystematic media departments, which is not ready to
match with the fast changing landscape of  media technology.

Ray (2007) compared Indian media education with the USA and
pointed out that the discipline is largely underdeveloped. He mentioned
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that journalism and/or mass communication programs in most Indian
universities still exist on the fringes of  the mother institution that has
affected its qualitative growth. Sanjay (2009) pointed out that a number
of  journalism programs are being run across the country, but many
journalism graduates and diploma holders do not find jobs in the media
after completion of  the programs. Murthy (2011) mentioned that the
level of  communication skills (oral as well as written) of  students
remains poor even after completion of  bachelor program in journalism
and mass communication thereby leading for no job opportunities in
media houses. The study found that academicians want greater flexibility
within departments in terms of  offering various media programs.

Comparing Indian media education with the United Kingdom,
Gaur (2013) mentioned that the range of  journalism courses in Indian
universities is very limited, outdated and rigid in nature; hence students
tend to lose interest. In India, the role of  govt. in the standardization
of  Indian media education is negligible that has resulted in less number
of  reputed universities imparting media education, which has adversely
affects the credibility of  the media courses.

Pattnaik (2013) pointed out that very limited institutes and
universities offer diploma and degree courses in Hindi and other
vernacular languages, which prevent many regional language media
professionals from acquiring higher media education. Further, the
universities are mostly located in metros/cities and their media programs
do not emphasize on education or training necessary for a student to
be a rural communicator. Most of  the students after completion of  the
course prefer placement in cities and towns where mass media
establishments are located. It has prevented them from making their
profession as a social engineer in society. Centre for Media Studies
(2015) expressed concern over the mushroom growth of  the media
institutes in recent times that has resulted into various complications
in absence of  a separate media education accreditation framework.

 Indian media education has witnessed deficiencies in various
qualitative components such as media department, educator, program,
research, publication, infrastructure, production and academia-industry
interface amidst its quantitative expansion that has been pointed out in
academic as well as administrative discourse. Therefore, in present study
an attempt has been made to investigate the state of  media education
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in universities of  Eastern India by examining two key components i.e.,
‘Media Department’ and ‘Media Program’. The study provides broad
understanding about the issues and identifying the gaps in media
education.
Objectives of  the Paper:

• To investigate status of  media departments in universities in
Eastern India and;

• To examine media programs and their nomenclature being carried
out by the universities in Eastern India.

Research Methodology:

The study undertakes exploratory research design in which both
quantitative and qualitative research approaches have been integrated.
The study has surveyed all media departments that have been in
existence in universities of  West Bengal, Odisha, Bihar and Jharkhand
and data has been collected through tools of questionnaire and in-
depth interview. A questionnaire is being used to seek quantitative
data followed by in-depth interview of  media educators from the
concerned department for qualitative data in order to investigate status
of  media departments and their programs in Eastern India. However,
it is to note that the study has included those media departments that
have been in existence till January 2018.

Status of  Media Departments in Eastern India:

The study presents that total 29 media departments are functional
out of  125 universities (29 out of  125; 23.2%) in Eastern India in
which maximum media departments are functional in state universities
(13 out of  29; 44.83%) followed by private universities (8; 27.58%),
central universities (5; 17.24%), state open universities (2; 6.90%) and
deemed universities (1; 3.45%). However, it is to note that media
education is developing at a fast pace in private universities with the
birth of  eight (8) media departments during a short duration of  last
four (4) years, whereas 21 departments came into existence in public
funded universities (both in state and central) during sixty eight (68)
years in between 1950 to 2018.
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This comparison does not include Bihar and Jharkhand, where
not a single media department exists at master level in private universities
till the completion of  this study. Representation of  eight (8) media
departments at private universities is only from West Bengal and Odisha
which shows that in near future the number of  media departments in
private universities will be higher than the public funded universities.
The probability is strong due to the birth of  new media departments at
private universities in Eastern India.  However, an area of  concern is
centralization of  media departments in the state capital region. At
present, 19 media departments out of  29 are functional in the state
capital region in Eastern India which means the representation of  media
departments lacks geographical diversity. Further, the study presents
that West Bengal has maximum (12 out of  29; 41.37%) followed by
Odisha (10; 34.48%), Bihar (4; 13.79%), and Jharkhand (3; 10.34%).

Media Departments in Universities of Eastern IndiaTable -1.1

Type of Number of Number of % out of total

Universities  Universities Media Departments departments

Central 6 5 17.24

State 58 13 44.83

Private 57 8 27.58

State Open 3 2 6.90

Deemed 1 1 3.45

Grand Total 125 29 100
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The detailed analysis presents that West Bengal is ahead of  all states in
Eastern India in terms of  number of  (12 out of  29) media departments.
Historically, being the oldest state in Eastern India, West Bengal enjoys
the credit to begin media education in the region. However, the discipline
marked very low presence with only two (2) media departments at
University of  Calcutta and University of  Burdwan during the first five
decades in between 1950 to 1999.

It is worth mentioning that University of  Calcutta enjoys the credit
to launch the first media program in West Bengal as well as in Eastern
India in 1950, which was later upgraded as full-fledged media
department. After four and half  decades of  its existence, University
of  Burdwan launched a media program in West Bengal in 1997, which
was also upgraded as full-fledged media department later. During the
first decade of  the 21st century in between 2000 to 2009, the number
of  media departments grew two fold. That means total four (4) media
departments, one (1) in central and three (3) in state universities were
launched. Those include Visva Bharati, Shanti Niketan (2000), Rabindra
Bharati University, Kolkata (2001), West Bengal State University,
Kolkata (2008) and University of  North Bengal, Darjeeling (2009).

State-wise Media Departments in Eastern India Table – 1.2

State West Bengal Odisha Bihar Jharkhand Total

Central 2 1 1 1 5
State 6 3 2 2 13
Private 4 4 0 0 8
Deemed 0 1 0 0 1
State  Open 0 1 1 0 2

Total 12 10 4 3 29

Thereafter in between 2010 to 2018, total six (6) media
departments, one (1) in central and state university each and four (4) in
private universities came into existence. Those include Aliah University,
Kolkata (2013), Adamas University, Kolkata (2015-16), Mahatma
Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi Vishwavidyalaya, Kolkata Centre (2015),
Amity University, Kolkata (2016-17), Sister Nivedita University, Kolkata
(2017) and Xavier University, Kolkata (2017-18). Recent development
in this regard is the launch of  bachelor level media program at Gour
Banga University, Malda and master program at Jadavpur University,
Kolkata (2018-19).
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The analysis reflects that for the first time four (4) media departments
in private universities came into existence in West Bengal in between
2015 to 2018. Adamas University enjoys the credit of  being the first
media department among all private universities. It is to note that out
of  12 media departments, nine (9) are functional in Kolkata, which is
the capital of  West Bengal. That reflects media education is primarily
centralized in the capital and doesn’t have representation geographically
from across the state except three (3) departments located in Visva
Bharati, Shanti Niketan, University of  Burdwan and University of  North
Bengal, Darjeeling. Further, the study reflects that during the last seven
decades in between 1950 to 2018, eight (8) media departments came
into existence in (both central and state) public funded universities,
whereas four (4) departments were launched in private universities
during short duration of  last four (4) years. That indicates that in near
future private universities will lead in terms of  number of  media
departments in comparison to public funded universities in West Bengal.

In Odisha, the journey of  media education has completed around
four and half  decades and it holds second position in Eastern India
with 10 media departments out of  29. Media education in the state
marked very low presence with just one (1) media department at
Berhampur University during the first three decades in between 1974
to 2004, which enjoys the credit to launch first media department in
Odisha and second in Eastern India in 1974.

Thereafter, in the next one and half  decade of  the 21st century in
between 2005 to 2018, nine (9) media departments, one (1) at central
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and deemed university each, three (3) at state universities and four (4)
at private universities came into existence. Those include Ravenshaw
University, Cuttack (2005), Utkal University,Bhubaneswar (2007),
Central University of  Orissa, Koraput (2009), Birla Global University,
Bhubaneswar (2013), Odisha State Open University, Bhubaneswar
(2015), Centurion University, Gajapati (2016),  Sri Sri University, Cuttack
(2016-17), KIIT University, Bhubaneswar (2017-18), Xavier University,
Bhubaneswar (2017-18). The analysis reflects that for the first time
four (4) media departments in private universities came into existence
in Odisha during a short duration of  last four (4) years. Birla Global
University enjoys the credit of  being the first media department among
all private universities.

It is worth mentioning that out of  10 media departments, five (5)
are functional in Bhubaneswar, which is capital of  Odisha, whereas
two (2) are functional at Cuttack (Ravenshaw University and Sri Sri
University), one (1) at Berhampur (Berhampur University), Koraput
(Central University of  Orissa) and Gajapati (Centurion University) each.
Recent development in this regard is the establishment of  a media
department at Khallikote University, Khallikote (2018-19).

The study reflects that the centralization of  media education in
the capital due to the existence of  50% media departments there.
However, the scenario is better than West Bengal, where 75% media
departments are functional in Kolkata. Further, the study presents that
during the last four and half  decades in between 1974 to 2018, six (6)
media departments came into existence in (both state and central) public
funded universities, whereas four departments were started in private
universities during the short duration of  last four (4) years in between
2013 to 17. That clearly indicates that in near future private universities
will lead in terms of  number of  media departments in comparison to
public funded universities in Odisha. Media education in undivided
Bihar-Jharkhand was started at Ranchi University in 1987 and has
completed more than three decades of  its existence. Still media
education has not enjoyed autonomy as a separate discipline in the
university system in both the states. It was found in the study that in
Bihar, only four (4) media departments are functional at Patna University
(2012), Nalanda Open University, Patna (2005), Maulana Mazharul
Haque University, Patna (2008-09) and Central University of  South
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Bihar, Gaya (2012). But the study reveals that except media department
at Central University of  South Bihar, other three (3) are ill-equipped in
absence of  Full- time regular faculties and infrastructure since inception.
The study shows that 75% media departments are located in Patna which
again reflects centralization of  media education in the capital region.

However, recent development in this regard is establishment of
the media department at Mahatma Gandhi Central University, Motihari
(2019) and Gopal Narayan Singh University, Sasaram (2019), Amity
University, Patna (2018-19). In Jharkhand, three (3) media departments
at Ranchi University (1987), Central University of  Jharkhand, Ranchi
(2009) and Nilamber Pitamber University, Palamu (2010) are functional
at present. Except media department at Central University of  Jharkhand,
other two (2) are ill-equipped in absence of  Full-time regular faculties
and infrastructure since inception. However, recent development in
this regard is the birth of  new media departments at Binod Bihari
Mahto Koylanchal University, Dhanbad (2018-19) and Amity University,
Ranchi (2017-18). The study indicates that media education has suffered
badly due to lackadaisical approach in Bihar and Jharkhand.
Status of  Media Programs in Eastern India:

The study has also investigated media programs, which is referred
as the study of  various branches of  media education in a particular
time frame that lead to a degree or diploma or certificate. Media
education scenario in India reflects that media programs are primarily
being offered from the certificate to doctoral level through media
departments. Here, status of  media programs being offered by the
university departments in West Bengal, Odisha, Bihar and Jharkhand
has been examined. The researcher has investigated all media
departments in Eastern India has collected data through questionnaire
followed by in-depth interviews of  media educators from the concerned
department.

Media Programs in the States of  Eastern IndiaTable – 1.3

State Ph.D. M.Phil. Master Bachelor Diploma Certificate Total

West  Bengal 7 1 12 4 1 0 25
Odisha 4 1 10 5 3 1 24
Bihar 1 0 4 0 0 0 5
Jharkhand 1 0 3 0 0 0 4

Total 13 2 29 9 4 1 58
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The study presents that total 58 media programs are being offered
through university departments in Eastern India. West Bengal offers
maximum media programs (25 out of  58; 43.10%) followed by Odisha
(24, 41.38%), Bihar (5, 8.62%) and Jharkhand (4, 6.9%). The detailed
analysis represents that master level media programs (29 out of  58;
50%) are most popular in the university departments in Eastern India
followed by doctoral (13; 22.41%), bachelor (9; 15.52%), diploma (4;
6.90%), M.Phil. (2; 3.45%) and certificate (1; 1.72%).

Further, the study shows that West Bengal holds first position in
offering master (12) and doctoral (7) programs through media
departments followed by Odisha (10 and 4), Bihar (4 and 1) and
Jharkhand (3 and 1) respectively. Whereas, Odisha has first position in
offering bachelor (5), diploma (3) and certificate (1) programs followed
by West Bengal (4, 1 and 0) respectively. M.Phil. (1) programs are being
offered through media departments in Odisha and West Bengal each.
However, it is to note that not a single program at the level of  M.Phil.,
bachelor, diploma and certificate are being offered through media
departments in Bihar and Jharkhand. Here, it is important to mention
that the University Grants Commission (UGC) has prescribed uniform
nomenclature for media education across the country. However, the
discourse on uniform versus diverse nomenclature of  media
programs has been going on with the expansion of  media education.

The study shows that media departments adhere to uniform
nomenclature at master and bachelor level in West Bengal. Eight (8)
out of  12 media departments at University of  Calcutta, Visva Bharati,
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Shanti Niketan, Rabindra Bharati University, West Bengal State
University, Aliah University, Adamas University, Amity University and
Sister Nivedita University, Kolkata, offer MA in Journalism & Mass
Communication (MAJMC), whereas four (4) departments of  University
of  Burdwan, University of  North Bengal, Mahatma Gandhi
Antarrashtriya Vishwavidyalaya and Xavier University, Kolkata runs
MA in Mass Communication (MAMC). Further, four (4) departments
out of  12 offer bachelor level programs in which three (3) at Adamas
University, Amity University and Sister Nivedita University, run BA in
Journalism & Mass Communication (BAJMC) whereas Xavier
University offer BA in Mass Communication (BMC). These all programs
are in accordance with UGC nomenclature.

It has also been found that specialization in other branches of
media education has also been in practice at the Department of  Film
Studies at Jadavpur University and Satyajit Ray Film and Television
Institute (SRFTI), Kolkata. Media programs in film studies, film and
television production are main attractions that grab the attention of
students. This trend has also been observed in the media departments
in private universities. Media programs such as MA in Entertainment
Media, M.Sc. and B.Sc. in Media Technologies, MA and BA in Media
and Communication at Adamas University, whereas MA in Public
Relations & Event Management and MA in Film & Television
Production at Amity University have been launched recently.

Further, the medium of  instruction of  all the media programs in
West Bengal is English. However, vernacular language Bengali and
Hindi is also being used during teaching and learning of  students. In
Odisha, the study exhibits that seven (7) out of  10 departments at
Berhampur University, Ravenshaw University, Cuttack, Central
University of  Orissa, Koraput, Birla Global University, Bhubaneswar,
Sri Sri University, Cuttack, Utkal University and Odisha State Open
University, Bhubaneswar offer MA in Journalism & Mass
Communication (MAJMC), whereas two (2) departments at Xavier
University and KIIT University, Bhubaneswar run MA in Mass
Communication (MAMC), which is as per UGC prescribed
nomenclature.

However, the department at Centurion University, Gajapati offers
a different nomenclature at master level i.e., Master in Media and
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Communication (MMC). Further, the study shows that total five (5)
out of  10 departments run bachelor level program in which three (3)
departments at Ravenshaw University, Cuttack and Birla Global
University, Bhubaneswar offer BA in Journalism & Mass
Communication (BAJMC) and KIIT University, Bhubaneswar runs BA
in Mass Communication (BMC), which is in accordance with UGC
guidelines. However, Xavier University, Bhubaneswar and Centurion
University, Gajapati offer a different nomenclature i.e., B.Sc. in Mass
Communication (B.Sc.MC) and Bachelor in Media & Communication
(BMC) respectively. Here, it is to note that the media department at
KIIT University, Bhubaneswar is the only department in Eastern India
that offers Five Year Integrated MA in Mass Communication with
entry and exit option after bachelor program.

Further, a new trend in specialization of  other branches in media
education has also been observed at KIIT University, Bhubaneswar
and Sri Sri University, Cuttack such as Bachelor in Film and Television
Production (BFTP) and Bachelor of  Fine Arts in Animation (BFAA).
In addition to this, Indian Institute of  Mass Communication, Dhenkanal
has been offering PG Diplomas in English and Odia Journalism for
more than two decades. Medium of  instruction of  all the media
programs in Odisha is English. However, vernacular languages Odia
and Hindi are also being used during teaching and learning of  students.
In Bihar, the study finds that three (3) out of  4 departments at Central
University of  South Bihar, Gaya, Patna University and Nalanda Open
University, Patna offer MA in Journalism & Mass Communication
(MAJMC) and Maulana Mazharul Haque University, Patna run MA in
Mass Communication (MAMC), whereas at bachelor level, Nalanda
Open University runs BA in Journalism & Mass Communication,
(BAJMC).

In Jharkhand, the study exhibits that the media department at
Central University of  Jharkhand and Ranchi University offer MA in
Mass Communication (MAMC) and Nilamber Pitamber University,
Palamu offer Master in Journalism & Mass Communication (MJMC).
These all programs are in accordance with UGC nomenclature.
However, it has been found that the number of  media programs is
very less in the media departments of  Bihar and Jharkhand and the
trend of  specialized programs is negligible. Medium of  instruction of
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all the media programs is English and Hindi in both the states. Further,
the study presents that state universities in Eastern India offer maximum
media programs (21 out of  58; 36.21%), followed by private (18;
31.03%), central (12; 20.69%), state open (4; 6.90%) and deemed (3;
5.17%) universities. The detailed analysis represents that state
universities offer maximum master programs (13 out of  29; 44.82%)
followed by private (8; 27.58%), central (5; 17.24%), state open (2;
6.89%) and deemed universities (1; 3.44%). Whereas, both state and
central universities offer equal doctoral programs (5 each out of  13;
38.46%) followed by private universities (2; 15.38%) and deemed
universities (1, 7.69%). However, state open universities do not offer
this program in Eastern India.

Media Programs in Universities of  Eastern IndiaTable – 1.4

University Ph.D. M. Phil. Master Bachelor Diploma Certificate Total

Central 5 2 5 0 0 0 12
State 5 0 13 1 2 0 21
Private 2 0 8 7 1 0 18
Deemed 1 0 1 1 0 0 3
State Open 0 0 2 0 1 1 4

Total 13 2 29 9 4 1 58

The study shows that private universities clearly lead (7 out of  9;
77.77%) in bachelor level programs, followed by state and deemed
universities (1 each out of  9; 11.11%). Media departments at central and
state open universities do not offer this program. Whereas, the study presents
that university departments do not have very much interest in offering
media programs like M.Phil., diploma and certificate. Only two (2) central
universities run M.Phil. programs, whereas two (2) state universities offer
diploma programs followed by one (1) deemed and state university each.
State Open University offers a single certificate program.

Further, program-wise analysis shows that master is the most
preferred program which is being offered by all university departments
(29 out of  29; 100%) in Eastern India. Its representation is half  (29
out of  58, 50%) of  all media programs, followed by doctoral (13 out
of  58; 22.41%), bachelor ((9 out of  58; 15.51%), diploma (4 out of  58;
6.89%), M. Phil. (2 out of  58; 3.44%) and certificate (1 out of  58;
1.72%). Overall, the study shows that university departments in West
Bengal and Odisha have a varied range of  media programs that begins
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from certificate to doctoral level. However, the study reveals that the
media education scenario in both the states is going to be changed
with the birth of  media departments in private universities. The number
of  media programs in private universities has been increasing in
comparison to public funded universities.

It shows that in near future private universities will lead in offering
media programs in comparison to public funded universities. The study
presents that public universities are more focused on master and doctoral
programs, whereas private universities are more on master and bachelor
programs. M.Phil., diploma and certificate are also being offered through
public universities, but they are very less in number, whereas private
universities have not shown very much interest in these programs.
In Bihar and Jharkhand, despite more than three (3) decades of existence
of  media education, there is less number of  media programs offered by
university departments. Master programs are primarily being offered,
which is also not very systematic in absence of  faculties and infrastructure
except in the departments of  central universities. The study reveals that
the research programs like Ph.D. and M.Phil. are negligible that shows
very poor status in research except in central universities in both the
states. However, launching of  media programs or departments in private
universities has begun during the last two (2) years, but they are still
under planning stage and are functional from their temporary campuses.
Findings and Recommendations:

Academic as well as administrative studies have expressed concern
over the less number of  well equipped and organized media departments
in India due to scarcity of  faculties that affects teaching pedagogy,
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research, publication, infrastructure, production and academia-industry
interface. The findings and recommendations with respect to media
departments in Eastern India are as follows:

Status of  Media Departments: The study shows that total 29
media departments are functional out of  125 universities in Eastern
India in which West Bengal (12) has maximum in number, followed by
Odisha (10), Bihar (4) and Jharkhand (3). The detailed analysis represents
that maximum media departments are functional in state universities
(13) in Eastern India followed by private universities (8), central
universities (5), state open universities (2) and deemed university (1).

Further, the study exhibits that media education has grown at a fast
pace in private universities with the establishment of  (8) media
departments during a short duration of  five years, whereas 21 departments
came into existence in public funded universities (both in state and central)
during 68 years in between 1950 to 2018. In Bihar and Jharkhand, despite
more than three decades of  existence of  the discipline, less number of
media departments exists. Further, the problem lies with the nature of
their establishment. Most of  the departments run either under fringes
of  mother departments like Hindi or English or on self-financing mode
that too in absence of  full time regular faculties and infrastructural
resources that has shown serious concerns.

Recommendations: The expansion of  media departments in the
universities of  West Bengal and Odisha in terms of  quantitative
development shows optimistic scenario during the last two decades.
However, the scenario demands well equipped and organized departments
with full strength of  regular faculties, technical staff, infrastructure and
research in order to ensure qualitative development, which do not reflect
in current scenario of  media education. Further, centralization of  media
education in the state capital region in West Bengal and Odisha is not
the right direction of  expansion. Media departments should be established
in different universities located other than the capital region in order to
ensure diversified expansion of  discipline. In Bihar and Jharkhand, the
poor scenario of  media education may only be improved with the
establishment of  more well equipped and organized departments.

Status of  Media Programs: The study finds that total 58 media
programs are being offered by universities departments of  Eastern
India. West Bengal offers maximum media programs (25), followed by
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Odisha (24), Bihar (5) and Jharkhand (4). The detailed analysis
represents that master (29) level programs are most preferred in the
university departments in Eastern India followed by doctoral (13),
bachelor (9), diploma (4), m.phil. (2) and certificate (1). Further, the
study shows that West Bengal holds first position in offering master
(12) and doctoral (7) programs through media departments followed
by Odisha (10 and 4), Bihar (4 and 1) and Jharkhand (3 and 1)
respectively. Whereas, Odisha has first position in offering bachelor
(5), diploma (3) and certificate (1) programs followed by West Bengal
(4, 1, and 0) respectively. M.Phil. (1) programs are being offered through
media departments in Odisha and West Bengal each.

University-wise analysis shows that state universities in Eastern
India offer maximum media programs (21), followed by private (18),
central (12), state opent (4) and deemed (3) universities. The detailed
analysis represents that state universities offer maximum number of
master programs (13), followed by private (8), central (5), state open
(2) and deemed universities (1). Whereas, both state and central
universities offer equal doctoral programs (5 each), followed by private
universities (2) and deemed university (1). However, the study indicates
that private universities (7) clearly lead in bachelor level programs,
followed by state and deemed universities (1 each).

Overall the study reflects that university departments in West
Bengal and Odisha have a varied range of  media programs that begins
from certificate to doctoral level. However, the new trend reflects that
the media education scenario in both the states is going to be changed
due to establishment of  media departments in private universities. The
number of  media programs in private universities has been increasing
in comparison to public funded universities, which shows that in near
future private universities will lead in offering diverse media programs.
The study shows that public universities are more focused on master
and doctoral programs, whereas private universities are on master and
bachelor programs. In Bihar and Jharkhand, despite more than three
decades of  existence of  media education, less number of  media
programs is being offered. Most of  the university departments function
either under fringes of  mother departments or on self-financing mode
except in central universities. Those departments face acute shortage
of  faculties and infrastructural resources.
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Recommendations: The study strongly recommends launching of
more media programs in order to fulfill requirements of  academia as
well as industry. Media programs may be planned at two levels; first is
for academia and second is for industry. Academic programs such as
bachelor, master and doctoral will mainly develop broad understanding
about various aspects of  media education with special emphasis on
research, whereas, skill based programs will be more focused and
specialized in nature, which will primarily cater the need of  the industry.
However, in both situations, the foremost condition is fulfilling basic
requirements such as adequate number of  full-time regular faculties
and infrastructural resources in media departments. q
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Like other parts of  India, in Assam also social reform
movement took place in the second half  of  the 19th century
as a result of  the influence of  western education, Missionary
activities and Bengal Renaissance. The main role was played
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The reform movements especially the social reforms in the second
half  of  the 19th century in Assam was mainly due to the impact of
Western education, activities of  the Christian Missionaries and the
Bengal reform movements. The main role was played by the Assamese
middle class, a creation of  the British colonial system. (Gohain, 12)
The East India Company after the occupation of  Assam in 1826
introduced new administrative system in place the old Ahom. In revenue
they replaced the Paik system by payment of  cash. As a result a new
class of  Western educated officials became a necessity.

In education the Company government initially tried to encourage
the existing system in Assam. However, very soon they realized that
introduction of  western education was a necessity for the task of
administration. The Company government of  India was initially
indifferent towards education of  the natives. However, in 1835 the
controversy between the Orientalists and the Anglicists was over and the
government decided to promote western education in India. Therefore,
the proposal for establishment of  English school in Assam submitted by
then Commissioner Francis Jenkins (1834-1861) got approval in June,
1835. By the end of  the year a school at Guwahati (Gauhati Seminary)
was established. In 1841 another school was started at Sivasagar. (Barpujari
(Ed.), 105-6) The Assamese people became enthusiastic when public
service was thrown open to educated persons only. The introduction of
new revenue measures in 1833-34 also created the demand of  educated
persons. Therefore, demands were raised for such institutions. Village
schools were established as experimental measure and by 1843 there
were 12 in Nagaon, 5 in Darrang and 22 in Kamrup. (Barpujari (Ed.),
106-7) By 1852, the number of  school increased to 74 with an enrollment
of  4025. (Barpujari (Ed.), 109) In 1870-71, due to Grant-in-aid system
the number of  schools increased to 166 with 5278 students. For higher
education a number of  Assamese youth mostly from economically affluent
upper castes went to Kolkata because there was no college in Assam. In
May, 1866 after persistent demand collegiate section was started in the
Guwahati School. In these government schools education was imparted
in Bengali as it was made the language of  the courts and medium of
instruction in 1836. Emphasis was laid on the study of  English too.
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However, Assamese students found it difficult as neither Bengali nor
English was their mother tongue.

 The Missionaries, who came with the aim to spread Christianity
in Assam and among the Shans in Upper Burma and then in China, very
soon realized the impossibility of  carrying out the Shan Mission. So,
they wholeheartedly devoted themselves to their cause in Assam. After
the failure of  the missions of  Krishna Paul and James Rae, Francis Jenkins
with the aim to pacify the hill tribes of  North-East Frontier especially
the Singphos and the Khamtis through the spread of  Christianity invited
the American Baptist Mission Society in 1835. The Mission sent
Reverends Nathan Brown and Oliver Cutter with a printing press who
reached Sadiya on 23 March, 1836. They started a school at Sadiya in
January, 1837. By 1845, they established a number of  schools in different
parts of  Assam, 3 in Nagaon, 5 in Kamrup and 14 in Sivasagar with an
average student of  347. (Barpujari (Ed.), 108-09) The Missionaries unlike
the British administrators realized that Bengali was not the mother tongue
of  the Assamese people. Therefore, they adopted Assamese as medium
of  instruction in their schools, translated English works and published
books in Assamese. They made great contribution for reintroduction of
Assamese language in courts and schools in 1873 along with the educated
Assamese. They were also vocal against the social ill-practices such as
child marriage, widowhood, polygamy, drinking of  liquor and the use of
opium. They criticized the government policy on liquor and opium. They
submitted petitions to the Chief Commissioners of Assam to stop the
sale of  opium and wine except for medicinal use. (Barpujari, 10) Miles
Bronson wrote on the sorrows of  widows’ life - after the death of  their
husbands, ornaments were stripped off  and heads were shaved. They
lived like servants in their families. What a pitiable life! (Barpujari, 9)
Gunabhiram Barua, Hem Chandra Barua etc. were much influenced by
the Missionaries in their social reform movement. The Orunodoi, a
monthly journal was published by the Missionaries from 1846 in
Assamese. It was the only platform for educated Assamese reformers to
express their views to the public on different social issues for a long
time. Orunodoi also, openly welcomed articles on social reforms along
with debates on those issues.

The Assamese youths who went for higher studies in Kolkata in
19th century were directly came under the influence of  social reform
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movements such as ban of  Sati, polygamy, child marriage, widow
marriage, woman education etc. in Bengal. The Young Bengal and the
Brahmo movements also influenced them. The Trimurti of  Assamese
language and literature of  mid-19th century namely Anandaram Dhekial
Phukan, Gunabhiram Barua and Hem Chandra Barua too came under
the influence of  Bengal Renaissance and western education and culture.
The practice of  Sati, polygamy and child marriage were widely prevalent
in Bengal. The acuteness of  the problem of  Sati can be gauged from
the fact that 22 widows of  a Kulin Brahman of  Nadia became Sati in
1799. At the same time another Kulin Brahman from Sukachara village
of  Srirampur had 18 wives alive out of  40. All became Sati after his
death.  From 1818 to 1828, annually more than 600 widows became
Sati in Kolkata, Murshidabad, Patna, Benares and Bareily region. Most
of  the Satis were from Brahmin and Kayastha caste. However, there
were from other castes also, such as Kamar, Kumar, Teli, Swarnakar,
Kaivarta, Dhoba, Napit, Tanti etc. These unfortunate widows belonged
to the age from 10 to 60. (p. 98, Vidyasagar: Bangal Gadyer Suchana…by
Majumdar) In 1818 and 1819 Ram Mohan Roy published two booklets
against Sati. In the second one he describes the sufferance of  women
in Bengal caused by the Kulin pratha. (Majumdar, 82-83) The movement
against the system of  Sati under Ram Mohan Roy became much more
powerful in the third decade. Finally the government on 4 Dec. 1829
banned the practice of  Sati and declared it punishable.

After the abolition of  Sati system, the widow marriage movement
was a natural development aimed at addressing the agony, sufferance,
deprivation and social ostracism of  widows. (Hatcher (1), 7) The Widow
Marriage movement gained momentum when Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar
(1820-1891), the great reformer, educator, printer-publisher and prose-
stylist joined it. For his compassion, love, generosity and dedication to
the cause of  women, he earned the epithet abala-bandhu that is friend of
abala meaning dependent and disempowered. What would be the future
of  widows? Many of  them even became widow before attaining puberty.
The Brahmins taking advantage of  the Kulin Pratha in Bengal, used
marriage as means of  earning money and livelihood. On 23 April, 1836,
the Gyananweshan published a list of  27 Brahmans with their address
and number of  wives. Of  them 3 had 60 or more; another 3 had 50 to
60; 2 had 47 and 40; another two had 34 and 37; 7 had 20 to 30; 9 had 10
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to 20 and one had 8 wives. (Majumdar, 103) Recalling his childhood
historian R. C. Majumdar mentions that two Kulin brothers of  his village
Khandarpara in Faridpur district (now in Bangladesh) had 50 to 60 wives.
(Majumdar, 103-04) In his autobiography also Majumdar mentions that
the father of  one of  his schoolmate had 50 to 60 wives. Of  them only 5
or 6 wives lived with the husband. (Majumdar (1), 11)

Even before Vidyasagar joined the movement several attempts had
been made for widow marriage but without success. In 1845 discussions
were held in the meetings of  ‘Dharma Sabha’ and ‘Tattwabodhini Sabha’
but the members were not enthusiastic. (Majumdar, 101) After that
Vidyasagar joined the movement. His first pamphlet on social reform,
‘Balyabibaher Dosh’ (Evils of  Child Marriage) was written in 1850. It
was a comprehensive critique of  child marriage, arranged marriages,
marital oppression, taboos against educating women and the horrors
and evils of  austere widowhood mainly based on individual and conjugal
happiness. (Sarkar, 262) He laid stress on morality and social welfare
too. The rigors of  lifelong widowhood imposed on young girls caused
much immorality and lead to abortion and infanticide. Children born of
too early marriages tended to be weak and unhealthy; nor could they get
proper training from mothers who had been kept uneducated. Young
men married off  in their teens neglected their studies and were
overburdened by financial responsibilities; earning money became the
sole aim of  life leading to immoral ways. (Sarkar, 263)

In January, 1855, Vidyasagar published a small pamphlet ‘Bidhaba-
Bibaha’ (Marriage of  Widow) in Bengali to prove that it was sanctioned
by the Sastras. Replies were given by many conservatives to this.
Therefore, he published another pamphlet in October, 1855 as reply
to the objections. An English version was also published as many parties
attempted to misrepresent his views to the English public. Vidyasagar,
after a diligent, dispassionate and careful examination of  the subject
and study firmly believed and convinced that the Sastras explicitly
sanction the marriage of  widows. (Vidyasagar, 5) He realized that the
custom of  ban on widow marriage was deeply rooted and was believed
by the people as sanctioned by the Sastras. Therefore, he tried to justify
it on the basis of  the Dharma Sastras especially the Parasara Samhita.
The people of  Kali Yuga are to observe the Dharmas prescribed by
Muni Parasara. (Vidyasagar, 5) He knew that like Sati without legal
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measures, widow marriage movement would not be successful. So, he
submitted a petition to the government on 4 Oct. 1855 seeking legal
measures with signature of  987 persons from various sections.
(Majumdar, 102) However, only legal measures would not be enough.
The mindset and attitude of  the people must be changed. So, he made
frantic appeal on the basis of  changing nature of  custom and recognition
of  the naturalness of  physical and sexual needs.

Many customs have been changed over the years according to the
necessity of  times. If  you could adopt customs that at best suited but
your convenience, you should do away thing for the removal of  this
awful evil when Sastras most explicitly permit widow marriage.
(Vidyasagar, 133-34)

Highlighting the sufferings of  widows, immorality and abortion,
he appealed to recognize the natural needs with the remark – you think
that with the death of  the husbands, the woman’s body becomes like a
stone. (Sarkar, 266) As a result of  this movement the Government of
India passed the Hindu Widows’ Remarriage Act on 26 July, 1856
legalising the marriage of  Hindu widows in all jurisdictions of  India
under the East India Company rule.

In Assam the foremost supporters of  widow marriage movement
were Gunabhiram Barua and (1837-1894) and Hem Chandra Barua.
Both came under direct or indirect influence of  the reform movement in
Bengal (Barua (Ed.),  5) Both were representatives of  Assamese middle
class. In 1851, Gunabhiram Barua went to Kolkata for higher studies.
(Barua, 75) He first studied in Kalutola Branch School. In 1854 he got
admitted in Presidency College but could not succeed the second year
examination. Then he studied law but could not complete as he had to
come to Assam for his marriage with Brajasundari in Dec., 1857. (Barua,
121) In spite of  his willingness to return to Kolkata to complete his law
education but could not go. In 1859 he was appointed as Sub-Assistant
Commissioner and served in different districts. (Barua, 253-55)

Gunabhiram Barua was in Kolkata when the widow marriage
movement headed by Vidyasagar was at its peak. He was directly
influenced by this movement and the debates that were going on as
well as attracted to the Brahmo movement. (Barua, p. 119) The problems
of  widow marriage, child marriage, polygamy etc. though prevalent in
Assam were not as rampant as in Bengal. Child marriage was mainly
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practised by the Brahmins and the Kayasthas. Widow marriage was
common among others except these two castes. Nevertheless, adultery,
infanticide and abortion seemed not uncommon among some widows.
Harakanta Sadar Amin mentions an event in his autobiography that a
widow in North Guwahati became pregnant. (Bordoloi (Ed.) 85-87) Since
May, 1853, Gunabhiram wrote a number of  articles and letters in
Orunodoi on widow marriage and other social and literary issues as it
was the only Assamese news paper published in Assam at that time. The
Orunodoi too, always welcomed such writings. The first news on widow
marriage appeared in its May, 1846 issue that some educated and wise
persons of  Kolkata after discussion in a meeting adopted resolution in
favour of  widow marriage. Gunabhiram started writing a series of  letters
from May, 1853 in Orunodoi advocating education for both boys and
girls with an appeal to the parents. (Brown (Ed.), May, July, Aug., Oct.,
1853) His article ‘Bibahar Samayat Ji Sakal Niyom Pratipalan Kora Kartabya’(
Rules Ought to be Followed at the Time of  Marriage) in the name of  an
Assamese person mentions - Except the Hindus, the Muslim and Christian
widows can marry again. The Manu Samhita allows the widows to marry
who have not seen their husbands. The Sudras also of  our country have
the custom of  widow marriage. Moreover, he discusses about the suitable
age for marriage for both boys and girls, the need of  an understanding
between them, ban on child marriage or marriage at old age, evil effects
of  polygamy etc. (Brown (Ed.), Dec. 1853) Being elated at the news of
a widow marriage held in Medinipur district from a news paper ‘Bhaskar’,
he sent the news to be published in Orunodoi with the hope that such
custom if  would come into vogue in all places of  India, then foeticide,
adultery etc. would much be lessened. (Brown (Ed.) Jan. 1854) In all
these the influence of  Vidyasagar’s writing on child marriage is clearly
discernible. He regularly sent information about the development of
widow marriage movement in Bengal to be published in Orunodoi so
that the people of  Assam could know.

The Company government when passed the Hindu Widows’
Remarriage Act, he expressed happiness in a letter to the Arunodoi.
(Goswami, Sept. 1856) His happiness knew no bounds after the
marriage of  Sachandra Vidyaratna Bhattacharya with a widow named
Jagat Kali. He even proposed to start a new era called Bidhababibahabda.
(Goswami, Jan, 1857) Gunabhiram also, like Vidyasagar believed that
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mere legal measures on widow marriage would not be sufficient if
attitude of  the people remain unchanged. Therefore he continued
writing. In October, 1856, he wrote an article in Arunodoi on the topic
‘Puruse Tirotak Kene Byabahar Karibo Lage” (How man should treat
woman). He discussed in this article the deplorable condition of  Assamese
women though god creates both the sex in equal terms. In reply to a
letter he wrote a long article in Arunodoi in support of  widow marriage
with the help of  Vidyasagar’s book. (Goswami, Nov, 1856) Like
Vidyasagar widow marriage was the chief  mission of  his social reform
programme. On his way to Assam from Kolkata in 1857 on a boat, he
wrote a drama Ram-Navami in Assamese. It was published in Arunodoi
in parts. (Goswami, Feb, March, April, 1860) The writer held the custom
on the ban of  widow marriage responsible for tragic end of  the lives of
Navami, the widow, her lover Ramchandra and friend Jayanti. The drama
was republished in 1870 by him with the hope that the people after
reading it would realize the sorrow, distress and painful life of  the widows
and would try to ameliorate their condition.

Gunabhiram did not remain content with his struggle for widow
marriage but he set an example. It has already been mentioned that while
he was in Kolkata he was attracted to Brahmo Dharma. In 1869 he
accepted it formally at Dhubri. In 1870 he married Bishnupriya Devi,
the widow of  Parashuram Barua according to Brahmo rites as his first
wife had died in 1867. It was also the first registered marriage in Assam
after the Native Marriage Act (Act III of  1872) came into force. (Barua,
153-55: Barua (Ed.), 20, Saikia, 206) Gunabhiram, after the death of  the
husband of  his daughter, married off  her again. (Barpujari, 50) His
example was followed by Jaduram Dekabarua who not only supported
this movement but married a widow. (Barpujari, 49-50) He relentlessly
continued his struggle for upliftment of  the condition of  women. He
himself  wrote articles and also published articles on different women
issues written by others e.g. Swadhinata ne Swechhachar and Ghoinir Kartabya
o Stri Siksha by Ratneswar Mahanta, Narir Muktavastha and Stri Siksha by
Purnakanta Sarma etc. in Asam-Bandhu (1885-86), an Assamese monthly
journal edited and published by him. Without any prejudice he published
these articles though some of  them bore conservative tone so that an
open and liberal discussion could be held.
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Conclusion:

Thus the role played by Gunabhiram Barua in social reform
movement in Assam in the second half  of  the 19th century contributed
immensely for upliftment of  the status of  women when there was
discrimination. The two proverbs in Assamese, Lao jimanei dangar nahaok
pator tal (No matter how much a woman achieves, her position is always
lower than a man ), Jowanye nileo niya Yame nileo niya (Giving in marriage
or letting her die is the same for a woman) clearly reveals the attitude
of  the people towards this weaker section. The much talked gender
equality movement of  today actually started by Gunabhiram Barua in
Assam during colonial era.q
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Abstract
The socio-cultural change in the context of  Manipur happened
mainly because of  the influence of  outside forces, i.e. the
coming of Hinduism. Hinduism left behind its impact on
various aspects of  life and culture of  the Meitei community
in the valley of  Manipur. There was social transformation as a
sequel to the introduction of  Hinduism. It may be mentioned
here that before the adoption of Hindu religion, the Meitei,
the dominant community of  Manipur valley have been the
followers in their traditional religion related to their notion in
Supreme Being, duality of  sky god and earth Mother goddess,
ancestral deities, natural phenomena as well as evil spirits. The
religion also possessed relatively evolved and elaborate rituals
of  its very own. But, with the advent of  Hinduism among this
community, the process of  sanskritisation was necessitated which
resulted into renouncing their very own conventional faith. It is
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true that the change of  religion brings about fundamental
transformation on society and its culture. In case of  Meitei
community of  Manipur at the dawn of  18th century, the actual
cause for changes in societal set up and culture was mainly due
to their conversion on Hinduism and the consequent in this
spiritual transformation turned into the effect of  which changed
the whole social and cultural landscape of  Manipur.

Keywords:  Hinduism, society, culture, religion, Manipur

Introduction

Manipur, a small kingdom of  northeastern part of  India, which
had enjoyed a rich and long historical tradition with her own distinctive
culture and separate political identity.(Sanajaoba 252) It has a cradle of
human civilization and creativity which has come under the influence
of  many cultures of  various ethnic groups who came at different phase
and then contributed to the development of  this small state of  India’s
north eastern frontier. (Kabui 1) The historical development of  Manipur
basically beginning  from the establishment of a clan principality at
Kangla in the heart of  Imphal city to a powerful kingdom comprising
the surrounding hills and territories in the Chindwin basin is undoubtedly
evident from the expansion of  Manipur’s territory. The Meiteis are the
ruling community mainly inhabiting in the valley of  Manipur from time
immemorial. (Sanajaoba 145) With the dawn of  history, they developed
a monarchical form of  government and consequently, extended their
superiority in the surrounding hill areas and other kingdoms that lay
beyond the hills. Their political organization, social set-up, religion,
language, literature, martial tradition, dance, music and other fine arts
played a significant role in developing their identity.(Ibid) However, at
the dawn of  18th century, the socio-cultural life of  the Meities of  Manipur
was gradually changed. ( Kamei 233 )The actual cause for changes in
social and culture occurred mainly due to their conversion on Hinduism
and the consequent in this spiritual transformation turned into the effect
of  which changed the whole social and cultural landscape of  Manipur.

Objectives

The present paper makes an attempt to look at as to how Hinduism
had influenced on Manipuri society and culture.

To review its changes on various traditional social institutions and
culture.
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Methodology

The study is mainly historical, descriptive and analytical. Both
primary and secondary sources are consulted for preparing this paper.
The secondary data mainly consists of  published/unpublished books,
journals and travelogue etc.
Discussion and Analysis

The Process of  Hinduisation in Manipur

The growth and development of  Hinduism in Manipur was a long
continuous process. Before the adoption of  Hinduism, the Meiteis
who were the dominant community of  Manipur state, have followed
their own traditional religion. Accordingly, they had maintained their
own unique traditional institutions, customs, scripts, culture and
religious beliefs and practices. ( Devi 146) However, there were some
drastic changes taken place in this uniqueness which were specially
brought by various external forces. Of  these forces, Hinduisation is
one amongst the most powerful processes that began from the beginning
of  18th century CE. (Singh 23) It is stated that the growth and
development of  Hinduism in Manipur was actually dramatic in the
sense that the casteless Manipuris were steadily assimilated to the Hindu
social fold and accordingly a new social order of  ‘purity’ and ‘pollution’
were emerged into the region where there was a strong concept of
equality based on tribalism and egalitarianism. (Sudhir 68) However,
the most important fact is that the acceptance of  Hinduism by the
kings of  Manipur had become a turning point in the socio-cultural
history of  Manipur. Though religion is the main substance for bringing
about the cultural changes in the society. (Singh 23) It is also the fact
that religion exemplifies a system of  beliefs and practices found in
every culture and binds all its members in a symbolic social order
through codes of  conduct (bonds of  solidarity). (Sharma 431) It can
be flexibly admitted that the socio-cultural change among the Meitei
community happened mainly because of  the growth and development
of  Hinduism in Manipur as well as of  its influence and accordingly,
process of  sanskritisation was taken place under the successive rulers
of  Manipur unabatedly.(Singh, M. 149)In consideration of  the growth
and development of  Hinduism in Manipur, we can generally classify
its development into four distinct stages. This is the early stage where
Manipuri people firstly came into contact with Hinduism in the form
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of  Vishnu worship in the middle of  the 15th century CE, i.e. during the
reign of  Manipuri king Kyamba and secondly, the development of
Nimandi and Ramanandi cult in the 18th century CE. The third stage is
the introduction of Goudiya cult during the reign of king
Bheigyachandra, and the fourth is the last stage where there was the
development of  religious authoritative power of  Brahma Sabha in the
19th century CE. (Singh, N. 55-56) However, the most important fact is
that, the popularity of Hindu religion among the people of the Manipur
valley was widely spread when it was adopted as a state religion of
Manipur in 18th century CE. (Singh, G. 32)

When the king Kyamba was ruling in the 15th century CE, Manipur
kingdom was treated as an important landmark for the growth and
development of  Hinduism. The fact is that during his reign, many
Brahmins began to migrate from different parts of  India and then
entered into Manipur for the purpose of  spread Hindu doctrines.(Singh,
R.K. 81). With the passage of  time, they began to settle in Manipur
valley under the royal patronage and then carried on their proselytizing
activities. Thereafter, they played a very significant role in the socio-
religious life of  the people of  the valley which paved the way for the
rise and growth of  Hinduism in Manipur.(Singh, G.P. 62-64) It was
due to the influence of  Brahmins that the construction of  icons of
Hindu gods and goddesses started gradually which caused to the growth
and development of  temples in the valley of  Manipur.(Sanajaoba 453).
Besides this, another remarkable aspect of  king Kyamba’s period was
the beginning of  the influence of  Hinduism through the form of  Vishnu
worship. In this connection, it is stated that king Kyamba received a
small image of  Vishnu as a gift from Chaopha Khekhomba of  Pong
king and after that, built a Vishnu temple at Vishnupur in which the
image of  Vishnu was installed. Thus, the reign of  king Kyamba (1467-
1508 CE), witnessed not only the immigration of  Brahmins to Manipur
but also the beginning of  Vishnu worship among the people of
Manipur.(Singh, R.K. 83-84). However, it is important to note that
although the worship of  Vishnu received especially under the patronage
of  king Kyamba, but it was confined only to the royal family members.
(Kabui 236).

 The adoption of  Hinduism by the kings of  Manipur usually occupies
an important place in the socio-cultural history of  Manipur. The reign of
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Manipuri king Charairongba marked a drastic socio-cultural and political
transformation in the history of  Manipur.  Very interesting is that, he was
the first Meitei king who adopted the Sanskrit name, Pitamber Singh.(Singh,
N. 61). Therefore, from the point of  the development of  the religious history
of  Manipur, it can widely be observed that king Charairongba’s reign was
very significant as his conversion to Hinduism as well as his great patronizing
attitude to the new religion had produced a great positive impact for the
consolidation of  Hindu colonialism in Manipur.(Paratt 135). The development
of  Hinduism which had continued to flourish since the time of  king Kyamba
reached further height during the reign of  King Pamheiba popularly known
by his Hindu name Garibniwaz.(Ranjit 119). When Garibniwaz ascended to
the throne of  Manipur in 1709 CE, the history of  Hinduism in Manipur
took a new form.(Singh, G.P. 37). He not only accepted Hinduism as the
state religion but also imposed it on all his subjects and it marked the opening
of  a new era in socio-religious spheres of  Manipur.(Ranjit 120). Therefore,
the reign of  Garibniwaz was very important especially for the transitional
period in the religious history of  Manipur. It needs to mention here that at
first his religious policy formed a death-blow to the traditional religious
practices, and secondly, it laid the basic foundation for complete
transformation of  social-cultural life of  the Manipuri people under the
influence of  Hindu way of  life.(Singh, N 61). Due to the acceptance of
Hinduism as a state religion, traditional socio-cultural and religious system
of  Manipur was integrated with the Hindu traditions.(Bareh 99). Whatever
the customs, the rites and ceremonies as well as the festivals are observed or
performed by the Meitei community in Manipur are actually in conformity
with the Hindu ideals and practices during that period. (Singh, M 126).

 As already stated earlier, the process of  socio-religious and cultural
integration of  Manipur with India began during the reign of  Garibniwaz
but it was consolidated by his grandson Bheigyachandra. He specially
took various steps to make the popularization of  Hinduism in Manipur
by constructing temple and curving image of  the gods and
goddesses.(Kabui 275). His most important contribution generally lies
on the installation of  the image of  Shri Govindaji.(Singh, E 58).
However, one important fact during the reign of  Bheigyachandra was
that there occurred the emergence of  a new syncretic religion and the
new forms of  dance known as Ras dance was introduced.(Singh, G.P.
56). It is a fact that right from the primitive age, the people of  Manipur
worshipped gods and goddesses through dance and music. Therefore,
dance is a part and parcel of  the cultural life of  the people of
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Manipur.(Singh, N 99). Accordingly, Manipur has undoubtedly made a
significant contribution to the evolution of  Hindu culture in India
through her dance and music. Hence, as a result of  cultural forms and
figures in Meitei society was reconstructed and retransformed many
times through various measures taken by the king and religious authority
in order to survive and sustain the power and authority of  the king in
different historical periods.
Hinduism and Socio-Cultural Change

 The major impact of  Hinduisation process in Manipur was on
the socio-cultural identity of  the Meitei community. With the emergence
of  Hinduism in Manipur, the process of  sanskritisation was begun
and subsequently, it resulted on renouncing of  the traditional religion
of  Meities. (Devi 146). It is stated that the sanskritisation was a natural
process that went on steadily and the people accepted the changes as it
came their ways. There are many important sources, like epigraphic,
numismatics, etc., that have already established the facts of  adoption
of  Hindu religion by Manipuri people towards the beginning of  the
18th century C.E.(Sanajaoba 159). It was especially through the cultural
project of  the Brahmins that the whole myth of  the Meiteis was re-
narrated with elements from Hindu mythology. It had started with the
renaming of  the state viz; ‘Kangleipak’ to ‘Manipur’ relating Manipur to
the Mahabharata, ruled by Babrubahana, son of  Arjuna, the great
Pandava hero.(Sudhir 81). In fact, all the Meitei kings were also given
Hindu names and declared them as Kshatriyas.(Kabui 257).
Traditionally, the Meiteis were divided into seven clans known as the
salais. Under these clan oligarchies there existed a feudal social system,
where there were two distinct social classes, namely the royal aristocracy
and the commoners, including the slaves. It was so surprising that after
Hinduisation, all the Meitei people were classed as Kshatriyas and
accordingly so-called seven salais were also assigned with the Hindu
gotras.(Sudhir 81).

 The Brahmin priests used these gotra names during the life cycle
rituals connected with birth, death and marriage ceremonies. They played
an important role in the socio-cultural and religious life of  the Meitei
society.

Due to the growing influence of  Hinduism, the traditional Meitei
custom underwent considerable changes. As a result of  mass conversion
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into Hinduism, their indigenous ancestral deities were also identified
with that of  Hindu deities. For instance, Meitei god Nongpok Ningthou
was identical with Lord Shiva, Soraren, king of  heaven with Indra,
Wangbaren, the water God with Varuna, goddess Panthoibi with Parvati
or Durga and then god Pakhangba was identical with Lord Vishnu. In
addition to this, most of  the traditional Meitei festivals were given
Hindu names or modified with Hindu forms. For example, the
traditional festivals of  Meiteis like Waira Tenkap became Kirtan of  Lord
Rama, Kongba Leithong Phatpa became Vishnu Sankranti, Ahong Khongching
became Ratha-Yatra, Heikru Hidongba became Jal-Yatra.(Sudhir 81). Kwak
Tanba was then substituted by Dusserah as well as Chanou Hui Chintu
was replaced by Govardhan Puja.(Singh, G.P. 77). In this way, the pre
Hindu festivals were thoroughly sanskritised during the period under
study and were also modified to bring within the inclusive of  Hindu
fold. Apart from these, the Hinduised Meitei started to celebrate many
Hindu religious festivals, like Holi, Janmasthami, Durga Puja, Ratha-
Yatra, Shivaratri, Saraswati Puja, Diwali, etc.

Other changes brought by Hinduism was on the rites and ritual
ceremonies associated with various stages of  life were modified and
expanded by addition of  Hindu elements. According to the chronicle
and other ancient Manipuri texts, prior to the Hinduisation in Manipur,
there were four methods of  disposal of  the dead, namely Nungshitki
Potloi (left in air), Ishingi Potloi (immerse in water), Leibakki Potloi (buried),
Meigi Potloi (cremation).(Sudhir 37-38). All these methods were based
on the nature of  death. But, the system of  cremation was allowed after
Hinduisation. Due to the acceptance of  Hinduisation process, the role
and function of the traditional Maiba and Maibi (priest and priestesses)
were also replaced by the Brahmins.(Singh, N 50-51). Hinduism has
also a considerable effect upon the rites of  the passage of  the Meitei.
Due to the cultural contact with mainland India, various other changes
also appeared in the Meitei culture, as the Meiteis began to regular
pilgrimages in the Hindu holy places. The practice of  merging the
forehead bones/funeral ash of  the cremated person in the river Ganga
was also followed.(Kabui 258). So, the practice of  pilgrimages in the
holy places of  Hindu is still practiced in the Meitei society.  Thus, the
syncretism of  the Meitei indigenous religion with its gods and
goddesses, its legends and tradition, its myths and rituals, its beliefs
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and practices and its rites and ceremonies and the Brahmanical faith
and Vaishnava Hinduism constitutes the essence of  present day
Hinduism in Manipur.(Singh, G.P. 71).

. As a perspective measure of  Hinduisation process, idol worship
became very popular in Manipur. There are many temples sprang up
and the most famous is the palace temple dedicated to Shri Govindaji.
The temple of  Shri Govindaji is the institution par excellence connected
with the cultural life of  people of  Manipur valley.(Sharma 243). The
development of  Hinduism in Manipur resulted in a great literary
progress which had witnessed during the 18th and 19th centuries CE.
The Bengali script was adopted in place of  archaic Meitei script. The
local writers were also attracted towards producing those kinds of
literature which mainly focused on Hindu religion and culture. The
primary objective behind such kind of  activities was to create awareness
among the Manipuri people about the accomplishment of the Hindu
culture and consciousness for preserving and promoting
Hinduism.(Singh, G.P. 81-83). The Manipuri literature proved to be a
convincing force for the propagation and popularization of  the Hindu
religion and culture among the masses. It may be mentioned here that
through the process of  sanskritisation, the devotional songs were sung
in archaic Bengali and Sanskrit. The social outlook of  the Meiteis also
underwent tremendous changes due to the influences of  Bengali
language and literature.(Lal Dena 101). As a result, the people started
not only to adopt Hindu names (especially Sanskrit and Bengali) but
also used it in the names of  localities, hills, rivers, etc.(Kabui 277).
Moreover, they liked to use Bengali cloths, such as dhotis, kurtas and
even the royalty had almost adopted the Bengali style with minimum
ritualistic dresses and costumes.(Singh 76). It thus, indicates that the
Meiteis were not only the followers of  Hindu culture but also the
preserver of  Sanskrit and Bengali culture. So, the major changes in
socio-cultural and religious spheres which were specially made by the
king and religious authorities during the period of  Hinduisation were
the parts of  such project. Undeniably, the whole picture of  the Meitei
society was gradually transformed into the Hindu culture. Thus, the
growth and development of  Hinduism in Manipur valley marked the
synthesis of the old and new elements and consequently it led to the
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evolution of  a syncretized form of  Hinduism which is still practiced in
the valley of  Manipur.

Conclusion

Hinduism being the most popular and flourishing religion in
Manipur left an indelible impact on the contemporary society, indigenous
religion and culture of  Meiteis in the valley of  Manipur. Due to the
gradual development of  Hinduism in the Meitei society, the importance
of  the traditional religion which was associated with the growth of  the
society was completely marginal and people began to give more
emphasis to the practices of  new religious cults. Accordingly, the overall
analysis of  Meitei society shows that social structural transformation
took place in different historical periods among which the major changes
had been occurred in the areas of  culture and identity during the period
of  Hinduisation.  In the course of  the evolution of  Meitei society, the
traditional religion and culture of  the Meities had been further enriched
with the absorption and assimilation of  elements from other Hindu
cultures. Thus, the socio-cultural system prevailing present day in
Manipur valley can be taken as a legacy of  syncretized form of
Hinduism that evolved during the 18th century Manipur.q
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Introduction:
Among the ancient heritages of  Golaghat district of  Assam, the

Deopahar of  Numaligarh is the most noteworthy. Deopahar is situated
across the National Highway no 39 and at a distance of  4.5 kilometer
away from Numaligarh Tiniali. On the top of  the hill situated at a height
of 300 meters from the plain area, there are the remains of a beautiful
ancient temple with unprecedented specimen of  sculptures.

In 1874 Major Godwin Austin first published a note on archaeological
remains of  Deopahar. Later in 1924-25, T.N.Ramachandran published a
detailed note on the remains of  Numaligarh in the Annual Survey Report
on Indian Archaeology. As early as 1936, T.N. Ramachandran noticed a
slab bearing an amalaka design inscribed in late nageri character reading
dhi, u, ma, vya or (gha) datable to CE 1100.(H.N.Dutta-53) After
Independence many of  the research scholars like Pratap Chandra
Choudhury (1959), Birinchi Kumar Baruah (1961), Robindra Dev
Choudhury (1985), Nishipad Dev Choudhury (1985), Prodip Sharma
(1988), Monoranjan Dutta (1990), Hemendra Nath Dutta (1988),
Abarhard Fisher (1988) and others published their research thesis on the
architecture and sculpture of  Deopahar.

In 1990, Directorate of  Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Assam
took measures for the preservation of  the remains of  Deopahar. In
2004-2005 Hemendra Nath Dutta took measures for systematically
excavating the remains of  the stone temple found at 3 meter high at
Deopahar. Over a stone floor measuring about 10.70 X 9.40 meter in
breadth and 0.40 meter in height, the remains of a stone temple of
34.50 meter in circumference carved with beautiful design were found.
The floor of  the temple and the interior of  the garbhagriha were carved
with beautiful sculptures. The pictures carved on stones like petals of
lotus, geometric designs, flying vidyadhar, gajthor, kirtimukh etc. which
were the specimen of  perfect sculptures. The foothill of  the temple
sculpture was round and joined with a short mandap.
Objectives of  the Study:

1. To study the archaeological remains of  Deopahar area.
2. To find out the impotent features of  the sculptures.
3. To highlight the possibilities and potentialities of  historical tourism in

Deopahar.
Methodology:

The study is based both on primary and secondary sources. Primary
data’s are collected through the field study, spot observation and from
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official records and the secondary data’s are collected from various published
sources like books, journals, souvenirs, papers etc. Internet sources are also
consulted. The present study is analytical and descriptive in nature.
Origin of  the Name of  Deopahar:

There are many prevailing opinions and legends regarding the origin
of  the name of  Deopahar. According to one opinion the Karbi people
who lived in this area named the hill as Deopahar or Deoparbat. The
tribes used the word ‘Deo’ or ‘Dev’ in order to mean Lord Shiva.
(G.Goswami-89)

The ancient name of  Deopahar or Deoparbat was ‘Haithali Parbat’.
(P.Borgohain-173) According to another tradition the hill was famous
as the living place of  various gods and goddesses. Therefore the place
was known as Deoparbat. In due course of  time the place was popular
as Deopahar.(S.K.Baruah-202)

According to a legend, the Ahom Swagadeo Swarganarayan alias
Suhunmung Dihingia Raja(1497-1539) built the fort of  Numaligarh in
this area. At the time of  building this fort, an evil spirit of  huge structure
appeared before him. As the evil spirit appeared in the hill so it was
known as Deopahar.(S.K.Baruah-202)

According to another legend, While Godapani in his fugitive stage
was wandering to save himself  from the oppression of  Lora Raja alias
Sulikpha, he enjoyed the dance of  beautiful fairies in this area. As these
fairies vanished in the air after performing their dance, so this hill was
believed to be the abode of  evil fairies and from that gradually it was
known as Deopahar. (G.Pathak-104)

According to another source Deopahar was the capital of  king
Jarasandha. In the ancient copper plate inscriptions of  Kamrupi Kings
there was mentioned of  an invincible fort known as Joyscandavar in a
place called Haichyaka or Happaka. It is believed that the word
Joyscandavar (Invincible fort) was originated from the word Jorasandha
situated at Numaligarh. (G.N.Saikia-7)

The sculpture and architecture of  the broken Shiva temple of
Deopahar first came to the notice of  Thomas Guardthei, the English
tea planter and only after this, the sculpture and architecture of  this
temple was brought to the lime light and studies continued upon it.
(G.Goswami-89) There are two roads-One by staircase and another by
cemented road to climb up to the peak of  the Deopahar. In the stone
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sculptures engraved on the body of  the temple the pictures of  human
figures with beautiful specimen of  mouth, nose and other parts of  the
body, trees, creepers and leaves are depicted so artistically and from
these, the cultural and artistic mind of  the people of  that period can be
drawn nicely. The famous stone sculptures found at Deopahar are -
flying apsara, fascinating poses of  Vishnu, different gestures of  Dwarpal
Shiva, Ganesha,  Yama,  Sun, image of  Sani, dancing images, dancing
images of  gods and goddess on elephants, joint dances of  males and
females. (A.B.Goswami-13) According to size, style and nature of  the
sculptures of  Deopahar these can be divided into following heads:-

i.Sculptures of  God and Goddesses:

Among the unprecedented sculptures engraved on stone the most
famous are-beautiful posture of  Lord Vishnu, Padma, Matshyakanya,
Vishnu in the form of  taking care, flying Gandharva, flying
Apsara(fairy), doorkeeper (dwarpal), door in charge (Duwarpallika),
different poses of  Lord Shiva, demi God and goddesses, daughter of
Gandharbha holding lotus in hand, sage etc. (B.Saikia & S.Saikia-192)
The images of  Indra and his wife Sashi on the dome of  the temple and
the images of  Shiva and Parvati are also very attractive. On the top of
the Deopahar there is also an image of  Yama in sitting gesture which is
also very rare to be found. But the head of  the Yama was totally shivered
from his body.(A.B.Goswami-14) But from the stone sculptures and
the carvings we can have an idea regarding highly improved sculptures
of that  period. One of the most beautiful sculptures of Deopahar is
the flying image of  apeswari with three heads. One such image is now
kept in Numaligarh Shiva temple and another at State Museum at
Guwahati. Having judged the perfect ornamentation of  these images,
archaeologist G.Bhuyan opines that in the 10th century a kind of  local
art was developed in Assam because he finds no similarity between the
face cut of the sculptures of Deopahar with any other sculpture of
India.(S.Gogoi-36) The face cut of  those sculptures is long, chin pointed
and eyes are comparatively long. But for how long such kind of  art has
existed is not known exactly. Dr. Rabindra Dev Choudhury, Director,
Department of  Archaeology Assam, opines that from the ruins of
Deopahar we can have an idea regarding the antiquity and continuity
of  art of  that period. But there is no denying the fact that once in
Deopahar there was a huge temple but in course of  time it turned into
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ruins due to some natural calamity. One of  the finest and most beautiful
statues is that of  an apsara with pointed nose, long chin, deer like eyes,
long eye brows and with partly smiling face. Another beautiful stone
sculpture is the image of  Lakshmi who is nursing the ailing Vishnu.
From that stone carving the skill and technique adopted by the sculptor
can be clearly viewed. The sculptor adorns the statue of  Vishnu with
long ear rings, and covers the head with crown studded with precious
jewels and beads. The statue is adorned with bangles on hands a floral
garment is wrapped round the waist covering up to the knees.

A new dimension in the field of sculpture has been added with
the discovery of  a beautiful sculpture in the interior of  the temple of
Deopahar. Through the sculpture which is divided into four chambers,
the sculptor tries to unite together his expression of  narrative thoughts
and descriptions. The facial expressions of  the images possess non Aryan
features and from this it is clear that the non Aryan people of  that time
were the devotees of  Lord Shiva. By the side of  the garvagriha to the east
of  the temple, a small stone sculpture having three chambers has been
found which adds another beauty to the temple. In the first panel of  the
chamber there is the image of  Binapani, in the second chamber there is
carved out a garland of  rudraksha and in the third chamber a picture of  a
cavalry soldier is carved out beautifully. The stone sculpture having those
carved images is 32 inches in breadth. Among all the sculptures, the
images of  gandharva and apsara are very beautiful to look at.

One of the salient features of stone sculptures of Deopahar is the
use of  the garland of  rudraksha in different organs of  the body of  the
images. Some of  the images are seen in meditating pause taking garland
of  rudraksha in their hands.(S.Gogoi-31-32) The sculptor carved out
the beads of  rudraksha in the images so beautifully and perfectly with
expert hands that one will be surprised to look at them.

Sculptural images of  Flowers, Trees, Creepers and Animals:
Until a few years ago one could notice some stone carvings lying

scattered on both sides of  the small path going to Deopahar and some
stone images piled one upon another in a plain area. Some monuments
are seen in standing and some in half  buried condition. To the south
of  the piled up images, there lies a big round stone in a standing position
which is 4.25 meter x 24 centimeter in circumference. Beneath the
stone is engraved a circle of  lotus. The circle though at a glance seems
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to be divided into four parts but when noticed minutely, five parts are
visible including the small chakra in the middle of  the circle. Lotus is
regarded as the symbol of  ideal life, so it is regarded as very holy by the
Hindus. Lotus is also given first preference in worshipping Shiva and it
is believed that mental desires of  men are fulfilled when Shiva is
worshipped with lotus. There it is seen that there is a close relation
between Indian culture and religion which is clearly manifested in the
sculptures and carvings found in Deopahar.

Among the stone sculptures of the temple are the blooming lotuses
in the pond, different kinds of  creepers, trees, leaves, half  bloom flower
buds, full bloom different flowers, animals like monkey, elephants, deer,
goats where the lively expression of  craftsmanship are fully reflected.

Two of  the beautiful stone images are found in the eastern direction
of  the temple. Each stone image is 3 feet 4 inches in length and 2 feet
5 inches in circumference. It is very beautiful to look the middle of  the
sculpture which is ornamented with some of  the beads which look like
a garland wearing on the neck by a woman. The top of  the stone
sculpture is ornamented with round borders upon which motifs of
hanging lotus buds are carved out. On the body of  the hanging lotus,
rows of  creepers carved out in geometric design are seen. In one lotus
leaf, picture of  an elephant in ekpade gesture is also seen.

There are two huge door jambs each divided into bands with various
designs, like drooping lotus petals, entwining creeper scrolls with animal
and human figures within the loops, flying human figures, etc. The two
jambs belong to different sets of  door frames, and one of  them is seen
to have female doorkeepers in the lower section.(H.K.Barpujari-445)
Among the familiar animal sculptures of  Deopahar the elephants are
very common. Fragments of  sandstone with elegantly sculptured
elephant-heads in the attitude of  supporting the superstructure of  the
temple are found amidst the ruins.(B.K.Barua-202)

ii. Idols related to dance and musical instruments:

In the dancing idols of  gods and goddesses, elephant, dancing
elephant upon lotus, mass dance of  male and female, playing of  drum by
male, female dance, playing of  flute, prayer before gods and goddesses
by dancing, feeling of  expression of  joy and praise and thoughtful
expression of  gods and goddesses all are beautifully reflected. Dr. Lila
Gogoi is of  opinion that among these sculptures, one stone sculpture of
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dancing fairy in front of  a sage has its similarity with the sculpture of
dancing Maneka in front of  a sage Biswamitra in the temple of  Konarock
of  Orissa. (B.Saikia & S.Saikia-193)B.K.Barua in his book ‘A Cultural
History of  Assam’ (Early Period) mentioned that another more interesting
and complicated dancing figure of  the time is recovered from the
Deoparbat ruins. Here is shown a sikhara of  foliage with amalaka and
lotus-bud filial flanked by a god and goddesses both dancing with their
legs resting on elephants in turn supported by lotuses. Both the god and
goddesses have four hands holding bow, arrow, rosary and sword and
with perforated patrakundala in the ears and a kiriti-mukuta on the head
with a frontal tiara.(B.K.Barua-199)

iii. Sculpture relating to War:

The beautiful picture of  Garura of  his breach of  vanity, introduction
of  Sugriva before Ram and Lakshmana, fierce fighting between man and
lion, fight between men, eating of  sweet and delicious fruits by Hanuman
in Asoka garden, feelings for victory in war, exit of  warrior with severed
head along with shield and sword with the indicator of  variety in war
were the specimens of  image sculpture relating to war. Besides these, the
sculptures like the fighting of  Ravana with Jatayu Pakhi , unconscious
state of  Lakhmana by the attack of  saktisel, pounding of  herbal medicine
by Susen Baidya to save Lakhmana from death, king Pandu of
Mahabharata shooting sage Kimindar in guise of  a deer with his sexual
desire unfulfilled are seen in Deopahar. (Y.J.Borah & D.Gogoi-355)

iv. Sculpture relating to social life style:

In these sculptures the social and family life of the people during
the age of  the Mahabharata and the Ramayana are also reflected.
Through these sculptures, a clear picture of  the life style of  the people
of  the 9th and 10th century A.D. are also depicted. The specimen of  this
type of  culture were driving of  goat by a sage, journey of  a sage with
a stick in his hand, wearing of  dress materials of  women, sculptures of
man and women  with lotus in their hand, beautiful feelings of
expression of  women remaining busy in preparation of  food etc.

The ceiling slab of  the Shiva temple bears the carving of  an embossed
lotus (visa padma). The second vessel of  the visva padma bears in relif  the
figure of  a Vidyadhara holding a scarf  or a necklace with both hands and
hovering in the sky as if  to make obeisance to the deity below. His legs are
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so arranged as to be symmetrical with the circular course of  the seed-
vessel, a feature generally met with in Gupta and Pala sculptures of  Bengal.
While the facial type is local, the decorative and anatomical details of  the
vidyadhara recall late Gupta and Pala features. (B.K.Barua-196-197)

One of  the stone sculptures measuring about 3 feet 2 inches in
length and 1 feet 3 inches in breadth related with various poses of  man
and women is also found. The stone sculpture is divided into three
chambers and in the first chamber is seen a man sitting in padmashan
pause and looking to a distance in contemplating mood. A woman
sitting on the floor in padabhangi pause tries to make understand
something to the man. In the second chamber a woman with a fruit in
her hand sits on the floor in padabhangi pause and is looking to a distance.
In the third chamber is seen a man and a woman sitting face to face in
the same style i.e. padabhangi pause, both touching their hands and
looking to each other. The male image wears a long ear ring.

Two of  the stone images of  door keepers are kept in upstairs near
the rest room by the Archaeological Department of  Assam. In a stone
of  eleven inches in breadth one image of  door keeper measuring about
23 inches in height is beautifully carved out is found. The door keeper
is standing pressing his chin with a stick like danda as if  contemplating
something. The nose of  the door keeper is found to be very long.
Another stone image of  a door keeper holding trishula in his hand is
also seen there but the image is not so fine and polished in comparison
to the former one. The lower part of  an image up to the waist is also
found at Deopahar and it is believed that the upper part of  the body is
buried deep into the ground due to natural calamity.

In another stone sculpture measuring about 2 feet 2 inches in length
and one feet 4 inches in breadth two images of  women pounding some
corns in a wooden motor called ural sitting on small stools like wooden
pieces are also seen. From this it can also be assumed that the sculpture
may belong to some tribal people of  Assam.

One stone sculpture found in Deopahar consisting of  three panels,
illustrates (a) a women in her toilet, (b) a man dragging a fallen woman
from a scene where another is about to thrash her, while a second
woman is dissuading him, and (c) a man advancing with a raised mace.
Another frieze from the same place, which is divided into four panels,
contains the following scenes from left to right: (i) an ascetic pushing a
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goat before him, (b) another ascetic dancing with sula and dhakka in his
hands and kamandalu hanging from his right arm, and (c) a seated woman
in an ecstatic mood.(B.K.Barua-201)

v.Maithuna Figures:

Besides the different pictures of sexual union (Maithuna) of couples
as mentioned in the Kamasutra of  Vatsyana, the sexual union of  heroes
and heroines of the religious scriptures are also the examples of this type
of  sculptures. One of  the stone sculptures measuring about 3 feet 2
inches in length and 1 feet 3 inches in breadth related with Kamasutra of
Vatsayana is also found at Deopahar. Godwin Austin referring to the
ruins of  a temple at Numaligarh, observed that its panel figures are
‘most obscene in character’. Not only men and women, but even animals
are shown in amorous poses.  Another sculpture from Deopahar shows
a royal archer shooting a deer couple when in coition. According to
T.N.Ramachandran the scene seems to represent the Mahabharata story
of  Pandu, the father of  the Pandavas, who was cursed to die with his
sexual desires ungratified as a result of  his having shot a deer couple in
coition.(B.K.Barua-198-199)

vi. Images in performing of  worship:
Dancing before god and goddesses by making different postures

with hand, a priest bowing down his head before a pious pot (Mangal
Ghot), meditation of  women, the beautiful stone sculpture of  men and
women performing different kinds of  worship increase the beauty of
this type of  sculpture.
vii. Sculptures relating to the story of  Ramayana, Mahabharata
& Puranas:-

On the body of  a stone structure which is 2 feet in height a beautiful
sculpture measuring about six to ten inches is found. The sculpture is
so beautiful that it seemed that the sculptor tries to express the thought
found in the Ramayana of  Shiva Purana. It is important to note that
the sculptor for representing the scene of  elopement of  Seeta by Ravana
and the killing of  the bird Jatayu carved out the image of  Ravana in his
chaturbhuj form.(S.Gogoi-14) In another stone sculpture description of
the ‘great union’ of  Rama, Laxman and Sugriva is found. The sculpture
is 56 inches in length and 16 inches in breadth. The sculpture shows
Rama and Laxmana is sitting pause. Hanuman is kneeling before them
and giving them the identity of  Sugriva who is standing at the backside
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of  Hanuman. From several aspects, the stone sculpture of  Deopahar
can be judged as rare and unique among all the sculptural remains found
in other parts of  Assam. The salient features of  these sculptures are:—

1. The sculpture was established on a huge rock.
2. The lower portion of  the sculpture was round and joined with a small

mandap.
3.  This sculpture was joined to a huge lotus engraved on a stone inscription.
4.   The outer portion of  the sculpture starting from top to the bottom was

beautifully and geometrically designed with sculptures of  different gods
and goddesses, human sculptures and pictures of  the Mahabharata, the
Ramayana and the Bhagawat Puranas, different animals and varieties
of  flora and fauna.(B.Nath-134)

5.  The different pictures engraved on stones and on bodies of  gateways,
ornamental pillars, portraits of  Kal Makar, Gajthor, flying Bidyadhar,
designable dress and ornaments put over the images, appearance of
the faces with broad forehead but becoming small towards chin proved
of  having a stubborn stone sculpture at Deopahar.

6.  At Deopahar a huge stone was carved out and on its surface a structure
was constructed which was also one of  its salient features.

7.  Twelve of  the stone inscriptions were also discovered at Deopahar
where Devanagiri scripts were used. Scholars are of  opinion that the
sculptural remains and portraits of  Makor found at Deopahar has
similarity with the portrait of  Makor found in a temple at Javadip. At
Deopahar, in the sculpture of  kirtimukh continuity of  ancient Indian
sculpture exhibited in Bharhut Buddhist Stupa was clearly noticed. The
most salient feature was that at Deopahar a local sculpture on the
strength of  the local sources was also developed.

During the excavation of  2004-2005 many of  the remains were
discovered at Deopahar. The vast imaginative capacity of  the local
sculptors and architects were neatly expressed in the sculptures like Kal
Makor, Kirtimukh, flying Vidyadhar, Gajthor, Krishna, panels of  doors
and secular sculptures like Rhinoceros, trees, pounding of  rice in ural,
shivered head, and geometric designs and in pictures of  battle.

Analysis of  the remains:-
There are some of  the remains of  sculpture and architecture at

Deopahar of  Numaligarh situated at a distance of  25 kilometers away
from Golaghat town. The remains of  a roof  which looked like the back of
a tortoise discovered at Deopahar are very beautiful to look at and beneath
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this piece of  stone a big lotus is carved out. According to P.C.Choudhury
the sculptured blocks of  stone from Numaligarh are master-pieces of  Indo-
Aryan art.(P.C.Choudhury-7) There is similarity between this temple of
Deopahar with the Parasu Rameswar temple of  8th century Orissa
(A.K.Saikia-11) and the broken temple of  Tezpur. The remains of  the
Shiva temple of  Deopahar are the best manifestation of  the architecture
and sculpture of  that period. There is also similarity between the remains
of  sculpture and architecture of  Deopahar and with that of  the sculpture
and architecture of  the Guptas.(B.C.Saikia-290)

There is a river named Rangsali at a half  kilometer distance from
Deopahar. On both banks of  the river Rangsali many flat pieces of  stone
are lying distributed. From the stone pieces it can be imagined that they
were cut out for the purpose of  building a temple or a house. If  someone
enters the forest, he can notice an ancient stone quarry across the river
Rangsali where the stones are lying distributed. (P.Borgohain-176) In
that place stones were probably cut and later gathered in a separate place.
It is to be noted that river Rangsali is connected with river Dhansiri and
from this river Dhansiri stones were sent to Tezpur through the
Brahmaputra. Because the stones of  the temple of  Dah Parbatiya of
Tezpur and the stones of  Bamuni Pahar of  Tezpur are same as that of
the stones of  Rangsali quarry. According to famous archaeologist
R.D.Banerjee the dilapidated stone houses and temples of  Tezpur
belonged to 8th or 9th century A.D. Archaeologists are of  the opinion that
the sculpture of  the broken temple of  Deopahar is same as the sculpture
of  the stone temple of  Tezpur.(P.Baruah-91) According to some scholars
the temple was constructed by king Harjjara Varma or by his successors
in the early part of  the 9th century A.D. after establishing their capital at
Tezpur. According to archaeologist Raj Mohan Nath, the present
Numaligarh region was a town situated on the eastern border of  the
kingdom of  Harjjara Varma and the temple of  Deopahar was the main
temple of  the town of  Numaligarh.(B.Nath-134) But there is no
information regarding the name of  the town of  that period. During the
reign of  the Guptas sculpture engraved on stones was prevalent in
Kamrupa. There are many evidences of  such sculptures in Tezpur and
in Guwahati. The influence of  Gupta art and sculpture also fell upon the
art and sculpture of  Deopahar. Dr. Maheswar Neog and Raj Mohan
Nath opined that the temple of  Deo Pahar was destroyed due to some
earthquake.
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T.N.Ramachandran, former joint Director General of  Archaeology
of  India appreciated the plastic art of  Deopahar in the following words-
‘Elegantly sculptured blocks of  sand stone recalling late Gupta art are
found scattered in such profusion that already many of  them are being
taken away by house-builders and curio-hunters. The ruins are of  a
Shiva temple dating back to the 10th -11th century A.D.’(S.Barkataki-
67) According to R.D.Choudhury, “The 10th century was a landmark in
the history of  the art of  Assam. Assam now adopted stone stele or
silapatta already popular in Bengal and Bihar for high relief  carvings
of  god and goddesses”. He also mentioned that it must be very clear
that by 12th century A.D. as in Bihar and Bengal, in Assam also the
sculptural art reached its zenith.(R.D.Choudhury-80-81)

Sri Harshadeva was one of  the famous and war like kings of
Salastambha dynasty ruled over Kamrup and during his reign Kalinga or
Orissa and the Gorakhyapur area of  Bihar were within his kingdom.
Perhaps because of  these ornamental sculptures found at Satrughneswar
and Bharateswar temples of  Orissa were exactly same with that of  the
remains of  the sculptures of  Deopahar temple.(B.Saikia & S.Saikia-107)

Conclusion:
There is the necessity of  more study, research and excavation work

upon the ancient architectural remains and sculptures that are lying at
Deopahar of  Numaligarh. Because in the different places of  the area
surrounding the Deopahar are lying scattered many stone pieces, stone
boats and other sculptures similar to that of  Deopahar. In order to
recover these valuable artifacts proper survey and research work are
most essential. If  more sculptures and architectural remains will be
excavated in this area, then it will prove that these belonged to the
reign of  the Palas. It is believed that during the reign of  the Palas who
ruled in the 11th -12th century A.D. had cultural contact not only with
the Numaligarh area of  the Brahmaputra valley but also with different
places of  India and with South East Asia. It is observed from the
circumstances stated above that there are very good scope and potentials
for the development of  tourism industry in Deopahar area. Thus we
can conclude with beautiful comments of  Beni Madhav Baruah, the
famous Pali scholar -‘No visitor can go back without falling in love
with those smiling faces’. (S.Barkataki-67)q
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Introduction

Development has many approaches and forms but in the sense of
transformation for the better it bears little meaning unless participatory
approaches are used to mobilize the local people. Therefore, the major
intention of  developmental activities is to look at people as active
participants for sustainable progress and welfare. In the words of  Bessette
(2004:17) “Development is no longer considered as a process being
directed towards beneficiaries, but as a result of  the involvement and
effort of  people”.

In this scenario, the concept of  women development has undergone
a drastic change due to the introduction of  new policies, programmes
by the government. Such programmes particularly aimed at the low
income women. The government of  India, therefore, has introduced
several schemes and one being Self-Help Groups (SHGs). Introduced
in April 1999 under the then Swarnajayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana
(SGSY) now restructured as National Rural Livelihoods Mission
(NRLM) in 2001 is identified as one of  the flagship programme for
poverty alleviation. Datta & Sinha (2008: 3) states, “It aims at building
people’s asset through participation, sharing and collective action with
the goal of  empowering them to fight poverty and become empowered.
Group approach has been adopted here whereby the poor form SHGs
through social mobilization”.

Participation of  women in SHGs may lead to opportunities to direct
their own lives, improve their livelihood and take greater control in the
decision making and more social responsibilities. The emphasis has been
laid on group approach with the belief  that through appropriate support
and organization, the group members can become self-sustaining.  Then
again, people’s participation is a complex issue. Even with people’s
participation it is not always easy to achieve and may not always fulfill
every expectation and the complexities are varied. Nonetheless SHGs
facilitate participation of  ordinary people who are the actual actors in the
development decisions in the development process.
Area of  Research

The study is based on select rural segments of  Darjeeling Hills of
the state of  West Bengal.It covers three Gram Panchayats (GPs) each
from two blocks of  Darjeeling district - Nayanore, Jhepi, Relling are
the GPs from Darjeeling Pulbazar (DP) Block and Samtar, Upper
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Ecchey and Seokbir from Kalimpong 1 Block. The study being intensely
of  local character would provide vital clues from the field to reveal the
significance of  participatory development interface, which has not
received adequate attention of  researchers in the study area. The study
based on a specific locale seeks to focus on participation of  women in
SHGs for socio-economic development.
Objectives of  the Study

The primary objectives of  this paper were to –
i. analyse participation of  women in SHGs for upliftment of  their socio-

economic condition.
ii. describe the extent of  change in their lives after joining SHGs.
iii. understand their challenges in the face of  political instability in the hills.

Methodology

The theme and spirit of  the study relied much on the local field
data that constitutes its primary source. On the basis of  Purposive
Sampling 8% of  the population was chosen for interaction. Interviewing
and structuring the questionnaire formed an important part of  the
research technique. Apart from the respondents at the grassroots level,
the interview list also includes visits and interviews with the officials
and staff  of  the Block Development Office and the GP. Information
was also collected as a non-participant observer of  the SHG meetings.
The secondary source includes relevant official records and documents
such as handbooks, governmental orders, government reports, books,
articles, websites, notifications and other documents of  SHGs.

Who make up the SHGs

92 percent of the members of the SHGs belong to the BPL
category and the rest 8 percent comprise members who are either wives
of  primary teachers, retired army personnel and rich farmers amongst
others. Amongst them 95 percent are homemakers, engaged in domestic
chores as well as work in their own fields. In some cases, the women
members also work as khetala another 5 percent run small business
within the villages, such as, grocery stores or small eateries.

Findings

GP: The Ground Reality
Darjeeling hills already struggling with the functioning of  only

the GP - the lowest tier of  Panchayati Raj took a turn for the worse
when the GP body was dissolved in 20051. The GP reckoned as ‘the
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most crucial and significant’ local body of  self  governance at the village
level today stands defunct with only the government appointed staff
looking after its administration. Such ‘unconstitutional’ and
‘undemocratic’ demeanor and selfish political interest has affected
development in the Hills with the grassroots level people as the sufferers.
The local rural people have a desire to get rid of  deprivation and
therefore have found solace in the form of  SHGs. Thus it has become
an important participatory model of  development that seeks to check
and lessen their burden of  poverty, for a better life.

Why SHGs are a Turning Point
Amidst the development stagnation in the Hills, SHGs arose, giving

some scope to the rural masses, particularly the rural women, to fight
odds. This ‘people- centered approach’, has enabled the rural poor to
some extent to free themselves from the clutches of  abject poverty and
destitution. It has been rightly observed by Cornish and Dunn (2009:
112) when they say, “It more directly influences the capacity and
capability of  citizens to assert their own needs and act upon those
needs”. Besides, the programme has also given them the platform to at
least address inequality, exploitation and gender discrimination.

A common response observed amongst many SHG members
reflects that to some degree, it has sown the seeds of  self-confidence
and the need to become financially independent. It also appears as a
prospective channel for facilitating their participation at every juncture
of  socio-economic development. SHGs therefore constitute a potential
channel for facilitating participatory development to be seriously taken
by the stakeholders of  development.

Them Changes
The initiation of  SHGs has brought opportunities in the lives of  the

rural women at the time when the GP stands dissolved with no sign of
elections on the horizon. The change may not be tremendous but it has
helped them to go a bit further.  For instance a 40 years old home maker
with very little education has found confidence in her work-binding
broomsticks. She has learnt to utilize the earning and the importance of
saving and has become ‘mentally elevated’ as a member of  the group.
Another respondent also a home maker claims that the group has changed
her life. She feels there has been a lot of  improvement as she has learnt to
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speak up, undertake bank work and recognize block and GP officials. Thus,
with several interviews taken with the group members of  the three GPs
each of  Kalimpong 1 Block and DP Block the following has been observed
as the most commonly felt changes.

• A number of  SHG members have at least learnt to write their names.
• The members today are in a comparatively better position to recognize

the GP and the Block officials than before.
• The most important change the members amicably point out is their

ability to speak. Earlier they would ‘shiver at the thought of  raising
their voice’. Now, to some extent, they have developed the confidence
to speak during village community meetings and with government and
bank officials.

• Saving habits of  the members have improved to an evident degree
which allows them to ‘see money in own hands’ as well as meet the
unforeseen expenditures of  their houses. Consequently, the frequency
of  going to their neighbours or the local money-lender to borrow money
has become less frequent.

• Unlike before social activities has undergone a change. The members
have become ‘one another’s support’ at times of  need and make every
effort to ease the person’s burden.

This reveals the necessity to understand that people’s participation
becomes an innovative method to empower the rural masses both
socially and economically. In the prevailing situation the programme is
like a light at the end of  the dark tunnel. Though the changes are not
drastic yet it is no less important. One can therefore, observe SHGs
mobilizing themselves not only for their own economic development
but also towards social change and community development.

85 percent of  the SHG members also mention that they have never
done any transaction with banks. They explain that their financial
condition was too low to think of  a bank as they were not in a position
to save. Today, however, the SHGs have not only made them familiar
with the bank proceedings but also given them the opportunity to save,
draw loans at a very low rate of  interest, interact with the bank staff  to
name a few. Participation in SHGs also reveals a few but visible
‘associated’ social trends

• Greater awareness on health, hygiene and nutrition.
• Increased awareness on the necessity of  sending children to school.
• Reduction in the exploitation of  women.
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•  Increased help to the poor and needy, the sick and the old.
• Reaching out at the time of  a natural calamity, particularly landslide.

The Discussion

SHGs are gaining greater importance in rural development and
are working its way into people’s participation, their responsibility and
encourage them to take part in the programmes and issues that affect
their lives. Basically a tool for ‘empowerment’ and socio-economic
change. It is a channel in which we can observe the people at the
grassroots level participating in the development programmes and acting
as the conduit between them and the government. As they participate
they communicate and as they communicate they develop the ability to
interact effectively with others. In this context we can refer to Bordenave
(1994: 44) who said “Communication is beginning to help participation
in becoming a natural mode to solve problems”.

The SHGs have become an effective vehicle of  participation, by
which the people, even the poorest of  the poor have the opportunity to
organize themselves for the betterment of  their socio-economic
condition. The study shows that SHGs has become the medium to
gather knowledge on the development programmes, their rights, their
due benefits and to interact with the government for articulating their
grievances and problems. The SHGs connote “comprehensive
participation in all phases of  development endeavour” (Karmakar 1999:
210). Many SHG members recollect the ‘neglected and monotonous
life’ they led before they became a part of  it. However it is worth
mentioning again that the SHGs have to struggle even harder to translate
‘change’ into ‘transformation’.

A 38 years old member of  Sagar SHG of  Nayanore GP, DP Block,
welcomes the programme as it has brought ‘solace’ in her life. She
states that in the ‘chaotic situation’ of  under-development and ignorance
SHGs gave her the ‘hope and opportunity’ to fight poverty and injustice.
Narratives like these are there but at the same time we cannot undermine
the difficulties that stand in the way of  their greater success. Sometimes
the literacy factor itself  tends to put barrier across the members of  the
groups. Though not experienced by all the groups, sometimes become
a major cause of  fallout. Literate members often dominate and take
decisions without consulting the rest. Groups like Ashirbad of  Lower
Relling, Relling GP are on the verge of  collapse as all the group members
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have little or no education except for the group leader who has studied
till the tenth standard.

Banking transaction has been a ‘new experience’ for the SHG
members but if  only the banks were in close proximity to the villages.
In general the banks are at least ten kilometres away from the GPs.
Although the banks have fixed the days for the SHG consultation, it is
not necessary that the members will get their work done or meet the in-
charge on the specified days.

Poverty too does not allow the SHG members to spend reasonable
decent lives. A 40 years old home maker gives a practical explanation
that because most of them are poor they cannot afford to attend four
meetings in a month. Like her, another home maker also accepts the
fact that SHG has improved her economic condition but at the same
time she cannot afford to neglect the agricultural work which has always
been the means of  sustenance.

Participation in skill development training has encouraged them
to make new items like potato chips, pickles, dried meat, noodles, soft
toys and the like which can be sold for a profit. However, the problems
become apparent when it comes to marketing the products and face
hardships to find a proper channel. This seems to have made a negative
impact on the capital transaction, skill, effort and socio-economic
upliftment of  the local rural people. They have placed their plea to the
government officials but not much attention has been given.
Consequently they are compelled to switch over to other economic
activities. Still the fact remains that despite the difficulties they confront
right from the grassroots level to the higher authorities, the SHGs have
come a long way in terms of  being initiated to the ‘participatory culture’.

Concluding Remarks

It is accepted that the SHGs in their own little way have helped to
build up the lives of  the local rural people of  Darjeeling Hills. Challenges
and problems are there, yet the SHGs can be regarded as one of  the
emerging channels for participatory development. Our study shows
that a little more initiative from the government, primarily of  the local
level agencies like the GP and the Block, could be good for building
social connections. The SHGs have great potential to be a ‘salient’
channel of  a participatory approach. Specifically, better communication
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not only among themselves but also with the stakeholders, both
governmental and non-governmental, is a sine quanon.

The background of  the unstable political situation, the stagnating
fund scenario, the rural poor of  the Darjeeling Hills appear to have
found some kind of  ‘outlet’ of  interaction and articulation in the SHGs.
The paper, remaining cautious of  the tendency to romanticize the SHGs,
points out the constraints and limitations of  the SHGs, but ultimately
finds in this ‘channels’ lot of  possibilities of  utilizing the power of
participatory approach to rebuild lives of  the people in the study areas
in particular and the Darjeeling Hills in general.

While their articulation may not be as ‘smart’, and as ‘instantaneous’
and ‘voluminous’, as their urban counterparts they also nurture a desire
for more effective governance. It is possible to realize this aspiration if
the government realizes and understands that the ‘ordinary’ people are
prepared to cooperate with the government and non-government
agencies for activities that go beyond ‘one size fits all’ approach and
are meant to improve and enhance their lives according to their required
and individual needs. The growth of  the SHGs reveals that people are
stimulated up for participation in any kind of  development schemes
and projects if  given suitable and reasonable opportunities.

The GP is one government structure on which the local rural people
tend to rely most for improving their conditions. However, the pathetic
state of  affairs of  the GPs has belied their expectations. The revival of
the GPs and encouragement to new initiatives like the SHGs can help
to reverse the scenario. It can produce a positive motivational influence
paving the way for long-term vision of  transparent, accountable and
responsive governance. It can go a long way in boosting and enhancing
participation of  women in such a resourceful scheme. It has the capacity
to strength and accelerate women entrepreneurship, their self
employment and empowerment.

Thus the potential of  the SHG members marks a platform to
champion the cause of  the rural masses. It is an opportunity for them
ton be at the center and not at the periphery in the local development-
related decision-making process. Their participation in the development
programmes meant for them can undeniably support them to make
some progress and come out from their down-trodden lives. But such
a scenario is possible only when the governmental authorities recognizes
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and perceives to harness the SHGs as a fundamental prerequisite for
women empowerment and enhance their socio-economic status. In fact
they should not just be conventionally visualized. The SHGs, as the
preceding discussion reveals, are ready to cooperate and participate but
they can surge forward only when the concerned authorities are ready
to harness their potential. It is important for them to comprehend that
SHGs can be a dynamic and potent tool for effective participatory
activities with the rural people related to their daily life and local
surroundings.q

Notes

   1. Elections to the Panchayat were to be held in 2005. However, before
the elections could be held Darjeeling witnessed some major political
developments. The demand for Sixth Schedule status for the hills halted
the elections. Political negotiation with the state government has not
reaped any result thus elections has not been held till date.
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